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Four hundred and eighty more pages of paid advertising have appeared in Motion Picture News to date
this year than in its nearest competitor.
Why?
Simply because advertising managers, who look well
before they spend, know that the News
Reaches the largest consumer circulation
Brings the quickest results and
Is the acknowledged leader in its field.

The
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Los Angeles

News

Alone

Covers

the

Field
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Chicago
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CEN

A

WARNER
BROS.
Miunr
WHY

GIRLS

LEAVE

HOME

QAdapied from the popular AaQe success
WITH AN ALL STAR CAST
• IMCTIO
WILLIAM NIGH
HARRY
RAPF
I

Girls Leave Home"
and it will carry an

release "Why
is unusually good,
amount

unusual

is reproduced

of which
other

one

reads:
Leave
Of

—

is of the

Do

You

advertising
there

For instance,

twenty-four

two

be

of poster

kind.

of an unusual
will

BROTHERS

big WARNER

|HE

sheets,

The

above.

teaser

and

variety

Girls

"Why

Know

one

Home?"

course

the

are

so

good

are

RITCHEY

RITCHEY

reason
is quite

why

the

posters

simple.

They

posters.

LITHO.

406-426 W. 31st St.

Phone

CORP.
Chelsea

THE GREATEST ORGANIZATION
OF
ARTISTS AND POSTER PRINTERS IN THE

8388

POSTER
WORLD

i

November
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WILLI

His

Latest —

and

Greatest!

AM

S.

HART
in
a

^paramount

Q>icture
By William S. Hart. Adapted for
the screen by Bennet Musson. Directedgraphedby Lambert
Hillyer.
by Joe August,
A. S. C.PhotoA. William S. Hart Production

and
Mississippi
Hart swim
youtheseeheroine
^^/" HEN
see him lick
— whenthe you
rescue
a trihe of Indians — go to jail for a crime he didn't
commit — escape with the aid of his dog and ride
breakneck through the desert to save the caravan
— when you see all this and lots more — you'll say :
It's the greatest western

picture ever made!

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION ; jj(
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Laughs

Motion

by

the

Barrel
Adolph,

—

Tears

Zukor

by

the

Quart

presents

Thomas

MEIGHAN
m

cA
A

PrinceThereWas

HEART
interest combination of comedy
anything Meighan has ever done.

and

pathos

that beat-

The tale of a man who tried to go to the dogs — and was saved
by a little waif.

Full of the same big appeal as " The Prince Chap."

From the play that was last season's sensation on Broadway.
Based on the play by George M. Cohan and the novel, " Enchanted
Hearts," by Darragh Aldrich. Scenario by Waldemar Young. Directed by
Tom Forman. Cast includes Mildred Harris.

(X

(paramount

(picture

Picture

News

November

5, 1921
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LLOYD

"HAM"

HAMILTON

m
"The
Vagrant"
Produced
under
supervision

Jack
"Ham,"

of

White

with

his Hammer, doesn't leave 'em a leg to stand on,
in "The Vagrant."
Moving Picture World says:
ture is pure burlesque on the life of
a
loafer, and has many laughable
"This two-reel Mermaid Comedy
incidents, chief among them being
featuring Lloyd Hamilton and diswhere Hamilton sends business to
tributed byEducational is reminisa girl selling foot remedies by the
cent of 'Eas.y Street.' Chaplin's
favorite policeman has the principal
simple method of hammering peopart opposite Hamilton.
The picple's feet."
EducationaVs
Nationally
Advertised Short Subjects

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,
E. W. Hammons, President

Inc.
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Motion

Picture

News

'T

he

M

O

S

T

TENSE
MOMENT

PRISCIIIA

EVER
SCREENED

CARL

LAEMMLE

presents thebte^est Outdoor
drama ever made. Directed bt
Stuart Paton Prom the famous
Story by Clarence

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

SUPER

Red Book

Budin^tonKelland.

PRODUCTION

j

rid©
of

a

lo<js

flood
an

ra$in$
in the

Torn

river
3reat

loose

explosion

turned
a whole

the

by

that

course

Oregon

of

river

Motion
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MISS

Du

Picture

News

PONT

Yause
Kisses
DIRECTED BY
PAUL SCARDON
FROM A PlAY BY
HOOT
MLBUR DANIEL
STEELE
Sure

Gl BSC*

Fir^
DIRECTED ET I

JACK
STORY PORC
BY ■.I
EUGENE MAN
RHODES

CARL
LAEMMLE

OFFERS
FOUR

>OUR

BOXOFFICE

DELIGHTFUL

PICTURES

in

hOvCMBER

ERSAL

SPE

'J
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Not

a

ata

Special

Special

Price

s Special
but

a

Special

at

a

WEEKLY!
HERBERT
RAWLINSON

RENTAL
MARIE

PREVOfT

^ DIRECTED BY
FOOL"
NOBODY'S
KING BA3GOT

AL

ATTRACTION

Carl

Laemmle

presents for your
earliest possible showing
that greatest
character

in the
ever

of all Western

players

first Superwestern

screened-

a magnificent

UNIVERSALJEWEL
PRODUCTION
de LUXE
Directed by Robert Thorn by

LOIS

WEBER

Never made a picture that did not have
a live, big exploitation theme.
"The

The

a box-office

angle —

Blot" hits 'em square between the eyes with the question, "Is the greatest BLOT
on American life the begrudging, starvation treatment of our teachers?"
smashing turmoil
ploitation possibilities.

Motion

Picture

Weber's

powers."

Moving

Picture

public."
Wid's Daily

News

of

real drama

said,

World

pronounced

"a

declared,

backs

splendid

"a

it "splendid

up

these

example

strong

human

appeal

ex-

of Lois

to the

interest."

F. B . WARREN
—
1^—
— —
154 0 Bro.dV.y //U)«JL\
GUNNING \ CORPORATION
N.w York. City ■^H^^^HB^HH^^B^BH^MI

CANCEX

sensational

production

it

I

ACCUJE

"Csyifh

adequate

exploitation -and
Occuse
in

"is rich

eocp/oitation

—
oppo
unatr
ite
ies
every rt
the
ax/7/
/Fnd this picture
a
tremendous
business

Getter

CORPORATION
AQXLPTLP
UNITED
CHADLIN • DOUGLAS FAIRDANI<J~ • D: W. GRIFFITH
• CHARLIE
MAliY P1CKFOR.D
(-4IQ.AM AOaAMJ? paE^IOCNT

MAIiY DICKTOIiD
CUAIiUE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAJ" FAIRBANKS
D. W GRIFFITH
UIUAM AQRAMj; PRESIDENT

"His

Nibs"

believes in advertising

Announcing:

Mefkod

of

CHARLES

Distribution

(CHIC)

in his first Exceptional
for

SALE*
Picture

'His Nibs" Syndicate, Inc.
L. L. Hiller. President
Longacre Building
42nd St. and BroadvJay
NetO York Cit^

has purchased this production outright for the United States, to whom Exceptional Pictures respectfully refers all inquiries already received for first runs.
" His Nibs " Syndicate, Inc., will exploit the picture on the INDEPENDENT

MARKET.

Exceptional Pictures Corporation takes this opportunity of expressing to the exhibitors
and independent buyers of the country', its sincere appreciation for the unusual preliminary
interest they have displayed in this Exceptional Picture.
. . . and to state that the exploitation and advertising thus far conducted has been
merely the beginning of a tremendous campaign which will embrace trade journals,
regional publications and national publicity.
Furthermore desiring to assure everyone who shall in the future be associated with " H\>
Nibs," that they may depend upon any and every cooperation it is in the power of the
organization of Exceptional Pictures to extend.

Jjxceptional/ fkchirei Corporation;
M^tamder-Jd-CAiftiAA/
Gxccidi ivJJfficeb
O/K&TZvlidcnb ti' (/-cnerM^Yanadcr^ 1540 JSroaduxuf

'A'" His Nibs" is the first of a
series to be made by Exceptional Pictures starring
Charles (Chic) Sale.

Mr.

Arthur
On

James: —

behalf

of Mr.

Sale

Iand the organization

of

IExceptional

I want

Pictures

to say that sincere
praise such
expressed,

as you have
is encouragement

of a type that makes
work

necessary

the hard

to the

uphill fight for success,
an honest
.

pleasure.
ALEXANDER

BEYFUSS

presents
CHARLES

(CHIC)

living seven

different

SALE

characters

in
"HIS

NIBS"
OCTOBER
'♦21 22

''Chic"

Sale

Scores

a

Real

Hit

vaudeof to
e Chic
otherwis
CHARLESville, isSALE,
the
recruit
best Sale
and
the newest
screen's actors of importance and ha has succeeded in the Exceptional Picture, "His Nibs," in
contriving a charming novelty that is as clean as a
hound's tooth and as downright funny as anything
that has featured its way into our view for a long
time.
Portraying seven roles in one picture and doing
them all well is a feat, but better than that is the sum
total of the feature's effect upon an audience. At the
Hotel Astor showing this effect was to provoke heart}
laughter in waves that rose high and it was demon
straled that Mr. Sale in "His Nibs" is splendid enter
tainment. Arthur Hoerl's titling is so splendid in its
humor that we call your especial attention to it.
Alexander Beyfuss has demonstrated his showmanship
and insured for himself and his associates of the \
Exceptional organization a feature picture that will
make money for exhibitors and give to their audiences
a most satisfying feast of fun. We look for more of
Mr. Sale-«-we need him on the screen.

Motion
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Picture

News

Day

Series

Take

a

story

famous
One

by

that was

that

Day,

author.
published

azine read by
One

Holman

in a mag-

millions.

is full of drama,

lumber-

jacks, woodsmen, guides.
Put

it into

Stage

a two

it in the

reel picture.
forests

of Maine,

the least filmed

of all our

ically beautiful

states.

scen-

You'll have a picture that all will
like and want to see.

You'll

have

Flaming
Registered
They

pictures
Trail"

and

Guide,"
are

like

u Cupid,

now

different.

•^jy Distributors

<* Pafhe'

^— s

j>

"The

ready.

November

5, 1 p 2 1

Amedee

J. Van
presents

Ernest

'Little.

Beuren

Truex

in

But

Oh

My

brilliant little comeTRUEX,
J^RNEST
dian, shining star of ' 'Six Cylinder Love,"
one of the biggest hits that the New
York

in some

stage has had

presented

in three two-reel

are full of fun without
Ask

the nearest

screening
"Stick

of

comedies

that

being slap-stick.

Pathe

Exchange

"Little,

Around' '

time, now

But

and

Oh

"The

for a
My,"

Bashful

Lover."
"Little, But Oh
ball picture.

My,"

the first, is a foot-

It's timely.

VJiy Distributors
(^)Pafhe'(f)

See it.

Get it!

Opinions
but

the

vary,

letter

re-

produced on this
page

is one

expressing

of many

the

unani-

mous opinion concerning
these
Only

extraordinary
Few

series.

Territories

Open!
INQUIRE
AY
NATHAN

WON
HIRSH,

Pres.

FILM

OF

CORPORATION
729 SEVENTH

AVE.

N. Y. C.

THE

BIG

Heirry

CLIMAX

T.Morey

RathlyriWilliams

Cr^ce Valentine

RolandBottomley

In a Scene

RALPH

From

SELZNICICS

WCE

Tremendous

PRODUCTION

"AGREATEST
MAN'S
HOME"
THE
PICTURE
THAT
HAS
EVER

CARRIED

A

SELZNICIi

TRADEMARK

"VARIETY".
SAYS

\
\

^ eans
UPCl
RevWa\

Thete^^t^SiS
_
V
theatres
nigU pric€3
ren * US Playmg

Socbester

\

X Entire
TSJ^
Salter.
n^ore.^.
asWng origlual|
I Utters

a\;°einS «*SJio

a i-J". second

release, J^ e.
^•arra iesJ^ — —

i r1!
It

"QUO
VADIS"
Playing at a DOLLAR
TOP,
"Quo Vadis" has just splintered records at the National, Washington, D. C. Arrayed
against it— at fifty-five top — were the strongest features
could be culled from current screen attractions.
Triumphal runs in a score of big cities are being
Klaw & Erlanger as a result of the phenomenal
the Nation's

that

planned by
showing in

Capital.

Showmen
recognize the possibilities in George Kleine's
revival of the famous classic; showmen
everywhere are
cashing those possibilities into profits.

Related
F.B.WARREN

CORPORATION
New York C.ty
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Add

Motion

One

Picture

More

Now Goldwyn adds "Doubling for Romeo"
to a list of pictures that are acknowledged
record-breakers.
One

of the

greatest

Without

question

"Doubling
city where

for Romeo" is the
it has played.

It has opened
What

They

Los

Said

In

comedies
the

most

to sensational

of the most

important

the United

States.

of all time.
original,

talk of every

business

exhibition

in four

centers

of

Angeles
In

ingly tunny comedies
;
*creamof
Record: °n,e °! the most
recent years. "Doubling for Romeo" is
a truly enjoyable picture, which no one
with a sense of humor sbould miss.

Los

Angeles

at

"Doubling for Romeo"
record. The admission
In

Chicago

Miller's

Theatre,

is breaking the house
price is one dollar.

it is doing

wonders

at the

great guns

at The

Roosevelt.

is a
ete knock
out." Not
<°r Romeo
"Doub'in8
TimPS' compl
only is it a hilariously funny comedy,
but Rogers completely finds himself in
it. He is whimsical, funny, sad by turns
and in addition does some athletic
stuff that rivals Doug Fairbanks.

that Rogers lh,i
hasng
Examiner:
done"
was the unanimous comment
last night.

'n the
ress:
" parlance
of 'h*
thes>theatre,
Mr, Roger;
aEx
fatprpart, and extracts the last juicy
drop of fun from it.

superbly. Every time Krs
he
Herald: The ,r,olVits Roge
comes into a scene there is a shout of
laughter "Doubling for Romeo" is one
of the best comedies ever filmed

In Cincinnati

it is going

Capitol.
And in New York at the world's largest
theatre, The Capitol, it is doing one of the
most

phenomenal

theatre

has ever done

weeks

that

this

great

. . «

WATCH

The

Biggest

Name

News

November

5,

19 2 1

to

a

The

crowds
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Record

are

laughing,

applauding

List

and

congratulating.
The

reviewers

are writing

in their reviews
six months

than

more

they

superlatives

have

written

in

. . .

"Doubling for Romeo" is a big hit. Will
Rogers has pulled the surprise picture of the
year

...

comes

a comedy

with

in which

every

scene

a jolt unexpected.
What

"Doubling for Romeo" is not only the biggest
laugh'puller in a long, long while. It is a
spectacular
There

picture.

There

is a duel

New
/-M J
\JlOOe:

are great scenes
derful settings with

They

in this picture, won-

clamoring

mobs

that grips you

and

. . .
startles

you ....

—a

"Doubling

for Romeo"

list that includes

"Dangerous

Curve

"The

to a record
Old

Nest"

list
and

In

York

Will Rogers, Elmer Rice
and WiU Shakespeare di-

vide the honors in thecleverestcomedy
of this or many other seasons.

about the most hilarious
Romeo" is
thing
hasg ever
^or done.
Doub^n
ps'Rogers
Tim Mr.

VVU/ttl.
Add

Said

at tjmes boisterously

' Are.tnorougnly giggly anci
rld
Wohabl
laug
e pictu

Ahead."

Telegraph:
There are more coming!
"The Sin Flood!"

"Poverty

of Riches!"

ll^'X^,
the " Romeo and Juliet " episodes
amount to a triumph.

Journal
this one

You will have the time
of your life watching

GOLDWYN

-7 . One of the cleverest and
most amusing satires on the
motion picture industry that has been
produced in many a day.

In

T T I aid.
1 1 Combination
of Rogers
Lie
and Shakespeare
as ir-

Pictures

Today!

"W

resistible as a certain widely advertised
talcum powder

2380

When

You

Buy

An

Arrow

Buy
The
Best There
Picture Entertainment*

52

Arrow-

Is

Motion

Picture

Picture

You

In

Motion

Comedies
A bang up output of hilarious comedies — sold on a
franchise basis, one each week. Celebrated stars,
master producer.

4

Arrow-Peter
A

B*

Kyne

features

series of four pictures from

the pen of this great

author. The first — "A Motion to Adjourn" — Stars
Marjorie Daw and Roy Stewart. Produced by
Ben Wilson.

4

Arrow

James

Oliver

Four splendid red-blood

Curwood

north-woods

subjects written

by Curwood the master. "God's Country and the
Law," the first of the series. Produced by Pine-Tree
Pictures, Inc.

2

Arrow-

Ann

Little

Serials

"The Blue Fox" and "Nan of the North," a pair of 15
episode serials of unparalleled thrills. The lovable Ann
Little stars in both.
Ben Wilson.

They're

winners.

Produced

by

N e

3-

Stick To Independent
Are Produced, Bought
On Merit.
Makers.

26

Arrow-

They

Sport

Are

Pictures — They
And
Sold Solely
The

Real

Money-

Pictorials

Current sport pictures produced by Jack Eaton — edited
and titled by Qrantland Rice. They deal with outdoor sports and
big houses.

6

Arrow

Jack
Here

pastimes.

Hoxie

Featured

in New

Specials

is the never- failing Jack in a half a dozen feature

specials. A wide range of subjects — every one
triumph. Produced by Ben Wilson.

4

Arrow-

York's

a Hoxie

Grace
Davison
features
Society dramas in which Miss Davison adds to her
already large following. " Love, Hate
is the first of these successes. Produced

and a Woman"
by J. G. Pictures

Corporation.

4

Arrow-Neva

Gerber

features

"A Yankee Go -Getter" and " Dangerous Paths" are
the first of this great series. James Morrison plays

All

of These — and

opposite

Miss Gerber

second.

Produced

Many

More

in the first; Ben Wilson

by Berwilla.

in the

HAL

ROACH
present^

thru

ASSOCIATED

Harold

EXHIBITORS

iMn

I
be

4^

PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS
"NEVE
R
EAKE
FOREIGN W
REPRESENTATIVE
N.
for ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
SfDNEY

GARRETT
/

"Go to it. Grab
News.

it quick!" — Motion

"Score another homer
Moving Picture World.
m r1 M

" 'Never Weaken'

for Harold

is a

Picture

Lloyd." —

knockout.

Roaring

laughter punctuated by screams and hysteria.
See that the seats are nailed firmly, then pack
them in. 'Never Weaken'

is sure to go big. It

will catch on like a house a-fire." — WicTs.
" 'Never Weaken'

brought screams and roars of

laughter to a group of hard-boiled reviewers.
Better proof of fun and spontaniety in a comedy
we cannot offer." — Morning

Telegraph.

Ten

thousand

persons

whirl

through

modern society drama — a gigantic
adjectives of P. T. Barnum.
A

whale

of a title for showmen

Evil" — there's the tinkling
words.
A

wondrously

EVIL"

and

"GOOD

beautiful

— an eye-feasting

sound

woman

revelation

who

the

action

spectacle

to play

worthy

of

of the

with — "Good

of box-office

this

and

dollars in the

to feature — Lucy
starts a chorus

Doraine

of "ah's!"

and "oh's!"
A tremendous story of Man's love for Woman, and his
battle with Temptation, Intrigue, Passion and Deception.
Presented

by the Herz

Film

Corporation.

Rclcited /. ^ A by
F. B . WARREN
CDldX \ CORPORATION
1540 8roi4»»y //CUNNING
New York. City

(3NE

new

Col.Wm.

for

the

Film

and

N.

Co.,

finer

than

serial

is

Colonel

with

the

Great

collection

* World
729

making

&

any

Import

be

of

better

wild

heretofore

Selig

Zoo—

which

is

animal-

produced,

backing

resources

the

wild

largest

of

it
the

private

animals

in

the

States.

Rights

7th

is

will

unlimited

Selig

United

Selig

Inc.,

jungle

that

serial*

Export

the

why

reason

Ave.,

controlled
New

York

by the
City.

Export
Cable

&

Import

address

Film

Co.,

Eximfilm,

Inc.,
N.

Y.

Dedicated
MSfin

to those Who

motion

picture

demand

the

entertainment*

FOX

ANNIVERSARY

VEEK

9- to
Jan.
Join
the2other thousands
Book
F

For

FOX

Seven

Pictures

Days

of Big BoxOffice Success

Direct

u Circulation BookM Opeo to All."

" Circulation Books Open to All" j
NKW VOHK. MONDAY)

AUGUST

its

from

New

York

13. IMI,

THE PHOTO-DRAMA
Five little minutes of William take heart and renew hope that the that speak to the lens , his lion-like
Fafnum on the cinema screen lends picture play is not going to the frame;
He has his
themneatness
all. and his grace.
more dignity to the art of the
worth
while
part
of
He
caresses
his baby-girl, and
photoplay than five months of the The *really
dogs. *Inis* America
usual silly prattle of most of the "Perjury"
the acting
ofis Mr.
you wonder
if that
it isn't
his
Farnum
there
not
own.
He
sinks
hugereally
fist into
slick-haired
toddle-top
demons
of
our day.
another man more capable or more the midsection of an enemy and you
There slipped into the . Park talented by nature to act before the grunt of pain. He acts. He is
You tonever
Theatre yesterday afternoon one camera than he. The wonder is positive atwhatall hetimes.
is about
do.
of the finest bits of motion picture that he has not long before now wonder
characterization that has been seen set himself aside, selected good You behold what he already has
He is no poser. Oh, for
in New York for a year. And Mr stories and specialized in the so- done.
Farnum, although he finds himself called "super-films." the kind that a few more like him ! Or, perhaps
we
should
say, more pictures with
the central figure in'a story of life
and haveto sufpower and— appeal—
stay him.
as old as the hills, gives us a les- are goodficientenough
His
work
"Perjury"
is worthyof
son in facial expression, photo-dra- on Broadway for months. * * * of more thanin the
usual amount
matic excellence and all 'round human,
His
great
"intellectual"
head
;
his
tender,
courageous,
manly
space
devoted
to
an
actor,
because
good
those pantomime
who see himthatto will
once cause
more countenance ; his fine hair ; his eyes he really acts. Q. L. M.

run

'"Mr. Wi

lliam

Fox

another
of his
presents
Special
Features,

Superstarring

WILLIAM

FARN

U

M

In a photodrama
of tremendous
human

interest

PE

RJ

By

Ruth

Comfort

Mitchell

Scenario

ly Mary

Murillo

Were

Lap

the Last
REGAL

FILMS,

ARTHUR

on

Now!"
LIMITED

COHEN, Vice-Pres., Gen. Mgr.
BUYS

STARRING
of Tarzan"
es
ur
nt
Adve
ELMO

LINCOLN
FOR

ENTIRE
FEDERATED

CANADA

FILM

EXCHANGES

AL KAHN, Gen. Mgr.
BUYS
THE

WILD
WESTERN
IOWA

ANIMAL
MISSOURI

Adventures
Suite 908

SERIAL
FOR

SUPREME
KANSAS
NEBRASKA

of Tarzan Serial Sales Corp.
Bryant 3271
1540 BROADWAY, N. Y.
Cable Address— Weiss Pict

EXHIBITORS— SEE THESENorthern
EXCHANGES
Illinois
SAMUEL SPITZER
Wisconsin
Indiana
Reelcraft Film Exchange
804 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
Utah, Wyoming
C. 0. HAWXHURST
Colorado
Superior Screen Service
New Mexico
147 Regent
StreetUtah
Salt
Lake City,
Northern
Idaho
Mississippi
Louisiana
PEARCE FILMS, INC.
608
StreetLa.
New Canal
Orleans,
North Carolina
R. D. CRAVER
South Carolina
First National Exhibitors Circuit
Georgia, Florida
12 So. Church St., Charlotte, N. C.
Alabama
146 Marietta St., Atlanta, Ga.
FINE ARTS FILM COMPANY
3618 Olive Street
St. Louis, Mo.
SAM
ZIERLER Film Corp.
Commonwealth
729 Seventh Ave., New York
NU ART FILM CORP.
221 Franklin St.
Buffalo, N. Y.
BEN AMSTERDAM
Masterpiece
Film
Attractions Pa.
1329
Vine St.,
Philadelphia,
MARION
KOHN
Federated Film Distributors
90 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
731 So. Olive St., Los Angeles, Cal.
A. A. WEILAND
Standard Film Exchange
119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
ALFRED A. RAYMOND
Ray
Film Co.St , Dallas, Texas
1913 San
Commerce
FRED CUBBERLY, Mgr.
First National Exhibitors Circuit
Loeb Arcade, Minneapolis, Minn.
AL KAHN
Federated Film Exchange
115 W. 17th St., Kansas City, Mo.
2304 Farnum St., Omaha Nebr.
ARTHUR COHEN
FilmsSt.,Limited
21RegalDundas
East Toronto
Albee Building, Montreal
39Phoenix
Waterloo
St.,
St. John,Winnipeg
N. B.
Block Building,
Princess Theatre Bldg., Calgary, Alberta
533 Granville St., Vancouver, B. C.
R.
LEWIS FILM
COMPANY
1114D.Markham
St., Little
Rock, Ark.■

Eastern Missouri
Southern Illinois
Greater New York
Northern New Jersey
Upper New York State
Eastern Pennsylvania
Southern New Jersey
California
Arizona, Nevada
Western Pennsylvania
West Virginia
Texas, Oklahoma
Minnesota
North & South Dakota
Western Missouri
Kansas, Iowa
Nebraska
Eastern Canada
Western Canada

Arkansas

R-C
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c/2 t7<3t2e oP Hearts ivt ot City's Slums'
MP'
Directed,
by S
COLIN
CAMPBELL
WA
THE

A

Rare

Combination

of tender appeal to the
heart, fine, clean humor
with a dashjof Icomedy,^
swift action^and aj big
surprise.
A Great

Human

Story

Itsthelaughter
drives
tears away

ALL

ACCESSORIES

FREE

DURING
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— R. S.
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B.WALTUALL
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CURTAINS

Powerful

Splendor

FAVORITE
Photo
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TERRITORY
FOR
WARNER
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ALDEN

STARRING in'THE OLD

3

Drama

of Society

1600

^

Staged

TheSlums

WIRE
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Seasons"

Four

"The

From the Exhibitors Trade Review,
October 15, 1921.
THE FOUR SEASONS.— A four-reel
Urban Popular Classic-Kineto novelty.
With the assistance of Raymond L. Ditmars, curator of the New York Zoological
Society, Charles Urban has given to the
screen four reels of impressively scientific
and instructive entertainment. It makes
its appeal to every member- of the family
and the sort of educational subject that
every mother and father will want every
member of the household to see. Beautifully put together the four reels are a
succession of charming nature with a tinge
of novelty and colorful magnetism that
makes it easily one of the most remarkable educational-entertainment subjects
ever reflected on the silver sheet. A reel
is devoted to the picturization of the
beauty of each of the four seasons. There
are animals that make you marvel, wonder and hold you aghast. It all seems so
beautiful and wonderful. Here is one
screen offering that need fear no one and
justifies the use of superlatives. It is
Nature picturized in all its glory. It is
Life itself — the life of the animal and the
human being who looks on in wonderment. Photographically, it is a gem.
The Pour Seasons is remarkable because
it accomplishes what many have branded
impossible — makes pleasing entertainment of a subject that heretofore has been
restricted to the four walls of the schoolroom.
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HUGO

BALLIN

PRODUCTION
from

the great novel by

with
CHARLOTTE
MABEL
PRODUCED

BALLIN

BRONTE

and NORMAN

BY HUGO

BALLIN

TREVO

PRODUCTION:

WHAT
MORNING
Is as charming

T

H

TELEGRAPH

as the lover of Charlotte Bronte

would want it to be. A photoplay of unusual beauty " with all the weird mystery and tender romance
of the story preserved.

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

A well staged and delightfully photographed
turization of Charlotte Bronte's great novel.

pic-

R

I

T

I

G

S

S

A

Y

WIDS
Excellent Production of Famous Love Story Should be sure fire with women patrons. Best thing
Hugo Ballin has yet produced for the screen.
MOVING

PICTURE

NEWS

A very able piece of direction. A pictorial triumph. So out of the ordinary that it stands almost
alone.

A

a

JANE

EYRE

It is a great pleasure to offer to Exhibitors
Hodkinson

Month

such a wonderful

production

for
as

"Jane Eyre."
Hugo

Ballin has given to the screen one of the finest

achievements

of the year -- a picture that every exhi-

bitor in the country can book

and be assured of a

profitable box-office return.

HODKINSON
SELECTED-

PICTURES

NELL

SHIPMAN
in

THE

FROM

GIRL
Swift, rushing,
you

have

roaring

the pulsating

Country."
Every element

craved

COUNTRY

GOD'S

action ; thrill piled upon
drama

of "The

Girl

thrill — there
From

by lovers of red-blooded,

God's

rapid-mov-

ing photoplays; the great mysterious spaces of the northwoods; the animals of the wilderness; a breath-taking aeroplane leap; a resourceful, pretty heroine.
Fifty-seven

Keith

houses

are playing

it to big business ; it has

just played simultaneous week engagements at two Cleveland houses, Circle and Strand; reports from every section
are alike — "the thriller of the year."
Presented by W.
Bert Van Tuyle.

H. Clune.
Directed by Nell Shipman
Written by Nell Shipman.

F. B . WARREN
IS40 Broid.^y //CwdX
CUNNING \ CORPORATION
N.w York. Cily

and

A

Powerful
Hobart

HOBART

Bosworth

Production,

by

Associated

(Bfifrl

of

Inc., presents

BOSWORTH
-'BUND
By Emilie Johnson
Scenario by Joseph Franklin Poland Directed by Roland V. Lee

" You can not marry her"

Distributed

Drama

HEARTS

"Father! Aren't you glad to see me"

First

National

Pictures

Inc.

Love

and

Hate

Blind

A picture that will carry your patrons in breathless interest through thrilling
adventures in the Arctic ice fields, where a band of men and women, lured by
the Yukon Gold fever, battle against wild beasts, ice traps and starvation, after
their ship has been
love — Blind Hearts.

crushed

in the

He saw his wife in the arms of his friend

I have sent my own son to the gallows "

A horrible suspicion assailed him

Released

on the

Open

Market

ice — A

tale of bitter hate

and

You are the guilty man!

a wondrous

Confess it!"

We are safe at last '

" There is the man who killed him! "

Available

to all Exhibitors
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Ben

Turpin

Sure

Motion

i

.V e vj s

Cake

the

Takes

—

Picture

!

$e-aK, and Ke takes tKe bread and tke good
old custard pies and doughnuts and Ke mixes
up all tKe dougK v?itK love and sunsKine and
laugKter in

i
Sennet
Mack
presentation
of t'

Ben

"Love

Turpin
in

and

Doughnuts

^Tke first 2-reel Mack Sennett'Ben Turpin Comedy
for First National.

Distributed b$ Associated

First National

Pictures, Inc.

Released
Available

on

the

Open

Market

to all exhibitors
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Louis

B. Mayer

presents

A

Most

Unusual

Myster?

Drama!

The story of a vJoman whose fear overshadowed ev*en
her great love — a secret terror born of fear-fraught
moments in a blazing cabin battling against a man v?ith
all the strength of her being.
A picture that will hold your patrons spell-bound with
* thrills.
its tremendous scenes, its mystery and suspense and

Written by Hampton Del Ruth and directed b$ Edwin
CarevJe.

A

Motion
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Associated
Are

Released

Producers'
on

Open

Attractions

Market

Basis!

To the Exhibitor:
In the many

scores of telegrams relative to booking Associated

Producers' pictures, some confusion seems to exist in the mind of the
exhibitor as to their method of release. This confusion has arisen
through the fact that Associated Producers' attractions are now being
distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
In order to set at rest any doubts in the minds of exhibitors we
wish to state that ALL Associated Producers' pictures are available
to any and all exhibitors desiring to book them.
The following pictures are now available through Associated
First National exchanges ON THE WIDE OPEN MARKET
PLAN :
Pilgrims of the Night
:
Blind Hearts
Molly O
Love Never Dies
The Silent Call
Hail Sea
the W'oman
The
Lion
The Cup of Life
Devotion
Greater Than Love
The Ten Dollar Raise
The Foolish Matrons
A Broken Doll
Mother
o' Mine
Home Talent
I Am Guilty
A Perfect Crime
A Small Town Idol
Lying Lips
A Thousand to One
Love
The Last of the Mohicans
The Forbidden Thing
The Leopard Woman
Homespun Folks
Made in the Kitchen
She Sighed by the Seaside
Call a Cop
Love's Outcast
Love and Doughnuts

J. L. Frothingham
Hohart Bosworth
Mack Sennett
King Vidor
H. O. Davis
Thomas Bosworth
H. Ince
Hobart
Thomas H. Ince
A. J. Bimberg
J. Parker Read, Jr.
J. L. Frothingham
Maurice Tourneur
Allan Dwan
Thomas
Ince
Mack H.
Sennett
J. Parker Read, Jr.
Allan Dwan
Mack Sennett
Thomas H. Ince
J. Parker Read, Jr.
J. Parker Read, Jr.
Maurice Tourneur
Allan Dwan
J. Parker Read, Jr.
Thomas H. Ince
2 reel Sennett
2 reel Sennett
2 reel Sennett
2 reel Sennett-Turpin
2 reel Sennett-Turpin

PICTURES IN THE COURSE OF PRODUCTION
A Bride of the Gods
J- L. Frothingham
Lorna Doone
Maurice Tourneur
Pawned
J- Parker Read. Jr.
Lucky Damage (work title)
Thomas H. Ince
Heart Balm (work title)
Mack Sennett
Distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
Released
Available

on

the

to

Open

All

Market

Exhibitors
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The

Businesslike

the Saturday Evening Post of October 15th
(our apologies to Sam Bullock for advertising
article on
is a remarkable
this publication)

IN

" Europe in Transition."
The author, Isaac F. Marcosson,

points out that

Europe today with " neither war nor peace " (to
quote Trotsky's famous phrase) is worse off than
Europe at war.
And the trouble, says Mr. Marcosson, is due to
" petty politics,'1 " passing the buck," " passion and
prejudice," " self-interest," " self-importance," " animosity," demagogueism,"
"
etc.
In other words to plain hatred, aroused and maintained between states that must be economically interdependent, and for no other reason than the glorification of the individual state or some leader within the
individual state.
A deplorable situation indeed1; and every American
will have to pay and pay well for the business stagnation that must result from this great discord.
In reading this potent article the writer was struck,
time and again, with points of remarkable similarity
between the economic chaos of Europe and the
economic discord within the motion picture industry.
We have, in this industry, three economic divisions,
the exhibitor, distributor and producer of pictures.
Each division is utterly dependent upon another.
One can't subsist without the other. The prosperity
of each is dependent upon the prosperity of the
other. The three, for the good of each must work
together. From every standpoint of sound business
sense and experience they cry aloud for cooperation —
for " tolerant and intelligent cooperation."
There will always be trouble between the buyer
and the seller. There always has been since business
began. So, there will always be trouble between the
producer, the distributor and the exhibitor of pictures.
. But any and all of these troubles can be settled by
half a dozen business men sitting around a table.
Certainly no hullaballoo is needed.
In our business we never take this direct, sensible
course ; or at least we never take it until we have rushed
into print with columns and columns of charges and
counter charges. So keen, in fact, is the rush for
publicity that one is forced to believe that publicity
is the main object sought, that the desire is to foment
discord, not to deal justice, or arrive at peace.
A fight is a good thing once in a while — though,
Vol. XXIV

NOVEMBER

Course

Heaven knows, this business at present doesn't want
and can't stand much more fighting. But since we are
a business family, very much in need of financial support on the one hand, and on the other very much in
need of public sympathy and understanding let's fight,
if fight we must, with the windows closed.
The reformers want nothing better than to know
that the divisions of this industry, which together
make its strength, are divided against each other with
constant quarrelling. Such evidence of weakness is
an open invitation to them to attack.
So with the politicians.
As for the banker —
This business, right now, isn't enjoying the best of
terms. The situation isn't serious and it shouldn't be
discouraging. We simply have gone through abnormal times, and we haven't liquidated as yet. Ahead
of us is probably a full year during which we will
have to trim our sails to fit the reconstruction period
of the business world at large.
What we need most today as an industry is cash.
The producer today is heavily committed. The exhibitor who made heavy profits during the war period,
reinvested, in most every instance, that money. WTe
are, as an entire industry, investment poor. There is
but one thing that can be relied upon to pull us out
and that is bank credit.
Think this over Mr. business man — producer and exhibitor
alike and see if it isn't true that here is our common and basic
problem.
Consider, then, the banker.
Do you think he will want to loan on your exhibitor investment, or on your producer investment, if these two common
business partners are in rival camps .shooting shrapnel at each
other?
You will both ask him to loan on the money-making power
of pictures. But he knows, any school-boy knows, that no
product makes money when the maker and retailer of it are at
war.
He will look for, he will insist upon, nothing short of " tolerant and intelligent cooperation " between the commercial
branches of this business. Just that! Nothing more nor less.
" Animosity," says Mr. Marcosson, speaking of economic
Europe, has become one of the principal by-products of selfdetermination. It is meat and drink to the demagogue but it
has stifled commerce.
We don't want demagogues in this industry. We do want
good business.
Let's put the emergency brake on this " fighting stuff " — and
build good business.
Through tolerant and intelligent cooperation.
Wm. A. Johnston.
5, 1921
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First

National's
Advisory
to

By William

Aid

"Get
Together"
Board of Franchise Holders
Functioning

of

At the closing session, C. C. Griffin,
of California, introduced a resolution
of confidence in the officers and executive committee of First National,
which was adapted with enthusiasm
by the delegates.
Mr. Griffin de-

News

Meeting

Organization

A. Johnston

Chicago, Oct. 26. — The First National "Get-Together " meeting was
brought to a close today. The finishing touch on the delegates' work
of co-operation was the adoption ot
a constructive measure designed for
perfecting the functioning of the organization. Itwas decided to form an
advisory board of franchise holders
in every territory in the United
States and Canada, whose purpose
will be to work with the original
franchise holders and exchanges on
all matters concerning the relation
of the franchise holders and the exchanges. The Board members will
be elected by the franchise holders
of the territories. In all matters
which it is found necessary to refer
to the home office, the Board will
make a preliminary investigation
and report the basis on which their
decision could be made speedily.
President Leiber and Mr. Schwalbe
approved of the proposal, which was
made by the California delegate, and
which was later approved by the
meeting.

Picture

Harding Wires Greetings
to First National

Presiam from
ed at
ing telegr
the
was receiv
dent Harding
THE follow
second day's session of the Assoher
Natio
o,naland" Get
before the"
read Toget
Chicag
in First
meeting ciated
convention: "White House,
" October 24th, 1921.
" Please accept my good wishes for
your industry and the enterprising people who have created and developed it
into one of the wonderful commercial and
artistic creations of our time. You will
serve the country well if you shall maintain a high and constantly higher standard of the work you are carrying on.
Your opportunities for true public service rank with the very greatest.
"WARREN G. HARDING."
clared his absolute faith in the fairness and ability of the executives
and pledged them his hearty support.
Drake Hotel,
of thetobig
lobby
THEChicag
o, began
fill Sunday with
delegations arriving from all sections of this country and Canada to attend
the Associated First National Franchise
holders convention. Over 200 are in attendance including 120 delegates. Every
state seems represented. It is probably
the largest strictly business meeting held
thus far in the history of the industry.
The delegates are well representative of

the country's exhibiting interests. All in
all a very heavy investment is represented.
There is considerable tension in the air,
and naturally so. An exhibitors cooperative enterprise, and a large one is on trial,
an enterprise which started with a country-wide group of large theatre holders
and which now, through sub-franchises
embraces some thirty-five hundred picture
houses. The co-operative principle is involved. Itremains to be seen whether or
not this principle can be made operative
under the plan laid down for it by the
Associated First National.
To judge from the talk in the lobby, and
delegates are expressing themselves freely,
the issue is exhibiting values and rentals.
The point most commonly raised, in the
broad question of high rentals, is whether
or not the exhibitor should be compelled
to take the poor picture to get the good
one. This has for years been a prime
point of discussion; it has come to the top
now however with a new emphasis because
the exhibitor knows full well that the flush
times are over and the public is shopping,
as never before. Most every exhibitor
reports that the exceptionally good picture
makes money. He does not object to the
high rentals put upon these few pictures
alone but to rentals on mediocre pictures
and the fact that by the terms of his contract he must take the low weeks with the
high.
The executive committee of Associated
First National went into executive session
Sunday afternoon. On Monday a large
luncheon was served and immediately
following the first session opened. Be-

Delegates attending the "Get Together" Sessions of Associated First National Franchise holders in Chicago

November
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Results

in

Passing
More

Than

Meeting;
cause of the fact that this is a stockholders
meeting with transactions of confidential
business, all, other than regularly elected
delegates are excluded from the meetings.
President Lieber in his address of welcome to the delegates, declared with emphasis that the meeting had been called,
not for the purpose of having the delegates
listen to a series of prepared addresses by
executives of the organization, but to give
franchise holders, through their delegates,
a thorough opportunity to express themselves, to present their criticisms and suggestions, and to give the men whom they
had elected to manage their affairs, the
benefit of their individual viewpoints on
all matters affecting the welfare and betterment of First National as an exhibitor
distributing organization.
Doctor George Kelb, of Norwood, Ohio,
made a brief reply to Mr. Lieber and the
executive committee on behalf of the
delegates, declaring the meeting the
healthiest and most constructive thing
that could possibly have happened, because it afforded the franchise holders,
through their delegates, an opportunity of
understanding the First National idea and
the First National plan which the majority
had only been able to obtain in an imperfect and fragmentary manner. He felt
confident, he said, that the complaints and
criticisms would disappear when such an
understanding was arrived at.
The plan worked out by the executive
committee for holding of sectional meetings of the delegates as a preliminary to
the general sessions of Tuesday and Wed-

of
200

Constructive
Delegates

Tension

Measures

Attend

Disappears

High Lights in J. D.
Williams' Address
to Delegates
and exhibiting
producing
ffnr^HE
of our industry are the
branches
most vital. I do not believe that
any branch should control the industry
to the detriment of the others.
" We have finally crystallized our
ideals and policies under three general
principles. (1) Exhibitor Independence
and the protection of our theatre investments. (2) Exhibitor Distribution. We
cannot, we dare not, allow a middleman
to take control of the business for acting
as messenger and carrier between studio
and theatre. (3) Independent Production financed by our box offices. We recognize the imperative need for fostering
independent production if our business is
to continue in popular favor.
" First National does not want to become a trust. We do not want a monopoly of any kind in this business. Our object should be to serve between three
and four thousand non-competitive members in the United States and Canada
with the best productions money can
buy at a cost allowing a fair profit.
" We must be willing to share with
them (independent producers) the profits of our common industry.
" Our future — and it can be as successful as you wish to make it — depends
upon one great big, all embracing factor, and that is the loyalty and support
you give your organization and its offinesday was then announced by President
cers." For the purpose of expediting
Lieber.
matters and speeding up the general

meetings, the delegates were divided into
seven sectional groups — Atlantic, Middle
Eastern, South Eastern, Middle Western,
Western, North Western and Pacific.
The territory included in the several
sections was as follows : Atlantic Section
— New York, New Jersey, New England,
Toronto; Middle Eastern Section — Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Delaware, Maryland; North Eastern Section — Michigan,
Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee ; North Western Section — Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska,
Central Canada; Middle Western Section
— Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
North and South Dakota, Missouri, ArkansasSouth
;
Eastern Section — Alabama,
Georgia, Florida, North and South Carolina, Virginia, Louisiana, Texas, Mississippi,
Oklahoma
; Pacific
Section —Idaho,
Colorado, Utah,
Nevada,
California,
Arizona, New Mexico.
The tension that marked to some degree
the opening of the convention disappeared
after the first day, and Tuesday evidenced
harmony everywhere. The seven sectional
groups held meetings all Monday afternoon
and evidently all misunderstandings and contentions were satisfactorily ironed away.
The reports of these meetings were heard by
the entire convention on Tuesday, but early
in the day it was already clearly evident that
the " get-together
" convention
the Associated First National
franchise ofholders
has
fully lived up to its chosen name — had, in
fact, exceeded the most sanguine hopes of
the minds back of the co-operative idea.
The scope and breadth of the "Get Together" was indicated by the subjects for
discussion during the various sessions,
which were
as follows:
"Past2413)
— Present —
{Continued
on page

In all more than tivo hundred delegates, representing practically every state in the Union, were in attendance at the meetings at the Drake Hotel
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Iowa

Motion

Exhibitors
Over

100

Members

to Fight

over one-hundred motionWITH
picture theatre-owners of the
state in attendance, the Iowa
exhibitors organization concluded its convention at the Hotel Chamberlain, Des
Moines, la., on Thursday of last week,
October 20th, after two days of active and
enthusiastic business sessions. Messages
were received from many absent members
of the exhibitors' organization, assuring
the officers of their fullest support and cooperation in promoting the objects and
policies of the association. The panel of
officers elected at the convention comprises
the following: J. C. Duncan, Plaza theatre,
Sioux City, president; Tom Brown,
Strand theatre, Iowa City, vice-pres. ; M.
Tournier, Star theatre, Mason City, treasurer; and E. Metzger, Strand theatre,
Creston, secretary.
The executive committee, elected, consists of Dr. J. C. Pence, Lyric theatre,
Columbus Junction ; H. S. Earll, Star theatre, Davenport ; Alexander Frank, Garden
Theatre, Waterloo; W. M. Waterhouse,
Hildreth Opera House, Charles City ; A.
J. De Bold, Strand and Palace theatres,
Cedar Rapids ; Geo. Cruzen, Rivola
Theatre, Oskaloosa; B. I. Van Dyke,
Royal theatre, Des Moines; C. C. Peregrine, American theatre, Corning ; Ben
Harding, Liberty theatre, Council Bluffs ;
Wm. Johnson, Rialto theatre, Ft. Dodge ;
and Philip Schlumberger, Opera House,
Denison.
Affiliation with the Motion Theatre
Owners of America was formally established by the Iowa exhibitors under the
name of the Motion Picture Theatre Own-

Parent-

in

in Attendance ; Plans

Sunday- Closing

Des

News

Moines

Laid

Restrictions

ers of Iowa. Another important tie-up to
advance mutual exhibitor interests was the
selection of the Iowa members for the
joint board of control of the Nebraska and
Iowa state organizations. This joint board
of control was proposed and adopted at
the recent convention of the Nebraska exhibitors in Omaha. The Iowa members
chosen for this joint committee are as follows :Morey Cohn, Strand theatre, Council Bluffs ; Ben Harding, Liberty theater,
Council Bluffs; and L. B. Seymour, Rex
theatre, Glenwood.
Another important question which occupied the attention of the exhibitors was
the fight on Sunday-closing restrictions.
Legal council was employed to represent
the association in three such battles now
being conducted in different parts of the
state. The most urgent of these cases
exists in Grinnell, la., where a keen fight
has been waged at the expense of the individual exhibitor of that city.
The following resolutions were adopted
by the convention :
An appeal urging every Iowa Congressman to use his influence to secure the repeal of the film rental tax.
A vote of thanks tendered to A. R.
Prarner, a member of the national executive committee, for his untiring efforts in
promoting
state body. the work of organizing the
An endorsement of the purposes and efforts of the public welfare department of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America under the direction of Dr.
Francis Holley.
Approval of the plan, recently adopted

by the Nebraska exhibitors' convention, to
establish a joint board of control for the
purpose of co-ordinating the efforts of the
two state organizations in problems of
above.)
mutual interest. (The Iowa members selected for this committee were named
A protest against and condemnation of
all producers engaged in the exhibition of
pictures in direct competition with the
independent exhibitors.
Plans were adopted to promote the
growth of the state organization and steps
taken to launch immediately an intensive
campaign to enroll every motion-picture
theatre-owner of the state as an active
member of the association.
On Wednesday evening, October 19th,
the attending exhibitors were the guests of
the local Des Moines and Omaha film men
at a reception at the Hotel Chamberlain.
The opening meeting was attended by
all the film men of the city, and the expressions of opinion made at this session
were taken to forecast a spirit of harmony
in all activities for the future.
The grievance committee, elected, consists of : Tom Brown, Strand theatre. Iowa
City ; Ed. Weggner, Lyric theatre, Valley
Junction ; and Harry Hiersteiner, Family
theatre, Des Moines.
The ways and means committee comprises Philip A. Schlumberger, Opera
House, Denison ; Alexander Frank,
Waterloo, Garden theatre; J. C. Duncan,
Plaza theatre, Sioux City; and William
Waterhouse, Hildreth Opera House,
Charles City, Iowa.

Teachers
Body
Meets
Exhibitors
Much Done to Promote Civic Understanding
by Conference in Indianapolis

to cement the valuable friendship between exhibitors and members of the Indiana Parent-Teachers Association and the Indiana Board of
Photoplay Indorsers was accomplished
last week in joint sessions of the associations, at which prominent men of the
industry appeared in Indianapolis.
Photoplay men praised the work of the
Indiana Board of Photoplay Indorsers,
which through local indorsing bodies attempts to feel the public pulse and let the
exhibitors know what kind of pictures the
public wants, as opposed to the censor• ship idea ; while prominent women in both
associations told the members, gathered
from all parts of the state, that the old idea
that exhibitors are bent upon showing evil
pictures and should be muzzled at every
opportunity is obsolete and injurious to
the public itself, in that through censorship
the public sometimes is deprived of the
MUCH

Convene

Picture

opportunity of visualizing great masterpieces of literature.
Dr. Samuel Atkinson came from New
York as the personal representative of
William A. Brady who had been invited to
speak from the viewpoint of the national
producers body. Both he and Frank
Rembusch, head of the Rembusch string
of theaters in Indiana, who spoke from the
standpoint of the exhibitor, were warmly
received. Tributes to the honesty and
proper public spirit of the exhibitors and
producers of today was paid by Mrs.
Hence Orme, president of the parentteachers association and Mrs. David Ross,
president of the state indorsers.
The mutual expressions of good will
were a continuation of a unique situation
which exists in Indiana. So thoroughly
are the club women of the state convinced
that affirmative rather than negative
criticism is more helpful in ridding the

country of bad pictures that when half a
dozen censorship bills were proposed and
one nearly passed by the 1921 state legislature that they formed in Indianapolis one
of the most powerful lobbies of the year
and battled shoulder to shoulder with the
exhibitors. The result was that censorship finally was decisively defeated, and
sentiment against it sown in such a large
measure that it is somewhat unlikely that
the bugaboo will rear its head again for
some time.
In addition to advancing the indorsement rather than censorship idea before
the parent-teacher members and indorsers
in Indianapolis, Mrs. Ross also spoke in
the same vein before the annual meeting of
the State Federation of Women's Clubs
at Muncie during the week, gaining wider
appreciation of the work than ever before.
" The (Continued
most damnable
oti pagecrime
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Threatened

Cripple
Nat9 1 Ass'n

Arranges

at the present writing
ALTHOUGH
the railroad strike cloud appears to
be dispersing and the entire situation has taken on a brighter hue, the National Association, the various Film
Boards of Trades and the Rothacker Film
Company are prepared for the worst. If
the strike should come — and the "if"
seems to be assuming larger proportions
with each day's strike news — the producers would still get their prints from
the laboratories, and the exhibitors their
pictures from exchanges. This now
seems assured.
The National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry has effected, in record
time, a complete and effective nation-wide
traffic organization to insure the uninterrupted forwarding of film shipments and
accessories in event of the strike; exhibitors within a radius of one hundred miles
from Chicago are promised, by the Chicago Film Board of Trade, regular delivery of film by motor truck ; in Buffalo the
F. I. L. M. Club will utilize areoplanes ;
and Watterson H. Rothacker will also use
the air route to transport First National
negatives from Coast and New York
studios to the Chicago laboratory of the
Rothaker Film Company.
W ith traffic managers in every key center mobilizing all available transportation
facilities, relay stations established and
pick-up systems worked out to cover
every zone in the country, a deliver}- service, thorough in every detail, has been
effected by the National Association in
rapid-fire order which will prevent any
serious interruption in the film industry.
No time was lost by the National Association in preparing against a tie-up when
word was received that the trainmen
would start their walkout on Sunday,
October 30th.
William A. Brady, President of the Association, immediately telephoned from
Atlantic City to Frederick H. Elliott. Executive Secretary of the organization, requesting that a meeting of the Transportation Committee be called and on Tuesday,
October 18th, the Committee, composed
of representatives of each producer and
distributor member of the National Association and of the general division, were
hurriedly called together by Secretary Elliott. Their meeting was presided over by
P. H. Stilson, Chairman of the Committee.
After a thorough analysis of the situation
telegrams were dispatched to every exchange managers organization in the country Tuesday night asking them to meet
immediately, choose a traffic manager, list
their emergency transportation facilities
and report the inforrr.ation to the headquarters of the Na'.onal Association at
1520 Broadway.
On Wednesday these

Strike

Picture

Traffic

Scheme:

Will

Fail

to

Industry

Rothacker

Recent Incorporations
State of New York

in

repre$400,000
Y zation
ATEL
APPROXIMsented
the capitali
of motion
picture companies incorporating in
New York State during the past week,
this amount showing a slight increase
over the week previous. The concerns,
with the amount of capitalization and
directors, include:
Out-of-the-Ink-Well Films, Inc., $50,000; Max Fleischer, William Ferguson,
Charles W. Lucas, New York. Sona
Realty and Construction Co., $10,000;
Solomon Schwartz, Nathan T. and Joseph Schwartz, Brooklyn. Wray Physioc Productions, Inc., $20,000; Isaiah F.
Cummings, Yonkers; Terese Vaughey,
Jersey City; Fred W. Nellie, Staten Island. Belmont Theatre Corporation, $75,000; Richard G. Herndon, Ralph W.
Kerbe, Minnie Horowitz, New York.
A-G-S Theatres, Inc., $20,000; C. M.
Conway, R. W. Richter, A. P. Kaufman,
New York. Laff-O-Graph Films Corporation, $15,000; Selem Dushey, James
Judiche, Isaac N. Weber, Brooklyn.
Bertan Pictures, $200,000; Charles Hollender, Mathilde R. Hartmann, Paul
Munter, New York City.
meetings were held throughout the country and telegrams began to flood in, giving
vital information relative to available
emergency transit service in each territory. All this information was immediately tabulated at the National Association
headquarters, interlocking transit systems
were charted out for through shipments,
and the field corps of traffic managers
instructed as to the method of relaying
shipments from one territory to another.
The Chicago Film Board of Trade has
engaged H. O. McDonald, formerly general traffic manager of the Wells Fargo
Express Company, to act as transportation manager, and already he has completed charts of the territory showing the
best truck routes and necessary stopping
points within a radius of one hundred to
one hundred and fifty miles from Chicago,
and has also made arrangements for
trucks which will handle film.
The Chicago central district depot will
be established at 806 S. Wabash Avenue,
which will be the central point of call for
trucks, which will radiate in all directions
throughout the state, dropping film at
depots to be established along their routes
and at key centers, at which points exhibdelay. itors can obtain film without trouble or
The Film Board of Trade transportation committee includes Chairman R. C.
Seen-, of First National; Joseph Friedman, of Celebrated; Clyde Eckhart, of
Fox; I. R. Lesserman, of Universal, and
W. C. Brimmer, of Vitagraph.

Prepared for Tie-Up
Lieut. Ralph C. Diggins, Rothacker
Film Company staff aviator, who pilots
for industrial bird's-eye views, is all set
to take to the air with film shipments when
Mr. Rothacker says the word. Lieut. Diggins says that by operating relays a Coast
negative can be delivered at Chicago in
twenty-four hours. Without relaying and
with time off the trip can be made in
thirty-six hours. Aerial transportation
New York to Chicago is comparatively
simple.
When it first became apparent that the
railroad men might mean business, Mr.
Rothacker began negotiating with Forrest
J. Alvin, general manager of the United
States Motor Truck Company, for the
automotive delivery of prints. In case the
emergency warrants truck delivery of
Rothacker prints, Mr. Alvin would come
to Chicago personally to direct the U. S.
truck forces. Under his plan " trunk
line " trucks loaded with prints would depart in all directions.
John Kimberly, manager of the Vitagraph Buffalo exchange, has been appointed chairman of the transportation
committee of the Buffalo F. I. L. M. club,
and he has completed plans for the delivery via motor truck, airplane and automoterritory.
bile of films to all parts of the big Buffalo

Arrangements are being made for delivery of films by airplane to Hammondsport, where there is a Curtiss landing field.
There the films will be picked up by salesmen in automobiles.

Exhibitor to Make Public
Stockholders in Company
Frank W. Fisher, operating some ten
picture houses in Illinois and Wisconsin,
including the Majestic at Madison, has announced that he will try to make his
patrons stockholders in the theatres they
attend.
The Fisher Paramount Theatres, with
capital stock of $200,000 in 20,000 common shares at $10 each, has been organized. Mr. Fisher retains the control of
the new enterprize, putting approximately
$50,000 worth of stock on the market.
Considerable stock has already been sold
to Madison patrons of the Majestic.
Woody Attends Opening of
Chicago Theatre
In response to a telegramatic invitation
from . Balaban and Katz, J. S. Woody,
General Manager of Realart, went to Chicago to attend the opening of their new
Chicago Theatre, which took place on
Wednesday, October 26th.
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Chaplin

Inclined
Alternating,

CHAPLIN, on the occaCHARLEsionSof a dinne
r tendered him by the
Associated First National Pictures
at the Hotel Biltmore, New York, October
21st, gave voice to some very interesting
opinions. Among other things he declared that he had a leaning towards more
serious drama in the future and stated that
his ideal lay in an alternation of both
comedy and drama, say in the ratio proportion of fifty-fifty. He declared he might,
for the nonce lay aside his famous shoes
but onlv to return to them in a following
production.
Mr. Chaplin expressed it to be his hope
to continue business through First National after his present contract with that
organization expires" and furthermore expressed the wish that the theatres affiliated
with the First National system would continue to do business with him.
Regarding the use and abuse of subtitles, Mr. Chaplin stated that in his opinion the question of more or fewer subtitles
was unimportant in that while one picture
might be excellent through the absence of
interlarded words, another might lie
equally excellent with them. It was all
a matter of the particular picture, he
thought.
Asked, in connection with his recent visit
to Europe, his opinion as to the relative
merits of American and European productions, Mr. Chaplin believed that there was

Asks

to

More

50-50, Between Comedy
His Ideal, He Tells Diners
much to learn mutually on both sides of
the Atlantic.
" American stars and producers," he
said, " must look to their laurels. The
Germans take their work very seriously.
They think something important can be
made out of the films, though they are
not doing it for propaganda purposes.
The Swedish are also doing some capable
picture producing.
" In Europe they recognize that we are
ahead of them in photography and other
technical details of film production, but
they believe that they excel us in story
value. They consider that the American
psychology is too obvious, and that audiences here have to have made-to-order
stories that are sweetly sentimental without touching on real life.
"' They say we have too many bedroom
farces and they're tired of our sex plays.
I agree with them. What we want is
more of the subtlety which they say we
ought to have. Original stories written
especially for the screen will. I think, be
the salvation of the American producer."
Mr. Chaplin paid a high compliment to
the artistry and personality of Pola Negri
whom it had fallen to the lot of First National to introduce to the American
screen public and whom he had met
abroad. Yet while he had had the pleasure of meeting that star and other screen
luminaries over there, Mr. Chaplin pointed

Exhibitors to Adopt Special Measures
for Observance of Armistice Day
A STATEMENT addressed to the motion picture theatre owners of America
by President Sydney S. Cohen, of the M. P. T. O. of A., recommends the
adoption of special measures in connection with the celebration of Armistice
Day. The statement, which is entirely advisory in character, follows:
" ByStates,
appropriate
proclamation,
Hon. Warren
G. Harding,
President
of the
United
has decreed
that on Armistice
Day, Friday,
November
11, 1921,
the
people of the country follow certain lines of conduct which will enable all to cooperate in spirit with the ceremonies associated with the burial of an unknown
American soldier in the Memorial Amphitheatre of the National Cemetery at Arlington, Virginia.
" As theatre owners, having a direct and constant communication with the American public, I feel that we should do everything in our power to entirely cooperate with
President Harding and other officials in making this observance of Armistice
Day measure up in every way to their highest expectations. Such action on our part
will be but another open evidence of our sincerity in our already established lines
of co-operation with the President and other Government officials in carrying forward essential programs through our Department of Public Service now established
at Washington. We have pledged the motion picture screens of the nation to
President Harding in the furtherance of public work of every character. He has
cheerfully accepted this tender of helpful co-operation and has commended our
purpose and patriotic spirit in this relation to all Government officials and the people of the United States generally.
" I, therefore, feel assured that in this connection our co-operation will be
cheerfully given in carrying forward this very patriotic project in the observance
of this great international holiday.
" In accordance with this program, we request that you exhibit slides in your
theatre for several days previous to Armistice Day, calling attention to the President's proclamation, the special ceremonial at Arlington Cemetery and the two minutes of silent prayer between 12 noon and 12:02 P. M... which he has made a part of
the nationwide observance.
" We especially urge that you display the national colors at half-mast on Armistice Day from sunrise to sunset and that patriotic music in the form of an overture feature your performance.
" Army and navy officers and other public men and women will aid in this
work. Your personal judgment will, of course lead you to the right line of action."

Serious
and
\

Picture

X ew s

Roles

Drama

out he had but little time to visit theatres.
Mr. Chaplin stated that he still preferred to write his own stories rather than
to make over plots " translated " from
books and expressed his intention of continuing in that preference.
The speaker delighted his audience with
the ready wit and sparkling repartee with
which he met a barrage of questions laid
down upon him by the newspaper representatives present and a spirit of humor
and good fellowship pervaded the gathering in consequence.
•
In addition to Mr. Williams other speakers who paid tribute to Mr. Chaplin as
an artist and as a man included, H. O.
Schwalbe, Arthur James, P. C. Skours,
Dr. Gianninni, Frank Vreeland. J. Dannenberg, James Dean and Nathan Burkhan.
Others present were : Wm. A. Johnston,
Motion Picture News ; Messrs Boynton
and Sohn, Exhibitors Trade Review ; John
Spargo, Exhibitors Herald ; Loella Parsons, Morning Telegraph ; Carlyle Robinson and James Grainger of Mr. Chaplin's
executive staff, W. Morgan, W. E. Mulligan and Horace Judge of First National
and members of the newspaper press.
Mr. Chaplin left New York for the
Coast, Sunday October 23 planning a stop
off in Chicago where Associated First National was in " Get-Together " Convention
and would, it was stated, if possible attend
the opening of the Balaban and Katz, First
National franchise holders' New Chicago
Theatre.
Indiana Exhibitors Hold
Annual Convention
Election of officers and plans to hold the
organization intact so as to be in readiness
for any great piece of work which comes
before the exhibitors of the state was the
chief business discussed at the annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Indiana, set for Oct. 26 at the
Hotel Severin in Indianapolis. The association was active in fund raising and anticensorship campaigns this year.
Would Require Permit for
All Song or Dance Acts
An ordinance prohibiting any song,
dance, act or other like performance in
motion picture theatres in Kansas City
without obtaining a permit from the board
of public welfare was introduced in the
lower house of the council last week by
Alderman
John
P. O'Neill.
measure
was
referred
to the
conferenceThecommittee.
The purposes of the ordinance, as explained, isto prohibit " anything immoral,
obscene or detrimental to the public good "
from being given in 1 motion picture theatre in Kansas City. >
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Film

to

Celebrate

Ninth

Anniversary

"Anniversary Week,*' January 29 to February
Elaborate Plans Being Made

Fox Film Corporation is now
THE
preparing for a world-widearycelebraof its
tion of the ninth annivers
The celebration will be
establishment.
i- staged during the week of January 29 to
February 4, which will be known as
The point aimed
Anniversary Week."
at in this Fox Anniversary Week is to
i have every theatre, at home and abroad,
which has ever shown a Fox picture, prer sent a series of Fox productions from January 29 to February 4, inclusive, and to
bring into line as many other houses as
possible. The full list of Fox releases, ini eluding features, comedies, animated cartoons, and the Fox News reels is to be
tion. A statethed situa
avail
jjmade ment
whichable
from the Fox Film
issue
was for
home-office during the week in connection
with the anniversary celebration, follows :
" An important milestone will be reached
by Fox Film Corporation at the close of
next January.
The corporation then will
be nine years old. And certainly big for
its age. A birthday celebration is being
arranged, has had a birthday party apI proaching in size this jubilee affair as
I already outlined, it is not a matter of
record. Like Fox Films, it will circle the
earth. Two hemispheres, and every conj tinent thereon, will participate in the doings. "Fox Anniversary W eek " is the
label the big celebration will bear in every
land.
" For this world-wide celebration all
: Fox branch managers even now are at
work, bending every effort toward making
it a " howling " success. The earliest reports from the twenty-seven branch offices
in the United States and the half-dozen in
Canada contain a sufficient number of
contract arrangements, Fox officials say,
to indicate that the exhibitors will make
it unanimous.
" Certain it is that, on an occasion of
this sort, exhibiors are not likely to forget
or overlook the fact that William Fox
more than once has stood as a bulwark
between them and monopoly seekers who
aimed to destroy their independence — to
enslave them or drive them out of business.
Especially do they recall his long up-hill
but successful fight, begun in 1908, against
the General Film Company and the Motion
Picture Patents Company — a battle which
resulted in keeping the business open and
free to competition.
" Of special interest to exhibitors in the
current year's Fox output are the superspecials, the general release of all of which
will be preceded by runs in New York City
and a number of which have already had
their Broadway careers. Included in release before the close of 1921 are " Over
the Hill," " A Virgin Paradise," " A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,"
" Thunderclap," " Shame," " Perjury"
"Footfalls." "The Last Trail," and
" Oueen of Sheba."

A. M.

P. A. to Hold " Installation Ball" Nov. 7
AdMotion
tedhave hit
THE Associa
vertisers
upon Picture
the scheme
iof holding an " Installation Ball "
for the purpose of celebrating the induction of the new officers recently elected.
The affair will take place in New York
on Monday evening, November 7, at the
Cafe Boulevard, Broadway and Fortyfirst street, the place where the A. M.
P. A. holds its regular weekly luncheons.
This means that C. L. Yearsley, the
new president; Jerome Beatty, the new
vice-president; Victor M. Shapiro, the
re-elected treasurer, and Thomas G.
Wiley, the new secretary, not forgetting
the members of the board of directors,
will be made to feel the importance of
their responsibilities by a celebration the
like of which never before has been attempted by this thriving organization of
advertising and publicity men.
" Exhibitors probably will not have to be
reminded that in the matter of these specials Fox set a pace that certain others
have been forced to follow. He determined to release these big features direct
to the exhibitor instead of sending out
" road companies." The decision caused
a sudden change of plan by others engaged
in similar enterprises. Here again the
pioneer spirit was in evidence — to the
manifest financial benefit of the showmen
of the country.
" Bearing in mind the great box office
advantage accruing from this generous
policy on the part of William Fox, it is
expected that exhibitors everywhere will
help put over this Fox Anniversary Week
celebration with a bang.
" Vast quantities of banners, posters and
other accessories are bing provided for
distribution by the exchanges.
The entire

4

Fox personnel appears to be on its toes to
put over the big birthday party in a manner worthy of the Fox record in screen
achievement.
" Beginning January 29th and continuing to the night of February 4th " Fox
Anniversary Week " will be flashed in
electric lights from hosts of Theatre fronts
in the United States, Canada, Latin
America, Great Britain, and the continents
of Europe, Asia, Africa and Australasia."
Film

Conference

in Winni-

peg Is Well Attended
Three hundred persons attended the
conference and re-union of moving picture
exhibitors and representatives of film exchanges which was held in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, on Thursday, October 20, under
the auspices of the Manitoba Moving
Picture Exhibitors' Association, the chief
object of the event being to stimulate a
proposed organization of all exhibitors in
the Canadian West into one body.
One of the features of the convention
was the luncheon which was held in Manitoba Hall with President R. Kershaw of
the Manitoba association as chairman.
Among those at the head table were Mayor
Parnell, Vera Gordon, Johnny Hines,
Ralph Thorpe,
Mr. McGrath
of theMayor
Provincial labor bureau
and others.
Pamell declared that he looked upon moving pictures as a great educative factor
and expressed the belief that pictures
made a greater impression upon people
than any other medium. The other speakers included Vera Gordon, Johnny Hines,
Mr. McGrath, George Graham, a wellknown local exhibitor, and Ted Hardcastle,
representing the exchange managers. The
orchestra of the Lyceum Theatre provided
appropriate music.

Favorable Action by Senate on Repeal of
Film Rental Tax Expected This Week
ACCORDING to advices from the headquarters of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry, everything points to a favorable reception by
the Senate of the recommendation of its Finance Committee to repeal the 5
per cent film rental tax. Action by the Senate on the measure is expected this
week. In the event that the Senate upholds the recommendation of its FinanceCommittee, the final fate of the 5 per cent film rental repeal will rest in the hands of
ten men — five Senators and five Congressmen, comprising the Senate and House
Conference Committee.
These men are: Senators Boies Penrose of Pennsylvania, Reed Smoot of
Utah, Porter J. McCumber of North Dakota, Furnifold M. Simmons of North
Carolina and Peter G. Gerry of Rhode Island; Congressmen Joseph W. Fordney of
Michigan, Nicholas Longworth of Ohio, William R. Green of Iowa, John N. Garner of Texas and William A. Oldfield of Arkansas.
The House conferees will determine whether or not the Senate Finance Committee amendments to the Revenue Bill, if adopted by the Senate, are acceptable to
the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives. Any unacceptable amendments will immediately become subject matter for discussion between
the joint groups of conferees and all points at issue must be ironed out and agreed
upon before the measure is returned to the House for final passage.
Saul E. Rogers, chairman of the Taxation Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, urges that every possible effort should be immediately made by representative men of the industry to convince the Senate and
House conferees that the rental tax repeal is essential to the welfare of the entire
motion picture business, and that without such relief it is going to be an almost impossible task for the industry to work back to normalcy.
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Affiliated Acts for Film
Interests on Coast
The first public action taken by the affiliated Picture Interests, Inc., in behalf of
the film interests of the West coast, is a
letter mailed out under date of October
fifteen at the order of the board of directors and signed by Secretary Ted Taylor.
In the past, the industry on the West
Coast has been made the goat of a number
of local personal enterprises, and it is the
intention of men of the industry that in
the future the people of the industry will
benefit as the result of these enterprises
instead of the personal promoters. It is
because of this reason that the letter of
October 15th was mailed. There is no intimation that the proposed enterprise referred to in the letter is unworthy in any
sense. The letter in full is as follows :
" Your attention is directed to the fact
that the so-called 'First Annual Exposition
of the Motion Picture Industry' is a
private enterprise of the 'Ethical Motion
Picture Society of America.'
" This enterprise has not been endorsed
by the Affiliated Picture Interests, an
organization comprising individuals and
all associations connected with the production, distribution and exhibition of
motion pictures in California authorized to
represent the industry in matters of common interest, under which head come fairs,
expositions, entertainments, etc.
" So far as we know the 'Ethical Motion
Picture .Society' is therefore acting only
for itself. It has made no satisfactory
explanation concerning the objects, scope,
and proposed use of profits of its proposed
'motion picture
to the Interests
board of
directors
of the exposition'
Affiliated Picture
of California, and it therefore does not
have the co-operation of the united factors
of the motion picture industry."
Los Angeles Theatres to
Have Musician Strike
The all
Musicians'
Unionoutof ofLosdowntown
Angeles
called
its members
theatres this week. The walk-out is to
take place at the end of the week in each
theatre. The theatre owners had given
notice of a ten per cent reduction from the
present wage scale which was $54.50 for
seven six-hour days, with ninety minutes
rest time.
On October 4th the Los Angeles Theatres' Association notified the Union that
they would not make a contract but that
each theatre manager would regulate his
working conditions. When the Unions
demanded a contract the theatres refused
to sign and the Union agreed to remain at
the old scale pending the settlement of the
contract issue.
This is the second strike for Los
Angeles theatres in the past two months.
In September the stage hands demanded a
six day week at the same scale as then paid
for seven. The theatres refused and the
Unions walking out were replaced by
Union men who were out of work from
the previous strike at the studios.

Names

Committee to Investigate Jbirst National
Picture Theatre OwnTHE Motion
rters
ers of America
antee has
nounces that'stheheadqua
commit
been selected which will undertake the
task of investigating the present management of Associated First National
Pictures in the name of the M. P. T. O.
of A. The committee members are announced as follows:
John Manheimer, New York, Chairman Board of Directors, Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce; W. D. Burford, Aurora, 111., Board of Directors,
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America; M. E. Comerford, Scranton,
Pa., Executive Committee, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Easton, Pa.;
L. J. Ditmar, Louisville, Ky., President
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Kentucky, and A. J. Kleist, Pontiac, Mich.,
Board of Directors, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan.
The statement from the M. P. T. O. of
A. continues as follows:
" The committee fully realizes the seriousness and magnitude of its undertaking, in view of the numerous and serious
complaints of members of our national
organizations who are sub-franchise
holders of Associated First National
Pictures, as well as from exhibitors who
are trading with that company in territories where there are no sub-franchise

holders."
Labor

Interests

Institute

Suit Against Censors
Dwight Thatcher Harris, chairman of
the Kansas State Board of Motion Picture
Review, has been summoned to Topeka,
Kans., to confer with Attorney General
Richard J. Hopkins concerning a pending
suit against the board. Robert Blackstone, representing labor interests, has
served notice of a damage suit for $5,000,
following the condemnation of a film entitled, "Contrast," exploiting labor interest.
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Missouri Ass'n Addresses
Exhibs on Vital Issues
In a bulletin addressed to the exhibitors
of the state of Missouri, the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri announces that meetings are being arranged
for in every district for the purpose of
submitting important questions for the
consideration and action of the exhibitors
in the various districts. The bulletin urges
upon all theatre owners of the state the
need for attendance at these meetings and
the immediate carrying out of the recommendations made by the individual
exhibitors of the state.
The following matters are to be presented for consideration : Repeal of admission
tax and of the 5 per cent film rental tax;
correction of Copyright law to remove the
inequitable music tax; present blue-law
situation ; complaints as to local conditions
such as town tax on amusement tickets;
and lastly, the establishment of a public
service department in the different
counties.
Exhibitors are urged to take concerted
action with the other theatre owners of
their districts in urging their Congressmen
to secure the repeal of the admission tax
and the film rental tax. Individual action
is also recommended in winning Congressmen to the side of repealing the music
tax by supporting the Lambert Bill now
before Congress. It is also announced
that a music service bureau is to be established to serve all theatre-owners who
music.
apply for the service with non-taxable
Plans to establish local public service
departments and to fight any blue-law restrictions already in force or impending
are also to be discussed.
Theatre

Test

Vote

Shows

Censorship Opposition
A test vote taken by Howard Frankel,
manager of the Majestic Theatre. Columbus, 0., was sufficient to reveal to him that
the patrons of his theatre, at least, were
overwhelmingly opposed to censorship on
the screen.
The test at the Majestic was made during the week that Paramount's " The
Woman
God ofChanged
was cut
shown.
Ohio board
censors "had
one of The
the
scenes of the picture and Mr. Frankel, in
advertising the attraction announced to
the public that such action had been taken.
The balloting continued throughout the
week. The result showed that the people
were against censorship approximately
three to one.
Mother

of Nat

Rothstein

of

Equity, Dies
On October 21st Mrs. Rothstein, mother
of Nat Rothstein, of Equity Pictures, died
in her Los Angeles home after an illness
extending over a period of three years.
The funeral services were held in Los
Angeles on October 23rd. Mr. Rothstein
visited the Coast recently and spent his
vacation with his mother.
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REPORTS received at the News office
during the week indicate that the
trade in general is looking forward
optimistically to the future and the rapid
resumption of healthy business conditions
in all sections of the country. A statement
from L. M. Miller, president of the Southwestern Amusement Company of Wichita,
Kan., reflects the general tenor of the prevailing opinions in many quarters. He
warns that it is high time that everyone
connected with the industry realizes that
the past few years have been abnormal and
cannot be accepted as a criterion of sound
business conditions. He declares it to be
his opinion that compared with the business
done several years ago when times were
normal the alleged "slump" of the past few
months has been grossly exaggerated.
While the words of Edward L. Hyman,
managing director of the Brooklyn Strand,
do not strike as highly an optimistic note
1 as those of Mr. Miller's still the outlook is
painted as most promising, and the screen
is upheld as an effective medium to combat the spirit of depression resultant from
the wide-spread unemployment.
"Ye have experienced no such thing as
a 'summer slump.' The talk we heard during the past summer and early fall season
concerning the 'summer slump' is simply
irresponsible discussion by those who know
nothing of what they are speaking or of
the motion picture business in general."
This sentiment was voiced by L. M.
Miller, president of the Southwestern
Amusement Company of Wichita. Mr.
Miller's company owns the Palace Theatre,
a First National franchise holder, the
Regent Theatre, and the Princess Theatre.
The viewpoint of this Kansas theatre
head on the situation should bequite valuable to the theatre owner, for it probably
will set some of them to thinking along
new lines.

Future
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Optimistic

"The sooner the exhibitor forgets all this
talk about the 'summer slump' or any
seasonal slump, and gets down to business
and digs in, and works like he meant it,
the better for him, and for his business
and for the entire industry.
"This is an important time in the life of
the average theatre and the average theatre
owner, inasmuch as the changing conditions of the business world are prone to
affect the theatre even more than ordinary
institutions. He should set himself to realize conditions as they are and not as he
suspects them to be or has been told that
they are. Consequently, the danger in the
false talk of seasonal slumping in the
summer just past.
"The theory of seasonal slump is wrong,
since the conditions on which the arguments of the slumpers are predicted appear
to be fallable. For instance the very conditions of the seasons and weathers which
those who argue for the seasonal slump
advance may be used with impunity to
defeat them.
"There is a peculiar psychology about
the business which operates rather disastrously in the case of the theatre owner
who believes in the doctrine of seasonal
slumps. Too often such owners believe
the slump is coming and then are willing
to sit down and see their receipts dwindle
on the theory that it's inevitable, rather
than getting out and working in an effort
to prove the fallacy of the belief. Such
a psychology as this is dangerous to the
theatre operator. Its tendency is toward
the killing of all initiative and punch he
might have. He ought not be content to
sit by, hopeless, under the illusion that
'it can't be helped.' "
"Theatre men should make the best of
real conditions, rather than struggle along
under wrong theories.

"Compare your business for the last six
months, with the same six months last year
or the same six months two years or three
years ago. What do you see? You probably don't see much of a 'summer slump'
in those periods. Because those years were
abnormal years. From the standpoint of
the theatre man, more perhaps, than any
other business man, the war years and the
years immediately following the war are
admitted man.
to be not average years," said the
Wichita

" It is my opinion that those who talk of
the summer slump are basing their arguments on the wrong theory. The war-days
boom caused many persons to think along
lines with war conditions as bases. The
war days were simply the result of unusual conditions and business became inflated to a large degree. Now business
may have fallen off from its level of those
days. It simply means it is getting back
to a sane and normal basis once more and
it does not mean that business is rotten
and going to the dogs.

"The truth is that we are just getting
off our high war perch and getting down
to real brass tacks of steady, everyday, goand-get-it business tactics, if we only knew
it. That's the trouble. Some of us don't
1 know it. Some of us haven't that faculty of
l perception which permits the cognizance
of salient, important facts, tendency, and
features of the times until they are gone
and we look back and see what we couldn't
see at the time.

"We are not particularly alarmed over
conditions," Says Mr. Miller, and his business dealings and actions bear out the
statement. All the houses in which he is
interested are going after business at a
great rate and a man who would start a
several-hundred-thousand dollar show
house at this time with a similar house
under process of construction at the same
time in the same city does not appear to
be a man who was suffering from chilled

Mood

pedal extremities as to the general conditions inthe show business."
Another angle of the industrial "slump"
is supplied by Edward L. Hyman, managing-director of the Strand Theatre,
Brooklyn. He believes that one of the
most effective weapons to combat unemployment and the resultant depression is
the screen and recommends that the programs of the picture theatre play up the
cheerful and humorous in life rather than
the tragic and melancholy. Mr. Hyman
says :
"The Unemployment Conference could
have achieved no more laudatory thing
than to have called upon the motion picture industry to supplant woe with smiles
in every programme made up for showing in a motion picture house," believes
Mr. Hyman, who contends that worry of
the individual caused by pessimistic business reports when allowed to become
chronic only hasten depression inasmuch
as the individual loses courage and hangs
onto his money because of a fear he will
need it badly later.
"Everytime a motion picture manager
makes a patron laugh this fall and winter
he is striking a blow that will eventually
down the bogie, depression," insists Mr.
Hyman. "I am not an advocate of the
Polyanna scheme of life, yet when the
motion picture acts as an agency to remove
either real or fancied troubles of the individual through a smile or a laugh I feel
that the manager is not only making his
own business better but will send the smiling patron away with less gloom and more
push in his or her system.
"It seems to me that in trying to picture realism producers are not called upon
to linger so much upon the tragedy, irony
and vexations of life," said Mr. Hyman.
"It always seemed to me that there is an
equal measure of happiness in life, and
that the motion picture screen was the proper place to exploit that cheerful equal
half, especially at a time when encouragement rather than discouragement is needed
to stimulate a sick country.
"An unemployed man or woman distressed because work seems only a memory
with jobs a thing of the past won't find
anything to further depress them in the
Brooklyn Mark Strand, if I can help it,"
declared Mr. Hyman. "I'd a darn sight
rather send that unemployed person out
with a new determination to land something, for there is much more of a chance
of his coming back to the Brooklyn Mark
Strand for if he lands a job he will naturally have the money to give him the amusement he needs. In my opinion the public
now needs an overdose of cheerful screen
entertainment. Too many are staying
away from the theatre now because they
are becoming accustomed to being

Motion
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Chicago

Sunday- Opening Figh t Won
at Saulte Ste. Marie
The great "White Way" at Saulte Ste.
Marie, Mich., will be lighted again next
Sunday, and the moving picture houses
will be open once more after two weeks
of oblivion caused by the Ministerial Association's clamping down the lid.
The defect has been found in the old
Sunday Blue Laws, the prosecuting attorney's office announces, and as a result joy
reigns supreme in the camp of the theatre
men, while the ministers have practically
given up the fight.
The Soo has been closed to motion pictures on Sunday for several years, and
three weeks ago when the proprietors of
the theatres opened up, the ministers
launched an opposition movement. This
resulted in the closing of the house for the
last two Sundays.
Elmer Pearson on Tour of
Pathe Branch Offices

SON, general manELMER ager ofPEAR
Pathe Exchange, Inc., left
New York on Tuesday, October
18th, for his first tour of Pathe branch
exchanges since receiving the appointment which advanced him from the post
of director of exchanges. The itinerary
of Mr. Pearson's tour includes the chief
distributing centres for the Middle and
Western States.
Before leaving Mr. Pearson said that
he wished to assure exhibitors that, in
the event of transportation disturbances
now threatened Pathe Exchange had
taken measures to sustain prompt deliveries.

In and

Out

of Town

J. S. W oody was one of the many who
attended the opening of the "Chicago
Theatre" in the Lakeside city.

Advises

New

Churches

tt

Try Exhibiting
Chairman George H. Cobb, of the Nev
York State Motion Picture Commission
in an interview during a recent visit to hi:
home town of Watertown, made the sug
gestion that churches in small towns unit«
and purchase the local theatre, where i
is found that pictures of an objectionable
sort are being shown. This suggestion on
the part of Mr. Cobb was prompted by
a letter which he had previously received
from the ministers in a small town in the
state, objecting to the pictures shown at
the local house.
The experiment had met with success in
another section of the state, he said. The
plan kept the young people in their home
town nights, instead of seeking amusement in the city. In addition to that, Mr.
Cobb said, the experiment has returned a
small profit to the churches.

Theatre

THE great doors of the Chicago theatre, acclaimed as "the largest, most beautiful and artistic wonder theatre of the world," were opened to the public on
Wednesday, October 26th.
This theatre, dazzling in its amazing architecture and interior beauty, is the
latest contribution of Balaban and Katz's beautification of their city. It has a seating capacity of five thousand and was completed after two years of work at a cost
of $4,000,000.
A huge crowd clamoring to get in when the doors were formally unlocked by
Charles H. Wacker, chairman of the Chicago Plan Commission, who acted as master of ceremonies. Mr. Wacker declared that the theatre was the most artistic building now in Chicago. A large number of the leaders of the motion picture industry
were guests of Balaban and Katz at the opening, and magnificent floral tributes
from friends throughout the country crowded the lobby and foyer. It was necessary
to close entrance doors and cease selling tickets early in the evening.
The
Chicago
theatre for
is built
on anThis
"L "lobby,
shaped
site and
the hasState
Street marble
property is used
exclusively
a lobby.
or grand
foyer,
beautiful
walls relieved with ivories and gold decorations and runs back ninety-six feet.
Monster marble columns support the promenades and an inspiring circular marble
staircase rises at the extreme end and runs upward several stories. The ceiling is
in the form of a single dome of great beauty. The foyer rises five stories in height.
The auditorium itself is impressive. It is built in amphitheatre form — that is,
it is wider than it is long — and is divided into three floors, the main floor, mezzanine and balcony. An innovation in theatre construction are the boxes running up
by the sides of the balcony floor to the topmost part of the theatre.
The architecture and the decorations are of the Louis XIV period, and, like
Balaban
Versailles.& Katz's famous Tivoli, have been inspired by the magnificent Chateau de
The stage of the Chicago is one of the largest in the country, measuring from
end to end 170 feet, and has a proscenium opening of 70 feet, with a depth of 35 feet.
It is fully equipped, possessing all lighting and theatrical devices.
The
openingNorma
feature
picture was
on thecomedy
Door," had
by aChanning
lock, featuring
Talmadge,
and a" The
BusterSignKeaton
place on Polthe
program.

Picture

Melville

A.

Shaurer,

F. P.

Lasky Manager, Marries
On Saturday, October 22, at Pelham, N.
Y., Melville A. Shauer, manager of the
advertising accessories department, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, and son of
Assistant Treasurer Emil E. Shauer,
married Miss Miriam Brady, of Pelham.
Mr. Shauer was the honored guest at a
luncheon given by Eugene J. Zukor at the
j Hotel Commodore on Thursday, October
20, and which was attended by twenty of
the former's business associates.

C. O. D. Blanchfield arrived from the
Coast this week, bringing prints of some
Westerns.
Sidney R. Kent, General Manager of
Distribution, F. P. Lasky and Henry Salisbury are hunting in the Maine Woods.
Cecil B. DeMille has tentatively reserved
accommodations on the Patria, sailing Oct.
31, and will spend a two months vacation
in Europe and Northern Africa.
Admission Prices Lowered
Admission prices have been reduced in
two theatres in Watertown, N. Y. The
reduction is about five cents per person.
The houses are the Palace and the Antique.
Louisiana Ass'n to Meet
The Independent Motion Picture Theatre owners of Louisiana will meet at New
Orleans on Monday and Tuesday, November 14th and 15th.
gm 111iiu limiiiiiiii tun uiniiiniii ittiiijiiiiiai 1in^urniiiiiuuTtiuuiiiHiuaiHiuiiiiuiiiunaii 11 iunnnm§
1 14,000 circulars on Motion Picture |
I News' Booking Guide are being |
I mailed out.
Watch for yours!
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Byron Bailey
Scranton

to Manage
Theatre

Byron D. Bailey has resigned as manager of W. S. Butterfield's Regent Theatre
in Flint, Mich., to assume the management
of Charles H. Miles' new million dollar
theatre in Scranton, Pennsylvania. Mr.
Bailey is a former newspaper man of
Pennsylvania, but has been active in
theatricals for the past five years.
$3,000,000 Merger Being
Considered in St. Louis

00 owned
valued
at $3,000,0
by the
of theatres
the merger
S for
PLAN
Skouras Brothers and the City
Wide Amusement Company houses in
St. Louis, Mo., are under consideration,
it was learned during the week. It was
stated that $5,000,000 in new capital
would be put into the enterprises.
Conferences looking to a merger of the
houses have been under way for several
weeks. Samuel Hamburg, Jr., president
of the City Wide Amusement Company;
Leo Rassieur, Jr., of the law firm of
Rassieur, Kammerer & Rassieur, a large
stockholder
Skouras Stickney,
Brothers'of Enterprises, and W.in Arthur
A. G.
Edwards & Sons, brokers, participated in
the negotiations.
The production end of the consolidation will be under the direction of Jimmie and Eddie Carrier, who have been in
the same capacity since the City Wide
Amusement Company absorbed the Famous Players Missouri houses in St.
Louis.
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First National's

Griffith

"Get

(Continued
from
page
" 2405)
ther
Toge
Future,.'* J. D. Williams ; "Our Productions and Our Money," H. O. Schwalbe;
"You and First National," Joe Burton;
"The Franchise," Harry Crandall ; "The
Executive Committee," Spyros Skouras ;
"Consideration of New Contracts and
Productions," Samuel Katz; "Exhibition
Values," N. H. Gordon; "Determination
of Fair Rates Where Reductions Are Requested," A. H. Blank ; "Finance," H. O.
Schwalbe ; "Policy and Future," Moe
Mark; "Exhibitor Distribution," Samuel
Katz; "First National Anniversary
Week," Sol Lesser; "The Home Office,"
E. V. Richards; "Producers and Exhibition Values," Al Lichtman; "The Kind of
Attractions We Want," General Discussion; "When You Get Home," H. O.
Schwalbe.
The Get Together adjourned at 5 130 on
Wednesday evening in order to give the
Associated First National franchise holders an opportunity to attend the opening
of the new Chicago theatre by Balaban &
Katz, and following this splendid event,
an informal Get Together dinner was
served at 11 :oo and ended the session.
The delegates to the National "Get Together" included:
U. S. Mudd,
Titanon theatre, Birmingham, Ala.;
J. C. Hackworth, Grand theatre, Huntsville, Ala.; J.
E. Richards, Hippodrome, Rhoenix, Ariz.; R. E. Berry,
Empress theatre, Vernon, B. C. ; Herbert Dixon, Lyric
theatre, Minnedosa, Canada; George Nicholas, United
theatre,
Albre Bldg.,
Montreal,
W. O'Fenety, Fredericton
theatre,
N. B. Canada;
Toronto,W. Canada;
W.
D. Ferguson, York theatre, Toronto, Canada; W. A.
Shaw, Columbia theatre, Vancouver, B. C., Canada;
Oliver Kehrlein, Liberty theatre, Fresno, Cal.; J. L.
Lazarus, Royal theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. ; Cliff Griffin, New Piedmont theatre, Oakland, California; J. G.
Knapp,
Temple-Strand
theatre, San Co.,
Bernardino,
Cal. ;
Joseph Bauer,
Wigwam Amusement
San Francisco,
Cal.; A. G. Talbot, American theatre, Denver, Colo.;
H. P. Stewart, Princess theatre, Deland, Fla. ; Louis
Klabfield, Grand theatre, Palatka, Fla.; W. C Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga. ; Joe Burton, Star
theatre, Toccoa, Ga. ; Max Hyman, Dearborn theatre,
Chicago, 111. ; William Cadoret, La Petite theatre,
Kankakee, 111.; Harry Thornton, Gaiety theatre, Springfield, 1 1. ; Joe Bemmerschein, Gaiety theatre, Bluffton,
Ind. ; A. F. Brentlinger, 308 Kahn Building, Indianapolis, Ind. ; H. H. Johnson, Luna theatre, Lafayette,
Ind.; M. F. Baker, Grand theatre, Keekuk, Iowa;
Dwight Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, Iowa; J. C
Collins, Rex theatre, Perry, Iowa.
A. J. Baker, Electric theatre, Kansas City, Kans. ;
A. R. Zimmer, Liberty theatre, Marysville, Kans. ;
Stanley Chambers, Palace theatre, Wichita, Kans. ;
S. L. Martin. Columbia Amusement Co., Ashland, Ky. ;
Lee F. Keiler, Strand Amusement Co., Paducah, Ky. ;
A. Higginbotham, Louisiana theatre, Baton Rouge,
La. ; Bert Tilier, Southern Amusement Co., Lake
Charles, La. ; Mr. Fitzgibbons, Regent theatre, Bayshore, L. I. ; Thomas Goldberg, Harford theatre. Baltimore. Md. ; F. H. Durkee, Palace theatre. Baltimore.
Md. ; Guy L. Wonders, Rivoli theatre, Baltimore, Md. ;
Mrs. M. S. Ayre. Exeter Street theatre, Boston, Mass. ;
Herbert Gillman, Dorchester theatre, Dorchester,
Mass.; W. S. Butterfield, City Bank Building, Battle
Creek, Mich, j J. C. Ritter, Rialto theatre, Detroit.
Mich.; H. S. Gallup, Delft theatre. Marquette, Mich.:
J. R. Denniston, Family theatre, Monroe, Mich. ; V. B.
Valleau, Broadway theatre, Albertea, Minn. ; Clyde
Hitchcock. Princess theatre, Minneapolis, Minn- :
Charles Sears. Grand theatre, Brookfield, Mo.; M. B.
Shanherg, Midland theatre, Kansas City, Mo. ; Frank
L. Newman, Newman theatre, Kansas City, Mo. :
Joseph Mogler, Bremen theatre, St. Louis, Mo. ; Jack
Truitt, Sedalia theatre, Sedalia, Mo.: A. B. Cook. Majestic theatre. Jackson, Miss.: A. H. West. Babcock
theatre,
Billings.
tre, Beatrice,
Nebr.Mont.; George Monroe, Gilbert theaW. W. Hughes, Community theatre. David Citv.
Nebr.; S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre. Grand Island,
Nebr.; Jos. Stern, City theatre, Newark. N. J.; Irving
Rose, Pastime theatre, Union Hill, N. J. : Louis Bollinger, Summitt theatre. West Hoboken, N. T-; J. H.
Michaels. Repent theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. ; H. B. Franklin, Shea's HiDpodrome,
N. Henry
Y. ; Harrv
Hall.
Rand-Strand
Troy,Buffalo.
V. Varner.
Lyric theatre.theatre,
Lexington,
N.N. C.Y.: ;Percy
Wells,
Biiou
theatre, Wilmington, N. C; A. J. Hettescheim*r. Orpheum theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio: I. Libson. Walnut
theatre, Cincinnati. Ohio: A. L. Freedman, Metropolitan theatre, Cleveland. Ohio; N. B. Horwitz. Washington Circle Film Building, Cleveland. Ohio; Dr.
Georfe Kolb, Norwood theatre. Norwood, Ohio; Sam
E.
Lind,
Imperial theatre
theatre, Muskogee,
Zanesville.Okla.
Ohio;'
Meyers. Broadway
; G.DanF.
Roetzel, Majestic theatre, O'Keene, Okla.; A. B. Mo-

"Among
Those
Home office
executivesPresent—"
attending the
Get Together included: President Robert H. Lieber, J. D. Williams, Harry
Schwalbe, C. A. Yeardsley, W. J. Morgan, Floyd Brockell, Lin Bonner, Leslie
Mason, E. Bruce Johnson.
Primary franchise holders attended in
force. Those present included: Nathan
Gordon, Boston; Moe Mark, New York;
Harry Crandall, Washington; Manuel
Mandelbaum, Cleveland; Harry Schwalbe, Philadelphia; Sig Samuels, Atlanta;
E. V. Richards and Julian Saenger, New
Orleans; M. L. Finkelstein and I. Rubin,
Minneapolis; J. B. Clark, Pittsburgh;
Tom Boland, Oklahoma City; Harry
Nolan, Denver; Spyro Skouras, St.
Louis; Sol Lesser and Michael Gore, Los
Angeles Sam Katz, Chicago; Colonel
Fred Levy, Louisville, and John H. Kunsky, Detroit.
First National exchange managers
seen about the Drake during the Get
Together meetings included Ralph
Clark, New York; Harry Scott, Detroit;
Joe Skirball, Pittsburgh; Lee Goldberg,
Louisville; Fred Cubberly, Minneapolis;
C. R. Beacham, Atlanta; L. O. Lukan,
Seattle, and R. C. Seery, Chicago.
mand, Odeon theatre, Shawnee, Okla. ; A. H. McDonald, Rex theatre, Eugene, Ore.; C. Floyd Hopkins,
Colonial theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.; H. W. Scherer,
Cambria theatre, Johnstown, Pa. ; Charles Segall,
Apollo theatre, Philadelphia, Pa. ; M. E. Comerford,
Regent Theatre Building, Scranton, Pa.; C. M. McCloskey, Penn theatre, Uniontown, Pa.; George Sarviss, Liberty
Pa.; Walter
ford, Imperialtheatre,
theatre,Warren,
Pawtucket,
R. I.; C.
MaxHartW.
Bryant, Palmetto theatre, Rockhill, S. C.
J. A. Dundas, Strand theatre, Sioux Falls, S. D. ;
Tony Sudekum, Crescent Amusement Co., Nashville,
Tenn. ; Ben Lewis, Ellanay theatre, El Paso, Texas;
F. R. Newman, Crystal theatre, Greenville, Texas;
Abe Levy, Strand theatre, Waco, Texas; J. F. Goss.
Orpheum theatre, Ogden, Utah; Jake Wells, Bijou
theatre, Norfolk. Va. ; Louis Kastner, Liberty theatre,
Wenatchee, Wash. ; F. C. Smoot, Lincoln and Camden
theatres, Parkersburg, W. Va. ; J. F. Lynch, Empress
theatre, Laramie, Wyoming.
Others at the Drake for the week were Al Litchman. Associated Producers; Paul C. Mooney, representing L. B. Mayer; James G. Granger, representing
Marshall Neilan and Charles Chaplin; Felix Fiest, representing Joseph M. Schenk; Bert Adler, representing
Allan Dwan ; Colvin Brown, representing Thomas H.
Ince;
Arthur
Brillant, representing Mack Sennett, and
others.
Loew

to Visit Coast

Marcus Loew will leave for Los Angeles
early next week on another tour of inspection of the Metro Studios. He will also
open his new State, Los Angeles.
Elaborate

Plans for Exposition at Charlotte
Com-t
ber fullof weigh
Cham
n the
has throw
merce otte
THE Charl
of its influence back of the Southern Motion Picture Exposition, which
will be held in Charlotte for four days,
beginning November 29. This organization is actively assisting in numerous
ways in the task of developing this exposition, and also is arranging to provide
several elaborate entertainment features
for those attending.
That the Southern Motion Picture Exposition, to be held in the City Auditorium, is receiving wide attention from all
branches of the motion picture industry
is evidenced by the number of letters
being received daily by General Secretary Herbert C. Wales at Charlotte. Inquiries are coming in from producers
and distributors alike, as well as from
manufacturers of theatre supplies and accessories.

Seeks

Aeroplane

2413
to Exclude

Sightseers

The rights of motion-picture sets to survive without strange cameras playing upon
them from aeroplanes, will be involved in
a ruling which D. W. Griffith, Inc., will
ask of the Federal authorities in an action
now being drawn by Atty. A. H. T. Banzhaf.
The proceedings will be directed against
the United States Government. It will
seek a definite ruling of the rights of federal cameramen riding in army aeroplanes
to fly over private property for the purpose of sightseeing or taking photographs.
The action is occasioned by the visits of
aeroplanes to the D. W. Griffith studios in
Mamaroneck. For his production of "The
Two Orphans" Mr. Griffith created a
French city with twelve streets, at a cost
in excess of $100,000. Visitors by land
or water are denied access, so sightseeing
by air became a popular custom, it is alleged.
Changes

in Louisville Exchange Field Announced
Important changes in the organization
of Associated First National Exchange of
Kentucky and Tennessee and the Big
Feature Rights Corporation of Louisville
have been announced by that company.
Lee L. Goldberg has found it necessary
to resign as manager of the Associated
First National Exchange to devote himself to the Big Feature Rights Corporation.
Paul Krieger, formerly manager of the
Fox Film Exchange at Washington and
Cincinnati, has been appointed successor
to Mr. Goldberg as Associated First National Manager. Leo Katz has also
joined the organization.
Indiana

Meeting
Parent Teachers

(Continued from page 2406)
censorship," declared Dr. Atkinson in his
talk at the opening business session of
the parent-teacher association. " Censorship, whether in education, literature, press
or motion pictures. Anything that forbids
us, shackles, unslaves us is wrong. Legalized motion picture censorship is not helping you or us in
age."
Censorship
is this
wrong
and impractical in
principle, declared Mr. Rembusch because
it is impossible to get boards to agree and
because it is destructive, in that it takes
away and adds nothing. One of the most
unfortunate effects of censorship is that
it puts motion pictures in politics, something which the entire industry has fought
shy of, said the exhibitor.
Mr. Rembusch also thanked the indorsers for the work they are doing and
declared it particularly valuable from the
exhibitors standpoint because it demonstrates the belief on the part of women
that the industry really is glad to listen
to popular demand and exerts even effort
to give the public the wholesome, profitable
entertainment it desires.
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Roderick Ross, who has been at
his home in Chicago for some
weeks looking after his various film
interests, will leave in a short time
for Florida where he will spend
most of the winter.
Watterson R. Rothacker is
planning to leave for the west coast
within a few days where he will
visit the Aller-Rothacker laboratories at Los Angeles.
H. B. Franks, owner of the Lyric
theatre at Rock Falls, Illinois, is
erecting a new three hundred seat
house at that city. He plans to
make it thoroughly up-to-date and
modern in every respect. Work is
being rushed and the opening is
planned for shortly after the first
of the year.
E. J. Brewer has closed his
Brewer Opera House at Shabbona,
Illinois, indefinitely, due to poor
farming conditions, his house being
entirely dependent upon the rural
patronage.
Sterling Township High School
at Sterling, Illinois, has arranged to
run educational and some theatrical
films for the benefit of the scholars,
their parents and friends. " Old
Kentucky " will be the first amusement picture to be shown.
Ira Furman, Goldwyn auditor,
who has been making an audit at
the Chicago office, has completed
his work and left for the Minneapolis exchange. Mr. Furman praised
the efficiency of the Chicago exCapacity House Views
"Conflict" Premier
"/CONFLICT," Priscilla
^ Dean's new UniversalJewell production, had its
premier presentation last
Sunday night in the Central
theatre, Broadway and Forty-seventh street, and was
acclaimed as one of the most
thrilling and forceful pictures of the year. Accompanied by a musical setting
which emphasized the tenseness of its mystery phases
and which galloped with the
suspense of its heralded logjam rescue scenes, the picture made an impression
upon its audience far more
striking than anything ever
before done by Miss Dean.
The biggest crowd which
has stormed the Central theatre since it was turned
into a moving picture house
was on hand Sunday night.
The house was sold out long
before the box office line had
dwindled.

REP

CENTRAL

the
A

change under Manager Cecil Maberry and states that it is one of
the best managed he has been called
upon to inspect.
A. Teitel, expert film renovator,
has just completed the work of polishing up and cleaning the prints
of
" Over the Hill " for the Fox
Exchange.
General Manager Elmer Pearson,
of Pathe, has appointed H. O. Martin, who has been manager of Pathe
at Pittsburgh, Chicago manager
with jurisdiction over Cook
County, J. S. Gillick, formerly assistant manager at Chicago, manager for Illinois and Indiana territory, and T. G. Myers, assistant
manager to fill the vacancy created
by the promotion of Mr. Gillick.
The change in the organization giving one manager charge of Chicago
and Cook County and another the
Illinois and Indiana territory, is to
conform with the new sales policy.
W. A. Aschman was in Chicago
this week in the interests of the
Dempsey-Carpentier fight pictures,
which he controls for Wisconsin
and Minnesota, and announced that
he was also going in with Ben
Beadell on handling the pictures in
Illinois, and that the first releases
in this state will be made at an
early date. Mr. Aschman reports
the pictures going over big in Minnesota territory and that prospects
are excellent for a big business in
both Wisconsin and Illinois.
One of the interesting announcements of the week is the formation
of a partnership between J. L.
Friedman and Jack Grauman, the
latter of whom will have full
charge of the Wisconsin territory
for Celebrated, and already has
made plans for the opening of an
office in Milwaukee. Messrs. Friedman and Grauman have been
friends for many years and Mr.
Grauman will have the full product
of Celebrated, and with that the cooperation of Federated. Mr. Grauman brings to his new post a reputation for ability, integrity and experience, coupled with a wide acquaintance among Wisconsin exhibitors, which peculiarly qualifies
him to organize an exchange and
build up a splendid business in the
territory'
served by the Milwaukee
office.
The directors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Illinois met
in Chicago last week and made preliminary plans for the Fall convention of that organization. The convention probably will be held in
Springfield and the date will be
fixed at a time so that Sidney Cohen, president of the national organization, and General Counsel
Walker can be present and address
the delegates.
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The sales
forcetendered
of Universal's
Chicago
exchange
Maurice
Hellman a farewell luncheon at the
Blackstone Hotel last Saturday.
Mr. Helman
severing exchange
his connection with theis Chicago
of Universal after nearly fifteen
years spent
serviceregard
of Uni-in
versal, andinthethestrong
which he is held by the personnel
was evidenced by the talks made at
the luncheon at the Blackstone.
Earlier in the day a meeting of
the entire Universal staff was held
at the company headquarters and
Mr. Hellman presented with a magscarf pin. nificent diamond and platinum
Those present at the luncheon included : Herman Stern, district
manager; I. Leserman, exchange
manager; Louis Laemmle, manager
of sales promotion ; L. W. Alexander, new manager, department of
short products ; A. Platsman, auditor; J.P. Denton, correspondence;
W. A. Hyliand, service manager ;
W. L. Hill, publicity manager; B.
Eisenberg, manager, booking department and salesmen F. O. Nielson, R. W. Funk, J. E. Armgardt,
S. Decker, Carl Leserman, D. Rosenthal, R. Fox, Benny Edelman,
Lippton Astrachan, J. J. Sampson,
T. Schlanger, Jack St. Clair and
Ray L.Murray
of Exhibitors'
Herald
and
H. Mason
of the News.
Manager Sidney Goldman, of the
F. B. Warren Corporation, has put
two new salesmen to work, both
being well known in the territory
and popular with exhibitors. They
are M. J. Stone and R. G. Kapp.
Salesman Harry Phillips, known
as one of the star producers of the
Chicago territory, is now connected
with Universal Film Exchange and
will cover city territory for Manager Leserman.
John Cohen is back with Reelcraft after working for other companies for some months and Manager Harthill has assigned him to
his old territory.
Manager Ben Reingold, of Goldwyn's Milwaukee exchange, was
visiting Cecil Mayberry at Goldwyn's Chicago headquarters this
week and reports that " The Old
Nest " is one of the greatest box
office successes ever released in the
Wisconsin territory, thirteen prints
being working at the same time in
Milwaukee. During the run of this
feature at the Arcade and Colonial
on the 17th, 18th and 19th of the
month, Mr. Reingold reports that
the crowds were forced to wait for
more than an hour before securing
admission to the theatres, so great
was the line-up.

AVE.

Morton A. Levy has arrived h
Chicago to specialize on the sales o:
Fox's big, super features. Mr |
Levy comes from Washington, D
C, where he was associated formerly with Associated Producer;
and Robertson-Cole as manager oJ
their Washington exchanges. Division Manager Clayton Sheehan, of
Fox, has left for the east after
closing contracts for Fox service
with Fitzpatrick & McElroy.
M. P- Fitzpatrick, widely known
to Illinois local film circles as a
veteran of Essanay, is now traveling Illinois for Associated Exhibitors.
Lester Wurtzburg has been added
to the sales staff of RobertsonCole's Chicago exchange and will
cover country territory- Mr.
Wurtzburg is a nephew of the
Ascher brothers.
" Over the Hill," the big Fox
special, which has proved such a
splendid box office attraction in
Chicago,
opens Bend,
at the Indiana,
Oliver theatre at South
on.
October 17th. Ralph Holmes will
handle the exploitation of the
" Over the Hill road company.
J. V. Grice has completed plans
for remodeling his building at
Watseka, Illinois, now used as a.
billiard hall, into a five hundred and
thirty seat motion picture theatre,,
and work is to start at once. According to advance information,
his decorations and equipment will
be upnewto theatre
date in will
everybe ie;pect
the
a very and'
attt active small town house
Ira G. Furman, traveling auditor
for Goldwyn, has left Chicago after
spending two weeks at the Chicago
office putting his O. K. on the system in use in the Windy City. Edwin Justin Mayer passed through
on his way to the coast where he
will join the editorial department at
the Goldwyn. Studios, working in
conjunction with Ralph Block.
It is again rumored that the
Gumbiner interests will erect a
million dollar vaudeville and motion
at the
west picture
corner oftheatre
Sheridan
Roadsouthand
Lawrence
avenue.
Abraham
Gumbiner has leased one hundred by
one hundred and forty feet of
property
at that
ninetynine years
from point
Mrs. forAnnie
G.
Dawson, at an annual rental of
twelve thousand five hundred dollars a year net for the term, and
has an option to buy the land within
fifteen years for two hundred and
fifty tectthousand
dollars.
has yet been
engagedNo byarchiMr.
Gumbiner to draw plans for the theatre.
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Bits
Life —
Wellof received.
Drew splendidly,
real acomplishment. (East.)

Big
FROM

ON

N

E

IF

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

RUN

Peaceful Valley —
Downall East
Not such a wonderful picture, and it WayBroke
house— records for a twodrew about average business. (West.)
weeks' run, at 44 cents top price, playing in opposition to such pictures as
" Camille," " The Golem " and " The
The Serenade —
Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
Very improbable picture, fairly well Four
The cast in this picture attracted a acted. About
an(Middleaverage
box office at- (Middle West.)
traction.
West.)
capacity business all week. (Middle
West.)
REALART
FAMOUS PLAYERS
The
Case
of
Becky —
One Arabian Night —
Went across nicely. (East.)
Business fair. Fine picture presented Cappy
Ricks
—
Splendid
Meighan
feature
full
of
action
with elaborate prologue. Star increas- and humor, which went over big at this
Mediocre picture. Business fair. (East.)
ingly popular. (Middle West.)
house. Played to fine business for week.
(Middle West.)
Fairly
ness.good
(West.) picture with liverage busiGood picture on which we had fine
business. (West.)
Good production and well cast throughout. High class show that did a conSturdycrowd
Oak all
— strong for this, and
Wedding Bells—
dle West.)sistently good business all week. (Mid- HerFlapper
.With
Chaplin
picture
good.
Good
business
was
good
for a three-day run.
business. (East.)
(Middle West.)
Good picture, very well liked on the West.)
Only unfavorable comment from
Good picture, fair business. (Middle
Very good picture. Business about whole.
women, apparently based on roughness
average. (Middle West.)
of fighting scenes. (Middle West.)
The Cup of Life —
OneJustWild
WeekHigh class picture which went over Footlights
the kind
of picture patrons of this
From box— office standpoint, the best
well at this house. (Middle West.)
thing Elsie Ferguson has done. Great theatre like. Business excellent . (East.)
feminine cellent.
appeal,
and business was ex(Middle West.)
Not much of a picture, but it drew
Such
a Little Queen —
the crowds, and was held over for a
West.)
Nothing very deep, but pleasing. The
second week. (Middle West.)
average box office attraction. (Middie
Three Word Brand —
Good ness.Hart
(East.) picture. Very good busiA Midnight Bell —
A peach
of
an
attraction
with
everySELZNICK
thing in its favor to pack houses. Good
Good picture
audience picture. One that creates business.
(West.)with more than usual Poor Dear Margaret Kirby —
mouth-to-mouth advertising. Tremendous
Elaine Hammerstein popular but this
crowds, part due to personal appearance
picture not so well received on account
of Ben Turpin. (Middle West.)
of
so much sick room stuff. Fair busiEthel Clayton has a steady following
Wealthness. (Middle West.)
here.
Good
business
for
week's
run.
The Ten Dollar Raise —
(Middle West.)
Goodness picture
that didn'twasdo too
muchstrong.
busiWest.) picture,
because opposition
attendance consid— good
• difficulties.
TheExcellent
Golem —acting and photograph, a TheGoodFighter
(Middle West.)
ering transportation
(Middle
good story, and fine background effects,
make this one of the greatest films of
The Invisible Fear —
year from an artistic standpoit. Also Handcuffs or Kisses —
Justwell
fair.forAnita
doesn't(Middle
draw the
drew big crowds. (Middle West.)
very
me, Stewart
any more.
Nameis drew,
Elaine
Hammerstein's
work
gainingand her
a good
following.
West.)
METRO
Nice little production. (Middle West.)
The Invisible Power —
Mother O' Mine —
Good title on which to base advertising. Who
Good ness,boxhowever,
officemust
attraction.
Big busi-to
Am I?—
picture. Just great. Went
be attributed
Picture(Middle
nretty West.)
eood. Business only so- overWonderful
atvalue.
my house
in fine shape. Big box
opening of house and appearance of dozen so.
office
(West.)
film stars in person. (East.)
Four Horsemen of the ApocalypseUNIVERSAL
The Sign on the Door —
Held for third week. (East.)
Went fairly well. (East.)
Knows —
One of the greatest films ever seen NoTheWoman
picture did more business than any
here. Drew to capacity houses at $2.50 previous
The Idle Class —
production
in several weeks.
price, and has been held for a second (Middle West.)
Second week of run did not hold up top
week. (Middle West.)
West.)
any too well. (West.)
Good picture. Business good. (Middle
The Infamous Miss Revel —
Very good. Receipts pleasing. (East.)
Dangerous
Love — fine for' down town
A real thriller
house. and
Opened to big Sunday
Camille
—
Good business
on this picture, which is transient
business.
(Middle
West.)
above the average. (West.)
(\ J Ch&iles
Dickens
L^st Greacb Novel
UNITED ARTISTS
GoA Straightfine picture
business.
(West.) which brought good
The Three Musketeers —
Thetureonly
thing
that
prevented
this
picfrom breaking oox office records was
ROBERTSON-COLE
its length. Capacity business all week.
(East.)
The Foolish Age —
Doris May pleased our patrons in this
Unanimously approved. Best thing clever
comedy and business was as good
A dra.ma.tic
Doug has done. Whirlwind box office as
could be expected. (Middle West.)
/ » *• thunder
bolt W» ■
success for me. (Middle West.)
tha.t
has
electrified
America all
Good picture. Star, however, not
Fair business. Second week of show strong
enough for new house out of down
Starring theRckford
NorWtpan
and
West.)this is not a two week town. (Middle town section. (East.)
A good and different comedy. Business
/Idele
On its second week and still going good.
(Middle West.)
great. (Middle West.)
^Ciiristo
PAT HE
Everybody likes it. It's quite the social
thinfr
to
say
you've
seen
it
and
it's
always discussed at luncheons, dinners Without Benefit of Clergy —
Pretty fair. Receipts average. (East.)
and bridge parties. Universallv praised
well attended even during its fourth
The fame of the author, the title and and
the star are head lined in this display consecutive week. (Middle West.)
Rider of the King Log —
on " Our Mutual Friend " playing a
Good melodrama. Business only fair.
premiere at Chine's
Two encesweeks
to
good
business.
AudiAngeles. Broadway, Los
(East.)
liked pictures. (West.)

Say

THEATERS
This picture went over great and is
a sure-fire box office attraction. Pleased
immensely. (Middle West.)
/ Do—
FOX
of —indefinite run. Went
overFirstbig.
(West.)
Queen
ofweekSheba
West.)
The Big Town Roundup —
Good picture, fair business. (Middle
Picture
and— business both very good.
To
a Finish
(East.)
VITAGRAPH
The. Son of Wallingford —
A good production. And had good
business on it. (West.)
A fair West.)
picture and poor business.
(Middle
GOLDWYN
AceA fine
of Hearts
feature,— which seemed to please
my patrons. Good box office value.
(West.)
Poor business. Patrons did not seem
to like the theme of this production.
(East.)
HODKINSON
The Face of the World—
A good picture which did a good business in a week's run. (Middle West.)
WARREN
Two weeks to good business and
pleasedVadis
audiences.
(West.)
Quo
—
STATE RIGHTS
ManFromanda Woman
— view, this picture
box office
surpasses tendance
all brokeexpectations.
Sunday atmonths. (East.) all records for past ten

Here is a reproduction from one of
those big three color Tacoma ads. in
which
The Sign
on theof Door
was
cleverly" sold
to theatre.
patrons
the "Rialti
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clarinet solo, "St. Louis Blues,"
as a tenor solo, "Dancing Back
to Dixie Land," harp and piano
specialty; tenor solo, "When
Irish Eyes Are Smiling," and
a coronet solo, " Old Pal." The
final number is " Iv'e Got the
Red,— White
Blues."
Feature
From and
the Blue
Ground
Up —
Tom Moore.
Current Events — From Fox and
Kinograms.
Comedy
tie. — A Pair of Sexes— Chris-

Capitol Theatre —
Prologue — Greeting by Erik Bye.
Special — Schcherezade — a choreographic drama in one act.
Current Events — Capitol News.
Novelty — "College Life," a potpourri of popular college songs
by the Capitol Quintette.
Educational — Speed — a sport review— Goldwyn.
Vocal — ■"Waltz Song" from "Rom- Novelty — Topics of the Day-—
Juliet,"
Mile.eo and
Fanny
Rezia.presented by NextPathe.
Week — Camille.
Feature — Doubling for Romeo —
Will Rogers.
Kinema Theatre —
Next Week — Shame — Fox.
Overture — " Poet and Peasant."
Rivoli Theatre —
Current Events — From InternaCamille continued.
tional and Kinograms.
Novelty — Topics of the Day —
Rialto Theatre —
Pathe.
Under the Lash" continued.
Scenic — Jungle Dancers — Van DenMark Strand Theatre — ■
bergh Series.
Overture — "Mignon," 'by Strand
Symphony Orchestra.
Comedy
maid.— For Land's Sake — MerCurrent Events ■— Mark Strand Ballet — Lena Baskette in solo dancTopical Review.
number.
Educational — John Greenleaf Whit- Feature —ing The
Speed Girl — Bebe
Daniels.
tier — Great American Authors'
series — Kineto.
Next Week— The Idle Class and
Prologue — Strand Male Quartette,
Bing, Bam, Boom.
assisted by male chorus.
Feature — Two Minutes to Go —
Tally's Theatre —
Charles Ray.
Overture —Events
"Gypsy
Love."
— Fox
News.
Vocal— "Love Is Best of AH" — Current
Sung by Mary Mitchell, so- Ballet — Spanish dance number as
prano.
prologue to feature.
Comedy — Robinson Crusoe, Lieut. Feature — Gypsy Blood — Pola
Lloyd Hamilton.
Negri.
Central Theatre —
Feature — Conflict- — Priscilla Dean. Superba Theatre —
Opening — Special musical act in
—
Theatre
LyricThree
which a saxaphone quartette is
The
Musketeers continued.
featured.
Current Events — International
LOS ANGELES
News.
Scenic — The Leopard Hunt — Universal.
California Theatre1 —
Opening — 'Musical act by jazz or- Comedy
— Mama's Cowpuncher —
Century.
chestra of six pieces and two
— High Heels — Gladys
soloists. Program includes Feature
Walton.
"Home
Again Blues," as a
Given with a prologue in which
Gladys Walton and the Debriac
QQ2 Y BEGIXNIVG MOMQAY
Twins in a ten minute "fireside story." A special interior
setting is provided.
Next Week— Red Courage.
LOIS WEBER^
Chine's Broadway Theatre —
Vocal — Tenor solo — "Bimini Bay."
Current Events — Kinograms.
Feature — Our Mutual Friend —
Warren Corp.
Next
Week— The
Old Oaken
Bucket.
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Vocal — Where the River Shannon
Flows.
Feature — Under the Lash — Paramount.
Miller's Theatre —
Second week of Doubling" for

CHICAGO
Roosevelt Theatre —
Pathe Color
picture.
Overture
— "Mignon."
Topics of the Day.
Added Attraction — Snow Time

Specialty — Syncopated Novelt
e — Weaken."
Theatr
of
"Never
"Left All Alone Blues."
Rialto Theatre —
Tony Japan.
Sarg Cartoon — When t
of "The Affairs of
Eva Whale
Tanguay
person doing 1 r
was inJonah'd.
regular vaudeville act.
Mission Theatre —
Feature — Will Rogers in " Doubli |
EighthAnatol."
week of "The Three
Specialty — Japanese Fantasy — Gl
for Romeo."
singing
"Mikado." Sextette j
Musketeers."
troducing
Roosevelt
News"Japanese
Review. Sandmai
SEATTLE
Coming Feature — Experience.
Coliseum Theatre —
Tivoli Theatre —
Overture — "Tunes of the Wild Overture — Selections from "Mada
West."
Arranged
by Conduc- Specialty — The song hit froj
tor Arthur
Kay.
"Madam Sherry," "Every' Littl
Current Events — From Pathe and
Movement" — Miss Edith Dec. |
Kinograms.
er,
and ensemblj
."interpretation
Sherrysoprano,
Dance
by Mi I
Novelty — Annette Kellerman DivGertrude
Morgan.
tional. ing (Slow Motion) — Educa- Scenic.
Cartoon — Out of Luck — Felix.
Feature — Three Word Brand — Specialty — The Misses Anna Chen
William S. Hart. Presented
and Ruth Dennis in "Souther
with a prologue in which male Tivoli Topical Events.
trio in western costume sing
Solo — Milton Charles at thl
medley of popular airs, ragtime Organ
melody.
organ
Melodies."offers a rhythmic; >
and
roy. give a cowboy show.
Next Week — Little Lord Fauntle- Literary Digest.
Feature — Elsie Ferguson in "Foot |
Clemmer Theatre —
Second
week The
of "Camille."
Next Week—
Fox.

ony
Symph
Third
week
Romeo."
Grauman's
Fifth week

Strand Theatre —
Overture — "Second Hungarian
Current Events — Kinograms.
ScenicRhapsody."
— The Crater of Mt. Katmai.
Presented with a special score,
land.
arranged by Conductor WineComedy — Chicken Hearted.
Feature — Disraeli — George Arliss.
Special — Margaret Grinstein and
Lorraine Lowenthall in a singing and dancing novelty.
Next Week — Way Down East.

lights."

Blue Mouse Theatre —
Second week of "The Queen of

Liberty Events
Theatre
—
Current
— Selznick
and Liberty
local
news.
Sheba."
Scenic — My Barefoot Boy.
Specialty — Evelyn Hayes in character songs and dances.
Grauman's Theatre —
Organ — Medley of Popular Airs. Comedy — Never Weaken — Harold
Lloyd.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Vocal— On the Road to Mandalay Feature — A Trip to Paradise — Bert
— Tenor Solo.
Scenic—
The Pearl of the Pacific— Next Lytell.
Week — Pilgrims of the Night.
Prizma
Educational — Inside the Gates of Winter Garden Theatre —
Current Events — International
Soviet Russia — Pathe.
News.
The Cozy theatre of Topeka, Kansas,
Special
—
"Last
Rose
of
Summer"—
Blot"
for "The
display
rendered
as
a
harp
and
violin
Feature
— Dream Street — United
good
a
got
little
a
and
material
hook
from press
solo.
Artists. (Return engagement.
type.

This is one of the displays used by the
Kinema theatre. Los Angeles, in exploiting -The Son of Walling ford."
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Feature — The Three Musketeers
with Douglas
Fairbanks —
fourth
week.
Next Week — Way Down East.

katYierine buster
MacDONALD
K EATON
r'. ocialVal ue The Playhouse" *
A □WHumeWi« Dranu
Pact*Tfcut10udtheLnpiFooliui
Pilate*
I FituouiAd Mivqnt

Euclid
Overture—— Poet and Peasant. •
Theme — Events — Kinograms.
Current
Cartoon
Mutt & Jeff in "In Asia."
Feature —— Shame.
Next Week — A Virgin Paradise.

Overture
Park- — Follies of 1921.
Theme
— A Baby in Love by Oscar
Strauss.
Current Events — Pathe News —
Pathe Review.
Feature — Charles Ray in A Midnight Belle.
Prologue — A hick setting, showing
the general store on the main
street and a rube quartette
singing in harmony, arranged
by George Dumond.
Comedy — A Toonerville Trolley
comedy — The Skipper Strikes
It Rich.
Ralph Lieber managing director of the
Next
Week — Bits of Life. MarCircle theatre. Indvmapolis, gave "Her
Nielan production.
Social billing
Value"in and
-'Thethirteen
Playhouse"
equal
this ad,
inches Personal- shal
Appearance — Ben Turpin
by four columns in size.
himself in an inimitably funny
act.
Madam Doria singing an operatic
selection, ''The Vagrant," the Overture
Circle — — Light Cavalry by Suppe.
season's funniest film.
Coming Feature — The Midnight Current Events — Pathe News.
Bell.
Comedy — Late Hours.
Musical
specialty — Circle Trio
\\ oodlawn Theatre —
composed of Violin, Cello and
Woodlawn
Grand Organ — "No
Piano playing Raff's Cavatina.
Ones Fool."
— The color
Worldreel. in Colors —
Woodlawn Screen Travel — Across Novelty
A Pathe
the Grand Canyon.
Feature
—
Ten
Dollar
Raise.
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.
Next Week — Shams of Society—
An R. C. Production.
Comedy — Toonerville Comedy.
Overture — Selection from "The
Strand —
at,"— byNo Johan
Overture — " Intermezzo," from
Feature
WomanStraus.
Knows.
" Cavalleria Rusticana."
Intermission — "Get Hot."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Coming Feature — Dream Street.
Novelty
Pathe.— ■ The World in colors —
Barbee's
Pathe News.Loop Theatre —
Comedy — Late Hours.
Pathe Review,
Feature — The Ten Dollar Raise.
Next Week — Shams of Society.
Organ Solo — Popular selection.
Comedy — Gaylord Lloyd in "The Standard —
Current Events — International
Vero Hero."
News.
Feature
Law.— God's Country and the
Comedy
— Tin Cans — Century
comedy.
Randolph Theatre —
Feature — Dangerous Love.
Organ selections.
Feature — Mary Pickford in "Little Next Week — Women Who Wait.
Lord Fauntleroy."
INDIANAPOLIS
Coming Feature— Way Down East.
CLEVELAND

Circle Theatre —
Current Events — Kinograms and
Circlette.

State —
Overture — Violin Solo by Musical
Director H. L. Spitlany, rendering "Ave Maria" and "Souvenir."
Vocal—Song of the Sea, by Evan
Williams, II.
Current Events — Pathe News —
Pathe Review.
Comedy — For
Land's Sake — Mermaid Comedy.
NextJackie
Week—Coogan.
Peck's Bad Boy with
Feature— Cappy Ricks with Thomas
Meighan.
AllenOverture — Raimond.
Current Events — Selections from
Pathe, Fox, International.
Cartoon — Aesop's Fables.
Vocal — Ogden and Benson in a
novelty singing vaudeville act.
Feature — The Invisible Power.
Next Week — The Foolish Age.
A striking display for " Quo Vadis "
Stillman —
used byconstructed
the Garden mostly
theatre.from
'Waterloo,
Ioica,
press
book materials.
Overture — Mignon.

AnAslounding Phone!
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Feature — The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse (third week).
Overture
— Classic.
Boulevard
—
Current Events — Boulevard News.
Feature — Handcuffs or Kisses —
Comedy.
Elaine Hammerstein.
Overture — Medley.
Current Events — Strand News of
Strand
the —W orld.
Feature — The Old Nest — Goldwyn.
Scenic — The Chester Scenic.

You will sildurmjspell (be-boundunfolding
e.tiy
olmoment
Ibi* mif>ty riorj ol deep,
undrrl\io|>
human emohotu
—
rijhl
loitonmazlnff
b IbeupIroten
burl olclimai
AJtslul—
Commencing Today
LOEWS

EUCLID

COMINC-Ceo. Leant Tucket'i "LADIES MUST LIVE."
This ad
on on
"Shame"
to ita
great
extent
the titledepends
and xchut
suggests
its pulling
pmoer. Loew's
Euclid isforloco-tea
at Cleveland,
Ohio.
Song
— "Daddy."
MusicalSlides
Feature
— Rudolph Kafka
in violin solo.
Comedy — The Vagrant — Hamilton.
Feature — Cappy Ricks.
Next Week — Her Social Value.
Colonial Theatre —
Current Events — Selznick News.
Comedy — The Toreador — Cook.
Feature — The Foolish Age.
Next Week — The Concert.
BALTIMORE

Overture — Operatic selections.
WizardCurrent Events — News of the
World.
Special — Caroline Waters, soloist.
Feature — Dangerous Curve Ahead.
ton. — The Goat — Buster KeaComedy
PHILADELPHIA
Stanley —
Comedy — In for Life — Christy
Comedy — Electric.
Travel — Yosemite — Pathe.
News — Fox — Pathe.
Topics — Literary Digest— Pathe.
Feature — The Hell Diggers — Wallace Reid — Paramount.
Musical
— Excerptsand from
"Martha"
— Orchestra
Quartette.
Next Week — After the Show—
William DeMille Production.

Loew's State Theatre — Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature — The Three Musketeers
(second week).
Next Week — Footlights.

News — Pathe Review — Pathe.
Karlton
— — The Frog and the
AesopOx—Fable
Pathe.
—
Vitagraph.
Feature — The Son of Wallingford

Ohio
Theatre —
Current
News. Events — International
Comedv
tie. — A Pair of Sexes — Chris-

lil l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l lNI I I I I I IMI I I I I I » ' [ ,1 iT jII I I IHI
. CRANDALL'S .
METROPOLITAN
1
F Strttt at Ttnth ' »
WEEK "VIOF SUPREMACY
STRENGTHENS ITSTHISPOSITION

Feature — No Woman Knows.
Next sonation.
Week — The Great ImperOverture
— '* The Debutante," by
Victor
— ■ Herbert.
Rivoli
Current Events — Rivoli News, with
specially arranged musical
score.
Specialty — Literary Digest Topics
of the Day, accompanied by
Organists E. Cooper and H.
. Boehme. Almanac — Wrhen the
Whale was "Jonahed" — Sarg's.
Solo Me— All
(a) of"Because."
(b)
Give
You. (Singer,
Walter N. Linthicum.)
Feature — Her Social Value — Katherine MacDonald.
Comedy
Love and Doughnuts —
Ben —Turpin.
Next Charles
Week — Ray.
Two Minutes to Go —
Century —— Echoes from the MetOverture
ropolitan Opera House.
Current Events — Century News.
Duets — Alvin Eley, tenor, and Egbert Burnham, baritone.
Feature — Under the Leash — Gloria
Swanson.
Comedy — Brownies' Baby Doll.
Parkway
Overture — —Classic.
Current Events — Parkway News
and Special Review.
Feature — Beyond — Ethel, Clayton.
Comedy — Brownies' Baby Doll.
Overture — Special score,
mented orchestra.
New-

a u g-

QCHAflo DIX L£ATr<ICI= JOY LOUISE LOVELY JOHN &CWEQS
fill IIILLMIT MIT

RE6KU0 111IE1 ]
LErAjY SCOTT' S
POVERTY - RICHES
OVERTURE: '^NORTHERN RHAPSODY HOSMER.
WASHINGTON'S FINEST ORCHESTRA
SYMPHONIC INNOVATION
THE BANGTOWN CROSSROADS BAND

MILTON DAVIS CARL HINNANT
GEM S "OF "ME LOD I QU S JAZZ

COME EARLY FOR SEATS
wmmmmmmmmm. 1 •• m niimini" i
The cast of "Poverty
of Riclies" is
C. display
effectively
used inD.this
b) Cranjn,
dall's
Metropolitan
of Was)
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Next Week — A Trip to Paradise —
Bert Lytell.
Arcadia —
Comedy — Doggone Torture —
Torchy Comedy — Electric.
Travel — Burton Holmes — Paramount.
Feature — The
Speed Girl — Bebe
Daniels — Realart.
Next Week — The Last Door —
Eugene O'Brien.
Regent —
Cartoon—
—Fox. Mutt and Jeff "In Asia"
Screen Snapshots No. 11 — -Masterpiece.
Feature — Habit — Mildred HarrisPeerless.
Nextlin.Week — Courage — Sid FrankPalace —
Comedy — Fifteen Minutes — Snub
Pollard— Pathe.
News — Pathe Review — Pathe.
Topics
of the Day— Literary Digest
—Pathe.
Feature — The Sign on the Door—
Norma Talmadge — Peerless.
Next Week — Three Word Brand —
William S. Hart.
Victoria —
Comedy — Singer Midget Side Show
■— Sunshine Fox.
Kineto Review — Manhattan LifeRoyal.
Feature — The Golden Snare — Peerless.
Next Week — The Invisible Power
— Frank Lloyd Production.
Capitol —
Comedy — Fresh Air — Monty Banks
—Masterpiece.
News — Kinograms — Electric.
Screen Snapshots No. 11 — Masterpiece.
Feature — Dangerous Curve Ahead
— Goldwyn.
Next Week — Wedding Bells — Constance Talmadge.
DES

MOINES

Des Moines —
Des Moines News — Fox.
Comedy
— For Land's Sake.
Educational.
Feature — Charles Ray in Two
Minutes to Go.
Coming — Norma Talmadge in The
Wonderful Thing.
Strand —
News — Educational Kinograms.
Comedy — Small Town Stuff with
Al. St. John.
Feature — Thomas
Meighan in
Cappy Ricks.
Coming — Jack Holt in After the
Show.
RIALTO
A GENUINE DOUBLE FEATURE ENTERTAINMENT

THE
SPEED GIRL
ITSDAR1NCEST.
"BEBE" AT HER
DASHINGEST,
GOOD LITTLE,
SASCHA

Dazzling in her beauty, the lair Bebe comes
in a Temple
Triumph andthat'sthrills
all laughs,
heart-throbs

Picture

News

Feature— Beyond.
Comedy — Friday the 13th.
NextCountry.
Week — The Girl from Gods
Cameraphone
Current Events — Theatre
Selznick —News.
Feature — Charge It.
Comedy — Sunshine Comedy.
Next Week— The Sting of the
Lash.
Loew's Lyceum Theatre —
Current
Events — Loews Weekly
News.
Feature — Over the Wire.
Next Week— Poppy.
Minerva Theatre —
Feature — Cup of Life.
Added Feature — Red Courage.
Comedy — Charlie Chaplin.
Next Week — Not Announced.
Alhambra and Garden TheCurrent Events — Pathe News.
Feature — Affairs of Anatole.
atres—
MILWAUKEE

The Qneetl Girl, the work of the Temple theatre,
Toledo, 0.
Next Week — Through the Back
Door — Mary Pickford.
Rialto
Feature —— The Four Horsemen of
the Apocaypse.
Liberty— One
Theatre —
Coming — Same.
Feature
Night —
Pola Negri. Arabian
Comedy.
Garden
— — Educational.
Travelogue
Liberty Orchestra.
Comedy — Hero Pro Tern.
Feature — Tom Moore in Beating Next Week — Not announced.
the Game.
Trianon Theatre —
Hawley.
Coming — Mabel Julienne Scott in Feature
— A Kiss In Time — Wanda
No Woman Knows.
Comedy.

Here is one worth copying on

ATLANTA

Pathe News.

Globe Theatre —
Feature — The Girl from Nowhere —
Howard Theatre —
Elaine Hammerstein.
Comedy.
Overture
stance.— Pomp and Circum- Pathe News.
Howard News and Views.
Feature — Mary Pickford in Little Tudor Theatre —
Lord Fauntleroy (Un. Art.). Feature — A Wife's Awakening—
(Special music scores with
from story by Jack CunningEnglish and American melodies
ham.
of the period. Love theme, Comedy — After the Dough.
Dear Little Tulip of Mine by
Louis Nehoc.
PITTSBURGH
Novelty
— Tony
in The
FirstSarg's
Circus.Marionettes
Metropolitan Theatre —
Overture — Oberon. Directed by
David Love.
Kinograms.
Kineto Review.
Comedy — Robinson
Crusoe, Ltd.
(Educational).
Organ Solo — George Lee Hamrick.
Feature — Anna Q. Nilsson in Why
Girls Leave Home — Pathe.
Criterion Theatre —
Overture — Criterion Orchestra.
Kinograms.
Kineto Review.
Comedy — Edgar Camps Out (Booth
Tarkington-Goldwyn) .
Feature — Viola Dana in There Are
No Villians (Metro).
Rialto TheatreOverture — New Rialto Orchestra.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Selznick News.
Comedy — Vacation Time.
Feature — Frank
The Invisible PowerLloyd's
(Goldwyn).
NEJV

ORLEANS

Strand Theatre —
AMERICA'S CEMUS OF THE VIOLIN^
Feature — The Affairs of Anatol —
All Star.
Here is a quarter page, dividing the Comedy.
hilling between a featured musical
umber and the feature, picture, "The Strand Topical Digest.
■■<i'Ced Girl."Washington
The IHalto is^. located at Strand Orchestra.

Merrill Theatre —
week).
Feature
— The Three Musketeers —
Douglas
Fairbanks (third
Butterfly Theatre —
Overture—— Chester
"Hajnalka."
Comedy
Conklin.
Soloist — Norman Duff, baritone.
Weekly — Butterfly News and
Views.
Feature — The Golem.
Strand Theatre —
Musicthe— "Rubenstein's
Concerto" on
Ampico.
Feature—
Sheik —OnePolaArabian
Negri. Night — The
Weekly News and Topics.

MOON
BtirtJ Tod*;
Tofer Qm*f
"The
Branding
%r'.
Blooded.
Two
TjzH
OsvDnt
KATHARINE NEWLtN T. BURT'S
Greater Than

Grand Theatre —
Current
Weekly.Events — Grand News
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — Golden Snare.
Comedy — Love and Doughnuts.
Next Week — Wedding Bells.
Duquesne
Fourth
week Theatre
of Three— Musketeers.
Liberty
Current Theatre
Events —— International
News.
Feature — The Golden Snare.
Comedy — Love and Doughnuts
Next Week— Wedding Bells.
Regent Events
Theatre
—
Current
— Kinograms.
Feature — The Foolish Age.
try. — Torchy's Promotion.
Comedy
Next Week — Girl from Gods CounFourth
of —Over the Hills.
Savoy week
Theatre

—
Theat— reKinograms.
Current
OlympicEvents
Novelty — Pictorial Review.
Specialty — Aesops Fables.
Feature — After the Show.
Next Week—
Blackstone Theatre —
Current
Events — International
News.
Novelty — Where the Poppies
Bloom.

Iron "

"THE

MAN

FROM

Featuring
House Peters— Frit zie Brunette
One
lira act hear
whistling
through thethe
glint anredwoods,
smell thethe visd
deiightfa]
fragrance
RI
chips LO
that firST
from the ringing
ax'VER"
S" :. Comedy Feature
Brownie
* Baby Peggy
*v. Tun Old *od » ■■Jar
"Brownie's Baby Doll"
The scene cut occupying a commandpositionLost
in the above
on "Moon
The
Man ing
from
■ byadisthe
and
Muse
theatres,River
Omaha,
a strong
selling factor of the display.
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Alhanibra Theatre —
Overture — Alhambra Orchestra.
Comedy — Harold Lloyd — Never
Weaken.
Soloist— Henry Taylor.
Weekly — International - Literary
Topics.
Special — Showing Douglas Fairbanks and Alary Pickford touring Europe.
Feature— Alice Joyce — The Inner
Chamber.

Loew's State —
Feature
The Night Horseman —
Tom — Mix.
NextCubWeek
— The Black
— Florence
Reed. Panther's
Feature — The Fox — Harry Carey.
Palace —
The Scarab Ring — Alice Joyce.
Olympic —
KANSAS CITY

CINCINNATI
Capitol —— Robespierre (Litolff).
Overture
Combination Reel— Selected
Capitol
Current Events. Topics of the
Day — Literary Digest.
Personal appearance Clara Kimball
Young.
Feature — Doubling for Romeo.
Novelty — The Instrumental Minstrels— Capitol Symphony Orchestra.
Two -Reel Film — On the Trail —
Earl Cummings.
Xext Week — Experience.
WalnutCurrent Events— Pathe No. 83.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Novelty
Aesop'stheFables
Feature —— After
Show.— Pathe.
Next Week— Bits of Life.
Strand —
Current Events— Pathe No. 84.
Comedy — Robinson Cruso, Ltd. —
Ham Hamilton.
Feature — Woman's Place.
Next Week— Her Social Value.
GiftsCurrent Events — Fox News.
Feature— Over the Hill.
Next Week — Same.
Palace —
Current Events — Kinograms.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.— A Private Scandal.
Feature
Next Week — Charge It.

blhna
and his
BAND SUPREME

Liberty Theatre —
Overture
— "Crown of Diamonds."
NewsLove
— Pathe.
Egg.
Comedy— Aesop's Fables and The
Organ Selections— Miss Susie Goff
Bush and Miss Golden Eviston,
organists.
Feature — Room
stance Binney.and Board — ConNext Week — Greatest Love — Louise
Glaum.
Doric— International.
Theatre —
News

The automobile race Minneapolis,
of " Burn 'Em inUpthis
Barnes
is featured
half "page
display by the State theatre,
Comedy — Rolin Corned}-.
Next Week— The Idle Class
Next Week — Marshall Neilan in Organ Selections — P. E. Stevens,
National) .
"Bits of Life" and Charlie
organist.
Feature — ondNoweek).
Woman Knows — (sec(First
Columbia
—
Chaplin
in
"The
Idle
Class."
Feature — The Three Musketeers
Next Week — A W'ife's Awakening.
(Conte.)
ST. PAUL
Newman Theatre —
Next Week — Camille (Metro).
Overture
"Bacanal."
Current — Events
— Newman News
Palace
Overture— — Liberty.
and Mews.
Capitol Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe
Overture — "Finale" (Fourth Move- Special Number — J. Hardesty Johnment) from Symphony in F
Topics of the Day.
son, tenor, and Dolores, Farris,
Minor No. 4— Tschaikowsky.
Cartoon— Mutt & Jeff.
Newsdanseuse, and corps of six
Capitol
Digest
—
Includes
Current
Comedy — None.
dancers in conjunction with atEvents,
Feature — The Great Impersonaal News.Pathe and Internationtion (Paramount).
mospheric prologue, "A Street
Lloyd Hamilton in The Vagrant.
Selections— Gerald .F. Baker
Oscar
F. Baum J.— Massenet.
A. "Thais" —B. Organand
Rialto—Jacobsen in
Sascha
Q. Landwehr, organists.
in Bagdad."
Meditation,
Current
Events
—
Fox
News.
Feature — One Arabian Night — Pola
" La Gitana," Kreisler.
Comedy.
art.)
Negri.
Place. Talmadge in Woman's
Feature — The Speed Girl
Constance
Next Week — Cappy Ricks — Thomas
Ralph H. Brigham, organ solo,
Meighan.
Next Week — After the Show
"Souvenir, Drdla.
( Paramount) .
Arthur
Koerner,
organ
recital.
Royal Theatre
Overture
— "Sweet— Kentucky Rose."
(RealNews — Royal Screen Magazine.
Comedy
— • Southern
Christie
Comedy. Exposure —
BUFFALO
~
Special Number, Royal Vocal Trio.
Mark Strand — OKLYN
O
WASHINGTON
BRNumber
Organ Selections — Milo T. Harte,
1. Opening
— Carmen.
Shea's Hippodrome —
A pantomime-song interpreta- Overture — "A Trip to Coney
McAvoy.
organist.
Feature
— Everything for Sale — May
tion of "Air de la Fleur" (The
Metropolitan —
Prologue
—
Margaret
Brisco
preOverture — Northern Overture,
"Carmen."
from
Song)
Flower
ents solo dance arranged by Next Weektor—All
Set
was exterior Spanish courtStar Great Impersona— The
urrent Events — Pathe News —
yard with overhanging balcony,
balletmaster of the Capitol
Topics of the Day.
set
tree
with
table
and
chairs
theatre,
New
York.
\dded Innovation — The Village
underneath. Sonia Serova, Feature — One Arabian Night — Twelfth Street Theatre —
Orchestra,
Overture — .Popular selections.
solo dancer, in pantomime
Poia Negri.
News — Screen Magazine.
omedy — The Play House. (First
translated
lyric
of
song
after
IslComedv
— Never Weaken — Harold Feature — A Virgin Paradise — Pearl
National.)
and."
Lloyd.
which Leonard SamolofF,
White.
feature — The Poverty of Riches
tenor, sang the words.
(Goldwyn).
Current Events — Hippodrome Re- Next Week — Three Word Brand —
2. Mark Strand Topical Review.
view, made up of excerpts
W illiam S. Hart.
3. Victor Herbert in person as
from the various news servguest conductor leading Mark
ices, Topics of the Day and a
Pathe hand colored scenic.
Strand Symphony Orchestra
augmented to forty pieces in Next Week — Clara Kimball Young
in person and The Idle Class.
programme
of Herbert succes es :
Shea's
Criterion —
L — Overture
to comic opera
hardt. — " Spring Maid" — Rein"Mile
Modiste (introducing Overture
"Kiss Me Again.")
Young. It — Ciara Kim2. — (a). Intermezzo from Feature —ballCharge
"Naughty Melody).
Marietta" (The Comedy — Oh, Buddy !— Christie.
Dream
Current
torial. Events — Criterion Pic(b) . "Indian
American
Idyll). Summer (An
Next — Week
— The
Sting of the Lask
Pauline
Frederick.
(c) . Entr'acte music from
"Her Regiment."
Mark-Strand —
3. — Overture
to the
opera "Eileen."
4.
Feature Film
— Constance
Tal- Overture
— "A Midsummer Night's
Dream.
Place."
"Woman's
in
Current
Events — Latest Pathe
madge
5. Solo — "Tis Morning" Speaks.
News.
Estelle Carey, soprano.
Feature — Disraeli — George Arliss.
6. Mermaid Comedy — "Bang."
Comedy — Where Is My Wife? —
7.
Organ
Solo—
"Tales
of
HoffLoew's
Meighanoju
his
Foolishas Age"
displayvehicle
preMonty Banks.
th" headState.linesCleveland,
in this gave
display
man" (Offenbach) by Charles
nts "theThepicture
a starring
ter page.ad was a quarDemorest and John Hammond, Next Week — The Fighter — Con- " Cappy Ricks." The
ily. The Boulevard is a Baltimore
theatre.
wav Tearle.
organists.
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Here is a picture of the lobby front on " The Man lamer " used recently by the Lyceum theatre, Winnipeg, Canada
J*
Ralph Raflner, Strand theatre, Seattle, ffn.h.
Thomas D. Soriero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Harold
Franklin,Schade
Shea'stheatre,
Hippodrome,
Buffalo.
George J.B. Srhade,
Sandusky.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Datyon, O.
Edward L. Hy/nan, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Flnklestein & Robin,
Minneapolis.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Kuhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland
Paul Gusdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O.
C. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mich.
S. Barret McCormick, Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Cleveland.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.

Advisory

Board

Exhibitors' Service Bureau
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
R. B. Wilby, Supervisor of Southern Enterprises.
Inc., Birmingham, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,
Arthur
Chas.
Can. Branham, Famous-Las ky, Ltd., Toronto,

Lowell
Managing Director, Capitui
theatre,W. St.Calvert,
Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Quimby,
Managing
Director,
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
Ind. Strand and
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George
E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrlck, Rlalto theatre, Butte.
Eugene
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisro.
Sidney K.Grauman,
Grauman's Director,
theatre, William
Los Angeles.
Louis
Sidney, Managing
Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
Herbert J. Thatcher, Strand theatre, Sallna, Kan
Francis A. Mangan, Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Montreal, Canada.
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Showing the stage setting and characters appearing in Brooklyn
"In a Persian
staged as a prologue number for "One Arabian Xight" at the
Marie Garden."
Strand engagement
Brooklyn Mark
Strand
Celebrates Second
Birthday
The Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre recently celebrated its second birthday and
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman
presented an attractive bill in honor of the
event.
Among the numbers was a musical surprise under the title of "In a Persian Garden," serving as a prologue to the feature
picture "One Arabian Night."
The scene was a Persian garden, with
the dome of a Persian temple showing in
the background and a fountain in the foreground. The walk through the garden was
flanked on either side by real poplar trees
and in the foreground were beds of real
poppies. There were two Persian settees
draped with brightly colored robes and
cushions.
The first number of "In a Persian Garden" was "Come Fill the Cup and in the
Fire of Spring," by the Mark Strand
Mixed Quartette. Then Eldora Stanford, soprano, sung "Each Morn a Thousand Roses Bring, You Say." This was
followed by "A Book of Verses Underneath the Bough," interpreted by Dorothy
Bell, soprano, and George Dale, tenor.
Then came "Ah Moon of My Delight
that Knows No Wane," by George Dale,
tenor, followed by "Alas ! That Spring
Should Vanish With the Rose," by the
Mixed Quartette. The finale was a Pantomime by the Serova Dancers.
Plath

Pulls

Novel

"Snow

Blind" Lobby Decorations Find Favor
An artistic Bit of lobby exploitation was
used recently by the Latchin theatre, Brattleboro, Vt., for the engagement of
"Snowblind."
The manager of the Latchin had his
house artist paint a poster redolent of the
atmosphere of the Great Northwest which
is such an integral part of the picture. The
painted poster was about four by ten and
was attractively displayed in the lobby
where passersby would see it.
It represented a snow scene, with a
lonely log hut in the foreground, snowladen pine trees leading up a ravine in the
background to snowy hills. The title of
the picture was run obliquely across the
poster near the top, in letters that seemed
to be formed of snowflakes. It aroused
much comment.

Doorknob
Perfectly

Tags

Work

for "Sign

Evansville,
one morning to
Door"
theawoke
on Ind.,
find its doorknobs tagged. Big round
cards bearing the words "The Sign on the
Door" were hanging on every door knob.
Evansville wondered and began to talk.
Everyone knew it was some sort of an
advertisement, but no one could tell what
was being advertised. Therefore, when
Manager B. F. Brentlinger, of the Victory
Theatre, Evansville, blazoned forth in ads
in newspapers with " The Sign on the
Door," everyone was psychologically prepared to be interested.
He had 10,000 of the door cards printed
and Boy Scouts. were employed at modest
wages to distribute them between 4 and 6
o'clock
awoke. in the morning before the city

Stunt

for 44 Wedding
Bells"
For "Wedding Bells" Hugo Plath, of
the Gem Theatre, Palestine, Texas, had a
small church, the bride, the bridegroom,
the preacher, best man and bridesmaids,
as well as an auto labelled "just married."
in his lobby which attracted unusual attention. The light in the church flashed on
and off.

Novel lobby front for "Scrambled
Wives"
originated
for the
Empress
theatre,
Ozvensboro,
Ky. showing of this picture at the
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Sporting
Ideas Worth

Goods

Store

Borrowing
Dresses
"Big Game"
Window
During the run of "Gig Game" at the
Strand theatre, Minneapolis, a local sporting goods store was induced to cooperatein dressing up a catchy window display
for the feature.
The window showed the interior of a
cabin, in which was everything from bear
pelts to poker chips, from snowshoes and
rifles to thermos bottles and cartridge
belts. A big twenty-two by twenty-eight
lobby still decorated the wall. In the right
side of the window was a card reading,
"When hunting BIG GAME use Warner's
hunting equipment. When seeing BIG
GAME card,
go to
the three
Strand
Theatre."
Another
bearing
smaller
lobby
stills and reading matter similar in effect,
was placed in the left hand side of the
window.

Picture

News

Howard Theatre, Atlanta
Presents Elaborate
Prologue

For " The Affairs of Anatol," at th< , I
Howard theatre, Atlanta, recently, Man
aging Director Enrico Leide arranged £
prologue that was beautiful and in thorough keeping with the picture itself.
The episode of the Green Fan Cafe was
chosen as the base of the prologue. The
stage set, when the curtain first rose, was
the usual hectic cafe arrangement — the
center of the dance floor being most in
evidence, with just a table on either side
to indicate the cafe arrangement. At the
back of the stage was a huge green fan.
As the curtain rose the voice of ;
woman was heard, singing.
Then two popular young Atlanta people,
very prominent in Atlanta society and
pupils of a famous dancing teacher,
danced on, offering an original and specially arranged dance number, which was
very well received.
As the dance ended, the big green fan
at the back of the stage closed, to reveal
a tableau. The lights on the dancers died
off, and the spot was centered on another
young girl, clad in the typical " Follis costume," all in white, who was ** blowing
bubbles," balloons, painted in pastel colors,
which the girl balanced and played with in
a joyous, carefree manner.
The song which was sung throughout
this little act was the " Mem- Widow
Waltz-Song," and the spirit of it was
maintained throughout the prologue,
which was beautifully staged and represented aconsiderable expense. But Managing Director Leide feels that the results
obtained were in fine proportion to the
expense incurred.

Top cut — An advance prologue stunt originated by ujW.sinuun
Lamed, una
manager
of the
Victoria
Theatre, Tainaqua, Pa., for his shewing of " The Affairs
exyiameu
t'y
of Anatol" and
explained
by inc
the iiiusiruuuit.
illustration.
Center cut — Lobby display on "The Affairs of Anatol" when this picture played the American Theatre, Bellingham. Wash
sburg, Pa.
Bottom cut — Lobby display for Paramount week originated by J. IV. Lamed, manager of the Victoria Theatre, Bloomsbt
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"Old Oaken Bucket "
ie Manager Frauenthal, of the Keith Prospect, one of Brooklyn's leading theatres,
w
after " The Old Oaken Bucket " with
■ a went
a stunt that costs little, but that will work
with equal success in small city or metropolis. For a week before the showing of
the feature in his house Manager Frauenthal had a quartet at work on the principal streets of the borough. Choosing
a likely corner, the quartet would stop and
then burst forth into the melody " The
Old Oaken Bucket." About the time the
crowd that gathered expected the hat to
be passed the quartet would unfold banners announcing the coming of the feature to the Prospect. " The manager who
wants to try this stunt," declared the
Keith manager, " doesn't have to get expensive singers. I called my boys a ' sidewalk 'quartet, but any theatre can get the
same pulling results out of what we used
to know in the good old days as a ' barroom quartet.' "
Ottawa Newspapers Held
Local Theatres
For the week of October 17, there was
an interesting hook-up of newspapers and
moving picture theatres for the exploitation of film features in Ottawa, Ontario.
The Ottawa Journal published a combination page, consisting of the theatre's display and linked-up advertisements of local
merchants for the presentation of "No
Woman Knows" at the Allen's Regent
theatre. At the same time, the Ottawa
Citizen, the other local daily, published a
combination page for "Experience" which
was shown at Loew's Ottawa theatre.

Lobbv display on "The Love the
Light"
used theatre.
during Butte,
tine recent
Ansonia
Mont. engagement of this feature at
Carroll

Builds

Lobby

Front at Small Expense
Manager Carroll of the Imperial theatre,
Charlotte, N. C, attracted a lot of extra
business with the lobby display he built
for his showing of "Through the Back
The brick wall shown by the cut was of
painted
Door." beaver board. The flowers were
hand painted roses.

Want
Ad Section Helps
to Sell Pictures
Every insertion of a want ad in the Saturday Twin Falls (Idaho) Daily Times
brought the advertiser a free ticket to the
Idaho theatre, where " The Frontier of
Stars " was playing. This tie-up was arranged by Rick Ricketson, Paramount
change.
exploiteer from the Salt Lake City exThis tie-up, carrying daily news stories
for five days, cost the Idaho nothing more
than the tickets.- According to recent estimates afree ticket brings one and a half
paid admissions,
proving
a profitable
investment. Want ads
are one
of the three
commodities a newspaper has to sell.
When a theatre helps push the newspaper's wares the paper usually comes
back strong for the theatre.
Brooklyn Mark
Headlines Victor

Lobby designed by J. C. Stille, manager of the Rivoli theatre, Portland, Ore., for the engagement of " The Last of the Mohicans"

Strand
Herbert

The Brooklyn Mark Strand made much
capital out of the appearance of Victor
Herbert as guest conductor even to the
extent of mailing announcements to those
well-known people of Brooklyn who take
an active interest in music and social affairs generally. The students of the many
musical schools were also notified and the
programme arranged by Mr. Herbert
placed before them.
Phonograph stores boosted Victor Herbert records during the week in display
windows and advertising space thus tyingup the Brooklyn Strand with Mr. Herbert.
Mr. Hyman augmented the symphony
orchestra to forty pieces and played up the
appearance of Mr. Herbert and this fact in
both newspaper and billboard space.
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Hyman's Presentation
Great Aid to "I Accuse
For the showing of "I Accuse" at tl
Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre, Managii
Director Edward L. Hyman staged both
prologue and postlude in which music
numbers and scenic and lighting effec
were used to excellent effect.
The prologue was in adherence wit
the war theme of the play, the stage s<
being a trench, a wide range of no-man
land and shell riddled trees in the distanc
Front stage was occupied by the trencli
quarters of a group of French soldier I
who were members of the Mark Stranl
Male Quartette.
Opening revealed the scene in soft nigl
light with the soldiers at rest singin
Robert's French war ballad "Madelon.
As the quartette completed the song a
artillery duel with crashing cannon an
bursting shell effect started. Fire fror
bursting shell apparently showered th
stage and red strips set down in the rea
of the set and the use of lights from th
booth gave the evening battle scene color
ings.

Mangan's
Prologue
Stresses Mechanical
Effects
An original prologue for " Dangerous
Curve Ahead " under the title of " Imagination "was a feature of the recent engagement of the above mentioned picture
at the Allen theatre, Montreal.
The number was staged by Managing
Director Francis A. Mangan and was so
arranged that the suggestion of a huge
locomotive rushing out into the audience
was given.
In staging the illusion no scenery was
used except a black drop and three lights.
Mr. Mangan describes his prologue as
follows :
" To get the results required an iris
shutter is used on a locomotive headlight
to give it the appearance of coming in the
distance, and as it appears to rush nearer
and nearer the pilot lights of the engine
come into view through the use of dimmers on two lamps of 500 watts each. The
sound of the locomotive bell and whistle
in conjunction with the crunch of the
clanking trucks carry the audience right
into the feeling that they are in the way
of an oncoming train, but as the imaginative engine seemingly comes to a full
stop, with the accompanying sounds of
escaping steam and the exhaust of the air
brakes, a red lantern is waved and the
title ' Dangerous Curve Ahead ' is flashed
on the scrimm curtain covering the front
of the stage. It is here the realization
dawns on the onlooker that it is but a well
arranged and carefully thought out introduction tothe feature picture, ' Dangerous
Curve Ahead," the effect brought forth
rounds of applause and received much favorable comment.

St. Pierre

Presents

Inter-

esting "Anatol" Prologue
The accompanying picture shows the
prologue staged by Manager Louis St.
Pierre of the Majestic theatre, Madison,
for " The Affairs of Anatol.-' The setting
consisted of dark blue drop in the rear,
small oval mirrors on invisible threads
hanging in the front. A big green fan
front slowly opened showing the bubble
cascade out of which the dancer came.
Toy ballons were used to represent a
bubble. The bubble cascade was made by
using a tub of soap suds and connecting it
to a pipe which was fed by a compressed
air tire filler in the garage next door. For
both the prologue and other exploitation
Mr. St. Pierre had the co-operation of
Dan Roche, Paramount exploiteer.

With the dying down of the "cannonad
ing" Leonard Samoloff, operatic tenoi
sprang atop the trench with the Frencl,
emblem
and a sang
"Marseillaise."
H'j
stood over
glassthetrap
illuminated witl
two 1000 watt lamps. A fan spread th i
folds of the French tri-color in his arms.
During the lastwith
act the
of "I
Accuse"
synchronization
theme,
Edga hit

Kiefer, baritone, from off stage, sang Dix' 1
"The Trumpeter" with appropriate trum
pet effects from the orchestra with light:)
out all over the house. This musical num I
ber came as the forces were being mobil
ized. During the heat of the battle actioi
as a lull came in the fighting, Waltei
Smith, basso,
"In Flander's
Fields.'ir
During
one of sang
the more
sombre scenes
the picture Henry Moeller, tenor, was
heard in O'Hara's "There Is Xo Death.'
In the happy finale scenes. A. De Maria
cellist, played Saint Saen's "The Swan.'

Illustrating the staged
accompanying
story concerning
the prologue
"The Wis.
Affairs of Anatol,"
for the showing
at the Majestic
theatre. for
Madison,
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Lobby decorations on the showing of " No Woman Knows" by Manager William Cutts of the Clemmer Theatre, Wash.

Riesenfeld

Prepares
New

York

1115, t A

T the Criterion theatre, New York,
where "Peter Ibbetson" or "Forever" as the picture is to be called
* outside of New York, is the feature attraction for an indefinite engagement, Managng Director Hugo Riesenfeld has prepared a supplemental program which is
pronounced the most elaborate of his career and presents two distinctly different
,e,'moods — one, the prologue to "Peter Ibbetson," being a charming garden party
"'dominated by the spirit of a hundred
years ago, the other a brilliant transformation forest scene which changes from
warmest autumn to silvery winter in the
flash of an eye. Musically, the two numbers are brilliant creations, the works of
great composers being woven into dance
and ensemble works in an artistic manner
that would be a credit to the great interpreters.
The prologue, which was staged and arranged byJosiah Zuro for Mr. Riesenfeld,
I llopens with a minuet to the music by Alexjander Charles Lecocq lead by Paul OsIcard, ballet master of the Riesenfeld
theaters, and Vera Myers. The Criterion
Ensemble of picked voices also appears in
this bit, the costuming and settings being
of the colorful early nineteenth century,
the days of crinolines and checked suits.
I A gavotte follows the minuet — the music
I being from Tschaikowsky's "Pique Dame"
—Miriam
Lax, soprano;
Beatrice F.

the ensemble
and ballet
1||\\'ightwick,
appearing in alto;
the charming
number.
Then
I follows a Shepherd's Dance by Edward
I German with ensemble and ballet, the
B| entire company joining in the finale — "La
Bergerie," an 18th Century melody being
sung by George Richardson, baritone.

Extravagant

Criterion " Peter Ibbetson
Artistic Creation

Number

" Prologue

The opening number of the Criterion
program, entitled "The Enchanted
Forest," is a brilliant piece of staging,
dance and music, laid in the days of the
Druids. The settings are first autumnal,
then become instantly winter. There are
eight soloists in "The Enchanted Forest,"
a soprano soloist, Eva Sobel, soprano, and
the Criterion ensemble of picked voices.
When the curtain rises there is a woodland
scene. It is autumn and the trees are rich

in color, fallen leaves covering the ground
and the rocks. At the rear stands a shrine
about which are a group of priestesses.
The orchestra plays Saint-Saens' "Djanerie," while Vera Myers, a high priestess,
officiates at the sacred fire. The music
ends and Eva Sobel, soprano, sings an aria
from Delibes "Lakme," and, as this selection draws to a close, two priestesses lead
the high priestess from her shrine and
dance to a duet from the same opera sung
by the women's chorus. Four nymphs
enter and begin a wild dance in the hope

"No
Woman
Knows"
window secured at
Seattle during the showing of the picture at the
Clemmer theatre

of
the high
fromdrawing
the shrine.
It is priestess'
a dashing attention
piece of
choreography set to the music of Glazounov's "Automne et Hiver," followed immediately bythe entrance of Oscard as the
forest prince. The first spring of the
forest prince fascinates the high priestess
and when he begins a stirring dance to the
music of Delibes' "La Source," draws her
from her sacred fire at the shrine. She
joins in a whirling dance with the forest
prince — there is a crash and golden autumn has gone to be replaced with winter.
Snow bears down the branches of the
trees, there is snow on the ground and ice
covers the rocks. Even the brown costumes have turned to silver white and the
wigs seem touched with snow. The settings were designed by Nicholas DeLipsky,
the young Russian artist who has solved
the secret of mingling pigments and lights
in such a way that one painted canvas
holds another scene through the changing
of the color of the lights.
The two stage numbers at the Criterion
mark a new high standard in musicianship
and staging — creations which rival the
best productions of the Broadway theatres.

Motion
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Gersdorf
Talent

Picture

News

Adapts Home
Movie Idea

Phil Geradorf, manager of the Arcadt
theatre, Jacksonville, Fla., made use oi
the present local interest in picture production and the possibility that Jacksonville may become a film production center,
in his exploitation campaign for " Rep-

Robson
Improves an
Old One
William X. Robson. Paramount exploiteer from Pittsburgh, improved the
hidden word stunt in co-operative newspaper ads, when '* The Affairs of Anatol "
plaved at the Palace theatre. Tarentum.
Pa.

Show " for " Broken
Doll" Showing
The accompanying cut shows some of
the dolls received as admissions to a special showing of "A Broken Doll" when
this picture played the Palace theatre,
Hamilton, O.

Manager W illiam L. Brown, was sold
on the idea of making the ads pay the
merchants as well as the theatre and when
he was asked to make a donation of a
hundred tickets, he raised the ante to three
hundred and told Robson to go to it.
Robson did better than single or double
trucks. He approached even- advertiser
in the Valley Daily Xews and asked to
write their ads. He arranged the letters

as a lobby display but the main exploitation value of the stunt was the word of
mouth advertising of the children who
hunted far and wide for a broken doll with
which to obtain admission to the theatre.

" Doll

Managing Director F. S. Meyer as exploitation for "AwhoBroken
admit children
would Doll"
bring offered
a brokento
doll to the theatre. The dolls were used

In co-operation with a local department
store, Mr. Gersdorf made arrangements
toutation."
take pictures of the fair sex who entered the store, the pictures to be shown
later at the Arcade.
The promoters of the idea found no
trouble in locating a cameraman and great
interest was aroused in the stunt by announcing itas a method proving that Jacksonville women dress just as stylishly as
the women of more metropolitan cities.
The stunt attracted much newspaper
publicity. For two hours on successive
days the cameramen cranked as various
Jacksonville women entered or left the big
store. Many of them did not know their
pictures were being taken.
The resulting film was shown as an added feature of the Arcade's bill, during
the run of " Reputation " and caused
great comment. The theatre management
voiced the opinion that hundreds of persons came to the theatre as a direct result
of the local pictures. The stunt cost very
little.

Tynes

Has

Special

Show-

ing on "Peck's Bad Boy"
A neeSaturday
children's
matiprevious tomorning's
the opening
performance
of "Peck's Bad Boy" was one of the methods used by Manager Fred X. Tynes of
the Columbia theatre. Portsmouth, O., to
acquaint the local fans of the merits of
the Coogan feature.
Mr. Tynes also purchased a dozen
Jackie Coogan dolls which were given
away during the show.

and the reading matter so that enough P's,
A's, R's, A's, M's, O's, U's, N's, T's. were
found to spell Paramount once or twice.
The person finding the word the greatest
number of times in any one ad received
three tickets to " The Affairs of Anatol " ;
the person finding the second number, two
tickets; third greatest, one ticket. This
meant six admissions to every merchant.
Even- boy and girl who could enter the
contest with a straight face did so, and
some people bought the paper and got out
their pad and pencil surreptitiously. The
interest was universal.
Another stunt arranged for the 12-star
picture was an impersonation contest
years old. The tots
youngster's 12 one
among impersonating
best
of the twelve
" Anatol " stars were price winners of
cash prizes of $5, $3 and $2. The contest
was a feature of the Allegheny Valley
Chamber of Commerce exhibit, and evenin-and-around the section ennewspaper
dorsed it.

Showing how E. I. Lewis, manager of tin- Capitol theatre, Oklahoma City. Okla.. exploited
his recent engagement of " Too Much Speed "
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" Three
Illustrating tmo "Three Musketeers " prologues. Left — The number staged by Harold B. Franklin, managing director of Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo. Right — The prologue z<:hich E. R. Rogers, managing director of the Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn., presented for his showing of
the picture.
Franklin

Gives

Fine
Fine

"Old
Nest"
Campaign
Davis's Novel Stunts Get Big Business
For Crystal Theatre, Waterloo, Iowa
house could see it, a boy ten years old
WALTER F. DAVIS,
MANAGER
of the Crystal theatre, Waterloo,
-ang the chorus of " My Mammy " off
stage. For an encore the curtains were
Iowa, used an original lobby stunt
closed and the boy stepped out on the
as exploitation for his showing of " The
stage
and repeated the chorus.
Xest."
Old
A local druggist installed a dressing
During the action of the drama, a sotable and supplied an atomizer, bottle of
prano sang off stage " That Wonderful
toilet water, powder boxes and powder
Mother
of the
Mine."
ered
about
motherAs inthe
the children
final few gathfeet
puffs and other beautifying accessories. A
card read : " If you cried, powder up. Hanson & Hanson, Druggists." Other cards
advertised the different toilet articles displayed. Many women stopped to powder
their noses and arrange their hair.
At another table sat a typist, with paper
in typewriter ready to write letters from
dictation. Stamps and envelopes were on
the table ; also a card reading : " Let our
girl send a letter home to mother for you.''
The lobby also contained a telegraph
outfit, a uniformed messenger boy and a
telephone. A card here read: "If your
folks live out of town, wire them. If they
live in town, 'phone them." Many messages were sent by both telegraph and telephone.
A six-sheet cut-out swung from the
ceiling of the lobby just over the box office, with a nest effect built out of straw
and wire. Under the canopy was a tree
branch about five inches in diameter and
eight feet long. Built in the fork of
this was a nest about thirty inches in diameter, made of straw and wire. Unusual
newspaper advertising, both in quality and
in amount, was done.
For a prologue Mr. Davis built a fireplace about the size of a one-sheet and a
cut-out of the mother's face above it. A
fire effect was obtained by the use of red
ribbons, colored lights and an electric fan.
This was placed in the centre of the stage,
and as the green plush curtains were parted just sufficiently so that every one in the

of " The Old Xest," the singer rendered
" Home, Sweet Home." The presentation proved very- effective. Business started
off
big and kept mounting at every- performance.

This lobby display on

Presentation
WithMusketeers"
a novel prologue, Harold B.
Franklin the past week succeeded in put
ting his audience at Shea's Hippodrome in
receptive mood for the feature of the
week, " The Three Musketeers."
James Parker Coombs, arrayed in colorful French court costume of the period
in which the Dumas novel is laid, recited
a stirring number, telling of the bravery
of the " Knights of Old."
The symphony orchestra accompanied
the recitation with an appropriate number.
Following the prologue. "If I Were
King," Adams' dainty overture, was given
bv the orchestra.

The Child Thou Gavcst Me" is by Arthur E. Weld, manage
Strand theatre, Waterloo, la.
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Center of Exploitation Attack
Several hundred cheaply pVinted handbills announcing an essay contest for
"Life," were distributed among the public
schools in the neighborhood of the Gould
theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa., and brought such
results that F. W. Feri, publicity director,
proclaimed it the most profitable stunt
ever pulled by the theatre.
The bill asked "What is your idea about
"Life," and asked the school children to
write 150 words on the subject. There
were ten prizes, all of which were theatre
passes.
The Gould theatre is a neighborhood
playhouse, and William N. Robson, Paramount exploited", was called in to help Mr.
Feri
on
exploitation".
They decided
that the the
source
of the word-of-mouth
advertising should be the schools of the
neighborhood. The kids fell for the proposition and business flourished.

Picture

News

Schools

" Black Beauty " lobby decorations used recently
by II. R. Rogers, managing director of the Tivoli
theatre, Chatanooga, lean.
Find

the

Key

Once

Stunt

Used

Again

Manager Kistler of the Strand theatre,
Gaffney, S. C., had good results in exploiting "The Devil's Passkey" with a contest
in which prizes were offered for those who
found keys which had been secretly placed
with local business men.
One merchant from whom Mr. Kistler
had often tried to obtain window space for
Strand advertising, to avoid answering the
questions of the competitors in the contest who were canvassing the town, placed
a big card in his window stating that he
had none of the kevs.

Bleich

Theatre

Gives

Special Showing for
Local Societies
A private showing for public officials,
heads of educational, civic and social organizations was one of the exploitation
mediums used for the engagement of
"Man, Woman, Marriage," playing recently at the Bleich theatre, Owensboro, Ky.
A musical program was presented with
the picture the following Thursday morning, the showing starting 10 o'clock. Of
the number invited about 75 per cent attended. At the close of the picture Manager Bamberger asked for opinions on the
picture. A few of the best opinions were
used on slides on the screen for the week
preceding the showing of the picture, a/id
they were used the Sunday before the
showing in the Sunday splash in the local
For the regular showing a prologue, in
which a local reader attired as a friar gave
papers.
a recitation
press
sheet, as
wassuggested
staged. by the producers'
Hursey
Fair

Ties Up with
Association

Manager Hursey, now back at the Imperial theatre, Columbia, S. C, put thru
one of the broadest publicity stunts ever
attempted in South Carolina when he tied
up with the State Fair Association. By a
strong personal letter to the President of
the Association, he suggested connecting
his theatre publicity with their state-wide
efforts, as even-one coming there for Fair
Week wanted to know good theatre attractions. As a result, he received permission
to placethe70 Fair
three-sheets
on with
"Experience"
beside
24 sheets,
no extra
cost, simply supplied the paper. As the
whole state was covered this way, the
thousands of Carolinas at the Fair all
L. played
W. Barclay's
front Johnstown,
for " The Pa.,
GirlofFrom
Countryis "managing
when this
picture
the Nemolobby
Theatre,
which God's
Mr. Barclay
director.

knew about
"Experience" and immense
business
resulted.
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Illustrating the prologue number for "The Case of Becky" f resented at lite Showing of this picture at Gray/man's theatre, Los Angeles. Story
appears below
Cowles Plans Big "Old
Nest" Campaign
In exploiting " The Old Nest," Manager
A. C. Cowles, of the Rex theatre, Spartanburg, S. C, availed himself of a red-hot
political city campaign thus giving his
picture publicity it could not otherwise
have attained. He addressed an open letter, in the form of a quarter-page, bold
type ad, to the mayor of Spartanburg,
complimenting the executive upon his excellent administration, one of the achievements of which had been making the town
a better place in which to live. The letter
suggested that the mayor could acquire
more intimate knowledge of home-making
if he would avail himself of the opportunity to see " The Old Nest " at the Rex.
The publication of this letter in the very
midst of a seething campaign for the
mayoralty proved a ten-strike for Mr.
Cowles.
In his lobby display for the picture Mr.
Cowles used a cozy cottage with rustic
settings. In the background several oak
trees provided the rural atmosphere, while
in the foreground were placed real peach
trees, covered with artificial blossoms that
were remarkably realistic. Among the
branches of the peach trees Mr. Cowles
placed real birds' nests, some of which
contained eggs, and amid the branches
were perched small birds in natural postures. Ferns, grasses, etc., gave the display a truly rustic appearance. A bird
cage containing a canary was hung on the
veranda of the cottage, while roses entwined in the lattice-work and a chair on
the veranda gave the cottage a home-like
aspect.
The lobby display secured a quartercolumn news story in a local daily unsolicited, and " The Old Nest " made such
a heart appeal to the local post of Veterans of Foreign Wars that its officers wrote
a laudatory letter to the editor of a local
daily on behalf of Mr. Cowles. This letter
formed the inspiration for an editorial
for " The Old Nest," and the seating capacity of the Rex proved incapable of accommodating the people who vied for
seats.

Grauman's

Prologue
other Novelty

An-

Another of Sid Grauman's prologue
numbers to be staged at the Grauman theatre, Los Angeles, was that originated for
the showing of "The Case of Becky."
A novel effect was obtained by running
off a part of the first reel of the photoplay,
then raising the screen suddenly and cutting directly into the prologue on the stage.
The setting portrayed a characteristic line
of side-shows along the circus mid-way. A
leather-lunged orator, who extolled the
merits of each show to a stage audience
of twenty or more, finally introduced
"Balzamo," the hypnotist, after a juggling
clown, a snake dancer and a hula dancer
had displayed their abilities. "Balzamo"
hypnotized a girl in the stage audience,
and at the suggestion of the crowd there,
compelled her to sing a popular song. The
lights were lowered and at the finish
"Balzamo" entered the door of a gypsy
wagon on the stage. At this juncture, the
screen was lowered and the picture resumed, showing the hypnotist entering a
just as if he had walked into
wagon,
gypsy
the photoplay through the wagon door
from the stage.

Cowles

Builds

Realistic

Lobby Front
One of the most realistic lobby displays
yet conceived by Manager A. C. Cowles,
of the Rex theatre, Spartanburg, S. C,
was used in exploiting "Snow Blind."
Ingenious use of ordinary salt, well pulverized, and a small quantity of mica gave
Mr. Cowles two small snow-drifts, in
which he placed several small pine trees.
On these pines were tossed bits of cotton,
upon which tiny bits of mica had been laid
in order to furnish the glistening effect
necessary to perfect realism.
The ticket booth was surrounded with
walls of plain boards, and cotton, covered
with small pieces of mica, was placed on
the roof, the chimney and above the window through which the ticket seller was
visible.
With electric lights beaming down upon
this display at night, the effect was startlingly realistic. Spartanburg was experiencing atthe time its first chilly weather,
and with the sky overcast with clouds, the
take snow in front of the Rex made a big
hit
wentwith
over the
big youngsters.
through this "Snow
display, Blind"
which
entailed practically no expense.

Window display on "My Lady's Latchtheatre,
Key" Msecured
the showing at the New Garrick
inncapo during
lis

Motion
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| Lobby display used by Manager A. §
| C. Covjles in exploiting
Snow I
| Blind " at the Rex theatre, Spartans- j
I
burg, S. C.
piimiiiniiiuunmimimniiiiiwiimimimioramn
Dover
Novelty

Lobby Decorations Originated by
Schmidt

Manager George Schmidt, of the
Strand theatre, Atlanta, has recently assumed charge of the Vandette theatre, in
the same city. But he is demonstrating
that he can make two theatres hum, just
as easily as one.
For the week's run of " The Girl from
God's Country " he arranged a lobby at
the Strand thoroughly in keeping with
the spirit of the picture.
Hanging near the top of the rather high
lobby of the Strand was a good-sized
wooden aeroplane. From this plane
swung a rope-ladder, from which dangled a cut-out of Xell Shipman, the picture's star. Apparently the girl was
changing from one aeroplane to another,
and a tiny motor hidden in the wooden
aeroplane made a most convincing noise,
which served the double purpose of adding to the sincerity of the lobby, and to
attract the attention of passersby.

Theatre

Uses

Novelty Herald
Manager R. F. Woodhull of the Baker
theatre, Dover, N. J., is responsible for
a novelty herald stunt that set the whole
town to talking. He printed five hundred
cards of each of the twelve stars in " The
Affairs of Anatol.'* He divided each card
in two so that the cut went through the
center of the star's face. He kept all 500
of one side but destroyed all but five of
the other. Any persons mating the sides
of the cards received two free tickets to
the theatre. The idea was suggested and
executed by Fred V. Greene, Jr., Parachange. mount exploiter from the New York exThe distribution took place in the
schools and very few of the sixty possible free ticket holders fail'ed to claim their
rewards. The interest stirred up worked
its way through the state to Perth Amboy, N. J., where Manager Louis Rosenblatt of the Lyceum theatre is trying the
same stunt with " Experience." Greene
so designed the cards that each half bore
the title of the picture and the place and
date of the run.

Fashion

Show

Presented

at Dallas, Texas
With special musical setting by Don Albert, conductor of the Palace Theatre
Symphony Orchestra, at Dallas, Texas, a
fashion promenade recently took the place
of the customary Palace prologue. An
elaborate stage setting was arranged and
a long runway extended back into the
center of the house, on which the models
More than $400,000 worth of garments
paraded.
were displayed by fourteen models, beautiful of feature and form, who were specially engaged for the occasion. On
W ednesday there was a special matinee
for ladies only at which special creations
in lingerie and other intimate bits of feminine attire were displayed. A complete
bride's trousseau was also shown, together with going away gowns and habits.
The promenade and fashion bazar was
a tremendous success, and most everybody in Dallas had a look in before the
week ended.
Snipes Best Location in
Town
During World
Series
Just under the electric base-ball player
operated by the Loganport, Ind., Morning
Press during the World's Series was a sign
reading:
"After the
Last Man
Step
Into
the Colonial
Theatre
and Is
SeeOuta Good
Paramount Picture."
was location
Manager inH.town
R. Byerly's
of This
the best
and the idea
sign

Here is a float which Oscar A. Kantor. Paramount cxploiteer, used to sell " What's Your
Hurry " to patrons of the Victoria theatre, Peru, Ind.

stared a thousand people in the face evenafternoon during the diamond classic in
far-off New York. Oscar Kantner, Paramount exploiteer from Indianapolis,
helped tie up the newspaper.
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north woods" lobby display designed by George Bligh, manager of the Liberty
Golden Snare "

theatre, Sale

Well
Work
Teasers
Klux
Novel Exploitation for " Three Musketeers "
Put Over by Howard Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.

Klu Klux Klan organization,
THE
which has received a lot of publicity in the last few weeks, has
been used as a background for a motion
picture teaser campaign with good results.
The curiosity concerning this secret body
helped put over the exceptionally successful stunt in Atlanta, Ga., for " The Three
," e.playing last week at the
Musketeers
d theatr
Howar
Atlanta being the home town of the Imperial Wizard, and other high officials of
the K. K. K. and the seat of the government, quite naturally anything mysterious
and seeming to point to that organization
gets a lot of attention. So a clever advertising man conceived the idea of running a
series of little two-line readers in the Atlanta newspapers, using the famous line,
" All for one, and one for all," from
Dumas' immortal work, to stir up advance
interest in " The Three Musketeers." The
scheme worked beyond his fondest hopes.
The slogan was set in six-point boldfaced uppercase, with the sub-line in sixpoint light face. The little ads were scattered throughout the paper and the copy
changed daily. They ran as follows :
ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL
(The best rule when danger threatens)
ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL
(If it comes, let it be now)
ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL
(It is an hour for the fearless)
ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL
(For one to arrive, four must start)
ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL
(Atlanta will see the struggle)

ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL
(The foe is powerful, crafty, resourceful)
ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL
(A woman in peril must be saved)
ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL
(Ask your next friend for the clew)
ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL
(The answer is not far to seek)
Then on the tenth day the slogan " All
for One, One for All," was run prominently in the display advertising announcing the coming of " The Three Mus-

Ore., for the showing of " The

^ff^^SS8^16
Elephants
" Peck's Bad Boy " was exploited in a
very original manner by the manager of
the A-Muse-U theatre at Clinto, Iowa.
The bally-ho was a noticeable part of
the Sells-Floto circus street parade. The
attention it attracted from the grown-ups
as well as the kids was second to no other
feature of the big parade, not even excepting the elephants and clowns. And it
takes good exploitation to outshine a circus clown.
The A-Muse-U has not committed matrimony nor been divorced, but it has
changed its name and henceforth will be
known as the Rialto.

keteers."

Two of the Olympic theatre, Boston, lobby displays for "Among Those P>

Motion
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Sold on

" Jungle " Picture
Alexander Beyfuss, vicepresident and general manager of Exceptional Pictures
Corporation, reports that he
has sold the United States
and Canadian rights to Martin Johnson's " Jungle Adventures." The method of distribution by the purchaser
has not as yet been definitely
determined, and for this reason has requested that the
name of the organization be
withheld until decision has
been made upon this point.
Announce Booking
Plans for Theodora
Owing to the success of Goldwyn's screen spectacle, " Theodora "
at the Astor theatre, and the demand from all parts of the country
for bookings of this Italian screen
offering, Goldwyn has announced
the formation of a road booking
department to handle the screen
presentation of "Theodora" in
legitimate theatres throughout the
country. Goldwyn announced the
engagement of Jack Welsh, for
many years gneral manager of the
firm of Selwyn & Co., who, by a
mutual arrangement between Goldwyn and Archie Selwyn, will become general manager of the Goldwyn booking agency. Goldwyn also
announced that the special engagement of William A. Page as publicity director for
" Theodora,"
had
been extended
indefinitely,
so that
the national campaign and the exploitation of " Theodora
throughout the country
will be "under
Mr.
Page's direction.
The first act of Mr. Welsh in taking charge of the Goldwyn booking
department yesterday, was to lay
nit routes for ten companies.
Arrow Representative
Returns from Trip
J. S. Jossey, special representative of the Arrow Film Corporation, has returned to the home office
after three months on the road in
the interests of the company. Mr.
Jossey visited the Central and Middle Western States on his trip
and reports business excellent. He
says he came back with a grip full
of contracts for the new Arrow
products.
Carroll with Allied
C. H. Rosenfeld, president of the
Allied Distributing Corporation,
announces the affiliation of C. P.
"arroll will
withacthisin company.
Carroll
the capacity Mr.
of
sales manager.
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New
Company
" Judgment " Is Not a
Sequel to " Deception \
National
Announcement of Second
Corp.
Results in Many Inquiries
president of World
ity ,
Film, is author
for
interest in mo- among the many communications
LE
CONSIDERAB
RK
C WO
tion picture circles, especially received by the Second National
ON
ent that
LT
tem
MI
the
sta
his
com
among independent exchangemen, Pictures Corporation, many were
"
e,
nt,el
from representative distributors in
duced " Jud
was not pany's
profeatur
a sequ
as gme
was aroused this week by the an- various
sections of the country.
nouncement which emanated from
"
,"
nt!
ion
gme
ept
to
Dec
"
Jud
"
is a production complete in
Second National Pictures Corpora- These exchangemen, according to
their
messages,
had
been
attracted
ection, and which conveyed to the initself,tionand
it has
with and
is in nono conn
sense a
dustry in general and to the inde- by the wholesome intent of the iniion
uat
sequel to nor contin
of
pendent cxchangeman in particular
tial advertisement, and had written to the company not alone to
any other picture, statges Mr.
news of the company's formation congratulate
tin
rec
its officers upon the
Work, in cor
the
and its avowed intention of effectwrongful impression.
ing a gigantic merger of producer formation of such a practical dis"How the impression could
and distributor in a mutualized ortributing" unit, but also, if possible,
have been obtained that
to participate in an organization in
ganization.
Following the release of its initial which producer and distributor
' Judgment ' is a sequel to or
advertisement, the text of which would share on the basis of mutual
is in any way connected with
any other picture, I am at a
made plain the company's purpose investment and profit.
and policy, the Second National
loss to understand," said Mr.
Mr.
Bernard
Levey
Vice
PresiPictures Corporation became the reWork some
recently.
" It is have
true
dent and General Manager of Secthat
reviewers
cipient of a mass of messages from
ond National Pictures Corporation,
motion picture people in almost commenting
compared
upon the deluge of
' Deception,'' Judgment
which is' with
only
every section of the country. Mo- messages which had been received,
natural
as
both
deal with
tion picture producers, distributors
and exhibitors, it is declared were said among other things that the
events in English history —
but there the similarity ends.
represented in the veritable barrage felicitations from independent exThe pictures were made in
of mail and telegrams the content of
changemen were an indication in
different European localities,
which was chiefly divided among some measure that the administraby different directors, with
congratulatory messages and intiveforepolicy
announced
week behad met
with athe responsive
quiries with respect to service.
different
actors. type
' Deception
tells a narrative
of story '
It is interesting to note that chord among many film folk.
which covers practically all
of the events in the life of
Henry
VIII.hand,
' Judgment,'
on the other
has its
scenes
laid
in
England
duran'
arz
t'T
oos
tsB
tun
NovelS
ing the reign of Mary Tudor,
Independent
Exchanges Exploit
and tells a dramatically
Serial and Get Unusual Results
plotted story of events occurring during one month
ing the serial and announcement is
THE various exchanges which made
that the film will be shown in
are distributing " Adventures these same houses the following
only of ' Bloody Mary's ' temof Tarzan " throughout the United day.
These movies are made from
States are backing this serial up
pestuous life."
with advertisewith a diversified series of exploita- an automents of decorated
the serial and theatre. Ben Personnel of Agency is
tion "stunts," according to Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Cor- Amsterdam of Philadelphia, conChanged
poration.
t
r
o
l
i
n
g
Adventures
"
of
Tarzan
"
Samuel Spitzer of Reelcraft Film for Eastern Pennsylvania and
Sidney C. Davidson announces
Exchange, Chicago, distributing the Southern New Jersey is exploiting the withdrawal of his partner Jules
this
production
by
the
use
of
bill
serial in Northern Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana has purchased three posters made up as Elmo Lincoln J.
son Paglin
Agencyfrom
and the
the Paglin-Davidchanging of
limousine automobiles for these in the character of Tarzan of the the
name
of
the
agency to the
apes.
In
the
prominent
centers
of
three states, which have been decorated on the bodies with paintings Philadelphia these novel workmen Weshner-Davidson Agency. Mr.
of the various striking scenes post twenty-four sheets advertising Paglin is going to New Orleans to
the advertising business and
from the production. The color the serial, attracting considerable enter
his position will be filled by Mr.
scheme is green and gold. The attention from passersby.
David YVeshner. formerly adversalesmen using these cars to visit
tisingPostmanager
the Motionof Picexhibitors leave the automobiles in Grace Davison to Make
ture
and oftreasurer
the
charge of a chauffeur garbed in an
Personal Appearances
Tanney Printing and Publishing
ape skin and head. A live monkey
is also carried in the car. The
Grace Davison, popular star of Corporation.
Mr. Weshner has had five years
crowd which gathers in front of the J. G. Pictures, will make a numthe theatre serves as an excellent
ber of personal appearances in New of advertising and publicity experience. With the change in the per" ballyhoo " to advertise " Adven- York and Brooklyn in connection
of the organization Mr.
with the showing of her picture Davidsonsonnelannounces
their intention
tures of Tarzan."
In Pittsburgh and its surround- Arrow
" Love, release.
Hate and
a isWoman,"
an
This
the
first
of
of
expansion.
They
recently ining territory A. A. Weiland is excreased their art staff and the orploiting the Elmo Lincoln vehicle a series of four pictures which are
g
a
n
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
i
s
now
fully
equipped
through the use of a motion pic- being made for Arrow and disto
render
a
complete
service
for the
tributed
in
New
York
by
I.
E.
ture "stunt." A special camera
state right market as well as all the
man photographs the audiences en- the
Chadwick's
hustling
organization,
other branches of the industry.
Merit Film Company.
tering the various theatres present-
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An Appropriate Subject
for Armistice Week
ATING reel
FAtSCisIN
A tha
of especial timeliness during Armistice
eto's "The VicKin
is
ek
We
tory Pageants," a Kineto Review that takessm in the vicenthusia ofk. London,
toryd's Ne
w Yor
Paris an
It pictures with elaborate
detail the great welcome
given to the heroes who
fought and helped win the
war. Its completeness is
particularly noteworthy; it
tells the whole story of what
the news reels used to give
the veriest hint of.
" begins
in " LVictory
o n d o Pageants
n. It shows
the
statue of Admiral Nelson
gazing down upon the crowds
of Trafalgar Square, and then
the representatives of the
Allied forces passing the Admiralty Arch in the Mall.
The great London peace
pageant is viewed from the
top of Buckingham Palace,
the Mall and Queen Victoria
Memorial. Then in Paris on
Bastile Day, 1919, one sees
their peace pageant passing
through the Arc de Triomphe
down the Champs Elysees
and the Place de Concorde,
and then home in New York
our own Victory Pageant
on Fifth avenue with General
Pershing again at the head of
the procession.

Many

Sales Reported

by

*7\ Dominant
Considerable activity in sales has
been evidenced in the state right
market with the announcement of
further sales by the Dominant Pictures Corporation. Jacques Kopfstein of Dominant has sold the
rights for " Lonely Heart " and
" Sunshine Harbor " to the following exchanges :of" Lonely
" to
Cosmopolitan
Boston Heart
for New
England ; Merit of Detroit for
Michigan; First National of Dallas
for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas ;Pierce Films of New Orleans
for Louisiana and Mississippi, and
"Sunshine Harbor" to Pierce
Films of New Orleans for Louisianna and Mississippi.

"Message from Mars"
Used by Church
Sermons in celluloid have become
a fixture in the services of several
of the Los Angeles churches, a
recent newspaper canvass of the
city reveals. Last Sunday nine of
the more prominent churches in the
Californian city showed motion
pictures as dramatic supplements to
the text.
Metro's production, "A Message
from exhibited
Mars," starring
Lytell,
was
in fourBert
places
of
worship ; Plymouth Church, the
First Congregational Church, the
Pilgrim Church, and the Unitarian
Church in Venice, near Los
Angeles. It was selected for its
preachment against the vice of
selfishness.

was very hard for me to get my
Slapstick's
product on theWane
market. The exchangemen
were
calling
stick.
Finally
they
began toforseeslapthe
Sought by Public,
merit of the situation comedy, and
today the Torchy Comedies stand
Says Producer
at the top of the ladder in the
comedy field.
tick lycomslapssure
lye but
crud
is slow
on
THAT edythe
" In two years I have made Sewell Ford, Torchy Comedies and
c's
r
favo
publi
the
in
wane
the
, presiis the belief of C. C. Burrtors
Johnny Hines household names and
and
dent of Affiliated Distribu
they are all now endeared in the
hearts of the public. As a result of
producer of the Johnny Hines
,
"' Torchy " Comedies who has just
my faith in the public's desire for
recently returned from a tour of
clean, fast comedies with good stothe country during which he studied
ries, today finds the
comedy
the conditions in the field as well as
market turning to thatentire
field. Larry
ng
nd.
estimati the public dema
Semon, Buster Keaton and Harold
Lloyd, as well as Johnny Hines, are
" To-day," says Mr. Burr, " the
all leaders in their field in this paraverage exhibitor with the excepticular brand of comedy. Johnny
tion of the very small houses, wants
the clean, fast situation comedy.
Hines today stands in the same position as all the other comedy kings
They no longer want the slapstick
and his earning power and popucomedy that has as its only recommendation the ability of the star to
larity equal them also.
make a mess with a batch of pies
" I am now launching the third of
or to throw one another about in
the series of Torchy Comedies. It
a vulgar manner. The public soon
is my aim to continue along the
Charles C. Burr
tired of that sort of comedy, and
same lines in the careful selection
with the continual development of
of stories, using clean-cut gags and
the situation comedy with an in- effort on the part of the producers. creating plenty of laughs. I hope
teresting story and plenty of good I began two years ago to make sit- also to raise the level of the situauation comedies with Johnny Hines,
gags which created laughs they
tion comedy to an even higher
have turned to this finer and more to be taken from the stories by
so that the 'Torchy ComeSewell Ford. These Torchy stories status,
'will represent the finest and
cultured form of pictures."
all the elements of a good best diesin
the comedy world today
" This change," states Burr, " in had
the development of the comedy, did amusing plot and were humorous just as they have always sought
to
not come out in a day. It has in their situations. At that time the
slapstick
comedy
being
in
vogue,
it
taken two years of hard work and
be in the past."
Situation
Burr

Sees
Comedies

Sells
Country
Warner Feature Finds
Ready Buyers Among
Independents
are
res er
d wit
ecteandin
h Warn
g featu
TWOconnoutst
Brothers latest production,
"Why Girls Leave Home" produced
by Harry Rapf and directed by
William Nigh. More than threefourths of the country has been sold
to state-rights buyers within the
short period of three weeks ; over
ings with promiedISO first
n have
showmebook
been secur
nent run
and, according to report, many inquiries are being received for play
dates from practically every section
of the country.
These bookings are said by
Warner to be due to the fact that
established precedents have been
smashed wherever the picture has
been shown, and the pulling power
of the title furnishing, as it does,
an unusual opportunity for a strong
publicity and exploitation campaign.
Within three weeks after Warner
Brothers announced the selling of
"Why Girls Leave Home," on a
state rights basis more than threefourth of the country was sold.
This is declared to establish a precedent in the annals of state-righting and incidentally furnishes an
insight into the magnitude of the
production. Practically every theatre that has thus far played the
picture has been more than satisfied with the results obtained, and
it is said that the police reserves
had to be called in order to quell
the
that Hartford,
flocked toConn..
Poli's
Palacemobs
Theatre,

The following
exchanges,ofin New
addition to the Federated
England, and the Independent Film

in

Record
Time
vice, Cleveland— Michigan; Columbia Film Service, Pittsburgh— West
Va. and Western Penn; Grand and
Warner Film Exchange, Buffalo —
State of New York, exclusive of
Greater New York; and the Allen
Theatres, Montreal, all of Canada.
The foreign rights are controlled
by the Apollo Trading Company of
New York.

Margaret Landis and Henry B. Walthall appearing
" Partedin Curtains,"
Warner
Bros, infeature
which Mr.a
Walthall and Mary Alden are co-starred
Corp. of Phila., have purchased
the exclusive
ive territory. rights in their respectCelebrated Film Players, Chicago,
Indiana and Northern Illinois; Phil
Selznick Productions, Cleveland —
State of Ohio; Tri-State Film Exchange, Minn. — Minnesota, North
and South Dakota and Wisconsisn ;
United Film Service, St. Louis —
Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri Creole
;
Enterprises, Inc., New
Orleans — Louisiana, Miss. ; Panama
Canal Zone, Texas, Okla. and
Arkansas ; Federated Film Exchange of Atlanta — North and
South Carolina, Florida, Alabama
?nd Georgia; Standard Film Ser-

C. B. C. Makes Important Sales
Important sales were completed
this week by the C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation on various products which that company is releasing to the state rights market.
Arrangements
consummated between thatwere
company
and
the Federated Film Exchange of
Omaha, whereby the Omaha corporation takes over for its territory three products which are
handled by C. B. C — namely, the
series of two-reel Westerns, released under the name Star Ranch
Westerns, " Dangerous Love," and
the first
of thisHallroom
season's Boys
output of theeight
two-reel
Comedies.
The Federated Film Exchange of
Baltimore has also purchased rights
to " Dangerous Love."
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"Should a Wife Work?''
Has Notable Cast
According to the veteran director,
Horace G. Plimpton, a well chosen
cast is said to help make "Should
A Wife Work?", the problem photoplay announced by J. W. Film
Corporation as one of a series of
four society dramas, one of the
truly worth-while pictures of the
season. The story, as the title indicates, deals with one of the greatest problems facing the modern
family, and to Edith Stockton,
Louis Kimball, Alice Lowe and
Stuart Robson fall the task of
driving home some vital points.
"Miss Stockton," said Mr. Plimpton, "came well prepared for the
role from a series of screen successes produced by some of the
leading motion picture companies.
Louis Kimball, who plays opposite
Miss Stockton in this picture, has
been steadily carving for himself
aHall
niche
in the and
motion
pictureLocke,
art's
of Fame,
as David
the young inventor in "Should A
Wife Work?" many say he has
made his place secure. For several
years Stuart Robson has been proving himself an actor of note and
does some convincing acting in the
role of the lawyer in the drama.
In his characterization he is ably
supported by Alice Lowe as the
wife who chafes under the petty
sacrifices marriage has demanded
of her; the more so because of her
craving for a career, for which she
finally deserts her family and home.
Others prominent in the cast are
Walter McElwin, Elinor Curtis and
Harry Mowbray."
Exhibitors Praise Kineto Prints
The Kineto Company of America
is in receipt of frequent comments
on the part of exhibitors who have
a good word to say for the excellent quality of printing of KinMovieeto Reviews
Chats. and Charles Urban's
The Kineto Company has one of
the finest film laboratories in the
world and it is presided over by
Stanley Hollebone, whose experience in laboratory work has
been gained on both sides of the
Atlantic. All work on Kineto Reviews and the Movie Chats is done
in the Kineto organization.

Why

"His Nibs "Went
to Independents

nouncement ofthe the
sale anof
FOLLOWING
Charles (Chic) Sale in " His
Nibs " to " His Nibs " Syndicate, Inc., Alexander Beyfuss,
vice president and general
manager of Exceptional Pictures Corporation, the producer explained why this
feature production was sold
to the independent held, in
view of the fact that it was
known many of the national
distributors were desirous of
releasing it.
'"His Nibs' has been conceded by everyone, including
the exploitation experts on
every trade journal, to have
absolutely unlimited exploitation opportunities," says Mr.
Beyfuss.
channel through" The
whichproper
this picture
may be distributed, and take
full advantage of this essential quality, is the market that
will give the picture individual attention. No program at
this time will do it; it has remained for the independent
market, in which there is a
shortage of good pictures, to
exploit a production to the
limit of its possibilities."

Virginia Lee, starring in W. J. Corporation's "TheKing's
Road newto picture
Arcady," Burton
Graphic Film Offers
Three Features
Three new features are now being offered to the state right market
under the banner of the Graphic
Films Ivan Abrahamson's company. They include " The Fountain of Youth," " Mother Eternal "
and " The Bride's Confession."
They are all being prepared for
state right distribution and will be
released this week.

Rialto Gets Rights for
Funny Face Comedies
Lou Rogers, president of the
Rialto Productions, Inc., has secured the world's rights on 12 Funny Face Comedies which they will
market on the State Right plan.
These comedies are and have been
playing at the Criterion, Rialto and
Rivoli theatres and are being featured by Dr. Riesenfeld.
"At

Your Service" Is
New Hallroom
" At Your Service " is the title
under which a new Hallroom Boys
Comedy featuring Sid Smith is being made. Herman C. Raymaker
is directing this release, which revolves around the adventures of
Percy and Ferdie in the restaurant
business.

Look

Where

I Am

BOYS

COMEDIES
IK'.-

V

featuring

SID

SMITH

// you want comedies that will
make 'em come back for more
Ask for Hallroom Boys Comedies

^ FEDERATED
I FILM EXCHANGES of AMERICA. INC W

speed.
Warner Exploiteer Aids
Stanley Showing
Lon Young,
the Warner Brothers'
publicity
and exploitation
man, left
last week for Philadelphia, the first
slop of a three-week exploitation
tour, to put over the Warner feature, "Why Girls Leave Home,"
for the Stanley Company of Ameriatres.ca, in many of their prominent theMr. Young will also visit Syracuse, Buffalo and Utica and wind
up his campaign in Chicago. Mr.
Young tation
wasstaff of
formerly
the exploiSelznickon Pictures.

! Deal

That's where you'll be if you
continue
to
say of
"a comedy"
instead
-HALLROOM

The latest feature, " The Bride's
Confession," has as its star Rita
Jolivet the star of Theodora, the
recent Goldwyn release. The
Bride's Confession " is a striking
story with a modern theme and is
now being recut by Mr. Abrahamson in order to give it the desired

Consummated

on

"Jungle Adventures"
of Exceptional Pictures
ters
quar
theon,head
r
ande
FROM
Corporati
Alex
Beyfuss, vice-president and
general t manager, issues a
statemen to the effect that
the details of a contract for
the distribution of Martin
Johnson's " Jungle Adventures "are being gone into as
the present issue of this publication is preparing for the
All indications point to the
s.
pres
successful
consummation of
the deal in time for the announcing of the distribution
channels to be published in
this issue, the facts concerning which
another
page.will be found on

Picture

News

" Burn 'Em Up Barnes "
Has Rapid Turnover
Affiliated Distributors,
• Inc., has announced
iont of
of
eptiden
t .with BUR
theR, exc
tha
pres
CC
territories, negotiations
two
for which are now pending,
" Burn 'Em Up Barnes," has
tely closvey
plees.
in
comsal
bee
A sur ed* of
poinnt of
the sales campaign, as announced at the Affiliated office, shows a record as surprising in these times as it is
indicative of the reception of
ain
type of picture.
a cert
" Burn 'Em Up Barnes,"
the Affiliated
feature
starring Distributor's
Johnnny
Hines, has accomplished one
of the few rapid turnovers
in evidence at this particular
period of the industry, according to reports of C. C.
Burr. With the territory alaccounted for " Burn
'Em UpreadyBarnes
" has figuratively
"burned
'em inup"a
throughout the country
recor
d-breaking campaign
that began with a contract
before the picture was half
finished.

Associated Closes Big
Franchise Deal
Associated Photo-Plays, Inc., report the closing of a franchise for
the southeastern territory of this
country to M. Mitchell of the Federated Films of Atlanta. The
series comprised in this sale number twenty-one pictures as follows :
Five Chester Bennett productions,
starring Jane Novak; Six Scott
Dunlap productions, starring Mary
Anderson; eight Cliff Smith prorison.
ductions; seven starring Pete MorIn addition to these picture are
included "Ghost City" and "The
Wolverine," two productions of the
big outdoors
lished books. from well-known pubFurther Sales Reported
on "Tarzan" Serial
The sales for "Adventures of
Tarzan " starring Elmo Lincoln are
rapidly approaching one hundred
per cent. The latest additions to
the ranks of Tarzan buyers are
Arthur Cohen and Al Kahn. Cohen, as vice-president and general
manager of Regal Films, Limited,
has purchased " Adventures of Tarzan " for the entire Canadian territory. In the United States AI
Kahn, of Federated Film Exchanges of Kansas City and Omaha
has bought " Adventures of Tarzan " for Western Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and Nebraska.

November

Ben Wilson Busy With
Arrow Productions

sternArrow'
WeE,
Star,s
CKularHOXI
JApop
has started work on the
second picture of the series
of six he is making for Arrow
under the supervision of Ben
Wilson. Neva Gerber has
started work on the third of a
series of society dramas to be
released by Arrow.
Work on " Nan of the
North," Arrow's serial, is
nearing an end. The scenes
are laid in Yellowstone National Park and the company
is delighted with the remarkable scenes obtained.
The Ben Wilson studio at
Hollywood was the locale for
the recent meeting of the
members of the Japanese
Royal Party now visiting the
states. The party, which consisted of their Imperial Highnesses Princes Asa-Akira and
Hirotada, Commanding Admiral Hauroku Saito and a
troupe of forty officers acting
as bodyguards, came to
America on the Japanese battleships Yakumo and Idzumo.
A magnificent set was prepared for the royalties, and
tea was served to them and
members of the studio's reception committee.
Title of Hallroom Boy
Comedy Is Changed
The title of the Hallroom Boys
Comedy in which Sid Smith plays
the part of a boxing aspirant, has
been changed from "Don't Weaken!" to "Start Something!"
Production on this comedy was
completed this week by Harry
Cohn, the producer, and it has
been received at the New York offices ready for release to Federated Film Exchanges of America,
Inc.
Further Sales Reported
on "Heart of North"
Another important sale was
made this week on " The Heart of
the North," the feature of the
Canadian Northwest produced and
States Righted by Joe Brandt and
George H. Davis, and directed by
Harry Revier.
Arrangements were consummated whereby Pearce Films, Inc., of
New Orleans, take over this feature starring Roy Stewart with
Louise Lovely, for the territory
including Louisiana and Mississippi
New
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Arrow- Curwood
Is Completed
l HenDIRECTORderson hasDel
completed
" The Girl from Porcuthe sec
es
Jamfor
pine,"woo
d ond
picture
Oliver Cur
Pine Tree Pictures, Inc.
Faire Binney and Buster Collier are featured.

Jungle
Realism
in
Selig
Serial
about half a dozen lions, three or
of
great
en point
rencethebetwe
ordinsary 473 Animals Available four tigers, possibly three elephants
ONEdiffeof
and a half dozen monkeys. A little
animal serials and the new
for Export & Import
jungle episode picture Col. Wm. N.
foliage, some
'localhecolor'
the
Chapter Play
director
thought
had and
a real
Selig is making for the Export &
t
ding
Impor Film Co., Inc., accor
to
jungle film.
"One glance at the roster of
a statement from that company, is fifty lions; sixty tigers; ten leopards;
thirty
leopard
cubs;
eleven
animals available for our use, in
that the new serial is utilizing the
resources of one of the two great- giraffes ; thirty-five bears ; five sa- fact right on the lot where we are
making the serial, is proof enough
est zoos in the world — the Selig elephants
cred cows;; seven
a troupespotted
of twenty-six
Zoo.
zebras ; that we are going to give the exBy an actual count of the animals sixteen chimpanzees; two hundred
hibitor the greatest wild animallast week, it was learned that there monkeys ; twenty-three wolves. In jungle film he has ever screened."
were exactly four hundred and addition to this, Colonel Selig has
Episodes one and two have been
own alligator farm.
completed,
according to telegraphic
seventy-three jungle beasts avail- hisBecause
many of these animals advices from
the coast, and are
able for not
Director
This does
imply Conway's
that every use.
one have from time to time been loaned being edited and titled. Work is
of these animals will be used in for various acts, Director Conway almost through on episode three.
the new Selig serial but it does give is having great success in filming The first three episodes will be
an indication of what the Export & unusual stunt scenes with them shipped to New York to reach
Import Company means when it according to studio reports. "In here November 1st, so fulfilling
claims that their forthcoming chap- previous
serials," states an official original promises made for screenter picture will be the greatest wild of the Export & Import Film
ing the opening chapters of the
animal film ever produced.
Company." the animal part of the new serial.
Included in the above count are : chapter picture was made up of

New
Kineto
Series
^.IIADT UC T1DUAVT
l,„ „ L.eV
T~< * .
f ii A
'
just
has
AN
URB
of " American
S d a series of motion First
LE
lete
CHAR
comp
pictures which is grouped
Authors " Pictures
Seen in N. Y.
under the general title of " The
"
ors.
ican
The
Auth(New York
Greatis Amer
)
on the Strand
first
also see visualtheatre's program this week. Its screenized; someandof they
the characters he has
tier.
subject is John Greenleaf Whit- made famous.
The reel on Whittier is introThe entire series comprises
duced with one of his most famtwelve of the foremost American out stanzas.
The place of his birth
authors; each reel has a different
famous author as a subject. James in Haverhill, Mass., in 1807; "The
Haunted Bridge" where he built
Russell Lowell, Washington Irv- his
first log cabin; the Academy
ing, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Henry where he worked his way, first as
Wadsworth Longfellow, Edgar a shoemaker, then as a teacher;
Allan Poe are some of the dozen the house at Amesbury, Mass.,
names in the series.
where he lived with his mother
Besides their decided educational and
sister.
value, each of the series is interestThus his life is pictured and his
ing from the standpoint of pure
portrayed, and the biograentertainment. The theatre audi- nobility
nhv is carried clear through to his
ences gain a clear review of the burial place at Union Cemetery in
life of the man they see on the

ete
Amesbury.
Then come
the
ACompl
1 tizations of-r^i
. dramahis famous characters.
Both " Maud Muller " and " The
Barefoot Boy" are beautifully acted in this reel on Whittier.
The entire " Great American
Authors " series was directed by
James A. Fitzpatrick. Mr. Fitzpatrick has specialized for years in
subjects such as these. He directed "The Courtship of ^liles
Standish" and other pictures of
similar classic
calibre. He is now
engaged in filming a new'series for
Mr. Urban to be called "Great
American Statesmen." In general
Series.it will be like the Authors'
plan
All of the Authors' series have
been edited under the personal direction of Mr. Urban. Thev will
be released as Urban Popular
Classics
America. by the Kineto Company of

Casting for on
this producTo
Distribute
"Deter tures.
tion will be started next
week. The
of the Lee - Bradford Buy minati
ees offices
executiv
THEUnited
ing
production itself should be well
Stat Mov
Pictures Corporation advise This Special in Addi- month.
under way by the 10th of next
that they have contracted with the
firm of Lee-Bradford, 701 Seventh tion to " The Atheist "
" Determination " will be screenAvenue, to handle the distribution
for the critics and the press
that he did not wait next ed week.
throughout the world for their termination,"
to communicate with Mr. Bradfeature productions "n,"
The Atheford, when he learns that they
ist " and " Determinatio
the latsecured what he believes to
ter having been in production for have
be the sensation of the season.
"Road to Arcady" Star
the past year and costing $1,000,James W. Martin, president of
is Beauty Queen
000, it is said. The trade has long
the United States Moving Picn."
atio
rmin
Dete
"
tures
Corporation,
has
secured
the
ing
for
wait
been
on
This producti
has received motion picture rights to the book
Howard Chandler Christie's choice
world wide publicity.
as the most beautiful girl in the
entitled " The Wives of the state of New York to represent the
James W. Martin and Arthur Prophet " by Opie Reade, author
state as "Miss New York" in the
Lee had no difficulty in closing of
The Kentucky Colonel," which pageant at Atlantic City recently,
contracts as soon as Mr. Lee had has " already
been produced in pic- Virginia Lee, is the same Virginia
seen this remarkable production.
Lee so well known to stage and
Mr. Lee has been identified with
motion picture audiences and the
the motion picture industry for the
star of the first of the J. W. Film
past 12 years, during the greater
Corporation's society drama series.
part of this time in charge of the
In " The Road to Arcady," of
which Burton King was the diGaumont Company's distribution
rector, her beauty is said to
and business in this country.
F. G. Bradford has also been in
show to excellent advantage hecause of the elaborate gowns she
the moving picture industry for
wears in the large reception scenes,
the past 17 years. He is in Los Ml
and the rich stage settings in which
Angeles at the present time. Mr.
tional scenes.
she plays
many of her strong ; moLee was so pleased with " De-
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Special

"Trie

Old

HE OLD OAKEN BUCKET" is
a homespun story without plot
complication based on the old song of the
same title, with rural atmosphere, children's pranks, heart interest and sentiment, pictorially presented. Its opening
titles invite the audience to join in childhood recollections and then scenes that are
real old fashioned gems of rural landscape
are shown as backgrounds for episodes
of incident and hokum.
The first scenes show Joseph Smiley as
a successful city business man returning
to the scenes of his boyhood and then
dreaming over the events that transpired
there many years before.
Bobby Connelly, child star of splendid
reputation and especially remembered for
his performance in "Humoresque" plays
the principal role in the childhood episode.
He is a typical country boy doing the usual
country boy stunts. He fishes and swims,
steals apples and his mother's pies, has his
chums and boyhood enemies and his childhood sweetheart.
Another episode shows the boy and his
"girl"' still sweethearts, but a city rival
seems to be gaining the girl's favor and the
boy closes the old home, his mother having
died, and goes to the city.
Years after he returns to find his former
sweetheart, the country school teacher and
still unmarried. He plays ball with the
boys and
has aif general"
good once
time again.
being
young
in mind
not in body,
The picture was written and directed by
May Tully with John La Mond as cameraman. Ithas been filmed principally out of
doors with special care being taken to get
unique and really rural locations The
length is 5000 feet.

Service

Section

Oaken

Bucket"

this picture
scenicof settings
THEare one
its many offeatures.
See
that your exploitation makes the
most of the opportunities provided by a
feature of this sort, in attracting nature
lovers and others who come to the theatre more to see something beautiful
than for the dramatic worth of the story.
THE PICTURE
PUBLIC

TO

News

on

"Old Oaken Bucket" Is a
Heart Interest Picture

SELLING

Picture

THE

"The Old
like of
a picture
SELLI
remindis a matter
OakenNGBucket"
ing people forcibly of their own almost
forgotten childhood. To do this requires
more than stereotyped announcements of
the engagement, with players, director, etc.
out
given
. in newspaper and billboard advertising
In the matter of newspaper advertising
which is where your exploitation campaign
should begin you can not do better than to
adapt the trade paper advertising carried
last week in the News. In fact these ads
can be literally used in framing your newspaper displays. Take the ad appearing on
page 2215 of the Oct. 29th issue. Tear
the page from the book and then begin by
substituting for "I Sat in a Broadway
Theatre," "A King of Wall Street" as the
catch line. Then in the box where the selling talk begins with "Just on the edge of
Times Square" write soomething like the
following, "Who spent his childhood days
in the country, sat in a Broadway theatre
and watched an audience."

This will hitch up all right with the next
line in the ad beginning, "Tired faces,
bored faces," etc. The next sentence you
will have to change to read, "he saw" instead of "I saw." Then the original selling talk will run without change down to
the words, "will capture audiences" where
a reference to your theatre can be substituted. Then at the bottom where the signature of the Warren Company appears
place your own name cut and you are set.
A high grade novel ad within the reach of
any exhibitor who can get a line cut made.
Likewise the ad on page 2237 can be
adapted with even less change. You can
use the catch line "How Many Million
Times — " and the selling talk down to
"They'll love the picture." Here you can
substitute "You'll" for "They'll" and
"you" for "they" in this line and change
the "them" and "their" in the following
sentence to "you" and "your." On page
2249 is an ad that needs no changes whatever except the addition of your title line
instead of the Warren Corporation.
For a listing of the other numbers on
the bill for the playing dates use the
"heart" space at the top of the displays.
In any reader notices you use, take the
style of composition used in News ads as
your guide. Make your sentences live and
breathe the spirit of the country. It will
probably be well to identify Bobby Connelly as the child actor of "Humoresque"
in all your newspaper advertising. The
balance of the cast may be given space or
not just as you decide according to the
popularity they may have with local fans.
However it is the opinion of the writer
that this picture should be sold as a produe ion.

Two scenes from " The Old Oaken Bucket," special service on same appearing above

Giving an idea of the heart interest and rural beauty of " The Old Oaken Bucket," as told in the accompanying special service section
OUTSIDE

EXPLOITATION
IT would seem probable any of the firms
selling bottled water of any sort would
jump at the chance of cooperating in advertising the picture and their product.
Window displays in the windows of the
concerns, use of such billboard space as
they may have and any other advertising
ad can be safely asked for.
The opportunity for stunts in this connection isalso excellent. Suppose the week
previous to the showing of "The Old
Oaken Bucket" you arrange in the lobby
of the theatre or if cold weather prohibits,
in the theatre itself a scenic old fashioned
well with a bucket of water which siphons
from a bottle hidden from view. Get the
Water Company to furnish the water and
you furnish collapsible cups on which have
been printed something like this: "The
Blank Water Company claims its product
superior to even that procurable from
"The Old Oaken Bucket."
For a lobby display a reproduction of
one of the old time well houses usually
found where the oaken buckets were used
would be suitable and effective. The well
itself and the bucket of course should be
a part of the display. If you were to use
this display a week in advance, posters on
the coming show could be placed at the
bottom of the "well."
IDEAS FOR PROLOGUES
IN presenting the picture, a prologue in
which the scenes of everyone's childhood is brought back in fond recollection,
is advised. There are any number of original and inexpensive numbers to be improvised. Old songs should be used and
children ought to have a prominent part
in them.
Suppose you were to adapt the well
house idea to your stage, building the "well
house" as a set piece and backing it with a
rural landscape and perhaps an old fashioned country farm house as a part of the
canvas.
In this atmosphere, gathered around the
well, let a group of children who can sing,
boys and girls of all ages and diversified

Players Having Prominent
Roles in the Picture

of
is a short
G having
FOLL
ent roles
theOWIN
players
prominhistory
in " The Old Oaken Bucket: "
Joseph Smiley, well known as an old
Vitagraph star and director plays the
leading role as the man of mature years,
while Kate Blancke plays the part of his
grown-up sweetheart.
The boy he used to be is played by
Bobby Connelly, also well known in the
old Vitagraph days and recently a very
great success in " Humoresque." Bobby
Connelly is one of the three best known
boys in America.
Paul Kelly, known to picture fans as
the leading man for Mary Miles Minter and other stars and to the legitimate
stage especially in Booth Tarkington's
" Seventeen," and more recently in
" Honors Are Even," plays the youth.
His childhood sweetheart is played by
the very clever little Violet Axzell and
his childhood sweetheart grown up to a
young lady is played by Mary Beth
Barnell who at present is one of the principals in the New York success, " The
Music Box Revue."
character (as to types and characters portrayed) render the old time songs, such as
"Seeing Nellie Home," "Jingle Bells,"
"Just as the Sun Went Down," "Shade of
the Old Apple Tree," "When You and I
Were Young Maggie," "On the Banks of
the Wabash," and of course the "Old
Bucket."
For those
who desire to present a more
Oaken
elaborate prologue number the following
is submitted :
Provide stage setting showing an old
fashioned country home parlor, dressed
with hair cloth furniture, square piano,
rockingetc.
chairs
"what-nots"
stove,
For with
business
described wood
later
hang a picture of George and Martha
Washington on the back stage wall.
For your players select and costume
types for rural people common a quarter
of a century ago with the following identified for major parts : The church organ-

ist and local authority on music : the local
minister, the hostess, the rural dude and
cut-up, two stage rubes for speaking parts
a male quartette.
With these characters, all but the hostess and the pair identified by the term
"two stage rubes,", on open your number
with an ensemble rendition of some good
old melody, leaving your curtain down until well into the first verse of the song. At
the close of the song, discover your company grouped on the stage and especially
at the piano. Those who are not at the
piano applaud the song just ended. The
singers find themselves seats about the
room.
The two rubes referred to enter and are
greeted by the others. They are evidently
new arrivals.
Someone inquires — "Late, bean't you ?
Answer — Yep.
Pigs got in the clover.
Zibe
and
me
had
to get 'em out. Where
do we go?
Someone — Men put their things upstairs
in the front room. Women downstairs
in the bed room off the kitchen.
Zibe — Well, we're men ain't we Lem?
Lem — You bet. (Hostess enters and
greets the two who have been looking
on
wall.)pictures of George and Martha
at the
Zibe
likenesses, ain't they Lem ?
Lem —— Good
You bet.
Zibe — Think her'n 's better 'n his'n don't
Lem — You bet.
you Lem ?
Zibe — How old was your father when he
died? (To hostess.)
Hostess — That ain't a picture of pap —
that's George and Martha Washington.
Zibe — Oh. (Fxits with hostess and Lem.)
Preacher — Deacon Clark got a letter from
his son, Will. Says he's been in the
legislature for a year.
An old man — Always knew that boy wan't
no good. Caught him in my musk melon
patch before he was ten year old.
What'd he get sent up fer? (All laugh
and several whisper to him and he
registers that he understands he has
• (Continued on page 24411
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With the combined orchestras of all
of Tampa's theatres as the attraction, the
Musicians' which
Association
on a big
recently,
was a putsuccess
in dance
every
way.
The Centro Espanol de West Tampa,
which means in United States, the Spanish raClub
of Westof motion
Tampa, picture
have inauguted a season
shows
in their Casino theatre, connected with
the club. The opening attraction was
" Reputation."
The Victory theatre opened their
Vaudeville season last week. This theatre plays vaudeville the first four days
of the week, and photoplays de luxe, the
last three. Manager Cooiey had to put
out the S. R. O. sign every night.
E. J. Walton, owner of two theatres
in Ybor City, the Rivoli and National,
will build another. He has purchased
the corner of 17th street and 7th avenue.
Plans are being drawn for a house of
large capacity.
CINCINNATI
William Fox, head of the Fox Film
Corporation,
entered
this acity
an the
exhibitor October
23 with
leaseas on
Gifts theatre on Vine street for a period
of 20 to 30 weeks. Samuel Dembow,
personal representative of Mr. Fox,
signed a contract with McMahan and
Jackson, owners of the Gifts theatre, for
20 weeks,
with an option for an additional 10 weeks.
Rudolph Knoepfle, Cincinnati manager
for Fox, stated that it was proposed to
opento with
the Hill."
is
retain" Over
this picture
for The
sevenplanor
eight weeks and follow with eight other
Fox pictures, including " A Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court," and
" The Queen
Sheba." forA the
special
orchestra will beofprovided
theatre,
Mr. Knoepfle said, and an admission price
of SO cents throughout the house will
be universal for the period of the lease.
A new distributing company has been
organized in this city to handle films
made in Jerusalem. The organization is
the Geographic Film Company, incorporated at Columbus, Ohio, with $100,000
capital stock, by Albert Krippendorf and
James E. Holley. A local office has been
opened at 138 West Seventh street.
OKLAHOMA
CITY
Three men are now making Texas territory for Educational. J. G. Thornton is
in East Texas ; G. T. Gibson, from the
Atlanta office, is traveling in West Texas;
A. M. Wolf, South and Southwest Texas.
C. D. Lybe is making Oklahoma out of
Oklahoma City.
The Best theatre was opened at Palestine, Texas, last week to pleased capacity
business, with " The Sign on the Door,"
a Norma Talmadge picture, as the opening bill.
According to an arrangement just completed, "'fileof Heart
of the North,"
the
big feature
the Canadian
Northwest,
featuring Louise Lovely and Roy Stewart, has been purchased by the True Film
Company at Dallas, Texas, which will
distribute the picture in Oklahoma, Texas
and Arkansas territory.
The S. A. Lynch Southern Enterprise
li
oked " The Girl from God's Coun-

The Metro Pictures Corporation Kantry,"
Shipman andto released
sas City branch moved into its new quarby F. featuring
B. WarrenNellCorporation
play all
at 1704-6 Wyandotte street last week.
their circuits in Oklahoma, Texas, Geor- The tersnew
quarters are equipped in such a
gia, the Carolinas, Alabama, Tennessee
and Florida.
manner that the best of service is available to exhibitors at all times.
Lee Miller, former booker for the Kansas City Select office, has been appointed
WESTERN
road representative for that company,
while
F. E. Hendon, formerly of the
NEW
YORK
Dallas, Texas, office, will succeed him as
booker.
Brinch, general manager of the
D. Stewart Parmelee has been ap- W.B. W.N. Hodkinson
Corporation, was in
pointed assistant manager of the new
Kansas City last week, making a tour of
Loew State
theatre,
Buffalo.
Mr.
Parmelee formerly owned the Majestic and the exchanges and arranging the opening of several new offices in the. territoryTri-It theatres.
Several
changesof in
the manageHarry Berns, assistant manager of the
and new
ownership
theatres
in the
Buffalo Universal exchange, has been ap- KansasmentCity
district
have
taken
in
pointed manager of the Toronto office of the last few days. The theatres place
and the
the same company. Jim Savage succeeds new
managers
are
:
Mr. Berns at the Buffalo post.
Tom Henneberry, Star theatre, Nevada,
W. C. Rowell, manager of the Buffalo Mo. ; Roy Kentz, Orpheum theatre, ParFox exchange, has resigned. Clayton
Kas. ; R.Kas.
O. ;Thorpe,
theatre,sons,Liberal,
C. K. Majestic
Mason, Royal
Sheehan, nouncedistrict
manager,
expects to anhis successor
this week.
theatre, Newton,
Kas.
;
F.
A.
Spack,
Au- ;
ditorium theatre, Excelsior Springs, Mo.
There have been some changes in the E. E. Divinia, Opera House, BreckenGeneral Theatres line up. The theatres ridge, Mo.
and managers now stand as follows : Central Park, Harry Dixon; Allendale, Jim
Wallingford; Circle, Herman Lorence ;
Star, O. T. Schroeppel ; Marlowe, Jim
MICHIGAN
Foss ; Ellen Terry, John Stevens. Billie
West will not join the company.
The Koscuiszko theatre on Broadway,
Charles Adams, manager of the Drury
near Fillmore, Buffalo, is now being op- Lane theatre, Detroit, is leaving to manage the Strand theatre, Toledo. He will
erated by M. Hareski, owner of the Ma- be succeeded
Phil Charnas, former
Pop Petrosky,
formerly
man- manager of the by
Orpheum, Benton Harbor.
aged thejestic.house,
has notwhoas yet
announced
his plans for the future.
Aroused
because
of anRapids
agitation
recently caused
in Grand
by the
Joseph Kozanowski, proprietor of the
Rivoli theatre, Buffalo, is seriously ill. board of censors there in cutting parts
The Rivoli is being operated by members of a legitimate show, Furniture City citof the family.
izens met last week to demand a new
board to be composed of more " broadRobert Harris, representing Fred
Quimby, is in Buffalo signing up con- minded citizens."
The opening of the new Tuxedo theatractstures.ior Hethe
Dempsey-Carpentier
pictre, Hamilton Boulevard and Tuxedo
is making
his headqu<rters
avenue, has been postponed one week.
in the Pathe exchange.
The opening will be held Sunday, October 30. Thomas D. Ealand, former manA Get-Together Dinner Dance will
ager for Charles
H. Miles' theatre, is to
soon be held in Buffalo by the F. I. L. be general
manager.
M. Club,ciation the
and the Theatre
western Managers'
New York Assounit
of the M. P. T. O. A.
Harry
Scott, Detroit
manager exchange,
of Associated
First
National,
is in
West
Baden,
Ind.,
for
a
vaClara Kimball Young will appear in
cation. J.V. Allan is in few
chargedays'
during
his absence.
person
at
Shea's
Hippodrome,
Buffalo,
the week of October 30, according to
announcement by Harold B. Franklin,
Yeggmen blew another Detroit theatre
managing director.
safe last week, this time visiting the theaCharles Babcock of the Babcock thea- after trethe
of John
O'Dell,and staying
last show
getting over
away night
with
tre, Wellsville. N. Y., should feel good
these days. The town board has passed about $500.
an ordinance permitting the showing of
motion pictures on Sunday after 2 P. M.
the Fox-Washington,
Hill " closed a seven-weeks'
run" Over
in the
Saturday,
October 20, and was succeeded by " Way
Down East," which will run two weeks.
KANSAS
CITY
No effort is being spared by Kansas
exhibitors
make
Days,"
Novembercessful to
2 and
oneExhibitors'
of
the most
sucevents
ever3, held
in the
Sunflower
state. hiOne-half
the
profits
of
each
exbitor on the above mentioned dates will
go to the treasury of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Kansas for the maintenance of the organization. A 100 per
cent attendance at each of the meetings
to be held
in the eight Special
congressional
tricts is anticipated.
notices dis-of
the meetings have been sent to each exhibitor in Kansas by M. Van Praag,
president of the state organization.

local manager • Paul Tessier. Pearson,
who was acompanied by Mrs. Pearson,
was on his way to Detroit.
Max and Joe Shagrin, prominent
Youngstown exhibitors, have leased the
Park theatre of Youngstown, formerly a
Feiber-Shea house, and will show only
first-run special feature attractions.
C. R. N. Morris, popularly known as
" Battleship " Morris, has returned to the
selling end of the film industry after
spending several years as manager of
the Grand theatre, Lincoln, Illinois.
change.
Morris is with the Cleveland Fox exCANADA
" The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse "runbids
rival the
long-distance
madefairin toToronto,
Ontario,
by
" Mickey " two years ago. The Metro
special played its ninth straight week
starting
Octoberand24there
at Loew's
Garden theatre
was no Winter
indication of a let-up in patronage. The record
held by " Mickey " consists of 17
straight
Toronto. weeks at the Grand Ope, a Hous;Fox's " Over the Hill " rounded out
four solid
at Allen's
theatre
on weeks
Saturday,
October downtown
22, after
which
it
was
followed
by
"
Dangerous
Curve Ahead " which had been held
back because
the special.
lengthenedAdvanced
engagement of the ofFox
prices were charged by the Aliens for
" Over the Hill."
The official report issued by Eastern
Theatres,
Toronto,
erates the Limited,
largest theatre
of anywhich
kind op-in
Canada, of finances for the fiscal year
ending done
September
indicates
being
in Canada30, with
regardwhat
to theis
theatre business.
The report shows that the total revenue
for
the yearthanwas$10,000
$521,021,peror week.
an averag"?
of more
The
operating expenses amounted to $379,601,
leaving
a
gross
profit
of
$141,415.
of this sum was deducted $81,137 Out
for
preliminary and organizing expenses, this
having been the first year of the theatre
depreciation on building and equipment
and a comecertain
sum a for
intax, leaving
net the
profitDominion
of $60,278.
Dividends amounting to 7 per cent were
paid on the $500,000 preferred stock,
leaving a surplus of $25,278, which was
carried
company's total assets over.
amount to The
$1,769,136.
Someable excitement
months over
ago there
was considerthe decision
of tnc
Quebec Board of Moving Picture Censors
to
condemn
" Way Down
its
entirety
for alleged
religiousEastand" inother
reasons. The Griffith production was
readily
passed in Atall this
otherlate
Provinces
the Dominion.
date, theof
Quebec censors
changed
their
regarding the feature, apparently, views
with the
result that it was presented at the Imperial theatre, Montreal, at advanced
prices starting October 23.

CLEVELAND
Motion picture exhibitors of Cleveland
and the northern Ohio territory are preparing for a possible tie-up of the railroads. They have arranged with all motortiontruckthroughout
deliveries
for filmIt transportathe state.
is planned
to run one line from Cleveland direct to
Toledo, another from Cleveland to Columbus with relays, and a third from
Cleveland to Youngstown with a relay
to East Liverpool. Exhibitors are not
in theroadleast
a railstrike asworried
there by
are threats
enough offilms
on
hand at the main centers to keep the
small towns supplied for a long time.

Space on the sixth floor of the Film
building in Kansas City has been leased
by the Hodkinson exchange and will be
occupied about November 1, according
Elmer R. Pearson, general sales manager for Pathe, spent a day in Cleveland
to Joevisor cffBloom,
Midwest
division super- last week
Hodkinson
exchanges.
going over local matters with

French

Actress Plays in

"Leather Pushers"
Mile. Andree Peyre, daring
French aviatrix and screen actress,
has been engaged for the leading
feminine role in the third episode
of " The Leather Pushers," the H.
C. Witwer stories, which the Knickerbocker Photoplay Corporation is
picturizing. She will play opposite
Reginald Denny, who is being
starred.
Mile. Peyre was popular on the
screen in France where she appeared with noted stars.

November
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Blot"
Des
Moines
Topeka
Put Over
"The
for
gns and
pai
Cam
Smashing Copy With Big Results
organization, put his own energetic
FOUR and five full column news- and competent personality behind
paper advertising smashes
signalized the opening presentations of the Des Moines theatre exploitaLois Weber's big production " The
tion, announcing " The Blot " as
Blot" in A. H. Blank's Des Moines " the story
of a rich man's son who
Theatre and the Cozy Theatre, To- discovers a new outlook on life far
peka. Both cities went after " The better than his old one." Another
Biot " and billed it like a circus, line sold the sincerity of the picusing the largest newspaper copy
ture, calling it " a real chapter out
either city had seen for months.
As a result of these two aggressive of News
many has
lives."been received by the
Warren organization, distributors
handlings of one of the season's of
the Lois Weber productions, that
big productions record-breaking
patronage resulted in both cities.
" The Blot " is being shown at the
In Topeka the Cozy theatre annual conventions of various state
Ernest Truex appearing in " Little,
management had a strong local as- teachers associations being held in
But Oh My," a Pathe release
set in the fact that Helen Yoder, a October or scheduled for November in various states of the Union.
Biggest Theatres Book Topekan beauty, had a role in Miss
Weber's production and the theatre Similar significant attention is be"A Man's Home"
A scene from the new Realart release,
ing given by teachers associations
advertising
carried
derline to this
effect.a vigorous un- to Charles Dickens' " Our Mutual
" Hush Money," in which Alice Brady
W hen Manager Buck opened his
is starred
A. G. Stolte, of the A. H. Blank Friend," also released by Warren.
new Boulevard Theatre in Baltimore, with "A Man's Home," then
Owen Moore Working
giving the first public exhibition of
Comedy
that Ralph Ince production, the
on Henry Lehrman
volume of bookings on which the
Nibs"
in "His
Select sales organization has been Keen
Interest
driving for the past fortnight was
The Selznick studios at Fort Lee,
Hundreds of Inquiries from Exinaugurated.
N. J., are active with production.
hibitors About Film, Says Exceptional
From the list of contracts thus
All Summer the forces under
early assembled selection has been EVEN prior to announcement of distributor His Nibs for OklaMyron Selznick, vice-president in
distribution
which
is
made
this
made by Sam E. Morris, general
charge of production, were kept
manager of Select in charge of dis- week by Alexander Beyfuss, viceFrom J. R. Linn, Crawford busy on the construction of features
tribution, to give exhibitors in president and general-manager of Theatre, Carlsbad, New Mexico,
various sections of the country an Exceptional Pictures Corporation, this unique message was received to fulfill the promise of " Forty
homa."
from Selznick " during the coming
idea of the class and standing of the exhibitor demand for " His
■season and there promises to be a
Mr. Sale:
"It is
first-run theatres that will show "A Nibs " has been remarkable, de- by
pleasure
to welcome
younow
to my
the continuation of production for an
clares a statement from the excep- screen and assure you that I will indefinite term in the future.
Man's Home." The list, as sent out
from Mr. Morris' office includes:
lose no time in showing my pational Pictures' offers.
Just now one of the companies
Eugene Roth's
theatre,
San
From every section of the United
tronsHis
1
Nibs ' which I am sure occupying the Selznick stages has
Francisco,
where California
the Selznick
special
Slates,
it
is
stated,
requests
have
will have its Pacific Coast premier.
will prove a credit to you and a Owen Moore as its star in creating
Ascher Brothers' Roosevelt theatre, in been received from theatre manthe successor to "A Divorce of
success
to the
everyone
interested."
the
Chicago
"
I.oop
"
and
the
entire
agers
for
information
as
to
the
Ascher Circuit of theatres.
One of
hundreds
of letters Convenience," the comedy-drama in
Moore last appeared. Henry
Boston theatre. Boston, where " A method of releasing this unique containing such proofs of unusual which
Man's England
Home " territory.
will be introduced to the feature production, in which the interest is the following:
Lehrman wrote the new piece and
New
Frank Black's Circuit of " Down East " star plays seven distinct characters
theatres.
Wm. Gird Beecroft, the Mifflin is directing the presentation with
for the
first time in motion picture history.
Realty Co., Madison, Wise, Myron Selznick generally superCrandall's
Metropolitan
theatre,
Washington, the entire Crandall Circuit in the
vising the detailsAs an example of these inquiries writes : " We are interested in the
National Capitol as well as in Cumberthe following wire was received Chic Sale picture 'His Nibs' and
land and Martinsburg.
Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City, from the Palace Theatre, Tulsa, shad be glad to have information
where
A Man's
" is to be seen Oklahoma:
F. B. Warren Features
'Advise my expense
for the "first
time inHome
the Southwest.
Ben Apple's reopened American theaon Opening Bill
on same."
tre, Troy, N. Y. ; J. J. Walker's Barcli,
Schenectady
; J. N.
P. Y.Papavanako's Olympic, Watertown,
ful new
the
beautirecent
playhou
g ot se,
openin
THE
Frank Wood's Rialto. Sioux City, and
GeorgeBedford.
W. Allen, Jr.'s Capitol theatre.
the Boulevard, in isamimne,
New
found two F. B. Warren features in positions of honor on
am. To the Will
the
progr
1100 Theatres Booked
re,on "Moonfeatu
Bradleywhich
gold,"
was
the bill
for Goldwyn Week
of the New York Criterion
for six weeks, was given the
honor of being the first strip
Goldwy
RNS-twofrom
RETU
h n's
exbranc
twenty
of celluloid to pass through
al
ges
on the Nation
chan
ard's fantasy
ion
the
projectwas
ings
yn
es. This
Week book
Goldw
machinBoulev
es
show that 1,100 theatr are
followed by another F. B.
devoting the present week to
Warren picture, " My BareGoldwyn feature pictures exBoy," one
the well
clusively.
known footPost
Natureof Series.
Star Owen Moore and author-director, Henry Lehrman who are now working
on Mr. Moore's next starring vehicle for the Selznick program
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Pathe Names Releases
for Week of Oct. 30
ounces its rePATHE ann
leases for the week of
October 30th to be as
follows:
" Pistols for Breakfast,"
presenting Harold Lloyd,
Bebe Daniels, and " Snub "
Pollard, will introduce the
second series of Harold
Lloyd one-reel re-issues.
Spirit drama
of the starring
Lake"
is "The
a two-reel
Tom Santschi. The cast includes Bessie Love, Ruth
Stonehouse, Edward Hearn,
and Tom Lingham.
" At the Risk of His Neck "
is the sixth episode of " Hurricane Hutch,"
starring
Charles
Hutchison.
The
struggle of the hero in the
rushing torrents of a flood
and the thrilling slide down
a rope from a railroad bridge,
one hundred fifty feet high,
to the mast of a passing
schooner are two of the highspots in the action.
" Fifteen Minutes " is the
Hal Roach comedy featuring
" Snub " Pollard and Marie
Mosquini.
" The Cat and the Monkey"
is the title of the " Aesop's
Film Fables " releases.
Pathe Review No. 127 includes in its list of subjects
"Snow Time in Japan"; Hy
Myer's Travelaugh, " All
Aboard"; a slow-motion
demonstration of sprinting
and hammer-throwing, " DoIt Right";
and Pathecolor ing views
of Como,
Italy,
under the title of " The City
of the Lake."
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THOMAS H. INCE decided
lamylorn,
takesbetrayed
the part
" Nan," forand ofdeserted
girl
that the first pre-view of
wife.
Theodore
Roberts
inter" Hail the Woman," which will
soon be released through First Naprets the role of " Oliver Beresford," grim and uncompromising
tional exchanges, was to be witnessed by the members of the cast zealot, Roberts' great talent for
that had interpreted the drama, and character roles finds its logical expres ion in this part.
not byvited the
guests. regular list " of inLioyd Hughes gives an excellent
characterization of weak and vacilThus it came about that the members of his cast gathered in the luxlating "David Beresford," and a
urious "Little Theatre " of the Ince faithful interpretation of the vicious, covetous character of the
Studios. In the cast of " Hail the
odd-jobs man " is given by Tully
Woman," Florence Vidor takes the "Marshall.
Gertrude Clair is a
leading part, that of " Judith
Beresford," who upsets her big- splendid type of the self-effacing,
oted father's philosophy that " Men sweet Mother and Vernon Dent is
and their sons come first." Miss in the role of bucolic and crude
Yidor's expressive type of beauty " Joe Hurd " who aspires to Juand emotional, powerful acting,
dith's hand. As " Wyndham Gray"
qualify her eminently for this vital
playwright
and friend of Judith's is
Edward Martindel.
Beautiful and dainty Madge Belpart.

Film

in

YORK

THEATRES

"Hail the Woman"
Finished
Its Cast Makes Up the Pre-view
Audience at Ince Studio Showing

Fairbanks

X ew s

/NKW£LL;r

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
RIGHTS TERRITORY
STILL
COMMUNICATE WITH

NATIONAL

Picture

Atlanta

" Three Musketeers " Wins Praise
of Critics; Capacity Business Done
" and Douglas
S FAIRBANKS and Georgian,
was born specifically
that Fairbanks
he might
DOU"GLA
The Three Musketeers "
have captured Atlanta. The play the part of D'Artagnan in
Howard Theatre is giving five " The Three Musketeers.' "
" The Three Musketeers" opened
performances daily to capacity
Howard on Monday, Octoaudiences, with the lobby packed at theber 17th,
at the end of a twelve
and the street lined with those
who cannot get inside, while the days' advertising, publicity and exploitation campaign, during which
newspaper reviews were 100 per
cent favorable and gave this great the curiosity of the Atlanta public
film production the highest praise was worked up to a fever pitch,
and which caused Willard Patteryet accorded it.
son to be quoted by one of the lo" ' The Three Musketeers ' is to
cal newspaper men as saying that
New Vitagraph Branch motion pictures what II Trovatore " The ' Musketeers ' campaign was
is to for
grand
in Winnipeg
critic
the opera,"
Atlanta declares
Journal. the the first evidence of real showmanship anyone had ever brought to
" Every person who misses seeAnother
in Yitagraph's
long
chain onlink
exchanges
seems to
ing 'The Three Musketeers ' has
" This campaign was in direct
be attracting attention. This one is let slip
through his ringers the op- charge
of a special representative
in Winnipeg, Canada. The new
portunity of witnessing a most Atlanta."
from the New York office of the
Vitagraph headquarters are located magnificent spectacle," says the re- United Artists Corporation, who
view in the Atlanta Constitution.
at Rupert Avenue and Louise
worked in close co-operation with
Sreet in Winnipeg. It is one of
" Dumas was the world's great- the local United Artists manager
the ' ig ports of call for exhibitors savs estthewriter
of romantic
criticism
in the fiction,"
Atlanta and the theatre management.
in that entire section of Canada.

CITY

Preparing

"Selznick

for

Week"

ber 14-20 the Select sales
ningm-a
forces week
are plan
of Nove
the
FOR
sales drive that is confidently
expected will
put the Selznick product on the screens
of every community where
moving pictures constitute a
part of pubbc entertainment.
The period will be advertised
as " Selznick Week " and
every possible means will be
adopted to inform the exhibitor and his public of the
merits of Selznick attractions
in fulfillment of arrangements that are being made
for a national advertising and
otion camp
aignplays
prom
for. the
d photo
Selznick bran
Selznick contends that the
new season will benefit by a
special " boost " at about that
time. Everybody in the picture industry gives practice
to the habit of " starting the
seasonthewith
once
starta isbang,"
made and
all
hands settle down to realizing on the opportunities that
are immediately at hand. Not
always
the extend
" boom as" for
the
new does
season
far
as showmen would like it to
continue into the weeks that
follow the " grand opening."

Brunet to Aid Receive
Marshal Foch
Pathe has been doubly honored
through the approaching tour of
this country by Marshal Foch,
Commander-in-Chief of the allied
armies during the great war, who is
due to arrive in this country on
October 29th.
Coincident with the appointment
of President Paul Brunet as one
of the committee of representative
Americans who will meet Marshal
Foch on his arrival off Quarantine,
comes the announcement that
Tames Loughborough, Salesman in
the Pathe Albany office, had been
selected as publicity manager of
the
French military genius's
tour noted
of America.
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II "The
Old Oaken
Bucket"
(Continued
from page
2437) j
1
made a mistake.) (Hostess
enters and speaks.)
Hostess — S upper's pretty near
All the wimmen folk's
ready.
is
invited in the settin' room for
the
you tell
the drawin'.
men thePastor,
rules?will (Hostess
and feminities exit.)
Parson — Brothers, the ladies will
stand behind a sheet with only
their feet, — I mean — er, the shoes
showing. You gentlemen will bid
for the privilege of purchasing
the particular pair of shoes— I
mean the particular person who
is wearing the shoes, as your
partner at supper. I might also
say for the benefit of those who
are not of our church that the
money goes to help the Ladies
Aid in a furtherance of their
good work. Our hostess will call
us when all is ready.
(One of the men has wandered
over to the piano and is playing
a "one fingered" tune and Zibe
and Lem have re-entered. At the
close
of after
the parson's
the player
striking aspeech,
chord
or two plays with one finger the
air of "The Old Oaken Bucket"
and the quartette gathers around.
The player again goes back to his
chords and the song is rendered.
At its close, the clergyman
speaks.)
Pastor — Songs may come and songs
may go but nothing ever written
has more music in it than "The
Old Oaken Bucket."
Zibe — And our quartet can sing it
too by jimminy pelts.
Hostess — (At door.) All ready.
(All go out except Lem.)
Hostess — (Still at door.) (Ain't
you comin' Lem?
Lem— Nope. I ain't lucky. Last
social I went to I paid twentyfive cents for a box that I thought
was Em Casterline's and it
turned out to be Josie's. They
ain't no fun eatin' supper with
your own sister.
(Off stage comes the voice of an
auctioneer asking for bids on
"this here pair of feet" and bids
starting at ten cents being given.)
(Curtain)
Suggestions for Contest
CONTESTS are popular and a
suitable contest for this picture
would be to offer prizes to the local
amateur musicians who from memory play "The Old Oaken Bucket"
ns, especially "jazzed."
in Song
variatioslides
used in connection
with the singing of old time numbers should go good and audience
singing ought to be easy on this
production.
Talmadge
Feature
Opens Ashville, N C.
House
Announcing
as itsoften
policy,a great
" Always a good show,
show," the Vance theatre of Ashville, N. C, operated by the Cadison Theatre Company, Inc., Associated First National franchise
holder, opened its doors on October 27th. The new theatre's first
feature was " The Sign on the
Door," Norma Talmadge's latest
production.

F.

B.

Warren

Trio

Going

Big

3 First Runs in Atlanta
in One Week Are
Reported
n full
t-rueous
ly -wee
showing firs
simultan
in ka
THREE
le city is the unique
singent
achievem
of the F. B. Warren
Corporation in Atlanta recently
with " The Blot, ' " Good and Evil,"
and " The Girl from God's Coun- At three of the Lynch circuit
houses in the Southern film capital
the Warren specials were played
andtry."featured. " The Blot " appeared at the Rialto for the full
week, and here the advertising
manager coined a pulling phrase,
" The
of ten
milliontookmothers."
The story
Atlanta
Strand
for its
attraction from the Warren list the
Weber's Corp.
production released by The F. B.
Scene from " The Blot, Lois Warren
Nell Shipman feature, " The Girl
From God's Country," and in the
advertising called attention to the
venturous action of the picture.
fact that " the feats which Lieut. try " which is " presented " by William H. Clune, the veteran Los
Locklear was attempting to perReports
the twentyodd
changefrom
centers indicate
that the ex-F.
form when killed are accomplished Angeles theatre man and exhibitor.
B. Warren organization has stepped
in Third
this picture."
on the list was the Herz Lois Weber's production, " The into its stride at other points with
Blot," has just finished a success- success similar to that shown above.
ful engagement in all the Keith
Film Corporation spectacle " Good metropolitan
theatres.
and Evil," featuring the European
Teacher's
ences held in different
partsConferof the
Contracts for the Warren specials The numerous
beauty, Lucv Doraine, which was
were
made
in
behalf
of
the
Keith
the attraction at the Forsyth.
country during October, for examOut in the Middle West another organization by B. S. Moss and all
ple,usual
have publicity
given and
opportunity
for unthe securing
of
accomplishment worthy of notice the publicity and exploitation resources
of
the
circuit
were
thrown
was chalked up to the credit of the
The
Lois
Weber
production,,
by
desirable
bookings
on
"The
Blot."
F. B. Warren organization when behind the pictures. " The Girl
the two big Gustanovic houses in from God's Country" opened at the means of its dramatic story, raises
Cleveland, the Circle and the Franklin, the big Bronx playhouse, the question, " Is the greatest blot
Strand, featured " The Girl from with a lobby display that attracted on American life our starvation
God's Country " for simultaneous attention from every section of the treatment of the teaching profesweek engagements. These bookings borough. Co-operating with the
sion?" Naturally the theme offers
marked the first run of the picture Winchester Company the theatre opportunities for co-operative exin the territory and the week presented a display of rifles, fishing
ploitation with teacher's organizations and for direct appeal advertischosen for " day and date " engage- rods and sporting paraphernalia
that chimed perfectly with the adments
found
Nell
Shipman's
adventure story billed as an attraction
against the strongest of the current big specials. A " box office
report " to one of the trade papers
on this engagement declared, "Hurrica
neHutch'Topular
" Thrills aplenty. Well done in all
Pathe Claims Charles Hutchison
particulars. Very good business at

twoKeith
houses
simultaneously."
theatres
throughout Greater
New York, Central New York and
Northern New Jersey are now playing "The Girl from God's Coun-

V

Robert C. Bruce, producer of the scenic
pictures released by Educational

Thriller

is

Its

■*• new "Hurrican
Pathe serial
starring
'"jpHAT
Hutch,"
the
Charles Hutchison, bids to be the
most successful serial ever produced by Pathe is being proven
daily by reports which come in
regarding
the andchapter
play's
box
office value,
the enormous
amount of bookings secured
from exhibitors who heretofore
have looked on the serial as a
thing of the past, announces
Pathe Exchanges.
"Hurricane Hutch," states Pathe,
is censor-proof, containing nothing
which the most astute critic can
complain of, and at the same time
each episode is as replete with
thrills and fast action as an entire
serial of the average sort. In the
second place,
a splendid
cast Lucy
surrounds the Pathe
stunt star,
Fox, Warner Oland, Harry Semels,
Ann Hastings, Frank Redman and
Diana Deer, each lending themselves to their particular characterization. The " locations,"
them being
taken at most
Ausableof
Chasm, furnish as fine a background as could be desired.
A letter received from Charles H.

Most

Successful

Bowe, manager of the Olympic theatre in Rochester, N. Y., shows the
exhibitor's attitude toward the
Pathe : chapter play. Mr. Bowe
writes
" The serial, ' Hurricane Hutch,'
which we are now playing at the
Olympic theatre, has proven to be
one of the best serials we have ever
played, and is exceeding all expectations. It is certainly out of the
ordinary and the audiences so far
have told me it was the best ever.
The stunts that Charles Hutchison
pulls in every episode are almost
unbelievable, and the audience just
holds their seats and gasps in astonishment.
"It is over a year since we played
a serial, as we made up our minds
not to play any more continued
stories, yet when we saw this great
story, we concluded that we could
not afford to miss this greatest of
all serials, and we are delighted
that we did not overlook this one
best bet. Business has increased
with the playing of this serial, and
we hope all exhibitors looking for
a money getter will not overlook
Pathe's triumph."

Motion
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A scene from Bert Lytell's newest Metro
picture, " Lady Fingers "
Keith

Orchestras

Take

to Old-Time Songs
In fifty-seven Keith houses the
orchestras may now be said to be
pressing the feature photoplay
closely for the stellar honors. But
that's because the feature, " The
Old Oaken Bucket," plays right up
to the musicians and gives the or' chestras a chance to make the engagements the occasion for chummy
intimate shows.
" An Old Time Song Week "
would aptly describe the performance that results in a theatre where
" The Old Oaken Bucket " is playing. May Tully's production was
eagerly seized upon by the splendid musical forces maintained in
the Keith houses and they utilize
every possibility of the heart
drama. With the title of the song
as the interwoven theme the possibilities then range from " The
Sidewalks of New York," to
" Home Sweet Home," " Sweet
Rosiea host
O'Grady,"
Old Pal,"
and
of well" Dear
remembered
favorites.
It is some time since picture
managers have heard an entire audience join in singing but results
in the Keith houses at the premiere
showings of " The Old Oaken
Bucket " have shown the picture's
old-home appeal united with the
melody of the orchestra to be an
irresistible combination.

Picture

Sews
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Save the Punch
for Pictures"
T.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii! i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniimiiiiimiiinimiiiiiii imiiiimiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimnnniiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiinimiii.5
tion of ' artistic ' anything that
<<\17"HY don't you make more
V V artistic pictures? Why not makes for a dramatic ' punch.' But
things in dramatic littry to elevate the screen by pro- the greatest
erature are jam full of punch; and
ducing something better than just that's why
they live.
stuff with a punch in it?"
" There is a strong movement toof " WithVeiller,
Bayard
day, principally in Europe, to rein the Law"
and author
"The Thirteenth
duce everything to half-tones, to
Chair," now producing pictures for deal with
the uneventful lives of
Metro at Hollywood, read these
people
who
don't matter and to
s
question
from
a
friend's
letter.
He smiled in triumph.
call thestead ofthing
a ' slice
indrama.
Thereofarelife,'
many
" There you have the real confirmation that motion pictures is a groups of people in the United
fine art," he said. " The highbrows States who see in this sort of thing
are trying to knock the punch out the only kind of ' art.' But it's not
only kind. As a matter of
of it. My motto is, ' Save the the
fact, I think it is frequently of an
" It isn't that I have any objec- inferior brand. There are, of
tions to experiments that will pro- course, masterpieces written for the
!' more artistic pictures. In select few, but the greatest works
punch duce
imagination appeal to the great
multitudes.
point of factperimenting aI'm
ex- of
l my continually
life.
" That's what I'm trying to do
" But when we speak of art, we
have to have some agreement as in my motion picture production —
reach the hearts of the multitudes.
to what we are after. We can't
I
don't want decadent analyses of
get anywhere if we're always up
ed emotions; I want stoagainst Kipling's diabolic question, complicat
ries simple as fairy tales and as
' It's pretty ; but is it Art ?'
" The modern tendency seems to full of punch as Homer or Shakebe to put outside of the classifica-

Hoot Gibson, Universal star, as he appears in one of the scenes of his latest
starring vehicle, " Sure Fire "
Hammerstein Picture
Awakes Discussion
The first of Elaine Hammerstein's contributions to this season's
"Forty from Selznick" has awakened great controversial interest in
the newspapers and created no end
of discussion on the general topic
of reformatories and "penology."
In this Thomas Edgelow story-,
speare."
first printed
in Young's
Miss
Hammerstein
enactsMagazine,
the role
of
a
girl
unjustly
incarcerated
in
"Father
Tom"
Due
Nov.
13
a girl's reformatory — and the things
that are complained of in the
Ass'd Exhib Release Presents Tom
management of such institutions
are exposed.
Wise in Title Role; Has Good Cast
The discussions have opened new
as all outdoors, who makes life a
anexploitation
for opportunity
"Handcuffs
URES
bit
more
livable
for
those
around
PICT
S
GOER
PLAY
nounce for release through him. It is set in the environment or Kisses " angles
and give
Pathe Exchange, on November 13, of a small town community, with its for showmen to foment agitation in
community where the picture
the five-reel feature, "Father Tom," characteristic interests and prob- every
is screened.
in which Tom Wise plays the leadlems. The story is logical in
ing role. It is said that this great
character actor, famous for his its development and the cast Bebe Daniels in 'Samuel
many stage successes, never had a handles the various roles effectiveMerwin's Stories
ly. The big punch in the picture is
part which fitted him so perfectly
as the lead in this production. It a thrilling horse race which was
Samuel Merwin, the eminent fiction writer, was responsible for the
taken at Saratoga last summer and
ed by
O'Brien.
B. offerin
was direct
g, is strongly appealing in its reality. two Saturday Evening Post stories,
n John
picture
a motio
As
"Father Tom " is reported splendid
In addition to Tom Wise, the "Saving Sisters," and "Eva on the
entertainment. It does not attempt players include James Hill, May Ice," which Douglas Doty has used
as the basis of the next Bebe Danto prove any particular moral, ex- Kitson, Myra Brooks, Ray Allen, iels-Realart
picture, starting next
cept that Father Tom is just a good
Harry
Boler,
Alexander
Clark
and
week.
The production will be the
natured old fellow with a subtle
sixteenth
of
the season.
sense of humor and a heart as big Nancy Deaver.
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The New York Daily Press Reviewed "Out of the Inkwell," and This Is What They Think of It
The New Tori: Evening Journal says:
The Morning Sun says:
Max Fleischer's
OUT OFdeserves
THE INKWELL."
"
OUT
OP
THE
INKWELL
"
has
been
promoted
by
Hugo
Reisenfeld
always
humorous. gay
Thisklown,
young " feature
attention. is novel and
to a place of all its own on his programs at the Rivoli, Rialto, and
Criterion Theatres, and is to be a feature number of the Reisenfeld
The Morning Telegraph says:
Programs.
Max Fleischer's exceedingly clever cartoon,
WELL," is perhaps the best he has done to date. OUT OF THE INKThe New York Review says:
The New York Times says:
" OUT OP THE INKWELL " now full reel feature. Hugo Reisenfeld
takes
Max
Fleischer's
cartoon
for
his
three
theatres
and
booked
his
Max Fleischer's " OUT OF THE INKWELL " is an exceedingly clever
cartoon.
whole output for the coming year.
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vember Pioneer Release
"in society" to Be NoPreparations are under way by
the Pioneer Film Corporation for
the special release in November of
Iwith
In Society,"
a six-reelin photodrama
Edith Roberts
the leading
role. Supporting Edith Roberts is
a cast made up of Dick LaReno,
Harry Mann, Katherine Kent, Marie Van Tassel, P. S. Pembroke and
Francis McDonald. The story is
melodramatic. The theme centers
around the activities of a student
of Sociology directed towards
transforming a waif from the slums
into a society belle.
The New York and Buffalo Exchanges of Pioneer Film Corporation will be the first to release " In
Society" and next week screenings
will take place in the Pioneer projection rooms at which time the
picture
will
be shown to first-run
houses.
June Mathis to Write
Script for Nazimova
Charles Bryant, business manager for Nazimova, announces the
engagement of June Mathis as
scenarioist and continuity writer
for Nazimova's forthcoming "repertoire film" for the United Artists.
Miss Mathis has been loaned by
Metro to Mr. Bryant. She will
begin work immediately on the
picture version of Oscar Wilde's
"Salome," and the preliminary
work of adapting Ibsen's "A Doll's
House," both of which are to
be given on the same program in
Nazimova's
United Artists.first picture for the

To

All

Fqx
Names
Two
Super-Specials to c
Go to Exhibitors in
Coming Month

November

ion ses
ERoratrelea
de Fox
MBCorp
two
incluby
Film
NOVE
of the twelve super-specials
announced by William Fox for
launching on Broadway before going to exhibitors throughout the
country; feature productions starring Buck Jones, Dustin Farnum,
William Russell and Shirley
Mason ; pictures in which Maurice
Flynn, Edna Murphy and Johnnie
Walker are the stars ; an Al St.
John comedy, two Sunshine Comfours. Mutt and Jeff aniedies andcartoon
mated

The special releases are " Footfalls " and " The Last Trail." The
former, which was given its opening run at the Park Theatre, Broadway at Columbus Circle, New York
City, is a visualization of the story
by Wilbur Daniel Steele, which was
awarded the 1920 prize by the O.
Henry Committee as the best short
story of the year. The cast includes
Tyrone Power. Estelle Taylor, Tom
Douglas and Gladden James. It is
1 mystery story, the solution of
which comes through the extremely
sensitive sense of hearing developed
by a blind man. Charles J. Brabin
directed the production from a
scenario prepared by himself. Ingenious devices give to the spectator the impression of sound and
hearing on the screen, which are
vital to the effective presentation of
the story.

News

Weeklies

A scene starring
from " Desert
Fox
picture
WilliamBlossoms,"
Russell. aHelen
Ferguson is the girl
" The Last Trail " is the screen
version of the novel by Zane Grey,
directed by Emmett J. Flynn, director for Fox of " A Connecticut
Yankee
in KingtwoArthur's
Court "
and " Shame,"
of the specials
previously released.
The Buck Jones release for the
month is " Riding With Death," in
which the strenuous Fox star appears in the role of a Texas Ranger. The story is by Jacques Jaccard, who also directed the production. Betty Francisco plays the
feminine lead. " The Devil Within," from a story by George Allen
England, is the Dustin Farnum release. Virginia Valli plays the
lead. Bernard Durning directed.

William Russell will be seen in
" DesertRe
Blossoms,"
a storyes
of love
leas
and adventure with a huge government irrigation project as a background. The star enacts the role of
a young civil engineer. Helen Ferguson is the heroine. The story is
by Kate Corbaley. Arthur Rosson
directed. The Shirley Mason picture is "Jackie," picturization of
the story of a little Russian waif
possessed of dancing genius, written by Countess
Barcy'nska.
It wasby
adapted
for the dainty
Fox star
Dorothy Yost. Jack Ford directed.
The Maurice Flynn release is the
first starring vehicle of the former
Yale football hero, begun soon after his promotion to stardom by
William Fox. It is from a novel
entitled " The Real Man," by Francis Lynde, and bears the screen title
" Bucking the Line." Molly Malone
plays the feminine lead. Carl Harbaugh directed.
Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker are co-starred again in " The
Jolt," tion
thethrough
storytheof love
a man's
redempof his
wife
and the friendship of a pal. The
story is by George E. Marshall,
who directed the production, and
Jack Strumwasser.
The Al St. John comedy is " The
Happy
in which
the athletic
comedianPest,"
is said
to perform
some
amazing as well as laughable exThe Sunshine Comedies are "A
F'erfect Villain " and " Love and
ploits.
War," and assurance* is given that
the standard long established has
been maintained.
"White Meat," "A Messy Christmas," "Matri-Money " and "The
Village Cut-Ups " are the Mutt and
Jeff animated cartoons.
The list is an impressive one, givingmentpromise
of excellent
entertainfor motion
picture patrons.

in America
If you should be interested in news events and happenings in Europe, we have the pleasure of announcing that we can supply you with same.
At the present time, we are receiving from our
agents stationed throughout Europe, all news events
of any importance, and on account of the great
amount of footage which we receive each week, we
are able to supply you with the original negative from
fifty cents per foot upwards.
The footage that you select is what you pay for.
Educational, scenic and scientific films of Europe
made to order.
JEFFERSON
GENERAL EXPORT

DICKSON
AND IMPORT

BROKER AND DISTRIBUTOR FOR EUROPEAN
NEWS SUBJECTS
TELEPHONES: NORD 40-39, 76-00, 19-86
MAISON
50, RUE DE BONDY,

CABLE DIFILMID

DU CINEMA
AND 2, RUE DE LANCRY
PARIS

Morals"
Realart
to Aid

May
Be Exploit
Offers
Practical
Hints ed
Exhibitors
Boost Picture
screens. A more elaborate setting
SELDOM does one picture offer might include a small pool.
so many angles for effective exReclaining on the divans are a
ploitation, says Realart, in offering
some practical suggestions to be number of girls dressed in Turkish
used in connection with the Wm. costumes, typical of the harem. In
the back centre several Turkish men
D.
whichTaylor
is an production,
adaptation of" Morals,"
William can be seen sitting cross-legged and
smoking a hookah or narghile.
J. P. Locke's novel, "The Morals of Above
them, with large fans, are a
The locale for the opening of the couple of huge negroes dressed in
story is laid in Turkey, the quaint white, to represent the eunuchs. At
Marcus." elaborate furnishings and a signal from one man, there enters
costumes,
exquisite settings of that exotic another girl, dressed as a dancer,
land offering splendid material who proceeds to go through the gyrations peculiar to the native dancer.
with which the showmen with initiative can work up effective exploitation stunts.
Set Is Used in
The atmosphere of the harem is Unique
Moreno Feature
particularly well adapted for stage
A set unique was erected on the
settings. Against a neutral background of a backdrop painted with Vitagraph lot at Hollywood, Calian Oriental motif, a very attractive
fornia, this week, for use in the
harem scene can be fashioned. It new Antonio Moreno feature prorequires but the addition of some
"A GuiltyareConscience,"
the
ofduction,which
laid in India.
low divans covered with soft, com- scenes
fortable cushions of radiant hues; Director David Smith was almost
on the floor a number of rugs or lost in the maze of Hindoo coolies
Oriental design ; against the walls or and picturesque characters of the
from the balconies may be hung Orient who crowded the street.
other rugs or tapestries, while the
The production has for its theme
remainder of the furnishings may a modern version of the "story of
consist of tabourets, and beautiful David and Bath-Sheba.
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Magazine
Tie- Up Exploits "Bits of Life"
A nation-wide tie-up on " Bits of
Life," Marshall
production for FirstNeilan's
Nationallatest
release,
has been arranged with the Warner Publications, 25 West Fortyfifth Street, New York, distributors
of the widely-read magazine,
" Smart Set," which published
" The Man Who Heard Everyone ofproduction.
the four " punch "
stories inthing,"the
Through the co-operation of
Philip C. Cody, vice-president and
general manager of the magazine
corporation, the news-stands in 570
of the larger cities are exploiting
the picture by exhibiting posters
arid stills of " Bits of Life " in connection with displays of the magazine. In addition, in 2,000 other
cities and towns one or more retail
dealers — cigar and drug stores and
other establishments which operate
magazine stands have effected window-tie-ups with the local exhibitor.
Bernhardt Impressed
by R-C Release
Few motion picture productions
have ever made such a profound
impression upon Sarah Bernhardt
as did " Possession," when Louis
Mercanton, the noted French producer, entertained the famous
actress at a special screening of
the production, which is scheduled
for early release by R-C Pictures.
" Possession " is based upon the
widely read novel " Phroso," written in 1896 by Sir Anthony Hope.
Madame Bernhardt, unsolicited,
sent a message of congratulation
to R-C Pictures when she learned
that the organization would distribute the film in this country.

Scene from the screen adaptation of Charles Dickens' "Our Mutual Friend,
is on F. B. Warren's releasing schedule
R-C
Productions Win
Many First Runs
Apparently recognizing the
merit of R-C Pictures releases
such as Pauline
" The StingFrederick
of the Lashand"
with

Editorial Tribute

" Where Lights Are Low " with
Sessuc Hayakawa, many of the
most important first run exhibitors
of the country have booked these
subjects for early showings.
Among the first run theatres at
which R-C subjects will be shown
are: The Walnut, Louisville;
Howard,
; Sam
Harding's
Doric andAtlanta
Liberty,
Kansas
City;
California, Los. Angeles and California, San Francisco; Loew's
State, Sacramento ; Strand, Nashville and Strand, Montgomery;
Hippodrome, San Jose; Midglcy's
Ernest Hilliard Engaged American,
; Loew's
State, ;
Alhambra Oakland
and Park,
Cleveland
for " Idle Hands"
Zorn's Temple and the Alhambra,
Ernest Hilliard, nephew of Toledo; Picture Garden and BoulRobert Hilliard, the well known
evard, Baltimore; Branford, Newstage star, has been engaged to
ark ; Queen Theatre, Wilmington,
play
the "heavy"
"Idle Hands,"
Del.; Walnut
Ike Lipson's
Family,
Palace ;
the second
Georgein Arliss
picture and
Theatres,
Cincinnati
for Distinctive Productions, Inc.
Victory
and
Liberty
Theatres,
Hilliard, who has been seen in
Providence
; Jake
theatres
"heavy"
roles in has
several
recent in
Richmond
and Well's
Norfolk
and
screen productions,
a prominent
others.
part in "Tropical Love."
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"Out of the
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Not

140 WEST
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42ND ST.

of

th£

"Three

which

for

Musketeers"

t" ThealThree
Muske
e "was
tribut
unusu
ANpaid
eers " byDesan Moine
editorsial Capita
writer
l,
of the
while this picture was being
shown at the Strand theatre,
Des Moines, Iowa. The editorial reads in part:
" There is a great opportunity in the motion picture
business to vitalize history
and make events of the past
really live in the present. The
days gone by, with all their
try.
lure and fascination, present
a challenge to the film indus" We believe this picture is
worthy of serious comment
because it demonstrates that
the past can be reproduced in
a delightful manner without
resorting to modern dramatic tricks. We shall hope that
the good work may continue.
The big problem lies in the
casting of characters. Mr.
Fairbanks was indeed a

Picture

A' e w s

Author Helps to Exploit
"Man's Home"
Anna Steese Richardson, who
wrote "A Man's Home,"
Selzmck release, in association the
with Edmund Breese, is in daily contact with
hundreds of women who know her
because of her writings and lectures
on topics concerning the home. This
personal contact will continue, with
its nation-wide scope, during all the
time "A Man's Home " is being exhibited. Itis said that this is one
of the few instances when an author continues to be actively interested in the
ture after its exploit
release.ation of a picFrom the day Ralph Ince began
directing "A Man's Home" Miss
Richardson has taken a personal interest inthe proceedings. Now that
her sjory has been publicly screened
and the Select organization is contracting for its exhibition Miss
Richardson's interest has increased
rather than lagged— with nothing to
gain except a personal interest in
the success of her story from both
the standpoint of the showman and
his public. When her association
Woman's
staffa ofpublicat
editorial
with
Homethe Compan
ion,
ion
with A. B. C. rating of 1,085.500, is
considered her field for usefulness
in exploiting "A Man's Home" canbe appreciated.
In a letter to Myron Selznick this
evidence of Miss Richardson's en4
thusiasm is recorded: "The officials of the Crowell Publishing Co.
have given me permission to sendjj
out in letters to readers a personal
message,
me first
abouttime'A such
Man'sa
Home.' Itfrom
is the
privilege has been granted to an
editor and I think it is due to the
fine impression your de luxe portfolio of scenes from the photoplay
made upon our directors."
Mermaid

Comedy

Helps

Open Loew's State
the
first Robinson
of the new Crusoe
series ofLtd.",
Mermaid
Comedies being made for EducaHam I
Hamilton,tional,
wasfeaturing
the Lloyd
comedy " chosen
for the
firstatprogram
State
theatre
Buffalo. at
TheLoew'S'
State
was opened Monday, October 17.1

happy choice."
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"Foolish
Age"
Well
the screen
of favorab
stars
FEWreceive
d so
le ahave
re- Large List of Firstception as Doris May, whose
Run Bookings for
first R-C Pictures starring producDoris May Film
tion, "The Foolish Age," was released October 16, following prerelease screenings in several important cities.
Middle West as well. The engagement of " The Foolish Age " at BarThe large number of first-run
Loop theatre, Chicago, was a
bookings obtained for " The Fool- bee's
flattering success viewed from all
ish Age" and the enthusiastic ex- angles. Despite inclement weather
pressions of approval bestowed
the week's gross touched a high
upon the production by exhibitors mark.
The engagement was made
in all parts of the country, practic- a gala event, of which Mr. Barbee
ally guarantee a career of the ut- took personal charge. The theatre
most brilliance for Miss May, ac- was decorated in carnival effect,
cording to Charles R. Rogers, genand vari-colored bunteral manager of distribution for with lanterns,
ing. Under the direction of Hunt
R-C Pictures.
Although heretofore Miss May Stromberg, who supervised the productionwith
of " William
The Foolish
Age," the
tohas been seen as a co-star with
gether
A. Seiter,
Douglas McLean, her triumphant director, a special publicity and exploitation drive was concentrated
success in "The Foolish Age" is
regarded by her sponsors as unquestioned evidence of her own upon Chicago and " The Foolish
benefited greatly as a rewidespread popularity and her Age " was
sult. Notices of the most complivalue as an individual attraction.
mentary nature were received from
Henceforward she will star by her- the daily newspapers of Chicago,
self, as exhibitors have shown their with special comment as to the skill
preference for productions in which of Miss May in the delineation of
Miss May alone is featured.
light comedy roles.
Messrs. Bingham and Cohen, who
A most gratifying welcome was
tendered to Miss May, not only in operate the Colonial theatre at InNew York and environs, but on the
dianapolis, bestowed the highest
West Coast and in theatres of the commendation on Miss May and her

|Vera Steadman
in " Exit comedy
Quietly,"
Educational-Christie
Paramount Names ReI
leases for Oct. 30
M DE MILLE'S
WILLIAucti
on, "After the
prod
Show," and Ethel Clayton in
William D. Taylor's producondses," sch
"Beyrelea
tion,ture
areeduthe
led feaby
Paramount for October 30.
The William De Mille production is an adaptation of a
Saturday Evening Post story
by Rita Weiman. The scenario was the joint work of
Hazel McDonald and Vianna
Knowlton. Three players of
prominence are featured in
this picture — Jack Holt, Lila
Lee and Charles Ogle. In
addition to these players, the
cast includes Eve Sothern,
Clarence Burton, Carlton
King, Shannon Day, Stella
Seager and Ethel Wales.
Henry Arthur Jones, the
British novelist and playwright, isthe author of " Beyond," which William D.
Taylor produced for Paramount with Ethal Clayton in
the stellar role. The scenario
was written by Julia Crawford Ivers. Charles Meredith
is Miss Clayton's leading
man, while the supporting
cast includes Fontaine La
Rue, Earl Schenck, Winifred
Kingston, Lillian Rich,
Charles French, Spottiswoode
Aitken and Herbert Fortier.

truly brilliant career."
Battle

of

Battle of Jutland,
THEthe famous
most important naval engagement of the World War,
but one which has been shrouded in
much mystery up to the present,
will be presented in celluloid form
to the American public in the very
near future. This is the information conveyed in a statement from
the home-office of Educational
Films Corporation. Following its
premier in this country, which will
be staged under the auspices of its
owner, G. E. Russell of Ideal Films,
Ltd., London, the picture will be
handed over to Educational Films
for distribution in the United
States.
The picture, which is reported to
be three reels in length, took a year
to produce. The actual filming,
however, was begun after two years
of investigation conducted by British naval experts. During this

QUALITY VAUDEVILLE AND SOLOISTS
FOR MOTION PICTURE AND VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
THE

FALLY
TANDARD

BRYANT

Rece
starring
vehicle. ived
They were particularly impressed by the novelty of
the production, and the fact that it
was clean cut comedy. They predicted, moreover, that Miss May
would live long and prosperously as
a screen personality.
William S. Barbee, who operates
the theatre of the same name in
Chicago, also complimented the R-C
organization upon its choice of Miss
May as a star and predicted she
would be a drawing card of the
highest value.
W. D. Ascough, manager of the
Regent theatre at Detroit, Mich.,
calls " The Foolish Age " one of the
"His
snappiest
ever Office
ran."
telegrampictures
to the heHome
was most complimentary, according
to Mr. Rogers.
" All of these kind expressions of
approval, following as they do the
compliments bestowed upon ' The
Foolish Age ' by trade publications
and the Board of Review," said Mr.
Rogers, takable
" have
us inMay
unmisfashion shown
that Doris
has
made a tremendous success in her
first R-C production. There is every
reason to believe that her future
subjects will be received with just
as much enthusiasm. Miss May
herself is at the beginning of a

MABKUS
VAUDEVILL

AGENCY
4103
1547 BROADWAY
NEW
YORK CITY

Jutland
Educational

for

to Handle

British Three-Reel
Subject in U. S.
period, British and German participants in the battle were interviewed and the information they
gave
recorded.
Ships'
logsbattle
and
other official reports
of the
were also examined. With this
mass of information at hand, the
battle was reproduced before the
camera with the aid of models of
the ships involved in the engagement. The results are said to form
a celluloid record of the great battle, which is as accurate and realistic as human care and ingenuity
could possibly make it.
Following is an account of the
production, as written by a British
naval expert and published in one
of the London dailies :
" The technical side of the new
film dealing with the Battle of Jutland has already been described by
our Naval Correspondent, but a
word should be said as to the monumental character of the work
which Sir George Aston, Mr. Bruce
Woolfe, and their colleagues have
undertaken. The task of collating
and checking the official reports on
the battle and the entries in the logs
of the gunnery officers of the British and German fleets took two
years, and a period of twelve
months was occupied by the producer in transferring the results to
a mile of celluloid film. The film
show a model for every vessel
which took part in the engagement,
and every model had to be moved
by hand in order to secure the complete film. In some of the scenes

Screen

seventy ships are in movement at
the same time over an area eight
feet square, and the models have
been moved nearly three million
times sultsinamodel
all. To
recouldsecure
neverthebe best
moved
more than a sixteenth of an inch
at a time, and the film really consists of about 50,000 snapshots
merged into one composite whole.
A
fortnight's
moving
models
is shown work
in 20 in
seconds
on
the screen, and the only wonder is
that those who have been responsible for the production are still
alive to tell the tale. But they have
their reward in the vast interest
which the film has created in all
parts of the world. Arrangements
have already been made to show the
Jutland picture in the United
States, France, Belgium, Holland,
and Switzerland.
the National Film Museum When
is formed
the
film will have an honored place,
and we take it for granted that a
copy is being deposited in the War
Museum at the Crystal Palace for
the sake of posterity."
Gloria Swanson Getting
Texas Exteriors
Gloria Swanson and her director,
Sam Wood, staged a farewell party
for West Coast newspaper and
magazine writers last week at the
Lasky ranch before leaving for El
Paso, Texas, where the remainder
of the band's"
exteriors
HusTrademark"forwill"The
be made.
Richard Wayne, Stuart Holmes,
Clarence Burton and a score of
Mexicans furnished support for
Miss Swanson in the scenes which
were enacted before the writers.
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of
ribution
Dist
S.
U.
important
the most
of
ONE
statements of the year is New Syndicate to Discontained in the announcetribute Feature on
ment by Alexander Beyfuss, Vice
President and General Manager of
Independent Market
Exceptional Pictures Corporation,
that the rights for the entire United all taken into consideration in conStates to the Exceptional picture,
summating the contract with "His
Syndicate, Inc.
Charles (Chic) Sale, in "His Nibs," Nibs"
In
his
statement
in behalf of Exhas been acquired by outright purceptional Pictures Corporation, Mr.
chase by "His Nibs" Syndicate,
Inc. with headquarters in the Long- Beyfuss said: "In arranging for the
acre Building, 42nd and Broadway, distribution of 'His Nibs' we merely
New York City, of which L. L. followed directly along the lines of
Hiller is President.
our announced policy. We have an
star, an exceptional
"His Nibs" Syndicate, Inc., has exceptional
purchased the production for the in- theme for a story, a production
dependent market. Mr. Hiller was with exceptional exploitation possibilities and now we have entered
one of the first men in the industry
to be identified with the independ- into an agreement for exceptional
ent field and has handled many of distribution. Mr. Hiller, President
the biggest successes that have been of 'His Nibs' Syndicate, Inc., we
distributed on the State Rights consider an executive of the highest
basis.
calibre in the independent distribution field. We are pleased to be
The price which was paid for
able to place our product in his
Charles (Chic) Sale in "His Nibs" hands.
was not announced, but it is understood that it was a record figure
"In announcing this deal to the
established mainly because of many industry we want to take the opportunity of expressing appreciation
outstanding qualities which have
been conceded to this picture. The to the exhibitors and independent
popularity of Charles (Chic) Sale, buyers of the country our sincere
one of the greatest vaudeville per- appreciation for the wonderful
formers in the country, the unique manner in which they desplayed
character of the theme of "His their interest in our initial product.
Nibs," the fact that Mr. Sale, for We desire to state, and we feel this
the first time in motion picture his- will be of particular interest to
tory, plays seven distinct parts in everyone of those who are anticia feature production, the exceptpating acquiring "His
Nibs," that
and exploitation
ional advertising and publicity cam- the advertising
paign which has been planned and thus far conducted has been merely
which is already in operation on this the beginning of a tremendous campicture, and the unusual and novel
paign which will embrace trade
exploitation possibilities of Chic journals, the entire list of regional
Sale's first screen endeavor, were motion picture publications, and

Motion

Picture

Newt

Nibs"
"His
national publicity.
"In addition to this, we want to
assure every exhibitor or independent buyer who shall in the future
be associated with "His Nibs," that
they may depend upon any and
every cooperation it is in the power
of the organization of Exceptional
Pictures
to extend upon
to them."
In commenting
the purchase
of "His Nibs" Syndicate, Inc., Mr.
Hiller stated: "We acquired the
rights to "His Nibs" because we
realized immediately upon its initial screening that here was a production which was made to order
for the independent market. In
every one of its many aspects, from
every angle, it presents itself as a
picture
unusually adapted to that
field.

"From experience in the handling
Cabanne, directing speof many of the big State Rights WilliamcialChristy
productions for Robertson-Cole
successes, there are certain points
which have been established and
which require the consideration of Cabanne Begins Work
any organization contemplating the
on R-G Special
acquisition of product to be disWith a notable cast of players.
tributed through that channel. "His Director William Christy Cabanne
Nibs" answers every one of the began
work early this week on his
necessary
ally in the qualifications
affirmative. emphatic- latest attraction for Robertson-Cole
as yet unnamed, is
"In the first place, the picture which, although
scheduled for release early
must be unusual, exceptional, away already
in December.
from the ordinary run of photoThe picture, which will depict a
plays which are offered by the
national distributors on their pro- story of New York life, is from
own are
pensuch
and well
in
gram. Secondly, the production Mr.
eludedCabanne's
in its cast
must be able to justify exploitation known
artists
as
Huntly
Gordon,
and readily present possibilities for
W illie ("Buster") Collier, Jr., Billy
unusual angles. Here again "His Ouirk, Charlie Craig, Billie Dove,
Nibs" offers itself as the finest exof Ziegfeld Follies fame, little
ample of a picture which gives Miriam
Battista, Virginia Ogden,
unlimited opportunities for exploit- who scored such a notable success
ing to any degree desired."
as theDown
gossipEast,"
in D.Margaret
W. Griffith's
"Way
Foster, and Doris Eaton.
A newcomer to the screen, who
is also included in the cast, and who
Pathe
Names
Nov.
6th
Releases
Director Cabanne regards as someA small island off the coast of
thing in theElizabeth
nature of North,
a 'find,' whose
is the
PATHE announces a list of at- Harris Dickson Story,
winsome
tractive short-subjects for reSouth America becomes the loca- youthful and lustrous blond beauty
lease during the week of Notion for the action of " On a Dan- has already gained decided notice
vember 6th. Heading the schedule
" Custard Nine," is
gerous Coast," episode seven of for its fair young owner in the
Announced
is two
Custard
Nine,"
"Thescreen
the first
the new Pathe serial, " Hurricane Greenwich Village Follies.
ions based
adaptat
of
on
Hutch,"
starring
Charlesnoted
Hutchison. A cast
of players
for
Harris Dickson's humorous stories
n
d
of the Souther negro. Include
daring surround the " stunt Well -Known Players in
also in the list are the Harold man-of-all-work who volunteers as their
star," including Warner Oland,
Lloyd re-issue "Just Dropped In," a screen actor. Marie Mosquini is Lucy Fox, Hary Semels, Frank
lady of the film com- Redman, Ann Hastings and Diana
the " Snub " Pollard comedy, " On the leading
Cast forto "Penrod"
According
advices from the
pany, Noah Young appears as the Deer. For the current episode an Marshall
Location," and the Holman Day director,
Neilan headquarters on
and
George
Rowe,
the
entire
native
village
was
built,
red
eler,
two-re
" Cupid, Registe
the fast-moving action the West Coast, Wesley Barn- will
Guide." The current chapter of " wall-eyed
man. Pollardgink,"
is seenis atthehis camerabest in wherein
have a supporting cast of high caltakes new twists and turns.
" Hurricane Hutch " serial is " On
ibre as the star of Marshall Neilan's
a Dangerous Coast," which is the this offering, suddenly transform"The
Fox
and
the
Goat"
is
the
screen production of Booth Tarking himself into an old-time Indian
seventh episode of the chapter picture. "The Fox and the Goat " fighter and leading a Custer-like latest of the series of "Aesop's
story, " Penrod." Maris the title of the November 6th re- attack on a horde of absurd In- Film Fables " produced by Fables ington's
jorie Daw will play the role of MarPictures,
Inc.,
and
created
by
Cargaret Schofield, Penrod's pretty sistoonist Paul Terry.
"extras."bevy of West Coast
series. lease of the Aesop's Film Fables
A dianlarge
ter. Johnny Harron will appear opposite Miss Daw. Tully Marshall
beauties
surround
Harold
Lloyd
in
" The Custard Nine " is the first
Wallaroo"
title Walloping
of the latest
subject byis is cast in the role of Henry Passloe
of the two comedies by Harris his next re-issued one-reel comedy, the"The
Schofield,
father of Penrod. George
Dickson, from his famous stories " Just Dropped In." In addition, the Pathe Slow-Motion Camera
included
in
Pathe
Review
No.
128
Dromgold
is also signed for an imBebe
Daniels
is
seen
in
the
leadin the Saturday Evening Post, in
portant part.
which all colored players are feato be released November 6th, showing
feminine
role.
"
Snub
"
Poltured. Harris Dickson is not the
ing the comparative skill of a man
lard is Lloyd's running mate and
first author to recognize the comic helps keep the fun going at a fast and a kangaroo in a primordial Favorable Reports for
and
furios
rate
of
speed.
value of the southern negro in
boxing bout. Something new in a
short stories, but he is the first
"Across the Divide"
" Cupid,
Registered
Guide,"
is dancing class is presented in " Surf
the
next
screen
offering
adapted
writer to portray them on the
"Across the Divide," which was
Dancing,"
showing
the
latest
artistic recreation of Dixie buds in released by Playgoers Pictures on
screen and to personally supervise from a story by Holman Day. In
the direction.
this story the well-known author Daytona, Florida. " The Port of October 9, is receiving much faA highly laughable satire on the has supplied a sparkling romance, Eternal Summer " shows views of
vorable comment from exhibitors
making of motion picture come- comedy situations, and outdoor Hamilton, the principal city of centers.
throughout the various exchange
dies is promised in the next Hal settings of woods and rivers in the Bermuda. Beautiful Pathecolor
Rex Ballard plays the leading
Roach comedy, " On Location," lumber lands that refresh. Edgar views of the world's best loved
male role. Rosemary Theby plays
Jones and Edna May Sperl are
featuring
" Snub
flower are presented in " The Rose
lard appears
as "a Pollard.
gardener Poland featured in the offering.
opposite Mr. Ballard.
and History."

November

Books a Full Month
Realart Releases

li
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WOODY, general
JS
. .manager of Realart, has
staunch advoalways been a tice
of exhibicate of the prac
pictors giving play-dates for
contures at the time they din
tract for them, conten g
that to do so is an economically sound principle for both
exhibitor and distributor.
Through the periodical sales
bulletins to the branch managers, both he and Jay A.
Gove, assistant general man-n
ager, have impressed upo
managers and salesmen the
necessity of securing playdates from the exhibitors and
the Realart Star Franchise for
the current season's product
carries a calendar on its re-verse side which must indi
cate these dates before the
ct
tra
is ratified.
con
Mr. Lester Tobias, salesman for the New York Exchange, recently turned in a
contract calling for a whole
month's booking. Peter
manager of the GarMurphy,
den theatre in Waterbury,
Conn., is the Realarst enthus
iast, and Mr. Tobia reports
that the only reason he did
not book more was that there
picwere no other Realart been
tures which have not
played in that city.
Mr. Lester Adler, manager
of the New York exchange,
believes this to be a record
booking in view of the fact
that not only have actual play
dates been given, but they
have been arranged for consecutive days.

Marion Davies Feature
to Run at Rivoli
Announcement is made by Cosmopolitan Productions of the signing of a new contract with Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation whereorganization will conlatter
by the tinue
to distribute all of the
picfeature itan
's Cosmopol
company
producing
of the
tures. First
Productions to be released by Parais "Enchantment" starring
Davies.
Marion mount
"Enchantment" will be presented
at the Rivoli Theatre, New York,
beginning October 30th. It is Miss
Davies' first picture since "Buried
Treasure." Miss Davies, in "Enchantment," has the role of a
society girl of the "flapper" type.
Paramount
Titled "One

Comedy
Glori-

ous Day"
" One Glorious Day " has been
chosen as the title for the Paramount special comedy directed by
Cruze, in which Will RogJamesers, Lila
Lee and Allan Hale have
the leading roles. Considerable
mystery surrounds the production
and the company is working largely behind closed doors, it is said.
Walter Woods adapted the picture
from a story by himself and A. B.
Barringer.

Metro

Than
Bigger
Week
After Canvass, Huge
Success

Ever

is Predicted byMetro

and extensive survey of the field,
foretold that 7,000 motion picture
houses would take advantage of
the idea of running only Metro productions for one solid week. This
was a production based not upon
hazard but scientific inquiry into
booking potentialities in every district. And it will be remembered as one of the highlights of
the past
this estimate of film
7,000year
was that
realized
two
weeks before the actual advent of
the week, and that when the time
came for the photoplay theatres to
throwson their
upon
theirof screens
unichoice
the big inMetro
productions then at their command,
expectations of the company were
a startling, and deW. E. Atkinson, general manager of surpassedcidedlybygratifying
margin.
Metro
This year a second research has
been made, first to determine
Metro
GHmber
ALTHOU
to 27, setis whether or not the exhibitors who
20 Week,
for Nove
still a month away, the ex- co-operated last year wished to
changes of Metro Pictures Cor- make Metro Week annual ; second,
poration, in communications to the whether or not — as was agitated in
home office in New York, prophesy 1920 by numerous showmen — the
that bookings during that special week should be lengthened to include ten days or a fortnight ; and
period will outdistance even the remarkable response exhibitors dis- third, to obtain an approximation of
played during a similar time last the probable amount of booking.
The investigation was made sevThere is no exception among the
eral months ago, and Metro found
year.
that
in hardly a single instance was
twenty-five exchanges of the distributing organization retailing any exhibitor anything but enthusiastic in his attitude toward a
word of unusual activity on the
part of theatre owners and man- repetition of the event.
agers upon their plans for the week.
The very heartiness of the moIt has been necessary, in most intion picture showmen over the premier week brought upon again the
stances, to increase the personnel
of the branch offices in order to matter, which was discussed with
man the releasing machine ade- the Metro officials last year, of
quately during
the demands
stress
the ex- making the booking period a forttraordinary
uponof it.
night or ten days. In concordance
Before the first inauguration of with the decision of 1920 that one
Metro Week, last year, officials of week was sufficient and fair tothe company, following a detailed
ward the majority, the Metro corn-

Will
Rogers
Sets
N.
Y.
IN its two openings in New York
and Los Angeles, " Doubling for 'Doubling for Romeo"
Romeo " has had equal success.
" ' Doubling for Romeo ' is about
Greeted in B'way
the most hilarious thing Mr. Rogers
and Los Angeles
has
ever
done,"
writes
the
motion
picture critic of the New York Mr. Rogers the palm for his keen
sense of comedy in its broadest and
Times, about the comedian's per- in
its highest sense.
formance inhis latest Goldwyn pho" A thoroughly giggly, at times
toplay which is the second anniversary week bill at the Capitol thea- boisterously laughable, picture
tre. "The picture is a broad bur- play." says the reviewer on the
lesque. Itis boisterous fun. Sprin- Morning World. " The Rogers
style creeps into the captions right
with
kled
observations,
most of Mr.
whichRogers'
are pointed
with at the start. Rich in the satire of
original wit. The embodiment of
pictureonce
colony's
tions. At least
everytradifive
merry irreverence for movie roman- the motion
tics, and breathes there a man, or minutes Mr. Rogers hurls a comic
a woman, with soul so slushy that brickbat at the tricks of the cinema
he cannot relish its fun?"
" The satire on the movies is de" Doubling for Romeo " is its
star's biggest screen success and one
licious," says the New York Herald.
"As irresistible as a certain widely
of Goldwyn's
big fifth year
tion, claims Goldwyn.
Theproducgreat advertised
trade."
talcum powder. A comCapitol theatre was jammed all day
edy that is a bright ray of hope in
Sunday. Sylvia Breamer, Sydney a world that is murky with mere
Ainsworth and the other members
of the cast were accorded much motion pictures."
Telegraphic reports from Miller's
praise by the critics. But " Doubling theatre,
Los Angeles where " Doufor Romeo " without Will Rogers
bling for Romeo" received its first
would be like " Hamlet " without pre-release showing, state that the
the Prince and all the critics award comedy is a knockout of unprece-

Bayard Veiller,visingdirecting
and superMetro successes
pany reaffirmed its judgment of the
year
By previous.
how great a measure the
bookings during Metro Week of
1921 are expected to surpass those
of Metro Week of 1920 may be
understood when the company announces that in no instance did any
of the more than 7,000 exhibitors
who espoused the week last year
withdraw from participation this,
and that in addition to this astounding nucleus,
tremendous there
addition tohas
the been
list ofa new
co-operators in the plan.
With such information at hand,
the information which made manifest that Metro Week was not
merely a booking drive but an exhibitors' profit-drive and an immensely popular one, the Metro organization has gone ahead with
plansutmost.
for exploiting the event to
the

Laughing
reads
: dented proportions. The telegram
" ' Doubling for Romeo ' broke all
three-day attendance records at
Miller's theatre except one. At the
opening on Thursday night, October
13, at seven o'clock it had the longest lines in the history of the theatre. They began forming at six
o'clock. The house was packed for
the opening show at a quarter to
seven. The people at the end of the
line for the first show waited for
the second. Business is keeping up
and it looks like a long run. Press
and public think it one of the best
and funniest pictures of the year*
|ll!l!lllllllinillllllllllll!ll!IIIIIIIIIIUII!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinil
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"Selznick
Week"
Nov.
13-18
Nation Wide Sales Campaign is
Prepared

' 'i
.^1 *

!-■. /t- .■ pi •mil
Show the spectacular sacrifice scene in
The Bride of the Gods." the Frothingtaam production National
to be released by First
4 'Hail the Woman" for
Open Market
Thomas H. Ince emphasized in a
statement last week that "Hail the
Woman" his forthcoming special
for distribution through Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., is to
be released on the open market.
Mr. Ince has insisted that "Hail
the Woman" be available for every
exhibitor in the world regardless of
his past or present affiliation.

by

Select Exchanges
and we are trying to get at least
BRANCH managers and sales- one picture on as many screens as
men in Select's thirty exchanges are declared to be on tip- we possibly can during 1 Selznick
to demonstrate to showmen
toe with eagerness to make " Selz- Week'
the caliber of production they may
nick Week," November 13-18, develop more Selznick pictures on expect as our share of this season's pictures.
the screens of the land than in any
period since Lewis J. Selznick has
" Vera Gordon, in ' The Greatbeen a producer. The preliminary
est Love'; Ralph Ince, in 'The
arrangements have been completed Highest Law ' ; ' Red Foam,' credited with being one of Ralph
and the decks cleared for a camship that is in- Ince's best productions until he
paign of salesman
tended to reach the manager of turned out 'A Man's Home'; the
every screen in the United States several Owen Moore comedies,
and Canada.
like ' The Chicken in the Case ' and
Sam E. Morris, vice president in ' A Divorce of Convenience ' ;
charge of distribution, declares William Faversham's ' The Sin
that there has been encouraging re- That Was His'; and 'The Man
action to the initial advance of the
'— all these'
pictures are ofHimself
a character
that will
Select selling force that indicates Who Lost
'new' until they are shown in
a sucessful outcome of " Selznick be
Week." The picture showmen who aevery
screen.community where there is
have thus far been approached
" Showmen are also booking our
have shown a hearty interest in
the Selznick product, ranging from later pictures as a result of the
'Selznick Week' drive and our
star series to special features.
" We have been busy all Sum- newest special ' A Man's Home ' is
mer with production," says Mr. meeting with particular favor in
Morris, " and we desire to prove first run theatres and in the larger
to theatre managers and their public that we have not been wasting communities."
" In several instances," says Mr.
our resources. We promised Morris in concluding his statement, "we will have ' Selznick
'Forty from Selznick' this season
Week' mean just that — for a solid
week of Selznick pictures have already been contracted for by a
number of managers. Surely no
better picture entertainment could
be devised than selections from
the
with ' of
A
Man'sSelznick
Home' product
as its feature

May McAvoy in a quaint scene from
Morals," her new Realart picture
Restaurant Opened by
Fox for Employees
An up-to-date restaurant, as completely equipped as any conducted
in connection with high-class New
York hotels, has been opened for
the benefit of the 900 or more emtion ployees
plantat the
in Fox
WestFilm55thCorporastreet.
Many thousands of dollars were
spent in equiping the kitchen and
dining
room in spacious quarters on
building.
the
56th street side of the huge
The restaurant, as announced by
William Fox, is to be»conducted on
a non-profit basis, the purpose being to make it simply self-supporting, or nearly so.
demand

Continues

for

"Jungle Adventures"
Inquiries for information regarding the method of distribution of
Martin Johnson's "Jungle Adventures," which aroused country-wide
attention recently because of the
unique manner
in which
it was New
exploited
at the Capitol
Theatre,
York City, and on account of the
unusual type of production show
ing scenes the like of which have
never before been seen by man, continue to be received in large numbers at the headquarters of ExceptionalnouncesPictures
Corporation, anthat company.
Every port
the country
resented in of
these
requests isitrep-is
stated

CLASS Of SE«»ICE " H L
Slut
Di]UIU'
Mil*
11 MIlM
rvw* olUttwtlww IklM
m 0(Mr-

union
westejiii
telHram
NIWCOMI CAMITON, MUiOWt QKORfil W. C ATK1M1

RECEIVED AT
A351G5 39 2 EX IRA Ht

.... .

LOSANGKLSS CALIF 16
JM
GENERAL MANAGER }ft/
VITAGRAPH INC 469 FIFTH AVE NHWOffiC SS
CONGRAILTATIOUS ON THE '.SON OF V.AIXB«H>HD M OPENED AT IKE KINSUA
THEATRE YESTERDAY ID HJOHWWS BUSINESS SUSP AJ» GLAD ID SAS THAT IK
VERDICT OF OUR PAWJHS AGREES MS* OCR NAU2L* THAT IT IS A GREAT
PICTURE
EDBARD A SMITH MANAGING DIRECTOR.

features."
Pressbooks Artistic as
Well as Practical
Realart has a twofold object in
altering the size and makeup of
its press books, the change having
gone into effect with those compiled for the present season's features. Not only does the new arrangement facilitate the exhibitor's handling of exploitation and
publicity nounces
forRealart,
thebutpictures,
anthe covers
themselves are now made up so
that
can be utilized as an attractivtheyedisplay.
tractive display.
out, pressbook covers merely serve
as a binder for what comes be- Exhibitors Appreciate
tween and are usually thrown
away when the material within has
Star's Stage Success
served its function. On the conPathe in announcing the first of
trary, the Realart pressbook covers
mar be utilized as an attractive its Ernest Truex series, "Little, But
Oh,
My!" the
points
star
lobby display.
has won
heartout ofthatNewthisYork
by his performance in the stage
"Idle Hands" Next Ve- success "Six Cylinder Love." That
his popularity is appreciated is
hicle for Geo. Arliss
Actual work has been begun by proven. Pathe claims, by the response from
received
by Pathe
George Arliss
on ishisbeing
next made
film proexhibitors,
who Exare
duction, which
by anxious tochangeslearn
the release date of
Distinctive Productions. Inc.. and the first of these three two-reelers.
will be released by the United Artists Corporation.
Mr. Arliss' new picture will be Prize Beauty in Merof the comedv-drama tyne based on
maid Comedies
Earl Derr Bigger's short story.
"Idle Hands," appearing originally Miss Joey McCreery, winner of
Evening Post, the Thomas H. Ince beauty conthe Saturdav
in
Associated
with Mr. Arliss in this test, plays the leading role in the
all-star Educational-MerlatestComedy,
forthcoming
Doris
Kenvon. production
The scenariois ofMiss
the maid
which has just been
new Arliss film was written by completed by Hamilton-White and
Forrest Halsey, and the picture is which has been titled "Free and
being directed by Henry Kolker. Easy."
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"Virgin of Stamboul"
Opens in Berlin
modern AmeriTHE firs
cant feature photoplay
to be exhibited in Berlin after the recent lifting of
the export film embargo, was
"The Virgin of Stamboul,"
a Universal - Jewel picture
starring Priscilla Dean, according to an announcement
from Universal. " The Virgin
ul"
ned in the
of
mormboHouse,opeone
MarSta
of the
g
leadin film theatres of Berlin.
Summarizing the criticism
accorded the feature by the
German press, Universal
states that it was the unusual
photography in the American film which struck the
German minds most forcibly.
Concerning the picture, the
Berlin Mittag had this to
say: "The most startling
part of the film is the photographical picturesque feeling
of the American cameraman
for continually surprising and
new lines of action."
The Abenblatt said: "Here
is actually shown a film
which grips the masses, and
from its first picture until the
very last scene, is entertaining. That is to be credited,
first of all, to Browning's direction, but in no small part
to the cast as well. Priscilla
Dean, the charming artist
with eyes that speak, portrays the leading part extraordinarily well and genuinely."
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I Two views of Betty Compson's forthcoming starring vehicle I
a for Famous Players-Lasky, " The Little Minister," showing g
|
the " town square of Thrums " designed by Robert M. Haas =
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Critics
Greet
"Peter
Reviewers Commend
Pars
state
ever
if
re
on
has
,
pictu
moti
a
amount,
DOM
SEL
been more cordially received
Translation from
by the newspaper critics of New
York than was George FitzStage to Screen
s production, "Forever,"
ice'
maur
which, presented under its original sway the audience as the picture
title, "Peter Ibbetson," opened two wills." Alan Dale in the American
weeks ago at the Criterion Theatre. sounded the same note when he
The New York newspaper critics,
said : "It is romantic. It is poetic
Paramount points out, are some- and it is filled with a gentle optimtimes finicky in their screen likes
Buck Jones to Star in
ism that is rarely seen on the
and dislikes, and never more so
screen."
Wallace Reid's acting, he
Texas Ranger Story
than when the subject to be re- said, "was a notable achievement. . .
few
actors
could have done as
viewed has previously been pre"Riding with Death," a mid-Nosented on the stage. So when a
vember release by Fox Film Corporation, starring Buck Jones, is a play so popular as was John Nathan much with it."
Evening
: "It
story of the Texas Rangers. It was Raphael's version of George Du is The
seldom
that aTelegram
photoplay said
achieves
written for the screen by Jacques Maurier's "Peter Ibbetson" is such complete transposition of the
adapted
to
the
screen,
it
may
be
Jaccard, who also directed the prospirit of one of the lovelier works
duction. There are ten important expected that the reviewers will be of literature as has been accomcharacters in the cast and many ex- hyper-critical. The more remarkable, therefore, is the quantity of
plished in 'Peter Ibbetson.'. .. .As
tras appear in the picture. Betty
Francisco plays the feminine lead, praise they have bestowed in this a development of the film director's
and others in prominent roles are instance, says the Paramount state- art the play is little short of marJ. Farrell McDonald, Jack Mower, ment.
"See 'Peter Ibbetson,' advised the
H. Von Sickle, William Gillis, WilThe Evening Post noted "the
News, for as the Telegraph
iam Steele, William Gettinger, Ar- poetic charm which lingers through- Daily
velous."
tie Ortega and Tom Medotti.
out the production; there are sun- said, "It had been given enthusiastic
shine, laughter and teairs which advance notices and hailed as a reSuggesting a Way By
Which Pictures May
Be Financed
There is a studio in Florida equipped
and ready for modern productions.
Dark Stage is 60 by 60 with CooperHewitts, — Hard Lights, — and several
100 Amperes spot Lights. There is
alsoV, open-air stage SO by 142, which
is one-half enclosed, and could be
wholly enclosed at little cost. The two
stages together could accommodate
three separate companies. There are
18 dressing rooms and plenty of flats
and sets and a laboratory. It is situated right in the city and cost $65,000.
To a reputable producing company, that Would acquire this
property, the financing of its picture* or the telling of stock for
this purpose would be an easy
matter on account of this asset.
The Owner is willing to sell for onethird cash, one-third Stock, and the
balance in easy payments. »»•
For Further Information
WILLIAM McCORMACK
t MOTION PICTURE NEWS
' 729 7th AVE., NEW^YORK

High
Grade
(*(TT TINNERS of the West,"
style Universal
the new starring
yy serial,
Art
Acord and written around the adventures of Capt. John C. Fremont
during the gold rush days, continues
to surprise Universal officials by
the records it is setting, announces
that company. In the short time it
has been available for release, it
has been booked in more high class
houses than any serial ever made,
it is asserted by Universal officials.
As an example of the ease with
which Universal salesmen have
been able to put the thrills-fromhistory serial into elite and first
run houses, it is announced that the
Art Acord chapter play now is running in the Village Theatre, Wilmette, 111. This theatre is in one
of Chicago's finest suburb* and was

Houses

Ibbetson
markablehaspicture,
and upinto this
instance afilm
lived
all that
was said about it previous to its
A screen triumph for George
presentation."
Fitzmaurice,
producer,
what the Sun its
called
it, while"was
the
Times, dwelling more at length on
Mr. Fitzmaurice's achievement,
said : "His scenes are gracefully
composed, effectively lighted and
softly toned, without sacrifice of
clearness. Many of the sets of
'Peter Ibbetson' are a treat to the
eyes, and some of them are dramatexpressive, too."
The ically
Call
here onis the
"a
moving
picturesaid
that that
improves
play from which it was adapted. . . .
The charm of the settings and the
perfect characterizations help to
make a production which undoubtedly sets a new standard for
American films." And the Mail,
in the
same
saidor that
but
rarely
thatvein,
a novel
stage"itplayis
receive just treatment when it is
transferred to the silver-sheet, but
'Peter Ibbetson' is a worthy piece
of work, deserving of all praise.

Book
Serial
There was a unanimous demand
out delay.
"Winners of the West'
for the
serial. It was booked withHistorical Serial,
Another ease cited by Universal
Sets Precedents
in confirmation of its contention
permitted in the town only upon that "Winners of the West" is
and highly inthe best of recommendations on unique, censor-proof
structive aswell as entertaining, is
the part of its managers, and their its booking by the Girard Avenue
promises to show only pictures of
the highest possible tone. No serial theatre, Philadelphia. Mr. Zottever has been shown in that thea- man, manager of that theatre had
tre. One was started several years barred serials from his screen for
ago but was ordered off the screen. more than six years. It was only
The Universal representative in after he found that the public
that territory held a special show- schools in his neighborhood were
ing ners
of several
episodesoneof morning
" Win- interested in " Winners of the
of the West"
recently, at which the directors of West," that he considered it at all.
the theatre, and representatives He finally was sold on the idea of
from the Wilmette schools and trying it out. He ran the first episode on three successive days.
women's clubs were invited guests.
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Hodkinson
to Open
Offices
Formal Announcement of Location
and Personnel to Be Made Soon

Richard Dix and Helene Chadwick, the two principals in Rupert Hughes' delightful
story of early married life, " Dangerous Curve Ahead," distributed by Goldwyn

"Wallingford " in Demand
Big Houses Booking Vitagraph's
Film;
Gets
Special Presentation
THE Stanley Company has Wallingford have been read the
booked " The Son of Walling- world over and how, after many
Mr. and Mrs. George Ranford,"
the ofnewan Vitagraph
for a run
entire week special,
at its years dolph
Chester have written this new
Karlton theatre, in Philadelphia; story of Wallingford and his son
and also for a second run in its Jimmy and personally directed its
Capitol theatre, which is in the transfer to the screen.
downtown section of Philadelphia.
It has also booked it for various
other houses under its control, in- Moore-Lehrman Comcluding two theatres in Atlantic
edy Has Fine Cast
City.
The promise comes from the
After the new Wallingford pic- Sclznick organization that the new
ture had been shown at the Kinema
comedy, being directtheatre, in Los Angeles, the man- Owened by Moore
its author, Henry Lchrman,
agement of the palatial Alhambra at the Selznick
studios in Fort Lee,
booked the picture for a week and N. J., will be notable
for its players
this second run also played to cain
support
of
Selznick's
comedypacity business, according to Vita- dramatic star. Tom Wilson
and
graph.
Toga
Yamamoto
were
brought
As anticipated by Vitagraph, from Los Angeles to assume two on
of
" The Son of Wallingford," its newest special production, is proving to the
most important
roles inand
Moore's
Pauline Garon
Nita
be a perfect mine of exploitation supnort.
Naldi
were
engaged
as
dual
leads
possibilities for exhibitors, declares for the supporting organization.
a statement from Vitagraph. The
many first run theatres which have
presented it to appreciative houses
Feature Is Rushed to
in various parts of the country have
found no difficulty in getting someChicago Get-Together
thing out of its many exploitation
To fulfill his promise to
angles to attract lovers of good picshow his latest production
tures to their doors, it is stated. In
" A Bride of the Gods," at
many cases theatres which have not
previously gone to the extent of
the
Chicago
" Get Together
meeting
of Associated
First"
using allegorial stage settings or
National
franchise
holders,
J.
tableaus are said to have departed
L. Frothingham, a member
from their general rule with this
of the Associated Producers,
production. In other cases stage
will send it to Chicago by
prologues have been eliminated as
special messenger at considthe film itself carries a brief proerable expense. The promise
logue, and instead exhibitors have
was given to a number of
engaged a public speaker to relate
Eastern film men when they
to audiences how the stories of wily
expressed
a desire to see the
puaunmnuttumttmitni mininimmnniiniiiiinnnm iinimmiiuiiiiniiii 1111^
big dramatic spectacle during
the sessions, but bad weather
| It is said that there is |
and other unforseen difficulties for a time made it proble| money at the foot of |
matical whether it could be
| the rainhow.
assembled and edited in time.
In order to get the print to
j Your rainbow is on |
the Chicago meeting, Director Edward Sloman accom| page 2389 of this issue j
panied the messenger part of
of the
the way, putting the finishing
touches on it enroute.
I Motion Picture News j
Minium uiiiiiu iiiiiujiiuimiu iiimiiiiiinil

PN.
BRINCH,
Manager
Ex• changes
for the
W. W. ofHodkinso. turned
Corporation,
refrom a tour ofhas
the just
Milddle
West with the information that on
November 1st formal announcement will be made of the locations
and personnel of the twenty-four
branch exchanges which that Corporation is opening to handle its
own releases. W. F. Seymour,
one
of the isorganization's
district
supervisors,
still out in the
field
completing arrangements for the
last few branches, and S. J. Vogel,
of Vogel & Meehan, who handle
the Hodkinson releases on the
Pacific Coast, has spent the past
week in New York, conferring
with home office officials on the
final details of the sweeping reorganization about to be completed
in the Hodkinson Corporation.
The growth of this company has
been a rapid one. In November it
is celebrating its fourth anniversary, and the inauguration of its
own system of branch exchanges
is of especial significance at this
time.
Within the past fortnight. Phil
Ryan joined the Hodkinson forces,
with headquaters in the Middle
West territory, embracing the Kansas City, St. Louis, Omaha. Des
Moines, Oklahoma City and Minneapolis exchanges.
C. W. Albert and Thomas Greenwood have been assigned to the

One

Chicago territory, where both have
long been favorites with the exhibitors whom they have served.
A. W. Smith, Sales Manager of
the Corporation says that a detailed announcement covering the personnel of the augmented sales force
will be made at the time the branch
exchanges are opened.
"The Iron Trail" to Be
Opened on Broadway
THEbig first
the series
Rex ofBeach
produc-of
tions, "The Iron T r a i 1,"
produced by the Bennett
Pictures Corporation and distributed by United Artists,
will be accorded its premier
at the New York Strand, the
week beginning October 30.
The showing follows a four
weeks' " teaser " poster campaign onrailroad
the subway
vated
stations.andIn eleits
tone, the advance campaign
for "The Iron Trail" was
" hooked-up " to prevailing
conditions of political unrest,
and by innuendo the posters
seem to apply in an ambiguous way to the current railroad difficulties that are attracting wide and concerted
public attention.
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Quality — Speed — Price — Points I, 4 and 9 —
are three reasons and there are seven other
vital ones why American should make your
The safety of your negatives — the quality of
prints.
your prints — American service throughout is
insured by our unique guarantee.
Let us give you full particulars. Write today.
DEVELOPING
PRINTING
TINTING
TONING
EDITING
TITLING
Ordinary- film reduced to American
Standard Safety Size
AMERICAN

FILM

CO., Inc.
6229 Broadway
Chicago, 111.
London, England
Samuel S.Hutchinson
President

American 10 Points
1. QUALITY. Prints known for
brilliancy
clearness.
pert staff, and
trained
by years Ex-of
experience, assures highest
quality prints obtainable.
2. ing.
REPUTATION.
Gained in 10
years of experience.
3. RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of strong financial stand4. LOCATION. In the proper
geographical location, assuring quick delivery anrwhere.
5. EQUIPMENT. All of the
most modern obtainable.
6. CLEANLINESS. Within two
blocks of Lake Michigan.
Awav from dirt and dust.
7. SAFETY. Plant approved by
both city of Chicago and
Board of Fire Underwriters.
S. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed
to
ments.serve exacting require9. PRICES. Reasonable and
10. competitive.
GUARANTEES. Write for
our unique guarantee of quality work.
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Dora Mills Adams, prominent actress,
who is one of the all star cast selected
for
Paste Boardscreen
Crown,"
a Travers
Vale" Aproduction,
version
of the
great story by a celebrated actress and
dramatist, Clara Morris
Matt

Moore Leaves for
Los Angeles
Matt Moore, who has just finished playing the leading male role
in " Sisters," the screen version of
Kathleen
Norris' popular
novel
made
by Cosmopolitan
Productions
under the direction of Albert
Capellani, has left New York for
Los Angeles after more than two
years'
the Coast.
Mr.
Moore absence
expects from
to visit
his mother
and the other famous members of
his family, Owen Moore, Tom
Moore and Joe Moore. Matt Moore
will return East after several weeks
on the Coast.
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"Jane Eyre" Producer
Has Record as Artist
Future
Paramount
Releases
Hugo Ballin, producing director
26 Listed for Next 4 Months; Five
of "Jane Eyre," starring Mabel
Ballin, conceded an artistic triBig Productions in November Group
umph, may point with pride to a
C R. KENT, general-manager of while Alary Glynne plays the role
that prepared him ad^» distribution, Famous Players- of Flora Campbell, his daughter. record mirably
for the work to which he
Lasky Corporation, has announced
is
now
devoting
himself.
Then comes George Melford's
a tentative schedule of Paramount
spectacular
production
of
"
The
Having
chosen
painting, and dereleases for the months of No- Sheik." In this picturization of
termined upon a career as an artist,
vember, December, January and Edith M. Hull's sensational novel, Hugo Ballin first studied at Art
February. Twenty-six produc- Agnestino are
Ayres
and Rudolph Valen- Students' League, New York, then
featured.
tions are listed, including specials
in Rome and Florence, Italy. He
produced by Cecil de Mille,
Following
ThefirstSheik
comes won many honors, including
Holt in "his
star " picture,
William de Mille, George Melford, Jack
coveted prizes and scholarships, and
George Fitzmaurice, John S. Rob- " The Call of the North," which in addition, having been connected
ertson, George Loane Tucker, was adapted by Jack Cunningham with the theatre, eventually he
Donald Crisp, William S. Hart, from the novel, " Conjurer's turned to the direction of motion
Penrhyn Stanlaws and the Wallace House,"
by Stewart Edward
Reid-Gloria Swanson-Elliott Dex- White. Joseph Hcnabery directed. pictures.
Mabel Ballin, the wife of the
tei production directed by Sam
artist
and director, was also of the
Madge
Bellamy
is
Mr.
Holt's
leading
woman
and
Noah
Beery,
Helen
Wood; two foreign productions
Ferguson
and
Jack
Herbert
are
legitimate
their under
marstarring Pola Negri and star pic- also in the cast.
riage. Herstage
work,before
especially
tures in which every one of the
the
direction
of
her
husband,
has
Paramount luminaries will be
Among the November releases
commanded
much
favorable
comseen.
also is the Cosmopolitan producment, the most recent productions
The first picture to be released
tion, "Enchantment," directed by
in November will be the George Robert G. Vignola and starring being " East Lynne," " The JourMarion Davies. This is from an
ney's End " and " Jane Eyre."
Loane Tucker production, "Ladies Must Live," in which Betty original story, " Manhandling Ethel," by Frank R. Adams.
Cempson is featured. This picChas. Whittaker Back
ture is an adaptation of a novel
by Alice Duer Miller.
Charles E. Whittaker, after an
Next on the list is Donald Limehouse Reality in
absence turned
ofto New
eight York.
months, His
has trip
reCrisp's production, " The Bonnie
"Three Live Ghosts"
abroad was an assignment for
Brier
Bush,"
adapted
by
Margaret
Genuine bits of the real London
Turnbull from the book by Ian
Players-Lasky, in connecMacLaren and the plays by James Limehouse district will be seen in Famous
tion with productions being made
MacArthur and Augustus Thomas the early scenes of "Three Live
Negri. Mr. Whitand produced in London and in Ghosts," which George Fitzmaurice starringtaker Poli
spent most of his time in
Scotland in the original locale of is now making in England for Par- Berlin, but also divided his work
the Ian MacLaren stories. Mr.
amount. It is expected to be in- to include activities in London and
Crisp himself plays the leading
t
e
r
e
s
toAmericans
house as itting really
is. to see Lime- Paris. His plans for the future are
male role of Lachlan Campbell,
as yet unsettled.
THE

bat

IIRead
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COPY

for
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Your
COURT

BAT

Protection
ORDER

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
EASTERN DIVISION
Tuesday, October 18, A. D. 1921.
Present: Honorable George A. Carpenter, District Judge.
ORDER
That the defendants should be enjoined from using the title " THE BAT " in connection with the exhibition of a picture on the motion picture
stage until the future order of this court and said defendants, their agents, attorneys, assignees, and licensees hereby are enjoined and prohibited
from using the words " THE BAT " in connection with any dramatic exhibition or picture, either on the speaking or motion picture stage and in
any advertisement published or issued in connection with any play or dramatic production on the speaking or motion picture stage, until the further
order of this court.
Enter: Carpenter
18, Oct., 1921.
Judge.
COPY
SENT

BY

KLIMAX

OF

LETTER

PICTURES DISTRIBUTORS, DEFENDANTS
IN ABOVE ACTION,
OF JUDGE CARPENTER TO AGENTS AND THEATRES

ON

ORDER

Chicago, Oct. 18, 1921.
Dear Sir:
Judge Carpenter of the U. S. District Court this morning enjoined us, our agents, attorneys, licensees and assignees from using the words " THE
BAT" in connection with any motion picture and in advertisements of su--.h motion pictures. YOU ARE THEREFORE NOTIFIED AND REQUESTED not to use or exhibit any sign or other advertisement in which the words " THE BAT " appear.
NOTICE
!!
WE ARE SOLE OWNERS OF ALL RIGHTS TO THE PLAY AND MOTION PICTURES OF "THE BAT." WE ALSO OWN ALL RIGHTS TO
THE WORDS "THE BAT."
WE ARE SORRY IT WAS NECESSARY TO APPEAL TO THE COURTS TO PROTECT OUR RIGHTS BUT HAVING DONE SO WE HEREBY
SERVE WARNING ON MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND EXHIBITORS NOT TO USE THE WORDS "THE BAT" IN
CONNECTION WITH ANY MOTION PICTURE.
WAGENHALS AND KEMPER,
PRODUCERS

OF "THE

BAT."

Motion
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Jess

en's

Picture

News

Notes
From
the
West
Coast
and Estelle Taylor. EmClaude Mitchell, formerly of the
fense,"
starring Ethel
Clayton,
un- Al Filson,
met
Flynn
is
director.
der
the
direction
of
Paul
Powell.
executive staff of the Famous PlayUNIVERSAL
George Marshall is finishing
ers-Lasky London studios, has been
" Tempered Steel " with Lefty
appointed
production
manager
of
1st NATIONAL
Flynn.
" That Lass O' Lowries," which
was filmed with Harry Carey and the Bayard Veiller unit.
Howard Mitchell is completing
Irvin
Cobb's
"
The
Five
Dollar
Helen Ware three years ago, is be"
The
Girl Who Dared " with BarThe
title
"
Skin
Deep
"
has
been
ing rewritten by Elliot Clawson for Baby" will be produced by Harry selected for the Thomas H. Ince
bara Bedford.
Gaumont
with
Viola
Dana
as
the
William Howard is engaged in
Priscilla Dean's next vehicle.
special which was filmed under the
star.
"
Mallory
Campeador
"
will
be
title
of
"
Lucky
Damages."
Milton
Murphy.
the
last scenes for " Extra! Extra 1 "
George
D.
Baker
is
selecting
the
the next vehicle starring Herbert
Sills and Florence Vidor are fea- with Johnny Walker and Edna
for
"
Stay
Home
"
starring
Rawlinson. This subject will fol- cast
tured
in
this
production.
Gareth Hughes.
Dustin Farnum has completed the
Fleming Wilson is writing
low "The Black Bag."
Rex Ingram is making the first an John
original sea story for Ince.
" Out of the Silent North," an scenes
exteriors
" Cursed."
for " The Prisoner of
original screen story, has been purDurning isfordirecting
this Bernard
subject.
Prints
of
"
Hail
the
Woman
"
Virginia
Valle
plays
opposite
Mr.
were
shipped
East
this
week.
chased
for
Frank
Mayo's
next
production.
Mignon Anderson has been added
Farnum.
Zenda."
Mr.
Ince
has
purchased
"
The
The following comedies are in
Irving Thalberg has written " The to the supporting cast of " Kisses," Brotherhood of Hate," a magazine
Karger production, star- story which is being adapted by
Frisky
Flapper
" as theDoris
next Schroevehicle a Maxwell
ring Alice Lake.
production : " Straight from the
Bradley King.
for
Marie
Prevost.
Farm," starring Al St. John, under
der is writing the continuity.
Harry Keepers has been engaged the direction of Gilbert Pratt; "The
William Younger is writing the
PACIFIST
Leancameraman
Company.
as
for the Douglas Mc- Chauffeur," starring Clyde Cook,
screen version of " A Second Hand
under the direction of Jack BlySTUDIOS
Rose " for Gladys Walton.
stone ; " Pardon Me," featuring
Two stories have been purchased
HAL
ROACH
Jimmy Savoy, under the direction of
San Francisco Chamber of Comfor Hoot Gibson, " Sou' West," by
Slim Summerville; "Please Be
merce visited the San Mateo plant
F.
Buckley,
and " Headin' West," last week
featuring Charles Dorety,
and were entertained by
The " Snub " Pollard Company Careful,"
by R.
Harvey
Gates.
under the direction of M. Buckingthe studio officials.
Deeds "by isWallace
being prepared
ham ; " False Alarm," starring
for" King
the screen
Clifton
General Manager Isadore Bern- has completed work on " Ten Chester Conklin, under the direcas a vehicle for Gladys Walton.
stein, announces that Nell Shipman Nights in a Pool Room."
" Try, Try Again " and " Busy
tion of Earl Kenton ; and " Go and
" The Golden Gallows," a story will make her next production at the Bee " have been completed by the Get It,"
featuring
Harry Depp with
of New York theatrical life, has Pacific Studio.
Jimmy Parrott company.
Al Herriman
directing.
been purchased for Miss Dupont.
Harold Lloyd has started work on
The Hal Stevens' company is
Director Del Mar Dellord is mak'tion.
Film Editor Frank Lawrence, has scheduled
to produce a two-reel a new comedy with a psychological
ing a playerless comedy, in which
theme
—
a
man
can
do
whatever
he
comedy
here
every
two
weeks
for
costumes constitute the cast.
completed work on " Princess Virtue,"
which
ap- the Producers Security Corpora- makes up his mind to accomplish.
pears asinthe
star.Marie
This Prevost
subject was
Fred Newmeyer will direct Lloyd in
directed by George Cox.
A huge steel frame has been this subject. The story is by Hal
ROBERTSONLloyd.
Bert Roach, Ethel Teare, and shipped for the construction of the Roach,
TayCOLE
lor.Jean
MildredHaves
Davis and
playsSam
opposite
Babe Morris are being featured in second stage at this plant. It is
expected
that
work
on
the
new
a comedy titled " Oh, Doctor I "
Gasnier is making flood scenes at
stage
1st. will be completed by January
Yuma
the " Call and
of Home."
GQLDWYN
Sessuefor Hayakawa
director,
BERWILLA
Norman Dawn, are selecting the
LASKY
STUDIOS
Ralph Graves has been engaged
cast forby" The
for the leading male role in the
written
ComarVermilion
Lehigh. Pencil,"
This is
a
spectacular
Chinese
story.
William
De
Mille
will
resume
Production work has been begun
Rupert Hughes story titled "Sent
Colin Campbell is now in
For Out." Other principals in this production work on November 1st on a new Peter B. Kyne story, hisDirector
fourth week of production work
subject are Colleen Moore, in the using an original story by Clara " The Innocent Cheat," in which
leading female role, Harold Hol- Beranger.
Roy Stewart is cast as the star. Ben on
" Judith
Lake,"
adapted
from of
the the
storyBlue
by Jackson
land, Eleanor Hancock, Florence
is directing.
Betty Compson this week com- Wilson
Drew, and Charles Mason. Alfred
Ann Little and her supporting Gregory and starring Pauline Fredpletes "The Little Minister," adapGreen is the director.
erick. An all-star cast of fifteen
company
to Bear Lake to
ted
by
E.
A.
Bingham.
Penhryn
Production work has been re- Stanlaws is the director. Miss take sceneshavefor gone
supports Miss Frederick
the new serial, titled members
in
this
subject.
sumed on " Hungry Hearts." Mason Compson will be directed in her " Ann of the North."
Hopper is the director, and Bryant next subject by William D. Taylor.
Director- William Sieter is comJack Hoxie will next play in a
Washburn and Helen Ferguson ap"
One
Glorious
Day
"
has
been
Peter
Kyne
story
under
the
direcpleting work on " Eden and Repear in the leading roles.
selected as the release title for the
tion of Roy Clemens.
turn," adapted from the stage comWilliam Beaudine is editing " The subject featuring Will Rogers.
"The Frice of Youth," starring starring Doris
edy-dramaRalph
" May. Renaud " and
Neva Gerber, has been completed
City Feller."
Cruze
directed
this
producJacqueline Logan has been placed James
tion.
by Director Norval MacGregor.
under a long term contract to play
Pauline Starke is playing the
Eddy Lyons is now engaged on
HERE
AND
leads.
leading female role opposite Tom his fourth two-reel comedy.
productions mentioned above
THERE
Meighan in " If You Believe It, It as The
under way at the Berwilla studio
BRUNTON
Is So." Tom Forman is directing will
be distributed by Arrow Film.
this subject.
W. E. Shallenberger leaves for
the East on Tuesday of this week.
The cast supporting Jack Holt
Fire,"production
by Zane Grey
will in " Parson of Panamint," written
FOX
be" Wild
put into
by Ben
Elma
Harris,
Realart's
supervisHampton. Claire Adams and Earl by Peter Kyne and adapted for the ■
ing director,
returns
this week
from
screen by Albert Levino, consists
Gantvort are the feature players.
a month's
vacation
on
Prince
Edward's
Isle,
Canada.
of Herbert Standing, Wade BoteTom
Mix
is
beginning
"Around
Work has been completed on " My lar,
F.
B.
Finman
has
resigned
as
Mable VanBuren, Will Walling,
World in Nothing Flat." Eva vice-president and general manager
Boy,"
Coogan. the Fred Huntley, Betty Francisco, and the
R, A.starring
Walsh Jackie
is completing
Novakwick isplays
the
lead,
and
Ed
Sedgthe director.
F. Lockney. The director is
of the Ambassador Pictures Corediting of " Kindred of the Dust." J.
Edgar Lewis will direct William
Chester Bennett has completed Joseph Hennaberry.
poration, which produces
features the
for KathFirst
The following productions are in Russell in his next subject, which is erine McDonald
the filming of "Deliverance," in
National. Ben Shulberg arrived
at
present
untitled.
which Jane Novak is starred.
progress : " Saturday Night," dilast week
on the coast to reorganize
Shirley Mason is completing work this
company.
rected by Cecil De Mille ; " Moran
of the Lady Letty," being directed on " Her Loved Ones," with Jack
METRO
The Writers' Club and Screen
by George Melf ord ; " The Hus- Ford as director. The all-star cast Writers'
Guild will hold a grand
band's Trade Mark " starring Gloria for the film version of " Count
Bayard Veiller will next produce Swanson, under the direction of Monte Cristo," has been increased ball at the Ambassador on December 20th, the proceeds to be used to
by the additions of George Seig" Tommy Carteret " with Bert LyChampion,"
tell playing the title role. Sylvia Sam
starringWoods;
Wallace "The
Reid with
Phillip man, Gaston Glass, Albert Prisco, equip a new gymnasium at the
Breamer appears opposite Lytell in
quarters in Hollywood.
directing; "The Lane That Virginia Faire and Francis Mac- Club'sChristie
will take his company
this subject. Hardee Kirkland has Rosen
Had No Turning," starring Agnes Donald. John Gilbert is the star of to AlHonolulu
in the near future to
also been engaged for an important Ayres, under the direction of Vic- this production. Other principals
role.
tor Fleming, and " For the De- are William Mong, Robert McKing, make a series of two-reelers.

j
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S.M.P.E.

Buffalo

IE
Members

Will

The committee in charge of the fall conmtion and annual meeting of the Society
. Motion Picture Engineers, reports that
ore than the usual interest is being
lown in the events this year. The conntion will open on Monday morning,
ctober 31, in the Hotel Statler, Buffalo,
. Y. It will last four days, closing on
hursday afternoon, November 3.
The papers that have been prepared
ve promise of being of great value to
1 interested in motion picture engineerig. Some of the subjects will include
Kplanations of the latest developments in
icture projection.
Dr. W. E. Story, Jr., has been making
sts by which he has been comparing the
' ilative efficiencies of large and small
; ondensers, and his talk on these tests will
; valuable and interesting. Dr. Story
lill also give a short talk on photometric
leasurements to determine the lighting of
le motion picture setting before taking
le picture.
" Industrial Mechanigraphs " will be
le subject of the paper to be read by
itarry Levey of the Harry Levey Corporaon. A film demonstration will accomlany Mr. Levey's talk on this subject.
L. A. Jones of the Eastman Kodak
lompany will talk on the effect of studio
jilting on those working under it. " Aniysis of Motion " will be the subject of
le paper to be read by Charles P. Watson
f Novograph Film Corporation.
A talk on the " Commercial Applica;ons of the High Intensity Arc " will be
Travis,

Sherman, Texas,
Reopens
The Travis theatre, recently purchased
Sherman, Texas, by the Musserman inrests of Paris and Corsicana, is reopened
ider the new management. The theatre
is been repaired, overhauled and reodeled and a $10,000 pipe organ inalled. The interior is refinished in old
ory and gray with blue velvet draperies,
dividual seat covers for the chairs, new
'hting
system and all modern improve-'
;ents installed.

Turn

Out

Strong

to

S.M.P.E. Convention
MONDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1921.
10 A. M. — Opening Exercises; President's Address; Minutes of Last Meeting; Unfinished Business; New Business;
Election of Officers; Lunch. 2 P. M. —
Report of Papers Committee: Paper
and Discussion — " Comparison of Large
and Small Condenser Systems," by Dr.
W. E. Story, Jr. Paper and Discussion
—"Optical Glass," by H. N. Ott. Trip
to factory of Spencer Lens Company.
8 P. M.— Theatre Party.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1921.
10 A. M. — Paper and Discussion — "A
Point Source of Light," by C. A. B.
Halvorson. Paper and Discussion — "Industrial Mechanigraphs," by Harry
Levey. Paper and Discussion — "Analysis
of Motion, by Charles P. Watson. Paper and Discussion — " Taking Pictures
at 1,500 Exposures per Second," by C.
Francis Jenkins. Lunch. 2:30 P. M. —
Trip to Niagara Falls.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1921.
10 A. M. — Report of Committee on
Electrical Devices; Report of Committee
on Projection Machines; Report of
Committee on Safety; Report of Committee on Auditing; Report of Committee
on Optics; Report of Committee on
Nomenclature; Report of Committee on
Studios; Report of Committee on Education; Report of Committee on Publications; Report of Committee on Advertising; Report of Committee on Mem*
bership; Report of Committee on
Cameras and Perforations; Report of
Committee on Reciprocal Relations;
Report of Committee on Progress; Report of Committee on Utility. Lunch.
2 P. M. — Paper and Discussion — "Effects
of Studio Lights on the Eye," by L. A.
Jones. metric
PaperMeasurements
and Discussion
— "Phototo Determine
the
Lighting of a Motion Picture Studio,"
By Dr. W. E. Story, Jr. 7:30 P. M.— Banquet and entertainment.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1921.
10 A. M. — Paper and Discussion —
" Standard Reel, the Need for Improvement as Regards Film Reels," by F. H.
Richardson. Paper and Discussion —
" Testing and Maintaining Photographic
Quality of Cinematographic Emulsions,"
by Dr. A. B. Hitchins. Paper and Discus ion — " The High Intensity Arc
Lamp," by A. D. Cameron.
Program

Hear

Papers

given by A. D. Cameron of the General
Electric Company. C. A. B. Halvorson
is going to demonstrate a " Point Source
of Light." One of the most interesting
events on the program will be a demonstration of pictures which C. Francis
Jenkins has taken with his high speed
camera at the rate of 1,500 per second.
A number of other valuable papers will be
read, most of which have been commented
upon in the past few issues of the News.
As the fall convention is always the annual meeting of the society, the big event
will be the election of officers. This always serves to bring out a big showing of
members. Those who were unable to attend the spring convention which was held
in Washington last May will undoubtedly
make an effort to be at this fall convention.
A telegraphic report of the annual meeting and news of interest at the convention
will
appear
in next
week's issue of the
Motion
Picture
News.
Those interested in securing membership in the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers can secure application blanks
from A. C. Roebuck, chairman of the
membership committee, care of the Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564 West Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.; A. F. Victor,
secretary, 50, West Sixty-seventh Street,
New York City, or from H. A. Camp,
president, 5550 Raleigh street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Rhine

lander, Wis., to Have
New Theatre
Ground will be broken this week for a
new theatre at Rhinelander, Wis. Peter
Rouman, the owner, states that he expects the house to be ready for the public
by the first of the year. The new theatre
will have a seating capacity of one thousand and is expected to cost $80,000.
Joseph M. Schwartzwalder has redecorated and renovated the old Cayuga
theatre in Auburn, N. Y. and has reopened
it under the name of the Universal. —
Taylor.
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Well
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By P. R. Bassett, Illuminating Engineer, Sun Light Arc Corporation
The motion picture industry is, without
doubt, the greatest light-using industry in
the country and the demand of this industry for more light has been continuous and
insistent with the advance of the art.
There are two main departments of lighting in the motion picture industry : the producers' lighting, which consists in lighting
the studios for photographing the pictures,
and the exhibitors' lighting, which consists
of light for projecting the pictures on the
screen. The Sunlight Arc Corporation developed, several years ago, a high intensity
arc lamp for motion picture studio work.
This unit, which is the most powerful and
actinic source of light used in the studios,
has caused many revolutionary changes in
picture-producing and has played a very
important part in the improved studio
technique and artistic photographic results
so noticeable in the last few years.
The Sunlight Arc Corporation has now
completed the development of another unit
which bids fair to play an important part
in the exhibitors' lighting. This new lamp
is the result of two years of development
and service tests of high intensity projector
lamps. In incorporating the high intensity
arc for projection purposes, it has been
necessary to develop a lamp mechanism
which has many radically new features
that will be of extreme interest to the projectionists. The lamp is completely auto-

matic. The manufacturers claim it is the
only projector lamp about which this can
be said. In order to make a projector
lamp automatic, it is necessary to do more
than merely maintain a constant voltage or
arc length. It is necessary to have the
burning tips of the electrodes automatically
controlled to burn continuously in fixed
positions. Not only should the arc length
be constant, but the position of the arc
with respect to the condenser lenses should
also be fixed. The new lamp accomplishes
all these functions. The complete unit is
divided into two parts, one, the lamp unit,
which is mounted in the lamp house
(shown in Fig. i), and two, the automatic
control, which is mounted outside on the
back of the lamp house, where it is more
accessible and cooler. This unit is shown
in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3. is an electrical diagram of the
lamp and automatic control. The automatic control unit consists of a motor and
two magnets with the mechanical connections for operating the lamp. The motor
(C) is attached across the lamp terminals
and operates on arc voltage. It supplies
power for continuously rotating the positive carbon at a slow speed and also for
intermittently feeding the positive and
negative carbons independently whenever
such feed is ncessary to compensate for
their burning away.
Magnet (A) controls

Fig. 1— The " Simplex "Sunlight Arc High Intensity Projection Lamp

the feed of the positive carbon. Magn
(B) separately controls the feed of ti
negative carbon. The magnet A circt
is novel and very interesting. The met
piece with the nose extending toward tl
arc flame, above the positive carbon,
called the third electrode. This piet
is insulated from both positive and neg;
tive parts of the lamp, but is connected t
a lead to one terminal of magnet A. Tr
other terminal is connected to the posith
side of the line. The operation of th
circuit is as follows : When the arc flair
does not touch the nose of the third el«
t.ode, no current flows though magnet /
However, as the positive carbon burns, th
crater position slowly burns back unde

3rd BecTrtxLe ArtTlbme
... -/-i
B

MOTOR'
Fig. 3—SimplifU-d electrical diagram of the auto
matic projection lamp
the nose of the third electrode and the an
flame moves back along with it. Finally
the edge of the arc flame brushes agains
the tip of the third electrode.
Since
thi
are flame conducts current, +this contafl
establishes a circuit, and current ftom
from the arc flame thru the third electrodj
and thru magnet A. Magnet A is I
arranged that it draws a pawl into tfl
ratchet which feeds the positive carbofj
As the positive carbon is fed ahead, th«
flame also is carried ahead until it breaks
contact with the third electrode, thus deenergizing the magnet A and stopping thf
feed. This process is repeated wheneva
the flame touches the tip of the thinf
electrode. The surprising part of the operation of this circuit is its reliability and
its accuracy. The third electrode holds
the crater of the positive carbon so accurately that it does not vary as much as
one thirty-second of an inch in position
during an entire run. Furthermore, it
is evident that variation in burning rate
of the carbon, or variations in current,
have no effect in changing in the slightest
degree the position of the crater.
The magnet B circuit is very simple. It
is attached across the lamp terminals and

!'l

November

5,

19 2 1

therefore has the arc voltage continuously
applied to it. This magnet pulls on a
pawl which engages in the ratchet that
feeds the negative carbon. The pull of
the magnet B is normally counterbalanced
by the pull of a spring in the opposite
direction, so that the pawl is held in a
neutral position out of engagement with
the ratchet. Now, as is well known, the
arc voltage depends on the arc length.
Therefore, as the negative carbon is consumed, the arc length is increased. This
increases the arc voltage and so increases
the pull of magnet B. The pull of magnet
B being, then greater than that of the
opposing spring, draws the pawl into the
negative feed ratchet and causes the nega-
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Artificial

Light

Has

seded Daylight in

California, where motion picture production isnow centered, no longer has a
monopoly on filming, even though the sun
is brighter there. For the lighting of motion pictures nowadays is largely electrical
even in Hollywood, according to Charles
Eyton,Coast
general
manager of Paramount's
West
studios.
" The use of artificial light has all but
superseded daylight," says Mr. Eyton.
" Time was when it was considered essential to locate photoplay studios in localities
where continuous sunlight was available.
When California was ' discovered,' it was
regarded as the ideal spot, because of the
preponderance of sunny days. I do not
wish to imply that this state is not now a
very excellent place in which to make pictures, but the matter of daylight or sunlight isno longer the essential it was once
considered.

Winnipeg Has Another
* Modern House

tive carbon to be fed forward. When the
arc voltage is brought back to its normal
figure, magnet B is weakened and the
spring draws the pawl away from the
ratchet, thus stopping the feed. It is evident that the combination of circuits A and
B completely controls the arc and the position of both electrodes. The negative
electrode is fixed, since the control holds
it at a constant distance from the positive,
and as the positive crater is fixed by the
third electrode, the whole arc is, therefore,
located at set positions with respect to the
optical system.
This new unit contributes two most important things to the projection art — first a
source of light twice as efficient as any
source used previously for projection, and
secondly, it makes this source available to
the projectionist in a completely automatic form, which makes it steadier and

But

Super-

Filming

Pictures

Sunlight of California no Longer an Absolute
Necessity in Producing, Says Charles Eyton

" Take a look at any Paramount picture
for example, and you will see that many
of the exterior sets are actually built on

Fig. 2
The automatic control unit for the High Intensity Projection Lamp

All

Winnipeg, Manitoba, the Gateway City
to the Canadian West, acquired still
another handsome new moving picture
theatre when the New Starland Theatre,
Main street, was opened by Kenneth M.
Leach, head of an extensive chain of moving picture houses in the West, with Ralph
Miller, formerly manager of the College
theatre, as manager. Mr. Leach, who is
a noted horseman as well as exhibitor, is
the lessee of the Starland, the owner of
the fine structure being A. R. McNichol,
a wealthy citizen of Winnipeg. The Starland, which replaces a former theatre of
the same name on the property, is the
third house in Winnipeg for the K. M.
Leach chain, the others being the Lyceum
and the College, the latter having been
opened to the public only a few weeks ago.
The Starland, which was started last
May, cost in the neighborhood of $300,000
and provides accommodation for 2,000
patrons on two floors, the balcony having
800 seats. Prominent in the preparation
of the new house was Oral D. Cloakey,
one of the most widely known theatre men
in Canada, who is general manager of
theatres for Mr. Leach and manager of
the Lyceum in Winnipeg. Cloakey was
formerly with Jule and J. J. Allen of Toronto, and opened the Allen theatres in
Vancouver, B. C, and Cleveland, Ohio.
He was originally a resident of Detroit,
more reliable as well as twice the brightness of present projection lamps.
Editor's Note : The Simplex Sun Light
Arc has been used in the Capitol Theatre
for projection for a year or more.

stages rendered temporarily or permanently dark and that artificial illumination
supplies the most effective lighting. A
case in point is William De Mille, Paramount director, who for his past four productions has not been on location more
than Once or twice, and then only for a
very short distance or time.
" Electrical experiments and experts in
lighting have so developed the means of
artificial illumination that tremendous sun
arcs and other appliances can virtually
duplicate the light of day and provide the
even illumination that is necessary. Scenes
can be made on dark stages, at night, at
any time whatever, even the day is dark or
the rain pouring.
" Thus any part of the United States
can be used for picture making, providing
only that the locality is within easy dis-)
tance of a city where supplies can be
obtained. Owing to progress in electrical
illumination the motion picture industry is,
no longer wedded to any one district."
Mich. Mr. Cloakey designed the stage
setting for the Starland and was one of
the first artists to appear on the stage it-,
self, playing a marimbaphone specialty as
a musical feature of the opening programme. The crowd tendered him an
ovation in recognition of his superb versatility. Incidentally, the drapings of the
stage are hand-painted, being executed in,
oils by R. H. Van Kirk, a local artist of
repute.
The foyer and stairs of the Starland
are in marble and the front facade is done
in cut stone with face brick of alternate
colors, making a striking effect. There
are two stores on each side of the entrance
and a spacious billiard parlor in the basement. Special equipment comprises a
$15,000 pipe organ, which was built by the
Warren Company of Woodstock, Ontario,
while another outstanding feature is the
battery ©f three electric-drive Simplex
projection machines in a projection room
which is located just above the entrances
to the orchestra floor. This position affords direct projection to the screen. The
walls of the projection room are of solid
concrete.
Music is provided by a novelty orchestra of six and by the big concert
organ, the organist being H. St. John
Naftel, formerly at the Capitol theatre,
Winnipeg. The opening attraction was
" A Thousand to One," starring Hobart
Bosworth.
The New Starland theatre is situated on
Main Street, somewhat distant from the
downtown theatre section on Portage
Avenue. The new house is considered one
of the finest uptown moving picture theatres in Canada, outside of several new
neighborhood theatres in Toronto and
Montreal. — Gladish.
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Claim

Perfect

Effects
Many

Start

Work

on Portland

Theatre
Plans for the erection of a $60,000
theatre building on the half block on the
east side of Third street and between
Burnside and Ankeny streets in Portland,
Ore., have been announced by the newly
organized Union Theatre Company in
connection with the completion of a deal
whereby the concern took a 15-year lease
on the property. The lease, it was declared, involved the payment of an aggregate of $500,000 in rentals. The lessees
plan to build a two-story concrete structure with a ground floor of 100 by 200
feet. The building will be used as a theatre and also as a number of retail specialty shops.
Members of the new theatre company
are Eugene Blazier, Lesser Cohen, Julius
Sax and Sam Sax. It is expected to have
the building completed in time for a January 1opening. Work of erection started
October 1. — Allen.

Points

of Merit

in

where some special stage setting is used
the projection of stage effects in single or
pairs can be worked in, and the results add
greatly to the value of the program.
Beautiful projection features are had by
combining the projection of one lantern
slide with one stage effect — namely- — A
lantern slide portraying a Winter Scene
can be shown with the stage effect, Falling
Snow — A Mountain Scene by lantern slide
with stage effect of a Volcano, etc. Many
of these combinations can be had and
worked out to give the audience something
new, beautiful and attractive.
The Brenkert Brenopticon Model F is
the advanced type double dissolver for
theatre service. Its design and construction embrace entirely new developments
and features — a distinct and marked departure from the old type double dissolvers.
The "projection lenses are 4 inch diameter of full working aperature — they register clearly defined images with a perfect
flatness of field. These large working
aperature lenses (the largest ever offered)
increase the illumination with less attention of operator in maintaining exact centering of light source.
The Iris Shutters furnished are positive
in operation and close light tight. The
adjustment permits setting shutters for
alternate opening and closing, or, for simultaneous opening and closing.
The condensers are 5-inch diameter,
which increase the illumination in lantern
slide projection and cover the full opening
of any standard make stage effect. They
are mounted in a self-centering cell with
quick access for cleaning or changing.
The framing shutters are built in and
produce a curtain closing shutter effect.
They operate as a dowser on lantern slide
projection and are used for framing the
stage opening when stage effect projection
is desired.
The arc lamps are built for rugged service with vertical-longitudinal and lateral
adjustments of new design.
The mazda lamp equipment consists of
a quickly removable socket — the base holding socket being provided with all adjustments for exact centering of light source.
The lamp-houses are double lined with
right and leff doors. — Perfectly ventilated
and light tight with vision glasses.
The base is a one piece pedestal with
rotating top. The uprights and bed are
Special
Submarine
Coming

Picture

News

of

Stage

New^Machine

for

Interesting

Abreast with the progress of the motion
picture projection machines is the new
Brenkert Brenopticon " Model F." With
this new machine can be obtained the combination projection of lantern slides and
stage effects. Lantern slides and stage
effects can be shown in perfect dissolving
projection, or one lantern slide and one
stage effect can be simultaneously projected.
The outstanding feature of the Brenkert
Brenopticon " Model F " is its excellent
projection of stage effects. The large
working aperature lenses take in the full
opening of any standard make of stage
effect — and the projected images are
clearly defined and brilliantly illuminated.
Direct from the operating booth the
stage effects can be projected singly or to
operate in pairs. The Iris Dissolving
Shutters are quickly controlled at the will
of the operator and the Framing Shutters
instantly set to frame the screen or stage
opening.
One effect operating in upper unit can
show Moving Clouds on upper half of
screen or stage setting and a Moonlight
Water Ripple effect operating in lower
unit to show on the lower half of screen
or stage setting. There are many of the
stage effects that operate in pairs for producing a most novel and beautiful effect
for Overtures, Holiday features, Program
Introductions, etc. The Framing Shutters
permit the operator to control the area
covered by the stage effects, therefore projection onto the screen or drop curtain can
be accomplished with wonderful effect, or

Projection

Motion

Story

on

Photography

In This

Section

Brenopticon
heavy steel tubes. The stand is provided
with adjustments for setting at any angle
of projection required and locks tight. It
is rigid and free of vibration.
The Brenkert Brenopticon Model F is
furnished in an equipment having 40-6080 ampere rheostats and dual focus lenses.
These dual focus lenses provide for two
different sizes of projection, namely, the
projection of lantern slides to fit a given
size screen and for projection of stage
effects to cover an area larger than the
curtain or entire size of stage opening.
The combination 40-60-80 ampere rheostat is instantly controlled, which permits
the operator to increase the illumination
as may be required for projection of the
stage effects over a large area — and the
decrease in illumination on the projection
of lantern slides where the greater illumination isnot required.
The dual focus lenses are quickly
thrown in and out.
The Brenkert Brenopticon "Model F"
projector renders a high class projection
service in Schools, Colleges, Studios, for
Professional and Advertising purposes.
The Mazda lamp equipment renders
perfect projection of lantern slides at any
distance up to 120 feet and at distances of
100 feet or less with stage effects. It is
the ideal equipment for Schools, Colleges,
Advertising
and Professional requirements.
The arc lamp equipment has practically
no limit in its distance of projection as it
can be equipped with the 40-60-80 ampere
rheostats and long focus lenses.
Jensen

and

Von

Herberg

Buy Another
C. S. Jensen has returned to Portland
after a conference in Seattle with his partner, J.G. Von Herberg, which resulted in
the purchase of the American Theatre in
Butte, Mont., by the firm of Jensen and
Von Herberg which operates a string of
theatres throughout the northwest.
The American theatre has a seating capacity of 1,500. It will be closed for a
month during which time extensive alterations and remodeling will be done. P. E.
Noble, manager of the Liberty Theatre in
Portland, has been sent to Butte to supervise the renovating of the American and
also to temporarily manage the Rialto, another Jensen and Von Herberg first run
theatre. During his absence from Portland
the Liberty will be under the direction of
Manager Johnson, formerly director of the
Alcazar Theatre of Great Falls, Mont.,
one of the large houses recently acquired
by Jensen and Von Herberg. — Allen.
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"MODELfF"
BRENOPTICON
BRENKERT
For dissolving projection of lantern slides and stage-effects or for a simultaneous
projection of both.
(Quickly interchangeable)
Cleverly Designed — Rigidly Constructed
Powerful in projection
Practically no limit to distance or size of picture
New

Projection Features— New

Make

Operating

your projection Equipment

Features

complete with a

Brenkert Brenopticon " Model F"
Moderately Priced and Fully Guaranteed
THE

MOST USEFUL EQUIPMENT THAT HAS BEEN
OFFERED TO THEATRES IN LATE YEARS
Write for Bulletin Number

Brenkert
Detroit

14

Light
Projection
Company,
Designers and Manufacturers

" IT IS ANOTHER OF THE BRENKERT
MAKE
MADE AND FINISHED COMPLETE IN OUR OWN

PRODUCTS
FACTORY

Inc.
Michigan
"

Motion
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Shape

of

House

Selecting
Results

of Tests

Does the motion picture screen appear
equally bright from all angles of view?
In other words, does the screen appear too
bright for persons in the centre of the
theatre and not bright enough for persons
at the side. This was the second phase of
the problem treated in the booklet of the
Eastman Kodak Company entitled " The
Motion Picture Theatre, Its Interior Illumination and the Selection of the
Screen." The first phase appeared in
these columns in the issue of September
y
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Every projection screen has its own reflection characteristics. Some reflect
nearly all the light in a narrow beam giving plenty of light for persons sitting in
in the centre of the theatre and almost
none for those at the sides. There are
other screens which appear of nearly equal
brightness from any seat in the theatre.
These represent extreme cases with the
majority of screens occupying an intermediate position between the two. The
choice of screen depends mainly upon the
shape of the theatre. However, in order
to determine the best screen for a given

on

Main

Picture

Factor

News

in

Screen

Different

Reflecting

theatre, it is first necessary to determine
accurately the reflecting power of the
screens for all angles of view.
This the Eastman Kodak Research
Laboratory has done for a number of commercial screens. Orders for samples of
projection screens were placed with practically every maker whose advertisement
could be located in the trade journals. A
response was not obtained from all the
makers. A special apparatus, a goniophotometer, was constructed for the purpose of measuring the reflecting power.
A beam of light was thrown upon the sample of screen perpendicularly, thus illuminating itin very much the1 same manner
as in the motion picture theatre. A small
instrument which could be set to view the
screen from any angle was used to measure the reflecting power. In this way the
reflecting power of a screen could be determined when viewed perpendicularly or
at angles of 5 to 70 degrees from the perpendicular. These values are given for
each screen in Table IV. This table contains all the necessary data for the complete specification of the reflection
characteristics of a projection screen.
Since we are interested in having the
screen appear of satisfactory brightness
to persons at the side of the theatre as well
as in the centre, it is necessary to decide
on the maximum amount that the reflecting power can fall off before the screen
brightness becomes insufficent. Making
use of all the existing data on the subject,
the laboratory staff decided that the reflecting power for the persons sitting at
the side of the theatre should never be
less than one-fourth of the reflecting
power for persons in the centre of the theatre. That is, with the proper screen

Floor plan of a typical theatre with an extreme angle of 40 degrees. Ninety-five per cent of
the seats lie within an angle of 30 degrees

Surfaces

brightness for persons in the eentre of the
theatre, the brightness of the screen as
seen by persons at the side should never
be less than one-fourth of the proper
amount. If the ratio of the reflecting
powers is greater than four to one, it will
result in diminishing the number of good
seats in the theatre. Obviously, a screen
which would give excellent results in a
long narrow theatre might not be suitable
in a very wide theatre where the angle of
view was greater.
The maximum angle of view can be determined from a floor plan of the theatre.
It may be found by drawing a line connecting the most extreme seat on the side
with the centre of the screen. The angle of
view is then measured between this line
and a line drawn through the centre of
the theatre. It will sometimes be found
that there are a few seats on the side which
will add to the angle of the theatre considerably. Ifthese seats are usually vacant, itmay be undesirable to increase the
angle for the benefit of the few persons
who might occupy them. The figure will
illustrate this. The required angle, counting all seats, is 40 degrees. However, 95
per cent of the seats are contained within
an angle of 30 degrees. With the knowledge that these seats will not be as good,
it is sometimes permissible to choose an
angle which does not include them. The
distortion, which no screen can correct,
is often more annoying from the side of
the theatre than the falling off of the
screen brightness.
In selecting a screen for a motion picture theatre, the procedure should be
somewhat as follows. First determine
from the floor plan, the maximum angle
of view. Let us suppose that this angle
is found to be 30 degrees. In table II will
be found a list of commercial projection
screens and in the second column the
maximum angle for each screen is given.
It would be undesirable to use a screen
for which the maximum angle is 20 degrees in a 30 degree theatre, so we may
rule out the first few screens which are
listed as being suitable only to an angle
of 20 degrees. It will then be noticed
that any of the remaining screens may be
used without exceeding the angle for
which they become unsatisfactory. If
there were no other factors to consider,
the most efficient screen would be the one
which had the highest average reflecting
power. The values of the average reflecting power will be found in column 3. A
low reflecting power is undesirable, since
it necessitates a larger electric current
through the arc of the projection machine
tion.
and, therefore, increases the cost of opera(Continued on page 2464)
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Sturdy

Floor -Covering

In all weathers people come tramping
through the lobby tracking dust, grit,
wet, and mud from outdoors. To resist
such grinding traffic, a floor-covering
must possess oak-like durability.
For such service you need Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum. Built according to the
strict specifications of the U. S. Navy for
linoleum, this floor-covering stands even
the terrific wear given the decks of our
men-of-war.

for

Theatre

Lobbies

very easy to clean, and comparatively
low in cost.
Gold-Seal

Cork

Carpet

Where absolutely quiet floors are desired,
we suggest Gold-Seal Cork Carpet. This
durable floor-covering is as silent and
comfortable underfoot as a thick woven
rug. A super-quiet covering for aisles,
rest-rooms, etc. It is made in 6 attractive
shades.

theatre lobbies, foyers, interiors — whereever a sturdy floor-covering is needed.
Moreover, this remarkable linoleum is

We strongly recommend that you have
your Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum and
Gold-Seal Cork Carpet laid by experienced
layers, and according to the Gold-Seal
Specifications. No matter how well linoleum or Cork Carpet is made, incorrect

sanitary, non-absorbent, silent underfoot,

laying invites trouble.

That is why it stands up so remarkably
under the wear-and-tear of service in

AL

Our Gold-Seal Specifications for Laying Linoleum and Cork Carpet, and samples of these
high quality floor-coverings, will gladly be sent
upon request. Address our nearest office.

Battleship
Linoleum
(THE FAMOUS FARR X BAILEY BRAND)

Congoleum Company
INCORPORATED
Philadelphia New York Chicago San Francisco
Boston Minneapolis Kansas City Dallas
Pittsburgh Atlanta Montreal

O0LD

Made

According

to U.S. Navy

Standard
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469 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
October

J.

Justice

Harmer,

19,

1921.

President,

Sun-Light
'Arc Corporation,
1600 Broadway,
Hew York City.
Gent lenen:
I wish

to express

my extreme

pleasure

with your new projection lamps "known as the
Simplex Sun-Light Aro Projection Lamp now exhibiting our picture "Theodora" at the Astor
Theatre, as the most beautiful projection that
I have ever seen and the steadiness of the same
is marvelous.
This in keeping with the most
impressive and speotaoular production that the_
world has ever seen.
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View from stage of Bellevue theatre, showing dome and beautiful ceiling Interior view of neiv Bellevue theatre, Niagara Falls, looking toward stage
decoration

Niagara

Falls
in

Has
the

Up

to

Date

House

Bellevue

New
Theatre
Is Lavishly Equipped — Has a Capacity of 1600
The latest improved orchestra chairs
arranged that the occupants are given a
Niagara Falls, N. Y., is justly proud of
wide sweep of the main floor and stage.
its magnificent new Bellevue theatre,
are used and every patron has an unobstructed view of the screen. The loge
which was opened to the public on SepThe stage, at the east end of the auditorium, is20 feet wide and 45 feet high.
tember i,under the management of D. H.
chairs
are
of reed and leather. The or- 1
Finke. The men who have made the
Ample provision has been made for the
gan is a Wurlitzer Hope-Jones orchestral
safety of patrons, as every safeguard
Bellevue possible are George Haeberle,
unit, installed by the Wurlitzer com- 1
Frank O. Jenss, John O. Chapin, John W.
pany. The Arnson company of Niagara
against fire has been employed. The proWilliamson and M. Aronson, a group of
Falls supplied the carpets and loge chairs.
jection room is one of the finest in westEdward Senglaup installed the heating
enterprising Niagara Falls business men.
ern New York. Power's machines are
The Bellevue is located on the east side
used, furnished by the Becker Theatre
and ventilating system. In front of the
theatre is an attractive electric sign, made
of Main street, south of Michigan aveSupply Company of Buffalo. Besides the
nue. The main entrance is in the center
to display the letters of the title of the
wide main entrance there are eight fire exits from the main floor, four from the
attraction a foot high. Brass rails for the
of the building, the front portion of which
balcony and two from the stage.
loge boxes and the orchestra are from the
is of brick, concrete and hollow tile construction. Two modern stores are placed
Leon Lempert & Son, Inc., designed
plant of the Zero Valve and Brass comthe Bellevue, and the construction was
at each side of the entrance on the ground
pany of Buffalo.
floor, while the second floor front is given
done by Wright & Kremers of Niagara
There is an attractive porte-cochere
over to five offices. From the entrance a Falls. The appearance of a palatial manover the entrance to the Bellevue surwide and handsome vestibule leads to an
sion has been achieved in the masterful
mounted bythe large electric sign, bearornate lobby, from which one passes into
ing at its top the name of the theatre.
way the decorators have enriched the inthe foyer of the spacious auditorium. The
terior. Throughout the house there is a
The opening attraction was " Mother O'
harmony of color and richness. The lowfoyer is finished in cypress and richly carMine." For opening week Prof. Herbert
er portion of the walls, the dado, has a
peted. Above the foyer and rear part of
Birchall played Suppe's " Light Cavalry " j
rich all-over pattern giving a rose color
on the Wurlitzer organ. — Taylor.
the auditorium's main floor, is the balcony, entirely given over to box seats, so
fabric effect. Above this the wall is panelled with fluted pilasters, the spaces thus
formed being finished in ivory tones of
Willimantic Theatre
Make Westinghouse
stippled texture. These are . further enInstallation
Leased
riched with delicate festoons, cartouche
The announcement is made by the Genforms, medallions and other artistic ornaThe Loomer Opera Huse, largest theatre at Willimantic, Conn., has been
ments. The pilasters and molded coreral Supply and Repair Company of Portleased by John M. Hall of Boston, owner,
land, Oregon. C. L. White has pioneered
nice they support are enriched with
to the Gem Theatre Company for a term
1922 with Westinghouse Motor Generator
touches
of
color
and
gold,
a
polychroming.
of years. It is announced that the theing that enhances the beauty of the modelSet installations. " Bob " White, as is
atre, which has been closed since vacated
known in Portland, practically launched
by Hyman Schwartz of Norwich during
The large expanse of ceiling has been
a demonstration installation of a fifty-five
ampere, double arc Westinghouse Motor
January of the current year, will be rebroken up into a series of panels decoGenerator Set, and General Supply and
opened this month for motion pictures,
rated with molded plaster and stenciled
Repair Co. hope to follow it up by making
with probability that vaudeville will be
patterns. The dome is a soft rich blue
installations all over the state.
later added. — Agard.
with figures of nymphs in silhouette.
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Shape of House Factor in
Selecting Screen
(Continued from page 2458)
There are several other factors, however, of as much importance as a high
reflecting power. The texture and color
must also be considered in choosing a projection screen. These factors are listed in
columns four and five of Table II. It
is, of course, difficult to describe the color
Or texture in exact terms. Samples, which
could be described by the same terms, may
appear very different when placed side by
side. Columns four and five must be considered, therefore, as giving only a general idea of the character of the surface
of the screen.
The laboratory is not in a position to
advise on two other factors which will
influence the choice of a screen; namely,
the durability and the cost. The problem,
which was undertaken by the laboratory,
was to determine the most satisfactory
conditions of projection, regardless of
their cost. It is believed, however, that
improvements as suggested by this article
will be soon paid for at the box office.
Tests of Miscellaneous Surfaces
After measuring the reflection characteristics ofvarious motion picture projection screens, it was decided to examine a
number of miscellaneous surfaces. It was
thought that an examination of their characteristics might point the way to the manufacture of even better and more efficient
screens than at present.
The results of this examination are
given in Table III which is similar to
Table II for the commercial projection
screens. It will be noted that only two
of the miscellaneous surfaces fall in the
20 degree class and the rest in the 70 degree class. The surfaces numbered 28
and 29 are quite similar and are not
suited for use beyond 20 degrees. Number 28 is prepared by placing a mirror
directly behind a ground glass focusing
screen ; while number 29 is a mirror, the
first surface of which has been sand
blasted.
In the 70 degree class, the surface of
chalk (Magnesium Carbonate) is the most
interesting. The reflecting power is high
and very nearly constant out to 70 degrees. It has a pure white color and a
surface which appears perfectly smooth
to the eye. For this reason scientists
have adopted this surface as the standard
of a diffusely reflecting substance, although itwould naturally be unsuited as
a projection screen.
The actual values of the reflecting
powers of all substances are given in
Table IV for all angles of observation at
which measurements were made. The reflecting power was measured by comparing the brightness of the surface being examined to that of a surface of magnesium
carbonate viewed perpendicularly under
■ the same conditions of illumination. The
reflecting power of the magnesium carbonate was assumed to be 100 and the reflecting powers of the other substances
referred to it.

TABLE I
No.
Name of Screen Manufacturer
L.Superlite
C. S. Werstner & Son
2. .Special
3 . . Green Back
"
4. .White Back
"
S..
Plain
White
Coated
6..Imsco Silver No. 1 ... .Independent " Movie Supply
7. .Imsco Gold No. 1 Co.
"
8. .Imsco No. 2
9. .Imsco No. 3
10. .Imsco No. 4
"
11.. Ideal
Imscoite —White
" Screen Co.
12..
GradeMuslin...
1A Ludcke Picture
13.
.Idealite—
Grade
IB
"
14.. Idealite— Grade 2
15..Dalite Crystal White. . .Da- Lite Screen & Scenic
Co.
16. .Dalite Gold Fiber
"
17.
Silver
"
18.. .Dalite
Gold Kins:
GoldScreen
King Company
Moving
Picture
19. .Half-tone
Raven Screen Company
20.. Aluminum Paper W. G. Preddy
TABLE II
No.
Average
See Ma*. Reflect.
Table I Angle Power Color
Texture
6 20°
218 Metallic White
Coar»e Grain
18 20°
209 Metallic Yellow Smooth
1 20° 205 Metallic White Coarse Grain
2 30° 204 Metallic White Coarse Grain
7 30° 184 Metallic Yellow Coarse Grain
8 30° 165 Metallic White Coarse Grain
9 30° 150 Metallic White Medium Grain
17 30° 128 Metallic White Fine Grain
20
30°
96 Metallic White Smooth
3 40°
136 Metallic White
Fine Grain
10 40°
129 Metallic White
Fine Grain
4 40°
121 Metallic White
Fine Grain
13 50° 104 Metallic White Medium Grain
16
50° " 79 Metallic Yellow
Fine Grain
12
70°
92 Metallic White
Fine Grain
14 70°
89 Metallic White
Fine Grain
19 70°
70 White
Smooth
5 70°
69 Yellow
Smooth
15 70°
68 Blue Green Smooth
11 70°
62 White
Smooth
TABLE III
Average
Maximum Reflecting
Surface No.
Angle Power
21. 20° 339 Focusing Screen and Mirror
22 20° 305 Sand blasted Mirror
23 70°
70° 94
24
82 Magnesium
Photo- Stock Carbonate
Coated (Chalk)
25
70° 75 Opal Glass
26 70° 74 White Drawing Paper
27
70° 67 Photo-Stock Uncoated
28 70° 62 White Blotting Paper
29
70° 49 Sand blasted Aluminum

Small

Motion

Picture

New

Mars

Theatre

Well

Equipped
The Mars theatre is located in the litt
town of Snyder, Nebraska. Althoug
there are only 1500 inhabitants froi
which to draw audiences, this theati
would be a credit to any larger town. M:
Englebrecht, the manager, is to be coil
gratulated for his good judgment not onll
in obtaining projection equipment that iol
sures clear, steady and brilliant picture!
but also in providing the necessary emerg
ency apparatus for insuring continuoa|
service to his patrons.
This equipment consists «f two pta
jectors furnished with Hallberg Continu
ous Feed Arc Controllers, a Hallbeij
motor generator and a Hallberg Eco»
omizer for emergencies.
Here in the use of the arc controlle4l
is a step in advance which many theatrq
in larger towns and cities might well ts
note of, for in this device is the means
holding constant arc length, thus elimina
ing sudden changes of brilliancy on
screen,feeding.
which are the natural results 41I
hand
The Auditorium is 30 feet wide by
feet long and seats 350 people. The screoT
is Minusa Gold fibre. All of the projec- _
tion equipment, screen, poster frames
electrical fixtures and fans were furnished
by the United Theatre Equipment Corporation.
A theatre is being erected by the Meadville Theatres Corporation at Park avenue
and Chestnut street, Meadville, Pa. C. E.
Schatz will be manager of the house.

TABLE

IV.

Angle
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
6
9
10
11
12
13
15
14
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
24
20
28
27
29

268
300
208
72.9
177
286
311
230
206
186
66.4
154
193
142
71.7
126
163
78.6
292
148
460
473
100
91.1
77.1
82.7
73.9
68.9
66.3

256
284
203
273
72.2
174
288
200
197
183
66.3
151
187
137
71.7
120
172
271
78.6
136
430
399
100
88.0
77.1
73.9
82.7
67.9
64.1

215
255
188
70.8
165
229
234
200
177
169
136

168
206
161
70.5
143
173
180
171

152
10°
146
63.6
112
65.2 0°
154
103
124
69.9
70.8
122
116
157
216
74.9
111
373
297
99.9
84.9
76.0
81.5
71.2
65.9
61.4

104
134
160
73.3
93.6
224
257
98.0
76.0
82.5
77.8
70.0
64.0
57.6

120
167
134
69.4
122
129

64.8
93.9
85.0
85.9
68.9
66.0

34.3
53.3
52.2
53.0
68.1

33.0
66.0
35.0 0°
47.9
47.4
125
83.1
4
141
80.6
79.8 0°47.9
127
61.0 3
120
5°
60.4
162.4
75.1
20°
56.0
97.0
72.2
58.4
98.5 ° 76.4
63.7
93.6.25
69
67.1
63.6
47.1
68.8
42.1
65.0
107
90.7
49.2
28.4
65.3
71.1
108
74.1 68.6
34.1
50.2
73.3
31.9
176
62.0
121
79.3
40.2
92.4
96.9 94.9
78.7
74.8 73.7
80.5
74.4 72.0
73.7
69.5
67.0 60.8
65.0
63.5
40.1
63.0
52.4
59.7
46.5

21.8
26.5
33.0
68.8
21.4

16.6
17.0
22.4
23.8
67.0
15.2
15.6
20.3
24.3
59.3 60°
22.2

29.6
21.7
31.3
34.3
60.0 50°
47.0
52.9
50.2
45.2
50.8
65.3
55.6
66.0
26.5
34.3
20.9
28.8
17.4
62.3
13.1
63.9
22.6
26.5
20.5
34.2
89.5
78.7
72.6
63.3
62.2
57.2
36.0

19.0
32.0
76.9
84.8
70.5
67.6
54.8
61.1
35.3

14.2
13.3
18.3
17.7
64.0
14.0
13.7
16.0
19.9
17.
58.9S
43.0
40.9
46.8
64.8
21.9
16.8
59.5
9.7
19.5
19.4
78.8
74.3
31.1
58.4
68.2
65.4
54.2
32.8
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DEPEND UPON POWER'S

etter

Projection

F.J.Rembusch Enterprises
J^^K
£9Bm

nstall

bwer

s

WORLD'S i^flPS
gpfatest MBS!
Photo Plays

Rembusch Screen Co.. Shelbvville, Ind.
(Projection Screens)
Frank J. Rembusch, Directing Manager
GENERAL OFFICES
REMBUSCH BLDG.. SHELBYVILLE. IND.

Pays
Irving
Ohio
Gem
Manhattan
OrDheum
Lyric
Royal-Grand
Alhambra
American
Grace
Maxine
Washington

DIRECTING
Indianapolis,
Indianapolis,
Indianapolis,
Indianapolis.
Marion,
Marion,
Marion.
Shelbyvtlle.
Columbus,
Martinsville,
Martinsville.
Salem,
THEATRES

Ind
Ind
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind.
Ind,
Ind,
Ind.

October 7th, 1921
'rejectors

Mr. S. S. CASSARD, Vice-Pres.,
NICHOLAS POWER CO.,
New York City.
Dear Mr. Cassard:
HURRAH ! HURRAH !
I just must shout it. FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS, I HAVE
WANTED A PERFECT PICTURE. I HAVE IT RIGHT NOW
—ON MY SCREEN AT THE OHIO THEATRE, INDIANAPOLIS. The most wonderful, beautiful, amazing, enchanting, satisfying picture light imaginable. I am so
pleased I want to rave over it.
IT IS A NEW EPOCH IN MOTION PICTURE BETTERMENT, AND ALL CREDIT IS TO THE NICHOLAS POWER
CO., and your new model POWER'S MACHINES
HIGH INTENSITY LAMPS— JUST INSTALLED.

Powers

G.

E.

High

Intensity

We Exhibitors have been behind the times. Directors, Photographers, Studios, have made wonderful progress in lighting
effects, while we have kept on, year after year, with the same
inane dim picture shadows.
YOU HAVE ADVANCED THE MOTION PICTURE ART
TEN YEARS IN ONE STEP. Your new machine and lamps
improve the picture in the same way that sunshine coming
from behind a cloud illuminates every corner, nook and detail of a room.
EVERY THEATRE, ESPECIALLY THE LARGE THEATRES,
WILL INSTALL THEM AT ONCE. ALL THEY NEED IS
TO SEE THE DIFFERENCE. It is the biggest thing ever
accomplished in motion picture projection. JUST WHAT
WE HAVE NEEDED.
I can't say enough for it.
Very cordially,
F. J. REMBUSCH

Arc

Lamp

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
cowardGold CARL
Ntwerr
St NewPMsoctYowl. N Y

WITH

ENTERPRISES,
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Motion

Tells of Growth of
Slide Industry
How many slides do you suppose are
used yearly by exhibitors to announce
coming attractions? We asked the question of Moe Young of the Unique Slide
Company, who is one of the largest men
in that field. We were greatly surprised
by his answer.

Young

Photo by Lumiere
Moe Young
" Not less than two million," he replied.
Not content with that statement, " Yukee," as Mr. Young is familiarly known
in the trade, came through with another
surprise. He declared that many of the
industry's most popular stars received
their start by the song slide route at the
meager salary of three dollars per day.
Song slides were the only part of the
business at that early stage of the game,
according to Mr. Young. The song slide
was used everywhere, but started to gradually die out with the coming and growth
of the motion picture. With its passing
the slide producer had to look about for
a new field for his wares.
With the production of feature films the
slide business found a means for a new
lease on life. Features needed advanced
slides — and the slide manufacturer found
that he had a bigger field to work in than
ever.
Soon the firm that Mr. Young was with
was turning out from 2,000 to 3,000 slides
weekly for the motion picture business.
Producers gradually increased their use
of slides as advance notices of their films,
so that now two million are used annually.
During the war the government quickly
saw the advantage of using slides as a
medium for publicity work, and the firm
that Mr. Moe was with turned out from
10,000 to 20,000 slides weekly for this purpose.
Mr. Young came to this country from
Russia after he had finished his term of
service as a lieutenant of cavalry in the

Russian army. In 1898 he went to work
as a professional photographer, and in
1902 he joined L. Hurstin at manufacturing song slides in New York City. From
then on Mr. Young has been an important
factor in the slide industry. During his
twenty years in that business he claims to
have handled more slides than any other
individual.

Simplex Aids Charity Affair
On Friday evening, October 14, a prerelease showing of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation's new super feature,
" Peter Ibbetson," was given in the new
beautiful ballroom of the Plaza Hotel,
New York City, by the Film Mutual Benefit Bureau, an organization which throws
open the homes of prominent people as
locations for producers of motion pictures. The rentals for these locations being donated to the American Committee
for Devastated France and Maternity
Centre of New York.
The picture, which was loaned by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, was
projected on two Simplex projectors, donated for the occasion by the Precision
Machine Company, Inc., and were in
charge of projectionists from the Rialto
theatre through the kindness of Mr.
Riesenfeld. A. P. Lombard, of the sales
division of the Precision Machine Company, Inc., personally supervised the installation details of the Simplex equipment.
A prologue, in which a number of prominent society people appeared, was directed by Mr. Riesenfeld, who also had
charge of the presentation. The entire
receipts of the evening will be devoted to
the above causes.

Picture

Michigan utor
Simplex
Busy
Six more machines
Simplex ratio in Grand
when the Consolidated
placed other makes of

N €■

Distrib

were added to
Rapids, Michij
Theatres, Inc.,
projectors with

of
the latest
Type "inS their
" Mo
Driven
Simplexmodel
Projectors
rious theatres through the Michigan
tion Picture Supply Company of Detn
who are exclusive distributors for the vil
rious Simplex products in Michigan.
Two of these Simplex Projectors wen
installed in the Strand theatre, a hou*
seating 700, and will be in charge of Jad
Bogardus and Stanley Robbins, projectionists. Perry Spencer is house manager
Two also were installed in the 1200 sea
Majestic theatre, and will be taken care 01
by Harold Fiske and Bryan Robbins, projectionists atthis theatre. G. C. Ramck
is manager.
While making the improvement, Claude
Bright, chief projectionist for the Consoi)
dated Theatres, Inc., saw to it that his own
house was not neglected, and, of course,
had two of the new Simpiex Projectors
installed in the Orpheum theatre, where he
makes his headquarters. L. C. Wisell is
the side partner of Bright at this theatre,
which has a seating capacity of 110a
Harvey Arlington is manager.
Some of the other recent installation!
of Simplex Projectors in Michigan aret
Shubert's Detroit Opera House, Detroit;
Mecca theatre, Midland; Broadway theatre, Flint; Idle Hour theatre, Grand
Rapids ; La Veeda theatre, Detroit.
Plan Montana House
Frank Sabin of the Majestic theatre,
Eureka, Mont., will soon start work on a
house for that place to seat 500.

Michigan Motion Picture Supply Co. of Detroit, distributors for Simplex in Michigan
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An

Excellent

Example

of

Electric

Light

How the Liberty theatre, of Sacramento, Cal., make their building stand out at night

Picture

News

Display

November

5, 1 9 2 1
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PAINTED

FABRICS

SCENERY

We

Projection

a specialty of Settings

and Decorations for Moving Picture Theatres in the modern way

There may be a great difference of opinion about other
equipment, but for over ten years there has been none
regarding Projection Lenses.
Gundlach

make

Lenses
VELOUR,

have been the acknowledged superior, the regular equipment of the leading machines, the choice of thousands
of exhibitors who have given them a trial.
You can order them with confidence that your picture
will be as sharp and brilliant as possible with the utmost
luminosity and with assurance that there is no better
GUNDLACH SERVICE
never has been and never will be excelled

THE

SILK,

FABRIC
177

Send for booklet of information

SATIN

and SATEEN

STUDIOS,

No. State
Chicago

Inc.

Street

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL CO.
853 Clinton Ave., So., Rochester, N. Y.
"Le/ Us Make

Your Presentation

corp.

PANJER
LIBMAN-S
BUILDERS OF
LOBBY

FRAMES

CHANGEABLE
TICKET BOXES
Factory :
NEWARK,

A

K

E

1-

DE

SIGNS >
Office :
INEW YORK

N. J.

E

AKELEY CAMERA,
246 W. 49th St.
New York City

Inc.

BOOTHS

LAMPS,

ETC.

Factory :
CHICAGO, ILL.

WE

Y

"The Camera of Superior Accomplishments"
Reason No. 15
DEVELOPS NO STATIC— at any
time — even when using regular stock,
thereby eliminating the necessity of
X-Back film.
A feature that is better than an
insurance policy, and which is embodied only in the Akeley Camera.
Watch this space for further facts
concerning this feature; or write us
for full information.

LUXE

TICKET
FOYER

Artistic'

OFFER

USED EQUIPMENT
Powers 6A Motor Drive Projectors <3>
$175.00 each
Powers 6B Motor Drive Projectors
Latest
type
&
Hallberg 20th Century Generator 220 Volt 2 phase 70 S60.00 "
amp. @
Hallberg
20th Century Generator 220 Volt Single phase 266.00
70
amp.
Hallberg Old<§>
Type Generator 220 Volt 60 cycle single 816.00
phase 60 amp. @
226.00
Simplex
Projector Motor
perfectGenerator
condition 110@
General Electric
or 220 Volt 60 276.00
cycle single phase, list price $920.00; guaranteed like
new
for same
1 year;time
capacity 100 amp. for 2-50 amp. lamps 660.00
at the
3 New Callle Ticket Choppers, white enameled top and
baseMahogany
mahogany Ticket
finish list
at $100
our price
3 New
Boxes,
white00, enamel
top and 75.00 "
base, list at $76.00 each, our price
56.00 "
Prices quoted are F. O. B. New York City and subject to prior sale,
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY, Lie.
729 Seventh Avenue
6th Floor New York City, N. Y.

10
2
1
1
1
11
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Motion
National
News

Anti-Misframe
League
and Discussions

Silverton, Col., Oct. 19, 192 1.
Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
Dear Sirs : Some time ago I ran a film
here in the Gem theatre. It was a good,
fine picture, but it was simply ruined by
mis-frames.
By the time I had tailored the film up
for the following night's program. I began
to wish there was an organization to help
do away with so many mis-frames. Only

Blank for New

last night my wish came true when I received a can of films which had been inspected by one of your members of the
N. A. M. L. (National Anti-Mis-frame
League), and it was in excellent condition.
So I made up my mind to become a
member. Please send all the details of
the league andYours
how truly,
to join.

operating for fifsay that some of
bad condition. I
to make it better.
truly,

Edward Earl (An old timer).

George Van Bockex.

OLD

TIMER

JOINS

The Nylic, Culpeper, Va.
Gentlemen :
I think that the National Anti-Misframe
League is a good idea. Put me down as

NO. 7861 HOLLY WREATH, natural prepared, everlasting, 16 inches
in diameter, with red bow ; each
Si. 00; per dozen, $10.00.

League Members

MY XMAS CATALOGUE NO. 7,
with illustrations in colors, of Artificial Flowers, Plants, Trees, Hanging Baskets, etc., mailed FREE
FOR THE ASKING.

'-'

Home Address
Theatre

a member. I have been
teen years and I must
the film I get is in very
for one will Yours
do all Ivery
can

X e w .r

Box 372.

Member's Name
85

Picture

t:

Name and Address of Theatre Manager

FRANK

NETSCHERT

No. 61 Barclay St., New York, N. Y.

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
DEVELOPING
COSTS
SEND FOB PRICE LIST NO. 9
A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
Office and Factory

753 Jersey Arenas
REGULATION ADMISSION
SIGNS
PROVISIONS OF REVENUE ACT OF 1918
CONCERNING TAX OF ADMISSION
Art. 56, SIGNS TO BE POSTED.— In the case of every place,
admission to which is subject to tax, the proprietor or manager
must keep conspicuously posted at the outer entrance and near
the box office, one or more signs accurately stating each of the
established prices of admission, and in the case of each such
price the tax due and the sum total of the established price and
the tax.
ETCHED BRASS SIGN with changeable figures A VERY
BEAUTIFUL DESIGN complete with 4 price tags $4.50
ENAMELOID SIGN with changeable figures WILL LAST
A LIFETIME complete with 5 price tags
$1.50
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade.
748 South Wabash Ave.
Chicago, IU.

TANK
WILL
IN TWO

Jersey City, N. t.

GOVERNMENT

FOR

BETTER

far
Let the theatre
i ventilation
heating
iJr AT I KlfN
PN5PP
/1
\/eNTILATIN5
r
14 7" 6 BRCAowAy

lists
ecia
tellsp
vou
how —
Send Today for
Booklet 7

(sIevv York., rt.V

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
1G0C BROADWAY
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, ILL.
«
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THE
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The
PROFESSIONAL
FREE

COPIES

RAVEN

TWO
Melodious

"HAFTONE"
Themes
SCREEN
WAS

I WANT

MY

HARING

WHEN
SWEETHEARTS

MAMMY

SELECTED
&

BY

BLUMENTHAL

FOR

THE

WALTZ
BALLAD
By Louis

BALLAD

BELMONT
THEIR

By Cal DeVoll

Breau

NEW
701 Seventh
BELWIN
INCORPORATED

New

York,

BOSTON
NEW YORK

NEWEST

YORK

THEATRE

Ave.
RAVEN

N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

Zl-TZ

SCREEN

One Hundred

CINCINNATI
DETROIT

OMAHA
CHICAGO

CORPORATION

Sixty-Five Broadway

New York

CLEVELAND MINNEAPOLIS ST. LOUIS
OKLAHOMA CITY
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Hallberg Electric Speed
and Recorder

Indicator

A NECESSARY ACCESSORY TO EXPENSIVE ORGANS AND
PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
HARMONIZES the MUSIC with the ACTION of the Picture
Affords the Manager a Wonderful Means of Checking his Shows
United
?resT andTarredas.

IOO

C

Theatre

Equipment
Executive Offices

25 W. 45th ST., NEW

EFFICIENT!!
A machine that mutilates tickets
beyond redemption but does not
actually destroy them.
THE
NEWMAN
ELECTRIC
(Patented Mechanism)
TICKET
CHOPPER
Leaves both hands of the operator
free to handle ingoing crowds.
WON'T CLOG— CANCELS EVERY TICKET
Send for Circular
NEWMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
715 Sycamore St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch — 68 W. W?shington St., Chicago.
SOLD BY LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES

YORK

Corporation
J. H. Hallberg
CITY

Vice* Pres'.^d Secy

w m& ,

Kino
Lens

Hypar

Special Motion
Picture Accessories
Micrometer
and Focusing
gives results that poor lightMounts, Round and Square
ing conditions would seem
to make impossible. Speedy,
Closing Dissolvers. Double
Exposure Devices, etc., all of
brilliant,
Goerz construction, famous
flare and crisp,
coma. free from
for its care and accuracy.
Simple and compact.
Ask Your dealer.
Ask Your dealer.
CO.
21-33
P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL
317 J East 34th Street, New York City
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Motion
New
usiness
fe

rings

WE BUY AND SELL complete theatre equipments.
What have you for sale? We pay highest prices.
Rebuilt machines, all makes, chairs, compensarcs,
films, everything used for the movies at lowest
prices. Write for our special price list. Monarch
Theatre Supply Co., 228 Union Avenue, Memphis.
Tenn
FOR SALE — 750 theatre seats in upholstered lmitatlon leather, Nevius Bros. Co., 127 East State
Street, Trenton, N J.
PROJECTIONIST desires permanent position.
Eight
years'Goodexperience
and anySimplex
machines.
mechanic.on GoPowers
anywhere
time.
Address Projectionist. Box 331. Cortland. N Y.
TICKET
CHOPPERS
We have 3 Ticket Choppers slightly shop
worn but which have never been used. They
are of the most modern type choppers ever
produced. They have all of the features
of a good chopper with a great many improvements.
The price of these is $60.00 each, one of
the best bargains ever offered. Descriptive
circular sent upon request. These Ticket
Choppers are guaranteed to be new and of
the finest finish. Mahogany with white
enamel and nickel trimmings.
STERN METAL WORKS
1006 Vine St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
LATEST ACHIEVEMENT
In Ticket Selling Machines
THE KEW 1922 HUT0R1HTIGKET REGISTER
Send for prices and full particulars.
AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORPORATION
1782 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
SCRAP FILM
We pay the highest price for Scrap Film.
No amount too small or too large.
Used fob Chemical Purposes Only.
GLOR1EUX & CO.
82-93 Paris Street, Newark, N.Phone,
J. Market USS
JOSEPH J. MURPHY
New York Representative, 1400 Broadway, N. Y.
Phone, Fitzroy 61,12
iran^erieK
Automatically supplier only snch voltage as arc
require**. No wtt«te of current In hnlla-t
THE HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
W I14th St., 4'lrvrland, onto. t. B. A

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22166 Moving Picture by State", per M. $5.00
1219 Film Exchanges, for List
7.50
196 Manuf acturer* and Studios... . 3.50
419 Machine and Supply Dealers
4.00
3674 Legitimate Theatres U. S. and
Canada.
25.00
810 Vaudeville Theatres
7.50
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street Chicago

Motorized
Chopper

Ticket

A brand new mechanical chopper has
just been perfected by the Newman Manufacturing Co. Their patented mechanism, mounted in a mahoganized steel
box, has been improved to the limit. Even
the box has been changed for the better
by
the addition of casted corner ornaments.
Where large crowds are the rule this
"motorized" mutilator will be found valuable. Itleaves both hands of the operator
free, and at his leisure the tickets accumulated in the hopper can be perforated.
Not long ago the Newman folks called
attertlion to the patent granted on mechanism of their ticket chopper. They warned
exhibitors to remember that the use of a
chopper copied exactly from the Newman
machine renders them liable to prosecution under the Federal law.
Its makers now find it possible to guarantee that their chopper will mutilate each
and every ticket effectively, and yet permit of checking up, and that it will never
clog, no matter how many tickets are run
through at one time.
Takes Factory Course
V. S. Sukthankar, of the Norsuka
Kinema Enterprise, Bombay, India, who
has been in America for some time will
very shortly return to his native country
as sales representative of the Howell's
Cine Equipment Company who hold the
exclusive rights for the sale of Simplex
projectors and other high grade equipment for India.
Sukthankar, who has traveled very extensively here and in Europe, has been in
the Simplex factory for a number of
weeks learning the construction and repairing of the Simplex projectors under
the factor experts.
" The time I put in at the Simplex factory was well spent," said Sukthankar,
who is keenly alive to the needs of the
motion picture industry in India, and
added, " from the knowledge gained I
will now be in a position to render efficient service to all Simplex owner.- at
home."
DONT

Picture

N

e w ii

RadiO
?Mat
TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES
60 RADIO MAT SLIDES $2.
Aooept no Substitute.
ForSalc by all Leading Dealers

HOW

TO

BECOME
A
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING *35TO $125 A WEEK
Ad inierrstlDi! Illustrated booklet
(tree) on cnoo«lrig a vocation, the
exceptional
opportunities
you and
how Photogto avail
yourselfraphyofonersthese
advantage*
MOTION PICTURE COMMERCIAL — PORTRAITURE
instruction.
equipment.
or evefret igoureeclassesPractical
Three
sixDaymonths'
Easy terms.
CamerasModern
and
Materialsor furnished
Call or write for Catalog No.The41School of Recognized Superiority.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. or 505 State St., Bklyn.
TRY

t/ieco Hoods
FOR
SIGNS, STAGE
OR CANOPY LIGHTS
TheyBrilliant
Cover the
Bulb and
Show
Lasting
Colors
Have
Every Advantage—
Save
Your als,Dollars
in Lamp Dipping
RenewNo Bothersome
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Herbert Guest Conductor atBrooklyn Strand
AFTER completing week engagements at
Tom Moore's Rialto and the New York
Mark Strand theatre, Victor Herbert is guest
conductor at the Brooklyn Mark Strand for
this week.
Mr. Herbert is featured and the orchestra
numbers have the main spot on the bill.
The orchestral overture is " Carmen." The
" Flower Song " serves as the theme for the
stage presentation which had an exterior courtyard set with cut-out balcony and row of Spanish houses at left with a cut tree with tables
and chairs underneath at centre front. A set
garden wall and sky and foliage drop made the
background. It was a typical Spanish picture
at sunset with the lights in the houses coming
up as the ardor of the song and dance interpretation increased.
Sonia Serova, solo dancer, opened the number with a pantomime or dance which reflected
the couquettish spirit of the cigarette girl. Louis
Samoloff, the lover, and a tenor, sat beneath
the tree enraptured by the dancer. He pressed
his courtship through the lines of the song at
the conclusion of her dance.

Victor

Detroit Theatres Cooperate in Musical Event
DETROIT theatres last week had the opportunity to demonstrate in a timely and effective manner just how much they have accomplished in the musical end of program presentment. Thomas D. Moule, manager of the
Adams and Madison theatres, together with
more than a score of outlying houses, co-operated in the city and state-wide " music week "
campaign which began Sunday, October 16, and
continued through to the end of the week.
Every fraternal organization, business houses
nd individuals were asked to co-operate with
he " music week " committees and the theatres
ere among the first to get in line to make the
ovement a huge success.
Both the Madison and Adams theatres have
he largest orchestras in the Detroit section and
pecial overtures were arranged and played by
hem, in appropriate settings, throughout the
eek.
rofessor

Firmin

Composes

" The

Swinnin

The"
atre Organist
IRMIN SWINNEN,
the New York
Rivoli
organist has composed " The Theatre Organist," an original work for the " movie)layer " and dedicated it " To the Society of
rheatre Organists." Book I contains five Drauatic Andantes ; Book II, Dramatic Agitatos ;
3ook III, Love Themes; Book IV, Misteriosos ;
Book V, Hurries. Anyone can see what is
neant by these titles. Not every organist is
ible to improvise such music on the spur of the
noment, so these short works will prove a boon
o them ! The composer's object is to furnish
uitable music for the scenes presented on the
creen and they are playable on a two or three
:eyboard organ. Registration is provided, and
xplicit directions are given as to the best way
o perform certain portion. No less an authorty than Hugo Riesenfeld indorsed the pieces
nd his letter is reprinted on the title page.

Theatre Inaugurates Musical Festival

WITH the
of the recently,
new Stanlev
theatre atopening
Philadelphia
classical
music in the picture houses of the Quaker City
received its first big impetus.
In accordance with a carefully planned policy
of the Stanley management, special musical programs have been arranged for the entire month
of October.
A quartet of sterling artists has been secured
to render operatic selections. This quartet gave
selections from " Rigoletto," " Lucia " and
" Rom.eo and Juliet " for the first three weeks
of the Stanley's Music Festival Month and this
week is presenting excerpts from "Martha."
It is very apparent that the Stanley is drawing thousands of patrons during this festival
month who are attending the performances just
as much to hear the music as to see the feature
picture. This policy of presenting high class
music in connection with the performance is
arousing much genuine interest, and it is receiving the hearty endorsement of many prominent Philadelphians. The first week the operatic
selection was well received ; the second week
there was still more interest shown, while this
week genuine enthusiasm is being displayed.
Victor
Victor Herbert, conducting the Brooklyn Strand
orchestra this week
Georgia Law Taxes Grand
Opera Performances
ATLANTA is likely to lose her cherished
season of grand opera next spring, because
of a new law which was passed by the last session of the Georgia Legislature, calling for a
tax of $2,500 on every performance of grand
opera in that state. The officers of the Music
Festival Association, which has made it possible
for Atlanta to have a week of grand opera
every year, state that it is hardly likely that
they will be able to overcome this handicap.
Colonel William Lawson Peel, president of the
Music Festival Association, who has been called
" the Father of Atlanta's Opera Season," states
that never yet has this season made any money
for the guarantors. In fact, it is- not moneymaking in any sense of the word. The idea is
to give Atlanta something that is enjoyed by no
other Southern city and something that is an intellectual achievement.
Every season a certain group of public-spirited
men of vision and ideals guarantee that the expense of the opera, provided it does not pay
for itself, will be met. Every season these men
have put their hands in their pockets and made
up a certain deficit. Last season, with a group
of entirely new singers with scarcely one familiar face, and only one or two operas well
known to Atlanta, was the most successful the
city has yet had, and the sum required from
each guarantor was very small. The officers of
the Music Festival Association were elated.
Their plans for next season became even more
ambitious, and they were quite ontimistic.
But during the last session of the legislature,
somebody suggested the opera tax, and despite
the most determined fight ever put up by the
intellectual body of Georgia — the newspapers,
the schools, colleges, music schools and conservatories, and people of education and artistic appreciation— the bill was passed.

Herbert's Washington Engagement Great
Success

n's ofpioneer
Washingto
MOORE,
and recognized
prothe mostexhibias one
tor
gressive showmen of the East, again demonstrated his sagacity and foresight in program
arrangement for his Rialto theatre, when he recently brought Victor Herbert, one of America's
foremost living composers, to the National Capitol as Guest Conductor of the Famous Rialto
Orchestra, the engagement extending over a
week.

TOM

This was
the eminent
composer-conductor's
premier
appearance
with the
orchestra of any
theatre in the country the interests of which
are devoted exclusively to the presentation of
motion pictures. To say1 he was a success is
stating the fact mildly. Washington turned out
en masse to greet him, his appearance resulting
in one of the most delightful and profitable
engagements the Rialto has ever known.
While the Rialto is known throughout the
territory for the extensive scale upon which it
advertises its attractions, the unsolicited publicity accorded Mr. Herbert by the newspapers
of the city was remarkable, all, without exception, noting his arrival and the precedent he
was setting, by lengthy advance stories, special
pictures in all Sunday editions and numerous
interviews during his stay.
Philadelphia Orchestra
Gives Fine Program
THE symphony season in Philadelphia began
Friday afternoon, October 7. with the opening concert of the Philadelphia Orchestra. Conductor Leopold Stokowski included in his inaugural program three fine orchestral numbers, the
great D minor symnhony of Cesar Franck. the
entire final scene of Wagner's " Walkiire," and
Elgar's " Enigma " variations. The orchestra
was greeted by the audience with much nthusiasm.
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" The White Mouse "
(Selig-Rork Drama — Two Reels — Released Through Educational Exchanges)
Sergeant Blake
Lewis Stone
Dr.
Lawler')
., Mi
,,.
)■
Wallace Beery
Ah
ng J
Erminie Rives
Ethel Grey Terry
Sing Lu
Willard Louis
Temple Virgin
Bessie Wong
Mrs. Rives
Margaret McWade
Story by James Oliver Curwood.
Adapted and directed by Bertram
Bracken.
THERE is no need at this late date to bestow
praise upon these two-reel dramas, nor to
commend the daring which brought this form
of entertainment back to the screen after it had
been relegated, irrevocably, most thought, by
the five and six-reel feature. Audiences like
the short drama as much as they enjoy a short
story in a magazine. And they especially enjoy
tiwo-reelers of the quality of this Selig-Rork
3eries. This has been proven in the past.
" The White Mouse " will be classed by most
Ne'er to Repeop'e as eVen better than "The more
because
turn Road." They will enjoy it
of its happy ending. And they will be thrilled
by the acting of an all-star cast that lives upto its name; held breathless by a continuity
which is so perfect that it plays with the emotions, loosening the suspense only to tighten it
again in a tense climax. It is another of James
Oliver Curwood's mounted police dramas. The
characters are: a girl of the north country
(Ethel Grey Terry) ; the wounded police sergeant (Lewis Stone) ; a supposed doctor doing
research work (Wallace Beery), and a wandering Chinaman seeking to revenge the wrong
done to his tong (Willard Louis). The romance, develops ; the revenge motive works up,
with a veil of mystery to increase the interest.
In the climax Beery has his enemy powerless.
He contemplates injecting the germ of hydrophobia into the arm of the sleeping man, hesitates, and decides to admit the mad wolf.
Awakened by the white mouse that crawls about
his face, the policeman engages in a hand to
hand fight with the maddened animal. Beery
dies at the hands of the Chinaman.
Nothing is lacking in the performance of any
of the players. Beery's role is the most impressive and his performance especially noteworthy.
The photography is excellent. " The White
Mouse " is high class, and at the same time,
most undeniably, it is entertainment.
—MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
" The Code of the West "
(Texas Guinan Production — State Rights)
TEXAS GUINAN, familiarly called " the female Bill Hart," certainly lives up to the
song of the six-shooter in her latest opus entitled "The Code of the West." The author,
Jesse J. Ormont, has conceived a likely tale —
high-falutin' acwithkept
ted has
is punctua
one that
t. He
his star busy
tion and inciden
registering the spirit of the West through a display of shootin' ability as well as horsemanship.
If there is an obviousness about the plot, its
familiarity doesn't intrude to any extent because
of the compact line of action.
Tt is the star's duty to capture the villain,
who burned the barn in order to camouflage his

of Short

attempt to steal the papers, and she rides like a
whooping Amazon straight in the face of danger
and thrill. Accompanied by the foreman of the
ranch, she encounters her brother badly
wounded. And with a fine spirit of sacrifice he
willingly accepts the responsibility of paying
tor the crime of murder. Texas and her foreman have one of the villains cornered and have
their 44's raised when a bullet dispatched from
another source puts the scamp out of his misery.
The result of the incident finds the hero in
jail, but Texas, ever resourceful, rescues him
by surprising the deputy. When the brother indicates that he will recover, the real assassin
confesses and all is over. The picture is staged
among backgrounds which suggest true atmosphere. Itis marked for its rapid-fire action. The
star and her players are " up and doing " every
minute. Length 2 Reels.— LAURENCE REID.
" The Honor
of Rameriz "
Reels)
l Tom Santschi Drama — Pathe — Two

TOM SANTSCHI certainly finds expression
in this two-reeler for a deal of complicated
drama. He portrays a Latin-American residing
near the Mexican border and his object is to
rescue the heroine in distress and save the
stolen gold. The heroine in this particular story
is the wife of a geologist, who is a friend of
Rameriz, and she has a difficult time repulsing
a certain philanderer in his romantic designs.
The villain has complicated matters by leaving
a letter implicating the wife. And when the husband discovers it he is jealous with rage. But
his anger does not deter Rameriz.
The Latin-American's wife has also become
suspicious and her jealousy aroused, causes her
to co-operate with the geologist in hunting down
Rameriz. Both couples and the villain arrive at
the same inn, and the complications are swept
aside. The picture is uneven in its development
and many of the scenes are unconvincing. However, it has the saving grace of being unduly
melodramatic and the thrills will undoubtedly
compensate for the flaws. Ruth Stonehouse and
Bessie Love support the star. — LAURENCE
REID.

Picture

News

Length

44 A Nick-of-Time Hero 99
(W. S. Campbell Comedy — Two Reels —
Released Through Educational
Exchanges, Inc.)
MR.

CAMPBELL has marshalled his forces
of boy and girl players and horse and dog
actors, and turned out a fair comedy which fails
to be distinguished by any real laugh-getting
gags or novel situations. Because it is not as
whimsical or imaginative as " The Stork's Mistake," Mr. Campbell's last effort, it suffers
greatly by comparison. The comedy deals with
a six-year old vamp who is rescued by a twelve
year old hero, a beautiful white horse, a monkey,
and a dog. An escaped tiger serves as the
villain, and some scenes are good for a mild
thrill.— MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
^|iiiiiJliiuiiiiiiiiilitiiuiiiiiiiii(tuiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiuiiitiiJiiiiiJiiixiitiiuuiiuiiituici^:i::iiiiiuiutu: j:iMLiiiiiUJii:iitiiiii^
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| Advance Feature Review [
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44 A Knight of the West "
(W. B. M. Photoplays— C. O. D. Blanchfield— State Rights)
ANEW star has come over the Western
horizon in the personality of Olin Francis,
who indicates that he will establish a following
in short order so sure is his grasp on the interpretation of the cowboy hero of the plains.
A big, raw-boned fellow, quick on the trigger,
at home in the saddle, he gives evidence that
he knows a thing or two about portraying the
accepted Western type. He possesses a personality after the same style of Jack Hoxie, and is
surely husky enough to take up the burden of
the most complicated sample of Western melodrama. His first effort is " A Knight of the
West," a comedy-drama which sort of satirizes
the popular style of cowboy story.
It is a simple tale and always obvious, but
this is the only flaw. Indeed its familiarity
would not be so evident and the spectator would
not anticipate the actions so much but for the
fact that the title writer has explained beforehand the individual characters and scenes and
just what their purpose indicates. This does not
take a particle of interest away from the offering, for it carries a line of action that holds the
attention. The characters are varied enough and
the sequences comprise enough sure-fire elements
to appeal to most every patron who worships at
the shrine of the Western. The plot, itself,
concerns a foreman who in reality is a cattle
villainy.
rustler and it is the star's object to expose the

44 The Happy Pest "
(Al St. John Comedy-Fox)
THE authors or directors of screen comedies
of late are developing a flair for thrill
since the skyscraper under construction is serving as a medium for their stars. Harold Lloyd
serves up thrilling moments in his latest opus.
And now comes Al St. John displaying nerve
Realizing that the idea would spend itself
and agility atop the steel or iron beams which
are being jacketed about through space. It is the director has enlivened the scenes with a
all quite thrilling and makes one dizzy to watch
good sample of humor. This introduces Billy
the comedy antics. The spectator rather holds
Franey, of comedy fame, enacting the part of
his breath instead of releasing it in volumes of a grotesque cowboy. And a barn dance is exploited for the sake of atmosphere. The villain,
pent-up laughter.
Al falls off a beam and is rolled out by a appreciating that events are turning out disaspassing steam roller. And then the dream idea
trously, kidnaps the heroine. And the subseis utilized. He conjures up maidens who turn
quent scene reveals a genuine thrill as the hero
rescues the girl and gives fight to the foreman.
out to be hoboes whenever he gets in their immediate vicinity. And this bit of incident is They battle all over the ground atop a high
followed by a theatre scene which reveals a cliff, and the villain is exterminated. The bunk"take-off" on "Way Down East." When the house episodes, the riding and shooting, the
heroine packs herself off to the ice, Al follows
camp life — these are all picturesque and charged
her and rescues her just in time. This finish is with atmosphere. It makes a first rate Western.
quite the brightest spot in a comedy which carEva B. Heazlit is the author. Robert B. Mcries about every conceivable incident imaginable.
Kenzie directed. Length 5 Reels— LAURENCE
REID.
—2 Reels— LAURENCE REID
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"CONFLICT"
(Universal)
Sure-fire Money -Getter; Vigorous and Thrilling
PRISCILLA DEAN is certainly running in luck. No sooner is she
finished with " Outside the Law," and " Reputation," two outstanding
melodramas which seemingly carried every element for success, and
which permitted the star to assume great acting parts than she takes up
" Conflict," a picture which not only carries tremendous vigor and vitality,
but gives Miss Dean the chance to show a talent for thrilling adventure.
Truly she takes her life in her hands on several occasions — not the least
of which is a jump from a second story window, and a rescue act in a
powerfully vivid log-jam.
Like " Way Down East " the picture will be chiefly remembered for its
crashing climax. Like the Griffith attraction the preceding episodes offer
just so much atmosphere for the overwhelming shock at the finish. It is
a thrill which out-thrills any scene ever flashed with the exception of the
ice-jam in "Way Down East." The crushing rush of thousands of logs
sent down-stream through a bursting dam and carrying everything before
them to inevitable destruction — the flashes of the unconscious figure of the
hero lying prone on the floating floor of the log-swept cabin — the mad ride
of the girl to reach him before the logs are sent tumbling over the swirling
waterfall — the jam of logs and huts and river refuse — these build a climax
which puts one in a frenzy of excitement.
You marvel at it. You wonder over the skill of the director in shaping
his episodes so that they form a perfect setting for the crash of these elemental forces. One wonders if it could be staged. If the director has not
timed his story action with a genuine logging scene then you are compelled to marvel over the engineering skill displayed in arranging the
startling realities. And it all goes under the name of entertainment with
the spectators safe, but thoroughly excited. But if you think that the big
thrill — the clash of events at the climax is all, you are mistaken. The
denoument is reached through a line of mysterious and dramatic adventure.
The heroine is compelled to find refuge in a big, dark, clammy, foreboding
house with death or some awful tragedy constantly suggested. Mysterious
figures are they — one a stern, religious, unyielding uncle, the other, a
brooding, smug, hypocritical she-devil whose object is to terrify the girl.
She learns of a horrible secret and jumps to save herself from the murderous instincts of the vengeful cat-woman. These scenes are uncanny in
their suggestion. Yes the sunshine radiates at times for the romantic element is highly dominant.
It is a stark melodrama, a bit implausible you will admit, and somewhat
theatrical. Some of the events could never happen. But you forget these
in the swirl of dramatic clashes. The scenery is magnificent, particularly
the wooded landscapes and the maddening rush of the imprisoned waters.
The conflict of the cat-woman and the girl — the conflict of the uncle and
the hero who emerges triumphant — the conflict of the elements make this
a superlative melodrama. The acting of Martha Mattox as the brooding,
vengeful woman is a triumph of character expression. Herbert Rawlinson,
Ed Conelly and L. C. Shumway round out a cast that is excellent in every
way. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Dorcas Ramelie
Priscilla Dean
John Ramelie
Ed Connelly
Miss Labo
Martha Mattox
Buck Fallon
Hector Sarno
Jevons
Herbert Rawlinson
Mark Sloane
L. C. Shumway
By Clarence Budington Kelland.
Scenario by George C. Hull.
Directed by Stuart Paton.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A startling melodrama of the logging camps — a vivid adventure story of the
conflict of human beings and the elements — a picturesque and thrilling sensation
of the North Woods
is " Conflict," thewith
Universal
theatre next
Priscillaspecial
Dean which
as the comes
star. Itto isthea
picture which unfolds a stark, mysterious line of action — a line of action which baffles
solution but which at the same time is tinctured with romance and sentiment, and
it develops a climax which is overwhelming in its crash of events. One sees
the star blow up the dam and release the pent-up floods which takes thousands
of logs on their rushing, maddening course down the river to inevitable destruction.
The offering is finely acted and staged.
PROGRAM READER
See
the
stupendous,
thrilling,
Priscilla
Dean
in her greatest picture. See the stark
thrillmelodrama,
of a lifetime" —Conflict."
the like ofSeewhich
has never
appeared before on the screen. See the terrific fight between maddened men on
the banks of the river. See the blowing up of the dam and the release of the
pent-up frenzied waters which carry thousands of logs before them in their crushing
course straight to inevitable destruction. See the fight for life. See the biggest
melodrama
theatre
next of the . year. A picture you won't forget. At the
SUGGESTIONS
If you neglect getting this picture you ought to be compelled to close up your
theatre and sell ice cream cones. You will play it. You cannot help yourself. So
get hold of the Universal data published and go to it. Bill it as stupendous, thrilling, crashing, crushing in its dramatic force and appeal. Play up the star and
cast. And put it over big in every way. But make a play about the huge thrill.
Get
them
in — that is enough. Word of mouth will attend to the patronage afterward.
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"THE

OLD

OAKEN

BUCKET"

(May Tully-F. B. Warren)
A Happy Memory of Youth; Great Audience Picture
TIME turns backward in its flight in this visualization of "The Old
Oaken Bucket." This sentimental ballad of yesterday, which will
ever remain popular, has been used as the background for a happy
memory of youth, and so faithful are the fond recollections that its appeal
is irresistible. It has been no easy matter to compile these scenes and
shape them into a harmonious whole, but May Tully has seemingly worked
with artistic appreciation. She has collected as fine an assortment of
rustic settings as have ever graced a rural photoplay.
The very fact that the backgrounds include a picturesque waterfall, a
quaint farm-house, a snug swimmin' hole, a fishing pond with a truly
rustic bridge as a background, an exquisite garden spot, a few cozy coves and
lover's lanes indicate that Miss Tully traveled far and wide, for it is safe
to assume that these strips of nature were not discovered on one location.
With the eye feasting on these eloquent backgrounds, the memory of
youth returns as the glorious days are lived over. Whether you have lived
in the city all your life does not matter. The urbanite will visualize himself in the picture. Those who have left the country home and fireside
will express an acute feeling of sentiment.
Miss Tully has brought out these scenes realistically. There is not an
incident which could be called exaggerated. In order to reach the substance of the memory, she picturizes a Wall Street figure, oppressed with
care and worry, desirous of living over his youth in the scenes of his
childhood. And so he leaves the material world and becomes a poet for
a day. A series of dissolves are employed, and the rich man emerges from
maturity to become a boy again. The smile returns to his face — a smile
tinctured with pathos. Once again he steals the pie from the cooling spot
in the kitchen window, or he may cut his hand and bandage it so heavily
that he is looked upon as the ideal hero by his chums (a true touch, but
no more genuine than the others depicted I. He goes in swimming with his
pals, all of them naked, and is unsuccessful in hiding from his mother, and
as he grows older he steals a kiss from his best girl at a picnic for two.
She is provoked at him and rides home with the fresh, but affluent clerk in
the bank, for his buggy is brand new and the horse is a thoroughbred. He
will get even by speeding by, driving a nifty team. And he goes to the
well and drinks from the moss-covered bucket.
The rich man does not neglect a single thought which brought him
boyhood happiness. He discovers Mary, the girl of his youth, now the
village school-marm and together they wander into the dying sunset. There
is no plot. It comprises a series of episodes which, taken collectively,
conquer because of their rich sentiment, charm and humor. The picture
is genuine because the boys are real boys and the things they do are ever
being done through the flight of time. The principals in the cast are
Joseph Smiley, Violet Axzell and Bobby Connelly. May Tully directed and
with E. S. Harrison wrote the scenario. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A tribute to an ever-popular song — a fancy of youthful memory in which the
hand of Time is turned backward so that a dream of childhood days may be
restored
is " The OldIt Oaken
Bucket."
This The
charming
beencarries
translated
in
many languages.
has become
a classic.
appeal song
of thehaslyric
such
sentiment and heart interest that its suggestion as a medium of film expression
will be appreciated by everyone. Consequently May Tully has fashioned a clever
story around the song. A city dweller, tired of the humdrum existence of making
money and worshipping at false shrines, returns to the vistas of his boyhood days
and again lives over the happy memories. The old swimming hole, the stolen
sweets, the picnic with his best girl, the school-days, the buggy riding, the hundred
and one unforgettable memories of a bygone age are visualized and the picture
tugs at the heart as a consequence. It is prettily laid among scenes of rustic
Old Oaken Bucket
theatre next
—charm.
— — — " —The and
. " will appear at the
PROGRAM READER
" How dear to my heart are the scenes of my childhood." How many remember
the words that start this lovely song of charm and sentiment entitled " The Old
Oaken Bucket? " It has become one of the classics — a song to be compared to
" Swanee River " and many others. It tugs at the heart. Its simplicity, its sweet
memoriesAs isa enough
the work-a-day
and become
astory
youthof again.
picture toits make
appealoneis forget
irresistible.
Memories world
of boyhood
days
come over an elderly figure. He has forgotten his youth in his search for wealth.
But he returns to the spot of the old oaken bucket. And lives over the happy
memories of youth. At the
theatre next
.
SUGGESTIONS
This picture should not be hard to exploit. First you have the original song
which can be resurrected and used as a prologue. A moss-covered well can be
easily made of paper-mache and groups of farmer boys and girls can trip up to
it and drink from the old oaken bucket. A rural setting with a courting scene
would lend some significance too. Also a barn dance or a musical ensemble
featuringarrangement
the old time
songsfeature
with the
" ThesongOldabove
Oaken
Bucket "Bill
dominant.
Your
•nusical
should
all others.
it as a sweet,
wholesome, charming study of sentiment — a study poignant and quaint. Bill it
as a happy memory of youthful days. You can put this over if you give it the
proper thought.
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Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by
Months in which Released in order that the
Exhibitor may have a short-cut toward such
information as he may need. Short subject and
comedy releases, as well as information on pictures that are coming will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)
llllllllllllllllM
APRIL
Feature
Star
Distributed By LengthReviewed
5,533 ft..
Bucking the Tiger Conway Tearle Selznick
Goldwyn
5,100 ft.. .April 16
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. .Special Cast
5 reels. . .April 16
Charming Deceiver, The. . Alice Calhoun .... Vitagraph
City of Silent Men
Thos. Meighan. . . . Famous Players 55 reels..
reels. . .April 16
Dangerous Moment Carmel Myers.... Universal
Western Pictures. ... 5 reels. . .April 16
Dangerous Pastime Special Cast
Famous Players 10 reels. April 30
Deception
Henry Porten Universal
4,506 ft.. .April 30
Desperate Youth
Gladys Walton
Diana of Star Hollow. . .Bernard Durning. . Prod. Security — S. R.6 reels.. April 23
Dollars and Destiny Special Cast
Joe Horowitz — S. R
Dollar a Year Man Roscoe Arbuckle. . Famous Players 5 reels. . .April 9
5 reels. . .April 9
Ducks and Drakes Bebe Daniels Realart
Plym'th
Pic—
-S.
R.
.
.
5
reels..ft.. .April 16
Every
Woman's
Problem
.Dorothy
Davenport,
Universal
4,400
Freeze Out, The
Harry Carey
Ghost in the Garret Dorothy Gish Famous Players 5 reels. . .April
April 169
Girl in the Taxi, The... Carter De Haven. First National 5,420 ft.
Great Day, The
Arthur Bourchier. Famous Players 5 reels.. .April 16
,Fox
5 reels. . .April 16
Hands Off
Tom Mix
Heart of Maryland Catherine Calvert. Vitagraph
6 reels. . .April 16
Her Lord and Master. .Alice Joyce . Vitagraph
reels.ft... .April 16
First National 56,100
Jim the Penman
Lionel Barrymore. .Fox
.April 2
5 reels. . .April
Know Your Men
Pearl White
2
5 reels. .
Little Clown, The
Mary Miles Minter . Realart
162
Famous Players 5 reels.. .April
Love Special, The Wallace Reid .First
.April
National
5
reels.
.
Old Dad
Mildred Harris...
5 reels. . .May 28
Out of the Chorus Alice Brady . Realart
6 reels. . .April 2
Partners of the Tide Jack Perrin . Pathe
First National 6,700 ft.. .April
.April 162
Passion Flower, The Norma Talmadge. .Selznick
5,500 ft..
16
Poor
Marg. Kirby.. Elaine
Goldwvn
4,955 ft. .April
Roads Dear
of Destiny
Pauline Ham'rstein.
Frederick. .. Realart
.April 95
5 reels. . ..Mar.
She
Couldn't
Help
It...
Bebe
Daniels
.Universal
5 reels. . .April 2
Smart Sex. The
Eva Novak
5 reels. . ..April 2
Society Snobs
Conway Tearle... .Selznick
Three Sevens
Antonio Moreno.. .Vitagraph
5 reels. . . .April 2
6 reels. . .April 16
Wakefield Case, The Herbert Rawlinson .World— S. R
5 reels . .
What Happened to Rosa. Mabel Normand. . . Goldwyn
5 reels. . ..April 23
What's a Wife Worth?. .Casson Ferguson.. .Robertson-Cole
.April 2316
What's Worth While?. ..Claire Windsor. . . . Famous Players 5 reels. . ..April
What's tion
Your Worth?
Reputa- Corinne Griffith... . Vitagraph
5 reels. . ..April 16
You Find It Everywhere Catherine Calvert. .D. P. Howell— S. R...S reels. . ..April 2
MAY
Distributed By
Feature
Star
Length Reviewed
5 reels. . .April 23
Breezy
Eason
Universal
Big
Adventure,
The...
Black Roses
Sessue Hayakawa. . Robertson-Cole . . . 6 reels.. .April 30
Universal
5 reels. . .May 7
Blazing Trail, The Frank Mayo
Bob Hampton of Placer. James Kirkwood ... First National
Call From the Wild Special Cast Pacific Film— S. R. 7 reels. . .May 14
Call of the Blood Special Cast
5 reels. . .May 28
Cheated Love
Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels. . .May 28
Closed Doors
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
Special Cast Metro
Coincidence
. .May 21
William Russell. . . Fox
; 56 reels.
Colorado Pluck
reels. . .May 28
Naomi Ch;iders. .. First National
Courage
6,244
ft..
Divorce of Convenience. Owen Moore Selznick
5,000 ft..
Don't
Leave Your Hus- William Desmond. . Federated Film
. May 7
band
6,200
Dream Street
Special Cast United Artists 9 reels.ft.. .April 23
Forbidden Love
Creighton Hale Wistaria — S. R
66 reels
reels .. .. .April
.April 162
Garden of Resurrection. Special Cast Pathe
Gilded Lies
21
Eugene
O'Brien.
..
Selznick
5,500
ft.
6 reels . . .May
Good Women
RosemaryField
Theby . . Rcbertson-Cole
May 21
Federated Film.... 55 reels.
Hearts and Masks Elinor
.
.April
reels. . .May 3014
Madge Kennedy.
.. Goldwyn
Highest Bidder, The... William
Famum...Fox
His Greatest Sacrifice..
5.200
ft. .May
.May 14
14
Home Stretch
Douglas Mac Lean. Famous Players.... 5 reels. . .May
21
5 reels. .
House That Jazz Built.. Wanda Hawley .... Realart
Louise Glaum Associated Prod... .56 reels.
reels. . . ..May 7
I Am Guilty
.May 14
Earle Williams .... Vitagraph
It Can Be Done
.5 reels. . ,.April
307
Shirley Mason.... Fox
Lamplighter, The
.May
Lavender and Old Lace. Marguerite Snow. . Hodkinson
5 reels. .
30
Made in Heaven Tom Moore Goldwyn
5 reels. . .April
7
Constance Binney . Realart
Magic fup, The
5 reels. . .May
.May 14
Miracles of Manhattan.. E. Hammerstein. . .Selznick
5,000
ft.
9
reels
.
.
Mother Eternal Vivian Martin Graphic Films — S. R
.Apr 1 30
Miriam Cooper .... First National 7,806 ft. . .April 23
Oath, The
On the Trail
Irv:ng
Cummings.
.Prod.
Security
—
S.
R
Jackie Ccogan First National 5 reels . . .May 7
Peck's
Bad ofBoy
Playthings
Destiny.. Anita Stewart First National 6.200 ft.
Proxies
23
Famous Players 55 reels.
reels. .. .April 30
VJackola Crosby
Dana
Metro
Fa*e
Puppets ofofSheba
10 reels. .April
.April
2314
Betty
Blythe
Fox
Queen
7 reels. . .May
Priscilla Dean Universal
Reputation
.May
14
6
reels.
.
See My Lawyer Roy T. Barnes .... Robertson-Cole
Jentirnental Tommy.... Gareth Hughes. ... Famous Players.... 8 reels. . .April 9

Distributed By
Star
Feature
Seven
Years' Bad Luck.Thelma
Percy Rcbertson-Cole
Skirts
Clyde Cook
Fox
Sky Pilot, The
John Bowers First National
Tomboy, The
Eileen Percy Fox
Traveling Salesman Roscoe Arbuckle .. Famous Players
Uncharted Seas
Alice Lake
Metro
Wallop, Tne
Harry Carey Universal
Wild Goose, The
Mary McLaren .... Famous Players
Wolves of the North ... Herbert Heyes .... Universal

Length Reviewed
56 reels.
reels . .. ..April
. . May 3&7
5 reels ... .April 30
S reels. . ..April 30
5 reels . . . . May 7
6 reels ... .April 30
5 reels. . . .May 14
5 reels . . . . May 21
5 reels . . . . May 21

Feature
Length Reviewed!
Star JUNE Distributed By
Beach of Dreams Edith Storey Robertson-Cole 5 reels. .. .June 11
Beautiful Gambler
Special Cast
Universal
5 reels ... .June 11
Beyond Price
Pearl White
Fox
5 reels ... .May 21
Big Town Ideas
Eileen Percy
Fox
5 reels. . ..May 28Black
Panther's
Cub .... Will
Florence
Reed Goldwyn
Equity Pic. — S. R 75 reels.
reels.. .May
June 1128
Boys Will
Be Boys
Rogers
Butterfly Girl, The
Marjorie Daw Pathe
5 reels. . ..June 4
Charge It
Clara Kim. Young. Equity Pic.-S. R
6,900 ft. . .June 11
Cold Steel
Special Cast Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..June 4
Fighting Lover, The. ...Frank Mayo Universal
5 reels. .. .June 18
Fine Feathers
Special Cast Metro
6 reels. . ..June 25Get Your Man
Buck Jones Fox
5 reels. .. .June 4
Girl fromBlood
Nowhere, The. Elaine
Ham'rstein . .Selznick
Gypsy
Poli Negri
First National 56 reels
reels. . ..May 21
Heart Line, The
Leah Baird Pathe
6 reels. . ..June 4Home Stuff
Viola Dana
Metro
5 reels. . ..June 18
Idols of the North Dorothy Dalton .... Famous Players 5 reels. . ..May 28
If Women Only Knew . Robert Gordon Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..June 4Keeping Up With Lizzie. Enid Bennett Hodkinson
5 reels ... .May 21
King Queen Joker Sydney Chaplin. .. .Famous Players 5 reels. . ..June 11
Kiss in Time, A
Wanda Hawley Realart
5 reels. .. .June 25Last Card. The
May Allison Metro
5 reels June 4
Lessons
in
Love
Constance
T'lmdge.
First
National
Live and Let Live Harriet Hammond. Robertson-Cole 65 reels.
reels. .. ..June
..June 18-4
Lost Romance, The Conrad Nagel Famous Players 7 reels. . ..May 28Love's
First National 55 reels
reels. . ..June
Lure of Penalty
Egypt, The Hope
Claire Hampton
Adams Pathe
May 214
Lure of the Orient, The. Special Cast Aywon Film — S. R...6 reels... .May 28
Man of the Forest Soecial Cast Hodkinson
6 reels.... May 28
Man Tamer, The
Gladys Walton. ... Universal
5 reels ... .June 4
Message from Mars Bert Lytell Metro
5 reels. . ..June 18
Mother Heart. The Shirley Mason Fox
5 reels. . ..June 18
Mother
O' Mine
Betty Blythe
AssociatedPlayers
Prod 75 reels.
reels. ..June
June 18
One a Minute
Douglas
MacLean. ..Famous
18Private Scandal, A
May McAvoy Realart
5 reels. . ..June 25
Rider of the King Log. .Frank Sheridan Pathe
7 reels... .May 2&
Ridin'
Fox
55 reels.
Road toRomeo
London, The... Tom
BryantMix
Washburn. ..Pathe
reels ..... .June
.June 1111
Sacred and Profane Love. Elsie Ferguson Famous Players 5 reels. . . April 30
Salvage
Pauline Frederick. .Robertson-Cole 5 reels. . ..May 28Scarab Rinf. The Alice Joyce Vitagraph
5 reels. . ..June 4
Scrambled Wives Marguerite Clark. .. First National 6 reels. . ..June 4
Scrap Iron
Chas. Ray
First National 5 reels. . ..June 11
Sham
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5 reels. . ..May 2&
Sheltered Daughters Justine Johnston ... Realart
5 reels. . ..May 28
Silver Car. The
Earle Williams Vitagraph
6 reels. .. .June 4Snow Blind
Russell Simpson, .. Goldwyn
6 reels. .. .June «.
Straight from Paris Clara Kim. Young. Equity Pic. — S. R. .. 6 reels. . ..July 23
Ten Dollar Raise, The.. Peter B. Kyne Associated Prod 6 reels May 21
Too
Much Sneed
WallaceDaniels
Reid Famous
Players 5S reels.
Two Weeks
With Pay. . .Bebe
Realart
reels ..... .June
.June 18"4
Two Wise Wives Louise Calhern .... Famous Players 6 reels. . ..June 4
Voice in the Dark, The. .Ramsey Wallace. .. Goldwyn
5 reels ... .June IS
Whistle, The
William S. Hart. .. Famous Players 5 reels April 9
White and Unmarried. . .Thos. Meighan Famous Players 5 reels ... .June 11
Wise Fool. A
James Kirkwood ... Famous Players 6 reels. .. June 11
Worn. God Changed, The. Seena Owen
Famous Players 6 reels. . ..June 4
Feature

JULY Distributed By
SpecialStarCast
Famous Players. ...
Appearances
Behind
Masks
Dorothy Dalton. .. Famous Players. ...
Big
Town
Round
Up..
Tom
Mix
Fox
Broken Doll
Special Cast Associated Prod. ...
Bronze Bell, The
Special Cast Famous Players
Carnival
Special Cast United Artists
William
Russell ... Fox
Children
of
the
Ni°iit.
.
Closed Doors
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
Dangerous Paths Neve Gerber Arrow — S. R
Desperate
Trails Harry Carey Universal
Devotion
Hazel Dawn
Associated Prod ....
Don't
Call
GirlMe Little Mary M. Minter. . . Realart
Face of the Wcrld
Special Cast
Hodkinson
(Continued on page 2478)

Length Reviewed5336 ft. . ..July 2
5 reels. .. .July 16
5 reels. .. .July 16
5 reels. .. .June 25
5902 ft. . ..July 9
6 reels. .. .July 9
5 reels. .. .July 9
5 reels. .. .May 28
5 reels
5 reels. .. .July 9
5 reels. .. .July 165 reels. . . .July 2
6 reels. . . July 30"

November
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"THE

SECRET
OF
THE
(Vitagraph)

HILLS"

Rather Depressing Story of " Reds " and Revenge
usually carry
IT must be said of Gouverneur Morris' stories that they
original ideas even though the author is inclined to overstep the mark
confined to the limitain his search for novelty. His " Ace of Hearts," sufficient
incident and
tions of the short story magazine, might carry
dialogue to interest most any reader, and doubtless it would read quite
convincing. Upon the screen, the tale is not successful in stimulating any
feeling of real interest because characterization must needs be dominant.
So when a group of social reformers — fanatics would be the correct
WOrd — band together to rid the world of evil characters who have lived too
long, their object takes on the color of red socialism or bolshevism or
whatever you want to call it. And they appear so insignificant, their effort seems so futile, that they invite pity rather than scorn. It is a story
which does not carry any marked incident, and the fact that it is singletrack in character compels the plot to spend itself. It is all mapped out
in advance, and though crime looms up in the offing the suspense is
■ largely missing on this account. At the point when the fatal ace of hearts
is drawn by one of the zealots the spectator loses his grip on the story
because the element of romance is lending its force to rob it of its vitality.
Much of the incident exploiting the reformers takes on the form of a fraternity initiation. The serious expressions of the figures, their hushed
manner, tbeir stealthy approaches, their secret plottmgs tend to create a
fair amount of suspense.
You know for a certainty that their plot will fail because the quality of
virtue must triumph. Instead of being fanatics, they are represented as
quite human. And they made the mistake of admitting a prepossessing
young woman into their society. Once she had asserted her romantic
tendencies there was no hope that their cause would prosper. The hero
returns with the lame excuse that he could not exterminate the marked
evil-doer because of the close proximity of a pair of honeymooners. They
were so eager for life and expression that he could not send off the fatal
bomb in the restaurant in which he was employed as a waiter. Real fanatics are unmindful of any sweet sentiment. Yet Morris for the sake of
adding the romantic note, and giving his story some appeal, has robbed it
of its reality. And probably, fear of the censors, that they might condemn
the tale as unwholesome, compelled the author to watch his step. The
action drags considerably though the lapses permit Lon Chaney and the
other players to reveal some colorful character studies.— Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Lilith
..
Leatrice Joy
Forrest
)
John Bowers
iFarralone
Lon Chaney
Morgridge
Hardee Kirkland
Chemist
Edwin N. Wallack
The Doorkeeper
Roy Laidlaw
The Menace
Raymond Hatton
By Gouverneur Morris.
Scenario by Ruth Wightman.
Directed by Wallace Worsley.
Photographed by Don Short.

Satisfying Mystery Melodrama With Moreno as Star
VITAGRAPH is on the right track giving Antonio Moreno mystery
melodramas. This star possesses a dynamic personality which calls
for stories of considerable vitality. And since mystery tales embody plenty of color and action there need be no fear that he might possibly be miscast. " The Secret of the Hills " will please most any audience. It carries a satisfying vein of melodrama, though the incident which
marked a previous picture, " Three Sevens," is not so abundant. The plot
revolves around the recovery of a chest of buried treasure and the planting
of the mystery is carefully hidden by a certain code which must needs be
explained before the hero solves the puzzle.
This code is found in a book which has been stolen by a counterfeiter
from a wealthy adventurer. When the hero starts upon his quest there
seems to be no clue which might enable him to gather the evidence. He
has rescued a girl in distress and found her uncle murdered by the treasure
hunters. And since he is an American newspaper correspondent residing
in London, the spectators have a chance to respond to his courage and determination. The code takes him to the country home of the adventurer
and the suspense mounts when you realize that the hero is constantly
watched. The house is steeped in mystery which finds expression in various trap-doors and hidden panels and what not. He locates the hidden
book and pieces the code together and discovers that the treasure chest is
buried in a remote cave in the Scottish highlands. Meanwhile he has
made a get-away through a trap-door placed in the bottom of a huge trunk
and stumbles upon a secret chamber which harbors the paraphernalia of
counterfeiters.
The mystery spends itself here to be replaced by melodramatic incident
concerning the unearthing of the treasure chest and a fight to hold it
against the villains. The arch-plotter is exposed through a revengeful
woman, and his cohorts are duly punished. The picture builds well, there
being the right proportion of emphasis placed upon the mystery element
throughout. The love interest intrudes occasionally, but since it has no
real purpose in the plot its appearance seems unnecessary. Moreno plays
his part with adequate enthusiasm and persuasion and his company is efficient. The backgrounds are suggestive and the details entirely in order.
— Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Guy Fenton
Antonio Moreno
Marion
Lillian Hall
Lincoln Drew
Kingsley Benedict
Francis Freeland
George Claire
Benjamin Miltimore
Walter Rodgers
Mrs. Miltimore
Oleta Otis
Richards
J. Gunnis Davis
De Vrillefort
Frank Thorne
Sidney Coleridge
Arthur Sharpe
By William Garrett.
Scenario by E. Magnus Ingleton.
Directed by Chester Bennett.

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A unique story of intrigue, romance and adventure is Gouverneur Morris' " Ace
of Hearts,"
whichcastcomes
with an actors
excellently balanced
headedto the
by Lon Chaney,theatre
one ofnext
the foremost character
of the day. The story is a wide departure from the usual srreen fare since it is
based upon a peculiar idea of sacrifice. A group of zealots fired with enthusiasm
for their cause are banded together to rid the world of men who have lived too
.ong. They have picked out a certain individual who, to them, represents all the
mercenary characteristics of the exploiter of the poor.
The zealot who draws the ace of hearts is the lucky individual who is to rid the
Iworld
of thisthemenace.
with anddetermination
Forrest.
A waiter
restaurant,
menace isHe inishisfired
power
the infernal— ismachine
is made
readyin toa
exterminate him. But the waiter has pangs of conscience when he realizes that
his dastardly crime will eliminate a pair of innocent lovers. The picture builds
a line of action which is exceptionally adventurous and rich with suspense. And
Lon Chaney and the other members of the cast render good performances.

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
"
The
Secret
of
the
Hills,"
VitagraphMoreno,
featureis which
theatre next
starringthe Antonio
adaptedcomes
from toa the
highly successful novel by William Garrett, an English writer. In this production the dashing
Moreno assumes the role of a young American who encounters a series of amusi.ng
and exciting adventures in London and the highlands of Scotland because two
beautiful eyes lead him in quest of romance.
The heroine is seemingly overwhelmed by obstacles. However, the fearless
American, single-handed, sets out to best a dangerous band of criminals and solve
a mystery which is exceptionally baffling. The introduction of a buried treasure
and the development of a love interest give the story color and provide for many
thrilling incidents which are certain to keep the spectator on the qui vive until the
final fade-out. The element of suspense is particularly well developed. The picture
is a clever mystery melodrama and well acted and staged.

PROGRAM READER
A story presenting a powerful drama dealing with the aim of a fanatical group
ofthereformers
destroy allwhich
the evildoers
the world is coming
in " next
Ace of Hearts,"
Goldwyn toattraction
comes toof the
theatre
with a well balanced cast headed by the excellent character actor, Lon Chaney.
These reformers will stop at nothing to gain their ends. Though their aims may
be altruistic and noble, their methods are evil. Consequently, there arises the old
question
" Does
the and
end suspense
justify theandmeans?
" It acted
is a fascinating
story, building
a line of oftense
drama
splendidly
and directed.

PROGRAM READER
He was a young, but fearless American correspondent, keen for any kind of
adventure. He was confronted with a baffling mystery which had to do with buried
treasure. He had no clue to work upon but a secret code incorporated in a rare
book. But how to secure it? This baffling mystery is unrivaled in the intensely
dramatic story, " starring
The Secret
the Hills,"
which comes
to the
next
the ofdashing
and romantic
Antonio
Moreno. The theatre
action
is laid in London and the highlands of Scotland. Manager
it as a story that will hold attention with intense dramatic action, picturesque
guarantees
backgrounds and a unique plot of adventure.

SUGGESTIONS
You can arouse a deal of interest by bringing to the attention of your patrons
:he idea exploited in the Program Reader. A line of argument put forth attractively
mil arouse attention and excite comment. Tell that the world is filled with cranks
and reformers and that the picture is timely and convincing. Play up the author
js one of the leading short story writers of the day, and emohasize that Lon
Chaneycrowd
headsis the
cast. with
If you
Penalty
" or can
" Thebe Miracle
four
familiar
his booked
talent. "AThenovel
prologue
put overMancon-"
rerning the drawing of the ace of hearts — this would be in line with a scene of
:he play.

SUGGESTIONS
This picture is the second which marks Moreno's return to the feature play.
If you have played the Vitagraph serials your crowd is familiar with Moreno's
work. State that it is on a par with " Three Sevens " in point of adventure and
action and suspense. Describe it as a mystery melodrama which baffles solution —
that it unfolds a unique line of adventure, is crammed with incident, and thrills,
and is beautifully photographed around scenes which are a replica of the highlands
of
Scotland.
Bill treasure.
it as a stirring photoplay of mystery, suspense, love, romance,
action
and buried
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Feature
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Foolish Matrons
HobartStarBosworth. . Associated Prcd 5 reels. .. .July 2
Golden Snare
First National
6 reels. .. .July 23
Special Storey
Cast
Greater Profit
Edith
Robertson-Cole
4200 ft July 2
Heart to Let
Realart
5249 ft Aug. 6
Justine
Johnston
.
.
.
Home Talent
Associated Prcd 5 reels. . . .June 25
Ben Turpin Associated
Prod 6312 ft
Louise Glaum
I Am Guilty
I Am the Woman
Texas Guinan Victor Kremer-S. R
7 reels. . . .July 9
Standing Hodkinson
Journey's
The. . . . W.
Pauline Curley
Judge Her End,
Not
Merit Film-S. R 5 reels July 9
5 reels. .. .July 9
Kiss, The
Carmel Myers Universal
Alice Brady
Realart
4964 ft. . ..July 9
Land of Hope
Live Wires
Edna Murphy Fox
5200 ft July 9
Love Time
Fox
4800 ft July 23
Shirley
Mason
Hedda Nova
Mask, The
Export-Import-S. R . 6 reels ... .June 25
Pathe
5 reels July 30
Money Maniac, The... Special
Cast
Alice Lake
Over the Wire
Metro
5 reels. .. .July 9
Pauline Starke. . . . First National
Salvation Nell
5 reels ... .July 9
5 reels. .. .July 9
Sheriff of Eternal Hope Jack Hoxie Federated Film
July 2
Straight From Paris... Buck Jones Fox
4942 ft July 9
Such a Little Queen.. Constance Binney. Realart
Ten Dollar Raise
Associated Prod
May 21
Special
Cast
Edith Roberts Universal
Thunder Island
4279 ft. . ..June 25
5 reels. .. .July 23
Unwilling Hero, An.... Will Rogers Goldwyn
Where Lights Are Low. Sessue Hayakawa. Robertson Cole .... 5 reels. .. .July 9
Whispering
Shadows....
Lucy
Cotton
Without Benefit of
Clergy
Virginia B. Faire.. Pathe
5200 ft July 2

Motion
Feature
Star
Princess of New York.. David Powell . . .
Quo
Vadis
Special CastBinney
....
Room and Board Constance
Rowdy, The
Gladys Waltcn . .
Secret
of the Hills, The. Antonio Moreno..
Serenade
Miriam Cooper . .
Sting of the Lash Pauline Frederick
Viola
There
Are
No
Villains.
.
Chas. Dana
Ray
Two Minutes to Go... Pearl
White
Vidgin Paradise
R. Barthelmess .
Way
Where Down
Men East
Are Men. William Duncan..
Why
Girls
Leave
Home
Anna
Nilsson. ..
Wife's Awakening, A Wm. P.Q. Carlton.

Picture

Distributed By Length
Famous Players ... 5 reels.
F.
B. Warren 85 reels.
Realart
reels.
Universal
5 reels .
Vitagraph
5
reels.
First National
6 reels.
Robertson-Cole
6
reels.
Metro
First
National6 reels.
Fox
7 reels.
United Artists
11 reels
Vitagraph
5 reels.
Warner Bros.-S. R.. 7 reels.
Robertson-Cole
6 reels.

..S
ept. f|
New.

Reviewed
■ Sept. 1
.Sept. U
..Hoy. 17I
.Sept.
Sept. 27
17a
..Aug.
Sept.
.Aug.
Sept.
.Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

28
IS
24
It
18

OCTOBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
After Midnight
Conway Tearle ... .Selznick
5 reels. . ..Oct. IS
After the Show
Special Cast
famous Players 6 reels. . ..Oct. IS
All's
Fair
in
Love.
...
Special
Cast
Goldwyn
reels. . ..Nov. 5
Amazing Lovers, The. .. Special Cast
Jans-S. R
55 reels
Barricade, The
Special Cast Robertson-Cole 6 reels Oct. IS
Be My Wife
Max Linder
Goldwyn
6 reels
Blind Hearts
Hobart Bosworth. .First National 6 reels Nov. S
Bring Him In
Earle Williams ... .Vitagraph
5 reels
Case of Becky
Constance Binney. .Realart
6 reels. . ..Oct. 22
Charge It
Young. .. .Fox
.Equity-S. R
65 reels
reels
Cinderella
of the Hills. . Clara
BarbaraK. Bedford.
Nov. S
AUGUST
Clay
Dollars
Eugene
O'Brien.
.
.Selznick
5
reels
Conquering Power, The . Special Cast Metro
7 reels IS1
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length Reviewed
Dangerous Curve Ahead . Helene Chadwick. .Goldwyn
6 reels ... ..Oct.
.Oct. 22
IS
Dawn of the East Alice Brady .... Realart
6 reels. ..Nov. S
Blue Blazes
Lester Cuneo Capital Film — S. R..5 reels.
Doubling
for
Romeo
....
Will
Rogers
Goldwyn
5
reels.
Crazy to Marry
Roscoe Arbuckle. .. Famous Players 4,693 ft.
Everything for Sale May McAvoy .... Realart
5 reels. ..Oct. 8
Cyclone
Arrow Film — S. R 5 reels. .
Foolish Age, The . ..Doris May
Robertson-Cole 5 reels. ..Oct. 22
Daughter Bliss
of the Law... Jack
CarmelHoxie
Myers Universal
.Aug. 13 Footlights
Elsie Ferguson . . . .Famous Players 6 reels. . ..Oct
Dead or Alive
Arrow Film — S. R
The
Harry Carey Universal
6 reels
J
V.Aug* *13 Fox,
Discontented
Wives Jack
SpecialHoxie
Cast Pathe
From
the
Ground
Up
...Tom
Moore Goldwyn
5 reels. . ..Oct, 22
Family Closet
Pathe
Garments of Truth Gareth Hughes. . . Metro
5 reels. ...Sept. 10
God's
and Law. Louise
Special Glaum
Cast Arrow
Film —Prod
S. R. . .67 reels..
reels. .
Good and Evil
Lucy Doraine ....Warren
j
GreaterCountry
Than Love
Associated
6 Go Straight
Frank Mayo Universal
5 reels Oct IS
Great Moment, The Milton Sills Famous Players 6,372 ft. .Aug.
July
30
Grim
Comedian,
The.
...
Special
Cast
Goldwyn
7
reels
j
Her Sturdy Oak
Wanda Hawley Realart
4,590 ft. • July 31
Handcuffs or Kisses ... Elaine HammersteinSelznick
6 reels. .. .Oct. IS
Life's Darn
Funny Gladys
Viola Dana
Metro
65 reels..
reels.. .Aug. 6 Her Social Value
K. MacDonald ....First National 6 reels
1
Luring
Lips
Walton Universal
High
Heels
Gladys
Walton
...
.Universal
5
reels
]
Man Trackers, The Geo. Larkin Universal
5 reels.. July 30
Home-Keeping
Hearts
.
.Thos.
Swinton
....
Pathe
5
reels.
.
..Oct.
>
Moon Gold
Special Cast
F. B. Warren 3 reels.. July 30
Invisible
Power,
The.
.
.
House
Peters
Goldwyn
6
reels
Oct.
8
Moonlight and Honey- suckle Mary Miles Minter. Realart
Jackie
Shirley Mason ....Fox
5 reels j
4,294 ft. . Aug. 6 Judgment
Special Cast
World-S. R
6 reels Oct. 8
Mystery Road, The David Powell Famous Players 5 reels.. .Aug. 6 Lady
from Longacre, TheWilliam Russell ...Fox
5 reels
J
Old Nest, The
Mary Alden Goldwyn
7,889 ft.
Ladies Must Live Special Cast
Famous Players 6 reels
J
1
Peggy Puts It Over.... Mice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels. . .Oct.
July 2016 Man's Home, A
, . .Special
Cast Selznick
65 reels.
. ..Oct 8
Pilgrims of the Night. .. Lewis Stone Associated Prod 5 reels. .Aug.
Man
and
Woman
Diana
Allen
Jans.-S.
R.
reels
Playthings
of Destiny. .. William
Anita Stewart
First National 6,200 ft
Matrimonial Web, The.. Alice Calhoun.... Vitagraph
5 reels Nov. 5
Rainbow Trail
Farnum. .Fox
6 reels.
O
Special Cast
First National 6 reels
J
Remorseless Love E. Hammerstein. . Selznick
5,000 ft. .Aug. 20 Molly
Mysterious Rider, The.. Special Cast
Hodkinson
6 reels. . ..Oct. 29
6 reels. . .Aug. 13
Shams of Society Barbara Castleton. .
Night
Rose,
The
Snecial
Cast
....
Goldwyn
6
reels
J
Sign on the Door, The.. Norma Talmadge. First National 7 reels. .
Nobody's
Fool
Marie Negri
Prevost ....Universal
510reels.
....Oct
291
5 reels. .Aug.
Singing River
William Russell.... . Fox
6
July
30
One
Arabian
Night
Pola
-..First
National
reels
..Oct.
Trip to Paradise Bert Lytell Metro
5,800 ft. .Aug. 27 Orderly, The
Special Cast
Pathe
5 reels
Wealth
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5,141 ft.
My French Special Cast
Goldwyn
, 6 reels
Wedding Bells
C. Talmadge First National
.Aug.
27139 Pardon
July
Peter
Ibbetson
Elsie
Ferguson
...Famous
Players
Oct 29
..Aug.
Wet Gold
Special Cast
Goldwyn
6 reels. .
Poor Relation, A
Will Rogers
Goldwyn
6 reels
What's
Your
Reputation
Poverty
of
Riches
Special
Cast
Goldwyn
7
reels
Worth?
Corinne Griffith .... Vitagraph
5 reels Oct. 1
Primal Law, The
Dustin Farnum. Fox
Who Am I?
Special Cast
Selznick
5,000 ft.
5 reels Oct 1
Queenie,
Shirley Mason.. Fox
Rainbow, The
Alice Calhoun.. Vitagraph
55 reels.
reels
Universal
. ..Oct. 3 1
Rage of Paris, The
Miss Du Pont..
5 reels. . ..Oct 8
SEPTEMBER
Red Courage
Hoot Gibson . . Universal
Hodkinson
Oct. 29
Rip Van Winkle Thos Jefferson
Distributed By
Feature
Rough Diamond.
The... Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels.
Length Reviewed
Shadow
of Lightning
Ace of Hearts
,
Lon Star
Chaney .... Goldwyn
Action
Hoot Gibson .... Universal
Ridge, The
Snowy Baker
Aywon-S. R
5 reels. ..Sept 2410
.Sept. 10 Shark
Affairs of Anatol Special Cast .... Famous Players . . , 85 reels.
Master, The Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels. .. ..Sept.
.Sept. 20
24 Sheik, The
Fox
, 5 reels.
Mix
After Your Own Heart. Tom
.Aug.
29
Agnes Ayres
Famous Players ....7 reels. . ..Oct
reels.
At the End of the World Betty Compson . Famous Players . . , 6 reels. .Aug. 27 Son of Wallingford, TheSnecial Cast Vitagraph
8 reels. .Oct 29
Fox
Buck Jones
.Oct. 22 Steelhart
William
Duncan
..Vitagraph
5
reels.
.
..Sept
24
Bar Nothing
Goldwyn
, 5058 ft. .Sept. 17 Speed Girl, The
Bebe Daniels
Realart
6 reels
Beating the Game Tom Moore
Ethel Clayton
Famous Players . . . 6 reels. .Sept. 17 Swamp, The
Beyond
Sessue Hayakawa . . Robertson-Cole 16 reels
Bits of Life
Wesley Barry . . . First National
Theodora
Rita Jolivet
Goldwyn
Oct. 29
Neal Hart
Douglas Fairbanks . United Artists 12 reels. ..Sept 10
Black Sheep
5 reels. .Sept. 17 Three Musketeers
Indep.
Film
Ass'n..
Famous
Players
.
.
.
Blot, The
.Aug.
27
Three
Word
Brand
William
S.
Hart..
Famous
Players
.
.
.
.
6
reels
Oct 8
6 reels.
Special Cast
R
Special Cast
Fox
8 reels. .. .Aug. 31
Broken Spur, The
Jack
Hoxie
, Arrow-S.
5 reels. .Sept. 17 Thunderclap
Metro
Nazimova
7
reels.
•Camille .
Trail A... Big
Williams.
R
. ..Sept 24
. Sept. 243 Vengeance
Famous Players . . . 6 reels. .Sept.
Thos. Meighan . . . Hodkinson
CourtshiD,
May Boy
McAvoy
... Aywon-S.
Realart
55 reels.
reels
Cappy Ricks
.Oct. 15 Virginia
Certain Rich Man, A... Special Cast
6
reels.
What
Love
Will
Do
MurphyWalker
...Fox
5
reels
First National .....
•Child Thou Gavest Me.. Barbara Castleton Associated
Woman's Place
Constance
Talmadge First National . . . . 5 reels. . ..Oct. 29
Prod. . .
Pete Morrison . . ,
• NOV
EMBER
•Crossing
Trails
Arrow Film-S. R. . . 56 reels.
Cupids Brand
Jack Hoxie
Hobart Bosworth. Associated Prod. . . reels . .Sept. 10
Cup of Life
Pete Morrison . . , C. B. C. Film-S. R
Dangerous Love
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
United Artists
Geo. Arliss
Disraeli
.Sept. 3
Even as Eve
Betty Compson . Goldwyn
Alf's
Button
Special
Cast
First
National
R. Barthelmess . Famous Players . . 6 reels. .Aug. 20 Bonnie Briar Bush, TheSpecial Cast
Famous Players 66 reels
reels........
Experience
, 5000 ft. .Sept. 3 Bucking the Line
Conway Tearle . . Selznick
Fighter, The
M. (Lefty) Flynn.Fox
5 reels
.Aug.
27
5 reels.
Snowy Baker
Call
of
the
North
Jack
Holt
Famous
Players
6
reels
Fighting
Breed,
The...
Agavon
Film-S.
R.,
Forever
Conflict
Priscilla Dean ... Universal
7 reels
Elsie Ferguson . . , Famous Players . . ,
For Those We Love... Betty Compson . . Goldwyn
, 5752 ft.
Footfalls
Special Cast
Fox
7 reels
Helen Holmes . . Asso. Photo-S. R.. 5000 ft. Sept. 17 Her Face Value
Wanda
Hawley
...Realart
5
reels
Ghost City
24 Hunch, The
Shipman ... F. B. Warren
Gareth Hughes . . . Metro
6 reels
76 reels.
..
Girl from God's Country Nell
reels.
3
Helen
Gibson
.
.
.
Sept.
Hush Money
Alice Brady
Realart
6 reels
Rainbow Film-S. R
Girl's Decision Special Cast ..... Hodkinson
Snecial Cast
United Artists 7 reels
7 reels . . July 2 Iron Trail, The
God's
Golem, Crucible
The
Paul Wegener . . . Famous Players . . 6 reels. . Aug.
Jane
Eyre
Hugo
Ballin
Prod.
Hodkinson
7 reels... .Oct 29
Oct.
8 Jolt, The
Great Impersonation . . James Kirkwood. Famous Players . . 6 reels. .
Walker-Murphy ...Fox
5 reels
8 Junk
Great Moment, The.... Gloria Swanson. . , Famous Players . . 5 reels. .
... Bert Lytell
Metro
6 reels ,
Heart of the North Roy Stewart
Sept. 10 Last Trail, The
Special Cast
Fox
6 reels
Joe Brandt-G.
S. R Davis 6 reels. . Sept.
Light in the Clearing,
3
55 reels.
.
The
Snecial
Cast
Hodkinson
7 reels ,
Famous
Players
.
.
,
Hell Diggers, The Wallace Reid
10
reels. . Oct. 1 Love Never Dies Special Cast
Realart
First National 7 reels
Her
Winning Way Mary
MilesReedMinter
Oct. 278 Lucky Carson
6 reels. . Sept.
Indiscretion
Florence
. . . Pioneer
Aug.
Earle
Williams
....Vitagraph
5 reels
Metro
5 reels. . .Oct.
Infamous Miss Revell. . Alice Lake
Lure of Jade, The
Pauline Frederick. . Robertson-Cole 6 reels
22 Ma'mselle
, 65 reels.
Inner Chamber, The.... Alice Joyce Vitagraph
reels. ..
Robertson-Cole
7 reels
From Jo
Lost River, Special Cast
lack Rider, The
Big Boy Williams. AyMetro
won Film-S. R. . . . 6 reels . . Sept. 173 ManThe
Soecial Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels
Match Breaker, The.... Viola Dana
Sept.
4600
ft.
24
Universal
Moonlight Follies
Marie Prevost ....
Millionaire, The
Herbert Rawlinson . Universal
6 reels
6 reels. . Sept.
.Aug. 2717
Old
Oaken
Bucket,
The.
Special
Cast
Warren
5 reels. . ..Nov. 5
Moral Fibre
Corinne Griffith.... Vitagraph
17
Fox
Mutual Friend Special Cast ... Warren
5 reels
Night Horsemen, The.. Tom Mix
510 reels.
reels. . Sept. 27 Our
Universal
No Woman Knows. ... Special Cast
Riding
With
Death
....
Buck
Jones
Fox
5
reels
Oct. 8 Silent Call, The
Aug.
Pioneer
5 reels. . Sept.
Soecial Cast
First National 7 reels
Oh Mary Be Careful. .. Madge Kennedy... Realart
10
, 5000
ft.
One Wild Week
Bebe Daniels
Single
Track,
TUe
Corinne
Griffith
Vitagraph
5
reels
5 reels. .
Universal
Sure Fire
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5 reels. ...Nov. 5
Open Shutters
Edith Roberts
Famous Players . . 5 reels . . Sept.
Passing Through
Douglas MacLean. Fox
Rich. Barthelmess. . First National 6 reels
5 reels. . Sept. 17 Tol'ble David (Other
Play Square
Johnnie Walker ..
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"TWO

MINUTES
TO
GO"
(First National )

Timely and Rather Interesting Football Picture
SOME one around the Ray lot has a faculty for picking stories that will
be timely. u Two Minutes to Go "' is a football picture, the first one
in a long time and hits the first run's right in the middle of an
interesting football season.
As drama. Mr. Ra\? late-t vehicle is quite largely a series of scenes purporting tobe a small college football game, the camera alternating between
the gridiron and the side lines, and another series of scenes purporting to
be what college boys and girls do in the way of using up superfluous
energy during the time they are not in the recitation room, especially on
Halloween night. The plot consists in what complications can be evolved
from having Charlie get in dutch with his girl for not owning up that he
peddles milk in order to pay his way through college and from his
refusing to play football and thereby eliminating his Alma Mater's chances
to defeat the hated rival, without giving a reason— said reason being that
he couldnt peddle milk from early morning to class time and still find
hours enough in the day to appear on the football field.
However, the picture has a lot of good incident, keeps moving throughout and the football scenes are rather interesting. For this reason it will
be hailed by the younger set as a hit and accepted for the most part by
those who have forgotten their football days and Halloween night escapades, as a passable bit of entertainment.
is not nearly so intimate as are most of Mr. Ray's vehicles.
The picture
As for the football game it will take sharp eyes to identify the star when
on the field. Mary Anderson is the co-ed with whom Ray is in love and
Truman Van Dyke is the near heavy of the story. Lincoln Stedman has
" Fatty " Ray's room mate and chum. It is -anrole as of
another important
noted footballers took part in the contest
nounced that a number
staged. Anyway the game looks sufficiently real to have been played by
lads who are not novices. — Length. 5 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Chester Burnett
Charles Ray
Ruth Turner
Mary Anderson
Her Father
Lionel Belmore
" Fatty "
Lincoln Stedman
"Angel".
TruemanTomVanWilson
Dyke
FootbaU Coach
Dean of Baker University
Francois Dumas
Professor of Spanish
Philip Dunham
Directed by Charles Ray.
Story by Richard Andres.
PROGRAM READER
in his latest
photoplay,
a football story
entitled
Two Minutes
to Charles
Go," is Ray,
the feature
attraction
at the
theatre
for "a
days'
engagement
beginning
.
In this picture Ray plays the part of a football star in a small college and not
the least of the entertainment provided is a real football game in which the star
plays the hero, winning the game for his Alma Mater in the last two minutes of play.
However, the feature is not all football and some very interesting and amusing
scenes of college life, notably Halloween pranks that are played on the seniors,
are shown.
In support of Mr. Ray is a fine cast including Mary Anderson as the heroine
and such other well known players as Lionel Belmore, Lincoln Stedman, Tom
Wilson, Trueman Van Dyke and others. The picture was directed by Mr. Ray
from an original story by Richard Andres. The offering screens in five reels.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Two Minutes to Go," an exciting and amusing football story, is the latest
Charlie Ray starring vehicle to be presented at the
theatre. The
feature comes to the
for a
days' engagement beginning
Mr. Ray plays the role of a football star who wins the championship match in
the last two minutes of play after having been inspired to great deeds by a note
from the only girl sitting on the side lines, telling him that all was forgiven. The
picture is an interesting and amusing story of college life and among other things
illustrates how exuberant youngsters cut up on Halloween night in a small college
town.
Theport feature
story by The
Richard
supof the starwasis directed
a strong bycastMr.of Ray
well from
knowna players.
rosterAndre.
includesIn such
favorites as Mary Anderson, Lionel Belmore, Lincoln Stedman and others well
known to the fans. A feature of the attraction is a realistic football game in
which Mr. Ray and a number of real gridiron heroes have prominent parts.
SUGGESTIONS
If you play this picture during the football season you should have no trouble
hooking up with local football heroes in presenting it. Designate certain nights
for entertaining local college and high school elevens and hook up wherever you
can with former college stars. Suppose you were to have all the old college players
of note in your city present on some particular night. Your prologue should be
of the
variety withfromcollege
songs, glee
numbers,
the
bill." college
You canroomget " cooperation
the sporting
goodsclubstores
in the etc.,
matteron
of window displays and probably in fixing up a lobby. Bill the picture as a
comedy and do not promise anything out of the ordinary as to story.
CATCH LINES
A novelty picture of college boys and co-eds in which football and the pranks
that are a part of the college course figure extensively but not to the detriment
of a pleasing little romance in which Charlie Ray is the hero and Mary Anderson
the one and only girl.
Charlie Ray as the star football player of a one-horse college winning the championship game and the niftiest co-ed in the institution, all in the same afternoon.
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"DOUBLING

FOR

ROMEO"

(Goldwyn)
Great Entertainment With Star in Ideal Role

personality of Will Rogers, titles contributed by the star, which
are the acme of wit and appropriateness, a wealth of truly humorous
incident and one of the most ingenious picture ideas ever to be
ussd, all contribute in making " Doubling for Romeo " fine entertainment.
Rogers plays the role of a love-lorn cowboy who quits his job to
" double " for various alleged picture celebrities at a Los Angeles studio
in order that he may learn how to make love in movie land style, the girl
of whom he is enamored being romantic and demanding some Romeo stuff
before she is willing to capitulate. Burlesque scenes, showing Rogers
playing parts in pictures, during which some fun is poked at movie people,
up stage stars, temperamental directors, movie land cowboys, etc., provides
plenty of entertainment for about three reels. Then come some scenes
from " Romeo and Juliet " with Rogers playing " Romeo," the idea being
to illustrate a dream Bill is having, after having read Shakespeare's romance, a copy of which he has borrowed from the local sky pilot. These
scenes are burlesqued also.
The final episode shows the star adopting the wooing methods of the
cave man, this style of love making having been demonstrated in one of
the pictures he saw in the process of construction during his Los Angeles
residency.
The picture is farce-comedy and at times burlesque and possibly those
who take their photoplays seriously may not think it so funny, but for
people who go to the picture theatre for entertainment, we can recommend nothing more pleasing. There are a hundred real laughs for even
a hard boiled reviewer.
Sylvia Breamer is the heroine and Raymond Hatton has an important
male role. However, the picture is pretty much Will Rogers from beginning to end which is as it should be. It also looks as if he had something
to do with the direction. There is so much typical Rogers stuff used, to be
otherwise. Someday when Rogers gets so old that he can't earn $3,000 a
week, working for the Shuberts, he is going to be found wielding a megaphone. When that times comes the biggest boys in the business had
better look to their laurels. — Length. 5 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Romeo (Slim)
Will Rogers
Juliet (Lulu)
Sylvia Breamer
Steve Woods (Paris)
Raymond Hatton
Pendleton (Mercutio)
Sydney Ainsworth
Big Alec (Tybalt)
Al Hart
Foster (Capulet)
John Cossar
Duffy Saunders (Benvolio)
C. E. Thurston
Maggie (Maid)
Cordelia Callahan
Minister (Friar Lawrence)
Roland Rushton
Jimmie Jones
Jimmie Rogers
"Movie" Director
William Orlamund
Directed by Clarence Badger.
Written by Elmer L. Rice and Will Rogers and with quotations and scenes from Shakespeare's " Romeo and Juliet."
THE

PRESS NOTICE- STORY
Will Rogers is presented as a cowboy who just had to learn how to make love
in order to win the heart and hand of his boss's daughter, in " Doubling for
Romeo," the feature
scheduled for showing
at the
theatre
for
days picture
beginning
.
The
inimitable
"
Bill
"
quits
his
job
as
cowpuncher
and
gets
himself
a
the movies so that he can learn how to be a Romeo and the result is one job
scenein
after another
of
hilarity.
He
"
doubles
"
for
everybody
around
the
lot
with
adventures aplenty for himself in the process. Then he goes to sleep and dreams that
he
is playing
extremely
funny Romeo
scenes. in " Romeo and Juliet " which makes another series of
In support of Mr. Rogers is a strong cast. Sylvia Breamer is the girl of the
Golden West for whom Bill goes Romeoing and Raymond Hatton is the soda
water fountain barkeep, his rival. Others who will have important roles are
Sydney
old
blockAinsworth
in every and
way, Jimmie
acting Rogers,
and all. the star's small son, who is a chip of the
PROGRAM READER
" Doubling for Romeo " is the title of Will Rogers's latest starring vehicle
which comes to the
theatre for a
days' engagement
beginning
.
In lorn
" Doubling
for
Romeo
"
the
rope
spinning
comedian
plays
the
a lovecowboy who must needs learn how to make love in order to winrole
the ofromantic
minded daughter of his boss. To accomplish this he goes to Los Angeles and
starts in taking lessons from the movies. He doubles for all the heroes and
villains on the lot and the result is a series of adventures that provide an unlimited
amount of mirth for the picture fan.
The picture is a farce comedy vehicle for Mr. Rogers but it is one of the most
original offerings of the season. Titles written by the star add not a little to the
comedy provided.
The supporting cast contains such names as Sylvia Breamer, Sidney Ainsworth,
Raymond
block
when Hatton
it comesandto Jimmie
acting. Rogers, the star's young son, a chip of the old
The feature is in six reels. It was directed by Clarence Badger. The material
was provided by Elmer L. Rice and Mr. Rogers with parts taken from " Romeo
and Juliet," reproduced in burlesque.
CATCH LINES
Can you imagine the fun when funny Bill Rogers plays the part of a lovelorn cowboy who gets a job in the movies so he can learn how to be a Romeo
in order that he may woo and win the boss's daughter?
The one and only Bill Rogers in a part that was made to order. In fact, Bill
and Mr. Shakespeare wrote the show.
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Comedy

Motion

and

Short

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Aesop's
Fables
Pathe
After the Dough Sid Smith
Federated Film 21 reel....
reels July
Aug. 202
Among Those Present. .Harold Lloyd Pathe
3 reels. .. .May 4
Applicant, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
At the Ringside Snub Pollard Pathe
2 reels July 23
Baby, Baby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
Back Yard
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels. . ..April 28
Bakery, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels June 11
Bang
Lloyd Hamilton. .. .Educational
Barrel of Trouble Denver Dixon Plymouth Pict 2 reels
Bell Hop, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Between the Acts Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels. . ..April 30
Blue Sunday
Lyons and Moran. .Universal
2 reels. . ..Aug. 13
Bride and Broom Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
Brown Derby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels. . ..Sept. 24
Burglars Bold
Eddie Boland Pathe
2 reels Aug. 13
Chick, Chick
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels Sept. 10
Country Chickens Louise Fazenda. ... Educational
2 reels
Dande Lions
Universal 1 reel. .. .April 16
Dead
Earl Rodney Educational
22 reels..
.Aug. 27
DevilishEasy
Romeo
Fox
reels
Dew Drop
Inn '...Larry
Semon State
Vitagraph
reels
Dizzy
Dumbells
Art Bates
Rights 22 reels...
Dog Doctor, The
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels
Dollar's
Worth, A
Harry
Sweet Universal
21 reels
April 30
Dull
Care
Larry Semon
Vitagraph
reel
Dummy Love
Educational 1 reel May 7
Eat and Be Happy
Educational
2 reels. . ..Sept. S
Edgar
and the Teacher's
, «y~ *— 2 reels
Pet
Johnny Jones Goldwyn _„.
Edgar Camps Out Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Country Cousin. Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Feast Day Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Hamlet Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Jonah Day Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's
Little
Saw
Johnny
Jones
Goldwyn
22 reels
Edgar the Detective. .. .Johnny Jones Goldwyn
reels Jan.
June 188
Edgar the Explorer Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Exit Quietly
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..Oct. fi
Fall Guy, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Falling For Fanny Helen Darling Educational
2 reels. . ..Aug. 6
Fast and Furious Al. St. John
Fox
2 reels
Fireside Brewer, A. .4. .Louise Fazenda. . ..Famous Players 2 reels. .. .Nov. 27
Fly Cop, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Game Lady
Lloyd Hamilton First National 2 reels July 23
Get Rich Quick Edgar. .Johnnjr Jones Goldwyn
2 reels. . ..April 16
Going Through the Rye. Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels
Gone to the Country Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Oct. 8
Greenhorn. The
Lloyd Hamilton. . ..Educational
2 reels. . ..May 28
Guide, The
Clyde Cook Fox
2 reels June 11
Handy Husband Teddy Sampson. . ..Educational
1 reel.... June 25
Hard Luck
Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels
Haunted House, The. ... Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels. . ..July 9
Hayseed, The
Al. St. John Fox
2 reels May 28
Head Waiter
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Hey Rube
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels May 28
Hick, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels. .. .April 16
High Life
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels. . ..Oct. 8
High Sign, The
Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels April 11
His Handsome Butler. . .Eddie Barry Arrow Film
His Home Sweet Home. Larry Semon Vitagraph
:2 reels
His Jonah Day
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
His Unlucky Berth Bert Roach Universal
1 reel Sept. 3
Hold Your Breath Chas. Dorety Universal
2 reels
Hound of Tankerville. . .Otis Harlan Educational
Idle Class. The
Chas. Chaplin First National 3 reels Oct. 1
I Do
Harold Lloyd Associated Prod. ... 3 reels Aug. 8
Indigo Sunday
Geo. Bunny Goldwyn
2 reels April 16
In for Life
Viora Daniels Educational
2 reels. . .Aug. 6
Jockey, The
Clyde Cook
Fox
2 reels April 9
Just m Time
Educational
2 reels. . ..June 25
Let Me Explain Special Cast Educational
2 reels May 21
Love and Doughnuts. . .Ben Turpin Associated Prod 2 reels
Love Egg, The
Louise Fazenda Educational
2 reels Sept. 10
Love's
Outcast
Ben
Turpin
Associated
Prod
reels. . ..July 14
Made in the Kitchen. . .Special Cast Associated Prod 22 reels
Man vs. Woman
Dorothy Devoe. ... Educational
2 reels June 18
Money
HenryMartin
Murdock. .. Educational
reel May_
Monkey Talks
Hero, A
Joe
Universal
21 reels
April 286
M oonshine
Lloyd Hamilton . . Educational
2 reels. . .April 30
Mother's
Lamb
Billy Quirk
Reelcraft
reels
Movie Mad
Snecial
Cast
Educational
22 reels.
. .April 30
Mr. Fatima
Eddie Barry
Educational
2 reels
Mysterious Stranger ...Jimmy Aubrey ...Vitagraph
2 reels... ....
Name the Day
Snub Pcllard ... Pathe
1 reel Aug. 27
No Clothes to Guide HimBert Roach
Universal
1 reel. .. .Sept. 17
No Stop Over
Snub Pollard
Pathe
1 reel July 23
Nothing L'ke
It :.. Jimmy
DorothyAubrey
Devore . . Vitagraph
E^ura^onal
. Aug. 6
Nuisance,
The
22 re»'s
reels.. . .Aug.
Oh Buddy
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels.. .Sept.
Pathe
1
reel.
.
On Their Way
Eddie Boland
Universal
2 reels.
Pals
Brownie (Dog)
2 reels .
Pinched
Harold Lloyd . Pathe
First National
2 reels. .Sept. 10
Playhouse, The
Buster Keaton
Universal
2 reels .
Playmates
Brownie (Dog)
2 reels. .April 8
Pure and Simple Larry Semon . Vitagraph
.Au". 13
Rainbow Sex
Island
PollardRodney
& Lloyd.. Educational
Pathe '.
Reckless
Earl
2lreel.
reels.
.July
.April 198
Rent
Collector,
The
Larry
Semen
....
Vi-aaranh
2
rep1s.
Riot, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels.
Robinson's
Trousseau ..Lee
Universal
reels. . Miy 21
Roman
Rcmeos
LyonsMoran
& Moran.. Universal
22 reels.
Rubing It In
Universal
1 reel.. .April 209
Sand Man, The
Eddie Boland ....Educational
2 reels. .Nov.
.Vug.' *27
Say It With Flowers ... Special Cast
Fox
2 reels. .Sept.
24
School Days
Larry Semon ....Vitagraph
2 reels.
Scrappily Married
Harry Gribbon ..Educational
2 reels.
See America First Mack Swain
Herald Prcd
2 reels.
See America Thirst Cissy Fitzgerald .. Producers Secu

Subject

Picture

News

Releases

Distributed By
Feature
Star
Length Reviewed
She Sighed by the Sea
S.de
Ben
Turpin
Associated
Prod
....
2 reels . . ..Oct.
June 3#
It
Should Husbands Do
Oct. 8
Housework
Harry Gribbon
Universal
1 reel. .
2 reels.
Simp, The
Lloyd Hamilton.. Educational
Simple Life
Larry Semon
Vitagraph
reels.
Fox
22 reels.
Singer Midgets Scandals Slim Somerville
Single Handed
Edgar Jones
Pathe
2
reels.
.Apunrile 312
.J
First National
Sk.ppers Narrow Escape Special Cast
First National
.June IS
Skipper Treasure Garden Special Cast
Small Town Stuff Al. St. John Fox
2 reels.
Sneakers
,
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels.
Educational
2 reels. June 253
Snookey's Blue Monday Snookey
Educational
2 reels. .Sept.
July 30
Snookey's Fresh Air .... Snookey
Educational
2 reels. Sept.
Snookey's Twin Troubles Snookey
.July' 109
Educational
2
reels.
Snookey'sDogs
Wild Oats. . . Snookey
2 reels . .July 2
Society
Brownie (Dog) . Universal
Reelcraft
2 reels.
Speed
Tweedy
Sportsman, The
Larry Semon
Vitagraph
21 reel.
reels. .
Pathe
Spot Cash
Snub Pollard
Standing Pat
Teddy Sampson
Sept. 10
Educational
1
reel.
2 reels .. -Sept.
Stealin Mistake
Home
Harry Sweet .... Universal
July 13017Storks
Oct.
Educational
2
reels.
Ex
Strikes to Spare
Bcbby Vernon .. National
Reelcraft
2 reels. Aug. 13
Sweet Daddy
Tweedy
1 reel. .
Sweet Revenge
Thornton Edwards Educational
1 reel. . June 11
Take Your Time
Earl Rodney ... Educational
Federated Film ....2 reels. .June
Their
Dizzy
Finish
Sid
Smith
June 1118
Three Good Pals
Fox
2 reels . June
IS
First National
2 reels. .April
May
4 16
Toonerville's Fire Brigade
Educational
2 reels.
Torchy's Nighthood . . . Johnny Hines . . , Educational
2
reels.
Torchy's
Promotion
Hines
2 reels.
Torchy
Cupid ....
. . . Johnny
Johnny
Hines .. .. .. Educational
Toreador.Turns
The
Clyde Cook
Fox
2 reels . Oct. 1
Tourist, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2
reels.
Trouble Doctor, The...Neeiy Edwards .. Arrow film
Trouble
Hunter,
The...
Jimmy
Aubrey
...
Vitagraph
2
reels.
Reelcraft
Turkey Dressing
April 23
Two Faces West
Sid Smith
Federated
2 reels. .Sept. 17
Reelcraft
2 reels.
Vacation
Tweedy
2 reels. .Oct. 1
Vagrant, The
Lloyd Hamilton... Educational
Universal
2 reels. ■ Oct.
Week Off, A
Chas. Dorety
Aug. 86
21 reel.
reels. .
Well
Be
Larry Pollard
Semon .... Vitagraph
Pathe
What I'll
a Whopper
Snub
Why
They Love Cave
Men
Celebrated Players
Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug.....27
Wild & Willy
Jos. Hill
Pathe
1 reel. . . .Oct. 8
Zero
Hero
Gaylord
Lloyd
.
.
.
Zero Love
Educational
lreel.. . May 14
^iiiiiiiiliilliiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiimiN
Short

Subjects
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Feature
Star
Distributed By
Title and
Star
Length Reviewed
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial), Elmo Lincoln. State Rights
American Badger (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
1 reel. . . July 23
Analysis of Motion (Novelty)
H. Levy Ser. Corp. 1 reel. .. .July 16
An Angle in Idaho (Educational Scenic) Educational
%
reel. . .June 11
Andy and Min (Cartoon)
Celeb. Play. FUm. 1 reel
Babe Ruth (How He Hits His Home
Run) Babe Ruth
Educational
1 reel
Beggar Maid, The (Drama), Mary Astor Triart Film 1 reel. . . . Oct. 8
Beyond the Trail (Wes. Drama), Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels ... ....
Bible, The (Serial), Special Cast
State Rights 12 Episodes
1 reel. .. Sept. 17
Biology — the Microscope and Its Use (Educ). National
Both Barrels (Western Drama), Jack Perrin.. Universal
2 reels ... Sept. 3
Breaking
Through
(Serial),
Carmel
Myers....
Vitagraph
....
Buzz-z-z (Educational)
Educational
1 reel. . .'.April
Cairo in Egypt (Kineto Review)
Urban
.
.July
930
Circulation of the Blood and Botany
Field Flowers (Educational) National
Vt reel ea.Aug. 20
Collectors of Craniums (Educational) Educational
1 reel
Could Columbus Discover America? (World
Wanderings)
Educational
1 reel. . . Sept. 2*
2 reels. . .April 2
Cow
Comeback
Art Acc. Universal
CrazyPuncher's
Idea (Cartoon,
Mutt(W.andDr.),
Jeff)
Fox
lreel..
Educational
1 reel. Sept. 24
Crowning King Blizzard (Scenic)
Sweetest Story Ever Told, The (Educational) . Prizma
1 reel. .
30
Sweet Heart (Western Drama), Billy West.. Universal
Film
218 reels.
. .April
.
episodes
Terror Trail (Serial), Eileen Sedgwick Joan
24
Tongue Sandwich, A (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Fox
% reel. .. Sept.
Too Much Overhead (Educational) Educational
1 reel. ... ....
Tooth Carpenter (Cartoon)
T. Sarg Almanac. 2 reels. . .July 2
Training Woodpeckers (Mutt & Jeff Cartoon) Fox
12 reels.
reel. . .. .Aug.
.June 272S
Tricked (West. Drama), Irving Cummings. .
1 reel.
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes (Scenic)... Educational
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. . . .
Venice (Scenic)
Venus and the Cat (Aesop Film Fable) Pathe
2/3 reel. .Oct. 8
Educational
1 reel. . .
Wanderlust (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. June 25
Wanted, an Elevator
Fox
%reel. • July 2
Watering the Elephants (Mutt & Jeff Cart.). Educational
1 reel. ■ .
Water Trails (Scenic)
1 reel. . . .April 917
Wild Men cf Africa (Educational) Paramount
Wild Men of Borneo (Adventure) State Rights
2 reels. . . ....
Wings of the Border (Western Drama) Pathe
18 episodes Oct. 1
Winners of the West (Serial), Art Accord... Universal
1 reel. .. .June 18
Woolly Bits and Monkey Hits (Educational). Educational
1 reel. .. .April 16
Worse Was T">e. The (Educaronall Educational
Pathe
June 2
Yellow Arm, The (Serial), Juanita Hansen.. Universal
2
reels . . . Sept. 24
Cyclone
Vow (West.
Drama)
Day
with Smith's
Jack Dempsey
(Novelty),
Jack
Pathe
1 reel
Dempsey)
(Continued on page 2484)
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"SURE
FIRE"
(Universal)
A Snappy Little Western With Gibson Whooping It Up as
Usual

THERE probably won't be much argument about " Sure Fire " being
Hoot Gibson's best bet to date. If it unfolds an orthodox story
with more or less hackneyed situations, at least it keeps moving
with plenty of snap and vigor and the irrepressible Hoot Gibson is in
there trying every minute. Give him a frolicsome colt, and one of the shooting kind — a 44 to be exact, dress him up with a huge Stetson, chaps, and
all the necessary accoutrements and he will compel attention every time.
Here he has a role which excites admiration and sympathy — admiration
for his nonchalance and ease in and out of the saddle — sympathy for his
spirit of sacrifice in saving a misguided wife from a husband's suspicions.
Thefe won't be any trouble for anyone anticipating just how the story
will develop. And suspense is forced to find expression in just how Hoot
will get out of his difficulty when the posse is after him. His sweetheart
has upbraided him for lacking ambition and so he proceeds to lift the old
mortgage on his ranch in double-quick order. Meanwhile what of her
sister, the wife of the aforementioned husband? She has encouraged a
city slicker who has arranged a rendezvous to meet the woman and elope.
He has stolen a snug sum from the hiding place in the old trunk, but true
to type, has thought more of the money than his love affair. So it is up
to Hoot to discover the plot, though he is caught leaving the house just as
the husband returns from a trip. The latter finds the money gone and
starts in pursuit.
There is present a group of bandits who have killed the slicker and
stolen the precious wealth. It looks pretty dark for Hoot, what with the
mortgage about to be foreclosed and a posse hot in pursuit. He stumbles
upon the hiding place of the bandits who have kidnapped the heroine and
punishes them in picturesque western style. There is no clash of fists,
but a duel in the blackness of the night, and Hoot's 44 speaks volumes of
business. Thus the cowboy and the young lady are found by the pursuing
posse. And the husband never suspects. . The slicker being exterminated,
Hoot has the precious secret of the wife's infidelity locked in his heart.
The picture is moving every minute and so the obviousness is quite eliminated. There is a punch that will satisfy. The exteriors are charming
and picturesque, there being a wealth of colorful long shots. Molly
Malone is the pretty heroine. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Jeff Bransford
Hoot Gibson
Marian Hoffman
Molly Malone
Sonnie
Breezy Eason, Jr.
Rufus Coulter
HarryBrunette
Carter
Elinor
Parker \
Fritzi
Major Parker
Murdock McQuarrie
Burt Rawlings
George Fisher
Leo Balhnger
Charles Newton
Brazos Bart
jack Woods
Overland Kid
Jack Walters
Romero
Joe Harris
Gomez
Steve Clements
By Eugene Manlove Rhodes.
Scenario by George C. Hull.
Directed by Jack Ford.
Photographed by Virgil Miller.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Ed (Hoot) Gibson is the star of the entertaining Western which comes to the
—: the
theatre
next
of " Sure Fire."
Thisof picture permits
colorful
star a chance tounder
revelthein title
his customary
role — that
an
irrepressible
cowboy
—
one
eager
for
fun
and
excitement
but
who
is
ever
readya
to rescue women in distress or capture wily bandits. Gibson is noted for
quick trigger finger. Consequently the picture is aptly named. He is lacking
in ambition when the story opens and his sweetheart is discouraged. But he puts
aside
playful moments and when the occasion arises he shows his bravery and
manliness.
The picture carries a sample of lively action which is always punctuated with
good suspense and scenes of picturesque appeal. And Gibson and his players play
their
parts towithimpartial
plenty audiences.
of spirit and Itdash.
" SureandFiretypical
" is the
star's best offering
according
is a true
Western.
PROGRAM READER
' I rises to remark that I'm coming to your theatre next
in my
all-firedest
Sure aFire.'
surestory
is a here.
hum-dinger.
please. AndbestI picture,
figure I 'have
right It
smart
You willI always
see me aims
hittingto
the trail, riding and shooting and being pursued
by a posse. You will see a lively
and
interesting
picture.photoplay
For I always
to please."
Gibson might
tell you
of his newest
which isaims
undoubtedly
his Thus
finest Hoot
contribution.
a picture which crackles with action and incident and is staged in oicturesque Itset-is
and see " Sure Fire." You will vote it a winner.
tings. Come next
SUGGESTIONS
This fellow Gibson has a good,
Western here in which there is a lively
;ample of action and rattling good snappy
So play it up as a type of picture
which is certain to score with most incident.
any type of
picturegoer who revels in stories
jf the big outdoors. Play up the title. It is snappy and means
something lively
jPLay
up
G1080"
who
has
established
a
good
A cowboy quartette
rould be employed for a prologue or some expertfollowing.
with the lariat. Bill it as a
:omedy-drama which involves considerable riding and shooting. Play up Molly
Malone who appears as leading lady.

"CINDERELLA

OF

THE

HILLS"

(Fox)
Fair Program Offering Presenting a New Star
ANEW star has come over the Fox horizon in Barbara Bedford, who
will be remembered for some appealing performances in Tourneur
productions. Whether she is signed to compete with Eileen Percy
and Shirley Mason cannot be determined at present, but possessing a colorful personality which indicates that she can adapt herself to any type of
story, it seems reasonable to believe that it won't be difficult finding the
proper medium for her. We would not select her as a Cinderella or
Pollyanna type. Her work in "The Last of the Mohicans" indicates that
she can portray heavier roles.
Her initial vehicle is an extremely simple offering with very little of
the Cinderella touch about it in spite of the title. It revolves around the
accepted theory that a father's daughter never gets along well with her
new stepmother. So the picture takes on the form of a character study
punctuated with flashes of conflict when the two young women develop an
argument. And they have a number of wordy battles here. It is quite
overdrawn in those sequences which show the father throwing over his
former wife, the mother of the girl, and causing her to be sent to the insanse asylum through his fickleness, and the cruelty of the mercenary
mistress. And just why the father moves away from a palatial home to
take up his abode in a hut in the Ozarks will cause many to wonder.
However, the action discloses some effective touches, particularly when
Miss Bedford appears on the scene. She is made up to represent a wild,
impulsive, imaginative girl, and the stepmother attempts to embarrass her
in front of some new-found acquaintances by calling her a witch and a
disobedient creature in the same breath. Before the expected climax appears— when the spectator is made to feel that things will adjust themselves satisfactorily for the heroine — there is a sample of homespun incident which concerns a barn dance with the girl masquerading in masculine
attire as the Ozark fiddler. She has not encouraged the young man who
has interested himself in her. The director's idea is to emphasize her
pathetic loneliness and the pathos of her life rather than stress the action.
The denouement ushers in the other man and the subsequent compromise
enables the father to realize that his mistress is unfaithful. The story is
always obvious, but it offers appeal through the characterization of the
heroine. This is because of the sympathetic touch. The exteriors might
have been more suggestive of the wild and wooly Ozarks, but they are
reasonably picturesque. The other players are adequate, especially Barbara La Marr Deely. who makes a very nifty vampire. — Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Norris Gradley
Barbara Bedford
Claude Wolcott
Carl Miller
Rodney Bates
Cecil Van Auker
Peter Poff
Wilson Hummell
Giles Gradley
Tom McGuire
Kate Gradley
Barbara La Marr Deely
By
John
Breckenridge
Ellis.
Scenario by Dorothy Yost.
Directed by Howard Mitchell.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Barbara Bedford, the new Fox star, is reported as having achieved a distinct
triumph in hertheatre
firstnext
vehicle entitled . " Cinderella
of the
Hills,"
which comes actress
to the
Miss Bedford
is the
nineteen-year-old
who appeared in a number of noteworthy pictures, among them being " The Last
of
the Mohicans,"
her talent expressed in that offering entitled her to stardom.
The
by ofJohnherandBreckenridge,
livingstory,
in fear
stepmother. is of a mysterious girl of the Ozark mountains,
The heroine brings down the ridicule of the mountain community upon her head
by her mysterious actions. Her stepmother continually abuses her and her father
seems powerless to help the mistreated victim. Eventually a young man comes to
the convinces
backwoods hertownthatandhe takes
interest The
in theaction
girl'sdevelops
case. Shea theme
shies atof him
until
he
is heran friend.
mystery
and another of love, and they are manipulated with skill. Miss Bedford gives an
appealing performance as the heroine. Howard Mitchell directed.
PROGRAM READER
Barbara Bedford, who at the age of nineteen has been made a star by Fox,
attained success in a little over a year's work. Those patrons who saw " The
Lasttheof army
the Mohicans
remember sparkled
the clever
who portrayed
the was
girl
of
post. Her" will
performance
withactress
such brilliancy
that she
destined to become a star. Her first vehicle is well adapted to her style, and with
a strong, appealing story, this thoroughly capable actress should have no difficulty
in
nleasing her
audience.
picture
is " Cinderella
of the will
Hills appear
" and reveals
a dramatic
romance
of theTheOzark
mountains.
The picture
at the
theatre next
.
SUGGESTIONS
A new star always lends a good angle for exploitation. Here you have Barbara
Bedford, who
with such
in " richly
The Last
of the stardom
Mohicans."
announce
thatscintillated
Fox has made
her brilliancy
a star. She
deserves
becauseSo
she has exceptional ability. So play her up through a teaser campaign and through
stills. Bring forth that she is only nineteen years old. Bill the picture as an absorbing drama and romance of the Ozark mountains, and tell that it is an ideal
vehicle
the expression
the barn
star's dance
personality
A prologue
can
feature for
a violin
solo or a of
rustic
with aandgirltalent.
disguised
in masculine
clothes as the fiddler. This is in line with one of the scenes of the story.
CATCH LINES
See the new star, Barbara Bedford, in a romance of the Ozark mountains. See
" Cinderella of the Hills."
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Motion

PRODUCTIONS

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Wife Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.)
Nov. 28 — Tol'ble David (Richard Barthelmess)
Nov. 14 — Alf's Button (Special Cast)
Oct. 24 — Her Social Value (Katherine MacDonald) . .
Oct. 17 — Woman's Place (Constance Talmadge)
Oct. 17 — Two Minutes to Go (Charles Ray)
Oct. 10 — One Arabian Night (Pola Negri)
Sept. 26 — Bits of Life (Marshall Neilan)
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Blacksmith
2
The Playhouse
2
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Footfalls
Shame (Special Cast)
Thunderclap (Special Cast)
Over the Hill (Special Cast)
A Connecticut Yankee (Special Cast)
The Last Trail (Special Cast)
Queen of Sheba (Special Cast)
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Perjury
His Greatest Sacrifice
PEARL WHITE SERIES
A Virgin Paradise
Beyond Price
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
TOM MIX SERIES
Oct. 30 — The Rough Diamond
Oct. — Your
The Night
Horsemen
After
Own Heart
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Oct. 2 — The Lady From Longacre
Sept. — Singing River
August — Children of Night
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Oct. — Jackie
Oct. — Queenie
Sept. — Lovetime
Sept. — Ever Since Eve
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Dec. 4 — Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
Nov. 27 — The Last Trail
Nov. 20 — The Jolt (Walker-Murphy)
Nov. 13 — Riding with Death (Buck Jones)
Nov. 6 — Bucking the Line (Maurice (Lefty) Flynn) .
Oct. 23 — Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford) . .
Oct. 2 — Bar Nothin' (Buck Jones)
Sept. 11— What Love Will Do (Murphy-Walker)
SERIALS
Fantomas (20 episodes)
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Love and War
2
A Perfect Villain
2
One Moment Please
2
SingerBook
Midgets'
Side Show
The
Agent
22
Say
It
With
Flowers
2
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
FOX NEWS
Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson)
Charge It (Clara Kimball Young)
(Tivice a Week)
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
The Chauffeur
The Toreador
(Releasing Arrangements to be Announced Later)
The Sailor
Jan., 1922— His Nibs (Charles (Chic) Sale)
Dec. — Jungle Adventures (Martin Johnson)
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Long Live the King
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
The Big Mystery
PARAMOUNT
Turkish Bath
Shadowed
(January Releases)
The Tong Sandwich
Rent
Free
(Wallace
Reid)
■
The Stampede
The Romance Booster (Will Rogers, Lila Lee)
Fool'sLane
Paradise
(CecilNoDeTurning
Mille)
The
That Had
(Agnes Ayres)
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Love'sLawBoomerang
(Ann Forrest)
The
and the Woman
(Betty Compscn)
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.)
SERIALS
In the Clutches of the Hindu
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. de Mille)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic
White Oak (William S. Hart)
FEATURES
Her Final Payment (Pola Negri)
The Thinker (Special Cast)
Don't
TellVamp
Everything
Reid, Gloria Swanson)
Exit the
(Ethel (Wallace
Clayton)
The Edge of Youth (Josephine Earle)
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan)
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
(November Releases)
The Call of the North (Jack Holt)
The Sheik (Geo. Melford Prod.)
SEASON 1921-1922
The Bonnie Briar Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.)
FIRST GROUP OF GOLDWYN PICTURES
Ladies Must Live (Betty Compscn)
Oct. — Pardon My French
Three Word Brand (William S. Hart)
Oct. — The Grim Comedian (Lloyd)
(October Releases)
Oct. — A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
Oct. 30— Beyond (Ethel Clayton)
5248
Oct. — Be My Wife (Max Linder)
Oct. 30 — After the Show (Wm. de Mille) 5884
Oct.
Night Rose
Oct. 23 — Experience (Geo. Fitzmaurice)
6 Oct. —— The
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
Oct. 9 — The Great Impersonation (Geo. Melford
Prod.)
6 Oct. — Poverty of Riches (Barker)
Oct. — The Man from Lost River (Llcyd)
Oct. 2 — Cappy Ricks (Thomas Meighan)
6 Oct.
— The Old Nest (Hughes)
Oct. 2 — Footliphts (Elsie Ferguson)
7

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Love, Hate and a Woman (Grace Davison)
S
Dangerous Paths (Neva Gerber)
S
The Girl From Porcupine (Faire Binney)
5
Devil-Dog Dawson (Jack Hcxie)
5
The Star Reporter (Billie Rhodes)
5
SPEED COMEDIES
(One Released Every Week)
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
ARROW-GERBER PRODUCTIONS
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
SERIALS
Man of the North (Ann Little)
15 episodes
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
Never Weaken
3
PLAYGOER PICTURES, INC.
(Distributed through Pathe)
Across the Divide
5
Discontented Wives
5
The Family Closet
5
Homekeeping Hearts
5
They Shall Pay
5
Women Who Wait
5
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson)
5
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
5
Ghost City (Helen Holmes)
5
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
(Released
First(Hobart
National)
Dec.
5 — Thethrough
Sea Lion
Bosworth)
Nov. 28 — Hail the Woman (Ince)
Nov. in — Love Never Dies (King Vidor)
Nov. 7— The Silent Call (H. O. Davis)
Oct. 24 — Molly O (Mack Sennett)
Oct. 3 — Blind Hearts (Hobart Bosworth)
C. B. C. FILM SALE CORP.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
(Two Reels Twice a Month)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(One Reel Ticice a Month)
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
(One Two-Reeler Every Two Weeks)
The Fighter of Diamond X
2
The Desperate Chance
2
The
Scorpion's
Sting
22
Tangled
Trails
The Stranger
2
The Eagle Man
2
The Golden Lure
2
A Daughter cf the Law
2
The Outlaw's Revenge
2
GEORGE H. DAVIS
Oct. IS — The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart)... 6

Picture

Newt

LISTED

Oct. — Dangerous Curve Ahead (Hughes; .
Oct.
Invisible
-.
Oct. —— The
For Those
We Power
Love
Oct. — Ace of Hearts.
Oct. — Beating the Game (Tom Moore)
1
r\ .— All's
All'. T?Fair' _ !_
Oct.
in T
Love
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
Feb. 12, 1922 — Hope (Triart Pictures Corp.)
Feb. 5,Prod.)
1922— The Grey Dawn (Benj. B. Hamptoi
Jan. 22,
1922 — Heart's Haven (Benj. B. Hamptoi
Prod.)
Jan. 15, 1922— The Young Painter (Triart Picture
Jan. 8,Corp.)
1922— French Heels (Hol-tre Pictures, Inc.)..M~
Dec. 25Productions)
— Cameron of the Royal Mounted (Winnipef
Dec. 11— The Bashful Suitor (Triart Pictures Corp.).
Dec. 11— Fifty Candles (Irvin V. Willatt Prod.)
Nov. 20—
The Light in the Clearing (T. Hayes Hunte
Prod.)
Nov. 13 — The Beggar Maid (Triart Pictures Corp.).
Nov. 6 — Jane Eyre (Hugo Ballin Prod.)
Oct. 23 — The Mysterious Rider (Benj. B. Hampton)
Oct. 2 — Rip Van Winkle (Ward Lascelle Prod.)
Oct. — A Certain Rich Man (Benj. B. Hampton)
JANS PICTURES CORP.
The Amazing Lovers (Special Cast)
Man and Woman (Special Cast)
KIPLING ENTERPRISES
The Lone Hand
The Midnight Riders...
Outlawed
The Battling Kid
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Right Basis)
The Stampede (Texas Guinan)
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan)
BERT LUBIN- WESTERN P. CORP.
Lady Luck (Allene Ray)
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray)
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Jan., 1922 — The Prisoner of Zenda
Jan. 8. 1922 — The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana).
Dec. 26, 1922— The Idle Rich (Bert LyteU)
Dec. 12— The Golden Gift (Alice Lake)
Dec. 5 — Turn to the Right (Special Cast)
Nov.— Junk (Bert Lytell)
Oct. — There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
Oct. — The Conquering Power
,
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 26 — Camille
S-L PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 23. 1922 — Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes).
Nov. 28, 1922— The Hunch (Gareth Hughes)
Oct. 3 — Garments cf Truth (Gareth Hughes)
ROWLAND WEST PRODUCTIONS
NATIONAL EXCHANGES. INC.
Welcome Children (Special Cast)
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
The Lotus Blossom
KINETO REVIEW
(One Reel Issued Weekly)
SERIALS
PATHE EXCHANGES
Oct.
2 — The Orderly
SERIALS
The Yellow Arm
(Fifteen
— StarringCourtot)
Warner Olan4, Juanitm
Hansen Episodes
and Marguerite
THE SKY RANGER
Caprice)Episodes — Starring Geo. B. Seitz and June
(Fifteen
AESOP'S FABLES
Nov. 20 — The Woman and the Hen
Nov. 13 — The Owl and the Grasshopper M,
Nov. 6 — The Fox and the Goat
•
Oct. 30 — The Cat and the Monkey
Oct. 23 — The Dog and the Bone
BILL AND BOB SERIES
Nov. 13— A Day in the Wilds
Oct. 16 — The Skunk
TOM SANTSCHI DRAMAS
Nov. 13 — The Heart of Doreon
Oct. 30 — The Spirit of the Lake
Oct.son)16 — The Honor of Rameriz
HURRICANE HUTCH
(Fifteen Episode Serial — Starring Charles Eutehiey
(Continued on page 2484)
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MATRIMONIAL
(Vitagraph)

WEB

Alice Calhoun Has Pleasing Little Picture Here
have featured her
ALICE C4LHOUN gets away from stories which
permits her
Web"
onial
ic roles and "The Matrim
light inromant
in revel
a more or less complicated tale of adventure. It is easy
to
well for
to sav that the star shows an ability in this direction which augursnna
roles
the future. It means that she need not be intrusted with Pollya
unless she expresses a wish to interpret them. This newest essay was
it carries a pleasing line of acwritten especially for the star, and thoughorigin
ality upon it. The plot is
tion the author has not expended any
simple in spite of its vein of adventurous action and one who is a steady
just how it will end.
picturegoer won* t have much trouble in determining
of a
The spectator discovers the star playing the part of a daughteropium.
revenue officer whose mission is to break up the ring trafficking in
The smugglers have rigged up a wireless outfit in a deserted barn j>n a
barren island and have defied capture to such an extent that the "revenuer's" job is in jeopardy. Thus it devolves upon the girl to save her
father. A counterplot concerns a youthful sub-freshman who assumes the
mask of woman-hater. The barren island belongs to his father. So the
smugglers hatch a scheme to compromise the daughter of an ambitious
dowager so that the aforementioned woman-hater will be forced to marry
her. However, the heroine overhears the plan— in fact she agrees to participate in it by frequenting the vicious dive and encouraging the chief
plotter in his pet scheme. This is the only flaw in the pattern, for in
reality her identity would be known to the villains.
The young hero has journeyed to the island to occupy his time in hunting or fishing and the romance comes into the picture when he meets the
girl. The wireless outfit is discovered, and at the psychological moment
father is attempting to
the heroine steps into the scene when thehasyouth's
also journeyed to the island
make him marry the other woman, who
for the sake of the compromise. The picture does not offer much suspense although there is an adequate line of action. It is not heavy or
unduly complicated and the plot is recognizably real. The scenes are appropriate, there being a profusion of picturesque exteriors. The acting is
in the capable hands of William Riley Hatch, Charles Mackay, Marion
others. In all a satisfying program release.— Length. 5 reels.—
Barney andReid.
Laurence
THE CAST
Alice Calhoun
Helen Anderson
Joseph Striker
ke
Harvey Bla
Riley Hatch
William
son
Ander
Revenue Officer
Armand Cortez
y
Gregor
Mackay
Charles
ke
Cyrus Bla
Miriam
Blake
Elsie Fuller
Ernest Hilhard
Irving Srieed
Marion Barney
Mrs. Sanborn
Edith Stockton
Dorothy Sanborn
Judge Cameron
-p. C. Frye
Richard Lee
Smuggler
By C. Graham Baker.
Directed by Edward Jose.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
"The Matrimonial Web" is a dramatic story of the adventures of a young girl
who seeks to capture a band of smugglers and save for her father his position as
chief revenue officer. The girl runs into many strange adventures, and the role
requires of Miss Calhoun great strength and ability. As Helen Anderson she has
the
to interpret
a greater dramatic role than heretofore and she rises
to theopportunity
occasion with
true talent.
Revenue Officer Anderson fails in his task, but his daughter, in order to save the
position for the man, attempts to round up the group of opium smugglers. In order
to get the clue, she mixes with the frequenters of an underworld dive and poses
as a member of a band of tools and succeeds in hoodwinking the denizens of the
resort. She even allows herself to become compromised to save the reputation
of an innocent man. She finds herself involved in a matrimonial web. The action
is intensely dramatic and always adventurous. And it builds the keenest suspense.
" The Matrimonial Web " will appear at the
theatre next
.
PROGRAM READER
She rescues her lover with a pipe. She merely grasped the bowl and pointed
the stem at the smuggler, and he promptly held up his hands. Could you do as
much if confronted with a similar situation? It always pays to keep one's wits on
the
vive. an The
picture story
coming
to the
" The Alice
Matrimonial
and qui
presents
adventure
starring
the pretty and istalented
Calhoun.WebShe"
captures a band of criminals single-handed, thwarts the schemes of a designing
mother for her daughter, and marries a man who is afraid of girls. It was written
especially for the star and gives the charming actress opportunity to display her
versatility in a difficult role. Next
is the day.
SUGGESTIONS
You can tell them that Alice Calhoun is seen in a more difficult role than she has
essayed in the past. Bring forth that it is a highly adventurous story which is
calculated to amuse and thrill your patrons. Bring forth that the girl proves
herself highly resourceful — that she captures a criminal single-handed by prompting
him to hold uo his hands. She uses a pipe. Bill it as a story which is interesting
throughout. Present stills of the star. Her name coupled with that of the director s
is bound to attract attention. A musical prologue would fit in well. Your main
angle is the star. Play her up for her beauty, talent, and personality.
CATCH LINES
She made a desperate criminal hold up his hands by aiming a smoking pipe at
him. He mistook the stem for the barrel of a revolver. See " The Matrimonial
Web," an exciting story of love and adventure with Alice Calhoun as the star.

"BLIND
HEARTS"
(Asso. Pro.-First National )
Not Up to the Bostvorth Standard
has meant so
a picture
adorning
name action,
HOBART
much in BOSWORTH'
the shape ofS rugged
incident
and characterization,
that a subject in which he is the central figure has consistently
spelled sixty, seventy or eighty minutes of solid entertainment. A Bosworth picture has always carried a punch indicated with a capital P, and
so compact and ever moving were the various sequences that one invariably followed the action with the keenest suspense. It is to be regretted
that his latest contribution, " Blind Hearts," does not measure up to his
usual standard. In the first place the idea is hopelessly orthodox and the
action is draggy, although there is plenty of color and atmosphere.
However, stories of primitive people and passions must carry plot interest aside from pictorial backgrounds. And " Blind Hearts " suffers because it is burdened with old-time stock situations, the central idea being
based upon the hoary theme of accumulated hate and revenge. Had a
certain character revealed the secret locked up in her heart or had the
revengeful hero unburdened his mind of the heavy topic which weighed
upon it, the story would ring genuine, although there would be no necescity for filming it. The idea is so familiar that one can aticipate the
action far in advance. You know just how the drama will develop, and
when the Indian woman clears up the identity of the babies in the final
reelEven
the though
spectatorthemay
say —thev Idirector
told youcould
so." have developed it so
plotsafely
is trite,
that some of the sequences might ring genuine. As it stands it smacks of
too much theatrical license — a note brought out when babies are born on
the same day. The action begins by revealing a double wedding, and the
two families live together. Larson (the character played by Bosworth)
loses his wife when their baby is born. The entire substance of the story
hinges upon the switching of the babies at birth by the squaw because
her master Thomson wanted a son while Larson wished for a daughter.
When the latter develops the same birthmark as Thomson the hero believes
that his friend has proved himself false. Instead of settling the argument,
he allows a feeling of suspicion to grow into an overpowering hatred. The
children grow up and fall in love with one another, and in due time when
the complications are cleared up the feeling of revenge is replaced by one
of humility and forgiveness. There is some incident which adds a punch
or two of melodrama, but for the most part the story moves slowly and
with very little interest. A few of the settings are artificial. Bosworth's
performance is up to requirements, but forceful actor that he is, there is a
note of realism missing in his portrayal. — Length. 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Lars Larson
Hobart Bosworth
John Thomas
Wade Boteler
Mrs. Thomas
Irene Blackwell
Hilda Larson
Collette Forbes
Julia Larson
Madge Bellamy
Paul Thomas
Raymond McKee
James Curdy
William Conklin
Rita
Lulu Warrenton
James Bradley
Henry Hebert
By Emilieby Johnson.
Scenario
Joseph Franklin Poland.
Directed by Rowland V. Lee.
Photographed by J. O. Taylor.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" BlindnextHearts," the Hobart
whichBosworth
comes tothethemost admired
theatre
is of the Bosworth
type whichpicture
has made
portrayer of rugged, virile men roles there is on the screen. Starting in the gold
fields of Alaska where he goes through thrilling adventures in a successful quest
for gold, it develops into a tense dramatic story when he makes a discovery that
indicates that his wife and his best friend have betrayed him.
The opening scenes are some of the most beautiful snow shots ever filmed, and
the story may be called a drama of revenge, as well as love and human interest
and scenic beauty and swift action, but it is as different from all the others as they
are themselves. It is the same theme, but dressed up with a story filled with new
twists and a dramatic ending. It is embellished with good acting, for among the
cast are suah well known and competent players as Wade Boteler. Irene Blackwell,
Madge Bellamy, Raymond McKee and William Conklin.
PROGRAM READER
He came home from the Yukon a millionaire. A baby daughter awaited him
in the arms of the bride he had left behind. She bore the birthmark of his bunkie.
And so he grew to hate this man who he believed had dishonored his wife. He
grew to despise his daughter. And he hated his bunkie with a hatred that burned
deep in his soul. Yet happiness was to be his, greater happiness than he had ever
expected could come to him. This is the substance of the vital and vivid Hobart
Bosworth picture, " Blind Hearts," which comes to the
theatre next
It is a tense and dramatic story — one that the rugged Bosworth can
portray better tha his rivals of the screen. In fact it is a typical Bosworth picture.
SUGGESTIONS
Here is a Hobart Bosworth picture and the fact that this very capable actor is
" quite issupreme
delineationa following.
of primitive Make
roles mention
which callthatforthetense
and rugged
action
sufficientin the
to establish
picture
carries
the same tense drama that has featured the other Bosworth pictures. Tell that he
is in a class by himself in the portraying of rugged types. Play uo that the picture
carries a tense line of action of a strong man who snent twenty years planning
revenge. Paint word pictures of what the audience will see — such as a shin being
crushed in an ice-floe — -a bare handed combat, etc. Bill Bosworth as the h«-man
star.
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CENTURY COMEDIES
FRITZI RIDGWAY SERIES
A Nervy Dentist
CAPITOL FILM COMPANY
Around Corners
Tin Cans
NEAL HART SERIES
COMING
RELEASES
\
Sea Shore Shapes
2
LESTER CUNEO SERIES
(Continued from page 2482)
STAR
COMEDIES
Lone Hand Wilson
S Noiseless Valley
Ranger and the Law
5 Back Stage
Witches' Lure
5 Fares,
Please
EDGAR JONES PRODUCTIONS
No Place to Live
SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES
Should Husbands Mind Babies
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
Oct. 23 — Trolley Troubles
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Oct. 16 — Dodge Your Debts
Sept. 10 — Handcuffs or Kisses
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron)
2
Oct. 9 — A Zero Hero
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Won
by
a
Nose
(Dorety-Byron)
~.
.
.
.
2
HAL ROACH COMEDIES
UNIVERSAL WESTERNS
Oct. 20 — Clay Dollars
Nov. 20 — Penny in the Slot (Snub Pollard)
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
Fair Fighting (Art Accord)
M
Nov. 13 — Hocus-Pocus (Pollard)
Call of Duty (Larkin-Hill)
3]
CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Nov. 6— On Location (Pollard)
Beauty
and
the
Bandit
(Larkin-Hill)
2
Oct. 30 — Fifteen Minutes (Pollard)
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Honor of the Mounted (Lark.n-Hill)
2
Oct. 16 — Law and Order (Pollard)
Square Deal Cyclone (Eddie Polo)
2
Dec. IS — Conceit
Harold Lloyd Reissues
A Battle Against Odds (Eddie Pclo)
2
Oct.
1
—
A
Man's
Home
HOLMAN DAY PRODUCTIONS
Cyclone Smith's Vow (Eddie Polo)
2
REVIVALS
Nov. 20 — Dangerous Dollars
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
SELECT PRODUCTIONS
Oct. 9 — Wings of the Border
Tuesdays — International News
1
EDDIE BOLAND COMEDIES
SHORT SUBJECTS
Fridays — International News
1
Oct. 23 — Late Hours
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) i
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES
Oct 9 — Sweet By and By
CHAPLIN CI ASSICS
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
MAJOR ALLEN SCENICS
SELZNICK NEWS
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Nov. 20 — Roping the Black Panther
KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
Oct. 23 — Capturing Lions by Aeroplane
Oct. — The Son of Wallingford
REPUBLIC FEATURES
NEWS REELS
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
SERIALS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Oct. — The Inner Chamber
Wednesdays — Pathe News
WILLIAM DUNCAN PRODUCTIONS
The Whirlwind
."
Saturdays — Pathe News
Where Men Are Men
TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
RAINBOW FILM CORP.
Steelheart
1
Peacock
Alley
(Mae
Murray)
(Released on States Right Basis)
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
A Girl's Decision (Helen Gibson-Ed Coxen)
5 UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
Nov. — Lucky Carson
REALART PICTURES CORP.
Oct — Bring Him In
Nov. — The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Prod.)
Dec. — A Virginia Courtship (May McAvoy)
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
Nov. — Her Face Value (Wanda Hawley)
The Single Track
Nov. — Hush Money (Alice Brady)
SPECIAL
ATTRACTIONS
Moral Fibre
i
Oct. — The Speed Girl (Bebe Daniels)
Nov.
28—
Conflict
(Priscilla
Dean)
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Oct. — The Case of Becky (Constance Binney)
Nov.
(Herbert Rawlinson)
Oct. — Dawn of the East (Alice Brady)
Nov. — The Secret of the Hills
,
Nov. — 14—
SureTheFireMillionnaire
(Hoot
n)
Sept. — Room and Board (Constance Binney)
Oct. 31— The Fox (HarryGibso
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Carey)
R-C PICTURES CORP.
Oct. -Nov. — The Rainbow
Oct. 2431—— High
Nobody's
(MarieWalton)
Prevost)
Oct.
HeelsFool
(Gladys
Sept.-Oct. — The Matrimonial Web
Nov.
Ma'mselie
(Gasnier)
Oct. 17 — Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
Nov. 1327—— The
Lure ofJoJade
(Pauline Frederick)
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
Oct. — Moonlight Follies (Marie Prevost)
Oct. 30 — The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)
Oct. 10 — Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
Oct. 16 — The Foolish Age (Doris May)
Oct. 3— The Rage of Paris (Miss DuPcnt)
Oct. 2 — The Barricade (Wm. Christy Cabanne)
SERIALS
SERIALS
Breaking Through
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Terror Trail
(Starring Carmel Myers and Wallace Mac Donald)
FRANK BRAIDWOOD SERIES
(Eighteen
Episodes
—
Featuring
Eileen
Sedgwick)
FIGHTING FATE
The Frame Up
2 Do or- D.e
Episodes — Starring Eddie Polo)
The Sheriff of Campo
2 (Eighteen
(Fifteen
Episodes — Starring William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
The Western Thoroughbred..
2 Wi ners of the West
Arizona Ranger
2 (Eighteen Episodes — Starring Art Accord)
F. B. WARREN CORPORATION
Wolves of the Camp
2 JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Cattle Rustlers
2 Jan. 1, 1922 — Foolish Wives (Stroheim)
Nov. — The Old Oaken Bucket
The Claim Jumpers
2 Oct. — No Woman Knows (Special Cast)
Nov. — What Do Men Want
Nov.
— Our Mutual Friend
The Eagle's Nest
2 JEWEL COMEDIES
AL JENNINGS SERIES
POST NATURE SERIES
P.
D.
Q.
(Lee
Moran)
2
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
Robinson's Trousseau
2 (One Every Two Weeks)
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Modern Centaurs (Educational)
Educational
1 reel . ....
Morocco, the Mysterious (Educational) Kineto Review .... 1 reel .... May 7
Mountain Lion (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
1 reel. .. .Aug. 20
Movie Chat No. 16 (Scenic)
SHORT
SUBJECTS
Urban
1 reel .... April 9
Movie Chat No. 40 (Educational) Urban-Nat'nal
Ex.1
reel Sept. 24
Movie Chat Nos. 49 and 56 (Scenic) Urban
(Continued from page 2480)
1
reel eachjune 25
Movie Chat No. 52 (Educational) Urban
1
reel
July 16
Movie Chats, Ninth Series
National Ex
1 reel .... Sept. 17
Music in the Air (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug. 20
My Lady of the Pines (W. Dr.), Mary Astor. Pathe
2 reels. .. Sept. 10
Feature
StarDistributed By
Length Reviewed
Naturalist's Paradise, The (Scenic) Kineto Review. . . .1 reel. . . .May 28
Day with John Burroughs (Scenic)
Prizma
1 reel. . . .April 16 Ne'er
Educational
2 reels. . . Oct. 8
Return
Road (Wild
(Dr.), Animal)
Wallace Berrey.
Day with the Giants
State Rights
Nettingto the
Leopard
Pathe
1 reel Sept. 24
2 reels
Death Trap, The (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi Pathe
New
Wine
in
Old
Bottles
(Educational)
Educational
....
Dexteritybaticand
Mimicry
of
Insects,
AcroNo
More
Gasoline
(Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. . . . Oct 1
Flies (Educational)
Kineto Review .... 1 reel. ... May 14 Not Wedded But a Wife (Cartoon) Fox
Vz
reel.
.
.Aug.
27
Do or Die (Serial), Eddie Polo
Universal
2 reels... May 21
One Peek Was Plenty (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. ... April 23
1 reel
Dreams Come True (Educational) Educational
Our
Navy
in
Action
(U.
S.
Navy)
Official Gov. Pict. 2 reels. . .July 16
Prizma
1 reel Sept. 3
Eden of the Pacific (Scenic)
1 reel. .. .Aug. 20
Painters'
The (Scenic)
(Mutt and Jeff Cartocn) Fox
Eskimo Picture, An (Educational) Educational
1 reel.... May 7
Paris the Frolic,
Beautiful
Kineto Review .... 1 reel. ... May 21
Selznick
1 reel. .. .Aug. 13
Feathers (Scenic)
Pathe
Review
No.
120
Pathe
1
reel Sept. 10
Urban
4 reels. . . Oct. 8
Four Seasons (Kineto Review)
Peculiar Pets (Educational)
Kineto Review .... 1 reel .... May 7
V2 reel. . .July 2
Gusher, The (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Fox
People
of
Old
Burges
(Educational)
Educational
1
reel. .. .April 9
Hiking the Alps, with the Swiss Boy
Philippine Futurity. The (Scenic) Educational
1 reel.... May 14
National Ex
1 reel. . .Sept. 24 Pigs
Scouts (Kineto Review)
Educational
1
reel. ... ....
(Educational)
Educational
1 reel. . .May 28
Hitting the Spots (Scenic)
Play and
Ball Kava
(Sketchographs)
Educational
1 reel .... Aug. 13
2 reels.
Honor of Rameriz (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi. Pathe
Polo
(Educational)
Educational
1
reel. ... ....
Rights 15 episodes
Primitive Life in Tennessee (Scenic) Kineto
Hope
Diam'dHutch
Mystery
(Ser'l),
GraceHutchison..
Darmond State
1 reel.... May 28
Pathe
15 epi des. Aug. 13 Purple
Hurricane
(Serial),
Chas.
Riders,
The
(Serial),
Joe
Ryan
Vitagraph
15
episodes. May 7
2 reels.
Imposter, The (West. Drama), Tom Sanchi.. Pathe
Putting Nature Next (Educational) Educational
1 reel. . . .April 2
1 reel. . .Aug. 6
In the Bonnie Brier Country (Scenic) Educational
Educational
1
reel
.... ....
Pyrenees and Wooden Legs (Educational) . . .
Vfcreel. .May 21
It's a Bear
(Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Fox
Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug. 20
Quaint Holland (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. .
Japan
(Scenic)
Educational
1 reel... May 14
Red
End, The Train
(Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. . July 2
Japanese Judo (Educational)
Ride Trail's
on a Runaway
(Novelty) Educational
1 reel. .. .June 18
Educational
1 reel. ... ....
juggernauts of the Jungle (Educational) Universal
2 reels ... Sept. 27
Roaring Waters (West. Drama), Geo. Larkin. Universal
18 episodes
King of the Circus (Serial), Eddie Polo
Western Picture
....
Scattergood Baines (Western)
Kineto Review .... 1 reel .... Aug. 20
Land of Chu Chin Chow (Scenic)
National Ex
1 reel. ... Sept. 10
Science at Home (Kineto Review)
Educational
1 reel .... Sept. 3
Last Hops. The (Scenic)
C.
B.
C.
Film
Sales
1
reel
April
16
Screen
Snapshots
No.
22
Kineto Review. . . .1 reel. . . .May 21
Let's
See the ofAnimals
(Educational)
C.Pathe
B. C. Film Sales 12 reel
May 14
Screen Snapshots No. 24
Review .... 1 reel ... .June 11
Life History
Frogs and
Toads (Educ.) . . . Kineto
reels...
2 reels. . . ....
Secret of Butte Ridge, The (W. Dr.), T. Sanchi Educational
Lochinvar of the Line (Drama), Edgar Jones. Pathe
1 reel. ....
Seven League Booters (Scenic)
Paramount
1 reel .... April 2
Lone Indian, The (Scenic), Post
2 reels. . .June 3
Sheriff of Mojave, The (Wes. Dr.), T. Sanchi. Pathe
Lorraine of the Timberlands (West. Dr.), Pathe
Affiliated Distr. ... 1 reel. .. .July 9
2 reels. ..Oct. 8
Tom Sanchi
Skipping the Pen (Cartoon)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. . . .Aug. 6
Educational
1 reel. ... ....
Spirit Wrestlers (Scenic)
Lost a Yodel (Educational)
Hepworth
1 reel. .. .June 25
Stratford
on
Avon
(Scenic)
Pathe
1
reel
Major Jack Allen Wild Animal Pict. (Adven.)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel . .June 11
Miracles of the Jungle (Serial)
State Rights 15 ep'des. April 23 Swat the Fly (Educational)
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Rothacker-Aller Lahoratories , Inc.
Hollywood, K^aitiomia

Mary Pickford's exquisite
Photoplay presentation of
Frances Hodgson Burnett's
"Little Lord Fauntleroy"
Will delight every lover
Of things good and beautiful.
A Bernard McConville

scenario,

Photography by Charles Rosher,
Direction by Mr. Jack Pickford
And Alfred E. Green, with
An excellent cast supporting
Our Incomparable Mary.
Mary Pickford
in

Thru United Artists Corp.
You may obtain the art
Prints laboratoried at

"Little Lord Fauntleroy"

Our Hollywood plant under
The personal supervision of
Joe Aller. — Book
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Burn
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'Em
Up
second
to an international
institution Barnes"
lil^e Charlie Chaplin

It is pretty nice to have a critic on a
metropolitan newspaper class your
picture with that of the most famous
of them all, but it is better to play in
the same theatres, on the same bill,
share in the final applause and hope

At

Lieber's

CIRCLE

some day to reach the heights attained
by the greatest comedian of all time,
Charlie Chaplin.
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THE

LAST

ENT"

PAYM

The star the whole world is talking
about!
Now — in a modern

drama !

This is no tale of dead queens and
dusty loves — but a thrilling, throbbing, fascinating story of today.
The story of a woman more alluring than Cleopatra. A woman who
made love an art and life a plaything
—who extracted the last drop from
the wine of life — and who paid for
pleasure with her heart's blood.
Who but Pola Negri could play
such a role? Pola Negri, the passionate, tempestuous heroine of "One
Arabian Night," and "Passion"—
Pola Negri, the incarnate flame of
beauty?
Who in the world today has a
greater drawing power than Pola
Negri in a modern drama?
You

know

the answer — act on it!

km
'• i
|S FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION

THE

LAST

PAYMENT

The star of "One Arabian Night"
in her first modern
play.
Mad
studio
life
Quarter of Paris.
Pola Negri
model who
Pola

as the
made

Negri

as

in

the

Latin

daring, dancing
all men fools.
the

woman

cleansed
by suffering— and
mighty atonement.
The
gay
surprising

masque
ending.

ball —

and

A story of living love — and
lived to the full.
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Present
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and
oA Short cB^el feature
One of EducationaPs
Nationally
Short

the

Baby"

Advertised

Subjects

Featuring
William

Desmond

and

Wallace

Beery

Editorial — Moving Picture World: "So really delightful are these
pictures that they bring us back to the best days of two-reel drama
when stories stood out like fine cameos,
clear-cut

BOOK

and

perfect

in their making."
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TODAY!

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM'
EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. Hammons, President
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BABY

PECCV

Her

Current

Successes:

" A Muddy Bride "
" Sea Shore Shapes "
"Brownies Baby Doll"
" Brownie's Little Venus 'r
Grab

this

youngster
if you

want

a hundred

What

the Critics Say:

" Nineteen months old baby outdoes
Jackie Coogan in youthful stardom by
— Eve. Mail.
several parasangs."
" Baby Peggy is certain to captivate and
—Witt's.
hold any audience."

laughs
-that's

" An adorable youngster. Distinct natural talent responsible for an unusual
amount of genuine human appeal and
— M. P. W orld.

a

Centur

Released

y
thru

UJSJI

real humor."
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HE Universal Film Corporation feels that it has
solved the serial censorship problem. Because of
the fact that serials are patronized largely by children
they have produced one which will undoubtedly win the
approval of the most captious censor and at the same
time delight the youngsters.
IT'ACH episode contains two reels of the early struggles
of American explorers. The California gold rush,
the wagon trains crossing the country and exploring new
fields, the Indian massacres; in short, all of the exciting
adventures of Kit Carson and of Capt. John Charles
Fremont, leader of the great trail-breaking expedition
to the California gold fields, are introduced into the picture with splendid effect. Each episode is filled with
daring and adventure, but is altogether wholesome and
will fill young America with splendid patriotic ideals.
T^HERE is a hue and cry from various sources every
once in a while because youngsters will go to see the
motion pictures and producers will make films which
are not the best sort of influence for children. "Winners
of the West " answers a crying need and will be especially popular with the small boy.

GENERAL
FREMONT
ART
ACORD

CARL

LAEMMLE

ART ACORD, the popular cowboy, accomplishes some
amazing riding, and the Indians of the picture
supply the most fascinating sort of excitement. The
youth who follows this serial is likely to be a bit more
interested in his history book than heretofore. The
Boy Scout is going to adore it.

pre/ent/

ART
ACORD
IN EDWARD
LA EMMLE7
AMERICAN
H l/TO riY /TO R/y

UNIVEQ/AL

MADE
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Importance

Opposite is an exact reproduction
of a full-page advertisement
which will appear shortly
in the Saturday Evening Post.
1 he circulation is 2,108,923
it being variously estimated that
8,000,000. to 10,000,000 people
read every issue.
This is the first time
in the history of the motion picture industry
that a feature production
sold on the independent market
has been advertised in
The Saturday Evening Post
Tt is the forerunner
of a national publicity campaign
destined to make
Charles (Chic) Sale
known

to every motion picture fan

e believe an artist like Mr. Sale
is needed on the screen
We know he will further our aims
for clean and wholesome

pictures
ALEXANDER

BEY FUSS

To

"HIS

Every

Exhibitor

NIBS"
believes
in advertising

THE

SATUI(MY

EVENING

POST

This copy for
"The Saturday Evening Post"
full-page advertisement
prepared especially for
Exceptional Pictures Corporation
by the Patterson-Andress

Company,

Inc.
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A Gripping Story
-= of love and false ambition

Virginia Lee
Harry Benham
and
ELo^er Lytton

j— that sacrifices a daughter
for an old man's ^oIcL.
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FIRST,
SECOND
and
THIRD
Of the Big Special High Class Productions Forming the
SOCIETY
Richly Mounted,

DRAMA

SERIES

Powerful Stories with Great Box-Office Titles and Tremendous
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Available

for

State
J. W. FILM
CORPORATION
E. S. MANHEIMER, GEN. MGR.

130 W. 46th Street
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PRODUCTION

ct

"WARD
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c

HOKMhlSON
ANN I

Jh
c
HOMAS

LASCELLE

dzz

o tiort

EFFERSON

ON'RIP
AGREE
ALL
VERSION OF "RIP VAN WINKLE" IS A TRUE
SCREEN CLASSIC
It is probable that " Rip Van Winkle " like Tennyson's brook, will go on forever.
As a picture it lives again to delight the admirers of Washington Irving's memorable tale. "Rip Van Winkle" in celluloid should prove as invulnerable as
Washington Irving's book.
—MORNING TELEGRAPH.

CRITICS
THE HODKINSON

INTERESTING ADAPTATION OF SUCCESSFUL PLAY
The
Irving'stheir
talecharm
and Jefferson's
playIt isisbrought
forth production
in scenes
whichsimplicity
conquer of
through
and fancy.
an artistic
which should strike the public fancy.
—MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
CHARMING INTERPRETATION OF STAGE SUCCESS
Here is a perfectly joyous thing, brimful of humor, exquisite in its pathos and
irresistible in its quaint charm. Hodkinson may well be proud of the honor
of distributing
" Ripin Van
Winkle "fine
andscreen
Ward version.
Lascelle is to be congratulated
on
his achievement
the notably
—WEEKLY FILM REVIEW.
SHOULD PLEASE THEM— OLD AND YOUNG
This picture offers an interesting photoplay, not alone for the sentiment constory andnicely
the performance
Joe Jefferson's
also
because nected
he withhasthesucceeded
in making it of
realistic
and quite son,
as youbutmight
picture it in your imagination.
—WW'S DAILY.
LIVES ON THE SILVER SHEET IN PLEASING
PRESENTATION
Thomas Jefferson is absolutely right as " Rip.
—MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

THE IMMORTAL

"RIP

YOl SHOULD HAVE NO TROUBLE IN PUTTING THIS PICTURE OVER
Thisterproduction
is excellentevery
entertainment.
Rip Van
Winklehas" been
is a characknown to) practically
one, and the " screen
version
eagerly
awaited.
— AMUSEMENTS.
THE NEW GENERATION SHOULD SEE THlS
Lovingly and reverently " Rip Van Winkle " has been transplanted to the
screen. There is not an iota of the story that has been neglected in its transition. All the quaint, lovable characters are shown. Thomas Jefferson deserves
the highest praise for his interpretation of the famous old character " Rip."
—THE BILLBOARD.
THE WHOLE

PICTURE IS STRONGLY AND DELIGHTFULLY
REMINISCENT
Thomas
Jefferson's
work
in
"Rip
Van Winkle"
the for
screen
sion of the play made famous by Joseph
Jefferson(Hodkinson)
is outstanding
its verfine
naturalness. The beloved character lives again for us in cinegraphic terms
with all its pathos and humor.
—NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW.
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You'll

book

if you

want

A

this
the

one
best

Drama of a lover's faith, a mother's trust and a father's
suspicion, "The Sin of Martha Queed" must be reckoned as a truly big audience picture.
Every element that combines to make a good photoplay
and a successful attraction is here presented to a superlative degree.
It is a poignant love diama with a tremendously big
heart appeal which can only be described by one's
emotions.
Superbly directed by Allan Dwan it staads as one of
his finest achievements, made doubly valuable to the
exhibitors by the flawless work of an all-star cast, including
Mary Thurman
Joseph J. Dowling
Eugenie Besserer
Gertrude Clair

Now

Niles Welch
Frank Campeau
George Hackathorne
Frankie Lee

Booking

}0

FOREIGN

REPRESENTATIVE

Jor ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
. SIDNEY GARRETT
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PHOTOPLAYcorporation

presents

An
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Allan
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of

Dwan

Production

Martha

Queed

^Written and Directed My Olllan Dwan
Distributed Jby Associated
Exhibitors
Inc.
through Pathe Exchange Inc.
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THE UNEQUALLED GENIUS OF
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THOS. H. INCE STUDIOS
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A keen eye had noted her beauty and suddenly a
hand strctclicd out from the darkness and seised
the terrified beggar maid
BABETTE
one of the strange and fascinating characters in a
drama teeming with unusual personages and exinceptional situations

Andrew

J. Callaghan's

presentation of

"All
A

for

a

Woman"

Stupendous

the

Loves

of

Drama
the

of

Mighty

The picture formerly listed in our big Fall dramatic
productions as " Woman
A

A
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First

and Superman."
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Motion

"Excellent

Box

Office

BEST

ALL

Picture

News

Attr
acti
Exhibitor's
Trade on!"
Review

STAR

CAST

"It is engagingly set forth by a cast which puts the all star line-up in 'The Affairs of
Anatol
to shame. Every part is expertly handled. Moreover, J. L. Frothingham has given
it a good production." — Life.

HOLDS

INTEREST

THROUGHOUT

" A well made melodrama with never a moment when it does not hold the interest.
The character development is cleverly
handled. Many entertaining qualities with a swift
movement of events. The good work of the cast gives the entire picture the breath of life."
— Moving Picture World.
CLEVER

ALL

STAR

CAST

"A cast of clever players. Lewis Stone, William V. Mong and Rubye de Remer lend
character to the offering. The action is mystifying to a degree." — Motion Picture Xcws.
MOST

ENTERTAINING

OF

YEAR

"Excellent box office attraction. One of the most entertaining films of the reason.
Young and old will enjoy it alike. Mystery and excitement, love and pathos, all are here
in good quantity. A most enjoyable offering. Every member of the cast does his work
nobly." — Exhibitors' Trade Review.
A

SPLENDID
PRODUCTION
" Very colorful, with mystery, romance, suspense and contrast. Some splendid types.
A splendid production. It will hold the attention and interest. Lay stress on the mystery
theme." — Wids.

FAST

Speaking

MOVING— THRILLING
"A fast moving and thoroughly convincing screen story. One of the best detective
stories. It htolds many unusual angles for excellent exploitation. Well developed mystery
story in which the suspense is heightened by one thrilling episode following closely on the
heels of another." — Exhibitors' Herald.

of

J.

L.

Frothingham's
presentation of

"PUgrims

of

the

Night"

Adapted to the screen from the novel, " Passers
By," by E. Phillips Oppenheim.
Directed by Edward
A

Novel

Known

Sloman.
to
—

Suspense

Mystery

—

Distributed
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Thrills

First National

Pictures, Inc.
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Remarkable

fighting Devil

Dog

Known!

against his

enemies, the tenderness and devotion of a woman toward those he
loves, the intelligence of a human
— that's Strongheart in

H.

0.

DAVIS

wonderful

"THE

Photodrama

SILENT

L"
CAL
A tale of love, romance and wild

adventure in the open spaces —
where the great silences call to
their chosen.

From the Saturday Evening Post story, " THE
CROSS PULL," by Hal G. Evarts; directed by
Laurence Trimble and adapted by Jane Murfin.
A
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Jane

Murfin

Trimble

and

Production
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rHE " Get-together " meeting of Associated First
National in Chicago was a healthful and helpful thing for the entire industry.
As stated in last week's MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
■he convention, composed largely of delegates from
ihe sub-franchise holders, opened with considerable
Contention and closed with complete harmony.
The contention centred around exhibition values
Ind rental prices and policies — and undoubtedly with
considerable justice from the standpoint of the subllranchise holder.
On the other hand the executives of Associated
First National took this stand before the delegates:
jive have here a cooperative organization; it is formed
|:o promote your interests; we believe you will agree
< hat the fundamental principle and purpose are right.
II f anything is wrong with it let's try and correct it.
Iff the whole structure is wrong let's rebuild it. Here
[are all the cards on the table.
What's to be done?
The meeting, in other words, was thrown wide
bpen. The light of understanding was let in. Oratory and emotionalism in general were laid aside for
!:alm business deliberations. And harmony ended and
[pemented a gathering which hopeless discord might
'have wrecked.
It would seem that the whole industry might harfmonize in the same way.
To begin with, we are, none of us, and no branch
pf us, blameless.
At this same meeting the writer heard accusations
lagainst exhibitor, producer and distributor alike.
The producer put himself down for a fat salary or
"indulged in inexcusable waste and then blamed the
^distributor and exhibitor because his picture didn't
make money. The exhibitor did the very same thing
Iwith his salary and house expense and then blamed
Ithe rental value. The distributor lacked selling effort,
pr put his administrative cost too high, or both., etc.,
fete.

And all of these accusations are quite commonly
land at least about equally true.
But each situation won't be corrected and the whole
business won't get down to sane and common prosperity through the hurling back and forth of verbal
l and printed brickbats. We have altogether too much
|loose talk and printed publicity. What we need is
ithe light of understanding, the calm business discusVol. XXIV

NOVEMBER

News

Principle
sion that is calm because it is based on facts — and
therefore gets somewhere.
The common fault of the exhibitor today is that he
cannot or will not realize that the war prosperity is
over. That's the trouble with the retailer in general
today. He won't put his house in order to fit postwar conditions. And he's got to, as speedily as possible, whatever the effort. Business all along the line
won't thrive until he does.
On the other hand some exhibition values today are
outrageously and dangerously high. We know of
some where the money cannot possibly be brought in
for the simple, ultimate reason that the public won't
pay for over-priced and under-geared attractions.
A good deal of the inflation begins with the producer who sincerely and ignorantly, or insincerely
and knowingly, lets his production cost away above
what it should, above what it can return in profits to
distributor, exhibitor or to himself. But wherever
this inflation enters — this heedless waste or diversion!
of good money — it must stop.
Will the " easy money " idea that permeates this
business ever leave it? Will we ever realize that we've
got to manufacture and sell like any other regular
Why not?
business?
We

speak of exorbitant exhibition values as " dangerous." They are — as dangerous as dynamite.
The bedrock of this
whole business is its hold on the public
as a low-priced amusement.
— we're gone.
That's the one hold we can't afford to lose. When it's gone

There's a mighty big and serious lesson in the government's
last internal revenue report. It shows that, for
the fiscal year
of 1920-21, every single luxury tax (on furs, jewelry, cigars,
cigarettes, tobacco, musical instruments) declined heavily while
the tax from motion picture admissions went up. In other
words the public curtailed their purchases of these so-called
luxuries to a marked degree but they continued and even increased their purcha ses of motion pictures. They have come,
in other words, to look upon the motion picture entertainment
as a necessity. They, very evidently, class it with other
necessities. •
We
lic low.must keep it a necessity— by keeping its price to the pub-

And the way to keep this a low-priced amusement is to cut
out inflation, all along the line. Every bit of inflation, every bit
of waste, is a strain upon our bulwark of safety.

12, 1921
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Men
Bid

of
DEDICATING itself to the work
encouraging the production of
clean, wholesome and optimistic
films and pledging the screens of its exhibitor-members tothe task of promoting
civic and social betterment, advancing
vocational training and guidance, and revivifying the spirit of Brotherly Love and
the principle of the Golden Rule, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
on Saturday, October 29th, at the Criterion theatre, New York, formally inaugurated its newly established Department of Public Service, which will
function under the direction of Dr.
Francis Holley, head of the Bureau of
Commercial Economics. Prominent men,
including First Assistant-Secretary of
Labor Henning, were on hand to voice
their endorsement of the project and wish
it God-speed.
The plans of the new M. P. T. O. of A.
department include close co-operation
with the Department of Labor and the
showing at stated intervals of pictures
dealing with industry, trade, commerce,
agriculture, public health, sanitation, or
any subject recommended by the President
or any member of his cabinet. It is the
plan of the new department to effect arrangements with theatres throughout the
country so that ultimately every motionpicture theatre will set aside certain
periods during the week, outside of regular exhibition hours, when the house will
present gratis to its audience- such subjects
as will be recommended by the Department oi Public Service. Saturday morning showings for children, during which
subjects tied up with their school work
will be shown, are also to be included within the scope of the present plans.
Dr. Holley acted as chairman of the
conference at the Criterion theatre. He

Public
Address

New

the Enterprise

Welfare
York

Meeting

(

Movemem
and

God- Speed

In One Day!
One hundred and forty-two subscriptions to Motion Picture News and the
Booking Guide were received.
Have you sent yours in?
briefly stated the purpose of the new department and introduced the various
speakers. The speech-making was preceded by the exhibition of a picture showing what the High School of Commerce,
New York City, is doing to make its pupils
physically and mentally fit.
Assistant-Secretary Henning, who came
as the personal representative of Secretary
of Labor James J. Davis, read a lengthy
address from his chief at Washington.
The Secretary of Labor was unable to attend in person owing to his presence being
required at a conference dealing with sudden developments in the threatening railroad strike. The Secretary of Labor's
message endorsed the new movement of
the M. P. T. O. of A. as one of highest
importance to the national life of the people, and expressed his heartiest wishes for
its success. The message emphasized the
mutual understanding and respect between worker and worker and between
worker and employer which would inevitably result as each saw realistically
recorded on the screen the important part
the others played in the field of industry
and commerce.
" This morning's meeting ought to mark
a new renaissance in American industrial
art," declared Dr. Newell Dwight Hills,
pastor of Plymouth Church, who followed
Secretary Henning on the stage. Dr.
Hillis declared that about six million of
the people of the country confessed to
illiteracy ; that the United States instead
of being foremost, stood ninth among the
nations in the rank of literacy ; that educa-

Emergency
Traffic Organization Made Permanent Ready
;
to Function at any Time
A PERMANENT emergency film traffic organization, covering the entire
United States, with standing committees in each exchange territory, ready to
function
at a moment's
noticeestablished
in the event
future interruption
road
shipping facilities,
has been
by of
theanyNational
Association to
of railthe
Motion Picture Industry.
This traffic organization is an outgrowth of the recent railway strike scare. It
was hurriedly
called into
being byat the
Transportation
mittee, P. H. Stilson,
Chairman,
the National
request ofAssociation's
President William
A. Brady,Comand
was thoroughly prepared to meet the threatened* crisis long before the railroad
brotherhoods decided to call off the walkout, which had been scheduled for October 30.
When all the danger of an immediate railway strike was removed last week, Chairman Stilson conferred with members of the Transportation Committee and with President Brady and Executive Secretary Frederick H. Elliott as to the advisability of
continuing the nationwide traffic organization as a permanent body. It was decided that such an emergency staff in each key centre, co-ordinating with the National Association traffic head quarters in the event of any future interruption of
the customary film transportation facilities would be of great benefit to the industry. Alltotraffic
and organizations
exchange men's
have accordingly been
notified
keep managers
their traffic
intactorganizations
for future emergency.
A special bulletin has been published embodying the personnel of the traffic
organization in each exchange centre and conveying instructions for shipping film
accessories via emergency conveyance in the event of any future interruption to
railway service. Copies of this bulletin have been forwarded to all traffic managers
and to the shipping departments of all National Association company members.

tors believed that from fifty to eighty-fiv
per cent of all the knowledge that we pot
sesses come through the sense of sight
and that in consequence of these facts th
screen, under the new movement launche
by the M. P. T. O. of A., was due to pla
a tremendous part in educating the peopl
of the country and elevating our educa
tional standing among the nations of th
earth.
" He serves himself best who serve
others most," declared Nathan D. Wil
liams of the National Association of Man

I

I
I
|

ufacturers, in endorsing the M. P. T. O.'.l
project. The speaker declared that then!
was an unfortunate tendency to solve all
the problems of present-day life by legislal
tion, when, as a matter of fact, what wa:l
needed was education and not laws. Hi I
pointed out the futility of restrictive laws I
as panaceas for all ills political, industrial
and social. He pleaded for the ascendanc)
of a scheme of education in lieu of useless
laws, and in this connection stressed the
highly important part the screen was td
play in this education program.
Sydnev S. Cohen, president of the M.«
P. T. O. of A., declared that the M. P.a
T. O. was behind its new department one*
hundred per cent in the work of promoting public
"andto mankind
making and
oval
screens
usefulwelfare
and helpful
of serving our Government. We want to'
enlist the sympathetic interest of our public in our work, and we hope to accomplish this purpose through the medium of
the Public Service Department of the Motion PictureMr.
Theatre
concluded
Cohen.Owners of America,"

S. M. P. E. Convention
Boston Next Year

in

Buffalo, N. Y. (Special). — Boston will
be the meeting place of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers when they assemble
in spring convention, 1922. This was decided at the convention and annual meetbering31. which opened here on Monday. OctoThe 1 92 1 annual meeting proved to be
the biggest and best held so far. Over
one hundred members were present and
much tiesinterest
was displayed in the activiof the session.
Monday afternoon the annual election
of officers was held with the following results: Lawrence C. Porter, president;
George Blair, vice president ; A. R. Dennington, secretary: Will C. Smith, treasurer. All were unanimously elected. The
board of governors received as new members M. W. Palmer and W. R. Mott for
two year terms and J. C. McNabb to fill
the unexpired term of L. C. Porter.
The papers delivered were of great
merit and much interest and discussion
resulted.
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Senate
Per

Votes
Cent

to

Film

Repeal

Five

Tax

in 2 Years; Bill Goes to Joint Committee
Industry $10,000,000,
ate and the House, but those who have
THE United States Senate has voted
been
in close touch with the progress of
to repeal the 5 per cent film rental
Needed !
this legislation in Washington say there
tax which in two years has cost
As my subscription does not expire
is small likelihood that any serious snag
rhe industry more than $10,000,000.
until Dec. 3, 1921, will you kindly let
will be encountered in the final repeal of
me
know
if
I
am
to
pay
mv
renewal
at
Without the formality of a roll-call the
once or wait until sub. expires? Either
Senators ratified the repeal amendment
the s per cent tax.
way suits me and am anxious to receive
President Brady, when informed in In)f a majority of their Finance Committee
your "thing
Booking
is somedianapolis ofthe Senate action said :
tt 9 P. M. on Tuesday, November 1, after
that everyGuide."
managerIt will
need.
i day of acrimonious wrangling in which
Glad the " Motion Picture News " is
" This is splendid news. The entire inputting it out. With lots of success,
dustry owes a debt of gratitude to our
nany other revenue amendments of the
Yours respectfully,
loyal friends in the Senate who have stood
ARNOLD DAVIS, Manager,
"inance Committee were voted down and
staunchly by the industry in the campaign
hrown into the scrap heap.
William Fox's American Theatre,
for taxation relief. The removal of this
Clinton Ave. at Peshine
Led by Senator Reed Smoot of Utah
Newark, Ave.,
N. J.
burdensome tax has been well worth
nd a small group of the industry's Senworking for, because it means the saving
sorial friends who worked valiantly
of between five and six millions of dollars
Connolly
was
in
constant
conference
with
mong their fellow Senators to win supsenators whose support was essential to a year to the exhibitors as well as the savort for the relief measure, the amendinsure
the success of the repeal amending of a very large amount expended anlent was adopted without serious opposiment and largely through his efforts the
nually by distributors in computing and
on. This decisive action by the Senate
; considered to practically insure the final final tide was turned in favor of the in- collecting the rental tax.
" To Senator Smoot, of Utah, the iniccess of the National Association's
dustry's plea, for taxation relief.
Senator Smoot was spokesman for the
impaign for the removal of the sales tax.
dustry should be particularly grateful because he has led the fight for the 5 per
5 per cent sales tax repeal. On the floor
The Senate action is regarded generally
of the Senate he made an eloquent plea
cent tax removal. Chairman Rogers of
> a tremendous victory for the National
for the industry, described its business dessociation of the Motion Picture Industhe Taxation Committee and Jack Conpression, due largely to excessive taxation,
nolly have worked conscientiously and
y, whose president, William A. Brady,
effectively and deserve great credit for
drew attention to the fact that many theaigether with Saul E. Rogers, chairman
the favorable action on this important
tres were closed and pointed out that the
: its Taxation Committee, and Jack S.
tax repeal would be of great help to the
onnolly, Washington representative,
small exhibitors throughout the country
ive worked for many weeks to bring
who are unable to meet existing conditions
)out the repeal of this war time excise.
measure."
Chamber
of Commerce
unless afforded relief in the form of this
ji the final stages of the campaign Mr.
=
tax repeal. He said that the amendment
Acts Against Carnivals
was not intended for the relief of proe
t
o
V
to
er of
rce eheld
Chambweekly
ducers and distributors, because the tax
its sregular
Owner
n
Theatr
gaO.
THEComme
hiT.
icP.
'MM.
I
Financial
meeting at the Hotel Astor, New
was passed on to the exhibitors and borne
ment
York, on Tuesday afternoon of this
entirely by them. He called attention to
Acknowledg
week. The carnivals which have been
the
facts
that
exhibition
conditions
staged in many parts of the city and
rk of Presiwo
the
of
t N appreciation
dent Sydney S. Cohen, Senator James
which are said to have proved detrithroughout the country could not be commental to local exhibitors were brought
s
er
er
pared
to
those
in
Washington
and
that
rk
- ion
lkerturand
the
for
wo
oth
Wa
J.
II'I-*
e
Owners of
Pic e Theatr
Mot
ion. The Chamber of Comup
for
discuss
merce went on record as being opposed
om the Senate
while the picture theatres in the nation's
America ein obtaining fr
e
te
an assuranc that the five
Commit
capitol city were playing to large audi" to the pernicious activities of these
ences, at least a third of the theatres
carnivals " and has authorized the draftper cent tax on film rentals would be repealed, the Michigan Motion Picturne
nce
through
the
country
were
compelled
by
ing ofnivalsanto beordina
introducedagainst
to the these
Board carof
Theatre Owners has drafted a resolutio
bad
business
to
actually
close
their
doors.
n and
en
eratio
Alderm
for
their
consid
ng
er
of the eassoit (calli uponin every tememb
to set asid the
ciation the sta
He drew a vivid word picture of condiadoption. Charles O'Reilly, president of
tions which had been called to his attenthe M. P. T. O. of N. Y. offered the coequivalent to one week's tax and send it
operation of the state league in this
!t to the national body to help carry on its
matter.
tion by leaders of the motion picture business and asked that the Senate extend to
(legislative work.
1, ! This is the first action taken in the
Wid Gunning, head of the F. B. Warthe picture industry the help that is so
ren Company, addressed the members
United States by one of the state exhibbadly needed.
and outlined the policies of his organlf* jitor organizations to show its financial
id [Dacking to the national body, and it is
ization.him
The Chamber's
Senator David J. Walsh, of Massawas assured
in his newco-operation
work and
vj.- expected that others will follow their
chusetts,
did
valuable
work
for
the
inIead. Copies of the resolution are being
wishes
expressed
for
his
organization's
success.
dustry on the floor of the Senate, winning
"orwarded
The Chamber also voted unanimously
the support of many fellow members.
!0I lind
requeststoareother
beingstate
made organizations
to them for
that its members be instructed not to
. expressions of opinions.
Among others who deserve a particularly
obey the summons of the local Film Club
" The exhibitors of Michigan, like
to sit in at the meetings with the Film
prominent
placework
in the
industry's
honor
' svery other state, have been burdened
role
for active
in behalf
of the
tax
Club's Grievance Committee and that a
en- Ilown by this tax long enough," said Gencommittee be appointed to inform the
repeal are Senators William M. Calder
:ral Manager H. M. Richey, " and we
Film Club that the Chamber resents
, 1 eel that such good work on the part of
of New York; Robert M. LaFollette of
such summonses to its members.
Ihe national association in putting the
Wisconsin ; Charles L. McNary of OreThe Ball Committee reported that the
Ti" I natter so clearly up to the Senate should
demand for tickets and boxes for the
gon; Kenneth McKellar of Tennessee;
t'11 ; tot be overlooked."
dinner and ball, which will be held on
William P. Dillingham of Vermont and
f \ Judging by the sentiment expressed in
December 3, 1921, at the Hotel Astor,
Medill McCormick of Illinois.
IMichigan exhibitor circles, the resolution
far exceeds the supply, and revealed sev|vill be passed without a dissenting vote
The revenue bill, as amended by the
made.eral of the more important arrangements
t the next meeting of the Board of DiSenate, will next be acted upon by the
■ ectors.
Joint Conference Committee of the SenCost
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Brady

Motion

N ex

Before
Parent7 eachers'
Organization
Pleads for Co-operation Between Sucn Associations and the Film Industry

, president
A. BRADY
M Nation
WILLIA
al Association of
of the
the Motion Picture Industry, left
Thursday (October 27th) on a trip
through the Middle West to confer with
prominent women's organizations then
in several important centers and streng
the
harmonious cooperation between such
groups and the motion picture industry.
His first stop was at Detroit, where on
Friday, October 28th, he appeared before the Parent-Teachers Division of the
Michigan State Teachers Association
Convention, in session there.
The hearty cooperation of the picture
industry with every Parent Teachers Association throughout the country was offered by Mr. Brady. In a dramatic defence of the motion picture, he told the
several thousand assembled teachers that
since the adoption of the fourteen points
of picture production, there has been a
noticeable improvement of the screen.
Mr. Brady's address followed a vigorous
attack on the motion picture by Edwin
H. Reeder, supervisor of Visual Education in the Detroit schools, who complained that murder and lust were frequently portrayed upon the screen and
asked that the child be kept away from
the movies — which, he said, produced a
jazzy outlook upon life.
Mr. Brady called attention to the fact
that the so-called " murder and hist " referred to by Mr. Reeder, figures conspic-

Banks

Picture

to

Aid

uously in the works of Shakespeare,
which
are
taught in every school in the
country.
" In Shakespeare's ' Hamlet,' the king
pours the poison into a sleeping man's
ear while his wife prays that it will kill
him," said Mr. Brady. " Hamlet kills
an old man of seventy, Polonius, crying
' A rat ! a rat ! ' and later kills still another man.
" A publication has the right to free
speech. The movie is just as much a
publication as a book or newspaper. If
you want to censor the movies, give us
the same deal you give the newspapers and
the speaking stage.
" The motion picture has a cleaner
record of public achievement than any
other theatrical adjunct in the United
States. Since March 1st. when the moving picture men adopted their production
standards, commonly referred to as ' the
fourteen points,' the motion picture has
Mr. Brady
told the teachers that legalimproved.'"
greatly
ized censorship was a failure, that eliminations and changes ordered by censor
boards were frequently absurd and as evidence of the incompetency of such censorship, he told of the alterations ordered
by one censor board in the screen production Camille."
"
In the first act the
censors decreed that subtitles should show
Camille as married, with the result that
later in the play it placed her father in

Fight

on

Vigilance Committee
Plans Concerted

stock promoters are facFAKE ing movie
a lean winter. Some of them in
fact, may spend it in jail. As a preliminary step the newly appointed Vigilance Committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry will
confer this week with representatives of
the American Bankers Association and Investment Bankers Association of America
to plan a concerted drive against the getrich-quick promoters. A meeting for this
purpose will be held at the Uptown Club,
17 East 42nd Street, New York, at 12 :30
P. M., Friday, November 4th. Martin J.
Quigley, of Chicago, Chairman of the
Vigilance Committee, will preside. The
bankers will be represented by members of
the Protective Committee of the American
Bankers Association and the Industrial
Securities Committee of the Investment
Bankers Association of America.
Although the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry has been active for more than a year in endeavoring
to rid the business of fraudulent promoters
who specialize in securities of film produc-

Fake
of National
Action with

the impossible position of advising her
commit bigamy. He said that the c
sors in the same state had suppres
" The Miracle Man " until public of
ion caused them to change their min
Mr. Brady called attention to the;
complishments of the motion picture d
ing the war, its help in the food and
erty loan campaigns, the raising of fun
for starving children in Europe, the
keep of the morale of the Allied for
and the important part it has played
combating the spirit of unrest in this c<M
try. He drew attention also to the part
picture industry is playing in the una
ployment situation. In Japan, Mr. Brs
said, American-made pictures are cc
batting hatred of Americans.
In conclusion, President Brady .
mitted that while all motion pictures
not good, the proportion of bad pictu
is growing steadily less and that coop©
tion between the motion picture indus
and Parent Teachers will lead to still f
ther progress in the right direction. 1
added that the makers of pictures c
not
to the
level of a between
child'- in'
lect beandheldthat
cooperation
public and the picture producers will
complish that which censorship can ne<
attain — namely,
a continuance of
screen's development without impairm
to its value as a medium of instructive
tertainment.

Stock

Promoter

Association
Bankers

tion companies that produce neither pictures nor profits, officials of the association believe this work can be greatly
strengthened by the active co-operation of
the bankers. The latte'have given assurances of their willingness to help — so all
that remains is the adoption of a co-operative working plan and the campaign will
swing into action.
"Last year the public was stung to the
tune of more than fifty million dollars by
fraudulent movie stock promoters," said
William A. Brady, President of the National Association, yesterday. "With alluring prospectuses of sudden wealth by
investment in the production of motion
pictures, these sharp-shooters who operate
on the outer fringe of the movie industry
have gathered a golden harvest at the expense of thousands of credulous persons,
most of whom will never get back a nickel
of their investment.
"The retiring Vigilance Committee last
year investigated companies whose combined capitalization was in excess of $250,000,000, and thwarted many flagrant at-

tempts to victimize the public. With
co-operation of the banks, our pres
Vigilance Committee feels that we can
the country of these Wallingfords of
picture industry and save the public fr
further foolhardy investment in pick
enterprises which have no possible chai.
In addition to the members of«
for success."
Vigilance
Committee the picture indus
will be represented at Friday's meeting
President Brady and P. L. Waters. Ch;
man of the Executive Committee of.
National Association of the Motion |
ture Industry, whose membership cc
prises the producers and distributors
approximately 90 per cent of all picttt
made and circulated in America.
A. P. Michael Narlian, Secretary 5
General Counsel of the Los Angeles F
Board of Trade will also attend the c
ference.
The members of the newly appoin
Vigilance
Committee
are: Martin
Quigley, Editor
and
Publisher
{Continued on page 2530}of the ]
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Famous

Players-Lasky

Denial
Says

Commission

Has

r^AMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORH
PORATION makes a wholesale denial of the charges of unlawful
nonopoly and restraint of trade, filed
igainst it by the Federal Trade Commission. The principals named in the answer
:o the allegations of the Federal Trade
Commission are: Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, The Stanley Company of
America, Stanley Booking Corporation,
31ack New England Theatres, Inc.,
Southern Enterprises, Inc., Saenger
\musement Company, Adolph Zukor,
fesse L. Lasky, Jules Mastbaum, Alfred S.
31ack, Stephen A. Lynch, and Ernest V.
Richards.
Under the date of August 30th, 1921,
he Federal Trade Commission filed a bill
if complaint, which among other allegaions charged :
"Paragraph Six: That the respondnts, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, combined
nd conspired together and with each other
□ secure control of and monopolize the
aotion-picture industry, and to restrain,
estrict and suppress competition in intertate commerce in motion-picture films."
Paragraph Ten : That the respondents
aused to be incorporated the Realart Piclres Corporation, in which Famous Playrs-Lasky Corporation owns 5,000 shares
,f capital stock ; and that the respondents
oncealed their "ownership of, and control
ver, the said Realart Pictures Corporation
nd held the same out to the trade and the
eneral public as wholly independent and
ot affiliated or connected in any way with,
r controlled by said respondents."
Paragraph Twelve : That having thus
Dmbined and consolidated the business
f producing and distributing motion picire films in commerce by the acquisitions
1 f Bosworth, Inc., Jesse L. Lasky Feaire Play Company, Inc., Famous Players
ompany and Paramount Pictures Cor1 pration, and having affiliated with it
. jidependent producers as aforesaid respondents Famous Players-Lasky CorJ jration, Jesse L. Lasky and Adolph
(- ukor, in pursuance of the conspiracy and
>mbination described in Paragraph Six
1 ;reof, in the year 1919, entered into a

'' )mprehensive program of extending the
amous Players-Lasky Corporation's accities by the acquisitions of theatres or
terests therein, particularly in the Key
ities, for the exhibition of motion pic•j re films produced or controlled by
)y em." .The companies which Famous
layers-Lasky are alleged to have become
, filiated with in this particular are the
''• lack New England Theatres, Inc., the
^1 anley Company of America, the Stanley
looking Corporation, the Saenger Amuse-

of
No

Federal

Jurisdiction

in

Wholesale

Charges

of Matters

One of 142 in One Day
I enclose you herewith my check to
cover cost of subscription for one year
and "Booking Guide." I am glad to be
able to secure something like this, especially when the " Motion Picture
News " endorses it. Yours truly,
PETER BYLSMA,
Manager Victory Theatre,
Napoleonville, La.
ment Company, and the Southern Enterprises, Inc.
Paragraph Thirteen : That in furtherance of the alleged conspiracy and combination Famous Players-Lasky owns or has
an interest in a large number of theatres
in various parts of the country, including
the New York Theatre Building, the
Rialto, and the Rivoli, New York ; the
Koplar Circuit in Missouri ; and the Imperial, and Portolo, San Francisco.
"Paragraph Fourteen : That in furtherance of and as a part of the conspiracy
and combination described in Paragraph
Six hereof, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation at its inception inaugurated a
policy of acquiring and affiliating with it
producers, distributors and exhibitors.
This policy has been consistently adhered
to, and every theatre acquired by Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation restricts the
market of independent producers to that
extent, and the effect of this policy, and
the aforesaid combinations and conspiracies by which it has been and is carried
out, is that the pictures of independent
•producers are being kept out of a showing
in theatres in many of the principal cities
and towns of the United States, and the
continuation of this policy will result in the
elimination of all independent producers
on account of their inability to secure
theatres in which to exhibit their pictures."
In denying the allegations preferred by
the Federal Trade Commission, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation declares in
part as follows :
"Now comes Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, respondent herein, and makes
answer that the Federal Trade Commission has no jurisdiction of the transactions
alleged in the complaint herein, and that
said complaint fails to state facts sufficient
to constitute a violation of Section 5 of
an Act of Congress approved September
26, 1914, entitled 'An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its
powers and duties, and for other purposes,'
or a violation of Section 7 of an Act of
Congress approved October 15, 1914, entitled 'An Act to supplement existing
laws against unlawful restraints and
monopolies, and for other purposes,' or

Stated

in Complaint

any law, the enforcement of which is entrusted to said Commission, and fails to
state any charges, within the meaning of
said Acts or laws, or any of them ; that
said Acts of Congress and each of them
are indefinite, uncertain and in violation of
the Constitution of the United States ; and
that the matters alleged in the complaint
do not constitute interstate commerce ;
and without waiving the foregoing or any
other invalidities or defects in the Commission's jurisdiction, or any errors, invalidities and defects in said Commission's
complaint, and reserving to itself the
benefit of all exceptions that can or may
be taken in respect thereof, and denying
that this proceeding is to the interest of
the public, said respondent makes further
answer as follows :
"Paragraph Six: It denies each and
every allegation contained in Paragraph
Six of the complaint, except that it admits
that in the year 1916 the respondent
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation acquired all the capital stock of Bosworth,
Inc., Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, Inc., and Famous Players Film
Company and thereafter, in December,
1919, merged said corporations pursuant
to Section 15 of the Stock Corporation
Law of the State of New York; and that
it now owns all of the assets formerly of
said three corporations ; and it alleges that
such acquisition of stock and merger were
for the purpose of increasing the efficiency
and the volume of production of said three
corporations which were already affiliated
and non-competing, in order that they
might successfully compete with other producers and affiliated groups of producers
which at the time were producing a sufficient number of pictures to keep an exhibitor continuously supplied with complete
programs ; and that by reason of the foregoing and under the state of facts then,
and at all times thereafter, existing, competition was not lessened but was increased
and a monopoly was not created but was
prevented.
"PARAGRAPH
It deniesTeneach
and complaint,
every allegation contained inTEN:
Paragraph
of the
except that it admits that on May 28, 1919 the respondent Famous Players-Lasky Corporation caused to
be incorporated Realart Pictures Corporation, a Delaware corporation, having its principal office in the City
and State of New York and with an authorized capital
stock of 10,000 shares, without nominal or par value,
of which 5,000 shares have been issued and are all
owned by said Famous Players-Lasky Corporation;
that said Realart Pictures Corporation is engaged in
booking and licensing the exhibition under copyright
of motion pictures in various localities in the United
States, that said Realart Pictures Corporation opened
and maintained offices and exchanges separate from
those of the respondent Famous Players-Lasky Cor"PARAGRAPH TWELVE: It denies each and
poration.
every allegation contained in Paragraph Twelve of the
complaint, formation
except
it is awithout
or insufficientthat
to form
belief asknowledge
to the relations
between Stanley Company of America and Stanley
Booking Corporation or as to the contracts of said
(Continued on page 2530)
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Missouri

Exhibs

Act

for

Repeal of Film Taxes
The initial step towards obtaining the
support of Missouri Senators and Congressmen in effort to bring about the repeal of the admissions tax, the 5 per cent
rental tax and the passage of the Lampert
bill was taken at the first district meeting
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Missouri at St. Joseph, Mo., last week. In
addition to a large attendance of exhibitors
of the Fourth congressional district, many
prominent speakers were present, including Mayor Elliott Marshall of St. Joseph,
John Grosser, president of the city council, Charles D. Morris, editor of the St.
Joseph Gazette, Representative Thomas J.
Whitehead and Col. C. U. Philley of the
Lyceum theatres.
Several resolutions which were adopted
will be sent to Senators James A. Reed and
Selden B. Spencer of Missouri. The resolutions, although similar to many others
that have been adopted in this section, pertaining to music tax and blue laws, are
only the fore-runners of many other yet to
come and which will be sent to senators
and congressmen.

Negotiating Sales of New
and Century, Baltimore
Negotiations for the sale of whole or
part interests in the Century and New
motion-picture theatres of Baltimore are
in progress between the Baltimore owners
and New York theatrical interests.
It is reported that while the Century
is desired by the Shuberts as an addition
to their vaudeville interests, the New is
being sought for by New Yorkers interested in its conversion into a musical
comedy house.
The Shuberts at present hold a twoyear lease upon the Academy. This lease
dates from last September. In the event
they acquire the Century it is said " legitimate "attractions may be run at the
Academy.
Zeke Harris, representing New York
interests, saw Mr. Whitehurst in this city
and made an offer for the New.
Legion Preparing Victory
Ball for Armistice Eve
-Astoria Hotel, New
THEYork,Waldorf
will be the scene of a huge
ball and all-star pageant on November 10, for the benefit of disabled
soldiers of the World War. This affair is
under the auspices of the American Legion posts. It is the intention of the
committee to initiate with this event a
yearly celebration of like kind which will
be a national tribue and source of income
to disabled heroes.
Prominent among the guests of honor
will be well-known representatives of
the American stage and press to whom
special invitations have been sent. The
Victory Pageant, which will be held
after the closing of the theatres, will be
truly all-star, with a great number of
stage and screen stars in prominent roles.

Hollywood
Organizing
Film Library Association

picture
MOTION
sion fans
the profes
alike and
willmember
hail swithof
interest an announcement made today of the organization of the Hollywood Library Association, a $500,000
corporation, which will erect in Hollywood, in the heart of the industry, a library to be given over entirely to works
pertaining to the motion picture industry. The organizers and incorporators
of the new association are: Roy L. Manker, Frederick Palmer, H. E. Teter and
S. M. Warmbath, officials of the Palmer
Photoplay Corporation, and Charles
Donald Fox, all of Los Angeles. They
have already entered into negotiations
for a site in Hollywood of a building
which will house the offices of the association, the library and reading rooms.
Stokes Resigns Treasurer ship of Prizma
At a meeting of the board of directors
of Prizma, Incorporated, held October
19th, 1921, H. G. Stokes, vice-president
and treasurer, resigned as treasurer in
order to devote his time as vice-president
exclusively
to Prizma's
increasing
activities with other
producers
in supplying
color interpolations, inserts, and art titles
for feature plays. B. S. Hall, auditor of
Prizma for the past year, was elected
treasurer, succeeding Mr. Stokes.
Three

New

Loew

Houses

to

Open Within Month
Marcus Loew will open three theatres in
the next month, the State at Los Angeles
in two weeks ; the Gates Avenue, Brooklyn, in three weeks ; and the State, in
Newark, in four weeks. This is said to
mark the culmination of the biggest building campaign in the history of theatricals.
Mr. Loew has built and opened thirty-two
theatres in the past year. All three new
ones will be vaudeville and photoplay
houses. Mr. Loew has gone to Los Angeles.
Los Angeles Business Ass *n
Votes Against Censorship
The Purchasing Agents' Association of
Los Angeles, at its last regular meeting
passed a resolution, with instructions to
forward same to the City Council, stating
that the Association is absolutely against
a policy of local censorship, as an unjust
and unsound policy which would not gain
the results desired.
Fight Stock Fakers
(Continued from page 2528)
hibitors Herald, Chairman; Nathan Vidaver, General Counsel of W. A. Brady
Picture Plays, Inc., Counsel ; J. W. Alicoate, Wids Daily ; Paul Gulick, Universal
Film Mfg. Co. ; Arthur James, Editor in
Chief Moving Picture World ; William A.
Johnston, Editor of Motion Picture News ;
Louella O. Parsons, Motion Picture Editor
of The Morning Telegraph ; C. L. Yearsley, President of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers.

Picture

News

F. P. Lasky's Reply
(Continued from page 2529 j
Stanley Booking Corporation, and except also that it
admits that the respondent Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, in order to insure proper exhibition of
motion pictures produced by it and to prevent the
threatened exclusion of such pictures from the principal
first run theatres and by an affiliated group of producers and exhibitors controlling a large number of
the principal first run theatres claiming control over
three thousand theatres, has acquired certain theatres
in certain cities in the United States for the exhibition
of motion pictures and interests in corporations operating such theatres; that said corporation has acquired
SO per cent of the capital stock of Black New England
Theatres, Inc., a Delaware Corporation, leasing or
owning theatres in various cities and towns in Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts in
which ' Paramount Pictures ' and other motion pictures
produced
othersshown;
than said
Laskyof
Corporationby are
that Famous
Stanley PlayersCompany
America is a Delaware Corporation owning or leasing
theatres located in various cities in eastern Pennsylvania, v/estern New Jersey and Delaware in which
' Paramount Pictures ' and other motion pictures produced by others than said Famous Players- Lasky Corporation are shown ; that said Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation acquired $2,000,000 of the bonds issued by
said Stanley Company of America; that said Stanley
Company of America has acquired 15,000 shares of the
common stock of said Famous Players-Lasky Corporathat respondent
Players-Lasky
tiontion;owns
the stock ofFamous
Southern
Enterprises, CorporaInc., a
Delaware corporation with an authorized capital stock
of $5,000,000; that said Southern Enterprises, Inc.,
purchased some of the assets formerly controlled by
Stephen A. Lynch Enterprises, a corporation which
owned and operated a chain of theatres in the Atlantic
and Gulf States from North Carolina to Texas and
in the State of Tennessee and parts of Arkansas and
Oklahomapictures
in which
' Paramount
' andFamous
other
motion
produced
by othersPictures
than said
Players-Lasky Corp. are shown; that said Stephen A.
Lynch became, and now is, President and General
Manager of said Southern Enterprises, Inc., which
now owns and operates various theatres located in
certain cities and towns of North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas and Oklahoma in which
' Paramount Pictures ' and other motion pictures produced byporaothers
FamousandPlayers-Lasky
tion are shown,thanandsaidacquired
owns 40 per Corcent
of the capital stock of the Saenger Amusement ComV. Richards,
Jr., is Vice-Presidentpany ofandwhich
GeneralErnest
Manager,
which operates
theatres in
which ' Paramount Pictures ' and pictures produced by
others than said Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
are shown; and it alleges that by reason of the foregoing and under the statement of facts then, and at an
times thereafter, existing, competition was not lessened
but was increased and a monopoly was not created but
was prevented.
"PARAGRAPH FOURTEEN: It denies, on information and belief, each and every allegation contained in Paragraph Fourteen of the complaint."
Kansas City Exhibs Elect
Officers for New Term
The following officers of the Kansas
City tion
Motion
Picture
Exhibitors'
Associawere elected
for the
ensuing year
at a
meeting last week :
William A. Shelton, Ashland theatre,
president ; Robert Carnie. Alamo theatre,
vice-president ; Archie Josephson, Victor}'
theatre, treasurer, and A. M. Eisner,
Strand theatre, secretary.
The exhibitors adopted a resolution,
agreeing that the screens of Kansas City
will not be open for the discussion of any
commercial projects but that the exhibitors
will stand ready at all times to assist the
government in any way possible.
Paramount^

District

and

Branch Mgrs. to Meet
S. R. Kent, general manager of dis_tribution, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has issued a call for a meeting of Paramount district and branch
managers to be held at the home office,
485 Fifth Avenue, on Monday, November 14, and continuing thereafter for
six days.
Mr Kent will preside at the sessions
and it is expected
that twenty-five sales
executives
will attend.
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Gunning

in

the

Month"

New

Will

Usher

Year

Corp.
Control of F. B. Warren
Gunning's
Giant Sales Drive to Mark
itor
co-operation
will
be
brought
into play
into
d
ere
r 1922 will be ush
THEthe yea
Value !
motion picture industry by
on "Wid Gunning Month."
Enclosed please find draft in amount
In New York, Lois Weber's "What Do
"Wid Gunning Month." This is
Men Want?" has been already scheduled
the announcement of the Warren Corporyear's
one
as
same
apply
Kindly
$2.
of
renewal to NEWS, and one copy of
for its premiere. It will open at the Lyric
ation of which Mr. Gunning is in control.
BOOKING GUIDE, as per your spetheatre, on November 13th, succeeding
y
pan
is
d
com
that
pte
by
gan
ado
slo
The
cial offer. I consider this the biggest
"The Three Musketeers." Mr. Gunning
bargain of my life, as the NEWS is
"Start the new year right — Wid Gunning
worth ten times the money alone.
states that in his opinion "What Do Men
this
Month— January 1922!" and it is
Want ?" is a tremendously better film than
JOHN J. FRIEDL,
slogan which is being carried to exhibitors
Hostettler
Amusement Co.,
Miss Weber's first big success "Where Are
r and salesmen of the WarRoyal Theatre,
by the manage
Sioux City, Iowa.
ren distributing organization.
My Children
?" ; that
has all
the poweras
and
humanness
of itsuch
successes
Included among the features to be of"Shoes," "The Price of a Good Time,"
fered exhibitors during this booking drive
Men Want,' will be sweeping the country
"Jewel" and "For Husbands Only," and
will be "What Do Men Want?" Lois
wrote the
that time,"
by manager
wildfire
like
Western
branch
who
suggested
that
it is a bigger theme than "HypoWeber's production, which, it is announced, will open in the Lyric theatre,
the "Wid Gunning Month" to the home
Mr. Gunning has made extensive plans
New York, on November 13th.
office. "The successful Los Angeles premfor the exploitation of this "Million Dollar
iere of 'Our Mutual Friend' shows what
"Wid Gunning Month" is the national
Answer To Man's Greatest Problem," and
response of his high-powered sales force to we will do with this 'perfect movie.' That
his
selling and exploitation organization
crites."
the announcement a few weeks ago that Mr.
human box office bell ringer 'Old Oaken
throughout the cottntry has been geared to
Gunning had assumed control of the WarBucket' has already demonstrated its cash
handle it in a manner that will give it a
register value and will be at the top of its
ren organization. Coupled with the speedmore
concentrated send-off in the way of
ing up effect of this news on the selling
stride in January. Let's take advantage of
force is the enthusiasm created by the fact these facts and concentrate on a drive that comprehensive showmanship than has ever
been known before, in the film industry.
that the productions now being booked in- will roll up sensational booking figures as
A large number of prints have been fordicate that about the "first of the new
a tribute to Wid Gunning."
year the Gunning exploitation and sales
The suggestion of the branch manager
warded to the offices of Mr. Gunning's organization, this having been necessitated
met with an additional impetus in the
machine will be setting a whirlwind pace
home office when it was discovered that by the exceptional advance bookings in
that will be burning up the country.
many centers.
January 30th is the birthday of Wid Gun"The million dollar question, 'What Do
Mr. Gunning stated that he had purning. So it isonthat
"Wid
Gunning
Month"
posely withheld this production of Miss
is
definitely
the
calendar
and
all
guns
Wire Briefs from Coast
Weber's
until after other organizations
are set for a month's business that will had brought
out their biggest specials, so
THE Fox Studios on the Coast will
present the corporation's head with a that it could be launched at the heighth
greatly reduce production. Conworth-while birthday present.
tracts with Eileen Percv Barbara
of the Fall season when commercial conBedford, Maurice Flynn, Johnny Walk"Wid Gunning Month" times perfectly
ditions were at their best.
er and Edna Murphy have expired and
with the big plans this distribution organhave not been renewed. Charles (Buck)
ization now has under way. Long run enJones will resume production in thirty
M.P.T.O. Dedicates Itself
gagements and road show plans are now
days; Shirley Mason about January 1,
and William Russell about February 1.
to Public Service
being whipped into shape on "What Do
Cecil De Mille upon the completion of
Men Want?" and "Our Mutual Friend."
"York
Saturday
" will27.leave
for York
New
about Night
November
In New
Within the next month both of these speto which
the task
Motion
Pictureservice
TheHERE
is the
of public
he will board the steamer Patria for
cials will have made their splash in the
atre Owners of America formally
Italy and will later tour Algiers, France,
and publicly dedicated itself to at the
principal key cities. In this connection the
Criterion theatre, New York, Saturday,
Switzerland, Germany, including stops
exploitation
department
of
the
corporation
October 29th:
at Paris, Monte Carlo and London.
is being expanded on a scale that will fit
" First — To encourage in every way
This is Mr. De Mille's first vacation in
eight years, and he is expected to be
possible the production of clean, wholein with the broadside plans of the organsome and optimistic films.
away from studio work for about two
ization. Outstanding in the Exploitation
months.
" Second — To take an active interest
Associated Exhibitors will distribute
Department's plans is the association with
in the public welfare and co-operate
its work of a corps of the best known
with our community civic and social
"H.TheKern
Unfoldment,"
a
six-reel
George
production, with an all-star
forces, in helping to maintain a high
showmen in the country who will be premoral standard.
cast. Mr. Kern is at present in Los Anpared
to
put
high-powered
exploitation
" Third — To utilize our theatres and
geles preparing for the start of his next
back of the road shows in key city first
subject.
screens for the purpose of helping our
boys and girls to become good citizens.
runs. News of the identity of these showThe local Los Angeles papers an, nounce that the city government has
" And last — Appreciating that the very
men can be expected to start breaking next
economic foundation of our existence is
1 made a contract with Robert Brunton
week
when
it
will
be
possible
to
divulge
threatened
and humbly desiring to do
! whereby the latter is to make a five-reel
the identity of the first few of these
our part to the full measure in helping
picture showing the perfection of Los
prominent managers who have harkened
to re-establish a healthy condition on
Angeles'
waterand system,
our screens a possible solution of our
power plants
desirable hydro-electric
sites.
to the call of Wid Gunning.
Marcus Loew, accompanieu by his
present problems — the revivifying of the
These "minute men" are backed by an
spirit of brotherly love and the appliwife, has arrived in Los Angeles to atenlarged home office exploitation departcation in our everyday life of the printend the opening of his new Lcew's
ciple of the Golden Rule.
State theatre on November 12. It has
ment including in its roster specialists in
"MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWN1 seating capacity of 2,800. Bert Lytell's
advertising copy, direct mail work, newsERS OF AMERICA.
'Trip to Paradise " will be the feature
paper tie-ups and straight bally-hoo show)f the opening program.
"
Sydney
S. Cohen, President."
manship. All of these methods of exhib-
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Chicago
L.
H.MASON,
REP
Ten of the eleven technical films
shown at the American mining
Congress in the Chicago Coliseum
were produced by the Rothacker
Film Company for the United
States Bureau of Mines. The
Bureau is building up one of the
world'stional
largest
libraries
educa-to
movies which
are of
loaned
schools, churches and other centers
on non-theatrical exhibition.
Another feature has been added
to the Roosevelt program, Ascher
Brothers having put the Syncopated
Symphony Orchestra on the bill in
addition to the splendid symphony
orchestra already occupying the
pit at their big downtown house.
The Syncopated musicians are
garbed in pointed hats and glown
costumes and during their numbers
spot-lights are thrown on them.
Cecil Maberry, Chicago manager
for Goldwyn, was a guest of that
organization at the opening of
"Theodora" at the Astor theatre,
New York, Friday night, having
made the trip east, especially to be
present at the premier of this widely
heralded picture.
Peace has been declared at La
Salle, Illinois, between the theatre
men and operators, electricians and
stage hands, who have been on
strike for the past two months, a
compromise settlement having been
reached. The theatres which were
effected by the labor difficulties
were the Colonial, Marquette, Majestic and the La Salle.

FROM

CENTRAL

RESENT

A

classic dancing and singing act.
Kathleen Williams has been added
to the list of film stars that Aaron
J. Jones has coralled for personal
appearances at his theatres and she
will be at the Rialto theatre the
week of October 24th. Al Jennings
will
week.be on McVicker's bill the same
Claraof Kimball
secondat
series
personal Young's
appearances
Ascher theatres within a few weeks
was a triumph for this popular star
and unusually large crowds flocked
to the Roosevelt and some of
Ascher's
neighborhood
house
to see
her. There
can be no
doubt
of
Miss
the
motionYoung's
picture popularity
public of with
Chicago
after the reception given her. Ike
Von Ronkel was kept busy chaperoning Miss Young during her Chipleased with the hit she made,
cago visit and was more than
Charles (Chic) Sale is one of
the most popular artists upon the
vaudeville stage today. In practically every city he plays, he is requested by the various clubs, organizations, chambers of commerce and other public bodies to
appear, either to attend banquets,
ing.
01
to present his vaudeville offer-
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S.

MICHIGAN

changes in the sales staff and E. P.
Casanave, formerly of Associated
Producers, covers the city; Jimmy
Sense will work the south side ;
Jack Barry the north side, and M.
A. Wienbaum, widely known in
Wisconsin, will work out of Milwaukee. Charles Tyler will have
charge of the Indiana territory
with headquarters at Indianapolis.
Henry Peters has resigned as
sales manager of Pioneer and is
expected nection
to within
announce
his new cona few days.
Clyde Elliott has taken over the
rights to " The Lady of the Dugout " for Illinois, Indiana and Missouri and will release the picture
through Pioneer, at the same time
arranging for personal appearances
of Al Jennings in the principal
cities of this territory.
Frank Zambrino, of Progress
Pictures, has purchased the Illinois
and Indiana rights to twelve, tworeel Eddy Lyons comedies and will
release the first of these laughgetters December 1st. Mr. Zambrino reports steady improvement
in business and believes that the exchange, which has good pictures to
offer, and salesmen who will be
constantly on the job, will win cut
this winter.

Charles J. Schaefer, owner of the
Roy Alexander has been ap- Garfield theatre, is confined to
pointed short subject manager of Mercy Hospital, where he occupies
Universal's Chicago exchange to room 409, following an operation
fill the position made vacant by the which he underwent last Friday.
resignation of Maurice Hellman. His wide circle of friends will be
Harry Berman and Art Smith, gen- glad to know that he is doing weU.
eral sales manager of the short subject department, were in Chicago
M. Eastburn has sold his four
" The Three Musketeers " is this week going over the sales plans lmndred
seat Star theatre at
scheduled to end its successful run
with
Mr.
Alexander
and
Universal's
Watseka,
111., to F. N. Kenney.
of eight weeks at the Randolph the- Chicago officials.
Mr. Eastburn has operated the
atre with the October 20th performances, being withdrawn to
Celebrated Players have arranged house for eight years and made it
make way for " Little Lord to distribute " Why Girls Leave one of the best paying small town
theatres in the state. He will reFauntleroy,"
Pickford's
ture which is Mary
declared
by criticspicto Home," heralded as one of the big lire from the picture business and
be her greatest. The picture will pictures of the year, in this terri- devote his attention to a dairy farm
tory. "Theclosed
BlackforPanther's
Cub at" near Watseka, which he has rebe seen in Chicago at a price of has been
a first rim
cently acquired.
fifty cents, although running in the Ziegfeld theatre, according to
New York at the Apollo theatre at Joe Friedman, who believes this is a
Manager
I. Maynard Schwartz,
two dollar top. The following big
box office attraction, starring as
cablegram has been received by it does Florence Reed in what is of Educational, is proud of the first
Aaron Jones : " I would like to do declared by reviewers to be one of releases
bookings
company'sat
are onnowhis running
something for the amusement of the the top notch pictures of the season. run loop which
the Roosevelt, Chicago, and Tones,
orphan children in Chicago and
think they would enjoy seeing my
Linick &Kinogram
Schaefer's
Edwin Silton, general field man- houses.
Newsdowntown
had a
ager of Pioneer, is occupying the
picture,
Fauntleroy.'to
place on the opening program of
Therefore' Little
you Lord
are authorized
manager's
desk
at
Pioneer's
ChiChicago and is showing at the
admit them in the mornings free of
cago exchange following the resig- the
all charges. Give them my love
nation of Clyde Elliott, who for Riviera, Central Park, and Tivoli,
and say I hope they will enjoy it— some time past has been Pioneer's and all key cities in the territory
Chicago manager. Mr. Silton, who are now closed, according to Mr.
Mary
In accordance
Schwartz.
with thePickford."
wishes expressed
by Mary,
formerlyexchange,
manager and
of Pioneer's
Cincinnati
recently
Jones, Linick & Schaefer are ar- was
ranging for the little ones of assumed the duties of field manSales Manager Eichenlaub. of
ager, will be in active charge of the First National, is now organizing a
orphan asylums, of charitable chilChicago
office
until
a
permanent
dren's homes, etc., to witness this
which will sell comemasterpiece free.
manager is named. President A. department,
dies exclusively, the personnel of
E. Lefcroft spent several days in which he will announce within a
Ruth Stonchousc. familiar to all Chicago going over the situation
few days. Among the comedies
Chicagoans as a former Essanay with Mr. Silton and is much which
are now being released
star, was present in person at Mc- pleased
ritory. with the outlook in the ter- through First National are KeaVicker's theatre all week, beginning
Mr.
Silton has made some ton's, Chaplin's, Sennett's and Turlast Monday, where she did a

AVE

W. D. Burford is in New Yorl
this week to attend the meeting o
the committee appointed by Presi
dent Cohen, of the Motion Pictur
Theatre Owners of America, to in
vestigate the present managemen
of Associated First National pic
tures. Mr. Burford is one of th«
directors of the Picture Theatr.
Owners' national organization.
Si Griever, of Griever Produc
tions, has been building up a fori
midable list of feature releases fo f
the Illinois and Indiana territory!,
some of the latest pictures he ha ,1
purchased being, "Heart of th.fl
North," in six reels, from Joil
Brandt;
"Judgment," a six-ree4
World Production
; " Bali the Un |
known," a five reel Prizma ; " Ever4
W oman's Problem," with Mrs. Wal :
lace Reid; forty- four two ree
comedies
Rialto Productions 1
twelve twofrom
reel Wetwer Comedies
four features
PhillipLesser
Gubl' I
Comedies
from and Irving
" Whispering Women,"
a
Clark
Cornelius feature and eight fivreel Cornelius
Westerns. Mr/
Griever
is getting ready to open ai
Indianapolis office to take care o 1
the Indiana territory on these an<
his other releases at an early date
President E. H. Hammons, o
Educational Films, Inc., was a Chi
cago visitor last week and whil.
here expressed himself as optimistn
over the outlook for theatre busi
ness in the central west. He be
lieves that indications are tha
steady improvement will be in orde
throughout the Winter.
Sam Gold, of Gold Advertisin>
Company, has removed his head
quarters from the temporary office
at 118 N. La Salle street, to th.j
Hearst Building, 326 W. Madisoi!
street. He intends to devote hi
organization exclusively to caterings
to the motion picture business ant
other closelv allied lines.
A short picture produced by thi
Rothacker Film Company playe<
an important part in the recent Sal
vation Army Fund Drive. The pic
ture featured by Olga Menn, :
singer, was directed by Jean Freao
and photographed by Yerne Blakely
Charles Geis, camera man fo
Rothacker's Practical Picture Divi
sion, has completed a picture fo:
the Holt Manufacturing Company
visualizing the part the tractc
plays in Illinois road building.
Harry Lorch, assistant manage1
of Goldwyn's Chicago exchange
has been promoted to be managei
of Goldwyn's Omaha branch, ant
has left for that city to assume hi:
new duties. He will be succeedec
at the Chicago office by Ben Reingold, who has been manager of th<
Milwaukee exchange, and whe
made
there. a very successful recorc

November
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EXHIBITORS

What
EARLY

the
RETURNS

FAMOUS PLAYERS
I nder the Lash —
fair.
Very good picture — receipts
(East.)
Big business due perhaps to quality
of supporting numbers. (West.)
The Great Impersonation — Good based
drawingon card
picture
widelybecause
knownit'sanda good
well
liked book. Business was a little better
than average. (Middle West.)
This sure is a big picture, great in
entertainment and box office value.
(East.)
Footlights —
One of
Missgood
Ferguson's
which
drew
businessbestforfeatures
week.
(Middle West.)
A very fine picture. (Middle West.)
Beyond
Pleased—
(East.)

greatly.

REPORTS

Receipts dandy.

The Affairs of Anatol —
Fifth week held up good. (West.)
Three Word Brand—
Fairly good, both as to entertainment
and box office. ( West.)
The Great Moment —
We had average business while playing this one. (Middle West.)
The Love Special —
Brought just about the usual business.
(Middle West.)
Paying the Piper —
Fair picture. Average
(West.)

business.

The Hell DiggersJust ordinary for Reid. Women liked
it. Good business. (Middle West.)
After the Show —
Not a particularly original plot, but
splendidly acted. Better than average
business. (Middle West.)
Cartpy Ricks —
Good picture, pretty good business,
satisfactory. (Middle West.)

Big
FROM

GOLDWYN
Doubling for Romeo —
We regard this as funniest picture ever
screened. Played to excellent business
and pleased our patrons. (Middle West.)

N

E

W

The Man From Lost River — ■
Really a clean, wholesome picture. Did
fair business. (Middle West.)
The
Concert —
West.)
Good picture. Poor business. (Middle
Dangerous
—
Very well Curves
thought Ahead
of. Receipts
good.
(East.)
FIRST NATIONAL
Woman's
—
The usualPlace
Constance
Talmadge comedy
—boxveryoffice
breezy
and
moving.
Good
attraction. fast(Middle
West.)
Constance Talmadge about the same
as ever in this picture. Business about
average. (Middle West.)
One Arabian Night —
The picture received liberal publicity
and played to a crowded house all week.
(Middle West.)
Seats were at a premium during the
presentation of this well-liked production.
(East.)
Invisible Fear —
A mediocre feature, bringing the usual
box office receipts. (East.)
The Sign on the Door —
I consider this a very fine picture as
far as quality is concerned. We had good
business on it. (West.)

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

RUN

METRO
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse —
Business satisfactory and holding over
to second
tion stunts,week
none good.
unusual. Special
(MiddleexploitaWest.)

Closed third and final week here with
Betterforts.than
most of are
Rogers'
ef- good
The sub-titles
the recent
best that
receipts. (East.)
have been seen here for many months.
Good for plenty of laughs. Excellent There Are No Villains —
business on this picture. (Middle West.)
Viola Dana's
personality
put West.)
it over.
Business
fairly good.
(Middle
The Old Nest—
First class. Receipts pleasing. (East.)
A Very
Trip good
to Paradise — one that brought
Wonderful photoplay. Went over big, good
business.picture,
(West.)
with the aid of lobby display, window
display, newspaper
advertising
and
billboards. A huge success. (West.)
Played two weeks to fair business.
Camille
(West.) —
Beating the Game —
picture, (Middle
poor business.
FOX
do Good
not know.
West.) Reason —

Bits of Life —
Fine. A treat to everyone. No one
should miss it. These were some of the
comments heard on the opening night.
Big business
duction. for
(Middle this
West.)worth while pro-

)ne of a novel series of display ads,
<clf-explanatory which 8. Barrett Mc'ormick,
managing director
Allen
heatre, Cleveland,
0., usedof the
recently.

ON

Say

THEATERS
Went over the heads of patrons, failed
to middle
do even
and Those
was pulled
off
Disraeli
— of business
in
week run.
who did
see it liked it immensely. (East.)
Very fine feature with good business.
(West.)
Dream
—
ReturnStreet
engagement
went only fair.
(West.)
Little Lord Fauntleroy —
Mary Pickford at her best in thij
splendid feature which went over big
during first week of its run at this house.
(Middle West.)
Mary Pickford's
triumph.
(Middle greatest.
West.) A box office

Over
the Hill—
Artistically,
this picture is rather crude,
Fair box officeEQUITY
receipts recorded for a
but the acting is good. One of the best Charge
week run.It — An average picture. (East.)
box office attractions of the year, at a
SO cent uniform price. (Middle West.)
HODKINSON
TheCapacity
Night business.
HorsemanPicture
—
up to usual
Mix standard.
(East.)

Pilgrims
Night —which played to
high of
classthefeature
fairA business
(Middle West.)

A AsVirgin
Paradise
a native
of this— section Pearl White
always draws good. Large attendance
for a week's run. (Middle West.)

ARROW
God's Country and the Law —
A strong picture which offers excellent
exploitation opportunities and went over
good for week. (Middle West.)
WARNER BROS.

Three ofweeks
Queen
Sheba —run went over big.
(West.)
REALART
Room and Board —
Splendid picture which did a good
business all week. (Middle West.)
TheVerySpeed
— which drew good
fine Girl
feature
business at all performances. (West.)
Everything
Sale all
— week. The star
A well filledforhouse
is popular here. (Middle West.)

Why
Girls toLeave
Home —opinion, I do
Contrary
the general
not like this title — it does not appeal to
the highest class of patronage. Business,
however, was fair. (Middle West.)
WARREN
Our Mutual Friend —
A very
fine picture
which(West.)
brought more
than
the usual
business.

The Little Clotvn —
A fairly
goodbusiness.
production,
with less
than
the usual
(West.)
UNIVERSAL
No Woman Knows —
Played(Middle
to good
week.
West.)audiences a second
Hieh
Only Heelsfair business and pleased the
same.
(West.)

Penh's Bod Boy —
since last spring,
—
Jackie Coo?an is splendid. Only a TheBestFoxbusiness
mediocre production, and not a bif draw- cellent production.
ing card at our house. (Middle West.)
R-C PICTURES
The Idle Class —
Opinions divided. Some liked it im- The Foolish Age —
Wonderful — broke all house records.
Others didn't. Coupled
Local critics
declared it mensely.
a mas'erniece.
with Had to run a special midnight show on
Exa bigdle feature,
it
did
big
business.
(Midopening night. Biggest audience picture
West.)
of
the year.
(Middle
West.) Can't praise it too highly.
Her Sor;al Value —
Just fair. Not destined to add many Ffuims of Society —
Unusually fine picture, with suspense
to
Kathe rine
MacDonald's
but
seemed
to please
her oldadmirers,
ones well
right up to
apenough. (Middle West.)
plauded.theBusinessfinish.
better Audience
than it has
been. (Middle West.)
Terrible continuity, with poor spots
" THE Sunshine
GOLFER "Comedy
F"OK Latest
iJS3£«.
drawn out and strong part soft-pedaled.
UNITED ARTISTS
Receipts good. (East.)
FineDotvn
businessEastfor— second run. One of
Mnfrer
Mine— Did fine business. Way
SnlendidO' nicture.
Griffith's best. (Middle West.)
(Middle West.)
•I short half page on " Two Minutes to
Go,'' using principally press book mateFine
production,
but
as
it
played
here
Two Minutes to Go —
all last summer as a road show, it did
rial,town,isX.what
Shea'sin theatre,
James-to
West.)
Y., bought
local papers
Poor picture, business fair.
not drawment. heavily
on a return engage(Middle West.)
play up a premiere showing.
(Middle
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PROGRAMS

With
WIRE
NEW

FOR

First

REPORTS
YORK

Overture— Madame Butterfly
Current Events-Capital News
.
VocalGoldfish Song" from "The
Geisha.
Scenic-The Tale of a Geisha Girl
— Pathe Review.
Feature-Shame-Fox. Pres
d
With a prologue "Danse ente
Chino,s ,n which Mile. Gambar
elh, Dons Niles and Thalia
ballet number
21
aPPkear ^ an Oriental
Next Week-Never W eaken and
a
special program.
Kivoli Theatre —
Overtu
reMino
r. "Fifth Symphony in F

th'rlj
eSen)at,!°n
""""her under
the
title
of "Visions"
serving
as a prologue
for the feature
Which Grace Foster, soIo so-in
prano and Lillian Powell Hilda
Chnstian and Grace Emerson,
dancers, appear before a specia
stage setting.
v
Feature
— Enchantment — Marion
JJavies.
V°CSeTilie" fr°ln "The Barber of
Cpmedy-<)n
Mark StrandLocation-Pathe.
TheatreOverture— "Cavalleria Rusticana."
Presented with vocal selections
in which Kitty McLaughlin,
soprano, and a chorus appear
and with "Siciliana" is rendered
by Judson House.
Current Events — Mark Strand
Topical Review.
Feature— The Iron Trail — Rex
Beach Production. Presented
with a prologue in which the
Strand quartette appear before
a special stage setting, in a
vocal number entitled "By the
Campfire." — Saxophone solo,
Instrumental
"Emily," played by J. Gurewich
of Sousa's Band.
Comedy — The Applicant — Vitagraph.
Next Week — The Wonderful
Thing.
Rialto Theatre —
Overture — First Hungarian Rhapsody.- With czimbalom solo by
Bela Nyary.
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
VocalSung
— "Theby Cowboy's
Love Song."
Carl Rollins.
Feature— White Oak— William S.
Hart.
Instrumental — "Chanson Celtique,"
played by William T. Eastes,
" viola virtuoso.
Comedy — Hard Luck — Metro.
Organ — Bacchanale from "The
Huguenots."
Central Theatre —
Overture
Guarany."
Current— "Tl
Events
■— International
News.
Scenic — Normandy — Prizma.
Novelty — Topics of the Day—
Pathe.
Aesop's
Fables — Pathe.
Feature
— Conflict
— Priscilla
Dean.
Presented in a prologue, a pan-

THE

IV

E

K

Run

FROM

tomimic dancing act under the
title of "The Magic Fool."
Comedy — The Dumb Bell — Century.
Lyric Theatre —
"The Three Musketeers" continued.
Astor Theatre —
"Theodora" continued.
LOS

E

ANGELES

Kinema Theatre —
Current Events — .Kinograms and
International News.
Pa'the.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Screen Snap Shots.
Comedy
— The Idle Class — First
National.
Special — Four
man present dance girls
act inandcostumes
of

OF

Picture

OCT.

News

30TH

Theat7es

CORRESPONDENTS

The — Vamp.
Cartoon
Tony Sarg's Almanac —
Feature — The Sheik — Paramount.
Presented with a prologue in
which a " harem dancer " appears and includes the projection of slides
weaving
rugs. showing Arabs
Grauman's Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Special — Contest staged in w:hich
the audience decides by applause which is the most popular classical or popular music.
Films of Caruso shown during
the contest.
Feature — Ladies Must Live— Paramount. Presented with a prologue in which the set used
shows interior of cathedral,
with choir singing " Abide with
Me " and " Lead Kindly Light."
Eulogy of George Loane Tucker given by man in costume of
minister.

Fourth WeekTheatre
Symphony
—
of Never
Weaken
and bill as given.
Mission Theatre —
Nintheers.week of The Three MusketMiller s TheatreDoubling for Romeo in third week.
1 ally s week
Theatre —
Second
of "Gypsv Blood "
SEATTLE

Coliseum Theatre —
Overture -Selections
from "The
Current Events-From Pathe and
Sinograms.
Mill."
NoveRed
lty— Eve's Leaves-SketchoCartoon— Bobby Bumps
Feature— Little Lord Fauntleroy—
large pumpkins.
grafs. Pickford.
Mary
Feature
— Bing, Bang, Boom — David
Butler.
Next Week— Footlights.
Next Week — Idle Class and SereClemmer Theatre —
nade.
Overture— Selections from "The
California Theatre —
Superba
Theatre—
Serenade" and "The Isle of
Current
Events
—
International
News.
Current Events — Fox News and
Kinograms.
tury.
Golden Events
Dreams."
Current
Musical — Number includes trom- Comedy — Sea Shore Shapes — CenNews and Clemm—er International
Graphic
Comedy— Do Husbands Work—
bone solo, " The Lost Chord " Vocal — " Lonesome Night."
Century.
and singing of " Kentucky
Novelty —malMajor
Jack Allen's Ani- Feature— The Fox— Harry Carey.
Hunt — Universal.
Scenic — High Water — Goldwyn.
Next Week— The Rage of Paris.
FeatureBlues."
— Camille — Nazimova. A Special — Song publishers trio sings
Strand
Theatre —
"
Just
Like
a
Rainbow
"
and
prologue in which the Sonora
" Bimini Bay," with vocalists in Overture— "Chinese Lullaby" from
Western
costume.
Number
is
Opera company presents, " I
"East is West."
Current Events— Kinograms.
Hear You Calling Me," "Pagprologue to feature.
liacci " and the " Drinking Feature — Red Courage — Universal.
Carto
on— The
Almana
c. Vamp— Tony Sarg
Song " from " La Traviata," is Next Week — Nobody's Fool.
Feature— Way Down East— GrifNovelty
— Topics of the Day — Pathe. Chine's Theatre —
given.
Cartoon — A Bum Victory — G old- Comedy
—
Nothing
Like
It
—
Chrisbefore rural
as "rubes"
Trio dressed
tie.
stage setting
sing
rural fith.
songs.
Nextwyn.
Week — The Grim Comedian. Educational — Movie Chats.
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Vocal—
Graiunan's Rialto Theatre —
as a"The
duet. Old Oaken Bucket" Third week of "The
Current Events — Pathe News.
Queen of
— The Old Oaken Bucket —
Vocal — Baritone soloist renders Feature
Warren.
" When the Sands of the Desert
Next Week— Even-thing for Sale.
Next Week— Blind Hearts.
Liberty
Theatre —
Grow Cold."
Overture Events—
— "La Boheme."
Current
Selznick News and
Liberty
Sheba." News.
Scenic — Music in the Air.
Comedy— Peaceful Alley.
Com© on !
Indie^P ■finr+ ! Thenthe_i>oum. of
And pla.inr
come ! -they
did coyote.
Feature— Pilerims of the Night —
Petting the.
Lastly
politicianp
Hodkinson.
Ana
.ppurred
on
bys.cjrea.'t
love,
thir
pi
lent
figkrer
beat them ill . A tale of the, ^rt &p it vap. and \C Today.
Next tion.
Week — The Great Impersona-;
William

f .Hart

3 sssfr

HIPP^OME'NORFt^ARK

Feature
— Dempscy-Carpentier fight
Newrs.
Ne\-tpictures.
Week — Same.
CHICAGO

Follov
coownr

Winter Garden Theatre —
Current
Events — International

Douglas
FAIRBANKS
i in Kis astounding production of Dumas alassie —
A SPARKLING
JEVEL AUMETEERS'
AMONG GREAT TRIUMPHS ,
THE
THREE

I VHIPP' SHO^i/S &r IO:AM^ n. QO-<140- 5 -T20 & 9 +0 PM
j
*~- . ^^^.^.N* „...■..
Here are two of Harold B. Franklin's original and artistic hand drawn displays
advertising
" Three and
Word North
BrandPark
" at theatres.
the Criterion
at the Hippodrome
All and
three" Thq
housesThree
are Musketeers
listed in the"
Shea string at Buffalo

Chicago — Theatre
—
Overture
"II Guarany,"
by Gomez.
Scenic — Strolling Minstrels.
Specialty
"Love Decker,
in Lilac soprano.
Time,"
Miss — Edith
Mr. R. Deiterich, tenor. Endancers. semble of twenty-five Morgan
Topical Events.
Orsan Solo — "Sweetheart," "Pesrev
O'Neill" and "Nobody's Baby.'?
Tesse Crawford at the orean.

N ove m b er

12,

192 1

253$

t~1 P- O v
Larry Semon Comedy — The Bakery. Feature — Bits of Life.
Feature — The Swamp.
'.Next Week— Charge It, with Clara
Added Attraction — The Call from j. Kimball Young and Playhouse,
the Wild.
f
with Buster Keaton.
Ziegfeld
Theatre
—
Pathe News.
Overture — Selections from
Circle
—
Literary Digest.
" Martha."
Feature — Pola
Negri
in "One Current Events — Pathe Review.
Comedy
— Pinched
with Tweedy — a
Reelcraft
comedy.
Arabian
Comedy
— LateNight."
Hours.
Coming Feature — The Conquering Xylophone Solo — "Stars and Stripes
Power.
Forever," by Harry Goldstein
of the Circle Symphony Orchestra.
CLEVELAND
Novelty in Colors — Roses — Pathe.
Feature — Shams of Society.
Next Week — Never Weaken with
Harold Lloyd and Diane of
Overture
— "The
Jazz—
Symphony," '
n
e
Star Hollow.
ll
composed
by Philip
Aspecially
Spitalny, musical conductor.
Current Events — Pathe, Selznick Strand
Overture—— Selections
from "The
and other news extracts.
Bohemian
Girl."
Current Events — Pathe Review.
Cartoon — Aesop's Fables.
Quarter
page the
on second
" Dangerous
Fox's Terminal theatre, Newark, N. J.,
Ahead "at used
week theatre,
ofCurve
the Feature — -The Foolish Age.
Comedy — Pinched — Reelcraft is the originator of this quarter page,
run
the California
Prologue
—
The
Temple
of
Jazz,
comedy featuring Tweedy.
hand drawn, on " The Night HorseLos Angeles
with Allen cast, with jazz Feature — Shams of Society.
men " and " Ever Since Eve "
Musical
— Egbert Van Alstyne, commusic, jazz dancing, jazz cos- Added Feature — William Russell in
Literary Digest.
tumes
and
jazz
scenery
deposer
song hits, asSpecialty — A Spectacular Musical
River."
sistedofbypopular
Clem Dacey.
signed
under di- Next "Singing
Week — Diane of Star Hollow.
rectionbyS.Zimmerer,
Barrett McCormick.
Tableau,
"Chicago."
Feature
— TwoRay. Minutes to Go —
Charles
Feature — After the Show.
Novelty — Jazz News, a picture made Standard
News. —Events — International
Comedy — Charles Chaplin in "The
especially for the occasion, a Current
sort of parody on Cleveland,
Idle Class."
OMAHA
Coming Features — Two Minutes to
showing the Union Station, and Comedy — tury
Thecomedy.
Nervy Dentist— CenGo, featuring Charles Ray.
other old relics of the city.
— The Woman Who Waits.
Tivoli Theatre —
Next Week — Harold Lloyd in Never Feature
Rialto Theatre —
Next Week — Sure Fire with Hoot Overture
Weaken.
— " Old Kentucky MoonOverture
—
"Grand
Fantasy,"
by
Gibson.
Mascagni.
Scenic.
Current Events — Rialto Weekly.
e — — Potpourri of the season's
Statpopular
Overture
MILWAUKEE
tunes, arranged by
Specialty — "Sally, Won't You Come
Comedy
For of
Land's
Feature —— Bits
Life. Sake.
Musical Director H. L. Spitalny.
Back?" Walter Pontius, tenor.
Topical Events.
Current Events — Pathe News — Merrill TheatreSun
Theatre
—
Topics of the Day.
Overture
— Orchestral
selections.
OrganCharles
Solo — at"Bimini
Bay," Milton
the organ.
Tony Sarg's Almanac.
Current Events — Universal Weekly.
Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in the Special—
Musical
Novelty
by
Omar
SmithLiterary Digest.
light."
Brave Toreador.
— Harold Lloyd in Never
Arnold Krueger Merrill, or- Comedy
Weaken.
Specialty — Mr. Emanuel List sing- Comedy — The Idle Class, with
ganist,
assisted
by
Alex
Runkel,
Charles Chaplin.
Feature — The Speed Girl.
ing, "Deep Down Within the
xylophonist.
Feature
—
Peck's
Bad
Boy.
Boys.
Comedy—
Two
Reel—
Hall
Room
Cellar."
Strand Theatre —
Feature
— Charles Ray in "A Mid- Next Week — Norma Talmadge in
Overture—"
Orpheus
Enters."
The Wonderful Thing.
Current
Events
— PatheAuxNews.
night
Bell."
Scenic
—
Prizma
Colored
Scenic.
Comedy — Hard Knocks and Love
Comedy
—
At
the
Door.
Stillman —
Special — First pictures of General
Taps.
arriving in United States. Feature— Woman's Place.
Coming Feature — Nora Talmadge Overture — Original score to '"Way New Foch
s — International.
East." themes to '"Way Feature — Carnival — United Artists. Moon
in "The Sign on the Door."
— - selections.
OvertureTheatre
— Orchestral
ThemeDown
— Original
Randolph Theatre —
Current
Events
— International
Weekly.
Alhanihra
Theatre
Down
East."Down East.
Organ Selections.
Feature
— 'Way
Weekly—
Pathe.
Next
Week
—
Same.
Law.— God's Country and the
Feature — Mary Pickford in "Little
Special Prologue.
Feature
Lord Fauntleroy."
Feature — Over the Hill.
Euclid
—
Coming Feature — Way Down East. Overture — " Naughty Marietta."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Butterfly Theatre —
Roosevelt Theatre —
WASHINGTON
Overture — Medley of popular songs.
Comedy
— They're Off, a single reel Musical — Myrtle Spangenberg,
comedy.
Overture — "Bacchanali."
soPathebestColor
Picture
— The
prano soloist.
beloved
flower,
withworld's
violin Feature — A Virginia Paradise.
Slow Kellerman.
Motion High Diving — Annette Metropolitan
—
Overture ■— " Morning,
Noon and'
solo, "To
a Wild Rose," by ParkNight.
Harry
A. Cogan.
Overture
—
"
Echoes
of
Hallowe'en,"
Musical — Xylophone solo — A. C. Current Events — Pathe News —
arranged
by
Maurice
Spitalny,
Travel Picture — Seeing Bermuda.
Topics of the Day.
Ranz.
musical director, as a prelude.
Specialty — -"The Primrose Path,"
Feature
— Idle Class — First NaComedy
—
Snub
Pollard—
On
Locational.
tion.
introducing
Svncopated Orches- Specialty — A dance number by the
tra.
Reynolds Sisters, who do a Weekly — Butterfly News.
spooky dance and then a jazz
Feature- -A Poor Relation — Feature — Experience.
dance.
Feature — The Swamp — Sessue ExtraGoldwyn.
Home.
Specialty — "Hallowe'en," including Current Events — Pathe News, —
Hayawaka.
Next Week — Why Girls Leave
dancing and singing by popular
Topics of the Day.
artists.
Strand Theatre —
Roosevelt News Revue.
Comedy — The Idle Class — Charles Weekly — Kinograms and Topics.
Columbia
Chaplin.
Sketchogfaphs — Educational.
Overture — "— La Traviata."
Coming
Feature — "Poverty of
Current Events — Universal Newsthe
first
of
the.
new
. HE RIALTO ANNOUNCES
Topics of the Day.
Riches."
Specials featurins
your
TO-RAY THAT
IT HASART
favorite,
stars vwllec
Woodlawn Theatre —
procurei?
THE. REAL
Feature
— Camille — Metro.
shovdn to-morrcw
Real-art Stars
FRANCHISE TOR THIS CITY
Woodiawn Grand Organ — SelecNextParamount.
Week — Ladies Must Live —
from "The Red Mill," by
AUCE
M*y McAuoy
Victortion Herbert.
IW NCR latestBRADY.
picture:
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.
SUPPORTING FEATURE
Current
Events — Pathe News- —
Literary Digest.
Topics
Palace
— of the Day.
Florence E?eed
Comedy — Why the Love Cave Man.
Comedy
— Love Producers.
and Doughnuts —
Houa«
Mr<Mo.CWI%rWi
Louisa Pet«r
GUu
Overture — A prelude to "Dream
Associated
Cruris KIooa
Street" from a specially arFeature — Ladyfingers — Metro.
H*rtwrt Rawllrij
ranged musical score by Louis
dawn ir
Next Week — Exit, the Vamp —
Silvers.
Paramount.
Feature — Dream Street.
1"HE
SfORY
OF
A
BrAUTffUL
WMirE
fXl7i_CAU6«f
MY6fE((l©0&
WEO OFINtMC
Intermission — "The Wabash Blues."
VRiENfAL, IKfBlOUE QU0VAPI5
Comme Feature — Nazimova in SUNSHINE COMEPY - SAME POPULAR
Concert attraction — Weber Male
THE EAST"
'"Camille."
Rialto —
Events — Fox News.
The Oriental atmosphere of " The Dawn of the East" icas put over b>i the style Current
Quartette.
Barhee's
of decoration indirector
this hand
mount.
— After the Show — Paradra-cn
-William M. R Strong,
advertisina Feature
Pathe News.Loop Theatre —
for the
Rialtodisplay
theatre,by Providence,
I
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NEW

ORLEANS

Strand Theatre —
Feature — Through the Back Door —
Mary Pickford.
Strand Digest.
Strand Orchestra.
Next Week— End of the WorldBetty Compson.
Liberty Theatre —
Feature — Woman's Place — Constance Talmadge.
Comedy — Torchy's Nightmare.
Liberty Kinema News —
Next Week— William Nigh's Production, Why
"
Girls Leave
Home."
Trianon Theatre —
Feature — The Scoffer — starring
James Kirkwood et al.
Globe Theatre —
Feature
— Life's Darn Funny — Viola
Dana.
Aesop's Fable Comedy.
Pathe Week-End News.
Next Week — Not announced.
Tudor Theatre —
Feature— A Child For Sale— With
little Bobby Connelly.
Comedy — Snooky's Labor Lost.
PITTSBURG
Olympic —
Overture by Symphony orchestra,
Umberta Egizi, Director.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Novelty — Pictorial Review.
Feature — Ladies Must Live.
Comedy — Bashful.
Next Week —
Grand —
Current Events — Grand News
Weekly.
Special — Creatore, famous bandmaster, as director of Grand
Symphony orchestra.
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — Wedding Bells.
Comedy — The Playhouse.
Next Week — Cappy Ricks and
Never Weaken.
Minerva —
Feature — The Midnight Riders.
—
Duquesne
F'ftfi
Week of Three Musketeers.
Savoy
—
Fifth Week
of Over The Hill.
Liberty — .
Current Events — International
News.
Feature — Wedding Bells.
Comedy — The Playhouse.
Next Week — Cappy Ricks.

2nd BIG WEEK

Toledo
Acclaims
Unanimous
verdict"Musketeers'
of press
and public throughout country - - "FAIRBANKS' GREATEST PICTURE"

This
on " The
Three good
Musketeer*,"
by
theatre
Toledo,
().,
besidesad being
a mighty
display,
liadLocu's
extra Valentine
selling force,
owingof to
its size,
a half
page
Current
Regent —Events — Kinograms.
Feature
— The Girl from God's
Country.
Comedy — Oh Buddy.
Next Week — Jim the Penman.
Blackstone
—
Current Events
International
News.
Feature — The Girl
Country.
from God's
Comedy— P. D. Q.
Next Week — Conflict.
Weekly
Loew's Lyceum —
Current
News. Events — Loew's
Feature — Poppy.
Next Week— The Match Breaker
Cameraphone
Current Events —— Selznick News.
Feature — Sting of the Lash.
Comedy — Al. St. John Comedy.
Next Week — Never Weaken.
CINCINNATI
WalnutCurrent Events — Pathe 85.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Cartoon — Aesop's Fables.
Feature — The Wonderful Thing.
Strand
— — Under the Lash.
Next Week
Current Events — Pathe 86.
Comedy — Oh, Buddy — Christie.
Feature — At the Fnd of the World.
Next Week— Bits of Life.
Palace
Current— Events — Kinograms.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Feature — Charge Jt.
Next Week — The Foolish Age.
Current
Gifts- Events — Fox News.
Feature — Over the Hill — Second
Week.
Next Week — Same.

'This is the way the Kinema theatre,
Losduring
Angeles,
billed " The
Speed
Girl "
its premiere
at this
theatre

°' '"^S^

Overture
Capitol — — "Raymond" — Capital
Svmphony Orchestra, Theodore
Hahn, Jr., conducting.
Capital Combination Reel — (a)
Pathe News,
(b) Scenic.
Prologue to Feature — Song, "We'll
Meet Again" — Duet. Scene,
Main stage, water scene, Home
of Love Right Drop — Temptation. Left Drop — Cabaret
scene — Intoxication.
Feature — Experience.
Com^dv — The Bell Hop — Larry
Semon.
Next Week — Beating the Game.

DES

MOINES

Picture

N e tv s

Feature — Cappy Ricks — Thomas
-Meighan and Agnes Ay res.
Next Week— After the Show-Jack Holt.
OvertureTheatre
— Selections.
Royal
—
News — Royal Screen Magazine.
Comedy — Fireman Save My Child
— Tony Sarg's Almanac.
Organ Selections — Milo T. Harte,
organist.
Feature
— The Great Impersonation,
James
rest. Kirkwood and Ann ForNext Week— Over the Hill, all star
cast.
Twelfth Street TheatreOverture — Popular selections.
News — Screen Magazine.
Comedy — Shoulder Arms — Charles
Chaplin.
Feature
— liamThree
S. Hart.Word Brand — WilBerry.
Next Week — The Golden Snare —
Lewis S. Stone and Wallace
BALTIMORE

Des
Moines
Overture
— Des— - Moines Theatre
Orchestra.
Overture
enet. — " Phedre," by MassTrio — "In the Gloaming."
Rivoli—
Current Events — Rivoli News.
Feature — W ay Down East.
— Literary Digest Topics
Coming — Norma Talmadge in "The Specialty
of the Day, accompanied on
the organ by Ernie Cooper and
Greatest Thing."
Henry Boehme.
Overture— — Visualized "Just Like a Vocal — -Walter N. Linthicum, soloStrand
Rainbow,"
with Strand orchestra.
ist— (a) "Sunset," bv Buck,
(b) — " Specially
Who Knows,"
by Ball.
News — -Educational Kinograms.
Prelude
arranged
by F.
Iula.
Comedy — Exit Quietly.
Feature — Lila Lee in "After the Feature
— TwoRay. Minutes to Go —
Charles
Coming — Ladies Must Live.
Comedy — The Playhouse — Buster
Keaton.
Overture — Rialto Theatre Orches- Next Week — Woman's Place — ConRialto—
stance Talmadge.
tra.
Show "
Feature — The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse.
Century
— " Mile. Modiste," by
Overture
Coming — The Bronze Bowl.
Victor— Herbert.
Current Events — Century News.
Comedy —— Take Your Time.
Musical Sanpasie — Alvira Yates, soGarden
Feature — Mabel Julienne Scott in
prano ;Phoebe Powers, pian"No Woman Knows."
ist; Rex Ray, Baritone.
Coming — The Old Nest.
Feature — The Match Breaker —
Viola Dana.
Comedy — Dog - gone T o r c h y —
KANSAS CITY
Johnny Hines.
Next Week — Camille — Nazimova.
Liberty
—
Overture —Theatre
Selections.
News — Pathe.
Comedy — Aesop's Fables.
Organ Selections — Miss Susie
Goff Bush and Miss Golden
Eviston, organists.
Feature — Greater
Than
Love —
Louise Glaum.
Next—All
WeekStar
— A Cast.
Certain Rich Man
Doric
—
News — Theatre
International.
Comedy — Seashore
tury Comedy.
Shapes
— CenE. Stevens,
Organ Selections — P.
organist.
Feature
— The Red V;per — Gareth
house.
Hughes and E. Ruth StoneNext Week — Where
Lights are
Low — Sessue Hayakawa.
Newman Theatre —
Overture — Selections
Current
Events — Newman News
and Views.
Comedy — A Toonen ille Tangle.
Organ Selections — Gerald F. Baker
and Q. Landwehr, organists.
Vocal Duet — Mabel Burch, soprano
and
J. Hardesty Johnson,
tenor.

Parkway —
Overture — Selections from " WilCurrent Events — Parkway News
and Special
liam Tell." Review.
Feature — Ladv Fineers — Bert
Comedy
LytelL— Dog-gone
Johnny Hines.

Torchy —

CIRCLE
Strand
^ AND

The Circle and Strand theatres. Cleveland. 0.. advertising staff stressed the
outdoor scenes of " The Girl from God's
Country " in this display recently used.
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1921
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Prologue — Old 'timers' Waltzes.
Eight performers in an East
Side scenic setting, drop revealing row of New York
tenement of years ago with
lighted lamp posts at left and
right. Performers in costume
oi East Side do characteristic
dances to Lake's melody which
introduces "The Bowery," "The
Sidewalks
New York,"
"Sweet
Rosie ofO'Grady,"
"Daisy
Bell," "Comrades,"' "Little
Annie Rooney," "She May
Have Seen Better Days," "The
Band Played On" and "After
the Ball," played by Mark
Strand Symphony orchestra.
Featured Film — Bits of Life — Marshal Neilan.

New —
Overture — Special score with augmented orchestra.
Feature — The Three Musketeers —
Douglas Fairbanks — Indefinite.
WizardOverture — Classic.
Current Events — News of the
World.
Feature — The Golem.
Comedy — The Toreador — Clyde
Cook.
Specialty — Eli-Eli — Caroline Waters, soloist.

INDIANAPOLIS
Circle Theatre —
Current Events — Kinograms and
Circle Localette.
Novelty — Literary Digest Topics.
Comedy
ton. — " The Playhouse " — KeaSong Slides — " Kentucky Home."
Xylophone
Act Elizabeth
— " The Ovandos."
Soloist — Miss
Hamilton.
Feature — " Her Social Value."
Next Week — " Two Minutes to
Loew'sGo."State Theatre —
Overture- — Chimes of Normandy.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy
— " Doggone
Torchy " —
Torchy.
Soloist — Mary Traub, contralto.
Feature — " Footlights."
Next Week — " Queen of Sheba."
Colonial Theatre —
Current Events— Selznick News.
Comedy — " Late Hourse " — Boland.
Feature — " The Concert."
Special Music — American Harmonists and Liberty Entertainers,
singing orchestras.
Next Week — " Clay Dollars."
Ohio Theatre —
Current Events — International
News.
Comedy — " The Handsome Butler "
— Broadway.
Feature — " The Great ImpersonaNext tion."
Week-*-" The Son of Walling-

Incomparable
WLMOYA
fChe Greatest Lover
'Die Bernhardt Of In A Modernized Version of ,VA
O
TlN
Of theI|N
Vkadoui
Statje
ttie Sbreen
CAMlhlE

Nazimova and
Valentinofans
splitforthethebilling
honors when
" camille ■
soldRudolph
to Minneapolis
New Garrick
showing
Current Events — Hippodrome Re- Criterion Theatre —
view.
— "Apple Blossoms."
Next Week — Betty Compson in For Overture
Those We Love, and Charles Kinograms.
A Fontaine
Chaplin in The Idle Class.
tional. Fox Comedy — First NaShea's Criterion —
By special request a return engagement of The Child Thou GavOvertureselecions
— "The bySpring
Maid."
Vocal
Adeline
Haigh,
est Me — First National.
English soprano soloist.
Feature — The Sting of the Lash — Rialto Theatre —
Pauline Frederick.
Overture — Special arrangement popular airs, Rialto Orchestra, conComedy — The Flirt — Daniels-Lloyd
revival.
ducted by Frank Turner.
Holmes Travelogue.
Current Events — Criterion Pic- Burton
Selznick
News.
torial.
Next Week — David Powell in Dan- Comedy — Squirrel Food — Fox.
— Pauline Frederick in The
gerous Lies, and George Mel- Feature
Sting of the Lash.
ford's A Wise Fool.
Mark-Strand —
Overture — " Stolen Kisses."
Current Events — Latest Pathe
BROOKLYN
News.
ford."
Feature — The Fighter — Conway
Tearle.
BUFFALO
Mark Strand —
Comedy
brev.— The Tourist — Jimmy Au- Overture — Wagner's "Tannhauser."
Next Week— The Girl from No- (/ems from "The Mikado."
Shea's Hippodrome — Twenty minute version of Gilwhere— Elaine Hammerstein.
Overture
—
"
Danse
Macabre
"
—
Saint Saens.
and Sullivan's
Loew State —
comic bert
opera
with ten Japanese
numbers
and
fifteen
singing
principals
Feature
—
The
Black
Panther's
Cub.
Stagestaged
Settingby— Harold
A Hollowe'en
party,
B. Franklin
with authentic scenery and
—
and painted bv Raymond Lob- Palace
costumes. Set was Japanese
Feature — The Girl from God's
dell.
Country's — Nell Shipman.
garden with cut out rustic
Special — Personal appearance of
bridge, pagodas, transparent
Clara Kimball Young.
Feature — —The Silver Car — Earl
Feature — Two Minutes to Go — Olympic
pillars. Principals
enWilliams.
semble in Japanese and
costume.
Charles Ray.
Lighting scheme in blue, red,
Comedy — Trolley Troubles — GayATLANTA
gold and yellow,
lord Lloyd.
(a) Opening
Chorus — Mark
Strand
mixed quartette.
(b)
Howard Theatre —
"A
Wandering
Minstrel,"
1
Overture
from and" Mignon."
Howard —News
Views.
George
"I've
Got a Dale,
Littletenor,
List,"(c)Walter
Noveltv Film — To be selected.
(Either one of the Sar» AlSmith, basso. (d) "Three
manacs, or an Aesop Fable.)
Little Maids from School."
Edna
Burhans, soprano, (inciComedy — Harold Lloyd in Never
Weaken — Pathe.
dental danceL (e) "The AToon
BEATING
and I." Estelle Carey, soprano,
Feature— William De Mille's After
THE
(f) Entrance of the Mikadothe Show — Paramount.
duet by Florence Mulholland,
Metropolitan
Theatre
—
contralto
and Walter Smith,
Kineto Review.
CHARLES KENTON
basso.
(g)
" My Object is
Kinograms.
"
GAME
Sublime." Walter Smith, basso,
Corned}
—
The
Stork's
Mistake—
Edi
ucational.
(h) "Tit Willow," Edgar Keiler, baritone, (i) Finale EnOrganrick.Solo— By George Lee HaniAMERICA
dance. semble with geisha girls in
Moore and several of the cast get Feature— Katherine MacDonald in
Note — This number was one of
Her Face Value — First Nanotice in this quarter-page
of America,
Denver.
tional.
two prologues for "Bits of

SoloGarden
with short
subject —(Hadyn),
"Love's
of Roses"
sung by Estelle Carey, soAdded Attraction — Charlie Chaplin
in "The Idle Class."
prano.
Organ
Solo — (Flotow).
SelectionCharles
from
"Martha"
Demorest and John Hammond.
Next Week — Armistice Week Celebration Charles
;
Ray in "Two
Minutes to Go."
ST. PAUL
Thomas.
Capitol
— — Ambroise
Overture
—Theatre
"Mignon"
Capital Digest including Current
Events, Pathe and International
News.
For Land's Sake — Mermaid.
With studio.
Theda Bara in home and
Theda Bara in person.
Tom Moore in "From the Ground
— Paderewski.
Ralph"Minuet"
H. Brigham
— Organ solo —
Arthur Koerner — Organ Recital.
CRITERION
ANNOUNCING THE RE-OPEN1NCV OF THE
THEATRE BEAUTIFUL
TOMORROW
GREATEST PRODUCTION
R'S THAN
A BIGGERLOIS
HUMANWEBE
HEART-ST<?RY
"HUMORESQUE"
Up."

NEW GRAND CENTRAL
"THE BIRTH OF OUR STATE"
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNO In "CKAROK IT'
A display on the F. B. Warren release,
" The Illot," by the Criterion. St. Louis

Mangan"

s Ballet

Creation

Goes

Big

IVith

Montreal

Fans

Explaining by illustration, "Sweets," an eccentric
staged at were
the Allen
theatre, Montreal, by Francis A. Mangan. in which
Florencedance
Roggeinterpretation
and Leon Lconidow
presented

Thomas D. Soriero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Datyon, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Finklesteln & Rabin,
Minneapolis.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Kuan, Loew theatres, Cleveland
Paul Gusdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O.
0. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mich.
S. Barret McCormick, Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Cleveland.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.

Advisory Board
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
WUlard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
R. B. Wilby, Supervisor of Southern Enterprises,
Inc., Birmingham, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,
Can. Branham, Famous-Las ky, Ltd., Toronto,
Ch"«

Lowell W. Calvert, Managing Director, Caplloi
theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W. C. Quimby, Managing Director, Strand and
Jefferson theatres, Fort Wayne, Ind.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Le wist on, Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre,
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rlalto theatre, Butte.
Eugene
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney K.Grauman,
Grauman's Director,
theatre, William
Los Angeles.
Louis
Sidney, Managing
Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
Herbert J. Thatcher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Francis A. Mangan. Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Montreal, Canada.
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A drama that
soother
Um floods
raui \MetheJ heart
prayervith! light and

'fwmnc THE]
WCMHES Of
DARKEST
AFRICA.

Lobby display on "The Faith Healer" from the Globe theatre, Sydney, Australia

er
"Ov
for
gn Minneapolis,
Cam
Thorough Ruben
and pai
Finkelstein,
Neglect No
Exploitation

exploitation campaign which embodied almost every publicity method known to showmanship, and
which was proportionately fruitful in its
results was recently developed and executed in connection with the showing of
"Over the Hill" by Messrs. Ruben and
Finkelstein. operators of the Lyric and
New Garrick theatres, at Minneapolis and
1 St. Paul respectively, with the assistance
of a William Fox representative.
To begin with, a three-day teaser cam1 paign was inaugurated in each city's daily
newspaper. The advertisements consisted
of a series of twenty one-inch displays.
These were followed by larger displays
and were concluded with a special lay-out
of portraits of Mary Carr. In light of
these portraits Mrs. Carr was posed as
famous women of American history.
Concurrent with the newspaper advertising, itwas arranged with a large number of meat markets in the two cities to
AN

wrap all their commodities in "Over the
Hill" heralds, which were supplied to
them. In this way more than 15,000
herald-wrappers were distributed.
It was also arranged with several of
the prominent dairies to attach to their
milk bottles for an entire week stickers
which proclaimed the advent of the production. In addition a mailing list of
nearly 2000 names was put to work.
Following this auspicious inaugural, invitations were dispatched to a number of
Minneapolis' most prominent club and society women, educators, ministers and
civic betterment workers, asking them to
attend a private review of the feature.
More than 100 of the city's most influential residents responded, and some were
so impressed that they offered written testimonials as to the moral value of the film.
These were subsequently used to advantage in further newspaper publicity.
On the trail of the private showing came
a free show to the newsboys of St. Paul.
This contest absorbed more than its

the

Hill"

Opportunities

period of nine days. It terminated with
the awarding of prizes which in themselves were further "boosts" for the picture. They consisted of copies of Will
Carleton's poems, from which "Over the
Hill" was derived, and a large number of
passes to the theatres where the picture
was showing.
Then, to round out the entire exploitation plan, arrangements were made with
the singer and leaders of cabaret orchestras in both Minneapolis and St. Paul to
play the song which bore the same name
as the picture. Whenever the song was
rendered a large display-card was exhibited announcing that the production
was showing at the Lyric and New Garrick theatres.

It evoked many columns of favorable
comment on the part of the newspapers
and tended to arouse universally favorable
sentiment on the part of the public.
The window display angle came next,
and pretentious designs were installed in
many of the two cities' most conspicuous
localities. Tie-ups were effected with
sheet music and phonograph record
stores,
where
the song
"OverA the
Hill"
was being
offered
for sale.
complete
set of the nine Johnston pictures of Mary
Carr, embracing the eight American
heroine poses, were placed in the most
conspicuous show-case of the largest department store in Minneapolis.
The next step in the campaign was a
newspaper contest.

Lobby decorations for "Peaceful Valley" which Guy Oglietti of the Liberty theatre,
Reynoldsville, Va., designed for his showing of the above mentioned picture

Motion
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Calvert

Picture

Stages

Prologue

New

Novelty

Number

For the showing of " The Cup of Life
at the Capitol theatre, St. Paul, Min
Managing Director L. V. Calvert or
inated an atmospheric prologue that add
not a little to the patrons' interest in t

" Three Musketeers " exploitation put over by J. D. Johnson for the Minneapolis showing
of this picture at the Auditorium, as told in the accompanying story

Decorates

Patterson

for

Lights Are Low"
"When
Manager Willard C. Patterson, of the
Criterion theatre, Atlanta, played " When
Lights Are Low " recently, with an appropriate musical setting, and plenty of
atmosphere in the lobby.
All the advertising matter was handdrawn — a dull buff background with the
letters arranged Chinese fashion, in
black. Stoufer, the "postergreen
of the Criterion, who has been
man " and
associated with Manager Patterson for
years, is an artist of the first water, as
these signs proved again. Long, narrow
cards, lettered from top to bottom, instead of lengthwise, hid the lobby-frames
at the sides of the theatre. A cut-out of
Sessue Hayakawa occupied the front of
the lobby.
A score or more Chinese lanterns,
which come in a bewildering variety of
sizes and shapes, were hung about the
lobby and when lighted at night the lobby
was very attractive.
A special musical score, incorporating,
some very weird and some beautiful
Chinese music had been arranged for the
picture by David Love, musical director
of both the Criterion and the Metropolitan theatres, was not the least part of
the picture's success.

Attractive

Johnston

Puts

Over

"Three Musketeers "
J. L. Johnston, formerly Paramount
exploiteer at Los Angeles, now managing
the Minneapolis Auditorium, has recently
put " The Three Musketeers *' over to a
two weeks' run with the aid of newspaper
tie-ups and special stunts.
The eighteen girl ushers at the Auditorium were costumed in musketeer uniforms,
as were the doormen and other help, so
that the patrons " got " the musketeer atmosphere as soon as they entered the
house. An elaborate scenic prologue was
not attempted, the management depending
on the employee's dress and a short recitation entitled " The Three Musketeers," by
Arthus Bouvier, to place the audience in
the right atmosphere.
One of the special stunts used by Mr.
Johnston was to send nine of his ushers
out on the streets in uniform to sell the
Minneapolis Daily News. To carry out
" The Three Musketeers " idea the girls
traveled in groups of three and wore a
banner on their backs advertising the picture. The News tied up liberally with
space and pictures of the girls selling the

A transparency set in a large picture
picture.
frame immediately back of the picture
screen was the basis of the prologue. Incandescents and spots were employed tc
obtain the following effects:
The scene opened with dark blue si
dark red light in window and door of Chi
nese house at right. At about thirty sec
onds the sky and back of gate, etc., start
up in reds, violets, pinks, etc., until t
scene was brought to full noonday. T
flowers, wistaria, etc., on the front we
brought out by side foots and overh
lighting.
The music for this setting was " Hindi
Prayer," by Irene Berge, featuring English horn solo by Walter Bastian and Capitol Symphony Orchestra. This numbei
was then used as a theme for the entire
The entire affair was very effective anc
picture.
proved very successful.
Elmira, N. Y., Theatre Gets
Mercantile Cooperation
In a fifty-fifty tie-up arranged by Paramount Exploiteer, Harry Royster ano
George Tooker, manager of the Regeni
theatre, Elmira, N. Y., with one of El
mira's leading department stores, a cut ol
Gloria Swanson appeared in the stored
newspaper displays during the week, "The
Affairs of Anatol" was playing at the
Regent.
In payment for the newspaper space
accorded the Regent attraction, Managei
Tooker displayed some of the department
store's silks in the theatre promenade.

papers.

DisWindow
plays Secured for

"Old

Nest"

In exploiting "The Old Nest," playing
recently at the Park theatre, Roanoke, Va.,
a number of attractive window displays
were obtained in prominent local windows
and in addition, elaborate lobby decorations were conceived and executed.
Hanging from the marquise of the
theatre were half a dozen or more birds'
nests. Sitting in a chair on a raised dais
in the centre of the lobby entrance was the
cut-out figure of a motherly-appearing
woman. Large banners were placed on
top of the marquise, on all three sides,
carrying just the title of the picture. Enlargements, stills and posters were used
freely.

A country store prologue number presented for " The Midnight Bell," when this picture
played the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
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Make Big Splurge on
Premiere Showing
Playing a premiere in a medium sized
city when properly exploited is something
that is sure to draw a lot of extra business.
C. Harming, manager of Shea's
Robert House,
Opera
Jamestown, N. Y., booked
"Two Minutes to Go'' for the same week
as the New York Strand showing and the
Opera House announced the engagement
in a half page ad. headed by a catch line
which read "Another Big Scoop for
Jamestown : First Time Shown in America."
While not literally true it was near
enough to serve the purpose so far as advertising purposes are concerned and the
result of the smash was an excellent run.

Top cut — Illustrating the accompanying story of
the prologue number staged for " The Affairs
of Anatol"theatre,
playingBellingham.
recently atWash.
the American
Bellingham, Wash., Theatre Originates Prologue
The Cafe of the Green Fan, which is

Center cut — Prologue number for "Three Word Brand" presented by E. R. Rpgers,
managing director of the Tivoli theatre, Chattanooga, Term. Bottom cut — Illustrating the
prologue story for " The Cup of Life," presented by L. V. Calvert, managing director of
the Capitol theatre, St. Paul, appearing on the opposite page

such a spicy part of "The Affairs of
Anatol," was reproduced with certain
economical revisions, for the prologue of
the picture when it played at the American
Theatre, Bellingham, Wash.
The youngster in the foreground of the
accompanying illustration, is nine years
old. He is a clever little dancer and appears with his sister, aged nine, who happened to be making a change when this
photograph was shot. There is a Spanish
dancer in the rear. Leading the orchestra
is a "wild-woman" made up like Polly
Moran. The suggestions for this prologue
were taken from a Paramount still.
A. Mike Vogel, Paramount exploiteer,
who is something of a musical and dramatic authority, helped Manager Fred B.
Walton state this effective introduction to
his program.
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Martin Leaves No Stone
Unturned at Winnipeg
Live wire exploitation originated by
"Bill" Martin, exploitation representative
of Capitol Film, Ltd., of Winnipeg,
Canada,
put over Lyceum
"Burn 'Em
Up Barnes"
at the Winnipeg
theatre,
in fine
shape.
Johnny Hines, star of the picture was
in the city and Martin arranged with the
local Cadillac agency to allow Hines to
use a car for exploitation purposes, the
machine bearing a sign that advertised the
picture and the Cadillac Company.
A "human spider" who had scored a
hit the week previous was paired off with
Mr. Hines and some free publicity secured
in the newspapers.

"Dangerous Curve" Lobby Novel Idea
Two large boulders, so located as to enable a curved road to be laid between
them, formed the central idea of the exploitation of "Dangerous Curve Ahead"
at the Rex theatre, Spartanburg, S. C.
White gravel scattered along the lobby
of the theatre composed the roadway, and
two tiny automobiles about to meet each
other, yet obscured from each other's
view, added emphasis to the "dangerous
curve " theme of the lobby display. Small
bits of shrubbery advantageously placed
along the miniature highway gave the entire scene a rural atmosphere.
Along each side of the long lobby Manager A. C. Cowles placed three snowwhite posts, each bearing the inscription :
"LOVE'S HIGHWAY." Four scarlet
circular signs bearing white letters setting
forth the name of the picture exploited
also assisted in filling out the display.
Coupled with intelligent newspaper advertising, this display proved one of the
most result-getting exploitations Manager
Cowles has conceived.
Newsboys

Work

Minneapolis News
Aids
Blue Mouse Stunt
The Blue Mouse theatre of Minneapolis
and the Minneapolis Daily News put over
a contest recently for the showing of
" Why Girls Leave Home " at the Blue
Mouse that was instrumental in awakening wide interest in the picture. In display ads and in text the News announced
that $50 in cash would be paid to the persons who would write in 200 words answers to the question " Why girls leave
There were thirteen prizes, varying in
home ? " from $25 for the first prize to $1
amounts
each for ten third prizes. The contest was
conducted in advance of the showing of
the picture and was in no way directly
identified with the showing. The results,
however, were immediate when the feature was announced as a coming attraction
at the Blue Mouse.

Mr. Hines was the guest of the Winnipeg Kiwanis Club and more front page
publicity was forthcoming from this
event.
Martin used the "lost and found" columns of the Winnipeg papers for some
teaser ads that got a lot of attention and
made an excellent tie-up with a local
sporting club when he arranged for the
last page of the program used at a big
event staged by the club during the week
"Burn 'Em Up Barnes" was playing at
the Lyceum.
The ad used read : "Johnny Hines says
he'll take on all comers, champions or
near champs, regardless of weight, size or
color, providing he gets a lead of two
blocks, but the main idea is to see Johnny
Hines in person at the Lyceum."
The stunt pleased the the fight fans and
it produced fine results at a small expense.
Manager J. J. Raymond of the Lyceum
co-operated with Mr. Martin in exploiting
the picture.

for

"Dinty" Once Again
Manager Gillen of the Strand theatre,
Binghamton, got a lot of valuable free
publicity in his home town newspapers
when he arranged a special showing of
'Dinty" for the newsboys of the city.
The carriers were invited to a Saturday
morning presentation beginning at n
o'clock. By arrangement with the Binghamton Press and the Morning Sun the
boys were able to see the picture free. It
was some party. Not a newsboy in Binghamton or surrounding district was missing. The theatre party was a huge success and the boys were enthusiastic over
the show. Before the show the boys
paraded through the principal downtown
streets. The Binghamton Press and
Morning Sun devoted columns to the
party on the day of the event. You can't
buy this kind of publicity, said Manager
Gillen.

This lobby display on "Mother 0' Mine"
by Schwartz and Rice, managers of the Riz-iera
theatre.is Milwaukee
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Extravagant Ballet Number Presented at New
York

Capitol

Alexander Oumansky, ballet-master at
the New York Capitol theatre, exceeded
his own usual high standard of choreographic spectacles for the second anniversary week program at the Capitol by
producing "Scherezade," one of the most
popular ballets of the dance devotees.
This masterpiece of music and motion
calls for a cast of thirty dancers and pantomimists. Mr. Oumansky augmented his
ballet forces to the required number and
with a scenic setting as striking and faithful as any ever used in any opera presentation, staged the difficult and exacting
numbers so well that the production as a
whole without doubt sets a new standard
for motion picture theatre choreography.
"Scherezade" marks approximately the
one hundredth ballet that the indefatigable
ballet-director has staged at the Capitol.
Week in and week out for the past two
years, Oumansky has conceived and arranged new dances every Sunday. His
tireless energy may be ascribed to his veteran training and experience with the foremost ballets of the world.
"Moth

and

the

Flame"

Prologue for "Anator
The accompanying illustration shows
Anatol'"
Affairs of John
for "The Baltimore,
prologue
the
at the
New theatre,
D.
Howard, Paramount exploiteer, and E. V.
Cupero, director of the New theatre orchestra co-operated in the arrangements.
The back drop represents a huge web
and at the side of the stage is a large
candle-stick about four feet high. A
singer dressed in a black evening gown
with red plume in her hair stands so that
her head comes directly in the center of
the web as she sings the old favorite song
"The Moth and Flame," a little child,
dressed to suggest a moth, dances about
the candle-stick. The climax comes at the
end of the selection when the dancer prostrates herself at the base of the candleholder."

This inexpensive lobby front on "Through
the N.
BackC. Door" was used by the Paris theatre,
Durham,
House

Wheels Advertises Picture

To exploit "Why Girls Leave Home,"
Emil Groth,
manager
of B. S.had
Moss'
Coliseum theatre,
New York,
a house
built on a flivver which toured the neighborhood prior to and during the run of
the picture. At prominent corners the
fliwer would stop, and the girl would
come out and hold onto the door, apparently conveying to the passersby that she
was just about to leave home. After a few
moments she would reenter the house and
pursue the same course in other locations.
This simple stunt attracted unusual attention.

This house on wheels was used to exploit " Why
Girls Leave Home New
" by York
the Coliseum theatre,
This

Float
to advertise
Woman
at
the used
Alhambra
theatre, "No
Toledo.
O., asKnows"
told in
the story on this page
Novel

IThis cut is explained by the accompanying story
\ concerning the prologue for " The Affairs of
\Annatol" presentedBaltimore
at the New theatre,

on

Street

Stunt

for

44 No Woman
Knows"
Joe Mayer, Universal exploiteer, attracted great attention in Toledo, O., recently with his street stunt for " No Woman Knows," playing at the Alhambra theatre. He had an immense cut-out of a
book mounted on a large truck and carried through the streets during the week
preceding the showing.
On the cut-out were the display lines in
huge white letters : " ' No Woman Knows,'
from the amazing novel, ' Fanny Herself,'
by Edna Ferber, Alhambra — All Week."
In addition to this stunt, Mayer's exploitation consisted of widespread teaser
posters and a cumulative teaser and regular newspaper ad campaign.

Exhibitor Publishes
Own
Newspaper

One of the gamest fights in movie history is that of Noble Peterson, manager
of the Lincoln theatre, Delta, Utah,
against his local newspaper. The rural
Horace Greeley read somewhere that
movies were wrong, that they were a
superficial form of entertainment, and
that they should be driven out of existence. He dipped his pen in vitriol and
went after the exhibitor. He denied Mr.
Peterson advertising space, and was
quickly
latter's only
business
to
death. squeezing
In fact thetheLincoln
played
three nights a week.
Peterson decided to ruin the editor's
little game. Together with Rick Ricketson. Paramount exploiter from Salt Lake
City', they founded a four-page paper,
" The Delta Booster." They sold 26 ads
and $10 an ad which more than paid for
the publication. The business men were
so pleased that they asked Ricketson and
Peterson to confer with them. They insured enough ads to beat their former
record. A local printer bid for the job
and will handle it at $100 per issue, with
the advertising revenue far exceeding
that. The paper will be devoted exclusively tolively theatrical news and already has a circulation of 1,000. Everybody is happy but the editor. Peterson
has redecorated his house and is now
playing seven days a week.

Motion

Teaser

Ads

Picture

Used

N ew si

for "Why

Girls Campaign
Leave Home"
Beginning with some carefully placed
teaser advertising,
Manager W'illard
terson, of the Metropolitan
theatre, PatAtlanta, puteffect.
over '"Why Girls Leave Home"
with fine
The campaign began one week prior to
the opening date of the picture by single
column ads, addressed to various city officials and newspaper men, in each of the
three
papers.
The ads
readKey,
"Buford
Goodwin,
Ward Green,
Mayor
Chief
Beavers — Do YOU Know Why Girls
Leave Home?" Well-known ministers,
political reformers, police officials and so
on, were addressed in this way. The ad
very carefully did not appear anywhere
near the movie page, and created considerable comment.
On Tuesday, when the papers were full
of the Ku Klux probe and investigations,
an ad two inches long and two columns
wide appeared in prominent parts of all
three daily papers, reading "Why Probe
the Ku Klux? Investigate Why Girls
On Thursday, an ad two columns wide
Home."
Leavethree
and
inches long appeared, headed
Private

Screening

Fine

Publicity

for "One
Arabian Night"
"One Arabian Night" was given a constructive exploitation campaign during its
recent run at the Walnut theatre, Cincinnati.
Manager I. Libson, manager of the
Walnut, arranged for a special screening
during the week previous to the showing.
Invitations were sent to about 100 prominent men and women of Cincinnati, including members of the faculty of the
University of Cincinnati, club women,
society leaders, artists, and newspaper
critics. This special screening held at one
of Mr. Libson's big theatres, received
liberal newspaper comment in addition to
the reviews given by the critics.
Window display tie-ups and carefully
prepared newspaper ads. were an important part of the campaign.

Weld

Tries Out
Prologue

Lobby

The accompanying cut illustrates the
lobby exploitation which Arthur E. Weld,
manager of the Strand theatre, Waterloo,
Iowa, used during his showing of
" Through the Back Door."
This " back door " scene, while having
little real relation to the picture, was the
means of atracting a lot of attention to the
engagement of Mary's picture.

by a big question-mark, and reading "If
you would like to know "Why Girls Leave
Home" step up to 122 Peachtree Street,
tomorrow." 122 Peachtree Street proved
to be a very exclusive men's wear shop,
and in the window was a pair of trousers
with a sign pinned on them, reading,
simply,
"Why Girls
Leave Home."
ad
ran Friday
and Saturday
also, andThis
on
Sunday a quarter page ad in all three
Sunday papers tied up the teaser stuff
with the picture.
1

Fictional

Characters Interest Bingampton,
N. Y., Fans

"Betty and Billy Bingo" were two fictitional personages which Paramount Exploited- Harry Royster and Manager D.
Cohen of the Strand theatre, Binghamton,
N. Y., invented for use in writing advertising copy for a double tie-up truck on
"Experience."
"Billy and Betty" were quoted in each
of seventeen ads secured from local merchants. They served to make the selling
talk used novel and gave the ads a personal touch that was effective in exciting
reader interest.

Another of Frank Lacey's artistic lobby displays, illustrating hozi- Mr. Lacey. manager of tin
Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore., decorated for his shozving of " God's Country and the Lazv'
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Pr/sc/7/a Aw/

Lew

"AMTXIDE
THRILLS! SUSPENSE
fYfRYOHE
IS TfllRIHG MYSTERY!/"BOUT IT

(V/a/so// /// LAW"

-PICTURE TODAY!
ITS DEFERENT
FROM /3NY PICTURE
YOU MflVE EViiR SEEN

ACTION*

77;/.? lobby display on "Outside the Law" was used by Ed. Marquand, manager of the Isis theatre, Longmont, Colo.

Chicago

Exploitation
" The

Misses

No

Bets

Foolish Age " Gets Thorough Campaign
at Barbee's Loop, Chicago
tie-up with a song publishing house
were the exploitation ideas awards. An avalanche of letters reached
MANY
the
American,
and
were
published
during
brought a song plugger to the theatre to
put to work for "The Foolish
the engagement.
Age" when this picture played
sing " Just Like a Rainbow " and other
A special drive to interest school chil- appropriate popular numbers.
e's Loop theatre, Chicago.
Barbe
Managing Director W. S. Barbee began
dren brought satisfactory results. Ten
One of the most effective "freak"
thousand complimentary tickets, admitting
his campaign with well planned newspaper
stunts was put over through the co-operachildren
free
when
accompanied
by
one
tion of the Chicago Daily Post and its
displays and also originated a lobby disadult or more, were distributed at seven
play which converted the Barbee entrance
newsies. "Dunce" or "Foolish Age"
into a veritable carnival of color.
Chicago grade schools. The tickets were
paper hats, with the advertisement of the
Colored bunting, silk streamers, colored
good for Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
picture printed in large type thereon, were
lanterns, various novelty cut-outs, bal- matinees only. W. S. Barbee reports a worn by the Post newsboys with corners
substantial increase in matinee business
on the loop. The sight of the kids with the
loons, pennants, etc., were used in profusion. A jazz band concealed within the
for the days named. Special College and
high hats aroused interest with the public,
incidentally resulting in greater sales for
lobby played popular melodies. Other at- Club nights also were introduced to catch
tractive attention stunts were found in the the attention of the younger patrons. A
the daily Post.
shape of hand lettered cards and cut-outs
Another "freak" stunt was the dropof Doris May.
ping of several hundred balloons from a
The newspaper displays were novel in
'steen-story office building, to the center
of fashionable Michigan Boulevard. On
their appeal and were directed at various
each balloon was tied a complimentary
public officials and leading stage favorites
playing in Chicago.
ticket to Barbee's theatre. The Chicago
The amusement pages of the Chicago
Herald-Examiner liked the idea of a spepapers carried many stories and attractive
cial performance for disabled war veterans and announced and conducted the
layouts on the feature.
affair.
The Chicago American co-operated
with a contest asking its readers to submit
The "traveling trailer" idea also got
over big in Chicago. Through the cotheir answers to the query: "Which Age
Is The Foolish Age? Is It Sixteen or
operation of two State Street stores, a
screen was placed in a window behind
Sixty?" etc. No prizes were offered.
Photoplay Editor Rob Reel liked the idea
which was stationed a miniature projecof running the column daily to arouse distion machine, flashing scene and title trailcussion among the "fans," believing the
Some of the netcsboys who helped put over
ers from "The Foolish Age." Crowds of
idea to be sufficiently bright and enterand entertained persons surround"The Foolish Age" Chicago
at Barbee's Loop theatre. curious
ed the window each night.
taining to get results minus the customary

Motion
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Cooley's

Picture

Lobby

News

Display

In and The
Using Brings
The Affairs 'Em
of Anatol
Old Nest as the attractions, C. D. Cooley,
General Manager of the Consolidated
Amusement Co., hung up a record for
both money and attendance for any one
week in Tampa, Fla., at his beautiful
Victory theatre.
After reviewing The Old Nest Mr.
Cooley dictated the wording for some
signs which were displayed in the lobby
during the showing. The signs were lettered in the Old English style, three of
them reading, "Ye Who Love Mother,
Enter Here and Worship," "Ye Who
Have Forgotten Mother, Enter Here and
Think," and "All Ye Children of Mothers,
Come Ye Hither, For We Have a Tale
Stage setting, horse and rider, which were a part of the prologue which Sid Grauman, managing director of Grauman' s theatre, Los Angeles, presented during his showing of " Three
Word Brand "
^gnrmitl IUIllllllll llllftH IriIHIIIII 11rtjin 11HlHimri lltn fiBlllttf Illilltl n 1l||ftflil111fHHf*l WtTTIII 1 ftii«»«mymm«iu»tn m«m» m«wi imniMr i iiiiiniiiin mi i ii mi iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiL

The lobby was decorated with a set
to Tellof Ye."
piece
scenery of a bay window, an oil
lamp and a cut-out of Mother at the window, a tree
with an old
last year's
nest in
its branches,
Spanish
moss bird
and

trailing vines. In the center of the lobby
was a large table, upon which was a
Western Union electric sign, a telegraph
iiiuimi iiiiiMcCormick's
nmoni i rfmiiiiimttitsnriinrnnimTuiiiuinTniiitm iiiiumuiiiuiiiitriMiuiuiuiiiiiwiiBuuiJiinmiiBaoiinnni
imnamirainTTniiiiiiimjmuaMiiiMUMnniiiiBiiuMiiiiiiiiiwwwiiiiniiwiwiiiiii^fc
I
Novel
Display
Ads
j instrument connected with the main office,
in the accompanying cut in which he a young lady operator and two messenger
S. Barrett McCormick, managing direcboys who were there to assist those wholisted eight reasons why Cleveland fans
tor of the Allen theatre, Cleveland, in advertising arecent bill at the Allen, has hit would be interested in the Allen program
followed the sign suggestion to "Wire
on what purports to be a new idea.
for this particular week.
Mother
Don'tof Wait
to Write."
In the Now,
window
the main
office of the
The first display as shown in ad. No. I
The plan seems to have many advanWestern Union was a large card reading,
tages in that through using it every numgave over its selling message to "The
"This is Old Nest Week, Wire Mother,
ber on the program gets' its share of sell- Blot," the feature picture on the bill. The
second ad is self explanatory and the Don't Wait to Write." In the windows
ing talk instead of just a listing or formal
third also.
announcement of title.
of the leading Department Stores were
cards with well-worded appeals.
There
were
eight
special
ads
in
all
and
Mr. McCormick began his week's newswhile each one carried a message for the
paper display campaign with ads as shown
whole bill, on the other hand they specialized on one particular item. The result
was all that Mr. McCormick expected. It
brought big business. As a novelty, at
least, the plan should be carried, out by
every exhibitor playing a picture for a full
week.
Irwin

Arranges Attractive Display

For " Bucking the Tiger," when that
picture played a three day engagement at
the Forsyth Theatre, Atlanta, Manager
C. W.
Irwin arranged a very good special lobby.

N«. t FEATURE
OBAVD ORCHESTRAL
••SCHEHERAZADE"
CHARLOTTE BEROH
; sun*
Conducted by l .Vlebrs
No. 8
I'HII.ir
M'lTAI.NY
■nd 'J>« Al«ray« Popular
IV 1TH DAZZLING TABLEAUX
"The WithHaremthe ofOoraeou.
the ThreeScenery
Blue and
Dooro."
No. 6
Colt No. 3
A Comedy■•Snooky'e
with snooky
"Human
LabortheLoot."
Another ef 1
NO.
1
The AUenette of KvWI
A Fanlaala' 'HAWAII"
of N\tlve
ted
Folk
Sonca.HonMurlo
IVItbandBand
of
Hewn
Mnflefans
("horoe of Thirty Voice*.
NEXT V/EEK

:,ALLEM

Illustrating the story above relative to the novel
advertising displays used recently by S. Barrett
McCormick, managing director of the Allen
theatre, Clez/cland, Ohio

In the center of the lobby, which is a
rather big one, was a large square box.
Fastened to this block, and in front of
it, is a pasteboard roulette wheel, in green
red, black and white. This wheel was
constantly turning, serving to attract attention merely by its motion. The colors
were numbered from one to eight, and in
the center of this wheel was a cut-out of
the star's head and in the lower lefthand corner of the wheel was an arrow
pointing to the numbers on the wheel, as
it whirled.
In addition to this lobby, Mr. Irwin
used a " float " composed of a one-ton
Ford truck on which was a cage the full
size of the truck. In this was a very ferocious looking cut-out, mounted, of a tiger
(borrowed from a circus poster).

7 -i
SsUo-.!
2 . unlM
Another ■"■rttil
of tb* Ailcr**
j No. 3 A r.u.".*siA
"HAWAII"
cf S.-.rf iTailc
rriTK u:d
eajtdFolkor Sc.-.-:*
havtahasi
No. 5 KtTSXCIAYl
: UO
■ : , 7CHORES
^
And
tbc
Ever
Jopclmr
No. 2 Cr»iid Orcherrral revere
ale en ■ : .cnEt.Ti.il
K:
S
— Tfcu
T.n. . Witi ..tr**■ ■HTJKOEESQITES'
OT'
E BL
TH■scheherazate"'
SrcpfcorU:
Soil*
No. 6 A 3t*orkcri£--< Co=edy
Ac Ar»bU3
Told
Id Nigli'**
Music
Cond acted
by T*2o
SNCr iV h LAROE L05T"
WittPHILIP
TjuImux
Wirb^Sicoky. tba
"THE
HAD«ilisg
REMSPITALNY
CP THE
•WithTHREEthe aadltut
SccLiry
ud CostancsBLUEc( DOORS
Ziz — c r ;".
No.
No.
STARTING SUNDAY^

No. 1 Lois Weber's

This is one
of S. Barrett
McCormick's novel
displays,
explained
by the accompanying
story
relative to Mr. McCormick's recent campaign
in which
" eight should
reasons"attend
were the
given
whytheatre
Cleveland residents
Allen
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"Shadows
Pola Negri Feature for
State Right Market
VINSON,
E ly A. LE
SSmer
JEfor
associated with
the Universal, has announced his entry into the
State Rights distribution
field. Mr. Levinson resigned
from that firm for the purpose of organizing his own
concern, which will deal exclusively in the distribution
of high-class feature productions in the independent market.
Mr. Levinson has announced his initial independent release, " The Polish
Dancer," starring nationally
famous Pola Negri.
In substantiation of his
contention that a star of the
calibre of Pola Negri in a
production such as " The
Polish Dancer" would be a
feature that would be quickly
absorbed in the State Right
market, Mr. Levinson advises
that twenty-five per cent of
the territory on same was
snapped up even before a
public announcement was
made of its distribution in
the independent market.

Service Department for
Tarzan Serial
Weiss Brothers announced this
week the establishment of a special
service department, under the direction of Bert Ennis, director of
publicity and advertising for " Adventures of Tarzan " Serial Sales
Corporation. The purpose of this
new department will be to assist the
exchanges distributing " Adventures
of Tarzan " in the matter of stunts
and special exploitation.
A system has been established
whereby each exchange forwards
photographs and details of unique
or novel advertising used in connection with this serial. Information
regarding this advertising is immediately passed on by letter or wire
to the other state distributors. In
addition to this service, a weekly
letter is sent to each exchange giving them the details of stunts devised by the exploitation department
of the serial organization.
The

Million

Dollar

Question'WHAT
Men

Do

r

Want"*

Selling
Aid
Stunt Scenes Make
Sell
" Adventures
IN line with the service which
Adventures of Tarzan Serial
Sales Corporation has been extending to all exchanges distributing
this Elmo Lincoln serial, announcement is made that an unusual sales
help has been prepared. This has
taken the form of a " Stunt Reel "
composed of every climax in the
serial from Episodes 1 to 15.
Embodied in these climaxes are
countless stunts performed by
Elmo Lincoln, the star, together
with the best of the many wild animal thrills which abound throughout the entire chapter play. A few
scenes of Lincoln and his leading
lady, Louise Lorraine, have also
been inserted in this " Stunt Reel."
A special main title, written in the
vein of a sales talk to exhibitors,
has been prepared and appropriate
sub-titles inserted throughout the
entire reel. The length of this
novel sales aid in film form is apNew
Burton
Grace Darling

for
Serial
Up
Reel to
of

Tarzan "
proximately 600 feet. The " Stunt
Reel " can be displayed for the benefit of exhibitors in each exchange.
In addition to this, the various
salesmen will carry one of these
reels for the purpose of showing
the exhibitors they visit the merits
of
Adventures
" in
brief" form
on theirofownTarzan
screens.
It is believed to be the first time
that a sales help of this kind has
been prepared to assist exchanges
in securing bookings for a serial.
In addition to the purpose mentioned above, it is also possible for
exhibitors to display this reel as
an announcement trailer. This can
be made possible by the addition
of a few extra titles, which the exchanges are prepared to furnish
their customers. The organization
handling this serial states it has
several other novel sales helps in
preparation for the exchanges distributingAdventures
"
of Tarzan."

King
Picture
Star in Third of

J. W. Film's Society
upon Drama
the child theySeries
really love, is
WITH Grace Darling as the used
by the author and producer to
star of a modern human indrive
home
the
lesson
the title of
terest story laid in the realm of
the drama suggests.
New York's ' Four Hundred,' BurIntensely dramatic situations are
ton King has completed an elab- created
which are said to give
orately mounted picture of a spe- Grace Darling
rare chances to rise
cial nature for the independent
field, to be released by J. W. Film to the heights of strong emotional
Corporation as number three of acting for which she is noted, and
their recently announced Society the part also calls for gowns of
Drama Series. The unusual title the richness and style she shows to
of the new Burton King production such advantage in her previous appearances.
is, " For Your Daughter's Sake."
By including the new Grace Darling feature in the Society Drama
"The Four Seasons"
Series, E. S. Manheimer is living
up to his original promise to make
Adds Prestige
to Theatre's
available to independent exchanges,
pictures as elaborate in production
" It will be impossible for any
and as strong in cast as " The Road
to Arcady " which introduces the exhibitor who plays ' The Four
series.
Seasons ' not to enhance his presThe story is said to be well
tige." This is Charles Urban's
worthy of the rich mountings used opinion of Kineto's four-reel subto create the atmosphere of wealth
and elegance for which it calls.
"A theatre takes on the reputaGrace Darling plays the role of the ject. tion of the product it handles just
daughter of a family in the upper as surely as any store takes on the
circles of society who is sacrificed reputation of the goods it handles.
by her parents for money and so- " Any theatre where ' The Four
cial position. In spite of the fact Seasons ' plays is bound to be a
that she is in love with a rising better theatre for having played it
to have a better repuyoung engineer, her careful rear- and is bound
tation after playing it. Any man
ing has made her so sensitive to her
filial duty that she allows herself or woman who sees ' The Four
to be used by her selfish parents as Seasons ' is a better educated pertheir social footstool. The comson, a more wide-awake person, for
plications that result from her un- everything we see has an effect on
happy marriage and the great suf- us and ' The Four Seasons ' has an
fering that the parents have forced effect for a great deal of good."

of Con
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ly con-in
entust
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y
k,
all
w
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W. D.
Russell returned from the
East, October 29, to Chicago, and announced that
this seven - reel super - offering will be released on the
independent market shortly.
His decision to place this
special on the territorial
right basis follows a numwber of very successful sho
ings, trade and private, in
which the picture has received some of the finest
criticisms, both by word of
mouth and via the press,
ever awarded an independent
duction. of Conscience "
pro"Shadows
has been characterized as
"great," "big" and "real"
by not
one but and
everyproducers
reviewer. Exhibitors
alike were free in their praise
and generous in their predicture. tions as to the picture's fu-

Nation-Wide

Campaign

for "His Nibs"
Alexander Beyf uss, vice-president
and general manager of Exceptional
Pictures Corporation, issues a statement that in conjunction with the
release of Charles (Chic) Sale in
" His Nibs," the first of a series of
Exceptional Pictures to be made
with that star, a campaign will be
instituted which will be nationwide in its scope. In accordance
with the plans now under consideration aseries of advertisements
will be used in the trade papers and
in the regional motion picture publications, and in addition, national
publicity mediums will be in the
schedule.
Foremost among the magazines to
be used in assisting to bring the
knowledge of this unique feature
play to the attention of the public
will be the " Saturday Evening
Post,"
for which Company,
purpose the
Pat-a
terson-Andress
Inc.,
well-known advertising agency in
New York City, has been called
into consultation by Mr. Beyfuss, in
the planning of the advertising copy.
"Victory Pageants" in
New York Strand
" Victory Pageants," a Kineto
Review which details the great
home-coming parades in 1918 will
play
at theWeek.
Strand theatre during
Armistice
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Motion

A
Gold
Mine
for
Independents
matter of arranging play dates.
of
tion
acquisi
the
ing
IN discuss
Hiller Discusses Box the
Here, no exhibitor will want to say:
the Exceptional Picture, " His
' 1 have ' Bill Smith ' in 'So and
Office Power of
Nibs," in which Charles (Chic)
So,' that's just like your picture, beSale plays seven distinct characters, for the State Rights exchanges,
cause there is nothing he can com" His Nibs "
L. L. Hiller, president of " His Nibs
pare
' His Nibs.'
more, thewithmanager
will be Furtherquick to
ate, Inc.,"
SyndicUnited
the
Stateswhich
rightspurcha
andsedis
grasp the opportunity of showing
handling the distribution on the in- Nibs,' bi$ first motion picture, will, his patrons something different.
dependent market, brought forth therefore, not only be in great de- Never in the history of motion pictures has one artist played seven
mand in the big cities where
many of the innumerable reasons
why this unique attraction is cer- " Chic " is well known, but even to distinct characters in a featuretain to be money making offering a greater extent in the small towns photoplay — that is the feat accomboth for the exchange and for every for they will now be able to see the
plished by "Chic" Sale in "His
exhibitor. \He said :
portrayals of the 'James Whitcomb
" Much has been written about Riley of the American Stage ' whom
" One of the outstanding feathe star, Charles (Chic) Sale; daily they have heard so much about.
tures and
of ' wholesomeness.
His Nibs ' is its It
cleanliness
is a
newspapers over the entire country
" Another point of distinct adas well as national magazines, have
positive censor-proof production
vantage
for
'
His
Nibs
'
is
the
fact
This is a highly delauded the remarkable, true-to-life that its theme is entirely different everywhere.
Nibs." sirable attribute,
characterizations of this versatile from anything the screen has ever
more so at this
young artist. Heretofore his work seen before. The thought carried time, perhaps, than at any other in
has been confined entirely to the through by the deftly constructed the history of the industry. The
legitimate and vaudeville stage, and story is so unique and unusual that independent buyer will point with
because all his efforts have been in in selling this production to the ex- pride to " His Nibs " as the highest example of the type of picture
hibitor an exchangeman will not be
what
known as ' big
the
smalleris communities
have time
not ' had
in competition with any other mo- it is his aim to distribute."
Exceptional Pictures Corporation
the opportunity of witnessing his
tion picture on the market. In
artistry, although he has been wide- other words, it will not be a ques- is cooperating with "His Nibs"
tion of selling the picture — because Syndicate, Inc., in the preparation
ly read about and is loved by everyone in these rural sections, espe- every theatre manager will imme- of a complete press book, and the
cially because his characters are
diately recognize the distinction of finest line of accessories ever presented with a State Rights offering.
taken from among them.
' His " His Nibs " — it will become merely

Arrow
's selling
Business
Is
S succe
ARROW'
es Big
seriesss ofin pictur
the great
Independent Is
which this corporation is disBeating Its Own
tributing isbreaking all the remarkable records so far achieved, states
Sales Records
this organization. Never in the
eight years' successful history of
this company has such an extraor- Davison's, the first, ' Love, Hate
dinary series of triumphs been and a Woman,' being already on
experienced, it is reported. Inde- exhibition, and the six Jack Hoxies',
pendent exchanges all over the of which the first ' Barefisted ' is
country are snapping upctsthese pic- complete.
can be
tures as fast as contra
" The same exchange has also
taken the remarkable dog picture
prepared and signed.
Kiki,' in which a clever little
" Theturesfarther
'Arrow'
pic- 'Pekinese
so-called is the heroine.
penetrate West
the more
popular
" The Peerless
San
they are," announces the company. Francisco
takes Exchange
the new ofEddie
" The Progress Exchange, San
Francisco has bought the entire se- Lyons series of two reel comedies,
ries of Peter B. Kyne productions, of which two, ' Oh ! Daddy ' and
of which one ' A Motion to Ad- ' Pardon Me,' have been completed.
" Federated of San Francisco
journ'is published; the four Grace

News

Export and Import
Close Associated Deal

PORT FILM CO.,
I N C, announces the
IM-h
RT
g ofEX
sin
tract& wit
clo
aPO
E
TH
dcon
s,
ate
the
Associ
Photoplay
Inc., whereby they will take
over the entire foreign distribution of the latter company's produ
Included
inct. the list of pictures which the Export &
Import in
Company
will now
handle
the foreign
field
are: A series of pictures
starring Helen Gibson, a series starring Mary Anderson,
and a series
of " specials
starring
Jane Novak,
who has"
been featured in several unusually successful pictures
during the past year. The
Jane Novak series are being
produced by the Chester
Bennett Productions.

Independent Company
Explains Policy
Speculation as to the precise nature of the distributing plan evolved
by the Second National Picture Corporation isset at rest this week in
the issuance of a statement by Bernard Levey, Vice President and
General Manager of the Second
takesBoom
the ' Arrow ' serial
'Thunder- National Organization, in which he
ing
bolt Jack.' And so the story goes — explains the manifold operations of
the Independent Exchanges and ex- the company, and emphasizes its
hibitors are rallying to the Inde- need at the present time.
The independent field offers the
pendent standard; are buying 'Arbest possible channels for the efrow'
pictures
and
exhibiting
'Arrow 'pictures.
of a producer's
" The more I travel over the product, fective
saysdistribution
Mr. Levey.
To this
country," declares Dr. W. E. end, it is reported the Second National
Pictures
Corporation
is now
Shallenbcrger,
" the atmore
I am
gratified
not merely
the strong
marshalling together into a solid
spirit of independence among ex- and practical distributing unit a
changes and exhibitors, but at the group of independent distributors,
genuine popularity of Independent who, it is asserted, will represent
productions. My most heartfelt re- the backbone of the company in its
to effect a merger between
that 'Arrow'
got desire
nearlygret isenough
pictures hasn't
to satisfy
the representative producer and
the overwhelming demand which I distributor.
am everywhere experiencing for
" Our plan," said Mr. Levey, " is
them. We could sell ten times the
to
apportion
the properly
division
number we have.
of properly
each territory
to the
" Trust me — monopoly, or at- constituted exchangeman, who will
tempted monopoly in the motion in turn control the product of the
picture business is dead — dead as a Second National Pictures Corporadoor nail ; dead as a coffin nail.
tion on a franchise basis for his
Quality is telling more and more. specified territory. This plan is
Arrow's producing units are the not new, but it will function in an
best in the business, because they
are the graduates of the schools of
hard work ; knowledge and ability. entirely new manner."
"Optimistic? More than ever. Arrow Features Sold to
Depression is over and merit and
Pierce of New Orleans
independence are winning out."
Announcement is made by W.
Ray
Johnston, Vice-President of
"10 Nights in Barroom ' the Arrow Film Corporation of the
closing
of contracts of J. Eugene
Bought by Luchese
Pierce of Federated Exchanges in
Toney Luchese, the live wire ex- New Orleans for the distribution of
changeman from Philadelphia, was
four James Oliver Curwood
an Arrow visitor last week and the
Pictures and the two Ruby de
went home with an " Arrow " conProductions
Luxury " and
tract calling for " Ten Nights in a ''Reiner
The Way
Women *'Love."
Rarroom " for his territorv.
Irving Meisel Rejoins
Elk Photoplays

Gladys Valerie
Roberta Travers
Elliott, annearine
in ClaranowMorris'
" The Paste
Board and
Crown,"
Vale production,
in thestory
making

Picture

Irving Meisel, until recently a
member of the Elk Photoplays, inc.,
has rejoined that organization, and
is looking forward to big business
in the New Jersey territory.
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Hirsch
Forms
New
Company
Photocraft Productions to Offer
Big

Features;

Aywon to Continue
He expects to anM"ATHAX HIRSCH, President achievements.
nounce in the very near future the
^ of Aywon Film Corporation,
announces this week the formation first of the productions which will
of a new company, to be known as be released through his new comPhotocraft Productions, Inc., of
pany and promises that the initial
which he is to be the head. It is release will include in its cast some
of the best known names of the inthrough this company that the dustry.
cream of his future special productions will be presented to the state
The advent of Photocraft Proright market. It is asserted by this
ductions Inc. by no means rings
eempany that none of the produc- down the curtain on Aywon Film
tions which they will exploit will be Corporation. Aywon will continue
reconstructions or recreations but tc
offer standard pictures and as
will be new and of first presentation.
Mr. Hirsch's policy is to set an
Mr. Hirsch has in the past achieved ever higher level, he intends to continue this policy in both corporanotable successes, which he considers but a stepping stone to future
tions. '

"Peacock
Alley"
Premiere
Invitation Showing
of Independent
in
Mae
Murray
Feature
in N. Y.
"p
Among those who have been reEACOCK ALLEY," the first
quested to be present are Lord
Mae Murray productions, will be Auckland, Mayor Hylan, Sir William W iseman, the members of all
given its premier at the Hotel Commodore, New York, on the even- the motion picture and theatrical
ing of Wednesday, November 9th. associations, D. W. Griffiths, David
Mae Murray and Robert Z. Leon- Belasco, Adolph Zukor, P. A. Poward and their entire production
ers, J. D. Williams, Marcus Loew,
staff are now putting the finishing Joseph M. and Nicholas M.
touchesMurray
to " Peacock
the Schenck, Hiram Abrams, Jesse
Mae
studio inAlley
New" at
York.
Lasky, Lewis J. Selznick, Hugo
The details of the presentation at
the Commodore are also under the Reisenfeld, Samuel Goldwyn, Edward Bowes, Messmore Kendell, S.
direction of Mr. Leonard. Invitations are being sent out from the Rothapfel and Arthur Kane, and
Tiffany Productions offices to all many others, as well as a host of
the leading figures of the industry. prominent literary lights.

Optimism
of

is the

Spirit

Progress

William Duncan (on right) aandVitagraph
Edith Johnson,
release co-stars in " No Defense."

Sherlock
Alexander

Holmes"
Pictures
Film
Buys American
First
in Jan.
Rights; Release
The Alexander Film Corporation bring screen adaptation to their finest interpretations of life itself.
has secured the American and CanThe exteriors of the Sherlock
adian distribution rights of the
screen version of the Sherlock series are said to have been taken,
Holmes adventures by Sir Conan for the most part, at the actual
Doyle, now adapted to the screen. scenes employed by Sir Conan
The Sherlock Holmes series made
Doyle in recounting
the Holmes'
these involving
at times
by the Stoll firm, represents, in its adventures,
nasnificent
estates.
first shipment now in the vaults of
The Alexander Film Corporation
the Alexander Film Corporation,
fifteen completed subjects of two is preparing to begin releases of
reels each, comprising the best their newest purchase,, about Janknown and striking adventures.
uary 1,next.
The first fifteen adventures seAll the advantages in casts, appointments and elaborate direction
cured are " The Man with the
typifies in the various stage enter- Twisted Lip," " The Beryl Coroprises of the Stoll concern were
net," "The Noble Bachelor," " The
brought to the picturization of the Yellow Face," " The Red-Headed
Doyle tales, a feature said to be League," " The Resident Patient,"
specially notable in this connection " A Scandal in Bohemia," " The
beingdon ofthea studio
erectionbuiltforafter
Stoll the
in most
Lon- Copper Beeches," " The Empty
House," " The Tiger of San Pedro,"
modern American manner, ap- "The Priory School," "The Solipointed with the latest things in
tary Cyclist," " The Devil's Foot,"
American lighting and other ad- "A Case
of Identity" and "The
vances made in this countrv to
Dying Detective."

THE

MOST

IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENT
EXCEPTIONAL
HAS

PICTURES

MADE

IS ON

Pages
2506-2507
OF THIS ISSUE
IT COMBINES
OPTIMISM AND PROGRESS

Kineto

in

School

Tie-up

Students to See " Four Seasons "; .
Boards
of
Education Approve
A RRANGEMENTS are now be- special matinees and Saturday
ing made with superintendents morning performances so that
of schools and Boards of Educa- school-classes can attend in a body
tion all over the country to have at a special price of admission. It
pupils of high schools and grade is not intended to have these showschools in all communities attend
ings conflict with the regular performances; they will be distinctly
the theatres showing " The Four educational showings.
Seasons," the Urban Popular Clas" The Four Seasons " is excepsic and the first production of feational because it has great drawing
ture length issued by the Kineto
power from the two most important
Company of America.
National distribution plans are standpoints. As a theatrical entertainment alone it has won the
being arranged now and will be
ready for announcement shortly. plaudits of scores of critics and as
The educational value of " The an educational film it has been declared to be unsurpassed. Thus it
Four Seasons " has been recognized
by scores of educators who saw it has pulling power at the box-office
here in New York and all of them from two directions.
recognized in it the profit the pic" Theduced Four
Seasons Company
" was profor the Kineto
by
ture holds for pupils and students.
Arrangements will be made by Raymond L. Ditmars and has been
the Kineto Company through the
prepared for exhibition under fhe
distributors that the theatres which personal
direction of Charles Urplay " The Four Seasons " will hold ban.
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Motion

Further

Sales Made

on

News

"Jungle Adventures"
on State Right Market

" Burn 'Em Up Barnes"
reports on
FURT
saleHE
of Rterritory by the
d
Affiliate Distributors
sales force were announced
this week by C. C. Burr.
" Burn 'Em Up Barnes " has
been sold to the Liberty Enterprises of Omaha for
Omaha and Nebraska ;
"Lonely Heart"n of to ton
the Cosmopolita Bos
for
d;
New Englan
Greiver Productions of Chicago for
Northern Illinois and Indiana; Merritt Films of Detroit
for Michigan.
Sales on "Burr's Novelty
Review" are announced as
having been sold to Fecky
of the Motion Picture Corporation of Boston for New
England; to Harry Charnas
of the Standard Film Service
of Cleveland for Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Virginia
and Western Pennsylvania,
and to Freedman of Chicago
for Northern Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin.

The Crystal Palace, Sydney, Australia, showed it was not behind the times in
taking advantage of the exploitation possibilities of Clara Kimball Young's
" For the Soul of Raphael," Equity release
Jack Hoxie Series Sold
"Home Life" Issue of
for New England
Screen Snapshots
Word was received by the Arrow
The "Home Life" issue of
Film Corporation from W. Ray Screen Snapshots, plans for which
were announced two weeks ago by
New Advertising Plan
Johnston, vice-president of the com- Louis Lewyn and Jack Cohn, is now
pany,
of
the
signing
of
a
contract
for "I Defy!"
in process of preparation. The isSelling the product direct to the with the Lightning Photoplay Corsue will be the next release — No.
poration of New England for the 14 — on
this series.
consumer is one of the main eledistribution
of
the
new
Jack
Hoxie
ments of successful commercial adThe
purpose
of Screen Snapshots
is to show stars of the films at
vertising which to date has been series for six features.
more or less foreign to producers,
work and atformation,play
— real
" in-is
according to Morris Kashin. What
and this
issue," fan
which
is believed to be an attempt to make
to be a " special," will concern itself
Joe Farnham Has
entirely with luminaries of the
a milestone in motion picture exploitation has been inaugurated
screen in their own homes — and will
Titled 1,006 Reels
up the home and family life of
with the launching of Kashin's picWith the completing of editing play
the players.
ture "I defy." All of the advertisThe reel will contain scenes of
ing to date, with the exception of a and writing titles for the five-reel
series of teaser ads. in the trade Maclyn Arbuckle features, " Squire most of the important stars who
journals, has been centered in daly Phin" and " Welcome to Our City," are working both in the East and
newspapers in which the production under special contract with the the West and will, it is said, be furnished with art titles specially fitted
has been tied up with holidays and Producers Security Corporation,
topics of current importance in the
to
the
subject, and different from
photo-play conminds of the readers. In addition Joe W. Farnham,
struction expert, has reached the those on most of the Screen Snapto his trade paper campaign aimed unusual record of having edited and
shots issues. Great interest and enthusiasm have been expressed by
at the industry, Kashin will continue written
titles for one thousand and Federated Exchanges in this issue,
to reach the public throughout the
country direct with various teasers six reels of motion pictures during and an intensive drive will be
bearing on the film and on the daily the six years in which he has spec- launched to put it over big with exialized as a cinematician.
hibitors inall territories.
news in the press.

HONEST,

STATE

Picture

t
F U S S, vice presiden
and general manager of
al
BEY
ionANPic
ept
turRes CorpoExc
DE
EX
AL
ration, reports the signing of
contracts whereby Martin
Johnson's " Jungle Adventures "has been acquired for
the United States by a corporation which, while they are
not ready to announce their
nitely, have authorplans defiMr.
ized Beyfus to state
that this novel featureed proon
duction will be market
the state rights basis.
The corporation is said to
be developing some radically
new ideas in the methods of
selling, the working out of
which is being enhanced to
an unusual degree because
of the fact that the nature of
" Jungle
"of permits of theAdventures
institution
extraordinary plans.
In addition to authorizing
Mr. Beyfuss to state that
Martin Johnson's
tale of romance will be disposed
of
on the independent market,
the corporation has further
requested him to announce
that their plans when fully
consummated will be given
to the trade on the advertispages of this publication.
Thising statement,
it is said,
will be forthcoming within a
very short space of time.

Ministers

and

Teachers

Viewthan"The
Blot" and
More
500 ministers
teachers attended a pre-view show" The Blot,"
Weber's
screening ofsensation
which Lois
the Criterion
theatre recently featured as its
opening attraction. The picture
was warmly received by the invited
guests because it deals with the
problems by which thousands of underpaid preachers and teachers are
beset. " It is the best film since
Fanny
Hurst's
' Humoresque ' "
was a frequent
comment.

MISTER

RIGHT

BUYER

Is there any star you can offer your exhibitor that means as much to his box office
as Pola Negri ?
Is there any feature offered you today, star, production and price, that begins to
equal as a "buy" the incomparable
POLA
NEGRI
IN
THE
POLISH
DANCER
Do you know that 25% of the territory on this picture was snapped up before the
public announcement of its release ?
JESSE
1600 Broadway

A.

LEVINSON

Bryant

7697

New

York

City

LECTED

!

You can count on the fingers of one
hand the pictures Metro, during its
entire life as a distributing company,
has bought

in the open

market

Metro purchased so few because it found only those
few to possess the exceptional qualifications to make
them worthy of election of the company of Metro
productions.
Exhibitors know this: that Metro will only take the
best. And they know the corollary, that if Metro
takes a picture, that picture is foreordained a smashing success.
Recently

METRO

"FIGHTIN'

bought
MAD"

This production was elected to join the thirty-three
previously scheduled Metro pictures for the customary Metro reason.

I

For the reason that it is a Big Fellow; that it breaks
away from the very start like Man O' War, and races
through six reels of the most astonishingly swift action
ever filmed. For concert-pitch suspense, for rapidity
of story-movement, abruptness of surprise, chairgripping tensity of action, "FIGHTIN' MAD" stands
alone.
Do you wonder why we elected it?

Why,

"FIGHTIN'
MAD"
HAD
to be elected!

'

I

just

M

A

D

qA Super* Special of the §reat
Outdoors
William
Vi$nia

iOitk a notable cast including ^^^^^k

Desmond

Brown

^

Faire

ItosemaiyHieby
Wlliamlawrence

METRO
(^u.vijOmpevi^PLctuves,Ctd..lScdusi'OeI>idyLbutovs
kkrovcbkoiit Great'Bvita.Ln,. Slr.Wm^Juyu , oKasiDLv.

w
A
A

super-special

of

the

great

story that has the lightning

power

of Dempsey's

Charged

with

(m-Llten

and

telling

infighting.

adventure

shifts of fortune;

action

outdoors.

and

romance,

rich in picturesque

by H.HAftn

Loan,

swift

color.

author
Li

of '"The Virgin of Stamboul"
Creeled by Joseph J. Fran^, under the
personal supervision,

Harry

Robert Br unfon

A.Gersted
5

4^

tures
pic
O
ATION
POR
R
COR
Vw
T
1
X
-J
IVXI
MF
Ok™ OmPevLcilVicturesXtdL.^diiSLiieVLStvLbutors throughout

MAD

Better

get

'TIGHTIN'
MAD"
and

first

let your

competitor
get fightin'
mad
because
he

didn't.

m

m

METRO
is ready
you

to $ive

full particulars about the

picture

now.

^METHP

WEEKS

NOV.

20'2Z

in

CAM

qA modernized

aers'ion, of one of the

^reat love- dramas

The

I LIE

of the idovlcL ~

RIVOLI,
extended

These

Press

cAda^taL by June Mate from the novel
by Alexander Dumas

in

New

its

run

Tributes

Show

the younger .

York

Why:

"Her Camille is a new creation, and her audiences find themselves absorbed
in
pages out of real life, as Nazimova reveals the character." — EVENING
TELEGRAM.
"She gives an unusual interpretation, fascinating as a study in accent in the silent
drama."— HEYWOOD BROUN, THE WORLD.
"It is worth looking at."— ALAN

DALE,

NEW

YORK

AMERICAN.

"The all-but-breath-taking beauty of the series of close-ups of Nazimova, the
apple-blossom scenes of Camille and Armand, and the deathbed scene, these
are the highlights of Nazimova's 'Camille'."— NEW YORK JOURNAL.
And

so do these Trade

Estimates

of its Earning

Power:

"A definite box office bet . . . 'Camille' should bring in a tremendous lot
of money at the box office."; — WID'S.
" 'Camille' should prove one of the season's greatest cinema
attractions."— EXHIBITOR'S TRADE REVIEW.
"Nazimova has come into her own again ...
almost flawless."— MOTION PICTURE NEWS.

f

OJury SmpevlcKi Victures, CtcL., SccLusitOe VirtrLbidovs
tkveu^hout^reat Britain,. Sir Wwijury,

cdUn.TtLr.

A picture

on

lU&ht

FOUR

OF

the

heels

of

the

HORSEMEN

THE

APOCALTPSE<-

has

come

another
sweepinkly

successful

A

REX

INGRAM

AT
Production

ASK
SEE

CUNUUfc
ITcAdapted

LOOKING
MEANS
l BOOKING

by JUNE

MATHIS/rom

BALZAC'S
navel' '£ugenie Grande t"
Photographed
by JOHN
F. SEITZ
a

METRO

WEEK

Aside

We

from

Think

What

of

it—

"It is also an advance on Mr. Ingram's
work in 'The Four Horsemen.'
"One of the most consistently beautiful
things the motion picture makers have
yet shown.
"Anyone who wants to put forward an
example of what our own producers can
do ... in competition with some of the
things that have come to us from across the
water, can safely rely upon that desperate
scene . . . where the miser finds himself
imprisoned with his hoarded gold.
"He has first-rate assistance from his actors.
Alice Terry ... is always human and interesting. Rudolph Valentino has been given a
part . . . which he brings to life effectively
and attractively. . . Ralph Lewis . . . makes
the miserliness of Pere Grandet . . . convincingly natural.
"It is all managed with the kind of imagination that turns out top-notch horror stories —
the kind we are in the habit of expecting only

*9m

from Germany."
— From the October issue of Exceptional
Photoplays, published by the Rational Woard
of Review.

EUNG

POWER

(^uvu tffupevial Futures, CU., SccLuSiVe DistvLbuto vs throughout Ot.
METRO

NOVEMBER.

^Britain,. firWmJur&cjk/ifyn

20-27

TUX

national
the last 'week
We're
We're
We're

no

habit about

in November,

exception

to

it.
I

talking turkey, too.

pointing out to exhibitors that

we've set aside a week in which the most
luscious film fowl ever raised is going to
be carved.
We're urging them to engage their seats
at the table now, to assure their getting
their slice.
It's bound

to be a good slice of profit,

if you play only Metro pictures during
Metro Week.
That's

Akyylo

J
is

Week.

r

Novembe
tke

jfkeatricaL

Why.

20-27

Zfka.nks$lving

Season,.

m
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12,
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VIEWS

News
THE

/anda Hawley as she appears in " The
Lost Charm," a Realart release
franklin Will Remain
with Talmadges
Sidney Franklin has signed a
iew contract with Joseph M.
ichenck to alternate as director for
Jorma and Constance Talmadge.
Ir. Franklin has just finished diecting Norma Talmadge in her
orthcoming First National picture,
Smilin Through."
Mr. Franklin left last Thursday
Dr the Coast, to direct Constance
'almadge,
has alreadyinpreeded
him who
to Hollywood,
an
riginal story by Edgar Selwyn,
:mporarily titled " The Divorcee."

The Little Minister"
Nearing Completion
PENRHYN STANLAWS
has completed the filming of his production of
Barrie's "The Little Minispch amoty
ter," sin whi
, and
untCom
for ParBet
son star
is now well along in the
work of cutting and assembling. The final scenes were
made in a set representing
the interior of an old Scotch
castle — one of the many unusually large settings designed by Robert M. Haas
for this production.
Not in a long time has a
greater variety of quaint and
colorful costumes been worn
in a film production than
those in "The Little Minisster." English soldiers of the
period of 1830, constables,
Scotch weavers and peasantry, lords and ladies, mingle
in a most picturesque medley of color and design, so
far as costumes go. Miss
Compson for the most part
wore a most becoming gypsy
garb, later appearing in a
typical gown of the period.

MAKERS

OF

COMING

From
SAY

ATTRACTIONS

Producers
ABOUT

PICTURES

Friend ' ' Scores
Mutual
Our
F. B. Warren Release Is Well Received by Los Angeles Audience
CLUNK'S Broadway theatre, Los not necessary. The faithfulness to
version and the resultAngeles, accorded " Our Mu- the original
ant intriguing plot mark the book
tual Friend " a warm reception
when this masterful screen ver- as perfect material for the screen
sion of Dickens'
lastcity.
greatPicture
novel as it stands. Bella VVilfers, Rogue
was screened
in this
Riderhood, young Harmon, the
fans, who were fortunate in view- Boffins, Eugene Wrayburn, Jenny
all the rest of those draing his showing
of Dickens'
mas- Wren and matically
entwined characters have
terpiece, after leaving
the theatre
were of the unanimous opinion that been portrayed by a carefully
the famous English author were he chosen cast which skilfully interalive today could easily walk off
prets their idiosyncrasies and gives
with the sweepstake in any modern a truly " Dickenesque " twist to the Theodore Roberts and Lloyd Hughes in
scenario contest. The failure of humorous situations. Excellent " Hail the Woman," the Thomas H.
releasedPictures,
through Inc.
Assothe motion-picture companies to background and a remarkable de- Ince production,
ciated First National
tail in sets and costumes blend the
avail themselves of his story material has always been a matter of last touch. Mary Marlin, " The
MacArthur to Direct
more or less bewilderment.
Norwegian
Mary
Pickford,"
plays
Sennett Publicity
Dickens' novel has not been the roll of Bella with charming
" adapted " to the screen. It was spontaneity and grace.
A. MacArthur, Jr., formerly advertising manager of the Moving
Picture World and for many years
one of the best known figures in
the advertising and trade journal
Elaborate
Dean
Picture
field of the film industry, has been
Universal Const ructing Varied
appointed to the position of director of publicity of Mack Sennett
Sets to Enhance "Wild Honey"
Productions, with headquarters and
executive offices at the Sennett
<«\I7-ILD HONEY," which will artistic ability in the work of Elmer Studios in Los Angeles. Mr. MacVV bring Priscilla Dean to the Sheeley, art director, and Ray Van Arthur was at one time associated
screen in a vehicle which, it is said, Alstyne, head of the scenic departthe late J. P. Chalmers, founment. One interior of a manor with der
gives her unusual opportunities for
of the Chalmers Publishing
dramatic expression, presents an hall is costing $3,000 to construct, Company.
intricate problem to the depart- without furnishing or lights, it is
ments of art and scenic investiture said.
Harry Cohn in N. Y.
at Universal City.
An interesting point in these sets
The Universal-Jewel production are the ceilings. Many people
Harry Cohn, producer of the
calls for thirty-five locations, of know that motion picture sets are Hallroom
Boys Comedies, arrived
which twenty-seven are construction constructed without ceilings, since in New York this week. With him
projects, principally interiors of an the range of the camera doesn't Mr. Cohn brought the newest Hallold manor house in England. None include them. But "Wild Honey" room comedy, which had been comdifferent. There are scores of
of these interiors is in any way sim- is
pleted just prior to his leaving the
ple or stereotyped in style. Each shots, practically on every set, of West Coast,
under the direction of
one calls for ingenuity as well as heavily raftered ceilings so
commonly seen in English castles. Noel Smith, titled "At Your SerSheeley and Van Alstyne have been
hard put at times, with Wesley
Ruggles, director, and Harry
Thorpe, cameraman, to devise ways Books Full Week's Run
of Warren Releases
of photographing the ceiling as it
should be without interfering with
Manager W. R. Wilkerson,
lighting arrangements.
of the New York Exchange of
"Wild Honey" is Lucien Hubthe
vice."Warren Corporation, anbard's adaptation of Cynthia Stocknounces that the Prospect
ley's novel of the same name. Noah
theatre operated in connection with the Prospect Hotel,
Beery, Lloyd Whitlock, Percy Challenger, Mai Wells and Helen RayConey
Island, has booked a
mond are the supporting principals.
full week's run of Warren
productions, beginning OctoNew Bebe Daniels PicWeber's
Blot ber
" 31.
is Lois
the first
on the"The
list,
ture Is Started
with showings on October 31
Pat O'Malley,
the Marshall
leading man
and November 1. " The Girl
a number
of recent
Neilanin
From God's Country," "Quo
productions, will support Bebe
Vadis," " Good and Evil," anr!
Daniels in the Nina Wilcox Putnam
"The Old Oaken Bucket"
story which started at Realart the
complete the run. Who said
latter part of last week. Others in
Billy Wilkerson hasn't been
the cast include James Gordon,
up on his toes?
Hugh
Thompson,
Marth
Mattox
Marie Prevost
in " Nobody's
Universal
offering Fool," a and Mattie Peters.
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C. Burr
Gunning
to
Remain
A SALES organization made up Infusion of New Blood
largely 01 advertising and
idea men and functioning unand Profit-Sharing
der the supervision 01 experienced
nun men is one of the objectives
Idea Among Plans
sought by \\ id Gunning in building up the organization of which
he is the head. Another very inter- individual director can anord to
esting and important development work without a lancy salary if he
a portion of the profits
in Mr. Gunning's plans came to tne receives
surface in a discussion of his poli- when films are sold through such a
cies as regards the personnel ot his sales and exploitation machine, and
organization. It was learned that that in the coming years it will be
it is his intention to remain per- possible lor the exhibitor and the
sonally in control of the organiza- independent producer to really come
tion, but to so arrange matters that to a better and more complete cooperative harmony through the
the profits of the distributing cor- fact that there
will be no elements
poration shall be divided among the
men who actually do the work. entering into their business negotiations other than the actual maker of
This will include the departmental
heads in the home office, the branch the film, the men who do the actual
managers and salesmen, and even exploiting and selling, and the men
the shipping clerks and inspectors. who actually show the film in their
In other words, the film
Every worker who " keeps in step " theatres.
is to have an equal opportunity, business will be brought down to
since the system of reward will be the fundamentals that are of primary importance. There will be
based on personal effort and results
rather than upon a reward for a no excessive percentage cuts, there
particular position which might ap- will be no fancy salaries to those
parently show results for which the who do not earn them, and the
individual in the position might not costly waste and inefficiency will be
be personally responsible.
wiped out.
Wid Gunning started something
In explaining why he could do
such an apparently philanthropical last week when he placed a page ad
thing as to return the profits of the in Printers' Ink, a weekly publication devoted to the interests of addistribution organization to the
workers of the organization, Mr.
vertising men and newspapers, calling for twenty young men who had
Gunning pointed out that he had
gone into the distributing business had experience in selling advertisprimarily for the purpose of estabing, preparing advertising cot"- and
lishing apoint of contact between putting over ideas. The- advertisement offered these young men an
the exhibitor and the independent
producer. Mr. Gunning has been immediate
industry. opportunity in the film
an independent producer and may,
It is no secret that outsiders have
after perfecting his distributing organization, make an occasional big always said that the film industry
production. He pointed out what is hard to break into because of the
is certainly true, that, as he put it, presence of politics and relatives.
Naturally, there has been a flood
he can make more money than he
wants to pay income tax on from of applications in Mr. Gunning's
one big picture a year, providing he mail, and also a steady stream of
has a high-powered, efficient ex- film men and advertising men who
ploitation and sales machine selling have heard about the new method
his product on a seventy-thirty per- of operation adopted by Mr. Guncentage basis.
ning, who has recently announced
Mr. Gunning also pointed out that his activity in the distributing field.
the independent producer can easily
In discussing his plans Mr. Gunning made it clear that he intends
make tremendously more through
this method of marketing than he to develop in his sales organization,
has ever made in the past ; that the which is handling the product of in-

Scene from " The Wonderful First
Thing,"National
Norma Talmadge's next picture for

in

Control
dependent producers, an organization which will be preponderantly
made up of advertising and idea
men, properly guided by a sufficient
number of experienced film men.
Mr. Gunning's
is, that
old
school
film men argument
may be able
to sell
him, but that they are not sufficient
in giving to the exhibitor the service due the exhibitor in assisting
him in putting production over so
that he may make money with them.
.Mr. Gunning is employing more
than a score of trained newspaper
and advertising men who have had
some theatrical experience, and also
a half dozen sure-fire showmen who
have proven their ability to go into
any city and put a picture over in
a house that has in the past been
in the red ink column.
At a luncheon given by the New
York Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce at the Astor Hotel on
Tuesday, November 1st, at which
there was an exceptionally large
attendance, which included, in addition to the New York members,
many prominent
out-of-town
exhibitors, Mr. Gunning,
who had
been invited to attend, explained to
the theatre men the constructive
ideals which he was w:orking out,
and his remarks were greeted with
the most enthusiastic endorsement.
F. B. Warren Releases
Warmly Received
Recent releases of the F. B. Warren Corporation which include
" The Blot," a Lois Webber production, "Our Mutual Friend," the
screen version of Dicken's last
great novel, " The Old Oaken
Bucket,"
May Tully's
picturization
of
the famous
old song,
and Xell
Shipman's " The Girl from God's
Country " have been receiving
warm approval of newspaper critics
throughout the country.
The Cleveland News, reviewing
" The Blot," describes this great
drama as " a picture with an exceptionally strong human theme."
"The Girl
fromat God's
Country"
recently
shown
the Circle
and
Strand theatres in Cleveland receives acommendation which reads,
" A real melodrama that everybody who enjoy-s real thrills will

News
on

to Start

NewComedies
"Torchy"
Everything is in readiness at the
Affiliated studios for Johnny Hines
to begin production on his next
two
namely " Torchy.
Torch/t
Luck"Torchy's,
and "Battling
Sewell Ford, who has written the
original Torchy stories, is the author of these latest productions featuring Hines.
"The wonderful time sales record
made by ' Burn 'Em Up Barnes/
saysan C.incentive
C. Burr,for" us.
is theWebest
ot
hopekinoia
our next Johnny Hines picture to do
even better. I have always contended that slapstick could be done
away with in farces, and basing my
contention on this belief, we produced Burn
'
'Em Up Barnes,'
which got its laughs from clean situations. The fact that this feature
was the first five reel starring vehicle for Hines augurs well for his
future releases. ' Burn 'Em Up
Barnes ' received most flattering
praise at every first run house it
played, and it is my intention that
each following Hines feature will
on merit alone be the recipient of
The equally
Affiliatedas studios
praise
good." are being
whipped into shape, so that no time
will be lost when Hines returns.
Karl Freund is designing a new set
studio" comedv.
settings for the next
"ofTorchv
'Taste Board Crown"
By Famous Actress
" The American public will continue to remember Clara Morris,
the actress," said Travers Yale in
a recent interview, "just as popular
plays and books that have once

made
their pointing
mark areout
remembered.'"
He was
the great
possibilities of a production now
in the making under his direction,
"The Paste Board Crown," adapted
from the popular novel written by
Clara Morris, being produced
under the auspices of Nathan and
Samerad.
" Clara Morris, you may recall,"
said
the well-known
America's
foremost director.
actress in" was
her
day. Her
book,
following
a
dramatic career, was a sensation. In
1902 she wrote ' The Paste Board
Crown,' and when I was first a director of motion picture, I had
aspirations
to make the great story
"
Our
Mutual
Friend
"
and
"
The
want to see."
Old Oa^en Bucket " have also re- into a picture. Purchasing the'
ceived the " O K." of newspaper rights, I held on to it, all these
men in cities where they have been years, and though I have bought
shown.
and sold others, I retained my
favorite until now, my ambition
realized, I have selected a cast I
Ass'd Exhib Releases
can depend upon as adequate.
Each of these have individual repuA statement
Associated Ex-61
tations :Eleanor Woodruff. Robert
ProvingfromFavorites
Elliott.
Albert Roccardi. Evelyn
hibitors' headnuarters declares that
its releases, " The Devil " and "The Greeley, Dora Mills Adams. Jane
Road to London " are proving big Jennings. Gladys Yalerie, J. H.
favorites in many sections of the Gilmour. John Hopkins, and others,
country. " The Devil " is receiving that will be added as I need them.
heavy exploitation, exhibitors tak- In addition, I am delighted with
ing fullest advantage of its possi- having secured Jacques Bizeul for
bilities for exploitation stunts and
advertising.
The Bryant Washburn feature, the camera work."
" The Road to London," also reThe Million Dollar
leased by Associated Exhibitors,
has overcome a rather slow start,
"What Do
C
due to its release during mid-summer, and exhibitors say it is one of
the most attractive offerings in
MEN Want
i
which
neared. Mr. Washburn has ever apQuestion-

N ov e m b er

12,

1 g2 1

Chic Sale to Continue in
Motion Pictures
BEYANDER
ALEX
FUSS, vice-president
and general manager of
Exceptional Pictures s Corporation, announce that
Charles (Chic) Sale, is under
contract with Exceptional
Pictures for a long period of
time and it is the present intion to produce with him in
1922 a series of two or possibly three big pictures. Many
inquiries had been received
asking whether Mr. Sale
would continue to make piceture or remain in vaudevill
exclusively.
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Pathe

in

Central

,
ULLOA
LOPEZ
ARMAND
l from
ConsulO Genera
Honduras to New York, sailed for
home on a short visit last week
after obtaining from Pathe Exchange, Inc., a concession to handle
exclusively the Pathe product in
Central America. Senor Lopez
carried with him also a print of the
new successful Pathe serial, " Hurricane Hutch," the first presentation
01 which in his own country he will
personally supervise.
As he was sailing with his concession and his first shipment of
Pathe film, the Consul General exhibited considerable satisfaction
over his deal with Pathe. " During
the last
few weeks,"
"I
have
devoted
much ofhe mysaid,spare
time viewing motion pictures and
Kirkman with Lehrstudying the film situation in Newman as Co-Director
York and elsewhere in the United
Myron Sclznick, Vice President States, through a desire to improve
in charge of production, declares the character of that sort of entertainment in my own country.
that work has so far progressed
on the Owen Moore comedy, writ" Previously, I had investigated
ten and directed by Henry Lehr- the same fields in France, England
man, that a release date in Janu- and Germany, but I am satisfied
ary is now being decided upon. that the American pictures are far
Having placed the entire resources superior to the European product
of the organization behind Mr. and better suited for the Latin
Lehrman in the production details, American countries, which like subthe engagement of David Kirkland
jects of romance and adventure.
a- co-director was included in the From previous observation, I know
airangements. Mr. Kirkland has a that it would be impossible to orrecord of fine accomplishments in
ganize a complete service without
screen productions and his ex- the backing of an extensive serial
perience isbeing employed to the program and to this end, I approached the Pathe Company which,
fullest
in
Mr. Lehrman's
ideas with developing
Kirkland embellishments.
House

America
Deal
they have been handicapped with a
poor quality of product, and with
second-hand prints, which never
give satisfaction on account of
numerous scratches, torn sprocket
holes, and particularly, shortened
or missing scenes. Central America is a long way from New York,
and our theatre owners and managers have few opportunities to
come so far to insure themselves
against second-class shipments.
" Being
examine and
the
whole
rangeprivileged*
of Pathe toproducts,
finding them eminently suited to our
popular taste, it occurred to me thai
an. arrangement to supply them in
the form of new prints with accompanying attractive advertising matter would be very acceptable to theatres
not
only in Honduras but in
Winnifred Westover
as " Anne " in
" Anne of Playgoers
Little Smoky,"
Picture an all-star all the cities and towns of Central
So I applied for and obI understand, is called the House of America.
tained from Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
Serials and is acknowledged the
leader in the serial and short sub- the concession to handle exclusively
in Guatemala, Honject field. I have also made ar- their products
Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa
rangements toselect from their fea- Rica andduras,
British Honduras.
ture programs such number of sub" I was especially impressed with
jects of this kind as my service can
afford and I feel that with the the popular appeal of the new Pathe
Pathe serials and comedies, and serial, ' Hurricane Hutch,' and am
making it the subject of my first
such features as ' The Devil,' ' Half shipment — in fact, I am carrying
a Chance,' ' The Killer,' etc. I can with
me new prints of all fifteen
present the greatest attraction ever
introduced into Central America.
episodes, and shall personally su
" Our people are enthusiastic- pervise its first presentation in Honduras, exploiting the attraction in
patrons of the movies, and the managers of our theatres have been the highly efficient manner characteristic of exhibitors in the United
doing their best to provide attractive programs. In many instances,

Peters in Cast of

" Human Hearts "
" Human Hearts," adapted from
the play by Hal Reid, will be put
into production at Universal City
in the near future. King Baggott,
who will direct the production, is
completing the preparations for the
filming of this subject. House
Peters has been engaged for a role
in this production.
Lon leaseChaney's
new has
subject
reby Universal
beenforcompleted at Universal City. The final
title has not as yet been selected.
Robert Thornby held the megaphone on Chaney in his first starring picture. A big cast, which includes Irene Rich, Spottiswoode
Aiken, Herbert Standing, Frank
Campeau, Dagmar Godowsky, Alan
Hale and little Stanley Goethals,
makes this picture a wonderful advertising proposition.
Stampede Scenes Made
for Carey Picture
Trenches and fortifications have
been built on the plains of the
Agoure ranch, a typically western
estate in the Chalk hills, north of
the San Fernando valley, in order
to film the stampede of thousands
of head of cattle in Harry Carey's
current starring pro'duction, " Man
to Man," a Universal-Jewel protodrama based on Jackson Gregory's
novel.
Carey will be called on to ride
through the cattle. Stuart Paton,
who recently completed " Conflict,"
a Priscilla Dean offering on the
Universal-Jewel program, is "the director of " Man to Man."

for
Prospects
Bright
SO enthusiastic has been the re- Records to Be Broken
sponse of exhibitors to R-C
idea of R.calling
the
monthPictures'
of November
S. Cole
in Drive During "R.
Month, in honor of its president
and to the extensive business drive
S. Cole Month"
which will cover that period, that
featuring Katherine
Charles R. Rogers, general manager Barricade,"
Spencer, Kenneth Harlan and
of distribution, doesn't hesitate to
William, Strauss; "The Foolish
make the prediction that all book- Age,"
a rollicking Hunt Stromberg
ing records of his concern will be
comedy in which Doris May rebroken.
made her debut as an R-C
Every department of R-C Pic- star. "cently
The Foolish
trade
tures is co-operating to the utmost critics agree,
is one ofAge,"
the really
in the effort to pile up bookings as
comedy releases of rea tribute to Mr. Cole. Special in- important
cent weeks and already has had flatstruction have been sent by General
receptions in Boston, Los
Manager Rogers to the various Angeles,tering
Pittsburgh, New York and
branch managers ; special publicity elsewhere.
and advertising material has been
Of great interest to exhibitors
prepared for the assistance of the
furthermore, is the anexhibitors and every member of the everywhere, nouncement
from R-C Pictures that
R-C organization, from general " Possession " will be released on
manager down, will be on his toes November 20, thereby making this
and prepared to put forth his abso- unusual French-made subject availlute best on November 1, when the
able to exhibitors during R. S. Cole
drive is scheduled to begin.
Month.
" Possession " was proSome of the most important produced by Louis Mercanton, called
ductions ever turned out of the
R-C studios at Hollywood will be " the Griffith of Europe."
In addition to this unusual proavailable to exhibitors during R. S.
R-C Pictures also will offer
Cole Month. In addition to having during duction
November two others of
a wide range or early releases from high attraction
value. They arc
which to choose, exhibitors also will
The Lure
of
" in
whicha
be able to book such subjects as "Pauline
Frederick Jade
is said
to give
" Where Lights Are Low," starring
Sessue Hayakawa ; "The Sting of
the Lash," starring Pauline FredThe Million Dollar
erick; "Shame
Society," Montagu
with an
all star
cast of
including
Love, Barbara Castleton, Macey
"What Do
Harlam, Julia Swayne Gordon and
r
{~*\
others of equal calibre; "A Wife's
QuestionMen WANT
•
Awakening," a Gasnier special ;
William Christy Cabanne's " The

Drive
R-C
States."
brilliant characterization and "Silent
Years," a Gasnier special based on
the
novel
" Mam'sellc
Jo " while
from
the pen
of Harriet
Comstock,
" Silent Years " will be presented
on November 27.
With such a program for R. S.
Cole Month, Mr. Rogers feels that
each of his branch managers will
turn in a new record in bookings
for November.
The R-C organization embraces
the following exchange heads
and supervising executives; Samuel
Sax, sales manager; E. C. Jensen,
field representative; Joseph Klein,
New York City ; L. Wingham,
Seattle: J. S. Nelson, Denver; R.
A. Davis, Atlanta ; Newt Levi,
Pacific Coast representative; H.
D. Goldberg, Pittsburgh; E. L.
M'Avoy; C. D. Beale, San Francisco ; A. W. Carrick, Indianapolis ;Harvey B. Day, Minneapolis; A. \\". Kansas
Moses, City;
Buffalo;
E. Churchill,
C. R.J.
Sonin, Washington ; E. H. Brient,
St. Louis ; E. J. Lipson, Omaha ;
J. B. Dumestre, Jr., New Orleans;
L. E. Harrington, Dallas ; Louis
Klar, Milwaukee : A. R. Patten,
Los Angeles; H. K. Moss, Detroit;
J. M. Flynn, Philadelphia; S. S.
Webster, Cleveland; W. A. Ryan,
Oklahoma City: E. T. Gomersall,
Cincinnati, and A. T. Gallas, ChiAnother Addition to
Realart Studios
Two new projection rooms have
just
West been
Coastcompleted
studios. at the Realart
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A scene from the Buck Jones production,
" Riding With Death," a Fox release
Clarence Badger Will
Direct for Universal
ENCE BADGER,
CLAR
who directed Will Rogers in " Doubling for
Romeo " and others of his
ul
essf
comedy dramas, is
succ
preparing to start work at
Universal City. He will follow a long series of winning
comedies with " Cupid Inper
edy
ma
cog," aflap
Prevost.dra
Marie com
starring
" Cupid Incog " was first
called " The Frisky Flapper "
and will probably have an
entirely different release
title. It was written by Irving G. Thalberg and the continuity was written by Doris
Schroeder. It will be started
just as soon as Marie Prevost can be snatched out of
the hands of Director George
Cox who is producing "Princess Virtue " with this star.
Mr. Badger and Fred Datig
are busy assembling a cast.

Motion

Rogers'
Success
Universal
" Doubling for Romeo " Sets Entire
Country Laughing, Says Goldwyn
blew at the rate of 1,000 laughs a
"TROUBLING
FOR in
ROMEO,"
U
with Will Rogers
the stel- reel across the Rockies into the
lar role, is doing phenomenal box Roosevelt theatre, Chicago, thence
office business in the four important to the big Capitol theatre in Cincinnati and so to New York.
motion picture centers where it was
given its first showings, says a
The motion picture reviewers of
statement from Goldwyn Pictures the four cities vied with each other
Corporation.
in praise of this most unusual of
In New York where it played last Goldwyn comedies. With such reweek in the Capitol theatre, it did
as " Doubling
receivedviews and
with suchfor
big Romeo
receipts"
one ofness inthe
week'sseating
busi- as it is playing to in the four cities,
thatphenomenal
house of great
capacity. It stands among the very Goldwyn considers it is amply justitop-notchers in the point of receipts
fied in placing the new Will Rogers
at that house, as well as artistically comedy in the list of big fifth year
edy.
as an unusual and well-done com- productions — a list which already
" The Old Nest " and
" Doubling for Romeo " has driven contains
Dangerous Curve Ahead " and to
a cyclone of mirth clear across the "which
will be added, following
continent. It started in Los An"
Doubling
for Romeo," " Poverty
at Miller's
peoplegelesstood
in line theatre,
throughwhere
an entire
of
Riches
" and to" come.
The Sin Flood,"
with
still
more
showing to gain admittance and

"Flower
of North
" Ship
Completed Prints of Curwood ped
Special at Vitagraph Exchanges
THE completed prints of the
ing railroad
gangs,
sational shots
from and
the other
film. senJames Oliver Curwood special,
Vitagraph
branch
managers
had
" Flower of the North," have been
been eager to secure the finished
shipped from Vitagraph's Brooklyn prints
this film, inasmuch as one
studio fices,to28 inthat
branchStates
of- of the ofmost
successful specials put
all,company's
in the United
and Canada. So much interest was out by Vitagraph was a sevendisplayed in this forthcoming super- reeler by the same author, James
feature that the Vita°raph labora- Oliver Curwood, staged by the same
tory in Brooklyn worked night and director, David Smith, and in which
day to get out prints and allow the female star was the same girl
them all possible time for shipment who is starred in the new special —
to their respective destinations, be- Pauline Starke. This was " The
fore a possible railroad strike.
Courage of Marge O'Doone." Chief
The exhibitors in all parts of the among the added points of appeal
in this latest feature is Henry B.
country had already had their ap- Walthall. Some members of the
petites whetted for this special by
cast who have wide folseeing the trailer sent out some few supporting
lowings are Emmett King, Walter
weeks ago. This trailer* showed Rodgers, Harry Northrup, Joe
flashes of the big rapids scene, the Rickson, Jack Curtis and Vincent
terrific battle between the oppos- Howard.

ba

Picture

New

1

Carmel Myers and Wallace MacDonal
co-stars in" Breaking
the new Through
Vitagraph seria
Pioneer Offering Ne
Series of Comedies
A series of six 2-reel comedie
made by Lifeograph of Portlan<
Oregon, and known as " Peeps int
the Future " is now being release
by all Exchanges of Pioneer Fill |
Corporation.
The first comedy carries the tit),
cf '" Paul's First Kiss," and will t
followed by " Paul's Temptation
"Paul's Dilemma," "Paul's Mis!
take," " Perils of Paul," an
" Paul's Wedding Day." The ca:
assembled by the creator of the*
comedies, W. E. Keefe, includt
Eugenia Gilbert, Clara Morri
Dave J. Parke Jones, and Gem
vieve Knapp. Bob Gray directe
these 2-reel Pioneer Featurettes.

Nearing 2,000 Limit oj
Goldwyn Franchises
Goldwyn Franchises have bet
going in record time, says an at
nouncement from Goldwyn Pictun
Corporation, and exhibitors wt
wish first call on all Goldwyn fifl
year product for their theatres wi
have to get their applications in vej
soon, it is announced. Goldwy
limited the number of franchis'
which it would grant in the Unite
Realart Announces New
States to 2,000, and that number h;
almost been reached.
Titles of Pictures
Such big Goldwyn fifth year pi
The titles of three forthcoming
Realart pictures are announced for
tures as " The Old Nest," '* Dange
ous Curve Ahead," " Doubling ft
early release : " The Love Charm,"
Romeo," " Poverty of Riches
by Harvey O'Higgins for Wanda
" Ace of Hearts " and " The M«
Hawley;
"First
Love"
by
Sonya
Pathe
Schedule
for
Nov.
13
From inLost
following
eax
Levien for Constance Binney ; and
other
closeRiver,"
succession,
have givt
" A Homespun Vamp " by Hector
exhibitors a good idea of the so
Turnbull for May McAvoy. They
Tom Santschi in " Heart of Doreon "
of
will be respectively the tenth,
and photoplays
keen desireGoldwyn
to book isthemakirenti
Heads Ensemble of Short-Subjects
eleventh and twelfth of the current
product
for
first,
or later, runs
season.
Heels."
Bebe
Daniels
and
"
Snub
"
a
have
s
subject
ERNing position in the Pollard both appear in the offering. their
WEST
dominat
ment. theatres, states the announc
ensemble of short features sched"
Double
Crossed
"
is
the
title
of
Artistic Exteriors in
uled for release by Pathe Exchange,
episode eight of " Hurricane
Inc.,
during the week of Novem- Hutch " the new Pathe serial star- Brenon Directing Ne1
"Silent Years"
's
13th.
ber
In
Tom
Santschi
Pearl White Feature
Charles Hutchinson. " Hocus
The exterior scenes for " Silent latest two-reel drama, " The Heart Pocus ring" is
the title of the latest Hal
Herbert Brenon is directing Pej
Years," the R-C Picture adapted of Doeon," the star plays the role
featuring
" Snub on" White in a new picture at Fox Fil
from Harriet Comstock's novel, of a French-Canadian of the Roach
Pollard.comedy
The comedy7
is a satire
Northwest, with the famous Royal the old-time stage magician and Corporation's New York studk
"L.Mam'selle
Joe,"
and
directed
by
J. Gasnier, are noted for their
stern Mounted Police fig- all-around barnstormer.
The picture is being made under t
grandeur and dignified beauty Northweuring prominentl
y in the Cast actitle " Discontent." Miss White a
"
The
Owl
and
the
Grasshopper
"
caught by the cameraman, Joseph
tion Ruth Stonehouse plays op- is the current animated cartoon of pears in the role of a woman
Dubray, in the High Sierras, state
posite Santschi.
the distributors.
the series of " Aesop's Film Fables " wealth and high social position. T
" A Day in the Wilds " is the produced by Fables Pictures, Inc., screen version was prepared
latest offering of the series of and created by Cartoonist Paul Julia Tolsva.
"Adventures of Bill and Bob," Terry. " Soft words often hide a
The Gilbert
cast for
" Discontent
eludes
Emery,
Holmes "H< i
showing the exploits of Bill and wicked intent " is the moral.
The Million Dollar
Bob Bradbury and their dog
FMhe Review No. 129 presents bert and Lawrence Johnson, a ch
" Rags." The offering is a con- views of Princeton University un- actor who has appeared in a numt
glomeration of woodland stunts
QuestionC\
der the title " The Towers and of productions directed by i
performed by the boys, showing Trees of Princeton " ; an elephant Brenon. Gilbert Emery is a wt
'WHAT
race of the Far East under the
their versatility in woodlore.
Do
r
writer,
authoras of
'*asT
Hero,"
stage onsuccess,
well sta
Harold Lloyd's latest re-issued caption, " Speed by the Ton " ; a known
actor ofa note
the speaking
slow-motion
presentation,
one-reel
comedy
is
"
Crack
Your
Men Want"*

November

12,

19 2 1

"star,
Breezy
Eason,
diminutive
Universal
who" was
killed
by an automobile
last Monday. Although only eight years
D old, he had been starred in two five reelcrs. " The Big Adventure " and " Two
Kinds of Love "
Hampton Spurs Salesman With Prize Offer
JESSE D. HAMPTON is
sponsoring a test among
Pathe and Associated
Exhibitors salesmen, which
will result in one representee of either company
winning a trip to Los Angeles and return from his
branch city, or to New York
and return, as he prefers.
All expenses will be borne.
The award goes to the salesman obtaining the greatest
number of Hampton contracts over an eight weeks'
period by Mr. Hampton. The
branch managers are not
ed in the producer's
overlook
office, for the manager whose
office shows the greatest increase in collections on
Hampton's attractions during the eight weeks of the
contest, based on his average
of collections for the preceding eight weeks, will receive
the same award as the successful salesman. In the
event of a tie, all contestants
tieing will receive the full
.
ichts1 awaid
The Hampton contest will
1J be inaugurated on October
31st and will close at midnight, December 24th, covering a total of eight weeks.

4ew Christie Comedies
in Production
Two new two-reel Christie Comeiea are being started this week,
hile a new comedy featuring Neal
i:rns, with the support of Helen
lire arhnR, Laddie and Jane Hart, has
1st been completed under the
^ rection of Scott Sidney. The title
«J to be "No Parking" and has lo
■i™j> with a runaway portable house.
*HA1
Christie is undertaking prediction of a special which will reare Dorothy Devore as a knight in
on.ma»|
Amor.
She will be supported by
jred 4 y Belasco, Earl Rodney and
J ice Maison.
: in
in Jj Bobby Vernon is starting worl the
nes Hfj other two-reel comedy under
1''™>ry
.AJrection
The
has toof doH.withBea'udine.
a small-town
b)
>■
rnival
and
was
written
by
Frank
. a * Conklin.
i "I
as:
reli
Inn itSi
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Hodkinson
outlined in
already
AS these
pages,briefly
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation enters this
week into the final stages of a complete reorganization which began
some three months ago, and coincident with the announcement of the
celebration of the company's fourth
anniversary, comes the formal opening of twenty-four distributing
branches located in the following
cities :
New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
Washington, Buffalo, Pittsburgh,
• Atlanta, Cleveland, Cincinnati, St.
Louis, Kansas City, Chicago, detroit, Minneapolis, Omaha, Denver,
Dallas, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Seattle, Spokane, Oklahoma City,
Salt Lake City and New Orleans.
At each of the above points, there
has been installed under the Hodkinson Banner a completely equipped branch exchange and in each
one of these branches, " Hodkinson
House-Warming Week " will be observed from November 7th to 12th.
A general invitation has been extended toexhibitors in all territories
and to the general public and tradepress to witness special screenings
of Hodkinson Pictures during
" House-Warming Week." " The
Beggar Maid" will be screened at
all showings, and the other Hodkinson features will be shown according tothe following schedule :
On November 7th, 9th and 11th
— " A Certain Rich Man," and " Rip
Van Winkle;" on November 8th,
10th and 11th — "The Mysterious
Rider" and "Jane Eyre."
In anticipation of this expansion
in the Hodkinson Organization, the
salesforce has been largely increased
in all twenty-four cities where
Branch Exchanges are being operated.
Notable among the acquisitions
in personnel, is Phil Ryan, one of
the youngest executives in the industry and formerly on the salesstaff of Associated Exhibitors. Mr.
Ryan goes to Kansas City as Manager of the Middle West Division,
with the St. Louis, Oklahoma City,
Omaha and Minneapolis exchanges
under his jurisdiction.
B. W. Alberts, one of the livewires of the Fitzpatrick & McElroy organization, has been assigned
to special work in the Chicago territory. Harry Reiff remains on the
job as Manager of the Pittsburgh
Branch and will be backed up by
Joe Bloom, formerly of the Kansas
City field, who goes to the Smoky
City on special assignment.

Offices

Are
Opened
Exchange, through which the physical distribution of the Hodkinson
24 Exchanges Across
releases has been effected for some
Country Ready for
years past.
Business
" With our own branches," said
W. W. Hodkinson, President of the
H. A. Boyle moves up the ladder
" We shall not only be
from Albany to take charge of the Corporation,
in a better position to serve the
Buffalo Branch, and his old stamp- exhibitor, but we shall be better
ing ground will be looked after placed strategically to exercise the
from New York. Jack Withers, for selective principle on which the
many years a forceful figure in the whole success of our business is
states rights field, will look after built.
the Connecticut territory, working
At a moment when all our efout from the New York Exchange.
forts are centered on transferring
Ray Nehls, who has been handling
our
activities
our own twentyHodkinson product in the Indian- four branches, into
I cannot permit the
apolis field, goes down to Cincinnati, and the former territory will opportunity to pass to thank the exhibitors of the country, and the
be covered from other exchanges.
This realignment of the Hodkin- loyal members of our organization
son forces completes the severance who have made this splendid stride
of the organization from the Pathe
forward possible."
"Over
the
Hill"
1 le-ups
Exhibitors Invent Ingenious Devices to Exploit
Fox Production
NGENIOUS devices in great va- carriage through the street with an
riety are being employed in all old lady made up as Mary Carr in
parts of the country in the exploita- the role of Ma Benton in " Over
tion of " Over the Hill," the Fox
super-special. The photodrama lends
" In many places a special showitself well to stunts and tie-ups. One
ing was arranged, to which were
the Hill."
enterprising exhibitor tied up with invited
city officials, clergymen and
nearly every store carrying anything
other prominent persons. The rehas been many testimonials
that
givenhetoplaced
" Mother."
In thecould
candybe shop
signs which sultcould
be used in advertising,
reading : " Don't forget mother.
and
numerous
sermons on " Over
Send her a box of candy." The
stationery
store
" This writing paper on
saleurged
at a :bargain
price
so you can write a line to mother.
the Hill."
tiedneglecting
up with her?"
florists, urging "Big Four" Releases in
AreHe you
the sending of a bouquet to mother ;
"Exceptional" Class
with music stores, with " Over the
ductions relea sed
Hill" songs to sell; with book
h United Artist
soug
thr
stores
carrying
Carleton'shad
works.
ee fil
Eon mor
ati
por
RE
on
womn pro
hav
Cor
Another
exhibitor
signs
TH
ve
cti
its
tin
ir
the
mer
dis
the
printed on muslin strips, urging
sons to send a ton of coal to
placed
bel Board
right to tiona
iew Naof
Revthe
of by
mother, and placed them, on coal
es
ng
ion
tur
the
amo
Pic
Mot
delivery wagons. Other stunts inrecent " Exceptional Photocluded the printing of " Over the
Hill " ads on wrapping paper and
paper bags; and distributing these
They are " The Three
Musketeers," with Douglas
by thousands to butchers, grocers
Fairbanks as producer and
and other dealers sending goods
star; "Little Lord Fauntleinto the homes ; pasting small stickroy," produced by Mary
ers on milk bottles, advertising
Pickford, who stars in the
" Over the Hill " ; filling street cars
dual role of the little Lord
with cardboard representations of
ys."
andplaDearest,
his mother, and
passengers and marking the car
" Disraeli," with George Arliss as the star, and produced
with a streamer, " We are on our
by
way to see " Over the Hill " at the
Inc. Distinctive Productions
* * theatre " ; and sending a
This trio of pictures thus
selected keeps the United
Artists record clean at 100
per cent, since every picture
released by that organization
thus far has been awarded a
place
among the " exceptional " productions.

The

Million

"What

From left to right: Thurston Hall, Alma Tell and Wyndham Standing, three
players in " The Iron Bennett
Trail," the
picture,
for Rex
UnitedBeach
Artists
releasesupervised by Whitman
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EducationaPs

A scene from the Cosmopolitan
Davies. Aproduction
Paramount" Enchantment,
picture

Tearle

Film

Opens

starring Marion

House

" After Midnight " at Kansas City
Opening; " Selznick Week"
Booming
tory of which Kansas
City is the
organization in makTHE Select
ing its drive to place Selznick center, and Select salesmen are
pictures on every available screen making the most of the Orpheum
k Week," will be Jr. event.
Selznic
during
Kansas City
in the
greatly "aided
In addition to the very successterritory by the fact that Conway
ful country-wide showings of " AfTearle, in " After Midnight " was
terwayMidnight,"
as first
ConTearle series
for of
thistheseason,
selected as the opening photoplay,
in conjunction with vaudeville, at Select is now heralding "The Alan
the newly dedicated Orpheum Jr. of Stone " as the next number in
theatre. The fact that Zena Keefe, the Tearle issues. November 10 is
also a Selznick star, supported Mr. the release date of the new feature,
Tearle in this attraction, made bringing it into circulation as an
ly added feature for the " Selznick
" After Midnight " an especial
fitting adjunct to the vaudeville in Week " drive.
which the Orpheum Circuit spe" The Man of Stone " is ancializes.
nounced as a story of English army
Miss Keefe was a featured player life in Arabia with Tearle playing
in vaudeville before entering Ihe the role of an officer who has taken
Selznick star set and had previously a difficult and dangerous commission to get him away from London
made repeated appearances in Kansas City. The additionl fact that where he has been worsted in a
Ralph Ince directed the presentation battle for love. Martha Mansfield,
gave what is really a three-star of- who has been leading woman for
fering which Orpheum Jr. could
andSelznick
Eugene
O'Brienplays
in prevfeature along with its vaudeville Tearle ious
pictures,
the
role
of
the
woman
who
swaps
a
main-stay. Direct influence natu1 ally resulted on the prolific terri- soldier's love for a title.

Picture

First

New

Rum

Big Fall Sales Drive Bringing
in Maximum First Run Bookings
run bookings, according to th
WHILE al Pictures
bookings
of Educationon Broadway
are statement made by Mr. Hammon; |
showing a steady increase, branch The manager of the San Francisc
exchanges are reporting to the Exchange, reporting an extraordi I
home office an unusual boom in first nary number of first run booking*
run bu iness in many other parts wrote that " This schedule will
of the country as a result of Edu- make the rest of the boys sit up ancational's big fall sales drive, ac- take notice when they realize tha|
cording to announcement this week our exchange has six first runs i
by E. VV. Hammons, president of one week in the largest houses i
Educational.
San Francisco." The bookings in I
In several cases, Mr. Hammons eluded: California theatre, Thj
stated, these reports show maxi- Stork's Mistake," Campbell Col
mum first run bookings, and vir- edy, and Kinograms, news reel
Portola theatre, Kinograms ; Th
tually everyan branch
is showing
increase.in the country' oli theatre, " Doggone
Torchy, I
Torchy's
Comedy,
and
"
Troubz I
On
Broadway
Educational's
tworeel
comedies
and single-reel
ics and
novelties
are keepingscenup dours of the Sky," Chester Screerl
theatre,
"Just fcf
with the fast pace set by Sclig- ic;
Fun,"Imperial
Sketchograf
s.
Rork Photoplays. Last week saw
In Los Angeles the week of 0<|
tober 23 had three first run sho\
the new Mermaid Comedy, " Robinson Crusoe, Ltd," featuring ings of two-reel comedies. "
Lloyd " There
Ham have
Hamilton,
at one
the Pair of Sexes," a new Chris
Strand.
been from
Comedy, was at the California th<j
to five or six Educational Pictures atre; the Kinema theatre playej
on Broadway every week since the "For Land's Sake," a Merma
increased fall business began.
Comedy, and another Christie Cc
The Far West branches lead the theatre.
edy,
"Oh, Buddy! " was at Miller |
way in the matter of maximum first

Opens in Chicago" and Atlanta and
Fauntleroy
and
Press Hi'
is Hailed by the Public
ng
Maki
OPENING
Chicago
the Miss Pickford's ' Fauntleroy ' in
Randolph in
theatre
and at
in Atdozen Koh-i-noors.
lanta, Ga., at the Howard theatre,
" A porcelain doll in exquisi
Mary Pickford's screen version of settings. Youth incarnate, buoy;
" Little Lord Fauntleroy " has won kindly, beautiful. You will lau;
immediate favor with the public
and the press of both these cities, YouMary
will Pickford
weep."
and her lat<
according to advices from the head- United Artists production, " L
quarters of the United Artists Cor- tie Lord Fauntleroy," won tl
plaudits of all Atlanta without tl
poration.
of a struggle. This fil
Mary Pickford's " Little Lord semblance
Fauntleroy " boyishly swaggered feature, shown at the Howard the
into the Randolph theatre, Chicago, tre to capacity audiences, quick
just
Douglas Fairbanks'
"Theto won ies enthusiastic
and the public praise
flockedoftothesee cr-t
ThreeasMusketeers
" dashed out
film
version
of
the
famous sto
keep other engagements, and im- and to view Miss Pickford
in h
mediately Chicago'sanew,
critics and
and there
pub- equally famous dual role of the 1
lic were captured
wasn't the slightest interruption of tie lord and " Dearest," his moth<
the capacity crowds that had been
filling the Randolph every day from
Strand Circuit Book
early to late.
"If you doubt the use of that
"The Beggar Maid"
Following its pre-release sho
modest title, ' America's Sweetheart,' just hear the crowd in the ing at the Rivoli and Rialto thi
NewWandaHawleyPicture
packed Randolph roar with sympa- tres, New York, " The BeggJ
thetic affection for Mary Pickford, Maid " has been booked for I
Realart Announces Comedy Drama,
Strand Circuit, so the Hodkins
a spirited, humorous, fighting ' Lit- offices
announce.
tle Lord Fauntleroy,' " says The Ob" The Love Charm," as Next Vehicle
server in the Chicago Herald ExIn
the
Strand theatre, Brookl
\I TAXDA HAWLEY in a role
aminer. As
"
a tomboy and a it will be put on with a prolog
Harvey as
O'Higgins
that
Missby Hawley,
the heroine,
VV diverting humor and touching whening story
Man.- is all the public said to be even more elaborate tr
drama, is what Realart promises in dons a " low-and-behold " gown and comedienne
says of her, and as an actress de- that used during its Broadv
does
a
snappy
modern
dance,
she
picting adult emotions she is a
Miss Hawley's new picture, " The turns the hero completely against
beautiful woman. White-haired
Love Charm." A daring theory is her.
This contract calls for its
men and women were laughing premier.
expounded
in " orThewoman
Love can
Charm."
pearance at the Strand, Syracu
It
is that a girl
have
laughs
that
had
gone
unlaughed
for
" The lights and shades of presStrand, Albany; the Stra
the man she wants by using the alent-day life have been well brought thirty years, and moving their knees the
Buffalo,City.and the Sheridan. X
York
most infallible law of symbols, and
up
and
down
gently
as
if
dream
out byated theHarvey
O'Higgins,
crestory, and
by PercywhoHeath,
playing upon his subconscious memchildren were sitting there."
ories of the things that were dear
" This is not a review. It is an
who wrote the scenario," announces
to him in childhood and youth.
Realart. " Nothing was overlooked appreciation," declares Rob Reel in
In other words, the old-time vamp
the direction by Thomas Heff- the Chicago American. " Show me
who made use of her physical in
charms to ensnare the unsuspecting ron, who has directed a number of the critic who could do justice in
male has been succeeded by a new Hawley successes."
William E. Collins photographed cold type to Mary Pickford's ' Litand subtle siren who uses her
tle Lord Fauntleroy ' at the Ranbrains. Indeed, so complete has " The Love Charm," which was sudolph ! If words wrere gems I
pervised byElmer Harris.
could not express my regard for
been the reversal in this epoch-mak-

November

12,

1921

" Peter Ibbetson " Sets
Record on Broadway
the end of its second
ATjveek
at the New York
Criterion, George Fitzmaurice's Paramount production,
" Forever," or " Peter Ibbetson," as it is called in its
New York presentation — had
set up a record for receipts
never before equalled at that
theatre, according to a statement from the Paramount
office.
Playing in a house with
seating capacity around 650,
with only two performances
a day, the p;cture drew during the first two weeks a
paid attendance averaging
more than 1,200 daily. This
high figure is the more remarkable when it is taken
into consideration that all
seats are reserved and that
the top price is $1.50, with $2
ruling on Saturdays and Sundays.
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er
Nationa
l charactTie-ups
of unusual
UPS
TIEand
magnitude have been effected for the exploitation of
's "nd.
Mack ringSennett
MollyTheO,"picture
starMabel Norma
is scheduled for November release
through the First National exchanges. According to word from
the Sennett offices, Arthur M. Brilant, director of exploitation for
Mack Sennett, has worked out an
exploitation campaign, which is
" not only unique but unprecedented in the history of motion-

on

A tie-up has been arranged with
pictures
the
H. ."
R. Mallinson Silk Company
of New York, says the Sennett
statement, by which the Mallison
Company will put on the market
and advertise nationally a new
high-grade silk fabric to be designated as the "dealers
Molly throughout
O " crepe.
The Mallison
the country will utilize in their window displays 7x5 and 11 x 14
cards advertising the showing of
the picture in the local theatres.
The Loose Wiles Biscuit Company, according to the Sennett
Urges Small-Town Play statement,
is now making up and
Right After Key City
marketing a new tea biscuit with
MabelMackNormand,
star ofNational
" MollyforthO,"
the
Sennet-First
Mollyof O the
" stamped
' The importance of smaller town the
shoes
acrossname
the " face
biscuit.
coming
release
wearing
"
Molly
O
"
, xhibitors playing the really big at- These biscuits are now being turned
tractions as soon after they have out at the ten big Loose Wiles chandise to advertise the new hat
.llplayed the key cities as possible is
bakeries throughout the country. and co-operate with the local expointed out by Marshall Neilan.
salesmen of this company cover
hibitors in exploiting the Sennett
" A report from R. A. Shobe, The
nanager of the Kentland theatre, over 150,000 retail stores. Window picture. Each hat will bear on its
displays are to be furnished to each lining a facsimile signature of
Kentland, Indiana," said Mr. Neiand the name
Molly Normand
G."
•L|an, "is a striking example of the of these stores tieing up the pic- •'Mabel
ture and the " Molly O " biscuit.
Importance of playing the big sucWhat is probably one of the most
" Molly O " advertising
1 s>es as soon after they have ap- National
also being carried on by Loose unique ideas is an arrangement
1 icared in the key cities as possible. is
Wiles.
made with the Midland Playing
IllShobe
" In his
report
Mr.
The Sidney G. Hirschberg & Card Company and Inter-Ocean
stated
that ononetheof picture,
my old picures was a good attraction and ad- Company, millinery manufacturer, Playing Card Company of Lafayl .nitted that had he played it sooner, is putting out on the market as a
ette, Indiana, whereby they will put
vhile the big town advertising was result of a'tie-up a new " Molly O " out on the market a new " Molly
(till hot, he would have even real- hat of the sport type. A special O deck of playing cards. This
drive is now being made upon all
;fcized a greater profit.
playing card, which is of a high•Itj "In every small town the public dealers handling Hirschberg mer- grade quality of linen-back paper,
deceives the daily and Sunday newspapers from a nearby large town.
.tJThe exploitation stories and advertising appearing in these large town
, i licwspapers in connection with the
Head
.i: jhowing of pictures there reach the School
TributeLauds
Paid to Art
"Winfor
praise
TED
TIN
"
rUNS
of
ners
the
West,
Unive
■ imall town public just as they do
story
om-hi
ls-fr
sal's
thril
serhe public of the larger cities. Word
Acord's " Winners
ial, starring Art Acord, has been
.If mouth advertising on pictures
ssed
ight,
expre
by
E.
E.
Cortr
as)0l Ilso travels from town to town I
sistant superintendent of schools of
of the West "
ave found, to a surprising extent, Bridgeport
, Conn. The educator
itunts that are put over on pic- holds the new style LTniversal ser- sodes are carried out with anything
like the care exercised in the stag;jjjjres
in bigandcities
ial up as a model for moving picing of the first three, you will have
newspapers
othertravel
media viato the
the
producers and acclaims it as made a distinct contribution to eduture
<■ mailer towns."
of great value for both children and
opportunities for both chiladults.
dren andcational
adults.
'rovidence Critic Lauds
" I wanted to say this word to
Mr. Cortright's
contained ina letter toopinion
Mr. H. was
P. Moryou because of the splendid prom"Three
Muske
gan,
New
Haven
representative
of
teers
"
m
ise of the picture in this field of
it Here is what the dramatic critic the Universal Film Manufacturing serials, which has been sadly mis1- t the Providence Journal had to Company, following a private showhandled by practically all former
opening episodes of the
iy of Douglas Fairbanks' produc- serialing oftotherepresentative
members
of
companies
to date." president of
Carl upLaemmle,
■i :>n a f ter viewing " The Three the Board of Education of Bridge- theMr.Universal
Company, has just
'usketeers"
at Shubert's Majestic
heatre:
seen the completed serial and is reIt in
waswith
a great
me
ported to beit.unusually enthusiastic
The Three Musketeers ' is in to " sit
a few pleasure
of our to
school
concerning
cry way entitled to be called a port.
asterpiece. Mr. Fairbanks has people recently, wrote Mr. Cort"Universal will offer 'Winners
;ver done anything better ; it is
right. to
" witness the first three of the West,' " he is quoted as anff rabtful if he ever excels his char- episodes of your new serial, "Winnouncing,as
" a serial which may
ners of the West." This was true be witnessed by every red-blooded
terization of D'Artagnan. While because
our
experience
with
serials
American
from
nine to ninety. It
• and his sturdy companions are has been most unsatisfactory. They
ing up to their motto 'All for
is
the
kind
of
a
serial
I take a particular delight in presenting to the
le and one for all' at the Shubert have been cheap, lurid, artificial and
ajestic they should be seen by psychologically unwholesome.
public. It is scrupulously clean,
ery lover of clean, worth while
" You have a great theme in this dramatic and historically educaition pictures."
picture, and if the following epitional."

O"
"Molly
gold-edged and carried in
a telescope case, is unique, in that it is a
souvenir of the motion picture. The
ace of spades is a picture of Mack
Sennett,
O."
The thefourproducer
queens of
will" Molly
carry
four poses of Mabel Normand in
the
of be
" Molly
four character
kings will
four O."
posesTheof
Mabel Normand and Jack Mulhall,
the leading man, in scenes from the
production. The four Jacks will be
four poses of Mabel Normand and
other male characters in scenes from
the production, and on the back of
each playing card will be a photograph of Mabel Normand. The
Playing Card Company is inaugurating a national-wide sales campaign,
whichstore
will include
every store
drugstore, cigar
and novelty
in the country. It is expected that
more than 25,000 stores will make a
feature card,
of this
Molly O "
playing
and new
as an "exploitation
help, the Playing Card Company is
issuing to all of its dealers a threepart window display folder, beautifully illustrated in colors, and
prominently featuring Mabel Norin " Molly headquarters
O."
The mand Sennett
declares that tie-ups have also been
effected with Miller & Son, manuhigh-grade
ladies'
shoes ; Max facturer
B. of Sheffer,
of Chicago,
manufacturer of novelties; the
Sonora Phonograph Company; the
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Music
Publishing Company; the Victor
Talking Machine Company, and the
Leever Brothers, of Boston, who
put out Lifebuoy soap.
In addition to the national advertising built up around the name
" Molly O," as a result of these
tie-ups, it is estimated by the Sennett offices that more than 225,000
windows come within the scope of
the arrangements for window displays of the Mabel Normand starring vehicle.

This serial, starring
Art Acord
Serial
"U"
as .Arthur Standish, one of Capt.
John C. Fremont's scouts, has received greater attention in its production than any serial ever before
made,
it
L^niversal's
contention.
Due to theis necessity
of getting
the
historical incidents of the gold rush
days correct, and of duplicating
dress, customs, weapons and surroundings of 1848 with exactitude,
the Universal City research department kept a corps of investigators
busy
during the entire filming of
the serial.
The success of the thrills-fromhistory serial has been phenomenal.
Every LTniversal exchange reports
that all early serial booking records have been broken by it. Although the serial is still in the first
month of its booking.
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Motion

Picture

Newt

Foreign
Novelist
Arrives
Mile. Henriette Sava-Goiu
(Saavah-Goyah), poet, dramatist,
novelist and scenario writer and one
of the younger literary celebrities of
Europe, arrived recently aboard the
Aquilania. Mile. Sava-Goiu has
come to America in order that she
may see and do the things she likes
without the circumscribing harassments of European customs. Parisian and London producers wanted
her to play in some of her own or
their scenarios for the European
screen and did induce her to have
made some tests, but when it came
to signing contracts mademoiselle
decided not. It was whispered in
Paris that possibly it was a bit too
near home.
The brilliant visitor has been entertained atvarious box parties by
theatre managements in New York,
A scene from the recently completed picture, " The Little Minister," a Paramount and several producers have asked
picture made from J. M. Barrie's play, starring Betty Compson
to read her latest play, produced in
Europe, "The Only Truth." She Mile. Henriette Sava-Goiu. of Bucharest
was more interested at first, how- Roumania, author of many plays, scenarios and novels, who is to travel wider}
ever, in seeing a great American
Pola Negri
Picture
Coming
in the United States to co-operate wit!
picture
palace,
and
the
day
after
her
producers in making some unusual movParamount to Release First
arrival she visited the Capitol theaing pictures
tre. She was enthusiastic in her
(c) by Underwood
and Underwood
of Two Features in February
praise of that spacious house and
PARAMOUNT announces that
An atmosphere essentially exotic the way in which it handles and of F. J. Tietsort of New York
the first of the two Pola Negri pervades the entire picture, the story
who in motion picture matters is
films.
pictures which it is to release has opening in South America and con- presents
being assisted and advised b\
Mile.
Sava-Goiu's
interests
in
been scheduled for December. The
tinuing to its close in Paris. It is
a tale of successive love affairs of America are under the management George Blaisdell.
title is " The Last Payment." The a woman of the Latin Quarter who
other,
will be has fled from the wild life of Paris
released"The
some Red
timePeacock,"
in February.
Feature
Meets
Test
bury her past in self-exile in Ince
Unusual interest attaches to " The to
South America. There she meets
Last Payment," for it is said to be
the first picture in which the Amer- and marries a rich cattleman who,
" Hail the Woman " Wins Approval
ican public will see this foremost some time later, is murdered, leavof
Varied
Audiences
on Coast
her again dependent upon her
screen actress of Europe in a purely own ingresources.
At about that time
dramatic role. The other producprepared audiences sat through th<
entire screening.
tions in which she has been seen she meets a Parisian and, overmasput his forthH. INCE
THOMAS coming
tered
by
her
longing
for
the
old
cial
super-spe
Hail
the
"
here
Comments gathered by Mr. Inc
ular. have been essentially spectac- life in her native city, returns with Woman " to an audience test before personally
and members of his staf
him to Paris and is taken by him three distinct types s of theatre pa- scattered through
the theatres ant
trons in Los Angele this week.
" The Last Payment " was writ- to the home of his father. There
At the conclusion of the tests, mingling with the audiences prove*
ten by John Brennert and George she finds a former husband and,
Jncoby and was directed by the lat- fearing to acknowledge him as such, which the producer and his staff that all classes of theatregoers wil
ter. The settings and decorations,
pronounced highly satisfactory, he be enthusiastic over the production.
the object of the atwhich are said to be fittingly elab- finds herself
" Hail the Woman " represent
tentions of three men. The situa- released prints for shipment to the
of Associated First Na- the sum of my observations as t>
orate, were designed by Carl Richtion is productive of tragedy and exchanges
tional Pictures, Inc., through which what it is that the public reall
ter, one of Europe's foremost stage gives Miss Negri a splendid oppor- the production will be distributed.
directors, and were built under his
tunity to display her pronounced
want when it calls for ' better pic
" Hail the Woman " was pre- tures
■direction.
Mr. Inc<
talent as an emotional artist.
sented on three successive evenings " ' Hail',"the commented
Woman,' I submit, is nc
at the Royal, the DeLuxe and the
Windsor theatres in Los Angeles. only such a 'better picture' fror
of view,producer:
but als
Play
The Royal caters to a patronage of the
frompublic's
that ofpoint
exhibitors,
laboring people, the DeLuxe is a distributors and artists.
middle class house and the Windsor
goers'FilmDueNov.20
" In all my producing experienc
Winifred Westover Heads Strong
has an exclusive patronage. The I have
never felt so satisfied with
reviews were totally unannounced.
of mine as I do wit
Cast in " Anne of Little Smokey "
The production was put on follow- production
ing the regular program, and in ' Hail the Woman,' and I am migh:
an- by the Government as a forest and
' PICTURESction
PLAYGOERS
nounce aWistaria produ
game preserve.
village is the home of every instance these thoroughly unfor release on Nov. 20th, the title theBrockton
fighting Brocktons, who held
ily proud of it."
•of which is " Anne of Little Smok- Little Smokey as their own before
ey." No less attractive a screen the war came as represented by New
Prevost
Productior
Winifred ughWestpersonality thethan
Robert
Hayne
(Joe
King),
responthe
s,
altho
player
over heads
sible for the sanctity and welfare of
" Princess Virtue," Third for
cast is described as all star. Joe the community.
Universal Release, Soon Ready
King, in the role of a forest ranger,
The
feature
is
described
as
an
plays opposite Miss Westover, while outdoor production, set in the natuFisher, Bertram Grassby, Mi
Frank Sheridan, who was the picral splendor of the Kentucky u r
p RINCESS
VIRTUE,"
Marie
Prevost's
third
and
latest
Busch, Rose Diore, George Peri<
Rider
The
n
"
turesque lumberma in
Mountains, yet it is distinctly out Universal feature, is nearing com- Rambeau.
lot, Lillian Lawrence and LilliJ
a virile
ays enden
portr
Kingr, Log,"
of theainee
of
the
ordinary,
since
its
theme
is
pletion
at
Universal
City
under
the
ce
whose indep
mount
reflects the hard life of the woods. far removed from the usual type direction of George Cox.
George L. Cox, who is directir
" Princess Virtue " will probably Miss Prevost in " Princess Virtue
Dolores Cassinelli is splendid in her of mountain story.
be
her
most
elaborate
production,
is
a newcomer to Universal, r
interpretation of a gipsy princess.
d
Harol
little
slates
Universal.
Like
"
Moonlight
and
ey
recently
was associated with tl
Hagn
k
Fran
Follies " and " Nobody's Fool," American Film Company in San
Callahan have important parts as
The Million Dollar
" Princess Virtue " provides the Barbara, and directed many of tl
well as Ralph Falkner, Alice Chaformer bathing queen with an allurrd Rosemon, Margaret
Edwa
pin,
Margarita Fisher productions. " Tl
Morris and Florence Ashbrook
ing, attractive "hearts
baby-vamp
crusher
of
masculine
type " of
role. Week End," " Whispering Smith
'WHAT
The story was written by BrevDo
Question^
r
" Their Mutua^ Child," " The Da
Louise
Winter
wiote
the
story.
ard Connor. The action is centered
gerous
" and his" The
Tom
Gallery
plays
opposite
the
Moon " Talent
were among
more Ei'r
in Little Smokey, a region of natustar. The cast also includes George cent successes.
ral beauty and resources, set aside
Men Want"*

Ruth

Roland
IN

White
Produced
By Ruth
Supervi/ed By Hal Roach

Roland
Directed

/erihl/, Inc.
By V./. Van Dyke

The leading serial star of the world —
who has consistently outdrawn every other serial star —
whose successes are numerous —

who has never had a failure —
in a stirring Western serial —
produced by Hal Roach, a real master producer —

f^tivfii^lff
*
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Pathe

News

What
to

be

it means
first

It doesn't mean to be first with a Fifth Avenue
parade or a Main Street automobile smash.
Or with Col. Bill Johnson delivering a speech
at Job's Corners, Pa.
It means to be first everywhere with the first
page news like
The German Revolution
The Silesian Plebiscite

Red Riots in Germany
Mexican Revolution

Starving Russia
The ZR-2 Disaster
The Cross Seas Flight of

Harding Inauguration
Polish Advance Against
Soviet Russia

the R-34
D'Annunzio's Coup in
Fiume
Chinese Famine

Dempsey-Carpentier
Pueblo Flood
Tulsa Riots

Fight

Actual Treaty of Peace

Occupation
Territory of the Rhine

Document

You've got all these and hundreds of others first
in the Pathe News.

You
best

Actual Treaty
!: of Peace
iDacument

always
in

the

get

it first

Pathe

and

News!

j
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"Four

Horsemen9'

Exploitation
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in

Many

Metro used the above exploitation in Minneapolis, Chicago, Atlantic City. San Francisco and St. Louis

Cities
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Motion

Five

Metro

Hollywo
O'S
METRare
humming
withodthestudios
activ's five
of
ities
the
company
ng
produci
units, all of which are
beginning work on special pictures.
Chief among these is Rex
Ingram's production of " The Prisoner of Zenda," a screen version of
the Anthony Hope romance that is
expected to rank with " The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse " in
popular appeal and importance in
the photoplay world. Mr. Ingram
has spent nearly a month selecting
the principals for the picture. Considerably more time still will be required for the elaborate sets for
the story.
Bayard Veiller, head of the producing unit hearing his name, is
filming Justus Miles Forman's
story, " Tommy Carteret." Its
screen title will be " The Phantom
Bride." has
Bertin Lytell,
startheofroles
the
picture,
it one of
he loves best — a part that permits
of deft characterization and participation in outdoor action.
Maxwell Karger has organized a
strong supporting company for the
production of " Kisses," his first
comedy-dramatic picture in which
Alice Lake enacts the stellar role.
Harry Myers, of comedy fame, has
the leading male role in this May
Tully story of candy and corporation finance. Other members of the
cast include Edward Connelly, Dana
Todd, Edward Jobson and Lignon
Anderson. Tune Mathis, of Metio's
West Coast scenario department,
prepared
usual story.the ' script for this unGeorge D. Baker will invade foreign territory for scenes of the
newest S-L picture now under profor Metro, to
' Stay
when heductionjourneys
old Home
Mexico"
with his entire company headed by
the youthful Gareth Hughes. The
expedition into the southern republic will be of several weeks'
duration to enable th° director to
obtain all the necessary scenes for
this Edgar Franklin story. ~

Companies

Picture

New

at

Work
new pictures,
story will be
New Specials Started told
Th?n!r*n
csmcobb's
for the camera in a big reproin Production at
duction of a Side,
sectionto of
York's
lower East
be New
constructed
Hollywood
at
Metro's
Hollywood
s'udios;
in numerous scenes that will and
be
Harry Beaumont's production of
" The Five-Dollar Baby," starring
Viola Dana, promises to be unique

shot
on the
New Statue
York'sof waterfront,
showing
Liberty in
the background.

Rex
Ingram
Completes
Prominent Players. Assembled

Cast
for

Roles in " The Prisoner of Zenda "
Eric Mayne, whose most recent
REX INGRAM has practically success was in Mr. Ingram's procompleted the cast for his speduction of " The Conquering
cial production for Metro of " The Power," has been given the picturPrisoner of Zenda " — a able
cast that
esque part of Lord Burlesdon. Malwill stand out as remark
even
colm McGregor, recognized as a
among the notable company he screen favorite, will make his first
zed
has
organi
for
his
earlier
pictures.
appearance in a Metro picture as
Fritz von Tarlenheim.
Lewis Stone, star of .he speaking
The part of Countess Helga von
s^fcge who leaped into prominence Strafzin
has been taken by Lois
on the screen because of his virile
made her debut in piccharacterizations in Northwestern Lee, who
tures as the result of a contest in
r ramas, will plav the dual role of which scores of beauties in the
The King and Ru.loif RassendyU.
Middle West competed.
Alice Terry, whose first big sucIngram's " The
was in Mr. of
Four cessHorsemen
the Apocalypse," will
seen as the
"Camille"
Flavia in
thebe Anthony
HopePrincess
stoiy. Nazimova's
Follows Dumas
Novel
This new celebrity on the screen
Nazimova
this
week
explained
horizon has just completed work
in the Ingram production of "Turn why,
in her
photoplay
Armand
is not
present ofin "Camille,"
the death
to the Right," whicn is expected to scene.
The Russian star made clear
add materially to her laurels.
Robert Edeson, star of the stage the point that her modernized version of the story is based upon the
and screen, has signed a contract to
enact the role of Colonel Sapt; and novel, not the play of Dumas; and
Stuart Holmes, villain of a thous- that the book calls for no reappearance of the hero in the last
and dramas, will make it a thousand
and one by portraying Black hours of the life of Marguerite
Michael.
Gautier.
"There are many well-meaning
Edward Connelly, world famous
as the creator of the part of critics," said the star, "who disre" Uncle Nat " in the stage producgard the fact that 'La Dame aux
was written by Dumas as
tion of " Shore Acres," has been aCamelias'
novel,
in twenty-seven chapters,
selected as the Marshal Strakencz
four
years
before it was produced
of the picture.
as a play at the Vaudeville in
Paris. And as the motion picture
version I am using was made from
Prompt Exhibitor Response Due to
the original story, and not from the
play which followed, I am adhering
"
" Fightin'
absolutely to the text in the interFoundof theininitial
Punchthe moment
that Metro
announcement Mad
FROM
pretation of the final scene."
n
Pictures Corporatio had added " Fightin* Mad," the
great outdoor super-special production, to its list of releases, exchanges in all territories and the home office itself
Veiller Starts Work on
have been receiving inquiries from exhibitors concerning details of bookings and the release date of this action photo"Tommy Carteret"
play• *• .
Bayard Veiller began this week
" The manner in which our announcement of ' Fightin
at the Metro studios in Hollywood
Mad ' has been received," said William E. Atkinson, general
manager of Metro, after being advised of the exhibitor inproduction
Bert Lytell's
newestof
picture, aof screen
version
terest in the production, " verifies what is a truism in the picture field: that the public likes punch in its pictures, espe" Tommy Carteret," by Justus
cially the American public.
Miles Forman. The title mentioned is tentative, and will be
" Such is the case in other fields which appeal to the public.
The
crowds
don't
go
to
the
Polo
Grounds
to
see
a
scoreless
changed
later. For the out-of-door
game, no matter how scientific. They want to see Ruth
scenes the star and his company will
go
into
the wildest region of the
knock a homer. They want something that scores. That's
San Bernardino mountains.
why we've added ' Fightin' Mad ' to the Metro batting order."
This smashing outdoor picture, a William Desmond Production, was written by H. H. Van Loan, author of " The
Virgin of Stamboul " and other big successes. It was directed by Joseph J. Franz, under the personal supervision of
The Million Dollar
Robert Brunton. Harry A. Gersted photographed it. The
cast is a list of names notable in the ranks of motion picture
"What
DO
players and by-words in the public's vocabulary of popuf
larity. Itincludes William Desmond, Rosemary Theby, Virginia Brown Faire, William Lawrence, Joseph J. Dowling,
Question"
Doris Pawn, and others no less prominent. The picture is
scheduled for release December 5.
Men Want" •

Jane Hart and " Laddie " in " No Par
ing," an Educational-Christie comedy
Baby

Peggy's First Re
lease on B'way
Peggy,willthe exhibit
youngestherstartw
theBaby
movies,
year-old charms in " Get Ri<
Quick
will Centr
be tJ
two-reelPeggy,"
comedywhich
on the
theatre bill the week of Novemb
7th. Her company includes amoi
others Louise Lorraine, who pla
the part of a gypsy queen; t
Aulbert
talented juvenih
nett
dog. twins,
and Teddy,
the former Mack Se
Goulding.
The story is directed by A

Robert Edison Engage
for Metro Role
Robert Edeson, star of the legi
mate stage where he created t
leading
in " Stronghean
" Ranson's roles
Folly " and " Soldie
of Fortune," has been engaged
Metro to play Colonel Sapt, t
grizzled old war veteran, in t
Rex Ingram screen production
Anthony Hope's " The Prisoner
His starring career began wi
" Soldiers of Fortune." His pla
have
included
" Classmates,"
Rector's
Garden,"
" The Call of" Tt
Zenda."
North," " The Noble Spaniar<
"Where the Trail Divides," "T
Cave Man," " The Indiscretion
Truth," " Fine Feathers " a
" Sinners." " Strongheart " was 1
greatest success.
" Four Horsemen " vf
Disarmament Parley
DISARMAMENT
conferbe
ences would hardly
necessary, if everyone could
see the screen production oi
" The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse,"
the
Reverend T. declares
Harry Kelly
pastor of the First Methodis
Episcopal Church, Superior
Wis , in a letter to Harve;
Buchanan, manager of th«
Savoy theatre, where thi
sensationally successful Re:
Ingram production wa
shown.
Thesaid
minister's
tion
in part: communica
" It is a massive produc
tion, and in my opinion rank
with ' The Birth of a Na
tion ' and the few other pic
tures that are truly great.
" I have not read nor hear
anything that so tersely de
picts the horrors of war."
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OUNTRY-WIDE booking, on g
Honore de
Balzac's novel is stand'Conquerin
ing on itsPower"
own merits and winning
the part of exhibitors, and un- on them.
arying heartiness of reception on
e part of their patrons, of Rex
" The Conquering
Power's as"
overwhelming
victory stands
ngram's production for Metro of proof
of
early
predictions.
When
The Conquering Power " prove
lat the early-season form of the it was first shown in New York,
ttraction, when it played to ca- without exception it received the
acity during the two hottest weeks most praiseworthy comments from
f the summer, at the Rialto and the newspapers' dramatic critics;
and from the reviewers of the
"voli Theatres in New York, is trade paper there came a unanimity
eing maintained.
Its success is fairly treading on of judgment that it would prove
e heels of the preceding Ingram one of the most powerful box office attractions ever put forth by
hotoplay, " The Four Horsemen
a producing or distributing concern.
fe the
Apocalypse,"
but
in
spite
of
fact that this tremendous screen
Every element which went to
riumph placed the name of its di- make up the completed unity of the
ector at the very top of the list of photoplay received praise. The
icture producers, the reports upon story itself, faithful to the spirit
he sweep of popularity of " The of Balzac and following the book,
Grandet " with remarkaonquering
is enjoying
icate
that Power"
this cinema
version inof " Eugene
ble accuracy, was changed in
ex

Ingf

ram

adaptation
by June Mathis only in
Continues
regard
to the end — and, in the
opinion of critics, improved. The
direction by Mr. Ingram, which included not only the choice of artists
and supervision of their action, but
final decision in the matters of settings and lighting and above all, in
the general composition of the
scenes as they would appear on the
film, brought to him even more
worth-while notice than did his
work in " The Four Horsemen."
The photography by John F. Seitz,
who was behind the camera during
the screen production of the Ibanez novel, was acclaimed one of the
most beautiful examples of cinematographic painting ever achieved.
In addition to what practically
amounted to perfection in the reproduction ofBalzac's
provincial France,
a cast ofnovel
rare ofability
nsoner

and undeniable personality did its
a
Favorite
considerable
bit toward the effectiveness of " The Conquering
Power." Alice Terry, the Marguerite Laurier of " The Four
Horsemen
Apocalypse,"
recently saidofby the
Russell
Iredell, the
artist, to be the most perfect type
of the American beauty he had yet
seen, was cast as Eugenie Grandet.
Playing opposite her was Rudolph
Valentino, another celebrity from
" The Four Horsemen " and hardly
less noteworthy in the group of
players were Ralph Lewis, Edward
Connelly, Edna Dumary, Bridgetta
Clark, Mark Fenton and Eugene
Pouyet. In his arrangement of the
scenes Mr. Ingram was aided in
great measure by Ralph Barton, the
American poster artist, who worked
with Amos Myers in the art direction of the picture.
Zend

'<np HE PRISONER OF ZENM. DA " is to be the next subect produced for the screen by Rex
ngram. Every detail of the appointments for the production,
rom the design of the dragon on
he
helmets
of the ofking's
guards
o the
construction
the hunting
odge, will be created especially to
neasure up to the ambitious standard Rex Ingram, director of the
)hotoplay for Metro, has set for
lis newest production.
'heForseemingly
Mr. Ingram
has possibilities
found that
limitless
of the studio property room furlish nothing suitable. Every wall
ipf every set, every costume of the
thousands of principals and extras

who will participate in thelpicture,
m
o of F
and eventsome
thei
out-of-door
backgrounds will have to be prepared particularly to suit the requirements of this screen repromance. duction of the Anthony Hope roAn example of the painstaking
care that is being exhibited in attaining similarity to the minutest
details of the story may be seen in
the plans for making the helmets
of the king's guards. Although
Los Angeles costumers have helmets of every variety, Mr. Ingram
found none available unless topped
by a dragon. Since a dragoncrested helmet was not to be discovered he called upon Finn Fro-

make use of the uniforms of the
lich,
who has created many orig- of
"P
inal bits of statuary seen in Metro armies of any other power.
pictures, to reproduce the dragon
Mr. Ingram, assisted by a corps
done by Benvenuto Cellini, the of technicians and builders, is conItalian sculptor, for the helmets.
structing asection of the capital of
The regal headgear now is under the province of the kingdom in
way
at the Hollywood studios of
the company.
which the hero of the 'story meets
The same insistence upon detail with his bizarre adventures. A
obtains in designing the costumes cathedral, a castle, several business
to be worn by the military officers, houses and residences of an unthe ladies-in-waiting, the peasants
usual style of architecture will be
and attendants at the coronation seen in this setting for one of the
scene of the picture. Since Ruritania, the mythical province in big scenes.
which the action of the story takes
Mary
O'Hara, has
of Metro's
rio department,
preparedscenathe
place, must be peopled with living
men and women whose dress fits ' script for the story. John F. Seitz
into the story, it is impossible to is to be the camera man.

AZIMOVA'S "lle"
Camille " broke
"Cami
all booking records of the Fa-f
ous Players Canadian Corporaion this week when that organiza-]
ion signed contracts to exhibit the
roduction in its entire chain of
wenty-five theatres, with Metro
Pictures Corporation, distributor
ifThe
the arrangement
Russian star'swasmasterpiece.
made by
Regal Films, Ltd., of Toronto,
Canada, which distributes Metro
productions in that section of the
:ountry. Word of the transaction
reached the Metro home offices this
tveek from Arthur Cohen, vicepresident and general manager of
Regal Films, Ltd.
The theatre which will show
Mazimova's modernized version of
he " Camille " of Alexandre Dunas, the younger, as adapted to the
;creen by June Mathias, are six in
Toronto — The Regent, the Alham|>ra, the Oakwood, the Palace, the
and inthetheFamily
— and nine|parden,
een others
Dominion.
The
ITemple, in Brentford; the Regent,
n Oshawa; the Brook, in BrookIrille, the Regent, in Gait ; the ReUent, in Guelph ; the Capitol, in
kitchener; the Capital, in Peter>oro ; the Royal, in Port Hope ;
he Algoma, in Sault Ste. Marie;
he Capitol, in Montreal ; the Capiol in Winnipeg; the Capitol, in
^egina ; the Empress, in Edmonon; the Capitol, in Calgary; the

Capitol, in Vancouver;
the Capitol,
Break
in Victoria ; the s
Savoy andAll
Strand
in Hamilton, and the Broadway, in
Vancouver.
Six prints of the Nazimova picture have been dispatched to as
many of the largest of the Cana-

The enthusiasm at the private
dian cities, for simultaneous
release.
Booki
ng
Recor
ds
showing held
in New York by
The terms of the contract have Metro several weeks ago, in the
not been made public, but it is un- grand ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton
derstood that it was commensurate Hotel, when the star herself was
with
the record-breaking extent of among the notables who crowded
the booking.
the exhibition room ; the heartiness
of praise from the metropolitan
press
whenweeks
" Camille
" was
shownin
for two
at the
Rivoli,
New York; and the capacity business this film playhouse did
throughout the engagement — all
these were unmistakable fingerposts pointingsweep
to a nation-wide
world-wide
of triumph, and
of
which the record booking in Canada
i* the first rush, declares the Metro
home office.

A scene from " There Are No Villains,"
released by Metro.
bride-to-be

Viola Dana is the

Metro to Film Cobb's
"Five Dollar Baby"
Irvin S. Cobb's " The Five-Dollar
Baby" is about to be produced at
Metro's West Coast studios, with
Viola Dana in the stellar role, as
one of bitious
thefeatures.
company's most amHarry Beaumont, director of this
new picture for Metro, is organizing an exceptionally strong cast to
support Miss Dana. Edith Kenstory. nedy, of the company's scenario department, has version
preparedof the
for the screen
the 'script
Cobb
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"A

Motion

Picture

Virgin
Paradise"
An
Unusual
William Fox Special Super-Production Filled With
New Scenes and Startling Action

News

Story

a range of background that
WITH
reaches from palatial estates and
mansions in a cosmopolitan centre
of the United States clear to the savage
splendor of a South Sea island, " A Virgin
Paradise," another William Fox special
super-production, chooses a monster
stage for itself, and then proceeds to enact
on that stage a story of the jungle and civilized hypocrisy that fairly bristles with
startling dramatic action and unusual
scenes. With the perfect showmanship
for which he is noted, William Fox has
stepped in just as the newly created public
appetite for South Sea adventure and atmosphere iswhetted to its keenest edge.
They fairly ate it up in New York after
a run on Broadway at the Park theatre
and Capitol theatre, and now it is being
served to the rest of the country.
In action and theme it is without comparison. In color and atmosphere it is
prodigally rich because it so vividly visualizes the exotic and romantic scenes that
hold such strong appeal — emerald seas
and sapphire skies ; an island paradise,
with all its wild beauty and strange life.
It mixes skillfully in its magic spell the
charm of the tropics with the hypocrisis
and adventures of civilized life. It is a
thrilling and primal drama of tangled lives
and fortunes shot through with rare romance and thrilling episodes.
Its properties are wild animals, volcanoes, jungle depths, strange gods, native villages, primitive passion slumbering
and awake ; and standing out above them
all is the central figure, a girl, barbaric
and beautiful, around whom a fickle fate
has built a strange drama that surges in a
steady crescendo to the smashing and effective climax.
A SMASHING

CLIMAX

It is the two-fisted punch of this climax
that has made of the whole a great story.
Imagine a beautiful girl plucked by Fate
from wealth and civilization as a baby and
cast alone on a deserted and haunted
island in the South Seas. Mothered by
the beasts of the jungle, she grows to
young womanhood, knowing nothing of
human beings. Then comes an adventurer into her strange paradise. An instinctive and primal love fills her and she
journeys back to civilization. The sham,
perfidies and conventions of her new life

There is an appealing romance in "A Virgin Paradise."
irk her — madden her ! She wants nothing
of shoes, dresses or mansions, and pines
like some beautiful bird in captivity for
her wild life again.
And then comes the tempter. Instinctively she knows he is unclean. It arouses
the tigress in her; and then, reversing all
tradition of fact and fiction, she seeks
vengeance. She locks him in a room with
herself, and then in one of the greatest
and breath - taking fight scenes ever
brought to the screen, she tries to kill him
with her bare hands. But the savage fire
burns out in her breast with the ensuing
and equally thrilling episodes, and she accepts the ultimatum of civilization when
it offers clean love and domestic happiness.
REALISTIC

BECAUSE

REAL

That's the big moment in " A Virgin
Paradise," and only a glimpse of what it
contains. Its wild animals are lions — fullgrown king lions. Its volcanic scenes are
realistic because they are real — made on
the island of Martinique, in the West
Indies, with the famous and familiar Martinique volcano belching forth its molten
lava and showers of smothering ashes.
Many days were consumed by the company in watchfully waiting for the slumbering mountain of fire to awake and go
on one of its tantrums.
Its jungle scenes were made right in
the heart of the tropics. Its dark-skinned
people are the natives. Its white beaches,

coral islands and picturesque lagoons are
those over which authors recently have
used up pages
rich description,
holding
thousands
of of
readers
thralled with
the '
charm of it. And here in ' The Virgin
Paradise," right before the eye, with
greater vividness and realism than the
printed word could ever give, this William
Fox super-special brings them.
" A Virgin Paradise " therefore because
of all this becomes just what Williarr. ■
Fox intended it to be — a special super-production, with its story of thrills and adventure at two points of the compass primed
to meet public demand. It is bound tc
duplicate the success of its Broadway rur
wherever it is shown. It offers exhibitor?
everywhere an opportunity to stir thing;
up for it is chock full of exploitatior
possibilities.
Famous

Lions

In

'The Virgin Paradise9 '
William Fox engaged for " A Virgin
Paradise " a number of the finest specimens of lions in the world. Among
them " Jimmy " and " Beauty " are
known wherever a circus has appeared
"Jimmy" is a perfect specimen of the
king of beasts. He weighs 800 pounds,
stands three feet high and measures ten
feet from the tip of his nose to the end
of his tail. " Beauty " weighs 450 pounds,
stands three feet four inches in height
and measures eight feet long.
ADV
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Six Comedy Companies
Busy on Fox Lot
dy companies are
SIXat come
work at present at
oration'-s
Corp
t stud
ios.
West Fox
CoasFilm
Head
ing the list is the Clyde Cook
company, busy on the second of a series of special
ffeur,"
comedies, " Thet Chauing
with Lois Scot play
the
tone
.
girl Jack Blys
is directing the production.
The acrobatic Al St. John,
whose starring comedy, "The
Happy
Pest,"
is scheduled
an early
November
release,as
is busy with his " Straight
from the Farm," with Bessie
True. Gil Pratt is directing.
Among the Sunshine Comone is to" Old
This isedies,said
be aClothes."
striking
novelty. Delmar Del Lord
is
directing.
Alarm,"
with
Chester" False
Conklin
and
Bee Monson, is being made
under the direction of Earl
Kenton. Slim Summerville
is directing Jim Savo and
Lillian Hacket in " Pardon
Me."Chambers
Harry Depp
tie
are at and
workHat-in
"direction
Go and ofGetAl It,"
under the
Herman.
Aubrey Comedy Booked
by N. Y. Strand
Jimmy Aubrey, Vitagraph comedian, isgoing bigger than ever and
his latest comedy, " The Applicant,"
has been booked by Joseph Plunkett,
managing director of the Strand
theatre, Broadway, New York, as
a featured part of the Strand program for this coming week, announce Vitagraph.
" The Applicant " is an original
comedy of the semi-slap-stick variety. It was written around the
peculiar comedy characteristics of
Aubrey, and is described as one long
laugh.
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Humoresque"

Called

readers of PhotoTWO million
play, the fan magazine, have
cast their votes in favor of
" Humoresque," a Cosmopolitan
picProduction, as the finest motion
ture produced in America in 1920.
The December issue of " Photos
press, announce
the balloting
off the
play," justof
and the
the result
consequent award of a gold medal
to Cosmopolitan Productions. The
magazine of which James R. Quirk
is the editor, congratulates Cosmopolitan Productions and all concerned with the making of " HuEarly ."in the year Photoplay anmoresque
nounced it would award a gold
medal to the company that produced in 1920 the picture that was

Best of 1920

judged by its readers as the best
photoplay. Ballots were printed in
fcur successive issues and it was
not long, the editors said, before
their offices resembled an Arctic
landscape, so heavy was the return
of the ballots.
The medal is of solid gold, weighing 123^2 pennyweights, and was
executed by Tiffany. The inscription on the obverse reads : " The
Photoplay Magazine Medal." On
the reverse : " Presented to Cosmopolitan Productions by Photoplay
Magazine for the production of
' Humoresque,' the best photoplay of
announcing
theIn year
1920." its plan to have its
readers vote, Photoplay gave these
qualifications to be considered:
Theme, story, direction, acting, continuity, setting and photography.
In its December issue the magazine, in making known the result
of the contest, says, " We think you
have made a wise selection in ' Hu" This picture is truly great. It
it an artistic achievement and a
moresque.'
popular triumph. Its theme, the
universality of motherhood. Its direction, worthy of the beautiful
theme. Its acting, exceptional. Its
settings, extraordinary. Its continuity, smooth and faithful. Its

" Poverty of Riches " Is
Next Goldwyn Picture
picture to be added to
the list that contains
N'S next big
DWY
GOL
already, from the company's
fifth year product, " The
Old Nest," "Dangerous
Curve Ahead " and " Doubling for Romeo " is "Poverty
of Riches," directed by Reginald Barker and adapted from
y
Lero
story,
The
ved "wide
Mother." Scot
It t's
has recei
ry. gs throughout the
boo
countkin

This is the picture that
Goldwyn declares to be one
of the greatest human documents the screen has ever
reflected. It is the story of a
young married couple who
defer having children despite
the wife's longing for them,
until the husband has won
big social and financial
standing in his community.
In the leading roles are
Richard Dix, John Bowers,
Leatrice Joy and Louise
Lovely. Others playing important parts are Irene Rich,
De Witt C. Jennings, Dave
Winter, Roy Laidlaw, John
Cossar, F r a n k i e Lee and
Dorothy Hughes.

Universal - Jewel Opens
Springfield Strand
Gus and Louis Kerasotes, veteran
exhibitors of Springfield, 111., reRush
Bookings
on Ray Film
cently threw open the doors of one
of the best equipped theatres in the
Exhibs Taking Advantage of Intermiddle west. It is the New Strand
est in Current
Football- Matches
Theatre, at Sixth and Washington
'TP HE showman sense that sees Francisco ; the America, in Denver ; streets, Springfield. "No Woman
box office value in a football Col., and the Madison theatre, in Knows," the Universal-Jewel production made by Tod Browning
photoplay at this season is respon- Detroit, Mich.
The success of the film in New from Edna Ferber's novel "Fanny
sible for a stimulated booking recCity in its initial screening by Herself," was the feature of the
ord this week for Charles Ray's York
the Strand theatre, is attested to by first week.
"latest
Two First
MinutesNational
To Go."release
The star's
had Manager Joe Plunkett, who put on
Having booked "No Woman
opening runs in New York, At- one of the most elaborate exploita- Knows," the Strand management
lanta, Oklahoma and Des Moines,
Educational Releases at
tion campaigns ever undertaken by arranged a tie-up with the Springfield Journal, as a result of which
in each of which the football ap- his house. A tie-up whereby the
Three Openings
Journal called for individual
peal added appreciably to the nor- football teams of Columbia, N. Y. U., the
mal drawing power of Charles Fordham and C. C. N. Y. occupied 100 word criticisms on the picture.
Educational Pictures had the distinction of being on the opening Ray's name. Successful tie-ups in boxes at the Strand on different This prompted many persons to go
programs at three new theatres in New York and Des Moines point nights during College Week resulted the opening night so they could
or near Los Angeles in four days. the way to the vast exploitation in a highly stimulated attendance write their criticisms.
The new Encel theatre, in Los An- possibilities for this subject in any by the student bodies of each university. The interest evidenced by
geles, opened on October 19, with town which has a school team, professional team or athletic society of the college men is reflected in the Suggesting a Way By
"onThetheRide
on
a
Runaway
Train
"
program. The Wilshire, any type, declares a statement from fact that, although at the beginning
Which Pictures May
which was opened October 20, Associated First National Pictures. of the week, through some inadverBe Financed
showed the Mermaid Comedy,
tence the City College was not inAmong recent bookings on "Two
cluded in the plans, by the end of
To Go" reported by John
There
is
a studio in Florida equipped
" Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.," featuring Minutes
Lloyd " Ham " Hamilton, and Kino- C. Ragland, of the Arthur S. Kane the week the City College men
and ready for modern productions.
Pictures
Corporation,
which
preDark
Stage
is 60 by 60 with Coopermade
application
themselves
for
ingrams. At Ansheim, Cal., " Robsents the star for First National
clusion in the College Week plans
Hewitts, — Hard Lights, — and several
inson Crusoe, Ltd.," was on the
100
Amperes
spot Lights. There is
first program of the California the- distribution, are Shea's Hippo- and
Friday night was devoted to
also a open-air stage 50 by 142, which
drome in Buffalo, where Harold B. them.
atre on October 22, as was also a
is one-half enclosed, and could be
wholly enclosed at little cost. The two
Franklin will soon present the Ray
Kinogram news reel.
stages together could accommodate
film; the Grand theatre, Pittsburgh, Yale Professor Endorses
three separate companies. There are
where Manager Bill Mason has
18 dressing rooms and plenty of flats
and sets
a laboratory.
is situVictor Heerman Signed booked the picture ; the Queen the"Three
Musketeers"
ated rightand
in the
city and costIt$65,000.
atre, Dallas, Texas ; the Liberty
Prof. William Lyon Phelps, proas Selznick Director
To
a
reputable
producing
comfessor of English Literature at
theatre, Seattle, Washington; Turpany, that Would acquire this
Victor Heerman has been signed
ner & Dahnken's Tivoli, in San Yale, after viewing " Three Musproperty,
the selling
financingof ofstock
its pictures or the
for
by the Selznick Pictures Corporaketeers " at the Shubert theatre,
this
would ofbethisan asset.
easy
tion to direct future Selznick proNew Haven, wrote as follows to
matterpurpose
on account
ductions. Arrangements which had
The Million Dollar
the management of the Shubert :
The Owner is willing to sell for onebeen formulated with Mr. Heerman
third cash, one-third Stock, and the
"
I
enjoyed
the
picture
play,
'
The
balance in easy payments.
were concluded a few days ago
For Further Information
Three
Musketeers
'
immensely.
It
is
thrilling
from
beginning
to
end,
when Myron Selznick, vice presiWILLIAM McCORMACK
"What
QuestionDo
dent in charge of production of the
and
is
without
any
trace
of
silliness
r
MOTION PICTURE NEWS
Selznick corporation, signed Mr.
or vulgarity. It is a clean, inspiring
729 7th AVE., NEW YORK
Heerman to a contract which will
picture and everyone ought to see
keep him busy for some time.
MEN Want" i
photography, clear and fine."
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"Iron

Trail" Based on Actual Happenings, Beach Tells Audience
THE premier showing at the New York Strand theatre
of Rex Beach's " The Iron Trail," produced by the
Bennett Pictures Corporation, and released through
the United Artists, had as an added attraction a personal
appearance by Mr. Beach.
Mr. Beach briefly explained that his original story,
adapted for the screen by Dorothy Farnum, was based on
actual happenings and that the characters were actual persons who did build an actual Alaskan railroad, that was
actually bridged through an Alaskan winter.
There was a packed theatre audience which applauded
Mr. Beach's talk and also gave generous applause to the
many thrilling scenes in the picture.
The picture won much-deserved praise from the critics.
" The picture is another one of those which needs no review," says Harriette Underhill, in the New York Tribune.
" If you like Rex Beach you will like the picture which is
called ' The Iron Trail ' and is full of icebergs and he-men.
It is extremely interesting, and the scenes in Alaska are

AGoldwyn
scene from
Poverty
picture," Barker
directed ofbyRiches,"
Reginalda
Four Sennett Units
Busy on Coast
Mack Sennett announces lhat by
November 15 he will have four
companies at work in his studios.
Mabel Normand arrived in Los Angeles on Oct. 21 and began work
on a comedy romance of Southern
California. Ben Turpin has returned from New York and started
work on his next picture, "Bright
Eyes," on* Nov. 1. Billy Bevan
started a new two-reel comedy on
Oct. 24, in which Mildred June has
the feminine lead. On Oct. 22
Billie finished a two-reeler which
will be released by First National
under the title of " By Heck." "By
Heck" is the Bevan successor to
" Be Reasonable."
Hughes Has Difficult
Role in Ince Feature
A study of " character transition," one of the most difficult of
elements to interpret either on the
stage or on the screen, is given by
Lloyd Hughes in his role of David
Beresford in Thomas H. Ince's
" Hail the Woman," soon to be released byAssociated First National
Pictures. All these successive
stages of fearfulness, doubt and
weakness are cleverly and convincingly sketched by Lloyd Hughes.
Earle Williams Seen in
Outdoor Picture
Earle Williams has returned to a
rugged outdoor role in " Bring
Him In," which is his current Vitagraph release. Albert E. Smith,
president of Vitagraph, decided that
Mr. Williams could duplicate his
success in " The Wolf." The truth
of this has already been proven by
the success which greeted " Bring
Him In " wherever shown.

The

Million

Dollar

Question-"
"What Do
Men WANT

f
m

magnificent."
Says story
Suzanne
Sexton
the Morning
"A Rex
Beach
usually
is asinbracing
as the Telegraph:
morning plunge
into
a cold tub. This one is no exception.
" Wyndham Standing was well chosen for the leading
role
of Murray
has allof the
good looks
and the
romantic
appeal O'Neill.
which a Hebuilder
railroads
and bridges,
who has trestled all the way from Chile to China, should
possess on the screen. And he is too finished an artist to
give anything but a splendid performance."
WriteshasQuinn
Martininterpolations
in the New here
York and
World:
picture
action,L. with
there "This
of the
Alaskan intrigue and far North bravery, heroism and ro" There are many thrilling scenes of the breaking up of
mance."
the
ice in ' The Iron Trail,' which you can enjoy without a
doubt," says the critic for the New York Times.
Kolker

to

Produce

Director

and

Pictures

• for

Technicists

Abroad
to Make

Italian Producer
specialized as cameraman to Mary
Pickford and her productions.
Following a round table conference of Ernest Shipman and his
associates, Henry Kolker was finally selected from the available American directors, not only on account
of his many screen successes, culminating inlong
" Disraeli,"
but upon
because of his
experience
the legitimate stage, which eminently qualifies him to interpret the
works of the various authors selected by the Ultra Company of
Rome.
The internationally read stories
of F. Marion Crawford have been
purchased by this company and
" Sant Ilario " is the one selected
for the premier production. KenO'Hara, whoH. gleaned
wisdomof
in thenethThomas
Ince school
experience, was entrusted with the
adaptation and continuity, and before sailing Mr. Kolker received,
on his working manuscript, the "O.
K." of the various interested parties on this side of the water.
Henry Kolker
Two negatives will be made of
story, one under the direction
ation-n each
of intern
NT
A MOV
of an Italian producer for the
ance in
import
alEME
the motio
picture industry was practically Latin-foreign field and the other
launched on October 25th when under Mr. Kolker's direction for
Anglo-American countries.
Henry Kolkersailedand his staff ourg
of tech- the
nicists
for Cherb
en William G. Colvin is already
act
in
Rome
making preparation for
route to Italy under contr
with
the
coming
of the director and his
ta
ima
the Socie Anon
' Ultra ' of
ers, and Er- staff. The combined studios of the
Rome, Luporini
Broth
nest Shipman, of New York City. Nova and Bernini companies, under
Among the personnel of Mr. Kol- the control of Ultra, have been
ker's staff are Howard P. Brether- completely equipped and especially
ton, assistant director, and Charles
ican effort.for this first Italian- AmerRosher, who for the last three years prepared

Mary Miles Minter, the pretty Realart
star
Novel Herald Is Issued
for
"
What "is Enchantment
said to be something new
in a herald has been devised by
Cosmopolitan Productions to exploit its newest release through
Paramount — " Enchantment," starring Marion Davies. The herald,
copies of which were distributed in
the Rialto, Criterion and Rivoli theatres, New York, for the pre-release showing in the latter theatre
the week of October 30, is a fourpage affair. The first and last
pages are in black and white and
carry an duction,
announcement
the proan outline of theof story
and
the credits.
The centre spread is in four colors and consists of cut-out dollies
for the children. There is a figure
of Marion Davies in one gown and
there are four other gowns and a
fur coat to be cut out and put on
the cut-out of the star.

Five Century Comedies
for November Release
Centhatrelease
announc
Stern
Julius
tioneswill
Corpora
tury Film
for November a diversified list of
five comedies. One will stage Charles
Dorety, and Bartine Burkette, the
beautv:
Century Dog,
new Wonder
the
one one
BabyBrownie
Peggy
the two-year-old star, one Teddy the
former Mack Sennett great Dane,
and one Harry Sweet.
Dorety and Bartine BurCharles
will be seen in " The Nervy
kett
Nowill be released
Dentist," vemberwhich
2nd : Brownie
will be seen
in " Around Corners " released on
November 9th: Baby Peggy will
re; Harry
Muddy16thBride"
"A November
star in leased
in " Playing PosSweet will
comedy which played
sum," the star
two weeks at the Central theatre.
It will be released November 23rd.
Teddv the great Dane will be seen
in Teddy's
vember 30th.goat released on No-

November

12,
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1921

"Thunderclap"
From
Born

a Great

Is

A

Every

Picture — Achieved

Great
Angle

Greatness

and

j " Thunderclap " now and forever among
the other few winners on the flinty scroll
of famous films.

invalid's chair by paralysis, able to move
only her eyes, she sits helpless while those
1 she loves are threatened with danger and
the great drama moves all around her.
Thus, deprived of all the natural means
of acting her role, does Mary Carr, by
1 her birthright as an artist, carry off the
big emotional and dramatic moments of
this production with her eyes. And if
I ever eyes spoke volumes hers do here.
Joy, tragedy, fear, faith and every other
! emotion that the dramatic surge of the
story at these points calls for, are registered bymeans of her consummate artistry
I and power just as clearly and perfectly as
a sub-title or her own voice might convey
it.
THEY'RE

OFF!

That's the cue to another great scene
: in " Thunderclap " — the thrilling, colorful
race track spectacle where everything at
1 that moment depends on the stout heart
I and the flying heels of a horse. It is the
scene that has caused critics to label the
production, "the greatest race track drama
ever staged". The modern panoramic

it Thrust

Upon

It.

Another of the big moments in this production, probably ranking next to the race
track scene for thrills and sheer melodramatic effect, is the now famous scene in

little mother of " Over the Hill," plus the
most sensational and thrilling race trackscene ever staged. These two elements
alone, with the power and permanence of
a sharp edged chisel, etched the name of

creed. In " Thunderclap," as the wan
and wistful little mother, chained to an

Had

great. Achieved it by a prodigality of
effort and effects such as seldom have ever
been put into one picture. Achieved it
by a cast of all-star players that alone
would have given it unusual prominence.

THE old saying prescribes three wa\
of acquiring greatness.. To mak*
sure of it, " Thunderclap," a W
Ham Fox special super-production, used
all three ways. It was born great, achieved
greatness and then had it thrust upon it.
It was born great because it boasts of
the presence of Mary Carr, the famous

As in " Over the Hill," Mary Carr
■ again shines forth like a crown jewel as
the mother in " Thunderclap."
And her
1 Ma Benton in " Over the Hill," by the
sheer artistry, beauty and appeal of its
characterization, has enshrined her as the
symbolic mother of 21 million homes in
this country. She gave to it the power of
, a magic wand with which it has swayed
to its will hundreds of thousands of people
in every walk of life, of all ages, color and

Picture

Mary Carr as the invalid mother
in " Thunderclap "
perfection of the Akeley camera and the
enterprise of the Fox Film Corporation
in making these scenes right at the famous
New Orleans race track brings such vivid
and realistic effects to the screen that all
those who see it are fairly transported by
the nerve tingling spectacle and the theatre
auditoriums have been practically turned
into paddocks and grandstand. One
fairly feels the tense and expectant silence
as the horses fight for mastery around
every turn and the pounding of flying
hoofs almost sounds from the screen.
THEREFORE

BORN

GREAT

Thus have these two elements given
" Thunderclap " a birthright of greatness
and with a score of other thrilling and
dramatic highlights with which it is
studded, it has achieved the right to be

the whirlpool rapids. Staged amidst swirling, dangerous rapids and a thundering
water-fall, it is a moment that has gripped
the attention and nerves of the most blase
of theatre-goers. The perilous journey of
the hero through the deadly rapids — the
grim fight for life on the brink of the falls,
and then the startling and daring rescue
with a human life-line, all makes this another dramatic peak of the picture that
sticks forever in the memories of those
who have seen it.
Then there are the glamorous and
bizarre scenes in the gambling casino — an
incident in this picture but a subject and
atmosphere that furnished enough plot
and action for a whole big stage production which recently opened in New York.
GREATNESS

THRUST

IT

In this manner has " Thunderclap "
been born great and achieved greatness.
It remained for the photoplay and dramatic critics of newspapers in New York
and elsewhere, not forgetting the tens of
thousands of persons who have flocked
to see it all over the country, to thrust
the mantle of greatness upon this production. A few of the New York papers did
it thus :
" One

could quite audibly hear the

cheers from
happy
N.
Y. Herald.
The Star Cast
of
" THUNDERCLAP "
Mrs. Jamieson
Mary Carr
Lionel Jamieson J. Barney Sherry
Tommy
Paul Willis
Betty
Violet Mersereau
Wah Leong
John Daly Murphy
Foster
Walter McEwan
Marion Audrey
Maude Hill
Gunga Din
Thomas McCann
Cooper
Hal Clarendon
Hy Watts
Joe Burke

UPON

the audience — "

" The struggle for life in the Niagara
rapids rivals the water scenes of " Way
Down East." — N. Y. Commercial.
" A well staged race scene." — Alan
Dale in the A7. Y. American.
" We want everyone to enjoy it as much
as we did." — N. Y. Tribune.
" A most thrilling melodrama, concocted
of everything that has been a sure-fire hit
in the past." — N. Y. Times.
" A story of absorbing interest and race
effects that are marvelous." — N. Y. Telegram. W. J. M.
ADV.
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Harold Lloyd's " A Sailor Made
Man "Ocean
was previewed
the Beach
Glendale
Park, at at
Long
and on board of the U. S. S. Frederick, where six hundred gobs and
officers who took part in the picture,
saw the roles they played. The comedy is in four reels and is the biggest Lloyd subject to date. The
slory is by Hal Roach, Jean Havez
and Sam Taylor, and the cast includes Mildred Davis, Dick Sutherland and Noah Beery. Fred Newmeyer directed, T. J. Crizer edited
the film and H. M. Walker wrote
the titles.
The next Lloyd subject has been
titled " The White Feather," and
has a small town atmosphere. The
cast includes Mildred Davis, Charles
Stevenson, Wallace Howe and
Molly Thompson.
Snub Pollard comedies titled by
H. M. Walker and shipped this
week include " The Corner Pocker,"
a poolroom story ; " The Go Getter," abootleg story, and " Call the
Witness," a satire on divorce courts.
Jimmy Parrot comedies completed and shipped are " Leave It
to
andby" Charles
Try, Try
Again,"
bothMe,"
written
Parrott.

UNIVERSAL^
Clarence Badger, director of
many Will Rogers and Mabel Normand features for Goldwyn, has
been engaged to direct Marie Prevost in " Cupid Incog," by Irving
Thalberg. The supporting cast includes T. Roy Barnes, George
Nichols, Daisy Robinson and Roy
Atwell.
A series of six short reel features
titled " Ned of the News," are to
be made by Director Albert Russell,
featuring Percy Pembroke. The
stories are by George Morgan and
William Lord Wright.
In production are : " Wards of
the North," starring Frank Mayo
under the direction of Jack Con"Man under
to Man,"
starring
Harry way,Carey
the direction
of
Stuart Faton ; " Wild Honey," starring Priscilla Dean under the di-

Studio
of WesleyDuPont,
Rugglesunder
; " Clay,"
starringrectionMiss
the
direction of Paul Scardon.
Recently completed features are
"Prevost
Princess under
Virtue,"
Marieof
thestarring
direction
Georgering Cox,
Barry Gordon,"
Herbert " Rawlinson,
under starthe
direction of Hobart Henley; "The
Sand tonMan,"
Gladys
Walunder thestarring
direction
of Dalla
Fitzgerald, and the eighteenth episode of " Winners of the West,"
starring rectionArt
Acord Laemmle.
under the diof Edward
Craig Hutchison is filming a comedy titledOlmsted
" Westward
Ho,"Roach.
with
Gertrude
and Bert
VITAGRAPH

Picture

News

under the direction
of Phil Rosen;
Wire
A News
new original Hughes story, as by
yet unnamed, goes into production and " The Lane That Has No Turnthis week.
ing," starring Agnes Ayres, under
Edwyn Justus Mayer has been the direction of Victor Fleming.
transferred from the studio to the
New York publicity department.
BRUNTON
Max Linder is beginning a tworeel burlesque on "The Three MusThe J. L. Forthingham company,
under the direction of Edward Sloman, is at San Francisco, taking exketeers."
INCE
terior for " The Man Who Smiled."
Chester Bennetts' production,
Lambert Hillyer is casting for '' The
Soul of a Woman," is now
" The Brotherhood of Hate." The being edited.
Nazimova will begin production
pi eduction begins next week.
Leah Baird has finished " Trust on " Thevember 7th.Doll's House " on NoYour
Wife,"Producers.
to be distributed by
Associated
Jack White and Lloyd Hamilton
are filming a circus comedy.
The production of " The HottenThe complete cast for FrothingDouglas
MacLean
undertot,"the starring
direction
of Del
Andrews
hsm's "The Man who Smiled" inbegan this week. Madge Bellamy
cludes Lucille Ward, Fred Malatesta, Harvey Clarke, Bruce Guerin,
plays mond
theHattonfemale
and Rayhas an lead
important
part. Mary Wynn, Marcia Mannon and
King Vidor is doing the final William Mong.
editing
of " Love
Never Bellamy
Dies."
Lloyd Hughes
and Madge
METRO
are the principals.
" Lucky Damage " has been reGeorge D. Baker and the Gareth
titled " Skin Deep."
Hughes company have left for MexFAMOUS
ico to take exteriors for " Stay
PLAYERS
John Harron, brother of the late
Robert Harron, will play the lead

The William Duncan and Edith
Johnson picture recently completed
is The
now Moreno
titled " No
Defense."
picture
with an East
Indian atmosphere has been named
" AAnnGuilty
Conscience."
Hastings
has been selected
as the leading woman for Larry
Semon's next comedy.
Jimmy Aubrey is beginning a two
reel comedy by Buddy Ross. The
supporting cast includes Helen
Kessler, George Stanley and Fred
Stemper.
Bradley Smollen is writing an unDianBaby,"
in Cobb's
" Is Matrimony a Failure," a spe- opposite
" The FiveViola
Dollar
understory
the
named story for the next subject
cial
is to be 20th.
put in T.
producfor Director Dave Smith.
tion comedy
on November
Roy direction of Harry Beaumont.
Home."
In production are " Tommy Car" The Breaking Through " serial Barnes, stage star of this Leo Dietcompany, with Carmel Myers and richstein play, and Walter Hiers, starringteret,"
starring Lake.
Lyell, and " Kisses,"
Alice
Wallace McDonald, is on the will play the leads.
twelfth episode.
In production are " Moran of the
Duane Wager, for three years
Ladywith
Letty,"
starring
ROBERTSONValentino
in aDorothy
leading Dalrole,
with Vitagraph, has been named ton
COLE
production manager by General under the direction of Georee MelManager W. S. Smith.
ford ; " One Glorious Day," starring
Will Rogers, with Lila Lee, under
Gasnier has filmed " The Call of
the direction of James Cruze;
GOLDWYN
The last scenes for Pauline
" The Parson of Panamint," star"Judith of Blue Lake
ring Jack Holt under the direc- Frederick's
" were taken this week by
" The Octave of Claudius," " The
tion of Joseph Henaberry ; " The Ranch
Colin
Campbell.
City Feller," " What Ho — the Cook," Husband's Trademark," starring
and
Yellow
Men and Gold " have Gloria Swanson, under the diStromberg's light comedy starnow "been
filmed.
Home."
rection of Sam Wood ; " If You
ringturn,"Doris
May, completion.
" Eden and Reis nearing
Kathleen O'Connor has been en- Believe it, It's So," starring Tom
gaged for a prominent role in Ru- Meighan, under the direction of
Hayakawa is in the Sierra MounHughes'direction
story " Sent
Out," Tom
Forman
For the under
Defense,"
tains for exteriors in " The Verunderpertthe
of Alfor Green.
starring
Ethel; "Clayton,
the
milion
Pencil," under
the Bessie
direcColeen Moore is to be featured and
tion
of Norman
Dawn.
of Faul Powell; "The
Ralph Graves plays the male lead. direction
Love
plays
the
lead.
Champion," starring Wallace Reid,
■> -i -\ "\ "> T "\ "\ -1 -> -I -i -> --^^^^TT-o-VT-i-V-l''''-'*'"'"'"''''!
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Features

bodied in Mitchell
Will

Aid

in

Securing

\ new motion picture camera perfected by
(orge A. Mitchell and being manufactured by
t Mitchell Camera Company of Los Angeles,
I; been introduced on the west coast where a
r nber of the cameras are now in use.
The Mitchell Company, organized about two
jirs ago, has developed a number of exclusive
i.tures for a motion picture camera all of
\ ich are embodied in the first models which
he been sold, and will surely serve as a great
c to the operators in securing better photognhy and in reducing footage retakes and time
iiuired in setting up, focusing and making
udy for the filming of a scene.
\ccording to the statement of President H. F.
] eger of the Mitchell Company the product
1 ; been withheld from the market in order
tit additional time and labor-saving devices
c aid be perfected and added to their instru1 nt. A list of the exclusive features may be
tjmerated as follows: means of focusing wither disturbing the position of the lens; matte
c c carrying stock mattes is made a part of the
cnera; the four way mattes are inside the
cnera and operated from the outside, and the
Is which may be adjusted to any part of the
a'rture. The camera has a rising and falling
l nt convenient manner of matting and a posit : acting releasing movement. In addition to
t above the camera has, according to George
- Mitchell, twelve other distinctive features.
The Mitchell camera, as described by the in\ itor, is in two parts : the camera box and the
b e, both of which are cast of aluminum alloy
e h in one piece. Mounted on the base frame
a the iris, four way mattes, matte disc, turret
plte and turret. The box is mounted on dovet; guides or tracks which are a part of the
b e. The box slides by movement of a handle
ii he rear which operates pinions meshing with
r ks. A release button in the center of the
h .dle operates a locking mechanism so that in
t ier position the camera box is securely locked
ii;place. The camera box may be instantly
si ted from the photographing position to the
■ using position or visa versa with one hand.
ocusing is accomplished by shifting the
c lera to one side by a turn of the handle on
tl rear of the base. The focusing tube on the
i r of the camera is brought immediately bei i the lens by the above shift. When the
ng is completed, a turn of the handle
J igs the camera box back directly behind the
< and the focusing tube on the door becomes
nder. The focusing tube carries a series of
rnifiers and the magnified image can be seen
the ground glass of this tube when it is
Jsing position back of the lens, or in photo-

Better

Photography,

The Mitchell Camera
graphying position back of the finder lens.
This manner of changing from focusing to photographying position is claimed to be highly
advantageous for there is no movement of the
lens. The operation is practically instantaneous
and requires only the half turn of the handle.
The movement of the film is accomplished by
a three-cam mechanism. A three-cornered cam
moves the pins up and down. A second cam
of the same design but smaller' operates the
pins in and out, a third cam relieves the tension
as the pins enter the perforation of the film and
applies the tension again as the pins leave the
perforation after the film has been advanced.
Through a cycle of operation the film is held
in contact with the aperture by the face cam as
the pins enter the film' perforation the pressure
is released so that the film may be advanced
while it is free. The pressure is again applied
as the pins are withdrawn. During the exposure the film is positively held in position,
but during the advance of the film there is no
tension. The pins fit the perforation thus insuring correct registration. A test was made

EDITOR

Em-

Camera
Company

Claims

in the factory by running the camera at high
speed eight hours each day for ten days. At
the end of that time it was found the glasshardened cams and cam guides showed practically no wear.
Immediately in front of the shutter and inserted in the base is a revolving circular matte
disc which fits within the front plate containing twelve stock mattes and space where a
special slide or matte of any size or shape may
be inserted. This disc is operated from the
outside. Any desired matte may be turned to
position in front of the aperture by releasing
an index pin. This feature insures all mattes
are protected and are ready for immediate use
at any instant.
There are also four way mattes which make
possible any rectangular opening. All four
mattes may be operated together or each may be
operated independently. These like the stock
mattes are on the inside of the instrument protected from dust, and so placed that there is no
danger of reflections from electric lights.
• An Iris is pivotally mounted within the
camera, and is adjustable to any part of the
aperture. The iris may be moved up and down
or from one side to the other by the turning
of thumb nuts. An automatic shutter is provided for making lap dissolves and fadeouts.
The maximum opening of the shutter is one
hundred and seventy degrees, and the shutter,
an invention of Mitchell's, is made on the planatory gear type mounted with ball bearings. The
shutter may be operated to close in either two,
four or eight foot exposure of the film. When
the shutter closes it trips and applies a brake
which may be released by pressing a button on
top of the camera. Another feature added to
the shutter is that the length of the fadeout
may be extended over a longer period of exposure if so desired.
The Mitchell camera has a rising and falling
front. By pressing on a knob, a pinion is disengaged from a stop, and by turning this knob
the turret revolves slightly giving the equivalent
of a fifteen-degree tilt of the tripod without
distortion of the image. The front is graduated so that the lens may be brought to center.
The
turret
revolves independently of the mechanism.
In the focusing tube there is a slot in which
a slide may be placed immediately in front or
behind the ground glass. The object of this is
that ground celluloid may be placed on the rear
of the glass while the camera is in focusinsr
position. The operator can then cut out any
object that is to be matched up in a double
{Continued on page 2588)
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MOTIOGRAPII
DELUXE "
THE NEW
MOTIOGRAPH DELUXE
Leads in
SIMPLICITY
DURABILITY
DEPENDABILITY
NOISELESSNESS
And
EASE

OF

OPERATION

New

Motiograph

Picture

Deluxe

Is Built To Stand
Our twenty-three years of experience in
building projectors is behind our guarantee
of long life for every Motiograph DeLuxe
Projector.
NOTE:
The simplicity of the mechanism.
The solid built film track and long tension shoes.
Film loop is always the same size when framing.
The picture is wonderful.
The intermittent sprocket remains same distance
from film track regardless of position of framer.
It is made for the convenience of the operator and
will give better pictures. It is unexcelled for lasting
qualities.
THE

Write for literature

ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

564 W. Randolph St.

MFG.

CO.
Chicago

N ew

November

12,
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Many

Claims
Madza

Perfected

Motsco

After many months of experimenting
and testing, the Monarch Theatre Supply
Company Chicago announce that they
have perfected a Madza Adapter for
motion picture projection, which they call
the Motsco.
In perfecting the Motsco, the Monarch
Theatre Supply Company, so they state,
were aided by the advice and tests of
engineers of the Nela Specialties Division
of the General Electric Company and by
the electrical engineers of the Armour
Institute of Chicago. The Motsco Adapter is now ready for the market and is
being produced in quantity.
The Improved Madza Adapter consists
of arm F (see illustrations) which replaces the arc lamp, two quick change
globe holders with flexible plugs, elevated
handle H (see cut B) and a reflecting
mirror with four fine screw adjustments.
The arm of casting F, which is made of
the best malleable brass, replaces the arc
'lamp. With a screw driver the arc lamp
can be quickly removed and casting F
attached as shown in cut D. When thus
attached the globe can be raised or
lowered, moved forward or back, swung
from one side to the other, the same as
when using the carbon arc light.
The advantage of the quick change
globe holder is that in case a globe is
broken or burns out a change can be
immediately made. By handle H the hot
globe with holder can be removed and the
reserve holder with the new globe instantly inserted. Plugs 7 have slightly

Now

Ready

Made

New

for

Adapter
for

Motion

tapered points and are flexible1 and therefore slip in the sockets easily. It is
claimed that they do not bind or stick and
that they always make a good contact.
Handle H is high on the socket so it
will pull out over the lower edge of the
lamp house (see cut C). The right angle
elevation is rigid and strong and the
handle has a direct pull from the sockets.
Without this right angle elevation it
would be necessary to raise the lamp before the globe holder could be pulled out
over the lower edge of the lamp house.
To raise the lamp would cause delay and
make it necessary to readjust the light
after the new globe and attachment was
in place. The globe holder has no mica
washers or bushings to crumble and wear

Picture

Projectors

away, nor connections that might get
loose and arc. The manufacturers claim
that it is so constructed that a short circuit is impossible.
The value of a reflector does not depend so much on its size, shape or quality
of material as it does upon accurate adjustment. When used generally a reflector is a "flood of light" and practically
requires no adjustment, but when used
for motion picture projection it must
condense and focus the light at a definite
point. The movement of the reflector
one hundredth of an inch too far to one
side or the other when magnified on the
screen will change the position of the reflected image several inches. Therefore,
to get full value of the light it requires
more accurate adjustment than focusing
the objective lens. The four fine screw
adjustments of the improved Motsco
Adapter will be greatly appreciated by
those who understand how to scientifically "focus the reflector."
There are two ways of using the adapter in the Powers Lamp House ; removing the lamp and screwing in its place
casting F, using attachments complete as
shown in cut A, or by removing the lower
carbon holder and using as shown in cut
C. Casting F brings the light back
farther and if the throw is long and the
condensing lens of long focus it may be
necessary to remove the lamp and use
casting F.
{Continued on page 2582)
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Motion
New

Movie House for
Hendersonville
That the summer slump is over, and
better times are coming for hardworking
exhibitors, is the assertion of Chester
Glenn, who operates the Queen and Rialto theatres, in Hendersonville, N. C.
Mr. Glenn is superintending the tearing
down of the Queen, which will be followed by the erection of a beautiful new
theatre, seating 500, and costing in the
neighborhood of $30,000. The new theatre will be known as the New Queen and
will be thoroughly modern and up-to-date
in every respect — with ladies' rooms,
smoking rooms, and maybe even a day
nursery, where tired mother's may check
tired babies, and everybody have a good
time.
The Rialto, which has been known heretofore as a strictly summer theatre, to accommodate Hendersonville's summer colony, will be kept open while the Queen is
being torn down and rebuilt. — Gaddis.
Has

Four Houses Under
Construction
Joseph Stern, of Newark, N. J., has
just broken ground for a new theatre in
Belleville, N. J., with a seating capacity
of 1,500, and expects to open it on or
about April 1. William Lehman, of Newark is the architect.
This is the fourth theatre that Mr.
Stern has now under construction. The
open on election day. The Tivoli theatre,
Orange and Grey streets, Newark, which
he expects to open about January 1 ; the
Roosevelt theatre at Bloomfield and Belleville avenues, Newark, and the aforementioned Capitol theatre of Belleville,
N. J.
The Capitol theatre will have a lobby of
25-100 feet. It will be finished in marble.
The auditorium will seat 1,500 and will be
100 by 127 feet and 34 feet in height, and
will be finished in the colonade design
with draperies formed in a half circle.
There will be a five foot marble wainscoating all around the theatre. The dome
in the ceiling will be an oblong shape 40
feet in length by 11 feet in height, and
will be illuminated by three color system.

Cut J
Motsco Mazda Current Reducer
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Start Port Jervis Theatre
Work has been started on a house at
Fowler and Orchard streets, Port Jervis,
N. Y., by W. V. Conkling. Ferdinand
Posi, of Middletown, is the architect.
Many Claims for New
Mazda
Adapted
(Continued from page 2581)
When the Madza globe is attached to
the arc lamp by removing the lower carbon holder the light is brought much
nearer the condensing lens.
In the Simple machine the condensing
lens are inside the lamp house and if the
globe is attached to the carbon holder it
cannot be removed back far enough to
focus the light. Therefore it is necessary
to remove the arc lamp and use casting F
as shown in cut D. The arc lamp can
be removed by taking out one large
screw.
In attaching to a Motiograph lamp the
lower carbon holder is removed and
attached the same as in cut C or remove
arc lamp and use casting F. Owing to
the offset in the Motiograph lamp base it
will be necessary when attaching casting
F to use an extended flat washer, which
is furnished by the Monarch Theatre
Supply Co.
Removing the arc lamp and attaching
casting F has a number of advantages
among which are: the light is more rigid,
there is more room in lamp house, allows
the light to come back farther, less number
of levers or handles and more simple to
operate. Although the arc lamp with
some of the levers are removed, however,
those left give you every movement you
could use for quick and accurate adjustment of the light.
The Motsco Reducer is 12 inches high,
143/2 inches long, 6 inches wide and
weighs 15 pounds. It is provided with an
automatic indicator J and adjustable cutout B to regulate the voltage and amperage. It reduces the current to 30 volts
(using the 900 Watt 30-volt 30-ampere
globe) and is as simple to operate as an
ordinary rheostat. With the Mazda incandescent lamp it throws a brilliant,
white light equal to sixty amperes with the
carbon arc light on an alternating current.
It produces a bright, clear moving picture
up to 100 feet from the screen.

Picture

in
Troy
Building

News

Boom

Two new motion picture theatres are
in course of construction in Troy, N. Y.,
and plans for a third to cost $300,000
are now being drawn.
The Palace, owned by Battaglia Bros.,
will be opened on Thanksgiving Day.
The house will have an auditorium of
65 by 100 feet. There will be a stage 14
by 35 feet, while the throw from the projection machine to the screen will be in
the neighborhood of 90 feet. The theatre will cost about $60,000. The front
will be of Indiana limestone and tapestry
brick. A Dunham heating and ventilating system will be installed. The name of
the house will be outlined with 350 lights.
The Battaglias already own two other
houses
Monroe. in Troy, the Lansing and the
A. and H. Symansky are building a
motion picture theatre almost directly
across from the City Hall, from plans
prepared by M. F. Cummings and Son.
The work of excavation has just begun.
The house will be completed within ninety
days. It will be of brick and steel construction, measuring 45 by 132 feet, the
front being of terra cotta. The lobby will
be 20 by 17 feet. In many ways, the
house will be similar to the Strand in Albany. There will be no boxes, however.
The interior will be of tinted plaster.
Particular attention is being paid to the
ventilation. A large part of the front of
the house will be of glass, permitting the
light from without to enter on both the
mezzanine and balcony floors. The
house will seat about 1,200.
The largest and most expensive house
of the trio will be the Strand, plans for
which are now being prepared by Thomas
W. Lamb. Joseph and Edward Murphy,
of Troy, and Frank P. Dolan, of Albany,
will finance the enterprise. The house will
cost about $300,000. It will be located in
the center of the city and will have a capacity of 2,200. Ten months' time will be
required to complete the house. It will be
equipped with a stage in case the management should desire to book road shows. —
Grant.
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CAN'T

IT"

CAPITOL THEATRE
HARTFORD, CONN.
Thomas W. Lamb, Architect
Speckled gray Terra Cotta

NORTON SQUIRES blew into Hartford, Conn.,
early one evening. He had been traveling since

A

beautiful picture house not only attracts the

stranger. Such a building is also a source of pride to

seven that morning. He was tired and wanted amusement. Approaching a fellow salesman in the hotel

a community. People like to have a handsome theatre

lobby Squires asked, "Where's

patronizing it.

a good place to see

a picture?"
"I'm a stranger here myself," replied the man, "but
there's a fine looking picture house about three blocks
down the street. I don't know
can't miss it."

its name, but you

in their town.

And

they evidence this liking by

Poli's Capitol Theatre is just such a crowds -attracting house. Note the columns, the frieze, the decorative detail, and the cornice crowned by the heraldic
emblem — all of Terra Cotta. The Capitol presents a
distinguished appearance, and attracts the passers-by.

"What's the picture?"
"I didn't notice," replied the stranger, "but from
the looks of the place you're not taking any chances."
Squires found Poli's Capitol Theatre without difficulty. To be sure, there were other picture houses
in the locality. But the appearance of the Capitol left
him only one choice. He went in.

Faced entirely with speckled gray Terra Cotta, it's a
business -getter — a permanent advertisement.
Let us help you with your building problem. Whether
you are contemplating an entirely new building or merely
an alteration of your present one we can be of service.
Address National Terra Cotta Society, 1 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y.

TERRA
Termanent

COTTA
'Beauti
ful
Vrofitahle
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Does

Motion

an

Automatic

Pay

in

a

Curtain

Small

Picture

News

Machine

House?

Cost of Maintenance
Is Low — Curtain May
Be Controlled by Projectionist
In a recent conversation the writer had
(The Technical Editor of Motion Picfor its operation it will give the projectionist
absolute
control
over
the
curtain
at
with
Mr. Casper, of the Rowland & Clark
ture News asked E. J. Fallen, of the
theatres,
of Pittsburgh, Mr. Casper
all
times.
Not
only
does
the
Vallen
give
E. J. V alien Electrical Co.: "Does an
automatic curtain machine pay in a small
the projectionist absolute control over the stated, "It is not a question of whether we
shall install a curtain or not, as the public
curtain, but also will permit him to conhouse? " His answer is given below and
has answered that. The question is : can
will no doubt prove interesting to owners
trol sufficient number of lights, in conthe exhibitors afford to install them if
and managers of small moving picture
junction with the operation of the curtain,
theatres.)
to illuminate the house for ingress and
they mustwasbe answered
operated byby placing
hand?"one His
question
of
In connection with the subject of this egress of the patrons. All that is necesthe Vallen machines in their new Perry
sary for him to do is to operate one
article the question has been asked :
theatre in Erie, Pa.
switch located in the booth; then he may
" Why would it pay to install a curtain in
The exhibitor installs a projector,
go
about
his
work,
as
the
machine
will
a small movie theatre?"
take care of the rest. When the curtain
It is a known fact that the day has
a screen, the seats, because he cannot open his house by omitting any of
passed when an exhibitor can maintain a has reached a closed position the lights
the three. What is lacking? A curtain
steady attendance by merely showing a are automatically switched on, being
picture. A curtain, in the majority of again automatically switched off as the to cover that screen, which cannot be
curtain is nearing an open position. This
small houses, is even more essential than
operated by any other means than a Vallen machine to complete the artistic effect
in the larger ones, even though the price machine has really been designed to meet
which
has already been afforded by the
the
requirements
of
the
small
house,
for
of admission be less. In the eyes of the
curtain. The machine insures an even
patrons the admission is higher for the after once being installed it requires no attention from a mechanic, only being
and slow movement as well as a positive
reason that from the time they enter unnecessary to be oiled twice a year. It is stopping of the curtain at the same point
til leaving the only thing greeting their
at all times.
simple and fool-proof, being absolutely
eyes is the picture upon the screen; while
in the larger houses during the prologue
It prolongs the life of a screen by covprotected by mechanical devices to preering it at night during the cleaning of
vent any harm coming to the machine or
and at the close of the picture the beautithe
house,
and it is a known fact that a
curtain,
and
each
machine
is
guaranteed
ful paintings and artistic decorations,
indefinitely.
screen lasts seventy-five per cent longer
which few of the smaller houses possess,
A very important feature is the trifling when a curtain is used due to the proprove very restful to their eyes.
tection thus afforded.
cost of the electricity consumed by one
One of the main reasons why the small
of
the
Vallen
machines
such
as
used
in
a
The Vallen machine will move a curhouse does not install a curtain is the adtain in any desired form and will operate
ditional cost of maintaining someone to small theatre, in that it is almost negligiany curtain that can be operated by hand.
ble, being only forty cents per year.
operate it by hand, while by installing one
It is not so much the question as to
of the Vallen automatic curtain machines
whether one of these machines would pay
in a small house as the fact that the silent
Council Bluffs, la., to
Hamilton, Ont., Theatre
drama has reached the point where the
Have Movie
public demands something other than the
Opens
picture alone. There must be a start and
Twenty-three business men at Council
Hope Hampton, E. K. Lincoln, Gladys
a finish to the silent drama and how other
Bluffs,
Iowa, have incorporated a comLeslie and Lucy Fox were the screen stars
can it be accomplished than by a curtain,
pany to build a 1,600 seat theatre at a
in attendance at the recent opening of the
and the Vallen machine makes it possible
cost of $140,000. The Blank enterprises
new Pantages theatre in Hamilton, Ont.
for even the smallest of exhibitors to in- have leased the house and will spend $25,The house is one of the finest in Canada.
stall the curtain.
000 on interior decorations. — Minn.
Every bit of modern equipment is included in the house. The Sheldons ventilating
system is used. This equipment consists
of 72 inch Sheldon Multiblade Supply
Fans, having a capacity of 70,000 cubic
feet of air per minute, operated from 15
horsepower variable speed Westinghouse
showing
Detail
motors. These fans are arranged for tempering the fresh air delivered into the
theatre in the winter. In summer the fans
installingof
method
are used for delivering air at the outdoor
temperature. Foul air is extracted from
the Vallen
the building through two 8-foot diameter
Sheldon Multiblade exhaust fans with
Automatic
combined capacity of 70,000 cubic feet per
Curtain
Machine
minute. The operator's room, lavatories
and smoking rooms are ventilated by separate exhaust fans. George Stroud is
manager of the new theatre and Harold
Dahn, assistant manager. The house was
formally dedicated by Mayor Coppley of
I
Hamilton. Performances are continuous
)tTMh SMOwiwo McrnoB C i»OTAl*.i»
*Tht MhlttH Automatic CMKSAM HACniNt'
from one to eleven P. M., and the programs run for a week. — Taylor.
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Motion

Difficulties
by

the

of

Tinting

New

Film

A large proportion of the motion picture films which are exhibited at the present time are tinted in order to give some
idea of the color of the original scene or
to indicate more or less conventionally the
conditions under which the scene was
taken. It is customary to tint night scenes
a deep blue, scenes including fire arc
tinted red, while those showing interiors
of rooms or warm sunlight are frequently
tinted yellow. These tints have in general
been obtained by immersing the positive
print in tanks containing the dye, so that
the gelatine of the emulsion took the dye
up from the solution.

Eliminated
with

Colored

Base

The tinting of films, however, has always presented difficulties. The varying
quality of dyes on the market tended to
produce a lack of uniformity between different batches of the film. Films tinted
on racks often showed unevenness and
streaks, which occur unless great precautions are taken. Streaking is caused by
the bleeding of the dye from the gelatine
during the period between rinsing after
dyeing and the placing of the film on the
drying racks. Any drops of water on
the surface of the film become more or
less saturated with dye and these after
drying remain as spots and irregular

Picture

markings which are very apparent on the
screen. The dyes also affect the strength
of the gelatine emulsion and under some
circumstances have made the gelatine
brittle. This brittleness is frequently
caused by the addition of acid to the dyeing bath in order to cause it to act more
rapidly and evenly. It is not uncommon
for film to become so brittle by the use of
acid in the dye bath that it is quite unsatisfactory for projection.
After prolonged study of the subject
the Eastman Kodak Company has come
to the conclusion that the best method of
producing tinted film is to provide the
tint permanently in the film base itselt
The most desirable colors have been selected and have been carefully standardized— red, green, orange, yellow, blue,
amber and pink. These colors are determined with great accuracy in the laboratory of the company and their application
to the film is controlled by means of specially designed instruments and apparatus.
A high degree of uniformity in the tinted
base is consequently obtained, while the
gelatine remains unaffected, and the natural wearing strength of the film is retained. Thus all difficulty in the use of
colored film is removed.
The use of tinted film makes it necessary, of course, to increase the stock of
film which is carried and the range of colors which are available is necessarily
limited. It would be quite impossible to
produce the great variety of tints which
the fancy of each producer might make
him wish to have and for those who require only small quantities of specially
tinted film the older process by means of
dyes is still available; if the dyes which
are recommended for the purpose are
used carefully without the addition of unnecessary acid, excellent results can be
obtained. However, for the bulk of the
motion pictures produced in the future we
have no doubt that film coated upon tinted
base will be advantageous both to the producer of the film and also to the exhibitor
who will benefit by its wearing qualities.

Orpheum House
New

The Orpheum at Akron, Ohio, the latest addition to the string of houses operated by the
Orpheum Dreamland Theatres Co.

N e vM

Akron

The Orpheum, at Akron, is the late*
addition to the theatres of the Orpheum
Dreamland Theatres Co., which operate
a string of theatres in Ohio. The Or
pheum has a seating capacity of 985
The lobby is constructed entirely of Ala
bama marble with marble floors and stair
ways.
The ventilating is of the thermostat!
type, self-adjusting to all conditions an<
temperature. The buillding is of steel aa
concrete construction. One feature 0
the construction of the Orpheum is tha
the entrance is at right angles to the posi
tion of the screen. The lobby is at th
rear and leads to the main thoroughfar
of Akron.
The house has been playing to excep
tional business since it opened. It own
a Goldwyn Franchise.

November
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"Better Pictures" are largely dependent on adequate, steady
illumination that will not fail at critical moments
because
of derangement

of the apparatus.

Operating Advantages of
GE Compensarcs
1.
Steady strong arc.
2. Easily operates two arcs
the same time for changeover.
Quiet arc strike and quick
3. settle-down.
4. Self regulating arc voltage.
Current stays at set value.
5. Current easily raised and
6. lowered.
7.
Cannot be damaged by
short circuit.
8. Fading made easy.
Not affected by changes
9. in
current conditions.
10. Quiet in operation.

GE

Compensarcs

Dependable

Furnish

Light

The GE Compensarc automatically protects itself from burnout or the blowing of fuses where the operator changes the projection from one lamp to the other. In fact, there will be no
burnout or blowing of fuses even if the generator be short circuited by leaving the projection carbons indefinitely together.
Fading, also, is made easy by the GE Compensarc because the
capacity of the set is sufficient to carry the two projection areas
in series during the change over period. The arc on the second
machine can thus be started and adjusted before the end of the
first reel. One reel fades into the next without interruption" or
flicker.
Compensarcs are safe, easy to operate, efficient,
economical and reliable — GE offices or distributors
everywhere for prompt deliveries and service

IpElectric
General
Sales Offices in
General Office
Comp
all large cities
any
Schenectady, N.Y.
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Motion

Picture

News

The Colonial theatre of Tarboro, N. C, is a model small moving
picture
house. Although is has a capacity of but 650 people it possesses all
modern
improvements
The

Colonial

Theatre

A

Splendid

Type

of

at Tarboro,
Small

Town

N.

C.

House

Although Having But a Capacity of 650, the Building
of McCabe and Ruffin Is Model in Every Respect
The Colonial Theatre, recently opened
with electric torchieres along the walls,
at Tarboro, N. C, is a splendid type of which are hand-painted and decorated.
small town theatre. Although said to be The screen is a Minusa gold-fibre. The
projection room is a model, built of iron
the oldest town in the state and only having a population of 7,000, its theatre is and asbestos, 12 ft. x 15 ft., with fireproof
modern in every respect and plays close
doors. The whole theatre is steam
heated.
up to release dates on the best pictures.
The Colonial is of brick and concrete
McCabe & Ruffin, owners and managers
construction, the front ornamented with
of
the Colonial, have been in the picture
tile, with borders and columns of stone,
business for eight years. Benton & Benand a handsome marquee. The main
ton, of Raleigh, N. C, were architects;
floor and balcony accommodate 650 peoD. H. Harris of Tarboro, building and
ple. The house is cooled by Typhoon
fans. The indirect lighting plan is used,
heating contractor. — Hutson.

recess has a hole in the center, and a bolt
passes through this, through the base, and
into the other section of the leg. A lock
nut maintains a constant tension at all
times. In reality the legs are on taper
bearings, and tightening the nut draws the
bearing central as well as tightens it. A
quick release is provided so the camera
may be turned quickly. This release has
a left-hand thread, which tightens when
you unscrew the tripod head and loosens
should any one tighten the head too tight.
A double-quick operating clamp is
mounted between the legs, right and lefthand screws actuated by large aluminum
knobs tighten the clamps on each leg. A
compensator in the clamp assures that
both clamps will operate evenly no matter what the irregularity of the legs. This
clamp is operated with one hand and a
half turn is sufficient to release or clamp
the leg. A standard Kuffel and Esser
instrument thread is provided on which
to screw the tripod head. The tripod
head is made of aluminum alloy and is
adjustable throughout. It does not depend on the fit of the worm and worm
wheel for steadiness, but has two discs
in bearings which are pressed together
with spiral springs. This gives steadiness
directly in the bearings. The panorama
device is of a distinct type. The worm
wheel with bronze bushing in the center
fits on a hardened steel spindle threaded
at its lower end. Two lock washers fit
onto this by which the wear in the bearing may be adjusted. The worm wheel
has no bearing on its periphery so a dent
will not interfere with the working of the
panorama. The weight of the camera is
carried on the top outer edge of the worm
wheel which rests on a ring of like
diameter cast in the tripod base, thereby
affording added rigidity. The worm is
adjustable endways by a threaded bushing and locknut. The worm may also be
brought into closer mesh with the worm
wheel by removing a sheet of Laminum
which is two-thousandths of an inch in
thickness.

pressure. The film being drawn out of the feed
Features Embodied
magazine causes the rollers to revolve, this inin Mitchell Camera
sures the film being delivered to the take-up
magazine and eliminates buckling in the camera.
(Continued from page 2579)
Because of the small spool a high speed take
exposure. This is for quick and more or less up has been found most desirable. By using
rough work. The more accurate way is to use
the high speed and a loose belt there is slipping
a piece of negative which may be inserted in from the start and the last fifty feet of film
the slide immediately in front of the ground
will take up as easily as the first few feet. The
glass, the mask may then be made of any opaque
pressure on the crank does not get heavier as
material. A special punch is provided which
the end of the roll is reached.
accurately cuts a frame of negative to fit the
Each camera is provided with a veeder film
slide. The negative may also be used as a matte
counter built in the camera. This may be set
by cutting out a part of the scene to be double back.
exposed painting the remainder black and then
As a part of the regular equipment of the
slipping it into the matte disc and revolving it camera
there is an arm and upright which may
to the aperture, or placed in a slot in the aperbe mounted on the base of the camera to be
ture, which is practically contrast matting. Any
when requirements demand a special class
thin opaque material may be used. In this used
of matting. To this sun shades may be applied.
method of matting you are always focusing
through the actual matte the picture is to be
photographed through thus reducing possi- Introduce Mitchell Tripod
bility of error.
The Mitchell Company is also introducThe turret of the camera has places for four
ing their new tripod, which in appearance
lenses. An index pin conveniently placed locks
is very similar to other tripods on the
the turret when the lens comes into position.
The regular equipment of the camera includes
market, but differs greatly in construction.
a one and five-eighths inch, a two inch, and a The shoes are of cast aluminum, with
three-inch lens with matched finder lenses.
points of hardened steel screwed in and
The magazines are cast of aluminum alloy. locked with nuts. Inside the shoe and at
A small spool of the same size as that fur- an angle of forty-five degrees is a second
nished by manufacturers of film is used in the point, which will catch in case the tripod
magazines. With this size it is not necessary
leg slips, thus preventing a bad accident.
to rewind the film or tear out the center. The
Changes Managership
magazines are made to accommodate a four The legs are of maple, reenforced with
A.
C. Brown, formerly manager of the
metal
at
the
top,
and
a
steel
plate
on
either
hundred foot roll of film.
Busby theatre at McAlester, Oklahoma,
The throat of the magazine is composed of side of the wood.
has been appointed manager of the Palace
three velvet-covered rollers in contact. The two
A third set in the leg has a forty-five
theatre at Oklahoma City. The house has
outside rollers are on spring bearings which
degree taper pressed in the end which fits
in a recess machined in the base. This
maintain the contact constantly and at an even
been re-decorated and renovated. — Noble.
Many
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Indiana

Gets

Improved

Simplex Service
The past summer marked a new era
of a broader service to the owners of
Simplex projectors and other equipment
in the State of Indiana when the Exhibitors' Supply Company, Inc., took possession of their new spacious quarters at 128
West Ohio street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Exhibitors'
Supply Company,
areTheexclusive
authorized
distributorsInc.,
of

Manager Gumm extends a standing invitation to all those identified with the
industry to visit his new quarters where
he will personally show the visitors
around and explain in detail about any
equipment they might be interested in.
The personnel of the Exhibitors Indianapolis branch as shown in the picture,
from left to right, is as follows.
R. E. Gumm, manager; S. M. Houts,
salesman; M. B. Rains, salesman; E. C.
Scobey, repair department; W. A. Washburn, shipping clerk; D. K. Smith, assistant manager; Miss C. McHugh, bookkeeper; Miss C. M. Stierle, stenographer;
Jim Stanley, porter.
O. F. Spahr Returns
Brief Trip

Exterior of the new Indianapolis supply store of
the Exhibitors Supply Co.
Simplex projectors in Indiana and also
distribute exclusively both in Indiana and
the surrounding territory, transverters,
Minusa Gold Fibre screens, Peerless arc
controls. National carbons are handled,
and whether one requires a box of thumb
tacks or a complete equipment the order
will be given the same prompt and cheerful attention, this being part of Esco
service.
No expense has been spared to make
this new equipment center the most complete and up to date one of its kind in the
middle west. One of the outstanding
feaures is the repair department, which
has been equipped with the very latest
type of Simplex tools and accessories.
This department is under the personal
supervision of E. S. Scobey who spent
considerable time at the Simplex factory,
New York, studying the construction and
repairing of the Simplex mechanisms under the factory experts.
" This assures all our Simplex users of
receiving factory service at all times and
a service based on actual knowledge,"
stated R. E. Gumm, branch manager.
Gumm has been with the Exhibitors'
Supply Company, Inc., as branch manager for a number of years and the service he renders the exhibitors in his territory has largely been responsible for the
wonderful growth of the Indianapolis
office.
M. B. Rains and S. M. Houts act as
sales representatives respectively. Their
experience puts them in a position to advise and assist exhibitors in every phase
of their business.

from

O. F. Spahr, manager of the Enterprise
Optical Mfg. Co., has just relumed from a
short visit to Detroit, Cleveland and Akron.
In Detroit he visited the Motiograph distributor, G. C Brady of the Exhibitors Supply
Co. and several of the leading theatres that are
running the new Motiograph DeLuxe.
Mr. Spahr says he was highly pleased with
the results the machines are giving in Detroit.
In Akron the Enterprise executive saw Mr.
Simmons of the Allen Theatre and found him
to be very enthusiastic over the new machine.
Mr. Simmons has been a constant user of the
Motiograph Projectors for the past five years
and he says that in the last two years he has
not spent over twenty dollars on repairs.
Erecting California House
Sanders and Feaster are erecting a
$175,000 theatre and store building at
Pacific Boulevard and Florence avenue,
Huntington Park, Cal. R. W. Sanders
will act as manager of the new house.

Picture

.V e

Black

& Spitz Open Fort
first House
Black & Spitz Theatres, Inc., reco

opened the firm's forty-first theatre
Arctic, R. I. It is a straight motion ]
ture house.
The edifice is built without a staii
it. There is no balcony stairs to cli
while every one of the eight exits is 0
level with the street. For this section
New England this is considered quit
novelty. The house will seat 1,380 \
sons, in chairs so placed that those wal
ing the pictures may remain seated w
one is passing in or out of the seats.
The Drew system of ventilation
been installed so that the theatre is coc
during the summer time by cool air, ;
heated by hot air in winter. Fans are
placed that the air in the building can
changed in two minutes.
A $10,000 organ, the only one in
valley in a motion picture theatre,
been installed. — Strong.
Rex

Theatre Has Glasi
Box Office
J. S. Roman, of Virginia, Minn.,
opened his remodeled Rex theatre
cently. The interior was thoroughly
decorated.
A novel sanitation idea was can
out with the seats. The coverings are
brown and white and can be removed :
laundered. The front of the theatre
undergone complete remodeling wit!
solid glass box office. " The Great 1
ment," Paramount starring vehicle
Gloria Swanson, was the opening atti
tion.
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THE EQUIPMENT

BOOKLET— Devoted to the Newman line of metal poster and photo
frames, brass railings, ticket booths,
door hardware, easles, signs, lighting
fixtures, etc.

MARQUEE

TICKET

WOODEN

oftrea
featur
EVER
uree thea
ern pict
modY
should be in harmony. And
to get that, a single organization should design the
building as well as work out
its mechanical requirements.

CIRCULAR— Showing 28 original designs
for marquise and sidewalk canopies
which we make.

CHOPPER

FOLDER— Illustrates the NEWMAN STEEL-CLAD CHOPPER and
our new AUTOMATIC machine.

We

FRAME CIRCULAR— A brand-new line of
carved frames for the display of photos
and posters in high class lobbies.

leading picture houses —
large and small. Our experience isyour insurance.

Newman Fixtures are sold by
all leading equipment dealers
THE NEWMAN

MANUFACTURING

SENSATIONAL

MAZDA
The

MOT

Mazda
Motiograph

— Powers

Hoffman-Henon
Co., Inc.
Architects and Engineers

CO.

715 Sycamore Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
Chicago Branch : 68 W. Washington St.

have structurally designed and planned 100

Finance

Building

Philadelphia,

Pa.

DEVELOPMENT
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PROJECTION
The

SCO
Mazda

Adapter
For
— Simplex — Machines

Operates

MOT

SCO

Current

Reducer

on A.C. or D.C. — Current

Noise
Flicker
Dirt
Fumes
tion
AttenSimple
in Construction
and Operation
Write for descriptive
literature

4 Fine Screw Reflector Adjustments
Double Quick Change Sockets

'ONARCH

THEATRE

SUPPLY

GO."

Reduces

110 Volts to 30 Volts

t For Use With 900 Watt

CO.— 724

^

So. Wabash

30 Amp.

Globe

Ave., Chicago,
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National

Picture

Nm

Anti-Misframe

League
Forum
lenses out of focus. What do you m
NATIONAL
ANTI-MISFRAME
LEAGUE
PLEDGE
can be the matter?
Am enclosing a photograph for the if
AS motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is
tion.
I am watching your departtjj
SI willing to assist in eliminating some of the evils practised in the operatingfor news.
week
every
room, I promise that I will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
Robert
S pepper, §
Yours for better
projection,
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misWest Philadelphia, Pa.
frames, bad patches, etc., that may be in the film which I receive and in this way
Lets hear some opinions from oft
co-operate with my brother operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up
the motion picture audience by showing films that are free from such defects. I also members of the league. — Tech. Ed.
promise that I will not make punch marks in film, and when film is received by me, with
punch holes, I will notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their efforts
to correct this evil.
Rock Hill, S. C.
Dear Sir:
Enclosed you will find a drawing of the
way I make my change over. I have been
intending to send it in for some time, and
upon reading Mr. A. F. G.'s piece in the
projection department, I was prompted to
do so, and if you think that any one can
be benefited by your publishing it, it will
certainly please me if you use it.
Referring to Mr. A. F. G.'s letter about
going after things that projectionists want,
we being 1,800 strong, I would like to suggest that we make a move to have all pictures sent out on 2,000 ft. reels, and do
away with the 1,000 ft. reels. If this plan
was ever carried out it would mean much
to the projectionist, as well as the film

CNHNGE

companies, as only half as many leaders
to a picture would be required. In other
ways it has advantages over the 1,000 ft.
reel.
Hoping to hear further on this subject,
I am
Yours truly,
Robert E. Bryant,
N. A. M. L. No. 907.
Dear Editor — It has been some time since
I have written to you, but I have to now
as I want some advice. Before the afternoon show every day I find that my lenses
are out of focus. I am sure no one gets
in to touch them, so the only thing I can
figure out is that they must be loose. I
have remedied that, but still find my

OVER 'SC*F<V)£

, S,c. ^
Machine No. 2 is running and is at the end of the reel. Projectionist fires the lamphousc
No. 1. starts the machine, catches the screw eye A and gives a jerk. This cuts the light off
from No. 2 and at the same time tlvrows the light on No. 1, thereby making a good change

Blank for New
Member's Name
Home Address
Theatre
Name and Address of Theatre Manager.

League Members

Robert Spedder,
West Philadelphia Projectionist

Herman's Play House, Kutztown, Pa
Dear Sir: — Following your advice
am sending you some dope for the diso
sions column of the X. A. M. L. Prinl
if you think that it is worth it.
When I was reading the News of (
tober 29 the first thing that really
tracted my attention was the article b;
brother member of the N. A. M. L., 1
Andrew Compton.
I wish to congra
late Mr. Compton upon the suggestk
he made, as I think that it is a sple»;
idea to tell each other through the disc
sions column about our difficulties a
about the things we have worked out
our own good.
I am positive that I would not h
had courage enough to send in my d[<
had not Brother Compton started I
wheel rolling. Although my article ip
not relate to any of the questions as)
by Mr. Compton, it certainly does rd
to the N. A. M. L. While running
Goldwyn
several daysproduction,
ago, I came" The
across Penali
twcr
seven misframes, which beats anyth
that I have ever run by a big percent;
As this is such an unusual happenii^H
me at least, I wondered if it has everb
beaten — and I am asking if any brot
member of the N. A. M. L. can beat 1
record. William A. Romer,
N. A. M. L., No. 139
(Continued on page 2596)
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COPIES

FREE

Diagram
showThe
of MAJOR-LITE
ing ftareback
SCREENuse PAINTS
on screens
by
metassures you of certain fine caused
or reflectiveallicsurfaces
results not obtainable with
any
other
screen
or
screen
mixture.

TWO
Melodious

1 WANT

MY

Themes

WHEN
SWEETHEARTS

MAMMY

WALTZ
BALLAD
By Louis

BALLAD

Breau

By Cal DeVoll

701 Seventh
BELWIN
INCORPORATED

New

York,

Ave.
N. Y.

MAJOR-LITE SCREEN PAINT
They
keep
the picturewhen
on the
that is,angles.
there isAny
no fade-out
or loss of brilliancy
seen screen
from —various
theatregoer
knows
that
side
seats
are
never
as
good
as
center
ones —
MAJOR-LITE SCREEN PAINTS abolish this prejudice.
They
eliminate
eyestrain
causeddistribute
by flareback
screen also
or other
reflective
surfaces,
light from
evenly,metallic
giving
both high lights and shadows their proper emphasis — and make
every detail distinct.
Major-Lite Halftone
— (Velvet Surface)
Made in Paints
two shades:
WHITE HALFTONE—
—GOLD HALFTONE
$8.50 per gallon
Major-Lite Hightone
— {Glazed Surface)
Made inPaints
two shades:
WHITE HIGHTONE—
—GOLD HIGHTONE
$ 1 O.OO per gallon
Major-Lite Aluminum and Gold Fibre
Refinishing Paints for Refinishing Metallic Surface Screens
. $ 1 O.OO per gallon
Dealers' prices on application
MANUFACTURED BY
S. MAJOR & COMPANY
46 West Broadway
New York City

TELEPHONE
Gold

Fibre Screens

SYSTEMS

FOR THEATRES
A PUSH OF THE BUTTON AND THE CONNECTION IS MADE
THE QUICK WAY TO TALK THINGS OVER

Built by a policy that stands today,
tomorrow and all the time for the best
expression of what human science
knows about projection screens.
Samples and literature upon request
World's Largest Producers^
potion Picture Screens.

INDESTRUCTIBLE INTERCHANGEABLE
LETTER SIGNS
Not Lighted
A necessary equipment for all MOTION PICTURE
THEATRES.
To extend over sidewalk, hang under canopy, or on front of
building.
Looks better than banners; can be read further.
Letters white enamel on blue background.
2 line double face, 32" high, any length up to 12 ft, COMPLETE with 200 LETTERS, $150.00.
2 line single face, 32" high, any length up to 12 ft., COMPLETE
with 100 LETTERS, $100.00.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade.
748 South Wabash Ave.
Chicago, El.

No. 40
S. H.

COUCH
COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS

Inc.

lllToS^ 1 NORFOLK DOWNS, MASS.
Chicago Office, 337 W\ Madison St.
Boston Office, 170 Purchase St.
ESTABLISHED 1894
Sales Agencies In New York, San Francisco, Seattle, Loi Angeles,
St. Louis, Philadelphia, Montreal
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Remade

Bank Now
Theatre

Modern

A novelty in moving picture construction has been accomplished in Springfield, 111., where the old First National
Bank Building, a three-story structure at
Sixth and Washington streets, one of the
most prominent corners of the city, has
been remade into a modern photoplay
house. It is called the New Strand theatre and boasts every convenience to be
found in a newly erected theatre. Gus
and Louis Kerasotes, two exhibitors of
long standing in Springfield, are responsible for the new motion picture house,
which recently was opened to capacity
crowds, with " No Woman Knows," a
Universal-Jewel production as the featured picture.
In remodelling the old bank building,
little was left of the former structure, except the outside walls. A skeleton steel
frame supporting steel girders was put i
inside of the old building, on new foundations. The old walls were anchored to
this, much after the manner of modern
steel building structure. The entire inner
floors and partitions then were removed,
so the auditorium could be formed.
The outside appearance of the building
was done over, the front being done in
polychrome terra cotta, and the entrance
and foyer lined with white marble. The
foyer is decorated in ivory and gold. The
interior of the theatre is done in old gold,
gold leaf, ivory and polychrome.
A $15,000 pipe organ, a typhoon ventilating system, and up-to-date lobbies and
rest rooms also are included in the modern equipment of the new Kerasotes
house. The New Strand is considered
one of the best theatres in Springfield. Its
capacity is 800.

Coming —
Big Story on

Construction Material

Reports Big Business
R. D. Thrash of Dallas, Texas, distributor of
the new Motiograph DcLuxe for the Southwest
territory, is reporting excellent business. He
has just taken an order for twenty-two new
Motiograph DeLuxe Projectors to equip eleven
theatres. He states that the new equipment is
receiving considerable attention in that territory and he expects to have a big run on these
machines for the balance of this year.
Work on Montclair House
A $400,000 theatre, store and office
building is being erected at Bloomfield
avenue and Seymour street, Montclair, N.
J., by H. H. Wellenbrink. The house will
have a seating capacity of 2350. It is expected to be completed by about March 1 .

New

Motiograph De Luxe
Goes Over Big
In a recent interview with O. F. Spahr, the
manager of the Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., he
tells us that in all his career he has never yet
seen a product go over so quickly and so successfully in such a brief period as their new
machine.
Mr. Spahr says it's more like a dream than
anything else. He is actually amazed at the way
the Exhibitors have received the announcement
of the new machine.
The announcement was made in the Motion
Picture News that the new Motiograph DeLuxe
was on the market, and instantly — in only a few
days — it went over in a phenomenal way, he
states.
Many of the largest and finest theatres in
America have already installed the new Motiograph DeLuxe and hundreds of others are fast
falling in line.

Proposed Park theatre building, to be erected at Stamford, Conn., by Rappawan Square
Corp. Plans call for a $432,000 building to seat 1800. Drawn by Eugene De Rosa

Picture

N ewi

Working on Strand,
Schenectady
Rapid progress is being made in the
construction of the Strand theatre in
Schenectady, N. Y., which is being
erected for Max Spiegel and his associates and which, costing in the neighborhood of $250,000, will be completed by
next April. M. Shapiro & Son, of New
York City, well known in motion picture
theatre construction, has the contract.
The work of construction got under way
on September 15, and the walls of the
first floor have now been completed. The
building will be about 100 feet by 170
feet in dimensions, with the main entrance through an arcade which will also
serve Proctor's Arcade theatre adjoining.
The theatre will be of brick and steel
construction. It will be about 40 feet high
to the parapets and 70 feet to the peak of
the roof. The house will have a seating
capacity of approximately 3,000, the interior being a stadium effect quite similar
to theN. Strands
of Brooklyn and Plainfield,
J.
There will be a row of loges in the rear
of the orchestra circle and in front of the
so-called balcony effect. There will also
be one orchestra box at either side of the
colonnade.
The tableau platform will be 20 feet
by 30 feet, the orchestra being located in
a pit directly in front. — GRANT.
Million Dollar Theatre
for Boston
Plans are being made for the construction of a one million dollar theatre and
office building on Washington and
Province streets, Boston, for Gordon &
Shoolman. The building will be built of
brick, stone and concrete and will be
twelve stories high. Mowl & Rand, of
Boston, are the architects.
Start Stamford Theatre
Project
Start on a $432,000 theatre building
project was made several weeks ago wher
a plot was purchased in Stamford. Conn,
by C. William Wurster and E. O. Gordon
of New York City. Buildings on the purchased premises are being removed and 1
theatre and 3-story business building wil
be erected across a 117-foot front.
Eugene De Rosa of New York is th<
architect and Jardin & Q0 are contractors
A fireproof house seating 1800 will b«
erected of steel, concrete, brick and terr:
cotta. The main floor will have 13a
opera chairs, and balcony 500. Ventila I
tion and heating systems will be of at j
effective type, and comfort room facilitie
will be of the best.
The theatre, which will be called thPark, will be located at South Street anc
Boston Post Road. The project is beinj
handled by the Rippowam Square Corpor
ation. The entire structure is schedule*
to be completed in six months.
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Write for interesting literature.

BROOKLYN'S NEWEST THEATRE
ACCOMMODATING 3,500

RAVEN

Lens

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
New York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco London
Leading American Makers of Photographic Lenses, microscopes, Projection Apparatus (Balopticons), Ophthalmic Lenses and Instruments,
Photo-Micrographic Apparatus, Range Finders and Gun Sights for
Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Stereo-Prism Binoculars, Magnifiers and other High-Grade Optical Products.

CORPORATION

One Hundred Sixty-Five Broadway, New York

This pipe organ has in truth made possible a new
era of music for the medium and smaller sized
theatre.
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED OWNER.
{Write for Literature)

TheNewEraOrgan
THE
MARR
& COLTON
COMPANY,
Inc.
Also Builders of Famous Marr & Colton
It's
It's
It's
It's

Noiseless.
Positive.
Foolproof.
Economical.

It's Creating Satisfied
Customers Throughout the United States.
Let us send
few the
of
names of a you
them.
You can't moveVallen
a curtain
evenly Curtain
by hand Machine.
like you can with the
Automatic
You need a proper track whether you have a machine or not.
We make the proper track.
E. J. Vallen Electrical Co.
85 So. Canal St.
Akron, Ohio

1044 CAMP ST., NEW

ORLEANS. LA.

WARSAW,
Concert

N. Y.

Organ

WE

OFFER

USED EQUIPMENT
Powers 6A Motor Drive Projectors &
1175.00 each
Powers 6B Motor Drive Projectors
Latest
Hallbergtype20th@
Century Generator 220 Volt 2 phase 70 860.00 "
amp. @20th Century
.'
Hallberg
Generator 220 Volt Single phase 265.00
70 amp. Old@
Hallberg
Type Generator 220 Volt 60 cycle single $16.00
phase 60 amp. @
225.00
Simplex
perfectGenerator
condition 110@
General Projector
Electric Motor
or 220 Volt 60 276.00
cycle single phase, list price $920.00; guaranteed like
new the
for same
1 year;time
capacity 100 amp. for 2-50 amp. lamps 650.00
at
3 New Callle Ticket Choppers, white enameled top and
baseMahogany
mahogany Ticket
finish list
at $100.00,
our price
3 New
Boxes,
white enamel
top and 75.00 "
base, list at $75.00 each, our price
66.00 "
Prices quoted are F. O. B. New York City and subject to prior gale.
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue
6th Floor New York City, N. Y.

10
2
1
1
1
11

255 NO. 13 - ST., PHILADELPHIA

PA.

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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PLASTIC

RELIEF ORNAMENTS
AND

ORNAMENTAL

LIGHTING FIXTURES

i. JiyT/TPsX^LTi Write for our new
^^^^^^^^^^5
MWJwA
dUM
V "7
--rl_. 1

ornamental Catalogue
Na 2' showin« over
1200 designs of Plastic Relief Ornaments.

LET US ESTIMATE ON YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
A-l WORKMANSHIP AND SERVICE, AT PRICES THAT ARE
RIGHT
©lp> National piasttr &Hu>f
(Eomoang
330 MAIN ST.
CINCINNATI

OHIO

LATEST ACHIEVEMENT
In Ticket Selling Machines
TflE HEW 1922 HUTOHIHTICKET REGISTER
Send for prices and fall particulars.
AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORPORATION
1788 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

N. A. M. L. Forum
{Continued from page 2592 J

Shea's Opera House, Jamestown, N. Y.
Dear Editor — As an old member of the
N. A. M. L., No. 888, I wish to inform
you of my change of address. Previously it was Bradford, Pa., at present it is
618 Murray avenue, Jamestown, N. Y.
For the past two years while operating
in this house I worked for the keeping of
films in good condition but the exchanges
seem to offer no co-operation at all. I
mailed film clippings bearing punch
marks, paper stickers and scratch marks
and misframes to the exchange managers
in order to call their attention to the conditions, but it all seemed useless.
An operator who damages a film in any
respect is not fit to be placed in a blackshop, let alone
a projection
He is a smith's
detriment
to the
trade. Forroom.
the
love of me I can't understand how managers can tolerate work showing punch
marks, scratch marks and misframes. He
is either sleeping or is so ignorant that he
doesn't know the difference.
Boys, you can bank on this, that a manager who demands results upon the
screen is making you a skilful projectionist, and is willing to pay well for the
results he obtains.
What seems to be the matter with the
projection department of this paper? I
haven't seen any important items or drawing for some time? Why not start a series of questions on some technical
points? Yours for success,
Stephen S. Karkula,
N. A. M. L., No. 888.
Fine ! Shoot in your questions. We
are making arrangements for a number
of technical articles with drawings, which

Picture

X c

TICKET
CHOPPERS
We have 3 Ticket Choppers slightly shop
worn but which have never been used.
are of the most modern type choppers They
ever
produced. They have all of the features
of a good chopper with a great many improvements.
The price of these is $00.00 each, one of
the best bargains
offered. Descriptive
circular sent uponever
request. These Ticket
Choppers are guaranteed to be new and of
the finest finish. Mahogany with white
enamel and nickel trimmings.
STERN METAL WORKS
1006 Vine St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

INCREASED
SALARY
DON'T BE AN ORDINARY OFFICE
GIRL ALL YOI R LIFE
OUR SYSTEM ELIMINATES UNNECESSARY FIGURING. YOU WILL BE MORE
EFFICIENT AND EFFICIENCY MEANS
LARGER SALARY
PRICE
BERLING
Box 635

$1.00

MATH SYSTEM
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22164 Moving Picture by States, per M. $5.00
1219 Film Exchanges, for List
7. SO
196 Manufacturers and Studios
3.50
419 Machine and Supply Dealers 4.00
3674 Legitimate
Theatres U. S. and 25.00
Canada
810 Vaudeville Theatres
7.50
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street Chicago

will beEd.of interest 'to projectionists. —
Tech.

You Need a
TRANSVERTER
The Motor-Generator
that produces perfect
arc for Picture Projection.
You can make a perfect dis.
solre with two-arc Transterter
The Hertner Electric Co.
1908 West 114th St.. Cleveland. 0.
Exclusive Canadian Distributors
PERKINS ELECTRIC CO.
Head Office :
Montreal. Can.

Liberty Theatre, Colorado Springs, Col.
Dear Ed:
I sure do want to see your discussions column
be a success. All projectionists have some little
ideas by which they improve their work, and I
am sUre they can help others by passing them
along.
I have a few time savers which I will send
you later as I am going on a vacation which
the manager has given me. Am enclosing an
application blank.
Yours truly,
Charles L. Dynes.
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated of
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as te
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in oar list last year. Its u«e
Beans a saving of from 20 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone, Bryan! 8I3S New York
Ad4reiting
Printing

MOVING
PICTURE MACHINES
REBUILT GUARANTEED
Powers 6 A Motor Drive
Powers 6A Hand Drive
$(90.00
170.00
Powers 6 Hand Drive
135.00
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
228 Union Avenue
Memphis, Tenn.

Instead of Dipped Lamps
Infinitely Retter, More Lasting R
andE Cheaper
Long LO
Run
'freinethe Cg
US
Made of Natural Ctlerd Blewu Glasi
Do Not Fade or Wear Out
wiw.LSp? REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
2650 W. Congress St. Chicago, ID
THEATRE MANAGERS ATTENTION
Whenor Inwrite
need of first class organists or piano soloists,
call
CHICAGO MUSICAL SERVICE BUREAU
Specializing
in Organists
and Pianists for Motion
Picture Theatres
only.
We
have
the
largest
list
of
high class experienced
jrganists in the country.
20 East Jackson Bird., CHICAGO
Phone Walath Stit
REDUCE BREAKAGE
By Installing
PARAMOUNT CONDENSER LENS
Write to
PARAMOUNT LENS CORP, 205* Fskos Si, Braskly*. N. T.
PHONE BRYANT 3605
M
UNIQUE SLIDE CO
MCJU1
Quality AVE
Lantern
^-^-^ Highest
717 SEVENTH
.NEW Slides
YORK

s
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IDEAL

1921

SCREEN

ILLUMINATION
ASSURED
IF YOU COMBINE
HALLBERG MOTOR GENERATORS
With
HALLBERG CONTINUOUS FEED ARC CONTROLLERS
Write today giving (a) line voltage (6) phase (c) cycles (d) size of
screen (e) length of throw (/) style and make of lamp on projector.
Ask for Bulletins 203N and 204N.
BRANCHES IN ALL LARGE CITIES

United

Theatre

H. T. EDWARDS
Pres. and Treas.

25 WEST

Equipment
Corporation
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
45th ST., NEW YORK CITY

COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY
form SUPERIOR QUALITY.

BAY

Positive - RAW
production. Uni-

Manufactured

SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring SCIENTIFIC knowledge,
we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire

Laboratories,

by BAY STATE
Sharon, Mass.
Distributors:

- Negative
FILM

CO.

BRENKERT
MAKE
PRODUCTS
EMBRACE ALL FEATURES THAT ARE NEW
In Spot Flood Lamps and Frojection Equipment
Write for Bulletin No. 14

Let the theatre

\/ENTILATIN5

STOCK

FILM

Bay State Film Sales Company, Inc.
Room 1114
Phones: Bryant
220 West 42nd St.
6808
Made in America
„
p.

Inc.

723 Seventh Ave., New York City
Bryant 6437
•
Cor. 48th Street

1 1 r atikI f
HEATING

STATE

BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION
DETROIT

ventilation
specialists
tell vou how —
Send Today for
Booklet 7

CO., INC.
MICH.

THIS
LABEL

AiPNSPPn <:i?r;L!NS system . * c.
I4r6 BRWDWAy
Mew yc?KK., rt.v

^Bass Camera
CHICAGO -U. S. A.

Company®
NO.BCSI

In your
picture and
camera
means that
the world's
motion picture apparatus corporation
and
the most motion
authoritative
trustworthy
individual
stand most
behindreliable
its quality.
F
BASS
CAMERA
COMPANY,
109
N0. jiwbom
Chicago, Illinois Dept ill
P. S. Get our catalogue
No. S Sr.,
at once

Projectionist: —
See

FOR

THE
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

page

BETTER

FOTO
THE
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MUSIC

PLAYER

AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, ILL.
.

* GATE AVENUE
109 GOLDEN
i
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Strauss
to
Tour
States
Famous Composer Arrives in New
York;
First
Visit
Since 1904
It must be remembered that Dr. Strauss's
RICHARD STRAUSS recently arrived in
America for his first visit since 1904 and other new opera, "Ariadne
auf Naxos," which
naturally the music critics rushed to his has yet to be heard
in America, is scored for
hotel immediately for an interview.
an even smaller orchestra of only thirty-five
Many of the questions which were flung at pieces, and for an intimate type of theatre.
him, contained such musical meaning as can be
Of art abroad, post-war and post-impressionistic, Dr. Strauss could be got to speak only
found in an earnest discussion of the quality
charilty.
of German beer and others were so high brow
as to incite a discourse on the innermost mean"There is just as much art being produced
ing of Dr. Strauss' tone poems. Besides
as ever in Europe— but I have not been able
answering the critic's questions Dr. Strauss also to detect the direction of it. I fear, in fact,
talked at some length about himself, his friend,
that it has none. No, I have no faith in the
so-called
national schools. Inevitably, there are
Hans
von
'Buelow,
of
his
own
favorite
works,
etc.
national influences in the music of France, RusOf the programmatic material which accomsia and modern Italy. But self-conscious
panies his " Death and Transfiguration " Dr. schools? Was there a Beethoven school?
Strauss had this to tell : That he did not, as There can be no such things as schools in music.
has been often reported, compose the music and
Only talents.
then tack a literary turn upon it. He had him" Talent is not necessarily genius. A genius
self written a scenario of the music's intentions
must have talent. One cannot demand the conbefore all else. Then he had composed accordverse to be true. Von Buelow used to say that
ing to the scenario. When the music was comSchumann began as a genius and ended as a
plete his friend, Alexander Ritter had been
inspired to incorporate the scenario in a poem.
Dr. Strauss is to be in America for two
" Every work I have written," he declared
months,
he said. During that time he will contalent."
soberly, curtly, " is out of my own life. I have
duct forty-two concerts, travelling as far West
never composed anything which is not subjecas Kansas City.
tive."
The so-called favorite questions were
sprinkled into the conversation at every opportunity. Dr. Strauss answered them all without
Franklin's Music Predichesitation and in as good spirit as he were
tions Being Realized
hearing them for the first time.

He spoke, too, of his new opera, " Intermezzo," one of the two acts of which he has
just completed. " It is an opera in a novel style,
written for an orchestra of only forty-five
pieces, on a tragic-comic episode from my own
life. I wrote it this past summer in the
Austrian Alps. I tried to express in it what I
feel all art should express in these days of
omnipresent tragedy — a lighter, a merrier
mood."

News

Picture

Dr.

"My favorite composer? Mozart. It is hard
to choose — but Mozart. Remember what Rossini said when they asked him the same question: 'Beethoven is the greatest, but Mozart is
the only one ! '
"The greatest of my own songs? ' Traum
durch die Daemmerung.' I wrote it in five
minutes. My wife had asked me to come out
for a walk. I was waiting for her to change
her dress. I lingered at the piano. The theme
came to me ' Taum durch die Daemmerung.'
"My tone poems? Which is the greatest of
these? My favorite? I can only choose those
which I consider most characteristic, which I
love the most because they have meant the most
to me, express my life most dearly. ' Zarathustra,' ' Don Quixote ' and the ' Domestica '
symphoriy. These three I would choose."
Asked of his newer works, Dr. Strauss
divulged a fact which his own native land has
yet to learn. It is that he has just finished
sketching a new ballet, " Schlagobers " — which,
in good Viennese, means no more nor less than
" Whipped Cream." He has written his* own
libretto to it; has set its two scenes in the
kitchen and restaurant of a Viennese pastry
shop, where children come to feast and celebrate
their first religious confirmation.

Picture

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN, managing director of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, is making good his promise made a few years ago in
a story published in Motion Picture News that
it would not be long before the best directors
and soloists in the land would be appearing in
the picture theatres of the country.
For the past several weeks Creatore has been
conducting the big symphony orchestra at the
Hippodrome with unusual success and enthusiastic reception from audiences. In a few weeks
Victor Herbert is coming to Buffalo as guest
conductor of the orchestra.
Every week some well known soloist appears
on the Hippodrome stage and the musical part
of the bill has come to be one of the most entertaining units of the program. In his story a
few years ago Mr. Franklin also mentioned the
possibility of such soloists as Mischa Elman,
Kreisler, McCormack and others appearing in
the larger picture theatres. It will be interesting
to see how long a period elapses before this
prediction comes true. It really was realized
several months ago when the late David Bispham
appeared at the Capitol theatre, New York.
Mr. Herbert, following his current engagements at the New York and Brooklyn Mark
Strand theatres and his recent appearance at the
Rialto theatre. Washington, will go to Buffalo
for his Hippodrome engagement. Elaborate
preparations are being made for his visit.
Creatore is now on a leave of absence from
the Hippodrome, taking a short tour with his
band. In the interim Harry Wallace, formerly
conductor of Shea's Criterion orchestra, is
wielding the baton at the Hippodrome.

TIT ILLIA.M!&.
Goldman, ^CC
managing director
G?S
T of
▼V the Missouri Theatre,
St. Louis, has
recently demonstrated how the musical events
of a city
ture house.may be capitalized by the motion picSt. Louis has a municipal open-air amphitheatre which is the cynosure of all musical
eyes, because during the summer months the
city produces a series of light operas which has
attracted favorable comment from critics
throughout America. Ask a St. Louisan about
his city and the first thing he will mention is
the Municipal Opera with its 10,000 seats, its
cast of 150 prominent singers and chorus, its
stage of 325 feet in width and natural trees, etc
So anything that smacks or savors of the
Municipal Opera is due for success and public
favor. Hundreds and hundreds of columns of
newspaper criticism and comment has been
afforded it, and Goldman perceived a possibility
of cashing in on its tremendous advertising
values.
Accordingly, with the aid of Stage Director
Charles Dahl and Cast Director Grant Kimbel,
Goldman planned a general revue of the season
of opera which concluded the previous week.
The Mayor of St. Louis, Henry W. Kiel, was
invited and responded to the invitation of
addressing the opening night audience, large
advertisements were used in the four daily
newspapers, and the crowds came.
This year the operas last eight weeks, having
changed each week. Among those presented
were Sari, Chimes of Normandy, Fra Diavolo,
Chocolate Soldier, Pirates of Penzance, San
Toy, Beggar Student, and The Fortune Tellers.
So with a large cast of singers, many of whom
had actually participated in the municipal
affair, a short revue of the most popular melodies from each opera was offered the Missouri
patrons. With each opera revue, scenes were
changed, the entire production lasting 45
minutes. The applause which followed each
selection was sufficient proof of its success.
The tremendous approval on the part of the
audience during the fourth night of the showing was so sincere in its length and staunchness, that Goldman ordered the entire revue to
be resung. It went over big.

Twenty-Fifth Maine Musical Festival Held
THEMaineSilver
annual)on
Music Jubilee
Festival (twenty-fifth
opened in Bangor
October 6 and continued in that city October
7 and 8, and in Portland, October 10, 11 and 12
(five concerts in each city), under William
Rogers Chapman, director-in-chief, who this
season completed twenty-five years of distinguished service in behalf of the musical and cultural life of Maine. He was assisted by about
fifty men from the New York Philharmonic Society and a chorus of 600 voices, in each city.
The soloists were Rosa Fonselle, prima donna
soprano, Metropolitan Opera Company; Charles
Marshall, tenor, Chicago Opera Association;
Helen Yorke, soprano; Phoebe Crosby, soprano;
Mildred Bryars, contralto ; Francesco BoccaFusco, tenor; Fernando Guarneri, baritone;
Ernest J. Hill, tenor; Raymond Otis Hunter,
baritone ; Attlilio Marchetti, oboe. The concerts
were the same in each city.
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" Screen Snapshots " No. 12
(Federated)
HERE is a one-reel that will fill in nicely any
program. It is not only interesting from
the point of view of screen personalities, but is
well photographed and captioned.
First to appear is Vivian Martin, who comes
down the steps of her residence and hurriedly
enters a taxi, with orders to drive to the theatre. It appears she is late. Stopped by the
traffic policeman, she explains and is given a
right of way. Taxi man takes advantage of
her frame of mind, and a nap while her show
is on; tells Miss Martin she did not dismiss
him, which costs her $20.
Then comes Norma Talmadge, at her home,
where Harrison Ford and Mae Murray are
among guests for a week end. Shots are all
exteriors. Norma builds a camp fire and proves
she is something of a cook.
Follows Constance Binney playing opposite
Wallace Reid, the scenes being those actually
being taken for a picture, in the studio.
Wesley Barry visits Babe Ruth and both
look pleased about it, while at the end we find
Charles Murray, famed Mack Sennett comedian,
playing solitaire. His facial expressions are
characteristic, especially when he tries to cheat
himself, and looks to see if anyone is looking.
—LILLIAN R. GALE.
"Texas of the Mounted"
(Texas Guinan Productions — State
Rights)
TEXAS GUINAN, the female Bill Hart,
dons the uniform of the Royal Northwest
Mounted in this two-reeler, and it can be said
without fear of contradiction that she does
full justice with the role of the intrepid minion
of the law. Miss Guinan is not the cringing,
clinging-ivy type of woman. Such a type would
make her appear miscast. It is in the representation of the she-woman that she scores and
" Texas of the Mounted " permits her to carry
herself with her customary abandon. If the
story is of a familiar design, its obviousness
will be forgotten in the bristling incident which
marks the story from beginning to end.
The star plays a dual role, that of twin
brother and sister. As the brother she is killed
by a vengeful outlaw, and to exact full payment
for his death she dons his uniform determined
to get her man. The Royal Mounted never fail
to get their men. Never ! She surprises him
in a he-man fight with another member of the
Mounted and comes to the rescue with the
ferocity of a tigress. Miss Guinan is so earnest,
30 sincere, in her characterization that she always excites interest. It is a picture which
noves with creditable tempo and flashes a line of
iction indicating a healthy sample of punch. And
igainst this action are the backgrounds of the
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San Jacinto mountains — surely an ideal location for the expression of rugged drama. Certainly the offering is interesting enough to find
a good spot on most any program. — Length 2
reels.— LAURENCE REID.

44 Saving Sister Susie "
( Christie Comedy — Two Reels — Released
Through Educational Exchanges, Inc.)
HERE is another Christie which will afford
satisfactory entertainment as delicious
comedy relief on any program. It is a " situation comedy," but this does not mean that its
action is not fast-moving. It is simply rapidfire comedy action arising from a reasonably
sensible story. The players are Dorothy Devore,
Earl Rodney, Eugenie Forde and Katherine
Lewis.
The story concerns two sisters, the younger
of whom is sufficiently attractive to steal the
other's admirers. To stop this pirating, mother
and elder sister conceive the idea of putting the
baby vamp into rompers, leaving her a baby, but
no longer a vamp. The scheme works well,
but the girl is as attractive as a child as she
was as a young lady, and the young man in the
case is willing to play with dolls in order to
be near her. Her real age is finally discovered,
but when the couple try the elopement act, the
minister orders the child sent back to her
mother. This idea is developed so that a number
of good laughs result, thanks to the gags and
the method with which Dorothy Devore puts
them over.— MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.

44 Torchy a la Cart "
(Produced by Master Films — Released
Reels)
Through Educational Exchanges — Two
SMILES or possibly snickers will be the result
of this Torchy comedy, but seldom a burst
of spontaneous laughter. It is a bit tame from
start to finish, and despite the efforts of Johnny
Hines, never becomes more than mildly amusing. Johnny, freed from his office duties, takes
charge of a lunch room — one of the cart variety.
Tha gags fall thick and fast, but there is no
excuse for them in the story. Potatoes are
mashed by the stump of a wooden leg. And the
sub-titles pun, sometimes pathetically, in an
effort to be funny. Shifting to a higher plane
of society, we see Torchy attending a party. A
mouse enters his trousers leg and he does the
shimmy. This gag is as old as the shimmy itself. For a final thrill an escaped convict enters
the home of the girl in the case and is finally
apprehended by Torchy. This later sequence
has some original and funny gags. — MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.

Pathe)
" Capturing Lions by Aeroplane "
(Major Allen's Wild Animal PicturesAJOR JACK ALLEN has bobbed up again
with another of his thrilling adventures —
this time accomplishing the very novel and daring feat of capturing the king of the jungle
from an aeroplane. The major plants his reason for capturing the lion by showing the animal as a sheep-killer. Thus the spectator is
disarmed for championing the cause of the
jungle beast. The camera caught some excellent shots of the lion with no danger attached
for the photographer and explorer insofar as
the beast is concerned.
It is exceptionally novel, the method of capture. A chain noose is attached to the axle under the wheels and when the plane descends
within the proper distance the lion is caught and
the chains released from the plane. The animal
is prevented from getting away by anchors
secured to the end of the chains. This is a real
novelty with plenty of the Allen punch registering throughout. It may not be quite as thrilling
or dangerous as capturing wild animals in the
customary fashion, but its distinct novelty will
make it appreciated everywhere. —Length 1
red.— LAURENCE REID.
44 Combatting the Elements "
(Kineto Review — One Reel — Released
through National Exchanges)
CHARLES URBAN has managed to collect
some vivid storm scenes which give this
Kineto Review an unusual touch of realism.
There is shown, to start with, the Great Lakes
as they appear when in the grip of a storm, and
then is seen Chicago, helpless before the gale.
Other scenes include a building burning in zero
weather, with the water freezing as it falls upon
the flames; the trans- Atlantic liners as they
appear after a snowy crossing; and some flood
and cyclone scenes, showing the wake of destruction they leave behind them. A sunset on
the harbor — the clearing after the storm — concludes the picture.— MATTHEW A TAYLOR.
44 Breaking Into Broadway "
(Harold Pathe
LloydExchanges,
Reissue — Two
Inc.) Reels —
THAT dianHarold
Lloyd calibre
was always
comeof the highest
is provena by
the
reception accorded this re-issue at the Rialto
in New York. It is, to anyone in the smallest
way familiar with pictures, not a new production, but this did not affect its welcome. Perhaps its gags are not as funny or as continuous as in this star's latest productions, but
they are funny. In fact this comedy is the
equal ofTHEW many
present-day comedies. — MATA. TAYLOR.
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RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by
Months in which Released in order that the
Exhibitor may have a short-cut toward such
information as he may need. Short subject and
comedy releases, as well as information on pictures that are coming will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)
Ullllllllllllll
APRIL
Feature
Distributed By Length Reviewed
Star
5,533 ft.. ...... ...
Conway Tearle Selznick
Bucking the Tiger .Special
5,100 ft... April 16
Goldwyn
Cast
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari.
5 reels April 16
Vitagraph
Calhoun
Alice
.
The.
Charming Deceiver,
Famous Players 5 reels AP™' 1616
City of Silent Men Thos. Meighan Universal
reels April
5
Myers
Carmel
Dangerous Moment
10 reels.. April 30
Henry Porten Famous Players 4,506
Deception
ft... April 30
Universal
Walton
Gladys
Desperate Youth
Diana of Star Hollow. . .Bernard Durning. . .Prod. Security— S. R.6 reels. . .April 23
R
S.
—
Horowitz
Joe
Special Cast
Destiny
Dollars aandYear
9
Man Roscoe Arbuckle. .. Famous Players 5 reels April
Dollar
5 reels April 9
Ducks and Drakes Bebe Daniels Realart
16
..April
.
reels.
R...5
S.
—
Pic.
Plym'th
Davenport. Universal
Problem .Dorothy
Every
4,400 ft. .. April 9
Harry Carey
Out, The
FreezeWoman's
reels April 16
Ghost in the Garret Dorothy Gish Famous Players 55,420
ft.........
First National
Girl in the Taxi, The... Carter De Haven.. . Famous
Players 5 reels. . ..April 16
Arthur Bourchier.
Great Day, The
. ..April 16
reels.
5
Fox
Tom Mix
Hands Off
6 reels April 16
Catherine Calvert. . Vitagraph
Heart of Maryland .Alice
5 reels April 16
Joyce Vitagraph
Her Lord and Master.
ft. . .April 2
National 56,100
Lionel Barrymore. . First
Jim the Penman
reels. . .April 2
Pearl White Fox
Know Your Men
April 16
reels
5
Realart
Mary Miles Minter.
Little Clown, The
Mildred Harris First National 5 reels May 28
Old Dad
2
..April
.
reels.
6
Partners of the Tide lack Perrin Pathe
Passion Flower, The Norma Talmadge. .First National 6,700 ft. . .April 16
April 169
ft.....April
5,500 ft.
Ham'rstein.. Selznick
Marg. Kirby. . Elaine
Poor Dear
4,955
Pauline Frederick. . Goldwyn
of Destiny
Roads
5 reels April 2
Selznick
Conway Tearle .Vitagraph
Society Snobs
5 reels April 2
Antonio Moreno. .
Three Sevens
6 reels April 16
Herbert Rawlinson. World — S. R
Wakefield Case, The Mabel
5 reels April 23
Goldwyn
...
Normand
Rosa.
to
What Happened
What's a Wife Worth?. .Casson Ferguson. .. Robertson-Cole 5 reels April 23
What's Worth While?. ..Claire Windsor Famous Players 5 reels April 16
What's Your Reputation Worth?
Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
5 reels April 16
MAY
Feature
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Star
5 reels. . .April 23
Big Adventure, The... Breezy Eason Universal
. .April 30
Black Roses
Sessue Hayakawa. . Robertson-Cole .... 6 reels. ...May
5 reels . , . . May 147
Blazing Trail, The
Frank Mayo
Universal
National
First
...
Kirkwocd
James
7 reels.
Bob Hampton of Placer.
Call
Fromthe the
Wild Special
Pacific Film — S. R. .
Call of
Blood
Special Cast
Cast
5
reels. . .May 28
Cheated Love
Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels. . .May 28
Closed Doors
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
.May 21
56 reels.
Coincidence
Special Cast Metro
reels . .. .May 28
William Russell. .. Fox
Colorado Pluck
Childers. .. First National 6,244 ft.
Naomi
Courage
Divorce of Convenience. Owen Moore Selznick
5,000 ft.
Don't
Leave Your Hus- William Desmond .. Federated Film
..May 7
band
Special Cast United Artists 96,200
reels.ft.. .April 23
Dream Street
66 reels.
.April 16
Creighton Hale. ... Wistaria — S. R
Love
Forbidden
reels . .. ..April
2
Garden of Resurrection. Special Cast Pathe
.May
2121
Selznick
...
O'Brien
Eugene
Lies
5,500
ft.
Gilded
.
.
May
6
reels.
.
le
Rcbertson-Co
.
.
Rosemary Theby
Good Women
. , .April 30
and Masks Elinor Field Federated Film 55 reels.
Hearts
reels . . . .May 14
... Goldwyn
Madge Kennedy
The. .... William
Bidder,Sacrifice
Highest
Farnum...Fox
His Greatest
5,200 ft.. . .May
. May 14
14
Douglas MacLean . Famous Players 55 reels.
Home Stretch
reels. . .May 21
....
House That Jazz Built.. Wanda Hawley Realart
.May
6
reels.
.
Glaum Associated Prod.... 5 reels. . . .May 147
Louise Williams
IIt Am
Can Guilty
Be Done
Earle
Vitagraph
.5 reels. . . .April
.May 307
Shirley Mason Fox
Lamplighter, The
5 reels.
. . '.May
Lavender and Old Lace . Marguerite Snow . . Hodkinson
.5
reels.
..May
217
Claire Adams Pathe
The Tom
Lure ofin Egypt,
Made
Heaven
Moore Goldwyn
5 reels. . .April 30
Constance Binney. Realart . ... 5 reels. . . . May 14
Magic Cup, The
Miracles of Manhattan .. E. Hammerstein ... Selznick
reels ft.. . .April 30
Graphic Films — S. R 95,000
Vivian Martin
Eternal Miriam
Mother The
Cooper .... First National 7.806 ft. .April 23
Oath,
Irving Cummings . . Prod. Security — S. R 5 reels. . . May 7
On the Trail
Peck's Bad Boy
Jackie
Ccogan First
reels. .. .April
Proxies
Jack Crosby
FamousNational
Players 55 reels.
.April 23
30
Metro
Viola Dana
Puppets of Fate
10 reels. .April 23
Betty Blythe Fox
Queen of Sheba
.May
14
7
reels.
.
Priscilla Dean Universal
Reputation
, May 14
Robertson-Cole 86 reels.
....
Barnes
T.
Roy
Lawyer
My
See
reels.
.
.April
9
Sentimental Tommy Gareth Hughes Famous Players
5 reels.
. . May 7
Seven
Years'
Bad
Luck.Thelma
Percy
Robertson-Cole
6
reels
.
.
Fox
.April
30
Clyde Cook
Skirts
. .April 30
First National 55 reels.
John Bowers Fox
Sky Pilot, The
reels.
. .April
.May 307
Eileen Percy
The
Tomboy,
5
reels.
Traveling Salesman Roscoe Arbuckle. .Famous Players 6 reels. .,
Metro
.April 30
Alice Lake
Uncharted Seas

Feature
Star
Wallop, The
Harry Carey
Wild Goose, The
Mary McLaren. ...
Wolves of the North. .. Herbert Hey es ....

Distributed By
Universal
Famous Players
Universal

Length Reviewed
5 reels . . . . May 14
5 reels. ... May 21
5 reels . . . . May 21

Feature
Star JUNE Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Beach of Dreams Edith Storey Robertson-Cole 5 reels. .. June 11
Beautiful Gambler
Special Cast
Universal
5 reels. .. .June 11
Beyond Price
Pearl White
Fox
5 reels. . ..May 21
Big Town Ideas Eileen Percy
Fox
5 reels. . ..May 28
Black Will
Panther's
Cub. ... Will
Florence
Reed Goldwyn
Equity Pic. — S. R....75 reels
reels. .. .June
11
Boys
Be Boys
Rogers
May 28
Butterfly Girl, The Marjorie Daw Pathe
5 reels. . ..June 4
Charge It
Clara Kim. Young. Equity Pic.-S. R. 6,900 ft. . .June 11
Cold Steel
Special Cast Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..June 4
Fighting Lover, The.... Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels. . ..June 18
Fine Feathers
Special Cast Metro
6 reels. . ..June 25
Get Your Man
Buck Jones Fox
5 reels. .. .June 4
Girl fromBlood
Nowhere, The. Elaine
Ham'rstein. .Selznick
Gypsy
Poli Negri
First National 56 reels
reels ... .May 21
Heart Line, The
Leah Baird Pathe
6 reels. . ..June 4
Home Stuff
Viola Dana
Metro
5 reels. . ..June 18
Idols of the North Dorothy Dalton .... Famous Players 5 reels. . ..May 28
If Women Only Knew.. Robert Gordon Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..June 4
Keeping Up With Lizzie. Enid Bennett Hodkinson
5 reels.. ..May 21
King Queen Joker Sydney Chaplin. .. .Famous Players 5 reels. . ..June 11
Kiss in Time. A
Wanda Hawley Realart
5 reels ... .June 25
Last Card, The
May Allison Metro
5 reels. .. .June 4
Lessons
in
Love
Constance
T'lmdge.
First
National
5 reels. .... ..June
18
Live
Let Live
Harriet Nagel
Hammond. Robertson-Cole
Lost and
Romance,
The Conrad
Famous Players 67 reels
reels.... .June
May 284
Love's Penalty
Hope Hampton First National 5 reels. . ..June 4
Lure ofof the
the Orient,
Special Cast
Cast Hodkinson
Aywon Film — S. R...66 reels.
reels.. . ..May
..May 28
28
Man
ForestThe. Special
Man Tamer, The
Gladys Walton. ... Universal
5 reels. . ..June 4
Message from Mars Bert Lytell Metro
5 reels. . ..June 18
Mother Heart, The Shirley Mason Fox
5 reels. . ..June 18
Mother
O'
Mine
Betty
Blythe
Associated
Prod
reels. ... ..June
One a Minute
Douglas MacLean. ..Famous Players 57 reels.
.June 1818
Private Scandal, A
May McAvoy Realart
5 reels. . ..June 25
Rider of the King Log. .Frank Sheridan Pathe
7 reels... .May 28
Ridin'
55 reels.
Road toRomeo
London, The... Tom
BryantMix
Washburn... Fox
Pathe
reels. .. ..June
..June 1111
Sacred and Profane Love. Elsie Ferguson Famous Players 5 reels. . . April 30
Salvage
Pauline Frederick. .Robertson-Cole 5 reels. . ..May 28
Scarab Rine. The Alice Joyce Vitagraph
5 reels. . ..June 4
Scrambled Wives Marguerite Clark. .. First National 6 reels ... .June 4
Scrap Iron
Chas. Ray
First National 5 reels. .. .June 11
Sham
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5 reels ... .May 28
Sheltered Daughters Justine Johnston. . .Realart
5 reels. .. .May 28
Silver Car, The
Earle Williams Vitagraph
6 reels. .. .June 4
Snow Blind
Russell Simpson. .. Goldwyn
6 reels. .. .June <
Straight from Paris Clara Kim. Young. Equity Pic. — S. R. . . 6 reels ... July 23
Ten Dollar Raise, The. . Peter B. Kyne Associated Prod 6 reels. . ..May 21
Too Much Speed Wallace Reid Famous Players 5 reels. . . June 18
Two Weeks With Pay. . .Bebe Daniels Realart
5 reels June 4
Two Wise Wives Louise Calhern. ... Famous Players 6 reels. . .June 4
Voice in the Dark, The.. Ramsey Wallace. .. Goldwyn
5 reels... June 18
Whistle, The
William S. Hart. .. Famous Players 5 reels April 9
White and Unmarried. . .Thos. Meighan Famous Players 5 reels. .. June 11
Wise Fool, A
James Kirkwood ... Famous Players 6 reels. . .June 11
Worn. God Changed, The. Seena Owen
Famous Players 6 reels June 4
Feature
Distributed By
Star JULY
Appearances
Special Cast
Famous Players .... Length
5336 ft . . Reviewed
Behind Masks
Dorothy Dalton ... Famous Players. ... 5 reels. .
Big
Round Up... Tom
Fox
5 reels..
BrokenTownDoll
Special Mix
Cast Associated Prod .... 5 reels July 2
Bronze Bell, The
Special Cast
Famous
Players
5902
ft..
16
Carnival
Special
United Artists 6 reels.. July
July 16
Children of the Ni<"ht ... William Cast
Russell. .. Fox
5 reels. . June
Closed Doors
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels... July 259
Dangerous Paths Neve Gerber Arrow — S. R
5 reels.. July 9
Desperate Trails Harry Carey Universal
5 reels.. May 289
Devotion
Hazel Dawn
Associated Prod 5 reels.. July
Don't Call Me Little
Girl
Mary M. Minter. .. Realart
5 reels...
Face of the Wcrld Soecial Cast Hodkinson
6 reels... July 9
Foolish Matrons Hobart Bosworth .. Associated Prcd 5 reels.., July 16
Golden Snare
Special Cast
First National
6 reels... July 2
Greater Profit
Edith Storey Robertson-Cole
4200 ft..
Heart to Let
Justine Johnston ... Realart
5249 ft.. .Aug.
July 62
Home Talent
Ben Turpin Associated Prcd 5 reels... July 30
I Am Guilty
Louise Glaum Associated Prcd ^312 ft.. July
.May 2372
July
I Am the Woman
Texas Guinan Victor Kremer-S. R
June 25
Journey's End, The W. (Continued
Standingon page
Hodkinson
7
reels..
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"THE
RIGHT
WAY"
(Producers Security-State Rights)
Tremendously

Effective as Drama, Lesson and
Entertainment
reaches the screen which surges with such
picture
a
ONCE in a while
stark realities and moves with such force and vigor and carrying a
deep lesson that it seems d^tined to find a place in the memory
long after the day of presentation has been forgotten. Such a picture is
"The Right Way." Thomas Mott Osborne, the ex-warden of two prisons,
who, true to his ideals, started a crusade toward prison reform which had
for its purpose the moulding of character and giving the prisoners a chance
to find themselves, has conceived a story which is rich in stark realism, but
which palpitates with the truth— although this truth hurts, the way it is
unfolded. He is carrying on his ideals here in a manner which will be appreciated byeveryone fortunate enough to see this remarkable slice of life.
"The Right Way" carries just enough fiction to give it a dramatic
dressing. For the most part it is the bold, untarnished truth. But aside
from the significant appeal to social reform which it sounds, there is a
crash of dramatic conflict, an array of clashing action which takes a
grip upon the emotions of the spectator. You see how crimpowerful
inals are made here through lack of proper understanding. A young boy
of the slums is sent to reform school because he accidentally broke a
window of a cheap shop. His spirit is broken. He graduates a finished,
and takes up evil associates. It isn't long
of society,
hardenedhe derelict
before
is railroaded
to prison through an attempted burglary, and the
harsh, cruel treatment is unfolded before your eyes.
Osborne tells the truth here. His scenes and details are the real thing.
And for contrast he shows a youngster of the rich, who, possessing a weak
character, finds himself involved in forgery and forced to pay the penally
despite the influence of wealth and society. Mr. Osborne shows these men
buffeted about, scorned, insulted, trailed and punished. And the deep
lesson of humanity burns with a powerful glow. When the humanitarian
who succeeds the brutal warden establishes his new code, the honor system,
the spectator catches the inspiration, the new spirit, that is felt by the
prisoners. The picture doesn't pause for details or for the purpose of emphasizing any point. It proceeds straight to its climax which shows an
innocent man expiring in the electric chair because the governor had refused to entertain the idea that the Mutual Welfare League could spoiisor
his innocence. This is a heavy touch, although softened by a romantic
ending. But the author has not minced matters. He has kept to realities.
The shock of the condemned man paying the supreme penalty will encourage society to think a little deeper in regard to its outcasts. The picture is remarkably well acted and its scenes are mostly authentic. Basil
Dickey, the scenarist, has kept the scenes compact with action and incident,
with all the necessary touches sharply emphasized. The picture has something to say and says it in a manner which cannot be disputed. Truth,
realitx and humanity are stamped all over it. — Length, 7 reels. — Laurence
THE CAST
Rei<l.'
The Father
The Mother
The Rich Boy
The Sweetheart
The
Poor Boy
His Mother
His Sweetheart
His Sister
The Smiler
The New Warden
By Thomas Mott Osborne.
Scenario by Basil Dickey.
Directed by Sidney Olcott.

Edwards Davis
Helen Lindroth
Joseph Marquis
Vivienne Osborne
Sydney
AnnieD'Albrook
Ecleston
Helen Ferguson
Elsie McLeod
Tammany Young
Thomas Brooks

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Now and then a picture comes to town that is able to command more than passing
interest,
in " what
The Right
Way " the
of the
will
be able tobutenjoy
is considered
one patrons
of the film
sensations of the theatre
year. This
photoplay is a master drama of the times and sort of smashes picture traditions
through its authenticity and originality. It shows some remarkably photographed
views of actual life behind prison walls and unfolds a story stark in its realism
and always pulsing with tense drama.
Thomas Mott Osborne, the noted prison reformer, and ex-warden of two prisons,
has fashioned a story here which is certainly a plea to look upon prisoners not
so much as criminals but as victims of misfortune. He offers a narrative which
will stimulate public interest toward the good work of bettering the unfortunates
who are outcasts of society. One sees slum life in all its entirety. And giving
balance to this idea is the manner in which criminals are encouraged through not
giving them the proper encouragement when their characters are being molded.
The picture is finely staged and acted.
PROGRAM READER
A great story of love and prison life. A picture that is as big as life itself. A
film touch of nature that makes the whole world kin. A picture once seen, never
forgotten. A real photodrama of throbbing humanities written by the eminent
Thomas Mott Osborne, who as ex-warden of two prisons, started a crusade toward
prison reform which led to a better treatment and understanding of the convicts.
His story is part fiction, but mostly truth, and he draws life here iust as he has
experienced it in his duty as warden. It is a stark, grim drama of shadows and
sunshine. You experience the sensations, the bleak monotony of life behind prison
walls. And youtheatre
become
a real humanitarian.
See " The Right Way." At the
next
.
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Undeniably a Good Audience Picture
MARION DAVIES and Robert Vignola have turned out a good audience picture in " Enchantment." The star herself carries an interesting part in an interesting and, it is hardly necessary to add,
a fascinating manner, while Mr. Vignola has made a picturesque and
artistic production elaborately and liberally spiced with sets and scenes
certain to be appealing.
The theme is very modern— another advantage. Miss Davies plays a
flapper — a big city flapper whose faults are all very recognizable. She is
conceited; has an exaggerated idea of her own importance and charms;
underestimates the worth of the older generation; is shallow minded and
vain. Care is taken, however, not to take all sympathy away from the
character. She is an innocuous flapper, far more silly than really bad.
Her father conceives an idea to cure her of flapperish tendencies. He persuades ahandsome actor to flirt with her, break her heart, and then breeze
out of her life. Thus will she be left humble and no longer sure of her
irresistible power. Even if the ending is foreseen from this point on, the
interest is stiU the same. One knows as soon as the paternal scheme is
announced, that the actor will himself fall in love.
The development of this romance gives an opportunity to satirize modern
youth in the titles, and permits Miss Davies to give a splendid characterization of a blase, bored-to-death sub-deb, which will be counted by
many as the best work of her career. All the scenes are laid in fashionable restaurants, tea-rooms and studios and are delightful to the eye.
Here follows a sequence which is a credit to Mr. Vignola's direction. It is
a society pageant of " The Sleeping Beauty," with the flapper and the actor
playing the leading roles. It is little needed dramatically, but it has been
so beautifully staged that the production is enhanced by it, and the story is
allowed to slip out of sight unnoticed. When the pageant sequence is over,
the Twentieth Century Cleopatra has been broken down, but the heartbreaker is himself in love. Repentant, he confesses the entire scheme,
and the scene which ensues is tense and dramatic, with Miss Davies giving a highly creditable performance.
One point which should not be overlooked is the fact that the star brings
before the camera an assortment of gowns and coats and hats which will set
every feminine eye in the audience shining with delight. Another asset
is the titles. An audience will be delighted by them. Forrest Stanley supports Miss Davies in a highly satisfactory manner, and Tom Lewis, as the
father, supplys excellent comedy relief. — Length, 6 reels. — Matthew A.
Taylor.
THE CAST
Ethel Hoyt
Marion Davies
Ernest Eddison
Forrest Stanley
Mrs. Hoyt
Edith Shayne
Mr. Hoyt
Tom Lewis
Tommy Corbin
Arthur Rankin
Malia
Corinne Barker
Mrs. Leigh
Maude Turner Gordon
Directed by Robert G. Vignola.
Story by Frank R. Adams.
Scenario by Luther Reed.
Ira H. Moran, cameraman.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
Marion Davies, one of the most beautiful screen stars of today, whose work in
such pictures as Buried Treasure " has raised her to the highest pinnacle of screen
fame, will be seen
in her
latest because
picture, of" Enchantment,"
thehas becometheatre
on
. Miss
Davies,
her beauty and atcharm,
one
of the most famous and popular of all picture actresses.
"
Enchantment,"
which
was
directed
by
Robert
Vignola,
who
has
been
at
helm in the making of previous successes starring Marion Davies, is a story theof
the modern society girl, adapted from a novel by Frank R. Adams. The characterization isremarkably human, and few pictures have so accurately described
the society girl of today. She is spoiled and egotistical, but underneath she is lovHow she
is development
cured " and ofmade
to take a more serious view
of life,able andis charming.
admirably shown
in the
the story.
" Enchantment " will be the feature at the
for
days beginning . The name of Marion Davies in front of the
in
the past has always meant a crowded and well pleased house, and history is expected to repeat itself.
PROGRAMREADER
Beautiful Marion Davies, one of picturedom's favorites, has added another prize
to her collection.
This time
it is a prize picture,
a worthy
of " Buriedat
Treasure."
It is entitled
"Enchantment"
and it will
be the successor
feature attraction
the
theatre on
.
The
theatre offers this feature to its patrons, confident that they will
pronounce it one of the most attractive productions ever made by this star. It is
a story of the modern society girl who is as egotistical and spoiled as Cleopatra.
Everyone, she imagines, is deeply in love with her. She accepts compliments and
invitations as if they were her due. But eventually she is cured. How and why
makes up the bulk of this interesting story — one which holds the interest throughout
every moment. Dramatically strong, the production is also pictorially beautiful.
Director
Vignola,
of thebyscreen's
mostAdams.
capable artists, has seen to this.
The
storyRobert
is adapted
from one
a novel
Frank R.
CATCH LINES
Irresistible Marion Davies in a story of the modern girl. How a flapper was
taught to give up her flapping. How a girl was made to act naturally, and cease
her pretty affectations.
A glorious,
human as story
faultswasand cured.
its virtues. Marion
Davies,
as beautiful
ever, of
in amodern
story ofyouth
how — aitsflapper
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Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Judge Her Not
Pauline Curley Merit Film-S. R 5 reels July 9
Kiss, The
Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels July 9
Land of Hope
Alice Braay
Realart
49o4 It July 9
Live Wires
Edna Murphy Fox
5200 tt July 9
Love Time
Shirley Mason Fox
4800 ft July 23
Mask, The
Hedda Neva
Export-Import-S. R. 6 reels. .. .June 25
Money Maniac, The Special Cast
fathe
5 reels July 30
Over the Wire
Alice Lake
Metro
5 reels July 9
Salvation Nell
Pauline Starke. ... hirst National
5 reels. .. .July 9
Sheriff of Eternal Hope. Jack Hoxie Federated Film
5 reels July 9
Straight From Paris Buck Jones Fox
July 2
Such a Little Queen. .. Constance Binney. Realan
4942 ft . . . J uly \>
Ten Dollar Raise Special Cast Associated Prcd
May 21
Thunder Island Edith Roberts Universal
4279 ft June 25
Unwilling Hero, An Will Rogers Goldwyn
S reels July 23
Where Lights Are Low. Sessue Hayakawa. Robertson Cole ... 5 reels. .. .July 9
Whispering
Shadows
....
Lucy
Cotton
Without
Benefit of
Clergy
Virginia B. Faire. . Pathe
5200 ft July 2
Women Who Wait Special Cast Pathe
5 reels
AUGUST
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Blue Blazes
Lester Cuneo Capital Film — S. R..5 reels
Crazy to Marry
Roscoe Arbuckle. .. Famous Players 4,693 ft... Aug. 13
Arrow Film — S. R
Jack Hoxie
Cyclone
Daughter Bliss
of the Law.. .Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels Aug. 13
Dead or Alive
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film — S. R
God's Country and Law. Special Cast Arrow Film — S. R.. 6 reels..... •
Greater Than Love Louise Glaum Associated Prod 7 reels July 30
Great Moment, The Milton Sills Famous Players 6,372 ft. . .Aug. 6
Her Sturdy Oak
Wanda Hawley Realart
4,590 ft. . .July 31
Life's Darn Funny Viola Dana
Metro
6 reels ■July
Aug. 6
•July
Luring Lips
Gladys Walton Universal
5 reels
Man Trackers, The Geo. Larkin Universal
5 reels
Moon Gold
Special Cast
F. B. Warren 3 reels
30
30
Moonlight and Honey- suckle Mary Miles Minter . Realart
4,294 ft... Aug. 66
Mystery Road, The David Powell Famous Players 5 reels Aug. 16
Old Nest. The
Mary Alden Goldwyn
7,889 ft... July 1
Peggy Puts It Over. .. .Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels Oct. 20
Pilgrims of the Night. .. Lewis Stone Associated Prod 5 reels. . ..Aug.
Playthings of Destiny. . .Anita Stewart First National 6,200 ft ...
6 reels. .......
William Farnum...Fox
Rainbow Trail
5,000 ft... Aug. 20
Remorseless Love E. Hammerstein... . Selznick
Shams of Society Barbara Castleton..
6 reels. .Aug. 13
Sign on the Door, The. .Norma Talmadge. . First National 7 reels. ..July
Singing River
William Russell. ... Fox
5 reels. ..Aug. 306
5 reels..... ••
Special Cast Pathe
They Shall Pay
5,800 ft. ..Aug. 27
Bert Lytell Metro
Trip to Paradise Ethel
Wealth
Clayton Famous Players 5,141 ft... .July 9
Aug. 27
National
First
C. Talmadge
Wedding Bells
6 reels Aug. 13
Special Cast Goldwyn
Wet Gold
What's Your Reputation
April 16
Corinne Griffith Vitagraph5,000 ft
Worth?
Selznick
Special Cast
Who Am I?
SEPTEMBER
Distributed By
Feature
Star
Length Reviewed
. . . Nov. 5
Goldwyn
Ace of Hearts
Lon Chaney
Universal
Action
Hoot Gibson
..Sept. 10
5
reels.
Famous Players . . . 8 reels. ..Sept. 24
Affairs of Anatol Special Cast
Fox
After Your Own Heart. Tom Mix
20
56 reels.
reels. ..Aug.
..Aug. 27
Famous
At the End of the World Betty Compson
FoxPlayers . . .
.Oct.
22
Bar Nothing
Buck Jones
Goldwyn
5058 ft ..Sept. 17
Beating the Game Tom Moore
FamousNational
Players . . . 6 reels. ..Sept.
Beyond
Ethel Clayton
17
...Oct. 29
First
Bits of Life
Wesley
Barry
Black Sheep
Neal Hart
5
reels.
.Sept.
Indep. Film
Ass'n..
Famous
Players
. . . 6 reels. ..Aug. 2717
Blot. The
Special Cast
Arrow-S. R
5 reels. .Sept. 17
Broken Spur. The
Tack Hoxie
.Affiliated
Dist.— S. R 5 reels. ...Sept. 3
Burn 'Em Up Barnes. .. Johnny Hines
Metro
va
7
reels. .Sept. 24
Nazimo
le
Camil
.Sept. 153
Famous Players . . . 6 reels. ..Oct.
... Hodkinson
Thos. Meighan
Cappy Ricks
Cast
Special
A...
Man,
6
reels .
Certain Rich
National
Child Thou Gavest Me.. Barbara Castleton. First
Associated Prod. . . . 5 reels.
Crossing Trails
Pete Morrison . . . Arrow
Film-S. R... 6 reels. . .Sept. 10
Jack Hoxie
Cupids Brand
Associated
Prod. . . .
Hobart Bosworth.
Cup of Life
C.
B.
C.
Film-S. R.
Dangerous Love
Pete
Morrison
.
.
.
Pathe
Cast
Discontented Wives SpecialArhss
Urited Artists
.Sept. 3
Geo.
Disraeli
Betty Compson .. Goldwyn
Even as Eve
.Aug 20
Famous
Players
.
.
.
6
reels.
.
.
Barthelmess
RExperience
Cast.. Pathe
Family Closet, The Special
Selznick
.Sept.
5000
ft.
.
.
.
Tearle
Conway
Fighter, The The... Snowy Baker
5 reels. .Aug. 273
Agavon
Film-S.
R..
Fighting Breed,
. .Oct. 29
.
.
.
Famous
Players
.
.
.
Ferguson
Elsie
ForeverLove... Betty Compson .. Goldwyn
5752 ft.
For Those We
5000
ft.
Asso.
Photo-S.
R...
...
Holmes
Helen
Ghost City
F. B. Warren 76 reels.
. .Sept. 243
Nell Shipman
Girl from God's Country
Rainbow
Film-S. R. reels. . .Sept.
Helen Gibson
Girl's Decision Special
Hodkinson
• July 172
Cast
God's Crucible
reels. .. .Aug.
Famous Players . . . 76 reels.
Paul Wegener ....
Golem, Thetion ..James
Players . . . 6 reels. . .Oct. 1088
Kirkwood.. Famous
Great Impersona The Gloria Swanson.
.. Famous Players . . . 5 reels. .
Great Moment,North
Roy Stewart
Heart of the
Joe S.
Brandt-G.
R Davis- 6 reels. . .Sept.
.Sept. 3
Famous
Players . . . 55 reels.
.
...
Reid
Wallace
The Mary Miles Minter Realart
reels. .. .Oct. 1
Hell Diggers, Way
Her Winning
5 reels. . Oct. 88
Swmton Pathe
Hearts. .Thos.
Home Keeping
6 reels. . .Sept. 10
Florence Reed ... Pioneer
Indiscretion
5 reels. . .Aug.
..Oct.
Metro
Lake
Infamous Miss Revell. . Alice Joyce.
6
reels. .
.. Vitagraph
Alice
27
Inner Chamber, The.... Big
5
reels
.
.
Williams.
Boy
The
Aywon
Film-S. R 6 reels . . .Sept. 24223
Jack Rider,
Metro
Viola Dana
.Sept.
4600
ft.
Match Breaker, The Marie
..Aug.
Universal
Prevost
Moonlight Follies
6 reels. . .Sept. 2717
Griffith ... . Vitagraph
Moral Fibre The.. Corinne
Fox
510reels.
17
Tom Mix
n,
HorsemeKnows
NightWoman
reels. .
Universal
Special Cast . Pioneer
No
.Oct. 178
5
reels
. . .Sept.
..
Madge Kennedy. Realart
10
Oh Mary Be Careful ... Bebe
5000
ft.
.Aug.
Daniels
27
One Wild Week
5 reels . .
Universal.
Edith Roberts
Open Shutters
.Sept.
Famous
Players
.
.
.
5
reels.
.
.
MacLean
Douglas
gh
Passing Throu
5 reels. . . Sept.
Walker .. Fox
Johnnie Powell
Play Square
Famous Players . . . 5 reels. . . Sept. 33
Princess of New York.. David
F.
B.
Warren
8
Special Cast
Quo Vadis
5 reels.
reels. .. .Sept. 171017
Constance Binney. Realart
Room and Board Gladys
Universal
5
reels.
. .Sept.
..Nov. 5
Walton . . .
Rowdy, The
5 reels . .
Secret of the Hills, The. Antonio Moreno... Vitagraph

Motion

Picture

Feature
Star
Distributed By Length
Serenade
Miriam Cooper ...First National
6reeli>.
Sting of the Lash Pauline Frederick . Robertson-Cole 6reeli.
There Are No Villains. . Viola Dana
Metro
6reels.
Two M.nutes to Go....Chas. Ray
First National
Virgin Paradise Pearl White
Fox
7 reels.
Way Down East
R. Barthelmess ..United Artists
11 reels
Where Men Are Men.. William Duncan ... Vitagraph
5 reels.
Why Girls Leave HomeAnna Q. Nilssqn ... Warner Bros -S. R. . 7 reels.
Wife s Awakening, A . . . Wm. P. Carlton ... Robertson-Cole 6 reels.

News
Reviewed17
..Sept.
. •. Sept.
A
. .Au«
Nov.
Sept.
. . Sept.
..Sept.
Sept.

27S
2018S
24
10

OCTOBER
Length ite viewed
Feature
Star
Distributed By
.Oct. IS
.Oct.
IS
Across the Divide Special Cast. . # .. .Pathe
Alter Midnight
runway Tearle Selznick
5 reels. ..Nov. S
After the Show
Special Cast
Famous Players 6 reels.
All's FairLovers,
in Love.
Special Cast
Cast
Goldwyn
reels. . bet. is
Amazing
The. ..... Special
Jans-S.
R
55 reels.
Barricade, The
Special Cast Kobertson-Cole 6 reels. ..Nov.
S
.June
Nov. 2S12
Be My Hearts
Wife
Max
Goldwyn
Blind
HobartLinder
Bosworth. .First
National 66 reels.
reels. ..Oct. i2
Bring Him In
Earle Williams. .. .Vitagraph
5 reels.
Case of Becky
Constance Binney. .Realart
6 reels.
Charge It
Clara K. Young. . .Equity-S. R
6 reels. ..Nov. S
Cinderella of the Hills. . Barbara Bedford. . .Fox
5 reels. June 11
Clay Dollars
Eugene Cast
O'Brien .. .Selznick
reels.
Conquering
Power, The. Special
Metro
75 reels.
..Oct. 22I>
Dangerous Curve Ahead. Helene Chadwick. .Goldwyn
6 reels. ..Oct.
..Nov. S
Dawn of the East .mice Biaoy Realart
6 reels. ..Oct. a
Doubling for Romeo .... Will Rogers
Goldwyn
5 reels. ..July"
Oct. 1622IS
Everything for Sale May McAvoy .... Realart
5 reels. ..Oct.
Foolish Age, The . ..Doris May
Robertson-Cole
5 reels.
Footlights
Elsie Ferguson ....Famous Players 6 reels.
Fox, The
Harry Carey Universal
6 reels.
Four Seasons, The
Kineto Review Urban
4 reels. ..Oct. 22
From
the Ground
Up . . . Gareth
i'om Moore
reen. Sept. 10
Garments
Truth
Hughes ....Warren
... Goldwyn
Metro
55 reels.
..Ocptt.. 24IS
Good
and ofEvil
Lucy Doraine
Go Straight
Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels. . SeOct.
is
Grim Comedian. The. ... Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels.
Handcuffs or Kisses ...Elaine HammersteinSelznick
6 reels.
Her Social Value
K. MacDonald ....First National 6 reels ..Oct.
22
High Heels
Gladys Walton ... .Universal
5 reels. ..Oct. S
Invisible Power, The... House Peters Goldwyn
6 reels. .'.Oct.' '
Jackie
Shirley Mason ....Fox
5 reels.
Judgment
Special Cast
World-S. R
6 reels
Lady from Longacre, The William Russell ...Fox
5 reels.
Ladies Must Live Special Cast
Famous Players ... 6 reels. .Sept.
Oct. 38
Man's
Home,
A
Special
Cast Selznick
Man and
Woman
Uiana Allen
Jans.-S. R
56 reels.
reels. ..Nov. S
Matrimonial Web, The. . Alice Calhoun.... Vitagraph
5 reels.
Molly O
Soecial Cast
First National 6 reels Oct. 29
Mysterious Rider, The.. Special Cast ..
Hodkinson
6 reels.. .Oct.
..Oct. 29"»
Night Rose, The
Special Cast
Goldwyn
reels. . .
.Universal
56 reels.
Nobody's
Fool
Marie
Prevost
One Arabian Night Pola Negri ...
First National 10 reels. .Oct. 1
Orderly, The
Soecial Cast ..
Pathe
5 reels. .
Pardon My French Special Cast
Goldwyn
6 reels. , Oct. 29
Parted Curtains Henry Walthall
.Warner
Bros.
—
S.R
5
reels..
Peter Ibbetson
Elsie Ferguson
Famous
Players.
Poor Relation, A
Will Rogers
Goldwyn
6 reels
Poverty of Riches Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels
Primal Law, The
Dustin Farnum. Fox
5 reels. .
Queenie
Shirley Mason..
5 reels. . Oct.
Rainbow, The
Alice Calhoun.. Fox
Oct. 3
Vitagraph
55 reels.
reels. Oct.
Rage of Paris, The
Miss T>u Pont..
Universal
Oct. 298
5 reels. ., Oct.
Red Courage
Hoot Gibson . . Universal
Rip Van Winkle Thos Jefferson.. Hodkinson
Rough
The... Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels. .Nov. 12
Shadow Diamond.
of Lightning
Ridge.Master,
The
Baker
Aywon-S.
R
55 reels.
reels. .. .Sept. 2410
Shark
The Snowy
Frank Mayo
Universal
Oct. 2929
Sheik, The
Agnes Ayres .... Famous Players ....7 reels.. .Oct.
Son of Wallingford, TheSoecial Cast Vitagraph
8 reels..
Steelhart
William Duncan ..Vitagraph 5 reels.. .Sept.
24
Speed Girl, The
Bebe Daniels .... Realart
6 reels. . .Nov. 12
Swamp,
The
Sessue
Hayakawa
..
Robertson-Cole
6
reels.
.
Theodora
Rita Jolivet
Goldwyn
Oct. 29
Three Musketeers
Douglas Fairbanks . United Artists 12 reels. .Sept.
Three Word Brand William S. Hart.. Famous Players ...6 reels.. .Oct.
.Aug. 31108
Thunderclap
Special Cast
Fox
8 reels..
.Sept. 24
VengeanceCourtship.
Trail A. ..May
Big Boy
Williams.
R
Virginia
McAvoy
... Aywon-S.
Realart
55 reels..
reels..
What Love Will Do
Murphy-Walker . . . Fox
5 reels. .Oct. 29
Woman's Place
Constance Talmadge First National ...5 reels..
NOVEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length Reviewed
Alf's
Button
Special
Cast
First
Bonnie Briar Bush, The Special Cast
FamousNational
Players 66 reels.
reels
Bucking the Line
M. (Lefty) Flynn.Fox
5 reels.
Call of the North Jack Holt
Famous Players 6 reels. ..Nov. 5
Conflict
Priscilla Dean ... Universal
7 reels.
Footfalls
Special Cast
Fox
7 reels. ..Sept. 24
Her Face Value
Wanda Hawley ...Realart
5 reels.
Hunch, The
Gareth Hughes ...Metro
6 reels.
Hush Money
Alice Bradv
Realart
6 reels.
Iron Trail, The
Soecial Cast
United Artists 7 reels. ..Nov.
12
Jane Eyre
Hugo Ballin Prod. Hodkinson
7 reels. ..Oct. 29
Tolt, The
Walker-Murphy ...Fox
5 reels
The Idle Rich
Bert Lytell
Metro
6 reels Nov. 12
Last Trail, The
Special Cast
Fox
6 reels
Light in the Clearing,
The
Special Cast
Hodkinson
7 reels
Love Never Dies Special Cast
First National 7 reels
Lucky Carson
Earle Williams ....Vitagraph
5 reels
Lure of Jade, The
Pauline Frederick .. Robertson-Cole 6 reels
Ma'mselle Jo
Special Cast
Robertson-Cole
7 reels
ManThe
From Lost River, Soecial Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels
Millionaire, The
Herbert Rawlinson . Universal
6 reels,
Old Oaken Bucket. The. Special Cast
Warren
5 reels.
Our Mutual Friend Special Cast ..
Warren
5 reels. .Nov. 5
Riding With Death
Buck Jones
Fox
5 reels.
Silent Call, The
Special Cast
First National 7 reels.
Sin of Martha Queed,^
The
Special Cast Associated Exhib
Single Track, THe Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
5 reels
Sure Fire
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5 reels. ...Nov. S
Tol'ble David
Rich. Barthelmess. . First National 6 reels.
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"FIGHTIN'
MAD
(Desmond-Metro)

"POSSESSION"
(Robertson-Cole)

Likely to Get Over With Its Rapid Action
First Rate Entertainment in This Lively Western
enough
carry
yet
and
outline
in
simple
be
can
HERE is a French picture produced by Louis Mercanton, who has
TO show that a Western
been called the "Griffith" of Europe, the feature being adapted
elements to provide first rate entertainment one need only turn to
from Sir Anthony Hope's novel, " Phroso." It has been renamed
" Fightin' Mad," written by H. H. Van Loan and starring William
one " Possession " for the American market, and it is likely to get over because
Desmond. The author has hit upon two likely ideas for his stories—
of which can be related to the late war in regard to a topical song of the of its fast action and the extremely colorful backgrounds, it being mostly
an exterior picture. The creaking hinges of the story have been silenced
time — "How you goin' to keep 'em down on the farm, once they have
through the display of hectic action, the scenes comprising a series of enseen Paree? " and the other exploiting a modern treatment of the " Three
counters between an intrepid Englishman and a band of native Greeks
Musketeers." It is a real, snappy Western which sparkles with humor, and Turks. If there is any fault to be found it must rest with the editing
which carries a kick like an army mule, and which contains an exceed- and titling. There is a confusion about the assembling of the sequences,
ingly adventurous line of action. While it develops rather slowly, it soon
and the action dashes in headlong flight paying little attention to the
picks up momentum and carries on like an army tank.
demands of continuity.
Desmond, who has an exceptionally colorful role, has lately returned
At times one wonders what it is all about so profuse are the scenes.
"governor"
the
from Paris. The old farm palls on him and he bids
And
most of them are based upon rescuing the heroine, not once, but,
the
around
lurking
adventure
good-bye — to make his way where there is
seemingly,
many times. The hero is thwarted time and again, but always
ranger.
a
as
job
a
for
applies
and
corner. He rides into a border camp
The humor comes into expression when he is forced to prove himself bobs up to adjust matters. The villain is turned back in similar fashion,
to keep alive until the finish. Were the picture re-edited
He is too easy but he manages
every inch a man. Mind you, he doesn't want to fight.
and with some extraneous details and repetition of scenes elimgoing to get into trouble, but somehow is unable to avoid it. So he and titled
inated itwould carry a better story interest and certainly more suspense.
punishes three of the border police — giving them a good sample of his It is a good deal like a serial as it stands at present. However, there is no
fistic prowess. These fights are there with a punch. It happens that he gainsaying the fact that it speaks volumes in regard to the element of
meets the girl again whose hat he had rescued when it blew away as she action. And thrill after thrill punctuates the drama which coupled with
was riding via the observation coach on a westbound train. And here the
the marvelously rich backgrounds (the picture has been taken in locapicture picks up its action.
tions adjacent to the South of France and in waters of Southern Europe)
The three buddies become so inseparable that they adopt the "three and the considerable amount of local color offers some compensation for
musketeer" idea which is "all for one, and one for all." They ride into the lack of sequence.
Mexico and rescue the heroine from a horde of greasers, the hero accomThe plot revolves around a certain adventurous Englishman who purplishing his job almost single-handed. This is the point of fast riding,
an island in the Aegean Sea and takes possession. The natives are
and quicker shooting, and plenty of excitement and suspense. Mr. Van desirouschases for
a native ruler, and the Britisher accedes to their whims. He
Loan has kept his story moving with sufficient incident, taking care of all
the necessary elements. He has left out triangle situations and sneaking has incidentally, capitulated to the charms of the princess and the action
details his attempt to prevent her being captured by the Turks. The
villains, though the principal Mexican is something of a crook. The main
point is the author has made a rattling good story from the simplest kind Englishman is involved in one intrigue after another. Secret hiding places,
battles along cliffs, secret code messages, rebellion and every conceivable
of material and has kept the spectator's interest throughout. There is ingredient and implement is employed to provide a colorful tale. Cerplenty of good incident, comedy, romance, pathos and action. Especially
tainly the picture has its appeal although it doesn't spell any real drama.
action.
mostly
exteriorsproof
and that
the apicture
indicates
it didn't
cost muchTheto scenes
make. are
Which
is further
photoplay
does not
have For one thing it is a novelty. The cast is capable except for laps;s when
they are inclined to over-act. The director's chief talent seems to be a
to cost a vast sum to entertain. Joseph J. Franz' direction is first rate flair
for steady and hectic action, coupled with a technique for photoand the acting right up to the handle. Your crowd won't be disappointed
graphic display. — Length, 7 reels. — Laurence Reid.
here. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
THE CAST
Bud McGraw
William Desmond
Peggy
Virginia iirown
Faire Lord Wheatley
Reginald Owen
Eileen Hughes
Graham
Doris Pawn
Stefanopoulos
Paul Capellani
Nita de Garma
Rosemary Theby Constantine
Mouraki Pasha
Max Maxudian
James McGraw
Joseph J. Dowling i Hon. Dennis Swinton
Harrison
Brown
Francisco Lazaro
William Lawrence Captain Martin
Marcel Numa
Howard Graham
Emmett C. King Dimitri
Salvatore
Lo
Turco
Amos Rawson
Jack Richardson Spiro
Robert Mennant
Obadiah Brennan
William J. Dyer Vlacho
Charles Vanel
Micah Higgins
Bert Lindley
Carlos Colonna
Colonel Gates
George Stanley I Achmed
Louis Monfils
Captain Farley
Vernon Snively Watkins
Lady
Euphrosyne
(Phroso)
Miss
Malvina
Longfellow
By H. H. Van Loan
Francesca Stefanopoulos
Mme. Jeane Desclos-Guitry
Scenario by H. H. Van Loan.
Panayiota
Miss
Kassierri
Directed by Joseph J. Franz.
Olgo
:m
Mme.
Photographed by Harry A. Gersted.
Kortes the Strong
Raoul Roland
Pashi
By Sir Anthony Hope.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Directed by Louis Mercanton.
A fast-moving,
exciting
is " Fightin'
which comes
to the
theatre
next adventure story starring
WilliamMad,"
Desmond.
Written
by
the talented H. H. Van Loan especially for the star, one feels safe in saying that
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
ita healthy,
brings out
the actor's
talent
a marked
degree.
aroundin
athletic
chap who
had toreturned
to the
farm The
after story
seeingrevolves
Paris while
An
adventure
story
of
colorful
action and romance is " Possession," adapted from
the
army.
couldn't
novel, " Phroso," which comes to the
theatre
joining
the He
border
police. become satisfied. He craved adventure, and found it by Sir Anthony Hope's
.
This
production
the workcastof ofLouis
Mercanton,
Quiet, unassuming, no one took him for a fighter. And they teased him — did next
of France and it contains a iscelebrated
European
players,a famous
among
these rough and ready ranchmen. And how he could fight ! Before he had finished director
them being Reginald Owen, Paul Capellani, Max Maxudian, Malvina Longfellow
they
learned
to
respect
his
fistic
prowess.
He
could
get
so
fightin'
mad
that
he
and
others.
The
plot
takes
on
the
nature
of
an
international
intrigue
which
conforgot when to stop administering punishment. And the picture is packed with
cerns the ruling of an island in the Aegean Sea.
punchespany areand
lively
adventure
and
a
fine
flavor
of
romance.
In
Desmond's
comLord
Wheatley
buys
the
island
and
journeys
there
to
take
possession
but
he
players of recognized talent. The picture is well staged, carries sufficient finds that the natives are loath to let it pass out of their hands. They insist that
action and humor, and is said to be one of the best Westerns ever released.
PEroso preside as the ruler. The conflict revolves around the attempt of a Turkish
pasha to win the fair Phroso so that he can gain title to the island. And the
PROGRAM READER
adventure presents a dramatic and thrilling line of action between the intrepid
Englishman and the Turks. The picture is marked for its colorful atmosphere
There was no getting away from it, he couldn't settle down on the farm after and
backgrounds.
seeing Paris. That's what the war did for him. And he was such a lively young
fellow
that
he
simply
had
to
find
excitement.
He
didn't
seek
trouble.
It
just
naturally sought him. But could he defend himself? Oh boy! He had as handy
PROGRAM READER
a pair his
of temper
" dukes was
" as up,
everwell,
possessed
a man. sailed
He could
be fightin'
mad,— and
and
when
he justbynaturally
in with
both hands
An
exciting
and
adventurous
story of turmoil and strife, flavored with a fine
feet. He beat the boys in camp and they made him their leader. And before he vein of romance, and punctuated with
colorful backgrounds and acted by a superior
finishd he beat up a good share of the Mexican army. See William Desmond in
of Europe's
mostat celebrated
is " Possession," .which
will be
the exciting, fast-moving
picture, " Fightin' Mad," at the
theatre cast
the feature
attraction
the screen players,
theatre next
The picture,
next
.
because of its wealth of adventure and its exciting sequences, affords the spectator
SUGGESTIONS
of the keenest suspense. The action switches from England to a locality
Bill Desmond is the star of this picture and he certainly gives the spectator his moments
in the Aegean Sea, and is marked for its picturesque scenery and colorful atmosphere. The plot concerns a net of intrigue which is flavored with romance. The
money's
worth
in
the
shape
of
adventure.
Tell
them
that
this
popular
star
has
an ideal role for the expression of his talent. Tell them that Desmond is one of considerable amount of local color gives it a note of reality.
the most accomplished actors on the screen — an actor who would have made a
good prizefighter had he elected to go into the riner. Bring forth that the Dicture
was written especially for the star by the talented H. H. Van Loan. Describe
CATCH LINES
it as a lively, adventurous, romantic melodrama in which there is exciting action
He was beset at every turn. Danger lurked everywhere. See the dramatic pic°verv
minutf.
Call
attention
to
the
fact
that
the
picture
is
one
of
the
best
westerns
;ver released.
ture of intrigue, and romance, and adventure. See " Possession."
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Comedy

Motion

and

Short

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Afraid of His Wife
Educational
1 reel
After the Dough Sid Smith
Federated Film 2 reels Aug. 20
Among Those Present. .Harold Lloyd Pathe
3 reels. . ..May 4
Applicant. The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Assault and Flattery
Educational ....»».. 1 reel
At the Ringside Snub Pollard Pathe
2 reels July 23
Baby, Baby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
Back Yard
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels. . ..April 28
Bakery, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels. . ..June 11
Bang
Lloyd Hamilton. ...Educational
Barrel of Trouble Denver Dixon Plymouth Pict 2 reels
Bashful Lover, The. .. .Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Bell Hop, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Between the Acts Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels. . ..April 30
Blacksmith. The
Buster Keaton First National 2 reels
Blue Sunday
Lyons and Moran. .Universal
2 reels. . ..Aug. 13
Bride and Broom Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
Brown Derby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels. . ..Sept. 24
Burglars Bold
Eddie Boland Pathe
2 reels. . ..Aug. 13
Chick, Chick
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels Sept. 10
Chicken Hearted
Educational
1 reel
Country Chickens Louise Fazenda. ... Educational
2 reels
Dead Easy
Earl Rodney Educational
2 reels. . .Aug. 27
Devilish Romeo
Fox
2 reels
Dew Drop Inn
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Dizzy Dumbells Art Bates
State Rights 2 reels...
Dog Doctor, The
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels
Doggone Torchy
Educational
2 reels
Dull Care
Larry Semon Vitagraph
1 reel
Dummy Love
Educational 1 reel May 7
Eat and Be Happy
Educational
1 reel .. ...Sept. S
Edgar's Country Cousin. Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Feast Day Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Hamlet Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's
Jonah
Day
Johnny
Jones
Goldwyn
22 reels.
reels
Edgar the Detective. .. .Johnny Jones Goldwyn
. ..June 18
Edgar the Explorer Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Exit Quietly
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..Oct. 8
Fall Guy, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Falling For Fanny Helen Darling Educational
2 reels. . ..Aug. 6
Fast and Furious Al. St. John Fox
2 reels
Fireside Brewer, A
Louise Fazenda. . ..Famous Players 2 reels. .. .Nov. 27
Fly Cop, The
Larrv Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
For
Sake
Educational
reels
GameLand's
Lady
Lloyd Hamilton. . ..First
National 22 reels.
. ..July 23
Going Through the Rye. Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels
Gone to the Country Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Oct. 8
Greenhorn. The
Lloyd Hamilton ... .Educational
2 reels. . ..May 28
Guide, The
Clyde Cook
Fox
2 reels. . ..June 11
Handy Husband Teddy Sampson ... .Educational
1 reel.... June 25
Hard Luck
Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels
Haunted House. The. ... Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels. . ..July 9
Hayseed. The
Al. St. John Fox
2 reels May 28
Head Waiter
Larrv Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Hey Rube
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..May 28
Hick, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels. .. .April 16
High Life
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels. . ..Oct. 8
His Handsome Butler. .. Eddie Barry Arrow Film
His Home Sweet Home. Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
His Jonah Day
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
His Unlucky Berth Bert Roach Universal
1 reel Sept. 3
Hold Your Breath Chas. Dorety Universal
2 reels
Hound of Tankerville. . .Otis Harlan Educational
Idle Class. The
Chas. Chaplin First National 3 reels Oct. 1
I Do
Harold Lloyd Associated Exhib. .. .3 reels. . ..Aug. 8
In for Life
Viora Daniels Educational
2 reels... Aug. 6
It's
YourThe
Move
Educational
12 reels
reel
Jockey,
Clyde Cook
Fox
April 9
Just in Time
Educational
2 reels. . ..June 25
Let Me Explain Soecial Cast Educational
2 reels. . ..May 21
Little, But Oh My
Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Love and Doughnuts. . .Ben Turpin Associated Prod 2 reels
Love Egg, The
Louise Fazenda. .. .Educational
2 reels. . ..Sept. 10
Love's
Ben Turpin
reels. .. .July 14
Made inOutcast
the Kitchen. . .Special
Cast Associated
Associated Prod
Prod 22 reels
Man vs. Woman
Dorothy Devoe. ... Educational
2 reels. . ..June 18
Money Talks
Henry Murdock ... Educational
1 reel.... May 28
Moonshine
Lloyd Hamilton .. Educational
2 reels. . .April 30
Mother's
Lamb
Billy Quirk
Reelcraft
reels...
Movie Mad
Snecial
Cast
Educational
22 reels
... April....27
30
Mr. Fatima
Eddie Barry Educational
2 reels... ....29
Mysterious Stranger ...Jimmy Aubrey ...Vitagraph
2 reels... ....17
Name the Day
Snub Pcllarrt ....Pathe
1 reel .... Aug.
Never Weaken
Harold Lloyd Associated Exhib . ..3 reels... .Sept.
Oct
No Clothes to Guide HimBert Roach
Universal
1 reel. . Aug.
No Stop Over
Snub Pollard .... Pathe
1 reel. July 236
Nothing
It
DorothyAubrey
Devore ..Educational
Nuisance, L:ke
The
Jimmy
Vitagraph
22 reels
reels
Oh Buddy
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels ... Aug. 6
On Their Way
Eddie Boland
Pathe
.1 reel Sept. 10
Pals
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
2ree's... ....
Pair of Sexes, A
Educational
2 reels
Pinched
Harold Lloyd
Pathe
2 reels. ..Sept. 10
Playhouse, The
Buster Keaton ...First National
2 reels
Playmates
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
2 reels
Rainbow Island
Pollard & Lloyd.. Pathe
1 reel . ...Au?. 13
19
Reckless Sex
Earl Rodney
Educational
? ree's ...July
'."."Aub*"27
8
Rent Collector, The.... Larry Semen ....Vitagraph
2 reels ...April
Riot, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Robinson's
Trousseau ..Lee
2? reels.
reels .May 21
Roman Romeo"
LyonsMoran
& Moran.. Universal
Universal
Saving Sister Susie
Educational
2 reels .Nov. 20
Sand Man. Th»
Kdd'» B«''nd . . . . Kducational
2 reels.
Say It With Flowers. .. Special Cast
Fox
2 reels. . .Sept. 24
Say Uncle
Educational
1 reel
School Days
Larry Semon ....Vitagraph
2 reels... ....
Scranoily
, . ..Harry Gribbon
^'-''icational 12 ree's.
. . July 2
Sea
Shore Married
Shapes
Universal
reel
See America First Mack Swain
Herald Prcd
2reels... ....

Subject

Picture

Newt

Releases

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
See America Thirst Cissy Fitzgerald. . Producers Secu. .
She Sighed by the Sea
2 reels. . .June It
Side
Associated Prod
Oct. 83C
Should
Husbands Do Ben Turpin
Oct.
1 reel. . .
Housework
Harry Gribbon . Universal
2 reels. .
Simp, The
Lloyd Hamilton . Educational
Simple Life
Larry Semon . . . Fox
Vitagraph
reels. ..
22 reels.
Singer Midgets Scandals Slim Somerville . Pathe
3
2 reels. . •■June
Single Handed
Edgar Jones . .
June IS
Skipper Treasure Garden Special Cast
First National
Small Town Stuff Al. St. John Fox
2 reels.
Sneakers
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels. .Sept. 3
July' 8
30
Snookey's Blue Monday Snookey
Educational
2 reels. .July
Snookey's Fresh Air .... Snookey
Educational
2 reels. Sept. 10
Snookey's Twin Troubles Snookey
Educational
2 reels. • July 2
Snookey'sDogs
Wild Oats. .. Snookey
Educational
reels. June' 25
Society
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
22 reels.
Speed
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels.
Sportsman, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels. ■ July
Sept. 3010
Spot Cash
Snub Pollard ....Pathe
1 reel. . .Sept.
17
Sanding Pat
Teddy Sampson ..Educational
lreel..
Stealin Home
Harry Sweet
Universal
2 reels. .Oct. 1
Stick Around
Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels. ■ Aug.
Murics Mistake
Educational
2 reels.
Strikes to Spare
Bcbby Vernon ...National Ex
Sunless Sunday
i
Educational
2 reels.
Sweet Daddy
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels.
Sweet Revenge
Thornton Edwards. Educational
1 reel. .
Take Your Time
Earl Rodney ....Educational
lreel.. .June
May 4
Their Dizzy Finish Sid Smith
Federated Film ....2 reels. .June
Three Good Pals
Fox
2 reels. .June
Toonerville's
Fire Brigade
First National
22 reels.
lorcnys Promotion
....Johnny Hines ...Educational
reels.
Torchy Turns Cupid ...Johnny Hines ...Educational
2 reels. . . Oct. 1
Toreador The
Clyde Cook
Fox
2 reels.
Tourist, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels.
Trouble Doctor, The...Neely Edwards ..Arrow Film
Trouble Hunter, The... Jimmy Aubrey ...Vitagraph
2 reels.
Two Faces West
Sid Smith
Federated
2 reels.
Vacation
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels. .Oct. 8
Vagrant. The
Lloyd Hamilton. .. Educational
2 reels. ..Aug. 6
Week Off, A
Chas. Dorety ....Universal
2 reels.
Well
I'll
Be
Larry
Semon
....Vitagraph
2lreel..
reels. .Sept. "ij
What a Whopper Snub Pollard Pathe
Why
They
Love
Cave
.Aug. 27
Men
Celebrated Players
Oct. 8
Wild & Willy
Jos. Hill
Educational
lreel.. .May
14
Zero Hero
Gaylord Lloyd ...Pathe
lreel..
Zero Love
Educational
lreel..
:' lltlUIIJltUIIIIIll IlllltllJIJIltl LllJIiltlllllJIIUl IIIJIM IlllllUlim lUMlUltlltlJ I IlilUlillLlliJ IlilltltlllUJllUIlltllUllllIlJIlllltittlllUJ
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Short

Subjects

;iiiniiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu minimum iiiiimiiiiimmiiimmmimmiiiimnmnnmTiinmmiiimim^
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Title and Star
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial), Elmo Lincoln . State Rights
American Badger (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
1 reel.... July 23
Analysis cf Motion (Novelty)
H. Levy Ser. Corp. 1 reel. .. .July 16
An Angle in Idaho (Educational Scenic) Educational
% reel ... June 11
Andy and Min (Cartoon)
Celeb. Play. Film . 1 reel ... . ....
Babyhood (Novelty)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Bear Hunting in California (Adventure) Kineto Review 1 reel
Beauty Spots of America (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Beggar Maid, The (Drama), Mary Astor Triart Film
1 reel. ... Oct. 8
Beyond the Trail (Wes. Drama), Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels
Bible, The (Serial), Special Cast
State Rights 12 Episodes
Biology — the Microscope and Its Use (Educ.) . National
1 reel. . . .Sept. 17
Birds of Crags and Marshes (Novelty) Kineto Review 1 reel
Bonnie Scotland (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Boy Scouts of America (Topical) Kineto Review 1 reel
I
Breaking Through (Serial), Carmel Myers. ... Vitagraph
Cairo in Egypt (Kineto Review)
Urban
1 reel. .. .July 9
Circulation of the Blood and Botany
Field Flowers (Educational)
National
Vz reel ea.Aug. 20
Collectors of Craniums (Educational) Educational
lreel
Combatting the Elements (Novelty) Kineto Review 1 reel
Could Columbus Discover America? (World
Wanderings)
Educational
1 reel. .. .Sept. 24
Cow Puncher's Comeback (W. Dr.), Art Acc. Universal
2 reels ... Sept.
Crowning King Blizzard (Scenic) Educational
lreel
2414
Cyclone
Vow (West.
Drama)
Universal
2 reels. .. Sept.
Day with Smith's
Jack Dempsey
(Novelty),
Jack
Dempsey)
Pathe
1 reelMay
Day with the Giants
State Rights
Death Trap, The (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi. . Pathe
2 reels...
Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects, Acrobatic Flies (Educational)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .May 21
Do or Die (Serial). Eddie Polo
Universal
2 reels . . . May
Down in Dixie (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Dreams Come True (Educational) Educational
lreel. .Sept.
Aug. 3
Eden of the Pacific (Scenic)
Prizma
l reel.
Emerald Isle, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel.
Eskimo Picture. An (Educational) Educational
lreel.
Feathers (Scenic)
Selznick
lreel.
Hiking the Alps, with the Swiss Boy
Scouts (Kineto Review)
National Ex
lreel.
lreel.
Educational
Sept. 24
Hitting the Spots (Scenic)
reel. May 28 I
1
Review
Kineto
c)
(Sceni
The
Holy
2 reels
(West. Dr.). Tom Sanchi. Pathe
of Rameriz
Honor City,
15 encodes
Grace DarmondState Rights
Hope Diam'd Mystery (Ser'l).
•
reel
Kineto Review 151 epi
(Educational)
Sea Wolf
Hunting
des.Aug. 13
Chas. Hutchison .. Pathe
(Serial).
HurricanetheHutch
2 reels
Imposter, The (West. Drama), Tom Sanchi. . Pathe
(Continued on page 2608)
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"WHITE
OAK"
(Famous Players)
Ordinary Western With Star as Nick Carter Hero
IT will be a warm admirer of the one and only Bill Hart, Young America
excepted, who can enthuse over " White Oak." Calling a spade a
spade and not mincing words, this picture is of the vintage of ten
years ago in every department — story, plot, style of construction, titles and
detail of production.
" White Oak '* is an " Indian " picture, with plot complications galore, in
which Bill is a genuine " Nick Carter " hero, killing off red skins and bad
whites by the score. The story, which Mr. Hart announces is from his
own pen, is obvious, episodic and lacking in suspense, unless scenes showing Indians attacking a wagon train, are considered sufficient to produce
this valuable pictorial quality.
Mr. Hart plays the role of a frontier gambler of the '50's who falls in
love and is accepted but later becomes convinced that his sweetheart is
unfaithful, since he sees her embraced by another, her brother. Later the
action jumps to the Indian attack with the star to the rescue, fighting the
whole band of red skins single handed.
When this job is completed and the villain has got his, the brother part
of the plot becomes known and the picture is over. There is a dog who
also helps Bill in his heroics, carrying the message of the Indian attack
from the girl to Bill, who by the way is in jail on the charge of murder
he thinks the girl committed.
Some of Mr. Hart's support is not of the best; extras in the ensemble
scenes and notably Alexander Gaden, who plays the very villainous heavy
of the story. Vola Vale is the star's leading woman. She plays her role
very well indeed. The girl has wholesome good looks and personality
and was a fine type for the pioneer maiden of the period. — Length, 5 reels.
— J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Oak
Miller,
a
gamblin'
man
WilliamVolaS. Hart
Barbara, his sweetheart
Vale
Mark Granger, a crook
Alexander Gaden
Harry,
Barbara's
brother
Robert
Walker
Elipnalet Moss, a banker
Bert Sprotte
Rose
sister
\
Helen Holly
Long Miller,
Knife, Oak's
an Indian
chief
Chief Standing
Bear
Story by by
William
Hir't.
Scenario
BennettS. Musson.
Camera work by Joe August.
Directed by Lambert Hillyer.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Scenes on a river typifying the first stages of the journey westward the pioneers
i had to make in the days ot gold, have been exceptionally well done in "White
Oak," William
S. Hart's latest
Paramount picture, which comes to the
1 theatre
next
.
, The quaint old steamer, resurrected from goodness knows where, was absolutely
true to the period and the costumes were equally faithful to the times and types.
Exciting scenes include a dive into the river by several of the leading people
including Mr. Hart who swam in icy water and rescued his sister from death. The
story was written by Mr. Hart and directed by Lambert Hillyer, with Bennett
Musson as scenarist. The photography is the work of Joe August. A. S. C. and
the production is a thrilling story of the days when the California pioneers crossed
the deserts and mountains, braving untold dangers en route.
As Oak Miller, a gambler with a heart of gold, Mr. Hart is at his best and
Vola Vale is a very demure and sweet leading woman.
PROGRAM READER
There are several novel and unusual situations in " White Oak," William S.
Hart's new Paramount
picture
theportrayed scenes
theatre isnext
One of the
most which
thrillingcomes
and tosplendidly
the
:eproduction
of
the
famous
"
Circle
of
Death."
An
entire
tribe
of
Indians
full
war regalia attack the biggest and richest wagon train out of Independence,in Mo.,
in the year 1852. The train has been betrayed to the Indians by four white
traitors who are with the emigrants. A revengeful old chieftain swoops down in
ambush with his entire fighting strength. The battle scenes are charged with
danger and thrills, as well as excitement. This is a marvelous reproduction of
the historical Circle of Death in all its realism and the actual action as well as
the photography was difficult to get.
SUGGESTIONS
Bill as an old time Western with the star in the sort of role that made him
famous. For prologue the always pleasing male quartette numbers with western
stage setting is suggested. Lobby displays of the same type are within easy
reach of the average exhibitor. Make a play for the patronage of Young America.
They will eat it up.
CATCH LINES
The one and only Bill Hart in one of his old time roles, the square dealing
gambler
ind action.of the pioneer days — a story of Indians, Western bad men and romance
He is your favorite in one of his old time, two gun man roles. He licks three
white men and a whole band of Indians and then gets the girl of his choice. It is
, »n action story of the pioneer days when men were brave and women courageous.
The Handy New Release Chart Will Hereafter Appear in Each Week's Issue of Motion Picture News

Hayakawa

"THE
SWAMP"
(Robertson-Cole)
Himself
Writes a Good Heart Interest Story for

SESSUE HAYAKAWA has not been so hard up for stories that he has
had to write one for himself. Most of his recent efforts have provided satisfactory entertainment. Whether he conceived his latest
opus for the sake of showing his versatility or because he wanted to emphasize a note of heart interest is beside the point. The main tiling is he has
furnished a satisfying little drama in which he has written a good part for
himself. It is a picture which tugs at the heart and builds a good share of
sympathy. And Hayakawa is supreme in the delineation of pathetic
Oriental characters. His moods of expression are such that he appears to
better advantage in stories which call upon his store of pathos, than in
those subjects which present him as wily villains.
The idea here is well established and, for the most part, rings genuine.
It offers the star as a Chinese vender whose kindliness to a young girlmother in distress and her little son places him in a sympathetic light.
In bringing order out of the complications the author-actor has stressed
a note of drama which is quite effective. There is a flash of coincidence
which takes away some of the forceful moments and the outcome is easily
obvious. But for its flaws — minor ones at that — the story has its compensations in the heart interest element and the sincere performance of the star.
The heroine in question has married unwisely and her erstwhile sweetheart
appears to stress the unhappy touch.
The Chinaman through his fortune-telling occupation is able to unearth
the villainy of the husband who has deserted his wife. The little boy is
employed to rifle the pocket-books of the clients from underneath the
table during the seances. It is through him that he discovers the true
conditions concerning the lad's mother. The Oriental makes money from
his scheme and starts the mother on the road to fortune and happiness.
And to show that Hayakawa appreciates the barrier of East and West, he
departs to claim his Chinese bride. The author and director have injected
a satisfactory sample of atmosphere with realistic touches being brought
forth in good relief. The star has had heavier roles, but none which have
carried such good audience appeal with the possible exception of " The
First Born." Bessie Love makes a wistfully pathetic heroine, while Frankie
Lee is the tiny juvenile. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Wang
Sessue Hayakawa
Mary
Bessie Love
Norma
Janice Wilson
Buster
Frankie Lee
Mrs. Biddle
Lillian Leighton
Spencer Wellington
Harland Tucker
Johnie Rand
Ralph McCullough
By Sessue Hayakawa.
Scenario by J. Grubb Alexander.
Directed by Colin Campbell.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
An interesting little picture with a note of heart appeal strongly emphasized is
"Sessue
The Swamp,"
whichThecomes
the
starringin
Hayakawa.
star towrote
the story and theatre
appearsnext
to distinct advantage
a role which enables him to show his talent for feeling genuine humanities. He
playsboy the
of a Chinese
through
littlehe newsas thepart
medium,
is able tofortune-teller
discover thewho,
secrets
of hisemploying
clients. aThis
does
by placing the boy beneath the table where he is able to rifl the pocketbooks of
the patrons. Wang, the Chinaman, learns of the misfortunes which the lad has
encountered and discovers that the mother of the child is in poverty and distress.
Through his table manipuplations he unearths the villainy of her husband and
restores the girl-mother to her erstwhile sweetheart. The picture tugs at the
heart and offers a good sample of drama aside from its sympathetic anpeal.
Prominent in the cast is Bessie Love. The picture carries first rate detail and
atmosphere and is always well acted.
PROGRAM READER
Do you believe in fortune-tellers? Do you believe that they can penetrate the
secrets of your innermost lives? Sessue Hayakawa is able to discover a deep,
dark secret through employing a little boy to rifle the pocketbooks of his clients
while he is placed under the table out of sight. The eminent Japanese actor has a
fine story here — one which he wrote himself and which builds a compelling note of
heart interest and appeal. It is the sort of picture which will conquer the hearts of
the most hardened spectators. Hayakawa gives a superb performance. The picture
contains rich drama, effective incident and is appropriately staged. Bessie Love is
in the cast. " The Swamp " will appear at the
theatre next
.
SUGGESTIONS
Bring forth that Sessue Hayakawa wrote this story as well as starring in it.
Bring forth that it carries the same rich heart interest and appeal as " The First
Born."
Sinceof Hayakawa
patrons Heneed
have exploits
no feara that
will
use
the idea
the barrier wrote
of Eastit your
and West.
simply
simplehe little
heart-drama in which he has emphasized the necessary elements to arouse the eympathy of the audience. Play up that the picture is rich in its incident and drama.
And play un Bessie Love as the leading lady. This actress, who has been a star,
has a following. So nlay her name up prominently. The usual scheme of exploiting the Japatmosphere
star's pictures
may lobby
be emnloyed
here. An Oriental prologue and
appropriate
for your
will be correct.
CATCH LINES
See Sessue Hayakawa in " The Swamp," a picture of tense drama and appealing
heart interest. Written by the eminent Japanese star. Don't miss it.
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COMING

PRODUCTIONS

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
A Yankee Go-Getter (Neva Gerber)
5
Love, Hate and a Woman (Grace Davison)
5
Dangerous Paths (Neva Gerber)
5
The Girl From Porcupine (Faire Binney)
S
Devil-Dog Dawson (Jack Hcxie)
5
The Star Reporter (Billie Rhodes)
5
A Motion to Adjourn (Daw-Stewart)
S
SPEED COMEDIES
(One Released Every Week)
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
ARROWGERBER PRODUCTIONS
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
SERIALS
The Blue Fox (Ann Little)
15 episodes
Nan of the North (Ann Little)
15 episodes
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
Never Weaken
3
PLAYGOER PICTURES, INC.
(Distributed through Pathe)
No. 20 — Anne of LiLttle Smoky
5
Nov. 13 — Father Tom
5
Oct. 23 — Tropical Love
5
Oct. 9 — Across the Divide
S
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson)
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
Ghost City (Helen Holmes)

5
5
5

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
(Released through First National)
Dec. 5 — The Sea Lion (Hobart Bosworth)
Nov. 28 — Hail the Woman (Ince)
Nov. 14 — Love Never Dies (King Vidor)
Nov. 7— The Silent Call (H. O. Davis)
Oct. 24 — Molly O (Mack Sennett)
C. B. C. FILM SALE CORP.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
(Two Reels Twice a Month)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(One Reel Twice a Month)
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
(One Two-Reeler Every Two Weeks)
GEORGE H. DAVIS
Oct. 15 — The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart)... 6
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
(Releasing Arrangements to be Announced Later)
Jan., 1922— His Nibs (Charles (Chic) Sale)
Jan., 1922 — Jungle Adventures (Martin Johnson)
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT
(January Releases)
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
The Romance Booster (Will Rogers, Lila Lee)
Fool'sLane
Paradise
(CecilNoDeTurning
Mille)
The
That Had
(Agnes Ayres)
Love's
Boomerang
(Ann
Forrest)
The Law and the Woman (Betty Compson)
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.)
(December Releases)
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. de Mille)
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
White Oak (William S. Hart)
Her Final Payment (Pola Negri)
Don't theTellVamp
Everything
(Special Cast)
Exit
(Ethel Clayton)
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan)
(November Releases)
The Call of the North (Jack Holt)
The Sheik (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Bonnie Briar Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.)
Ladies Must Live (Betty Compson)
Three Word Brand (William S. Hart)
(October Releases)
Oct. 30— Beyond (Ethel Clayton)
5248
Oct. 30— After the Show (Wm. de Mille) 5884
Oct. 23 — Experience (Geo. Fitzmaurice)
6
Oct. 9 — The
Great Impersonation (Geo. Melford
Prod.)
6
Oct. 2 — Cappy Ricks (Thomas Meighan)
6
Oct. 2 — Footlights (Elsie Ferguson)
7

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart)
Wife Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.)
Nov. 28 — Tol'ble David (Richard Barthelmess)
Nov. 14 — Alf's Button (Special Cast)
Oct. 24 — Her Social Value (Katherine MacDonald) . .
Oct. 1717 —— Two
Woman's
Placeto (Constance
Oct.
Minutes
Go (Charles Talmadge)
Ray)
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Blacksmith
2
The Playhouse
2
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Footfalls
Shame (Special Cast)
Thunderclap (Special Cast)
Over the Hill (Special Cast)
A Connecticut Yankee (Special Cast)
The Last Trail (Special Cast)
Queen of Sheba (Special Cast)
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Perjury
His Greatest Sacrifice
PEARL WHITE SERIES
A Virgin Paradise
Beyond Price
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
TOM MIX SERIES
Oct. 30 — The Rough Diamond
Oct. — The Night Horsemen \
After Your Own Heart
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Oct. 2 — The Lady From Longacre
Sept. — Singing River
August — Children of Night
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Oct. — Jackie
Oct. — Queenie
Sept. — Lovetime
Sept. — Ever Since Eve
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Dec. 4 — Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
Nov. 27 — The Last Trail
Nov. 20 — The Jolt (Walker-Murphy)
Nov. 13 — Riding with Death (Buck Jones)
N0V g — Bucking the Line (Maurice (Lefty) Flynn) .
Oct. 23— Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford)...
SERIALS
Fantomas (20 episodes)
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Love and War
2
A Perfect Villain
2
One Moment Please
2
SingerBook
Midgets'
Side Show
The
Agent
22
Say It With Flowers
2
FOX NEWS
(Twice a Week)
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
The Chauffeur
The Toreador
The Sailor
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Long Live the King
The Big Bath
Mystery
Turkish
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
SEASON 1921-1922
FIRST GROUP OF GOLDWYN PICTURES
Oct. — Pardon My French
Oct. — The Grim Comedian (Lloyd)
Oct. — A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
Oct. — Be My Wife (Max Linder)
Oct. — The Night Rose
Oct. — From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
Oct. — Poverty of Riches (Barker)
Oct. — The Man from Lost River (Lloyd)
Oct. — The Old Nest (Hughes)
Oct. — Dangerous Curve Ahead (Hughes)
Oct. — The Invisible Power
Oct. — For Those We Love
Oct. — Ace of Hearts
Oct. — Beating the Game (Tom Moore)
Oct. — All's Fair in Love

Picture

N en

LISTEI

HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
Feb. 12, 1922— Hope (Triart Pictures Corp.)
Feb. 5, 1922— The Grey Dawn (Benj. B. Hampt
Prod.)
I
Pro
Jan. 22,
1922— Heart'sd.)
Haven (Benj. B. Hampt
Jan. 15,Corp.)
1922 — The Young Painter (Triart Picttt
Jan. 8, 1922— French Heels (Hol-tre Pictures, Inc.).
Dec. 25Prod
— Cameron ucti
of the Royal
Mounted (Winnij ]
ons)
Dec. 11 — The Bashful Suitor (Triart Pictures Corp.)
Dec. 11— Fifty Candles (Trvin V. Willatt Prod.)....f
Nov. 20—
The Light in the Clearing (T. Hayes Hun
Prod.)
Nov. 13 — The Beggar Maid (Triart Pictures Corp.).
Nov. 6— Jane Eyre (Hugo Ballin Prod.)
I
Oct. 23 — The Mysterious Rider (Benj. B. Hampton)
Oct. 2— Rip Van Winkle (Ward Lascelle Prod.j
KIPLING ENTERPRISES
The Lone Hand
The Midnight Riders
Outlawed
The Battling Kid
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VIC
(Released on States Right Basis)
The Stampede (Texas Guinan)
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan)
BERT LUBLN- WESTERN P. COR]
Lady Luck (Allene Ray)
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray)
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Jan., 1922 — The Prisoner of Zenda
Jan. 8, 1922— The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana).
Dec. 12— The Golden Gift (Alice Lake)
Dec. 5 — Turn to the Right (Special Cast)
Nov.
Desmond)
Nov.—— Fightin'
The IdleMad
Rich(William
(Bert Lytell)
Oct.— There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
Oct. — The Conquering Power
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 26 — Camille
S-L PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 23, 1922 — Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes)
Nov. 28, 1922— The Hunch (Gareth Hughes)
ROWLAND WEST PRODUCTIONS
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Special Cast)
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
The Lotus Blossom
The Four Seasons (Urban)
KINETO REVIEW
(One Reel Issued Weekly)
SERIALS
PATHE EXCHANGES
SERIALS
The Yellow Arm
(Fifteen
— StarringCourtot)
Warner Oland, Juami
Hansen Episodes
and Marguerite
THE SKY RANGER
(Fifteen
Caprice)Episodes — Starring Geo. B. Seitz and Jm$
AESOP'S FABLES
Nov. 20 — The Woman and the Hen
Nov. 13 — The Owl and the Grasshopper
Nov. 6— The Fox and the Goat
Oct. 30 — The Cat and the Monkey
Oct. 23 — The Dog and the Bone
ERNEST TRUEX COMEDIES
The Bashful Lover
Stick Around
<
Little, But Oh My
BILL AND BOB SERIES
Nov. 13— A Day in the Wilds
Oct. 16 — The Skunk
TOM SANTSCHI DRAMAS
Nov. 13 — The Heart of Doreon
Oct. 30 — The Spirit of the Lake
Oct.son)16 — The Honor of Rameriz
i
HURRICANE HUTCH
(Fifteen Episode Serial — Starring Charles ButcM
(Continued on page 2608)
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ROUGH

DIAMOND"

(Fox)
Rapid-Fire Melo-Comedy With Comic Opera Trimmings
TOM MIX does not believe in following orthodox channels with his
offerings. One never knows what to expect from the Fox star. He
may adapt himself to the regulation Westren formula or he may
open the throttle and breeze through at high speed in some crazy-quilt
pattern that entertains because it defies the conventions. " The Rough
Diamond " presents him in a topsy-turvy story which has a melodramatic
foundation, but which depends upon a fairly new line of gags and stunts
and wild action for its entertainment values. There is very little of Western
gunplay in it. and the horsemanship in which Mix excels is more or less
relegated to the background.
The picture starts off with plenty of comedy spirit showing the star in
the role of a " good-for-nothing." He is a sort of country character who
relies upon picturesque figures of speech or some stunt for the interest of
the spectator. Along comes a touring car loaded with a president of a
South American republic, his aide, and very charming daughter, and Mix
rescues the girl's hat. The tourist is searching for a fearless and daring
man who will be offered the job of generalissimo of the army. The next
sequence shows Mix with a trick donkey being engaged by a circus. It is
a one horse show and the star puts it on the bum by disobeying orders.
This incident offers some exhilirating comedy, particularly when Mix reveals himself as a bareback rider, adorned with a ballet skirt and wearing
a wig. When he shows his fearless attitude with the circus proprietor, the
Spanish president offers him the army job. And Mix steals the trick horse
from the circus and beats it across country.
It is all good burlesque, though you cannot take it seriously once the
comic opera finale is introduced. This particular line of action offers the
star in a series of incidents in which he is constantly rescuing the heroine.
He is " shanghaied " aboard a vessel sailing for the South American port,
but he bobs up with plenty of courage which takes form in the shape of
lively stunts. Once in the new country, he becomes identified as " General him
Motors,"'leading
and histheuniform
is aa knock-out.
concluding
scenesIt
present
army and
continuation The
of the
rescue act.
smacks very much here of a burlesque upon the Richard Harding Davis
stories, with Mix galloping around the lot and cutting up didoes in the
customary fashion. The star holds the spotlight throughout, there being
scarcely a scene in which he is not dominant. Ralph Spence's titles are
for the most part satisfactory, and the picture is certain to get over everywhere. Surely it keeps moving. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Hank Sh erman
Tom Mix
Gloria Gomez
Eva Novak
Emiliano Gomez
Hector Sarno
Pedro Sanchez
Edward Brady
Manuel Garcia
Sid Jordan
By Tom Mix and Edward Sedgwick.
Directed by Edward Sedgwick.
Photographed by Ben Kline.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Tom Mix, the daring and dashing Fox star, will appear at the
thetre next
" The Rough
Diamond,"of written
by the cowboy
in conjunction with Edward inSedgwick,
the director
the production.
The star
who
has been doing the unexpected in his recent offerings, comes forward here with a
sample of clever burlesque. It is a different type of story which combines romance,
adventure, thrills, and suspense throughout an unadulterated line of action.
the partWith
of a hisgood-natured
to any and
allMix
linesplays
of action.
trick horse adventurer
he developswhointois aresponsive
circus performer
and
>■'•■ before he knows it is shanghaied and carried to a South American republic. The
powers of this nation are eager to discover a man who combines courage with
diplomacy, but principally they want a figure who is unafraid. Mix fits into the
role and gives the spectator a treat in wholesome and exciting adventure. His
company includes Eva Novak.
PROGRAM READER
He was open to any kind of suggestion which spelled adventure. Perhaps that
is why he joined the circus. And he persisted in doing things just as he pleased.
The result was he broke up the circus. But in the audience was the girl whose
hat he had rescued. And her father was the president of a South American
republic. It happened that he wanted a man to take charge of his army — a man
unafraid of danger. Did Tom Mix respond? You just bet he did. There was no
adventure too thrilling for him. He literally jumped at the chance to prove his
courage. And he took up his task with fearless abandon. See " The Rough
Diamond,"
theatre next
.
Eva Novak isan in exciting
the cast. picture at the
SUGGESTIONS
Since Tom Mix is furnishing his following with screen stories of marked adventure
you
well that
to state
that an" The
RoughlineDiamond
" is perfectly
cut— out
him.would
Bring doforth
it offers
exciting
of adventure
and action
that forit
travels on high most of the time. Bring out that Tom Mix has discarded his two
guns and uses his brain and fists here — also his trick horse. And make mention
that it is a different type of story. Play up Eva Novak as his leading lady, and
tell further that the picture is on a par with " A Broadway Round Up," and " The
Roadsuspense.
Demon." Bill it as an adventurous melodrama which tingles with action
and
CATCH LINES
A
thrilling
adventure
which
travels
on high
throughout
is " The Rough
Diamond,"
which brings the irrepressible Tom Mix
as star.
At the
.— theatre
next

"THE

MILLIONAIRE"
(Universal)

Fair Mystery Melodrama With Rawlinson as Star
HERBERT RAWLINSON has been knocking about quite a bit on
the screen. From stellar heights to leads, and character parts, he
has once more climbed to the top rung of the ladder and appears
as UniversaFs newest star. The first vehicle awarded him is a fairly interesting mystery melodrama, though with the star's flair for comedy expres ion itstrikes us that a deeper humorous note should have been exploited. The very idea of a wage slave becoming suddenly rich has its
comic possibilities. But these are never established and the onlooker is
forced to watch a mysterious line of action concentrated around an eccentric benefactor who has shuffled off leaving his heir in the dark concerning the conduct of himself.
The early scenes disclose Rawlinson having an argument with his employer and getting fired as a result. Then he comes into sudden wealth
because the benefactor had once loved the youth's mother. The deceased
has indicated that he was a marked man, and that it is up to the heir to
protect himself at all hazards. And to accomplish this he is forced to take
up his abode in a mysterious house which carries secret panels, doors and
the customary serial trimmings and trappings. He hires a valet who is to
double for himself, but wherever he goes he is a marked man. There is
even a mercenary woman introduced whose purpose is to intrigue the
young Croesus into matrimony. The picture follows a single track line of
adventure, though there is some suspense in wondering just how the central figure will adjust himself to the various and "in-tri-kut" situations.
He puts on a fierce make-up which discloses an ugly set of chin whiskers,
and attempts to beard the lion in his den — the lion being the assasin of the
old man. Just why they have this grudge against him is not brought forth,
nor the reason for their enmity against the deceased.
The picture shows evidences of being hastily assembled, for it jumps
from scene to scene with little continuity. And the love interest is negligible. The picture is saved by a hectic finish which shows the millionaire
successful in battle against overwhelming odds. He has discovered the
whereabouts of the gang and jumps down from a skylight, surprising
them. In his descent he accidentally turns on a fire hose. And the water
aids him in defending himself until the police arrive. The watery episode
could really be dispensed with, since it serves no object other than giving
the set and the actors a thorough wetting. So much for realism. The
story does not ring true. Had it developed a comedy angle it would sound
a higher note. Such an idea as exploited here could be made into a
lively satire. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Jack Norman
Herbert Rawlinson
Bobo Harmsworth
Bert Roach
Simon Fisher
Wm. Courtwright
Jimmy
Verne Winter
Kate Blair
Lillian Rich
Grandmother
Margaret Mann
Delmar
Fred Vroom
Mrs. Claever
Mary Huntress
Marion Culbreth
Doris Pawn
Evers
.E. A. Warren
By
Hulbert
Footner. Clifton.
Scenario
by Wallace
Directed by Jack Conway.
Photographed by E. J. Ballejo.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Millionaire " is the title of the latest Universal picture which comes to
the
theatre next
starring Herbert Rawlinson. This
picture presents the popular player in a role which carries plenty of appeal. He
appears as Jack Norman, a wage-slave when the story opens. Whejn he is fired
by his employer he suddenly comes into a rich inheritance under the provision
that he protect himself from the men who had killed his benefactor. He attempts
to get at the bottom of matters but finds himself confronted by hidden dangers
which seemingly lurk everywhere.
The picture develops an exciting and often humorous line of adventure and
after many complications in which the hero punishes his enemies and disperses
them, the story ends. The acting of the star is always conspicuous for its poise
and abandon, and giving excellent support are Lillian Rich, Fred Vroom. Doris
Pawn and Bert Roach. Jack Conway directed from a story by Hulbert Footner.
PROGRAM READER
How would you like to be a millionaire? Just suppose that you were slaving
away in a store or factory cm little or nothing a week. Suppose that you had
a run-in
with were
your no
employer
he fired
or told
your
services
longer and
desired.
Thenyou when
you you
foundin politer
yourself terms
down— that
and
out, suppose word reached you that you had inherited a million dollars, but that
in inheriting it your life was in danger. Would you wish yourself back in your
former plight? Or would you guard your precious wealth and health? See
" The Millionaire,". the Herbert Rawlinson picture which comes to the
next
SUGGESTIONS
Make the most of the fact that Herbert Rawlinson returns as a star after many
seasons as leading man. He will be remembered by most of your patrons. He
appeared
DeanPlayin up
" Conflict."
And play
up and
use stills.
Develop aopposite
followingPriscilla
for him.
that the picture
is dhimbreezy
comedy-melodrama which travels with plenty of speed and dash. Play up that the pretty
Lillian Rich is in the cast as leading woman. Get out a snappy line of teasers
and catch lines. Play it up as a crackling mystery melodrama which carries surefirement isqualities.
Bring out that it offers fine entertainment. But your main arguRawlinson.
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COMING
RELEASES
(Continued from page 2606)
EDGAR JONES PRODUCTIONS
CAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES
Oct. 23 — Trolley Troubles
Oct. 16 — Dodge Your Debts
HAL ROACH COMEDIES
Nov. 20 — Penny in the Slot (Snub Pollard)
Nov. 13 — Hocus-Pocus (Pollard)
Nov. 6 — On Location (Pollard)
Oct. 30 — Fifteen Minutes (Pollard)
Harold Lloyd Reissues
HOLM AN DAY PRODUCTIONS
Cupitl. Registered Guide
Nov. 20 — Dangerous Dollars
Oct. 9 — Wings of the Border
EDDIE BOLAND COMEDIES
Oct. 23 — Late Hours
Oct 9 — Sweet By and By
MAJOR ALLEN SCENICS
Nov. 20 — Roping the Black Panther
Oct. 23 — Capturing Lions by Aeroplane
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
Saturdays — Pathe News
REALART PICTURES CORP.
Morals (May McAvoy)
Dec. — A Virginia Courtship (May McAvoy)
Nov. — Her l ace Value (Wanda Hawley)
Nov. — Hush Money (Alice Brady)
Oct. — The Speed Girl (Bebe Daniels)
Oct. — The Case of Becky (Constance Binney)
Oct. — Dawn of the East (Alice Brady)
R-C PICTURES CORP.
Possession
Nov. 1327—— The
Ma'mselie
(Gasnier)
Nov.
Lure ofJoJade
(Pauline Frederick)
Oct. 30 — The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)
Oct. 16 — The Foolish Age (Doris May)
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD SERIES
The Frame Up
The Sheriff of Campo
The Western Thoroughbred
Arizona Ranger
Wolves of the Camp
The Cattle Rustlers
AL JENNINGS SERIES
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
FRITZI RIDGWAY SERIES
CAPITOL FILM COMPANY
NEAL HART SERIES
LESTER CUNEO SERIES
Lone Hand Wilson

2
2
2
2
2
2

S

Ranger and the Law
Witches' Lure
SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Oct. 20 — Clay Dollars
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Dec. IS — Conceit
Oct. 1 — A Man's Home
REVIVALS
SELECT PRODUCTIONS
SHORT SUBJECTS
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
REPUBLIC FEATURES
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)
UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
Nov. — The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Prod.)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Nov. 21 — False Kisses (Miss Du Pont)....
Nov. 14 — The Millionnaire (Herbert Rawlinson)
Nov. — Sure Fire (Hoot Gibson)
Nov. 7 — Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
Oct. 31 — The Fox (Harry Carey)
Oct.
Nobody's
(MarieWalton)
Prevost)
Oct. 2431 —— High
HeelsFool
(Gladys
Oct. 17 — Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
SERIALS
Terror Trail
(Eighteen
Episodes — Featuring Eileen Sedgwick)
Do or D.e
(Eighteen
— Starring Eddie Polo)
Winners ofEpisodes
the West
(Eighteen Episodes — Starring Art Accord)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Jan. I, 1922 — Foolish Wives (Stroheim)
Oct. — No Woman Knows (Special Cast)
JEWEL COMEDIES
A Monkey Schoolmaster (Joe Martin)
P. D. Q. (Lee Moran)
Robinson's Trousseau
CENTURY COMEDIES
A Nervy Dentist
Teddy's
A Muddy Goat
Bride
Playing Possum
STAR COMEDIES
Ice Box Pirates

SHORT
SUBJECTS
(Continued from page 2604)
Feature
Star
Reviewed
Length
Distributed By
In the Bonnie Brier Country (Scenic).... Educational
1 reel Aug. 6
Fox
VSs
reel.
.May 21
It's
a
Bear
(Mutt
and
Jeff
Cartoon)
Japan (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel July 2
Japanese Judo (Educational)
Educational
1 reel
1 reel
Juggernauts of the Jungle (Educational) . . Educational
King of the Circus (Serial), Eddie Polo... Universal
18 episodes
Land of Chu Chin Chow (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel. . . Aug. 20
Last Hops, The (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel .... Sept. 3
Kineto Review 1 reel May 21
Let's History
See the ofAnimals
(Educational)
Life
Frogs and
Toads (Educ.) . . . Kineto Review 1 reel June 11
Liquid Gold (Educational)
Kineto Review 1 reel
2 reeis
Lochinvar of the Line (Drama), Edgar Jones. Pathe
Lorraine of the Timberlands (West. Dr.),
Tom Sanchi
Pathe
2 reels.. Oct. 8
Educational
1 reel. . .
Lost a Yodel (Educational)
1 reel. . .
Major Jack Allen Wild Animal Pict. (Adven.) Pathe
Modern Centaurs (Educational) Educational
1 reel. . .
Morocco, the Mysterious (Educational) Kineto Review 1 reel . . . . May 7
Mountain Lion (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
lreel... .Aug. 20
Movie Chat No. 40 (Educational) Urban-Nat'nal Ex . 1 reel . . . .Sept. 24
Movie Chat Nos. 49 and 56 (Scenic) Urban
1 reel eac hjune 25
Movie Chat No. 52 (Educational) Urban
lreel... .July 16
Movie Chats, Ninth Series
National Ex
1 reel. . . .Sept. 17
20
Music in the Air (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. . . .Aug.
Pathe
2
reels..
My Lady of the Pines (W. Dr.), Mary Astor.
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. . . .May
28
Naturalist's Paradise, The (Scenic) Educational
Sept.
2 reels . . .Oct. 810
Ne'er to the
Return
Road (Wild
(Dr.), Animal)
Wallace Berrey. Pathe
lreel... .Sept. 24
Netting
Leopard
New Wine in Old Bottles (Educational) Educational
Educational
1 reel. . . .Oct. 1
No More Gasoline (Scenic)
Vfcreel.. .Aug. 27
Not Wedded But a Wife (Cartoon) Fox
Official Gov. Pict. 2 reels. . .July 16
Our Navy in Action (U. S. Navy)
Fox
1 reel . . .Aug. 20
Painters' (Scenic)
Frolic, The (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Kineto
Panama
Review 1 reel..
Paris the Beautiful (Scenic)
.May 2110
Kineto Review lreel...
1 reel'. . . .Sept.
Pathe Review No. 120
Pathe

Picture

X ewi

5 Line's Busy
S Should Stepmothers Trifle
RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron)
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Byron)
UNIVERSAL WESTERNS
A Blue Jacket's Honor (Jack Perrin;
AFair
Woman's
(Eileen
Sedgwick)
imm
FightingWit (Art
Accord)
Call of Duty (Larkin-Hill) .
Beauty and the Bandit (Larkin-Hill)
i
The Honor of the Mounted (Larkin-Hill)
Square Deal Cyclone (Eddie Polo)
J
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays — International News
]
Fridays — International News
]
gwie
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) I
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Oct.— The Son of Wallingford
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
Oct. — The Inner Chamber
WILLIAM DUNCAN PRODUCTIONS
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Nov. — Lucky Carson
Oct. — Bring Him In
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The
Track
Moral Single
Fibre
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Nov. — The Secret of the Hills
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
— The Rainbow
5 Oct.-Nov.
Sept.-Oct. — The Matrimonial Web
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
7
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
SERIALS
Breaking Through
(Starring Carmel Myers and Wallace MacDonald)
Fighting Fate
(Fifteen
Episodes — Starring William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
WARNER BROS.
Her
Daughter-in-Law
(Vera Gordon)
Ashamed
of Parents (Special
Cast)
School Days (Wesley Barry
SERIALS
The Lost City
IS episodi
IS episodes.
2 Miracles of the Jungle
2 MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
2 i One released every month)
2 F. B. WARREN CORPORATION
Nov. — The Old Oaken Bucket
22 Nov.—
What Do Men Want
Nov.
— Our Mutual Friend
2
POST NATURE SERIES
1 (One Every Two Weeks)

Star
Distributed By
May 7
Feature
Length .Reviewed
Peculiar Pets (Educational)
Kineto
Review.
...
1
reel.
.May
14
Philippine Futurity, The (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel .
Pigs and Kava (Educational)
Educational
lreel.
Play Ball (Sketchographs)
Educational
1 reel. Aug. 13
Polo (Educational)
1 reel.
Primitive Life in Tennessee (Scenic) Educational
Kineto
1 reel.
Purple Riders, The (Serial), Joe Ryan
Vitagraph
15 episodes.May
May 2t7 i
1 reel.
Pyrenees and Wooden Legs (Educational) . . . Educational
Quaint Holland (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel.
Educational
lreel. Aug. 20
Red
End, The Train
(Scenic)
Ride Trail's
on a Runaway
(Novelty) Educational
lreel.
May 14
2 reels Sept.
Roaring Waters (West. Drama), Geo. Larkin . Universal
National Ex
lreel. June 182T
Science at Home (Kineto Review)
Screen Snapshots No. 24
C. B. C. Film Sales 12 reel.
reels Sept. 18
Secret of Butte Ridge, The (W. Dr.), T. Sanchi. Pathe
Seven League Booters (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. May 14
Pathe
2
reels
Sheriff of Mojave, The (Wes. Dr.), T. Sanchi.
Affiliated Distr. ... 1 reel. .July
Skipping the Pen (Cartoon)
Aug. 96
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. June
Spirit Wrestlers (Scenic)
3
Stratford on Avon (Scenic)
Hepworth
1
reel.
Kineto Review .... 1 reel .
Swat the Fly (Educational)
Sweet Heart (Western Drama), Billy West.. Joan
Film
218 reels
Universal
episodesJune 2S
Terror Trail (Serial), Eileen Sedgwick Kineto
June 11J
Review 1 reel
Thrills (Sport Topic)
% reel. ..Sept. 24
Tongue Sandwich, A (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Fox
1 reel. .
Too Much Overhead (Educational) Educational
Tooth Carpenter (Cartoon)
T. Sarg Almanac . 21 reel.
reels. .
Training Woodpeckers (Mutt & Jeff Cartoon) Fox
July 227
.Aug.
Tricked (West. Drama). Irving Cummings. . Kineto Review 12 reels.
reel. .June 25
Trip of U. S. S. Idaho (Scenic)
Educational
lreel....
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes (Scenic)... Kineto
Review 1 reel
Vegetarians (Educational)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. . . .June 25
Venice (Scenic)
Pathe
.
.
.
2
3
reel.
Oct.
8
Venus and the Cat (Aesop Film Fable) Kineto Review 1 reel
Village Life in Switzerland (Scenic) Educational
lreel.... ...J
Wanderlust (Scenic)
Educational
lreel. ***■
Wanted, an Elevator
Review 1 reel
J
Was Darwin Right? (Educational) Kineto
reel ... July 2
Watering the Elephants (Mutt & Jeff Cart.). Fox
Kineto Review 1 reel
Water Babies (Educational)
Rights
Wild Men of Borneo (Adventure) State
Pathe
2 reels
Wings of the Border (Western Drama) Universal
18 episodes Oct. 1
Winners of the West (Serial), Art Accord...
1 reel. .. .June 18
Woolly Bits and Monkey Hits (Educational) . Educational
Pathe
June 2
Yellow Arm, The (Serial), Juanita Hansen..
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1921

FAIR
IN
(Goldwyn)

LOVE"

A Delightful Farce Comedy That Should Please Them All
LL'S FAIR IN LOVE " will not lose friends for any exhibitors.
It may not be talked about as the best comedy of the year,
but it will give entertainment to each and every one who sees
"A'
It is clean, wholesome, fast-moving, filled with hokum of the better
sort, and aided greatly by its titles. The picture might easily have been
made comedy drama, or even heavier, but the producers have elected that
it should be developed with such rollicking fun that it cannot be taken
seriously, although the early scenes are never farcical.
The title is a little hard to justify, for the story deals with a swift
romance and marriage of a happy couple. But a former flame of the
groom, a typical movie type of vampire, has appeared on the scene and
planted seeds of doubt in the mind of the happy bride. This bride is a
stubborn, pert and assertive little thing, and the honeymoon never takes
place. Of course both are very unhappy, and both have sufficient pride to
keep themselves so. May Collins plays the girl and she has golden
opportunities here. She weeps all over the house, torments her poor
father, and wears a heavy veil, but her pride forbids her going back to her
husband. She hits upon the idea of disguising herself and vamping him
into humility. Dressed as every good vamp should be dressed, she lures
him to her Egyptian apartment, practising her arts in such an amateurish
and grotesque fashion that it makes good hokum. When her husband discovers her identity he gives a true opinion of the " movie type " of vamp.
The titles poke fun at her.
There is no praise too lavish for Miss Collins. Besides being a comedienne of ability, she might well be ranked among the foremost
of the screen beauties in face and figure. She has a distinct type of beauty
and a charm of personality seldom so gracefully combined. In " All's Fair
in Love" she will make many admirers and she deserves them all. Fortunately the picture allows her to wear many and varied gowns. All this may
appear to neglect Richard Dix, who deserves no such treatment. His work
as the leading man is excellent, his self-restraint being especially admirable.
To complete this capable Goldwyn cast are Raymond Hatton, Marcia
n Manon and Stuart Holmes. Director E. Mason Hopper has made the story
(which is not startling in its originality) thoroughly refreshing and interesting by introducing novel bits of business. The only trouble with the
titles is that they sometimes descend to farce when the action is on a
higher plane. But they are clever. — Length, 5 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Natalie
May Collins
Bobby Cameron
Richard Dix
Vera
Marcia Manon
Craigh Randolph
Raymond Hatton
Rogers
Stuart Holmes
Marshall
Andrew
Robson
Story by Thompson Buchanan.
Directed by E. Mason Hopper.
Continuity by Arthur F. Statter.
Photography by John J. Mescall.
E. J. Babille, assistant director.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
"the
All's Fair in Love,"
the
Goldwyn feature,
the main
theatre on
has an which
all-starwillcastbe which
truly attraction
lives up
to its name. In the leading male role is seen Richard Dix, the manly young actor
who
won
further
prominence
by
his
work
in
"
Dangerous
Curve
Ahead."
Playing
»i the leading feminine role is May Collins. Miss Collins is a born comedienne
and
has the reputation of being one of the prettiest actresses on the screen.
All's Fair in Love," as adapted from a stage play by Thompson Buchanan,
ntitled " ItTheis aBridal
Path." filled
It is with
built new
for and
entertainment,
and it lives
its
promise.
light comedy,
engaging situations,
and uphas tobeen
M| received
wherever
shown
as
one
of
the
most
fascinating
and
refreshing
light
comedies to be produced in many a month. As one may guess from its title, it deals
with the love affairs of several young people which do not become untangled until
the final moment. In addition of being original, its comedy has the added advantage of being clean and wholesome.
In addition to Mr. Dix and Miss Collins this cast includes Raymond Hatton,
Stuart Holmes and Marcia Manon. The picture was directed by E. Mason Hopper.
PROGRAM READER
Do men like to be vamped? We mean vamped in the snaky, slithering way
which the movie stars have introduced? Natalie, youthful bride who had quarreled with her husband, thought they did, so she tried it. The result was not all
that
of " falling
her husband
when she
he had
saw hoped.
through Instead
her disguise,
his joy" was
unconfined.enjoyed it immensely, and
Co-starred in this picture, which is entitled " All's Fair in Love," are Richard
Dix
youngone husband
in " Dangerous
") andOthers
May Collins
(she (he
has was
been thevoted
of the prettiest
actressesCurve
of theAhead
screen).
in the
cast are Stuart Holmes and Raymond Hatton — you know them both. The picture
was adapted from a stage play by Thomas Buchanan, entitled " The Bridal Path."
E. the
Mason Hopper for
directed. "All'sdaysFairbeginning
in Love" will be the Itfeature
attraction
at
is clean,
wholesome, refreshing comedy — the very kind you have always enjoyed seeing.
SUGGESTIONS
You have a cast here which, while it includes names of no topnotchers, numbers
among it at least four well known and undoubtedly popular players. They are
Richard
(if you Stuart
have played
AheadThe" picture
do not forget
part
in it), MayDix Collins,
Paton, "andDangerous
Raymond Curve
Hatton.
has the hisadvantage of being a matrimonial comedy which is perfectly clean and inoffensive. Bill
it as such, and promise sure-fire entertainment which does not bother about carrying home any lessons or morals. They will not be disappointed.

"BRING
HIM
(Vitagraph)

IN"

Fair Picture Based Upon Northwest Mounted

Formula

YOU can toss the Northwest Mounted formula about, puncture it full
of holes and present it very much worn and punished, but it always
bobs up to demand attention and usually succeeds. There may not
be much variation in the general outline, but the fact that the central
figure, who is either the hunted figure or the red-coat, is sufficiently dramatic, which coupled with appropriate exteriors and a snappy line of
action makes the story dependable is sufficient to lend an appeal. H. H.
Van Loan may not have worked along original lines here, but he has contributed alively story which contains a satisfactory brand of action and
suspense, and has further heightened it with a first rate sample of mystery, though this element does not always ring true.
The strong feature about the picture is its action which keeps moving
from the introductory scene to the conclusion. However, the fact that
two main themes are presented tends to befuddle the spectator. One is a
murder mystery which revolves around a surgeon residing in Calgary, the
other, a theme characteristic of the Northwest Mounted, in which the redcoat must get his man through love of duty, despite the fact that the offender has saved his life. The spectator who is a stickler for the iruth
may object to the idea that a doctor would escape from a crime of which
he is innocent and take up his abode far from civilization. This idea
more or less dissolves into the Northwest Mounted pattern. But when the
open country is reached, the picture takes on an appeal through its virile
action, its rugged backgrounds and the sympathetic note found in the attempt of the surgeon to escape the clutches of the law.
One sees plenty of shooting and riding with several rescue incidents finding a place. Earle Williams is the doctor and plays the part with acceptable spirit and abandon. He assisted in the direction with Robert Ensminger, and here his work is not so commendable. He has relied too
much upon unimportant details to the elimination of salient episodes.
The doctor saves the Mounted's life on two occasions and when the latter
is wounded he carries him back to the post and surrenders. EventuaDy
the mystery is cleared up and the innocent man allowed his freedom.
There is a faint love note introduced, but it never intrudes to any extent.
The picture will satisfy those who do not expect too much in the shape of
realities. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Dr. John Hood
Earle Williams
Mary Mackay
Fritzi Ridgway
McKenna
Bruce Gordon
Biggs
Paul Weigel
Canby
Ernest Van Pelt
Baptiste
Elmer Dewey
By
H. H.byVan
Loan. Dixon, Jr.
Scenario
Thomas
Directed by Earle Williams and Robert Ensminger.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Earle Williams, the Vitagraph star, will be seen at the
theatre
next
in
"
Bring
Him which
In." This
story ofby theH. Canadian
H. Van
Loan, an experienced screen author,
deals iswitha rugged
the activities
Mounted Police and was directed by the star himself with Robert Ensminger
acting as co-director. Assisting Mr. Williams in the preparation of " Bring Him
In " were a ofnumber
of players
their vivify
particular
adaptability
to the
requirements
mystery,
love and selected
adventurefor which
and sustain
the interest
of this remarkable story.
The star has a role somewhat different from the kind that has been expected
of him and a sort that he has portrayed in the past. How the hero and the policelive together
unaware
of eachdramatic
other'sstory
identity,
how the
formerman finally
bringsinhisthemanwoods
in, form
an intense
which andis enlivened
by a good love interest. The picture is beautifully staged.
PROGRAM READER
A story of love, adventure and action in the Canadian Northwest, where redblooded tomenthe
fight for right istheatre
" Bringnext
Him In," the Earle
comes
. It Williams
presents picture
a man which
hunt!
There is a peculiar thrill about a man hunt that gets under the skin and holds
the interest. It is such an appeal that makes this picture one of unusual interest,
especially as the hunter and the hunted live together under the same roof with
neither
beingandaware
It is a and
thrilling
self-sacrifice
duty —ofa the
storyother's
tinglingidentity.
with adventure
crisp story
action— aandstory
stagedof
in the big open places. See it.
SUGGESTIONS
Since this is based upon the Canadian Northwest Mounted Police formula it
would be advisable not to go into detail. This story is pretty old and the steady
patron may object if he is to see something so familiar. However, if this type
of story is popular in your house there need be no hesitancy upon your part of
advertising it for what it is. Play it up as a rapid action story — -one filled with
good adventure and romance and presenting Earle Williams in a different type of
role. Play up the atmosphere and describe it as a mystery picture of the Northwest.
CATCH LINES
Do they always bring them in? Well, these officers of the Northwest have never
been known to fail. See Earle Williams in "Bring Him In."
Adventure, mystery, romance — these elements are found in the lively dramatic
picture, " Bring Him In." At the
theatre next
Have you subscribed for the Booking Guide? Better do it now!
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"THE

IDLE
(Metro)

RICH"

Clever Little Picture in Every Respect
WHEN a picture comes along which savors of originality in theme,
and which points a lesson developed subtly and with plenty of
sure-fire touches in the way of comedy relief — when a picture
comes along which carries clever characterization and which builds its
situations easily and surely — that picture is bound to succeed. Take u The
Idle Rich " for example. Adapted from Kennett Harris' magazine story,
"Junk," it offers a fine flavor of originality in the figure of the youth who
suddenly awakens to the realities of life and develops his character by
grasping his opportunity and making the most of it.
Take every department of the feature and it stands above reproach. The
scenes are worked out evenly with the correct emphasis placed on every
incident. There is a breath of fine sentiment about it— also a breath of
•everyday life which marks the picture as being genuine. We look upon
an idle son of the rich catering to his equally idle set. He is spending
money like the proverbial drunken sailor, and a party he is giving looks
like the last word in reckless lavishness. Then the bottom drops out. He
becomes so poor that his friends desert him. The creditors come and take
everything — even the cup of tea he is drinking. This is a comic touch in
a picture which is saturated with comic touches. And when he has reached
the depths word reaches him that he has inherited a dilapidated house
and the adjacent junk heap from a deceased aunt.
The youth who has never worked a day in his life is brought sharply
to the task of making a living. And he makes it out of junk. Discarded
stuff is stored in the attic, the cellar and the yard of the house. He
reckons that everything thrown away, someone could use. So he establishes atrading post at his home. And soon develops into a successful
broker in junk. This may sound like a character study and it is in many
respects. But it carries enough substance — enough balancing elements to
make it a story containing a dozen sure-fire qualities. His uncle has made
a fortune from just such an opportunity. He developed a trade-mark.
And the junk dealer develops one, too. The romance does not have much
of a chance, but whenever it does appear it never assumes the touch as if
it were added because it was deemed necessary. His awakened conscience
— his grasp of business methods brings the girl back into his confidence.
She believes in him. The spectator is interested and sympathizes with him.
You regard this picture as genuine and teaching a very good idea. And it
entertains because it carries a real story interest. Bert Lytell plays the
part with his customary finesse, and his cast is entirely capable. — Length.
5 reels. — Laurence Reid.

IT'S

News

THE CAST
Samuel Weatherbee
Bert Lytell
Mattie Walling
Virginia Valli
Dillingham Coolidge
John Davidson
Judge
O'Reilly
Joseph
Uncle Coolidge
ThomasHarrington
Jefferson
Mrs.
O'Reilly
...Victory
Jane Coolidge
LeighBa'eman
Wyant
The Tailor
Max Davidson
By Kennett Harris.
Scenario
Mathis.
Directed by
by June
Maxwell
Karger.
Photographed by Arthur Martinelli.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Kennett
Harris'
popular
magazine
has been atadapted
screen by the gifted June Mathis
and willstory,
be the" Junk,"
feature attraction
theto the
theatre
next
under
its
new
title
of
"
The
Idle
Rich,"
Lytell as the star. This is a highly original story revolving around the with
themeBertof
making the most of your opportunity. It shows the blessing of hard work if one
would attain success.
Take Sam Weatherbee for example. He had inherited the money of his ancestors
and proceeded to spend it. He had never worked a day in his life. Then it
suddenly
that he didn't
a cent
the ofworld.
deceased
aunt had dawned
left him upon
with him
a dilapidated
house,possess
the attic
and inyard
which Awere
piled
high Hewithwould
junk.establish
It was a Sam's
that heAnd
couldhe act
as middleman
in disposing
it.
tradingideamarket.
flourished
and became
successful.of
It is a cleverly worked out story which builds a rich vein of humor and a worthy
sample of romance and is excellently acted and staged.
PROGRAM READER
Money can be made from most any project if one has enough ingenuity to work
for
Sam Weatherbee
in hisButlife.
have to,
for it.
his forefathers
had lefthadhimnever
with worked
plenty ofa day
wealth.
one Heday didn't
he discovered
himself poor and his friends failed him. When he had reached the depths of
despair he suddenly found that he inherited a junk heap. He knew that for every
article of useless value that its owner had thrown away, there would be someone
who would want it. So he established a trading market and the dollars poured in.
This is the substance of " The Idle Rich," which has been adapted from the magazine story " Junk," and it appears at the
theatre next
with Bert Lytell as the star. A highly amusing and original story. Don't fail
to see it. »
SUGGESTIONS
The theme behind this story is highly original and it points a good moral and
teaches one the value of perseverance. Many people cry aloud that they are unable
to make money but it is always around waiting for someone with ingenuity to make
the most of his opportunities. Tell that even a junk heap has its value even
though
it is appeared
a calling in
thata doesn't
a greatanddeal
respect.bv Play
the
original
popular bring
magazine
wasof written
one upof that
our
cleverest short story writers. Mention that June Mathis adapted the story — the
sarrie
woman
who
gave
us
"
The
Four
Horsemen."
Play
up
Lytell.
Play
it
up
as highly novel and amusing.
CATCH LINES
in the highly amusing
Can money be made from junk? See Bert Lytell
novel story, " The Idle Rich.'
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THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANY. NEW TOM

THEN

AND

NOW

Have you ever stopped to consider the vast difference in projector improvements
in general that have taken place since Simplex was first placed on the market?
DO

YOU

REMEMBER

THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

WOODEN
BASE-BOARD.
SPINDLE LEGS.
OPEN MECHANISM.
EXPOSED LOOPS.
FUNNY
LITTLE ARC LAMP.
THOUSAND
FOOT MAGAZINES.

THE
THE

INSIDE
CRUDE

The

SHUTTER
METHOD

(WITH THE
OF SETTING

AWFUL
FLICKER).
THE SHUTTER.

Simplex was born without any of these afflictions.
AND

DO

YOU

REMEMBER

How our competitors condemned our enclosed mechanism, the original shuttersetting device, the single bearing intermittent, the intermittent shoes, the heavy pedestal,
and the big type " S " lamp when
AND

the Simplex was first introduced?

DO

YOU

KNOW

That practically every new projector that has been introduced (and others that
have been improved) since Simplex was first marketed, have not only followed the
Simplex design and construction, and have copied very faithfully numerous of the
Simplex features, but have announced these features as new ones, all of which is most
flattering to the Simplex engineers.

" And they asked me how I did it
And I gave 'em the Scripture text
You keep your light so shining
a little ahead o' the next !
They copied all they could follow
but they couldn't copy my mind
Kiplin
And I left 'em Sweating —and
Stealing
g.
a year and a half behind."

im ? f r r f F P ? 1 1 fin giHL

RothackeT-A/Ier Laboratories, Inc.
Hollywood, (California

Mack

Sennett presents

"Molly 0" with the always
Popular Mabel Norman d in
The title role which seems
Made

to order for her

Delightful screen personality.
F. Richard

Jones direction

Mack Sennett supervision —
The Art of Normand, aided
By excellent supporting

cast —

Combine to make "Molly
A real screen attraction.

0"
Miss Mabel Normand

Prints made at RothackerAlter laboratories in the

as 0"
"Molly

Great and glorious climate
Of Hollywood,

California.

by
0

There are
Come and

reasonssee them.

Founded 1010
Watterson K. Rothacker

NOVEMBER

19,

1921

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

Dominates
the Field
i?

FILE

THIS

ISSUE

of Motion Picture I\eies. Be sure you do. And be sure you
keep every eopy secure and handy from now on. Very shortly
now
THE

BOOKING

GUIDE

will be in your hands. And each one of its 100 pages — giving
complete booking and exploitation information on every picture release of 1920-21 — will refer to a great deal of valuable
information in each issue of Motion Picture News.
FILE

YOUR

COPIES!

Have you ordered The Booking Guide?
or post card today.

)L. XXIV

No.

22

Los Angeles

If not, drop us a letter

Entered ax Necond Clatt Matter.
at the
Post Office at A'etr York, N. T.
underOctober
the ActIS,ofWIS,
Starch
S, ixn
Published Weekly — $z.oo a year
—

f2Q Seventh Avenue,

New

York

—

PRICE
Chicago

20

CENTS

A

SURE-FIRE

BOX-OFFICE

ATTRACTION!!!
□

UNANIMOUSLY

CRITICS

AGREE

THAT

-

PARTED

CURTAINS
FEATURING

HENRY

is an

B.WALTHALL

and

MARY

enteYtaining, high-class

ALDEN

Feature

production.

EAD REVIEW.
EXHIBITORS RTRADE

"PARTED curtains' is good entertainment.
THE PRODUCTION SHOULD FILL ANY
PRESCRIPTION
CALLING POP. ENTERTAINMENT FOR IT IS POSSESSIVE
OF DATHOS.HUMOR ANDTHRILLS. ITS THE SOCIETY
DRAMA TYPE WH A WELL CHOSEN CAST AND
MERITORIOUS DIRECTION.*
MOVING PICTURE WORLD:
"WARNER
FEATURE?
WID'S

BROTHER'S

HAVE A HIGH-CLASS

DAILY:

"ADMIRERS OF HENRY B.WALTHALL WILL BE
THOROUGHLY SATISFIED WU "PARTED CURTAINS)1
MOTION PICTURE NEWS".

"THE STORY PROGRESSES IN AN
MANNER
AND WILL SCORE AN INTERESTING EVEN
MELODRAMA
?
N Y MORNING

TELEGRAPH:

9 IT IS THE SORT OF STUFF THAT MOVI ES ARE
MADE OF AND IS GOOD, LIVELY ENTERTAINMENT."
P. S. HARRISON:

J'PICTURE-GOERS SHOULD RECEIVE GOOD
SATISFACTION OUT OF TUIS MELODRAMA?
VARIETY:
"IT \S A STRONG, ELEMENTAL MELODRAMATIC
TALE OF SELF-SACRIFICE , ABSORBINGLY
INTERESTING"

DISTRIBUTED

BY

WARNER
1600

BROS.

BROADWAY,

N. Y.

mnt

pictures

fir

1921

'December
Jesse L.L&sky
presents
Gloria

S\VANSON

^llnder

the

{aslr^

|_JER second picture— bigger than the first.
The
powerful
drama
of a woman's
choice between love and a loveless marriage.
The star whose beauty has won the world
in a new type of role, in which she reveals
new and amazing abilities.
Cast includes Mahlon Hamilton.
From the novel "The Shulamite" by Alice
and Claude Askew, and the play by Claude
Askew and Edward Knoblock. Scenario
by J. E. Nash.

(X

Directed by Sam

Cparamount

Wood.

picture

|^ FAMOUS PL\YERS-L\SKVCORPOR.\T10N|J|

S.

William
HAr\J

in.

TWizte
nPHE
greatest
made!
More

Oah^

western
picture ever
thrills in one reel than

you've ever seen in five before.
You'll know that's straight talk when
you see it!
The great star's supreme
and a box-office sensation.
By William S. Hart.
Bennet Musson. Directed
Hilly er. Photographed by
A. S. C, a William S. Hart

d

achievement,
Adapted by
by Lambert
Joe August,
Production.

(picture
(paramount
i I \Mi '1 s I'l V. I K-.-I IsM ( ( IRPOKATM >.>

{paramount

Adolph

{ficbum

"ZuKop

presents

Wallace
Gloria

Reld

Swanson

Elliott

Dexter

in
Three

Production
Sam Wood's

of the

Screen;

Biggest Stars
in one of the Screers
Biggest

Pictures!

of ©i
Fullsettg;
picture!
some and
ANDgeousit'sgowns
amazing
Scintillating with comedy and trutr
What Cecil B. DeMille has done it
married couples, this does with th sr,
It's a three star laugh-triumph!
gaged.

By Lorna Moon.

CL Gparamount

\^Q)X>

ery

Qicl

thing

n

for

December
Adolph

Zuhor

William

7927
presents

a

deMille

PRODUCTION

"^niss
with

Lois

Wilson,

AAilton
Theodore

fulu

Sills ,
Roberts,

HelenFeiguson

half of New York saw — ■
that about.
THEand play
The book that
talked
alf of America read — and raved about!
Now on the screen, for all the world
} see. With a superlative cast.
A box-office winner because it deals
ith the lives of the American people
5 no picture ever has before.
From the novel and play by Zona Gale.
Scenario by Clara Beranger.

w? (paramount

(picture

Bete

"

(paramount
Jesse

pictures

fir

L.Lashy

presents
Ethel

CLAYTON

fcpcit'the

Vamp

"Young Mrs. Winthrop" has
since
J^OT
Clayton had a picture so marvelEthel
ously suited to her, so full of heart appeal.
Written especially for the star by

Clara

Beranger, author of "The Gilded Lily." An
unusual story of married life, full of laughs and
lessons for every married couple in the world.
By Clara Beranger.
Directed by Frank Urson.

<X

(paramount
(picture
■' I AMI Ills IM Vl I K*-l \skY CORPORATION

Adolph.

Zukop

presents
Thomas

MEIGHAN
m

cA

PrinceThereWas
YI/TTHOUT
question
Meighan's best
picture since "The
Prince Chap."
It gives him the best opportunity he
ever had, and it will give your patrons
tears and laughs in plenty. Cast includes
Mildred Harris.
From

the play by George M.

Cohan,

based on the novel "Enchanted Hearts ,"
by Darragh Aldrich. Scenario by W aidemar Young.
Directed by Tom Forman.
(X

(paramount

(picture

f

'December

19*

November

19, 192 1

2619

im

Pure
eci
S
ttixving

BOBBY

VERNON

Exhibitors' Trade Review Says: —
"'PURE AND SIMPLE'— Bobby Vernon
i
is a riot in this picture. He borrows a funnyp
looking suit from an immigrant and disgraces his relatives in this country by making persistent appearances at one of their
social affairs. They weren't surprised to see
him looking so queer — they had fully
expected that — but it was tough that the
Swedish count who was about to wed their
daughter (Josephine Hill) had to be so
embarrassed. Bobby finally manages to
expose the fake count and even brings in
the tatter's wife and children to prove his
falsity. When he changes his clothes and
makes love to the pretty ingenue, it seems
like a pretty good ending for the hilarious
short subject."
SducationaVs
^Nationally
Short

oAdvertised

Subjects

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. Hammons, President

Inc.

Motion
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Directed

iper-Werter
by Robert Thornby

"Everything
the

fan

for."
can wish
—EX. HERALD.

" A Western melodrama with all the thrills,
punch and action necessary. Everything the
fan can wish for. The type of story that gains
speed as it goes along and grips your attention to the very end. A Universal - Jewel
production worthy of the name " SUPERWESTERN."

in -Hie Amazing Story of "f^nny Herself" by Edna Ferber
directed by Tod Brownin^-fhe man who made'Ou+sideihe Law"

INTENSELY

HUMAN"—

Denver

Post

SINGULARLY

~

"

HONKT-DenvtrTimes

Motion

,2622

A piece
-the
kind
get

when

of
that
big

yourdistrictj . Ur. Jo'"!1"'"

0O your P»"-

,„„ of S"**

WHERE

local
YOU
news
NO

YOU

Picture

New

*
service
TOO
will
break?

in

MATTER
ARE

You and your organization are deserving
of great praise for the service given me in
your International News of the current
week.
The scenes taken by your camera man at
the Yale-Army game last Saturday were
delivered to me Sunday morning around
10 A.M. for insertion in my news issue
starting that night. This service was
greatly appreciated especially considering
the fact that there was no extra charge on
your part.
I note that most of the news weeklies that
I have seen only released the pictures last
Thursday which proves that International
is on the job and giving exhibitors neics
ivhile it is neivs.

!

November

2623

iq, 1921

o

Youvilldotf/

to your Universal Exchange — or write or wire
them today. Get the details of Universal's offer on
the three biggest Jewel successes of the past year. This
is what you'll find;
GO

That you can get " REPUTATION "—" OUTSIDE THE
LAW "—and " ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN " on terms
so advantageous as to guarantee you a bigger net on
these three pictures than on any other three productions
in the whole big list of 1921 excepting, only, the newest
Jewel Productions.
That so much publicity has been given these three pictures that your advertising costs will come to less on
all three than you'd ordinarily spend on one.
That the exploitation ideas given you by your Universal
Exchange will be only those which have been tried and
which will work — the cream of the cream of practical
showmanship.
Get in touch with your Universal Exchange today for
the surest thing of many years.

Sure
Tith

ig

Offer
REFUTATION

- OUTSIDE

THE

LAV

- ONCE

TO

EVERY

WOMAN

"THE

FOUR

"Who
years

would

crammed
and

have

that

since,

SEASONS"

few
is

interest

scientific

could

information

scientific

a

which

picture

a

of

full

believed,

be

!"

featured

From

a letter to Mr.

Urban

from

Ernest L. Crandall, Director of
Lectures and Visual Education
of the Board
York City.

Educators
pack

your

will

work

New

to

help

you

theatres.

Address

KINETO

of Education,

Your

Inquiries

COMPANY

OF

to

AMERICA

INCORPORATED

71 West Twenty-third|St.

yjWj?^

New

York City

Lois Weber's greatest picture opens
at the Lyric Theater, Broadway and
42nd St., Sunday, Nov. 13, for an
indefinite run.
Already the million dollar question
has taken New York by storm.
From

newspaper columns — store windows— billboards — from every corner
the million dollar title shouts a million dollar box-office.
And the picture! — The exploitation
value is a KNOCKOUT, and you know
if— and
T-N-T!
Watch

OFFICES:
ATLANTA
Hirsch Bldg., 146 Marietta
BOSTON
78 Broadwa
BUFFALO
257 Franklin St
CLEVELAND
607 Film Exchange Bldg.
CHICAGO
804 South Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI Pioneer St. and Broadway
DALLAS
1812% Commerce St.
DENVER
1714 Broadway
DETROIT
143 East Elizabeth St.
WASHINGTON . .

the
New

picture

is DRAMATIC

York!

Film Bldg., 17th and Main St
KANSAS CITY
838 South Olive St
LOS ANGELES
16 North 4th St
MINNEAPOLIS
Room 1005, 729 Seventh Ave.. NEW YORK CITY
1235 Vine St
PHILADELPHIA
1201 Liberty Ave
PITTSBURGH
124 Golden Gate Ave SAN FRANCISCO
2024 Third Ave
SEATTLE
3617 Washington Ave, ST. LOUIS
626 13th St, N. W.
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Marion
Proves

Da

vies—

Cleverest

Bringing

in

a

Delightful

of Light

THE

Best

n nil

New

Role!

Comediennes.

"Enchantment"

Broadway's

nwxWwtiinriii

Into

the

Front

Rank

of

Money-Makers

exhibitor

who

gets the latest Marion

Davies-

Cosmopolitan Super feature spectacle "Enchantment" gets the very last limit in box office money-making
features.
BECAUSE

Marion

Davies

is the most

widely

advertised

actress on the American screen — backed by the greatest
advertising campaign to the public that can be produced!
BECAUSE
"Enchantment" opened its prerelease at New
York's Broadway Rivoli to continuous overflow business
for a week.
BECAUSE
"Enchantment" is already booked in the
Keith - Proctor - Moss high price, reserve seat houses
throughout Greater New York.
BECAUSE
"Enchantment" includes two special spectacular costume features adapted from "The Taming of the
Shrew" and "The Sleeping Beauty," with Joseph Urban
settings and a brilliant cast.
AND

BECAUSE
"...

the New

York

good, enjoyable

by far the best thing
Telegraph.

Press says:

fun . . clean amusement
Miss

Davies

has

. .

done." —

"... Miss Davies showed more real ability than
she has ever shown before, and the clothes she
wears

are a dream

of delight." — Tribune.

"... a captivating production . . . Miss Davies
seems to have found a vehicle that fits her." — Herald.
"...
"...

enticingly

beautiful." — Daily

an intelligently worked

News.

out story." — Globe.

Harrison's Reports speaks of the picture as a production ". . . that one can unreservedly call excellent. Not only the acting is good, but subtitles . . .
are . full of humor as well as wit. The production
and is lavish."
PLAY

THIS

FEATURE
NEW

NOW

YORK

WHILE

LAUGHING

IT

HAS

ALL

osmopolitan's Premiere Dramatic Screen
irprise on the Picture World in the Field

Favorite Springs a
of Classic Comedy

CHE has proved to New York's critics that a recognized dramatic actress can win the laurel
of light comedienne — the supreme test of histrionic ability.
In this, her latest achievement, Marion Davies has dared the approval of the most critical
press in the world, and has heard them confess that "She has done the best work of her screen
career."
Marion
Davies'
work in "Enchantment" is merry-making of the finest order — subtle, spirited,
compelling,
artistic!

E

N
A

C

H

Clever,

A

Brilliatj

"Flapper"— Gorge*
ARION

DAVIES

m

as the adorable Etffl

of her hand, and gets away with it. uit
lists her experiences as the scintillat gk
Mother gets the diary and Papa Hoyt's ey*
Engaging the services of an old friend. Ens
in the capacity of lioness tamer, Papa H 1
as Caveman — with the motto reading, 'til
rical backgrounds, stage influences and or
Enchantment"
R. Adams,

gorgeously picturizt ti

which

delighted a mi' or)

Robert G. Vignola, the di red " ^
picturization from the scerljf
Joseph Urban lives in ci
Edith Shayne, Tom
Maud

A

Turner

Conn-'

PICTUR
THE

CFM

r
□the

N
E
M
Modern Society

r?ied— Superbly

T

"

Acted

xfered, spoiled, gay — has her devoted parents eating out
ij:s her to record her conquests in a diary, where she
r of Pierre's afternoon tea dances.
ed open to the necessity of taming his daughter,
tiding man and Beau Brummel of the footlights,
otechnics — Beauty and Brains versus Apollo
bve
Love wins, aided by theat)here.and War."
:omedy, "Manhandling Ethel," by Frank
he Cosmopolitan Magazine.

:'<nan
Changed
directed
Reed.God And
the ,"
master
art ofthe
rdy settings.
Forrest Stanley,
hnkin, Corinne Baker and
" notable cast in support
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"It is a wonder that is has not been advertised as a million dollar
production, for it must have cost a fortune to do what they have done
in the way of laying railroads and bridges in the frozen North. And it
couldn't possibly be faked. There is a lot of humor in the picture in spite
of its serious nature. It is an extremely interesting picture, and the scenes in
Alaska are magnificent. If you like Rex Beach you will like this picture. The
whole cast is good."
Harriette Under hill, in the Tribune.

"A Rex Beach story usually is as bracing as the morning plunge into a cold tub.
This one is no exception. 'The Iron Trail's' fate turns on the melting of the Alaskan
glaciers and the effect is breath-taking."
Suzanne Sexton, in the Morning Telegraph.
"The producers have lavished upon it much in the way of atmosphere and background. This
picture has action, with interpolations here and there of the Alaskan intrigue and far North
bravery, heroism and romance."
.
Quinn Martin, in the Morning World.
"There are many thrilling scenes of the breaking up of the ice in 'The Iron Trail' which you can enjoy
without a doubt."
Critic for the New York Times.
'The Iron Trail,' a railroad tale, sweeps along with something of the irresistible force that is
rushing down on the railroad bridge being built by the hero and threatens to shiver the t mbers of the bridge and the hero, too. As this is a Rex Beach story there are naturally fights,
thistakes
timeplace
by the
wholesale
and in
lots. In
general
skirmish
mainly
with picks
and job"
shovels;
and the
it has
a goodFree-for-all
deal of the the
spirit
of the
first battle of the American engineers in France."
Critic for the New York Herald.
"All romance is not concerned with the love of a man for beautiful
heroines.
There may be romance just as vital in the achievement
ISEfc,
of ambition, the organization of a great business, or the building
issilix,
of a railroad. 'The Iron Trail' pictures the heroism and the thrills
involved in performing the last named task in Alaska. There
are many thrilling scenes in the picture. The cast is a comCritic for the New York Globe.
petent one."
"Every new photoplay drawn from Rex Beach sources has become a cinema
and 'The
Iron sometimes
Trail' is no
exception. It is event
sometimes
thrilling,
appealing,
and always an interesting
Critic forstory."
the New York San.

OCWNCTT
picruaex
coop.

preserrkr a picturizafion of

"The picture holds one interested throughout.
The ice floe is well stimulated; its excitement sustained. It has a backfor desperate
hatredground and
intrigue.deed?,
The
photography throughout
is good; the stage directing is artistic."
Critic York
for
the
New
Evening

aex

Journal.
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The Adventures
Languages

of Sherlock

Holmes

of the World — Now

Are the Most
in Motion

Widely Read

Fiction of All the

Pictures for the First Time
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The million dollar question will be
sizzling through Philadelphia next
week.
Lois Weber's greatest picture opens
a special run at the famous Metropolitan Opera House, Nov. 16th.
The biggest theaters in the biggest
cities everywhere are awake to the
dynamic fact that here is THE
BIG ONE.

YEAR'S

Starting like a million dollar snowball, gaining, tearing forward, careening ahead — gangway
SLIDE!

for the LAND-

OFFICES:
ATLANTA
Hirsch Bldg., 146 Marietta St.
Film Bldg., 17th and Main St
KANSAS CITY
BOSTON
78 Broadway
S38 South Olive St
LOS ANGELES
BUFFALO
257 Franklin St.
16 North 4th St
MINNEAPOLIS
CLEVELAND
607 Film Exchange Bldg
Room 1005, 729 Seventh Ave.. .NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
804 South Wabash Ave.
1235 Vine St
PHTLADELPHL4
CINCINNATI Pioneer St. and Broadway
1201 Liberty Ave
PITTSBURGH
DALLAS
1812% Commerce St
124 Golden Gate Ave SAN FRANCISCO
DENVER
1714 Broadway
2024 Third Ave
SEATTLE
DETROIT
143 East Elizabeth St.
3617 Washington Ave
ST. LOUIS
WASHINGTON...
525 13th St., N. W.

"The

greatest

"The

eighth

"$3,000,000
"Ten

and

pictures

Goldwyn's

wonder"
worth
in

says

Cleveland

says
says

one,"

York

Detroit
Pittsburg

Sensation

Produced
York

"Collect all your 'Ohs!' your 'Ahs!'
and your interjections of acute gaspology and prepare to utter them
when you see "Theodora" at the
Astor Theatre. It was a perpetual
feast for the eye."
— Alan Dale in N. Y. American
"Theodora" a wonder spectacle. To
adequately describe it would tax even

by

"Theodora"

the

Sardou's

Unione

— N. Y. Qlobe

"Outdoing for sheer magnificence,
thrills and spectacular splendor any
motion picture ever seen here,

prise and appreciation. It is believ©
that it will score the American recor*

present writing."

"Griffith is out-Griffithed. Holh
wood is made to look like a child

— Evening Sun

"It is through its stupendous settings, far excelling anything seen here
before, that it is likely to become

Cleveland

scenes open with an earthquake, rush madly on through a
chaos of battle, murder and sudden
death, and culminate in the most
realistic arena scene that ever let
very real and obviously starved lions
loose on thousands of terrified

Italian

— Archie Bell, Cleveland N
for receipts."

"As a spectacle, this picture is truly
magnificent. Most of the Hollywood products seem like smalltown stuff besides this tremendous

"The

Drarr

"There is always room for one more,
it seems, especially at the top.
'Theodora,' presented by Goldwyn
last night, holds the altitude at the

— N. York."
Y. Herald
one of the sights of New

production from Italy."
— N. Y. Times

Spectacular

Cinematografica

offers a new film sensation." — Evening Mail

the vocabulary of a P.T. Barnum"
— DeFoe in the Morning World

Italian extras."

New

it,"

Victorien

New

says

ever,"

(This is the first review from Cleveland
received in time to catch the press)
"One cannot over-praise this film,
in fact, cannot adequately describe
or criticize it. It is beyond anything
that I expected from producers of
films for years to come. A triumph,
and not only a triumph of cinematography, but an alluring, remarkable
play that does not permit interest
to flag during eleven reels.
Palaces, circus, spectacle, tumult of
huge mobs of people, all are splendidly represented in a manner that
will exhaust your adjectives of sur-

Detroit

— Detroit Free Pre:
paste-board town."
"And if it cost three million dollai
to achieve the amazing successio
of trip-hammer punches such as or
sees in this production, all I can s£
is that it looks like a full money
worth."
— Detroit }ourn
"Nothing so dramatic has been sec
in motion pictures, and almost aloi
this would be enough to stamp tl
Italian production as one of tl
most unusual that has ever be<
produced."

— Detroit Nei

"In 'Theodora,' master photopla
the screen comes into its own, if
ever will. The picture dwarfs tl
efforts of the biggest American fil
Detroit
producers of —the
day."Evening Tm

Playing

in

all

"
cities
at

$2.00

r

\

top, "Theodora"
will open
in Chicago,
o
November
11th at the La
Salle
Theatre — in
d
Boston,
November
21st, at the Shubert
Theatre

Pittsburg

"Gorgeous is a word frequently used
by those who would describe dramatic scenes whose magnificence has
pleased. The word is much too
weak to adequately fit the settings
pf this production."
— Chronicle Telegraph
'Most stupendous scenes ever
jjhrown upon the screen. Rita
,iiolivet is adorable."
— Pittsburgh Post
t abounds with startling and vivid
enes that excel the thrilling visuization of gathering klansmen in

A Few

Trade

Opinions

" Impossible to do justice to this stupendous picture. It seems incredible that
the camera could have visualized all this
grandeur, this cumultuous, whirling, riotous action. The silence was broken only
by fervent outbursts of applause. The
picture will net a fortune. The whole
country should be given an opportunity
to see it."
— The Billboard
"'Theodora' has been selling out right
along.
You leave the theatre bewildered, and it
takes moments to compose yourself to
picking out the "smash" of the production, and then you are embarrassed by a
confusion of choice, for there are so many
big passages one can set down only a
few."
— Variety

le 'Birth Of A Nation.' It is more
^ectacular than 'Civilization' and
s love theme more impressive than

"This massive spectacle dwarfs other
achievements of its kind,
— Motion Picture News

roken Blossoms.' "
— Pittsburgh Sun

"'Theodora' is magnificent, an epic of
the screen," — Moving Picture World
"As a money-maker for exhibitors it is
sure to be as big an attraction — or
bigger — than any of the spectacle productions yet offered lo the American

'Theodora' is the most satisfying
reen spectacle and sets a mark
excellence."
— Qazette Times

buyers,"

— Exhibitors Herald

" Theodora"
NOW
BOOKING

For

details

and

souvenir

booklet
address

JACK

WELSH

469-5th
New

Avenue

York

City

THE

BIGGEST

CLEANUP

OF

THE

YEAR

FOR

STATE

RIGHTS

BUYERS

/That's the first question to confront the State Right Buyer. But you
will find that Western Classics can give you an answer that will
sweep you off your feet. If prices mean anything to a live-wire
buyer, then this brand new series of 24 two-reel Western Classics
will prove a gold mine. We do not want more than you can afford
to pay, therefore our price will mean that territories will be closed

PRICE?

very
quickly.
advertisement?

WESTERN CLASSICS are
sure-fire westerns of a new and
better kind — subjects that will
be shown in 20% of all the theatres in the country. Each picture is far above the average
subject of this type, being
packed with stirring action —
pathos — romance and deathdefying thrills. State Right
Buyers need short subjects that
have power, pep and selling
appeal — pictures that will bring
you money and build up a following of satisfied and prosperous exhibitors.
Don't let your competitor beat
you to this unusual box-office
series. Get in touch with us
today — now !

WIRE
WESTERN
Chicago: L. J. Pollard
840 Transportation Bldg.

Will

your name

be inserted in our next week's

First Three Two-Reel
Sure-Fire Subjects:

Western Classics are being offered to the State Right Buyer

"BULLETS AND JUSTICE"
Featuring Tom Pickford and
Bill Patton, in a whirlwind,
dramatic tale of the fast-dying
West — a picture packed with
thrills — daring horsemanship
and human situations.

at prices that will astonish

" THE

HEART

OF

TEXA
A stirring
story
of the border
S PAT"
lands, replete with sensational
stunts and a heart-throbbing
theme.
" THE UNBROKEN TRAIL "
A smashing, virile drama of a
lonely desert and its untold
hardships.

US— WRITE

US— BUT

CLASSIC
BOB

GET

THIS

WINNING

SALES

HORNER & FRED
PRODUCERS

HIRONS

them — a price that assures them
an unusual profit in quick time.
Three subjects are now ready
for release, and the others
are being produced in our Los
Angeles Studio. If you are
a buyer of decision and quick
action NOW is the time to
get in touch with our nearest office, for territories won't
last long on the terms we are
offering. Our slogan is :
" Small profit and a quick turn-

SERIES
COMPANY
Los Angeles
1339
Gordon Street
over.''

//
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Sir Anthony
dramatic
have

Hope

is the master

story telling. His

vividness

of

of

romances

first

hand

experience.
Mercanton,

the "Griffith of Europe,"

has produced in "Possession" a picture of such intense action as to hold
the spectator breathless.
The

sets in this picture are real.

real and famous
natural cave

300 feet below

its walls and

action

and

atmosphere

great

ground,

takes

place

in

the

the identical

that gave the novel

and color.

stal-

eerie beauty.

identical location, amid
surroundings

A

roof a-glitter with

actites of weird
Every

old castle.

A

its

We'd

rather play ANYONE percentage on the million dollar question,

Showmen without exception have
recognized the million dollar value
of the title.
WE

KNOW

THE

PICTURE!

Lois Weber's greatest production is
a cyclone of dramatic intensity, a
screen triumph that moves with the
strength of a gigantic whirlwind.
It's a woman's picture that ALL
women will see and all women will
bring THEIR

MEN

to see.

Prepare for the onslaught ; you'll need
a bigger theater.

1 J^-U*** *W4r. Sfc5 ! a s

OFFICES:
ATLANTA
Hirsch Bldg, 146 Marietta St
Film Bldg., 17th and Main St
KANSAS CITY
838 South Olive St
LOS ANGELES
BOSTON
78 Broadway
BUFFALO
257 Franklin St
16 North 4th St
MINNEAPOLIS
CLEVELAND
607 Film Exchange Bldg.
Room 1005, 729 Seventh Aye. . .NEW YORK CITT
CHICAGO
804 South Wabash Ave.
1235 Vine St
PHILADELPHIA
CINCINNATI Pioneer St. and Broadway
1201 Liberty Ave
PITTSBURGH
DALLAS
1812% Commerce St.
124 Golden Gate Ave SAN FRANCISCO
DENVER
1714 Broadway
. ... . SEATTLI
1540 Broadway K.Y. C 2024 Third Ave
mi, i kim i
DETROIT
143 East Elizabeth St.
MikHlBA
.:>•.!"
w^u-ihinsri.
Ave.
ST.
WASHINGTON
ST. LOII-

-52;, I3tn S<

— - '

Here is one of those sure-fire features built
around a personality which wins the sympathy
of your audiences and has them enthusiastic
before the first reel is over. It tells a story as
sincere as it is realistic and reflects the life of
any small American
detail.

community

in colorful

There is action, self-sacrifice, humor, joy and
romance in its telling which sweeps through
five delightful reels to a forceful climax of excitement and suspense.
Tom Wise, known and admired by countless
American theatre lovers, proves his wide popularity in "Father Tom" by the sympathetic
portrayal of a role wonderfully suited to his
personality.
The announcement of "Father Tom" with
Tom Wise is enough to guarantee a successful
showing of the production at your theatre.
// is one of those features
which

ft ever fail to please.

November

2649

ig, 1921

Playgoers

Pictures

Father
with

Tom

presents

Tom

Wise

Directed by John B. O'Brien
Distributed
through
Pathe' Exchange,
Inc.
FOREIGN
REPRESENTATIVE
FOR.
PLAYGOERS PICTURES
SIDNEY GARRETT

"Father Tom" is one of those wholesome, human productions of"The Old Homestead" type whose appeal
to American audiences is proven by time and experience.
It is essentially an out-of-doors feature which wins
your heart interest from the start and ends with an exciting horse race, as vividly thrilling as ever portrayed.
Tom Wise is perfect in a typical Tom Wise characterization.

"Father Tom" is a feature you can show with the assurance of its proving satisfactory and successful.
Now Booking

15
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WOMAN'S

PalSam

Ed Win Sl-e\>ens
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Charles
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MOROSCO

Wheeler Moore
Oakman
Colleen

Roberh

the

PRODUCTIONS

ATYPICAL

E.Evans

PICTURES:

the stay- away.
READ
BY NEARLY A

MOROSCO

DEBUT

ANSWER,

CAST

0'Malle4
De Grass
WhiHocIc
Yorke
Peck

Dunbar

Eveleujn

Force

Waunda

Saunders

Selbie
Phelps

A CLEAN, STRONG, SUSTAINING* STORY OF ROMANCE AND
HUMAN SAL MGE WOl/EA/ ABOUT A CROOK, A PRIEST, A BOY
AND

A

GIRL— FILMED IN THE BEAUTIFUL, NATURAL SETTINGS OF THE SOUTH- IT IS AS CHARMING IN ATMOSPHERE

AS IT IS WHOLESOME.
ANOTHER

BUT

IT "KICKS

MOROSCO

FEATURE
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'THE

of

the
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the \?i$or of the
East

and
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the
FOR

FIRST
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\^est} the smartness
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NATIONAL

the

year.

BY
PICTURES
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Lois Weber's
Sink

deep

meaning

greatest picture!

into your

mind

the full

of those words.

Take the box-office figures of "Where
Are My
Add

Children?"

the intake on "Hypocrites."

Then the profits on "The Price of a
Good Time." Plus the deluge of coin
on "Shoes" and a score of others —
Then— take a BIG

JUMP!

And you're still short of the record
that will be set by "the million dollar

question."

OFFICES:
ATLANTA
Hirsch Bldg.. 146 .Marietta St.
BOSTON
78 Broadway
BUFFALO
257 Franklin St.
CLEVELAND
607 Film Exchange Bldg
CHICAGO
804 South Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI Pioneer St. and Broadway
DALLAS
1812% Commerce St.
DENVER
1714 Broadway
DETROIT
143 East Elizabeth St.
WASHINGTON...

Film Bldg., 17th and Main St
KANSAS CITY
838 South Olive St
LOS ANGELES
16 North 4th St
MINNEAPOLIS
Room 1005, 729 Seventh Ave . NEW YORK CITY
1235 Vine St
PHILADELPHIA
1201 Liberty Ave
PITTSBURGH
124 Golden Gate Ave SAN FRANCISCO
2024 Third Ave
SEATTLE;
3617 Washington Ave
ST. LOUIS
.525 13th St., N. W:-

..v.-;
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Arrow-Curwood
Arrow

Picture

Series

Achievement.
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Every
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Unmistakable

Stamp

of Success*

ARROW

offers

the Independent
With

FAIRE

BINNEY e
n
i
^
COLLIER
WILLIAM p
and
u
The c
second of the ARROW-CURWOOD series
of four magnificent features. A box-office triumph !

Exchange
and

Man

Exhibitor

a Complete
Service.

Exhibitors: See Your Independent Exchange
I

I)

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
220-224 West 42nd Street, New York City

Always

Highest

Class, and
Always
Profitable.

Distributors for United Kingdom
INTER-OCEAN PHOTO PLAYS
162 Wardour Ltd.Street, London

■ -
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still

of
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enthusiastic

come

approval

!

Never

before

in the

history

of the

industry

has

a

photoplay

been

accorded

lavish

praise

many

and

such

from

so

so varied

sources

W Lewis J. Seiznkk
presents HOME
^ |A
T MANS

RALPH

INCE

PRODUCTION
Prom the piety by Anna Steese Richardson
and Edmund Breese
Scenario by Edvxard J.Montagne

Get the million dollar press sheet today!— From the nearest exchange.
Drink in the amazing possibilities of
the million dollar question; revel in
the exploitation splash that million
dollar title will bring you; chuckle
over the greatest line of dollar-pulling advertising tools ever placed
your hands.
Read

the editorial by Wid!

Get set now!
— and shoot

Start shooting RIGHT
STRAIGHT— and the

run you give "WHAT
DO MEN
WANT?" will clean the slate of weeks
of ordinary business, balance those
nights of rotten business, and leave
a CLEAN-UP profit besides.
On your mark!

OFFICES:
ATLANTA. . .
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI.
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT

Hirsch Bids.. 146 Marietta St.
78 Broadway
257 Franklin St.
607 Film Exchange Bldg
804 South Wabash Ave.
.Pioneer St. and Broadway
1812% Commerce St.
1714 Broadway
.143 East Elizabeth St.
WASHINGTON. . .

Get set!

Film Bldg., 17th and Main St
KANSAS CITY
38 South Olive St
LOS ANGELES
16 North 4th St
MINNEAPOLIS
Boom 1005, 729 Seventh Ave.. NEW YORK CITY
1235 Vine St
PHILADELPHIA
1201 Liberty Ave
PITTSBURGH
124 Golden Gftte Ave
SAN FRANCISCO
2024 Third Ave
SEATTLE
3617 Washington Ave
ST. LOUIS
525 13th St., N. W.
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Directed by

Jierbert
CREATED

Blache'

SENSATION

"THE

J

ON

BROADWAY

BEGGAR

MAID
first of a series of twelve two reel pictures dramatizing the greatest masterpieces of art, created
such a sensation at the RIVOLI THEATRE,
New York City, where audiences considered it
the feature attraction, that it was held over for
a second week at the RIALTO THEATRE.
" THE BEGGAR MAID '
has been booked for
one week at the STANLEY THEATRE, Philadelphia
one week at the MARK STRAND THEATRE, Brooklyn
three weeks at the PARK THEATRE, Boston
The finest theatres in every community
will play this series of Triart Pictures

HODKINSON
PICTURE

S
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it
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The Story of a Man Who Was Down
But Never Out
Story by Rate Corbaley
Scenario by Arthur Zellner
Directed by Arthur Rosson

Dea

A romance packed with
and startling situations

th

action

Story and Direction by
Jacques Jaccard

Motion
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Times

Released
City

Population

New

York

5,602,841

(Theatres

Boston, Mass.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Milwaukee, Wis.

by

Fox

Theatre

756,476
588,819
457,000

2661

Plain

Him

Facts

the

"Over

on

Capacity

992
1,349

Broadhurst
Astor

1,354
1,120
865

Gross
War Tax)
(Not including

Played

12 months

still playing

WnoH ^
Sta n ton
Savoy
Tremont

OVER

THE

1 36 07? ?1
J / jUUt.JV
94,117.00
34,454 48

750
1,250
Alhambra

20,875.25

2,300

Detroit, Mich.
San Francisco
Newark, N. J.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Seattle, Wash.
Providence, R. I.
St. Paul, Minn.
Oakland, Cal.
Springfield, Mass.
Hartford, Conn.
Hoboken, N. J.
Sacramento, Cal.
Fresno, Cal.
San Jose, Cal.
Long Branch, N. J.
Glen Cove, L. I.
Chico, Cal.
Wenatchee, Wash.

80
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Completed

Washington
Columbia
Terminal

993,739
508,410
414,216
308,580
316,000
237,595
234,600
216,360
129,563
110,900

1,750
1,250

Opera House
Garrick
Orpheum

68,166
65,857
44,616
39,642
13,298
8,664
5,000

1,500
1,400

Liberty

1,500
1,124

Grand
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1,200
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4
1 "

89,459.00
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New England.
Keniacky ,
Tenaessee,
Ohio
^
Unsold

Michigan.
Wash. D C, Maruland,
Delaware, Viraialo-.
Montana., Oregon,
Washington.,
Northern, Idaho,

Sold
Sa>n.-ueL
(leelcraPt Spttzer
Film Exchange,
804 So. Vobash. Avercfu.., III.
CO. Haioxhur^t,
Superior Screen, Service,
147 Regent St , Salt Lake aiy.UtaK.
Pearce Films, Inc.
bO&
Street,
New CancU
Orleans,
La..
R.D. Crave r,
First National Exhibitors Circuit,
Church St,
146Sq.Marietta
St.,Charlotte,
Atlanta. N.C.
Ga.
Fine Arts Film Co,
3618
OliveMo.St.,
St Louis,
Samuel
Zierler, F i I m Co rjp,
Commonwealth.
79.9 Seventh. Ave.. Neu->york
Nu Art Film Corp.
2Q) Fran Win SC
Buffalo, N.Y.
Ben Amsterdam,
Masterpiece Film Attractions.
1329 Vine St., Phil , Pa.
Marion Koha,
Federated
Film Di'strib,
9o
Golden Gate
Ave., San. Francisco.
731 So. Olive St., Los Angeles, CcU.
A.A.Weiland.
Standard Film ExcK/
119 Ninth St., Pittsburgh,, Pa..
Alfred A. Raqmorid,
Rxuu San Filrn Co.
19131 Commerce St , Dallas, Tex.
Fred CcLbberly, M^r,
First KlationaTl Exhibitor^ Circuit.
Loeb Arcade, Minaecux>lia, Minn.
Al KaKn.,
Federated Film Exert.,
US W. Icth.St., ICansas City, Mo,
Q.304
urn St, Omahd Neor.
Arth-ur Tarn
CoKea,
Tie rial Films Ltd.,
n "Durtdas
St.. East Toronto,
Albee
Bldd, Montreal,
39
Wa.te.Pioo
St.John
,N.B
Phoenix Block St.,
Bide.,
Winnepeg,
Princess Theatre Sldtf , CoU.<aru. Alberta.
S33 Lewis
GranvilleFilm
St. Co..
Vculcouvgr, Jfc.C.
R.D.
1114 Markhaiu St., Little Cock, Ark.
Go

Oveir

Norther a IlUnoLs
Wisconsin.
I nd 1 a rva, .
Utah .\^/uorrun&,
Colorado. New Mexico.
Southern, IdctHo,
Misslsscppc,
Lou-isLCvrta.,
North. Carol ma, ,
South. Carol 1 aa .
Georgia.,
AlaJbarrLa-, Florida.,
Eastern. Missouri,
Southern. ILLi noes,
Greater New Uork,
NortKern Nevu Jersey
LLpper New York State,
Eastern. Pennsulvannia,
Soutriern
New Jersey
CcUlrbrrua,
Ariz.on.a-, Nevnrln .
Western, Pennsqlvannux,
West Virginia.
Texas, OkLariorrua.
Minnesota.
North. fe> So u±h. Dakota.
Western. Missouri.,
Kansas,
Nebraska.,Iowa.,
Eastern Can. acta.,
Western Canada,
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of Tcirzari Serial Sales Corp.,
Suite 90&,
1540 Broadioau, N.Y.
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You can't play "the million dollar
question" for your ordinary run.
Nor for the run you usually give "a
big special."
We won't let you!
Because

we

can't

allow

you

to

THROW MONEY AWAY. And you'll
be throwing away the capacity of
your box office for every day that
you might have played "What Do
Men Want?" if you had gone the
ABSOLUTE LIMIT of your city.
In fact, there's NO LIMIT
million dollar question.

OFFICES:
ATLANTA
Hlrsch Bids., 146 Marietta St.
7* Broadway
BOSTON
BUFFALO
267 Franklin St.
CLEVELAND
607 Film Exchange BideCHICAGO
304 South "Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI Pioneer St. and Broadway
DALLAS
1812% Commerc* St
DENVER
1714 Broadway
DETROIT
143 East Elizabeth St.
WASHINGTON . .

to the

Film Bldg., 17th and Main St
KANSAS CITY
838 South Olive St
LOS ANGELES
16 North 4th St
MINNEAPOLIS
Room 1005, 729 Seventh Ave. ..NEW YORK CITY
1235 Vine St
PHILADELPHIA
1201 Liberty Ave
PITTSBURGH
124 Golden Gate Ave SAN FRANCISCO
2024 Third Ave
SEATTLE
3617 Washington Ave
8T. LOUIS
. . . .S25 13th St., N. W.
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"The usual stock situation which the 'Movie' patron has
come
to expect inintheir
all photoplays
dominated
are noticeable
absence. The
blizzard'western'
scenes
are soa shiver
realisticor two."
that theMOVING
spectator's PICTURE
imagination will' give
him
WORLD.

"It is a purposeful, ardent offering. An interesting, well ditheatres-"
rected photoplay and
neverCHICAGO
was there better
VIRGINIA
DALE,
DAILY photography."
JOURNAL.

HARTFORD

American

upon

"Has all the marks of a genuine state
back rights success.
It is a melodrama with a genuine
western state
background,
rather
than a western of the 'Shoot 'em up' variety. The
suspense interest and constant action make it a moving
melodrama which should be enjoyed in all classes of
MOTION PICTURE NEWS.

RUSSELL

An

^

» -si

- ?sS5-*2S

S sat;

trXe dements *
W-J.'aS-M less
df enr^v
ha^.
enter
ta,ns the _Mg|ffl
ment and. *f ertbe
3 ta>nm
^ion

3
"Should be given a big league rating. Looks
irst
like a three-base hit and should grab first
money 1 in any town. There is no reason why
:* ith
shouldn't
P—
..„uldn't nresentarion
be given a Broadway
premiere;
with clever
clever presentation and some exploitation wil'ill probably romp home a winner".
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW.

fcBtfl is *'

r.Tef"'
....^3

TlO«- ';
pa^„„r.TlOH
dered P^Dv3C
the constmc

{ox a

"John P. McCarthy in the dual role of author
and director, has given Russell Productions a
picture that is worthy of play dates in the better
theatres of the country.
EXHIBITORS HERALD.

PRODUCTIONS
BUILDING

Classic,

-

Featuring

CHICAGO

Russe/i

SHADOWS

Simpson

°f

CONSCIENCE
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Get off with a BANG!
townjwill

Start the ex-

ploitation early. Every tongue in
take up those whizzing

words, "What Do Men Want?" Prepare for the biggest opening day in
your history —
AND THEN THE

PICTURE!

After the first packed house has seen
it wild horses will be tame compared
with the rush of the women of your
town] and THEIR men to see Lois
Weber's answer to the million dollar
question.

OFFICES:
ATLANTA
Hirsch Bldg., 146 Marietta St
BOSTON
78 Broadway
BUFFALO
257 Franklin St
CLEVELAND
607 Film Exchange Bldg.
CHICAGO
804 South Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI Pioneer St. and Broadway
DALLAS
1812% Commerce St
DENVER
1714 Broadway
DETROIT
143 East Elizabeth St.
WASHINGTON

Film Bldg., 17th and Main St
KANSAS CITY
838 South Olive St
LOS ANGELES
16 North 4th St
MINNEAPOLIS
Room 1005, 729 Seventh Ave. NEW YORK CITY
1235 Vine St
b PHILADELPHIA
1201 Liberty Ave
PITTSBURGH
124 Golden Gate Ave SAN FRANCISCO
2024 Third Ave
SEATTLE
3617 Washington Ave
ST. LOUIS
. .525 13th St., N. W.
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Before

this

producers

Jury

"All

of

For

Raymond Hitchcock
Foremost figure of the
American stage
says:
"From beginning to end it
is the most interesting,
most thrilling picture of
the day."

Famous comedian and
star of "Sally"
says:

R. H. Burnside

"One of the motion picture
industry's biggest successes. It is a picture
every actor, as well as
George V. Hobart,
famous drama-

every layman, should see.',

Famed

says:
"A wonderful piece of work
artistically and in every

tist, calls it "a
speaking achievement in the pho-

of

producer of Hippodrome spectacles

other way."

tography of silence. A highlight in the world
shadow-

Andrew

J. Callaghan

presents:

Hy Mayer
World-famous
cartooni
and producer
says :
"With its remarkable
dividuality of types £ d
the masterful acting I : t
myself drawn
into tl t
strange atmosphere.'

graphs.'*
"The

most marvelous motion

picture

I have

ever seen," says
Augustin
McHugh, who wrote
"Officer

One

666."

of

the

Most

Remarkable

iinniniiiiiu

Pu
1

cjherelljbe

a Franchise

every where

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

America's
A

greatest

Woman"

won

actors,

a

dramatists

unanimous

and

verdict:

—

Stupendous!

A

First

National

Attraction

Burton

Holmes

Internationally known
Traveler, Explorer,
Author, Lecturer

"One of the biggest and
best-played films I have
ever seen. It moves with
a tremendous sweep."

Maclyn Arbuckle
Prominent player of stage
and screen

"Intensely gripping and
holds steadily to the finish.
It should be one of the
biggest features of the

Star of big stage
successes
says :
"It is produced with a
lavish hand and an artistry which is seldom
equalled and never ex-

year."
ceeded."

Kenneth

Webb

Director of Lionel Barrymore in his classic
screen portrayals
says:
"Direction and acting are
all splendid.
It's a long
time since I enjoyed a picture so much."

tures

Ever

Made!

Watch

iiiiiDuin

qherelLb&_aTranchise
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for
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An

Open

Market

Watch

Mack

Picture

N e iv s

Release

It

At

First

Runs

Sennett
presents

6

4

in

It

is

TRULY

M

GREAT

Many
big theatres have already
booked
it for Extended
Runs

O

L

November

19,

19 2 1
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Available

To

All

Theatres

11

and

It

Will

Sell

Mabel
1

L

Itself

Normand

"
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Prints

and

Directed

Advertising

by F, Richard

Distributed
Associated

First

National

now

Jones

by
Pictures,

Inc.

ready
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Motion

This

Sounds

But

Like

It's

a

the

Fairy

Tale

Gospel

Truth!

A certain amateur film enthusiast, who as yet
prefers to remain unknown, decided to take a flier
in the picture business on his own account.
He is an ardent movie fan; he thought he knew
how pictures should be made and was willing to
back his judgment at no matter what cost.
By an arrangement with us he engaged Marshall Neilan to direct the picture between his regular First National releases.
As money didn't matter, he engaged John
Barrymore to play the leading role. Neilan had
a free hand on the production. He assembled a
fine cast, including Wesley Barry, Anna Q. Nilsson, Coleen Moore, J. Barney Sherry and other
well known film players.
The

vehicle selected was Albert Payson Ter-

hune's story, " THE LOTUS EATER,'' a tale of
a young man of twenty-five who saw a woman for
the first time when he stepped off the palatial yacht
upon which his millionaire father's will had held
him prisoner.
In our opinion the picture is one of the most
dramatic, most beautiful, and altogether most
perfect productions yet made.
Associated

First National

Pictures, Inc.

(Signed) J. D. WILLIAMS,

Manager.

Picture

News

Motion

Pictm

e

News
—

Mission
Its
Guide—
Booking
The
It will be said, in reply, that the press book which
HE trade paper today, in our frank opinion, does
not lend to the distribution of pictures the force
goes with the later run booking does just this thing,
it could and should.
gives just this aid.
But if the press-book source is necessary, why not
But the fault is not primarily the trade paper's. It
make the same effort or at least a parallel effort in the
is rather the fault of the trade paper advertising. The
trade paper advertising pages?
press-book, in general, is similarly wrong. So, in fact,
is the entire advertising effort.
And, also, let us see if the press-book, the average
one, is of service to the exhibitor.
The basic trouble lies in the fact that, at present and
The press-book, like the trade paper announcement,
for the past several years, the whole business of disis aimed too much at the early run theatre, or to put it
tribution isvery largely geared up to the first run
theatre.
otherwise, at the theatre which has plenty of advertising facilities.
We are aware of the ruling opinion that a first-run
booking, in itself, advertises and books the picture to
The first- run theatre, as a very general thing, doesn't need a
press-book and doesn't use one. Its advertising manager is fully
later run houses to some degree.
able to handle the picture's exploitation. He wants the basic
But we are speaking here of trade paper and other
selling idea of the picture, but that's about all.
printed advertising.
It's the small town and neighborhood theatre everywhere —
Let us review the present situation.
the 90% theatre — that needs badly and should want practical
exploitation aids. But, candidly, how many, as contained in the
In this issue of MOTION PICTURE NEWS the picture
sixteen pages of the average press-book, are within the publicity
advertising is devoted, almost entirely, to current or
facilities of the small town showman?
very recent releases. So with every issue throughout
The problem, in this important respect, has for some time
the year of every trade paper.
been our own problem.
In many instances the release is advertised for a few
We are meeting it immediately with " The Booking Guide,"
the 400 pages of which give detailed booking and exploitation
issues and then never mentioned again in an advertisfacts on every release of 1920-1921.
ing way for the balance of its screen life.
The subject is, to our minds, of such large importance that
Motion Picture News has some 8,500 exhibitor
we bring it, in these columns, to the serious attention of each
readers. Only a certain percentage are immediately
branch of the trade.
interested in the current or very recent release. The
" The Booking Guide " gives all possible information, all pictures being treated alike.
majority of the exhibitors won't book the picture for
The Producer, the Distributor, the Star, the Director.
anywhere from two months to a year later. Yet at the
The summary of the story, so that the theatre man may know
time the picture is booked by this majority there is no
the
plot, the high spots and whether it will fit his particular
advertising of it in the current trade paper.
audience.
Editorially we carry the picture along. It is mentioned in the release date pages. Its booking career
may be given in the Box-Office Reports; its exploitation may be carried in the Exhibitor's Service Bureau.
But all this time no advertising effort is put back of it
— no adequate advertising effort, if any at all; and by
advertising effort we mean the kind of advertising information that will not merely bring the picture fully
and forcefully enough to the exhibitor's attention but
also and principally the exploitation aids that will
help the exhibitor put the picture over once he has
booked it.
In other words and to sum up, the trade paper advertisement today announces the picture to probably
10r, of the picture theatres and does practically nothing for the remaining 90%.
Vol. XXIV

NOVEMBER

In addition all references made in Motion Picture News to
the picture are referred to by pages — when reviewed — first run
showings — producer's advertisements — exploitation — newspaper
display — prologue suggestions, etc. This means a complete record of the picture from every angle.
The first issue covers all pictures released between September 1, 1920 and September 1, 192 1. This volume of 400 pages
combined with a file of the " News " will be absolutely invaluable to any theatre man.
The " Booking Guide " will be issued in future every six
months so that the next edition will contain all information on
all pictures between September 1, 1921 and February 1. 1922.
The exhibitor will need a complete file of Motion Picture
News to use with this second volume.
Start now. Don't let a copy get away from you. Lock them
up if necessary but —
FILE MOTION PICTURE NEWS
Wm. A. Johnston.
19, 1921
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Kineto

Motion

to

Make

Will

Be

Official

Reel

for

M.

Picture

P.

T.

News

O.

Released Weekly as " Official Urban Movie
Chats of the M. P. T. O. of A."
A joint statement issued by the M. P.
arrangement of great importance
AN
T. O. of A. and the Kineto organization
has just been entered into between
Pearson Finds Conditions
read in part as follows:
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and the Kineto Company
Steadily Improving
" It will be a reel that every exhibitor
will be proud to have his name associated
of America, Inc., after a series of conferof Pathe
a tour
from
RETURN
with ; one that will be a privilege for his
ences extending over two months, wherern branc
h excha
nges, GenWesteING
by the Kineto Company of America will
patrons to see; one that will be his duty
eral Manager Elmer Pearson reported some interesting deductions from
to
show, because it will be the official reel
produce every week a single-reel that will
his observation of business conditions in
of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
serve as the official screen publication of
different districts.
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America. Every release will contain a
"Conditions everywhere," Mr. Pearson
America.
message from some official prominent in
said,
"show steady
improvement.
attendance
is slowly
but surely Theatre
getting
It will be known as the " Official Urban
public life as well as information the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
Movie Chats of the Motion Picture Thebetter, but it is my impression that admission prices are a little too high to suit the
desires the public to know.
atre Owners of America."
average
The contract between the two organizataking inpatron's
all the pocketbook.
programmes Instead
offered of
in
" Every exhibitor in the country will be
tions was signed November i, 1921, by
his locality, one finds him indulging himasked
contract
playMotion
the " Picture
Official
the Executive Committee and officers of
self only once or twice a week. This has
Urban to
Movie
Chats to
of the
resulted in picture shopping, so to speak,
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Theatre Owners of America." Contracts
and is the only way to account for the unAmerica and officials of the Kineto Comwill be made in the usual way at a price
usual difference in box office receipts
pany of America. The approval of the
from exploited subjects and big star picin
keeping with the theatre and locality.
executive committee and officers of the
tures as compared with the so-called proNo deposit will be asked. Every theatre
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Amerin the country will be expected to play this
gramme offering."
ica was unanimous, and it also received the
official screen publication of the Motion
endorsement of the various State memPicture Theatre Owners of America.
Executive Committee, Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of
America;
J.Owners
L. Lazarus,
Vice-President,
Motion
ber organizations, as well as the Theatre
Picture
Theatre
of
Southern
California;
George
" We feel that every producer, distribuOwners Chamber of Commerce of New
Aarons, Secretary, Motion Picture Theatre Owners ot
tor and exhibitor who have the interest of
Eastern Pennsylvania ; S. I. Berman, Secretary, Motion
York.
Picture Theatre Owners of New York : Thomas Goldthe
country and the motion picture inberg, Vice-President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners
It will become operative on January 1, of Maryland;
A. J. Moeller, General Manager, Motion
dustry at heart will welcome and co-operPicture
Theatre
Owners
of
America,
and
Sydney
S.
1922.
Cohen, President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Those who participated in the meeting and who
ate
in
this
constructive step."
America.
signed the contract are as follows : Charles Urban,
President, Kineto Company of America; H. J. Shepard,
Charles Urban will lend his skill, gained
Kineto Company of America ; W. A. True, President,
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Connecticut;
in an experience of twenty-five years; his Nat9 1 Ass'n Strengthen
ing
Charles
President,
PicturePresident,
Theatre
Owners L.of O'Reilly,
New York;
R. F.Motion
Woodhull,
great film library and his organization to
Lines of Defense
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New Jersey ; John
the
production
of
the
best
single
reel
that
S. Evans, President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Pennsylvania ; C. C. Griffin, President, Motion PicThe National Association of the Motion
ture Theatre Owners of Northern California ; E. T. it is possible to construct. Associated in
Peter, President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of editing the " Official Urban Movie Chats
Picture
Industry is strengthening its lines
Texas; E. M. Fay, President, Motion Picture Theatre
of the Motion Picture Theatre owners of of defence work throughout the country.
Owners of Rhode Island; John Manheimer, Chairman,
Board of Directors, Theatre Owners Chamber of ComPlans for closer affiliation between ofmerce ;W. U. Burford, Member of Board of Directors,
will be an Advisory Board conMotion Picture Theatre Owners of America ; J. T. Americasisting "of some
of
the
most
influential
men
ficials of the association and exchange
Collins. Member of Board of Directors. Motion Picand women in the country.
ture Theatre Owners of America ; C. E. Whitehurst,
managers of each company member are
I
mm UiuiniiUli 1111 iiinmiiu miiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiiimu 11 1111 1111 1 11 miiimiiiiiiimmmiimi 11111 m
iiiiummmimi iiiiumm tin minunii iiiiimimimiimimg being worked out whereby the distribution
representatives in each exchange center
Stop Comparing
Present with Abnormal
Days | will have a clearer understanding of the
By Arthur S. Friend
Ej
g industry's problems and defence plans —
ainiimimiiiimimmimmiiimii iiiummiiimm mi mninmii 11 11 mi in in imiiimimm m m miiiiimm m miiiiimiiiimmiimmmimiiiimiiiiiuimnm imummiiimmimmmninf thus enabling them to function more systematical y inmatters of general imporsimply because there is a sign out with
es fundamental recPROGRESS ognitionrequir
tance as the occasion may arise.
of the truth. One is not a
the magic letters t-h-e-a-t-r-e. The spendpessimist who acknowledges now
thrift attitude of the American public is
As a preliminary step in welding closer
that the attendance in the picture theatres
over, and in the picture business, as in
co-operation in this direction, arrangeevery other business, only those who are
throughout the country is, on the average,
ments have been made for officials of the
entitled to it can get the trade.
noticeably below what it was during the
The exhibitor must be free to book the
National Association to address future
boom times of a short while ago. Optimism does not require us to blind our
specific pictures that will serve his partichome office gatherings or conventions of
ular theatre, and his particular kind of
eyes to this truth. The real optimist is
clientele
best.
managers, division managers and special
the one who, after carefully analyzing
representatives. At the suggestion of
that which is wrong, sets forth to make it
To get at first hand at least a little inright.
f
o
r
m
a
t
i
o
n
a
s
to
what
"all
President
'William A. Brady this plan has
the
shooting is
We must clear our own vision at this
for" I made a short trip into the Middle
been
placed
before the sales executives
West
a
few
time and stop comparing present condiweeks ago, and I looked and
tions with those of the abnormal good
I listened. The motion picture business
of the association's distribution company
times. Our comparisons should be with
members and has met with ready response.
is all right, but like every other business
the normal conditions. The individual exin the world, it needs tending to by the
Officials of the National Association say
hibitor must study his own problem and
people who are in it. The exhibitor can
then with grit and determination, solve it.
no longer be forced to take the worthless
that exchange managers organizations and
The abnormally bad can be beaten just
with the good. The bad picture must
F. I. L. M. clubs throughout the country
as the abnormally good dissipated itself.
stay
on
the
producer's
shelf,
and
the
soonhave
been of great service to the industry
The exhibitor has no time for the bickerer the producer realizes that, the better
ings or differences that may exist or be
in actively aiding the national committees
for the industry. This is the time for
developed between any distributor or proclean pictures, built with an appreciation
in successfully combatting hostile legisladucer groups. He must be left free to
of the fact that the public seeks only ention and that the effectiveness of their cocarry on the heavy work he has in hand.
tertainment inthe picture theatres, and
The problem is to attract patronage to
operation can be largely increased by the
that
if there is no entertainment for the
his theatre, and to satisfy that patronage.
public, it will not respond.
meetings.
People are not rushing in any more
proposed home office " get-together

November
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M.P.I.

of

O.

Deny

Officers

Dissension

as False Rumors
Brand
THERE is no dissension in the ranks
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and the M. P. T. O.
of A. still stands for the purpose it was
created — to protect the independent theatre owner of the country : This is the
statement issued during the week by C. C.
Griffin, vice president of the M. P. T. O.
of A. and president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Northern California,
and W. D. Burford, member of the board
of directors of the M. P. T. O. of A. and

vice
ce. dent of the Illinois Exhibitors'
Allianpresi
Another communication bearing on the
subject of a reported disruption in the
ranks of the M. P. T. O. of A. was addressed bythe same two officers to Martin
editor of Exhibitors' Herald.
J.
In Quigley,
this letter, Messrs. Griffin and Burford
deny that various members of the M. P. T.
O. of A. informed National President
Sydney S. Cohen that they could no longer approve of the contemplated investigation of Associated First National Pictures.
In their statement to the exhibitors of
the country, Messrs. Griffin and Burford
declare :
" We wish to state to the exhibitors of
the country, that despite all rumors to the
contrary, published or conveyed through
devious channels, that there is no dissension in the ranks of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, and that the
organization still stands for what it was
created : The protection of the individual
independent motion picture theatre owner
of the country.
"While Mr. C. C. Griffin, whose signature is subscribed to this statement, introduced aresolution at the get-together
convention in Chicago, expressing confidence in the officials of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., it is also true that
the officials of Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., pledged themselves to withhold publication of said resolution until it
became apparent that no adjustment of the
grievances between Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and the members of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America could be accomplished.
"As every effort is now being made by
the undersigned to arrive at a constructive
solution of the problem -whereby the in" Supreme " !
"I herewith hand you check for $2.00
in payment
for another
year'sNEWS.
subscrip-I
tion to MOTION
PICTURE
feel that I cannot afford to be without
the NEWS, for your publication as a
trade paper for our profession stands out,
head and shoulders, above all the rest of
them."
DANIEL J. GOFF, Cinematographer,
320 Wrigley Bldg., Chicago, 111.

in

of Discord;

Organization

Re- Affirm

J. D. Williams Is Asked to
Meet M.P.T.O. Group

of
DT,s presi
er of
e - Owner
M BRAN
Chambdent
the Theatr
WILLIA
Commerce, has invited J. D! Williams, general-manager of Associated
First National Pictures, to meet in open
discussion before the Theatre-Owners
Chamber of Commerce on November
sentatives of the Motion-Pic22nd repre
ture Theatre Owners of America. Mr.
Brandt's letter to Mr. Williams follows:
" My dear Mr. Williams:
" It has been officially brought to my attention
that Mr.
C. C.Theatre
Griffin, Owners
vice-president
of the Motion Picture
of America,
has
suggested to you and you have agreed to have
an open discussion before the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce of New York City, of
the alleged complaints of members of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, filed against
your company,
holders ofof your
company
as wellby assub-franchise
by other members
the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, in
territories where no franchise exists.
" The date
Mr. but
Griffin
for thisof
discussion
wassuggested
Novemberby 9th,
in view
other matters
previously
scheduled,
I
have
arranged for this open discussion between you, the
officials of your company and whom else you may
desire and the officials of the members of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, for
Tuesday,
November
22, 1921, at one thirty o'clock
at
Hotel
NewtheYork
City.Astor, Broadway and 44th street.
" T t^f-^fore cordially i«vite vou to be present
on that date. It is needless for me to say to
you, that
the Theatre
Chamber of Commerce is delighted
for Owners
the
ing a forum
in keeping
withopportunity
its policy, ofto affordgladly
assist indition inanything
will bring
a healthy
the MotionthatPicture
Industry,
and Iconam
certain that a get-together before this impartial
body will bring quick adjustments of these complaints and a more amicable understanding between your coraoany and the National organization of exhibitors."
terests of those exhibitors who complain
of unfair treatment will be safeguarded
and adequate adjustments made, we therefore deplore the fact that certain persons,
and particularly certain trade papers, have
distorted the facts and attempted to circumscribe our efforts by throwing over us
a cloud of disloyalty to the organization of
which we are both officers.
" We wish to state also that as a result
of our activities, we have succeeded in
arranging an open meeting at the Theatre
Owners' Chamber of Commerce, between
officials of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, at which time
the specific complaints of members of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America who are sub-franchise holders, as well
as those members in territories where
there are no sub-franchises, will be aired
in the hope that this procedure will result
in immediate adjustments of complaints
and a better understanding between the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and the officials of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc.
(Signed)

Existence

" C. C. Griffin,
" W. D. Burford."
The letter addressed under date of November 4to Martin J. Quigley, editor of
Exhibitors'
Herald,
by Messrs.
Griffin and
W.
D. Burford
follows
:

" Dear Sir:
First Purpose

of Ass9

n

" Your article in reference to the First
National investigation by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America in your
issue of November 12, 1921, on page 35,
is a deliberate distortion of the facts :
" Your statement that various members
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, which included ourselves, informed our National President, Sydney
S. Cohen, that they could no longer approve of the contemplated investigation of
the management of the affairs of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is absolutely untrue, and no such message was
conveyed to President Cohen in any way.
" The statement attributed to W. D.
Burford that the explanation of officials
of Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
had shed a new light on the affairs of the
company and that the investigating program was not called for is a deliberate
falsehood. No such statement was made
by Mr. Burford.
" The undersigned will ask you to give
the same publicity in your next issue —
November 19, 1921, to these specific denials, which the undersigned subscribe to,
and that we are above all loyal to the organization ofthe Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, of which we are both
officers; that any statements to the contrary are as unfounded in fact as your
article printed in your issue of November
12, 1921.
"Assuring you that our organization,
which was formed for the protection of
the independent motion picture theatre
owners of the country will always act for
the best interests of its members, we beg
to remain.
" Very truly yours,
" W. D. Burford."
" C. C. Griffin."
(Signed)
Wire Briefs from Coast

of last
Thursday
on S,
actor, died
wn
well-kno
ROBART
WILLIS
finishing role in Uniweek after
Mr.
Heart
k s."
umbeon,d "Hum
of heart
to anan attac
succproducti
Robarts versale
trouble.
The local First National officers have
made elaborate preparations for the reception on the Coast of the Norma Talmadge and Joseph Schenck producing
unit. The plans include a welcome of the
company at the station by Mayor Cryer
and other city officials as well as a large
delegation from the film colony. The Talmadge organization is expected to arrive
in Los Angeles November 14th.
The Los Angeles theatres will co-operate with the American Bookseller's Association byshowing during the week of
November 13th, to be celebrated as
"Children's Week," film adaptations of
children's stories.
Rex Ingram and Alice Terry were married on Saturday, November 5th.
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Exhibitor Warns
Against
Alleged Fake Producer $
L. Gold, manager of the City theatre,
Passaic, N. J., declares that early in September the Elid Productions, operating under the guidance of a man styling himself
Elid Stanley, agreed to take moving pictures of the audience in the house, and put
on an act for the amusement of the
patrons.
Stanley actually did set up studio lights
and set a camera for the filming of the
pictures of the audience on each of the
three nights, September 7th, 8th and 9th.
Mr. Gold says he never secured a view of
the inside of the camera and cannot therefore tell whether it was really loaded or
not. He doubts it. Mr. Gold states that
he paid the man for his three-night engagement after being assured that a print, approximating nine-hundred feet, would be
forwarded him within two weeks. Since
September 9th no word has been received
from Stanley and the promised print is
still undelivered. A conspicuous part of
the Elid Productions outfit was a Haynes
touring car camouflaged with a colored
map of the United States on which the
principal cities are prominently marked.
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Blue

Special Provisions Made
for Armistice Day
All the news-reel organizations have
made special preparations to cover the impressive Armistice Day ceremonies at Arlington Cemetery in honor of America's
" Unknown Hero." Governmental officials are reported to be making special arrangements for the cameramen so that the
unprecedented scenes of solemnity will be
presented before the people of the country
as vividly and realistically as possible by
way of the screen.
International News is among the organizations, making elaborate arrangements.
Especially advantageous points of observation are being selected for the International cameramen, according to word from
the Universal home-office, to catch shots
of the parade, ceremonies at the Cemetery,
and the spectacular illumination effects to
be staged in Washington on Friday evening. Elaborate arrangements are also
being made for the rapid transportation
of the film to the laboratories and from
there to the theatres.
Over 400 Pages
Of comprehensive, readily accessible
data on pictures released in the past
year.
The producer, distributor, star, director, length, story, audience appeal — all
this knowledge is yours.
Used in connection with your file of
Motion Picture News it is an index placing before you, through the advertising
and exploitation pages, the experience of
other exhibitors with the pictures.
Another service that WILL serve.
MOTION

PICTURE NEWS
GUIDE.

BOOKING

PICTUKE

Law

Advocate Repudiated in Maryland
The Blue Law reformers have been repudiated inMaryland. Their pet candidate for the Legislature — Dr. Howard A.
Kelly — was defeated on November 8th by
an overwhelming majority. Dr. Kelly is
well known there as a reformer. In his
campaign for election to the Legislature,
Dr. Kelly was sponsored by the Lord's
Day Alliance.
Another candidate for public office in
Maryland who has been unfriendly to the
motion-picture industry is State Senator
Oliver Metzerott. He was the Republican
candidate for State Comptroller and was
decisively defeated.
Y. Commission in Albany
Starts Functioning
George H. Cobb, chairman of the New
York State Motion Picture Commission,
spent last Tuesday in Albany, conferring
with Ansel W. Brown, recently named as
head of the Albany bureau of the Commission. Within the next few days, Mr.
Brown expects to call on the exchanges
in Albany, as well as to begin making the
rounds of motion picture theatres in seeing that the law is fully complied with.
The Albany office of the Commission
opened on November i.

Picture

News

Number
of Incorporations
Decreasing in New York
Twenty-eight companies, with a total
capitalization of $1,452,500 incorporated
during the month of October for the purpose of entering the motion picture business in New York state. These companies, however, do not compare either in
number or in the amount of capital stock
with the 34 companies which incorporated
during the same month a year ago, having
an aggregate capitalization of $5,282,400.
The records in the secretary of state's
office show that up to the present time 389
motion pictures companies have incorporated this year, with a capitalization
amounting to $24,451,600.
While motion picture companies incorporated atthe rate of one a day during the
past week in New York state, the records
in the secretary of state's office at Albany
reveal that the capitalizations were of
such low amounts, that the capital stock
represented reached only $71,000. These
companies
includeCorporation,
:
Faness Amusement
$500. with Nathan,
Harry and Rose Sucliman; Photocraft Productions,
$25,000, Nathan and Melvin Hirsch, B. H. Bernstein,
New York; Mallie Theatre Co., $10,000. Mallie Mass,
David torial
Lisnow,
Goldstein,
BrooklynL.; Lee,
PicClubs, NewBenjamin
York, Inc.,
$500, William
Michael Caton, Harry T. Hatcher, New York; Motion
Picture Guild. Inc., $20,000, Sam Ross. Louis Zoeller,
Jeanette Pereira, New York; British and Continental
Trading Company, $5,000, H. S. Hechheimer, David
Schneer, Hershel Allen, New York; His Nibs, Syndicate, $10,000, Louis Hiller, B. H. Bernstein. Paula
Scherer, New York.
Abrams

Guest

at Luncheon

Just prior to his departure on a short
business trip to Europe, Hiram Abrams,
president of the United Artists Corporation, was the guest of honor at a luncheon
tendered by the board of directors of the
United Artists at the Claridge.
Those Burkan,
present were
O'Brien,
Nathan
AlbertDennis
H. T.F. Banzhof,
Albert Grey. Kenneth Hodkinson, general manager ; William W. Hines, general
sales manager ; Charles E. Mover, director
of advertising and publicity; F. A. Beach,
Comptroller, and Max Prager, treasurer.

N

Brunton

Studios
as Sold

Reported

Dispatches from Los Angeles on November 9indicated that M. C. Levee,
Treasurer and General Manager, and Motley Flint of the Los Angeles Trust and
Savings Bank, have purchased the Robert
Brunton studios. One million and a half
is the valuation placed on the plant.

Fowler

With

F. B. Warren

George M. C. Fowler has been appointed successor to' P. J. Richrath as purchasing agent of the F. B. Warren Corvember 7th.poration. Mr. Fowler takes office on NoUnited

Artists Executives Are Promoted

Hiram
Europe,
leaving ntfor of
before preside
JUST
the United
Abrams,
Artists Corporation, made the announcement that Paul N. Lazarus, sales
promotion manager, had been made assistant general sales manager for United
Artists.
Mr. Lazarus has been with the United
Artists Corporation since its inception.
He came into the organization as director
of advertising and publicity. Charles E.
Moyer has taken over full charge of the
publicity and advertising departments.
Mr. Lazarus is widely known throughout the motion picture industry, not only
on the
advertising
of the game, but in
ffvViiViit^r
field end
as well.
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William

A,

Brady

Pleads

Cause

In Eight- Day Campaign in Mid-West
Industry before Public Bodies
of
M A. BRADY, president
WILLIA
the National Association of the
File Your Copies
Motion Picture Industry, has just
of
Motion
Picture News.
Used in conreturned from a successful eight-day camjunction with the forthcoming
paign in the Middle West, during which
he conferred with a large number of
BOOKING GUIDE
women's organizations, addressed several
thousand parent-teachers and photoplay
they'll pay you big dividends.
indorsers and won many new friends for
the industry by frankly stating its problems and accomplishments and exposing
the movies," he said. " You cannot combat them any more than you can combat
the evils of censorship. He conferred
electricity and the telephone. They have
also with exchange managers' organizacome to stay. They can be kept worthy
tions in several states and with prominent
by earnest cooperation between the inexhibitors for the purpose of fostering
closer relations between all branches of
dustry and organizations such as yours.
the industry.
" Censorship is not needed to keep the
movies worthy. Anyone who shows an
In Indianapolis on Wednesday Mr.
Brad)' addressed the Indiana Indorsers of indecent picture can be arrested and prosecuted under present state and federal
Photoplays, Parent-Teachers' Associations and allied clubwomen of the city at laws. Indecency on the screen is not tolerated by existing laws any more than it
a meeting presided over by Mrs. David
is tolerated by decent people. Ninety per
Ross. Among the educators present was
cent of the objectionable features have
E. V. Graff, superintendent of schools.
Mr. Brady asked that the movies be not been eliminated from pictures since March
when the producer members of the Najudged by the black sheep in the industional Association adopted an admirable
try, but by what the screen has accomset of production standards which have
plished along educational and humanitasince been observed in our studios. In six
rian lines, as well as in affording wholesome, instructive amusement throughout
months the remaining ten per cent of obthe world.
jectionable features will be eliminated."
In Detroit Mr. Brady was given an en" You cannot keep people away from
Rembusch

for

Campaign

of

of

Screen

Defends
thusiastic reception by three thousand
Michigan educators attending the convention of the Parent-Teachers' Department
of the Michigan State Teachers' Association. Both there and in Chicago he was
entertainedizationsby
exchange with
managers' organand discussed
them plans
for the future defence of the industry
against hostile legislation in the states
served by both of these exchanges. He
also visited Columbus, Ohio, and conferred with the exchange managers there
upon conditions affecting the business in
that state. Mr. Brady is highly gratified
with the result of his tour.
" I found a ready willingness among
women's organizations, particularly among
parent-teachers' associations, to cooperate
with the industry. They are not wedded
to the censorship idea and when the facts
are placed clearly before them are eager
to aid the industry in the solution of its
problems. The object of my trip was to
show these estimable organizations of
teachers and mothers that the motion picture industry, as represented in the National Association, desires to work in harmony with them for the maintenance of
a clean and wholesome screen, entirely
devoid of offensiveness, yet unimpaired
in its ability to interest both young and

Public

Education

Urges Corps of Speakers to Place Problems of
Screen before People; Lauds Wm.
A. Brady
tended the several meetings. It was a most notable
the good which was being accomplished
with
gathering. Mr. Brady was everything. By his cordial
A CAMPAIGN of enlightenment,
through the medium of the screen. In an
friendly manner, every heart went to him. The ladies
speakers at Chautauquas and
fairly mobbed him. He represented the industry in editorial following the meeting the Indianlyceums throughout the country, is such a substantial and dignified manner that we exhibitors present were glad to be in the business. There
apolis News said in part :
urged by Frank J. Rembusch, of Indiwas
just insomething
about
theminute
whole byaffair
that
can't
William
A. Brady, president of the Nabe
told
words.
In
one
his
marvelous
anapolis, to get the facts of censorship
wit his hearers were convulsed with laughter; in antional Association of the Motion Picture
other they were holding their breath in attention by
and other great problems of the motion
his serious defense of our industry. It was Brady at
Industry, yesterday told members of the
picture industry squarely before the public.
his best, and that means incomparable. He is a giant
Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, Parentwhen he is at his best, we all must admit. We hope
He says that by work of this character,
he enjoyed his visit here.
Teacher Association and others that since
public sentiment for the industry can be
"
Robert
Lieber
and
Gus
Schmidt
gave
a
dinner
in
his honor at the Athenaeum, and had all the downtown
last March, when the motion picture proquickly crystallized as an offset to the exhibitors
present. Everybody was friendly. He was
ducers started to purge the industry of
with us only a few hours, and the notice of his coming
damaging influence of professional re- and
stay was so short, or we might have had a greater
lawless
producers,
90 per cent of the objected
who
the ill side of gathering. We certainly made good use of him, and
formers have exploi
tionable features of the films have been
lie was about worn out, making one address after
another.
pictures so vociferously.
eliminated. This is a remarkable improve" This
the kind Someone
of work should
that counts.
We lecture
should
In a letter to Frederick H. Elliott, execsend
out isspeakers.
be on the
platform
in
Chautauqua
or
Lyceum
work
telling
the
ment, and adds force to Mr. Brady's arguutive secretary of the National Associagood side of pictures. The public only gets the ill
ments against public censorship of the
tion of the Motion Picture Industry, Mr.
side. We should get our story to worthwhile people.
films by state boards.
Rembusch pays a tribute to the work of would
" Brady
—
Yes
!
—
GREAT
—
in
a
few
months
there
be a wonderful change. He has his heart and
In taking the stand that the movies can
William A. Brady as a champion of the soul in the work of furthering the good of the motion
picture business. He plays no favorites, fears nothing
not
be stopped, Mr. Brady raised the quesil he thinks he is right.
industry's cause and suggests that Mr.
tion as to why any producer should be" Dowe get
the
idea
into
the
minds
of
your
people
Brady is the logical man to carry the in- that
must make friends of the influential people
lieve that any one expects to stop the
during leisure time so that they will help us when the
dustry's message to worthwhile people
fanatic
and reformer
movie. Few persons believe that the mowherever possible in an enlightening crusof
legislative
work. try to destroy us during periods
tion picture will lose its attraction for the
ade to further the good of the motion pic- ladies
" We keenly
are allfeelvery
Mr. Bradv's
visit.
The
that glad
the of
industry
paid them
a great
compliment by his visit to them. Mr. Brady made a great mass of people. Its grip upon the
ture business. Mr. Rembusch's letter was
lot of friends for us, himself, and the industry.
as follows :
primitive man's love for a story in pic" We and thank
National
Association
sending
tures is too strong. Instead of losing its
" Dear Mr. Elliott:
hiim,
hope hethe will
returncordially.
again and stayforlonger.
"
Verv
Enclosed find These
a few clippings
of Mr.
Brady's
visit
hold upon the interest of the people, it is
to " Indianapolis.
only faintly
outline
the won.
(Signed) " F. T. Rembusch.
derful lasting good his conference here accomplished.
likely to strengthen its hold, for any one
" F. J. Rembusch Enterprises."
a beautiful
way he expressed
the appreciation
with a discerning eye who has observed
and" Inregard
of the industry
to the Indiana
Photoplay
The newspapers of Indianapolis gave
Indorsers, for their friendly attitude and help in furthe machinery of the average motion picmuch space to the meeting of educators
thering and encouraging good pictures, and their great
help
in the legislature.
anti-censorship fight during the session of and clubwomen at which Mr. Brady outture drama knows that the producers have
the recent
lined the evils of censorship and set forth
only begun to exploit their medium.
" The most representative club women of Indiana at-
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of Motion Picture News.
Used in con- |
junction with the forthcoming
BOOKING GUIDE
they'll pay you big dividends.
Ray Leaves Coast Nov. 15 th
Due in New York Nov. 22
The complete itinerary of the Charles
Ray party, which will leave Los Angeles
for the East on Novemher 15th, was made
public this week. Not only does the star
plan to get his first view of New York
City on this trip, but according to present
plans he will visit several interesting places
en route, including a two-day stop-over in
Chicago and a look-in at Niagara Falls.
Mr. Ray is scheduled to arrive in New
York City on Wednesday morning, November 23d.
Citizens

League Urges Increase in Censor Board
After discovering that the Democratic
reorganization plan for virtually all of the
State Department does not include the
State Board of Motion Picture Censors,

the Citizens'
League of
Marylanda letter
for Better Motion Pictures
addressed
to
Governor Albert C. Ritchie. Instead of
a board as now constituted of two members and a secretary, the latter also a
member, the league urges an increase in
its membership to three men and two
women. The league asks that the chairman and vice-chairman, one of whom
shall be a lawyer, shall receive salaries of
$4,000 and $3,000, respectively. The secretary, it is recommended, shall receive
$3,000.
The other two members, petitions the
league, are to be chosen, one by the State
Board of Education and the other by the
Board of Education of Baltimore City.
These, the league says, should not be paid.
Missouri

Exhibitors Support Lambert Bill
have launched
MISSOURI exhibitors
their entire strength in support of
the Lampert bill. The sentiment
of the "men back home" has been put
squarely before United States senators
and congressmen, concise resolutions
have been adopted and sent to Missouri
representatives, and not without results.
The following telegram was received
last week from United States Senator
Selden P. Spencer, a member of the committee on claims: "I am just in receipt
of the resolution signed by the committee
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Missouri, concerning the Lampert bill and
taxes on file, etc., and I am very glad to
have it. It is most helpful and you may
be sure that I shall not forget what you
have written."
This message and a bulletin, extolling
the work of President Cohen and other
exhibitor officials in Washington, was
sent to every exhibitor in Missouri.

Strike

in Los

Angeles Is Settled
Representatives of the Los Angeles
musicians, who have been on strike for the
past three weeks and local theatre owners
have reached a settlement. Under the
terms sume
of work
the atagreement,
the old
men scale
will reonce at the
of
$54.50 a week with an increase of two
working hours per week. The musicians
and the individual theatre owners will arrange the working conditions. The settlement was reached as the result of a conference between the union committee and
that
of the Theatres' Association on last
Thursday.
National Board of Review
Literature in Demand
The National Committee for Better
Films declares that a very live interest in
the subject of better films exists, or persists, in the states where legalized boards
have been created, and that many organizations, groups and individuals have expressed their dissatisfaction with the state
boards by buying and using the National
Committee's catalogs or monthly lists of
selected motion pictures for entertainment
purposes, which are published by the National Board of Review. While Better
Films Committees working with the
theatres are a partial indication of this
desire for improvements of equal value
also are the undertakings of churches,
Y. M. C. A.'s, schools, clubs, community
centers, industries and individual s.
Lunn to Appeal from Order
on Film Disbursements
Announcement was made this week
that Mayor George R. Lunn of Schenectady, N. Y., would appeal from the decision recently handed down by the Supreme Court, ordering him to open to
public inspection the account of disbursement of money received from owners of
motion picture theatres in that city as a
contribution from receipts of Sunday
shows.
Mayor Lunn contends that inasmuch as
the money was voluntarily contributed by
the theatre owners and has been devoted
to the child welfare fund for charitable
purposes that it would prove a source of
embarrassment to those who had been
benefited if the record of disbursements
should be thrown open to public inspection. The amount in question approximates $7,000
Rothafel

Chairman

of Film

Group of "Budget Guard"
S. L. Rothafel of the Capitol theatre,
New York City, has been appointed chairman of the motion-picture group of the
" Budget Guard," organized by the National Budget Committee to support the
movement for national economy and
lower taxes, inaugurated by General
Dawes.

Picture

News

"The Best!"
"Your Booking Guide is the best service ever offered an exhibitor, and as a regular subscriber to your valued NEWS I
am obliged to acknowledge you are makfor. ing no charge for what I would pay $10.00
MAURICE A. CHOYNSKI,
Newberry Theatre,
854 N. Clark St., Chicago, 111.
Urges Volume of Business
Instead of High Prices
After several attempts at putting over
big special pictures at 75 cents and $1.00
top have failed in his theatres, Edward
C. Beatty, general manager of the W. S.
Butterfield string of motion-picture houses
in Michigan and the Central West, announces that hereafter he will not attempt
to put over productions at this price.
Beatty books and outlines the playing
policy of twelve
Mr. Butterfield
twenty-fou
theatres,
of which's are
first-runr

houses, and his experiences in attempting
teresting.
to
put over pictures at high prices are in-

" We have booked several big pictures
and have attempted to play them in our
cities at prices asked and received in
most of the big first run towns, but we
simply cannot do it. The people pass
them by and go to the cheaper shows.
" The only system in operating a motion picture house, to my way of thinking, is to keep the price within the reach
of all and depend upon the volume of
business instead of attempting to reach a
set figure by high prices.
" Some of the pictures that are playing the smaller cities today at high prices
would simplv clean up, instead of plaving
to only average business, if a popular price
was placed on them. This action isn't
fair to the public and it isn't fair to the
exhibitor."
A. M. P. A.

Dinner

Proves

a Happy Affair
Practically everybody who is anybody
in the advertising and publicity game in
New York attended the big A. M. P. A.
dinner which was held in the Big City on
Monday evening, November 6. There
were a number of vaudeville acts to add
to the general festivities.
The unsupported word of a handful of
members of the trade press that a picture
is good may not make it so.
But we'll venture to predict that word
will be supported by every person who
sees Harold Lloyd in his newest Pathe
release "A Sailor Made Man."
We laughed at the start — we laughed
throughout the hour of its projection,
and we were still laughing when the
lights were flashed on.
No slapstick, laugh-grabbing efforts of
the ordinary kind. No played-out hokum.
Fresh, novel, mirthful innovations in an
honest - to - goodness story background.
That's "A Sailor Made Man."
G. D. G.
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Join

in

Vigilance

War

Committee

on
Will

Fake

Maintain

in Twenty- five Business

Vigilance Committee of the
THE
National Association -of- the Motion
Picture Industry held a conference
with representatives- of the banking interests at a luncheon given last Friday, November 4th, at the Uptown Club, New
York City. Martin J. Quigley, chairman
of the Vigilance Committee, told the banking representatives and members of the
trade press present that his committee had
inaugurated a course of action which will
seek to protect the public from being
fleeced by wildcat motion picture enterprises and which will place at the disposal
of the bankers reliable information regarding motion picture companies and the
principals associated with these companies.
Prominent bankers addressed the conference and promised heartiest co-operation
in waging war on bogus motion picture
projects.
According to Mr. Quigley's statement,
active representatives of the Vigilance
Committee will be maintained in twentyive of the country's business centers.
Their task will be to investigate all motion
picture stock promotion schemes in their
territories and report their findings to the
Vigilance Committee in New York. Bankers approached for information by prospective investors in film enterprises will,
upon application to the Vigilance Committee, be furnished with particulars regarding these enterprises and the men
connected with them. In this way, the
committee plans with the bankers' co-operation to drive all fly-by-night organizations from the field. Where a new
enterprise, not previously known of, is
Canadian

Censors

Plan

Greater Co-operation
REPRESENTATIVES of all moving
picture censorship boards in Canada
gathered at Toronto, Ontario, recently, to discuss and agree upon co-operation and the application of standard
principles to the work of censorship. The
conference was considered highly important as it was a step in the direction of
standardized censorship as desired by film
exchanges and other interests of ance
the Dominion. One of those in attend
at
the convention was Mrs. H. R. Patriarche
of Winnipeg, member of the Manitoba
Board of Moving Picture Censors, who
made interesting comment on the subject
of film censorship in Manitoba and generally.
"Our plan is simple," she declared. "We
consider that the whole effect and type of
picture is the important thing rather than
individual incidents. If the actual tone
of a picture is off-color we reject it absolutely rather than attempt a large number of eliminations. If the motive of the
picture is wrong, making crime heroic,
condoning brutality or stirring sex emotions, we reject the film. The flashing of
a knife does not necessarily mean a
wrong motive or an instance to be elimr
inated. The underlying motive counts."

Warren

dency
Resigns

Film

Projects

Investigators

Centers

Presi-

his resigces director
announ
nt and
nation asNpreside
of
FB. WARRE
* the F. B. Warren Corporation, motion-picture distributors at 1540 Broadway, New York City, effective November
in a brief statement an8. Mr. Warren
nounces that he has sold his entire interest in the company bearing his name to
Wid Gunning, thereby giving Mr. Gunning the complete ownership of the organization.
When questioned at the Hotel Astor,
where he makes his home, he declined to
discuss at this time his personal plans in
the industry.

mentioned in the bankers' inquiries, investigators will be put to work by the Vigilance Committee so as to ascertain the
character of the new project and the standing of those supporting it.
Co-operation of the bankers will be effected through the American Bankers Association and the Investment Bankers Association ofAmerica. Reports on specific
promotions of a questionable character
will be filed with both of these organizations for action by their proper committees.
The extent to which the public has been
victimized is evidenced in figures presented
at Friday's meeting showing that during
the past year a quarter of a billion dollars
in questionable film stock was offered to
the public and more than fifty thousand
dollars actually invested in worthless
securities of this character.

" There is being perpetrated throughout
America a gigantic swindle," said Chairman Quigley. " The motion picture has
provided unscrupulous promoters with the
greatest bonanza they have ever known.
Our committee has information which indicates that this wholesale swindle in the
sale of stock of film promotion schemes is
not confined to any one section of the
country. Our aim is to put a stop to these
activities so far as possible. In order to
assure the success of this vigilance work,
we need the cooperation of the banking
interests and for that purpose we have
today invited several prominent bankers to
attend our meeting."
_ William A. Brady, president of the National Association, was another speaker at
the meeting. He said the bankers should
take the motion picture industry more
seriously ; that while a great amount of
bogus movie stock has been floated in this
country, the motion picture industry is not
alone in this respect since other industries
at their inception were afflicted with the
wild-cat promoters. After calling attention to the high calibre of the leading men
in the industry and the public service

rendered by the screen through its established and reputable organizations, Mr.
Brady concluded with the statement that
properly
the motion-picture
business is conducted
one of the soundest
to invest in.
Thomas J. Reynolds, vice-president of
the National City Bank, said that the importance of this vigilance work was fully
appreciated by bankers throughout the
country as well as by' all business men and
suggested that the Vigilance Committee
work in harmony with the American
Bankers Association and the Investment
Bankers of America.
G. B. Walker, of the American Bankers
Association, assured the committee that
the American Bankers Association would
gladly accept reports on questionable film
enterprises and would handle such information through their regular channels.
John Young, of the National City Company, gave assurances of hearty coopera-

tion.

Kansas

Exhibitors

Support

"Exhibitor Days 99 Drive
Exhibitors of Kansas pledged their support to " Exhibitors' Days," November 2
and 3, at meetings in the eight Congressional districts of the state last week, and
the success of the venture was a tribute to
the loyalty of the theatre owners of the
Sunflower state. The event might have
been called a " self-benefit," as one-half
the profits made on one of the two days,
the exhibitor himself to select the day,
went towards the maintenance of the state
organization, the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Kansas.
M. Van Praag, president of the organization;R. G. Liggett, vice president; C.
M. Patee, of Lawrence, Kan., and H. R.
Troh, of Valley Falls, Kan., not only volunteered their time in making a success of
the venture by addressing various exhibitor meetings throughout the state, but bore
the burden of expenses as well.

Alexander Beyfuss Elected President of
" Exceptional"
Mass.,
in Boston,
a meeting
AT this
of
of directors
board
week, theheld
Exceptional Pictures Corporation
elected Alexander Beyfuss to the presidency of the corporation.
Since Exceptional Pictures entered the
field on last September 1st, it has made
rapid strides forward, and its success in
releasing such unusual productions as
"His Nibs" and Martin Johnson's Jungle
Adventures" has excited highly favorable
comment as well as affording expectations for new achievements in the way of
exceptional releases still to come.

Motion
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George W alsh, the stalwart moving picture star, made personal appearances at the Rialto theatre this
week, coming from Los Angeles for
aengagement
two weeks'at stay.
Following
his
the Rialto,
he will
play for a week at McVickers. Another film celebrity who will he
seen at McVicker's shortly is Grace
Valentine, who has just made a decided hit in Select's new picture,
" Man's Home."
Douglas D. Rothacker, of the
Rothacker
Company's
Practical Picture Film
Division,
addressed
the
Chicago convention of the American Pulp and Paper Association this
week. He told the delegates in detail just how the association might
employ practical motion pictures to
increase business and train new
.salesmen.
W. D. Russell,
of Russell's
Productions, has returned
from New
York City, where he went to complete plans for putting " Shadows
of Conscience," his big feature picture, starring Russell Simpson, on
the state right market. New York
picture men who had the opportunity of attending trade showings
of this picture were strongly impressed with its value as a box office attraction and predict a big success for it.
The Chicago Film Board of
Trade has named a grievance committee of three members composed
of T. L. Lesserman, manager of
Universal's Chicago office ; Clyde
Eckhart, manager of Fox's Chicago
office ; and R. C. Seery, manager of
First invited
National'stheChicago
and
has
Motionoffice
Picture
Theatre Owner's organization to
appoint a similar committee, which
will meet with the Film Board of
Trade representatives and settle differences arising between exhibitors
and exchanges in this territory. It
is suggested by the Film Board of
Trade that if the two committees
cannot arrive at a decision when
sitting together that they appoint an
arbiter who shall have the power to
make final decision on questions in
dispute.
Hiram Lutz, Fox News camera
man, was busy in Chicago this
week in connection with the visit of
Marshal Foch, of the French Army,
to the Windy City. Mr. Lutz has
travelled throughout the country
with the noted French leader and
secured a large footage of interesting pictures featuring the reception
America gave the Marshal.
D. M. Yandawalker has accepted
a position with the out-door advertising department of the Thos.
Cusack Company and will specialize
on picture and theatre advertising.
Ascher Brothers are again running their Capitol theatre at Manitowoc, Wisconsin, as a unified pro-

REP

CENTRAL

the
A

gram house, five acts of vaudeville,
as well as feature and short reel
pictures being on the program.
Charles Menzing, a veteran of the
Ascher organization, and well
known in Chicago, through his connection with local theatres, is in
charge of the house.
The trade showing of " Conflict,"
Universal's splendid new feature
starring Priscilla Dean and Herbert Rawlinson, at Aryan Grotto on
Tuesday of this week, brought out
a big crowd of exhibitors and theatre men. The thrilling climax of
this picture was highly praised by
those who witnessed it and many
predicted it will be a splendid box
office success in this district.
Mary Carr, the little mother of
" Over the Hill," made personal appearances at the performances of
that picture this week and received
an unusual amount of newspaper
publicity. She was also the honored
club's
various
guest
functionsat and
of civicwomen's
organizations
during the few days she spent in
Chicago.
Charles Goetz has resigned the
management of Associated Producers'will
Chicagoreturn
branchto and
it is
understood
the New
York headquarters of that company.
Sales Manager Eichenlaub, of
Associated First National, is in St.
Louis this week for a conference
with Joe Desberger, newly appointed manager of Associated
First National in that city.
Manager Cecil Maberry is mourning the loss of his beautiful golden
bird cage and pair of gorgeous,
automatic song birds, with which
he used to entertain visitors to his
private office. It disappeared as
if by the hand of a magician a few
days ago and no trace of his plaything can be found.
Chicago abandoned its daylight
saving schedule on October 30th
and went back to standard time,
and already the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners are making plans
to combat or modify the present
daylight saving ordinance before
next summer. It is estimated that
the daylight saving cost Chicago
theatres a very large sum during
the past summer, and it will be the
aim of the theatre men to have the
period of daylight saving, which
now runs from May 1st, to October
30th, materially curtailed or, if possible, to have the ordinance revoked
so that the city will run on standard time during the entire year.
President A. E. Lefcourt, of
Pioneer, has appointed Ed. Silton
general field manager. Mr. Silton
eventually will make his headquar-
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ters in New York City but will be
located at the Chicago office for
some time. He, this week, is making a visit to the Cincinnati and Indianapolis exchanges of his organization. Mr. Silton has appointed Jack Barry Chicago sales
manager as a reward for the splendid work he has done with the organization for some time past.
Harry Peters is scheduled to go
to the Grant Hospital this week to
have his tonsils removed and expects to be around film row again
within a few days.
Balaban- & Katz have renewed
contract with Miss Marjorie Dodge,
prima donna, for the entire year.
She has been the principal soprano
in Balaban & Katz organization for
the past three years and has the distinction of having appeared on the
opening programs of the Riviera.
Tivoli and the Chicago theatres.
The opening of " Theodora," on
Friday night at the La Salle theatre, under the Goldwyn banner,
and the Chicago premier of " The
Queen oftacularSheba,"
big, speccinema at Fox's
the Woods
on
Thursday night, were important
theatrical events of the week. The
Goldwyn organization are abandoning the invitation presentation of
" Theodora," originally scheduled
for Thursday night out of courtesy
to William Fox, who previously had
scheduled the opening of " The
Queen of Sheba " for that night.
The Hodkinson organization is
now located in its new quarters at
730 S. Wabash avenue.
The theatre, owned by Dallas
Kuntzi, was destroyed during the
course of a fire which swept an
entire block at Chestnut, Illinois,
wrecking six business houses and
causing an estimated loss of forty
thousand dollars.
Paramount's new Milwaukee exchange opened its doors Monday
with A. F. Bernstein in charge as
branch manager; H. A. Simons,
chief accountant ; Charles D.
Keohler, chief booker; A. H. Hancox, Eddy Felix and M. M. Hirsch.
salesmen.

AVE.

greatest success, and his father,
Captain Gallery, a veteran of Chicago's police force, has been kept
busy receiving congratulations from
his
hundreds
on Tom's
success
in the of
big friends
picture ever
since
Vitagraph's prc-view showing at
Aryan Grotto.
Joe Friedman, of Celebrated, has
recently added a number of important features and short reelers
to his list o£ releases, including
twelve Scattergood stories, two
reelers ; eight Western Cuneo features ;twelve five reel Westerns
and eighteen two reel Westerns ;
twelve
two reelMounted
Irving Cumnr.ng's
Northwestern
pictures;
six Oscar Atfel productions; four
Macklyn Arbuckle features, and a
series of Burr Novelty releases, one
reelers combining a fashion show
in color, some beautiful scenics and
a cartoon. " Why Girls Leave
Home," one of his recently acquired
features of merit, will have a first
run in the loop at a Jones, Linick
& Schaefer house and its first run
at Indianapolis at the Ohio.
Watterson Rothacker
Goes to the Coast
Watterson R. Rothacker leaves
perhaps
this week
stay
on theforCoast,
wherea month's
he will
work with Joe Aller to perfect the
co-ordination of the Los Angeles
Rothacker-Aller Laboratories and
the Chicago Rothacker plant. By
the co-ordination plan the two
plants use the same formulas, processes and time cards. Thus the
Coast plant can make prints for the
Western theatres and then forward
the negative to Chicago, where the
remainder of the prints can be
resulting.out — with uniform quality
turned
While on the Coast Mr. Rothacker will consult with producers
concerning the making of their foreign
laboratoryprints
which in
is tothebe Rothacker
built in London.

Louis Bloom, owner of the Monarch theatre, has purchased the
Crystal, a 299-seat house, on West
63rd street, from Max Aaron.
Tom Gallery is visiting Chicago
and may make some personal appearances while in this city, in connection with the showing of " The
Son of Wallingford," one of Vitagraph's
importantwill
Fall
which Chicagoans
see releases,
for the
first time, within a few days. Mr.
Gallery has a big part in this picture, which is acclaimed as his

A scene from " The Sin of Martha
Queed,"sentedan
Allan Dwan
production
by Mayflower
Photoplay
Corp., preby
Exchanges through Pathe
Associated Exhibitors
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The Match Breaker —
Pleased. Receipts good, especially
latter part of week. (East.)

O. K. in its class only. Receipts
average. (East.)

Experience
— appealed strongly
Picture which
to high class audience. Went over
big for week.
(Middle West.)

Lady
WentFingers
across— nicely — ■ receipts
good. (East.)

Habit —
Picture fair but business bad.
(East.)

I consider this one a great picture, although it did not draw at
my house. (Middle West.)

The Golden Snare —
Picture and business both good.
(East.)

Splendid acting and lavished settings make this a big hit. Capacity
houses. (Middle West.)

Greater Than Love —
Picture was shown during American Legion national convention week
and played to packed houses. (Middle West.)

Sentimental Tommy —
Do not consider this a good picture. Business was also poor.
(Middle West.)

Way
Downoff East
Started
slow —with an increase
of business toward the end of the
week that justified carrying it over
another week. People seem to be
afraid they are going to be charged
double prices. (Middle West.)

At the End of the World —
Above average pictorially, with a
fair plot. Betty Compson usually
draws them here. (Middle West.)

Second week to big business and
highly pleased patrons. (West.)

No Woman Knows —
Good picture, business better than
average.
(Middle West.)

The Three Musketeers —
One of the greatest pictures and
best trade getters ever exhibited
here. Turned away crowds during
first week and obliged to continue
engagement. (Middle West.)

The Golem —
Playing to good-sized houses —
held for second week. (East.)

Met with big reception. Still going strong in second week. ( East.)

Woman's Place —
Clever story for Constance.. Did
fine business. (Middle West.)
Bits of Life —
Interesting picture However, did
not take very big with public. (Middle West.)
The Wonderful Thing —
Norma Talmadge does excellent
work in an average picture. Good
box office attraction. (Middle
West.)
A Midnight Bell —
A good Ray picture which went
over big at this house. (Middle
West.)

Ladies Must Live —
Very fine picture, and business
was correspondingly good. (West.)

One Arabian Night —
Spectacular settings and Pola
Negri's fine acting as the desert
dancing girl make this strong attraction. Played to good business.
(Middle West.)

The Great Impersonation —
The picture
did aWest.)
lively week's
business.
(Middle

Courage —
Poor picture and business also
poor. (East.)
Her Social Value —
Rather hackneyed plot, but star
draws well for me. Average business. (East.) '
Child Thou Gavest Me —
Played this for second week to
excellent business. Pronounced
feminine appeal. (East.)

Three Word Brand —
William S. Hart has a certain
following here which always assures
a good
week's attendance. (Middle West.)
s—
Thomas
Meighan
is popular here
py Rick
Cap
and the picture
did West.)
a good week's
business.
(Middle

The Hell Diggers —
Mediocre picture and business
only fair. (East.)

METRO
FAMOUS PLAYERS
The Invisible Power —
After the Show —
Fairly good and well connected
Clever, entertaining, and it
pleased. Cast all did splendid work. story but did not prove a good
drawing card here. (Middle West.)
Business good. (East.)
Good picture, business better than
average. Business fine at end of
week — teacher's convention here.
(Middle West.)
Only a fair picture. Business
good. (East.)

Picture and business both only
fair. (East.)
A Trip to Paradise —
Picture and business both only
fair. (East.)

Say

THEATERS
REALART

Excellent feature which played to
big business for week. (Middle
(West.)

FIRST NATIONAL
Two Minutes to Go —
Popularity of star drew business,
but picture
dard. (East.)not up to Ray's stan-

RELEASES

Four Horsemen of the
A pocalypse
Very
favorable— business, not
smashing but good. Only twice
capacity houses. Wonderful picture. (Middle West.)
UNITED

ARTISTS

Little Lord Fauntleroy —
Very fine feature and one which
brought good business.

The
SpeedBebe
Girl —Daniels picture,
Typical
light and pleasing. Business fair.
(East.)
Fine picture. Bebe did herself
well dleinWest.)
it. Big business. (MidMoonlight and Honeysuckle —
An average picture and business.
(East.)
Her Face Value —
Frothy, very light — like most of
this star's productions, but it pleased
the flapper crowd. Had some
depths which were not stressed. On
the whole, business was fair —
though cool weather had a lot to
do with that. (East.)
WARREN
The Old Oaken Bucket —
Very fine feature which seemed
to please
patrons.
Greater business than my
usual.
(West.)
The
An Blot—
average production with business about as usual. (East)
SELZNICK
The Last Door —
Decidedly
one (East.)
of O'Brien's
best.
Businessnotfair.

Was much surprised that we had
only about average business on this
picture, as I consider it one of the
best releases this year. (West.)

The
Fighter
— does not seem to
Conway
Tearle
pull them in at this house. Picture liked by those who viewed it.
Business below average. (East.)

UNIVERSAL
No Woman Knows —
Wonderful production, well deserving of the high praise it received at my house. Brought great
business, too. (West.)

An average
picture
which did not
Clay
Dollars(East.)
—
draw
well.

Red Courage —
Good picture with more than
usual business. (West.)
The
Fox—good feature. Average
Fairly
business. (West.)
R-C PICTURES
The Sting of the Lash —
I have always insisted that Pauline Frederick was the greatest
actress on the screen — and I still
say so. This feature was good and
drew well. The women liked it.
(East.)
A fairly entertaining subject
which
well for a(East.)
week's run
despiteheld
bad upweather.
The Swamp —
Good
box office attraction. ( Middle West.)

HODKINSON
Pilgrims of the Night —
Fairly entertaining with fair business during run. (West.)
ARROW
God's Country and the Law —
Mighty fine outdoor story; one
of Curwood's best. Business good.
(Middle West.)
Has beautiful outdoor scenes and
was a winner from a box office
standpoint. (East.)

West.)
EQUITY
An average
average
Charge
Itattraction.
— picture and (Middle
box-office
The
Panther's
Cub — with
An Black
entertaining
production
an interest-holding plot. Business
capacity. (East.)
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New World" and "A Pathless
Wilderness."
Special — Orientale;
May Evans,
mezzo, Carlo Encisco, tenor,
Mirska,
Forova, Christian,
dancers.
Feature— The Sheik — George Melford.

NOV.

News

6TH

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS

Vocal — The Toreador song from
"liams.
Carmen," sung by Evan WilHoenig.
Theme— "Just
Now,"
by Max
Capitol Theatre —
Current
Events
—
Fox
News.
Overture — "Overture 1812," presented by the Capitol Grand
Comedy
— " The
Orchestra.
Buster
Keaton.Playhouse," with
Cartoon — Mon Petit Paris — A Hy
— " Charge
Kimball
Young. It," with Clara
Clock Store," a Feature
Mayer Travelaugh.
descriptive
fantasy.
Novelty—
"In the
Special — Personal appearance of
NextwithWeek
— "Woman's
Place,"
celebrated French composer, Lyric Theatre —
Constance
Talmadge.
Lucien Boyer. Mr. Boyer "Three Musketeers" continued.
sangtoland
was assisted by Capi- Next Week— What Do Men Want? Overture — Selections from Franz
ensemble.
Circle
—
Central Theatre —
Lehar's
operettas.
Scenic — Where Poppies Bloom — "Conflict" continued.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Prizma picture of the resting
Comedy
— " Never
place of the soldier dead. Astor Theatre —
Harold
Lloyd. Weaken," with
Tableaux: (a) Belleau Wood "Theodora" continued.
with U. S. Marines; (b) Joan
Feature
— " Ever
Shirley
Mason.Since Eve,'" with
of Arc— Doris Niles; (c) Uncle
CLEVELAND
Next
Wee
k — "Handcuffs by
Sam and Columbia— Virginia
Futrelle and James Parker
Kisses,"
with
Elaine Hammerstein.
Coombs.
n
ia
re
s
ar
tu
t
t'
ng
rs
er
sz
e- — Li
Hu
Fi
Ov
StatRhapsody.
Current Events — Capitol News.
Overture
Vocal— Selections from "The Blue Piano Solo— Cadenza, rendered by Strand
airs.—— Potpourri of popular
Paradise," by Capitol mixed
Otto Muncke.
Current Events — Pathe News.
quartette.
Current Events — Pathe New s — Western — " To a Finish," with
The Ropin' Fool— Will
Pathe
Review.
Feature—
Buck Jones.
Rogers.
Comedy —ter "Keaton.
The Playhouse " — Bus- Feature—"
Cinderella
of the Hills,"
Novelty— "The
Glow
Worm,"
prewith Barbara
Bedford.
sented by Mile. Gambarelli.
— Never Weaken— Harold Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff in " White
Comedy
Lloyd.
Standard
Current
News. — Events — International
Musical Specialty — Galaxy QuarSharp
C
in
"Prelude"
Solo—
Organ
tette, direct from New York.
Minor — Melchiorre Mauro-CotMeat."
Star ycomedy.
— " Noiseless Valley " —
Repertoire
contained the Quar- Corned
tone, organist.
tette
from
"
Martha
"
and
the
Week— Perjury — William
NextFarnum.
Feature
—
"
" Crooning Song."
Gibson. Sure Fire," with Hoot
Feature—"
Wonderful Thing " Next Week — "Nobody's Fool," with
— NormaTheTalmadge.
Mark Strand Theatre —
Marie Prevost.
Scenic—
The
Victory
Pageant—
Next Week— "Don't Tell EveryKineto Review.
CHICAGO
thing," with all-star cast.
Special— "Peace," a tableaux with
music, introducing Victor Her- Ove
Alle
re — " Rienzi," by Wagner.
rtunbert's "The Call
Peace,"
Chicago Theatre —
with Strand
MaleofQuartette
Encore — " Jazz Humoresque," ar- Overture
— "Cavalleria Rusticana."
ranged by Philip Spitalny.
and Kitty McLaughlin, so- Current Events ■ — Allenette — bits Scenic — " In the Swiss Mountains."
prano.
Specialty — Butterfly Dance by Glorfrom all the news reels.
iana.
Current Events — Mark Strand Vocal — Gerol Gardner, basso, singTopical Review.
Topical Events.
ing "Tenting setting
Tonight arranged
" amid Literary Digest.
Vocal Prologue— "Deep in Your
characteristic
Specialty — Dennis Sisters singing
Heart of Hearts" — Judson
seven harmony songs.
by Managing
Director S. BarHouse, tenor.
rett
McCormick.
Feature — The Wonderful Thing
Feature
— Charles Ray in " Two
— Norma Talmadge.
Comedy —old"Lloyd.
Never Weaken " — HarMinutes
To Go."
Musical— "Tambourin Chinois," by
Maria De la Torre, violinist.
Feature — " All's Fair in Love," fea- Comedy — Harold Lloyd in "Among
turing
May
Collins.
Those Present."
— The Love Egg— Educa- Next Week— "The Son of Wall- Coming
Comedy
tional.
Feature—" Molly O."
Roosevelt
Theatre —
Next Week— Little Lord FauntleOverture—"
Dance of the Hours."
.
roy — Mary Pickford
ingford."
Stillman
—
Overture — Original overture writ- Pathe Color — " The Tale of a
Rialto Theatre —
ten for " Way Down East."
Overture — "Bacchanale" from
UnderGirl."Sea Study — " Star
Way Down East " — sec- PatheGeisha
"Samson and Delilah," by Feature — ond" week.
Rialto Orchestra.
Slow Motion Picture — " Sniffs and
Special— Memories, a panorama of Quartette— Singing harmony.
Sneezes " with musical accomNext Attraction—" Over the Hill."
the great figures of the war.
paniment of " They All Caught
Novelty— Orientale, presented by Euclid —
Lillian Powell, dancer.
Overture — " Morning, Noon and Specialty —."Henry Taylor, dramatic
Fish
Feature— The Sheik— George Meltenor, singing "I Wonder If
ford.
ThemeHerbert.
— " Sunbeam,"
by Victor
Youof Still
Care For Me."
Topics
the Day.
Vocal— "The Wren," sung by Grace
Night."
Events — Kinograms.
Hoffmann, soprano, flute obli- Current
FeatureCold."
— " The Poverty of Riches."
gato by J. H. Bove.
Specialty — Bacco, rag artist, and
Comedy — " Young and Foolish."
Roosevelt quartette.
Feature
The Last Trail," by
Rivoli Theatre —
Zane— "Grey.
Overture — Selection
from "The Next Week — Not booked at present Roosevelt Syncopated Orchestra
writing.
Queen
playing
Swanee River."
Orchestra.of Sheba," by Rivoli
Comedy
— "" Fireman,
Save My
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial,
Overture — " Carmen."
including "The Making of a ParkComing Feature — " The Sheik."
NEW

Picture

Randolph Theatre —
Organ Selections.
Feature — Mary Pickford in " Little
Lord Feature
Fauntleroy."
Coming
— " Way Down
Tivoli Theatre —
Overture — " Light Cavalry."
Scenic — " High Diving," with musical accompaniment of " The
Specialty
— Sigmund
Bogus playing
Waters
of Venice."
violin.
Topical East."
Events.
Organ Solo — "Somewhere a Voice
Is Calling." Milton Charles at
Literary
organ.Digest.
Specialty
" Love Decker,
in Lilac soprano.
Time."
Miss— Edith
Mr. R. Dieterich, tenor. Ensemble of twenty-five Morgan
Dancers.
Feature — Norma Talmadge in " The
Sign— on
the Door."
Comedy
" Trolley
Troubles."
Coming Feature — " Experience."
Woodlawn Theatre —
Organ Solo —Screen
" March Travels
Militaire." —
Woodlawn
"
Across
Grand
Canyon."
Day.
Woodlawn
Pictorial Review.
Literary

Digest — Topics

of the

Comedy
The operatic
Skipper'scounterpart
Scheme."
Overture—— " An
to Dumas " Camille " and its
screen version, " La Traviata,"
by Giuseppe Verdi.
Feature — " Nazimova in " Camille."
Intermission — " Tuck Me to Sleep
in MyFeature
Old 'Tucky
Home."
Coming
— Thomas
Meighan
in " Cappy Ricks."
Orpheum— "Theatre
—
Feature
Why Girls
Leave
Barbees
Pathe NewsTheatre
— Pathe— Review.
Corned}- — Larry Semon in " The
Feature
— "Collector."
Love, Hate and a WomRent
Home."
Ziegfeld
Pathe
News.Theatre —
Literary Digest.
Feature — Pola Negri

in

" One

Arabian
Night."Chaplin in " The
Comedy
— Charles
Coming Feature—" The Conquering
Idle Class."
LOS

ANGELES

Power."
Grauman's
Theatre —
Overture — Medley.
Current Events an."
— Pathe News.
Organ — " When Francis Dances
With Me " with voice accompaniment.
Special
— Complete history of the
late war ending with a scene
showing a transport bringing
soldiers home. At the end of
the film, the screen is raised on
a set representing the deck of
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Feature — " A Certain Rich Man " —
All star cast. Next Week — "Dream Street."
Doric
Theatre —
News — International.
Organ Selections — P. E. Stevens,
organist.
Feature
— " Where
Lights Are Low "
— Sessue
Hayakawa.
Next Week — " The Invisible
Fower " — House Peters.
Newman Theatre —
Overture — Selections from Ziegfeld
SEATTLE
Follies, 1921.
Current Events — Newman News
and Views.
Coliseum Theatre —
Overture — Vienna Spirit.
The and
Playhouse
" — BusCurrent Events — Pathe and Kino- Comedy —ter" Keaton,
Mutt and
Jeff
cartoon.
.
grams.
Educational — The Manly Art of Organ Selections — Gerald F. Baker
Self Defense.
and Q. Landwehr, organists.
Comedy — Afraid of His Wife.Special
Number — Edmund NorVocal — Emila McConnan rendering
thup, baritone, in conjunction
"Song of the Soul."
with prologue.
Feature
son. — Footlights — Elsie Fergu- Feature
Holt.— " After the Show " — Jack
Next Week— Bits of Life.
Next Week — To be selected.
Clemmer Theatre —
— written musiOverture — "Jolly Robbers Waltz" Royal
Overture Theatre
— Specially
and "To a Wild Rose."
cal score.
Current Events — International News — Royal Screen Magazine.
News and Clemmer Graphic.
Organ Selections — Milo T. Hart,
Cartoon — Andy Has a Caller —
Gumps.
organist.
Special Number — Prologue with J.
Comedy
—
Brownies
Baby
Doll
—
Hardesty Johnson, tenor.
Century.
Feature—" Over the Hill "—All star
Feature
—
The
Rage
of
Paris
—
cast.
Miss du Pont.
Next Second
Week—"
Over the Hill "—
Week.
Next Week — Nobody's Fool.
Strand Theatre —
Twelfth Street Theatre —
Second week of "Way Down East." Overture — Popular selections.
Blue Mouse Theatre —
News — Screen magazine.
Overture — "My Heart at Thy Sweet Comedy —old "Lloyd.
Over the Fence " — HarCurrent Events — Fox News.
Beery.
Feature
—
■"
The
Golden
"—
Educational
Lewis Stone
and Snare
Wallace
e." — Pathe Review.
ic
Vo
Comedy — Fast and Furious.
Feature
Law.— God's Country and the Next Week — To be selected.
Next Week — Everything for Sale.
BROOKLYN
Liberty Theatre —
Overture — "Sally in Our Alley."
Current Events — Selznick and Lib- Mark Strand —
Overture — "Militaire" — A combinaerty News.
tion of film, orchestral music,
Comedy — The Applicant.
interpretive dance and tableau
Special — Filipino
Hawaiian
instrudedicated to Armistice Day and
mentalists inmusical selections.
the Disarmament Conference.
Feature — The Great Impersonation.
Next Week — Two Minutes to Go.
(a) "Miss America" — a dance in
one by Sonia Serova with paWinter Garden Theatre —
triotic march music— dark
Feature— The Cabinet of Dr. Cali- Second week of Dempsey-Carpenstage.
gari — Goldwyn.
tier fight pictures.
Comedy — Fast and Furious.
(b)Review).
"Victory Pageants" (Kineto
ST. PAUL
(c) Tableau — "The Statue of
Liberty." Sonia Serova posed
as Liberty before back drop of
Capitol Theatre —
blue
crested with thirteen gold
Overture
—
"Semiramide"
—
Rossini.
stars. Grouped about her
allied soldiers in field uniform.
Capitol Digest — Includes Current
Helen Adler, soprano, as
Events, Pathe and International
"Peace" carrying dove of peace,
News.
Sunshine Gatherers — Prizma.
sang Herbert's "The Call to
Freedom."
effects —
Tony Sarg's Almanac- — "Vamp No.
red, white andLighting
blue.
Mark
Strand
Topical
Review.
University of Minnesota Band —
Fifty pieces.
Prologue
"The Beggar
Artistto studio
interiorMaid."
with
Experience — Paramount.
artist at easel sketching "BegOrgan Solo- — "Berceuse" (Jocelyn)
— Godard. Ralph H. Brigham,
Maid," He
model
seatedDale,
on
raisedgardais.
(George
concert organist.
Organ Recital.
tenor), sings
Lewin-Harling's
"There's
Sunshine
in Your

a transport with a thirtypeople cast, playing the roles
of sailors, doughboys, nurses
and Salvation Army girls, rendering appropriate songs.
Two children give eccentric
dance number at finish and the
finale is a drill by the entire
company.
Feature — " Dangerous Lies."
Chine's Broadway Theatre —
Novelty — Urban Animal reel.
Vocal — Once Upon a Time — Baritone solo.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Educational — Ford Weekly.
Organ — Sexette from Lucia.
Feature — Blind Hearts — Hobart
Bosvvorth.
Next Week — " Clay Dollars."
Superb a Theatre —
Overture
— " Swanee River " with
variations.
Current
Events — International
News.
Special — Girl eccentric dancer in
specialty number.
Comedy — Tin Cans — Century.
Feature
— Nobody's
Fool — Gladys
Walton.
.
Next week — Conflict.
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
Second week of " The Sheik."
Tally's Theatre —
Third week of "Gypsy Blood."
California Theatre —
Second week of " Camille."
Kinema Theatre —
Overture — Morning,
Noon and
Night.
Current Events — International
News and Kinograms.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day —
Pathe.
Comedy — Idle Class — Chaplin.
Feature — Serenade — Walsh Production. Presented with a
prologue in which twelve
singers and dancers with special costumes and setting give
atmospheric number.
Symphony Theatre —
Fifth week of " Never Weaken."
Miller's TheatreCurrent
Events — International
News.
VovalTenor
— Havesolo. You
Forgotten ?—

Mission Theatre — 1
Vocal — William Robyn, lyric ten'O."
Molly Fauntleroy—
singing "Lord
Feature—or,Little
Mary Pickford.
Alhambra Theatre —
Current Events — International
News.
Comedy
— Doggone Torchy — Johnny
Hines.
Feature — Courage — First National.

KANSAS 1." CITY

Showing a proof of a page ad on " Dangerous Curve Ahead,"
framed
by the
Allen theatre,
Toronto,
advertising
staff.

Liberty
—
Overture —Theatre
Selections.
News — Pathe.
Comedy — " Aesop's Fables."
Organ Selections — Miss Susie Goff
Bush and Miss Golden Eviston,
organists.

sweaters, frat caps, etc. They
sing medley of college songs.
Featured Charles Ray in "Two
Micaela's
MinutesAirto "I
Go."Am Not Faint
Hearted,"
from
Bizet's
"Carmen," Helen Adler,
soprano.
Tony Sarg's Almanack — Fireman,
Organ
— Gavotte
"MigSaveSolo
My
Child." from
non"
(Thomas).
John Hammond and Charles Demorest,
Nextorganists.
Week — Norma Talmadge in
"The Wonderful Thing."
NEW

ORLEANS

Strand
— of the World
— "Bett
Feature
— Theatre
Aty" theComps
End
on.

ComeKeaton.
House — Buster
dy — Haunted
Strand Topical Digest.
Divertissement of Music and Song
— Senorita Trina Varela.
Strand Orchestra.
Next Week — Footlights — Elsie FerLiberty
Theatre
Feature
— Why
Girls— Leave Home —
guson.
Anna
Q. Nilsson.
Max Fink's Syncopated
Kinemanews
and Comedy.Orchestra.
Next Week — Rupert Hughes'
"Dangerous Curves Ahead."
Trianon Theatre —
Feature — Bucking the Tiger — ConTearle. Pathe Week-end
News. wayand
Comedy
Next Week — Not announced.
Globe
— — Charles Ray.
Feature —Theatre
Scrapiron
Next Week — Not announced.
Tudor Theatre—
The Fight of the Century — Dempsey versus Carpentier.
Next Week — Not announced.
JONES LMCKiSCHAEFER,
*UNMHM
SW3 ^RANDOLPH
830 AM' Continuous 12 M'/
cgirst 'Presentation
ofthe mo ft exquisite
creation the screen or
stage oritself
the has
entireever
art
world
MA
RY
p
j~eer\
"yTmericaj- Sheet-heart
'Xit
tfe
ICKFQ
RP
ir\-

lord

price SOC
Now playing
Theatre,
New Yof&jat attheS2 Apollo
pricsa.

a

Eyes." The prince (Walter
Smith, raconteur) appears and
recites
»'l it great to live in Chi
same title.Tennyson's poem of
A picturewillthe love.
whole famij v
The Beggar Maid.
Prologue to Feature — College Days.
Interior of college dormitory
with pennants, desks, etc., with One of the displays used by Jones,
Mark Strand Male Quartette Linick and Schaefer, Chicago on "Little
day theatres.
and date
as undergraduates wearing Lord
at theFauntleroy,"
State and playing
Randolph

Motion
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Howard Theatre —
Overture
" TheandSunny
Howard —News
Views.South."
Comedy — Clyde Cook in " The
Toreador " — Fox.
Special — Armistice Day Prologue,
tableaux, the w-hole entitled
" Break the News to Mother."
Feature — Gloria
Swanson in
" Under the Lash."
Metropolitan Theatre —
Overture — Special musical score
arranged by David Love.
Kineto Review.
Kinograms.
Violin Solo — David Love, leader
Metropolitan orchestra.
Comedy — Exit Quietly " — Christy.
Feature
— Nazimova in " Camille "
— Metro.
Organ Solo — George Lee Hamrick,
organist.
Criterion Theatre —
Kinograms.
" Clay
Kineto Review.
Comedy — To be selected.
Feature — Eugene O'Brien in
Dollars " — Selznick.
Rialto Theatre —
Overture
— " The
Debutante,"
Victor
Herbert.
Played by
by
Rialto orchestra, conducted by
Frank Turner.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Selznick News.
Comedy
Fox.— " A Perfect Villain " —
Feature — James Kirkwood in "The
Great
mount. Impersonation " — Para-

Second Big Week
The Bat Comedy
INTHETHE MOVIES
MOVIES
A Double Exposure
Hollywood
Life, Seenof
Through bVEjesefuSc
FunnieMt Man
in America
Goldwyn ptuenlt
WILL ROGERS
in hit greatctft comedy hit ~Doubling For Romeo
"til.- "OH BUDDY" (SSSfSSi "
Will Rogers' personality is made the
principal selling idea of this recent display for "Doubling for Romeo," used
by Miller's theatre, Los Angeles

News

Comedy — A Penny in the Slot —
Pathe.
Feature — Why Girls Leave Home.
NextFirst
week National.
— One Arabian Night —

MOINES

Des Moines —
Prologue —tette''In
the Gloaming," quarand orchestra.
Feature — Way Down East.
Coming — Norma Talmadge in "The
Wonderful Thing."
Strand —
News — Educational Kinograms.
Comedy — Harold Lloyd in "Never
Weaken."
Feature — Miriam Cooper in "Serenade."
Coming
— Betty Compson in "Ladies
Must Live."
Palace —
News — Fox.
Feature — Nell Shipman in "The
Girl from God's Country."
Coming — Buck Jones in "To tlic
Finish."
ATLANTA

Picture

Feature — Camille
— Continued.
Columbia
—
NextParamount.
week — Ladies Must Live —
Overture — Hits from Popular
Palace —
Current
— Pathe News —
Operas.Events
Topics
of the Day.
Comedy — Snooky's Labor Lost.
ScenicBurton
— Marvellous
Manhattan —
Holmes.
Feature
— Exit — The Vamp — Paramount.
Next mount.
week — Enchantment — Para-

Tiro of a group of Shea theatre, Buffalo, displays and advertising " The Sting
of the Lash" at the Criterion and " Two Minutes to Go" at the Hippodrome..
Comedy
Fox.— " The Perfect Villain " —
PHILADELPHIA
Feature — " Is Life Worth Living? "
— Eugene O'Brien — Select.
NextParamount.
Week — " After the Show " —
Stanley
—
Current Events — Pathe News —
Pathe.
Current Events — News — Fox.
ST. LOUIS
—Pathe.
Topics
of the Day — Literary Digest
Sketchograph — The Streets of Missouri Theatre —
Overture
— Missouri Symphony OrGreenwich Village — Electric.
chestra.
Feature — " One Arabian Night " — Special Feature — The Old Time
Pola Negri — First National.
NextParamount.
Week — " Under the Lash " —
Movie, Thomas Edisons " The
GreatProgram
Train —Robbery."
Musical
The Mexican —
National Band by special perArcadia
—
Current Events — Pathe News —
mission of President Obregon.
Pathe.
— The Missouri TheaTravelmount.
— Burton Holmes — Para- Presentation
tre at Work and Play.
Music — The Ushers Chorus.
— Goldwyn.
Feature
— "Bunty Pulls the Strings" Feature Picture — Gloria Swanson
Party.
in
Under
the —Lash."
NextParamount.
Week — " Enchantment " — Surprise
Feature
Our Birthday
New Grand Central Theatre —
Cartoon
Regent —— " White Meat " — Mutt Overture
tra. — Gene Rodemichs Orchesand Jeff.
Presentation — Oriental Fantasies.
Feature
— "Dangerous
Powell
— Paramount.Lies" — I )avid Grand Central News Weekly.
Next Week — "The
Lady from Chester Outing Pictures.
Feature Picture — Pola Negri in
Longacre " — Fox.
" One Arabian Night."
Karlton
—
Current
Liberty Theatre —
tric. Events — Kinograms — Elec- Fox
Overture — Fox Harmony OrchesScenic — Rio Janeiro.
tra.
Corned y — " Skipper Strikes It Fox News Weekly.
Rich " — Electric.
Mutt and Jeff Comedy.
Feature— Picture — William Farnum
Feature — " Snowblind " — Goldwyn.
Next Peerless.
Week — " Salvation Nell " — Sunshine
in " Perjury."
Comedy.
Palace- Events — Pathe News —
Current
Pathe.
—Pathe.
Topics
of the Day — Literary Digest
Comedy — " The Goat — Metro.
Feature — " Song of Songs " — Elsie
Ferguson — Paramount.
Next Week — " Why Girls Leave
Home " — Independent.
Victoria —Events — Pathe News —
Current
Fathe.
Comedy
Fox.— " Fast and Furious " —
Feature
— " Out of the Dust " —
Metro.
Next Week — " Why Girls Leave
Home "—Independent.
Current
Capitol
tric. —Events — Kinograms — Elec-

West End Lyric —
Overture
— David Silverman's Orchestra.
Lyric News Features.
Special Comedy.
Organ Solos.
Feature Picture — Bebe Daniels in
' The Speed Girl."
Capitol
Overture —Theatre
Capitol —Orchestra.
Capitol News Review.
Feature Picture — Douglass Fairbanks in " The Three Mus-

Concert Attraction — Creatore.
Current Events — Fox News.
Rialto—
Comedy — Torchy a-la-Carte.
Feature — The Night Rose.
Next week — Judgment.
PITTSBURG
Pitt week
Theatre
—
First
of Theodora.
Duquesne
Theatre
Sixth week of
Three —Musketeers.
Sixth week
of Over
Savoy
Theatre
— the Hill.
Loew's Lyceum Theatre —
Current
Weekly.Events — Loews News
Feature — The Match Breaker.
Comedy — Now or Never.
Next Week — Her Face Value.
Grand
Theatre —
Weekly.
Current
Events — Gran a News
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature
— Cappy Ricks.
Thing.
Comedy — Never Weaken.
Next Week — The Wonderful
Current
— Kinograms.
OlympicEvents
Theatre
—
Overture — Violin solo by Enza Pascarella.
Feature — Three Word Brand.
Comedy — Fooling Mother.
Specialty
— Aesop's
Next
Week
— Under Fables.
the Lash.
Blackstone Theatre —
Current
Events — International
News.
Feature — Conflict.
ComedyNext Week—
Cameraphone
Current Events — Theatre
Selznick —News.
Feature — Morals.
Comedy — Never Weaken.
Next Week — Conflict.

HAH OLD

■"£-J;NFVER
i -■.WF1KEN

LLOYD'-

Special Comedy Features.
keteers."
WASHINGTON
— — —SYMPHONY
■ —
Metropolitan
—
Overture — Bohemian
Girl.
Current icsEvents
—
Pathe
News-Topof the Day.

—

One of
the thrills
of "Sever the
Weaken"
was
stressed
in advertising
recent
thowing
of this picture at the
Symphony theatre, Los Angeles
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Alhambra Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature— Three Word Brand.
Next Week —
Minerva Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature — The Fox.
Liberty Theatre —
Current
Events — International
News.
Feature — Cappy Ricks.
Comedv — Snookeys Fresh Heir.
Next Week — The Wonderful
Thing.
Regent Theatre —
Current Events — Kinograms.
Novelty — Pictorial Review.
Feature — Tim the Penman.
Comedy — Country Chickens.
Next Week — Three Word Brand.

front /(\Brcj>lw3y.
TriumphantNew York
Run cl <SxbirecrMonth*
At $200cnAtlmmion
J^H AMAZING ANOSUKPFJOUS SPtCTACUWllhamFoX Peasants' —

9

-HCWSAT

Strand
— selections.
Overture —Theatre
Orchestral
Prologue — Characterization of
D'Artagnan by R. A. Mellen.
Feature — "The Three Musketeers."
Sun
Theatre
—
Overture
— Orchestral
selections.
Current Events — Universal Weekly.
Feature — " The Son of Walling-

Comedy — "Their Dizzy Finish."
Feature — " The Rough Diamond."
Rialto foTheatre
—
rd."
Overture — " Beautiful Galathea."
Current Events — Rialto Weekly.
Comedy — " The Plaything."
Feature — " Two Minutes to Go."

FOX WASHINGTON
! ■ * ... WA3HJ&GTQN BCVO AND.Cirf-/-0*0>S/3 :

BUFFALO
With three scene stills and some hand drawn irork the Washington theatre.
Detroit, has evolved a striking display for " The Queen of Sheba "
Wizard
Overture —— Classic.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature — The Golem — Second week.
MILWAUKEE
Strand Theatre —
Musical — Beatrice Royt, pianist.
Weekly — Kinograms & Topics.
Special — Chester Screenic.
Feature — The Invisible Fear — Anita Stewart.
Alhambra Theatre —
Prologue — Church Scene and Organist playingthe
" The Hill
Rosary."
Feature — Over
— Mary
Carr.
Merrill Theatre —
Comedy
der. — Be My Wife — Max LinWeekly — Universal Review.
Special — Cartoon.
Feature — Beating the Game — Tom
Moore and Hazel Daly.
Butterfly Theatre —
Overture — The Evolution of Dixie.
Weekly — Fox News.
Musical — Myrtle Spangenberg, soprano.Toe dancer — Miss Beatrice
Special—
Thomas.
Feature — Ladies Must Live —
George
Loane Tucker production.
CINCINNATI
WalnutOverture
bert. — "Princess Pat" — HerCurrent Events — Pathe New^s 88.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Comedy — In for Life — Christie.
Feature — Two Minutes to Go.
Next Week — Ladies Must Live.
Strand
Current — Events — Pathe 89.
Novelty
Aesop's Fables.
Feature —Cartoon—
Bits of Life.
Next Week — Her Social Value.

Another case of billing the comedy,
" Never Weaken " and the feature "The
Case
of Becky
" equally.
The Century
display
advertises
a recent
bill at the
theatre. Baltimore.

OMAHA

n
atre
OMvoeortureTh— eOrches—tral selections. nal
ent
CurrWeekly.
Events — Internatio

12X0.2:20.1.40 —
7.-0, 9Xi l"

BALTIMORE
Rivoli —
Overture
— " Robin Hood " — R. de
Koven.
Current Events — Rivoli News.
Specialty — Literary Digest Topics
of the Day, accompanied on the
organ by Ernie Cooper and
Henry Boehme.
VocalThe
— Fonsia
soloist — (bl
(a")
ValleyWilson,
of Laughter,
The World is Waiting for the
Sunrise.
Pictorial Interlude — Louis Schwartz
at 'cello and E. Hammerbacher
at piano.
Feature — Woman's Place — Constance Talmadge.
Comedv — Small Town Stuff — Al.
St. John.
Next week — One Arabian Night —
Fola Negri.
Century —
Overture — " Yelva " — Reissiger.
Current Events — Century News.
Vocal — Mabel Mallory, soloist — (a)
Homing:
(M Sweet Spring
Night.
Feature — Camille — Nazimova.
Comedy — The Love Egg — Louise
Fazenda.
Scenic — The Isle of Desire.
Parkway —
Overture
ture. — Special score set to feaCurrent Events — Parkway News
and Special Review.
Feature — The Affairs of Anatol.
Scenic.
Strand —
Overture — Popular Airs.
Current Events — Strand News of
the World.
Feature — Hold Your Horses — Tom
Moore.
Comedy — Never Weaken — Harold
Lloyd.
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Allen Grand Organ — H. Lippman
at the Console. March, "Ring
of the Nibelungs" — Wagner.

Current
Gifts— Events — Fox News.
Feature—
week.)Over the Hill — (third
Next Week — Same.

Current Events — Kinograms.
PalaceTopics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Feature — The Foolish Age.
Next Week — Beyond.

Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture — "Semiramide" — Rossini.
Stage
setting —in" verse
IndianandSummer,"
a fantasy
music.
Feature — " For Those We Love " —
Betty Compson.
Comedv — " The Idle Class " — Chaplin. Events — Hippodrome ReCurrent
view.

Overture — "American Fantasy."
Tableau
——Descriptive of episodes in
Capitol
American history: (a. Spirit of Next Week — Norma Talmadge in
76. b. The Blue and the Gray,
" The Wonderful Thing " and
c. World War Doughboys.
Ben Turpin in " Love and
Capital Combination Reel : a. Historic scenes of World War —
Criterion —
Prizma. With incidental violin Shea's
—Doughnuts."
Saint-Saens.
— " Samson and Delilah "
solo and organ accompaniment, Overture
b. International News. c. Vocal — Selections by Enrico Arensoni, tenor soloist.
Shadowgraph: ''Play Ball."
Song solo.
Presentation — "Life," soprano Feature — "A Wise Fool" and
"Dangerous
— double bill.
ial. Events — Lies"
Feature — Beating the Game.
Current
Criterion PictorPopular
— "Say
It with
Music" Song
— Capitol
Orchestra,
Next Week — " The Conquering
Unit 2.
Yitagraph Comedy.
Mark-Strand—
Next Week — Three Musketeers.
"
nger
Ov
" en
Tats
rrtuenret — Ev
Cuer
— inLae.test Pathe
News.
Power."
MONTREAL
Feature — "The
Girl From Nowher "— Elaine Hammerstein.
Allen Theatre —
Comedy — "In for Life" — Christie.
Pathe British-Canadian News.
Next Week—" Bits of Life."
Armistice Memorial — Arranged by
Francis A. Mangan. (a) "Tip- Feature — " Madonnas and Men."
Palace —
perary."
(b)
Tableau(c)
— "The
Loew State —
Dove
of
Peace."
The
Allied Nations. Belgium, Japan, Feature — " The Ten Dollar Raise."
United States, France and
SECOND
IDO DO BIGLASWEEK T
Canada. (One girl representing each Nation.) (d) Tableau
— "Jeanne
The
Maid D'Arc."
of Orleans, Miss
Florence Rogge. (e) Rule
Britannia.
Comedy — Let Me Explain.
Victor Herbert as Guest Conductor
of the Allen Premier Concert
Orchestra. 1. Overture to the
Comic Opera "Mile. Modiste"
(Introducing
"KissDagger
Me
Again.")
2. (a)
Dance from the Grand Opera
"Natoma." (b) Indian Summer ("An American Idyl") (c)
March of the Toys from "Babes
In Toyland." 3. Overture to
the Irish Opera "Eileen."
Constance Talmadge in 'Wedding

The Adams and
of Detroit used
inch space for
on " The" Mother
Three

Madison theatres
a five column ten
this tico bill ad
Musketeers"
and
0' Mine."
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Spectacular special front on " The Heart of the North" used during a recent showing of this picture at the Rialto theatre. Milwaukee, Wis.
Samuels

Builds Atmospheric Lobby Front
Manager Samuels, of the Alamo No. 2,
Atlanta, had a very effective lobby recently, when he played "Her Sturdy Oak" for
a return engagement.
The center of the lobby was occupied
by a small oak tree. The floor of the
lobby was covered with leaves, moss, and
soft turf, so that the tree, which was a
real one, and brought in from the woods
that morning, seems to be growing.
In front of the tree was a small, whitepainted bench, on which sat a very large
doll, dressed in an airy-fairy dress, something on the order of those worn by the
star in the picture. The doll was quite
blonde, and with her hair dressed like
Wanda Hawley's.
There were pots of flowers around, and
ato book
lying open on the doll's lap added
the effect.

Striking Lobby Front
at Milwaukee

Used

The accompanying cut shows the lobby
front which Manager Perlowitz of the
Rialto theatre, Milwaukee, arranged for
hisThe
showing
" The ofHeart
of the North."
color ofscheme
the display
was in
daring colors, a midnight blue serving as
the main background against which the
red of painted flames and smoke clouds
were brought out in brilliant relief.

Thomas D. Soriero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Datyon, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Finklesteln St Rabin,
Minneapolis.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Kuhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland
Paul Gusdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O.
O. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mich.
S. Barret McCormtck, Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Cleveland.
W. 8. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.

Veterans
fer Pictures

Pre-

When the Pittsburgh Gazette announced
a theatre party for the wards of the United
States Marine Hospital and the inmates of
the various homes for the aged, a general
shout went up. The old folks expressly
thanked the theatre for having chosen a
picture show instead of a spoken play.
One old man wrote :
"My hearing is bad and I am damn senabout it." was "Experience." George
The sitive
picture
V. Hobart's allegorical play put on the
screen by Paramount. The entertainment
was generous on the part of the Olympic
Theatre and the Gazette-Times but it is a
poor philanthropy that does not bring a
flood of good-will. William X. Robson,
the Paramount exploiteer, claims to have
had the first altruistic impulse. He sold
the theatre on the idea of admitting the
old-folks. The theatres then turned the
entire credit to the Gazette-Times which
printed
the stories of the matinee on the
front page.

There were little hand-drawn cards
around which read:
"If you want to own a sturdy oak, be a
clinging vine."
"It's the girl with the smile, who knows
how to cling, that wins a sturdy oak."
"Be pretty and pleasant — and let who
will be clever — if you would find a sturdy
oak," and so on.

Pittsburgh

Miracles of the
JungleToledo,
" displayO. by the Strand
theatre,

Advisory

Board

Exhibitors' Service Bureau
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
R. B. Wilby, Supervisor of Southern Enterprises,
Inc., Birmingham, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,
Chas.
Can. Bran ham, Famous-Lasky, Ltd., Toronto,

Old folks and injured war veterans
don't travel readily on street cars, and the
paper puttation.inF. B.a plea
for volunteer
Stockwell.
a local transporcab man.
furnished the cars free of charge.

Lowell
Managing Director, Capltoj
theatre.W. St.Calvert,
Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Quimby,
Managing
Director,
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
Did. Strand and
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrlck, Rialto theatre, Butte.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. cisco.
A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney K.Grauman,
Grauman's Director,
theatre, William
Los Angeles.
Louis
Sidney, Managing
Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
Herbert J. Thatcher, Strand theatre, Salina. Kan.
Francis A. Mangan, Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Montreal, Canada.
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The cut appearing above shows one of the scenes from the prologue number for " Conflict," staged by Managing Director Andrew J. Cobe of the
Central theatre, New York. Tkc baUet with its musical-accompaniment is one of the most artistic prologue numbers ever staged on Broadway
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This lobby display on "Through th^
Rack Door"
Columbia,
S. C. is the work of the Rivoli theatre.
Hyman's "Bits of Life"
Presentation Numbers
As a prologue number for " Bits of
Life " Manager Edward L. Hyman of the
Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre worked
out an idea in connection with Lake's
" Old Timer's Waltzes."
The set used was a scene in New York's
east side showing a row of tenement
houses at night with lights dimly flickering. Lamp posts were illuminated at
either end of the stage and an owl lunch
wagon projected from the wings at left.
The number opened with a typical
" touch " ambling across the stage. ( )thers
appeared in quaint old east side costume
and finally the gayety began. The orchestra played such old successes as " The
Bowery," " The Side Walks of New
' and
York," " Sweet Rosie O'Grady," " Annie
Daisy
Bell," " Comrades," " Little
Better
Rooney," " She May Have Seen
Days," " The Band Played On
" After the Ball."
An interlude was also used by Mr. Hyman in his presentation of the picture.
This number is explained by the accompanying cut.
Good

Idea

That

Can

" Toonerv ille " Comedies
Exploited in Novel Way
It has remained for F. Reed Hass, manager of the McKinley theatre, Canton, O.,
to think up a new exploitation angle on
the "Toonerville" comedies.

"Toonervil
the Reed
Recently
releases
was when
on hisonebill,of Mr.
sent le''
out

Picture

News

Lobby Decorations Gets Business

for "Anatol"
When Manager
Creislein of the Modjeska theatre, Augusta, played "The Affairs of Anatol," he realized that very little
exploitation was necessary, when the
names of the stars had been announced.
But he chose an effective way of doing
that.
A cut-out of Wallace Reid, in evening
clothes, was posed at one side of the lobby,
with hand outstretched. In his hands
were streamers of vari-colored crepe
paper, and these streamers led to various
portions of the lobby. To the other end
of each streamer was a small cut-out of
the head of one of the stars in the picture.
The streamers led in all directions, and
people grew quite eager in their hunt to
find the face at the end of the streamer.
This, with a twenty-four sheet across
the front of the theatre, was all for the
lobby, itself. But in the space back of the
box-office, leading to the theatre proper,
were posed twelve cut-outs of the stars in
the picture. A deep green carpet on the
floor, two or three shaded parlor floorlamps, and tall baskets of flowers aided
the illusion of some social function attended by the twelve "cut-out star>."

notices to all the operators of the "oneman" trolley cars running in Canton that
they would be admitted free.
Then, knowing there is little love existing between employes of these cars and
the conductors and motormen of the larger
cars, he did not fail to have the word
passed around at the barns that the "one
man"
operators were going to be guests
at
the theatre.
The result was that the others made r.
a point to be in the theatre to guy the fellow that operates the little cars.

Be

Used Anywhere
J. S. Toland, publicity director for
First National at the Cleveland exchange,
has discovered a new exploitation stunt
which by the way is within the reach of
nearly every exhibitor.
One of Cleveland's classiest jewelry
windows displays a chronometer that invites passersby to regulate their timepieces. Recently in addition to the clock,
the window carried a display of silver
picture frames. Mr. Toland supplied
photos of various First National stars for
each frame and the store window dresser
did the re^t. Every photograph was autographed so it didn't look in the least like
an advertisement, and there was always a
crowd around the window deciphering
their names.

Views of a prologue and interlude
staged forMark
the showing
of " Bits »/ Life " during the run
at the Brooklyn
Strand theatre

N qv.c mb e r 19,

19 2 1

-Halowecn Week
Showing the stage settings which Harold B. Franklin, managing director of Shea's Hippodrome , Buffalo, has used recently. Leftnumber, with animated "witch." Right — The setting dei'iscd for the prologue to "One Arabian Night"
Football
Box

Office
Zimmerman,

Boosted

North

Tonawanda,

Tells

His
Advertising
e of such
anyon
accuse
ONE hates to
a thing, but Fred M. Zimmerman,
president and general manager of
Nu-Art Pictures corporation and owner
of the Avondale theatre in North Tonawanda, N. Y., is a poet. The secret came
out this week when residents of the western New York town received in the mail
some excellent business pulling epistles
from the pen of Mr. Zimmerman. A few
days later another letter arrived at the
doors of patrons and soon the whole community was commenting on the stunt, in
fact so much interest was aroused that the
high school principal and L. E. Barger,
resident manager of the Avondale, got together and arranged a contest in which
the students are taking part. The scholars
are writing poems along the lines originated by Mr. Zimmerman booming the
Avondale. Money prizes will go to the
winners.
To prove that Bill Shakespeare had
little on Fred Zimmerman we print some
of the poetry which helped bring Tonawanda folks to the Avondale box office.
Listen :
Sunday is your day of rest, so
do the things you like the best
And after dinner when you find
a desire to appease your mind
There is the AVONDALE.

by

Poetry

N. Y., Exhibitor,

Story
in
Lyrics
The next letter sent out thanked the
community for their attendance on the

Schedule Printed
on Herald
School opened at the University of
Texas September 27th, 192 1, with a very
large number of students registering. Mr.
Hegman, tractive
manager
Austin'shasmost
attheatre, theof Oueen,
a true

For years and years we've heard it said,
A man's a fool to board 'til dead,
'Cause a heap of work demands some play,
And makes you fit for next day,
So remember the Avondale, handy by
ner try
And tonight
when you finish your din-

psychologist's viewpoint of business. He
distributed dodgers advertising "Peck's
Bad Boy," having a boy who resembled
Jackie Coogan, stand with a dog and distribute these dodgers to the registration
crowds. The college football schedule
was arranged around the advertisement of
"Peck's Bad Boy"; not only the schedule
but the picture of glorious Tom Dennis,
Texas* hero — the man who won the
Texas A & M game last November.
Then Hegman enticed the students
down to see "Peck's Bad Boy" by the following means : He made very charming
circulars, got the name of the House Representative for the sorority or fraternity
(this information can be obtained very

An hour and a half, or two if you wish,
Of pictures and music served as a dish
So palatable— at the AVONDALE.

easily from the
the herald with
plenty of nice
an evening of

occasion of the showing of "The Old
Nest," and "When Dawn Came," and
went on to say that the patron responsible
for the following must have derived an
unusual amount of pleasure at the Avondale at a very reasonable figure. The
patron, by the way, is Mr. Zimmerman.
Hear:

While the poetry is rather deep stuff
it got the business and because of this fact
Fred has decided to keep on w riting it.

registrar's office) and sent
the invitation: "We have
boxes. Come and enjoy
real fun, and also make

another rushee pledge." (The show was
run during "rush" week.)
These novel methods of exploitation
went like wildfire even with very good
opposition attractions.

And so each night, as the week glides by,
Some recreation you should try,
To rest your tired and weary brain
And so we go right back again
to the AVONDALE.
It's comfy and cozy all the time,
Its pictures, music you will find
Are the best to be had in the amusement
line —
At the AVONDALE.

Decorative lobby sign used by Aschcr's Merrill theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis., to exploit " Tin
Three Musketeers "
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Schools

Picture

and

News

Literary

Clubs Aid "Disraeli"
In presenting "Disraeli," in Buffalo,
Manager Arthur L. Skinner played the
educational value of the story by inviting
all the teachers and principals of the west
side schools to a special free screening of
the George Arliss production in the Victoria theatre last Wednesday afternoon.
Not only the school folks, but members
of several literary clubs received invitations. The Victoria was packed to the

Novel and effecth
Inexpensive

roof, for everyone who received a "bid"
accepted.
As a result of the showing Mr. Skinner
,was able to get much valuable advertising
through those in attendance telling of the
picture's worth. The principals and
teachers urged students to attend the
Victoria.
lobby display'theatre.
on " The
Idol ofN. the
Durham,
C. North," originated by the Paris
Novelties

for

"Fauntleroy" Make
Hit at Atlanta
During the run of " Little Lord Fauntleroy," at the Howard theatre, Atlanta,
Ga., all the population of that city had a
chance to record their choice for Miss
Pickford as the little Lord or as " Dearest," his mother.
The idea was put into effect by a special
representative of the United Artists Corporation, and had the full co-operation of
the theatre management. It was intended
to create '* talking " publicity for the picture and was entirely successful.
The voting was done as the Pickford
fans left the theatre. In the lobby were
attendants who handed out pink and white
cards, the pink card being a vote for Miss
Pickford in the character of the little
Lord, and the white one being a vote for
t."
arescontest
De
The
also was successful in that
it obtained good publicity, the newspapers
printing spread stories and carrying cuts
showing the voters casting their ballots.
Another exploitation stunt which
pleased Atlanta theatre goers was carried out when the services of a handsome

In addition to the "educational party,"
Mr. Skinner arranged for several excellent window displays in the vicinity of the
theatre, took additional space in the newspapers and put on a special lobby display.

New

Angle to Wrecked
Car Stunt
Manager Kistler, recently of the Rialto
theatre, Atlanta, now located as manager
of the Strand theatre, Gaffney, S. C, put
on speed during the first week of his new
iob by staging a novel exploitation campaign for "Too Much Speed."
Kistler picked up a wrecked Ford car,
tied a cow bell fast to the ancient machine
and then dragged the whole outfit, bell
clanging and loose parts flopping, about
the city. A banner connected the ballyhoo

Illustrating the accompanying story relative to
the exploitation
of " Little
LordAtlanta
Fauntleroy "
at the Howard
theatre,

up with the showing of "Too Much
Speed" at the Strand.
After the daily parade the banner and
the wreck were parked in front of the
theatre.

eleven year old local boy, attired as " Little Lord Fauntleroy," were secured to
give out programs for the picture.
Cuts illustrating the voting contest appear on this page.

Log Cabin Lobby Display
Goes Good for Nichols
The accompanying view of lobby display
on " The Idol of the North " shows how
Manager Nichols of the Paris theatre,
Durham, N. C, broke his summer records.
The lobby was covered with rough wooden
slabs, transforming it into a northern
cabin. A real bearskin was hung beside
the window, and oddly-lettered signs attracted attention, in addition to plenty of
stills and larger photos. Big newspaper
publicity helped beat the hot weather for
a record.

Attractive use of cut-outs by Keith's Prospect theatre. Brooklyn, during the run of " li'hy
Girls Leave Home"

November
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Gets

Editor

to

Boost "The Old Nest"
Evert R. Cummings, manager of the
Fort Armstrong and Majestic theatres,
Rock Island, 111., operated by Rosenfield
Hopp & Company, grabbed off the most
valued space in a newspaper when he induced the editor of the Rock Island Argus
to use a half column of his editorial page
for an article praising "The Old Nest."
The Argus editor was invited to . a
special screening of the picture and its
good points, especially in its theme, judiciously pointed out to him. The result
was the editorial that ran under the caption of "Elevating Amusements."
Mr. Cummings secured the services of
a telegraph operator and placed him at the
disposal of patrons of the theatre, to send
messages in the same manner as has been
described a number of times in these
columns.
A huge telegram reproduction was used
in the Western Union windows and other
co-operative advertising stunts were put
over.
Liberal newspaper space was purchased
and plenty of posters placed in advantageous positions.

Illustrating the accompanying story concerning the lobby display 'and exploitation stunts
originated for "The Fox" by the Palace theatre, Buffalo
Buffalo Theatre Builds
Fine Lobby Display J

Lester Enters Float in
Festival Parade
On the occasion of the annual Floral
Festival at Columbia, S. C, L. T. Lester,
manager of five Columbia theatres, alive
to all advertising opportunities, entered an
artistically arranged float in the parade.
The float was built of flowers and tissue
paper and besides advertising First
National stars, carried in the rear seat of
the car Mr. Lester's two little daughters.
A card read " Lester's Little Queens."
Much favorable comment was forthcoming from Mr.
contribution
to
the Festival
and Lester's
the children
were close
rivals in popularity with the chosen queen
of the event.

Showing how Harold B. Franklin, managing
director of. Shea's Hippodrome, used </ cut out
from a 24 sheet to <jdi'ertise "Never Weaken"

Howard J. Smith, manager of the Palace theatre, Buffalo, has a new exploitation idea. Most houses show trailers inside. Howard presents his outside.
" The Fox " was the attraction at the
Palace and Mr. Smith conceived the novel
stunt of putting on a miniature show in
the front of the lobby. He set up a portable projector and made a box-type screen,
consisting of an oblong-shaped box standing on end, a small hole cut out of one
side and a bit of screen placed over the
hole.
On this little screen, Mr. Smith flashed
the trailer furnished on " The Fox." For
a week in advance of the showing this
same trailer was used inside the Palace.
Another eye-catching part of the lobby
ballyhoo was a large stuffed fox, which
Mr. Smith borrowed from a local taxidermist. Mr. Smith placed leaves and
branches of trees around the animal, giving it a life-like appearance.
As a result of these excellent stunts,
some good newspaper advertising and a
number of window cards, Mr. Smith was
able to do the best business recorded at the
Palace box office since last Spring.
Good

Showing the prologue characters and the stage setting of the presentation number for " Two
Minutes to Go " used recently at the New York Mark Strand Theatre.

Small

Town

Stunt

Originated by McConville
A strip of light-colored flooring, 10x8
feet, was laid on the sidewalk in front of
the Rialto theatre, Fall River, Mass, during the run of "The Affairs of Anatol."
The reading matter, hooking up both the
picture and the brand of flooring, was
printed so as to read two ways. Manager
L. M. Boas and the Paramount exploiteer
John P. McConville co-operated on the
stunt. McConville also used the same tieup for the Park theatre, Barre, Vt., thereby adding one more piece of evidence to
the proposition that "If it works for the
other fellow it will work for me."
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Illustrative Symbols in
Glens Falls Exploitation
A bizarre but nevertheless striking display was made for "The Affairs of Anator' when it played at the Rialto theatre,
Glens Falls, N. Y. Herman Phillips, the
Albany exploiteer for Paramount, grabbed
the location at the arcade just opposite
the public square.
Hea stand
placed
big Webster's
Dictionary
reading
:
on
to a which
he attached
a card,
"All the 'good' adjectives in the dictionary will describe the wonder picture
'The Affairs of Anatol' at the Rialto
Phillips also disproved the coal shortage rumor by swiping a huge lump of anthracite and placing it on a stand alongside
theatre."
the dictionary. An accompanying card
read :
"Blackstone. a great lawyer and man
of affairs, if he were alive today, would
appreciate 'The Affairs of Anatol.' See
it
at the RialtoofTheatre.''
Lithographs
Agnes Ayres, Gloria
Swanson, Wanda Hawley, and Monte
Blue, flanked the two stands. Phillips
tested this display by standing across the
street for an entire morning and his report wasa : single person who passed failed
"Not
to stop and look at the display."

Notopoulos
the Hiir

Gives "Over
Every Aid

Manager A. Notopoulos, manager of
the Capitol theatre, Altoona, Pa., executed
a resourceful tie-up with the largest local
music house in the city during the run of
" Over the Hill."
With the assistance of a Fox representative, Notopoulas contrived with the
music dealer to give added publicity to
the sale of phonograph records and sheet
music during the week of the picture's
presentation. Considerable advertising
space was used by the dealer, and the
" Over the Hill " song was prominently
featured. Of course, much free advertising accrued to the Capitol theatre from the
newspaper space devoted to the song and
paid for by the merchant.
Following the third reel of the film an
intermission was offered, and a phonograph lent by the dealer played the song.
Its appropriateness and the plaint of its
melody were a strong part of the week's
program.
In addition to this effective tie-up,
Notopoulos constructed a special front
for his lobby and arranged a private view
for the clergymen, educators and leading
society members of the city on the night
before the opening.
Another feature of his campaign was
the placing of half-sheet cards on the
front of all the trolley cars of Altoona. A
special trolley car was utilized for the
carrying of an " Over the Hill " banner.
This car was driven about the city
promiscuously and attracted the interest
of the public on every street of the business and residential districts.

Manager W. C. Brimmer shows exhibitors how
to utilise exploitation material on " The Son
of Walling ford " by putting splendid display in
the bigWabash
windowavenue.
of Vita-graph's
on
South
At night exchange
it is vividly
illuminated

Lobby Ballyhoo on'Teck's
Bad Boy" Gets Results
Mgr. Bert Jordon, of Princess theatre.
Memphis. Tenn.. attracted a lot of attention to " Peck's Bad Boy " by use of a
grocery store display of good variety. It
tied up very well in reminding all of the
pranks of the mischievous boy, as did the
big wagon with cut-outs of a boy and dog
goin' to the store. As groceries can be
borrowed so easily, there was almost no
expense connected with the display.

This is the way Roy C. Brown, manager of the Duquesnc theatre. Pittsburg, decorated Ms
lobby front for the showing of " The Three Musketeers "

November
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Prologue

Pre-

sented for " Dangerous
Curve Ahead "
A novelty prologue which served as a
most appealing musical number as well
was staged at the California theatre recently during the run of "Dangerous
Curve Ahead."
The prologue opened with one of the
most popular numbers from "Canary Cottage," "I Never Knew," by James Burroughs and chorus in a richly appointed
stage setting as a background. Followed
a dancing number "Blue Danube Waltz"
by Arthur Norbury and Marion Gould
which led into a grand finale by company
and chorus, "The Ladder of Roses" from
the New York Hippodrome production
"'Hip, Hip, Hooray."
During the rendition of the verse, a
ladder of roses, covering the entire opening, and studded with red, white and blue
lights, descended slowly, and as the
chorus swung into the refrain of the number, the girls began climbing the ladders
in one of the most pleasing and attractive
ensembles ever staged at the California
theatre.
A distinctive feature of the prologue
\va> the lighting effects, especially during
the finale, the lights being so arranged
among the flowers as to represent a brilliantly lighted rose garden at night. Another attractive feature was the costumes,
the girls making two complete changes
for the opening and closing numbers.

Landers

Holds
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Illustrating the accompanying story concerning the prologue presented for "Dangerous
Curve Ahead " at the California theatre, Los Angeles
VogelHeadquarters
Hires "Anatol"
When "The Affairs of Anatol" played
at The American theatre, Bellingha
m,
Wash., A. Mike Vogel, Paramount exploiter, acquitted himself of a brand new
bit of exploitation.
He rented an empty store, and fitted it
up
as an
Headquarters."
interior
was"Anatol
fitted with
banners, stills, The
and
other accessories. Donations from the
Victor Talking Machine Company, a piano
store, and a furniture store gave the place
a lively and prosperous appearance. Since
the goods were loaned and identification
tags attached they formed a co-operative
exhibit. The theatre hired two girls, one
to pound jazz from the piano, while the
other served coffee to the guest and
showed them the stills.

"Ghost

Party" on Halloween
C. H. Landers, live-wire manager of
the Opera House in Fredonia, N. Y., took
advantage of the "ghost" situations in "A
Midnight Bell," to put on a "Hallowe'en
Party," October 27 and 28. Mr. Landers
took large ads in the Dunkirk newspapers
to advertise his party. He also showed
"Haunted Spooks," a Harold Lloyd
comedy as a special "Hallowe'en comedy."
Folks took kindly to the idea and the box
office kindly took their money.

There was a steady flow of visitors all
day long, and it became necessary for
"anybodyHeadquarters.
who was anybody" to visit the
Anatol
NoVelty lobby display card for " Doubling for
Romeo " used at the New York Capitol theatre

Telegrams dated from Los Angeles and
signed by the stars decorated the front
windows of the store. Cut-outs from
three-sheets were also used for the exterior.

Spiff y

Sandwich

Man

for

" Experience "
A natty gent — dress suit — high topperwhite gloves — cane, to all appearances a
normal human being patroled the streets
of Evansville, Ind. The only flaw in his
make-up was the black ink on his otherwise white shirt front which read : "Did

Cut-outs
usedpicture
to advantage
a lobby
displayLa forCrosse,
" The Affairs
of Anatol William
" during Freise
the showing of this
at the in
Rivoli
theatre,
Wis. Manager
and
Paramount Exploiteer Leon J. Bamberger arranged the lobby display shovtm 1

the shoulders of the coat and
youPinned
see myto back?"
hanging down the small of his back was a
banner advertising "Experience" at the
Strand. The contrast between the neatlooking gentleman and the mission of his
journey made the ballyhoo effective. Oscar A. Kantner, Paramount exploiteer,
arranged the stunt.

Motion
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Birch

Invents

mated

Lobby

Picture
Novel

New
An

Contrivanc

Al Birch, manager of the Princess th«
tre, Denver, hit upon a novel scheme in ac
vertising his recent engagement of " Burj

Illustrating the story, appearing on this page, concerning the novel lobby exploitation stunt
for "Bum 'Em Up Barnes" put over by the Princess theatre, Denver, Colo.
Samuels Uses Log Cabin
Lobby Display
Manager Samuels, of the Alamo No. 2
theatre, Atlanta, recently played " The
River's End " for about a fifth or sixth
run for his Friday and Saturday business,
and, despite the fact that the picture has
been seen again and again in Atlanta he
" clean' d up " on.
He built his lobby into a log-cabin,
lightly sprinkled with snow. He masked
the one-sheet frames at the side of the
theatre, and in every way possible, he hid
the " personality
" of that
the Alamo
2 beneath an exterior
was aNo.faithful
wilderness cabin.
There were two or three pine-treestiny saplings that would not dwarf the
size of the cabin, and of the lobby, and
they too were sprinkled with snow. In
front of the cabin, on the left-side of the
door, there was a small shelf with a
wooden bucket half-full of water and a
tin washbasin. Underneath the shelf a tin
bucket.
On a wooden block above the door the
words " The River's End " had been
burned — in a very good imitation of the
way a magnifying glass and strong sunlight will burn wood.
A pair of snow-shoes, worn and
patched, hung on one side of the wall. A
pair of skis leaned against the other wall,
while a gun, fishing rod and tackle and
divers other small articles that are necessary in the woods, were scattered about to
lend atmosphere.
Palms Symbol of
Prosperity
Manager Charles Eggers of the Lyric
theatre, McKeesport, Pa., has made his
lobby a home of the evergreen. No matter what the season, there are always hothouse plants placed around and about.
In a key city there are foyers, lobbies,
tapestries, friezes, wall paintings, frescoes,
and the like ; but in a small town the plants
in the lobby mean much.
They are symbols of distinction and refinement. This policy is another reason
the. proprietor, isn't
Ponoplos,
why Frank
depression
about
worried

Blue

Mouse Ties Up with
Football Game
The management of the Blue Mouse
theatre, Minneapolis, took advantage of
the big football game between Minnesota
and Indiana universities recently by distributing over 5,000 score cards containing a scene from " Why Girls Leave
Home," and the added information that
the picture was playing at the theatre.
According to the manager of the Bine
Mouse the stunt caused the crowd to fight
for the score cards, and the result of the
exploitation proved to be very satisfactory
in its box-office results.

TinWith
Up aBarnes."
twenty-four sheet showing thl
racing scene of the feature, Mr. Bircf
constructed an ingenious lobby contrivanc
ihat attracted the attention of every pei
son who passed the theatre.
The wheels of the car Johnny Hine
drives in the race, reproduced practicall
normal size in the twenty-four sheet, wer
cut out and mounted on axles connecte<
with a motor. Then the mechanical con
trivance and the twenty-four sheet wen
piaced over the lobby entrance so tha
when the current was turned on the motor
the wheels of the lithographed racer re
volved at a tremendous speed.
Mechanical effects also carried out tht
idea of a real machine in action. A small
steam pipe concealed behind the twentyfour sheet furnished a good imitation of
dust clouds and an exhaust pipe was arranged, from which, by use of another
clever mechanical rig, a realistic impression of flames shooting from the exhaust
was presented.
Noise effects of racing cars running at
away.
full speed could be heard half a block
A cut illustrating Mr. Birch's ingenious
lobby display appears on this page.

Potted

Lobby decorations for " No Woman Knows " by the Strand theatre, Toronto, Canada
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"The
Broadway

Showing

for

44 A Man's Home "
A BROADWAY showing
has been arranged for
"A Man's Home." "The Greatest Picture That Has Ever
Carried a Selznick TradeMark," has been booked for
an early engagement at the
Capitol Theatre, New York
City. The play date has not
yet been decided upon, but
will probably be either the
third or fourth week in November, the current month.
The Capitol date, arranged
through the New York exchange, promises to stand out
as one of the big events of the
season. S. L. Rothafel was
among the first to see the big
Selznick picture after it had
been finally cut and titled
some months ago and was so
impressed with its artistry and
power that he has been an enthusiastic booster for the
photoplay ever since.
Hayakawa Popular with
New Yorkers
Recognition has come to Ses&uc
Hayakawa in most encouraging
fashion from exhibitors in New
York City and environs, judging
from the volume of bookings on his
most recent R-C Production " The
Swamp," reports that company.
Hayakawa's latest three R-C subjects have been shown to Broadway picture audiences with excellent box office results, according
to Charles R. Rogers, general manager of distribution for R-C PicFirst and
Born"
week at tures.
the "The
Strand
flirtedran
witha
the house record established by
* Kismet," another R-C production
starring Otis Skinner. " Where
Lights Are Low," which presented
the star in one of his most powerful roles, was featured at the
Capitol.
Now " The
Swamp to"
again introduces
Hayakawa
Broadway theatregoers at the B. S.
Moss Broadway Theatre.
Phyllis Haver to Play
in Turpin Comedies
Phyllis Haver, whose name is
synonymous with Mack Sennett
comedies, is back on the Sennett lot
after a lay-off of six weeks. Miss
Haver has been awaiting the return of Ben Turpin from his Eastern tour of personal appearances in
order to appear with him in the
leading feminine roles of a series
of eight two-reelers. The comedies
will be released through First National.

Old

Oaken

Bucket " Scores
on Coast
unpHE
OLD which
OAKEN
A BUCKET"
has
just finished a triumphal encircuit
in the East gagement
wason Keith's
this week
reported as duplicating its success in far Los Angeles. The
Wid Gunning release played
at Clunes theatre in the California city and pleased audiences for a full week. The
Los Angeles Herald declared
in its review "May Tully has
woven memory into a beautiful picture. The Old Oaken
Bucket plays this week at
Clunes and what a theme for
a picture memory is."
Dramatic Picture Made
in South Sea Isles
The first company of film players
to penetrate the remote islands of
the South Sea for the purpose of
filming a dramatic^ spectacle arrived
"The
Storm"
for Universal
in
San This
Francisco
last
week.
is the"from
first Tahiti
expedition
Pays $22,500; Harry Carey to Star;
to
be
launched
by
the
Far
East
Forest Fire to Be Very Spectacular
Productions company, recently orother timber, so that there can be
ganized by W. F. Alder and S. M.
purs the
UNIVERSAL
chase, at theannounce
price of
$22,500, no possible chance of a disastrous Unander for the purpose of filming
spread of the fire, says Universal. pictures in remote and picturesque
of the picture rights to " The
of the globe.
" We have bought ' The Storm,' quarters
Storm,"ul Langdo
McCormic
The production just completed is
ma.k'sIt and have paid for it the highest
successf
stage nmelodra
will be used as a vehicle for Harry price ever paid for a Universal pic- from W. F. Alder's book, "The
ture, because we believe it will make Lagoon of Desire," dealing with the
Carey, Universal's newest super- the most spectacular photo-play native
customs and life of the South
production star.
" The Storm " created a sensation ever seen," said Mr. Carl Laemmle, Sea islands.
in New York when it was presented president of Universal, in discusby George Broadhurst, the producer, ing the new Carcv picture.
" There have been storm scenes Campaign Book for " A
October 2, 1919. It contained one
of the biggest thrills ever presented in pictures and there have been fire 'Man's Home "~Ready
on the stage — a forest fire scene of scenes in pictures, but we mean to
The Selznick home-office anunusual realism. The melodrama make this the greatest of all, renounces that a campaign book of
also had another thrill, almost as
gardles ofcost. It will have everything that goes to make a picture an effective and serviceable characgripping as the fire scene. It was
a storm scene in which the stage set great, including a tremendous heart
ter from the exhibitor's angle has
been prepared on the Ralph Ince
was all but demolished in the first
act. It is around these two big
production,
which has just"Abeen Man's
released.Home,"
This
thrills that Universal expects to interest."
campaign
book
is
said
to be the
"Dangerous
Curve"
is
build the greatest film-melodrama
best thing of its sort yet turned
ever screened.
Making Good Record
out
by the Selznick publicity deGoldwyn's
second
Rupert
Hughes
After a year on Broadway, "The
Storm"
played
for
a
second
year
feature
picture,
"
Dangerous
Curve
in the Manhattan Opera House, Ahead," in which its two players partment.
New York City, and in other near- now being featured, Helene ChadMayer Feature Goes
by playhouses. This year it is on wick and Richard Dix, made their
the road, where it is reported to be first appearance together, is provBig in Los Angeles
meeting with unusual success, deing a rival
to "ofThereceipts
Old Nest
matter
and "inboth
the
spite the entertainment depression in the
A new record in downtown runs
outside of New York.
commendation it is receiving from
The play is now being put into exhibitors from all parts of the in Los Angeles was established recountry, announces Goldwyn. In
cently by Louis B. Mayer's "The
continuity
by Universal's
scenario writers.
Universal leading
reports Kansas City, Sam Harding, after a Child Thou Gavest Me," the initial
offering
in Stahl
First Productions.
National's series
that options are being taken on an week at the Liberty Theatre, trans- of
John M.
The
immense tract of forest land which
ferred itto the Doric where it ran picture
played
to
crowded houses
for
two
weeks,
duplicating
the
actually will be burned so that the
in the business section of Los
camera can actually record the record of "The Old Nest."
three times within a month
Scores of favorable letters have Angeles
thrills and terror of a forest fire.
and is now in demand for one more
This tract will be far removed from been received from exhibitors.
play date in the first-run district.
A scene from the Frank Lloyd Goldwyn
production,
" The Man From Lost River," a
picture
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Hunt
Stromberg
Optimistic
R-C Pictures Producer Sees End

A scene from the Norma Talmadge
production,
First National
release " The Wonderful Thing," a

"Th
e
Infid
el"
leted
Katherine
MacD
onaldComp
in Colorful
National Release
Role
in First
been
just
has
" The cast selected for Miss MacCTION
PRODU
Donald's
helpsof materially
d
"
Infidel
The
"
on
complete
total effect
merit. Theto
Katherine MacDonald latest feature secure thesupport
for Associated First National, at male lead is played by Robert Ellis
the Ambassador studios according who came specially to play the role,
to word received at the First Na- from the East where he has been
tional offices from B. P. Schulberg, directing for the past three years.
" An important part is interpreted
president of the Ambassador Pictures Corporation. He is now on by Joseph J. Dowling in a manner
the Coast supervising filming of the comparable to his work in Mary
MacDonald photoplays.
Pickford's
' Little Lord
Fauntleroy
which
is receiving
extensive
praise '
" The Infidel " is a story of the wherever the picture has been
South Sea Islands from the pen of
Chas. A. Logue, former Manhattan shown. Melbourne MacDowell,
newspaper man, who already has Charles Force, Boris Karloff, Chas.
more than 200 screen successes to A. Smiley, Barbara Tennant, Loyola
his credit.
O'Connor and Eleta Otis depict
More than half the scenes in the other important roles. The mastdirection is due to the skill of
picture were made at night, and JameserlyYoung,
a pioneer in picture
many of them in conjunction with
the Pacific Fleet, with the cooperation of sailors and marines from production."
the dreadnaughts. One of the Foch Pictures as Specials in Pathe News
thrilling episodes aboard ship necessitated thirty-six hours of continuous work because of the fact
By special arrangements perfected with that object in view,
that the vessel received special Pathe News
enables residents of
orders to put to sea before the date
cities giving ovations to Marshal
originally contemplated.
Foch to enjoy those thrilling scenes
In a letter to J. D. Williams, gen- twice — in motion pictures at the
eral manager of First National, Mr. local theatres a few hours after
Schulberg says : " We have in the public reception to the country's
' The Infidel ' a photoplay that far famous guest. These scenes were
outclasses anything of its kind- I
have ever seen. The story gives screened as local specials in Kansas
City, St. Louis, Indianapolis, De'role
the American
Beauty
' the and
greatest
and Chicago in addition to
she has yet
played
she being troit
represented in the regular
portrays it admirably.
issues of Pathe News. In No. 87
the great Marshal's arrival in the
United States is shown. In London, a week earlier, General Pershing is seen decorating the grave
of an unknown soldier.
In Italy the King and Queen are
pictured during the national rejoicing over the acquisition of
Northern provinces from Austria
under the Peace Treaty. Ex-Emperor Charles of Austria is seen
interviewing soldiers of the army
which now disavows allegiance to
him. Blood-stirring views are
shown of the International Fishermen's sailing contest in which the
Canadian " Bluenose " defeats
America's " Elsie,"

of All " Los
Depression
PropagandaIt is" a source
Angeles by Robertson-Cole.
of
infinite
satisfaction to be identiweek
kG ,fro
last
sixtom ta Str
ergs',
omb
IN
lour
of RN
thewee
East
Hun
fied with a concern having the inRETU
producer of the Doris May series
tegrity of purpose and fine high
(if features for Robertson-Cole dis- standards such as theirs.
tribution, was direct in confirming
" The new-season product of R-C
the reports of " better times — full is getting its full share of representation in the biggest and the
d
speedtry ofahea
the. entire indusmotion" for
pictures
Lest first-run theatres of the counBetween periods of conference
try. "My first production, 'The
with Robertson-Cole executives in
Foolish Age,' is sufficient evidence
regards present and future produc- of this fact. By November fourteenth, less than thirty days from
tional plans, Stromberg visited exhibitor-friends and Robertson-Cole the release of the picture, October
exchange managers in several of 16th, ' The Foolish Age ' will have
the principal Eastern centres.
played its big engagements in one
" There is no doubt but that the hundred key points of the United
' propaganda ' referring to ' depres- States.
sion 'has wended its course to a
" I am emphatic in the statement
natural demise," said Stromberg that General Manager Charles R.
upon his return to the West Coast Rogers has assembled one of the
Studios. " From direct discus- finest, most alert-and-on-their-toes
sions, and observations, I found
that the trade in general, inclusive organization in the business.
Robertson-Cole is conducting afof exhibitors, company-representafairs with a determination and entives and newspapermen, are now
thusiasm altogether commensurate
perfectly willing, and solidly joined,
with
the
presaat
needs of the industo
cut out the pessimism in all its
form.
try,most
and the
exhibitors
the and
utconfidence in theirhave
efforts
" I am delighted with the progress, and position of esteem held
transactions."
To

Decide

Coogan

Release

Distribution of Jackie's Series
to Be Definitely Settled Soon
stood that this releasing body will
handle the Coogan picture.
" My Boy," the first of the series,
is completed and is being personally
brought East this week by Mrs.
Tack Coogan, mother of the star.
The" Peck's
bookings
last
film,
Bad for
Boy,"Jackie's
in England
have reached the 25,000 pound point
and, considering that Colonel Fred
Levy, who personally consummated
the deal, did so but little more than
a month aeo, this is a remarkable
record and one that is not often
tied by any film feature.
There is a strong indication that
both Colonel Levy, in whose hands
has been placed the foreign affairs
of the Coogan organization, and Sol
Lesser, will make an early trip to
London where they will carefully
look over the ground with the
thoughts of taking Jackie there to
produce a big picture.
" My Boy " will be given its New
York
premiere the end of NovemMaster Jackie Coogan in his second star- ber.
ring vehicle, "Sol
My Lesser
Boy," produced by
ALLnational
matters
pertainingof to
the
distributors
Jackie
Coogan's
entire(five
series
of five-reel
feature films
in all)
will be
definitely settled this week after the
executive meetings of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., are
over.
Sol Lesser, vice-president of the
West Coast Theatres, Inc., and
power behind the Coogan productions, has had several concrete offers via state righting and from
large national distributing organizations. Mr. Lesser naturally is inclined to lean toward First National and while a deal has not been
consummated, it is generally under-

"Tropical Love" Finding Ready Favor
Associated Exhibitors report that
which
was released
on OctoberLove."
23rd
the excellence
of "Tropical
is
contributing
36-aYear
policy. greatly
Directedto their
by Ralph
Ince, " Tropical Love " was actually
produced in Porto Rico, with a cast
including Ruth Clifford, Reginald
Denny, Fred Turner and others.
" Across the Divide," " Discontented Wives," "The Family Closet"
and " Home-Keeping Hearts " as
well as " Thev Shall Pav," " Women
Who Wait" and "The Butterfly
Girl " are
previous
feature
productions on the
Playgoers
program.

Nov em b c r 19,
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Gunning

Release

theon YVid
that
izati
ing reorgan
has
THEGunnpictu
nicknamed " The Million
Dollar Question " is starting off the
booking career at a pace that bids
fair to more than equal the finest
exploitation of the distributing or"What DoforMena numbe
Want"r
ganization.uled
is already sched
of big city openings on a scale of
legitimate theatre attractions while
unusual interest from exhibitors is
reported at every Warren Office.
At the Lyric theatre, Broadway
and 42nd street, New York City,
" What Do Men Want " on Sunda3', November 13th, followed
Douglas Fairbanks in " The Three
Musketeers " for an indefinite engagement. Wid Gunning, who is
presenting the attraction, has alA scene from the William Fox release,
ready started a broadside exploitation campaign in the big city on
" Without Fear," starring Pearl White
what he terms Lois Weber's greatest picture.
"Father Tom" Offered
The newspaper campaign got unby Playgoers Pictures
der way teaser copy playing on the
" Father Tom," the newest Play- title "What Do Men Want?"
goers offering, set for release this About the middle of the week preceding the showing, the exploitacoming week, November 13, is described as one of those wholesome,
tion organization began to take advantage of the unlimited window
homey attractions, of the " Old
display tie-up possibilities in the
Homestead,"
type
whose
appeal
to
American audiences is perennial. title. Bill Boards and other unusual means are also employed,
It features the famous old character actor, Tom Wise.
while the exploitation men have a
Essentially an out-of-doors pic- number of big tricks up their
ture, many attractive exterior sets
are shown, and the thrilling race
course scenes, flashed at Saratoga
are realistically portrayed. Tom
Wise is appealing as always, and Goldwyn
he is assisted by a carefully-selected
cast, which includes James Hill,
al
unusu
es ofpurch
HT estnewhavestori
ased
been
May Kitson, Myra Brooks, Ray EIGinter
Allen, Harry Boler, Alexander
by the Goldwyn scenario department for early production.
Clark and Nancy Deaver.
Vice-President Lehr and Paul
Bern, scenario editor, in selecting
Head of American Film these screen stories have read hundreds of books and manuscripts.
Laboratory Resigns
Gouverneur Morris has just comSamuel L. Silverberg, for seven
pleted an original for the screen
years laboratory superintendent for which bears the title " Always
the American Film Company of Warm and Green." Ruth Wightman is writing the continuity in
Chicago, has resigned.
Mr. Silverberg, during his con- collaboration with the author.
nection with the American, has had
Although several of Kathleen
lull charge of the main laboratories Norm's stories have been screened
at Chicago. He has not yet an- she is now working in a studio for
nounced what his future connec- the first time. She has written a
tions will be.
story directly for the screen and

"What

Do

Booked

in
Men

Big

Want"

for Elaborate Openings

sleeves which will begin to break
Sunday on the opening. All signs
point to the Lyric as being a center
point of interest and a Broadway
theatrical firmament for several
weeks to come.
"What Do Men Want?" is also
stepping out like " A Million Dollar Question
Philadelphia.
The
owners
of the" in
famous
Metropolitan
Opera House were quick to get in
touch with Edgar Morse, manager
of the Warren, Quaker City Office,
when they heard the glowing reports on the latest Lois Weber
special, and effected an arrangement
by which
Whatindefinite
Do Men run
Wantthere
?"
will
open " an
November 16th. An advance campaign similar to that used in New
York is already under way in Philadelphia. The Metropolitan Opera
House is the most distinguished of
Philadelphia playhouses and the
promoters are making the engagement of " What Do Men Want " a
special one in every sense of the
word.
Out in Chicago, " What Do Men
Want?" gets off to a flying start

Demand

soon with a special downtown engagement at the Bijou Dream.
Manager Sidney Goldman, at the
Chicago Warren office, had already
booked " What Do Men Want " far
beyond his original quota of prints,
but he reports that since exhibitors
have begun to see the picture itself
the interest has assumed sensational proportions. Many exhibitors who had already set their
dates have applied for additional
days on " The Million Dollar QuesWid Gunning, who is presenting
"What Do Men Want?" at the
Lyricsurprised
is one film
isn't a
bit
at man
the who
phenomenal
pace
set by ""IThe
Dollar
Question."
haveMillion
been quietly
telling friends for many weeks
thattion."
we had a million dollar baby,"
he
declared,
in fact
that
phrase does not" and
half tell
the story,
for I am convinced that we will
outstrip the mark set by such
record breakers as " The Miracle
Man." The bookings pouring in
already show that exhibitors are
aware of the tremendous exploitation picture,
possibilitiesandof before
Lois Weber's
greatest
we have
finished with the long runs in the
biggest cities there won't be a soul
in the industry who won't know
that the " year's biggest one " has

arrived."

Stories
Eight
Buys
Katharine Newlin Burt has writWorks of Famous
ten "The Summons," which is also
to appear in novel form. J. G.
Hawks is making the screen adaptaWriters to Be Protion.
duced at Early Date
Six feature pictures are in production at the big Culver City
declares she is fascinated with the
are Anzia
Yezierska's
work. She and Julien Josephsen plant.
" HungryTheyHearts,"
directed
by E.
are collaborating on the scenario. Mason Hopper, with Helen Ferguson and Bryant W'ashburn heading
The story, for the present, answers
to the name of " The Happiest by
the Gouverneur
cast ; " Yellow
Men directed
and Gold,"
Morris,
by
Night
in
Her
Life,"
but
this
is
not
likely to be the release title.
Irvin Willat, with Helene Chad" Brothers Under Their Skins," a wick and Richard Dix ; " Sent for
magazine story by Peter B. Kyne. Out," a Rupert Hughes story,
is being fitted to the screen by directed by Alfred E. Green, with
Grant Carpenter, playwright and Colleen Moore and Ralph Graves ;
scenarist.
" What Ho, the Cook ! " a Chinese
Great interest attaches to the
fantasy
from by
Gouverneur
pen,
directed
Rowland Morris's
V. Lee,
filming of Hall Cainc's novel, " The
»IIIIIIIIIIIIlHlllllllIlflillllllliaitlllllllllllllllltilllllllllllliHIIMIIIIIIfl*llllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllHlt1ll11UllllllilllMlllMlllltH
with
Jack
Abbe
and
Winter BlosChristian," because
of
the
announcement that the author will
som; "The City Feller," featuring
take passage from England next Cullen Landis, directed by William
month. Charles Kenyon, rated as Beaudine, and " The Octave of
I Start
the
New
Year
Claudius," by Barry Pain, directed
one of wright
America's
foremost playand photoplaywrights,
has by Wallace Worsley, with Lon
already completed the scenario. It Chaney,mondJacqueline
Logan and RayMcKee.
!
RIGHT!
I will be held for the author's final
inspection and approval.
Rupert Hughes has written another original, which at this writing
is
known
" Remembrance."
Basil King, asbest
remembered for
his notable " Earthbound," is again
192Z
at the Goldwyn studio and is assist1922 JANUARY
ing in the production plans of his
Thu.
Fri.
latest
novel.and" The
DustKenyon
Flower."
Mon. Tut Wed
Sat.
The author
Charles
are
Sua B B a O m B
n
cutting the scenario pattern together. Whenever Mary Roberts
Rinehart starts her typewriter going something light and entertainjANU|Hpl2
ing may be expected. That's what
she hasa done
in " girl
Jane,"was
whichtamed.
tells
how
spoiled
aHiiMiiHiniiiHiniiiiiiiHiiiuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiig
Isabel Johnston is the scenarist.
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Lloyd

Comedian's " Never Weaken " to Run
at
Capitol
and
Brooklyn Strand

One of the many interesting scenes of
"latest
The Love
starringCharm,"
vehicleWanda
on theHawley's
Realart
program
Lewis Stone is Added to
Ingram's Cast
Lewis Stone has been selected
by Rex Ingram to enact the leading male role in his metro production of "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Alice Terry, of " Four Horsemen "
and "The Conquering Power "
fame, has the leading feminine role.
Robert Edeson, star of both stage
and screen, will play the part of
Colonel Sapt and Edward Connelly,
the veteran actor who has been
associated prominently with Mr.
Ingram's earlier successes, again
will play an important role.
" The Prisoner of Zenda " was
adapted by Mary O'Hara.
Jones Drops "Buck" for
"Charles" in Baptism
The William Fox star who has
heretofore been known on the
screen as " Buck " Jones has officially and with all due ceremony
discarded the " Buck " and adopted
the name of " Charles." The
change in name occurred when
Jones was recently baptized in the
Church of the Angels, Los Angeles,
by the Rev. Dr. Neal Dodd.
"The Kid" Three Times
in Lorain, Ohio

has had " The Kid "
Lorain,
times0.,to date. And the popthree
ular Chaplin-Coogan serio-comic
drama of the screen seems just as
popular now as it ever was according to reports.
Travers Vale Stages Big
Scene at Fort Lee
PEERLESS
THE
WORLD STUDIO, Ft.
Lee, N. J., was the scene of
unusual activity during the
last week. The reason was
the staging of a big scene for
d red
Crown,"
"Theh Paste
s
extrain
hund
severalBoar
whic
were put through their paces
by Travers Vale, who is
directing the subject. " The
Paste Board Crown " is an
Morby Clara
origirisnal
and isstory
of a series
the first
of pictures Mr. Vale will
direct for Messrs. Nathan and
Semerad. The big scene prea" first
g. night " theatrical sentsshowin

WITH
Rothafel
with S.itsL.initial
Newstarting
York
showing this week at the Capitol
theatre, Harold Lloyd's "Never
Weaken " will have the greatest
presentation in Greater New York
ever accorded a Harold Lloyd prohibitors. duction, announces Associated ExFor the week of November 13
"Never Weaken" will be featured
at the Brooklyn Strand by Managing Director Edward L. Hyman,
who expresses his enthusiastic
opinion of the comedy in these
words.
" Harold Lloyd in ' Never Weaken 'is one of the best comedies that
I have even seen, and I conscientiously feel that I am not extravagant in my praise. If this first of a
series of new comedies by Harold
Lloyd is a criterion of what the
others will be, I can forecast a new
place for the Lloyd kind of enter-

tainmcnt in the National Amusement line of the United States. Harold
Lloyd position
in 'Neveron Weaken'
shall
have top
the program
of the Brooklyn-Mark Strand theaOn the week beginning November
20, no less than twenty-seven firstrun theatres from Forty-second
Street north, all houses of the U.
B. O. Fox and Loew circuits, will
show "Never Weaken" day and
date. After which their theatres in
lowertre."Manhattan will follow for a
week's day and date showing.
Then, in turn, the Brooklyn theatres
run. have their week's day and date
will
In addition to this huge circuit
booking, the comedy will be shown
at the Sheridan Square and the New
Metropolitan, both independent
houses,cuitday
andindate
withrespective
the cirtheatres
their
zones.

"Foolish
Age"
in Cleveland
Doris May Picture Greeted with
Enthusiasm at Allen Theatre Run
" The Foolish Age." Not only was
picture, "The this due to the popularity of the
S hMAY'S
DORI
Foolis
Age," has been welcomed in Boston, New York, Pitts- star and the quality of her first Rburgh, Baltimore and other leading C vehicle, but also to the showmancities with flattering enthusiasm, anship of Mr. McCormick and the agnounces R-C Picture Corporation,
gressive exploitation campaign carried out by representatives of the
, it remained for Clevebut, however
land to extend
to the vivacious R-C organization.
All this, too, in spite of the fact
young star the most fervent greet- that
opposed to Miss May as
ing her sparkling vehicle has thus
an attraction at the Allen were two
far received.
" The Foolish Age " was such a of the greatest motion picture cards
success when presented by that skill- of the day — Charlie Chaplin and
ful showman, Barrett McCormick, Jackie Coogan at other houses.
at the Allen theatre, Cleveland, that
In every respect the debut of Miss
it was necessary to give an extra May as an R-C star in Cleveland
showing of the picture at night — a
occasion. Mr. Mcthird show — to accommodate the was a brilliant
Cormick arranged a spectacular
thousands
who
clamored
for
adand artistic setting in which to offer
mission.
Foolish Age," as only he can
The Allen was swamped by pat- "The
ronage during the engagement of do.

Extra

Matinee

Malcolm Strauss, elected president of
Associated International Pictures
Claims First Right on
Detective Pictures
In connection with its announcement in the advertising section of
the current issue of the News,
Alexander Film Corporation, addressing itself to the trade, declares
that nearly two months ago it acquired the United States and Candistribution
rights to "ever
the
first andadianonly
film productions
made of the Sir A. Conan Doyle
stories, ' The Adventures of SherIn last week's issue of a theatrical
lockpublication
Holmes.' " there appeared an
article to the effect that John Barrymore was about to rush through
the making of a special Sherlock
Holmes feature for Famous Players. "This is deemed necessary-,"
continues the article, " to forestall
the release of a series of 15 tworeelers on the Conan Doyle's stories
by Alexander Film Corporation."
Allen Forrest Opposite
Minter in New Film
Allen Forrest has been engaged
to
play Minter
the malein lead
Miles
a newopposite
RealartManpicture which has just been started.
Miss Minter's new story is by
Helen R. Martin and has not yet
been titled.

Is Required

Additional Performance for " Four
Horsemen " in Big Baltimore House
date the crowds in of the great war, influenced the
accommo
TO Baltimo
re, Md., who are management of the New Theatre to
public demand by arthronging to see "The Four Horse- accede torangingthe
an additional matinee. The
Apocalypse," a Rex In- first afternoon
men of theproduction
performance begins
for Metro of the
gram
famous novel of Vicente Blasco at 12; the second at 2.30.
The wide interest manifested in
Ibanez, now being shown in that
city at the New Theatre, double the picture has been cleverly exmatinees have been instituted.
ploited by some of the leading haberdashery stores of Baltimore. They
So enthusiastic was the reception
accorded this picture, which critics have co-operated with the New
all over the country have declared to Theatre management by having
bo among the finest works of the scene cuts from the picture printed
silent drama, that long before the on bags and envelopes used for enclosing purchases of customers. In
time for the opening night the house
had been sold out. Governor Al- connection with the cuts is the notice of the showing of the picture at
bert Ritchie and numerous other
state and city officials were among the New Theatre.
the initial audience.
" The Four Horsemen " was
by June Mathis. John Seitz
The sensation caused by this pic- adapted
turization of the most noted story was in charge of the photography.

" Three Musketeers "
Sets Mission Theatre
Record
theatre at the end of a
s
. Dou
gla
week's at
runthe
ion
Miss
OS
CLbankIN
s' G" The Three MusFair
keteers "established its secadway rcord — one
cond Bro
on Broadway in New oYrk,
the Mother on Broadway,
Los Angeles.
At the Mission theatre, Los
Angeles, not only was a new
mark set for length of run for
Broadway playhouses, but attendance figures were far excelled. In the 315 performances in which " The Three
Musketeers " was shown on
the Mission screen it is estimated by Harry David, managing director, that 150,000
persons saw the picture.
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Three views of " The Sheik,

the Paramount super-feature in which Rudolph Val entino and Agnes Ayers have leading roles, current this week at both the Rivoli
and Rialto theatres, New York
ii

"The Sheik" Gets Big
Reception in N. Y.
u-THE SHIEK," George
1 Melford's prod uction
for Paramount, featuring
Agnes Ayres and Rudolph
Valentino, which opened Sunday simultaneously at the
Rivoli and Rialto theatres in
New York, came within an
ace of breaking the record
for the two houses on its
opening day. According to
the statement from the Paramount office, there was a total
of 19,824 paid admissions —
slightly under the figure set
by Cecil B. De Mille's " The
Affairs
Anatol."
Just how
near it of
came
to breaking
the
"Anatol " record is indicated
by the fact that the total receipts at the Rivoli on the
De Mille production's record
day exceeded tho~e for " The
Shiek " on Sunday last by less
than
$1.
Constance Talmadge
Revival Announced
The revival of Cyril Harcourt's
" A Select
Fair offorSilk
Stockings20." isThis
set
by
November
will be the second feature in this
season's issues
of Selznick
revivals,
starring
Constance
Talmadge.
As a stage play the Cyril Harcourt story had been a pronounced
success and it was selected as an
especially suitable vehicle for Constance Talmadge to utilize. Harrison Ford appears opposite the star.
The late Walter Edwards directed the presentation and Wanda
Hawley, now a screen star, appeared in Miss
Talmadge's
the other
players
includingsupport,
Vera
Doria, Helen Haskell, Florence
Carpenter, Louis Willoughby, Robert Gordon, Thomas Persee and L.
W. Zteers. New prints have been
shipped to Select branches, after a
thorough editing and furnishing of
the original presentation.
Vitagraph

Completing

"The Prodigal Judge"
Vitagraph's picturization of "The
Prodigalpleted.
Judge"
almost
comOfficials whois have
watched
its progress at the Brooklyn studios
are enthusiastic over the results
secured. Edward Jose is the director, and Jean Paige plays the leading female role. The picture is
based
Kester's novel
of the on
sameVaughan
title.

Tod Browning
OurMutualFriend"Scores
Going Big on Coast; Is Booked by
Kehrelein Bros, for Frisco Theatre

FRIEND,"
the WidL Gunning
or"0URwhichMUTUA
ganization calls " the Perfect
Movie," has already started its
sweep along the Pacific Coast.
Following closely on the heels of
the news that its Los Angeles
premiere had been unusually successful there comes the announcement that the Kehrelein Brothers
have booked the Charles Dickens'
photoplay for one of the initial offerings at the reopening of the
famous College theatre.
The Kehrlein Brothers have taken
the College theatre and practically
built a new playhouse out of a
well known San Francisco amusement place. The entire theatre has
been redecorated in mission style
and those who have seen it proclaim it the last word in artistic
theatrical setting.
The selection of " Our Mutual
Friend "is the
play at thefeather
Collegein
theatre
a considerable
the caps of the Wid Gunning or-

ganization as competition has been
keen in San Francisco for the
honor of being chosen on one of
the early bills of this house. The
Kehrlein Brothers were known to
be shopping for attractions of unusual merit both from the angle of
exploitation and production quality.
It was probably natural that " Our
Mutual Friend " should be chosen
after its engagement at Clunes,
Los Angeles theatre, as the papers
of the Southern California film
capital have seldom accorded the
praise to any production that they
gave to this screen version of
Charles Dickens last complete
novel.
The Los Angeles Times declared
" the charm in its fidelity to the
character drawing of Dickens,
laughter, suspense over the doubtful
principals, and hatred for the villains of the piece follow each other
in rapid succession. The dramatic
situations are tense. Mechanically

Again

Is Signed

by Universal

best known directors
TODthe BROWNING,
one of
of big photoplay productions,
has been signed again by Universal.
This is the third engagement that Browning has entered into with the Universal,
and this one involves the
most money and the most
work, it is declared. In fact
Mr. Browning has undertaken
to produce in the space of a
year from November 1, two
Jewel pictures and six Special
Attractions. This is quite an
undertaking, but Browning is
satisfied that he can do it, and
Mr. Laemmle, who personally
signed the contract at Universal City, has ordered Irving G. Thalberg, general
manager, to place every production facility at his dis-

posal.
"Hurricane
Hutch" in
Central America
the picture is excellent."
Armando Lopez Ulloa, Consul
General from Honduras to New
York, sailed for home on a short
visit last week after obtaining from
FoxBranchConducts
Drive
Pathe Exchange, Inc., a concession
to handle exclusively the Pathe
product in Central America. Senor
New York Exchange Aims to StimuLopez carried with him also a print
late Public Interest
in Specials
of the new Pathe serial. " Hurricane Hutch," the first presentation
exploitation and endeavoring to of which
in his own country he
WHAT is believed tove lie one of ous
the most aggressi publicity extract from our productions a one will personally supervise.
drives ever directed to the public hundred per cent return on their
As he was sailing with his condrawing power, we have installed
by a motion-picture exchange has in
cession and his first shipment of
the New York exchange what is
just been launched by the New
Pathe
film,
the Consul General exprobably
the
largest
staff
of
exYork branch of the Fox Film Corhibited considerable satisfaction
ploitation
experts
ever
assembled
in
on
poration under the directi of
over his deal with Pathe.
Louis Rosenbluh in charge of that a branch office. Qualified by training
and
experience
to
originate
and
branch. The " Direct-to-the-Pub- execute productive publicity, these
several men are devoting their time and
lic " selling campaigen, after ion,
is
months of intensiv preparat
energy exclusively to selling our
swing.
now in full
In a statement issued during the productions direct to the public.
week, Mr. Rosenbluh declares :
" A unique and effective feature
" In offering exhibitors such at- of our Direct-to-the-Public sales
tractions as 'Over the Hill,' 'A campaign is the maintenance of an
Connecticut Yankee in King Ar- Exploitation Circus' for the benefit of such forthcoming attractions
thur's Court,' ' The Queen of
Sheba,' ' Thunderclap ' and a regu- as ' Queen of Sheba,' ' A Connectilar program service of high calibre,
cut Yankee,' ' Thunderclap ' and
we are giving him the essential ele- the Tom Mix star-series. Our ' Exments of profitable merchandising
ploitation Circus ' includes camels,
— a salable product. But a product, chariots, trick motorcyclists, cowboys and in fact everything needed
no matter how great its intrinsic
worth may be, is valueless unless a to stage striking bally-hoo stunts.
market is created for it.
All are at the disposal of exhibitors
Appreciating the value of vigor- playing these attractions."
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New

Film

Center

Picture

for

News

Long

Island
"Directed

By"

VIGNOLA
Is a

Guarantee
Are

Read

Pictures

Consistently

What

Said

of

New

That

Good

York

of

"Enchantment"
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS:
" 'Enchantment* is exquisitely conceived and executed*
I'Enchantment'
fancy the ladies
who likehard
to cry 'lo-ovely'
will pay
fall for
They will
tribute to Mr. with
Roberta dull
Vignola thud.
who directed.
Really,lichit
is enticingly beautiful."
NEW YORK MORNING TELEGRAPH:
"A word of praise should be given the work of Bob
Vignola,
'Enchantment.'
been
well
done.whoThedirected
photoplay
in his hands Hishas work
been hasmolded
into entertainment of the highest order. This is especially
true of his direction of the star."
NEW YORK GLOBE:
the moving
pictures
when
they"Theare possibilities
endowed withopenan to
intelligently
worked
out story,
delicacy of production, and a saving grace of humor, are
strikingly illustrated in 'Enchantment.' The production
is well staged throughout."
NEW YORK TRIBUNE:
Roberta Vighelp but
'Enchantment.'
nola"Youhas can';
directed
the like
picture
beautifully, with
fine
attention to the humorous situations."
NEW YORK HERALD:
"It is a very captivating production,
directed Miss Davies very effectively."

Vignola has

NEW YORK EVENING POST:
"How cleverly
it isanddeveloped.
charmingDavies,
photoplay,
delightful
in staging
costume. A Marion
beautiful, charming and expressive, is a picturesque and vivacious bit of girlhood "
NEW YORK EVENING WORLD:
"Delightful little story."
NEW YORK SUN:
"Brilliantly staged."
NEW YORK WORLD t
"One Davies
cannot see
amazed.
Marion
is a 'Enchantment'
very sweet andwithout
properlybeing
willful
little
society flapper."
Made

for

COSMOPOLITAN

arters
d in with
the
locate
headqu
ation
Corpor
Fernda
THEEmpir
e leTheatre Building,
New York, announces that it has
now under way at Ferndale, Long
Island, N. Y., within a distance of
the consixty miles of of New York,
struction modernly equipped
studios, surrounded by country of
scenic grandeur and located on the
borders of a beautiful lake within
two miles of the ocean front.
In its announcement, the Ferndale declares that within this area
are to be found settings representative of every part of the earth,
while buildings already erected or
under construction will afford producers every facility for filming in
a community rich in historic and romantic interest. The statement from
the Ferndale Corporation also emphasizes the proximity of the
Metropolis with its leading direc-

Yard-Stick
Precautions

tors, stars and actors ; and its great
stores
of costumes and production
accessories.
The Ferndale announcement is
directed especially to the independent producer, to whom it promises
fullest co-operation. Five of the
studio buildings have already been
finished, according to the statement, and a large swimming pool
is rapidly nearing completion. A
large tract of land has been cleared
and greenhouses put under construction to enhance the beauty of
the location. In addition, a 75room hotel is said to be under way
in connection with a colony of
bungalows for the accommodation
of the producer and the artist
The officers of the Ferndale Corporation are: C. K. F. Andrewes,
president; Mrs. Oliver Harriman,
vice-president, and Coburn McFadden, secretary.

Minimizes
Taken

to Reduce

Risks
Haz-

" fineards in Making " Three
ured and Musketeers
laid out with all the
ness
of
the
most
complicated
engiinto
iated
uninit
ING
-camera secrets of
LETT
d-thethe
behin
neering problem.
motion pictures in the making is beIn Mr. Fairbanks' film version of
Three Musketeers'' there is
a statees s.
from popular,
mentcoming
Uniteddeclar
Artist
Only "The
a little more than two miles of danrecently the method of double
ger, declare United Artists, and
every inch of this was measured to
enwhich
re,
ic
exposu
photograph
abled one of the greatest of film the last degree of mathematical
stars to play a most extensive dual nicety so as to eliminate as much as
role, was explained in detail. And possible the element of physical risk.
now comes Douglas Fairbanks who
The scenes containing the most
tells how the foot-rule and yard- physical risk in this film were those
stick are brought into play as cam- featuring the sword attacks. In one
era aids, and every inch of every of these, measuring 124 feet, Mr.
scene wherein there lies the least P'airbanks fought eleven men. and a
physical risk to the actor is meas- single slip, or the least misjudgment
of distance, might have brought serious injury either to the star or
some of his combatants, it is stated.
Reviewing Boards Honor
There are 740 feet of danger for
Mr. Fairbanks in duels alone. In
Two R-C Releases
his flight across the roof-tops with
the heroine over his shoulder in a
Motioofn the
re
ial llist
PictuNasemi-swoon there are 250 feet in
THE offictiona
which the slip of a foot meant a
ed recently inissu
League cluded
William Christy Caforty-foot fall, for both. Other
scenes filled with risk are those in
uction
e's
The
prod
bann
Barrier " in its listofof " subwhich he boarded the ship, dove into
the water and dodged real bullets ;
ly
d as "fami
jects recommende
" was
Barri
films
rode bareback at break-neck speed
nalcade
by
story
an origi
based."on" The
over rough roadways ; leaped from
Dr. Daniel Carson Goodman,
a second-story window to avoid capthe locale of which is New
ture; vaulted a fourteen foot gate
York where most of the
at the port; slid down a banister
scenes were taken. Among
those in the cast are Kenneth
Harlan, Katherine Spencer,
William Strauss, Eugene
Spencer,
others. Dorothy Richards
and
"The Sting of the Lash,"
starring Pauline Frederick
also won official commendation from the National Board
of Review, in the October
honor list of which the production was included among
the " exceptional pictures " of
the month. " The Sting of
the Lash " was written by
Harvey Gates and is a story
of the strongest drama.
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Truex Comedy Heads
Releases for Nov. 20
EXCHANGE,
PATINC,HE
has added the first
of a series of comedies
starring Ernest Truex to the
pretentious collection of short
subject features scheduled for
release November 2 0th,
,
" Lit
" is the
t offMy
e tle
ering.
titl
of theButfirsOh

$60,000

for

a

Reel

and

a

Half

" Iron Trail " Refutes
Idea That Outdoor
Films

Are

Cheap

Iron
REXTrail"BE
" isACH
held'Sup "The
as an absolute contradiction of the comor pictures
mon idea to
thatmake
" outdo
" Roping the Black
. This
are cheap
picture is"
Panther " is the next of the
re,
a
seven
reel
featu
yet
two episeries Animal
of MajorPictures.
Jack Allen's
Wild
sodes, composing perhaps one reel
and a half, cost more than $60,000,
" The Marathon " is the
the producers declared.
next re-issued one-reel
comedy starring Harold
" The results of this picture parLloyd. Bebe Daniels plays
ticularly interest me," says Whitopposite the star, with
man Bennett,
" not only
because of
immediate
financial
considerations
" Snub " Pollard in a prominent role. " Dangerous Dolbut also as a guide to future enlars " is the title of the film
deavors. The issue in outdoor pictures iswhether the exhibitor wants
version
latest
storyof of Holman
the same Day's
name
the regular back-woods hoakum of
showing life in the Maine
lumber-jacks and fur coats, with
woods. Edgar Jones and
the regular and everlasting dogEdna May Sperl are the feasledge and Indian hut, or whether
tured players.
he wants genuine higher grade
stories with big scenes involving
the" Penny-In-The-Slot
title of the current" Halis
big
expense. It is much simpler
Roach comedy featuring
to do the regulation brand and far
" Snub " Pollard. " The
less of a financial hazard, but I feel
Womananimated
and thecartoon
Hen " is
absolutely assured that the more
latest
of the
the
" The story,
Iron Trail,"
Bennett proambitious work is going to make Out? of many bigduction ofscenes
the Rexof Beach
releasedtheby Whitman
United Artists
series of " Aesop's Film
the only permanent appeal.
Fables," produced
Fables
" There was still a third ex" Anyone who stops to think will ual bridge, was copied from exact
Pictures,
Inc., andby created
see at a glance that the two most photographs, and was built to scale
tremely expensive feature in the
by Cartoonist Paul Terry.
with the utmost accuracy, so that
costly the
scenes
ofat ' the
The crossing
Iron Trail
' the
" Overboard " is the ninth
photographing
of this ice
storyin— the
the
artificial
and
real
shots
should
were
fight
and
shots
of
the rushing
episode of the new Pathe
the bridge episode at the end. The ' match.' This does not mean that it spring break-up which endangered
serial, " Hurricane Hutch,"
fight could have been done much was small. As a matter of fact, it the structure. All of these shots, as
starring Charles Hutchison.
more cheaply by just making it a was nearly a hundred feet long, the well as all other atmosphere shots
Pathe Review, No. 130,
rough-and-tumble without attempt- roadway or floor was forty feet of glaciers and backgrounds, were
presents a practically all-star
ing to preserve the railroad atmo- above the ground, and the trusses taken by a crew sent to Alaska for
selection of subjects. " The
sphere or to show the actual
another
in- that special purpose. The ice
City
of
Romance
"
shows
railroad construction progressing reached
to the air.
Belowtwenty-five
the floor feet
of the
views of St. Augustine,
' break-up ' shown in the film was
throughout the encounter
bridge, of course, were the scaffolds the actual break-up of the Copper
Florida; "The Tale of a Tire"
"The construction of the artifi- and the pilings.
is the history of an automoRiver (called the Salmon river in
cial bridge, to match the actual
" The bridge was built of wood the story) last April. It was only
bile shoe; "The Running
bridge in Alaska, was, however, the but had to be strong enough to bear by this means that we felt we could
Broad Jump " contrasts the
most interesting as well as the most the weight of sixty or seventy peo- get absolute realism, showing the
American and English styles,
costly part of the undertaking — and
ple and very heavv lighting appara- rushing ice between the river banks
"The Citybred Generation"
something of an engineering
tus. In other words, though it was
is the latest Capitol Traveand against the glacial scenery."
achievement. The real bridge across
laugh by Hy Mayer; and
only a moving picture ' prop ' it had
the Copper river in Alaska — the to be strong enough to bear the traf- Chas. Bryant to Direct
" Springtime in Northern
fic of any ordinary actual bridge.
A.f r i c a " is a Pathecolor
building of which furnished the estravel-picture.
Madame Nazimova
sential facts for Mr. Beach's story While the action, of the play was
— .is photographed and shown in the being filmed real bridge workers
film.
and riveters swung from scaffoldwill
Spectacular Setting in
meNT Nazit Mada
BRYA
RLE
CHAdirec
ings, hoisted and riveted beams into
g
" The bridge
thatandwe tobuilt
for the
the
movaSin her
forthcomin
dramatic
scenes
show
place and relived in minute detail
New Christie Comedy
the building of the genuine Alaskan
Something decidedly new and real bridge in construction repre- structure.
ction
e " of
's " sA
"produ
Salom
andOscar
IbsenWilde'
sented a span and a half of the actspectacular in comedies is anDoll's House," the double bill
nounced in the latest two-reel
she is preparing as her first
gjiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiig
comedy being produced by Christie
"Unite
reper
d toire
Artists.film " for the
for Educational release. The picMr. Bryant also will have
ture, which is titled "A Barnyard
full charge of all production
the
New
Year
Cavalier" has
and been
whichcarried
featuresoutBobby
Vernon,
with I Start
details. Wallace Beery has
a magnificence in scene settings
been engaged for the part
and detail which establishes a preof Helmer in " A Doll's
cedent for short film comedies, it is I
RIGHT!
declared.
Viora Daniel is the pretty foil
for Vernon in this comedy. The
story of "A Barnyard Cavalier"
House."
^was
'Conklin.written by Frank Roland
As evidence of the greater effort
being put into all the new Christie
Comedies, "A Barnyard Cavalier"
will
followoneon of
Educational's
release
schedule
the best Christie
Comedies made up at this time,
"No Parking." Neal Burns is
featuredDarling,
in "Noas Parking,"
with
Helen
well as Jane
Hart, the baby who appeared in
aiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiHnnHiHiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiuMiiiiHiniiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiinniniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiig
"Sneakers,"
and "Laddie," the collie
dog.
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"Enchant
ment
ning picand entertai
IN a genuine
ture that casts a brilliant light
on the life of the young woman
of today, Marion Davies, star of
Cosmopolitan Productions, shows
convincingly in " Enchantment," her
latest and her best screen production, a dramatic ability that has
evoked the enthusiasm of newspaper and trade paper reviewers
alike.
Following its opening at the
Rivoli Theatre, New York, on Sunday, October 30, critics and public
were unanimous in praise of both
the story and the undisputed gifts
of the actress.
" ' Enchantment ' is exquisitely
conceived and executed," wrote
" The Daily News."
" The Herald " said : " It is a
very captivating production, for at
last Miss Davies seems to have
found a vehicle that fits her — or
that she fits, which is more to the
point. Vignola has directed Miss
Davies very effectively."
In " The Morning Telegraph "
R. W. handles
Baremore
wrote role
: " Miss
Davies
a difficult
in a
very clever fashion, playing it in
just the right spirit and making of
the picture unusually pleasing entertainment. We like ' Enchantment 'and we are quite sure that
it is by far the best thing Miss
Davies has done.
"The Globe" wrote: "Marion
Davies, as the flapper vampire, does,
we think, the best work of her
screen career in this picture. The
production is well staged throughout."
A Clever Story
"Enchantment" is primarily the
story ofHoyt
a " flapper."
young
Ethel
(which Now,
is Marion
Davies' name in the picture)
doesn't think she is a " flapper."
Not she! She thinks she is Cleopatra, Helen of Troy, Theodora —
all the historic queens of love combined. Because several young and
inoffensive Harvard undergraduates
beset her with invitations hither
and yon she begins to take herself
quite seriously, and begins to wonder what there is about her that
constitutes this so fatal attraction
to the sex that picks up the checks.
Her father and mother are in
perfect agreement, not with the picture Ethel paints of herself and her
conquests but with the fact that
something must be done and done
soon e'er their beloved child has
her head completely turned.
The solution presents itself to the
canny father at a performance of
" The Taming
of Ernest
the Shrew
" in
which
his friend
Eddison
takes the part of the tamer. Peter

Motion

Picture

News

Has
ment "because Success
the title can be utilof
Hoyt takes
actor All
intoa his
con-the
Yankee Ingredien
Prince," "The Little ts
Milfidencethis
and devises
scheme
ized so effectively in their busilionaire"
and
"High
Jinks."
nesses.
Edith Shayne, the mother, is well
whereby the player is to step into
his same stage role for the taming known through having been leading
The reception given the producof Ethel.
tion in New York, where it was
woman in some of the chief sucfirst shown, proves that it has a
cesses of John Drew.
The actor amusedly consents, not
As the juvenile, Arthur Rankin very strong appeal to the women,
knowing what 'he's "letting himself
exhibitor will capin for." As Ethel thinks there is is happily cast. A nephew of the and the
italize thiswise
appeal.
no man not susceptible to her Barrymores, he has already shown
charms so Eddison thinks there is talent on the stage and screen.
no woman he cannot properly sub- With his uncle, Lionel Barrymore, Experts Behind Camera
due. The game begins, she all the he played an important part in
A fine array of motion-picture
time unaware of the plot that has " The Copperhead."
Corrine Barker won her fame talent was assembled for the creabeen hatched against her.
tion of "Enchantment," Marion
They meet and go about together
in " Potash and Perl- Davies' latest release.
a great deal. His attempts to tame principally
mutter " on the stage. She has
Robert G. Vignola, who directed
moreover, with Julian El- "Enchantment," is one of the best
her
onlywith
resultherinand
the falling
actor's infalling
in love
love played,
tinge, John Mason, Elsie Ferguson
so hard that her slightest frowns and Julia Dean. She also played known directors in the field. " The
make him unhappy. And she will with Marion Davies in " The Rest- Woman God Changed," also a Cosmopolitan Production, was his last
have none of him.
picture before this and is still playFinally comes the night when
ing to enthusiastic audiences in
less Sex."
both are principal characters in a
all parts of the country. He also
modern society pageant, she the Exploitation Tie-Ups
" Enchantment " starring Marion directed " The Passionate Pilgrim."
beautiful princess of " The Sleeping Davies
Born in Italy and educated in
lends itself to extensive exBeauty " legend and he the Prince
Charming who is to awaken her to exhibitors:ploitation. Here are some hints New York, Mr. Vignola began his
stage career as a Shakespearean
with a kiss. And he does awaken
The title itself is amazingly full actor. He directed pictures first
her — awaken her to great wrath
of hints for window displays. No for Kalem, his initial production
indeed, for he kisses her so fer- motion
picture star can vie with being " The Vampire." Others of
vently on the stage, murmuring ten- Miss Davies
in the gorgeousness his pictures were " More Deadly
der sentiments the while, that every
person in the audience is aware and variety of her gowns. The than the Male," with Ethel Clayton :
that he is in love with her. This sfory-within-the-story of " The " The Third Kiss." "The Love That
is not pleasing to Ethel and she is Sleeping Beauty," one of the most Lives," and " The Reward of
sequences ever seen on Patience." For Cosmopolitan he
furious. She is humiliated; she beautiful
hates all men and when he insists the screen, presents another oppor- has also done " The World and
tunity for window displays.
His Wife" and "Straight is the
upon seeing her at home that eveYour nearest Famous Players has
ning she thoroughly denounces him.
The author of this story of the
In fact, she denounces him so still photographs which show many
bitterly that were he not oblivious of the gowns which Miss Davies modern "flapper" is Frank R.
to all but her anger he would have wears in this production. Show Adams, one of the most popular
guessed turnedmuch
re- those photographs to the head of short story writers of the present
his love.sooner
As itthat
is itshetakes
especially adept at analyzLadies' Wear department of the day ingand
the foibles of the young.
him five or six minutes to glean the
store in your comthe truth and her father twice that most prominent
Luther Reed wrote the scenario,
munity. He or she will be imlong to recover from his surprise
mensely interested in these beautiful one Way."
of the many excellent scripts he
at the finale of his plottings.
stills and will be pleased to arrange has done for Cosmopolitan. After
The gowns Miss Davies wears in a window display showing the finest he left his post in New York as
this picture are a revelation in gowns and stills from " Enchant- dramatic critic for " The Herald "
beauty and good taste. Paris, New
ment." In getting together with he joined the screen writers on the
York and she herself supplied the advertisers approach those mer- Pacific Coast and worked with the
chants that cater especially to the old Lasky company. He also did
designs and the effect is a very
both original and adapted stories
happy one. The gorgeous princess wants of misses.
costume of rhinestones and pearls
In many communities it will be for Metro and Thomas H. Ince
on a rich background of heavy found possible to enlist the aid of until the war when he became a
satin is from the hand of Joseph
lieutenant of infantry. A notable
the editors of the Woman's Page
Urban.
newspapers.
Mr. Urban also designed the set- of
theirthe
mannerisms,
their" Flappers,"
likes and stage success of his was " Dear
tings which are exquisitely simple, dislikes, have received columns of
Davies' photographer was
serving as a graceful background publicity in both dailies and maga- IraMiss
H. Morgan, one of the veteran
rather than obstrusive.
zines and they form a topic that is cameramen of pictures. In 1911 he
" Enchantment " is released by always of interest.
did the " Broncho Billy " series, for
Paramount.
Florists and proprietors of beauty two years photographed Mary
parlors will be found ready to work Miles Minter, and did four pictures
The Star and Cast
with the exhibitor on " Enchant- for King Vidor.
Marion Davies is one of the
youngest stars on the screen, being
but 21 years old. She was born in
Brooklyn, New X0T^> tne daughter
H.
Paulis
Studio
of a judge. It was from the Ziegfeld "Follies" that she transferred
Me."
her interest to pictures. Among
her best-liked photoplays have been
FOR
RENT
" The Cinema Murder," " The Restless Sex," " April Folly " and
" Buried Treasure."
Fully equipped, 6 Oflfices, completely furnisked,
She is surrounded in " Enchantment " by an unusually brilliant
16 Dressing Rooms, Carpenter Shop, Cutting Room, Procompany. Her leading man, Forrest Stanley, was last seen in the
jecting Room, Dark Room, Flats and Motor Generator.
Fruit."
Forbidden
"
in
part
leading
LOCATED AT
His experience was chiefly gained
on the stage with the Oliver
Morosco companies.
6070
Sunset Boulevard
The first screen appearance of
Tom Lewis, the stage comedian, is
Hollywood
another interesting factor of this
Phone 578395
picture. He plays the father. He
is chiefly remembered for "The
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Scenes

From

Marion

Davies

New

Picture

66 Enchantm

ent"

Above is shown a number of scenes from the new Cosmopolitan Productions super feature, " Enchantment," in which Marion Davies is Dresented in the stellar role.
The feature, which is acknowledged to be Miss Davies' greatest success, is released by Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
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C.

G.
That

Sullivan
is Opinion

at

Voiced

His
by

Picture

News

Best

Many

After Viewing " Hail the Woman "
a product of the versatile pen claimed by Sullivan as his birthplace. At school, to find an outlet
of C. Gardner Sullivan, " Hail
the Woman," Thomas H. Ince's pro- for his literary tastes, he used to
duction for distribution by Asso- copy ' pieces ' from the local papers,
ciated First National Pictures, is and would then rewrite them to suit
considered by many to be the most the fancies of his imagination. Afstriking expression of the vivid and
ter four years well-spent in the
spell-binding writing powers that study of " fine letters," at the University of Minnesota, Sullivan deare peculiar to Mr. Sullivan's
cided to become a newspaper writer,
genius.
In this Thomas H. Ince produc- and he joined the staff of the St.
tion, Sullivan has expressed the Paul Pioneer Press. Here he soon
joint views of Mr. Ince and himself attracted attention through the
as to what constitutes the sort of semi-humorous, semi-pathetic theme
motion picture play which the pub- of his human interest writings —
that have since been vividly
lic styles " a bigger and better pic- qualities
ture," and which it has called so expressed in many a great scenario !
long. Thomas H. Ince designates Sullivan subsequently joined a number of newspapers of national and
"Hail the Woman" as "the pic- international
renown, such as the
ture a w.eary public has waited for
Mary Aster,a Hodkinson
star of "Therelease
Beggar Maid,"
Chicago
Tribune,
the New York
— my greatest achievement," and
and others.
Robertson to Produce Sullivan defines it as: " the ultimate Journal,
Sullivan is now said to be the
solution of a problem."
most high priced motion picture
C.
Gardner
Sullivan's
great
suc"Spanish Jade"
cess as a writer of screen stories dramatist in the world. He is under contract with Thomas H. Ince,
Having completed " Love's Boom- once again proves the general allerang," in the Paramount studio in round usefulness of trained and and last year made a tour through
London, John S. Robertson will talented newspaper writers. A small Europe to gather fresh atmosphere
next produce " Spanish Jade," a town,
Stillwater,
Minnesota, is and material for picturization.
Maurice Hewlett's
of
ation
picturiz
novel. Exterior scenes for this picture will, be photographed in
Madrid. This in accordance with
the plans of Jesse L. Lasky, who Select
Ready
for
Drive
recently announced that all EuroSalesmen
Make
Final
Efforts
for
pean pictures made by Paramount
were to be laid in their natural
in
settings.
Big Results in " Selznick Week "
REPORTS from the Selznick dates for the Selznick Star Series
branches
throughout the coun- attractions with Elaine HammerGea. Randolph Chester
try give every indication that Selz- stein, Eugene O'Brien, Conway
Forms Own Company
nick Week, November 13 to 19, in- Tearle, and Owen Moore.
O'Brien's " Chivalrous Charley "
clusive, will be a big success. PracPH
OL
ND
RA
ETER announces
RG
GEOCH
tically every Selznick office has has been made ready for pre-reES
booked a volume of business conthe formation of his
lease during Selznick Week alsiderably in excess of that usually
though the regular release date is
own producing company to be
done.
not set until early December. In
known as the George RanThe big Selznick specials, includ- this picture O'Brien is supported
dolph Chester Productions
and will make two big picing the new one, " A Man's Home,"
discovery
Vera Gordon in " The Greatest by
tures a year. A suite of
in theMyron
person Selznick's
of Nancy "Deaver
who"
rooms has been leased on the
Love," the two Faversham pictures, is now assuming a leading role for
"The Man Who Lost Himself" the first time in her screen career,
tenth floor of 516 Fifth aveand "The Sin That Was His," and
nue. Work on the initial pro"Red Foam" are most frequently although she has appeared freduction will start within the
quently in minor roles with other
mentioned in the extra contracts alnear future. The distributing
though there are many extra play stars.
channel will be announced at
a later date.
Mr. Chester recently resigned from the Vitagraph
Company where he was closeRelease
"Ladies
Must
Live"
ly identified with all branches
of the Vitagraph productions,
George Loane Tucker Production
his latest work being the diOffered by Paramount on Nov. 13
recting of "The Son of Walwithout having seen his finished
lingford." Mr. Chester plans
«T ADIES MUST LIVE," the work.
to make some very big pic1—
'
last
production
made
l>y
the
tures and will give them all
The picture was adapted from a
late George Loane Tucker, creator
of his undivided time. He
novel bv Alice Duer Miller which
of " The Miracle Man," is sched- appeared in serial form in the Satdoes not expect to revolutionuled for release by Paramount Noize the picture industry but he
vember 13. The picture is presented
urday Evening Post. Miss Compdoes plan to make films that
plays the role of a young girl
will merit attention in any
by Mayflower Photoplay Corpora- who sonhas
been reared by her rich
tion and features Betty Compson in
screen port in the land.
brother-in-law and whose penniless
the leading role.
Mr. Chester is the author of
Although seized by fatal illness father plans to marry her off to
seventeen published novels
some rich man in order that his inand has written hundreds of
just as the final scenes for "Ladies
derived from his son-in-law,
short stories. He has been a
Must Live " were being taken, Mr. may become,increased.
Tucker supervised the cutting and
magazine editor, newspaper
Robert Ellis plays opposite Miss
editing of the 140,000 feet of film
reporter, news editor, war
taken. This had to be reduced to Compson, while Jack Gilbert and
correspondent, dramatist,
the required number of reels, and Mahlon Hamilton have roles of almoving picture scenarist, aumost equal importance. Others in
when the work of making the finthor, continuity writer, direcished negative was being performed, the large cast include Leatrice Jov,
tor and special contributor to
Mr. Tucker went to Hawaii for reHardee Kirkland, Gibleading periodicals, and now
son Gowland, Cleo Madison, Snitz
cuperation. There he struck the
plans
to
add
"producer"
to
Lucille Hutton, Lule
that list.
rainy season and was forced to re- Edwards,
turn to Los Angeles where he died Warrenton, William V. Mong,
AS

" Tony " Moreno, Vitagraph star, as
he appears in his latest picture, " A
"
World Guilty
WideConscience
Success
for
"Mother o' Mine"
According to an announcement
received by Thomas H. Ince from
Millard John, New York manager of
Australasian
Ltd.,in "that
Mother
o' Mine " is asFilms
popular
section of the work as it has been in
America. The cable from Sydney
reads : " Congratulations to Ince.
'Mother o'Mine' only attraction
drawing capacity business in the
lastA survey
twelve among
wreeks'. United States explayed and
" Mother
O'Mine" hibitorsinwho have
big cities
small
towns made by Ince representatives
has revealed no single instance in
which " Mother O'Mine " failed to
be a money
of thenofirst
degree. Theremaker
has been
report
where the production failed to make
an unexpected profit for the exhibitor.
According to Al Lichtman, general manager of Associated Producers, who is supervising its distribution through the exchanges of
Associated First National Pictures
Inc., few productions released in
recent years have had so many repeat bookings as " Mother O'Mine."
Kinograms Increasing
Staff of Cameramen

photographers is b eams
in g
built up for Kinogr ,of
ff
sta
ger
big
s
al'
CH
ion
MU
s
cat
l,
Edu
new
ree
as
A
the first big step in the campaign of exp
ly
promised and
ment ion
proveans
recentimby Captain G. McL. Baynes,
head of the Kinograms Publishing Company, in a letter
s, presito E. W. Hammon
dent of Educational.
The editorial staff in the
Kinograms headquarters in
New ork City has already
been enlarged, and a photographer is being placed for
Kinograms service exclusively in each siderabletown
of any
consize in the
country.
It is aimed within a month
to have a staff of photoraphers inthe United
States
that will gnumber
at least
250
more than at present.
Following
the establishment of the bigger
domestic
staff enlargement of the foreign staff will be started. At
the same time other plans for
making Kinograms a bigger
and developed.
better news reel are bein<r
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Universal to Make New
Short-Length Series

Will Distribute

" Fightin' Mad "
negos thisded
METRO con
week for
tiationclu
the distribution of
spener-tio
supduc
" Fightin'
door a pro
out,"
cialMad
whose cast includes such
celebrated players as William
Desmond, Virginia Brown
Faire, Rosemary Theby and
Joseph J. Dowling. It will be
released, the indications are
at present, early in December.
" Fightin'
six
reels
is an Mad,"
action in
picture
throughout.. The story is by
H. H. Van Loan, author of
"and
Theother
Virgin
of Stamboul
screen
sensations."
The picture was made by
William Desmond Productions. Joseph J. Franz directed it, under the personal
supervision of Robert Brunton. Harry A. Gersted photographed the production.

at
produ
authorized
E has
MMLction
LAEof
CA
rsal City
a series of
UniveRL
short-reel features which will
experitherman
be based upon pape
on
ences of a news
a metropolitan daily. The
series will be sent to the
"
n as Russ
the News.
"Nedellof will
scree
direct
Albert
with Percy Pembroke, a well
known young leading man, in
the featured role. The
stories were written by

One of many Van
" he-man
scenes
of " Fightin'
the Metro
picture by H. H.
Loan " and
in which
WilliamMad,"
Desmond
is starred

an. " lNed
ge Morg
GeorNews
out of
the
al "" will
" Centr
with trave
the Flying
Squadron of Police to give
playgoers a thrill and anyone
who has any idea of the
hourly activities of the modern police reporter will
anticipate speed and suspense
in every foot of the tableaux.
Elaborate

Stunts Suggested for
4 The Love Charm"
Realart points out that the current Wanda Hawley production,
" The Love Charm," contains a
number of episodes which suggest
good material for exploitation.
Early in the story, the love-sick
heroine imagines herself in the middle ages being wooed by a gallant
knight. This suggests a man in
armor, on a large, fully-accoutred
steed. Behind him rides a fair
damsel dressed in the medieval"
style. The rider carries a long
lance from which depends a large
sign containing the billing for the
picture. Should the armor not be
available, it can be home-made,
fashioned from large sheets of
silvered cardboard.
Wanda Hawley makes her entrance carrying an old fashioned
wire dress form and a large telescope bag. A girl similarly equipped,
dressed in attention-compelling
clothes, would make a good subject
for a street stunt. The billing can
be painted on the side of the bag.

Hodkinson
Changes
Staff
Thirty New
Offices Are Opened;
Changes in Sales
to such an exNOTICEABLE
tent that it is worthy of

comment, the total lack of confusion attached to the opening of
nearly thirty offices in the new Hodkinson distributing system established this week has enable Home
Office and Branch executives to continue without interruption the
work that has been laid out for
the forthcoming months.
Several changes in the personnel
of the sales staff have been made
during the past week. Ralph Pielow, formerly a salesman attached
to the Hodkinson offices in Portland, Oregon, has been promoted to
the position of sales manager of the
new Hodkinson exchange in Seattle,
succeeding
The has
Hodkinson officeF.inButler.
Portland
been
discontinued.
New

4 'Quo Vadis" Is Meeting
with Great Success

Roland

Announces
Pathe
First Release
as
The success
that screens
George Kleine's
first release to inaugurate
revival
of the
greatest THE
the New Year from the Pathe
classic " Quo Vadis " is meeting
throughout the country is evidenced Exchange will be " White Eagle,"
by a letter just received by Wid the new Gold Rooster serial star. A states
anPathe that
ring Ruth Roland
Gunning at the offices of the Warnouncement this week
ren
'Distributing
Organization.
It
been
has
play
chapter
new
the
comes from a Detroit film man and
scheduled for release January first.
is as follows :
The new serial, besides being the
" Had manager
a talk with
Beatty, ninth chapter play starring Ruth
general
of theEd.
Butterfield
Roland, is said to surpass all the
Circuit, today and he gave me the
Pathe star's previous efforts in her
ar field of the cinema.
information
'QuoboxVadis'
been one of that
his best
office has
at- particul
The story is from the pen of Val
tractions this year. Beattly was Cleveland, who has written many
frank to say that when he booked successful novels brim full of fast
the classic he had no idea it would
" White Eagle " sets a fast
go over so big, even though his ex- action.
pace, dealing with the West, in
pectations were pretty strong. In which cowboys and Indians play a
many towns he tells me he has had leading part, yet the serial was produced in such a fashion as to be
to hold it for extra days. ' We
have played many of the season's absolutely " censor-proof." W. S.
biggest pictures,' Mr. Beatty said, Van Dyke, who was responsible for
' but the real sensation of them all the direction of the Jack Dempsey
has been " Quo Vadis," the George serial, " Daredevil Tack," is also reKleine revival. It has packed
for " White
houses for us on every occasion.
The newsponsibleserial
was Eagle."
produced at

Force Personnel
E. Hockstim, of the Albany territory, has been transferred to the
Buffalo territory, there he will
work with Mr. H. Boyle. Harry
Melcher, nected
formerly
salesman
with the aPathe
staffcon-in
Omaha, has been appointed sales
manager for Hodkinson in the
Omaha territory by Phil Ryan,
Hodkinson district manager in the
northwest.
Another addition to the Hodkinson force during the past week is
that of Dan Horgan, formerly
Metro salesman in the Boston territory. Mr. Horgan has been engaged as salesman for Hodkinson
in the New England territory,
working out of the Boston office.
E. W. Whitford, another popular
film salesman in the New England
territory, has also been added to
the Hodkinson staff.
Serial

Ready

" White Eagle "
for New Year
the Hal Roach studios under personal supervision of Mr. Roach.
It is the first serial to be produced
on the same "lots" made famous
by Harold
Snub " Pollard,
and
other Lloyd,
Roach " comedians,
and
consequently called for extensive
enlargements of studio space for
the filming.
Earl Metcalfe is seen opposite
Miss Roland, Otto Lederer, seen as
the money lender in " Without
Benefit lainous
of partClergy,"
vil-;
of Chiefplays
Grey the
Wolf
and Harry Girard, who is well
known on both stage and screen, is
his chief accomplice, aided by
Frank Lackteen.
Al Feinman Moves
Announcement is made this week
of the removal of the advertising
and publicity bureau conducted by
A. L. Feinman to more commodious quarters at 117 West 46th
street, New York City.

Handbook

on

Goldwyn's
"Theodora"
One of the handsomest
motion
picture lishedsouvenir
books
ever
pubhas been printed by Carey
Printing Company for Goldwyn's
Italiandora,"spectacular
film,
Theowhich has scored
one " of
the
biggest hits in motion picture history at the Astor Theatre. New
York.
The book is printed from fourcolor process piates. Eight pages
devoted entirely to reproductions
of "Theodora" stills are in color,
the other eight pages (mostly pictures also) being in black and white.
In the centre is a magnificent twopagetrespread
showing
the amphitheawhich figures
prominently
in the
drama.
Huge Lasky Stage to be
Roofed With Glass
Studio General Manager Charles
Eyton has let the contract for one
of the biggest construction jobs to
be done in years at the Lasky
studio, that of putting a glass roof
over the big open stage.
Provision for the increase in production work on Paramount pictures has necessitated the covering
of this stage, known as Number 4,
which contains the huge tank and
tropical garden which have been
used in many photoplays of the past.
The dimensions of the stage are
115 by 250 feet.
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Realart

Announces

Picture

News

Feature

" First Love," Constance Binney's
New Vehicle, Has Universal Appeal
< < Tp VERYBOD Y loves luxury—
J—/ in real life if possible, in
reel life at any rate. Yet most folks
are ordinary folks, intent on making
ends meet, living, loving, marrying
and dying inconspicuously. And
since they arc ordinary folks, they
like, now and then, a story about
people like themselves, a picture of
their own kind of life and its probGeneral Manager J. S.
Woody, lems,"ofsaysRealart.

ly be advertised as a picture for the
whole family, clean, wholesome,
realistic; gripping rather than scn-

Miss Binney is said never to have
tional."
had
a role exactly like that of Kathlcne O'Donnell in " First Love," a
role which offers her happier opportunities for showing the heart and
life of a regular girl, and she has
made this simple little working girl
one of the most poignant and ar" First Love," Constance Bin- tions. tistic of all her screen impersonaney's announces
coming picture,Realart,
is that kind
of
a story,
a story
The story was written by Sonya
of the everyday people who dwell in
Levien,
an author and magazine
modest homes all over the country,
living and loving their whole lives writer of wide reputation. Percy
through on scanty incomes, but liv- Heath and Aubrey Stauffer, of the
ing and loving no less intensely Realart staff, adapted the story in
than the ladies who wear ermine collaboration. The cast has been
and the men who " dress " for din- assembled in keeping with the usual
high Realart standards; Warner
ner every the
evening.
" First Love,"
continues
announcement,
is the Baxter is the leading man, George
story of an ordinary, wholesome
working girl and her first beau. Webb plays the " heavy " and
That he was a weakling, a rotter, George Hernandez makes a splendid
and a cad made no difference. She "irate" father. Fannie Midgely
saw him only a» a hero and loved will, no doubt, win many hearts with
him blindly.
her
" mother
role, wonderfully
and the rest human
of the cast,
Betty"
" Because it deals with a univer- Schade, Edward Jobson, Agnes
sal, rather than an unusual experi- Adams, Maxine Elliott Hicks and
ence, this picture is bound to ap- Dorothy Gordon, give convincing
peal to all classes and all ages," interpretations to their respective
says Mr. Woody. " There is noth- roles. Major Maurice Campbell
ing morbid about it, and it can safe- was responsible for the direction.

Why

You Should Use American Film Printing
Laboratory Capacity One Million Feet Weekly
COST — the same or less.
QUALITY — better — American Film printing the standard of the world.
SERVICE — safer because of the organization — quicker
because Chicago is the railroad center of
America.
By our unexcelled laboratory method even an underexposed negative often will produce good positive prints.
We get everything possible out of your negative.
Your negative may be
valuable beyond power
to replace. At any rate
"American" treats them
American 10 Points :
all that way. This is a
1. -QUALITY. Prints known for
responsible organizabrilliancy and clearness. Expert
tion, both in proven restaff, trained by years of experisults and finances.
ence, assures highest quality
prints obtainable.
2.
—
REPUTATION.
Gained in 10
Before you trust your
years of experience. •
valuable negative else3.
—
RESPONSIBILITY.
A concern
where, will you let us
of strong financial standing.
4.
—
LOCATION.
In
the
proper
tell you about our
geographical location, assuring
unique guarantee?
quick delivery anywhere.
5. — EQUIPMENT.
All of the most
modern obtainable.
American Film Co.,
6. — CLEANLINESS.
Within two
blocks
of Lake
Michigan. Away
Inc.
from dirt
and dust.
7. — SAFETY.
Plant approved by
6227 Broadway
city
Chicago and Board of
Fire of
Underwriters.
Chicago, Illinois
8. — PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to
serve exacting requirements.
London, England
9.
— PRICES. Reasonable and comS. S. Hutchinson, President
petitive.
10 — GUARANTEES.
Write for our
unique
work. guarantee of quality

Lunch time " on location " in France. Louis Mercanton, the noted French
producer and members of the " Possession " company. This picture, made from
" Phroso," Sir Anthony Hope's novel, is to be released by R-C Pictures
French
No

Film

Studio

Picture

Stirs Interest
Taken in Making

Scenes

of Anthony

R-C Picby ming
ement
THE announc
reforthco
tures of the
lease of the sensational French proon," based on Sir
"
duction, Possessi
interest
widespr
created
has
novel,ead" Phroso,''
Hope's
Anthony
among exhibitors, in M. Mercanton, the noted French producer.
In " Possession " not a single studio scene appears. Interiors were
taken in ancient dwellings near
Cannes, in Southern France, and in
an historic fortress on the Island
of St. Margaret's, which squats out
in the sea off the coast of the republic— and in other out-of-theway places that appealed to Mr.
Mercanton as backgrounds for the
swift action of his story- This,
according to the producer, makes
for far greater realism than studio
sets could create on the screen.
Every character in the story has
been torsinterpreted
well-known
acand actresses.by Reginald
Owen,
as Lord Wheatley, is a prominent
English actor who made his first
stage appearance with the late Sir
Herbertatre, andTree
His him
Majesty's
thewas atwith
for some
iMiss Malvina Longfellow, a popyears. ular screen actress both in England
and American stage, too, for she

Hope'sin an
44 Phroso
appeared
important "role in
support of Otis Skinner in " KisOther well-known Continental
actors and actresses appear in the
film: M. Paul Capellani is one of
the most distinguished actors on
the French stage, and has also
achieved great success in American
pictures, having spent some time in
the United States. Mme. Jeanne
Desclos-Guitry, the talented wife of
Lucien Guitry, has a very impormet."
tant part.
"The > Beggar |Maid"
GetsBookings
First Run
Two important first -runs on
Beggar
the first
of two
the
series of Maid,"
Triart Great
Master
reel features are announced by \V.
W.
week. Hodkinson Corporation this
Beginning Sunday, November 6th.
"The Beggar Maid" started a
three-week engagement at the Park
Theatre in Boston. Commencing
next Sunday. November 13th, the
picture will begin a seven-day engagement at the big Stanley Theatre in Philadelphia.
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Achievement

Films,

Inc.

presents

The

Power

Within

Adapted

And

Directed

By

Lem

F. Kennedy

>

The

Power

7^ VERY picture, every play that thrills
^l-/ and entertains and at the same time
drives home a big moral, has a better
chance for success and lasting fame than
those which cater to the whim of the moment or pander to the passions.
Consider "Ben Hur"
record, its wonderful

with its amazing
vitality; consider

"The Old Homestead," "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," "Hazel Kirke," "East Lynne"
and others like them.
Some of them have been running for over
thirty years and have played to their tens
of millions.
They thrill and inspire.
"The

Power Within" thrills and inspires. Itis a drama of the soul, big with
nobility, charity, love, faith and courage.
Your audiences will thank you for running "The Power

Within."

r

Within^

k
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Smiling

Sales

The men who are making R-C month a big success

Organization
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Motion

R-C
Releases
for
November
and
no superiors on the motion picture tears. It has already been released,
genRS,
ROGE
R.
S
RLE
CHA
eral manager of distribution screen. "The Swamp " is a story of
" The Lure of Jade," also welcomed by screen critics in many of
for R-C. Pictures, has an- life in New York; of life in the
nounced to his branch managers an slums and the high places of so- the leading cities, is another Pauline Frederick success, with the star
imposing array of releases for the
ciety, in which Hayakawa portrays
months of November and Decem- the role of a Chinese street mer- in one of her biggest roles. The
ber, the first of which will be known
chant. The story was written by story was written by Marion Orth
as R. S. Cole Month, in recognition Hayakawa himself, with his own and has to do with the experiences
of the leadership and high business capabilities and limitations in mind, of a young woman, the daughter of
ples of the head of R-C Pic- with the result that it gives him one a rear admiral in the navy. She
princi
tures.
of the most congenial roles in which becomes the unwitting victim of a
The list includes the following he has ever appeared. Most strik- scandal and goes to the South Seas,
the scenes is said to be virtually an outcast.
subjects:
"The in
Swamp"
with noted
Ses- thoseing ofinallwhich
There she sets herself up as the
Hayakawa appears
sue Hayakawa,
which the
Japanese-American star proves as a comedian and moves the au- keeper of a resort frequented by
dience to laughter instead of to drifters from all parts of the world.
again that he has few equals and

"R.
S. Cole
Exhibitors Said
to Be

Month"

Picture

News

December
Dramatic climaxes are frequent.
Thomas Holding, Hardee Kirkland,
Leon Bary, Arthur Rankin, L. C.
Shumway, Clarissa Selwynne and
others appear in the cast. Colin
Campbell directed.
" Possession," scheduled for release November 20, is founded upon
the Anthony
widely read
novelIt " was
Phroso,"
by'
Sir
Hope.
directed
by Louis Mercanton, foremost picture producer of France and unfolds a clean-cut story of romance
and adventure. The sweep of the
action and the compelling drama of
the climaxes commend it to all who
like clean
" Posses ion "isdramatic
regardedsubjects.
as the bid
of
French producers for popular favor
against German made productions
in this country and it is said to
bear comparison with the best of the
foreign importations. Malvina
Longfellow, an American actress,

Drive
" Possession," Opens
the French-made special produced by Louis Mercanton, has the leading role in "' Posseswho is being hailed as " the Griffith
Responding Readily
Two Gasnier specials, " A Wife's
61 Europe," and based upon the fa- Awakening"
and in"Silent
Years,"
in Campaign
mous novel, " Phroso," by Sir An- also are included
the Novemberthony Hope; the Gasnier specials,
list. "A Wife's AwakenMONTH — the
"A Wife's Awakening" and "Si- December
RS. monCO
th LE
ing," with Fritzi Brunette, William
of November— dedilent
Years,"
the
latter
of
which
is
scheduled for release on November P. Carleton and Sam De Gras head* cated to the president of RC Pictures by that organization as
ing the cast, was based on an original story by Jack Cunningham.
a mark of its appreciation of
Another
important
feature
of
R.
sion." Years " was founded on
" Silent
his leadership, has started with a
S. Cole Month is the liberal offer
bang, according to Charles R. Rog-.
of free accessories made to all ex- the
popular novel
" Mam'selle
Jo "
Harriet
Corners, general manager of distribution
hibitors who show R-C Pictures from
stock.theIt pen
has ofto Miss
do with
a series
of
With the names of Pauiine Fredduring the November drive.
dramatic
episodes
among
a
group
of
erick, Doris May, Sessue Hayrugged folk who live in the valley
akawa, William Christy Cabanne
"
27.
of the St. Lawrence River, in Canand L. J. Gasnier shining in elecada. Pauline Starke, Rose Dione,
tric lights from hundreds of theaTully Marshall, George Seigmann
tres throughout the country, the
R-Pictures Plans Fan
and others of prominence are in the
November drive has begun in auspicious fashion.
Magazine Campaign
cast.
Exhibitors in the New York disPICTURES
" The Duke of Chimney Butte "
trict are responding handsomely to
brings Fred Stone back to the
the idea of R. S. Cole Month, says
CORPORAscreen in one of his most congenial
R-C TION
is going to
roles. The story was adapted from
Mr. Rogers. " The Sting of the
tell its story directly to the
the novel of the same name by
Lash," with Pauline Frederick has
moving picture theatre patron.
been booked widely in the metroGeorgepicts theWashington
and deIts announcement of an adadventures Ogden
of a rollicking
politan area, as have " The Foolish
vertising campaign directly to
cowboy
who
puts
to
rout
a
band
of
Age," in which Doris May made her
the public, beginning the fir.t
cattle thieves. Stone gives the role
debut as an R-C star, and " The
of
the
year
is
of
personal
inDoris May, starring in R-C Pictures
a delicious spirit of humor and
Swamp,"
in again
which that
Sessue
terest to every moving p.cakawa proves
he hasHayfew
there is none of the blood-andture
exhibitor
in
the
country.
equals and no superiors as a motion exhibitors. Always popular in that
thunder and mock heroics of the
Beginning in December,
city, Pauline Frederick has scored
picture pantomimist.
cheaper grade of Westerns. Frank
double page space will be
Doris May, in " The Foolish again in " The Sting of the Lash "
Borzage,
who made "Humoresque,"
at
Shea's
beautiful
Criterion
theaused in the so-called
" fan "
Age,"
all the
Loewthistheatres
also directed " The Duke of Chimmagazines.
It is estimated
in the played
New York
district
week,
tre, where the picture played an enneyleaseButte."
It is scheduled
for rethat nearly nine million peoand her first starring vehicle was
gagement of a full week. In addion December
5.
ple will read each month of
received in flattering style, it is said.
tion to this, R-C Pictures also conthe
ambitious
advance
of
centrated on Buffalo a special adWrlliamduction ofChristy
Cabanne's
" Thetheatres
Swamp operated
" held forth
all of
New York
stage prolife.
this organization towards
vertising and publicity campaign.
the
by theat Keith,
satisfying their demand for
* Behindleased the
Curtain,"
will
be
reProctor and B. S. Moss interests, The city was literally plastered
on December 11. It was
pictures of real worth.
the engagement at the Broadway with one sheets and twenty-four
written
by
Mr.
Cabanne
himself,
theatre, New York City, attracting sheet stands, heralding the FredThe magazines that will
and is said to give a vivid picture
much attention to R. S. Cole Month
carry these messages to the
erick production and the other R-C
Pictures to come.
of Broadway life. A splendid cast
as well as to the star himself.
people who fill theatres are
In Buffalo. R. S. Cole Month has
has been assembled for this subject.
Other cities in New York State
Photoplay Magazine, Shadcreated no end of interest among also have responded with the utmost
owland, Picture Play MagaBillie Dove, Ziegfeld Follies beaut}-,
enthusiasm.
will appear in the leading female
Motion Movie
Picture Weekly,
Cla_sic,
Film zine,
Fun,
Bookings for R. S. Cole Month
role ; Doris Eaton, another Follies
Motion Picture Magazine,
include a formidable list of R-C
dancer ; Elizabeth North, blonde
subjects among them: Pauline
Filmplay Journal, Motion
beauty of the Greenwich Village
Play Magazine and Moving
Frederick in " The Sting of the
Follies ; Willie Collier, Jr., Huntley
Picture
Stories.
The
Photo
Lash," as
conceded
to star
be ashasfine
Gordon
and others of prominence
drama
the noted
evera
Drama Magazine also is intake part.
cluded for special display.
endowed with her talents ; " The
For release on Christmas Day.
A campaign that reaches so
Swamp " and " Where Lights Are
December 25, Doris May will appear
many real devotees of the
Low," in both of which Sessue Hayakawa appears in congenial roles ;
in " Eden and Return," her second
moving picture as are included among the readers ot
" Shams of Society," with an allR-C starring vehicle. It is a rostar cast headed by Barbara Casthese publications will be of
mantic comedy based upon the stage
tleton and Montagu Love : William
untold value to the individual
success of that name, and portrays
exhibitor,
believes
R-C
PicChristy Cabanne's "The BarriMiss May as a debutante who rebels
tures Corporation.
cade "; " The Foolish Age," starring
Doris May for the first time under
at
father's ideas of whom she
shallhermarry.
the auspices of R-C Pictures;
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TERRITORIAL

In

the

STATE

Entire Kineto

RIGHT

Series

to Run on B'way
the series of
ALL of
" Great American Authors," Urban Popular
Classics produced for the
Kineto Company of America,
by James A. Fitzpatrick, will
ageplay their ore-relendase engtre
ments at the Stra thea
in
k.
t
New Yor
The firs of the
series with John Greenleaf
W h i 1 1 i e r as the subject,
played there last week.
There will be twelve units
in the series dealing only
with names famous in American literature; such names as
James Russell Lowell, Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Nathaniel
Hawthorne, William Cullen
Bryant, Walt Whitman,
James Fenimore Cooper, Edgar Allan Poe, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and Washington Irving.
Thirteen Stars Seen in
Screen Snapshots
Thirteen of the most important
stars of filmdom will be "At Home"
to film fans in the special Home
Life issue of Screen Snapshots.
The stars are : Elsie Ferguson,
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, Norma and Constance Talmadge, Richard Barthelmess, Wallace Reid and his wife Dorothy
Davenport, Harry Carey, Bessie
Love, Tsui Aoki, Lester Cuneo, T.
Warren Kerrigan, Mary MacLaren,
Baby
actor. Peggy, "Pal," famous canine

^
SALES

^
AND

PURCHASES

Independent
AND

Hines

EXPORT

Feature

NEWS

Is

85%

^

Sold

Michigan, New England and Baltimore Territories Alone Are Open
BURR, President of its class ever offered the French
C
CHAR
the Affiliated Distributors, Market in the last few years.
of LES
A. W. Klausner of the Mountain
Inc., has expressed his great gratifi- States
Film Attractions, who owned
cation with the condition of the independent market at the present the rights to the Denver territory,
so encouraged by the reception
time, in their promptness in acquir- was
accorded this production in their
ing the rights to " Burn 'Em Up territory that they acquired the adBarnes " for over eighty-five per
joining territory, comprising the
cent of the country.
It is less than two months since States of Washington, Oregon,
Montana and Northern Idaho. Mr.
" Burn 'Em Up Barnes " was offered Klausner stated that he would
to the Independent market, and to
date less than fifteen per cent of it "road show" this picture.
Oscar D. Oldknow of the Southis left unsold, with every indicaern States Film Exchange who
tion that before November has seen
its last day, this production will be owns the rights for Alabama, Florida, Tennessee, North and South
sold one-hundred per cent.
The foreign rights are all gone, Carolina and Georgia, reported that
picture is creating a sensation
John Carlson & Company having the
purchased this production for the on its first showing.
entire market, and their reports
The only territories still open on
from the other side, especially their "Burn 'Em Up Barnes" at this
Parisian office, state that this com- writing are Michigan, the New Engedy drama with Johnny Hines has
land States and the Baltimore terribeen acclaimed the best production tory.

Field
AND

VIE

W

B

Warner Closes Foreign
Deal on Feature

eign deals that has
made
thus far been st
forthe bigge
of
ONE
with the Warner Brothers'
production, "Why Girls
," by
Leav
Home
ted
tly
was Bob
recenby
conseumma
North, general manager of
the Apollo Trading ComNew York. The exclusivepany,rights
for Great Britain
were purchased by Messrs.
Tom Davies and Hy Winick
n.
of
Film Co., Ltd.,'
the Pearl
of Londo
With the closing of the
deal Messrs. Davies and
W i nick are said to have
made immediate arrangements to show the picture
for an indefinite run at the
Terrace theatre, London,
following
"The Kid." the screening of
"Chic" Sale Popular
Vaudeville Stage

on

Few American players have received more enthusiastic receptions
from the critics than those being
showered on Charles (Chic) Sale
Newlndependent
Producer
during his present vaudeville tour
Franklin Backer to Distribute
bewest.
middlewith
of the
headlineis billthe "Chic"
ing honored
Product on
on State Right Market
he
which
at
theatre
every
ing
of
New York City, where the New plays, and in addition to delighting
THE formation of two organiza- York
office
of
Amalgamated
is
also
■ tions, one known as Amalga- located. The first is entitled his audiences, he is receiving the
mated Producing Company, Inc.,
most careful but laudatory praise
and the other as East Coast Pro- "Ashes" and is presented by a cast' from the newspapers. Many of the
including
William
Courtleigh,
ductions, Inc., gives promise of
critics speak of his absence from
renewed activity in the independent Myrtle Steadman, Stanton Heck, the Winter Garden shows, while
Carrie
Clarke
Ward,
Wedgewood
branch of the picture industry.
and Margaret Landis. The motion
the
mentionin "His
others picture
All productions made by the Amal- Nowell
Chic Sale
which Nibs,"
gamated will be produced under the second, which heads its cast with is starred by Exceptional Pictures,
Apfel Series Receiving personal supervision of G. M. Robert Edeson, William Courtleigh, pointing out that the seven roles he
Fully Marshall and Lysle Leslee, is
Anderson.
Warm Welcome
The Amalgamated Producing entitled "Any Night." The third plays in the motion picture are
izations. ts of his stage characterAccording to reports received Company, Inc., was organized for is "The Greater Duty." All of counterpar
the purpose of producing features, these features are now ready to be
from the Producers Security Corp- with
casts in which several of the shown to exchange men.
oration, the new series of Apfel
Charles Brabin Joins
productions, is being received with members would be stars of such
great success. The first of the recognized standing in the theatrical " Tarzan " Serial a Hit
M. P. D. A
that they would have to be
series is " The Trail of the Law," world
in
First
Run
Houses
and the second is " The Man Who co-starred in threes and fours in
At a recent meeting of the MoAs proof of the success with
tion Picture Directors Association,
Paid," which is now in preparation. the same picture. Franklyn E.
Backer is the president and man- which " Adventures of Tarzan " is Charles Brabin, well known direcpresented in New York in
aging director of East Coast Pro- being
tor who made "While New York
ductions, Inc., which was organized theatres which have never before
and many other Fox sucto handle the Amalgamated Produc- shown a serial, Louis Weiss, Secre- Sleeps" cesses,
became a member of the
tions through forming affiliations
tary of Adventures of Tarzan Serial organization, of stellar directors.
with Independent exchanges for Sales Corporation, is in receipt of His initiation was attended by a
that purpose.
a letter from the management of
The first contract between East the Regun theatre, a house seating large number of members.
Coast Productions, Inc., and Amalgamated Producing Co., Inc., calls 3,000.
" I take pleasure in advising you Jane Novak Completes
for twelve productions co-starring that ' Adventures of Tarzan,' your
First for Associated
more than three big stage and serial starring Elmo Lincoln, has
screen notables. These pictures thus far proved a wonderful box
Jane Novak has completed her
are to be released by the producers office attraction at the Regun thea- first starring picture for Assotre. While our policy is against
at the rate of one a month beginciated Photo-Plays, Inc., titled
ning December 15th, this year.
the showing of serials I feel that " Soul of a Woman." This was
Three pictures are now finished we have made a wise move in book- made under the direction of Chester
Bennett and is one of a series of
and delivered to East Coast ProAdventures
'
of Tarzan,' " writes five picturing the above star.
ductions in the Times Building, the ingtheatre
management.

Motion
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Second

National Production Plans

ns of
ONNatipla
TInd
PROD
onal PicSeco
theUC
ratio
tures Corpo n are
now in their formative stage,
and will come to life within
the coming fortnight, according to a statement issued this
week by Bernard Levey, Vice
President and General Manager of Section National Pictures Corporation.
Plans are now being perfected for the production of a
series of special five-reel feature attractions, the star of
which is to be a well known
actress who has appeared on
the screen and stage with
almost unparalleled success.
Second National Pictures Corporation, according to Mr.
Levey, also plans in association with a well-known director the production of a series
of feature photoplays starring
a celebrated boy actor.

Fox & McCormick Book
Warner Bros. Feature
The recent announcement by
Warner Brothers that their latest
feature,
" Why
Girls Leave
Home,"
was
ready
for booking
in the
first
run theatres throughout the country once more reveals the true
worth of the motion picture trade
journals as advertising mediums.
No end of queries have been received at the Warner offices from
many of the first run theatres, and
the latest negotiations to be closed
for the presentation of the production were made with William Fox
and S. Barrett McCormick.
Mr. Fox has signed to show
"Why
Girls Leave
Home"
the Washington
theatre,
Detroit;in
Liberty, St. Louis, and Rialto, Denver; and Mr. McCormick will
present the feature in his customary high-class manner at the
Allen theatre, Cleveland. The fact
that Messrs. Fox and McCormick
have booked the feature for their
respective theatres is considered by
Warner Brothers, the producer,
Harry Rapf, and director William
Nigh, as a tribute to the production.
" The many
have
received
from responses
first run wetheatres
throughout the country," said A.
Warner, "are directly attributable
to the trade journals. And I firmiy
believe that money spent in trade
journal advertising is money well
spent."
"At Your Service"
Ready for Federated
" At Your Service," the newest
of the Hallroom Boys Comedies
featuring Sid Smith, which Harry
Cohn, the producer brought from
the West Coast producing centre,
was given final editing this week
under the personal supervision of
Mr. Cohn.
This picture was turned over to
Federated Film Exchanges of
America, Inc., for release, following a special
showing for the Federated committee.

J. W.

Film

Willard

Mack

Announces
Author

Cast

of " For Your

Daughter's Sake"; Has Big Cast
Miss Darling's supporting cast
ES. MANHEIMER has made also
promises to attract more than
•public the author and cast of the usual
notice. Rod La Rocque,
"For Your Daughter's Sake" an- who shared honors with Grace
other of the J. W. Film Corporation Society Drama Series shed- Darling in "The Discarded Woman," plays opposite her in "For
ulcd for immediate release to indeDaughter's
pendent exchanges. This picture Your
from the
stage to Sake."
pictures, Turning
Mr. La
is considered by many the strongest Rocque has numbered among his
of the set.
achievements successes "Hidden
As stated in the original an- Fires," "The Kaiser's Bride," "The
nouncement, "For Your Daughter's Venus Model," "A Perfect 36,"
Sake" is a Burton King production "Easy to Get" and "Greater than
with Grace Darling as the featured
Another prominent figure in this
player but it now becomes known
that the credit for the story goes cast is Anders Randolf who has
to Willard Mack who is said to starred successfully in many worthy
have originated a plot, not only productions. James Cooley, Stephen
Love." Alice Gordon and Virmost unusual in its workings, but Gratton,
with one of the delightful surprise
ginia Valli are also credited with
climaxes for which he has become excellent work in an exceptionally
noted.
large cast.

Nib
on"to His
gn
Campaign
Start
in s"
Campai
BigNational
Saturday Evening Post Wins Praise
to his dressing room to obfromentAlex- crowded
THE annou
tain special interviews. In practiBeyfuss,ntPresid
andernceme
of
cally every case when Mr. Sale has
the Exceptional Pictures Corpora- told the critics of his first motion
tion, that among other mediums the
" His Nibs," they have menSaturday Evening Post would be picture, tioned
it in their write-ups, and
used in the national publicity cam- have added that an artist of Mr.
paign to be carried on in connec
tion with " His Nibs," the unusual Sale's quality was needed on the
feature production in which Charles screen.
campaign will start at once,
(Chic) Sale is the star, was greeted so The
that the independent buyers will
with most emphatic approval
by
exreceive
the benefits of this national
hibitors and independent buyers
publicity.
ces
y,
ghout
throu
the countr announ
Exceptional.
A striking and handsome page has
been prepared for the Saturday Associated Photo-Plays
Evening Post
Have New Feature
This is said to be the first time
Associated Photo - Plays, Inc.
in the history of the motion pic- wish
to announce to the trade that
ture industry that a feature produc- Jane Novak has completed her first
tion sold on the independent market has been advertised in the Sat- production for them which has been
urday Evening Post. However, titled " Soul of a Woman." This
when L. L. Hiller, President of the is the first of a series of five, directed by Chester Bennett, and
" His Nibs Syndicate, Inc.," con- portrays Jane Novak supported by
ferred with the Exceptional Pic- Noah Beery and J. Frank Glendon
tures Corporation officials, they
in an Alaskan story along the lines
agreed
the Sale
" Hisplaying
Nibs," seven
with in which she has been so successful.
Charles that
(Chic)
Mr. Bennett has secured some
distinct character roles, was worthy
of a tremendous publicity campaign. wonderful lighting effects and shots
will delight any audience.
A full page in the Saturday Even- that
ing Post is but one link in a chain Miss Novak plays a strenuous part,
of publicity that will include the shipwrecked, rescued from a raft,
herself from various vilmotion picture trade papers, the re- protects
lains and in the end, sponsored one
gional papers, fan magazines, news- of the most realistic fights ever picpapers and the national magazines.
Further announcements will be tured.
made regarding this publicity, which
will in time incorporate every important division of the publishing "Ashamed of Parents"
New Warner Release
field.
Exceptional Pictures feels justiWarner Brothers announce
fied in its publicity plans, by which
it will make Charles (Chic) Sale " Ashamed of Parents " as their
known and beloved by every motion next release. This photodrama, folpicture fan in the country. Mr.
lowing in the wake of "Parted CurSale is at present playing a season
tains," contains a cast of screen
in vaudeville, and the critical re- players who were especially selected
ports of his work show how great to portray the various characterizations, itis said. The cast includes
a favorite he is. Within the past
few weeks he has played St. Louis, Jack Lionel Bohn, Charles Eldridge,
Cleveland, Milwaukee and Chicago, Edith Stockton, Walter McEwan
and in each instance he was given and W. J. Gross. The story was
the headline billing and the critics written by Charles K. Harris.

Picture

New*

Giant Sets Built for
New Jungle Serial
ground which the Selig
,
aces
erty
Zooa prop
s y,of
d ive
ent
tacre
toda
sighembr
weirty-f
pres
THE thir
due to the filming of the new
fifteen episode animal-jungle
film the Colonel is making for
the Export & Import Film
Co.,
In Inc.
his determination to
make this chapter-picture his
serial masterpiece Col. Wm.
N. Selig is building bigger
sets for it than he has ever
had constructed in his long
picture experience. Three enormous exterior sets have already been built, used and
torn down and others are
taking their place as rapidly
as the workmen can construct
them.
A massive figure of a jungle
god,
two especially
hundred
feet intowering
the air, was
built as the background for
several of the scenes in one
of the early episodes of the
picture which have been com-

pleted.
Jans Features Are Sold
for Australia
A deal has just been concluded
whereby Mr. Johnson, general manager of the Australas an Films,
Ltd.,ion has
acquiredandforthethedominion
dominof Australia
of New Zealand, the rights to distribute Man
"
and Woman " and
"The Amazing Lovers," two Jans
pictures.
Hoxie

Western

Titled

"Sparks of Flint"
Arrow nouncesFilm
Corporation
anthat the title
of the second
Jack Hoxie Western Drama, produced by Ben Wilson, is " Sparks
of Flint." The exteriors are being
shot at Big Bear Lake.

Moore

Books

"Judg-

Tom Moore, owner of the Moore
chain of theatres in Washington,
D. C, has booked the World Film
Corporation's
drama,
"Judgment!"
for a week's run,
beginning
Sunday.
ment!"
Mr. ment
Moore
has
obtained
"Judg!" through Flax Brothers,
Liberty Film Exchange, which has
boughttrictterritory
to include
the Disof Columbia,
Maryland
and
Delaware.
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Clara

Kimball

Young

in her latest picture— "WHAT
NO MAN KNOWS"— played Kunsky's Madison
Theatre in Detroit to overflow crowds.
In a special wire to the Moving
Picture World published in the issue of Oct. 29th, the report read: —
"WHAT NO MAN KNOWS" presents novelty . . . with plenty of red-blooded action.
In her past few pictures Miss Young played the role of beauteous
social butterfly.
. . . "WHAT NO MAN KNOWS" takes
sphere.
. . . Miss Young showed that she can wear
same grace that she wears elaborate gowns.
. . . Some
plant of Los Angeles Examiner are used to build

her entirely out of this
rags with the
especially fine shots in
up the

"press time" theme in picture.
. . . Little Jeanne Carpenter (child
wonder in Mary Pickford's "Through the Back Door") in sympathetic part
does exceptional work.
. . . Scenario well handled.
. . . All
Equity wishes to add to this wire report is just this — Get a copy
of the Campaign book on "WHAT NO MAN KNOWS" and see the elaborate exploitation that has been specially prepared for this production.
. . . Note
how Equity backs up its pictures with constructive service, unique
original, powerful in its capacity to get the money for exhibitors.
Your nearest Equity franchise holder will furnish you with a copy of
this new Campaign book, and after you have examined it,
your Equity franchise holder will arrange your playing dates.
If your Equity franchise holder cannot supply you at once
with a copy of this book, communicate with EQUITY PICTURES, Inc., 33 W. 42nd
Street, New York City.
Study the book and you'll get a full appreciation
of the box office power of the distinct and unusual title —

What

No

Man

Knows*
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"School

Motion

Days" to Be Released Christmas Week

ic,
S' s,"class
EDW
GUS" Scho
olARD
starDay
ring Wesley Barry, will
be given a special trade showing both in the East and in
the Middle West, according
to an announcement by Warner Brothers. The production,
made by Harry Rapf and directed by William Nigh, will
be released Christmas week,
and it is declared that 100
prints will be available for
screening in 100 key cities.
Broad and sweeping publicity and exploitation c a mpaigns have been devised for
the production, in addition to
a number of " kid " novelties,
and these will all be ready for
distribution during Christmas week.

Antrim Short in N. Y.
Antrim Short, popular juvenile
and fulleading
man,numerous
leaving~afriends
success-to
career and
mourn his temporary absence from
Hollywood motion picture circles,
has arrived in New York. His most
recent work released is a prominent
role in " The Son of Wallingford."
Previously, Mr. Short played an imrole in " Black for
Beauty,"
and
will be portant
remembered
his work
with Constance Talmadge in " Romance and Arabella."
Arrow Announces Two
New Comedy Stars
Arrow Film Corporation announces the signing of two stars to
make a series of comedies to be
known as the Mirth Quake Brand.
These stars are Billy Franey and
Ralph
This O'Connor.
arrangement was made by
W. E. Shallenberger, president of
the Arrow Film Corporation, during his recent visit to the coast.
This series of Mirth Quake Comedies completes the schedule of the
Arrow Comedy Franchise which
will be fifty-two two-reel comedies
to be released one a week. Others
on the schedule are Arrow Speed
Comedies, produced by Morris
Schlank, Arrow Cruely Wed Comedies, produced by H. M. Herzig,
and Arrow Broadway Comedies.

Grace Darling, starring in " For Your
Daughter's
Sake," onoffered
by J. W.
Film
Corporation
market the independent

Strauss

Heads
Producer is Made

Associated

Company
President of

International

Pictures

Picture

News

"Unconquered Woman"
for Lee & Bradford
dent of the Pasha
• Film Corporation, who
lete
, d presi
have
comp
theirOOP
THR
. tly
BHrecen
first Rubye de Remer picture
entitled
" The Unconquered
Woman," announces that this
feature will be offered on the
state right market by Messrs.
Lee & Bradford.
The negatives are now being cut and as soon as this is
accomplished, Messrs. Lee
& Bradford will start an advertising campaign. It will
be remembered that Lee &
Bradford recently acquired

story unfolded in "Tears of the
Sea" say that it is a tale exotic in
scope and finished in execution that
it possesses a powerful force and
underlying fidelity which fights its
way to the surface through a scries
of interesting scenes. Its plot concerns itself with the escapades of a
dissolute French nobleman who
married for wealth and of an unhappy woman who sought to
avenge herself on the daughter of
the man who wronged her.
"There is no doubt," state the
company, "that the merging of the
definite elements of acting photography and settings — important fac- "Fountain of Youth" Is
tors in all motion pictures — has
Abramson Release
been so deftly accomplished in
The
first public screening of the
'Tears of the Sea' with an originality which few photoplays can "Fountain of Youth." an allegorical
story based on '•Faust." will be held
this week. This is a six reel feature released by Ivan Abramson of
the Graphic Film Corporation.
Some ingenious exploitation ideas
claim."
Start
New
Young
Picture
for "The Fountain of Youth" are
being included in an elaborate press
Garson Confers with Equity on
Abramso by the
prepared
book
Weshner
-Davidsfor
on Agency.n
Plans for Forthcoming Feature
"The Hypocrites," another
ture and are being decorated and
HARRY GARSON arrived in
Film production, is now beNew York from the West painted in full color to give a pre- Graphic
ing sold by Ivan Abramson for the
Coast last week to complete ar- vue of the stagings necessary for territories of New York and New
rangements with Equity for the big this new picture. The working Jersey. Other productions being
new Clara Kimball Young picture staff of the Garson studios has been released and sold rapidly by
Abramwhich will be started with the next increased to speed up production
son are: ^Mother Eternal," "A
ten days at the Garson Studios in with all possible haste.
Los Angeles.
In a later issue of this paper will Bride's Confession." "The Wrong
The selection of the cast is now be announced the permanent title of Woman," "A Child for Sale" and
"The Echo of Youth."
being made. " This is the first time this new C. K. Y. production.
in years that I ever made a special Work has already begun in the
"His Nibs" 30 Per Cent
trip to New York to discuss and
in the building of sets reperfect details of any picture says studios quiring
none
of
the
miniature
laySold in One Week
outs as these will be confined to
Garson, so you may be sure this pic- settings.
lure will measure up with the best only
the more ornate and elaborate
L. L. Hiller, President of "His
in which Miss Young has ever
Nibs" Syndicate, Inc., which is
handling the distribution of unique
Reports from the offices of Equity
feature production in which Charles
starred."
"Bali the Unknown"
(Chic) Sale is starred, has reported
Sold
in
111.
and
Ind.
lend
weight
to
Garson's
enthusiasm
over this new production which at
to
Exceptional Pictures Corporathis writing has only a temporary
Harold H. Horton reports the
tion, the producer of this unusual
working title, and the main title of sale of the five reel feature travel production, that the advertising and
which will be announced in due
laudatory reviews of the
story, "Bali the Unknown," in highly
time.
to Greiver Produc- critics in the trade press have had
Drafts and working plans of the Prizmations of color,
Chicago, for the territories an unprecedented effect, stimulating
sets are now being made, in minia- of Northern Illinois and Indiana.
both the inquiries and actual sales.
Mr. Hiller's report carries the information that in the one week follow
his
corporation's
Should the Independent Producer
that it had acquired announcement
the rights to
"His Nibs," thirty per cent of the
"Sell the Public "?
territory had been disposed of, and
N ORRIS KASHIN is one of the few independent distributors who believes in advertising his product
taking the uncommonly large number of requests as a criterion, he
direct to the consumer along the same lines that
feels confident that the seventy per
have been adopted for years in the merchandising of comcent balance will be closed before
mercial prdoucts. And it is this plan that he intends to
the Christmas holidays.
follow in the marketing of his new feature, " I Defy! "
The idea of reaching the fan direct, although it has been
made use of by many of the larger companies, has as yet
been limited to only one or two independent distributors. Mr.
of**?
Kashin contemplates a campaign which is to include an apIk
peal not only to the industry but directly to the theatre patron through the daily press. "After all," states Mr. Kashin,
the public is the final judge of the merit of each production,
and upon their approbation or disapproval depends success
or failure. The producer's aim is to reach the distributor
2nd exhibitor and in his advertising he forgets the public.
" Personally, I strongly believe that it is the distributors
duty not only to sell the exchangeman, the state-righter or
the franchise-holder, but also to help these various agencies
in disposing of the product to the public. The most feasible
way to sell the public a picture is to sell it to them directly
by means of the press and through creating a desire for the
product even before it has been sold to the exhibitor."
\/f ALCOLM STRAUSS has been
elected president of the Associated International Pictures following ameeting held in the company's
6 East
New York offices,
City.
Those39th
whoStreet,
have
been elected to serve on the Board
of Directors with Mr. Strauss are
Charles Presbery, Louis Meyer,
Paul Meyer, Benjamin Kaye and
George S. Hellman.
The titling and editing of "Tears
of the Sea," its first attraction, is
rapidly nearing completion under
the personal supervision of Mr.
Strauss. "Tears of the Sea" is an
original story written by Sam Benclli, author
of "The
Jest," aand noted
features Isabelle
Savery,
English beauty.
Those who are familiar with the
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Arista

Vitagraph
prohas e many
VITAGRAPH ductions for releas
before the
ed
new year. Includ in the list
are two comedies and two specials
as well as feature pictures presenting nearly all its stars.
" Steelheart," with William Duncan and Edith Johnson as co-stars,
is the first November release. This
is a real Western picture, full of
fire and fight from the very first
shot and with no let-up in the excitement to the very close. Mr.
Duncan never before has had a role
which gave him such opportunities
to display strenuous acting. Miss
Johnson appears as a younsr society
girl who is the cause of all the excitement.
Following this release will come
Corinne Griffith in " The Single
Track,"
which
star in
what is for
her presents
an entirelythedifferent
type of role. Miss Griffith is first
seen as the ideal, pleasure loving
rich girl of society, and then, in
order to protect the property which
gives her her income, a girl fighting
for her own in the outskirts of civilization in Alaska. Webster Campbell directed the picture.
In " Rainbow," Alice Calhoun is
seen as a little country girl transplanted to the city with wealth at
her command and then as suddenly

Announces

Releases

Film

to Release

"Prejudice"
Announcement is made by the
Arista Film
of the reel
immediateCorporation
release of a seven

lands him in New York masquerading under the identity of another
man. Here he gains an immense photodrama
"Prejudice."is
The Arista entitled
Film Corporation
fortune but the unexpected appear- newly formed with Mr. I. Picker as
ance of the other man leads to
president and Charles Penser as
many inine
complications.
Leading
fem- secretary and treasurer.
roles are played by
Betty Ross
While they have the distributing
returned to her native and more Clarke and Gertrude Astor. Willoved surroundings, but with newly
frid North directed the production. United
rights of
"Prejudice"
for they
the
States
and Canada,
gained polish and grace. The fight
William Duncan and Edith John- have also acquired for distribution
to retain possession of a mine in-,
son, as co-stars, are seen in " No in Greater New York and Northern
herited from her father furnishes
a happy
the plot of the story. The play is Defense,"
the East and
West.combination
Beginning -of
in New Jersey "When Love is
comedy drama and was directed by social life in New York the action Young," starring Zeena Keefe.
Edward Jose.
jumps to the gold fields of the West
where Mr. Duncan is at his best.
To Start Soon on New
" A tonio
Guilty
Moreno Conscience,"
release, is a the
storyAnof
At least two comedies, made by
Witwer Comedy
India. The basic idea of the plot its famous stars, Larry Semon and
is taken from the story of King Jimmy Aubrey, will be released by
Two Witwer comedies have been
David and the beautiful Bath- Vitagraph before the Christmas completed to date by Fidelity PicSheba, wife of Uriah. David sent
tures Corporation, it was anThese are " The SawUriah to the front ranks in a big holidays.
mill," in which Larry Semon shows
by "Bill" Smith this week.
battle that he might be slain. In what funny
things can happen in Work onnouncedthe
third two-reeler will
"A Guilty Conscience " the officer in a lumber camp, and the other is be started immediately with Charles
charge of the Civil Service in India " The Messenger," where in Jimmy
sends one of his men to the worst Aubrey as the unwitting messenger Delaney in the star role and Director Fleming
"master that
of cerefever-ridden post because he covets sent for a quantity of high exmonies" on aas location
will
his beautiful wife. Betty Francisco
plosives, isfunnier than ever.
probably be near New York. Just
plays opposite Mr. Moreno and the
" Flower of the North," the spe- what Witwer story will be selected
costumes and scenery are of India.
cial made from the novel by James for the third picture has not been
Oliver
Curwood, will be released
In "liamsLucky
Carson
"
Earle
Wilhas a role that takes him into early next month. This big produc- decided
it is thoughtstory,
that will
"Oncebe
a Year," buta Christmas
the underworld as well as the upper
tion, which has Henry B. Walthall picked for filming in view of the
crust of society. Down and out in and Pauline Starke in the leading near approach of the holidays.
London
an unintentional crime roles, was directed by David Smith.
Witwer Comedies Sold
in 111. and Ind.
Among (he important sales made
Built
for
Independent
Market
this week in the state right market
'TP'HE distinctive merits of
will be remembered especially for is the deal whereby Greiver Productions bought the entire series of
of Con- the effective lighting.
I ' Shadows of Conscience ' ' Shadows
twelve Witwer comedies from
make it an especially suitBill Smith of Fidelity Pictures for
science "Especially
able subject for the independent
Foreign Rights Sold on the territories of Illinois and IndiSuitable for Indep.
market," said W. D. Russell in makana. These comedies were bought
ing the announcement recently that
"Martha Queed"
on the strength of the successful
this production will be sold on the
foreign rights to "The Sin first
territorial-right basis. This decision
screening
" Fools comedies
Rush Out,"to the
" Releasing ' Shadows of Con- ofTheMartha
of theof Witwer
be
Queed,"
which
was released.
follows a wide introductory camacquired
for
domestic
distribution
s
c
i
e
n
c
e
'
on
a
national
distributing
paign by which exhibitors on the plan would be like selling diamonds by the Associated Exhibitors Inc.,
Coast, in the Middle West and in
Production on " The Speaker
the East have been familiarized in a hardware store," said D. W. last week, has been sold to Gus Sex," the second of the Witwer
comedies,
has just been completed,
Russell.
"The
jewels
are
overSchlesinger,
well-known
motion
with the picture which has had a
looked in the shuffle and the monwith Charles Delaney, the original
picture
exporter,
according
to
innumber of successful trade showkey wrench gets as much publicity
formation disclosed by Mr. Schles- of Ed Harmon in Witwers' " From
ings.
as a two-carat stone. When a
inger the latter part of the week.
Baseball to Boches," in the feature
By releasing " Shadows of Con- really successful picture such as this
Sin of Martha Queed" is role. Director Caryl S. Fleming is
science " through the independent comes along, it belongs out of the an "The
Alan
Dwan
production,
produced
now preparing to .begin work on the
exchange, Mr. Russell has further category of the program attracthat well-known director with third two-reeler, a football story
expressed the confidence in the
tions. Itdemands special salesman- by
an all-star cast headed by Mary entitled "The Emancipation of
state-right for
buyer
and the latter's
ship, special advertising and special Thurman and Niles Welch.
facilities
exploitation,
which
was responsible for his success in exploitation. ' Shadows of Conscience has
'
proved its worthiness
handling a number of important
Rodney."
this sort of marketing."
productions in the past. The spe- of This
latest
Russell
which
Look
Ahead!
cial attention which the independent is in seven reels has offering
left a trail of
buyer is able to give to extraor- enthusiastic reports wherever shown.
Don't stay out
dinary features, he believes will be Auspicious trade views have been
in the cold
a great asset in putting " Shadows achieved in Los Angeles, Chicago,
of
Conscience " on the exhibitor and in New York and the reviews
market.
produced both in the trade and daily
HALLROOM
BOYS
press have been, to use the mildest
word, gratifying.
Although the background of this
COMEDIES
classic is Western " Shadows of
Conscience " is a strict deviation
from the so-called " Western." The
featuring SID SMITH
story is broad enough and human
enough to appeal to admirers of any
will pack your house
type of screen drama.
throughout the Winter
Reviewers have been unanimous
Book 'em today
in at least one respect in commenting upon its many points of excellence. They have agreed that the
photography is far above the ordia. FEDERATED
nary. The whole film is defined in
I FILM EXCHANGES ^AMERICA .INC. WF
clear, sometimes brilliant tones and
there are a number of exteriors that
Big List of Pictures
Ready for Release
Before New Year

Motion
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FIRST
NATIONAL
Buster Keaton's fourth comedy
has been titled " The Pale Face."
Norma Talmadge will first work
in "The Voice on the Minaret," by
Richard
Kitchens. Sydney Franklin will direct.
Allan Holubar will arrive this
week to begin the production of an
original story
Dorothy
Dalton.at Brunton's starring
The cast for Anita Stewart's
" The Woman He Married " includes Darrell Foss, Donald MacDonald, Charlotte Pierce, and
Charles Belcher. Fred Niblo will
direct.
An error in a recent issue of the
Motion Picture News stated that
John Stahl was editing a Ray picture. Mr. Stahl is working on his
own productions.
INCE
C. Gardner Sullivan has completed an original story to be directed byuntitled.
Irving YA'illat. The story
is as yet
Theder the
company
"Jim,"
undirectionfilming
of John
Griffith
Wray, has gone to the Colorado
river in Arizona.
Ince has engaged Mischa Gutterson, Grauman's musical director, to

Studio

News

write the musical score for " Hail
theLambert
Woman."Hillycr is writing the
continuity for " The Brotherhood

by

Picture

News

Wire

METRO

GOLDWYN

Rupert Hughes is directing his
Ralph
and forMarjorie
ice have Lewis
been cast
roles in MaurViola
own
story " Remembrance."
The Dana's " The Five Dollar Baby,"
cast includes
Claude Gillingwater,
Kate Lester Patsy, Ruth Miller, under the direction of Harry Beaumont. A big New York set is now
Cullen Landis, Nell Graig, Dana
built for this.
Julius Stern, recently elected Todd, Richard Tucker, Esther Ral- being
Grace Darmond has been engaged
vice-president of the company, is to Rickson.ston, Arthur Trimble and Lucille
to play opposite Gareth Hughes in
be the official representative of
Universal at Universal City. Irving
"The Dust Flower" is the title George D. Baker's production,
Home." Bartine Burket is
Thalberg continues as general man- of Basil King's new story. The "toStay
play an important part.
adaptation is by Charles Kenyon
ager.
Florence Deshon has been enHobart Henley will continue to and the direction by Roland Lee.
direct Herbert Rawlinson. The
gaged for the role of Lady BurlesGrant Carpenter is now adapting
next subject will be " Mally Com- Peter B. Kyne's story, " Brothers don in Ingram's " Prisoner of
Robert Ellis has been engaged as Under Their Skin."
Isabel Johnson is adapting Mary
the
male lead opposite Priscilla
peador."
REALART
Dean in " Wild Honey."
T. Roy Barnes is playing op- Robert Rinehart's story, " Jane."
Zenda."
Edward Le Saint has been enposite Marie Prevost in " Cupid
ROACH
Incog,"
under
the
direction
of
gaged to direct. He will first make
Clarence Badger. The continuity
a Constance Binncy production.
is by Doris Schroeder.
Harold Lloyd's next is entitled
Stroheim is editing " Foolish " The
White Feather." The comBRUNTON
includes Mildred Davis,
Eileen Sedgwich is being featured Charlesplete cast
Stevenson, Wallace Howe,
Wives."
in
" The ofDream
direction
Eddie Girl,"
Kull. under the Molly Thompson, Anna Townsend,
Nazimova's cast for " The Doll's
House" includes Wallace Beery,
Casting is in progress for Hoot and Dick Sutherland.
Nigel
De Brulier, Adolph Menjou,
" Leave It To Me " has been
Gibson's " Headin' West," from a
Florence Fischer, Cora Lee, Zeftie
story by Harvey Gates. William
shipped, and
Loose
finished.
Both "are
Paul Change
Parrott" Tilbury, Charles Bryant is to
Craft is directing.
Craig Hutchison is making a comedies. Ethel Broadhurst plays direct, assisted by Albert Kelly.
Fred Windemier has been added
comedy
with
Bert
and EthelJ
lead and the cast ini
tIt#■ ir>c
],...i>Roach,
t't^i^i/^
Teare.
has been
titled Ivsinch- the female
cludes Mark Jones, Sunshine to the directors employed by the
Hamilton-White company.
Sammy and George Rowe.
ing De Luxe
of Hate."
UNIVERSAL

BUILDERS

Successful

OF

THE

REPUBLIC

film printing and developing

matter of expert service from

is a

the first to the last

process.
The uniforffi excellent quality in REPUBLIC PRINTS is the aim of every worker in the
Republic

Laboratory.

Every eye, hand and brain in our institution
is at work constantly to achieve that aim.

The Republic Laboratory
Modern up-to-date Laboratory devoted
entirely to printing and developing Motion
Picture Film.

REPUBLIC
LABORATORIES,
Inc.
128 West 52nd Street, New York City, Phone Circle 5828
Member Allied Film Laboratories Assn., Inc.
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Wonderful

Vision

EDITOR

Awaiting

Fulfilment
Possibilities
A few years ago the building material circles
of New York City were considerably stirred by
the appearance of a strange individual who burst
on the local firmament, like a brand-new comet
of inexplicable origin and eccentric orbit. He
was a foreigner — it may be near enough to say
of the Latin race, and of a coloration and personal appearance generally of the most startling
nature. Within three or four weeks he had the
leading architectural circles, manufacturers and
dealers in all lines of building material and
equipment buzzing with a feverish anticipation
of great things which were to flow from the conceptions of an extraordinary genius. This man
represented himself as controlling enormous
capital, which was to embark in the moving
picture enterprise with a chain of 100 palatial
nouses to be devoted to the moving picture
drama on a scale of magnificence hitherto undreamed byany operator yet in the field. Leading firms of architects started enthusiastically
on the preparation of plans, whose essential feature was to be the lavish use of polychromatic
terra cotta and other ceramic materials, and
manufacturers in these lines were busy for
months preparing alternative colored drawings
in collaboration with architects, interior decorators and workers in stained glass, while leading
real estate operators were scurrying about for
the selection of sites and the procuring of options on desirably located properties.
At last it seemed that the moving picture
drama was to come into its own in a series of
theatre buildings worthy of the great mission
which the moving picture could fulfill in the life
of the people. Not only were the buildings to
be of the finest architectural design, but the
character of production was to be of an order
that would take its place with the noblest productions of the dramatic art of the " legitimate "stage. Organ and orchestral music of the
highest order was to supplement the program,
and the whole enterprise was to prove that the
motion picture drama conducted on this plane
would be not only an overwhelming popular success, but a financial venture of the soundest
character. Facts and figures carefully compiled
from months of inquiry into the experience of
motion picture houses generally seemed to establish conclusively that the vision was possible, and that the genius had arrived who would
dare it. It is not my purpose to pursue the history of this extraordinary vision and its attendant activities to its ultimate dissipation
some months later into the mists of vanished
dreams. Suffice it to say the conviction ultimately spread that all parties concerned had
been duped through the operations of a mind
capable of vizualizing the most magnificent

in

the Small Theatre
By F. S. Lawrence.

conceptions, but " temperamentally impossible "
and beyond all power of practical action in
carrying these into effect. Indeed, it may be
questioned whether the resources for doing so
ever existed otherwise than in imagination, although tangible evidences existed, sufficient to

Building
lead the most conservative to take the chance
in months of expensive effort.
The point is that with all the wonderful strides
which the moving picture house has made since
that time in architectural merit and distinctive
elegance, nothing has yet appeared comparable to

Emery's Majestic theatre, Providence, R. I., a dignified example in

polychrome terra cotta

2716

Lobby of Grand theatre, Hartford, Conn.

Motion

Picture

News

A rich and sumptuous interior wherein polychrome terra cotta in brilliant coloring has been used for the
entire construction of walls and ceiling

the gorgeous conceptions which emanated from
this strange incomprehensible person whose activities are mentioned above, and this seems remarkable in view of the fact that the architectural treatment of the individual house was
by no means beyond the scale of financial possibility under the costs of building as they then
lvere, and the probable returns demonstrable
from the gate receipts of many houses whose
experience had been closely inquired into. In
fact, it is reasonably sure that numerous instances exist where equal sums have been spent
in moving picture theatre construction, and
that the reason the results do not appear to the
writer comparable with what was projected is
solely that the ideas of design and use of material have not turned in the direction which these
conceptions took.
It is the purpose of this article to point out
that there yet exists the opportunity for the pro-

gressive motion picture theatre owner to realize
economically something as distinctive and compelling in interest through the use of polychome tera cotta for the facade, and for the
treatment of the entrace ways and lobby. The
illustrations accompanying this article are of
some of the best examples which have yet been
erected, where this material of wonderful possibilities has been effectively used, but in very
few so far has the enormous possibility in color
been fully realized and employed. The average
theatre, where not carried out in brick or stucco,
has presented usually a solid white facade, relieved only by a few touches of coloration, and
generally disfigured by electrical signs and
hideous posters. Conceive a front glowing with
color in brilliant harmonies of blue, green, yellow, purple and cream or white, combined with
the master touch that is possible in harmonious
relation of these to one another, and carried out

with the gorgeous intricacy of detail that is to
be found in examples of old Spanish and
Moresque architecture, and retlize that any competent architect who has given study to the uses
of color, in collaboration with the expert technicians of the terra cotta industry, can produce
a design that, by regarding the economies of
manufacture and construction native to the material, can be realized at a cost that is but very
little greater than that now encountered for the
inappropriate tasteless elaboration sometimes
achieved in the effort to force a distinctive note.
Those who have given any attention to the problem of the motion picture theatre know that
there is a decided difference of opinion as to
the value of architectural effect, and that some
successful operators decry the use of anything
tending to dignify or elevate the status of the
moving picture house in this way. It is not
(Continued on page 2718)

Left — Loezt/s theatre, Yakima, Wash. An example of tasteful elegance in light ivory terra cotta with diaper pattern in brick. Centre — Sare
theatre, Minneapolis, Minn. The entire front is in light cream terra co tta, richly modeled. Right — Detail of terra cotta decoration, facade of
Audubon theatre. New York City. A striking and original conception showing the rich coloring and relief obtainable in terra cotta. The back
ground of the ornament is amber, blue and green, the Viking ship panel over the main entrance bring in light shaded colors
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POWER'S
ROLLER
PIN
INTERMITTENT
MOVEMENT
Noiseless
Reduces

Frictional

in

Operation

Wear

to a Minimum

^^OHIS
change does not alter the nature of the
M ^ movement itself but makes for greater efficiency .
The steel cross pins which engage with the cam
have been equipped with tempered steel rollers which in
action are retained on the pins of the cross by a thin
steel flange that is attached to the actuating cam and
locking ring by four set screws. Instead of the pins of
the pin cross coming in contact with the cam by a sliding
frictional motion, the rollers make possible a roller contact. The result is that the point of contact constantly
changes; the movement operates with a minimum of
friction and remains in accurate adjustment for a much
greater period of time.

I
1

BETTER
DEPEND

PROJECTION
UPON

PAYS

POWER'S

El
POWER'S
GOVERNOR
TYPE
MECHANICAL
SPEED
CONTROL
Simple
Faces of discs are held in contact by spring, tension of
which is automatically controlled by governor. No
side thrust on bearings. Not affected by ordinary voltage
fluctuations.
Dependable
Essential elements are — a driving disc, a driven disc, a
governor, and a coil spring — all operating concentrically
around a common shaft.
Efficient
Speed of mechanism
instantaneously.
Nicholas
company^
COWARDGoldpower
CARL.
Rmcmocxt
Ninctt
St NewYork.N
Y
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may be reduced or increased almost
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On his trip to the various moving picture centers of this country and Europe,
Frank M. Goulette, pioneer in the development of the exhibition of films in the
Philippines, is spending several weeks in
New York.
Mr. Goulette is identified with several
branches of the movie industry in Manila
and in the Philippine provinces. He owns
the Lyric and Savoy in Manila, and runs
a supply service and the Lyric Film Exchange. He also has other theatrical interests in the islands and his activities in
the amusement field reach as far as Hong
Kong.
After serving in the Spanish-American
War in Porto Rico with the 19th U. S.
Infantry, Mr. Goulette settled in the
Philippines. In 1916 he built the Lyric,
which he claims is the best theatre in the
town, and the only one in the islands in
which feature films have been run with any
success. The Philippine patron demands
serials, and Mr. Goulette states that it is
impossible to rent features in the provinces. If features are run, serials must
also be shown to carry them. The Savoy
was purchased by Mr. Goulette in 1917.
Besides moving picture, Mr. Goulette
has been interested in other fields of

Leaving Manila on June 17, he has since
been visiting the film centers of the United
States, spending some time in Los Angeles
and visiting Michigan, his home state.
Mr. Goulette was married while in this

amusements. He managed Bostock's
Royal Italian Circus for one year, and at
another time he managed the Russia
Grand Opera Co., which was a company
of eighty-five people.

country. From New York he plans to go
to Spain, where he intends to gather
together an opera company to take back
with him to the Philippines.

Vision Awaits Fulfillment
{Continued from page 2716)
the writer's purpose to embark on any argument against this view. It is his conviction that
there exist enough successful men, or men capable of success, now in the motion picture theatre field who disagree, to be confident that a
strong movement for the betterment of moving
picture theatre architecture will continue to
manifest itself, and that to these the possibilities inherent in the use of terra cotta will have
a strong appeal as these possibilities become better known and as visible evidences arise to illustrate them. No material has yet been developed
which approaches the effectiveness of architectural terra cotta for the decorative problem of
the motion picture theatre front. Apart from
its plasticity as clay that can be moulded into
almost any shape and permanently fixed by the
application of intense heat in firing, it possesses
the virtue of being cleanable at any time by
the process of ordinary washing down with
water, and thus resuming its pristine brilliance
of appearance and newness.
As a material that has already been subjected
to a heat greater than that of the average conflagration, itsfire-resisting qualities make it of
the first order as desirable construction for an
edifice where risk of fire must be always reckoned with, not only as a fact but in the psychology of public view. It may be true that when
people go to the motion pictures they do so to

see the production and not the building, but
there can be no doubt that casual interest figures largely in the promptings of strolling patronage. No better illustration of this fact exists than in the experience of a certain store
building, known to the writer, where the distinctiveness and beauty of its polychrome front
not only resulted in entirely renting the building during the course of construction by tenants attracted by passing in the street, but
on the testimony of tenants afterwards, was
found to materially augment patronage by new
customers. To the extent that the experience
of a small store and loft building on a side
street may contain suggestion for the prospective builder of a motion picture theatre this
instance is quoted for what significance it may
have to those interested in housing the motion
picture drama.
To those who may be interested in pursuing
the development of better design in the small
theatre building, and realizing something of the
vision which yet awaits fulfilment in this field
of architectural work, it may be added that the
terra cotta industry maintains a bureau of information for the assistance of owners contemplating the erection of such buildings, which
is known as the National Terra Cotta Society,
whose offices are at No. 1 Madison Avenue,
New York City. This society does not concern
itself in any way with the sale of terra cotta,
prices, or other negotiations pertaining to the
- use of material, but exists for the general assist-

News

ance of the public in realizing better standards
of architectural art in all classes of buildings
through disseminating a knowledge of the possibilities which architectural terra cotta presents.
Four

Western

Theatres

Simplexized
The Western Theatre Equipment Company
of Seattle, Washington, distributors of the Simplex products for the northwestern part of the
United States, report the opening of the Rivoli
Theatre at Pendleton, Oregon.
This theatre, which has a seating capacity of
over eight hundred and represents an approximate investment of $100,000, was completely
equipped with opera chairs, draperies, carpets
and
above Simplex
company. projection equipment by the
The projection room, which is thirteen feet
in length and eight feet wide, is equipped with
two late model Simplex Projectors which project a 16-foot picture through Simplex lenses
upon
feet. a Gardiner Gold Fibre Screen at ninety
They also report the installation of opera
chairs, draperies, Simplex Projectors, Transverters, stage scenery and screens in the new
Blue Mouse Theatre at Corvallis, Oregon, and
the new Rialto Theatre, Hood River, Oregon.
The new Neptune Theatre, Seattle, Wash.,
which will open shortly has also placed their
order for Simplex Projectors and other projection room equipment with this concern.
Smith

Frank H. Goulette

Picture

Joins

Salt Lake

Co.

Earl D. Smith, formerly branch manager of the Swanson Theatre Equipment
Company, and afterwards branch manager
for their successors, the Argus Enterprises,
Inc., of this city, has severed his connections with the Argus Enterprises and has
accepted the sales managership of the Salt
Lake
Theatre Supply Company of Salt
Lake City.

Mr. Smith has been very popular among
the exhibitors in this territory, well liked
and credited for his knowledge of the
supply business. The Salt Lake Theatre
Supply Company deem it a very fortunate
circumstance that they are able to have Mr.
Smith connected with them.
Robert-Morton
PantagesOrgan

in

The new Pantages Theatre. Kansas
City, has a large Robert-Morton Orchestral Pipe Organ. This instrument was installed by the American Photo Player
Company. It is needless to state that the
new organ is one of the main attractions
of this beautiful new temple of the silent
drama.

Remodeled

Lyric Opened
The remodeled Lyric theatre. Cincinnati, opened its doors Monday night,
September 19. The house is operated bv
McMahan and Jackson.
The Lyric theatre has for years been
one of the leading legitimate houses in the
city, showing pictures only during the
summer. The new policy will be that of
combined
— Adams. vaudeville and motion pictures,
with Pantage's vaudeville being featured.
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a
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Decorations and Lighting Effects Are Features
of
Latest
Stanley
House — Entire Fireproof
main vestibule, besides being wainscoted
The new Karlton theatre, Philadelphia,
with Italian marble, has beautiful violet
Pa., which opened recently, is truly a gem.
Breche marble pilasters between French
The handsome marble facade is resplendent and of immaculate beauty and the
plate cut glass mirrors. The chandeliers
new interior of the theatre building is a in this vestibule are of Venetian crystals.
revelation in decorative art. Masses of The entire scheme of this vestibule will be
brick and steel that were upon the site of light, airy effect.
were removed quickly once the builders
The ornamental plastered effect of the
entered actively upon their contract — and
ceiling is worked out in very delicate rethere arose with surprising celerity a
liefs. The main auditorium is decorated
structure that is sure to win unstinted
in an entirely different color scheme from
praise and to rebound to the credit of the entrance and foyer. The ceilings are
Philadelphia.
all of light plain colors, the ornaments beThe Karlton is to be a first run feature
ing high lighted with gold and the backphotoplay theatre under the direction of
ground decorated with various colors. The
the Stanley Company of America and
side walls are beautifully panelled and the
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the companels are hung with imported French tappany, gave the HofFman-Henon Company,
estry. The color effects around the tapestries are all in keeping with these panels
architects, carte blanche to make the theand are worked out in various colors and
atre a thing of beauty. Its construction
tones
to harmonize. The wainscoting is of
is of the latest type — fireproof from front
to rear. It will be one of the safest buildSpanish leather and Circassian walnut,
beautifully panelled.
ings of any kind, the heat being furnished
by the Land Title Building which adjoins
A novel lighting scheme is the feature
the Karlton.
of this auditorium and it has one of the
The style of the entire theatre is classic
most expensive lighting schemes of any
auditorium of its size in the country.
with Adam's influence. The main floor
consists of an open lobby, closed vestibule,
Three large circular grills panels are the
a large mirrored vestibule and foyer and
features of the main ceiling with small
finally a large auditorium. The front of rectangular lighting panels between the
the house from the lobby to the foyer is ceiling lighting group. Around the main
wainscoted with white Italian marble ; the
cornices are concealed hundreds of lights.
foyer is decorated above the marble work
At the top of the wainscoting there is anwith gold leaf decorations and beautiful
other series of lighting reflectors interpolychrome color effects. On each side of
rupted every thirty feet by a special lighting unit designed by the architects for this
the foyer, there are beautiful marble fountains of Bottechino marble, over which are
particular theatre, which has a very novel
effect. This entire lighting system in the
Mural paintings by George Harding. The
WE

OFFER

USED EQUIPMENT
Powers 6A Motor Drive Projectors &
$175.00 each
Powers 6B Motor Drive Projectors
Latest
Hallbergtype20th©
Century Generator 220 Volt 2 phase 70 S60.00 "
amp. @
266.00
Hallberg 20th Century Generator 220 Volt Single phase
70 amp. @
115 00
Hallberg Old Type Generator 220 Volt 60 cycle single
phase 60 amp. @
225.00
Simplex
perfectGenerator
condition 110@
General Projector
Electric Motor
or 220 Volt 60 276.00
cycle single phase, list price $920.00; guaranteed like
new
for same
1 year;time
capacity 100 amp. for 2-60 amp. lamps €60.00
at the
3 New Callle Ticket Choppers, white enameled top and
base Mahogany
mahogany Ticket
finish list
at $100
our price
3 New
Boxes,
white00, enamel
top and 75.00 "
base, list at $76.00 each, our price
56.00 "
Prices quoted are F. O. B. New York City and subject to prior sale.
INDEPENDENT MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue
6th Floor New York City, N. Y.
10
2
1
1
1
11

1044 CAMP ST., NEW

ORLEANS, LA.

Picture

News

switchboard room on the both floors.
Every possible shade in the rainbow may
be secured by this further augment this
lighting scheme.
There is an elaborate system of ventilators that ensures perfect air conditions.
Large fans, blowers and air washers were
concealed all about the theatre, insuring a
warm and healthy atmosphere in winter
and coolness in summer. The organ is
concealed behind beautiful grille screens
on both sides of the proscenium arch. It
is one of the largest organs ever placed in
a theatre of this size. New musical effects
never before attempted in any other theatre will be obtained from this instrument.
The entire stage setting will be unique
and out of the ordinary. The hangings
and draperies are all of silk damask,
trimmed with gold brocade and fringes.
The carpets were all specially woven for
this theatre. The main carpet is in Jasper
stripes of black and gold. The ladies rest
room is beautifully furnished and carpeted
and the walls are hung with colored damask laid out in panels. French mirrors
are built in the walls at both ends. The
men's smoking room is finished in antique
oak with furniture to match, all upholstered in Spanish leather. Of course the
Karlton has been provided with the latest
types of projection machines and with a
screen of the most approved sort.
Building Mesa House
A $85,000 theatre is being put up at
Mesa, Ariz., by George A. Johnson. It
will be built to take care of moving pictures and road shows.
— PROJECTIONISTS
—
Should join the N. A. M. P.

BRENKERT
MAKE
PRODUCTS
EMBRACE ALL FEATURES THAT ARE NEW
In Spot Flood Lamps and Projection Equipment
Write for Catalog
BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION
DETROIT

CO., INC.
MICH.

THIS
LABEL
BASS

CAMERA

255 NO. 13- ST., PHILADELPHIA

PA.

Bass Camera
CHICAGO-U. S.A.

Company
NOME

COMPANY, 109 Ko. De»rt>oro St.. Chicasro, Illinois.
P. Si G*t our eatatoou* A'o. S at once

64 W. RANDOLPH

D*pi. ill

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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Arco^ndTruck

\&cuum

Cleaner

Hundreds of small and large theatres adopted
Arco Wand Truck Vacuum Cleaners with
a very noticeable

saving in time, labor and cost.

Many of these theatres were already equipped
with permanent vacuum cleaning systems, but
ARCO WAND TRUCKS used so much less current
and were so convenient to handle that the permanent cleaning system has been abandoned.
Get This Booklet

Illustrates use of the ARCO Wand

Our booklet "Lowering the High Cost of Cleaning" gives
specific examples of the saving. This book should be read by
every progressive theatre manager. Send for a copy and get
the latest information on thorough cleaning by the dustless,
noiseless, economical method.

Vacuum Cleaner

(No. 34 1-T, Truck Type) for cleaning carpets, runners
and floors in a Moving Picture Theatre. Very easy
to collect all the dirt from under as well as around
the seats. Can also be used for cleaning upholstery
and hangings.

American

The

— Powers

Company

Radiators

DEVELOPMENT
IN

PROJECTION
The

MOTSCO

Mazda
Motiograph

Radiator

816-820 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
Sales Branches and Showrooms in all large cities
Makers of the famous IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN

SENSATIONAL

MAZDA

on Cost!

Adapter
For

Mazda

<

Operates

— Simplex — Machines^

MOTSCO

Current

Reducer

on A.C. or D.C. — Current

Noise
Flicker
Dirt
Fumes
tion
AttenSimple
in Construction
and Operation
Write for descriptive
literature

4 Fine Screw Reflector Adjustments
Double Quick Change Sockets

MONARCH

THEATRE

SUPPLY

Reduces
t
CO

110 Volts to 30 Volts

For Use With 900 Watt

— 724

So. Wabash

30 Amp.

Globe

Ave., Chicago,

III.

Motion

mi

Perforating Room
Views of the Thomas H. Ince Studios' Laboratories
Thomas

H.

Ince

Inventions

Utilizes
in

His

Latest

Film

Laboratories

" Hail the Woman " Receives Special Care
by Experts to Insure Photographic Perfection
That Thomas H. Ince has utilized the most
of so many inferior prints. The precision with
intricate and efficient inventions of modern
which the sprocket holes are cut is also an
motion picture science to guarantee the photo- assurance of the utmost screen-steadiness and
graphic perfection of "Hail the Woman," his the elimination of jumpy projection.
foot of the hundreds of reels of "Hail
pulsatingcinglydrama
of aAmerican
life, is' convinindicated by
brief description
of the theEvery
Woman" that will circulate to the nation's
Ince Studios Laboratories and a glance at the exhibitors was printed in ultra-modern maexpert technicians in charge.
chines but under the eyes of seasoned workers
These laboratories, a unit of the studio plant, of years of experience who gauged the exposure
boast of as excellent equipment and as great a of every scene, thereby eliminating the possicapacity for production as any in America or
bility of over-timed or under-timed prints. This
abroad. The men in charge include many of unusual attention to detail assured faithful
transference to the theatre screen of the splenthe darkroom's most proficient experts to whom
did original photography.
the attainment of superior results and the production of consistently perfect prints is not a
Equal efforts to secure uniformity in the dematter of guess work, but of scientific precision.
velopment and tinting of the prints were made
While all Thomas H. Ince productions receive
in the darkrooms and the washing tanks. The
the most painstaking attention in these laboraprints of " Hail the Woman " have been delicately and artistically printed, with several
tories, "Hail the Woman" was accorded that innovational
color effects an added feature.
additional amount of care that was characteristic of its entire production.
Fully appreciating the annoyance of that
The film for every one of the more than a chronic bugbear of the past, broken film, Thomas H. Ince some months ago installed in his
hundred prints of "Hail the Woman" was perforated bythe most accurate machines, new and
laboratories a battery of the latest design autosuperior improvements but recently installed in
matic splicing machines and trained a staff of
the Ince laboratories. The new machines are
special workers to operate them. Hand splicsaid to be a positive guarantee against torn
ing, and its unsatisfactory results, are a thing
sprocket holes, the constantly recurring fault of the past with Ince films. The various lengths

Picture

News

Printing Room
of the "Hail the Woman" prints are securely
cemented together and exhaustive tests have
demonstrated that defective splices have been
entirely eliminated.
Polishing and inspection are the two remaining processes that are given the utmost attention
in the Ince laboratories.
Every foot of print is inspected before it is
permitted to leave the laboratories. This work
is accomplished by specialists, who review each
print, running at normal speed, on miniature
screens. If a blemish is detected, or an imperfectly exposed length of film, it is immediately
marked and new film substituted. Sprocket
holes are also inspected and no print is sent out
unless it bears these inspectors' O. K. of one
hundred per cent perfection.
The final process, polishing, is completed on
automatic machines, the film being washed with
alcohol and polished by camel's fleece buffers.
Alfred Brant, one of the best-known authorities on photographic chemistry in the United
States, who has been with the Ince Studios for
more than a decade, is superintendent of the
laboratories. His chief assistant is A. Schmid,
also a noted chemist. More than eighty experts
comprise the laboratory staff.
Care and Operation
Motor Generators
of
Coming Soon

November
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FOR

SALE

WONDERFUL

BARGAIN

MOVING

PICTURE

SETTING

USED ONLY SIX MONTHS.
AS GOOD AS NEW.
WILL FIT REGULATION STAGE.
DESCRIPTION:
Designed with 3-stage idea, with satin curtains for each opening; 2silk columns, raised platforms and steps with plate glass
panels,- beautiful painted Cyclorama and miscellaneous other
things that make it an elaborate setting.
COST $4,750.00

Can be bought VERY CHEAP

IF INTERESTED,
THE

WRITE

FABRIC
STUDIOS,
Inc.
Suite 201, 177 No. State Street
CHICAGO
Phone, Randolph 1842.

PAINTED—

SCENERY"

Easy Payments.

FABRICS
Drops for Rental.
The Series Arc M-G
Set that Produces
Perfect oArcs.
TransVerteR is the original series arc
motor generator and in actual service has
established itself as the standard M-G set of
the motion picture industry.

There may be a great difference of opinion about other
equipment, but for over ten years there has been none
regarding Projection Lenses.
Gundlach

Projection

Lenses

have been the acknowledged superior, the regular equipment of the leading machines, the choice of thousands
of exhibitors who have given them a trial.
You can order them with confidence that your picture
will be as sharp and brilliant as possible with the utmost
luminosity and with assurance that there is no better
value.
GUNDLACH SERVICE
never has been and never will be excelled

TransVerteR changes Alternating Current
to Constant Current D. C, furnishing light
of increased candlepower and unvarying intensity, that can be easily directed and controlled.
TransVerteR gives a perfect arc,
light, and a perfect dissolve of the
which assures pleased and regular
through improved projection.
The TransVerteR story is too long

for any

single advertisement, so write today for literature containing complete information.

The

Send for booklet of information
[IT5
ALLlI
f IN THE
vLEN5y

perfect
picture
patrons

Hertner

Electric

Co.

1900 W. 112th St.
CLEVELAND, O.

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL CO.
853 Clinton Ave., So., Rochester, N. Y.
S

B3
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National
Anti-Misframe
League
Forum
-flIUtllllllimill I minim
have done it. The particular piece of film was from
318 N. W. 10th Street, Washington, Ind.
the 1922 series, and as we started it but three weeks
ago, and in that time I have lost no loop, I am sure
Dear Ed:
that I am not to blame. Then, too, as direct proof
that my machines were in proper adjustment, today I
Here goes for a write up for our News and
ran a Goldwyn 1922, almost first run. and upon the
Discussions Column.
completion of the show found that the film was in first
class
condition.
I think the column will fill a long-felt want
In my eight years as projectionist I have never
returned
and will be of value to every projectionist who
misframe film
. . to. any exchange with a poor splice or
wants to be up to date on all new ideas and sugI made a very satisfactory light for splicing by ingestions.
serting apiece of ground glass 2x4 inches in my reand underneath
lamp-I
Now to help Andrew Compton in his diffienclosed winding
in bench,
a box.
Near the placed
edge ofa 40thewatt
bench
placed a snap switch. For a scraper for removing
culty I; can't say that I have any suggestion that
emulsion I took a piece of a hacksaw blade, ground
would help him unless he put his lights in the
the teeth off and the end square and in this end
floor around the edge the same way that foot?or
round
a V-shaped
(Seewood
Fig 3x11.) J4 Asanda guide
a scraper
I usedopening.
a block of
V> in.
lights are built in theatres.
thick with a beveled end. (See Fig. 2.)
Trusting that this will be of some benefit to brother
I am going to send in a picture of my proprojectionists, I am, Very truly yours,
jection room and motor generator room soon.
F. Jones, and the Richmond theatre, Alexandria,
FRANCIS E. BAKER, projectionist,
Va., of which he is chief projectionist
I also have a motor rewind that I designed myself which I will describe.
Oatka Theatre, Warsaw, N. Y.
Box 193, Easley, S. C.
I am enclosing a membership application for
Gentlemen :
Dear Sir:
my assistant. He is anxious to join the league.
I am strong for the N. A. M. L. and am enclosing
I am a member of the N. A. M. L. No. 949
a membership application which I have filled out. It
Yours truly,
was only today that I was accused by the Fox Films
and I am out of a job at present. Can you do
R. L.
Corp. of returning film with torn sprocket holes which
anything to help me to get one. I have had six
Chief Projectionist,
years experience as a projectionist and I cerGrand Theatre, I. A. T. SE Local No. 554
tainly enjoy that kind of work. I can operate
N. A. M. L. No. 1125.
Powers, Simplex and Motiograph machines.
Will you send me a new membership card
Richmond Theatre, Alexandria, Va.
as I have mislaid mine. I sure am lost since I
Dear Sir:
Please send a supply of film can labels and also a
have quit taking the News. I am going to subscribe again when I get back on the job. Hoping
league button, as I have mislaid mine. My membership
number is 1094. I have been a member for some time
that
I
hear that one Yours
of thetruly,
members can help
and have always worked hard to help my brother prome soon, I am
jectionists.
I have been chief projectionist at the Richmond
theatre here for five years running Simplex machines.
Am enclosing view of theatre and a photograph of
myself; will send more news later.
J. B. Baml 1
they stated was caused by too much tension. Upon
Wishing all the members the best of luck, I am,
—
—
close tureexamination
I found
na- \
Very truly yours,
| Forum Continued on Page 2726
of the tear ofthatthe itfilmmust
have that
beenfrom
tornthefrom
F. JONES, No. 1094.
losing the lower loop, as undue tension would never
National Anti-Misframe

League Pledge

A S motion picture operator who has the interest of his
Sj. profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating
some of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise
that I will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange
in first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes
necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be
in the film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my
brother operators and give greater pleasure to those who make
up the motion picture audience by showing films that are free
from such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch
marks in film, and whe nfilm is received by me, with punch holes,
I will notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use
their efforts to correct this evil.

Attention

N. A. M. L. Members

"Motion
Picture Projection"
By James R. Cameron
560

Pages

200

Illustrations

The Theatre Supply Company offers to
N. A. M. L. members their valuable
projection manual

which

for $3.50, by remitting
Theatre
124 W.

Blank for New

Over

45th

regularly sells
$3.00 direct to

Supply

St.

New

Co.
York

City

League Members

Member's Name
Home
AAA
TJ Address

Name and Address of Theatre Manager

/^Ml5r7^
/C^.
N
/ A j (^)

L

This Coupon Is Worth 50 Cents
THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
124 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.
Inclosed find $3 for which mail me copy of Motion
Picture Projection by Jas. R. Cameron.
Name
N. A. M. L. No

Street

CitV
State

2725

Columbia

Projector Carbons
Columbia Silvertip Combination
From the beginning of the motion
Carbons for Direct Current: The
picture industry, every notable
narrow diameter of the silvertip
improvement in projector carbons
has been a Columbia achievement.
negative lower compels it to burn
with a sharp point, holding the
Columbia White Flame Carbons
arc steady and keeping the shadow
off the lens and screen.
for Alternating Current: The only
carbons yielding a sharp and pureWe invite correspondence with a
white light, steady and silent, with
view of bettering your projection.
alternating current.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio
San Francisco, Calif.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto
American

IDEAL

United

Carbons

for American

Pictures

SCREEN

ILLUMINATION
ASSURED
IF YOU COMBINE
HALLBERG MOTOR GENERATORS
With
HALLBERG CONTINUOUS FEED ARC CONTROLLERS
Write today giving (a) line voltage (6) phase (c) cycles (d) size of
screen (e) length of throw (/) style and make of lamp on projector.
Ask for Bulletins 203N and 204N.
BRANCHES IN ALL LARGE CITIES

Theatre
25 WEST

Equipment
Corporation
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
45th ST., NEW YORK CITY

corp.

PANJER
LIBMAN-S
BUILDERS OF
LOBBY
CHANGEABLE
TICKET BOXES

FRAMES

LUXE

TICKET

SIGNS

Factory :
NEWARK, N. J.

DE
FOYER

Office :
NEW YORK

BOOTHS

LAMPS,
Factory :ETC.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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WELL-KNOWN THEATRE ORGANIST, competent, experienced performer, RECITALIST, wishes
position in leading theatre with or without orchestra.
Years of experience in arranging correct musical
scores for pictures. Can report at once. First-class
Organ and worthy salary essential. State all information in first News,
letter.New
Address
Theatre Organist,"
Motion Picture
York "City.
FOR SALE — Two Powers 6 B Machines, large lamp
house motor driven. Thoroughly renovated and in
Al condition. $500.00 for both. A real bargain.
Super Film Attractions, Inc., 911 Mather Building,
Washington. D. C.
FOR each,
SALEF.O.B.
— 450 Chicago.
theatre chairs.
20" oak,
ply.
$1.75
J. Bunce.
4725 5Park
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
LATEST ACHIEVEMENT
In Ticket Selling Machines
THE NEW 1922 HUT0R1HTICKET REGISTER
Send for prices and full particulars.
AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORPORATION
1782 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
WHY PAY MORE?
THE BEST RESULTS ARE OBTAINED
Rebuilt Simplex Moving Picture Machines
Motor Drive
....
$195.00
Hand Drive
....
175.00
Large Magazines, Complete, guaranteed
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
228 Union Avenue Memphis, Tenn.

iran^ferteR
Automatically aupplles only such voltage aa »r.
requires. No waste of enrrent In hillast.
THE HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
W. 112th St., Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.
WORTH
INVESTIGATING
PARAMOUNT CONDENSER LENS
Write to
PARAMOUNT LENS CORP, 2059 Fsbos Si., BjooUji. N. T.

COLOR

For S-10 W. and
25-40 W. Lamps
HOW

EFFECTS

L

News

FORUM

{Continued jrom page 2724)

rings

VIOLINIST-CONDUCTOR wishes house specializing musical features. Varied picture, operatic experience, formerly concert master and director wellknown organizations. Programs. clipping, etc.,
gladly submitted. Box 10, Motion Picture News, New
York City.

FOR

N. A. M.

Picture

Opera House,
Frederick, Maryland.
Dear Sir :
Enclosed please find application blank
for membership in your league. Hope to
hear from you by return mail. I am
Fraternally yours,
Al. H. Stine.
:n 11.::>>jii111n 1111ji:. ;. ;:^> 'j111n 11111111111u IJJiiiLIin 11111u 11J11u Ji tjIjj111ll111]11jlrij11::11n 11111u 111111111 tu 91111M j111^
HONOR ROLL
1 (1490) I. W. Nance
Conway, Ark. j
1(1491) Chas. L. Dynes .... Colorado Springs, Colo. |
= (1492) Chas. Pesino
Bristol, Conn. §
|= (1493)
Cool Bluff, Ind.
Ind. 1|
(1494) James
Frank Langman
Bruner
Washington,
| (1495) H. E. Crossland
Albia, Iowa |
| (1496) Bailey J. Rose Junction City, Kans. =
= (1497) Harold E. Schlichter Rosalia, Kans. =
| (1498) A. W. Waldo
Ashland, Ky. §
1 (1499) D. W. Engert
Lynch, Ky. |
i (1500) Lurty Dull
Annapolis, Md. I
| (1501) J. E. Atwell
Baltimore, Md. 1
= (1502) Al. H. Stine
Frederick, Md. I
| (1503) Carl Vail
Caruthersville, Mo. |
= (1504) Jonas Daugherty Hastings, Neb. =
1 (1505) Paul Mitchell Asbury Park, N. J. |
= (1506) Homer Wagner Asbury Park, N. J. =
= (1507) Charles H. Porter. .No. Wilkesboro, N. C.I
|(1508) Francis Beckerle
Buffalo, N. Y. I
11 (1509)
(1510) James
Ernest O'Hara
G. PeaseGreen LeIsland,
Roy, N.
N. Y.
Y. =I
1(1511) Maurice Shay New York City, N. Y.I
| (1512) W. D. Morehouse Watertown, N. Y. |
g (1513) Pete Dannenberg Drumright, Okla. =
= (1514) Robert Tarkington Tahlequah, Okla. =
= (1515) Robert Evans
Brookville, Pa. I
|(1516) Patsy Cordi
Derry, Pa. |
= (1517) Andrew Gmitter E. Mauch Chunk, Pa. =
g (1518) J. H. Neuroh
Meadville, Pa. I
1(1519) Robert J. Spedden Philadelphia, Pa. §
1 (1520) George J. Wilson Philadelphia, Pa. §
1(1521) Philip Damore
Reynoldsville, Pa. I
1 (1522) John W. Sheppard Smithton, Pa. I
= (1523) Anthony Forcino Thornton, R. I. §
1 (1524) Fred K. Legler
Redfield, S. D.I
= (1525) J. H. Britton
Eastland, Texas |
= (1526) Frank A. Cinadr
Moulton, Texas =
§ (1527) William D. DeSilva Alexandria, Va. I
| (1528) Edward Earle
Culpeper, Va. §
= (1529) Robt. Cummings Harrisonburg, Va. §
^(1530)
Roy
M.
Denny
Winchester,
Va. |§
= (1531) Eugene Minerath Milwaukee, Wis.
Newman

Ticket

Choppers

in Chicago House
The Newman Manufacturing Co. are justly
proud of the .fact that their steel-clad ticket
choppers have been selected by Balaban and
Katz for their new $4,000,000 theatre in Chicago. The fact that these choppers were chosen
following competition makes the installation extremely gratifying to W. N. Mackey, salesmanager of the Newman Manufacturing Co.

BECOME
A
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING $35 TO $125 A WEEK
Ad Interesting Illustrated booklet
' exceptional
(tree) on cnoo9lng
a vocation, the
raphy odersopportunities
you and how Photogto avail
yourself of these advantages.
'MOTION PICTURE ~ COMMERCIAL — PORTRAITURE
Threo toment. sixDay ormonths
Modern Call
equip-or
Eveningpractical
classes.course.
Easy terms.
write foi < log No. 41.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St.. N. Y. or 505 State St., Bklyn.

$i.oo; per dozen, $10.00.
MY XMAS CATALOGUE

NO. 7,

with illustrations in colors, of Artificial Flowers, Plants, Trees, Hanging Baskets, etc., mailed FREE
FOR THE ASKING.
FRANK

NETSCHERT

No. 61 Barclay St., New York, N. Y.

RadiO-

— u- Max

TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly
TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES
50 RADIO MAT SLIDES $2.
Accept no Substitute.
For Sale by all Leading Dealers

LUCA

ELL.
and carries in stock everything of merit
pertaining to the motion picture business. We have engineered and installed
the equipment
many of the South's
finest
amusementin houses.

USE

$tec° Hoods
Mad* of Natural Colored Glass
Colors show Beautiful and
Brilliant and are Permanent
Far Ahead of Dip and
Let* Cottlv
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
2650 W. Congress St., Chicago, III

NO. 7861 HOLLY WREATH, natural prepared, everlasting, 16 inches
in diameter, with red bow ; each

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22166 Moving Picture by States, per M. $5.00
1219 Film Exchanges, for List
7.50
196 Manufacturers and Studio*
3.50
419 Machine and Supply Dealers
4.00
3674 Legitimate Theatres U. S. and
Canada
25.00
810 Vaudeville Theatres
7.50
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street Chicago

TO

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated ol
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners.
• ublicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded In our list last year. Its u«e
means a saving of from 20 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone. Bryan! 8138
New York
Addretsino
Printing

LUCAS tsTpap^ye COMPANY
ATLANTA
GEORGIA
Sole Southern Distributors Simplex Projectors

TICKET
CHOPPERS
We have 3 Ticket Choppers slightly shop
worn but which have never been used. They
are of the most modern type choppers ever
produced. They have alf of the features
of a good chopper with a great many improvements.
The price of these is $60.00 each, one of
the best bargains ever offered. Descriptive
circular sent upon request. These Ticket
Choppers are guaranteed to be new and of
the finest finish. Mahogany with white
enamel and nickel trimmings.
STERN METAL WORKS
1006 Vine St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
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GREATEST
SPECTACLE
WORLD'/

PROFESSIONAL
FREE

COPIES

TWO
Melodious

'

ARE

Themes

EQUIPPED
I WANT

MY

MAMMY

WITH

WHEN
SWEETHEARTS
WALTZ

BALLAD
By Louis

Breau

BALLAD
By Cal DeVoII

701 Seventh
BELWIN
INCORPORATED

New

York,

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
ONE SIXTY FIVE BROADWAY

Ave.
N. Y.

NEW

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
DEVELOPING
COSTS
BEND FOB PRICE LIST NO. 8
75S Jersey ATenne

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTLiIS
Office and Factory

YORK-

TANK
WILL
IN TWO

Jersey City, N. J.

DA-LITE MOTION PICTURE SCREENS
THE PERFECT PROJECTION SURFACE

DA-LITE SCREENS are built to specifications, each screen is
built to fit the particular house for which it is intended.
DA-LITE SCREENS will reduce your LIGHT BILL.
DA-LITE SCREENS will not PEEL or CRACK.
DA-LITE SCREENS will give 100% SCREEN EFFICIENCY.
DA-LITE
PAPER. SCREENS can be CLEANED LIKE WALL
DA-LITE SCREENS can be mounted on FRAME or ROLLER.
GOLD or SILVER FIBRE $1.00 per sq. ft.

Let the theatre
ventilation
heating
\/eNtilatin^

specialists
tell vou how —
Send Today for
Booklet 7

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade.
748 South Wabash Ave.
Chicago, 111.

tlPPLINS SYSTErA • * c.
I4T6 Brpaowav
Mew yoRic, r).VI

FOR

THE
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

BETTER

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE

AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, ILL.

CO.
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Folk Music Compilations
Excellent for Theatre Use

Showing the stage setting and the members of the musical stock company who appeared in
a prologue for "Polly U'i'h
a Past,"
xvhen by
thisStanley
picture Chambers
played the Palace theatre, Wichita,
Kansas,
managed

Metropolitan

Season

Opens

Many
Aspire to Caruso Roles; 31
Sopranos Engaged for New York Opera
limited number of Metropolitan appearances in
season of opera
's annual
olitan
Metrop
THEbegins
next
week,
with every prospect
"Boris," acting possibly both the drunken monk,
Yarlaam, and the usurping Czar. Mr. Ruffo is
bright for another year of success.
The whole music world is especially interested
announced with Rosa Ponselle in Verdi's
in what promises to be a race among aspiring
"Ernani." to be revived in the season's fourth
tenors who would sing the roles of the immortal
week, narrowly preceded by Massenet's "La
Caruso. There are three of his countrymen,
Navarraise," with Farrar, and followed by "Die
Crimi, Gigli and Martinelli. who will bid for Walkure," with Matzenauer. Frances Alda returns late in December in the production of
public favor.
Lalo's " Le Roie d'Ys," Lucrezia Bori in JanTwo are Americans, Chamlee and Harrold.
Further, George Meader, Aureliano Pertile and
uary in Rimskv-Korsakoff's "Snow Maiden," the
later novelties
being
Catalani's
" Loreley
Manuel Salazar are new, and there may be "dark
February,
and in
March
a possibly
first "localin
horses" yet among a field of fifteen.
production of Mozart's "Cosi Fan Tutte,"
Of thirty-one sopranos, eight are newcomers, and of fourteen contraltos, but one.
Besides Galli-Curci and Jeritza, the added
foreign prima donnas include Selma Kurz of "Chopin Suite" Brooklyn
Vienna, to be heard later, and Angeles Ottein,
Mark Strand Specialty
a Spaniard, who sang with the Scotti company
on its recent tour to California. Five American
THEmotion
" Chopin
" interpreted
in rhythmic
servedSuite
as one
of the most
pleasing
girls win a Metropolitan debut. Yvonne d'Arle,
born in France, has lived in this country since numbers on a recent Brooklyn Mark Strand
bill.
her second year ; educated in Denver, she sang
The dance numbers for the Chopin suite were
in light opera in "The Lilac Domino" and was
staged in a Grecian set with cut out pillars
"discovered" for grand opera while engaged on
a New York roof garden cabaret. Suzanne
and a drop of the early century motif. The
Keener, a young colorature soprano from Pitts- prelude, light airy music was interpreted by an
appropriate quiet dance of the same type as
burgh, appeared with Sousa's Band and assisted
during the war in Liberty Loan drives. Grace the musical theme, the girls wearing Grecian
Anthony and Viola Philo are New Yorkers
robes and wreaths. Four girl dancers were in
who coached for opera respectively with Giulio
the next number " Valse " which was more
Setti, the opera chorusmaster, and a former
spirited.
In the third number " Nocturne," the
tenor of the house, Carl Jorn. Last of the dancing took
on a lively playful spirit with the
young Americans is Myrtle Schaaf, mezzo-sodancers using veils to good effect with colored
prano, another of those recruited for opera by lights playing on the filmy veils from the booth.
Antonio Scotti.
During this dance number Jeno Sevely, concert
In a list of fifteen baritones, the newcomers
master of the Mark Strand Symphony orchestra
are Titta Ruffo, a star of magnitude, and Louis played the Chopin text in a solo number. The
Rosza of Budapest. Among nine basses there final dancing number of the suite was " Polois Fedor Chaliapin.
naise "with the dancers in drill formations and
It has been hinted that Chaliapin will make a posings.

THE death
accident
of Mrs. the
Natalie
tis Burlinbyrecalls
to memory
fact Curthat
this authoritative and ardent worker in the
domain of folk music, especially the music of
the American Indian and the negro, has contributed at least three musical compilations that
should be in the library of every organist or
conductor who is under the necessity of building
scores for the motion picture.
Her contained
publication
of "The of
Indians'
Book,"
1907,
a collection
some 200
songsin
and -chants of eighteen different Indian tribes,
of her own collection. "Songs of Ancient
America" presents Pueblo Indian corn-grinding
songs. In 1918 she published a series of
" Hampton Negro Folk-Songs" containing notations of "spirituals" and work and play songs
for male quartet, harmonized as the negroes
sing them without retouching. Her latest publication was a volume entitled "Songs and Tales
from the Dark Continent," which appeared last
year, in which Mrs. Burlin had recorded and
studied the singing and sayings of two nativeborn Africans who were students of the
Hampton Institute and who repeated for her
songs land.
and stories they had learned in their
native

Symphony

Recital

Given

at Grauman's Theatre,
Los Angeles
MISCHA GUTERSON, a musical director
at Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles, recently accepted a challenge of the severest music critics and presented an " all-symphony program "at a Sunday concert, the quality of which
could not be bettered in the schedule of any of
the world's greatest orchestra's repertoire.
It was not, as<Mr. Guterson explained through
various mediums prior to his venture, a symphonic concert — that is, a concert merely partaking- the nature of a symphony TecrfaL but
rather an authentic recital, the individual numbers of which were standard in the world of
great music.
Beethoven's immortal Fifth Symphony was
played in its gorgeous, appealing entirety. Every
movement given characteristic interpretation. In
superb contrast with the purities of Beethoven
in his noblest moods was a presentation of
Tschaikowsky's " Romeo and Juliet " symphonic
composition. This is the creation that the composer himself once asserted was his favorite of
all
his
works. Laidow's piquant and humorous
offering.
" Musical Snuff Box " was the other orchestral
The soloist of the occasion was Alfred Kastner, harpist, who offered Saint-Saens' " FanBuffalo

Musician Conductor at New
Loew
tasie."
House
Emmet G. Luedeke, well known Buffalo
musician, formerly a member of orchestras in
the Shea and other houses, has been appointed
conductor of the new Loew State Theatre in
the Queen City of the Lakes. Mr. Luedeke has
a personnel of 15 in the State orchestra. A
large Moeller organ is used by the State.
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Feature

Subjects

" The Dog and the Bone "
(Aesop Fables — Pathe)
IT'S like taking candy away from a baby and
cream away from a cat to take a bone away
from a dog. This is some comparison but it
serves in pointing the very excellent moral of
the latest animated fable brought up to date
from the ancient Mr. Aesop. The venerable
gentlemarrtontended that "a bone in the mouth
is worth two in the brook." Paul Terry the
cartoonist shows a dog playing Narcissus with
himself. He sees the reflection of the bone in
his mouth and thinks it belongs to another.
And straightway commits an error by dropping
it. He then registers grief in losing his valuable meal ticket.
There is some good comic effort displayed
in the antics of a miserly hound secreting the
treasure plans in the safe. The safe is mapped
out on a paper and attached to the wall, but a
peg-leg pirate dog of the French poodle breed
enters and burglarizes the safe and steals the
precious plans and by putting two and two together or perhaps three and three, he locates
the buried treasure. The strip is cleverly conceived and executed and the moral is well
emphasized. — Length 1 reel. — LAURENCE
REID.
" On Location "
(Snub Pollard— Roach Comedy— Pathe)
THEY are kidding picture production in this
Snub" The
Pollard
as its uptitlea
wouldlatest
indicate.
authorcomedy
has thought
really clever burlesque which may be said to
be the comedian's best bet in many moons. The
director has spared no one in his exaggerations.
He puts the satiric touch to the picture conception of the man with the megaphone and includes them all — even the extras. The irrepressible Snub plays the part of a caretaker in
a certain cozy home. Along comes a director
and commandeers the house for picture purposes, with the big scene being a battle which
is to be staged upon the front lawn. 1
Snub objects to this high-handed business, but
becomes so interested in the proceedings that
he is enlisted for a part. The comedy travels
merrily along and it is compact with ridiculous
fun. The old Union suits (no pun intended)
are dragged out and some of the extras appear
in them as Northern soldiers, while. others put
on the regalia of the Indians. Marie Mosquini
lends the charming touches through a fragrant
personality which is. emphasized through a
fetching crinoline costume. This is a capital
filler anywhere— Length 1 red.— LAURENCE
REID.
" Late Hours "
(Eddie Boland — Pathe)
Hal Roach Comedy —
THE dream situation is used in this latest
opus from the Hal Roach lots starring
Eddie Boland and his "sidekick," HI' Sunshine
Sammy. Eddie arrives home late in the wee
sma' hours to discover that his wife and the
ever-faithful mother-in-law are waiting up for
him. He sneaks into the cellar to avoid them
and stumbles over the cat and falls down a flight
of stairs. When the bottom is reached he finds
a trap door which leads into a cave (after the

of Short

Arabian Nights idea) and his eyes feast upon a
group of Oriental maidens.
And at this point the comedy enters and proceeds with plenty of snap and ginger. Eddie
awakens from his dream with the shock that
the girls are hastening upstairs to mother-inlaw. The author and director have injected
some rattling good incident, besides giving it
a tone of novelty and a praiseworthy setting.
Book it and watch your crowd swallow it hook,
line and sinker. — Length 1 reel. — LAURENCE
REID.
" Great American Authors "
(Kineto ReviewsSubjects)
— Series of Single Reel
KINETO is offering here a series which is
sure to have a successful reception by
schoolmen and educators. Each reel deals with
a single author, and illustrates one or more of
his poems, quoting them in the subtitles. No
subject of botany or science could be so acceptable to the non-theatrical field, and at the same
time the pictures have the elements of general
entertainment which will make them acceptable
in the higher class theatres.
The first three reels deal with Longfellow,
Lowell, and Whittier. These reels (and presumably those to follow) are developed in the
same manner. First comes a photograph of the
author, then the scene of his birthplace and
other landmarks, such as the college where he
studied, followed by a view of his grave.
Longfellow's " The Village Blacksmith " is
the poem selected for screen illustration. The
poem is quoted in couplets, and the scenes are
illustrated in pictures. " The Courtin' " is
chosen
fromtheLowell's
Papers
" and
shown on
screen "inBigelow
the same
burlesque
fashion in which the poem was written. Two
of Whittier's well-loved poems are quoted and
illustrated. They are " The Barefoot Boy " and
"Maud Muller." This reel, we believe, is
superior to the other two viewed, largely because more interesting scenes can be made from
'these poems.
The " Great American Authors " series, judging from the three already seen, will fill a want
in a truly satisfactory way. They should enjoy
a hearty reception in the entire educational
field, and in the better class theatres. — MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
" The

Adviser "

Inc.)
(Mermaid
Comedy — Two Reels — Released Through Educational Exchanges,
LLOYD HAMILTON enters the profession
of law in this comedy, which is up to the
usual standard of Mermaids and developed
along the usual lines. The opening shot is unusual, showing Ham in conference with Mr.
Wilson and Mr. Bryan, who are not caricutured
in any way, but merely carefully impersonated.
For the rest, there is a court room scene with
Hamilton defending a criminal. Of course his
defense is a joke and the man is convicted. To
supply a chase finale, the criminal escapes, and
there is some pummelling and hokum supplied
by a Ford or two. But it isn't very funny when
the oil tank empties itself qn Ham's upturned
face. — MAA THE W A. TAYLOR.

Length
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Feature

Review

§

" Red Hot Romance "
(Emerson — Loos )
AUDIENCES inclined to enjoy comedy in
any form, combined with drama, dependent upon travesty, polite slap-stick or any kind
of mirth provoking screen lore will be unanimous in three cheers for " Red Hot Romance,"
the very acme of comedy perfection. Laughs
come one a minute in expeditious spontaneity
without the introduction of any unclean or
objectionable method, relying upon a snappy
story, perfect continuity and scintillating subtitles, aproduction that could hold its own in
a race with the heralded " specials " and stand
a good chance to win. Action is swift, situations colorful, scenic value of superior merit.
First honors are due John Emerson and Anita
Loos. They have created a veritable Rolls
Royce screen offering, which will increase their
already enviable reputation a hundred fold. It
evidences their combined knowledge of audience psychology and screen technique in addition to the well known sense of humor of each
contributor.
From a point of direction, Victor Fleming
has scored heavily with the selection of a bullet
proof cast, each an artist as well as a type.
Basil Sidney, Mae Collins, Roy Atwill, Frank
Lawlor, Tom Wilson, Frank Stockdale and
Snitz Edwards and many others whose names
deserve creditable mention, each give excellent
proof of their worth, also a Miss Valerie, the
" vamp." Camera work, credited Frederick
Palmer and Oliver Marsh will put bright new
feathers in both their caps.
Story hinges on son of deceased insurance
magnate. Father leaves a most unkind will
obviously with hope of inducing luxury living
offspring to become acquainted with work.
Financial position is embarassing, especially
since he is in love with girl whose father believes in son-in-law with visible means of support. Girl's father, aspirant for political assignment for forty years, is detailed to " Bunkonia," where lawlessness reigns supreme,
vicinity of islands in the Caribbean Sea. King
and his court drink up everything but the
acquatic surroundings.
Hero, surance
forced
father's
to sell
life infor one byyear,
huge will
fortune
depending
upon success
follows
to "suitor,
Bunkonia."
Plan isaslaidsalesman,
to ruin him
by rival
one of a group of plotters intent upon stirring
up revolution, who learns of proviso in will.
Villain then makes it possible for hero to sell
policies to King and his attaches, just before
revolution is to break, threatening the life of all
hero's clients. If insurance company surfers
loss account of boy's endeavors, entire fortune
is scheduled to revert in favor of home for
feeble minded. It is therefore up to the
American's wit and energy to save the situation
There are sequences absolutely new, novelty
inserts heretofore overlooked that might have
saved many failures. It is a picture first aid
in treating the tired business man, the perpetual
grouch, amusement searching youngsters — the
public at large. One corking comedy that would
get a broad smile from—LILLIAN
the Sphinx. R. Six
reels.
GALE.
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by
Months in which Released in order that the
Exhibitor may have a short-cut toward such
information as he may need. Short subject and
comedy releases, as well as information on pictures that are coming will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)
[llliHOIllllllllllllllIllllIM^
APRIL
Feature
Distributed By Length Reviewed
Star
Bucking the Tiger Conway Tearle Selznick
5,533 ft..
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari .. Special Cast
Goldwyn
5,100 ft.. .April 16
Charming
Deceiver,
Alice Meighan
Calhoun Vitagraph
reels.. . .April 16
City of Silent
MenThe. . Thos.
Famous Players 55 reels.
.April 16
Dangerous Moment Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels... .April
Deception
Henry Porten Famous Players 10 reels. April 3016
Desperate Youth
Gladys Walton Universal
4,506 ft.. .April 30
Diana of Star Hollow. . .Bernard Durning. . . Prod. Security — S. R.6 reels.. April 23
Dollars
and Drakes
Destiny Bebe
SpecialDaniels
Cast Joe
Horowitz — S. R5 reels...
Ducks and
Realart
.April 9
Every
Woman's
Problem
.
Dorothy
Davenport.
Plym'th
Pic. — S. R. ..54,400
reels...
.April 16
Freeze Out, The
Harry Carey Universal
ft.. .April
Ghost in the Garret Dorothy Gish Famous Players 5 reels. . . .April 169
Girl in the Taxi, The. . .Carter De Haven.. First National 5,420 ft..
Great Day, The
Arthur Bourchier. . Famous Players 5 reels... .April 16
Hands Off
Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels...
16
Heart of Maryland Catherine Calvert. . Vitagraph
6 reels... .April
.April 16
Her Lord and Master. .Alice Joyce Vitagraph
5 reels... .April
16
Jim the Penman
Lionel Barrymore. . First National 6,100 ft. .
Know Your Men
Pearl White Fox
5 reels.. .April 2
Little Clown, The
Mary Miles Minter. Realart
5 reels. . . April 2
Old Dad
Mildred Harris First National 5 reels... .May
.April 2816
Partners of the Tide.... Jack Perrin Pathe
6 reels...
.April 2
Passion Flower, The.... Norma Talmadge. . First National 6,700 ft.. .April
16
Poor
Dear
Marg.
Kirby..
Elaine
Ham'pstein..
Selznick
5,500
ft..
Roads of Destiny Pauline Frederick .. Goldwyn
4,955 ft.. April 16
Society Snobs
Conway Tearle. . . .Selznick
5 reels. . . .April 9
Three Sevens
Antonio Moreno. ..Vitagraph
5 reels... .April
.April 22
Wakefield Case, The. .. .Herbert Rawlinson. World — S. R
6 reels... .April
16
What Happened to Rosa. Mabel Normand. . .Goldwyn
5 reels. . .
.April 23
What's a Wife Worth?. . Casson Ferguson. .. Robertson-Cole 5 reels... .April
23
What's Worth While?. ..Claire Windsor Famous Players 5 reels. . . .April 16
What's tion
Your Worth?
Reputa- Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
5 reels. . .
.April 16
MAY
Distributed By
Feature
Star
Length Reviewed
Big Adventure, The... Breezy Eason Universal
56 reels.
.April 23
reels. .April
Black Roses
Sessue Hayakawa. . Robertson-Cole .... 5 reels.
.May 307
Blazing Trail, The Frank Mayo
Universal
Bob Hampton of Placer. James Ki rk wood ... First National 7 reels. .May 14
Call From the Wild Special Cast Pacific Film — S. R..
Call of the Blood Special Cast
5 reels . . .May 28
Cheated Love
Carmel Myers Universal
2821
Closed Doors
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels. . .May
5 reels . . .May
Coincidence
Special Cast Metro
Colorado Pluck
William Russell. .. Fox
6 reels . . .May 28
Courage
Naomi Childers. .. First National 6,244 ft. .
Divorce of Convenience. Owen Moore Selznick
Don't Leave Your Hus- band William Desmond. . Federated Film 5,000 ft.. ..May 7
ft.
Dream Street
Special Cast United Artists 96,200
.April 23
6 reels.
reels . .. .April
Forbidden Love
Creighton Hale. ... Wistaria — S. R
16
Garden of Resurrection. Special Cast Pathe
, 6 reels. . .April 2
.May 21
Gilded
Lies
Eugene
O'Brien.
..
Selznick
5,500
ft.
6
reels
.
.
.May 21
Good Women
Rosemary Theby. . Robertson-Cole ....
Hearts and Masks Elinor Field Federated Film.... 5 reels. . , .April
5 reels. . .May 3014
Highest Bidder, The... Madge Kennedy. . .Goldwyn
.May
His Greatest Sacrifice. . William Fa«um...Fox
May 14
14
Home Stretch
Douglas Mac Lean . Famous Players.... 5,200
5 reels ft,. . ..May
House That Jazz Built.. Wanda Hawley .... Realart
, 5 reels. . .May 217
reels. . . . .May 14
I Am Guilty
Louise Glaum Associated Prod... .56 reels.
It Can Be Done
Earle Williams .... Vitagraph
.5 reels. . .April
. May 307
Lamplighter, The
Shirley Mason.... Fox
Lavender and Old Lace. Marguerite Snow. . Hodkinson
, .5S reels
reels.. .. ..May 21
Lure of Egypt, The ..... Claire Adams Pathe
5 reels. . .April
Made in Heaven Tom Moore Goldwyn
.May 307
5 reels. . . May 14
Magic Cup, The
Constance Binney. Realart
Miracles of Manhattan .. E. Hammerstein. . .Selznick
5,000
ft.
Mother Eternal Vivian Martin Graphic Films — S. R ,9 reels. . .April 30
Oath, The
Miriam Cooper. ... First National 7,806 ft. . ■ April 23
On the Trail
Irving Cummings. .Prod. Security — S. R. 5 reels. . • May 7
Peck's Bad Boy
Jackie
Coogan First
. .April 23
Proxies
Jack Crosby
FamousNational
Players 55 reels.
reels.
. .April 30
Puppets of Fate
Viola Dana
Metro
10
reels.
.April
Queen of Sheba Betty Blythe Fox
.May 2314
76 reels.
.
Reputation
Priscilla Dean Universal
reels.
.
.May 14
See My Lawyer Roy T. Barnes .... Robertson-Cole
. .April
.May 97
Sentimental Tommy Gareth Hughes. ... Famous Players.... 85 reels.
reels.
.
6 reels . . .April 30
Seven
Years' Bad Luck.Thelma
Percy Robertson-Cole
Skirts
Clyde Cook
Fox
.
Sky Pilot, The
John Bowers First National 55 reels.
reels. . .April 30
Tomboy, The
Eileen Percy Fox
5 reels . . .April
.May 307
Traveling Salesman. ... Roscoe Arbuckle .. Famous Players 6 reels. . .Ar-;i
30
Uncharted Seas
Alice Lake
Metro

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Wallop, The
Harry Carey Universal
Wild Goose, The
Mary McLaren. .. .Famous Players
Wolves of the North. .. Herbert Heyes Universal

Length Reviewed
5 reels May 14
5 reels May 21
5 reels... May 21

Feature
Star JUNE Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Beach of Dreams Edith Storey Robertson-Cole 5 reels.. ..June It
Beautiful
Gambler
Special
Cast
Universal ..."..55 reels.
reels... .May 21
Beyond Price
Pearl White
Fox
June 28
11
Big Town Ideas Eileen Percy
Fox
5 reels. . .May
Black
Panther's
Cub.
...
Florence
Reed
Equity
Pic.
—
S.
R
7
reels..
Boys Will Be Boys Will Rogers Goldwyn
5 reels. . lay 28
Butterfly Girl, The Marjorie Daw Pathe
5 reels.. . .June 4
Charge It
Clara Kim. Young. Equity Pic.-S. R
6,900 ft..
Cold Steel
Special Cast Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . June
4
Fighting Lover, The.... Frank Mayo Universal
5 reels.. J.■Junee 18
Fine Feathers
Special Cast Metro
6 reels.. . un 2511
Get Your Man
Buck Jones Fox
5 reels. . une
J
4
Girl
Nowhere, The. Elaine
Ham 'rstein . .Selznick
reels.. ..May
21
GypsyfromBlood
Poli Negri
First National 56 reels..
Heart Line, The
Leah Baird ..Pathe
6 reels. . ..May 28
Home Stuff
Viola Dana
Metro
5 reels.. .June 184
Idols of the North Dorothy Dalton. .. .Famous Players 5 reels. . .June
If Women Only Knew.. Robert Gordon Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..May
21
Keeping Up With Lizxie.Enid Bennett Hodkinson
5 reels. . .June
"une 4 4
King Queen Joker Sydney Chaplin. .. .Famous Players 5 reels..
Kiss in Time, A
Wanda Hawley Realart
5 reels.. .June
.June i2511une 11
Last Card. The
May Allison Metro
5 reels. . ..June
.
.June 28
184
Lessons
T'lmdge. First
National 56 reels..
Live and inLetLove
Live Constance
Harriet Hammond.
Robertson-Cole
reels. . ..May
Lost Romance, The Conrad Nagel Famous Players 7 reels.. .June 4
Love'sof Penalty
First National
.May 284
Lure
the Orient, The. Hope
SpecialHampton
Cast Aywon
Film — S. R... 65 reels.
reels.. . ..June
Man of the Forest Special Cast Hodkinson
6 reels. . May 28
Man Tamer, The
Gladys Walton. ... Universal
5 reels. . une 18
Message from Mars Bert Lytell Metro
5 reels. . une 18
Mother Heart, The Shirley Mason Fox
S reels. . Tune
Mothera Minute
O' Mine
Betty Blythe
Prod 75 reels.
reels.. . tune 18
One
Douglas
MacLean... Associated
Famous Players
une 25
Private Scandal, A
May McAvoy Realart
5 reels.. .Jlay
28
Rider of the King Log.. Frank Sheridan Pathe
7 reels..
Ridin' Romeo
Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels. .
Road to London, The... Bryant Washburn. ..Pathe
5 reels..
2811
Sacred and Profane Love. Elsie Ferguson Famous Players 5 reels.. ..May
April 30
Salvage
Pauline Frederick .. Robertson-Cole 5 reels.. .June
Scarab Rine. The Alice Joyce Vitagraph
5 reels.. June 11
Scrambled Wives Marguerite Clark. .. First National 6 reels.. .June 4
Scrap Iron
Chas. Ray
First National 5 reels. . ..May
.June 284
Sham
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5 reels.. ..May
28
Sheltered Daughters Justine Johnston. .. Realart
5 reels. .
June 114
Silver Car. The
Earle Williams Vitagraph
6 reels.. .June
Snow Blind
Russell Simpson, .. Goldwyn
6 reels. .
Straight
fromRaise,
Paris
Clara B.Kim.Kyne
Young. Associated
Equity Pic. Prod
— S. R... 66 reels.
reels.. . ..July
.May 23
214
.June
Ten
Dollar
The.. Peter
Too Much Speed Wallace Reid Famous Players 5 reels. .
Two Weeks With Pay... Bebe Daniels Realart
5 reels..
June 4
Two Wise Wives Louise Calhern .... Famous Players 6 reels. . .June
Voice in the Dark, The.. Ramsey Wallace. .. Goldwyn
5 reels.. June 184
Whistle, The
William S. Hart. .. Famous Players 5 reels.. ..April 9
White and Unmarried Thos. Meighan Famous Players 5 reels..
Wise Fool, A
James Kirkwood ... Famous Players 6 reels. . June 18
Worn. God Changed, The. Seena Owen
Famous Players 6 reels. . .June
June 114
June 11
Distributed By
Feature
Length Reviewed
JULY
Star
Appearances
Special Cast
Famous Players. .. .5336 ft. . ..July 2
Behind Masks
Dorothy Dalton. .. Famous Players. ... 5 reels. .. July 16
Big Town Round Up... Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels July 16
Broken Doll
Special Cast Associated Prod. .. .5 reels. .. .June 25
Bronze Bell, The
Special Cast Famous Players
5902 ft July 9
Carnival
Special Cast United Artists 6 reels. .. July 9
Children of the Nieht. . . William Russell. . . Fox
5 reels. . . July 9
Closed Doors
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels. .. .May 28
Dangerous Paths Neve Gerber Arrow — S. R
5 reels
Desperate Trails Harry Carey Universal
5 reels. .. July 9
Devotion
Hazel Dawn
Associated Prod. ... 5 reels. .. July 16
Don't Call Me Little
Girl
Mary M. Minter. .. Realart
5 reels .... July 2
Face of the World Special Cast Hodkinson
6 reels .... July 30
Foolish Matrons Hobart Bosworth. . Associated Prod 5 reels. .. July 2
Golden Snare
Special Cast
First National
6 reels. .. July 23
Greater Profit
Edith Storey Robertson-Cole 4200 ft July 2
Heart to Let
Justine Johnston. .. Realart
5249 ft. . ..Aug. 6
Home Talent
Ben Turpin Associated Prod 5 reels. .. June 25
I Am Guilty
Louise Glaum Associated Prod S312 ft.... May 7
I Am the Woman Texas Guinan Victor Kremer-S. R
Journey's End, The W. Standing Hodkinson
7 reels. .. .Jury 9
(Continued on page 2732)
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BUCKING

THE
(Fox)

LINE"

Lefty Flynn Makes Debut as Star in Lively Melodrama
FOX is uncovering new stars these days. Lately the screen public has
been introduced to the Murphy-Walker combination, to be followed
by Barbara Bedford, and now comes Maurice (Lefty) Flynn making
his debut as a star after some seasons spent around as handy man to
heroines in distress. The erstwhile Yale fullback has doubled in brass,
has played the oily villain and the straightforward hero, thus giving him
plenty of experience to cope with the duties of stellar rank.
" Bucking the Line " is simply made to order for him. The Flynn who
crashed into the Harvard line crashes into this picture with plenty of
abandon and enthusiasm. He has his work cut out for him, but receives
the signals from the director and obeys them by scoring several dramatic
touchdowns — most of which have to do with rescuing three individuals
and a train load of young picnickers.
It is an adventurous melodrama, perhaps a trifle obvious and arbitrary,
but the action is so lively that one has no time to hunt for flaws. Carl
Harbaugh, the director, has paid special attention to the various elements.
The note of humor is ever cropping out to give it a balance and this note
is sharply emphasized by Norman Selby, otherwise known as Kid McCoy.
The celebrated pugilist enacts the part of a tramp to the manner born,
and it is exceedingly good fun to see him take life easy. The plot revolves
around the extraordinarily simple theme of moulding character. Flynn is
a small town social lion as the story begins and when his sweetheart upbraids him for his nine o'clock ideas, and a shady partner causes him to
flee town through a trumped up charge of appropriating funds, the erstwhile Yale football player catches a side-door Pullman attired in evening
dress and hits out for some unknown spot. He rescues the Kid from the
rods beneath the car and they jump off at a place which is the scene of a
railroad fight.
The plot at this point concerns certain railroad magnates who are fighting for a right of way. And Flynn enters the situation with unbounded enthusiasm. He beats up the section crew, rescues the daughter of the president from a mad ride on a gasoline hand-car, punishes a social pirate from
his old-home town, pilots an engine in a mad race to reach the draw bridge
in time to save the picnic train from leaping the tracks, and does divers
and sundry other things which may be catalogued under the word " excitement." It goes with a bang from inception to conclusion. With succeeding pictures as clever as this Flynn will be popular in no time. It carries
adventure, suspense and thrills in abundance. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
John Montague Smith
Maurice Flynn
Corona Baldwin
Molly Malone
Jerry,
Monty'sBaldwin
Pal
Norman
Selby
Col. Dexter
Edwin
B. Tilton
Verda Richlander
Kathryn McGuire
Dave Kinsey
J. B. Farrell McDonald
Watrous Dunham
James Farley
Tucker Jibbey
Lesly Casey
Rand Barlow
George Kerry
By Francis Lynde.
Directed by Carl Harbaugh.
Photographed by Frank B. Gould.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Maurice (Lefty) Flynn, erstwhile Yale football star, has reached stardom in another direction. His work as leading man and character actor for various screen
companies has been so uniformly good that Fox has made him into a stellar figure
and he comes to the
theatre next
in his first feature, " Bucking the Line." The story is written by Francis Lynde, a popular author, and
translated
for
this
screen
proves
a
stirring
vehicle
for
the
exploitation of Mr. Flynn's
acting talent and athletic ability.
It revolves around the struggle for possession of a valuable railroad right of
way, with a four-cornered love theme interwoven through the rapid and exciting
action. The story begins with the hero contentedly performing the duties of a
small town bank cashier. A false charge of appropriation of funds sends him
away a fugitive, and plunges him into a series of adventures which are thoroughly
adventurous. There are many exciting scenes which build fine suspense. The cast,
including Molly Malone and Norman Selby (Kid McCoy), is excellent.
PROGRAM READER
Maurice Flynn, formerly a star of the gridiron, has become a star of the silver
screen, with many adventures in between. The famous Yale fullback deserves
stardom through his uniform good work as leading man and character actor for
various
companies.
In " ability.
Bucking Ittheis Line
" he has
an ideal
vehiclewith
fee fast-moving
the display
of his talent
and athletic
a stirring
picture
saturated
action which is always exciting and interesting. The picture carries some sensational incident and is interwoven with a fine romance. Come and see this famous
football player, adventurer, cattle-man, aviator, and social lion. You will like him
and the picture, too. At the
theatre next
.
SUGGESTIONS
Here is your opportunity to make the most of a new star. Maurice Flynn
has become a well known figure on the screen through his good work as leading
man and character actor. Now that he is a star the chance is yours to build up
a popularity for him. The screen public is always eager to see new personalities.
And they will flock to see Flynn, because being an exceptionally good actor and
an athlete of ability, he will provide full entertainment. The picture is rich with
actiondescribe
and adventure.
its thrills and fascinating points. Play up Flynn
and
something Describe
of his career.

"THE

LURE
(R-C

OF

JADE

Pictures)

Pauline Frederick Has Emotional Opportunities in
Unconvincing Story
THIS picture gives Pauline Frederick another opportunity to reveal
her emotional capabilities, although the substance of the plot and
the characterization do not appear convincing. The premise upon
which the heroine flees civilization and takes up her abode in the South
Sea Islands seems faulty and rather stupid inasmuch as the quarrel concerned defamation of character which a little explanation from either one
of the two characters involved would probably satisfy the gossips. The
scene is a naval base, with the star enacting the daughter of the commander.
Some years previously, according to the flashback, the young woman had
carried on a liaison with a certain officer in a retreat of the South Seas.
When he proffered his love, she calmly advised him to remain steadfast in
his devotion to his promised fiancee. She forgets her own words and
refuses to entertain his apologies after he had played the gentleman by
defending his gossipy wife. She accuses him of causing the death of her
father, and the next seen of her, she is presiding over a colorful "dive"
in the South Seas. The story is quite involved but is easy to follow. But
it never rings genuine. The star's dramatic opportunities arrive when she
catches the gossipy wife in the identical situation in which she herself was
caught, although the former's liaison is dishonorable.
Ten years or more have elapsed when the heroine is shown in her South
Sea retreat, and Miss Frederick is careful enough actress to show the
traces of time. However, the gossipy woman, an elderly looking figure in
the first place, passes through the years lightly. It seems strange to see
villain lurking about making love to a woman with a grown son. Thea
story is really one of unrequited love. The commander and the heroine
never quite get over their erstwhile romance. The dramatic fireworks
arrive when the crazed youth kills the villain, with the emotional priestess
of the " dive " assuming the guilt to save his mother and father from worry
and distress. The ending is truly tragic for the death wagon is taking the
unhappy woman on her last journey, much after the fashion of Joan of
Arc and Sidney Carton.

The picture carries good atmosphere, with the sets being uniformly
and the erftras looking like genuine derelicts, Kanakas, and habituesgoodof
out-of-the-way places. Leon Bary makes a slippery villain, while Thomas
Holding carries himself too stiffly, even for a naval officer. The best work
of the assisting cast is contributed by Arthur Rankin. Miss Frederick
dominates the picture throughout.- Length, 5 reels.— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Sara
Vincent
d. ij ■,
Captain
Louis Corey
I
HI
H«Er£
Allan Corey (his son)
....
Anhur Rankin
Arthur Rankin
Stuart Beresford
e^n'w,.,^""1. .(.Sara.'S father) •': :: ::
:' ■ '^g^
Sara's Cserva~„tL°UiS ';::
^ ^^ i ^ i i ^
lefwynn?
By
Marion
Orth.
Scenario by Marion Orth.
Directed by Colin Campbell.
Photographed by Dev. Jennings.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Pauline Frederick has an occasion to flash her extraordinary talent as an emotional actress in her latest feature entitled " The Lure of Jade," which comes to
the
— • T~ilove,
— theatre next
. The fortalented
star plays aherheroine
unrequited
passion and devotion
her father
to leaveof
civilization becausewhose
of certain evil gossip.
She returns to the cause
South Sea Islands
a country where she had experienced her great romance.
disillusioned over
the turn of events, she is satisfied to lose her self-respect in Utterly
a notorious sailor's dive
And years later the naval officer who had wed the woman
who
started the evil
gossip comes to the South Seas, bringing his wife and son,
latter a youth of
some twenty years. It is the star's privilege to show a fine the
spirit
of self-sacrifice
for the
sake of
thedramatic
youth's mother
and carries
father appropriate
when the boyatmosphere.
kills a man.In The
picture
is
filled
with
scenes
and
the cast
are Thomas Holding and Arthur Rankin.
PROGRAM READER
A fascinating romantic
which travels over two hemispheres arr Um
permits the emotional star,drama
Pauline Frederick, an opportunity
to reveal her talent
at its highest development is " The Lure of Jade," which comes to the
—
theatre next
.
This
story
of
unrequited
love,
of
hope destroyed, of
gossipy tongues which wreck character, of atmosphere
events is said
to be one of the best vehicles in which Miss Frederickandhasdramatic
appeared The
spectator follows her adventures with the keenest attention, forever
it is a story which
cames sufficient elements for popular appeal. So come next
and bf
royally entertained.
SUGGESTIONS
A Pauline Frederick picture is always one which is well equipped with good acting. Rest assured of that. So emphasize the fact that tiie emotional star has a
vehicle which entitles her to the greatest praise.
your patrons that the star
rises to emotional heights again in this fascinating Tell
romantic drama of the Occident
and Orient. Play it up as a story of mystery, love, pathos, sentiment,
honor, and
self-sacrifice. Tell of the cast and mention the important players. Your
house
can be decorated in a green color scheme, and a prologue can present idol dancers
with buddhas and incense providing the atmosphere. The figures can be earbed
a la Oriental.
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Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Judge Her Not
Pauline Curley.... Merit F.lm-S. R S reels July 9
5 reels July 9
Kiss, The
..Carmel Myers Universal
4964 ft July 9
Land of Hope
. . Alice Brady.. ^ Realart
5200 ft. ...July 9
Live Wires
Edna Murphy Fox
4800 ft. . ..July 23
Love Time
Shirley Mason Fox
Mask, The
Hedda Nova
Export-Import-S. R. 6 reels. .. .June 25
Pathe
5 reels July 30
Money theManiac,
The ..Alice
SpecialLake
Cast
Over
Wire
."
Salvation Nell
Pauline Starke Metro
First National
55 reels.
reels. .... .July
.July 99
Sheriff of Eternal Hope. Jack Hoxie Federated Film 5 reels. . . .July 9
Straight From Paris. ... Buck Jones Fox
July 2
4942 ft ... July 9
Such a Little Queen. .. Constance Binney. Realart
Ten Dollar Raise Special Cast Associated Prod
May 21
Thunder Island Edith Roberts Universal
4279 ft June 25
Unwilling Hero, An.... Will Rogers Goldwyn
5 reels July 23
Where Lights Are Low. Sessue Hayakawa. Robertson Cole .... S reels. .. .July 9
Whispering
Shadows.
...
Lucy
Cotton
Without
Benefit of
Clergy
Virginia B. Faire. - Pathe
5200 ft.... July 2
Pathe
5 reels
WomenWho Wait Special Cast
AUGUST
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Blue Blazes
Lester Cuneo Capital Film — S. R..5 reels
Crazy to Marry
Roscoe Arbuckle. .. Famous Players 4,693 ft. ..Aug. 13
Cyclone Bliss
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film — S. R
Daughter of the Law...Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels. . ..Aug. 13
Dead or Alive
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film — S. R
God's
Country
and
Law.
Special
Cast
Arrow
Film
—
S.
R.
.
.6
reels
Greater Than Love Louise Glaum Associated Prod 7 reels.
. ..July 30
Great Moment, The Milton Sills Famous Players 6,372 ft. . .Aug. 6
Her Sturdy Oak
Wanda Hawley Realart
4,590 ft. . .July 31
Life's Darn
Funny Gladys
Viola Dana
Metro
65 reels
Aug. 306
Luring
Lios
Walton Universal
reels July
Man Trackers, The Geo. Larkin Universal
5 reels July 30
Moon Gold
Special Cast
F. B. Warren 3 reels
Moonlight and Honeysuckle Mary Miles Minter . Realart
4,294 ft. . .Aug. 6
Mystery Road, The David Powell Famous Players 5 reels Aug. 6
Old Nest, The
Mary Alden Goldwyn
7,889 ft... July 16
Peggy Puts It Over. .. .Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels. . ..Oct. 1
Pilgrims of the Night. .. Lewis Stone Associated Prod 5 reels Aug. 20
Playthings of Destiny. . .Anita Stewart First National 6,200 ft
Rainbow Trail
William Farnum . . . Fox
6 reels
Remorseless Love E. Hammerstein... . Selznick
5,000 ft. ..Aug. 20
Shams of Society Barbara Castleton..
6 reels Aug. 13
Sign on the Door, The.. Norma Talmadge. . First National 7 reels July 30
Singing River
-William Russell Fox
5 reels Aug. 6
They Shall Pay
Special Cast Pathe
5 reels
Trip to Paradise Bert Lytell Metro
5,800 ft. ..Aug. 27
Wealth
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5,141 ft. . .July 9
Wedding Bells
C. Talmadge First National
...Aug. 27
Wet Gold
Special Cast Goldwyn
6 reels Aug. 13
What's
Your Reputation Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
Worth.?
April 16
Who Am I?
Special Cast
Selznick
5,000 ft
SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Nov. 5
Ace of Hearts
Lon Chaney
Goldwyn
Action
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5 reels .Sept. 10
Affairs of Anatol Special Cast
Famous Players ... 8 reels .Sept. 24
After Your Own Heart . Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels .Aug. 20
At the End of the World Betty Compson ..Famous Players ... 6 reels .Aug. 27
.Oct. 22
Bar Nothing
Buck Jones
Fox
5058 ft .Sept. 17
Beating the Game Tom Moore
Goldwyn
17
Beyond
Ethel Clayton .... Famous Players . . . 6 reels. .Sept.
..Oct. 29
Bits of Life
Wesley Barry
First National
5 reels .Sept. 17
Black
Sheep
Neal
Hart
Indep.
Film
Ass'n
.
.
Blot, The
Special Cast
Famous Players . . . 6 reels .Aug. 27
Broken Spur. The
Jack Hoxie
Arrow-S. R
5 reels .Sept. 17
Burn
'Em Up Barnes. . .Johnny
Hines Affiliated
Dist. — S. R 5 reels . . Sept. 3
Camille
Nazimova
Metro
. Sept. 243
reels .Sept.
Cappy Ricks
Thos. Meighan . . . Famous Players . . . 76 reels
6 reels .Oct. 15
Certain Rich Man, A... Special Cast
Hodkinson
Child Thou Gavest Me. . Barbara Castleton . First National
Crossing Trails
Pete Morrison . . . Associated Prod. . . . 5 reels.
Cupids Brand
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film-S. R. . .
Cup of Life
Hobart Bosworth. Associated Prod. ... 6 reels. . .Sept. 10
Dangerous Love
Pete Morrison . . . C. B. C. Film-S. R .
Discontented Wives Special Cast Pathe
. Sept. 3
Disraeli
Geo. Arliss
United Artists
Even as Eve
Betty Compson . . Goldwyn
Experience
R. Barthelmess . . Famous Players 6 reels. .Aug. 20
Family Closet, The Special Cast Pathe
5000 ft. .Sept. 3
Fighter, The
Conway Tearle . . . Selznick
27
5 reels. . .Aug.
Fighting Breed, The... Snowy Baker
Agavon
Film-S.
R..
.Oct 29
Famous Players
Forever
Elsie Ferguson
5752
ft.
.
.
Goldwyn
For Those We Love... Betty Compson
. Asso. Photo-S. R... 5000 ft. .
Ghost City
Helen Holmes
B. Warren 7 reels. . Sept. 24
Girl from God's Country Nell Shipman , .. F.
Film-S. R. 6 reels. . Sept. 3
Girl's Decision Helen Gibson . Rainbow
Hodkinson
17
reels. . .. Aug.
God's Crucible
SpecialWegener
Cast .... Famous Players
67 reels
July
Oct. 2
Golem,
The
Paul
6
reels
.
.
8
Great Impersonation ..James Kirk wood .. Famous Players ...
8
Great Moment, The. ... Gloria Swanson ... Famous Players ... 5 reels. .
Heart of the North Roy Stewart
Joe Brandt-G.
Sept. 10
S. R Davis 6 reels. . Sept.
3
Hell Diggers, The Wallace Reid
Famous Players ... 55 reels
reels. . ..
Her Winning Way Mary Miles Minter Realart
Oct. 1018
5 reels. . .Oct.
Home Keeping Hearts. .Thos. Swinton Pathe
6 reels. . Oct.
Indiscretion
Florence Reed . . . Pioneer
Aug. 278
5 reels. . Sept.
Infamous Miss Revell. . Alice Lake
Metro
.Oct 22
Inner Chamber, The. ...Alice Joyce Vitagraph
65 reels.
reels. ..
jack
The
Williams . Aywon
Film-S. R
6 reels . . Sept.
Match Rider,
Breaker,
The Big
ViolaBoyDana
Metro
.Aug. 24173
4600 ft. . Sept.
Moonlight Follies Marie Prevost ....Universal
2717
6
reels.
.
MorO Fibre
Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
510 reels.
. Sept.
Night Horsemen, The.. Tom Mix
Fox
Sept.
reels.
No Woman Knows. ... Special Cast
Universal
Oct.
5 reels . . Sept.
Oh Mary Be Careful. .. Madge Kennedy ... Pioneer
5000 ft. . Aug. 17108
One Wild Week
Bebe Daniels
Realart
5 reels. .
27
Open Shutters
Edith Roberts
Universal
. Sept.
Passing Throusb
Douglas MacLean. Famous Players ... 55 reels.
reels. . Sept.
Play Square
Johnnie Walker . . Fox
Princess of New York.. David Powell ....Famous Players ... 5 reels. . Sept. 33
Quo Vadis
Special Cast
F. B. Warren 8 reels. . Sept. 17
5 reels . . Sept. 10
Room and Board Constance Binney. Realart
5 reels. . .Not. 17
Rowdy, The
Gladys Walton . . . Universal
5
Secret of the Hills, The. Antonio Moreno. .. Vitagraph
, 5 reels . .

Motion

Picture

News

Feature
star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Serenade
Miriam Cooper . . . First National
... Sept 17
Sting of the Lash Pauline Frederick. Robertson-Cole 66 reels
reels. . .Aug. 27
There Are No Villain*. .Viola Dana
Metro
6
reels
... Sept. 3
Two Minutes to Go.... C has. Ray
First National
Nor. S
Virgin Paradise Pearl White
, Fox
7
reels.
. .Aug. 20
Way Down East
R. Barthelmess ., United Artists
1
1
reels
..
Sept
18
Where Men Are Men.. William Duncan... Vitagraph
5 reels. . . Sept 24
Why Girls Leave Home Anna Q. Nilsgon... Warner Bros. -S. R. . 7 reels. . .Sept 10
Wife's Awakening, A...Wm. P. Carlton... Robertson-Cole 6 reels . . . Sept 10
OCTOBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Across the Divide Special Cast Pathe
Alter Midnight
tonway Tearle Selznick
5 reels Oct 15
After the Show
Special Cast
r'amous Players 6 reels Oct 15
All's FairLovers,
in Love
Special Cast
Cast
Goldwyn
reels. . ..Nov. 5
Amazing
The. .. Special
Jans-S.
R
55 reels
Barricade, The
Special Cast Robertson-Cole 6 reels Oct 15
Be My Hearts
Wife
Max
Goldwyn
Blind
...
HobartLinder
Bosworth. .First
National 66 reels.
reels.. .June
Nov. 25125
Bring Him In
Earle Williams. .. .Vitagraph
5 reels. ...Nov.
...Oct
Case of Becky
Constance Binney. .Realart
6 reels. ...June 1122
Charge
It
Clara
K.
Young.
.
.Equity-S.
R
6
Cinderella of the Hills. . Barbara Bedford. . .Fox
5 reels.
reels. ...Nov. 5
Clay
Dollars
Eugene
O'Brien.
.
.gelznick
5
reels.... .July 16
Conquering Power, The. Special Cast Metro
7 reels
Dangerous Curve Ahead. Helene Chad wick. .Goldwyn
6 reels.. ..Oct 15
Dawn of the East Alice Brady .... Realart
6 reels. . ..Oct
..Nov. 2285
Doubling for Romeo .... Will Rogers
Goldwyn
5 reels.. ...Oct
Everything for Sale May McAvoy .... Realart
5 reels.
Foolish Age, The . Doris May ....... Robertson- Cole
5 reels . . . .Oct 22
Footlights
Elsie Ferguson . . . .Famous Players 6 reels. . ..Oct 15
Fox, The
Harry Carey Universal
6 reels
Four Seasons, The
Kineto Review Urban
4 reels. . ..Oct 8
From the Ground Up ...Tom Moore Goldwyn
5 reels. . . .Oct. 22
Garments of Truth Gareth Hughes. .. Metro
5 reels. . ..Sept 10
Good and Evil
Lucy Doraine ....Warren
Sept 24
Go Straight
Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels Oct 15
Grim Comedian, The. ... Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels
Handcuffs or Kisses . .. Elaine HammersteinSelznick
6 reels Oct. 15
Her Social Value
K. MacDonald First National 6 reels
High Heels
Gladys Walton Universal
5 reels Oct 22
Invisible Power, The. .. House Peters Goldwyn
6 reels. . ..Oct. 8
Jackie
Shirley
56 reels
reels
udgment
Special Mason
Cast ....Fox
World-S. R.
Oct 8
ady from Longacre, The William Russell ...Fox
5 reels
Ladies Must Live Special Cast
Famous Players 6 reels
Man's and
Home,
A
Special
Cast Selznick
Man
Woman
Diana Allen
Jans.-S. R.
56 reels.
reels.... ..Oct.
Sept J8
Matrimonial Web, The.. Alice Calhoun.... Vitagraph
5 reels. . ..Nov. 5
Molly O
Special Cast First National 6 reels
Mysterious Rider, The.. Special Cast ... Hodkinson
6 reels Oct. 29
Night Rose, The
SDecial Cast . ... Goldwyn
6 reels
Nobody's
Fool
Marie
Prevost
Universal
5
Oct 291
One Arabian Night Pola Negri
...First National 10reels
reels. ..Oct
Orderly, The
Special Cast
Pathe
5 reels
Pardon My French Special Cast
Goldwyn
6 reels
Parted Curtains Henry Walthall Warner Bros. — S.R..5 reels.. ..Oct 29
Peter Ibbetson
Elsie Ferguson ...Famous Players
Oct 29
Poor Relation. A
Will Rogers
Goldwyn
6 reels
Poverty of Riches Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels
Primal Law, The
Dustin Farnum... Fox
5 reels. . ..Oct 1
Queenie
Shirley Mason Fox
5 reels Oct 1
Rainbow, The
Alice Calhoun.... Vitagraph
5 reels
Rage of Paris, The
Miss Du Pont Universal
5 reels Oct 3
Red Courage
Hoot Gibson ... Universal
5 reels Oct. 8
Rip Van Winkle Thos Jefferson... Hodkinson
Qct 29
Rough
Diamond.
The.
..Tom
Mix
Fox
5
reels Nov. 12
Shadow
of Lightning
Ridge, The
Snowy Baker
Aywon-S. R.
5 reels. . ..Sept
Shark Master, The Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels. . ..Sept. 2410
Sheik, The
Agnes Ayres .... Famous Players 7 reels... .Oct 29
Son of Wallingford, TheSpecial Cast Vitagraph
8 reels... .Oct 29
Steelhart
William Duncan ..Vitagraph 5 reels. . ..Sept 24
Speed Girl, The
Bebe Daniels
Realar*
6 reels
Swamp, The
Sessue Hayakawa .. Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..Nov. 12
Theodora
Rita Jolivet
Goldwyn
Oct 29
Three Musketeers
Douglas Fairbanks. United Artists 12 reels. ..Sept 10
Three Word Brand William S. Hart.. Famous Players
6 reels Oct 8
Thunderclap
Special Cast
Fox
8 reels. . ..Aug. 31
Vengeance
Trail A... Big
Williams
R
Sept 24
Virginia Courtship,
May Boy
McAvoy
. .. Aywon-S.
Realart
55 reels
reels
What Love Will Do
Murphy- Walker . . Fox ...
5 reels
Woman's Place ....... .Constance Talmadge First National
5 reels. . ..Oct 29
'.'.'.Not" S
NOVEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length Reviewed
Alf's
Special Cast
First
BonnieButton
Briar Bush, TheSpecial
Cast
FamousNational
Players 66 reels
reels
Bucking the Line
M. (Lefty) Flynn.Fox
5 reels. . ..Nov. 19
Call of the North Jack Holt
Famous Players 6 reels
Conflict
Priscilla Dean ....Universal
7 reels. ..
Footfalls
Special Cast
Fox
7 reels. . ...SNoepv.t 2419
Her Face Value
Wanda Hawley ...Realart
5 reels.
Hunch, The
Gareth Hughes . . . Metro
6 reels.
Hush Money
Alice Brady
Realart
6 reels.
Iron Trail, The
Special Cast
United Artists 7 reels. ...Nov.
...Oct 1229
Jane Eyre
Hugo Ballin Prod. Hodkinson
7 reels.
Jolt, The
Walker-Murphy ...Fox
5 reels.
reels . .12.
Knight of the West, A. . Olive Francis W. B. M. Photoplay — S. R. 5...Nov.
The Idle Rich
Bert Lytell
Metro
6 reels.
Last Trail, The
Special Cast
Fox
6 reels
Light in the Clearing,
The
Special Cast
Hodkinson
7 reels.
Love Never Dies
Special Cast
First National 7 reels
Lucky Carson
Earle Williams ....Vitagraph
5 reels.
Lure of Jade, The
Pauline Frederick. .Robertson-Cole .... 6 reels. ...Nov. 19
Ma'mselle
Jo
Special
Cast
Robertson-Cole
7
reels.
Man From Lost River.
The
Soecial Cast Goldwyn
7 reels. ..Nov. 12
Millionaire, The
Herbert Rawlinson . Universal
6 reels. ..Nov. 5
Old Oaken Bucket, The. Special Cast
Warren
5 reels.
Our Mutual Friend Special Cast ... Warren
5 reels.
Riding With Death
Buck Jones
Fox
5 reels.
Silent Call, The
Special Cast
First National 7 reels.
Sin of Martha Queed,
The
Special Cast Associated Exhib
SingleFire
Track, Th)e Corinne
Griffith Vitagraph
55 reels.
reels. ..Nov. 5
Sure
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Tol'ble David
Rich. Barthelmess . . First National 6 reels .

November
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"HER

FACE
VALUE"
(Realart)

Enjoyable Romance

in a Hollywood and Broadway
Setting

story, " The Girl Who Paid Dividends,"
Earl inDerr
WHENappeared
Saturday Evening Post, it did not take an astute
the Biggers'
mind to guess that the tale would soon find its way to the silver
sheet. When a new phase of American life is offered in fiction, and a new
type of character presented, it is doubly welcome. We have had countless
stories of chorus girls and eventual theatrical fame — here is a story of a
chorus girl who reaches motion picture stardom. There is a glimpse of
the workings of Hollywood producers and a sequence showing the taking
of a stunt picture. While only the professional side of the producing industry is shown, there is no revelation of the intimate producing secrets.
We consider the story and its development the best thing about this
Wanda Hawley picture, and to the story should go the credit of providing
a program feature which is an example of the highest class heart interest
drama — wholesome, real and fascinating. Suspense is held. To many the
final surprise will be a real surprise. There is romance — enough to satisfy
them all — and a neat characterization in the person of " Jimmy Parsons,"
a carefree, light-hearted, loveable rogue of a press agent. And Wanda
Hawley carries an interesting part with her usual charm.
" Peggy Malone " is a chorus girl with a grafting father and brother, and
no job, when the story opens. " Jimmy " is the show's press agent, and in
his characteristic impulsive manner decides to abandon the lure of Broadway, settle down, and marry. It is the in-laws who do most to disrupt the
love nest. They always call at dinner hour and spread themselves over the
most comfortable chairs. ''Jimmy" drifts back to Broadway; "Peggy"
returns to the footlights — her wealthy admirer once more applauds from
out in front. Then comes the doctor's ultimatum to " Jimmy " — " Arizona —
immediately." Shattered in health, he goes to a ranch alone and Peggy
climbs to the top in the picture game. Father and brother continue to
sponge. Then when the star is injured making a dangerous scene, she is
forced to choose between her wealthy admirer or Jimmy, who has recovered and come to Los Angeles to fight for her. We leave Jimmy returning
her the money which she has sent him during his illness. In his solitude
he has written scenarios — and sold them. They plan their second honeymoon. Father and brother begin to look through the want ads.
While we dislike to be Pollyannaish, we would call " Her Face Value "
delightful entertainment. It is well directed by Thomas Heffron — filled
with clever character touches. T. Roy Barnes is the press agent, and excel ent.— Length, 5 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Peggy
Malone
Wanda Hawley
Pop Malone
..
Lincoln
Plumer
Eddie Malone
..Dick Rosson
{immy Parsons
T. Roy Barnes
.aurette
Winifred Bryson
Martin Fox
Donald McDonald
F. B. Sturgeon
Harvey Clark
Jack Darian
Eugene Burr
ames R. Greenwood . . . :
George Periolat
Chinaman
Ah Wing
By Earl Derr Biggers.
Scenario by Percy Heath.
Directed by Thomas N. Heffron.
Photographed by William E. Collins.
PRESS NOTICE — STORY
Wanda Hawley, the dainty Realart star, is said to have one of her finest portrayals in her newest feature, " Her Face Value," which comes to the
theatre next
. The story is essentially a tragedy of in-laws in the home,
and proves conclusively that all young married people ought to be left alone to
work out their own plans. Miss Hawley in her portrayal of the chorus-girl heroine
who attempts matrimony without first dislodging the family leeches who have
always fed off her generosity, is an appealing and delightful figure throughout.
The spectator sort of wishes she would show more firmness in handling her
shiftless father and brother, who have always imposed on her good nature and
continue to do so after she marries, until they have succeeded in wrecking her
little dove cote. The conclusion of this little domestic tragedy is unusual but convincing. T. Roy Barnes plays the part of the press-agent and young husband, while
the
rest of the cast is up to standard. The picture is adequately staged and
directed.
If you don't want to experience the same sensations that Peggy did when her
show company suddenly failed without warning, don't miss Wanda Hawley, the
charming Realart star in " Her Face Value," which comes to the
theatre next
. It is a story which tells the thrilling events behind the
scenes
of
a
famous
star's
life.
Her
father
was
a
motorman
while
she
was
Peggy
Malone of the chorus. When she became famous the old man took life easy. And
relatives and in-laws butted in to make things unpleasant for her. They couldn't
leave
her alone story.
in domestic bliss. Come and see " Her Face Value." A human
and humorous
SUGGESTIONS
A teaser campaign would be a good angle to exploit this feature. Hitting upon
die idea that young married couples have a difficult time finding happiness through
the interference of relatives should be made the basis of your argument. Advise
your patrons that the chance is theirs to see a picture which serves a mighty
effective
lesson have
and atbeen
the uniformly
same time good.
entertains.
Tell itof asthea star's
otherdrama
attractions,
most of which
Describe
domestic
which
pulsates with life. Tell that it is unusually human. Tell that the author is the
playwright of " Seven Keys to Baldpate." Play up T. Roy Barnes who is in the cast.

KISSES"
SE
FAL(Universal)
Contains Dramatic Material
TitlesBut huns Excessively to
AS selected
material a for
du Pont's
second Daniel
starringSteele,
vehicle,
Universalunder
has
one Miss
act play
by Wilbur
published
the title of " Ropes." The play contains undenied dramatic material, but it is the drama of words and the situations of the stage, rather
than action and incident that the sketch provides and in consequence
" False Kisses," as the picture is titled, is more largely titled than any
photoplay should be and more restricted in episodes than are most features
which stick their head up above the average.
The action of the picture after an introductory prelude is confined entirely to a lighthouse and the little island on which it is located. Here
three people, hero, heroine and villain, work out their particular domestic
problem in which a wife is forced to accept the kisses of an erstwhile lover,
in order to save her blind husband his job as keeper of the lighthouse.
The husband's blindness is caused by a fall on the jagged rocks of the
island and his sight is restored by another blow delivered when he runs
into the winding stairway of the lighthouse in attempting to protect his
wife from the advances of the villain.
Miss du Pont has been shorn of the clothes and luxurious surroundings
of her first stellar vehicle and appears in calico, as the wife of the lighthouse keeper. Pat O'Mally is the husband and has what is really the
leading role of the feature. Lloyd Whitlock is the villainous inspector of
the lighthouse. All three give consistent performances and if the picture
fails somewhat as entertainment the fault should not be placed at the door
of either cast or director.
The photography and lightings are exceptional, and the few settings
needed adequate for the story.— Length, 4,335 feet.— J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Jennie
P.aul
Jim,.
P3"1""
John Peters
„
Mrs. Simpson
Mrs. Ghmp
Mr. Ghmp
Marv
By Wilbur Daniel Steele.
Directed by Paul Scardon.

Miss duPont
Pat O'Malley
v
Lloyd
Whitlock
Camille
Clark
perCy Challenger
v
Madge Hunt
Fay Winthrop
joe Hazelton
Mary Philbin
1

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Miss duPont, the new Universal star, who created such a sensation in "The
Rage of Paris," because of her extraordinary beauty and talent, comes to the
theatre next
in her latest feature entitled " False Kisses."
This is from a play by Wilbur Daniel Steele which Paul Scardon directed. And
the charming star has a part which enables her to flash her individual beauty and
talent. The story revolves around the finding of expression in a lonely seacoast
town. Jennie, the character played by the star, has come there to teach school
And being a new type to the village she is dsired by the eligible males.
Jennie marries Paul, and Jim goes away, only to
some years later. He
discovers the little family in distress and offers them return
assistance. Paul is assigned
the job of lighthouse keeper in an isolated place ten miles out at sea. The young
wife is lonely except for the visits of Jim, who still proffers his love. The picture
builds through dramatic scenes to a climax of undeniable power, the sweep of
which invites the greatest suspense. The story is a rugged one and is laid in picturesque settings. Miss duPont is assisted by a clever cast that includes Pat
O'Malley and Lloyd Whitlock.
PROGRAM READER
A story of a rugged coast village where the natives live primitive lives — a story
of dramatic clashes and conflicts and passionate storms of love is " False Kisses
which comes to the
theatre next
the which
charming
duPont as the star. This talented actress and beauty haswith
a part
callsMiss
for
the utmost in dramatic feeling and the star rises to the occasion successfully.
" False acters
Kisses
attention.
Its actionpathos,
is rugged,
chardominant" will
and compel
forceful,your
and closest
its elements
of romance,
heart its
interest,
and sentiment and thrills are equally balanced, thus making a picture which is
thoroughly compelling. In the cast are Mary Philbin, Pat O'Malley and Lloyd
Whitlock.
SUGGESTIONS
Here you have Miss duPont as the star of a picture. In her first stellar vehicle,
" The Rage
Paris,"And
she here
createdshe a has
gooda impression
through
talent
dinary goodoflooks.
vehicle which
againhercalls
for and
the extraordi play
of her talent. Make mention that she is one of the most beautiful actresses on the
screen. Play up that it is a rugged drama which calls for the closest attention.
Play up its rugged character, that it builds keen action and suspense. Make mention of PatThese
O'Malley
appearing
the cast.too.AlsoBillMary
Philbin.
playersandare Lloyd
all wellWhitlock
known.as Play
up theindirector,
the
picture as a dramatic document which is thoroughly interesting.
CATCH LINES
See Missdrama.
duPont in " False Kisses." A picture of rugged characterization and
powerful
A picture of sea-faring men. A picture of the storm and stress of lighthouse life.
See " False Kisses " with Miss duPont as the star. A fitting companion picture to
" The Rage of Paris."
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Comedy

and

Short

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Afraid of His Wife
Educational
1 reel
After the Dough Sid Smith
Federated Film 2 reels Aug. 20
Among Those Present. .Harold Lloyd Pathe
3 reels. . ..May 4
Applicant. The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Assault and Flattery
Educational 1 reel
At the Ringside Snub Pollard Pathe
2 reels July 23
Baby, Baby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
Back Yard
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels. . ..April 28
Bakery, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels. . ..June 11
Bang
Lloyd Hamilton. ...Educational
Barrel of Trouble Denver Dixon Plymouth Pict 2 reels
Bashful Lover, The. .. .Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Bell Hop, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
> reels
Between the Acts Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels April 30
Blacksmith. The
Buster Keaton First National 2 reels
Blue Sunday
Lyons and Moran. .Universal
2 reels. . ..Aug. 13
Bride and Broom Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
Brown Derby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels Sept. 24
Burglars Bold
Eddie Boland Pathe
2 reels Aug. 13
Chick, Chick
Tweedy '. Educational
Reelcraft
21 reels
Sept. 10
Chicken
Hearted
reel
Country Chickens Louise Fazenda. ... Educational
2 reels
Dead Easy
Earl Rodney Educational
2 reels.. .Aug. 27
Devilish Romeo
Fox
2 reels
Dew Drop Inn
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Dizzy Dumbells Art Bates
State Rights 2 reels...
Dog Doctor, The
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels
Doggone Torchy
Educational
2 reels
Dull Care
Larry Semon Vitagraph
1 reel
Dummy Love
Educational 1 reel May 7
Eat and Be Happy
Educational
1 reel Sept. 5
Edgar's Country Cousin. Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Feast Day Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Hamlet Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's
Jonah
Day
Johnny
Jones
Goldwyn
22 reels
reels
Edgar the Detective.... Johnny Jones Goldwyn
June 18
Edgar the Explorer Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Exit Quietly
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels Oct. 8
Fall Guy, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Falling For Fanny Helen Darling Educational
2 reels Aug. 6
Fast and Furious AI. St. John Fox
2 reels
Fireside Brewer, A
Louise Fazenda. . ..Famous Players 2 reels. . ..Nov. 27
Fly Cop, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
For
Sake
Educational
reels
GameLand's
Lady
Lloyd Hamilton. . ..First
National 22 reels
July 23
Going Through the Rye. Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels
Gone to the Country Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Oct. 8
Greenhorn. The
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
2 reels May 28
Guide, The
Clyde Cook Fox
2 reels June 11
Handy Husband Teddy Sampson Educational
1 reel June 25
Hard Luck
Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels
Haunted House, The Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels July 9
Hayseed. The
Al. St. John Fox
2 reels. . ..May 28
Head Waiter
Larrv Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Hey Rube
Bobby Vernon Educational
* reels May 28
Hick, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels April 16
High Life
Harrv Sweet Universal
2 reels Oct 8
His Handsome Butler. . .Eddie Barry Arrow Film
His Home Sweet Home. Larry Semon Vitagraph 2 reels
His Jonah Day
Jimmy Aubrey ... ..Vitagraph
2 reels
His Unlucky Berth Bert Roach Universal
1 reel Sept. 3
Hold Your Breath Chas. Dorety Universal
2 reels
Hound of Tankerville. . .Otis Harlan Educational
Idle Class. The
Chas. Chaplin First National 3 reels Oct. 1
I Do
Harold Lloyd .Associated Exhib 3 reels Aug. 8
In for Life
Viora Daniels Educational
2 reels. . .Aug. 6
It's Your Move
Educational
1 reel
Jockey, The
Clyde Cook Fox
2 reels April 9
Just m Time
Educational
2 reels. . ..June 25
Let Me Explain Special Cast Educational
2 reels May 21
Little, But Oh My
Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Love and Doughnuts. . .Ben Turpin Associated Prod 2 reels
Love Egg, The
Louise Fazenda. .. .Educational
2 reels Sept. 10
Love's
Ben Turpin
reels July 14
Made inOutcast
the Kitchen. . .Special
Cast Associated
Associated Prod
Prod 22 reels
Man vs. Woman
Dorothy Devoe Educational
2 reels June 18
Money Talks
Henry Murdock. . .Educational
1 reel May 28
Moonshine
Lloyd Hamilton ..Educational
2 reels. . .April 30
Mother's
Lamb
Billy Quirk
Reelcraft
reels
Movie Mad
Special
Cast
Educational
22 reels
... April 30
Mr. Fatima
Eddie Barry Educational
2 reels
Mysterious Stranger ...Jimmy Aubrey ...Vitagraph
2 reels. ...Aug. 27
Name the Day
Snub Pollard
Pathe
1 reel. .
Never Weaken
Harold Lloyd Associated Exhib.... 3 reels. .Sept.
No Clothes to Guide HimBert Roach
Universal
1 reel. .Oct. 1729
No Stop Over
Snub Pollard
Pathe
1 reel.
Nothing Like It
Dorothy Devore ..Educational
2 reels. . .Aug.
July 236
Nuisance, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Oh Buddy
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels. . .Aug. 6
On Their Way
Eddie Boland
Pathe
1 reel Sept. 10
Pals
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
2 reels
Pair of Sexes, A
Educational
2 reels
Pinched
Harold Lloyd
Pathe
2 reels. . .Sept. 10
Playhouse, The
Buster Keaton ...First National
2 reels
Playmates
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
2 reels... ....
Rainbow Island
Pollard & Lloyd.. Pathe
1 reel Aug. 13
Reckless Sex
Earl Rodney
Educational
2 reels .. .July 19
Rent Collector, The.... Larry Semen ....Vitagraph
2 reels. . .April 8
Riot, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Robinson's
Trousseau ..Lee
22 reels.
Roman Fcrr.ec^
LyonsMoran
& Moran. . Universal
Universal
reels.... .Aug.
May 2127
Saving Sister Susie
Educational
2 reels
Sand Man, The
Eddie Boland
Educational
2 reels. .. Nov. 20
Say It With Flowers. .. Special Cast
Fox
2 reels. .. Sept. 24
Say Uncle
Educational
1 reel
School Days
Larry Semon ....Vitagraph
2 reels
Scrapoily Married
Harry Gribbon ..Educational
2 reels. . .July 2
Sea Shore Shapes
Universal
1 reel
See America First Mack Swain
Herald Prod
2 reels

Subject

Picture

News

Releases

Distributed By
Feature
Star
Length Reviewed
See America Thirst Cissy Fitzgerald.. Producers Secu.
She Sighed by the Sea
Associated Prod 2 reels. . .June
Side
.Oct. 8 IS
Should
Husbands Do Ben Turpin
Universal
1
reel.
.
Housework
Harry Gribbon . Educational
2 reels. . Oct. 30
Simp, The
Lloyd Hamilton. Vitagraph
2 reels. uly 93
Simple Life
Larry Semon . . . Fox
2 reels. une
Singer Handed
Midgets Scandals Edgar
Slim Somerville
. Pathe
2 reels.
Single
Jones
First National
Skipper Treasure Garden Special Cast
Fox
2 reels. June 15
Small Town Stuff Al. St. John Educational
2 reels. .Sept.
Sneakers
Neal Burns
.July 30
2$3
Educational
2 reels. .June
Snookey's Blue Monday Snookey
Educational
2 reels. .Sept. 10
Snookey's Fresh Air. ... Snookey
Educational
2 reels.
Snookey's Twin Troubles Snookey
Educational
2 reels.
Snookey's Wild Oats. .. Snookey
2 reels. • July 2
Society Dogs
Brownie (Dog) . . Universal
Reelcraft
2 reels. ..Sept. 10
Speed
Tweedy
21 reel.
reels. .
Sportsman, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
Pathe
• July 3017
Spot Cash
Snub Pollard
Educational
1 reel. . ..Sept,
Standing Pat
Teddy Sampson
Universal
2 reels.
Stealin Home
Harry Sweet .... Pathe
2 reels.
Stick Around
Ernest Truex
Educational
2 reels.
Storks Mistake
National
Ex
Strikes
to
Spare
Bcbby
Vernon
..
Educational
2
reels • Aug. 13
Sunless Sunday
Reelcraft
2 reels.
Sweet Daddy
Tweedy
Educational
1
reel.
.
Sweet Revenge
Thornton Edwards Educational
1 reel. . .June 1811
Take Your Time
Earl Rodney
Federated Film ....2 reels. .June 11
Their Dizzy
Finish Sid Smith
Fox
2 reels. June 4 18"
Three
Good Pals
First
National
2 reels. .May
ct i
Toonerville's Fire Brigade
Educational
2 reels. .O
Torchy's
Promotion
....
Johnny
Hines
.
.
.
.Oct.
1
2 reels.
Torchy Turns Cupid ...Johnny Hines ... Educational
Fox
2 reels.
Toreador. The
Clyde Cook
Tourist, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
Arrow Film 2 reels.
Trouble Doctor, The...Neely Edwards .. Vitagraph
2 reels. .Sept. 17
Trouble Hunter, The... Jimmy Aubrey ... Federated
2 reels.
Two Faces West
Sid Smith
Reelcraft
2 reels.
Vacation
Tweedy
Oct. 86
2 reels. ..Aug.
Vagrant, The
Lloyd Hamilton... Educational
Universal
2
reels.
Week Off, A
Chas. Dorety .... Vitagraph
2 reels.
Well
Be
Larry Pollard
Semon
Pathe
lreel..
What I'll
a Whopper
Snub
Why
They
Love
Cave
Celebrated Players
Men
• May
Aug. 81427
Educational
1 reel. . .Oct,
Wild & Willy
Jos. Hill
Pathe
lreel..
Zero
Gaylord Lloyd . . . Educational
1 reel. .
Zero Hero
Love
iiiiiiiciiiiiiiituiiiiiiiuiiumniiiiiiuiiiuiuiuHiuiiiuimiiimiLuiuiiuuiiiiuiiiiiituiiiiiiuitiJiiiJituiiiuiiiiiuiiuu
Short

Subjects

.Oct. i'
siiuiiui! iimiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini m rtiiiMiiininniirmiirmrmiiniimTinrnTmmiirirntim
Distributed
By
Feature
Length Reviewed
Title and Star
Star
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial), Elmo Lincoln. State Rights
American Badger (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
lreel July 23
Analysis of Motion (Novelty)
H. Levy Ser. Corp
.... .June
July 1611
An Angle in Idaho (Educational Scenic) Educational . %1 reel
reel.
Andy and Min (Cartoon)
Celeb. Play. Film. 1 reel
Babyhood (Novelty)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Bear Hunting in California (Adventure) Kineto Review 1 reel
Beauty Spots of America (Scenic) Kineto Review 1 reel
Beggar Maid, The (Drama), Mary Astor Triart Film lreel Oct. 8
Beyond the Trail (Wes. Drama), Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels.
Bible, The (Serial), Special Cast
State Rights 12 Episodes
Biology
and Its(Novelty)
Use (Educ). Kineto
National
. . .Sept 17
Birds of— the
CragsMicroscope
and Marshes
Review 11 reel
reel
Bonnie Scotland (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Boy Scouts of America (Topical) Kineto Review 1 reel
Breaking Through (Serial), Carmel Myers Vitagraph
Cairo in Egypt
(Kineto
Urban
lreel July 9
Circulation
of the
Blood Review)
and Botany
Field Flowers (Educational)
National
% reel ea.Aug. 20
Collectors of Craniums (Educational) Educational
lreel
Combatting the Elements (Novelty) Kineto Review 1 reel
Could Columbus Discover America? (World
Wanderings)
Educational
lreel Sept 24
Cow
Puncher's
Comeback
(W.
Dr.),
Art
Acc.
Universal
2
reels ... Sept. 24
Crowning King Blizzard (Scenic) Educational
lreel
Cyclone
Vow (West.
Drama)
Universal
2 reels. .. Sept. 24
14
Day with Smith's
Jack Dempsey
(Novelty),
Jack
Dempsey)
Pathe
I reel
Day with the Giants
State Rights
Death Trap, The (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi. . Pathe
2 reels... ,
Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects, Acrobatic Flies (Educational)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .May
Do or inDieDixie
(Serial),
Eddie Polo
Universal
May 21
Down
(Scenic)
Kineto
Review 21 reels...
reel
.May
Dreams Come True (Educational) Educational
lreel
Eden of the Pacific (Scenic)
Prizma
1 reel. .. .Sept. 28
Emerald Isle, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Eskimo Picture, An (Educational) Educational
lreel.... .Sept
May
Feathers (Scenic)
Selznick
1 reel .... Aug.
Hiking the Alps, with the Swiss Boy
24
Scouts (Kineto Review)
National Ex
lreel..
Hitting the Spots (Scenic)
Educational
lreel..
Holy City, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel...
Honor of Rameriz (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels... .
Hope
Mystery
Grace DarmondState
HuntingDiam'd
the Sea
Wolf (Ser'l),
(Educational)
Kineto Rights
Review 115 episodes
reel
Hurricane
Hutch(West
(Serial),
Chas.TomHutchison
Pathe
epi'des. Aug. IS
Imposter, The
Drama),
Sanchi. ... Pathe
215reels
(Continued on page 2737)
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WONDERFUL
(First National)

THING"

Slender Story Made Entertaining by Good Production
and Appealing Star

"THE
(Whitman

TRAIL"
IRON
Artists)
nited
Bennett-U

Faithful Adaptation of Famous Beach Novel
//f-|-^HE IRON TRAIL" in picture form is a faithful adaptation of
" Murray O'Neil,"
Beach, relating
Rex engineer,
popular novel bycivil
the Irish-American
little
A an
against how
uncompromising
eleFUL THING" originally was a whimsical
UHPHE stageWONDER
comedy in which Jeanne Eagles played a sort of French
ments and crooked rivals, built an Alaskan railway and won a newspaper
A
" Peg o? My Heart " character and provided most of the enter- woman employed on a sheet owned by his enemy as his bride.
taining qualities of the show.
The picture is melodrama of the sort that the Beach stories have made
" The Wonderful Thing " in pictures tells the same story as the stage I famous, with an occasional bit of comedy relief. The building of the railroad is an important part of the story, and when rival gangs clash in an
play, with a little more logical ending, but the whimsical part of the origi- |
nal is missing and therefore the photoplay becomes a rather ordinary attempt to get a right of way through a certain pass, the picture provides
vehicle in plot for Miss Talmadge and presents a very considerable number the sort of action that certain audiences eat up and which have characterof the original lines of the stage production, as titles, in order to help the
ized most of the Beach productions.
star get over the general idea of the role she is portraying.
The development of the story concerns itself principally with the part
The plot of " The Wonderful Thing " concerns a titled Englishman who
the plot relating to the building of the railroad, with the romance treated
marries a convent-bred French girl for her money, the necessity being a of
as incidental.
out
finds
finally
girl
The
into.
gotten
has
brother
younger
a
scrape
The principals of a large cast are excellent types and adequate for their
about the trick which has been played upon her and becomes estranged respective roles, except Wyndham Standing, who fails to look or enact the
from her husband. A reconciliation is effected by the girl'9 father after part of the energetic, indomitable young engineer, so vividly described by
both husband and wife have come to Iowa, U. S. A., where dad owns a big Mr. Beach in his novel.
1
hog ranch.
The best acting of the feature is contributed by Thurston Hall as " CurA generally fine production in which no expense has been spared, the tiss Gordon " and Harlan Knight as " Tom Slater." Both present characterizations ofunqualified strength and originality. Alma Tell is a
beauty and popularity of Miss Talmadge and the smooth, well developed
continuity provided by Director Herbert Brenon and Clara Beranger give pretty heroine, but is provided with little to do except wait for the end
the picture a considerable audience value, in spite of the obvious and of the picture.
A number of scenic shots of the Alaskan country are interesting and all
slender plot. The dialect titles probably will not register with the average
fan, but the star and her supporting cast will. It is a perfectly safe, abso- the exteriors selected are in keeping with the story. The picture was
lutely clean, piece of screen entertainment in which technical and acting directed by R. William Neil and produced by the Whitman Bennett Picskill make up for lack of action and incident or originality of plot.
tures Corporation. — Length, 7 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
Murray Gordon
O'Neil
'
Wyndham
Standing
In support of Miss Talmadge is a fine cast of types, among whom is Curtis
Thurston
Hall
Harrison Ford as the hero. The photography and lightings are unusually Dan Appleton
Reginald Denny
Eliza Appleton, his sister
Alma Tell
fine and the atmosphere of both the English and " hog " episodes of the Natalie, Gordon's stepdaughter
Betty Lee
Carpenter
story excellent. Miss Talmadge gives a performance quite unlike that of Dr. Cyrus Gray
Beggs
foreman
Harlan Knight
Miss Eagles in the" stage version, but nevertheless appealing and artistic. — Tom Slater, O'Neil's
Adapted
from
Rex
Beach's
novel
of
the
same
title.
Directed by R. William Neil.
Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
Produced by Bennett Pictures Corp.
THE CAST
Jacqueline Laurentine Boggs
Norma Talmadge
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Donald Mannersby
Harrison Ford
Rex Beach's famous story of Alaskan life and especially of the perils and thrills
Catherine Mannersby Truesdale
Julia Hoyt
James Sheridan Boggs
Howard Truesdale silver
of building
railroad,
" Theat Iron
Trail " has theatre
been transferred
sheet an
and Alaskan
will be the
attraction
the
for a to the
Laurence Mannersby
Robert Agnew
Dulcie Mannersby Fosdick
Ethel Fleming days' engagement beginning
.
Lady Sophia Alexandria Mannersby
Mabel Bert
The cast engaged for the various roles of the " Iron Trail " is all star and such
Angelica Mannersby
Fanny Burke players as Wyndham Standing, Betty Carpenter, Alma Tell are in the roster.
" Iron Trail " is a picture of red blooded action typical of the Beach stories and
"Smooth Lancaster
Bill" Carser
Walter
General
CharlesMcEwen
Craig is a worthy successor of such features as " The Girl From Outside," " The Silver
By Lillian Trimble Bradley.
Horde
and " was
The directed
Spoilers."by R. Richard Neil under the supervision of Whitman
The "feature
Directed by Herbert Brenon.
Bennett. It screens in seven reels.
SUGGESTIONS
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A
wholesome
study
in
romance
and
sentiment
is
"
The
Wonderful
Thing,"
which
" The has
Ironbeen
Trail,"
one of the
knownandandwillmost
popular
the Rex Beach
comes to the
theatre next
- with Norma Talmadge as the star. stories,
transferred
to thebestscreen
be the
featureof attraction
at the
This exceptionally
clever
picture
is saidherto tobe portray
ideal fora the
expression
of the differstar's
theatre
for
a
days'
showing
beginning
.
talent
and
personality
since
it
permits
role
which
is
widely
The
picture
tells
the
story
of
the
trials
and
thrills
attendant
on
the
building
of
ent from any in which she has appeared before. The story carries a breath of humor
an Alaskan
railroad
andsuchthe great
love story
of "uncompromising
Murray O'Neil,"elements
the big and
Irisha engineer
which coupled with the romantic entanglement spells a heart interest drama which who
succeeds
against
odds
as
crooked
is bound to entertain the picture patron.
king attempting to construct a rival road.
The heroine interpreted by Miss Talmadge is one that calls upon her resource- railway
In the cast, a long one, are such well known players as Wyndham Standing,
fulness. This heroine is much sought after by an impoverished Englishman and she Thurston
Hall, Betty Carpenter and Alma Tell. Action and thrills are the outmarries him. His family immediately takes it upon themselves to make life unpleasof "wonderful
The Iron shots
Trail."of There
are fights
thatthewillAlaskan
bring the
spectator
ant for her. There mercenary conduct is exasperating to such a point that she
his feetstanding
andfeatures
some
ice breaking
up in
rivers.
leaves her husband. In the end there is a reconciliation. The picture unfolds a l to The
was directed by R. Richard Neil and was produced in the Whitman
pretty story and is well staged and acted. Herbert Brenon directed. In the <cast Bennettfeature
studios. United Artists Corporation, the firm releasing the productions
are Harrison Ford, Howard Truesdale and Walter McEwen.
of Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin, is presenting the feature.
PROGRAM READER
SUGGESTIONS
Bill as a Rex Beach story, following the lines of the other pictures by the author.
Any announcement that Norma Talmadge is coming to the
theatre in
a new picture is an occasion of much interest. This popular and talented actress For lobby display, if you play the feature during the winter, stick to ideas that will
has a sure hold upon the public through her gifts of expression and her wonderfully not stress the " snow " part of the story. Prologues in which the " anvil chorus "
charming personality. Those who attend the
next
to see idea is carried out with your music alleged to be made by striking the rails of the
under construction would be novel and effective. The picture is one for
" Theent Wonderful
see this gifted
star inIta will
role cause
which the
is widely
differ-to road
24-sheet stands and book store tie-ups.
from anythingThing,"
she haswillheretofore
portrayed.
spectator
remark over her versatility which seemingly knows no limitations. She has the
role of a vivacious young French girl whose wealth causes her to be ardently
CATCH LINES
courted by eligible and ineligible males. How she proves to be sincere and a
Another
of
Rex
Beach's
red-blooded
of theall last
American A frontier
transworthy
"
catch
"
is
brought
put
with
plenty
of
sentiment
and
romance.
The
picture
ferred to the screen in all its grandeurstories
and with
its thrills.
great picture
is finely acted and staged.
of
a great The
story. As fine
photODlay
as Irish
" Theengineer
Girl From Outside,"
or " Them
Barrier."
a biga red
blooded
built arivals.
railroad
SUGGESTIONS
Alaska
in spite oftalethe ofuncompromising
elements
and a gang who
of crooked
The combination of Norma Talmadge and Herbert Brenon is a good one to exploit for this feature. The first-mentioned is a wonderfully talented star, the other,
one of the most gifted directors. So feature their names above any other line of
argument. State also that the picture is widely different from any vehicle that
the star has had. Mention that it scored a decided hit upon the speaking stage
with Jeanne Eagles in the cast. Play up Julia Hoyt, who, as the wife of Lydig
Hoyt, is a member of the elite of New York society, and that she makes her debut
The Complete Release Chart.
A Real Aid to
here. Play up the picture as one that stimulates attention because of its wholesome
charm and romance. Bill it as a clever romantic drama and feature Harrison Ford.
Every Exhibitor.
In This and Every Week's Issue
of the Motion Picture News
CATCH LINES
What is the Wonderful Thing? Is it love, or self-sacrifice, or hope, or charity,
or honor? See Norma Talmadge in her latest picture drama. See " The Wonderful
Thing."
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Motion

PRODUCTIONS

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Ten Nights in a Bar Room
A Yankee Go-Getter (Neva Gerber)
S
Love, Hate and a Woman (Grace Davison)
5
Dangerous Paths (Neva Gerber)
5
The Girl From Porcupine (Faire Binney)
S
Devil-Dog
Dawson (Billie
(Jack Rhodes)
Hoxie)
The
Star Reporter
SS
A Motion to Adjourn (Daw-Stewart)
5
SPEED COMEDIES
(One Released Every Week)
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
ARROWGERBER PRODUCTIONS
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
SERIALS
The Blue Fox (Ann Little)
15 episodes
Nan of the North (Ann Little).' 15 episodes
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDffiS
Never Weaken
3
PLAYGOER PICTURES, INC.
(Distributed through Pathe)
No. 20 — Anne of LiLttle Smoky
5
Nov. 13 — Father Tom
5
Oct 23 — Tropical Love
5
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson)
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
Ghost City (Helen Holmes)

5
5
5

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
(Released through First National)
Dec 5— The Sea Lion (Hobart Bosworth)
Nov. 28 — Hail the Woman (Ince)
Nov. 14 — Love Never Dies (King Vidor)
Nov. 7— The Silent Call (H. O. Davis)
Oct. 24 — Molly O (Mack Sennett)
C. B. C. FILM SALE CORP.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
(Two Reels Twice a Month)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(One Reel Twice a Month)
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
(One Two—Reeler Every Two Weeks)
GEORGE H. DAVIS
Oct. 15 — The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart)... 6
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
(Releasing Arrangements to be Announced Later)
Jan., 1922
1922—
His Nibs
(Charles (Martin
(Chic) Sale)
Jan.,
— Jungle
Adventures
Johnson)
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT
(January Releases)
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
The Romance Booster (Will Rogers, Lila Lee)
Fool's
Paradise
(CecilNoDeTurning
Mille)
The Lane
That Had
(Agnes Ayres)
Love's
Boomerang
(Ann
Forrest)
The Law and the Woman (Betty Compson)
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.)
(December Releases)
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. de Mille)
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
White Oak (William S. Hart)
Her Final Payment (Pola Negri)
Don't theTellVamp
Everything
(Special Cast)
Exit
(Ethel Clayton)
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan)
(November Releases)
The Call of the North (Jack Holt)
The Sheik (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Bonnie Briar Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.)
Ladies Must Live (Betty Compson)
Three Word Brand (William S. Hart)
(October Releases)
Oct. 30 — Beyond (Ethel Clayton)
5248
Oct. 30— After the Show (Wra. de Mille) 5884
Oct. 23 — Experience (Geo. Fitzmaurice)
6
Oct. 9— The
Great Impersonation (Geo. Melford
Prod.)
6

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
All For a Woman (Special Cast)
The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart)
Wife Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.)
Nov. 28 — Tol'ble David (Richard Barthelmess)
Nov. 14 — Alf's Button (Special Cast)
Oct. 24 — Her Social Value (Katherine MacDonald) . .
Oct. 1717 —— Two
Woman's
Placeto (Constance
Oct.
Minutes
Go (Charles Talmadge)
Ray)
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Boat
The Blacksmith
The Playhouse

2
2
2

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Footfalls
Shame (Special Cast)
Thunderclap (Special Cast)
Over the Hill (Special Cast)
A Connecticut Yankee (Special Cast)
The Last Trail (Special Cast)
Queen of Sheba (Special Cast)
WILLIAM FARNUM SERffiS
Perjury
His Greatest Sacrifice
PEARL WHITE SERIES
A Virgin Paradise
Beyond Price
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
TOM MLX SERIES
Oct. 30 — The Rough Diamond
Oct. — The Night Horsemen
After Your Own Heart
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Oct. 2 — The Lady From Longacre
Sept. — Singing River
SHIRLEY MASON SERIJ2S
Oct. — Jackie
Oct. — Oueenie
Sept. — Lovetime
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Dec. 4— Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
Nov. 27 — The Last Trail
Nov. 20— The Jolt (Walker-Murphy)
Nov. 13 — Riding with Death (Buck Jones)
Nov. 6— Bucking the Line (Maurice (Lefty) Flynn) .
Oct. 23 — Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford) . . .
SERIALS
Fantomas (20 episodes)
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
The Happy Pest
Love and War
2
A Perfect Villain
2
One Moment Please
2
SingerBook
Midgets'
Side Show
The
Agent
.
22
FOX NEWS
(Twice a Week)
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
The Chauffeur
The Toreador
The Sailor
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Long Live the King
The Big Mystery
Turkish Bath
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
SEASON 192M922
FIRST GROUP OF GOLDWYN PICTURES
Oct. — Pardon My French
Oct. — The Grim Comedian (Lloyd)
Oct. — A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
Oct.— Be My Wife (Max Linder)
Oct.— The Night Rose
Oct. — From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
Oct. — Poverty of Riches (Barker)
Oct. — The Man from Lost River (Lloyd)
Oct.— The Old Nest (Hughes)
Oct. — Dangerous Curve Ahead (Hughes)
Oct. — The Invisible Power
Oct. — For Those We Love
Oct. — Ace of Hearts
Oct. — Beating the Gam; (Tom Moore)
Oct. — All's Fair in Love

Picture

News

LISTED

HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
Feb. 12, 1922 — Hope (Triart Pictures Corp.)
Feb. 5,Prod.)
1922 — The Grey Dawn (Benj. B. Hamptoa
Jan. 22,
1922 — Heart's Haven (Benj. B. Hampton
Prod.)
Jan. 15,Corp.)
1922 — The Young Painter (Triart Picture*
Jan. 8, 1922 — French Heels (Hol-tre Pictures, Inc.)...
Dec. 25 — Cameron of the Royal Mounted (Winnipeg
Productions)
Dec. 11 — The Bashful Suitor (Triart Pictures Corp.)..
Dec. 11 — Fifty Candles (Irvin V. Willatt Prod.)
Nov. 20 — The Light in the Clearing (T. Hayes Hunter
Prod.)
Nov. 13 — The Beggar Maid (Triart Pictures Corp.)...
Nov. 6— Jane Eyre (Hugo Ballin Prod.)
Oct. 23 — The Mysterious Rider (Benj. B. Hampton)..
Oct. 2— Rip Van Winkle (Ward Lascelle Prod.)
KIPLING ENTERPRISES
The Lone Hand
The Midnight Riders
.
Outlawed
The Battling Kid
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released
on States
Basis)
The
Stampede
(Texas Right
Guinan)
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan)
BERT LI BIN-WESTERN P. CORP.
Lady Luck (Allene Ray)
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray)
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Jan., 1922 — The Prisoner of Zenda
Jan.
— The
Fourteenth
LoverLake)
(Viola Dana)
Dec. 8,12—1922The
Golden
Gift (Alice
Dec. 5— Turn to the Right (Special Cast)
Nov.
Desmond)
S6
Nov.—— Fightin'
The IdleMad
Rich(William
(Bert Lytell)
Oct. — There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
Oct — The Conquering Power
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 26 — Camille
S L PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 23, 1922 — Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes)..
Nov. 28, 1922 — The Hunch (Gareth Hughes)
ROWLAND WEST PRODUCTIONS
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Special Cast)
Shadows
the West (Hedda Nova)
The
Lotus ofBlossom
The Four Seasons (Urban)
KINETO REVIEW
(One Reel Issued Weekly)
SERIALS

4

PATHE EXCHANGES
FEATURES
Dec. 18 — The Power Within
6
SERULS
The Yellow Arm
(Fifteen
— /StarringOourtot)
Warner Oland, Juanitm
Hansen Episodes
and Marguerite
THE SKY RANGER
Caprice)Episodes — Starring Geo. B. Seits and Jut
(Fifteen
AESOP'S FABLES
Dec. 18 — The Wolf and the Kid
Dec. 11 — The Conceited Monkey
Dec. 4— The Fly and the Aunts
Nov. 27 — The Frogs That Wanted a King
Nov. 20 — The Woman and the Hen
Nov. 13 — The Owl and the Grasshopper
ERNEST TRUEX COMEDIES
The Bashful Lover
2
Stick Around
2
Little, But Oh My
2
BILL AND BOB SERIES
Dec. 11 — Trapping the Weasel
Nov. 13— A Day in the Wilds
TOM SANTSCHI DRAMAS
Nov. 13 — The Heart of Doreon
Oct.son)30 — The Spirit of the Lake
HURRICANE HUTCH
(Fifteen Episode Serial — Starring Charles Hutehim(Continued on following page)

November

/p, ipzi
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RELEASES
(Continued from page 2736)
EDGAR JONES PRODUCTIONS
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDHSS
Oct. 23 — Trolley Troubles
Oct. 16 — Dodge Your Debt*
HAL ROACH COMEDIES
Dec. 18—
(Snub Pollard)
Pollard)
Dec
11 — Shake
Sink or'EmSwimUp (Snub
Dec. 4— The Hustler (Snub Pollard)
Nov. 27 — The Joy Rider (Snub Pollard)
Nov. 20 — Penny in the Slot (Snub Pollard)
Harold Lloyd Reissues
HOLMAN DAY PRODUCTIONS
Cupid, Registered Guide
Nov. 20 — Dangerous Dollars
Oct. 9 — Wings of the Border
EDDIE BOLAND COMEDffiS
Oct. 23 — Late Hours
Oct 9— Sweet By and By
MAJOR ALLEN SCENICS
Nov. 20 — Roping the Black Panther
Oct. 23 — Capturing Lions by Aeroplane
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
Saturdays — Pathe News
REALART PICTURES CORP.
Morals (May McAvoy)
Dec. — A Virginia Courtship (May McAvoy)
Nov. — Her Face Value (Wanda Hawley)
Nov. — Hush Money (Alice Brady)
Oct. — The Speed Girl (Bebe Daniels)
Oct. — The Case of Becky (Constance Binney)
R-C PICTURES CORP.
Possession
Nov. 1327—— The
Ma'mselie
(Gasnier)
Nov.
Lure ofJoJade
(Pauline Frederick)
Oct. 30— The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)
Oct. 16 — The Foolish Age (Doris May)
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD SERIES
The
The Frame
Sheriff Up
of Campo
The Western Thoroughbred
Arizona Ranger
Wolves of the Camp
The Cattle Rustlers
AL JENNINGS SERIES
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
FRITZI RIDGWAY SERIES
CAPITOL FILM COMPANY
NEAL HART SERIES
LESTER CUNEO SERIES
Lone Hand Wilson

i

22
2
2
2
2

S

Ranger and the Law
Witches' Lure
SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Oct. 20 — Clay Dollars
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Dec. IS — Conceit
Oct. 1 — A Man's Home
REVIVALS
SELECT PRODUCTIONS
SHORT SUBJECTS
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
REPUBLIC FEATURES
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)
UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
Nov. — The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Prod.)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Nov. 21 — False Kisses (Miss Du Pont)
Nov. 14 — The Millionnaire (Herbert Rawlinson)
Nov. — Sure Fire (Hoot Gibson)
Nov. 7 — Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
Oct. 31 — The Fox (Harry Carey)
Oct.
Nobody's
(MarieWalton)
Prevost)
Oct. 2431—— High
HeelsFool
(Gladys
Oct. 17 — Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
SERIALS
Terror Trail
(Eighteen
Episodes — Featuring Eileen Sedgwick)
Do
or Die
{Eighteen
— Starring Eddie Polo)
Winners ofEpisodes
the West
{Eighteen Episodes — Starring Art Accord)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Jan.
— Foolish
Wives(Special
(Stroheim)
Oct. —1,No1922Woman
Knows
Cast)
JEWEL COMEDIES
A Monkey Schoolmaster (Joe Martin)
P. D. Q. (Lee Moran)
Robinson's Trousseau
CENTURY COMEDIES
A Nervy Dentist
ATeddy's
Muddy Goat
Bride
Playing Possum
STAR COMEDIES
Ice Box Pirates

SHORT
SUBJECTS
(Continued from page 2736)
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
In the Bonnie Brier Country (Scenic) Educational
1 reel. . . .Aug. 6
Fox
V4 reel. . .May 21
It's
a
Bear
(Mutt
and
Jeff
Cartoon)
Japan (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel July 2
Educational
1 reel
Japanese Judo
(Educational)
1 reel
Juggernauts
of the
Jungle (Educational).... Educational
King of the Circus (Serial), Eddie Polo Universal
18 episodes
Land of Chu Chin Chow (Scenic)
Kineto Review. . . .1 reel. . . .Aug. 20
Last Hops, The (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. . . .Sept. 3
Kineto Review 1 reel May 21
Let's
See the ofAnimals
(Educational)
Life History
Frogs and
Toads (Educ.) . . . Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .June 11
Kineto Review 1 reel
Liquid Gold (Educational)
2 reels
Lochinvar of the Line (Drama), Edgar Jones. Pathe
Lorraine of the Timberlands (West. Dr.),
Tom Sanchi
Pathe
2 reels. . .Oct. 8
Educational
1 reel
Lost a Yodel (Educational)
1 reel
Major Jack Allen Wild Animal Pict. (Adven.) Pathe
1 reel
Modern Centaurs (Educational) Educational
Morocco, the Mysterious (Educational) Kineto Review .... 1 reel May 7
Mountain Lion (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
1 reel Aug. 20
Movie Chat No. 40 (Educational) Urban-Nat'nal Ex.1 reel Sept. 24
Movie Chat Nos. 49 and 56 (Scenic) Urban
1 reel eachjune 25
Movie Chat No. 52 (Educational) Urban
1 reel .... July 16
Movie Chats, Ninth Series
National Ex
1 reel Sept. 17
Educational
1 reel Aug. 20
Music in the Air (Scenic)
2 reels. . .Sept. 10
My Lady of the Pines (W. Dr.), Mary Astor. Pathe
Review 1 reel May 28
Naturalist's Paradise, The (Scenic) Kineto
Educational
2 reels . . . Oct. 8
Ne'er
to
Return
Road
(Dr.),
Wallace
Berrey.
1 reel Sept. 24
Netting the Leopard (Wild Animal) Pathe
Educational
New Wine in Old Bottles (Educational)
Educational
1 reel. . . . Oct. 1
No More Gasoline (Scenic)
% reel. . .Aug. 27
Ntt Wedded But a Wife (Cartoon) Fox
Official Gov. Pict. 2 reels. . .July 16
Our Navy in Action (U. S. Navy)
Fox
1 reel Aug. 20
Painters' (Scenic)
Frolic, The (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Kineto
Review 1 reel
Panama
Paris the Beautiful (Scenic)
Kineto Review. . . .1 reel. . . .May 21
Wthe Review No. 120
Pathe
1 reel Sept. 10

5
7

2
2
2
2
22
2
1

Line's Busy
1
Should Stepmothers Trifle
1
RAINBOW COMEDIES
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron)
2
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Byron)
2
UNIVERSAL WESTERNS
A Blue Jacket's Honor (Jack Perrin)
2
A Woman's Wit (Eileen Sedgwick)
2
Fair Fighting (Art Accord)
2
Call of Duty (Larkin-Hill)
2
Beauty
and
the
Bandit
(Larkin-Hill)
2
The Honor of the Mounted (Larkin-Hill)
2Square Deal Cyclone (Eddie Polo)
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays — International News
1
Fridays — International News
1
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS
Oct. — The Son of Wallingford
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
Oct. — The Inner Chamber
WILLIAM DUNCAN PRODUCTIONS
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Nov. — Lucky Carson
Oct — Bring Him In
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The
Track
Moral Single
Fibre
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Nov. — The Secret of the Hills
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Oct.-Nov. — The Rainbow
Sept.-Oct. — The Matrimonial Web
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
SERIALS
Breaking Through
(Starring Oarmel Myers and Wallace MacDonald)
Fighting Fate
{Fifteen
Episodes — Starring William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
WARNER BROS.
Her
Daughter-in-Law
(V era Gordon)
Ashamed
of Parents (Special
Cast)
School Days (Wesley Barry
SERIALS
The Lost City
15 episodes
Miracles of the Jungle
15 episodes
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
(One released every month)
F. B. WARREN CORPORATION
Nov. — The Old Oaken Bucket
Nov. — What Do Men Want
Nov. — Our Mutual Friend
>
POST NATURE SERIES
(One Every Two Weeks)

Distributed By
Feature
.May 7
Length Reviewed
Star
Peculiar Pets (Educational)
.Kineto
Review....
1
reel.
.
Philippine Futurity, The (Scenic) . Educational
1 reel. . .May 14
Pigs and Kava (Educational)
1 reel. . .May
Play Ball (Sketchographs) .. Educational
Educational
11 reel.
. Educational
Polo (Educational)
reel. .. May 28
Primitive Life in Tennessee (Scenic) . Kineto
1 reel
.Aug.
Vitagraph
Purple Riders, The (Serial), Joe Ryan
151 reel
episodes.
MayV»T
.Aug.'
Pyrenees and Wooden Legs (Educational) . . . Educational
.May
2a
Educational
Quaint Holland (Scenic)
1 reel. .
Educational
Red
End, TheTrain
(Scenic)
1 reel..
reel. . . Sept. 14
Ride Trail's
on a Runaway
(Novelty) Educational
18
1
Roaring Waters (West. Drama), Geo. Larkin. Universal
2 reels . .Sept.
Science at Home (Kineto Review)
1 reel.. .June
National Ex
Screen Snapshots No. 24
14
.
B. C. Film Sales 12 reel.
reels.
Secret of Butte Ridge, The (W. Dr.), T. Sanchi. C.Pathe
Seven League Booters (Scenic)
1 reel. . .• .Aug.
-July
Educational
Sheriff of Mojave, The (Wes. Dr.), T. Sanchi. Pathe
3
910
Affiliated Distr 21 reels.
Skipping the Pen (Cartoon)
reel. .
6
Spirit Wrestlers (Scenic)
Kineto Review
Stratford on Avon (Scenic)
1
reel.
.
Hepworth
une 25
Kineto
Review.... 1 reel. . .June
Swat the Fly (Educational)
2 reels . une 11
Sweet Heart (Western Drama), Billy West.. Joan
Film
Terror Trail (Serial), Eileen Sedgwick Universal
18
Thrills (Sport Topic)
1 episodes
reel
Kineto
Review
Tongue Sandwich, A (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Fox
%
reel... Sept. 24
1 reel
Too Much Overhead (Educational) Educational
Tooth Carpenter (Cartoon)
2
reels.
. .July 2
T.
Sarg
Almanac.
Training Woodpeckers (Mutt & Jeff Cartoon) Fox
Tricked (West. Drama), Irving Cummings..
2
reels.
.
.Aug.
1
reel
June 272Sreel
Trip of U. S. S. Idaho (Scenic)
Kineto Review. .. 11 reel
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes (Scenic) . . . Educational
Vegetarians (Educational)
1 reel
Kineto
Venice (Scenic)
Kineto Review.
Review. . .. . 1 reel. . . .June 25
Venus and the Cat (Aesop Film Fable) Pathe
2/3
reel.. Oct. 8
reel
Village Life in Switzerland (Scenic) Kineto Review. .. i1 reel
Wanderlust (Scenic)
Educational
1
reel
Wanted, an Elevator
1 reel
Was Darwin Right? (Educational) Educational
Fox
Review.... % reel... July 2
Watering the Elephants (Mutt & Jeff Cart.). Kineto
Water Babies (Educational)
Review... 1 reel
Wild Men of Borneo (Adventure) Kineto
Rights....,
. 2 reels
Wings of the Border (Western Drama) State
Pathe
Winners of the West (Serial), Art Accord... Universal
, . 18 episodes Oct. 1
Woolly Bits and Monkey Hits (Educational) . Pathe
. 1 reel June 18
Yellow Ann, The (Serial), Juanita Hansen.. Educational
,
June 2

Motion
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Josephtheatre,
F. Goss,
managerholder
of theof Orpheum
a franchise
the
First National Exhibitors, attended the
conference of franchise holders in Chicago. He was one of three delegates to
Metro film men held a district conven- represent Utah, Idaho, Colorado and
Wyoming.
tion here this week. Among those present were District Manager W. C. Bachmeyer, General Sales Manager E. M.
Motion picture men of Ogden and the
Saunders, Managers Kahn, of Buffalo ; state generally are much elated over the
Townsend, of Detroit; Atkinson, of election of H. E. Skinner, manager of
Pittsburgh ; Roland, of Cincinnati ; and the Alhambra theatre of Ogden, as presiC. E. Almy, of Cleveland.
dent of the Utah Motion Picture Theatre Owners. President Skinner is one
For the first time in the history of the of
the
live wires of the industry in the
organization a photoplay was shown as state.
a feature of a Teachers' Convention,
Last Friday was
the held
Ohioat State
Teachers'
Convention
the State
theatre. During the session the Charles
CANADA
Chaplinonfilm,
" The during
Idle Class,"
shown
the screen
a breakwasin
the regular proceedings.
T. A. D. Bevington of Winnipeg, superintendent ofamusements for the Manmusicians'
Akron
came
to The
a close
this weekstrike
whenin the
musicians
itobanouncedProvincial
has anthat the Government,
Manitoba Government
agreed to accept a ten per cent wage cut.
They went out on strike some weeks has received approximately $300,000
ago as a protest to the proposed fifteen under the Amusement Tax Act during
the past twelve months, this statement
per cent strike.
appearing in a report just issued.
Mrs. Barnes, one of the members of
Thecate statistics
of Mr.
Bevington spent
indithe Ohio Board of Review, was so taken
that the people
of Manitoba
$3,300,000
for
theatre
amusement
during
by " Theproduction,
Old OakenthatBucket,"
an F.local
B. the year, as compared with $3,763,380,
Warren
she notified
Warren manager C. E. Holah to send during the previous twelve months. The
the film down to Columbus again for a slight falling off was due to economic
second viewing. Mrs. Barnes said that tendencies on the part of the people because of depressed financial conditions.
she had looked it over too cursorily the
first time. She wanted an opportunity
The Family theatre, Ottawa, Ontario,
to see it unprofessionally because she
liked it so well.
was re-opened permanently on Saturday,
October 29, after being on the dark list
" Theatre,Blot
opened last
the week.
Marvin The
the- for about four months. The theatre,
Findlay," Ohio,
of Ot-in
of the by
bestHarry
known Brouse
exhibitors
Marvin theatre, recently taken over by which tawa,is oneowned
Mr. C. D. Bellinger, has been made all Eastern Canada, is again under the mannew inside and out, and will play only
agement of Mr. MacDonald.
high class first run attractions.
E. C. Stueler of New York, special
The Knickerbocker theatre is closed.
of theOntario,
Selznickon CorporaThe Knickerbocker has been one of the representative
tion, visited Ottawa,
October
leading high class neighborhood motion 24 and 25 to negotiate with Raymond S.
picture theatres for almost ten years. It Peck, director of the Exhibits and Publicity Bureau of the Department of Trade
has always maintained a high moral tone
under the management of Emery Downs. and Commerce for the distribution rights
Now, after all these years, it finds itself for Canadian Government scenic and insandwiched in between the million dollar
dustrial one-reel releases for Australia
houses at Euclid and East 105th street and New Zealand. Announcement was
and the big downtown theatres. So, in made that negotiations had been successthe march of progress the Knickerbocker ful.
The Selznick Corporation has now
passes out.
asked for the distribution rights for the
United States of all Canadian Government releases known as the " Seeing
UTAH
Canada " series, it has been announced.

The Tuxedo will change programs
A lively interest is being displayed in open.
twice weekly.
the
Robertson-Cole
Pictures
Corporation's
" 26-picture
contract,"
according
to R
E. Churchill, Kansas City branch
manByron D. Bailey has resigned as manager.
Butterfield's
Regent theatre.
Flint, ager
to ofassume
the management
of the
new million dollar theatre erected in
W.
P.
Bernfield,
formerly
assistant
manager of the Kansas City Select office, Detroit.
Scranton, Pa., by Charles H. Miles, of
is now sales manager of the Crescent
Film Company of Kansas City and is
Joseph R Denniston, of Monroe; James
planning a " big drive."
C. Ritter, of Detroit; W. S. Butterfield,
of
Battle Creek, and H. S. Gallup, of
D. J.tional
McGowan,
auditor, was Associated
in Kansas First
City Nalast Marquette, delegates, have returned from
week examining records.
the get-together
of First National franchise holders at Chicago.

Ogden Theatre Corporation has taken
KANSAS
CITY
over the Utah theatre of this city, according to the announcement of H. W.
Perry, general manager of the Ogden
theatre corporation which controls the
Samuel
Harding,
of Kansas
City, presiOgden theatre and the new White City
dent of the
Associated
Exhibitors
and
dance hall. Mr. Perry states that the owner of the Liberty and Doric theatres
entire holdings of Joseph S. Campbell in Kansas City, returned from a trip to
and family were acquired.
New York last week.
Mr. Perry announced the Utah theatre would not be closed, but would continue during the period of redecorating
L. C. Montgomery, formerly a Vitaand renovating.
graph representative at Dallas, Tex., is
now representing that company in the
Kansas City territory.
Among the changes in management of
theatres in Kansas City district in the
last week are :
Reel theatre, Oswego, Kan., purchased
by N. W. Huston, of Columbus, Kan.,
from H. H. Daniel ; Highland theatre,
Kansasliams ; Eureca
City, purchased
S. K. Mo.,
Wiltheatre, byWeston,
leased by C. R. Rugg; Belmont theatre,
Eldorado, Kan., purchased by H. G.
Ramsey; Rigney theatre, Albany, Mo.,
purchased by I. W. Maple from H.
Flader; Princess theatre, Stanbury, Mo.,
purchased by H. Flader.
The sale of the First National two-reel
comedy features has been placed in
charge of J. F. King in western Missouri
and Kansas territory, according to E. C.
Rhoden, manager of the Kansas City
First National branch.

Clara Kimball Young appeared at
Shea's
all week
in person.
She wasHippodrome
also the guest
at many
social
events
and
spoke
at
several
meetings
of
local clubs.

CLEVELAND

R. H. Fairchild, formerly a Vitagraph
representative,
now for
Kansas
City representative andisbooker
the Federated
and Crescent film companies.
WESTERN
NEW
YORK
Morris Taitus, the shipping clerk who
disappeared at the same time about 40
reels of films from the Buffalo United
Artists', Educational
and Nu-Art
exchanges, has been arrested
in Fort
Worth, Texas. He will be brought to
Buffalo for trial on two theft charges,
one the stealing of " The Three Musketeers," and the other " Dream Street."
Buffalo
have intraced
the bandits
who robbedpolice
the safes
the Victoria
and
Elmwood theatres, Buffalo, and the
Strand, Syracuse, to New York City.
The clue to the whereabouts of the men
came through some clothing purchased
in
the Buffalo
and got
New over
York $1,700
George'sin
stores.
The men
Buffalo and much more in Syracuse.
Walter Price, manager of the Buffalo
Associated
office beforeandit who
was
taken
over Producers'
by First National,
has been handling the product at the F.
N. office, has resigned to accept a position at tie Select Exchange handling the
Selznick special " A Marrs Home.
The personnel of the new Hodkinson
office staff in Buffalo is about complete.
It will be as follows: Manager, Howard
Boyle ; office manager, J. L. Dale ;
Booker, Marion Gueth; salesman, Ed
Hochstin. Other office assistants will be
added soon. The location of the new
exchange
will be or
either
Pictures corporation
the in
old the
A. R-C
P. office,
temporarily.

J. G. Fater has resigned as a First
Nationalsition with
salesman
to accept
a similar
poParamount.
H. L.
Levy has
won second prize in the F. N. Statewide
sales contest. Malcolm Williams has
taken charge of the F. N. short subject
department.
E. J. Hayes has signed up the entire
A. P. product at the new Loew theatre,
Buffalo.
The Hippodrome, Niagara
list
Falls, has been added to the franchise
Franklyn Farnum is making a series
of personal
appearances
ern New York
under thethroughout
guidance ofWestBill
Fickeisen, manager of the Buffalo Merit
exchange. Mr. Fickeisen is now plugging on " The Bible," his newest feature.
MICHIGAN
The lay,Tuxedo
after a crowds
week's deopened totheatre,
tremendous
on
the
first
day.
Wanda
Hawley
" Herto
Face Value " was the picture inused

Harry Hobolth, of Imlay City, Mich.,
has taken over the Majestic theatre at
Brown City, which was formerly operated
by
Davenport
Hobolth
now the
has three
houses,brothers.
one at Imlay
City
and another at Marlette. All are within
a radius of 25 miles and accessible by
machine.
" The Three Musketeers " is now on
its third
Kunsky's
atre, withweek
the atcrowds
still Adams
holding theup
good.
"
Way
Down
East
"
is playing
its second week at the Fox Washington.
INDIANAPOLIS
Some downtown houses reported the
week ending October 29 as one of the
worst this season. The old bugaboo of
the business depression, aided and abetted
by the spectre of a rail strike, was responsible, some exhibitors said.
Police captured a burglar who broke
into the
Star,week
neighborhood
theatre, one North
night last
and recovered
$240 and a revolver he had stolen.
Manager Ralph Lieber, of the Circle,
came back from the New York and Chicago meetings
men
last week
with aof bagFirst
full National
of new ideas
which the folks are waiting for him to
spring.
Tampa Business on the
Mend after Storm
It is two weeks since the hurricane hit Tampa, Fla., on Tuesday,
Oct. 25th, and the effects are being
rapidly effaced. All theatres are
now in operation again. None were
damaged to any extent by the
storm but were forced to close
through the fact that they could get
no electricity. The last one to receive juice was the Maceo, located
at Scott street and Central avenue.
They did not get lights until Saturday night, Oct. 29th, suffering a
loss of four days' business.
The street car service was resumed to some extent on Thursday
noon, and all lines are being rapidly
extended so that the city lines are
nearly
again.Point
The and
interurban linenormal
to Ballast
Port
Tampa will hardly be in operation
for two weeks at least, as the million dollar Bayshore Boulevard was
badly damaged.
All of this has its effect upon the
business of the theatres. People
were too busy getting over the
storm, fixing up their homes, their
roofs, fences and trees to think of
amusement.
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANT, NBW YORK
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Rothacker-Alles Laboratories, Inc.
Ho/i^ifood, California

Beautiful Katherine

MacDonald

In "Her Social Value".
Story and
Scenario by Gerald C. Duffy
Directed

by Jerome

Miss Katherine MacDonald

Storm, with

Joseph Brotherton photography
A First National Attraction
With

Rot hacker

Prints.

by

There are
Come and

reasonssee them.

bounded 1910
Wuttrrson K. Rothackor

NOVEMBER

26,

1921

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

VERY

SOON

Every exhibitor will have, ever ready, at his right hand a
copy of the Booking Guide.
•J Every picture (1920-1921) alphabetically indexed — just a
glance gives him immediate information — references to
Motion Picture News gives him more.
<]] Tells him definitely whether he wants to book it and how
to make money on it if he does book it.
flit is downright, practical, valuable showman information —
worth dollars. That's why every exhibitor (who has not
already filed them) is keeping every single copy of Motion Picture News, putting them, if necessary, in his safe.
flHave you ordered your copy of the Booking Guide? If not
— hurry! Orders are swamping us. Send a postcard today.
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"Burn
is
not
only

'Em
playing

Up
the
best
will

Barnes'!
theatres,
bui

pack

them

in

Has already played such representative theaters as
GRAND

THEATRE,

Cincinnati

" Did largest week's business of entire Ike
summer."
J Ah son
KEITH'S

STRAND,

" Great picture.
LOEWS

STATE,

Louisville
Am

holding over."

Maurer, Mgr

Cleveland

" Audience
laughed
themselves
sick. Critics!
pleased.
Personal
opinion,
great box-offict
attraction."
TV. N. Skirbolll
LIBERTY and SAVOY, Pittsburgh

" Good week's business in face of very heavy com
Rowland & Clark
petition."
STATE, Minneapolis
" Put ' Burn 'Em Up Barnes ' in our best theater
Did good business against ' 'Way Down East,'
' Camille,' ' Musketeers,' ' Fauntleroy.' etc."
Finkelstein er Ruhi
CIRCLE, Indianapolis
" On the whole as good as Chaplin's
' IdleWiticorth
Class.'
TV alter
LYCEUM, Winnipeg
" Broke house record for week."
O. D. Cloakey, Mgr.

Literally packed with Laughs. —Loew's
JOHNNY HINES is taking his place among
the foremost comedians of the screen.

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

Greater New York Commonwealth Pictures Corp.,
729 Seventh Ave.,
New York State
Northern New Jersey Sam Zierler
Film Service,
Western Pennsylvania Columbia
119 Ninth Street,
West Virginia
Pittsburgh, Pa.
J. Alexander — J. Davis.
Capitol Films, Ltd..
Entire Canada
114 Phoenix Block,
Winnipeg, Man., Canada,
E. D. Martin.
First National Pictures,
Illinois
831 So. Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, 111.
George Seery.
Kansas
Sterling
Inc., Pictures Enterprises,
and
Doring Theatre BIdg.,
Missouri
Kansas City, Mo.
N. & S. Carolina
Southern States Film Co.,
Georgia. Tennessee Atlanta, Georgia.
Fla., Ala., Miss., La. Oldknows and Deponet

If your

territory

— get in while

is not

you

Weekly.

listed

below

can.

AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
C. C. BURR, Pres.
133-135-137 West 44th St.
New York
City, N. Y.
DISTRIBUTED BY
Skirboll Gold Seal Productions,
21st Street and Payne,
Cleveland, Ohio.
W. N. Skirboll.
Minnesota First National Pictures,
Wisconsin Loeb Arcade Building,
North Dakota Minneapolis, Minn.,
South Dakota F. C. Cubberly.
Indiana
First National Pictures,
122 West NewInd.,
York St.,
Indianapolis,
Floyd Brown.
Eastern Pennsylvania Royal Pictures, Inc.,
Southern New Jersey 1337 Vine Street,
Philadelphia. Pa..
David L. Segal, Pre*.
Wash.. Oregon,
Mountain States
Montana and
Film
Attractions.
Northern Idaho
1435 Champa
Denver,
Colo., St.,
and Alaska
M. A. Klausner.
Ohio
Kentucky

Utah
Colorado
New Mexico
Wyoming
So. Idaho
Texas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Arizona
California
Nevada
Entire
Market Foreign
Iowa
Nebraska

Mountain States
Film Attractions,
1435 Champa
Denver,
Colo., Street.
M. A. Klausner.
True Film Company.
191 1*2 Commerce
Street,
Dallas.
Tex.,
True Thompson.
All
Star Feature
Distributors,
Inc.,Film
191 Golden
Gate Cal.,
Avenue,
San
Francisco,
Louis Hyman.
John Carlson
Times
Building.Co.,
New York City.
Liberty
Inc..
214
So. Enterprises.
14th St.
Omaha, Neb..
H. Taylor.
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12,625

Saw

In

eik"
Sh
York!
New
in

"T
Week
One he

IN all the history of entertainment,
has ever been made.

no such record

That is the entire population of a city as large as
Albany, or Salt Lake City, or Trenton.
The first three games of the last World
to 105,403.

Series played

"The Sheik" beat that by 7,222.
The

record hitherto for the Rivoli and Rialto Theatres was 97,713, made

"The

Sheik"

by " The Affairs of Anatol."

beat that by 14,912.

The Dempsey-Carpentier
admissions.

"The

Sheik " beat

The Yale-Princeton

"The

Sheik"
Draw
"The

that by 22,625.
game

played to 75,000.

beat

Your
Sheik"

a George

fight took in 90,000 paid

that

Own

37,625.

Conclusion .

will draw

Melford

by

the Crowds!

Production

with
Agnes

Ayres

By E. M. Hull.

(2

and Rudolph

Valentino

Scenario by Monte M. Katterjohn. Presented
by Jesse L. Lasky.

(paramount

Qidure

Motion

Gloria
DER

THE

LAS

picture — bigger
HER thansecond
her first!
When you showed " The Great Moment "
you found out how popular Gloria Swanson was to start with. And you know
that that picture more that doubled her
following.
Here she is in a different kind of role —
tremendous, vital, in an action picture
that sparkles and sizzles with excitement.
From Claude
the novel
" The
Alice
and
Askeiv,
and Shulamite
the play "bybyClaude
Askew and Edward Knoblock. Scenario
by J. E. Nash.
Directed by Sam Wood.
(X

(paramount
(picture
■■•jjjdlfcfr' I is I'l V, I ItS I As C.ORI*OR\TI< >K
81

\wan

Picture

New
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Adolph Zuhor

presents

J. M. Barries

play

W
the

little

minister;
A

picture that has everything!

Gypsy love and village scandal, surging crowds, the clash of
men against men, heart-interest that
makes you laugh and weep all at
once — and the romance of a girl
who was braver than a thousand
men.
Your audience is ready made. Booklovers, play-lovers — and lovers of life at
its brightest and best will pack your
house at every showing.
A Penrhyn Stanlaics production
Scenario by Edfriil Bingham
a
(paramount
(picture

Motion
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NOW
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SUCCESS!
Universal City
, Xov, 8

YOUNGSTOWN.
Bros, to Univerl
Knows' breaks hoi
attendance. Thea

The

Best

of good news for evh.
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nJ™ofel Stsu
am
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ear- 'n add^iti1 ,
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made "The v ■
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Friend

th

A

SERIAL

KNOCKOUT!
|
Art Acord, famous King of the
Cowboys and Star of "The
Moonriders" makes the
biggest hit of years in
Edward Laemmle's
"WINNERS

OF THE WEST

A Red-Blooded American Histo
Chapter-play which has got ever
School-board and Censor
Rooting for it.
CHICAGO, Nov. 2.— V. K. B
Supt^of Playgrounds and Sports,
Soufti Park Commission, write

Exhibitor

ever

Had

The

Biggest

Laudh

on

, Claar.est., Surest

Oncc-o-Week
the
Market

IIARRY

SWEET

I

ANNOUNCING

THE

P.RpDUCTifON'

II

I
A
A

i
PfCTURE
PICTURE

BO\-OFFf

THE

CE

Wm

H^neW

YOUft
YOUR.

/I
/

REMEtyBERL

w

r|l

i mm

MORA
Bizarre

Oriental

Tense,

Drama

A

WILLIAM

CAST—

P. CARLTON,

leading

man of "Inside the Cup;" KATHLYN
WILLIAMS, one of the foremost actresses in pictures; WILLIAM E. LAWENCE,

who

was

Wanda

Hawley's

swift-movir

that

throbs

ai

thrills —
glorious
spectacle—

May

A DISTINGUISHED
Including:

setting

McAvoy

as

tl

THE

STAR—

Realart's "Wonder
the critics said:

Girl" of whom

"There is no limit to what may
be expected of her", and who
proves it in her role of the lovely
harem girl.

But only
it.

one

way

Not held out from
ular

releases

to get

the reg-

for great-

ly increased rentals.
It's part of your
Star Franchise.

Realart

Get

signing

it now

by

Another

Truly

Big

Production

CONSTANCE
in

"FIRST
Fans are shopping
Well, here is one

BINNEY

LOVE"

for entertainment,
you

For swift-moving

are they ?

can guarantee. —
drama

with a heart-punch;

For suspense that grips and holds;
For all of the romantic
come to look
Productions.

A Special Production

qualities people have

for in Constance

in every way!

Binney's

WANDA

HAWLEY
in

"THE

LJERE'S
^

LOVE

another

sure-fire

CHARM"

rollicking,

comedy-drama

— just such a story as millions
of fans have come to expect
from

Wanda

Hawley.

Talk

about

versatile!

minute

she's a down-trodden

seamstress,

and

then — zip

she's a bird of paradise,
ing a wicked plume!
They'll
more.

One

like it, and

It has a "come-again"
s a box-office

shak

call

tag on

for

it.

bracer!

Story
by Harvey
Scenario
by PercyO'Higgins
Heath
Directed by Thomas N. Heffron

R
E
A
L
A
R
T
TCTURES CORPORATIO

BE':,"

'" -

■

" ■' ""

EXIT

Bobby

Vernon

' ' '"g — 'H—

"

1

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

QUIETLY
Featuring
with

Vera

Steadm

Exhibitors Trade Review Says: —
'"Bobby Vernon's rapid shifts from one character to another in this comedy are funny, and his exits and reappearances will offer many laughs. This is a comedy of the
better class, and it would make a corking short subject for
a house in the residential section."
One

of Educational 's Nationally

Advertised

Short

EDUCATIONAL
FILM
EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMM0NS, President

Subjects

Inc.

an

A

SOUND

11
A
PRODUCTION

PASTE

BOARD

33
CROWN
by

Adapted

from

Clara

the

novel

Morris

PRODUC

TIOM

IHi

&«
130

West

46th

E

Street

M

E

jgS
New

Telephone: Bryant 6930

York

HAS

BOOKED

FOR

A

MAN'S

CAPITOL.
THE

WORLD'S

SELZNICK'S

THE

HOME

NEW
LARGEST

YORK

THEATRE
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M o t i o n Picture

Just Completed —
the greatest triumph of

KATHERINE

"THE

MACDONALD'S
screen career —

INFIDEL"
by Charles A. Logue.

Directed by James Young.

In Course of Production —

The

American

Beauty

in

TIONS"
RE
a tense,
timely drama
of LA
the home
IC
DOMEST
by Violet Clark.
Directed by Chet Withey.

In Preparation —

'WHITE
SHOULDERS"
the popular novel first published in
The Saturday Evening

Post

by George Kibbe Turner

First

National

Attractions

PREFERRED
PICTURES,
B. P. SCHULBERG, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Executive Offices
576 Fifth Avenue, New York

INC.

Studios
Los Angeles, Cal.

New $
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solid

as
IS
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BUSINESS

LEWIS

BUILT

UPON

J. SELZNICK'S

CONWAY

TEARLE

STAR
NEXT

mam

SERIES

OFFERING

* U

Tfte
BY

Man
JOHN

LYNCH

ALLEN

SCENARIO

BY LEOTS

A

Drama

of
AND

BP OWNE<v

of

Stone

EDMUND
DIRECTED

Cities

GOULD ING
BY GEORGE

and

ARCHAINBAUD

Deserts

Motion
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Second

Annual

DINNER

DANCE

Owners'

Theatre
Ch

amber

Commerce

of

HOTEL

ASTOR

GOLD

ROOM

December

The

Most

Elite and Novel

Entertainment

Ever

Ted
ana

Conceived

Lewis

His
Be

Third

Band

On

Will

Hand

(Courtesy of "Greenwich Village Follies")
And

Other

Just As
Dance
Louis

Novelties
Grand

Music

Fisher's

Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce, 723 7th Avenue
Orders for tickets filled as received — limited to 2000

Band

By
of 50

Pic t ur e News
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HABIT

MAKES

OF

THE

—

SUCCESS

-°

ELAINE

HAMMERSTEIN
STAR

SERIES

The Exhibitors B15 Opportunity
to
'Build
Steady
NEXT
OFFERING^

Fktron^e

BY R£JC TA.YXOR
MAID"
SCENARIO
BT WA
LEWIS YG
ALLEN FA
■ BROWNE
Iffi
DIRECTED BT W. P, S.XARJjE
THE TEARS

MERRIEST

STORY

Years
Rose

Directed fly

Louis JGasnier

The

dramatization

of Harriet

T. Comstock's

Dione

Tully Marshall
George

McDaniel

George Seigman
Will Jim Hatton

powerful novel, 44 Mam'selle Jo."
An unusual picture interpreted by an unusual

Jack Mower
James O. Barrows

all-star cast, against a background
passable beauty.

Jack Livingston
Ruth King

of unsur-

Kate

Toncray

Lillian Rambeau

Presented

by —
R-C

PICTUR

Jean O'Rourke
Pauline Starke
Ruth Ashby

A

production

©smopolilan

NNEi
WAU

I
I

A COMEDY
A MONEY

ABOUT
MAKER

•GET-

THAT

WILL

FOR

EVERY

MAKE

MONEY

EXHIBITOR-

RICH-

QUICK

0<? Adventures
o/ BlackieDaw^
Gei-Rich-Quick-Wallingford
FORD'
G
N
I
L
L
WA
from

the Original

Vorld-Famous

Play

^

>A^r/e^4/FrankBorzagc

It's Q

Pi QsonfQd

(paramount

6y Famous

Geo.M.Cohan
jcenesSy Joseph Urban

0>iduro

Players-^Lasky

Corporation

A@smopolitan

production

X3ET-RICH-QUICK
Eddie Lamb
Who
possesses $11,000, gets
his clothes and ideas from a
mail order catalog.

REMEMBER,
the public from Maine to Cal-

Judge Lampton
Leading Auto
NotaryAgent.
Public and

Quick original
Wallingford."
The
stage play

Mr. Wells
Who amassed a gigantic fortune
in Battlesburg Real Estate,

by Geo. M. Cohan, from
which this authorized
Cosm o p o 1 i t a n Super

$40,000.
G. W. Battle
knows every dollar in
by its first name and
owns most of them.

Feature
tion wasSpecial
screened,Producplayed
a record business on

Who
town

ifornia knows "Get-Rich-

Broadway as a stage success, and has been seen
across the footlights for

You get it now as a Cosmopolitan Super Special
years. — on a silver
Feature

Don't
platter!figure that you will
have to sell this picture
JUDGE

LAMPTON

to your
patrons
can't
— it sells
itself.— you
And the public is waiting
right now
ture.

RUFUS

Presented

6y Famous

Players-Lasky

Corporation

for this pic-

WALLINGFORD

A

CLINT

Cosmopolitan

HARKINS

WALLI

N

GFORD

Picture audiences have

Mr. Dempsey

been reading again the

Proprietor, Sole Owner, Director and General Manager
of Palace Hotel.

"Get-Rich-Quick

Wal-

lingford" story as it
appears daily in the
Hearst papers.
The

production

characters in the

story are known on
every Main Street in
forty-eight states.

Abe Gunther
All aboard for the 12 o'clock
train.
Bus
at the Main
Entrance.
Clint Harkins
Leading and Head Reporter of
Battlesburg Blade.
Hon. T. Battle
Battlesburg's One and Only
Mayor.

Seen in every small
town hotel, barber shop
and grocery store —
and your audience will
stand in line to see
them living before
them on the screen of
your theatre.
"Get - Rich

- Quick

Wallingford11 gets the
money because it gets
away straight to the
every day people themselves.

BLACKIE

DAW

Presented

5y Famous

Players-Lasky

Corporaiion

A

©smopolilan

production

From A One-Horse Town io
A Thriving lndtxsirt al City*-*

'C£T-MCH-QJJICK

\BMUNGFORD

You can't beat those four words across your
Every word means hard, cold CASH
to you!
Those
words
Because

four
you

ever

back

reputations
known

words
saw

will

pay

you

than

lobby!

any

other

of Cosmopolitan

making

Productions

words
and

are the famous

Geo.

M.

Cohan,

over.

If they can't make

money

for you, YOU

It's CC (paramount
Presented 6y Famous

four

in a picture title.

of these four money

the world

better

theatre

Players^Lasky

can't make

Qicture
Corporation

it.
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CORPORATION
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MARY
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\"What
of

Do

Men

Want?"

Powerful

LYRIC THEATRE— "What Do Men
Want?"
A Lois Weber production, presented by Wid Gunning.
THE CAST:
Hallle (The Girl) Claire Windsor
Frank (The Youth) J. Frank Glendon
Arthur (His Brother) . George Hackathorne
Yost
Influence) ..... Halam
Cooley
Bertha(The
(TheEvilUnfortunate)
Edith Keeeler
By JOSEPH~MULVANEY.
— t— HERE
isn't .ny use trying to
I guess the answer to the interrogative title of Lois Webt>'
latest film.
There is the phrase that tells
the whole big story for the exhibitor— "MASS APPEAL."
Never were the New York newspapers so unanimous in their
praise as they were following the
opening of at
LoistheWf Lyric
ber's Theatre,
greatest
production
Broadway and 42nd Street, Sunday, November 13th.
The New York Times declared:
"Lois Weber's knack of making
moving pictures with the spark
of life in them is again evident in
her latest production."^ The New

Mass

Film
mm

Appeal

Humor flashes through it. nere
and there, and Miss Weber has
drawn almost a scora of typea remarkably true to life. She has mado
her characters look and act like real
people of their respective classes In
a small town; they are not always
pleasant to look at, but they ring
true to the forms of humanity they
are intended to represent.
Claire Windsor
as th'e
is
altogether
appealing,
withheroine
a
fled beauty th<

York Tribune found it "charming." Themensely
Daily
News Isaid
"Iminteresting,
enjoyed
every minute of it." The Evening
Telegram, "Absorbing and admirably made." The New York
Telegraph,
"Very sincere
done
with remarkable
fidelityand
to
Never before had the famous
New
York American given a twodetail."
column head to a motion picture
review. And such a head ! It
shouts — "A Million Dollar Box
Office."
to

Film Bldg., 17th k Main St Kansas City
Executive Offices 1540 B'way,
New York
Atlanta
146 Marietta
St
838 South Olive St
Los Angeles
16 North 4th St
Minneapolis
Rostov
78 Broadway
Ruffalo
257 Franklin St
729 7th Ave
New York City
1235 Vine St
Philadflphia
Cleveland 607 Film Exch. Bldg.
1201 Liberty Ave
Pittsburgh
Chicago 804 S. Wabash Ave. (JL\X*
124 Golden Gate San Francisco
Cincinnati..
.Pioneer
St.
and
B'way
JtfW
WIGL.
Dallas \%\2V% Commerce St. JRf GUNNING
2024 Third Ave
Seattle
Denver;
1714 Broadway
3617 Washington Ave St. Louis
Dftroit 143 E. Elizabeth St.
CO-OPERATION
525 13th St., N. W__Washi ncton
i

mm
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RIGHTS

MARKET

CONSCIENCE

THAT

The

new

Next

Palmer
it

Y?

ditors

and

dreamed,
vague,

to

for which

Utopian,

Story

your

directors:

The

you

has been

STORY

Service

studio

brings

door

system, the plaji of which

have

fondly

perfected

wished

you have

but imagined

by the Palmer

Photoplay

too
Cor-

poration. Daily summarization of the entire literary market is possible. The Palmer Story Service has made it possible and offers it to
you.
LONG recognized as the world's largest
clearing house for photoplay material,
the Palmer corporation has eclipsed all
its former remarkable records. It has
revolutionized literary market methods
bv inaugurating a story service of vast
scope and effectiveness whose value to
scenario editors, directors and reading
starts is inestimable.

Centuries

of

SCREEN ABLE material, culled from all
weekly and monthly magazines published in America; new novels and
plays, are delivered daily to the studios
in synopsis form along with all worthy
originals handled by the Palmer Sales
Department. Think of it! The entire
market before you daily, ready to be
scrutinized at a glance.

Literature

BESIDES synopsizing all current literature, a staff of 20 expert readers is
svnopsizing and commenting upon all
the novels, short stories and plays
written by recognized literary artists in
the past several centuries. Another staff
of 15 is engaged 'daily in typing, mim-

eographing and mailing the synopses.
Instantaneous sen-ice is made possible by the new plan. When a storv
especially suited to the needs of any
particular studio is discovered, the
studio editor is telephoned and the storv
rushed to him by special messenger.

For particulars write to the Palmer

PALMER
124 West

Covered

PHOTOPLAY

4th Street

Story

Service

CORPORATION
Los

Angeles,

California

HODKINSON

PICTURES

ARE

NOW

DISTRIBUTED

THRU

HODKINSON

BRANCH

EXCHANGES

" ' The Light in the Clearing '
shone upon many things
and

mostly

which,
have

upon

above

those

all others,

impassioned

perpetuated
America.

and

the spirit of

Irving Bacheller.
With

a hand

inspired by the

spirit

of Irving Bacheller's wonderful story, T. Hayes Hunter has adapted it
to the screen
a living, throbbing
portrayal

of human

life, so tense,

so gripping that it will go into the
records

of this industry

the greatest productions

as one

of

ever made.

HODKINSON

PICTURES

ARE

NOW

DISTRIBUTED

THRU

HODKINSON

BRANCH

EXCHANGES
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Arc
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All
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It is a treat to see the women
from

the

Lyric

Theatre,

"What Do Men Want?"
special engagement.
The women

pouring

forth

York,

where

New

is enjoying a sensational

love Lois Weber's

Hit

■mm

greatest picture,

they talk about it, boost it — send their friends,
and come again to see it with their men.
Mm
No need to tell any exhibitor

what

this appeal

to women — the greatest direct appeal ever i.iade
by any motion
the box office.

picture production — means

No need to tell any exhibitor
start the

women

talk, and talk about

what

it means

to

to

talking — as they talk, and
"What

Do Men

Want?"

From every angle — title, exploitation, quality
of production, and word of mouth advertising,
here is the year's million-dollar

winner.

Film Bldg., 17th & Main St Kansas City
Evfcutive
Offices 1540__146
B'way,
New York
Atlanta
Marietta
St.
838 South Olive St
Los Angeles
Boston
78 Broadway
16 North 4th St
Minneapolis
Buffalo
257 Franklin St.
729 7th Ave
New York City
1235 Vine St
Philadelphia
Cleveland 607 Film Exch. Bldg
Chicago 804 S. Wabash Ave. M2f(JLl3^
1201 Liberty Ave
Pittsburgh
124 Golden Gate San Francisco
Cincinnati. ..Pioneer St. and B'way M>W VJUIOL.
Dallas \%\iy2 Commerce St. JRm GUNNING
2024 Third Ave
Seattle
Denver
1714 Broadway
3617 Washington Ave St. Louis
Detroit 143 E. Elizabeth St.
CO-OPERATION
525 13th St., N W-.Washincion
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M o t i o n Picture

Phenomenal

Cost
On

You

Friday,

Armistice

Service

Nothing

Nov.

That

Extra!

11th, on the third anniversary

that brought

peace

after years

the Nation bowed in silence before
tained our cherished and Unknown

of the

of bloodshed,

the coffin that conDead.

Foch, Beatty, Diaz, Jacques, Pershing, the great leaders
of an Allied cause, united with the distinguished guests
of many

nations

lost not merely
his country.
Here

was

child who

in reverent

tribute

his life but his very

something
claims

in which

to the soldier who
name

every

Americanism

in his duty to

man,

shared,

woman

and

in spirit if not

in presence.
Is it strange

that the Pathe

News,

ever foremost

in pre-

senting events of interest, should have given phenomenal service without extra cost, thereby living up to its
high traditions?
Was

it not in keeping

with

the Pathe

News

the pictures issued of this notable happening
derful, impressive, and complete?

quality that
were

won-

News

November

26,

2787

1 9 2 1

What

How

It

Was

Done

Was

Done

The funeral procession left Washington for Arlington
at 8.30 a. m. At 10 a. m. a special aeroplane was in the
air, bound for the Pathe factory at Jersey City with
complete negatives of the procession.
The impressive services at Arlington were finished at
1.30 p. m. At 1.45 p. m. another special aeroplane was
in the air, also bound for Jersey City.
Special messengers in swift cars delivered the finished
special editions to the leading Broadway and Brooklyn
theatres so that they were being shown at 7.30 p. m. the
same evening.
But Pathe News service is not for Broadway only.
Special messengers went with prints by fast train to
Boston,

Pittsburgh,

Albany,

Buffalo, Washington,

Phila-

delphia, New Haven and Newark at 10 o'clock the same
night. Airplanes took prints to Cleveland, Chicago and
points west.
Fast mail took prints to Atlanta, Charlotte and New Orleans. To show the tremendous speed,
prints were due in San Francisco on Monday the 14th,
at 3 p. m.
This is SERVICE,
gentlemen, the kind you have always
had from Pathe News, the kind you will always get. A nd
it costs you nothing extra.

"The

greatest

"The

eighth

"$3,000,000
"Ten

wonder"

and

pictures

Goldwyn's

worth
in

York

"Collect all your 'Ohs!' your 'Ahs!'
and your interjections of acute gaspology and prepare to utter them
when you see "Theodora" at the
Astor Theatre. It was a perpetual
feast for the eye."
—Alan Dale in N. Y American
"Theodora" a wonder spectacle. To
adequately describe it would tax even

Cleveland!

it,"

Detroit!

says
says

Pittsburg!

"Theodora"

Sardou's Spectacular
Produced by the
Cinematografica

offers a new film sensation." — Evening Mail

"There is always room for one more,
it seems, especially at the top.
'Theodora,' presented by Goldwyn
last night, holds the altitude at the
present writing."

— Evening Sun

"It is through its stupendous settings, far excelling anything seen here
before, that it is likely to become

the vocabulary of a P.T. Barnum"
— DeFoe in the Morning World

— N. York."
Y. Herald
one of the sights of New

"As a spectacle, this picture is truly
magnificent. Most of the Hollywood products seem like smalltown stuff besides this tremendous

Cleveland

production from Italy."
— N. Y. Times
"The

scenes open with an earthquake, rush madly on through a
chaos of battle, murder and sudden
death, and culminate in the most
realistic arena scene that ever let
very real and obviously starved lions
loose on thousands of terrified
— N. Y. Qlobe

"Outdoing for sheer magnificence,
thrills and spectacular splendor any
motion picture ever seen here,

says

Sensation

Unione

Italian extras."

New

one,"

Victorien

New

York!

says

ever,

Drama
Italiana

tography, but an alluring, remarkable
play that does not permit interest
to flag during eleven reels.
Palaces, circus, spectacle, tumult of
huge mobs of people, all are splendidly represented in a manner that
will exhaust your adjectives of surprise and appreciation. It is believed
that it will score the American record
— Archie Bell, Cleveland News
for receipts."
Detroit

"Of almost unbelievable magnitude
and surpassing beauty is "Theodora," the Italian film spectacle. Its
settings are dream fabrics. Real,
of course, but the astounding size
of the structures and the countless
throngs that are forever peopling
the scenes are finally the stirring
elements of —theClef
story."
elan d Plain Dealer
"One cannot over-praise this film,
in fact, cannot adequately describe
or criticize it. It is beyond anything
that I expected from producers of
films for years to come. A triumph,
and not only a triumph of cinema-

"Griffith is out-Grim thed.

Holly-

wood ismade to look like a child's
— Detroit Free Press
paste-board town."
"And if it cost three million dollars
to achieve the amazing succession
of trip-hammer punches such as one
sees in this production, all I can say
is that it looks like a full moneys'
worth."
— Detroit Journal
"Nothing so dramatic has been seen
in motion pictures, and almost alone
this would be enough to stamp the
Italian production as one of the
most unusual that has ever been
produced."
— Detroit News
"In Theodora,' master photoplay,

top,
November
Boston,

11th

November

the screen comes into its own, if it
ever will. The picture dwarfs the
efforts of the biggest American film
producers of the day."
— Detroit Evening Times
Pittsburg

"Gorgeous is a word frequently used
by those who would describe dramatic scenes whose magnificence has
pleased. The word is much too
weak to adequately fit the settings
of this production."
— Chronicle Telegraph
"Most stupendous scenes ever
thrown upon the screen. Rita
Jolivet is adorable."

"Theodora"

— Pittsburgh Post

"It abounds with startling and vivid
scenes that excel the thrilling visualization of gathering klansmen in
the 'Birth Of A Nation.' It is more
spectacular than 'Civilization' and
its love theme more impressive than
'Broken Blossoms.' "
— Pittsburgh Sun

<" 'Theodora' is the most satisfying
screen spectacle and sets a mark
of excellence."
— Qazette Times

A Few

at

opened

the

21st,

Trade

at

La

Salle

the

in

Chicago,

Theatre—

Shubert

in

Theatre

Opinions

"Impossible to do justice to this stupendous picture. It seems incredible that
the camera could have visualized all this

"Theod

ora

grandeur, this tumultuous, whirling, riotous action. The silence was broken only
by fervent outbursts of applause. The
picture will net a fortune. The whole
country should be given an opportunity
to see it."
—The Billboard
"'Theodora' has been sellingout right
along.

Now
Bookin

g

You leave the theatre bewildered, and it
takes moments to compose yourself to
picking out the "smash" of the production, and then you are embarassed by a
confusion of choice, for there are so
many big passages one can set down only
a few."
— Variety
"This massive spectacle dwarfs other
achievements of its kind."
— Morton Picture News

" 'Theodora' is magnificient, an epic of
— Moving Picture World
the screen."
"As a money-maker for exhibitors it is
sure to be as big an attraction — or bigger
— than any of the spectacle productions
yet offered to the American
buyers."
— Exhibitors
Herald

For

details —
address

WELSH

JACK
469-5th
New

Avenue

York

City

ABSOLUTELY

A

booking
to

ror

a

year

getting
book-

all

pictures

MOTION

together

All

guide

data

SEPTEMBER

on

NEW

PICTURE

material
ALL

- 1 - 1 920

for

this

PICTURES
and

NEWS
great
released

SEPTEMBER

has

been

reference
between
- 1 - 1 921

L
No more frantic searches through scattered press sheets —
No more booking in the dark — know in
advance what you are getting.
No more wondering, " How
vertise this picture? "
Don't work in the dark.

shall I ad-

I
M
I
T

The BOOKING GUIDE will save you
hours of weary labor and add dollars to

E

your box-office.

D

" Is the picture suited to my audience? "
How can you tell by the title?

E

No more booking without knowing. The
BOOKING GUIDE tells you in half a
minute.

Work with the proper tools.
The BOOKING GUIDE gives you
everything you want in compact, handy
form.

D

In addition, used as a reference index to

I

Motion Picture News' advertising and
exploitation pages it places at your disposal all the experience of other live exhibitors inpresenting the picture.

T

Write for yours today.

The BOOKING GUIDE places in handy
form and at your finger tips every fact
you want about every picture.

I
O
N

With the BOOKING GUIDE at your
elbow you are as strongly fortified as the
lawyer with his shelves of court decisions.
Write for yours today.

IN

ADDITION

A

EVERY

TO

GETTING

MONEY-MAKER

EXHIBITOR

AND

EXCHANGEMAN

who

signs a contract

CHARLES
living seven

for

(CHIC)

SALE

different characters
in

"HIS

NIBS"

Helps to unify the great field of independent endeavor in the motion picture industry
encourages

not only Exceptional Pictures, pro-

ducer of "His Nibs," and the Syndicate which is
handling the distribution. . . .
. . . but offers to every other such producer
and distributor concrete evidence of the only
thing they desire to know — that they will find a
ready market for their product when it is of a
calibre to warrant support
and when those producers co-operate with the
buyers and exhibitors to the full extent Exceptional Pictures has done, the State Rights market will have added another factor toward the
solidifying of the foundation upon which it now
stands in the industry.

"HIS NIBS" SYNDICATE, Inc.
L. L. HILLER, President
Longacre Building
42nd Street and Broadway
New York City

THE

PICTURE

WITH

A

WORLD-WIDE

APPEAL

JACKIE

COOGAN

AUDIENCES
EVERYWHERE

"MY

BOY"

Furnishes sunshine and happiness to the toddling threeyear old and to the toddling
one hundred-and-three-year
old.
He has that something so
very different that pleases
old and young alike.

Grea
IS
LO
test

WEBER'S
Picture

I

EB

N

H

A

0T

UP

'
N
The remarkable reception
at
the
A
E
Theatre, New
York, proved it!
L
C
Lois Weber

has given motion

the greatest clean-up
career.

big

Lyric

lot-.

picture exhibitors

picture recorded

f|lf|l|i
mm

in her

And that means even a greater, bigger, better,
box office bet than such sensational Lois Weber
successes as "Shoes," "Where Are My Children?,"
"For Husbands Only," "The Price of a Good
Time,"

"Hypocrites,"

"Jewel,"

mm
m

etc.

Get on the band-wagon now ! All the big
money in motion picture history has been
made

^^^^

by riding while the big ones
0 balling to success!

are snow-

Here's the one that will mean the happiest,
Happy New Year in the history of your house !

Film Bldg.. 17th & Main St Kansas City
Executive
Offices 1540 B'way,
New York
Atlanta
146 Marietta
St.
838 South Olive St
Los Angeles
Boston
78 Broadway
16 North 4th St
Minneapolis
Buffalo
257 Franklin St.
729 7th Ave
New York City
1235 Vine St
Philadelphia
Cleveland 607 Film Exch. Bldg
Chicago 804 S. Wabash Ave. JpwftllA
1201 Liberty Ave
Pittsburgh
124 Golden Gate San Francisco
Cincinnati
St.
and
B'way
±wjtj
WIOL
2024
Third
Ave
Seattle
Dallas Pioneer
I812J4 Commerce St. Jfij GUNNING
Denver
1714 Broadway
3617 Washington Ave— St. Louis
Detroit 143 E. Elizabeth St.
CO-OPERATION
525 13th St., N.W-.Washington
A

mm

Adventure

and

Romance!

This five reel feature has caught them both!
IMAGINE
the ofaction
when mountain
the muttered threats
a fearless
clan takes form against a lone Government Ranger sent to patrol their lands,
the mountain called Little Smoky.
Imagine the romance between Anne,
wild-rose daughter of the clan, and the
Ranger. A romance clouded by the
coming of a strangely beautiful gypsy
lass, and glorified by the sacrifices of
the mountain maid when she discovers
her lover's danger.
In brief, "Anne of Little Smoky" is a
rousing and romantic out-door story of

intense hates, strong loves, spectacular fights and suspenseful situations
enacted against a magnificent background of rugged mountains.
Its cast includes Winifred Westover,
exquisitely charming in the title role;
Joe King as the two-fisted Government
Man; Dolores Casinelli as the flaming
gypsy beauty and Frank Sheridan as
the hard-fighting mountaineer.
Here is a perfect audience picture —
big in every sense of the word.
It is an admirable offering on any
program.

Motion

READ

WHAT

CRITICS

NEW

SAY

Picture

YORK

OF

FOOTFALLS
Footfalls

is remarkable

not

for

but

only

excel-

lent acting of Tyrone Powei;
because
it is unlike

anything
before
In Footfalls
has

the

ever

screened
JTcwYorKMail

William

presented

Fox

another

- stirring°cinedrama
Xe»York World

Footfalls
span

new

has

a spicK,,

»NY. -American
idea!

Direct
Run

at

from
the

its

Park

Broadway
Theatre

News

November

26, 1921

William

Fox

presents

another

of the

special

super-productions~now
for

ready

release-'

TFALLS

from
Wilbur

the

story

by

Daniel
Steele
Staged by

Charles

J.

A

addition

worthy

this

list

OVER
A

of

Brabin
to

specials-

THE

HILL

VIRGIN

PARADISE
A

CONNECTICUT
YANKEE
IN

KING

ARTHUR'S

COURT

THUNDERCLAP
SHAME
PERJURY

She

ZA.NE GREY'S
LAST
TRAIL

QUEEN

A

picture

absolutely

with
new

an
idea

OF

SHEBA

LOIS

WEBER'S

mm

Thousands

saw it the opening

day at the Lyric

Theatre, New York, and then — when the women
started talking — it started building and building and BUILDING — even breaking beyond the
bounds of the sensational opening day.

■fei

It's great to have a picture that every woman
goes away boosting and praising.
They

carry the word

the woman's

like wild-fire — for here is

picture of the century.

Be sure you book "What Do Men Want?" for
enough extra days, for in no other way will you
get full advantage

Illii

of the word of mouth

adver-

tising that makes each day's box office receipts
step higher than the day before.
The million-dollar

question

is ready for show-

ing now for the year's million-dollar
Go to it!

clean-up.

Film Bldg., 17th & Main St Kansas City
Executive
1540 B'way,
New York
Atlanta Offices
.
146 Marietta
St.
838 South Olive St
Los Angeles
16 North 4th St
Minneapolis
Boston _
78 Broadway
Buffalo
257 Franklin St.
729
7th
Ave..'
New
York City
1235 Vine St
Philadelphia
Cleveland 607 Film Exch. Bldg
Chicago 804 S. Wabash Ave. (JLiA
1201 Liberty Ave
Pittsburgh
124 Golden Gate San Francisco
Cincinnati--. Pioneer St. and B'way AVW WIOW
Dallas 1812}^ Commerce St. jKjf GUNNING
2024 Third Ave
Seattle
Denverl— ..1714 Broadway
3617 Washington Avc.St. Louis
Detroit 143 E. Elizabeth St.
525 13th St., N.W„Washincton
CO-OPERATION
A

NATIONAL

We
don't want
you to book
extraordinary is this picture!
this
in

spectacular

touch

H.

with

showing

your

presents

it until you
So we have

for

nearest

O.

all

From
"THE

Directed
A

the

most

remarkable

dog

story

screened

the Saturday
CROSS

Evening

PULL,"

Call

Post story,

by Hal G. Evarts

by Laurence

Laurence

Trimble

Trimble.
and

Distributed

The

Adapted
Jane

by

First National

On

Get

NOW!

Silent

The

All

see it— so
arranged

exhibitors.

exchange

At

DAVIS

ever

Released

30—

Nov.

Wednesday,

TR

by Jane

Murfin

Murfin

Production

Associated

Pictures,

Open

Inc.

Market

First

National

Exploitation

Exchanges

Prizes

$150.00

-

-

$100.00

-

-

$

-

-

50.00

to

-

Theatres

First

Prize

Second

Prize

Third

Prize

There

are such unusual exploitation angles and such opportunities to put this picture
over in a big way that Al. Lichtman has personally offered the above prizes to the
theatres putting over the best exploitation stunt. Send photographs of your lobby or
clippings on special stunts to Al. Lichtman,
Contest closes March 1st, 1922.

Available

To

6

West

All

48th

Street,

New

York

City.

Exhibitors!
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Picture
,

Let

The

Exhibitor

Tell

You

Money

This

About

Maker!

Never had better box-office record. —
Herbert Johnson, Luna Theatre, Lafayette,
Ind.
Fine attendance at all shows.
lighted.— Will
J onesboro, Ark.

Mack,

Patrons de-

Grand

Theatre,

Went unusually well. — A. C. Raleigh,
Columbia Theatre, Portland, Ore.
Big box-office records. — A. G. Schade,
Majestic Theatre, Bloomington, III.
Good attendance. Patrons pleased. — A. G.
Hittesheimer, Orpheum Theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Audience captivated — especially held by
storm scenes. — Stanley Chambers, Palace
Theatre, Wichita, Kas.
Patrons liked it very much. — William E.
Drumbar, Riviera Theatre, Knoxville,
Tenn.
Very good — all liked it. — A. G. Stolte, Des
Moines Theatre, Des Moines, la.
Well

liked.

Good

business. — William

Freedman, Metropolitan
land, Ohio.

Speaking

Theatre, Cleve-

of

Louis B. Mayer's presentation of
ANITA

STEWART
the inimitable star in

"Playthings
of
By Jane Murfin and Larry Trimble; Directed by Edwin Carewe;
Scenario by Anthony Paul Kelly
A

Released

First

on

National

the

Destiny"

Attraction

Open

Market

New
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Tkis is the magic button. Rub it, and like
Aladdin's lamp it MOill bring whatever $ou wish
Yes, it will fill your house !

Tke

You

Funniest

E

a) e

r

Picture

Did

See!

Stardust

For

Tour

Is Gold

Box

Dust

Office!

Col. Fred Levy found this out when he opened
the Mew Kentucky Theatre in Louisville with
this picture.
And the Colonel congratulates Hope Hampton
on her vJonderful success.
Col. Levy booked the picture for one week. It
made more money each day, so he had to hold it
over for a second Peek's run to satisfy his patrons.
It will do the same for your theatre.
Hobart Henley Productions

HOPE

present
HAMPTON
in

"Stardust"
Suggested by the famous stop? of
Fannie

Hurst

author of "Humoresque"
A First National Attraction

Motion

Pictra

Seeing

It

exhibitor, speaking of the present tenseness
of the business situation, refers to the " randomshooting " optimism of the trade papers.
He did not refer to this publication; he could not
for the simple reason that we haven't shot at random
because we haven't shot at all.
Our own feelings in the matter may be had from the
following editorial, written several weeks ago and
thus far crowded out of print:

AX

" The New York Evening Post is publishing an
interesting and valuable series of articles on the
business situation outlook. The consensus of opinion
from leading bankers and business heads is that we are
emerging slowly but surely from the period of depression; that improvement from now on, while not
pronounced this Fall, will be soundly upward. A few
look for prosperous times next Spring; the majority
say next Autumn. Some go so far as to say that the
Fall season of 1922 will see complete return to normal
times.
" The credit situation is fast approaching normal.
The farmer is economizing in an effort to meet reduced prices of his commodities. The railroads are
in better shape. The liquidation of labor will be
difficult and slow but it is inevitable.
" The motion picture business, according to the
latest government tax returns, reflects this general
upturn. Admission taxes for August increased $103,846.08 and film rental taxes $34,860.91 over July. And
September, of course, will show a much greater
increase.
" We see nothing discouraging in the outlook, but
only a lesson to practice economy, good sense, hard
work — and showmanship ! "
Of course, the above refers only to general business
conditions, but it is pertinent to this field because the
show business is always a sharp reflex of general business conditions.
We are fully aware that the motion picture trade
situation is more or less acute. By that we mean
particularly the exhibiting business, upon which the
whole trade structure rests. But we say " more or
less " advisedly. The situation is spotty. While we
have a bad report from an agricultural section (and
little wonder when it takes a bushel of wheat to buy
one theatre admission) we have a good one from a
coal mining region; and industrial centers that were
hard hit at first are better off todav and see still better
Vol. XXIV
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Through
times ahead. And so it goes. The situation at large
That is certain.
is slowly on the mend.
There is no question at all however but that the
exhibitor today is, on the whole, considerably
demoralized.
And naturally so.
The war situation is completely reversed. Where people
formerly spent money regardlessly (some exhibitors must realize that it wasn't their showmanship that did it) they are now
economizing and shopping. They haven't soured on pictures,
they are not " bilious " ; they will never turn from the picture
entertainment so long as the admission is kept cheap. But
they are no longer just drifting in through the doors. They
are buying entertainment, making up their minds before they
go in. And the big picture with the big advertising gets, the
money. So we hear, on all sides, that the big picture, even with
a high rental price, is the only one that pays. The exhibitor,
in his blind effort to make something pay, evidently overlooks
the fact that a lot of other carefully chosen pictures would
also pay if he put the same advertising force back of them.
In what we are about to say we are not criticizing the exhibitor. He has our sympathy, as has any business man these
days ; we'd appreciate some, ourselves. Nor are we overlooking
the fact that some rental prices today are selfishly, blindly and
outrageously high, and some exhibition values set on weak pictures are due solely to the other fellow's waste and war inflation
and bad judgment generally.
But we do believe that the exhibitor today, many a one at
least, is too slow to adjust himself to the new and evident order
of things.
He is not looking the issue squarely and coolly in the face.
He wants — naturally, of course — to cling to the days of an easyspending public. He won't realize that this era is utterly gone,
never to return ; and that in its place there's the other extreme
of the thin or the closed purse. He won't realize that today,
as never before, two things are necessary, if he is to stay in
business till the better days a year away ; one is judicious economy, the other is extreme effort.
The writer recently asked a man high up in the New York
commercial world what was mostly wrong with business today.
He got the unexpected reply : " The trouble today is fundamentally with the retailer in all lines. He is stubbornly clinging to war conditions, war prices and volume and ease of trade.
He will not deflate himself — get down to normal bedrock — put
his shelves in order, and especially his own business mind, to
fit the normal order of things. He won't go out and get it—
getThe
tradeexhibitor
; he's still
for it
to pour
in."
is waiting
the motion
picture
retailer.
Is he in this
category ?
We don't say he is.. And if he is— he is not alone to blame,
by a long shot. But we suggest the thought — for the benefit
of the exhibitor himself and therefore the trade at large. What
is it that the exhibitor can do today to " see it through " —
through the present stiff business condition and into the better
times that are assuredly ahead ?
Wm. A. Johnston.
26, 1921
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Chicago Police Head Gives
Permit for Fight Film
Chief of Police Fitzmorris, of Chicago,
has directed the censor in charge of the
Police Department Motion Picture Bureau, to approve an application for a permit for the exhibition of the JeffriesJohnson fight pictures, which have been
barred in Chicago for more than ten
years.
The chief's action followed the opinion
rendered by the City Law Department,
which held that he had no power to refuse a permit to exhibit the DempseyCarpentier films in Chicago.
The chief had assumed that no fight
pictures could be shown in states where
boxing is not permitted, the Illinois law
governing pictures, for instance, barring
the showing of films portraying unlawful
acts.
The opinion of the Corporation Counsel, however, overruled this contention of
Chief Fitzmorris, who then stated that he
could not give a permit for the DempseyCarpentier pictures and withhold a permit for the Jeffries-Johnson pictures.
Censors Reject but Mayor
and Minister Approves
Should a picture, approved by the
chairman of a censorship board, the
mayor of a city and one of the city's
leading pastors, be rejected by a censorship board? Evidently Mrs. B. L. Short
and Mrs. J. M. Miller of the Kansas
State Board of Review think so. "The
Sheik," a Paramount production, was rejected last week by the "majority" of the
board, but approved by Dwight Thatcher
Harris, chairman. Thereupon Mr. Harris invited Mayor Harry Burton of
Kansas City, Kans., and Rev. Carl Nau
of St. Paul's Episcopal church to view
the picture, which was approved. Still
the two women members of the board
refused to change their decisions.

Chas. Ray ReachesC hicago,
Due in New York Nov. 23
The big event, long looked forward to
by Charles Ray and long anticipated by
his admirers has taken place. The star
for the first time in his life is headed for
New York City and the East, having left
Los Angeles on Tuesday, November 15th,
together with Mrs. Ray, Richard Willis
and Albert A. Kidder, Jr., executives of
the Charles Ray Productions, Inc., and
George Rizard, his chief camera man.
The party was met upon its arrival in
Chicago by Arthur S. Kane, business associate of the star, who will initiate the
distinguished visitor into the wonders of
the East. Mr. Ray and his party are
scheduled to arrive in New York City on
Wednesday, November 23rd, when the
star will take up his headquarters at the
offices of the Arthur S. Kane Pictures
Corporation.

A. Kirk patrick Made Gen,l
Manager of Exceptional
famithl-e
• iar nameRICK, a in
er
ry
ev
st
indu
wherIRKPATth-e
AalS
ly.big Kex
ecutives
re
s beare spokenassoofci,atha
come l ed with
na
io
pt
Exce
Pictures
ation, as viceCorporen
t and general
presid
manager.
This position was
left open by the -elevation of Alexander A. S. Kirkpatrick, viceand general
Beyfuss to the presi- president
manager
of Exceptional
Pictures
Corp.
dency of the Corporation a short time ago. The filling of
the vacancy with a man of the capabil
ities of Mr. Kirkpatrick adds one of the
keenest minds in motion pictures to the
executive management of this newlyformed organization.
He will be an invaluable asset in the
growth of the young company which
since its inception less than three months
ago, has unusual accomplishments to
point to as the basis upon which it is
building its future. The experience he
has had in every branch of the business
will serve well as a guide in overcoming
the obstacles and in solving the problems which are certain to arise in the
progress
making. which Exceptional Pictures is

Mr. Kirkpatrick's record is too well
known to require repeating, except to
state that he has served as an executive
in every department of motion pictures,
from their initial production to their ultimate sale to the exhibitor, he having
been in command of some of the industry's most important national distributing organizations.
In a wire to Motion Picture News,
President Alexander Beyfuss declares:
"association
ExceptionalwithPictures
is happy
the
it of one
of the in
industry's keenest and able minds."
Improvements for Brunton
Plant Under New Regime
A wire received during the week from
Los Angeles conveys further details of
the transaction whereby, as announced in
last week's issue of the News, M. C.
Levee takes over Robert Brunton's interests in the big Brunton plant on Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles. Mr. Levee arrived in Los Angeles on Wednesday, November 10th, from New York, where he
had arranged with Joseph Schenck, Watterson Rothacker, Louis Selznick, Allen
Holubar, Joseph Aller, Ben Goldberg, Gus
Frank, Bennie Ziedman, and H. J. Havous
of Chicago, for the purchase of the Brunton stock.
The name under which the studios will
operate hereafter is the United Studios.
Mr. Levee will serve as president and general-manager of the studio organization.
It is planned to enlarge the plant and improve the facilities. Upon the arrival of
Mr. Rothacker and Mr. Schenck in Los
Angeles early this week it was planned to
select new officers for the company and
to formulate definite policies.
Robert Brunton, according to the. telegram from the Coast, will devote all his
time to production work.

Picture

News

British Theatre Managers
Here to Study Theatres
F. E. Adams, managing director of the
Provincial Cinematograph theatres of
Great Britain, together with Robert Atkinson, architect, Hugh Turtle, contractor,
and Stanley Ball, in charge of programs
for the P. C. T. theatres, have arrived in
this country to make an intimate study of
American theatre construction and operation. They are at present in New York
and will go West from here on a tour of
the country. They will spend some time
in Chicago looking over the Chicago and
Tivoli theatres. It is also Mr. Adams' intention to make a close study of the picture market in New York City. The
P. C. T. theatre at Brighton, England, is
said to be on a par, from every standpoint
with the latest and best American picture
theatres. Illustrations and details of this
theatre will appear in the forthcoming
issue of Motion Picture News.
Missouri

Exhihs

Continue

Fight on Blue Laws
Gradually but surely, Missouri exhibitors
over "blue
factionsareof triumphing
the state which
opposelaw"
Sunday
motion-picture shows. In Chillicothe,
Mo., recently, the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Missouri, with the aid of the
M. P. T. O. A., won a signal victory and
forever silenced self-appointed censors.
Important meetings, attended by high
officials of the state and exhibitors, are
being held in each of the Congressional
districts of Missouri. The next district
meeting, one which promises to be of
vital importance, will be held at Kirksville, Mo., November 22. At present,
Sunday motion picture shows are prohibited in that town. Nothing has been
overlooked in the arrangements of the
meeting, which is in charge of a committee composed of I. N. Wright, Bevier,
Mo., chairman; D. J. Michael, Kirksville,
Mo. ; G. W. Summers, LTnionville. Mo.,
and S. M. Kennedy. Kirksville, Mo. In
addition to the personnel of the M. P. T.
O. M., including Charles T. Sears, president ; G. W. Summers, vice-president ;
Lawrence E. Goldman, secretary and
counsel, and Jack Truitt. treasurer, several state officials w ill attend the meeting,
among them being Senator David M.
Proctor of Kansas City. And, to add
color to the event, the mayor of Kirksville will preside at a luncheon to be
given by the exhibitors.
No

Referendum

on

Sunday

Opening in Rome, N Y.
The referendum on Sunday motionpicture showrs, which was to have come
before the residents of Rome, N. Y., at
the general election held on November 8,
failed to materialize. This was due to an
injunction secured by a number of persons opposed to Sunday motion-picture
shows, with the result that the question
not submitted to the voters.
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Stricter

Censorship

the

Price

of

Evasion

Evade Law and We'll Put Teeth in It," Says
Lev en son at Warner Bros, Luncheon
actually written on your statute books,
that it was not purDECLARING
pose or intention of the New
and it is your part as good citizens to acSuggests Adoption of
York State Board of Censors to
cept it as such and abide by its requireEnglish Censor Methods
inflict any injury on the motion-picture
ments." It was at this juncture that Mr.
Levenson voiced his most forcible utterR, whoin
industry and that it stood ready to coTAKEmonths
WHIT
E.
LES
CHAR
eight
last
the
spent
has
operate in the advancement of the screen
ance. Emphasizing his point with vigorEurope in behalf of Famous Playous waves of his forefinger directly at
especially as an education medium but
ers-Lasky, returns with the suggestion
warning at the same time that any effort
that the system of censorship in vogue
his auditors, he admonished, "I give
in England could well be copied. Mr.
to evade the censorship law would result
warning, gentlemen, that any effort to
Whittaker deplores the futility of screen
evade the law will result only in our putstories which will not offend the very
in "putting teeth into it," Joseph Levenson, secretary of the censorship commisyoung, and their utter lack of anything
calculated to induce thought in mature
He tingdeclared
nothing was further from
sion of the Empire State, delivered his
teeth into it."
the intention of Governor Miller or the
minds. This condition, he states, is makfirst address before representatives of
ing the screen a synonym for silliness.
legislature in making the law than to do
the trade at the Claridge Hotel, New
In England, two forms of certificates
injury to the film industry and that the
York City, on Monday afternoon, Noare used. A " U " or " Universal " certimembers of the commission in passing
vember 14th.
ficate isgiven to those pictures which can
safely be shown to audiences of any age
A luncheon given the members of the
judgment on motion-pictures always bore
without harming anybody's moral suscepin mind the immense financial investtrade-press by the Warner Bros, was the
tibilities. An " A " or " Adult " certificate
ments entering into their production. He
is given to those pictures, which, while
occasion of Mr. Levenson's appearance
declared in proof of this that out of the
not wholly improper, are unsuitable for
before the trade gathering. H. M. Waryouthful audiences. Only adults are al800 subjects already submitted for the
ner acted as host and in a speech prelowed at their showing.
examination of the board only four had
ceding that of the censorship commissioner told of the difficulties attendant
been rejected in their entirety. The
factors of the industry, saying that it speaker further asserted that Governor
upon the production of the latest WarMiller on entering office had been opwjas this very motive that had prompted
ner Bros, success, "Why Girls Leave
posed to censorship and had at first dethis
"get-together"
luncheon,
and
urged
Home." He outlined the history of the
production and the repeated efforts to reviewers to adopt a more sympathetic
clared against all efforts to effect legislation along this line. It was only after the
secure a screen story, based on the wellattitude in passing upon productions submitted for their criticism.
known play, which would emphasize the
Governor's attention had been called to
Mr. Levenson was then introduced to certain pictures being exhibited and had
good found in the theme and make for
the diners. The commissioner without
seen certain subjects on the screen in
an artistic as well as a commercial success. Mr. Warner also referred to the ^lay launched into the work of the different parts of the state that he was
State Board of Censors and its relation
finally won over, declared Mr. Levenson.
company's earlier success, "My Four
The commissioner also took some
to
the
industry.
He
said
he
had
been
Years in Germany," declaring that here
pains
to define the nature of the New
more than once amused by the attitude
again commercial considerations were
of the trade press, which, he declared,
York State law on the question. He afsubordinated to the paramount purpose
firmed that the law did not give the
had sometimes written of the New Yorkof putting on the screen vividly and accucensorship statute as though the measure
power to censor in the ordinary acceptrately the patriotic spirit of Ambassador
ance of(Contimied
the term but
was purely
on page
Gerard's famous story. He pleaded for was still pending. "The law is not pend2814) "regugreater co-operation between the various
ing," thundered the speaker. "It is now

Louisiana

and
To

Convene

a meeting of the Louisiana and
Mississippi Motion Picture Theatre
Owners' Association, held at Grunewald Hotel in New Orleans on Monday
and Tuesday, November 14th and 15th,
resolutions were passed disbanding the
old association and re-organizing under
the name of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Mississippi and Louisiana.
Speeches were made by Mr. A. J.
Bethancourt, president ; J. Eugene Pearce,
a prominent New Orleans exhibitor; and
E. T. Peter, respresenting Sydney S.
Cohen, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America. All these
speeches were to the effect that to accomplish the wonderfully constructive program outlined by the national president it
was essential that the local association
have a one-hundred per cent representation in the two states, irrespective of
alignment.

AT

Mississippi
Again

on

December

Exhibitors
5th

to Complete Re-Organization
The committee, appointed by President
A. J. Bethancourt to formulate ways and
means of organizing the new association,
submitted the following report which was
unanimously adopted by the meeting :
"We, your committee appointed for the
purpose of formulating ways and means
of re-organizing, recommend that a meeting of all the exhibitors of Louisiana and
Mississippi be called to assemble at New
Orleans on the fifth and sixth of December for the purpose of completing the
organization to be known as the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Louisiana and
Mississippi, to pass upon by-laws and
rules, the election of officers and an executive board, and any other matters that
mayThecomeresolution
before theofmeeting."
the New Orleans
meeting were the outcome of a growing
sentiment among the theatre-owners of
both states that a closer organization was

and

Meet

6th

highly imperative and concerted action on
the part of the exhibitors of the two states
greatly needed so as to offer effective resistance against any movement promoted
by interests inimical to the industry. It
has been the conviction for a long time of
many exhibitors in both states that factional alignments should be discarded in
order to combat the enemies of the screen
as well as to promote the welfare of the
independent theatre-owners of all sections
in these sister states.
Pledges were received from exhibitors
at the meeting, assuring that the new
official Urban Movie Chats to be made for
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, in accordance with arrangements recently entered into by the national
exhibitor organization and the Kineto
Company of America, will be given a onehundred per cent representation on the
screens of both Louisiana and Mississippi.

Motion
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"Friction
in
Trade
but
Not
Opposition"
By ). S. Woody,
|
General Manager
of Realart Corporation
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in
FRICTION! Does it really exist
the motion picture industry ?
Certainly it does; it exists in every
other industry as well. There is no business existant that does not have dissensions between the various factors that
compose them. From the beginning of
time, where one man has had something
to sell to another, there has been friction.
There is friction between the producer
and the distributor, between the distributor and the exhibitor, and between the
latter and his patrons; there is friction
also between the departments that make
up the various organizations. But it is
not friction in the sense of opposition; the
phenomenal growth and success of the
film industry is a direct refutation of that.
Where is the main point of friction between the exhibitor and the distributor?
At what point in our organization
should we place the oil cups that will
make the machinery of the industry run
more smoothly?
Much argument has been advanced of
late, both by the trade press and various
organized bodies, tending toward a closer
harmony among the three main factors
of the industry — the producers, the distributors and the exhibitors.
To my way of thinking the three integral parts of the industry should function much the same as departments of
one organization, with one purpose in
mind — serving the public. It is just as
essential to the distributor, speaking as I
am for Realart, that transactions with the
exhibitors be carried on with the least
amount of friction as it is for the departments of any mercantile establishment to
cooperate with one another. The idea
that exhibitors were fair game for any
distributor has been relegated to the dead
past along with a lot of other fallacies
that were in vogue in the old days. Today
there is a better understanding between
the distributors and the exhibitors than
ever existed before, due not to any manipulation of "the big stick" but to the
thrashing out of their mutual problems in
the light of a keener appreciation of what
it means to the industry as a whole. Perhaps the fact that the industry itself has
been the target for many outsiders is
partly responsible for the closer integration.
The question of efficient representation
is one of the most important factors to
the distributor in his dealings with the exhibitors and on the type of men selected
as branch managers much depends. Friction is caused by contact, and unless the
engineers on the job realize the value of
proper lubrication, there is bound to be
trouble. The exchanges are the points of

RICHARD BARTHELMESS was the
guest of honor at a dinner given at
the Hotel Astor, Tuesday evening, November 15th by Associated First National
Pictures. A large gathering was present
composed of members of the executive
committee now in session in New York
together with a number of local subfranchise holders. Among those present
were: Robert Lieber, J. D. Williams,
Harry Schwalbe, Nathan Gordon, A. H.
Blank, E. V. Richards, William Brandt,
Louis Blumenthal, Harold Franklin.
" Tol'able David," Mr. Barthelmess'
first picture for First National was shown
to the guests.
picture will
be reviewed later inThis
MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS and we make no effort in that
respect here. We offer, however, our
sincere congratulations to Inspiration Pictures, Mr. Richard Barthelmess, Henry
King, director, Henry Cronjager, photographer, and to all those who were engaged in the making of what in the
writer's opinion, is one of the very best
results of perfect coordination in picture
making and one of the finest pieces of
photographic realism ever put upon the
screen.
W. A. JOHNSTON.

contact with the exhibitors and we must
look to our branch managers, as engineers, to maintain the same high standards in their respective territories as are
maintained in the home office. It is a
duty we owe not only to Realart but to
the exhibitors to install as managers the
most practical and efficient men we can
get, men in whom we repose the most
absolute confidence. As a general rule
these men are drafted, from our own organization rather than another. The
reasons for this are obvious.
And a man's opportunity to be promoted is not restricted to the possibility
of something occurring to a man higher
up in his own office, but, if his ability
warrants it, he may be transferred to a
better position in any one of the various
branches. Thus the man who wants to
get ahead will always be on his toes,
knowing that he needs only to demonstrate his fitness in order to get recognition. For instance, the following examples will show how this has worked
out in the past : David R. Blyth, who was
our Kansas City manager before being
transferred, was formerly an assistant at
Detroit ; our Omaha manager, Sherman
T. O'Brien was a salesman in Philadelphia ;Paul R. Aust, assistant at Seattle,
became the manager; Louis Reichert, our
Washington manager, was an assistant at
Chicago ; J. S. Hommel, Pittsburgh manager, was assistant at that office ; and
John R. MacMeekin, our Special Representative, was a manager at Kansas City.
At the present time there is a vacancy
in the managership of our Kansas City

office and it devolved upon me to appoint
a man combining all the necessary qualifications, a man who we knew was not
only a good salesman but one who must
be able to win the full confidence of the
exhibitors and keep things running
smoothly in that territory. The names of
five such men came up for consideration
and it was difficult, nay impossible, to
make a decision in the usual way. So
the five men are going to decide the matter or themselves in a way which is not
only unique but practicable. The superiors of these men were apprised of their
selection and their cooperation urged.
The field selected to stage the test of
these five men's qualifications was Chicago, and the contest is under the supervision of our manager in that city, Mr.
Harry Willard, who is thoroughly familiar with all of the details of the contest.
Chicago was the logical office from which
to work, principally on account of being
centrally situated. There are sufficient
towns in the Chicago territory in whidbj
the five men can operate without their
work conflicting, which is another point
in its favor, at the same time presenting
enough varying selling problems to thoroughly test their managerial ability. The
men, under Mr. Willard's direction, will
not work as a crew but individually have
been assigned enough towns to keep them
on the road several weeks before reporting back to the base. While they are en
route, they must make daily reports by
wire of their progress and these reports
are in turn forwarded by Mr. Willard to
the Home Office for my analysis and
tabulation.
Aside from alloting the men their routine and giving them their general instructions, Mr. Willard has not advised them,
nor will they receive any coaching from
him. They are "on their own" and each
man must depend solely upon his own
ability and initiative in handling the many
situations that are bound to develop.
When once a man leaves a town, he will
not be permitted to return under any circumstances ;a competitor of his will be
assigned to solve any problem which
proved too difficult for the first man's
solution. If the second man fails, another will take his place, so you will readily agree that none of them will give a
competitor
a chanceevery
to "show
him up"
without exhausting
possibility.
The contest is to be decided strictly on
merit and I have pledged each man my
most critical and unbiased review of his
work. The manner in which they solve
their problems, considering their sales
work and the exercise of judgment, will
{Continued on page 2815)
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picture
box
offices
last
year
$750,000,000,
or
hold
thres
of a new era; boom
Booking Guide
over $2,000,000 a day. Preliminaiy figures of the 1919
census
indicate
a
total
investment
of
nearly
$500,000,000
ed
days have pass
and in their
Future editions of the MOTION PICin the production of pictures — in real estate, studios,
TURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE will
stead has come the dawning of a period
electrical equipment, wardrobes, etc. Approximately
20,000 people are steadily employed in the making of
be of the greatest value when used in
of real business methods and business
connection with back copies of the
motion
alone.
The producers'
valuation of the
cost of pictures
their output
in 1920
was over $200,000,000.
Of
efficiency which is beginning to stabilize
NEWS covering the period contained in
this sum $50,000,000 was paid out in salaries and wages
on
ction
ibuti
ure
•pict
produ
and distr
and
the volume.
alone, $25,000, 0U0 representing cost of materials and
claim the serious interest and aid of
supplies.
investmentat inover
theatres,
distributing
Volume I covers all pictures released
ities, etc.,The
is estimated
$1,000,000.
Exportsfacil-of
by all distributors from September 1,
bankers and financiers which will enable
film were valued at more than $12,000,000 in 1920.
1920 through September 1, 1921.
"Stability: The motion picture industry is firmly
grounded on the broad demand of the public for enterthe industry to attain its maximum possiVolume II, which will be issued in
tainment at a moderate price. Motion pictures have
bilities.
March, 1922, will cover the six months
reached their greatest development in the United States
and
are
our
most popular form of entertainment. Even
period
beginning
September
1,
1921
and
Such is the opinion of John E. Barber,
uuder present conditions the gross receipts have fallen
running to February 1, 1922.
of the First National Bank of Los
off
only
about
25 per cent, which compares most favorReferences in the BOOKING GUIDE
ably with the situation in many other industries, like
Angeles, after a careful and thorough
the
automobile,
cotton, wool, copper, etc.
are made to all exploitation on each in" Market
and a Product:
picture films
comdividual picture, reviews of the picture,
inquiry and review of present-day facts
mand not only
national butMotion
an international
market;
since
American
films
are
exported
to
practically
every
producer's
advertising
and
all
other
mafrom a banker's standpoint. In an able
country on the globe. There are over 16,000 motion
terial essential to properly exploiting each
analysis of the picture industry, its past,
picture theatres in the United States and a like amount
and every picture in your territory.
in
the rest of the world. Theatres in this country have
present and future, written for the BankThe BOOKING GUIDE is published in
a seating capacity of more than 5,400,000, which on the
average is filled several times daily.
order
to
make
it
easy
for
theatre
men
to
er's Monthly, and appearing in the No"Riskhas and
Profitableness:
look back over the old releases and pick
years
demonstrated
a mostExperience
importantduring
fact inrecent
any
vember issue of that periodical, Mr. Barout good pictures which they have not
banking consideration of the motion picture industry,
viz
:
that
even
the
average
motion
picture
made
by
any
had an opportunity of booking in the past.
ber, under the caption "Financing Motion
of our nationally known producers and distributed by
All pictures are good in all territories
Pictures on Reasonable Terms," says una capable marketing organization, almost invariably
where they have not been shown before.
familiarity of bankers with the great and
returns its cost. The books of one of our pioneer proOrder Volume I now. Write today
ducers, who has kept records covering over 150 of his
growing picture industry is one of the
productions,
show that in only one instance did each
Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Avechief obstacles in the reduction of costs
picture fail to return its cost and a substantial profit,
nue, New York City.
which on the average amounted to 100 per cent of the
and needed readjustments.
money originally invested in that picture. One of our
distributors ofwhomore
has had
superlower admission prices. In fact, the provision of an most prominent
Many facts and figures of production
vision of the distribution
thanpersonal
700 pictures,
adequate financial
under is
which
the financial
states that less than 2 per cent failed to return their
and distribution hitherto unknown to assistance
to whichstructure
this business
entitled
may be cost,
plus a profit.
obtained at a fair cost is essential to the establishment
many persons in the industry are made
" Now portance
assuming
industry's
size and imof
the
industry
on
a
sound
and
competitive
basis."
entitle it to that
furtherthestudy
and examination,
the
public by Mr. Barber, who says that lack
banker will be interested to consider the elements which
Mr.
Barber
says
that
the
financing
of
of reasonable financial credit has cost
distinguish
a
good
motion
picture
loan.
The
most
important considerations are:
pictures has usually been done in a hapsome producers from 30 to 60 per cent
" 1 — The Producer. His experience and ability (both
hazard, not to say irregular manner and
business
and artistic) and his reputation at the box
for the capital required to make their that no real opportunity has ever been
office. Is the studio where the picture will be made
effective and economical? Under this head also come
product.
afforded the industry for developing a the director and his previous successes, his ability to
adhere to cost estimates and the time schedule in order
The chiefpictures
obstacleandtoday
the reduction
in the costof financial system suitable to its peculiar
of "making
the tosuccessful
readjustment
that release dates may be met.
this
huge
entertainment
industry
is.
the
difficulty
of
" 2ble—of The
story, whether
timely,
censorable
and feasineeds such as cotton, wheat or manufacobtaining financial accommodation on reasonable terms.
production.
Who will
write
the scenario
and
This is due primarily to the unfamiliarity of our bankers
turing industries have adopted by seasonal
continuity?
The
cast
and
its
adaptability
to
the characters of the photoplay.
with the needs of the industry and its method of opera- borrowings from banks. He says that
tion. With the producer, under present conditions,
" 3 — ' Release,' i. e., definite arrangements for the
forced to pay from 30 per cent to 60 per cent for the
sale or distribution through some national organization.
capital required to make his product — and 100 per cent, until four or five years ago it was an exSuch releasing contracts should provide for acceptance
or more, is by no means unusual — it is easy to see why
ceptional production which cost more
without conditions, as for example, ' subject to screen
the cost of money is one of the chief items in motion
examination ' and should specify release within some
picture production; also why the elimination of this than $25,000, the average was much
reasonable time after delivery."
condition must precede lower costs and consequently
lower, and even the most effective distributing organizations at that time were
unable to sell a picture for more than Suit Begun Against Variety
Educational Announces
Laemmle Kills Rumor
of
$75,000 to $100,000; that as competition
grew the distributors began guaranteeing
Announcement was made on Wednes''Foolish Wives " Sale
producers an advance of production cost
day afternoon of this week from the
CARL LAEMMLE, president of the
up to a certain amount, agreeing to dis- home-office of Educational Films CorUniversal Film Manufacturing Comtribute on a percentage basis and divide
pany, issued a statement this week
poration of America by E. W. Hammons,
in which he vigorously denied the rumor
profits after advances had been charged
its president, that a libel suit for $100,000
which was current in the trade recently
off. This system, says Mr. Barber, has was started by Harry Kosch, attorney for
that Universal was considering a gigantic
frequently led to abuses and arbitrary
Educational, in the Supreme Court of
cash offer for " Foolish Wives," its million
exercise of power toward many producers
dollar
film that has already occupied more
New York County against a publication,
than a year in production.
known as Variety, published by Variety,
who, in order to make pictures at all, have
Mr. Laemmle states that not only is he
had to accept the conditions offered by Inc., Sime Silverman, President. This
confident of the power and greatness of
the only source of their capital. In one
action is based on an article published in
the production, but that he is equally
extreme case the producer was left with
confident of the ability of the Universal
a recent issue of Variety, according to
selling organization to handle it successless than 10 per cent of any possible
the
office.statement from the Educational homefully and to get back its cost and profit.
profit which might accrue from his crea"any
I would
Laemmle,
" for
tion, according to Mr. Barber.
When questioned over the phone by a
amountnot,"
of stated
money Mr.
forfeit
the chance
to offer to exhibitors this wonderful box
"Let us consider the motion picture in- News representative on Wednesday afteroffice attraction myself." Mr. Laemmle
noon, Mr. Silverman declared that he had
dustry from a banking standpoint, comstated that several offers have been made
paring itin size, stability and risk with
not up to that time been served with any
for
" Foolish Wives," but were given no
consideration.
other industries, such as the automobile,
papers in connection with the reported
clothing, iron and steel.
suit. -
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MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
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INC.,

Picture

News

PAPER!

sincerely believed (on March
that another

trade paper

could

satisfy his needs.
BUT

Gentlemen :
Kindly cancel my subscription to vour " MOTION
PICTURE NEWS."

\ f

I have decided to subscribe to the Exhibitor's Trade Review, as I think it is the only trade journal which is the
real friend of the exhibitor. They have taken up our side
of every fight and we should be the ones to encourage them
by our subscriptions. I am of that opinion, however, hence
my decision.
Very truly yours,
NICHOLAS

Eight
to

F. POWER,
Strand Theatre,
Doylestoum, Pa.

months

admit

NEWS,

later he was frank enough

that
and

MOTION

PICTURE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS
only, could supply
and want.

his every need

November 5, 192 1
Mr. E. K. Gillett, Sec'y.
Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
THE

BOOKING

Dear Sir:

GUIDE

On March nth last I wrote vou a cancellation on vour
400 pages of solid text, with complete

magazine, " THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS." Since
they have stopped coming I am beginning to realize just
what I am missing. I would like to again become a subscriber to your valuable magazine, and would ask you to
kindly send me back numbers from August 6, 1921 up to

infor-

mation on every picture released from September, 1920, to September, 192 1. Arrange
to get yours

now.

present
theremeare for
anysame
back and
numbers
I haven't
paid for,date.
kindlyIf bill
I willthatgladly
send
you check to cover. In reference to new subscription I
would like to subscribe for two years if the same price for
two years is still in vogue. Kindly send back numbers as
early as possible.

!
If you are not a subscriber to MOTION
TURE NEWS — make

!
PIC-

yourself a present now.

New subscription or renewal 1 year
$2.00
Motion Picture News Booking Guide
50
$Z50
Send check today with this coupon attached.
MAIL
I

THIS

COUPON

In closing allow me to again assure vou that in mv
opinion "THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS" is one
of the best trade journals I have ever read and I hope I
may never be without it again.
Thanking you for past courtesies. I beg to remain.
Very truly yours,
NICHOLAS

F. POWER,
Strand Theatre,
Doylestou n , Pa.

P. S. — I will send check to cover payment immediately
on receipt of bill.
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" Am herewith including check as payment for one year's renewal of
subscription from May 1922 to May 1923 you will also find subscription
blank attached to check properly filled. It is not the renewal of my
subscription that I desire so much at present as my subscription does
not expire until May 1922 but it is the Booking Guide that I desire
which alone is worth the $2.00 to any small exhibitor and should you
have another Guide of its nature for the Season of from Sept. 1919
to Sept. 1921 would gladly give you $2.00 for it alone if convenient.
Please advise me if you can furnish me same. Have been a subscriber
of the NEWS since it was first published and have practically all the
numbers in the past on file. Business is slightly picking up but same
has been awful light during the summer.
Respectfully,
BARNEY HATKE, Prop. & Mgr.,
Royal Theatre,
Sabetha, Kansas.

" Congratulations — Looks Good."

"A wonderful magazine Mr. Johnston, and you and associates should
feel proud to be connected with such a high class paper. I do not see
how any exhibitor can get along without it. Continued success."
Very truly yours,
JAS. V. CHEST,
Capitol Theatre,
Canajoharie, N. Y.

" Enclosed please find money order for 50c for one of your Booking
Guides. My subscription is paid to May 1923 so do not care to pay
further in advance at this time. Truly,
But would not be without MOTION
PICTURE NEWS. It is one of the finest books of its kind printed.
Fair in every respect. That is the reason I am sending for the Booking Guide. Because you recommend it."
WALTER KILMER, Manager,
Palace Theatre,
Verona. 111.

" Enclosed please find money order to cover my renewal for 1922 also
a copy of the Booking Guide as per your offer. I could not be without
the NEWS nor the GUIDE." Yours truly,
I. C. WOOLSEY,
Bijou Theatre,
210 N. Main St.,
Xenia, Ohio.
"You can't send that GUIDE too soon either, for I think it will be a
great help to me in many ways."
Very truly yours,
MR. E. C. McQUAY,
New Holland Theatre,
New Holland, Ohio.

"Your NEWS is invaluable and $2.00 is only a nominal amount to
pay for such valuable information as your ' Exhibitor's Friend '
imparts."
Very truly yours,
H. E. CANE,
West St., Theatre,
Coudersport, Pa.

" Please find enclosed check for your first edition of the Booking Guide.
It's just what I have wanted 1"Very truly,
A. B. CARTER, Manager,
Park Theatre,
Barre, Vt.

MR. L. W. McCUAN,
Kozy Theatre,
Dresden, Tenn.

"Am enclosing check covering one additional years subscription to
MOTION PICTURE NEWS which will take me to June 1924 (you
see I'm way ahead of the game and playing safe) — also for a Booking
Guide (which is just the thing that I have been looking for). Both
these amount to $2.00 but I would appreciate it if you will send me an
additional Booking Guide which Truly,
I need as I have two offices and want
a copy of each in each office. You see the check is made out for 2
Guides and a years subscription. Thanking you for a speedy reply."
V. J. VOTOLATO,

Manager.
Myrtle Hall,
Thornton, R. I.

" I have your favor of recent date and note contents. I will be very
glad indeed to have one of your booking guides. I am sure it will be
a valuable asset to the office. Thanking you for past favors and appreciating tothe fullest your desire to assist the exhibitor whenever
possible, I am,"

Very truly yours,
FRED G. NIXON-NIRDLINGER,
Nixon-Nirdlinger Bldg.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

"We are just in receipt of your esteemed communication of November
1st calling our attention to your new Booking Guide. This is certainly
a mighty bright idea and we wish to congratulate you. Right now our
subscription to the MOTION PICTURE NEWS is paid to March 11,
1923, and although it does not seem to be the proper thing to extend
the subscription beyond this time, right now, we feel that we need the
Booking Guide as soon as we can possibly get it and therefore we herewith enclose two hard earned bucks so send us all we have coming."
Yours with best wishes,
E. C. TRIEB, Managing Director,
Capitan Theatre,
Roswell, N. Mexico.
" Am enclosing two dollars to cover year subscription and copy of
Booking Guide. Good idea — hope that returns will justify your continuing iteach year."

Respectfully yours,
E. W. HOOVER, Manager,
Strand and Alhambra Theatres,
Knightstown, Ind.

Motion
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Levinson's Address
{Continued from page 2809)
latory." He discounted any notion that
the board was empowered to impose personal and arbitrary opinions. "The law
is very simple," declared Mr. Levenson.
"We must not license any picture wh'ich
is obscene, immoral, or indecent, or which
would incite to violence." He said he
had just witnessed a screen portrayal,
tedious and grewsome, and one which he
considered to be worthless as a medium
of entertainment. Yet, declared the
speaker, he could not condemn the picture officially, despite his personal aversion, for the reason that the picture did
not fall within the restrictions of the
statute.
In conclusion, he expressed it to be his
wish to co-operate fully with the trade in
the advancement of the screen and he
pleaded especially for a product that
would offset the radical tendencies of the
day and make for better citizens. He
professed it to be his belief that the industry as a whole had not yet realized
the tremendous educational force in its
hands or if realizing had not acted on its
realization. To aid this sort of work, he
pledged his fullest co-operation, his
knowledge, and his influence.
After Mr. Levenson's speech, the
diners adjourned taking away with them
as souvenirs of the occasion silver fountain pens presented by Warner Bros.
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M.P.T.O.

in Successful

Fight for Tax Appeal
According to advices from the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, the
repeal of the five per cent film tax has
reported on by the Conbeen favorably
ference Committee of the Senate and the
House of Representatives at the national
capital. Indications are, says the M. P.
T. O. of A. statement, that this report will
be adopted by both bodies and the Revenue Bill thus shaped will have the approval of President Harding. The M. P.
T. O. of A. announcement continues as
follows :
'Work looking to the repeal of this
measure was started and carried forward
by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America. Our representatives were
present in Washington at every necessary
period during the consideration of the
Revenue Bill. National President Sydney S. Cohen, National Counsel James J.
Walker, and others were on hand representing the Organization before the
Ways and Means Committee and later in
conference with members of the Senate
Finance Committee.
Metro's Western Branch
Managers Confer
E. M. Saunders, general sales manager
of Metro Pictures Corporation, held a
conference
of the company's Western
City.
branch
managers last week in Salt Lake
Among those who attended the conference were Harry Lustig, Western division
manager; Karl Sterns, Seattle branch
manager; G. N. Cloward, Salt Lake City
manager; Ben F. Rosenberg, Los Angeles
branch manager ; Fred Voigt, San Francisco branch manager ; and Fred P.
Brown, Denver branch manager.

Tie-Up with Kineto Hailed as One of Great
Forward Movements
of M.P.T.O. of A.
IN connection with the announcement in last week's issue of the News of the arrangements made between the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and
the Kineto Company of America, whereby Kineto will produce for the M. P. T. O.
a weekly release to be known under the title of " Official Urban Movie Chats," both
heads of the respective organizations issued supplementary statements during the
week.
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O. of A. declares:
" One of the great forward movements of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, is the presentation of ' Offi cial Urban Movie Chats.'
"It affords the great opportunity we have always sought to make the motion picture theatre of the highest constructive v alue to all communities in carrying forward progressive public programs of all ki nds. It is truly the visualized press, which
we intend to make in as complete a sen se as possible, the servant of the people
in every American community.
" Service
willUnited
be theStates
keynote
Urban Movie
owner
in the
willof be' Offic
a c ial
ontributing
editor.Chats.'
ThroughEvery
the theatre
theatre
every person in the country will be brought in close contact with this service.
We invite helpful suggestions of every character, as it is through such cooperathis newstatement
screen press
completely
fulfill
its mission."
Thetion that
following
was can
issued
by Charles
Urban,
president of the Kineto
Company of America:
" I the
appreciate
fully Theatre
the meaning
of our new
association
with
Motion very
Picture
Owner a nd
s ofresponsibility
America. Looking
forward
to my
new responsibility, it is a source of sati sfaction to be among those chosen. I am
in perfect accord with the high aims of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America. With the combined aid of the officers and members of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and the Advisory Board to be created, 'The Official Urban Movie Chats of the Motion P icture Theatre Owners of America ' will
be the finest single-reel motion-picture ever produced The Arts, the Sciences, the
Industries, and the finest things in the lives of all nations will be depicted therein."

Sandusky

Picture

Exhibitor

News

Chosen

for City Commissioner
J. Schade, owner and manager
the Schade theatre, Sandusky, Ohio, I
of George
was elected to the five-man commission
governing Sandusky under a charter,
Nov. 8th. Schade espoused the cause of
"plain
the
tly people,"
to victory.who carried him
triumphan
A few days before the election the opposition of Schade, through a friendly
newspaper, asked the question : "What
hasThe
Schade
evercame
done from
for Sandusky
?"
answer
Mrs. Charles
E. Cropsey, president of the Sandusky
Branch of the Child Conservation League.
"Mr. Schade has given Sandusky and
the Sandusky locality one of the finest
movie theatres in the country," said Mrs.
Cropsey.
benefits from"Furthermore
time to time hefor has
the given
Child
Conservation League and other organizations that meant much to their welfare.
When our soldier boys went to the Mexican border five years ago they took with
them more than $300, the proceeds of a
benefit given by Schade. When they left
for Camp Sherman later on, they took
close to $1,000 of benefit money. And
when, still later, they sailed for the other
side,
theyCropsey
took stillenumerated
more."
•Mrs.
numerous
other instances of how Schade had
"helped Sandusky," citing among these
the "free shows" he gives at frequent intervals for the little inmates of the Erie
Children's Home.
Temporary Head for Real
art Kansas City Office
The Realart Kansas
City office has been
taken over temporarily
by John N. MacMeekin, special
representative, owing
to the
transfer of David R.

V.
Blyth, to the helm of
another office.
As soon as the
managership o f the
Kansas City office is
J. S. Woody
determined by General Manager J. S. Woody. Mr. MacMeekin will take over the Philadelphia
office, using that city as his permanent
headquarters as he will also act as special
representative in the East.
Mr. John W. Thornton, assistant manager, is now in temporary charge of the
territory.
The Kansas City offices have just been
moved to 1710 Wyandotte street.
J. C. Stille Heads

Theatre

System on the Coast
J. C. Stille for 12 years prominent in
motion picture circles of Portland, Ore.,
on November 1 began his duties as directing manager of all theatres on the Pacific
coast operated by the Universal Film
company.
His offices are in Denver.
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rvers of the picture busiC LOSE nessobse
are pretty thoroughly agreed
that this season the public is "shopping for pictures." In other words, the
day has gone when the public just "goes
to the movies," without giving thought
to the nature of the picture it is going to
see.
How to meet this condition of affairs
seems to be causing some people considerable concern and bewilderment. Why
they should be dismayed at the new turn
of affairs is difficult to say, because the
solution is obvious. In fact, the whole

problem lies in the one word, "Advertising."
By "advertising" I mean all the various
forms of bringing the merits of a picture
to the public's attention — billboard
space, exploitation, lobby displays, publicity in the newspapers and straight advertising— either by the exhibitor or the
producer. Remember that last — "either
by the exhibitor or the producer."
Of course, any discussion of advertising must be based on the supposition that
the product advertised has merit. All
the advertising in the world will not make
a poor picture successful, and the exhibitor who books weak pictures now in the
hope of putting them over by advertising
is courting disaster. He not only is flying
in the face of all advertising principles
but he is deliberately defying the present
attitude of the public to shop for picParamount District Managers Meet in N. Y.

our attending, the anWITH thirty-f
nual meeting of the paramount
district and branch managers
session
week's
for a the
opened
n of in
S.
directio
office under
the homeMonday
R. Kent, general manager of the department of distribution.
The for
program
for the daily,
week'sat session
called
two sessions
which
plans plans for selling Paramount pictures during the coming months were discussed. A dinner at the end of the week
also was on the program.
Those attending the conference were as follows:
Adolph Zukor, Mr. Kent, Eugene Zukor, E. E.
Shauer, Herbert Elder, Gerald Akers, Jerome
Beatty, Claud Saunders, Harry G. Ballance, Frank
V. Chamberlin, Henry Salsbury, Mel Shauer, Paul
Morgan, Oscar Morgan, G. B. J. Frawley, from
the home office; H. H. Buxbaum, New York district manager; J. D. Clark, Philadelphia; C. C
Wallace, Washington; W. E. Smith, Philadelphia
district manager; Harry Danto and Harry Swift,
New York exchange; H. A. Ross, Detroit district
manager; M. W. Kempner, Albany exchange;
Allan S. Moritz, Buffalo exchange; F. F. Creswell, Indianapolis district manager; H. W. Given,
Chicago exchange; Philip Reisman, Minneapolis
district manager; R. C. Lei-Beau, Kansas City district manager; Louis Marcus, district manager,
Salt Lake City ; George W. Weeks, general manager, Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd., Toronto ;
Herman Wobber, district manager, San Francisco;
George J. Schaefer, Boston district manager; L.
L. Dent, Atlanta district manager.

tures. It is of good pictures I am talking, and how they must be handled by
the business men of the industry to get
from them the maximum of revenue.
Examination of this problem of catcning the "picture shoppers" leads us back
to first principles. In the first place, we
must realize thoroughly the extent of
this present disposition of the public to
look before it spends its money. That it
is nation-wide is being shown daily by the
complaints of exhibitors that the little
known and weak pictures not only are
failing, but are disastrous in the extent
of their failure. Everywhere the report
is the same : the public flocks in the same
old way to the good pictures it knows
the weak and unknown picabout, turesbut
are dismal
failures.
The only reason the public flocks to the
opening of pictures is that the public has
heard of those pictures. Not by word-ofmouth advertising, because these pictures
are known to the public even before they
are shown in a first-run house.
Therefore it is apparent that the picture which is going to be the biggest success to the exhibitor is the picture that
has been advertised in advance. This
means not only advertising by the exhibitor, but also advertising by the producer.
The day has passed when it is sufficient
for the producer to make a picture turn
it over to an exhibitor and let the theatre
do all the work of selling it to the public.
The producer owes it to the exhibitor as
much as to himself to see that his productions are sold to the public before and
also after they are sold to the exhibitor.
If pictures are advertised as extensively as "The Affairs of Anatol" and
"The Sheik," on each of which we carried double-truck displays in the Saturday Evening Post, it goes without saying
that a tremendous number of people have
heard of them long before tney are
shown in any given town. Therefore
when those pictures do get their first-run
showings their success is already assured
among
the "picture-shoppers."
Considerable
comment has been caused
by our method of advertising pictures
before their release. But after an,
despite the tremendous success which
this advertising has had, it was mereuy
getting back to first principles, and the
benefit of it has been as much the exhibitor's as has ours. I want to emphasize,
however, that the exhibitor cannot get
the full benefit of this advertising unless
he takes the principle to heart and applies
it to his own theatre.
By that I mean this: Wonderful as it
may be to create the initial demand for

and

Lose

Players-Lasky
pictures by turning the attention of the
public to them, the producer and exhibitor must continue to work together to
get the maximum of results.
By widespread newspaper advertising,
by intensive exploitation at the hands of
trained exploitation men, the exhibitor
should let the people of his city know that
it is at his theatre that the "picture shopping public" can see the big production
which they have seen advertised in magazines and newspapers.
It would seem to an outsider that the
benefits of producer-exhibitor exploitation and advertising would be obvious to
all as advertising and exploitation is the
very life-blood of the show business. But
the panic which some people have shown
over the
new there
attitude
picturespublic's
indicates that
aretoward
still some
who have not yet learned this basic principle of successful showmanship.
Those who are not appreciating this
fact are the ones who are crying bad
times ; they who have kept this fact in
mind are the ones who have solved the
problem of "shopping for pictures."
Friction But Not Dissention
(Continued from page 2810)
decide the issue.
Mistakes naturally
are bound to occur with all of them but
those also will be given due consideration.
Were I asked today to make a choice
from among those five men, I should confess my inability to do so impartially, and
from the character of the replies which
you have seen, I think that you will agree
that I will have to make a very close decision on December tenth. No matter
whom I choose, I feel that the already
high standards of Realart distribution
will go up another peg and the industry
as a whole will benefit by his services.
Four of them unfortunately must lose,
but there is more than the managership
of the Kansas City exchange at stake, and
I have other plans for them. We could
not afford to relegate these men. after
such an intensive campaign, to unimportant routine. It is in the development of
such sales specialists that we hope to
benefit not only ourselves but the exhibitors as well for I have not the least doubt
that it will prove of mutual service.
It is in the selecting, training and placing of these business engineers that we
are striving
to lessen whatever friction
mav
exist.
YOU
WILL
NEED
THE BOOKING GUIDE !
Send in the coupon on page 2812
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Chicago

and

L.

RESENT

H.MASON,

The Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Chicago have notified
the
Union Motion
that theyPicture
are readyOperators'
to enter
a conference with the representatives of the union in regard to
making a new agreement on wages
and working conditions in place of
the present one, which expires early
in January. No word as to any proposed changes in either scale or
conditions will be given out until
the representatives of the two
bodies get together. Alderman
Cermak has informed the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Chicago
that they will be notified as to the
date of the City Council's proposed
hearings on the Daylight Savings
Ordinance, and that he will be
pleased to have them represented
at that hearing. The Theatre
Owners have taken a strong stand
in opposition to the Daylight Savings Ordinance and will put up a
strong fight to have it either abrogated or materially modified.
Fitzpatrick & McElroy have
taken over another Chicago Heights
house, the Illinois, which had been
operated by George Gregory. Fitzpatrick & McElroy already were
operating the Lincoln-Dixie theatre of that city.
F. L. Drum has arrived from the
home office of Hodkinson in New
York to assume his new position
manager ofH. Hodkinson's
as office exchange.
Chicago
E. Boswell
and Jack Gavin, both well known
film salesmen in this territory, have
joined the staff of Hodkinson. Mr.
Boswell will cover the northside
and Mr. Gavin will work the Illinois
territory.
The Motion Picture .Theatre
Owners of Illinois have appointed
a grievance committee, consisting of
M. M. Rubens, W. D. Burford and
J. B. Dibelka, to meet with a similar committee from the Chicago
Film Board of Trade, from time
to time for the purpose of adjusting differences and grievances
which may arise between exhibitors
and exchanges. This action was
taken in response to a request received from the Film Board of
Trade a few days ago. The M. P.
T. O. state convention, which was
planned to take place during November, has been postponed until
some time in December, the date to
be named later, in order to enable
President Sidney M. Cohen and
General Counsel James Walker, of
the national organization, to be
present. The convention city will
be Peoria.
Phil Dunas is now connected with
Celebrated as special representative
and will cover the key cities in
Illinois and Indiana territory in the
interests of " Why Girls Leave
Home" and "The Black Panther's
Cub," two of Cokbrated's important

REP

CENTRAL

releases.
Why over
Girls for
Leavea Home
has been "held
second"
week
at Jones,
Linick
& Schaefer's
Orpheum
and will
probably
remain
for a third week on account of the
large business it is doing. " The
Black Panther's Cub " has been
booked into the Ziegfeld for a December run.

FILM

910

S.

MICHIGAN

C. H. Miller, one of the most
widely known and successful salesmen in Chicago territory, is again
connected with Universal and will
specialize on the sale of feature
pictures in the city territory.

Moving pictures and other forms
of theatre entertainment on Sunday
will be prohibited at Mattoon,
E. S. Barbour, formerly con- Illinois, as a result of the municipal
nected with Select and other Chi- election held last week, which decago exchanges as a salesman, is
cided against the question, Shall
now covering the Chicago territory Moving Pictures, Theatrical or
for Unity. President Frank Zam- Musical Entertainment Be Permitbrino is greatly pleased over the
ted On Sunday? The majority
record made by his feature release, against Sunday opening was thirteen hundred votes. There are four
" Love, Hate and Woman," starring
picture theatre houses in
Grace Davidson, at Barbees, as- it motion
Mattoon.
is reported that this picture did the
best business of any feature showing at Barbees in the last eleven
Charles Ray is scheduled to arweeks.
rive in Chicago Friday morning
from the West Coast. This is his
District Manager Givens, ot first visit to Chicago since his early
Paramount, is in New York atand during his two days'
tending the conference of Para- youth
stay he will be the guest of Balamount's district managers and will ban & Katz, who have arranged
not return to Chicago for ten days several social affairs in his honor.
or two weeks.
Harry Weiss expects to leave for
New York the latter part of this
week where he goes in search of
big features for release through his
exchange. Mr. Weiss believes that
this is a season when super pictures
are in demand and is determined to
be in a position to supply the wants
of theatres in this territory along
this line.
W. D. Burford has left for New
York to attend the proposed conference between the committee of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, of which he is a member, and First National, at which it
will be endeavored to arrive at a
better understanding between the
theatre owners and the distributing
organization.
Ben Beadell, who with W. A.
Aschman is releasing the official
Dempsey-Carpentier pictures in
Illinois, reports the pictures opened
at Carlin Miller's
Spencer
Squareat
theatre
Rock Island,
Sunday,
one dollar and fifty cents top, and
played to a splendid business. The
pictures also have been booked into
Dee Robinson's house at Peoria,
opening on November 20th, for an
indefinite run. At Barbees in Chicago the pictures are playing at one
dollar, plus war tax, and this house
has been doing a tremendous business ever since opening day, November 11th.
Ray Alexander, short products
manager of Universal Film Exchanges, presided over his first exhibitors' showing on Tuesday in
Universal's projection room. The
early release of the new Eddie Polo
" Cyclone
Smith " much
series
were
shown
and received
favorable
comment from exhibitors present.

News

BELT

Mid-West

the
ATIVE,

Picture

Several
Goldwyn's
representatives fromofthe
home office
are in
Chicago in connection with the
showing of " Theodora," at the La
Salle Theatre, including Director of
Publicity Will A. Page; General
Booking Manager J. M. Welch;
Business
ManagerDirector
Albert Leon
Strassman
and Musical
M.
Polacheck. Count Ignazio Thaon
Di Revel, representing the Unione
Cinematografica Italiana, also is
making his headquarters here for
the present.
Manager W. C. Brimmer, of Vitagraph's Chicago Exchange, chaperoned Tom Gallery, popular Vitagraph star, whose picture, " The
Son of Wallingford,"
released
in Chicago, onwilla soon
visit be
to
Milwaukee this week. Tom was
given a rousing reception by Milwaukee newspaper men and picture
fans.

AVE.

beauty, interest and dramatic suspense is being borne out by the
crowds which have attended the various downtown theatres.
Among the big features being
shown in the
loop are
" Theodora,"
Goldwyn's
colossal
screen
spectacle,
which opened at the La Salle Theatre on November 11 ; " The Queen
of Sheba," Fox's splendid spectacle,
which opened at the Woods Theatre on November 10th ; Paramount^
powerful story of desert love, " The
Sheik," which opened at the Roosevelt, Saturday ; Poli Negri in " One
Arabian
Night,"hasa been
romance
of the
harem, which
playing
at
the Ziegfeld for three weeks; Mabel
Normand in " Molly O " at the Chi"Why Girls
which cago;
is running
for Leave
a secondHome,"
week
at Jones,
Linick
Schaefer's
Orpheum ;and
the &official
DempseyCarpentier fight pictures, which are
drawingTheatre,
big crowds
Barbee's
Loop
having atopened
on
November 11th for an indefinite
run.
Alexander Making Good
with Universal
L. W. Alexander, who recently
was promoted to sales manager of
short products,
office,
is making Universal's
a splendid Chicago
record
and has succeeded in keeping the
figures nose and nose with last
year's banner record.
Before entering the sen-ice of
Universal, Mr. Alexander was connected with Marshall Field & Company for three years as their south
Michigan representative.

George Walsh, who has just
signed up to appear in pictures for
Universal, and who is making personal appearances at Jones, Linick
& Schaefer's theatres in Chicago at
present, quarters
visited
headthis week Universal's
to get acquainted
with Manager Lesserman and the
sales staff of the local exchange.
The boys promised Mr. Walsh that
they will put his pictures over big
in this territory.
This is super picture week in the
Chicago
loop history
and probably
before in the
of the never
city has
there been as many great pictures
on exhibition.
The belief of many of the leading
exhibitors and exchange men in this
territory that this is a year of big
pictures and that the public will
support productions of unusual

L. W. Alexander, sales manager of short
subjects Universal Chicago office
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EXHIBITORS'

What
EARLY
FAMOUS

REPORTS

the
RETURNS

PLAYERS

\\ Dangerous Lies —
English picture and on this ac|! count lacked drawing power. BusiI ness not very good. (East.)
An average program production
which was received with little enthusiasm. (East.)
A fine picture. Did good business on this one. (West.)
Under the Lash —
Played to good business all week.
Strong picture and star was decided hit. (Middle West.)

Big
FROM

patrons in this comedv with a slam
bang football finish. Played to excellent business. (Middle West.)
Mediocre picture. Did not draw
well. (Middle West.)
One
Arabian
— of
Picture
drew Night
because
former work but received some
complaints because of sensuality of
picture. Critics found fault with
this feature. (Middle West.) starts
Picture and business both excellent. (East.)

W/oman,s Place —
But little better than her average
Good stuff. Star draws well for productions.
Receipts fair. (East.)
me. Business pretty good. (South.)
Though this is but one of her
usual pictures, we had dandy box
The Great Impersonation —
One of the best features I've office receipts on it. (East.)
played in months. Excellent business thruout week. (South.)
The Golden Snare —
Played in conjunction with
Business
Fairly good picture,
Harold
Over good
the Fence,"
average. (West.)
and the Lloyd
programin "drew
crowds
for
a
week's
run.
(Middle
West.)
Footlights —
Picture and business both good. Bits of Life —
(West.)
A novelty which ranks among
the greatest pictures of the year.
The Golem —
Most of the acting is superb. BetScored a hit and ended two
ter than average box office value.
(Middle West.)
week's
run.
Receipts
pleasing.
(East.)
The Playhouse —
Funniest ever. Got all the laughs
The Affairs of Anatol —
Filled houses nicely at popular in the house. (Middle West.)
prices. (East.)
The Wonderful Thing —
The Bronze Bell —
Excellent attraction. Norma TalBusiness not good although pic- madge surrounded by splendid cast,
ture judged good. Star not well everyone given opportunity to disknown.
(Middle West.)
play talents. Business about average. (Middle West.)
LifeNo star. Business punk. (Mid- The Ten Dollar Raise —
dle WTest.)
A production that holds the interest throughout and sends them
Ladies Must Live —
away talking. Capacitv business.
Business
An average production,
(East.)
about same. (East.)
Experience —
I consider this a very fine production, although we had very poor
business with it. (West.)
After the Show —
A picture which just suited the
taste of many patrons and played
to a good attendance all week.
(Middle West.)
FIRST NATIONAL
Tivo Minutes to Go —
Fine football picture. Did good
business.
(Middle West.)
The average Rav picture, which
will please Ray fans. Fair box
office attraction. (Middle West.)
Charles Ray made hit with our

ON

Third
weekd — of run continued
sy Bloo
Gyp
good. (West.)
Serenade —
Business punk, picture not good
enough to build up any business.
Harold Lloyd's "Never Weaken,"
drew dlemost
West.) of the business. (MidBlind Hearts —
Fair picture with the usual business. (West.)
UNIVERSAL
Sure Fire —
Thrilling from start to finish.
Fine downtown picture for house
catering to transient trade. Business better than it has been for
weeks. (Middle West.)

N

E

IV

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

RUN

Say

THEATERS

The Rage of Paris —
Fairly good production. Business
fair. (West.)

PerjuryGood picture but business only
fair. Those who attended seemed
to like Farnum. (Middle West.)

This went Fool
over— wonderfully well
Nobody's
and made a great hit at my house.
A great picture. (West.)

The Last Trail —
Just like others of its kind,
Healthy entertainment that did
average business for the week.
(Middle West.)

Luring
—
Good Lips
picture,
(Middle West.)

food business.

GOLDWYN
For Those We Love —
Too much sad stuff. Chaplin
comedy saved the situation. (East.)
Beating
the Game
— from other
Not greatly
different
recent Tom Moore pictures. Only
an average box office attraction.
(Middle West.)
Poverty
Riches —which played
Average ofproduction
to fair business.
(Middle West.)
Snowblind
Beautiful —picture but drawing
power only fair. (East.)
AlTs Fair In Love —
Fair attraction. Business only
fair. (Middle West.)

The Rough Diamond —
Oneout of Mix's best. Did a knockbusiness. (Middle West.)
SELZNICK
Clay
Dollars
— with a star who
A good
picture
is gaining strength with my people.
Business good. (South.)

Poorest drawing card in many
weeks. This star does not take
well at this theatre which caters to
aristocr
dle West.)
atic neighborhood. (MidThe Girl From Nowhere —
A good picture but business bad.
Weather partly to blame. (East.)
Is Life Worth Living?
Mediocre picture and business
not very good. (East.)
REAL ART .

Ever Since Eve —
Fine picture and one which has
big audience pull. Did so well
that we put it into our other house
which usually presents only firstruns. Fine business all week.
(Middle West.)

The Speed Girl —
West.)
A very strong box office attraction. Splendid picture. (Middle

The Old Nest—
Business good for second run.
Great picture. (Middle West.)

METRO

UNITED

ARTISTS

Way Down East —
Return engagement went o'ver
good. (West.)
W'onderful audience attraction.
Had 'em standing out half a block
on the last day. (Middle West.)
The Three Musketeers —
Ended two week's run. Went
big. (East.)
Fairbank's best. Good for two
week's run. (Middle West.)
FOX
Over the Hill —
A box office knockout. Played
to capacity houses the first week
and still going good on the second
week.
(Middle West.)
Still drawing hip' at the end of
its third week. The kind of oirture dletheWest.)
public wants to see. (Mid-

Hush Money —
Found this to be a very poor box
office attraction. (East.)

Business poor. Nazimova fans
Camille —
not yet Valentino
rallied from
Rudolph
drew "Peacock."
well, for
this picture was played the week
following
"The hisFour
(South.)
and
I featured
nameHorsemen,"
in billing.
(East.)
Liked very well. Good receipts.
Two weeks run to good business
and pleased patrons. (West.)
Life's Darn Funny —
Star very popular. Did good
dle West.)Comedies popular. ( Midbusiness.
PATHE
Never W eaken —
A real comedy thriller. Full of
pep from start to finish. High
class comedy
(Middle West.)
Sure did go over strong,
great comedy. (West.)
(.Continued on page 2821)
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CITY

Rivoli Theatre —
Overture
— " Phedre," by Rivoli Orchestra.
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
Vocal — " A derson
Dream,"
Betty Anand Carlo by
Enciso.
Feature — A Prince There Was —
Thomas Meighan.
Ballet—
"The Lark," with Olga
Forova.
Comedy
— Brownie's Baby Doll —
Century.
Rialto Theatre —
Overture — " Bacchanale," from
"Orchestra.
Samon and Delilah," by Rialto
Special — " Memories " — a panorama
of the great figures of the war.
BalletPowell.
— " Orientale," with Lillian
Feature — The Sheik — George Melford.
Vocal — Aria from " L'Af ricaine,"
sung by Edoardo Albano.
Capitol Theatre —
Scenic — The Morning of the
World-Sunset — Burrud.
Vocal — Just Like a Violin, by Miss
Elizabeth Ayres, assisted by
Delia Rosa.
Current Events — Capitol News.
Novelty — Selections from " The
Geisha " — presented by Capitol
Grand Orchestra, Capitol
Mixed* Quartette and Capitol
Ballet Corps.
Feature — Perjury — William Farnum.
Next Week — Poverty of Riches —
Goldwyn.
Mark Strand Theatre —
Current Events— Mark Strand Topical Review.
Prologue — Song by Kitty McLaughlin, soprano.
Feature — Little Lord Fauntleroy —
Mary Fickford.
Lyric Theatre —
Feature— What Do Men Want?
Novelty — The Dance of Life. The
Man, Billy Holbrooke; Youth
Dorothy Lane ; Love, Lola
Foster; Honeymoon, Cecil Rivlin; Wealth, Barbara Kitson ;
Ambition, Margaret Roberts ;
Truth, Stella Wooten; Passion,
Gail Beverly.
Central Theatre —
"Conflict," continued.
Astor Theatre —
" Theodora," continued.
LOS

THE

ANGELES

Superha Theatre —
Overture — "Massinello."
Current E ve njt s — International
News*
Special
— Team in character songs.
Comedy — P. D. Q. — Eddie Moran.
Feature — Conflict — PViscjlla Dean.
Presented with a prologue in
which tenor soloist sings north

WEEK

Run

FROM

woods songs before an atmospheric stage setting showing a
river with electrically contrived water falls effect.
Next Week— The Fox.
Tally's Theatre —
Overture — -"Coronation March."
Current Events — Fox News.
Feature — Deception — Paramount.
Clune's Broadway Theatre —
Educational — The City of Secrets —
Holmes Travelogue.
Vocal— ';\Vhen Shall We Meet
Again — Tenor Solo.
Educational — Safety First.
Organ — Selected numbers.
O'Brien.
Feature
— Clay Dollars — E u g e n e
Next Week — Everything for Sale.
California Theatre —
Overture — "The Mikado."
Cu'rrent Evlents — Fjrom Fox and
Kinograms and local events.
Vocal — "Gypsy
tone solo. Sweetheart" — BariEducational — Just for Fun —
Sketchografs.
Feature — The Grim Comedian.
Educational
Review. . — Speed — Goldwyn
Next Week — "The Man From Lost
River" and "Creation."
Grauman's Theatre —
Overture
"Popular
Medley."
Current —Events
— Pathe
News.
Special — Organ solo with old time
coon songs with song slides.
The screen is raised showing a
Southern plantation set with
fifteen colored singers who present five numbers among
which is a lmck and wing
dance.
Scenic — Healthiest Spot in India —
Conquest.
Novelty — Hula hula dancer preceeded by a reel showing the
performer in her native home.
Scenic — Deer Hunting — Prizma.
Feature — Miss Lula Bett — Paramount.
Kinema Theatre —
Overture — "Cortege Du Sudare."
Current Events — From Kinograms
and International.
Scenic — Sunset Burrud Travelogue
" .Morning of the World."
Vocal — "The Pearl Fishers" — Soprano solo.
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Pa'.he — Indoor Sports — Pathe.
Special — Community singing of
choruses of five recent patriotic
songs.
Scenic — The Lion Killer — Paramount.
Ballet — Solo toe dancer in special
number.
Feature — Plaything of Destiny.
Next Week— Bits of Life.
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
Third week of " The Sheik."
Miller's TheatreSecond week of " The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari."
Mission
Theatre —
Third week of " Little Lord Fauntleroy."

OF

Picture

NOV.

News

13TH

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS

Symphony
Sixth week ofTheatre
"Never — Weaken.
SEATTLE
Coliseum Theatre —
Current Events — From Pathe and
Kinograms.
Novelty — Just For Fun — SketchoScenic — Strolling Minstrels.
Vocalgraf.
— Archie Ruggles singing
" Because."
Feature — Bits of Life — Marshall
Neilan.
Thing.
Next Week — The Wonderful
Clemmer Theatre —
Overture
— The HerdLullaby.
Girl's Dream
and Plantation
Current
Events — International
News and Clemmer Graphic.
Comedy — P. D. Q. — Universal.
Feature
— Nobody's Fool — Gladys
Walton.
Next Week— Conflict.
Strand Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " The
Fortune
Teller."
Current
Events
— Kinograms.
Cartoon — Saving Your Carfare —
Tony Sarg Almanac.
Vocalsongs.
— College quartette in popular
Feature — Ladies Must Live —
George Loan Tucker.
H,gh
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Overture — Selections from
Current Events — Fox News.
Educational — Pathe Review.
Comedy — The
Toreador — Clyde
Cook.
Feature
— Everything for Sale —
Jinks."
Realart.
Next Week — The Man From Lost
River.

Scenic.
OrganCrawford
Solo — "Humoresque."
Jesse
at the organ.
Literary Digest.
Prologue — Walter Pontius, tenor
and tric
male
chorus. Also eccendancing.
Comic Cartoon — Aesop's Fables.
Feature — Mabel Normand in "Molly
Coming Feature — Norma Talmadge
in "The Beautiful Thing."
ing.
Roosevelt Theatre —
Overture — Selected.
Prizma Color Picture — Deer HuntSpecialty — Violin solo, selected
from "Thais." Soprano soloist
singing, "Your Eyes Have Told
Roosevelt
News Review.
Me So.';
Prologue
Interior numbers
of the consistSheik's
tent.— Musical
of selection from
"Katinka"
and —ing"Kashmiri's
Feature
The Sheik. Love Song."
Comedy — The High Flyer.
Coming Feature — A Man's Home.
Ziegfeld
Pathe News.Theatre —
Literary Digest.
Feature
— Pola Night.
Negri
Arabian

in "One

Comedy — Charles Chaplin in "The
Coming Feature — The Conquering
Power.Class."
Idle
Barbee's Theatre —
Feature — Dempsev-

Carpentier

Fight.
Woodlawn Theatre — -"Leave Me
Woodlawn Screen Travels. Burton
Holmes.
W oodlawn Songalo"-ue
Comedy
Quietly
with— AExit
Smile."

Liberty
Theatre
—
Current Events
— Selznick
News and
local views.
Scenic — Burton Holmes Release.
Comedy — Doggone Torchy — Educational.
Feature
— TwoRay. Minutes to Go —
Charles
liiini'"
Next Week — My Lady Friends.
Winter Garden Theatre —
Current
Events — International
News.
Pathe.
Novelty
— Topics of the Dav —
Special — Mind reading and fortune
SIDNEY B. FRANKLIN S
telling
"p
erson. act.
Feature — Shams of Society.
PRODUCTION •
Next Week — Emmett
Dalton in \1
CHICAGO

COURAGE
NAOMI CHILDERS ■ - SAM DE GRASSE •
LIONEL EtELMORE ' ' GLORIA HOPE
DRAMA OF LOVTS GREATEST TEMPTATION
First Showing in Los Angeles

Chicago Theatre —
Overture
Specialty —— "Robespierre."
Madame Duria, soloist,
singing
"La Marseillise."
Topical
Events.
Specialty — Aladdin
Saxotette in The marital voir is made the keimotc
of this bra
ad ontheatre,
- Courage
by the Alhamsyncopated harmony.
Los " Angeles
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Overture
Beautiful
Woodlawn— "The
Pictorial
Review.Galatea."
Feature — Viola Dana in "There Are
No Villians."
Intermission — Selected.
Coming Feature — Bebe Daniels in
"The Speed Girl."
Wood's Theatre —
Feature — The Queen of Sheba.
Randolph Theatre —
Organ Selections.
Feature — Mary Pickford in "Little
Lord Fauntlcroy" — 4th week.
Coming Feature — Way Down East.
La Salle Theatre —
Feature — Theodora.
CINCINNATI
Walnut —
Overture — "Eileen" — Herbert.
Current Events — Pathc 90.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Cartoon — The Owl and the Grasshopper— Aesop's
Feature — Ladies
Must Fables.
Live.
Next Week — The Conquering
Power.
Strand —
Current Events — Pathe 91.
Comedy
— Torchy's Promotion — Educational.
Feature — Her Social Value.
Next Week — The Invisible Fear.
GiftsCurrent Events — Fox News.
Feature — Over the Hill — (fourth
week. )
Ne^t Week — Same.
Palace —
Current Events — Kinograms.
Topics of the Dav — Literary Digest.
Feature — Beyond.
Next Week — Ladyfingers.
Capitol —
Introduction
and Prologue to
"Three Musketeers."
Capitol Male Quartette, in costume,
in "Drinking Song." Accompanied by Capitol Symphony
Orchestra, Theodore Harm, Jr.,
conducting.

Jrc^wayBetwzenFiflhas&^th
Now t>LAYIVe —
Carl Lacmmle Offers
" Screenldnds Newest
Bewitching Beauty
Supported by
The Famous Conxdun of d 'Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur j Court '
HAMY MYERS

'S/ioljtL.NobodysFbol ~ ^

OH-hY!

V-

■ ' S>

BrownieThe Wonder dog
in the Century
Comedy* ~M- ■
4>-TIN
CANS"
■4jme>sph*ric Prologue iht'e'-natloM/^e<^s
Thistheone Huperba
on " Nobody's
work
of
theatre,Fool,"
Los the
Angeles,
sells the picture as a light comedy both
in text and illustration

Seven Acts Metropolitan Vaudeville
THE ROSE REVUE
BILLY BROAD
POWER, MARSH & DELMAR
TOYAMA & CO.
MARR &mEVANS
THE VIRGTiMA TRIO
OGDEN & BENSON

VOULD^QU?
SELL YOUR LIFE FOR
SIOO.OOO? OtlE
MflM DID ! SEENORWAY TEARLt.,

kU^KlfiGTMLir
ADAPTED PROM Tttt
5TflCt
OF THE t
5flMEPLPlYHflME
Wt5HOULD\VORRY;
HALL ROOM OOY5
AMD
£OMtOY
PRICES :
RIVOLI
FREE
DANCING
Matinees 25c and 19c.
inefternoon
the Ball Room every
NE.W5
Everiinjri50c and
and 25cSundajs
except Sundayand evening REVIEW
The Riroli theatre, Toledo, O., gircs the feature picture the best of the billing
Over the vaudeville numbers.
This is one of Publicity Director Harold F.
Wendt's displays on •■ Bucking the Tiger"
Feature. — The Three Musketeers.
Xext Week — A Man's Home.
CLEVELAND
AllenOverture — " Finlandia," by Sibelius,
with special stage setting armick. ranged by S. Barrett McCorCurrent Events — Selections from
Select, Pathe and Fox weeklies.
Prizma — Burial of the Unknown
Musical Specialty — Entire Second
Act of " Carmen " with Francis
Hero." as the Toreador assisted
Sadlicr
by chorus of forty, including
' Habanera " from the first act.
Feature — " The Son of WallingNext Week—" Molly O."
State
— — Fantasia of the South by
ford."
Overture
Hosmer.
Current Events — Pathe NewsTopics of the Day.
Cartoon— Mutt and Jeff in " Getting
Prizma — " She Blows."
VocalAhead."
— Quartette from " Rigoletta,"
by
New the
York.Galaxy Quartette of
Feature — " Ladies Must Live."
Next Week—" Don't Tell EveryStillman
thing."—
Overture — " Silver Threads among
the Gold," by symphony orchestra, featuring it as a piano solo.
Feature — " Over the Hill."
Next Week — Same.
ParkOverture — Medley of popular melodies, arranged by Musical Director Maurice Spitalny.
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — Al St. John in " Small
Town
Stuff."
Soloist
— Sam
Haber.
Feature—"
Woman's
Place," with
Constance Talmadge.
Next Week — Charles Ray in " Two
Minutes to Go" and Ben Turpin in " Love and Doughnuts."
Circle
— Organ prelude by Walter
Prelude—
Trimmer.
Overture — Indian Melodies, arranged by Musical Director
Raymond
Stech and " Ma," a
jazz selection.
Current Events — Pathe Review —
Pathe color picture.
Comedy — " A Beanerv Heiress."

Vocal—" All By Myself," sung by
Hazel Wheaton.
Feature
Handcuffs
or Kisses,"
with— "Elaine
Hammerstein.
Next Week — ■ Why Girls Leave
Overture
— Popular Medley.
rand —Events — Pathe Review.
St
Current
Home."
Comedy —old"Lloyd.
Never Weaken " — HarFeature — " Ever Since Eve," with
Shirley Mason.
Standard
Current —Events — International
News.
Comedy
" Robinson Crusoe with
Lee —Moran.
Feature
— " Prevost.
Nobody's
Fool," with
Marie
Next Week — Herbert Rawlinson in
" The Millionaire."
OMAHA
Strand Theatre —
Overture — Orchestral selections.
Prologue
— Pbrtralay
of D'Artagnan by
R. A. Mellen.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature — "The Three Musketeers."
Sun Theatre —
Overture
— Events
"Mirella." — International
Current
Weekly.
Comedy — "Edgar's

Sunday Court-

Feature — "The Grim Comedian."
Rialto Theatre —
Overture — Orchestral selections.
Current Events — Rialto News.
Comedyship."
— "A Pair of Sexes."
Feature — "Three Word Brand."
Moon Theatre —
Overture — "Nabuco Verdi."
Current Events — Universal Weekly.
Comedy — Special.
Feature — "The Mysterious Rider."
PITTSBURG
Liberty Theatre
Current
Events —— International

Current Events
— Kinograms.
Olympic
Theatre
—
Overture — Dance of the Hours
from the opera La Gioconda,
Umberto Egizi, Director.
Novelty — Aesops Fables.
Specialty
Pictorial
Review.
Feature — —Under
the Lash.
Comedy — Circus Heroes.
Next Week — The Last Payment.
Blackstone Theatre —
Current
News. Events — International
Feature — Poverty of Riches.
Specialty — Patsys Jim.
Next Week — The Man from Lost
River.
Cameraphone Theatre —
Current Events — Selznick News.
Feature — Conflict.
Comedy — Oh Louise.
Next Week — Not Announced.
Grand
Theatre —
Weekly.
Current
Event s — Grand News
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — The Wonderful Thing.
Next Week— Two Minutes to Go.
Loew's Lyceum Theatre —
Current
Weekly.Event s — Loews News
Feature — Her Face Value.
Next Week — A Trip to Paradise.
Duquesne Theatre —
Seventh Week of "Three MuskePitt Theatre —
First Week of "Theodora."
Alhambra Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature — Experience.
Next teers."
Week — Not Announced.
PHILADELPHIA
Stanley
—
News — Stanley
News Films.
Scenic — Romany Gardens — Prizma.
Comedy — Snooky's Labor Lost.
Feature — Under the Lash — Gloria
Swanson — Paramount.
Musical Feature — Victor Herbert
as guest conductor in a program of his own compositions.
NextPeerless.
Week — Camille — Nazimova —
News — Pathe
News — Pathe.
Arcadia
—
Travel — Burton
Holmes — Paramount.
Comedy — The Owl and the Grasshop er— Pathe.

Voul]it likelodevjoutheItWepicture
the
1 Mm
Oaifceiv
Bucket

/Tulfs's

Feature
— The• Wonderful Thing.
News.
Comedy — The Skippers Flirtation.
Next Week — Two Minutes to Go.
— Theatre
Current
— Kinograms.
Regent Events
Feature — Poverty of Riches.
Comedy — In for Life.
Next Week— The Man from Lost
River.
Savoy Theatre —
Seventh week of "Over the Hill."

dune's Broadway, Los Angeles, made
the most of the heart interest scenes of
" The Old Oaken Bucket " in this
display, six inches, double column

Motion
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Oood results in small space were
secured by the Pastime theatre, Columbus, O., in this display on •• The Inner
Chamber "
Feature — Enchantment — Marion
Davies — Paramount.
Next Week — Handcuffs or Kisses —
Select.
Karlton —
News — Kinograms.
Scenic — Morning of the WorldMasterpiece.
Comedy — Torchy a la Cart — Electrie.
Feature — Salvation Nell — Peerless.
Next
Week— The Child Thou
Gavest Me.
Regent —
Comedy — Just Dropped In — Pathe.
Feature
— The Lady from Longacre
— Fox.
Next Week — Queenie — Fox.
Palace —
News — Pathe News — Pathe.
Topics
of the Day — Literary Digest
—Pathe.
Comedy — The Owl and the Grasshopper— Pathe.
Feature — Why Girls Leave Home —
Independent.
Ms
Next
Week— What No
Knows — Masterpiece.
Victoria —
News — Pathe News — Pathe.
Comedy — Mutt and Teff cartoon,
"Matrimony" — Fox.
Feature — Whv Girls Leave Home —
Independent.
Next— Week
Fox. — The Rough Diamond
Capitol —
News — Kinograms.
Comedy — Exit Ouietlv — Electric.
Feature — After the Show — Paramount.
Next Week — The Match BreakerMetro.
Aldine—
Feature — The Three Musketeers—
Douglas Fairhanks.

Feature — Thomas
Meighan in
" Cappy Ricks."
Organ Solo — Edwin Sawtelle.
Metropolitan
Kineto Review. Theatre —
Kinograms.
Comedy— Johnny Hines in " A La
Organ Solo — George Lee Hamrick,
organist.
Carte."
Feature — Norma Talmadge in " The
Wonderful Thing."
Criterion Theatre —
Kinograms.
Special Added Attraction — " One
Good Turn " — Film featuring
Atlanta Boy Scouts and staged
at Southeastern Fair, Atlanta.
Comedy — Ben Turpin in " A Fawnbroker's Heart."
Feature — Zane Grey's " The Mysterious Rider."
Rialto
—
Special Jazz Overture.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Selznick News Weekly.
Fox Comedy — " Where
is Mv
Feature — William S. Hart in
" Three Word Brand."
Wife?"
BALTIMORE
Rivoli —
Overture
mark.— " Sakuntala," by GoldCurrent Events — Rivoli News.
Specialty — Topics of the Day, accompanied on organ by E.
Cooper and H. Boehme.
Prologue — The Spirit of the Dance
— Hazel Harris and John Kenyon, performers.

Doable Program

MAT. 20
KIDS JE5IO>
EVE.

£)4> Inimitable
In his latest comedy
? IDLE
CLASS
Here
is! Everybody's
been itwailing
lor it, the
first picture the King
Pin Funmaker has made
since his lomoas comedy, "The Kid"
WE WARN
WV-il torn
think
longhtna willipellJo ofjonrconstant
tyttm
om harm — dt

OnyouUe will
samefindprogram
_
CONSTANCE
BINNEY

News

On the Road of Matrimony
m
Danger Points! ■

Feature — Thunderclap.
OrganTwilight."
Solo — J. H. Eltermann,
player.—
Parkway
Overture — Selections from
" Martha."
Current Events — Parkwav News
and Special Review.
Feature — Her Winning Way — Mary
Miles Minter.
Comedy — Snooky.
Overture — Specially arranged score,
with augmented orchestra and a
lo-ve theme composed by Prof.
New
E. V. Cupero.
Feature — The Conquering Power.

Overture—— Classic.
Strand
Current Events — Strand News.
Feature — Isobel, or the Trail's End
—vak.House Peters and Jane NoComedv — The Bill Collector.

The Liberty theatre, Kansas City,
played up the comedy angles of
" Dangerous Curve Ahead " in this
display, twelve inches by three columns

ST. LOUIS

Feature — Betty Compson in "Ladies

Missouri Theatre —
Missouri News Review.
Special Feature Picture — The
Land
of Eternal
Youth —
(Filmed in St. Louis with an
all St. Louis cast.)
Presentation — By Missouri Chorus.
Special
— Mexican National Band in
medlevs.
Feature Picture — Thomas Meighan
in "Conquest
Comedy
Feature. of Canaan."
New Grand Central —
Special Presentation — Memories of
the Armistice.
Stage Spectacle — Oriental Love.
Grand Central News Weekly.
Feature
son.) Picture — Theda Bara in
"Pilgrims of the Night."
(Featuring Theda Bara in per-

Coming—" Over the Hill."
Must Live."
News — Pathe.
Sherman —
Serial—" Miracles of the Jungle."
Feature — Gareth Hughes in "GarComing — mentsPauline
of Truth." Frederick in
" The Sting of the Lash."
KANSAS

CITY

Liberty
—
Overture —Theatre
Selections.
News — Pathe.
Comedy
— " Aesop's
Fables."
Organ Selections
— Miss
Susie Goff
Bush and Miss Golden Eviston,— organists.
Feature
cast. " Dream Street " Special

Next Harold
Week Lloyd.
— " Never Weaken " —
Comedy Picture — Ben Turpin in
News — Theatre
Universal.—
"She Sighed by the Seaside." Doric
Fox-Liberty Theatre —
Comedy
Fenny in the Slot "—
Fox-Liberty News Weekly.
Snub— "Pollard.
Mutt and Teff Comedy.
Organ Selection — P. E. Stevens, orFeature
Home.Picture — Why Girls Leave
Stage Spectacle — The Old Home.
Special Fox Comedv.
West End Lyric —
Comedy
— Benby the
Turpin
Sighed
Seaside. in "Sh"
Lyric News Weekly.
Feature — Wanda Hawlev in "Her

ganist.

Face Value."
PES MOINES

SUCH A LITTLE

ATLANTA
Howard —
Overture
" Tales
Hoffman."
Howard —News
andofViews.
Scenic — A Robert C. Bruce Scenic.
Prologue — " The Tempest," a special dramatic prologue, which
is labelled " a visualization of
the climax of —

Feature — One Arabian Night — Poli
Negri.
Organ
Solo — Ernie Cooper, player.
Next
Week — The Wonderful
Thing — Norma Talmadge.
Century —— " Tancredi " — G. Rossini.
Overture
Current Events — Century News.
Vocal — Mabel Mallory, singer.
(a)
Miss Alone
You." in the
(b) " "Sorter
Dreaming

Picture

QUEEN*
cor/r scretv a#ct 'fee ir/se 6? tAe'Mfa Ctess
" The
Classin "thisanddisplay
Chaplinby got
most
of
the Idle
billing
Stanley
Chambers, managing director of the
Regent theatre, Wichita, Kansas

News — Fox.
Comedy
— TheFazenda.
Love Egg," with
Louise
Fox
Feature — Wallace Reid in " Don't
Tell Everything."
Coming — Norma Talmadge in " The
Wonderful Thing."
News
— —Educational Kinograms.
Strand
Christy.
Comedy — " How
She Lied" —

Stills and hand lettering are nicely
combined in this display on " The Queen
of Sheba " by Newark
the Terminal theatre,

November
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"Blue Bells of Scotland,"
danced by Sonia Serova and
Mildred Marsh; (d) "Comin'
Through contralto:
the Rye,"Mr.byKinsey
Ruth
Watson,
and Mr. Fabian.
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Prologue to Feature — Garden party
setting with rose covered trellis
and garden wall backdrop, wall
covered with wistaria and
orange blossoms. Japanese
lanterns from trellis. Steel
blue and amber lighting.
Sonia Serova and Harold A.
Creevy interpret in dance
Lehar's "Melodv of Love"
from "Gypsy Love," and
"Beautiful Lady," from "The
Pink Lady." Ruth Watson, contralto, sings Rummer's "The
Wonderful
Thing," as a conclusion.

Feature — Norma Talmadge in "The
Wonderful Thing."
"Cavalleria Rusticana" ("Voi Lo
Sapete-Mascagni) Mary Fabian, soprano.
Buster Keaton in "Hard Luck."
'.«.>.4 Organ Solo — "Prelude in A Minor"
(Bach).
Nextroy.Week— Little Lord Fauntle-

jjft
This one by N. X. Fruedenfeld, advertising manager of the Sun and Muse
theatres, Omaha, gives "Never Weaken"
and "The Speed
a most Girl"
novel equal
way billing in

BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture — "Robespierre" — Litoff.
Stage
Setting — "Welcome
Foch,"
an historical
picture.
Vocal — Selections by Enrica Arinsoni, concert tenor.
Feature
— "TheTalmadge.
Wonderful Thing"
— Norma

Feature
— " The
Power
House
PetersInvisible
and Irene
Rich." —
Xext Week — " From the Ground
Up " — Tom Moore.
Newman Theatre —
Overture — " Sixth Hungarian
Rhapsody
" — —Liszt.
Current
Events
Newman News Comedy — "Love and Doughnuts"—
and Views.
Ben Turpin.
Comedy — Mutt and Jeff Cartoons.
Organ Selections — Gerald F. Baker
and Q. Landwehr, organists.
Special Number — Edmund Northrup, baritone, and " MelloCello," musical specialty, in con. junction with prologue.
Feature — The Wonderful Thing —
Norma Talmadge.
Next Week — Under the Lash —
Gloria Swanson.
Royal Theatre —
Overture — Selections.
News — Royal Screen Magazine.
Organ Selections — Milo T. Hart,
organist.
Feature — Over the Hill (second
week) .
BIT N92 ,
Next Week — The Speed Girl — Bebe
Daniels.
Mot shall Ncilatt
Twelfth Street Theatre —
Presents a. phoLo diamailc Innovation
Overture — Popular selections.
News — Screen Magazine.
Bits of Life
Comedy — The
Playhouse — Buster
With a ca-st of
Keaton.
14 STARS
hea
d tjti • by
Short
Subject — The
Heart of
WESLEY
Doreon.
-freciu.esaVBHY
Feature — A Kiss in Time — Wanda
Hawley.
Next Week — Two Minutes to Go —
Charles Rav.
BROOKLYN

Mark Strand —
Overture — Suppe's "Morning, Noon
and Night."
Novelty — A Scotch Idyl. (a)
Cowen's "Border Ballad," Jackson Kinsey, baritone; (b) "My
"Soil in Slow Motion'
Love She's but a Lassie Y~*
Mary Fabian, soprano; (c)
This one on "Bits of Life," billing the
Scottish dances — "Shepherd picture
from its four-episode angle, was
Boy," "Bonnie Sweet Bessie," a full page in depth
wide and four inches
"Banks of Loch Lomond,"

Big Houses Say
(Continued from puyc 2817)
EQUITY
Only fair.
Charge
It — Women were more
West.)
interested in it than men. Business
better than average. (Middle
VITAGRAPH
Son of Wallingford —
Fair picture. Ordinary business.
(Middle West.)
WARREN

FOUR.
* HORSEMEN
') ^'APOCALYPSE
^VICENTE BLASCO I8ANE2

Girl From God's Country —
Not judged altogether the fault
of the picture, which seemed to
give ness
general
but busiwas punk.satisfaction,
(Middle West.)
l|

j 50c,ALL
SEATS I I;'*"*
RESERVED'
SOc, 7ScNOWSI M,SELLING
II SO j£
TICKETS 75c,FORSl.00ALL?JPERFORMANCES
This four-column, seventeen-inch ad on
" The Four Horsemen " illustrates
nicely what can be accomplished by the
use of press book material and well
selected type. The Garden is located
at Waterloo, Iowa
Current
view. Events — Hippodrome ReNext Week — "Camille" — Nazimova.
Shea's Criterion —
Overture — "Sally"- — Kern.
Vocal — (a) "Wee Little Home of
Aline." (b) "Your Eyes Have
Told Me So." Sung by Richard
R. Miller, concert tenor.
Specialty — "Bob and Bill Hunting
the
Comedy
"The Book Agent" — Sunshine.—Badger."
Feature — "Enchantment" — Marion

HODKINSON
A Certain Rich Man —
The fact that a local author
wrote the theme of this picture had
much to do with the box office
figures. Good crowds all week.
(Middle West.)
R-C PICTURES
Where Lights Are Low —
Sessue Hayakawa has many admirers here and the picture drew a
good
attendance
(Middle
West.) for a week's run.
ARROW
God's Country and the Law- —
Good picture and good business.
(West.)
Love, Hate and a Woman —
Feature which appealed to our
audiences and went over big. Did
excellent business. (Middle West.)

Current
Events — Criterion Pictorthe Badger."
ial.
Mark-Strand —
Overture
— "Lady Billy."
Current
News. Event s — Latest Pathe

Cinderella
of the Hills —
West.)
Pretty good for that type of picture. Business only fair. (Middle

Feature
— "Bits of Life" — Marshall
Neilan.
Comedy — "In For Life" — Christie.
Next— Constance
Week — "A Talmadge.
Woman's Place"

Madonnas and Men —
Patrons
ness fair. liked
(East.)this picture, busi-

Loew State —
Feature — "The Primal Law."
Palace
—■— "Remorseless
Feature
Elaine
Hammerstein. L o v e" —

STATE

RIGHTS

OutSplendid
of the picture
Dust — but only fair
business.
(East.)

Feature
— —''The
Matrimonial Web"
■ — Alice
Calhoun.
Olympic
Shea's North ParkFeature
— "Enchantment" — Marion
Davies.
ST. PAUL
Capitol
— of the ValOverture —Theatre
"The Ride
kyries"-— Wagner.
Capitol Digest — includes; Current
Events, Pathe and International
News.
University of Minnesota Saxaphone Four — in ; "Some Close
Charles
Ray — in; "Two Minutes to
Harmony."
Harold Lloyd — in "Never Weaken."
Organletto."
Solo —Ralph
Selection
from "RigoH. Brigham.

CHARLES RAY
Love, Suspense,
ThrillsComedy,
and Spooky Chills.
STARTS

TODAY

ICA
AHE
This
ad on " The Midnight Bell " suggests
action
and
incident.
It is Denver
sponsored by the America theatre,

Exhibitors'

Service

Bureau —

Pages

2822-2830

This cut out zcas the feature of a lobby display on " Passing Thru " playing recently at the Bridge theatre, Baltimore.
Thomas D. Soriero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Datyon, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Then. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Flnklesteln & Rubin,
Minneapolis.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Kuhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland
Paul Gusdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O.
0. Edgar Nomund, Strand theatre, Flint, Mich.
S. Barret McCormlck, Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Cleveland.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres.
Jackson, Mich.

Advisory

Board

Exhibitors' Service Bureau
WlUard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
R. B. Wilby, Supervisor of Southern Enterprises,
Inc., Birmingham, Ala.
E. V. Richards,
Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Jr.,
Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Arthur
Iowa, G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,
Chas.
Can. Branham, Famous-Lasky, Ltd., Toronto,

Lowell
Managing Director, Capitol
theatre,W. St.Calvert,
Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Quimby,
Managing
Director,
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
Lnd. Strand and
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewtston, Idaho.
George
E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rlalto theatre, Butte.
Eugene
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney
Gra Oman's theatre, Los Angeles.
Louis
K.Grauman,
Sidney,
theatres,
Denver.Managing Director, William Fox
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
Herbert J. Thatcher, Strand theatre. Ha Una, Kan.
Francis A. Mangan, Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Montreal, Canada.
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Two of the Frolic theatre, San Francisco, lobby displays recently originated by Manager Xoble Hearne for the engagements of "High Heels" and
" Red Courage "
Provo

Miller's
Teaser
Ads.Ga.,Go
Imperial
Theatre, Augusta,
Puts

Big

City

Old

Folks

See

"Over the Hill"
The special showing for inmates of
homes, used frequently as a means of
getting attenion for a picture, was carried
out recently by J. B. Ashton, manager of
the Columbia theatre, Provo City, Utah,
in connection with his run of " Over the

Over Clever Idea for " Three Musketeers "
FRAXK MILLER, of headed "One for All — All for One. It
MANAGER
the Imperial theatre, x\ugusta.
is an hour for the fearless," followed by
went the " teaser-line stuff " a bit the name of the picture, the star, the
theatre and the play date.
Provo City is the site of the Provo
better when he played " The Three MusInfirmary for Invalids and the Aged,
It was one of the most consistently
keteers."
whose inmates number about 200. A
One week before he had planned to planned and executed advertising campaigns
as
yet
put
over
by
any
Augusta
private showing at the Columbia theatre
open his compaign, a local bank went
was arranged to permit all the inmates of
theatre, and that it was a success was atbroke, the vice-president shot himself and
tested by the box office receipts.
there was much scandal, gossip and talk
the institution to see " Over the Hill."
course, it was necessary to provide
A simple stage setting represented a Of Hill."
of financial difficulties. Capitalizing this
means of transportation to the theatre
local disaster, Manager Miller put up his church in France in the period of the
for the occasion. The response was
cards a week earlier than he had in- picture — 1625. This was a small stone
manifold. Then, by tying up with local
tended. These cards were about twelve
church in, apparently, a tiny village. The
florists and candy dealers, both flowers
stage
was
dimly
lit,
as
if
by
moonlight,
by fourteen, on a smooth white backand candies were obtained for the visground, the lettering and borders being
itors.
as " D'Artagnan
done in crimson. These cards read : and
sang ato man
a girl costumed
in a long hooded
cloak. The"
The stunt was something to which
"One for All — All for One." Beneath,
song was D'Hardelot's famous imProvo City was unaccustomed, and the
in smaller letters, ran another caption :
promptu, Because."
"
Thus Manager
Miller proves that
two daily newspapers used several col" It is the hour for the fearless," or " The
umns of news on the affair. The subsebrains and ingenuity will count more in
foe is both crafty and unscrupulous," or
quent box office returns were equally
box office receipts than a lot of money
"so The
honor
of
a
Queen
is
at
stake,"
and
astonishing.
on.
spent promiscuouslv on exploitation.
These cards literally covered the town,
going up within a couple of hours after
the bank failure had become the sole topic
of conversation. People began to connect the cards in some vague way with
the bank failure, and they awaited each
issue of the daily papers with excitement.
In these papers the small one-column
teaser ads, reading the same as the cards,
and twelve to each issue, appeared.
One week after the bank failure, and
a week before the picture was to open,
these spaces were enlarged and were -occupied by small thumbnail cuts, of blackand-white sketches of Fairbanks as
" DArtagnan." These cuts were not
labelled at all, and as many as three or
four would appear in one issue of the
paper. A number of them were just silhouettes, some with wide black borders
to capture attention. On the last two
days larger cuts of Fairbanks, in his own
person, were used, and on the Sunday
preceding the opening of the picture a
The Brooklyn Mark Strand quartette in cost ume and the stage setting ivhich Managing
big ad appeared in the Sunday papers,
Director Edward L. Hyman provided for
his prologue to " Two Minutes to Go "
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Lobby for " Hush Money"
For theIrwin,
showing
of "Forsyth
Hush Money,"
Manager
of the
theatre,
Atlanta, planned a very simple but very
effective special ornament for his lobby,
which certainly attracted business.
A huge cut-out had been made and
painted silver to represent a silver dollar.
It was complete, even to the tiny stars in
a circle around it— but in place of the
well-known motto " E Pluribus Unum *'
was " Alice Brady in Hush Money," in
small but perfectly legible wording.
Instead of " the Liberty Lady " whose
profile usually adorns the silver dollar, an
excellent profile of Miss Brady had been
cut from a stock one-sheet and pasted in
the center of the " dollar." But across
the mouth of the profile was a gag — signifying Hush
"
Money."
For all its simplicity — perhaps because of it— the " dollar " attracted considerable attention, and Manager Irwin
is being congratulated on his cleverness
and ingenuity.
»

Showing useRivoli
of stills
and cut-outs
"Theof Leopard
Woman"
when is
thismanager
picture played the
theatre,
Portland,onOre.,
which Gus
A. Meizgar

Stunts for " Hurricane Hutch" at Atlanta
To introduce the serial, " Hurricane
Hutch," Manager Darley, of the New
Alpha theatre, Atlanta, made the most of
the motorcycle incidents in the picture.
A motorcycle rider rode through town,
with signs on his back, advertising the
picture. In crowded places, he would
speed up, make his motor back-fire, and
so on, to attract attention.
In addition to this, a motorcycle with a
sealed speedometer was placed in the
lobby, and the person guessing the nearest correct number each week receives
five dollars in gold. On the fifteenth
Monday, when the last episode will be
shown, thirty dollars in gold will be
awarded in a grand prize.
The exploitation has attracted considerable attention and the first episode
opened to a packed house.
Novel

Boasberg Ties Up With
Toledo Jeweler
Missouri Theatre, St. Louis,
Celebrates Birthday

second
e the
celebrat
properlofy the
TO birthday
l Missouri
beautifu
theatre in St. Louis, Manager William Goldman secured the Mexican National Band to appear at all performances. And this, added to the splendid
program which Manager Goldman had
prepared, was a big feature.
The lobby of the theatre was decorated with flowers and one of the novelties of the program was " The Great
Train most
Robbery,"
first picture with
which
fans arethefamiliar.
Scenes showing the employees of the
Missouri at work and at play were also
presented.

Photographs of fifty Paramount stars
were displayed in Basch's Jewelry Store
window, Toledo, in connection with a sale
of picture-frames. The stars were not
named, but there was a number on each
frame. Persons identifying all the stars
on blanks supplied by Basch received free
admission as passes.
This unusual tieup was made by Albaj '
Boasberg, Paramount exploiteer, and Ej
ward A. Zorn, manager of the Temj
theatre, which offered a season ticket asl
first prize. After the hook-up was effected
The Princess and Loew's Valentine theatres wanted to come in and gave the second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth prizes.

"Old Collar" Show Latest
Exploitation Stunt
An old, frayed linen collar is as worthless as a horseshoe, tin-can or mealy
potato, and a white collar matinee, such as
was staged by the Majestic theatre, Battle
Creek, was long overdue.
The Boggett and Bowne house offered
a free admission to any child bringing an
old collar to the door. These were later
collected and run through a press, and the
following copy printed on the back :
" If you want to laff, Necks Weak, go
see Paramount's, ' King Queen Joker,"
Majestic theatre."
The collars were then taken to the laundries in the bundles. It was a riot. Albert J. Boasberg, Paramount exploiteer
from the Detroit exchange originated the
stunt and wrote the poetry.

Musical number presented before a special stage setting which served as a prologue number
to "From the Ground Up" when this picture played the California theatre, Los Angeles
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Theatre Handsomely Dressed for

"Three Musketeers"
Ray C. Brown, manager of the
Duquesne theatre, Pittsburgh, set a high
standard in theatre dressing during the
run there of " The Three Musketeers."
Above the coping extending out over
the sidewalk he placed a huge full-length
sign announcing the attraction, with a big
poster in the center, and cut-outs of
musketeers standing on either side of a
large head of Fairbanks as D'Artagnan,
the musketeers holding upraised swords,
the points of which extend into a big
shield, atop of which is a crown. Back of
this head of DArtagnan is a long, lightly
constructed sign, covered with fleur-de-lis,
with a shield on either side of the head.
The whole front of the building is decorated with draped flags.
On the sidewalk are one sheet posters of
various scenes, with smaller panels on the
columns upholding the sidewalk covering.
The while makes a most attractive house
front.

O'Leary Provides Parking
Place for Patrons Cars
When a new gasoline service station
opened a short distance from the Imperial theatre, Ottawa, Manager O'Leary
of the theatre made arrangements whereby patrons of the house would enjoy free
parking privileges at the station, as an
extra service to the patrons. In return
for the arrangement, the service station
secured advertising on the screen of the
Imperial through the use of a slide announcing the parking feature.

Unique and inexpensive lobby for " A
Midnight Bell,"atre,used
at the
Family thePine City,
Minn.
Borrows
Helena Mothers Guest
Atlers Theatre

per camnewspamercha
an inextensi
BESIDES paign
nts
whichve local
tied up on a double truck, C. B.
Hartwig, manager of the Antlers theatre, Helena, Mont., also succeeded in
getting the co-operation of the Helena
Indepe.ndent for a " Mother's Guest "
matinee
Mr. Hartwig contributed 200 tickets to
the Independent which invited all mothers
in Helena past fifty years of age to attend the first matinee performance of
" The Old Nest " as its guests. It used
front page readers on the showing, gratis,
for a week preceding the opening.
The theatre presented each mother who
attended the showing as a guest of the
Independent with a chrysanthemum.

theatre. Fort

Display

for "Her Winning Way"
Manager George Schmidt, of the Vaudette theatre, Atlanta, recently put one
over on the "H. C. of Exploitation" when
he transferred a whole lobby from an uptown first-run theatre to a down-town
second-run house.
The picture in question was "Her Winning Way,"onand
Schmidt
that those
the Manager
down-town
side offigured
town
who had not seen the picture would like
the exploitation just as much as the uptown folks, so he borrowed it.
The lobby consisted merely of half a
dozen clever little hand-drawn cards and
a "teaser
The boxbox."
was a big square one, with a
hole in the top. Inside it was an electric
light, which drew attention. On the outside of the box was a sign which read
"Beware ! Love Germs, extracted from the
human heart, and captured by ' Her Winning Way.'" When the curious came up
to investigate, and peep through the little
hole, they saw a quantity of bugs — little
celluloid fish, ducks, and all manner of
queer little artificial bugs.
The cards were after this fashion :
"Catherine di Medici captured Europe
through 'Her Winning Way'." "Cleopatra
made a Marc of Antony through 'Her
Winning Way'," and so on. Both picture
and exploitation took just as well down
town as up town, and the fact that the
picture was a second run meant nothing —
save that the theatre made more money.
Cut-out

An "Old Nest"Worth,
windoivTexas,
display
whichduring
Barry theBurke,
managerof ofthisthepicture
Palace
secured
engagement

Lobby

of

Lobby

Display

Arranged Over
Marquee
When " The Affairs of Anatol " played
at the Colonial theatre, Winona, Wis.,
Manager L. G. Rosener placed cut-outs
of all the stars on the marquee. Leon J.
Bamberger, Paramount exploiteer, used
the idea originally for the Rivoli theatre,
La Crosse. Rosener admits he got the
suggestion from trade papers, and in reporting on the stunt to Bamberger 'he
says : "It seems to have worked as well
in Winona as in La Crosse."
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T/nj lobby display on "Dream Street" was used by the Strand theatre, Seattle, IVash.
Old

Idea

Adapted

to Put

Over " Anator
The Opera House, East Weymouth,
Mass., gave a free ticket to any one who
could spell his name from the copy of any
of the advertisements appearing in the
double-truck tie-up for " The Affairs of
Anatol " in the Weymouth Gazette.
It was not permissible to use a letter
more than once. Since everybody knows
everybody else in East Weymouth, it
wasn't possible to change your name to
get a ticket. Manager Arthur L. McCrory of the Opera House and John P.
McConville, Paramount exploiteer, put
this one over.

Card
HoraterHost to Clergymen
at Toledo

g
ER, amanagin
EY C.
HARV
director
of HORAT
the Alhambr
theatre,
Toledo, Ohio, crowded his house
to capacity during each performance of
the " Over the Hill " run as the result
of a clever exploitation idea executed a
few days prior to the opening of the
picture.
Invitations were sent by Horater to
every clergyman, lawyer, teacher and a
number of leading society people in the
city requesting their presence at a private showing of the production. More
than two hundred responded to the invitation, with the result that a large proportion of these leaders in Toledo wrote
letters of commendation to the management. Extracts from these letters were
used in newspaper and herald advertising
and made excellent copy.
In addition to the special showing
stunt, Horater plastered the city with
posters, windows cards, and general displays. Among the various papers utilized
were: 81-24 sheets, 100-16 sheets, 2,000-1
sheets, 500 window cards, 10,000 heralds
and 3 window displays.

Board

Hangers

Ad-

vertise "Shame" at
Newark
An inexpensive but exceedingly effectice stunt was recently executed by the
manager of the Terminal theatre in Newark, X. J., in connection with the run of
" Shame.'' Small cards were printed
(green cardboard), one side of which
bore the following exhortation:
Shame ! if vou miss
"Shame."
S — hame drove him from
H — ome and loved \<\ife,
A — la ska his goal.
omentous
EM —— nd
in great events
joy.

And on the other side was the word
" Shame."
Several thousand of these cards were
printed, and by means of attached strings
were hung on the door-knobs of homes
throughout the city. The attention the
cards demanded was usually great because of the necessity of removing them
from
knob. their position around the doorSeattle Blondes Admitted
Free at Clemmer
Theatre
During the recent engagement of " The
Rage of Paris " at the Clemmer theatre
in Seattle, Manager W illiam Cutts extensively advertised the fact that Miss
DuPont, the star of the production, was
judged to be " the most beautiful blonde

Illustrating by cut two of the recent prologue numbers presented in Loeufs Cleveland theatres. Top— Ballet prologue for " Passion."
Bottom — Atmospheric number for " The
Midnight Bell." The pictures played at the State and Park theatres

connection with this feature, adverin In
America."
tisements were carried in all the Seattle
papers to the effect that every blonde lady
between the ages of nine and ninety
would be admitted to the Clemmer theatre free between the hours of n a. m.
and 2 p. m. on Tuesday, November 8.
The free show attracted a large number of blonde patrons, and succeeded in
establishing Miss DuPont as a Seattle
favorite.
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Children Compete
for
Prizes at Cleveland
Theatre
C. L. Taylor of the Doan theatre in
Cleveland has employed a novel stunt that
has proved very successful in increasing
his business — a singing contest for children under 12 years of age.
The contest has been pulled betwen the
first and second evening shows. Any child
under 12 years is eligible and Mr. Taylor
says that his greatest difficulty has been to
take care of all the kids that want to sing.
They must sing some popular song and
are given an accompaniment on the piano.
They can bring their own accompanist if
they wish.
So far Mr. Taylor has been able to work
in about 10 of the youthful soloists each
evening.
The prizes which consist of boxes of
candy are awarded to the winners who are
determined by the amount of applause that
each receives.
In addition to the above prizes each contestant is given a small box of Crane's
candy. In this way all of the kiddies are
made happy and of course the old folks
appreciate it.
The only advertising that Mr. Taylor
used on this stunt was to circulate handbills announcing the contest, announcing it
on the screen and a card board placard
bearing the announcement which was
placed in front of the theatre.

Lobby display for "Among byThose
Present"
andColumbia,
"Ride onS. aC. Runazcay Train" originated
the Rivoli
theatre,

Managan
Presentation

Originates
Prelude
Number at Allen Theatre, Montreal

" Over the Hill " Supplemented by Elaborate
which marked their early tryst is now the
An elaborate and quite remarkable prologue and interlude which were used in dead trunk of a full grown oak. It is in
the interlude that the male of the lovers
connection with the presentation of " Over
recites to his mate the famous lines from
the Hill " and which attracted city-wide
attention was recently staged by ManCarleton's
poems upon which " Over the
Hill
" is based.
ager Francis A. Managan of the Allen
theatre, in Montreal. The arrangements
The prologue is done in Crinoline with
were the most pretentious ever attempted
a ballet corps and ensemble. The curtain
rises on a Reconciliation Polka, which is
by Managan and evoked considerable enthusiastic comment.
followed by a Southern negro dance led
The staging of this feature required a by an old-fashioned colored mammy.
large cast of soloists, dancers, vocalists and
" Jump Jim Crow " succeeds the dance,
a ballet corps. The prologue symbolizes
and is executed by a soloist and a chorus
the early youth of a pair of lovers who
of males. A mixed duet then follows, with
start on life's most important journey to- the song " Sweetheart " from " Maytime."
gether. The interlude begins after a lapse The final chorus is joined by the ensemble,
of twenty years and reveals the same
who slowly make their exit as the lights
couple in later life, bowed down with the are gradually dimmed with the ending of
burdens of time. Even the young sapling
the song. On the stage are left only the
two lovers, who are seen seated at the
base of a sapling in a flowery garden. On
the gold gauze curtain behind the prologue
stage is flashed the first title of the picture.
The gauze is slowly drawn aside and the
picture is on the screen proper.
Existing costumes and conventions characterize the interlude, the scene of which
is set in the same garden twenty years
afterwards. It is no longer Spring time,
but late Autumn, and the same pair of
lovers are now seated by the dead trunk
of the same tree. The man begins to relate to the woman the lines of Carleton's
poem " Over the Hill," during which time
an off-stage chorus sings very softly the
strains of " Sweetheart." As the man
completes his recital the same golden gauze
fades the interlude into the second part
of the picture.
The transition from stage to picture and
picture to stage in each event was so artistBottom cut shows the first scene of the prelude for "Over the Hill" originated by Manager
Mangan of the Allen theatre, Montreal, as explained by the accompanying story. Top cut
ically accomplished at the Allen theatre
illustrates the interlude
that no break resulted.
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Kaliska Turns Lobby
Into Stage

Lobby display on " Two Minutes to Go " tieing up with a local foot ball yamc used by G. F.
McCormick, manager of Sacnger's Greenwood theatre, Greenwood, Miss.
Grand

Rapids

Builds Lobby
"Old

Theatre
Nest"

Cut-out pasteboard stars were used by
the manager of the Rivoli theatre, Grand
Rapids, Mich., as part of his lobby decorations for the showing of " The Old
Nest." Printed across each of the six
stars which were used were the words
" All-Star Cast."
The two largest stars, about fifteen
inches from tip to tip, were placed on the
upper corners of the frame of enlarged
photographs in front of the box-office.
Three colored ribbons ran from each of
these two stars up to the banner, across
the entire lobby front, carrying the title
of the photoplay.
Under the title banner were two other
banner signs, the one at the left reading,
" With an all star cast," and the other,
" Story
Rupert stars
Hughes."
Four bysmaller
were hung on the
banner relating to the all-star cast, each
one being connected with a single ribbon
to the title banner above it. Half a dozen
frames of stills and enlargements were
used. The lobby of the Rivoli is small and
did not permit of a large display, but it
was attractively arranged and aroused
much interest.

Weld

Tries

Out

the"

McCormick
Makes
of Local Football

Capital
Game

erre,of
McCO
GF.Saenge
r's RMIC
wood manag
GreenK,
theat
• Greenwood, Miss., booked " Two
Minutes to Go " for the date of the annual football match between the University of Mississippi and A. and M. C.
College, played this year at Greenwood
and then proceeded to originate his exploitation to tie up with the event.
The lobby of the house was decorated
in the college colors of the two institutions and then Mr. McCormick placed a
cut-out of Ray in football togs, clasping
a real football in his arms, in a conspicuous position.
A special train brought the visiting
team to Greenwood, so McCormick arranged to distribute tags printed in the
college colors on the train before it arrived. The same idea was carried out in
the interests of the home club. The members of both teams and the coaches received passes for the show by special
delivery and these tickets were universally used.
The result of the whole campaign was
entirely satisfactory in spite of the fact
that the visitors left town at 8 P. M.
A cut accompanying shows some of
Mr. McCormick's exploitation.

For a theatre,
week's run
of "Footlights,"
the
Rialto
Atlanta,
Manager atJack
Kaliska turned his lobby into a stage, with
lights, flowers and everything.
The stage, made of cardboard and
compo-board, occupied the space between
the box-office and the doorman's domain.
It was furnished with eight little "footlights" burning brightly, and shaded so
that the light was thrown back on six cutouts of the star, Elsie Ferguson, in six
different costumes, placed so that it
seemed six lovely ladies parading the
boards.
In the center of the stage was a tiny
fountain, playing real water, falling back
into a small ivory-colored bowl. A tall
floor-lamp, shaded in rose and blue silk
stood almost against the box-office, and
the
littlelight
stage.from this fell directly on the
The "footlights" were shaded in different colors, so that they threw vari-colored
lights on the little fountain.
The whole effect was unique as well as
beautiful, and not too expensive.
Western Union Aids San
Francisco House on
"Old Nest"
Recently Roth and Partington of San
Francisco played " The Old Nest " at the
Imperial theatre and as one of the exploitation aids employed in putting the picture over, tied-up with the Western Union
in several different ways.
On leaving the theatre patrons found a
special Western Union office in the lobby
at which specially prepared messages
(reading
as follows
" Just
of
Old
Xest.
Longing
forSawyouPicture
Mother
Dear ") were provided if patrons desired
them, and facilities for transmitting the
telegram.
The tie up was completed by a splendid
old nest window at the Western Union
Company's main office, which by its prominent location attracted large numbers of
people.

Lob-

by Artist" Idea
Pola Negri, star in " One Arabian
Night," received a great deal of publicity
during the engagement of her picture at
the Waterloo, Iowa, Strand. The manager, Arthur E. Weld, obtained the service of a local artist, H. D. Fairall, who
established a studio in front of the theatre
and painted an eight-foot portrait of the
actress in oil. Upon completion it was
placed in a huge shadowbox and displayed
to advantage. The management considered the money well invested because the
business came and it was stimulated in a
classy manner.

Window of Western Union office, San Francisco, decorated in the interests of
Nest" playing at the Imperial theatre

The Old
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Taxi on Beaver Board
Masks Strand Lobby
Splendid business was registered on
" The Girl in the Taxi " by Arch Bamberger, manager of the Strand Amusement Company's interests, at the Empress theatre, Owensboro, on a two-day
engagement, by use of a very attractive
lobby mask over the storm front.
A local scenic artist painted a huge
taxi on beaver board, with driver in
front and girl inside. This mask was
put up on Monday before the showing
on Wednesday and Thursday. In the
morning when the theatre was closed, the
doors were closed, showing the advertisement. In the afternoons and nights the
doors were opened, letting the crowd?
through the side of the taxi. It created
quite a bit of interest and gave the impression that something better than usual
was on inside of the theatre.
Rogers Is Artist as Well
as Exploiteer
E. R. Rogers, managing director of the
Tivoli and Rialto theatres, Chattanooga,
Tenn., besides being a wonder at originating new exploitaion ideas, especially
lobby displays, has also qualified as an
artist with the paint brush.
The accompanying cut shows a reproduction of a pastel poster for " The Foolish Age " of Mr. Rogers' own making.
The drawing was 54x72 inches and is
being used as a "teaser."' A contest in
which a ten-dollar gold prize is offered
for the best answer to the question,
" What Is the Foolish Age? " is a feature
of the campaign.
The stunt is taking like wildfire and
Mr. Rogers expects great results in the
way of business for the coming engagement.

Inexpensive Lobby Display Helps Put Over
"Little Clown "
Manager Griffin, of the Strand theatre,
Carrolton, Ga., built the accompanying
on the " Little Clown.''
tentin lobby
circustent,
The
two colors, square effect, extended over the sidewalk like a marquee.
And he got a lot of extra business by a
ballyhoo trailer full of eight clowns,
properly
Theybutdidthey
not made
looklike
Marydolled
Miles up.
Minter
plenty of noise and got the attention.

Reproduction of the largest photograph in the
world, a Shipman process likeness of Jack
Coogan, 29 x 40 feet which is to be erected
over the marquee of the New York Strand
theatre as advance advertising for "My Boy."
Manager Cutts Features
Cut-out in Lobby Display
Here a lobby display on " The Little Clown "
devised by Manager Griffin of the Stra>id
theatre, Carrollton, Ga.
Stores Deliver "Anatol"
Heralds at Glenwood
Minn.

Reproduction of a pastel drawing by E. R.
Rogers, managing director of the Tivoli theatre,
Chattanoga, Tenn., in advance of the showing
of " The Foolish
Age " andstory
explained by the
accompanying

More than 1,000 heralds for " The Affairs of Anatol " were delivered by various stores of Glenwood, Minn. These
tie-ups were arranged by Manager J. B.
McCauley, McCauley Opera House, and
Leon J. Bamberger, Paramount exploiteer.
McCauley also gave fifty tickets to be
used as prizes for persons selected to
have their names buried in a double truck
of co-operative ads.

Manager WTilliam Cutts, of the Clemmer theatre, Seattle, was responsible for
a unique lobby display used during the
engagement
" Moonlight
Follies."
The focal ofpoint
of the entire
theatre
front was a miniature cut-out of Marie
Prevost, the star. The figure, ■ enclosed
in semi-transparent draperies, with Miss
Prevost's measurements attached, was
placed directly in front of the box office.
Day and night, a concealed spotlight
threw a white shaft of light upon the
little figure, making it particularly striking against the more somber backgrounds
of soft blues and purples that surrounded it.
Cut-outs of owls and scenes from the
photoplay were also used to good advantage, as well as written matter emphasizing particularly striking sub-titles.
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Illustrating by cut " The Three Musketeers"
exploitation put overAtlanta
by the Howard theatre,
Kalamazoo Introduced to
"Golem" Watch
Charms
Small " Golems " that can daggle conveniently from the watch-chain were cast
in Kalmazoo, Mich., for " The Golem,"
playing at the Majestic Gardens. Manager, W. Griffith Mitchell asked Albert
Boasberg, Paramount Exploiteer, to duplicate the stunt of Fred Greene's in New
York.

Picture

Dressing

for "Over

Decorations of the double lobby of
Gift's theatre, the
the McMahon and Jackson
house of Cincinnati,Hill"
offered a singular
cynosure for picture-going eyes during the
recent run of " Over the Hill." The display was part of a publicity campaign and
attracted more than its- quota of popular
comment.
The double lobby is necessitated by the
fact that the theatre is featured by two
entrances, on different streets — the house
being located at a corner. By embellishing both lobbies the attention of the entire
neighborhood was facilitated.
From the ceilings were hung a canopy
of ribbons. These were of various shapes
and colors, and the shades were so arranged as to permit the hues to mingle
harmoniously. The transition from one
color to another was made beautiful by intermediatory shades.
Hugging the walls and also suspended
from the ceilings were hundreds of similar ribbons whose width was greater than
that of those in the canopy. These streamers fell almost to the floor, where they
were taken up by artificial palms. The
palms ranged from two to five feet in
height and were stationed close to each
other around both lobbies.
Under the marquis of each lobby was
placed a large and artistically painted banner announcing the picturization of Will
Carleton's poems.
The festive appearance of the two entrances added atmosphere and played a
great part in drawing in those who might
otherwise have passed by.

Atlanta Scores Tie-up
with Howard Theatre
Effective window display tie-ups were
secured at Atlanta recently as one of the
many exploitation mediums to aid in attracting the fans to the Howard theatre
to see " The Three Musketeers."
One consisted of a tie-up with one of
the biggest drug stores in Atlanta which
put on a sale of the Dumas book, "The
Three Musketeers," and the other was
with a book store which gave freely of
window space, also tying up with the
Dumas book as its own attraction. In
each case the windows were dressed
from floor to ceiling — red, white and blue
streamers being festooned from the top.
The sides and back of the window space
were hung with handsomely hand-colored
window cards, while at the bottom
" Musketeers " display cards were placed
among the book displays of the store.
Another attention attractor used to exploit "ThemenThree
Musketeersuniform
" consisted
of three
in musketeer
who
paraded the city in the wake of a D'Artagnan who rode through the city astride a
dun-colored horse, behind two stalwart
negroes who carried a ""Three Musketeers "banner.

News

Cut showing tivo views of the prologue
for " The Affairs of Anat
Howardnumber
theatre,staged
Atlanta

November
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Frisco Theatre

Opens

with " Enchantment
new
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picture palace — the Granada— opened November 17
tment," starri
ng
han
wit
" Enc
ies
Marhion
Dav
as its feature
n,
n.
gto
tio
attrac
J. A. Partin
manager of the Granada, telegraphed Cosmopolitan Productions that its subject was
chosen in competition with
five other super-features. The
picture, he said, will run ten
days, an exception to his rule
of seven-day showings only.
The Sheridan theatre, Seventh and Greenwich avenues,
New York City, began a run
of " Enchantment " on Sunday, November 13. All the
Keith, Moss and Proctor
houses in New York have also
played this picture.

R-C Pictures to Offer
Fred Stone Comedies
Two cowboy comedies of feature
length directed by Frank Borzage
and starring Fred Stone, the
musical comedy comedian, have
been acquired by R-C Pictures and
scheduled for early release. Mr.
Borzage recently leaped into prominence as a screen director by supervising the production of "Humoresque."
The Borzage - Stone subjects
which have been acquired by R-C
Pictures are " The Duke of Chimney Butte," based on the novel of
the same title written by George
Washington Ogden, and "Billy
Jim," founded on a Western
comedy by Jackson Gregory, the
author. Both of the pictures reveal the skill of Mr. Borzage, who
also played a minor part in " The
Duke of Chimney Butte."
Report Booking

Rush

on

"Fightin' Mad"
Metro exchanges throughout the
country report that following the
first announcements of their distributing the outdoor super-special,
" Fightin' Mad," exhibitors have not
only sought priority in booking
d?tes, but have arranged for extra
suppli es of billboard paper and
other advertising accessories for the
proper exploitation of the feature.
"Fightin' Mad" is a William
Desmond production, directed byJoseph J. Franz, under the personal
supervision of Robert Brunton. It
was photographed by Harry
Gersted. The cast includes William
Desmond, Rosemary Theby, Virginia Browne Faire, William Lawrence, Joseph J. Dowling and Doris
Pawn.

for Best

Exploitation Ideas
An opportunity for the enterprisNo Mid-Winter Drive as 90% of
ing exhibitor to win a monetary
reward
for his exploitation ideas is
Fox Exhibitors Are Now Signed
offered in an announcement made
penditure involved. Also, the list by Al Lichtman, general manager
Midwinter Drive has
THEbeenFox
abandoned for the year of Fox stars exceeds in number of Associated Producers, this week.
1922, owing to the fact that 90 per that of any previous year in the He offers three prizes for the best
history of the corporation — which advertising ideas used in connecon's exhibitor
the corporati
cent,
s fors runs back to 1913.
signed contract
have ofalready
tion with the showing of " The
the entire season.
The super-productions for the Silent Call," an Associated First
Interesting as is the bare fact, present year already number nine, National attraction, produced by
however, the explanation is even and those released to date have H. O. Davis.
more interesting — coming as it does been received with enthusiastic enThe first prize will be $150; the
in a year that was approached with
dorsement by reviewers and pub- second, $100; and the third, $50.
lic alike. This fact probably has The amounts will be paid personally
much misgiving throughout the
in creating the ex- by Mr. Lichtman. He will be one
picture world because of the " hard had its effecttraordinarily
advanced status of the of the three judges who will pass on
times " cry.
Fox general business for the cur- the ideas, the other two to be apIn a word,
the
"
hard
times
"
prerent year.
diction caused the salesmen at every
pointed within a short time.
" Over the Hill," first of the suFox branch office to " get up on
November 23 has been selected
per-productions onthe list, was re- as national trade show day for
their toes " and push business with
a vim and energy that have brought
leased after a solid year's run at " The Silent Call." On that day
results in advance of Thanksgiving
production will be given trade
Day. The customary March drive, six Broadway theatres. " A Con- the
showings in every exchange center
necticut Yankee
Arthur's
therefore, is rendered unnecessary.
Court," next
set intheKing
country
ap- of the United States and Canada.
A point worthy of note in this
" on Broadway,
of Sheba,"
was In case of a tie, each candidate so
connection is that Fox, instead of when shownplauding.Queen
reducing output to meet a menacing hailed as the most stupendous spec- tied will receive the full award.
situation, not only has made and is
tacle drama ever presented in pictures. Others in this feast of Fox
making and marketing the usual
Ince Acts as Host to
number of photoplays, but has es- super-productions are " A Virgin
tablished a new record in special Paradise," " Shame," William FarPicture Notables
super-productions — an undertaking num in " Perjury," " Thunderclap "
certainly demanding courage and
Thomas H. Ince was host at an
(the big racing drama), "Footfalls" invitational preview of his forthself-confidence in view of the ex- and
" The Last Trail."
coming special production for release by Associated First National
Pictures, " Hail the Woman," at
the Beverly Hills Hotel, Los AngSpecial
Arouses
Interest
eles, last week.
A
feature
of the presentation was
" Flower of the North " in Big Dethe orchestration by Mischa Gutermand, Reports Vitagraph Exchanges
son, musical director of the Grauspecial production were mailed to man theatre, Los Angeles, who
WITH its release still some branches
a
number
of
days
ago
as
personally led the orchestra of
time in the future, "Flow:er
allmaterial
of the
extensive exploi- twenty pieces. The guests were enof the North" the final Vitagraph well astation
on
it.
special of 1921, gives every indicathusiastic intheir praise of the piction of being the biggest James
"Flower of the North," presents
ture. The guests included :
Oliver Curwood success ever put a novelty for a Curwood story in
out by Vitagraph, announces that that it does not introduce any
company.
Northwest Mounted Police, wild
The combination of the name of animals or snow and ice scenes. It Kiesling Heads Realart
Coast Publicity
this noted author, whose stories is romance and melodrama combined in a most delightful manner,
film so well ; a capable director,
typical Northwest backgrounds
Barrett C Kiesling, who has been
David Smith, who has such master- with
of beautiful rivers and mountains. writing publicity for Realart, at the
pieces as "Black Beauty" and "The It is mostly an outdoor picture West
Coast studios for the past
Courage Curwood
of Marge
O'Doone,"
another
story,
to his with just enough interiors, espe- two years, has been appointed head
credit, and a special cast headed by
cially in Fort o'God, the home of of that branch of the work with T.
the heroine, to lend additional en- S. Engler as his assistant, both
Henry B. Walthall and Pauline chantment.
Starke has convinced exhibitors, it
working under the supervision of L.
seems, that this is a picture they
F. Guimond, director of advertising.
must have. It is reported that "The Old Nest" Used for
there have been more inquiries on
this special than any other put out
Children's Matinee
by the Vitagraph company.
Davison Film Given
George Foster, manager of the
First Showing
"Flower of the North" has an Marion theatre at Marion, Ohio, is,
appeal for exhibitors in all sizes of ii is believed, the first exhibitor who
cities and with all sizes of houses. has given a showing of Goldwyn's
The first Philadelphia showing of
The final prints were received at Rupert Hughes photoplay, " The " Love, Hate and a Woman," Grace
every Vitagraph branch last week. Old Nest," exclusively for children. Davison's latest feature, was given
The matinee was given principally Wednesday night, November 16, at
The prints were shipped over a
period of several weeks, as there as an exploitation stunt for the first the Progress Club. Prior to the
were just three less than double the showing in Marion of " The Old screening Miss Davison was hostess
number of prints on this special Nest " but it served to demonstrate to visiting Pennsylvania executives,
than on the previous record num- the value of this photoplay for chil- representatives of trade magazines,
and other film men from New York.
dren's performanes.
ber. Complete plan books on this
Fox

"

Awards

to Abandon

Campaign
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Ince

Planning

Big

Picture

News

Drive

" Hail the Woman " Publicity Campaign Will Be
Put
Under Way
problems that it attacks will stir
proclaimed
in every city
*'jHa1l
the XVoman"
wil1and
be wide comment by the public press.
hamlet of the world through the
There is little jazz in the cammost far-reaching campaign of
paign as outlined and under way.
publicity and exploitation ever un- The picture's deep human problems
dertaken by the publicity staff of and stirring dramatic situations lend
the Thomas H. Ince studios, an- themselves to a different sort of
nounces the Ince forces. The cam- campaign. Every phase of the campaign has been built to cause conpaign will be conducted " direct
structive interest in the picture
from the studio" through various
departments and has been mapped among all classes of people and
out to arouse the most widespread create a desire to see the production itself.
public interest in the production.
The campaign will be supplemented
Sceneworth-First
from " Alf's
Button,"
a
HepNational attraction
One phase of the campaign is dewith a broadside from the publicity
signed to create editorial comment
offices of Associated First National
by
big
newspapers,
another is sure
Pictures, Inc., through which the
Thomas H. Ince special of
to the
get press,
space another
in the women's
"A Paste Board Crown" forthcoming
appeals topages
the
will be distributed.
Being Assembled
editors of magazines and magazine
Built as it is on a theme of Amer- editors of newspapers.
ican life and dealing with the
Travers Vale has completed " A progress
In addition to the various angles
of American womanhood,
Paste
Board
Crown,"
the
final
scenes, exteriors having been filmed. "Hail the Woman" is certain to of newspaper publicity which the
He is now busily engaged in cut- create widespread public interest picture will receive, the Ince studios
ting and assembling the production, and comment. It has been pre- will conduct a campaign aimed directly to interest the leading club
dicted by Mr. Ince that no picture
for which he has spared no expense since the beginning. He is released in the last year will cause women, educators and civic leaders
now providing the best finishing more word-of-mouth advertising in every community of the country
touches that money can buy, hand than " Hail the Woman," and the in the forthcoming release.
lettered sub-titles in addition to descriptive art titles.
It was Thomas Fallon among the
best known and cleverest of scenarists, as well as successful playwright, who made the adaptation
Offers "Sin Flood"
wyn
GoldGripping
Drama, Former Stage
from Clara Morris' original novel.
He states that he had great confiSuccess, to Be Completed Soon
dence in the story from the beginning and like the producing executive, Travers Vale, kept it in mind ONE of the greatest productions broker's clerk. Ralph Lewis and
John Steppling are enemies on the
for many years as especially well
among Goldwyn's coming re- cotton exchange. James Kirkwood
fitted for the screen.
leases is " The Sin Flood," adapted is a street preacher, a victim of a
" Soon after completing the adap- by J. G. Hawks from " Syndaflo- taste for alcohol, driven out of his
den," a story of a Mississippi pulpit and robbed of his wife by a
said Mr.
" I calledI River
Travers tation,*'
Vale
on Fallon,
the telephone.
flood by the Swedish dramatist Henning Berger. This play crooked lawyer, attorney for the
was eager to know what Messrs.
company which erectNathan & Semerad, the managing has won its way on its merits as construction
ed a faulty levee.
one of the big dramatic successes
Others
in
the cast are Howard
pioducers, thought of it. I was con- of
the now century. It created a
tent with the praise and the fact sensation
in all of the countries of Davies, Will Walling, William Orthat he said everybody vitally con- Europe. An adaptation of this lamond, Darwin Karr, Otto Hoffcerned was completely satisfied.
man and L. H. Kins:.
was produced in New York by
The greatest compliment he paid play
Arthur Hopkins in 1917 under the
my work, however, was the selection of such a splendid cast, which name of " The Deluge."
" Syndafloden " lent itself ad- Cosmopolitan Has New
surely will put ' A Paste Board
mirably to screen treatment and
Fannie Hurst Story
Crown ' across as one of the sea- Goldwyn is convinced that it has
son's best pictures."
in this photoplay, which is in the
Following closely upon the award
Distributing arrangements are un- final stages of titling and editing,
der way.
the " Photoplay " Gold Medal to
one of the greatest pictures it has of
ever made both from an artistic Cosmopolitan Productions for
" Humoresque," adjudged the best
and from a human interest story- photoplay of 1920, the company will
Press Entertained at
point of view. It is said to be release
through Paramount another
R-C Studio
gripping drama told in terms of hu- East Side story from the pen of
man nature — to turn a powerful
About fifty magazines, trade spotlight on the naked souls of men Fannie Hurst. This is "Just
paper and newspaper writers were in the presence of what they be- Around the Corner," which will
have a Broadway run in a few
lieve is certain death.
entertained Friday night by R-C
weeks.
Pictures at the studio, 3 West
Frank
Lloyd
directed
"
The
Sin
" Just Around
the Corner
was
Sixty-first street, where William Flood " and has made of it a pic- directed
by Frances
Marion," who
Christy Cabanne is making a picture surpassing in power and hu- also wrote the scenario. Miss
At theinvited
Stage toDoor."
man insight
"Madame
X," which
guests ture,
were
witness The
an last year
scored
for Goldwyn
one Marion likewise wrote the scenario
actual scene in the making. The of the biggest artistic and financial of " Humoresque," which was directed by Frank Borzage. The
set was an interior showing an af- successes of the year.
appeared in the Satternoon society crowd at a big
Goldwyn has assembled to inter- story originally
urday Evening Post under the title
charity bazaar. A number of extras
pret
the
different
roles
in
"The
Sin
had been employed. The guests Flood " a cast that surpasses in of " Superman." With several other
saw several scenes shot.
of Miss
Hurst's
earlier
even excellence the very remark- was
included
in her
first stories
book ofit
able cast which interpreted its other
The cast of "At the Stage
short
stories,
the
collection
bearing
Door" includes: Billy Dove, Miriam master
" The isOld
Helenepicture,
Chadwick
castNest."
for the the name " Just Around the
Battista, Elizabeth North, William
Collier, Jr., C. Elliott Griffin, part of a chorus girl, in love with
In the cast are Margaret Seddon,
Huntley Gordon, Doris Eaton, Billy Bear, broker's clerk who has
Frances Hess, Margaret Foster, deserted her for the daughter of Lewis Sargent, Sigrid Holmquist,
C. Thomson, and Edward
Phillips.
Myrtle Maughan, Charles Craig, the cotton broker who took him Fred
Corner."
into partnership. Richard Dix is a
Viva Ogden, Billy Quirk.

Maurice (Lefty) Flynn, new Fox star,
in his initial picture for the Fox program, "Bucking the Line "
Motion Pictures Boost
"Children's Book
Theatre-owners of Los Angeles
are
to make
"Children's
Book planning
Week" from
November
13 to
19, a great success. Schools, libraries and book stores all over Southern California will cooperate with
Los Angeles film
exchanges and
Week"
theatres in providing in film form
for the children of the SunnySouthland the stories they have
read in books.
Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., has prepared a list of pictures
lor theatres to pick from our Children's Week — pictures for children
frcm 9 to 90. The grown-ups will
like the pictures as well as the kiddies. The following are a few pictures for the children: "The Idle
Class," "The Kid," "Peck's Bad
Boy," "Daddy Long-Legs." "The
Hoodlum," "The Playhouse." The
Old Swimming Hole," "Peaceful
Valley," "The Jack-Knife Man,"
"Bill Apperson's Boy," "Dinty,"
"Bob Hampton of Placer" and "The
Sky Pilot."
"Breaking Through" is
Nearing Completion
Carmel Myers and Wallace MacDonald, co-stars in the Vitagraph
serial, " Breaking Through," have
almost completed their work before
the camera on this serial. Robert
Ensminger, the director, is now on
the home stretch, and has saved
two of the biggest melodramatic
" punches " for the very last.
This, in fact, is characteristic of
the entire serial. The opening episodes planted
logical have
story',been
but
the thrills
anda throbs
served in crescendo until the serial's
middle episodes have reached intense crashing climaxes. Manyexhibitors have written the Vitagraph Company commending it
for handling a serial so deftly in
times such as these, injecting red
blood and life into it and yet not
adding to its vigor so much as to
make it leap over censorable bounds.
" Breaking Through." it is reported, isattracting a following frequently not given to serials, as its
co-star, Carmel Myers and Wallace
MacDonald have appeared prominently in feature productions.
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Wid

Gunning Enlarges
Sales Forces
n
ret,urn of Joh
the lfs
WITHC. Roh
Assistant
rer
Treasu
of the Wid
Gunning organization, from
a trip around the exchange
circle, there comes news of
considerable activity and enlargement of the sales force
at that company.
Joseph L. Steiner, home office representative, has , been
sent to Detroit. William M.
Meyers, an exploitation and
sales representative, is another
addition to the Detroit office.
Manager Whitmoyer, of the
Minneapolis office, is now in
Chicago conferring with Division Manager, Sidney J. Goldman, and elaborate plans are
being caried out for increased activity and enlarged
sales force in the Minneapolis
territory.
W. J. Naismith, well-known
in the Pittsburgh territory
through his former connection with Real Art is now in
charge of the Wid Gunning
branch in that city. In the
Buffalo territory plans are
also under way for redoubled
activity. It is expected that
within the next three days
Harold Beecroft, now associated with the Home Office
Exploitation Organization,
will be located in Buffalo.

Neal Hart Company on
Location
Neal Hart heads a company of
players which is spending several
weeks on location at Gloversville,
New York. Many scenes are being
taken in and around Canada Lake,
one of the beauty spots of the
Adirondacks, the setting being peculiarly adapted to the demands of
the script Hart is making. The
story is of rugged, out of door
theme of the sort the star has become noted for. Violet Palmer
plays opposite Hart.
Kansas City Winner in
R-C Sales Drive
Roy Churchill, man
TO
es',
tur
C
of
Pic
Rager
as
nch
ns
ty
Bra
Ci
Ka
pegoes first prize in the com
tly
rat
tition recen inaugu ed by
,
s
Charle R. Rogers general
manager of distribution, for
the largest amount of film
earnings during the months of
September and October.
Mr. Churchill and his sales
force covered the Kansas City
territory with the most gratifying results, according to
Mr. Rogers, and R-C Pictures
had a splendid representation
in many of the most important first run theatres.
The Boston office ran second in the contest and San
Francisco third with the
other branches showing very
encouraging records. E. If
M'Evoy is manager of the
Boston exchange and C. D.
Beale is in charge at San
Francisco.

Pathe

News

Does

Speedy
Work
because of favorable weather and
able
many remark
the lished
OF featsallaccomp
by the Pa- Armistice Day Views wind conditions. As every minute
the News during recent years,
counted, this brought the Pathe
Reach Big Cities
none equals the speed with which
film to Broadway even earlier than
anticipated.
in Fast Time
its pictorial story of the burial of
the Unknown Soldier at Arlington,
Mr. Cohen sent his first machine
Va., was sent broadcast throughout Deliveries should have been made away from Boiling Field, Washthe country. Weeks of preparation in San Francisco Tuesday afterington, at ten o'clock on Armistice
were behind the blanketing of the noon.
Day morning following the parade
nation in record breaking time with
through
the Capitol streets. His
The elements divided their fortunes with Pathe News. They gave second machine was sent from Arthe Pathe News special issued first
lington at 1 :45 P. M., exactly fifteen
o'clock one the Editor Emanuel Cohen and his
in New York at 7:20 ing
tribut of
night of the inspir
minutes after taps signalized that
a very good break on Armis- the
America to its dead heroes Nov. staff tice
Unknown
hero had been laid to
Day. The two Curtis aero11th. This was virtually two hours
rest. A full hour was gained in
planes
engaged
by
Mr.
Cohen
to
faster than the time Pathe News carry negatives from Washington this way, for by sending a machine
recorded in scooping the field on and Arlington to the Jersey City from Arlington, the traffic jam on
ral. in laboratory of Pathe News, were the return route to Washington
inaugu
Hardinofg'sfact,
Presid
As ent
a matter
theatres
enabled to beat their time schedule was avoided.
Jersey City had the special before
seven o'clock, for they had messengers waiting for the first prints
Current
Paramount
Issues
"offLittle
the press."
more than five hours after
taps
over the
gravehadat blown
Arlington
at Unknown's
1 :30 P. M.
" The Bonnie Brier Bush " and " The
Pathe service had its news special
Sheik " Scheduled for November 20
on the way to every first run house
on Broadway. All of them showed
ing the desert of Sahara are detwo pictures scheduled for
it that night. Leading Brooklyn THErelease
clared to be so realistic that specmy Paramount Novemtators can scarcely believe that they
ber 20 are as radically different in
houses had it by 8 :00 o'clock.
\vere
not
made in Northern Africa.
Within twenty-four hours after type as could be imagined. They
Rudolph Valentino plays the part
the services, special messengers had are Donald Crisp's production of
of the Sheik, the caveman hero,
the pictures in Pittsburgh, Buffalo,
quaint Scotch romance, "The
Boston — in fact all through New the
Bonnie Brier Bush," and Georgs while Miss Ayres is seen in the
England, Albany, Philadelphia, Melford's production of Edith M. role of Diana Mayo, who is abducted by this tribal leader and
Washington and Baltimore.
Hull's novel of love mid the sands
giows to love him. There is a
At nine o'clock Saturday morn- ofThe
the Donald
Sahara, Crisp
"The picturization,
Sheik."
desert sand storm said to be teeming, three mail aeroplanes leaving
Hazelhurst Field, L. I., carried five which was made in the London
ing with realism and beautiful shots
hundred pounds of Pathe News studio and at the original locations depicting the city of Biskra, the
film — more than 150 prints — for of the story in Scotland, is an adap- Monte Carlo of the desert.
Cleveland, Chicago, and points as
tation based upon both the McAdolph
Littlefar West as San Francisco.
Arthur and the Thomas plays. field,
GeorgeMenjou,
Wagner,Lucien
Ruth Miller,
F.
R.
Butler,
Margaret
Loomis
and
Margaret
Turnbull
wrote
the
It was planned to have the picand Donald Crisp not only Fontaine LaRue complete the cast.
tures in Cleveland at 1 o'clock that scenario
Kalterjohn was responafternoon and at four o'clock in directed the production but plays Montesible M.
for the scenario, and William
Chicago. This would have brought the leading role.
Marshall
was
the cameraman.
them to San Francisco about 4
Alary Glynne plays the part of
Flora and Alec Fraser that of Lord
o'clock
Monday
afternoon
—
just
three days after the burial.
Hay. There is an abundance of
Shortly after passing Phila- quaint Scotch types, and the high- Columbus, O., Audience
land scenery forms an exquisite
delphia, al three planes encountered
Greet "Fauntleroy"i
a severe snow storm, were driven background.
Capacity audiences at the James
far off their course, and finally were
"The Sheik," which George Melforced to land at Harrisburgh. ford produced in California with theatre, Columbus, Ohio, are greetThis upset the plans somewhat but Agnes Ayres and Rudolph Valening Mary Pickford's
" LittleUnited
Lord
the sacks were transferred to a
tino in the featured roles, is said to Fauntleroy,"
her latest
fast train, for Cleveland and Chi- be probably the most colorful pro- Artists release, at every showing of
picture. Columbus newspaper
cago and arrived there in time for
duction that Paramount ever re- this
critics were enthusiastic in their
leased. Wonderful shots representSunday's
opening performances.
praise of the production.
" It is one of the most perfect
photoplays
ever the
produced,"
said Disthe
reviewer for
Columbus
patch. The
"
summit of achievement is reached,
in our
art, and
in the both
details
of Mary's
photoand interior
" The graphy
scenes
were scenes."
all impressive
and effective," says the critic for
the Ohio
State Journal.
" Youenjoy
enjoy the picture
because you
Mary Pickford and like her for her
own ways, mannerisms — her beauty
and her sweetness."
Mermaid
Comedy

Two scenes from the fifth episode
of " White
Eagle,' the Pathe serial in which
Ruth Roland
is starred

Titled
"The " is
Bally-Ho"
" The Bally-ho
announced as
the working title of the latest allstar Mermaid Comedy which Jack
White is making for Educational.
The picture, which is built around
a circus, is in the final stages of
production at Hollywood.
Lige Conley is featured, with
many
other popular comedians in
the cast.
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Exploitation
Parley
Held
S U " Experts Confer With (J. B. O.

on
Presentation
AN innovation
in the presentation of super-pictures
through
exhibitor chains was worked out
last week by representatives of the
Universal Film Manufacturing
Company and the United Booking
Offices, following the booking of
Conflict," Priscilla Dean's new
LIniversal-Jewel,
over the U. B. O.
circuit.
Upon the signing of the contract,
which calls for 120 days run of the
Dean picture, B. S. Moss, high official of the U. B. O. and Harry M.
Berman, general sales manager for
Universal, planned ways and means
to assure every U. B. 0. house manager complete instructions and cooperation in putting over " ConAccordingly, a general conference
was called at U. B. O. headquarters, last Thursday, which was attended by each of the half-a-hundred managers of the U. B. O. circuit.
This circuit includes the B.
S. flict."
Moss and the B. F. Keith and
the F. F. Proctor house in and
around New York City.

A scene from
the picturization
Rupert
" From release
the Ground Up,"
in which
Tom Mooreof is
starred.Hughes'
It isstory,
a Goldwyn
Northwest

Picture

" Cameron of the
uled for Release
ng features
outstandi
ONE of the
of the production " Cameron
of
the Royal
d for Mounted,
schedule
release "by which
W. W.is
Hodkinson late in December, is
what is claimed to be the first authentic appearance in any motion
picture of members of the Royal
Northwest Mounted Police. In various previous productions of the
Canadian Northwest, in which the
mounted police have been featured,
the parts have invariably been filled
by members of the producing companies and extras who have been
engaged on location.
When work was started on the
filming of " Cameron of the Royal
Mounted " in the Fort MacLeod
district of Northwestern Canada,
Ralph Connor, the author, and
Henry MacRae, the director, exerted their influence with the authorities of Fort MacLeod with the

George
To
in

Dec.

Mounted " Schedby Hodkinson
result that for the first time in the
history of the organization, members of the Royal Mounted were
given official permission to accept
parts in the story.
As a result of the waiving of restrictions on the personnel of the
Mounted Police, audiences will behold for the first time in a feature
picture the work of these fearless,
scarlet-coated riders of the North.
The Commissioner of the Royal
Northwest Mounted Police at Fort
MacLeod, who is seen leading his
men in the stirring fight scenes between the Indians and the Mounted
Police, has been in this branch of
the service since the early days of
the Louis Riel rebellion. During
those trying times the Commissioner
and a small body of men held in
check the threatened uprising of
the Blackfeet, Stony and Cree Indians.

Walsh

Co-Star With
Forthcoming
H, famous athGEORGE letic WALS
star, has been specially
engaged by Carl Laemmle to costar with Eileen Sedgwick in " With
Stanley in Africa," a new Universal
serial which is just starting at Universal City.
So successful has " Winners of
the West" been that Universal has
planned several more serials of a
like semi-historical adventure character. The latest to be put into
production at Universal City is
" With Stanley
This
continued
feature in
willAfrica."
be in eighteen
episodes and will of course, deal
with the remarkable and desperate
expedition headed by Henry M.
Stanley sent into Africa by James
Gordon Bennett to find Dr. Livingstone.
Universal has been quietly pre-

in

of
"possible
Conflict
Every
angle " in the
presentation of the picture was taken up and discussed. Samples of
all posters, lobby displays, heralds,
throwaways, window cards, and
press material were exhibited and
their usage diagnosed.
'Mr. Moss explained to the assembled exhibitor-managers that,
hereafter, when the U. B. O. books
a big picture for a long run, a similar conference will be held in connection writh the producers and distributors, such as was then inaugurated
with
ised abonus "ofConflict."
$700 to theHeU. promB. O.
manager who gets the best results
with the Dean picture. This manager will be selected for his cleverness in exploiting the film, as much
as for his box office figures.
" Conflict " will be shown in the
U. B. O. houses beginning the last
week in November. It is expected
that it will be held in the Central
theatre, where it is having an unusually successful run, until a few
days prior to its appearance in the
Moss, Keith and Proctor houses.

in

Seria

Penrod"
to be Ready
Soon
Wesley Barry, With Neilan Directing, Is Nearing Completion
took hold of the public immediately
with the result that it enjoyed a
picturN'S
NEILA
HALL
MARS
ton's
ization of Booth
Barry in remarkable sale. Before very long
WesleyTarking
" Fenrod " with
circulation of the book passed
the titular role is now nearing com- the
pletion at the Hollywood studios the half million copy mark.
In 1917, the newspaper syndicate
and will be delivered to Associated
First National Pictures for distrib- rights were awarded to the \\Tieeler
ution within the next month.
Syndicate who published the story
weekly installments in twentyBacked by seven years of popu- in
larity with the American public, this one cities throughout the country.
subject is the most prominently These newspapers were big-city
known story ever screened by Mr. publications with circulation in all
Neilan. Because of the national the nearby communities, thus reaching readers in practically every
popularity of the story plus that of
Marshall Neilan, Wesley Barry and town in the country.
The sensational success of the
others connected with the production of the picture, it is readily ap- book was duplicated with the stage
parent that " Penrod " should prove presentation and after a record run
the biggest box-office attraction yet at two Broadway theatres, the play
offered bv the Neilan organization. was taken on tour. Over 347 perBooth Tarkington in 1914, asformances were accorded the play
signed the publication of his book in 31 cities throughout the country,
to Doubleday Page Company. Being a typical American story of including every " key city " in the
1
typical American boyhood, the story motion
picture business.

Eileen Sedgwick
Universal Serial
paring search
forworkseveral
by reand the months
reconstruction
of the appliances and accoutrements of this bygone day to put the
story on the screen, with all the
authority that is possible. Like
"Winners of the West," the film
characters will enact a story within
a story. All the actual characters
will be introduced but liberties cannot be taken with these characters
or with their actions. The close up
storyterswill
do author
with characwhose have
actionto the
of the
serial can manipulate to conform to
the requirements of serial usage as
set
" Winners
of the West."
This
storyby won
a tremendous
reputation
by not being a serial at all. It has
set a new standard by which Universal serials of the future will be
cut and measured.

New

Fannie

Ward

Picture

"The
m Sales to Release
Joan FilWay
" Within Thirty Days
Hardest
among whom are M. Signoret, while
the offices others in the cast are M. Regnard,
from Sales
WORD
Cor- Howard Stanton, Rex McDougal
Joans Film
of thecome
poration of the early release of the and others.
second Fannie Ward picture, " The
The picture was shown some
a sfiveHardest
last time ago in a private exhibition and
the ucof prod
onereel
const"itute
tion that Way,
cinema dramas in which this star those who saw it were loud in their
has appeared.
praise
of Miss
emotional
actingWard's
said to remarkable
be by far
The story, a gripping problem the best work of her long and vathe
of
pen
the
from
play, comes
ried stage and screen career. No
French
author and dramatist Henry exhibitor
in America can forget
Kistemaccker and is heralded as
Miss
Fannie
Ward in her big sucone of the best he has written in a
cess "Common Clay." also in such
period covering many years.
other box office sensations as " The
A cast of capable players enact Yellow Ticket." *' Innocence," " The
this drama in a virile and convinc- Cheat," and " She Played and Paid."
latter being the first of the
ingeralmanner.
The Continental
cast includes stars
sev- the
Toan releases.
well known
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Julius Stern 2nd VicePresident of " U "

Julius Stern, president of Century Film
Corp., recently appointed second vicepresident of Universal
ANNOUNCEMENT is made
from the offices of Century
Comedies that Julius Stern, who
has just been made second vicepresident of Universal Film, is now
working on a series of comedies
especially adaptable for juvenile
showings.
Some of these featuring Baby
Peggy have already been shown at
first-run houses.
The announcement of the new
series comes simultaneously with
that of Mr. Stern's appointment to
the second vice-presidency of Universal Film. In addition to this
office, Mr. Stern serves as president
of Century Film Corporation, of
Pacific Film Co., and of the Great
Western. Mr. Stern was also responsible for the organization of
the LKO comedies which he conducted for a couple of years until
becoming the head of Century Film
Corporation.
New Mermaids Praised
by Coast Exhibitors
Unanimous praise has been given
by well known exhibitors of the
West Coast for the first two of the
new Mermaid Comedies released by
Educational, " Robinson Crusoe
Ltd." and " The Vagrant," in which
Lloyd " Ham Hamilton is featured, announces that company.
Among the coast showmen who
have issued statements commending
these two pictures are Sol Lesser
of the West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
Los Angeles; Leslie J. Swope, manager of the Hollywood theatre,
Hollywood ; Manager Newberry of
the Alhambra, Los Angeles ; Manager Young of the Apollo, Hollywood, and many others.
Hy

Mayer Subject in
Capitol Theatre
Hy M ayer, whose " Travelaugh,"
"S.Mori
Petit Paris,"
presented
by
L. Rothafel
as a isfeature
of the
Armistice Week program at the
Capitol theatre, New York, has the
record of thirty years of travel
without the aid of a Baedaker.
Mr. Mayer recently returned to
America after his twenty-fourth
trip abroad.

"What
Do
Men
Want"
openr
acula
spect
re
the
at
ing
the
Lyric
theat
on
R
TE
AF
Gunning
OrganizaSunday of " What Do Men
tion Exploits Feature
Want," reports
the Wid Gunning itors
organization
that both exhib
and
in New York
fans are in agreement on the fact
that Lois Weber had added another
clean-up picture to her long list of plays along Broadway, the hardest
successes. " What Do Men Want " thoroughfare in the world to use
now takes rank with such well-re- for advertising purposes. Close to
membered box office wonders as 100 haberdashers and stores of allied interest had cards concerning
" The Price of a Good Time,"
"
What
Do Men Want " displayed
es,"
crit
s,"
e
" Hypo
" Shoe
" Wher
prominently in their windows while
are My Children," " Jewel."
several right in the neighborhood
Following " The Three Mus- of 42nd street and Broadway, the
kete rs," at the Lyric theatre, the center of the world, created entire
Wid Gunning special opened to window displays built around the
record breaking houses at the Lyric
What Do card
Men which
Want."formed
The
Sunday afternoon and the impetus title
small " window
of Lois Weber's name and the un- the center of these displays will be
usual title carried the feature for- available at all Wid Gunning offices
ward into packed houses on Mon- and it is expected that they will
day despite a drizzling rain that
prove among the most popular exfell throughout the day.
hibitor's ads ever provided for a
The unusual advantages of the big special. An attractive two color
title "What Do Men Want" were window sticker selling the title
taken full advantage of in the ad- "What Do Men Want" is Lois
vertising campaign preceding the Weber's picture together with an
big opening and the majority of invitation " Walk in, We Have It "
material used is of the sort that can found a place in the doors of hundreds of stores throughout the city.
be adapted to any community in
the country. Tasty window cards The stickers are enthusiastically
in various sizes selling the title of taken by the storekeepers because
the picture resulted in unusual dis- of their direct advertising value.

Exhibitors
praise
FROM
from all
the sections
exhibitorcomes
for George
on, " Disraeli,
filmArtists
productirelease.
aArliss'
United
Henry"
t of DistincM. Hobart, presiden
tive Productions, Inc., producers of
the George Arliss photoplays, announces the receipt of many letters from exhibitors which clearly
indicate that the sweeping success
of " Disraeli " in the- big first run
houses is being duplicated in the
smaller theatres. Some of the letters follow :
" I consider ' Disraeli,' as produced by you, with George Arliss
in the role he made so famous on
the stage, to be one of the superlative achievements in the art of motion picture production. I do not
believe
Mr. has
Arliss'
beforein
the camera
beenacting
equalled
fineness or power by any actor,
and the beauty of the production
splendidly supports his masterful
portrayal of the Prime Minister.
The patrons were delighted with
the picture, and it was a keen pleasure to stand in the lobby and hear
them praise the picture as they
left." — Irwin Wheeler, the Auditorium, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
" Comments received on the
' Disraeli ' production were more
complimentary than on any one
play that I have presented in the
last year." — T. L. Little, proprietor
and manager, Majestic Theatre,
Camden, So. Car.
Disraeli is in a class by itself. Shown here last month, under unfavorable conditions on account of the closing of the summer season, this picture and star
drew many persons who ordinarily never attend the theatre. The
praise by those, and my many regular patrons, of the wonderful acting by George Arliss, and the beauty of this most gorgeous produc-

Welcome
Sweeping Success Indicated by Recent
Letters Received

Starts
Another advertisingRun
ad that did
valuable service in connection with
the window cards and window
stickers was a counter cut-out also
selling
" What
Do appearance
Men Want,"
which made
a neat
on
the various counters and display
cases in men's stores.
The Wid Gunning organization,
which is already becoming known
as one that does not do things " the
tablished
a precedent
in opening
way the other
fellow does
it," es-"
" What Do Men Want " by opening
the doors to the general public at
the very outset. Instead of the
usual invitation performance in the
evening, the Wid Gunning staff decided that their production needed
no " stage " send-off and played it
just as any first run theatre would
have to. The doors were scheduled
to open
at time
2:00 the
o'clock
but that
long had
before that
crowd
gathered in the lobby made it necessary to start things going and the
capacity business that continued
throughout the day was all cash
business.
The reviewers of the New York
dailies were quick to grasp the message of appeal
Lois Weber's
and its
to the latest
womenspecial
who
make up the bulk of motion picture patrons.

very"Disraeli
good; the acting is superb;
the story is good ; and it is an all
around good feature." — H. B. Lepkowitz,
Fox'sBrooklyn,
Folly theatre,
voise street,
N. Y. Debe"Of all the big productions
played at this theatre no picture
tion, was most gratifying. I can received so much praise as ' Disraeli.' Everyone voiced the same
only repeat that ' Disraeli is in a
— that it was the best picclass
itself." — Southampton,
Sam E. Bleyer,L. opinion
ture ever witnessed both from the
Gardenby Theatre,
Is.
point of acting, which was remarkable, and for the story, which was
" We presented ' Disraeli ' at the perfectly
directed. More pictures
Plaza Theatre, and it is a pleasure
to say that the production gave like ' Disraeli ' would be of great
complete satisfaction from every benefit to the industry." — Benjamin
Apple, American theatre, Trov,
angle. It is a production that re- N.
Y.
flects credit on the producer as
the theatre
it !"
—well
Leo asBrecher,
Plaza presenting
theatre, Madison
avenue
and
59th
street,
New
York City.
"The Sheik" Plays to
Record Attendance
" ' Disraeli ' was very well received here and enjoyed by all with
whom I came in contact, or from
e Melpeople sawofGeorg
112,625
A TOTAL
whom I heard indirectly. " — D. J.
ford's production, " The
Shepherd,
managing
director,
Para"
and
Rivoli
the
at
Sheik,
mount Theatre, Newark, N. J.
Rialto theatres last week
" I consider ' Disraeli ' a most
when the picture had its predelightful picture, and wonderfully
miere simultaneously at those
well done, with Mr. Arliss at his
two houses, according to a
best. Played it three days to very
statement from the Paramount office.
satisfactory business. The comments from my patrons were very
This
beats the paid attendflattering. Since my showing have
ance for both houses for a
recommended it to several other
single production, held by
exhibitors." — W. W. Young, Ridgewood
Playhouse
Company,
RidgeCecil B. DeMille's "The Afwood, N. J.
fairs of Anatol," by 14,912.
The record for a single week
" The George Arliss production
' Disraeli duction
' andisdrew
certainly
a finehouse.
proat the Rivoli
is heldThe
by " paid
Dea crowded
ception "— 54,254.
attendance
at the Rivoli
for
It was the best picture for acting
"The Sheik" was 52,721.
we have shown for a long time.
" The Affairs of Anatol " held
Several who saw the picture said
the record for the Rialto —
it went far beyond their expectations."—F. W. Marshall, York Vil53,829.
" The
Sheik "thanbroke
that record
by more
six
lage Fire Department, York Village,
thousand, playing to 59,904.
Maine.
" The staging of ' Disraeli ' is
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Lauds"OurMutualFriend"
Los Angeles Press Praises Faithful Adaption of Dickens' Novel
to scenario
writer's
art
than the works
of any other
author,
the adapted
red byation
is conside
WHAT
g organiz
Wid Gunnin
and
particularly
this
selection,
one of the most unusual apprecia- viewed with inexpressible surpriseI
tions ever given a motion picture
adaptation from a novel appeared and delight the opening scene when
in a recent issue of the Los Angeles the rough and uncouth Gaffer HexTimes. Frederic North Shorey, am in his dingy boat, is seen moving along the Thames, rowed by his
feature writer for this paper, in
writing about the forthcoming Wid handsome daughter, with its grewsome ' luck ' in tow.
Gunning special, " Our Mutual
" From the opening picture de"
Friend, devoted nearly a column
picting the finding of the body of
of space to the subject. The
picture played a special engagement at the supposed. John Harmon, to the
Clunes Broadway and the regular finale, when Bella Wilfer awakens
to the fact that she has married the
reviews which have already ap- heir
to the Harmon Millions, the
ly
in
peared
print
are
also
uniform
enthusiastic.
scenes are those of Dickens, the atis Dickens, the plot is
Mr. Shorey, in his special arti- that of themospheregreatest
cle, declared :
of the last century. fiction writer
" Silas \\ egg and his ' weal and
" Whoever adapted it to the
hammers,' Noddy Boffin, the Golden screen
did a complete job; whoever
Dustman
with
his
suddenly
acAacclaimed
scene from
Hal
Roach's
newest
Harold
Lloyd
comedy,
"
A
Sailor
Made
Man,"
selected the players succeeded in
by Associated Exhibitors ever
as the
greatest
comedy
which
this
star
has
quired
fortune,
and
beautiful
and
made
capricious Bella Wilfer are living imparting to them the inspiration
of the quaint characagain
Clune's
Broadway
this of theters,creator
villains, heroines, heroes and
week. atThose
lovers
of Dickens
who have not seen Mary Carter, one
of the most beautiful of blondes in lay figures of the book."
motion pictures, in her portrayal of
Run
'
Weeks
ve
HasFi
Lloyd
May McAvoy Completes
All Short
Subject Program in Los
the
daughter
of patient
" Rumty
Wilfer,
have missed
a treat
and a" • Another for Realart
rare one, for seldom is it possible
Angeles
Registers
Big Success
The fourth Realart-McAvoy picOn November 6th, the Symphony to see a literary classic so faithture of the current season has been
HARDLY more than six months
fully
reproduced
on
the
screen
as
is
started
its
fifth
big
week
with
or
ago, an exhibit in a big town
completed under the direction of
done
in
'
Our
Mutual
Friend,'
g
m
buildin his progra of nothing " Never Weaken still headlining,
William D. Taylor. There is a surlast completed novel.
but short subjects would have been and with Pathe short subjects com- Dickens'
prise in store for the many devotees
" It was with some misgivings
considered committing box office
pleting the remainder of the enter- that
I
ventured
forth
to
see
what
of this newest star, Realart antainment. On the bill appeared the
suicide. Then Samuel L. Rothafel
nounces, for instead of her own
of the Capitol Theatre, New York Pathe Review, Aesop's Fables, had been done with ' Our Mutual brown tresses,
Miss McAvoy dons a
Friend.' Expecting the worst, in
City, staged a bill composed en- " The Mountain Lion," one of the that
verv
blonde
wig.
Dickens' works seems less
tirely of short features with a "Bill and Bob" series; and the
Harold Lloyd comedy headlining. Holman Day two reeler, " Brother
Soon other exhibitors tried the
the Bear."
experiment and found it profitable. to This
program stopped being an
Now it's a matter of fact policy experiment the first night it was
PRE-RELEASE
SHOWINGS
among big exhibitors to show short shown five weeks ago. The Symsubjects programs.
phony has never done the business
We make a specialty of furnishing motion picture
But from Los Angeles comes a with any feature that has been
machines and equipment for premier showings and
story of the remarkable drawing brought to the box office by its
private affairs.
power of these one, two and three short subjects program, state Pathe.
reel subjects never before dreamed
Only
the
regular
advertising
apWe were responsible for the screen results at the
of by the industry. The Symphony
Ambassador Hotel for the
propriation was used by the SymTheatre, five weeks ago, started
phony in promoting this bill, which
EMERSON-LOOS PRODUCTION
playing Harold Lloyd in " Never in itself is a strong indication of
Weaken" and a program completed box
office.
by Pathe short subjects.
" RED HOT ROMANCE "
At the Commodore Hotel for the
TIFFANY PRODUCTION
Ingram
Picture
Goes
Big
" PEACOCK ALLEY " Featuring
37 Loew Houses Do Record BusiMAE MURRAY
ring
"
Power
ness with " Conque
At the Ritz-Carlton METROS
motion situations and manufactured thrills,
THE thirty-seven Loew
tion picture theatres in Greater but strikes a deep human note of
New York did, in the aggregate, universal appeal. The quick-action
" FOUR HORSEMEN " and " CAMILLE "
the biggest business in their his- power of the intensely dramatic
tory last week by the simultaneous tale has proved as effective as The
We Use Exclusively :
Four Horsemen in drawing the
showing of " The Conquering crowds.
"
Power, the Rex Ingram producSIMPLEX TYPE "SM PROTECTORS
RAVEN HALFTONE SCREEN
" The general release of " The
tion for Metro that succeeded " The
Four Horsemen of the Apoca- Conquering Power " was apparKOLMORGAN LENSES and
ently awaited by motion picture
lypse," announces Metro.
EXPERIENCED OPERATORS
" The success of the picture in goers with intense eagerness since
the big test of its box office power its fame began to spread after the
Equipment Installed and Picture Projected Under the
at the Loew theatres bears out Rex two weeks of the pre-release showPersonal Supervision of
ing
in
the
summer.
At
that
time,
Ingram's contention that the pub- two of the hottest weeks of the
lic has been educated in motion picJAMES R. CAMERON
tures far beyond photoplays that year, it drew crowded houses at
every
performance.
It
was
then
are simply sensational," claims withdrawn for general release in
"Can You Afford to Take Chances With Your
Metro. " The story, adapted by
June Mathis from the Balzac mas- theThe
cool cast,
weather."
all of whom were
Premier Shoicing? "
terpieceEugenic
, ' different from
Grandet,'
es- praised by the press critics includes
COMPANY
sentially
that ofis the
SUPPLY
E
ATR
THE
average run of pictures. It does Alice Terry, Rudolph Valentino,
West 45th Street
124
75
93
Brvant
not rely for its effect upon trick Charles Brandet, and Ralph Lewis.
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gford." a Cosmopolitan production of the celebrated story, and in the center an artistic view of Marion
from in" Get-Rich-Quick-Wallin
and left two scenesDavies
the right
On ,ne
Un
g
"Enchantment," another Cosmopolitan production. Both features are Paramount pictures
Cabanne

Special Titled

"At the Stage Door"
Demand
in
Film
Director William Christie Caban- Cosmopolitan
"
J.
Rufus
ne is rushing work on the final
m theparts to thatWallingford."
character all He
of imthe
ENTof fro
EMers
art
scenes of his next Robertson-Cole A ST
dqu
mopoli
heaAT
Cosares
Extra
"
Wallingford
"
ons decl
ucti
Prod
tan
that
Prints
Made
to
breeziness,
glibness
and
persuasiverelease at the West Sixty-First unusual interest has been roused by
ness for which Wallingford stands.
street studio. The story, which was
Meet Call
Norman Kerry proves an ideal partwritten as well as directed by Mr. its preliminary announcements conner for Wallingford. Suave, wellCabanne, was originally called
cerning its new production, " Get- tender love story and its drama, groomed,
the pink of propriety, is
ktionWallingford," and that
h-Quic
"Women of Conquest" as a work- Ric
of the heavy demand is a revelation of what can be done his " Blackie " Daw. Mr. Kerry has
ing title, but has now been finally in anticipa
for this subject, as indicated in the on the screen in the way of inter- appeared in many pictures, his latest
named
"At The
Stage Door"
before " Get-Rich-Quick WallingTo create
the picture,
several big streams of inquiries being received
preting character.
sets were used at the studio, and to relative to bookings, a large number
" Buried
Treasure."
The
unique
settings
in
this
proForford " being
the role
of Fannie
Jasper,
get the real theatre effect the entire of prints of this picture have been
duction
were
built
under
the
direcges
ared
han
prep
and
sent
to
the
exc
Wallingford's
sweetheart,
the
apcompany moved over to the Park
tion of Joseph Urban, one of the
pealing and winsome Doris Kenyon
theatre for a few days and nights, of Famous Players-Lasky. " Get- world's greatest artists. Mr. Urban was engaged.
Billie Dove, a lovely
where several important scenes Rich-Quick Wallingford" is con- came to this country from Europe,
sidered by Cosmopolitan Produc- already equipped with an interna- brunette, is seen as Dorothy Wells
were "shot," including one scene
tions and Famous Players such an
tional reputation. When he was to whom "Blackie" Daw loses his
with 600 "extras" as the audience.
At least three scenes were staged important release that the produc- twenty-three years old he decorated heart. Miss Dove, a New York
outside the stage door, and Lillian
tion will be handled onby the dis- and furnished the Abdin Palace in girl, is a former Ziegfeld "Follies"
tributing organizati much as Cairo for the Khedive of Egypt. belle. Diana Allen, blonde daugh(Billie)
Dove,
of
"Sally"
and
Ziegter of the snows, was selected for
feld Follies fame, has the role of " The
irs
Affa
of Anatol " was han- He designed castles and villas for the part
of Gertrude Dempsey.
the dancer, who plays the leading dled.
many
European
noblemen
and
won
Others in the large cast include
role.
medals
for
bridges,
buildings
and
Get - Rich-Quick Wallingford " other architectural work. From William T. Hays, Horace James,
Only a few more important is "built
upon success, declares Cosmopolitan. Itis based on some of 1904 to 1912 he created stage set- John Woodford, Mac M. Barnes,
scenes remain to be "shot" before
Robyns, Eugene Keith and
the film is turned over to the cut- the famous Wallingford stories and
tings in Europe and then he came to William
William Carr.
ting and titling room.
the popular stage play by George America to direct the artistic work
M. Cohan. Adapted to the screen of the Boston Opera House. Mr.
by Luther Reed, the picture was Urban has also designed many setFox News Claims Beat
Abel Gance to Produce directed by Frank Borzage who dion Armistice Pictures
tings
for
the
Ziegfeld
"
Follies
"
and
Six Pictures
rected that great success " Humo- for the Metropolitan Opera Company of New York.
Borzage, won through
Abel Gance announces that he "resque."
lived up to its slogan,
Chester Lyons is responsible for
Humoresque," a reputation for a
est New
will produce six pictures, all of keen insight into human nature, a the fine camera work in " Get-Richof sall "agaibyn
" Mighti
Foxsation
AT
which will receive international sympathetic understanding of the
TH
al scoop
ng a sen
uri
sec
Quick
Wallingford."
He
is
one
of
against its competitors, is the
distribution. They are " Christo- heart and a fine grasp of genuine the pioneer cinematographers, having been associated with Reliance,
claim of the Fox organization.
pher Colombus," " The Hunchback sentiment. All these qualities are
It is stated that New York
of Paris," " Paul Feval," "Ecce revealed vividly in " Get-Rich- Eclair, Ince and Charles Ray.
Sam Hardy, well known on the
Homo," "The End of the World," Quick Wallingford," it is said,
theatre audiences were nieenwhich aside from its humor, its musical stage, was engaged to play
abled to view the ceremo s
and " The Eiffel Tower."
Just at present Mr. Gance is dein honor of the Unknown Solvoting all his time to the cutting
dier, at Arlington Cemetery,
yilllHIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIHHIIIItlHIIIIIIU^
and titling of a picture tentatively
Va., less than six hours after
titled " The Wheel." which he inthe services actually were
tends bringing to America someheld. The Fox News reel contime in December.
I Start
the
New
Year
taining scenes at Washington
preceding the burial of the
Unknown soldier hero at Ar"Topics" Presents "The
I
RIGHT!
Cemetery
deliv-in
^^.xul
theatre
the on Rialto was
ered to lingt
Cycle of the Dollar"
New York at 9:20 P. M., and
"The Cycle
of thepresented
Dollar," an
animated
cartoon
by
tolr. theatre just two
at the
utesCapi
late
min
" Topics sidered
of by its
the producers
Day " Films,
is
conTwo directors and eight
as one of
the strongest stimuli yet given to
cameramen,
under the directhe solution of the unemployment
tion of S. H. McKean, an asproblem. As the dollar is the basic
sistant to Don
Hancock,
editor-in-chief ofthe
Fox News,
element of exchange which faciliwere on hand in and about
ties the operation of our daily living, as well as our business, it is
Washington. Two speedy aira well chosen vehicle to personify
planes, including- the Fox
in this timely cartoon film. In the
plane, andmobilesawerebattery
of auto-in
instrumental
" Topics of the Day " Films offerjANUMpBl2
ing the cause of this present stagtransporting the film from
Washington to the developing
nation of trade and consequent unemployment isattributed to the in- ^miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii imniniMMmiimiiiiiimm 111111111111111111111111 hie
laboratory in New York.
activity of the dollar.
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Vignola Is Hailed as
Foremost Director
All -Star
Playgoers
Release
Analyzing the growth and
achievements of the motion pic" Anne of Little Smoky " Is Offered
ture in the past year, Frederick
Through
Associated Exhibitors
James Smith, noted critic and
AN all-star cast is to be seen in leads them astray, and there comes author, in an article entitled "The
Year In Review" in a re" Anne of Little Smoky," the revelation that the ranger, far Screencent issue
of Motion Picture Clasfrom had
having
killed
thewounded,
clansman'sto
which is Playgoers' current feature son,
carried
him,
sic,
picks
Robert G. Vignola as the
offering, released through Associated Exhibitors during the coming shelter, at the risk of his own life. outstanding director of the year.
week. It is a tale of mountain tops The romance of Cita, a gypsy girl, Giving praise where praise is due
and trails, with the hardy folk who and the youngest of the Brockton and frank criticism where it is
people them, in which love is put to boys, a shell-shocked remnant of deserving, the critic points to Mr.
the test before hatred and a deep- the war, who finally pierces the fog Vignola as a director whose
seated spirit of revenge, nurtured of his weakened memory, is un- efforts of the year have been interfolded in the course of the action.
esting, who will bear close watchto the killing point. Brevard Coning, and who has made the most
Winifred Westover is an appeal- directorial
nor is the author, and the picture
progress.
is a Wistaria Production.
ing "Anne," and Joe King is well
In picking Mr. Vignola upon
Eugene O'Brien to Make
The action centers in Little cast in the role of a ranger. Dolores
whom to place the laurel wreath of
Northwest Story
Smoky, a region of wonderful Casinelli, with her brunette beauty, honor,
Mr. Smith analyzes the sitis a gypsy girl to the life, and
beauty,
affording
an
extraordinary
uation carefully after having gone
Frank Sheridan, whose admirable
The next Eugene O'Brien picture
opportunity
for
picturesque
set" Channing, of the Northwest," is
work in " The Rider of the King over the entire year's output of
about to go into production. Vice- tings.
Log" is well remembered, is at screen productions with a fine criPresident Myron Selznick has asBrockton Village, ruled by the home
as a virile mountaineer.
tical eye. Not only has he caresigned Ralph Ince to direct it and
Ralph Falkner convincingly plays
fully sifted through the entire list
Fighting
Brocktons,
adjoins
a
govis busily engaged in completing proernment forest and game preserve,
American made pictures but he
duction plans in order that the first repeated depredations on which stir the difficult role of an unfortunate of
the German producex-soldier, Alice Chapin is excel- has included
shots may >be made within the next
and the rest of the world as
lent as the mother, and Edward well intionshis
to action. Law enten days and the picture finished the government
summary.
ters the community in the person of Rosemon gives a strong characterwithout loss of time after it has
Robert Hayne, a handsome young
ization of a treacherous half-civilbeen put in work.
ranger, who promptly loses his
ized Indian, while Frank, Hagney,
It is from an original story writ- heart to Anne, the wild rose daughMargaret Morris, Florence Ash- "Good and Evil" Star Is
ten by John Willard. The screen
ter of " The " Brockton. The threat brook and Little Harold Callahan Called Queen of Vamps
version is by Edward J. Montagne. of the
head clansman and his son,
The subject matter has been espe- Big Ed, to hunt and cut timber handle the other parts well. The
picture rises to lofty dramatic
Lucy Doraine, star of "Good and
cially adapted style
to Eugene
O'Brien's
most effective
of screen
acting wherever they please, the ranger heights and is destined to thrill Evil," the European made producnotwithstanding,
causes
complicaevery
audience,
is
the
claim.
tion offered through the Wid Gunand the finished product will be a
tions which for a time threaten a
S. B. Griever, head of Griever
ning organization, has been called
genuine surprise — a story dealing tragedy.
Productions of Chicago, made a "the queen of vamps." An Indianwith the most efficient body of field
apolis newspaper reviewer is repolice in the world told with emFollowing " The's " arrest, Big special trip to New York last week
sponsible for the name, which was
phasis on ingenuity and cleverness Ed is reported killed and suspicion for the purpose of securing terrirather than upon the bizarre and points to Hayne. When the hounds
torial rights to the George H. Da- used after his review of "Good and
swashbuckling methods which are are put upon the scent Anne,
Evil theatre,
" during Indianapolis.
its run at the Alhamvis-Joe Brandt special feature " The bra
the rule.
garbed in the ranger's uniform, Heart of the North."
Third Talmadge Revival
Ready at Select
The third of the Constance Talmadge revivals by the Select Pictures Corporation is scheduled for
release November 20. The producA Pair
of Silk Stockings,"
whichtion is "will
be recalled
as having
created a mild furore when originally screened some time ago. The
picture is Selznick's version of the
famous Cyril Harcourt stage success scenarioized by Edith M. Kennedy. At the time of its translation
to the silver sheet what was then a
record price was paid for the
photoplay rights.

BUILDERS
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Multiple
- Star
Plan
a
he looks Success
for it to make new boxParamount
Specials office records all over the country.
to
sion
deci
'S
UXT
two
time,
to
time
from
put,
AMO
PARor more of its foremost stars
" ' Forever ' must be judged for
Making Big Hit,
the time being on its record at the
in the same production has proved
New York Criterion, where it is
the biggest kind of a success, ac-d
Says
S.
R.
Kent
showing daily receipts far in excess
cording to the opinion expresse
resources of several producing of any other picture ever played
by Sidney R. Kent, general manager The
of distribution. Already three of units had been combined in this one there — this in spite of the fact that
these productions have been shown big production, it was heavily ad- there are only two performances a
vertised nationally and when the day, with seats reserved at prices
to the public, Cecil B. DeMille's picture was delivered it was found exceeding those ever before charged
" The Affairs of Anatol " has been to measure up to every expectation. at a theatre devoted exclusively to
released to first-run houses and
Shown simultaneously during the motion pictures in New York City.
George Melford's production, " The week of initial release in more than
" In December comes ' Don't
s
s
Ruand
Ayre
Agne
Sheik," with
dolph Valentino, has played several two hundred theatres, it set up a Tell Everything !" This has Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson, Elliott
record
in
the
box-offices
of
those
pre-release engagements in the
larger cities. The third, George theatres never before equalled. It Dexter and Dorothy Cumming in
leading roles. Both Mr. Reid
smashing records for re- the
Fitzmaurice's production, " Forev- is stillceipts
wherever it is being shown. and Miss Swanson are among the
er," is now being presented in New
" The Melford production of biggest individual drawing cards on
Zorinne Griffith in her newest Vitagraph York at the Criterion theatre unthe screen. Combine their drawing
Edith
M. Hull's
novel,
' The Sheik,'in
nal
title, " Peter Ibbet
der its origi
production,
" Received
Payment."
Henry
has
played
a
week
simultaneously
and add those of Mr. DexSedley
is shown
here with
Miss Griffith
son," while a fourth, Sam Wood's the New York Rivoli and Rialto to powers
ter and Miss Cumming, and the
production, " Don't Tell Every- a gross attendance exceeded only pulling power of this picture at the
December.thing!" is scheduled for release in by ' Anatol ' at the same houses, box-office can be imagined. Sam
Reginald Barker Will
is being held for a second week Wood, the director, has done a re" Cecil B. DeMille's ' The Affairs and the
markably fine piece of work, and
Rialto. In Los Angeles it
of Anatol,' with its twelve stars, has at
Direct "The Storm"
when exhibitors advertise to their
has
settled
down
for
a
long
run
at
already
made
good
our
most
extravsfer of a dramaTHE tran
Grauman's Rialto. In fact, Sid patrons that he was the man who
tic stage production to
agant predictions," said Mr. Kent. Grauman
that he expects a directed Gloria Swanson in 'The
en
the scre is one that re" The picture
fortunately
was re- longer runwires
leased at a time
when exhibitors
to greater patronage Great Moment,' they can readily
quires genius and experience
for weeks had been starved for a than has been enjoyed by any other add a comfortable percentage to
in both the legitimate and mobang-up, big box-office attraction. picture he ever had there, and that
tion picture arts. Realizing
their receipts."
this, and being resolved to
overlook nothing that would
make for the success of " The
Selznick
Special
Opens
House
film showman in the state was
Storm,"eor
the Langdon McCorTexas
Theatre
Selects
mick-G ge Broadhurst
13th,
er
Novemb at Fort
, on theatre
"rooting" for Phillips during the
THEof opening
the Rialto
stage success, Mr. Laemmle
strenuous 48 days he was rushing
"A
Man's
Home"
for
Worth,
Texas,
proved
a
vichas engaged Reginald Barker
torious occasion for the Selznick
the Forth Worth Rialto to comto direct it.
Initial Program
Mr. Barker is considered by
organization, for the feature attracWhen construction was far
Universal officials to be of
pletion.
tion selected for the initial proenough advanced and an opening
Mr.
Phillips
has
been
a
picture
all directors the one most
gram was "A Man's Home," the
Ralph Ince production on the Selz- showman in Texas — managing ex- date was set the selection of an
eminently fitted to get the utrelease schedule. And the vicchanges, conducting theatres and opening attraction became the imnick
most of both the stage and
mediate problem. Dallas, the film
tory was accentuated, according to generally developing the screen as a
the screen out of " The
advices from the Selznick head- public amusement in the Lone Star center of Texas, was intensely inStorm." He has had a brilterested as practically every proquarters, because the picture had State. On Sunday, November 13,
liant career as a motion picbeen chosen after J. S. Phillips, he crowned his career with the
ducing company maintains a disture director and he came to
tributing branch in that city and
manager of the new Rialto, and a opening of the Rialto theatre, Fort
the screen in 1913 with a
entative citi- Worth, after 48 days of actual con- everybody with a big feature, either
committee
of
repres
unique reputation as a stage
zens of Fort Worth had seen and
struction work on $200,000 struc- of current or pre-release prospect,
director.
ture declared to be in every way were immediately in active competipassed upon the merits of all the
Work will be started as
tion for the honor of opening the
Dallas, Texas, exchanges had to modern, commodious and inviting,
soon as the continuity is comrated among the handsomest new theatre.
offer in the way of feature attrac- and
pleted. By that time Harry
tions suitable for the opening of a theatres in Texas.
Manager Phillips decided upon a
His service to pictures in Texas competition and screened every
Carey, who will star in " The
new big picture house.
Storm," will have completed
The opening of the Rialto is also has included the management of feature that approached the caliber
work on " Man to Man," his
considered of unusual importance branch exchanges, the construction of an attraction suited to the event.
current production for Unias it marks the crowning event in and management of theatres and
versal.
withconstruction
four of hisofassothe career of a picturesque Texas the active management of many Sitting ciatesinin the
the
showman, J. S. Phillips, known all photoplay campaigns, for road Rialto, Mr. Phillips also called upon
attractions.
Thus
practically
every
over
the
state.
For
sixteen
years
committeemen outside of show
Board of Education to
business to complete the board of
3111111111111111111 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHis
Use "U" Serial
judges. He
these conferences theinvited
editors, into
managers
and
The Board of Education of the
advertising
managers
of
three of
City of New York has made arrangements with the Universal Film
Fort Worth's dailies and selected a
I Start
the
New
Year
number of prominent citizens to
Manufacturing Company to use
contribute their judgement.
" Winners of the West," the new
style
" thrills-f
rom-history
serial," I
After seeing all the Dallas exas
an aid
to students
in the various
RIGHT!
changes had to offer, and the pro^^iu\
American history classes of the 550
cess of elimination had proceeded
city schools, according to advices
from Universal Film.
to
a definite
Selznick's for
"A
Man's
Home" choice,
was contracted
Beginning this Saturday, Ernest
at a sum declared by the Selznick
L. Crandall, Director of Lectures
home office to be the largest ever
and Visual Instruction of the New
paid for a feature rental in Fort
York Board of Education, will hold
Worth. The arrangement was
morning showings of " Winners of
closed just one week ahead of the
the West " in the Central theatre,
opening date and then Manager
Broadway and Forty-seventh street,
Phillips began his advertising.
for specially selected pupils. The
Branch Manager R. I. Brown, of
showings will be at ten and eleven
Select's Dallas office unearthed
o'clock
respectively
will serial
coneverything in the line of exploitasist of two
episodes and
of the
tion "that his firm could supply and
JANU^^P2
each week, for nine consecutive
Fort Worth witnessed a smashing
weeks. Three thousand pupils will
J.
S.
Phillips campaign along the
see the showing every Saturday, it Hiiiiiiiniiiiiii iiiiniiiiiiinimiiiin wiimnnii 1 111111111111111111111111111111111111111 iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiii
best style the veteran picture shows declared.
man could devise.
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* 4 Never

Weaken" Captivates New York
Sixth "Theodora" Company to Open
Newspaper reviewers in New
York City have been several times
ra,
cle,S " The
unanimous concerning the merits of
ctain
n
spe
iaty
alaci
N'
h odo
WY
now
its fiftIt
cap
GOLD
Broadway film offerings, but perweek at the Astor theatre,
haps never before was their unanNew York, is showing also at
imity expressed in such lavish terms
the La Salle theatre, Chicago,
as greeted the initial metropolitan
the Michigan theatre, Depresentation of Harold Lloyd's Astroit, the Pitt theatre in Pittssociated Exhibitor comedy, " Never
burgh and the Colonial theaWeaken " at the Capitol theatre last
tre in Cleveland. On next
week. The response of picturegoers
Monday, Nov. 21, a sixth
to the enthusiastic promises of the
company will open at the
press that " Never Weaken " was
Shubert theatre in Boston.
one hundred per cent hilarity reThese companies are all
sulted in record business for S. L.
showing at $2 top prices, the
Rothafel's short reel program in
e as at the Astor theatre,
sam
spite of the fact that the Capitol
New York.
faced unusually strong opposition.
The Chicago showing
The criticism of the New York
opened on Friday, November
press gives adequate notion of how
11, and the Cleveland, Pittsthe big city welcomed the antics of
burgh and Detroit bookings
Harold Lloyd. Among these reon Monday, November 7.
ports are the following : The New
Jack Welsh, general manager
York Journal says: "Harold Lloyd
for Selwyn & Co., is laying
in
'
Never
Weaken
'
has
one
of
the
out the booking routes for
cleverest farces of his career
" Theodora " for Goldwyn.
through which to disport himself."
The reviews that " TheoSpeaking
of Mr.
pro- :
doro " obtained
Pittsburgh,
gram the New
YorkRothafel's
Herald says
Cleveland
and inDetroit
rival
" The offering that has the most
the
enthusiasm
expressed
in
telling effect on the bill is Harold
all of the New York criticisms.
Lloyd's
and
that latest
leaves three-reel
the beholdercomedy
at the;
beginning flattened out between
laughter and gasps from thrills that Mayo to Appear in Two
Published Novels
set one's teeth on edge as one
chortles."
Following Frank Mayo's latest Universal Special Attraction, " Dr.
Torchy Comedies Pop- Jim " by Stuart Paton, will come
two
new
pictures from published
ular in Panama
stories.
The Torchy Comedies released by
" Slipper Tongue." a Saturday
Educational are making a hit in Evening Post story, by William J.
Neidig,
is almost completed at the
Panama. James Lippincott, former
football star, world war veteran Coast under the direction of Wiland actor, who is in Panama, has
liam Worthington who directed
written to C. C. Burr, producer of " Dr. Jim."
The other published story as a
the Torchy Comedies, to say that
he has seen several of them shown matter of fact has not as yet been
in theatres there, and that every published but will start in the January number of the Red Book. It is
one has won highest approval from
the audience.
Clarence
Budington Kelland's "MisLippincott plays the part of a
chief," which is completed at Unidyed-in-the-wool gum shoe detecversal City under the title, "Wards
the North." This title is also
in " Torchy's
the of
subject to change. The picture was
next tiveTorchy
pictureFrame-Up,"
to be released
directed by Jack Conway.
by Educational.

Picture

News

"The Century Limited"
Makes Its Debut
"My Boy" Will Open at
Mark Strand in N. Y.
And now comes The Century
Limited upon the field of organizational publications. The first num" My Boy " feature will
ber is a modest six-page mimeohave its New York shownew
'S
graph compilation, but David BaCOO
JACK
nd thek GAN
ing atIE
the. Mar
Stra
der, the editor, assures that The
ents
Arrangem
atre
for
the
Century Limited will shortly be
initial exhibition were coninitiated into the thirty-second desummated this week between
Sol Lesser and Moe Mark,
gree
of
printer's
ink
and
assume
the full regalia of a sure-fire house
No figures were given out on
organ. The Century Limited will
the deal but it was intimated
be published monthly by Century
that
the arrangements were
Comedies for the sole purpose, as
in the form of a guarantee
announced in its introductory artentage.
anand tee
perc
was one of The
the guar
biggest
icle, of " personal touch and coever given on a production.
After rambling
operative interest."awhile on each of
The Coogan feature was
the "Limited's" six pages, we'll
originally scheduled to open
agree The Century Limited is a
late this month, but Mr.
chatty, interesting sort of document,
enlivened with newsy items and
Mark, cognizant of " My
Boywell
" appealing
children
spiced here and there with humoras
as adults,topersuaded
ous touches. Printer's ink and a
Mr. Lesser to hold the inifew stills scattered through its
tial opening over until Christmas week. The picture will
pages are about all that's necessary
to have The Century Limited regisopen
at the Strand Christmas
ter real speed.
dayImmediately
and close New after
Year's eve.
the
Strand showing, the film will
be released nationally. Joseph
$1.50 Top, Seats Sold
Plunkett, managing director
Out, in 2,200 Town
of the Strand, is going to give
Seats at a dollar and a half and
" My Boy " an excellent surstanding room at seventy-five cents
rounding show and exploitain a five-hundred-seat theatre in a
tion.
town of twenty-two hundred, with
half the capacity of the house
turned away nightly — such was the
reception of the Rex Ingram pro- Owen Moore Comedy Is
Near Completion
duction for Metro of " The Four
Horsemen
the Apocalypse"
at
The forthcoming Owen Moore
the
Wayne oftheatre,
Wayne, Fa.,
with Henry Lehrman
during the three days from Octo- production,
and David Kirkland directing, is
ber 24 to 26, announces Metro.
It is stated that between 200 and being completed at the newly occu300 were turned away daily.
pied Selznick studios on East Fortyeighth street, New York City. It is
an interesting fact that, despite the
Frank Packard Story a magnitude of the task of moving
the Selznick equipment from Fort
Wm. Fox Release
Lee to the new quarters in Manhattan, there has been practically no
Under the title " Smiles Are
the organization's
producTrumps," Frank L. Packard's let-uptioninprogram.
The Moore company
story " Tempered Steel " will soon
be produced by William Fox with worked in Fort Lee right up to the
Maurice Flynn as the star. Ora last day and when they were ready
Carewe will be the leading lady and to make their next studio shots a
and the necessary sets were
Myles acterMcCarthy
is to have a char- stage
ready for them.
part.

YOU
SAID
IT,
MR.
ZUKOR!
Your four-page colored insert in eulogy of POLA NEGRI is a worthy tribute to a real screen artist.
The Independent Exchange men must be quite in accord with you, from the way the inquiries are coming in on
Pola Negri in "The Polish Dancer," the best State-Right "buy" of the season.
How about you, Mr. State Right Buyer ? Do you want a real box office attraction for your territory; a star that
stands out as among the greatest on the screen today ?
If your territory on the incomparable

POLA
is still open, snap it up.

NEGRI

in THE

POLISH

DANCER

"A word to the wise is sufficient."

JESSE
1600 BROADWAY

A. LEVINSON
7697 BRYANT

NEW

YORK

CITY
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Normand- Moore Picture for State Rights
THE first release of the
newly formed Photocraft Productions, Inc.,
of which Nathan Hirsh is
president, is a five-reel comedy, entitled " Oh, Mabel Bestarring Mab
el Norhave!" Owen
k
Moore, Mac
mand,
Sennett and Ford Sterling.
Great interest is manifested In
this comedy and inquiries
have been received from state
right exchanges from all sections of the country. Mr.
Hirsh emphatically affirms
that " Oh, Mabel Behave! " is
not a reissue nor have any
scenes therein ever been
shown before.
Foresees

Success

for

"The Polish Dancer"
Jesse A. Levinson, who is distributing Pola Negri, in "The
Polish Dancer," throughout the
State Right market, finds an improving, healthy condition in the
buying power of the Independent
Exchange Men throughout the
country.
"There seems to have been a
feeling among State Right Buyers,"
said Mr. Levinson, "that in the
past what was often offered them
were mediocre productions, with
stars that had no large drawing
power ; pictures that had no exploitation possibilities.
"The
fact
I amthe fortunately
in a position that
to offer
nationally
acclaimed Pola Negri, in a production such as 'The Polish Dancer,'
has been particularly gratifying.
Judging from the amount of territories closed, within three weeks,
and the numerous negotiations, I
have now pending throughout the
country, makes me feel that the
Slate Right Buyers are in a receptive mood for real 'box-office'
product, at the right price."
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EXPORT
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Bible

Films

Tremendous Effects to Be Seen in
Series of Old Testament Pictures
THE claim is advanced by Louis picting the destruction of the
Weiss, President of Artclass wicked cities of Sodom and GomorPictures Corporation, which organirah. According to the Bible a terzation is preparing for release an
rible rain of brim-stone and fire
elaborate visualization of the Old rained down upon the doomed popuTestament, that this production
lace and buildings and as these
contains effects in point of size and scenes appear in the film version,
grandeur never before attempted on they stand as a tribute to the art of
the silver sheet.
the cinematographer and the technical staff responsible for the
Beginning with Creation, this
film, at present in thirty three reel effects. Flaming tongues of fire
length, depicts the various episodes and brim-stone fill the entire screen
and incidents of the Old Testament during these scenes, in which more
with a realism and magnitude than five thousand supernumeraries
which promises to astonish even the take part.
present day movie goer accustomed
Scenes of splendor and gorgeous
to the large scale on which modern appeal
are those presenting the
movies are made. The flooding of court of
King Solomon. The
the earth, with the escape of Noah
palace
and
its surrounding buildand the animals, has been majesings form a picture of massiveness
tically conceived and photographed.
The Ark has been faithfully repro- and beauty, while hundreds of
players appear throughout this
duced, the actual construction of entire
episode.
this odd boat forming several inIt
is
stated that the sets used
teresting and elaborate scenes.
Among the hundred and one high during the filming of the King
lights of the film version of the Solomon episode were in course of
bible, the spectator will be tremend- construction more than six months
ously impressed by those scenes de- and are faithful in every detail.
Shallenberger
President of Arrow
Coast

Trip:

Sees

Optimistic
Returns from

a Bright Future
of course, with the producers who
maintain a distributing organization.
Other producers who are producing
independently expressed themselves
as preferring a State Right Market
to any other medium of distribution
for the reason that there is a quick
turn over and although their profits
may be a little smaller, producers
at the Coast indicate their willingness to take a smaller profit in view
of quick and sure returns.
Aside from his stay at the Coast
where he conferred with a number
of producers whose product is being released through the Arrow
Film Corporation, as well as other
producers, Dr. Shallenberger
stopped off at several cities.

SHALLENBERGER,
WE•.president
of the Arrow
Film Corporation, returned last
Friday from a trip to the coast
and intermediate points. Efforts to
reach Dr. Shallenberger to secure a
statement were unavailing until the
present writing.
When interviewed recently, Dr.
Shallenberger expressed himself as
being tionsvery
well pleased
with that
condiin general.
He stated
he
found the Independent Exchanges
recovering from the depression of
the past summer a great deal more
rapidly than could have been expected. He believes that the Independent Exchanges in the various
'Peac ockAlley" Preview
in New York
cities are rapidly assuming a position of leadership and that it is
The prevue showing of " Peacock only a question of a comparatively Edward Thompson Joins
Alley" at the Commodore Hotel in short time until they will be the
Warner Brothers
New York, on November 9th cul- leading exchanges in their respecminated in a royal ovation to Mae
The continuous policy of expantive territories. They are building
Murray. The star who was over- solidly on a firm foundation and
sion being followed by Warner
whelmed by the enthusiasm, was are properly financing themselves in Bros, is reflected in the most recent
called by the cheering crowd again order to take care of the volume of addition to the publicity staff of
and again to the front of her box business which they are so rapidly that live distributing organization.
securing.
to acknowledge the applause.
Edward Thompson, who has for
An audience which numbered beOn the coast Dr. Shallenberger the past two years been engaged as
tween two thousand and twenty- found the producers willing, and in editor of a New York trade paper,
five hundred filled every seat and fact anxious, to turn to the Inde- joined the Warner organization on
available inch of floor space of the
pendent market for the distribution November 14 to look after the
huge grand ball room of the Com- of their product as soon as the publicity interests of Warner's
modore Hotel.
word was given ; with the exception, New York Exchange.
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Selig Serial is Titled
" The Jungle Goddess "
serial which Col. Wm.
ing nglfore
N. Selig isanimak
mal
E ortnew& Imp
ort-juFil
m
THExp
the
Company, Inc., and of which
the first three episodes are already completed, has been
given its name at last, accordent of the
to aionsta
ingent
ed tem
company.
aforem
" The
Jungleas Goddess
has
been
selected
a fitting "name
for this fifteen episode wild
animal film after careful
thoughtof had
beensuggested
given tobya
score
titles
Frank Dazey and Agnes
Johnston,
of the scenario, and authors
those submitted
by
the country.
leading exchangemen of
the
The cast chosen to support
Elinor Field and Truman Van
Dyke, who are being costarred in " The Jungle Goddess," includes Marie Pavis,
Olin Francis, William Piatt,
H. G. Wells and George Reed.
Western Classic Film to
Make Two Reelers
The Western Classic Film Company making a series of two reel
Westerns is shortly to begin the
production of a series of six fivereel subjects at their studios in
Hollywood. At the same time the
producers are working on another
project, announcement of which
will be made shortly.
Wm. Fairbanks Subject
Ready for Exchanges
Independent Exchanges are this
week receiving release prints of the
third of the series of five reel
Western dramas made by Western
Feature Productions, Inc., featuring
William (Bill) Fairbanks which
subject is titled "A Western Demon." At the same time the producing company is beginning work
on the sixth and last of the series
titled " The Dare Devil of the
Range. Editing of the fourth release titled "Hell's Border" and
the fifth to be known as " Fighting
Hearts
being conducted at their
studios "inis Hollywood.
" A Western Demon " was written and directed by Robert B. McKenzie and in addition to Fairbanks the cast includes Marilyn
Mills and Monty Montague.
Elk Buys Magnet Film
The Elk Photoplays have bought
out the Magnet Film Exchange and
have also taken over their space at
729 7th Ave., N. Y., as well as their
latest product.

Motion
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Several Sales Pending

Wesley Barry in the Warner Brothers
production,
Days,"
whichTheis
offered on the" School
independent
market
boy star was used in this production by
special arrangements with Marshall
Neilan
"Nan of North" Sold
Kansas City's prominent Independent exchange man, Joe Fox, of
the Phoenix Film Corporation, was
a New York visitor this past week,
and made his headquarters in the
" Arrow " offices.
Mr. Fox reports that he did an
enormous business with the " Arrow " serial " The Blue Fox " ; and
he purchased the new Ann Little
" Nan of the North " with which
he is confident he will break all his
previous records.

Hal Stephens Starts
New Comedy Series
Hal Stephens and his own company of funmakers launched work
on a new series of comedies that
will be released through the Producers' Security Corporation. Each
of the new Stephens pictures will
be two-reeled, with the first shortly to be released.

on " Parted Curtains "
oolD
Warner
Picture
Hasays"
in "Sch
ts Brothers
Highligh
Several big territorial deals
are
in the process of consumThree Outstanding Features
mation,nouncemenfollowing
the ant ofthe release
on
a fortune, in that it was the aim at
the
outset
to
spare
neither
expense
a
state
right
basis
of
the
Warstarring
"
DAYS,
OL
the Gus Ed-by nor time in the making. The second
"gCHOWesley
ner Brothers production,
wards classic Barry
to be indistributed
" Parted Curtains," featuring
Warner Brothers, will grace ihe feature concerns the unusual
of advertising and publicity
Henry B. Walthall and Mary
screens of over 100 ke^ city thea- amount
Alden, it is announced this
tres during the Christmas holidays, material that has been devised to
week. The negotiations now
it is announced. A pre-view aid the exhibitor in making it one
pending are said to be due to
biggest
atractions
seapresentation of the production will of the son.
These aids
will allof bethemade
the favorable reviews acbe given in both New York and
corded the production by the
known,
it
is
said,
as
sc
on
as
the
last
Chicago. The New York showing
trade press.
will be held at the Hotel Astor on exploitation link has been comDecember 1st, while the Chicago
The third and perhaps the most
showing will be held in the Tiger pleted.
significant
feature is that Wesley Screen Snapshot Excerp
Room, Sherman Hotel, on Novem- Barry will be seen in a role that he
ber 27th. All seats to both show- has long essayed to play on the
Amuses
B'way
ings will be by reservation only.
Scenes
made exclusively
for
Three outstanding features, it is screen. It is said that he plays the Screen Snapshots, having been
part of a small town boy who,
said, are connected with che produc- through the efforts of a rich uncle, posed especially by Charlie Murray
tion made by Harry Rapf and di
news reel," were serected by William Nigh, both of is given a taste of private tutoring for thislected "for fan
use last week on the proin a big city, interweaving in the
gram of the Rivoli theatre, New
whom brought forch "Why Girls fabric of the story what is said to
Leave Home." From a financial
York, recently. These scenes of
best seen.
" kid " romances this comedian are highly amusing,
standpoint the production of be
thatonehasofvetthebeen
" School Days " is said to have cost
Screen Snapshots cameraman having caught Charlie just when he
was having a quiet game of solitaire
— at least, while he was trying to
Russell
Prepares
Campaign
keep it " on the quiet." The comedian tries to beat his own game, —
" Shadows of C
and audiences throughout the week
onscience " Will
Effective Fashion
at the Rivoli showed their enjoyBe Exploited in
ment by loud
the scenes
entire
intensely human throughout, and time the
Screenlaughter
Snapshots
THE wide possibilities suggested not so '* extreme " in any way that were on the screen.
by the title as well as the char- certain classes of patrons will reThe Charlie Murray scenes are
ence to"
Consci
ws ofProduc
acter of " Shado
ject it, the exploitation material has a feature of issue No. 12 of Screen
tions
d Russell
have enable
been
devised
so
that
the
public
and
prepare a unique exploitation and the trade alike will get the proper Snapshots on the Federate Film
advertising campaign. An acute impression that the subject is Exchanges of America, Inc., properception of the most favorable adapted from a simple, clean and
understandable story. There is
angles for advertising and a generous outlay of time, effort and ex- nothing in it to frighten the fem- Equity Salesman Leaves
is
ideas
these
ing
pense in execut
inine instinct nor those averse to
evident in the elaborate accessories anything fantastically mysterious. gram.on Secret Mission
Louis Baum, salesman of Equity
d
for
planne
y
has
compan
this
which
the benefit of State-Right buyers to In the preparation of the litho- Pictures, left recently for a country
tour of the film exchanges.
, itis evident
whom, as was recently announced,
imitygrtoaphsthe
action that
of theclose
playproxhas wide
He will visit Cleveland, Detroit,
s- been adhered
purcha
now
is
l
classic
Russel
the
to
reproduced
from
the
able.
actual scenes, they reflect the tone of Chicago, Kansas City, St. Louis,
Indianapolis, CincinIn selecting the main exploita- the picture; the spirited action of Louisville,
nati, and Pittsburgh. The object
tion theme, Mr. Russell was con- the play, with the exception of one it
of
his
mission
is kept secret by
fronted by a difficulty which he sur- style, a one-sheet, which lends a
mounted in effective style. The tiEquity, but it is said that a surtle "Shadows of Conscience " is of little atmosphere to the " Conscience
prising innovation will result from
such a nature that the opportunities Stricken " apparition. The complete line of one
" paper
" consists
public'ss. im-It one 24-sheet,
6, two
styles of
of
to the limitles
for appealin
aginationg are almost
3's
and
two
styles
of
one-sheets
in
savors strongly of the weird, the five and six colors.
fantastic. But in order not to lose
The scene stills are of a large
consideraimporta
the story
sighttionof
that the
this picture is and varied assortment. From these,
of nt
colored lobby cards have been prepared in three different sizes. They
will be sold to the trade at actual
cost. To assist the exhibitor in
giving the picture the advertising
and exploitation it deserves, an
elaborate and comprehensive press
book, the cover of which when open,
will be a broad-side 24 x 36 inches,
is now being compiled.
Morris

STATE
RIGHTS

PHOTOPLAY SERIALS CORP.
E. S. MANHEIMER, GEN. MGR.
130 West 46th Street, New York

NOW
READY

Kashin

to Show

"I Defy" to Trade
In the next two weeks the trade
will have an opportunity to view
Morris Kashin's " I Defy," which is
heing rapidly whipped into shape
for early release. This photodrama
has been shown privately to some
of the biggest exchangemen and exhibitors in order that it might receive the benefit of their criticisms
before being placed on the stateright market. As a result, a few •' The Polish Dancer." offered on the
of the titles have been changed and state
right market
JesseNegri
A. Levinson
Two scenes
from theby Pola
feature.
a prologue and epilogue added.
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Independents Respond
to Warner Release
Nibs"
of "His
ies
bilit
The announcement by Warner Possi
State
Righters to Take Advantage
Brothers of the immediate release
and distribution on a state right
of
Exploitation Possibilities
basis of their latest production, "T EGITIlMATE exploitation not called upon to handle a separate
"B.Parted
Curtains,*'
featuring
' possibilities, available to the picture every week or every two
Walthall
and Mary
Alden,Henry
has degree
that they are in Charles weeks but is prepared to exploit a
elicited many replies from stateto the limit of its possiSale
Nibs,' arewhich
cer- production
right exchanges throughout the (.Chic)
bilities.
tain to elicit in
the 'His
co-operation
country, it is announced.
is already being extended to this
These responses followed the re- Exceptional Picture by the State
" It follows then, that when a picviews of the trade-paper critics, all
ture, presenting the opportunities
which have seof whom unanimously agreed that Rights curedexchanges
mrnished by ' His Nibs,' is secured,
it,"
state
the
distributors.
the story afforded Mr. Walthall the
" It is an accepted fact that more an individual campaign in each teropportunity to reveal his ability as intensive
ritory may be expected, which when
exploiting of any indian emotional actor, and that the
vidual feature may be expected taken collectively will represent stumany headlights of the production from the independent field, a truth
pendous national exploitation. Each
particularly the snow scene of the which is logically borne out by the exchangeman will instill into the
Bowery Mission which was filmed consideration that the independent work his own individuality so that
in sunny California — serve to round exchange lays stress upon the selling the multitude of angles will receive
out a dramatic story full of real of a single product until it has been so many separate treatments. The
entertainment, it is said.
put over to its fullest extent. It is
result is obvious."

Ringling Circus Tigers
in New Selig Serial

consisting of nineteen
ed tige
rs, rwhich
act,
s tige
THEtrainfamou
has been a featured part of
Ringling Bros. Circus on all
its tours, will not go into
winter quarters with the rest
of the company at Richmond,
Va., but will be shipped back
to Los Angeles immediately.
Colonel Selig, who owns the
animals, will use them in the
filming of the new fifteen
episode jungle serial feature
he is making for the Export
& Import Film Company, according to coast advices. He
is also recalling several other
animal acts he has on tour,
for the same purpose.

(i
Bride's Confession"
Ready for Release
for National Exchanges
Pictures
Burton
Tie-UP
ns"
SeaSO
Four
Ivan Abramson, president of the
The
News of George
an affiliation
between
Educational Cooperation Assured;
Graphic Film Corporation anproducer
and
distributor
comes
with
Release Method to Be Known Soon
nounces that production on "A
the announcement of National ExBride's Confession" is comWriting to Mr. Urban about
changes, Inc., that an agreement has
cement from
T announ
pleted and ready for distribution in A RECEN
Company stated
the Kineto
The Fourits Seasons,"
Crandallat been entered into with Burton
remarkableDr.success
the state-right market. Rita Jolivet, that arrangements were being made "discusses
George, well-known feature directhe Continental star who has the
for the national cooperation of ed- the Rialto theatre in New York
torducewhereby
Mr. George
will profour features
for distribution
stellar role in Goldwyn's " Theoucators in all communities in ad- where it played its pre-release endora " is drama.
featured in this latest
gagement and then goes on to say : by National Exchanges, Inc.
vance of the release of " The Four
Abramson
Mr. George has been connected
s
Ditmar
"
Who
would
have believed a few
naUrbanthe
Besides this picture, Abramson Seasontures,"
feature.
years since that a picture which is with such producing firms as
will be ready within the next week
These arrangements are almost
full of scientific interest, Famous Players-Lasky, Fox, Selzto release " The Fountain of completed and information as to crammed
and scientific information could be nick, American Film Company,
Youth," dramatized from the story the method of release for this ' featured ' ? Nor would this have Universal, Lubin and Edison. In
of " Faust." Mr. Abramson has photoplay of the Seasons is ex- been possible except for a producer
all, Mr. George has made more than
spent the past few months in the
pected within the next week or of rare vision and a manager un- eighty-nine
features. During the
direction of this release and he be- two.
commonly able to gauge the taste past two years, he has directed only
lieves itto be among the most preAdvices from Kineto speak en- of a public endowed with more in- all-star productions. Among the
tentious productions he has directed
thusiastical y ofthe interest edutelligence than is usually ascribed most successful productions diin the past few years.
cators display in the picture and to it.
as an example of this interest cite
rected by Mr. George are : "Come
a letter received from Dr. Ernest
" I am sure this remarkable pic- Through," "Wilderness Fear," "Isle
ture will find further welcome in of Life," "The Valley of Doubt,"
"Slippy
McGee" Pic- L. Crandall, Director of Lectures
and Visual Education of the New theatrical circles in all enlightened and "Eve in Exile."
f^tured in Quaint
York Board of Education. Dr. communities. I am also sure that
Atmosphere
Crandall recently expressed similar we both want and need this material
When " Slippy McGee," the latest high regard for Kineto's " Great in our schools, whenever it may be Buys Lee Kids Comedies
Oliverture forMorosco
Productions'
fea- American Authors Series."
Max Herring of the Exhibitors
released for educational purposes." Film
Associated
First National
Exchange of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
release,
soon
reaches
the
exhibitors'
has
purchased
the Lee Kid Comescreens, it is expected that a new
dies from the Rialto Productions,
and refreshing phase will be intro- New
Inc.
In
less
than
one week Mr.
State
Right
Feature
duced into pictures. The story is
Herring
states
that
nearly all the
an adaptation of Marie Conway
Lee and Bradford Expect All
key towns in Western Pennsylvania and Western Virginia have
Oemler's
its tenth widely
editionreadandbookhasnowbeenin
been sold. The Lee Kids are now
Territory to Be Sold in 6 Weeks
screened with fidelity to the strong
cently.
B. H. Throop, president of the Lee advises that it is their inten- playing the Big Time on Keith Cirsimplicity, quaint atmosphere and Pasha
Corporation who have
to release
at least six produc"tionsT
cuit and appeared in Pittsburgh reHEthe
romance that made it so popular in recently Film
- present season.
tions during
completed their first Rubye
printed form.
AM
Motion picture conventionalities de Remar picture entitled "The
Woman,"
who
anin character drawing and situations Unconquered
nounced last week that the feature
den
wiLyors
are wholly absent. Filmed in the will be offered on the state right
beautiful, picturesque settings of market by Messrs. Lee & Bradford,
the South amid proud old mansions believes that there will be no necesPEfli
L
and in ante-bellum gardens where
sity of any sales talk to sell this
the motion picture camera never production.
He claims that it will
has invaded before, " Slippy Mc- only
be necessary to screen and sign
Gee " will bring to the screen a contracts.
story of human salvage told with a
This production is laid in the
baffling stranger among home-folk Frozen North. The negatives are
in a new revealment of the land of now being cut out and as soon as
tradition and romance.
this is finished Messrs. Lee & BradlEPirODEl
W/EB"
ford will start an advertising campaign and feel confident that all
"RightlWay" Sold for territories
will be closed inside of
six weeks.
New York-New Jersey
Arrangements have just been
It will be remembered that Lee &
made whereby the Producers Bradford recently acquired the
Security Corporation grants the
rights to "Determination"
booking franchise for the State of world's
J
PEfliL"
and "The Atheist" and it was inNew York and Northern New Jerferred that they were going to
sey of the Thomas Mott Osborne devote their entire efforts to reNOW
PHOTOPLAY SERIALS CORP.
STATE
lease these two productions. RIGHTS
production
" TheCorporation
Right Way of" Therefore,
E. S. MANHEIMER, GEN. MGR.
to the Modelof Fim
the above comes as
READY
Xew York.
somewhat of a surprise. But, Mr.
130 West 46th Street, New York

"A
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Lester
Scott Returns
After Selling Trip
Having visited Detroit, Denver,
Omaha, Kansas City, Dallas and
other cities in the middle west and
south, Lester Scott, Jr., sales manager for Affiliated Distributors, Inc.,
has returned to New York happy
and elated over the manner in
which
" Burn 'emi
Up Barnes
being received
in every
territory" isit
has been his pleasure to re-new acquaintances. Mr. Scott states that
while business in certain parts of
the country are not over brisk, motion picture lovers will attend such
photo-plays that call for clever acting, is exciting and carry a clean
and logical story. " Burn 'em Up
Barnes " had proven this and
Johnny Hines was becoming one of
the biggest favorites among the
screen stars. Mr. Scott then went
on to state that the Burr feature
had so far proven 100 per cent a
success
ture. ; it was a real audience pic-

New

State

Right

Serial

Wilson-Gerber Serial, " Mysterious Pearl "of E.for
Independents
situations
it is said to even surpass
HROUGH the enterprise
their
previous
writings.
* S. Manheimer as general manNeva Gerber is given exceptional
ager of the Photoplay Serials Corporation, the independent exchanges opportunities for strong work
will have the handling of the New because of the fact that she plays a
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber serial dual role in which she appears both
as the beautiful refined girl with
entitled "The Mysterious Peari.
According to Mr. Manheimer, who whom Ben Wilson falls in love, in
through his many other affiliations the drama, and also the part of
has been keeping in close touch with "The Pearl" around whom the
the state rights situation, the time rapid action of the melodramatic
is particularly opportune for the scenes revolves. Ben Wilson is also
launching of a serial of the type said to make the most of unusual
and importance of this latest Ben chances to display his cleverness as
Wilson offering, and it will be made a serial star, given him by such
available immediately.
weird dramatic elements as a "man
"The Mysterious Pearl" is from
face'* and arm
also cleverly
a mysterious and terrifying
the pens of J. Grubb Alexander and with a brass
Harvey Gates, whose reputations as worked into the story.
writers of chaptered photoplays
Mr. .Manheimer is authority for
with problem plots and suspense- the statement that all fifteen of the
building episodes have long been episodes of "The Mysterious
well established. They announce Pearl" are now completed, and that
"Parted Curtains" to
their latest effort as a psychologi- the serial can be seen upon the
cal photo-melodrama in fifteen screen from start to finish; an
Have Many Aids
inovation
chapters, and from the standpoint of
note. in serial history worthy
The latest Warner Brothers re- of unsolvable mystery and gripping
lease, "Parted Curtains," featuring
Henry B. Walthall and Mary
AJden, is offered to exhibitors and
state right buyers with many aids F.E. Backer
Outlines
Policy
for publicity and exploitation purProducer
and
Distributor
Unite
poses, it is said. The suggestions
offered are said to be practical and
to Solve Independents Problems
inexpensive and productive of considerable interest among motion HP HAT the Amalgamated Pro- following it to the letter. First of
we produced three really big
* ducing Company, Inc., of all
picture
"fans." use of lobby displays, which
G. M. Anderson is the features with several stars in each
The routine
not need to be introscreen slides and paper has been supervising director, and East which would
duced to the exhibitor. That we
fully provided for, but there are Coast Productions, Inc., of which
additional helps in the method of Franklyn E. Backer is the active succeeded is evident from the independent exchange men who have
presentation. For instance, the title head, united their efforts because
suggest curtains and these can be they had worked out a method of already seen our first pictures on
effectively used for both the lobby production and distribution be- the screen. This brought us to
tween them which will strengthen our second stage, which with three
and department store tie-ups. The
fact that the story deals with the the position of independent ex- pictures to show, thus proving that
changes, is the statement of Mr. we are not operating on conversaself-sacrifice of a man who was
tion and thus giving those interonce a member of society is said Backer in announcing the policy
ested achance to judge whether or
to afford the exhibitor a good news- of the new combination. "All not we
can make the high grade
paper campaign.
interested in both companies happen to be practical motion picture of productions we talk about, seems
executives of many years experi- to be working out to perfection,
Sacred Films Closes
ence. All of us knew from long and it is our second stage that we
experience that the two things most are now entering with this stage
English Deal
necessary to the successful making comes the necessity of making a
Prior to sailing on the Aquitania and marketing of pictures is good most careful selection of the exrecently, Raymond Wells of the
change in each territory with which
Sacred Films Inc., of Burbank, pictures with real stars and effi- duct.
we
are
to
trust the fate of our procient
exchanges,
run
by
men
finanCalif., closed a contract with Hy
cially interested in their own exWinnick and Tom Davies of the
changes, and run by men who are
"It is the problem of making the
Pearl Films Ltd., London for the square shooters
and realize that best selection that we are now
distribution of the Bible Narratives the
working
out and we fully expect to
producers must get results from
in England. This privilege covers the booking of their productions have every territory in the United
a period of five years.
States covered within thirty days
The advance payments over this if they are to continue to deliver with all prints and advertising
period will exceed $400,000, it is worth
Withwhile
theseboxtwooffice
mainattractions."
points in matter of our first three pictures
said, and is reputed to be one of the mind we laid out our policy and ready and waiting for them at
largest short subject deals negoti- the method we would pursue in
regular monthly intervals." .
ated in recent years. The Pearl
Films Ltd., are one of the most
prominent distributors in London
and are at present releasing Chaplin's late subjects.
Eleven

of "American

Authors" Series Ready
Eleven of the "Great American
Authors" series which James A.
Fitzpatrick is filming for the
Kineto Company of America are
now completed. The series will include twelve altogether, though in
time it may be extended.
The choice of subject for the
twelfth is still in doubt. It has
narrowed clown to two names, Isadore Bernstein, head of the West Coast Films Corporation, and Draga, who
Walt Whitman and James Whit- is to play the leading feminine role in the new Monroe Salisbury production, " The
comb Riley.
Great Alone," produced by that company

Picture

News

"Ashamed of Parents"
Has Appealing Theme
What is declared to be one of
the most appealing productions of
the year, from the standpoint of
exploitation
and "fan"
popularity,
is the Warner
Brothers
latest
attraction
"Ashamed
of
Parents,"
written by Charles K. Harris. The
feature is said to be of universal
interest in that it presents one of
the most vital problems that digs
into the domestic firmament.
While the attraction does not
boast of a star, or an all star aggregation of cinema lights, it is said
that each player was selected primarily from the standpoint of
being suited to their respective
parts. As a consequence, Jack
Lionel Bohn was engaged to play
the role of the son, Charles Eldridgeton asasthethe
father,
Stocksociety
girl,Edith
and Walter
McEvan and W. J. Gross, as the
two faithful old cronies.
Hines Begins
New Torchy

Work on
Comedy

Johnny Hines, the young American screenagementstar,
whose
manCharles under
C. Burr,
president
of the Affiliated Distributors, Inc.,
has made one of the most popular
comedians now before the public,
last week began working on a new
Sewell Ford comedv, under the title of " Torchy's Luck." While the
Torchy series has brought both
fame and popularity to Mr. Hines
it is doubtful if he will be seen in
many more " two-reelers." His
first big feature " Burn 'Em Up
Barnes " has proven such a big success in all parts of the country and
Canada, it is the purpose of Mr.
Burr to produce feature pictures
for Mr. Hines.

Aywon to Offer Series
of Animal Dramas
Nathan Hirsh, president of the
Aywon Film Corporation, is having
made a series of four five-reel jungle pictures. The largest and finest
collection of trained wild animals in
the world are featured in these
productions and about these always
fascinating creatures, plots of roand interest-sustaining stories aremantic
woven.
These pictures are not a serial,
each being a five-reel feature complete in itself. The first of this series entitled
Master toof the
Beasts
is now
being" Aoffered
state"
right market and the second, the
working title of which is " A Night
of
Terror
in the Menagerie " is
ncaring
completion.
Rialto to Distribute
Griffith Features
LoualtoRogers,
president
of thecover
RiProductions,
Inc., who
the States of Virginia, Delaware,
District of Columbia, Maryland,
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New
Hampshire, Vermont and Maine
has consummated a deal with the
D. W. Griffith Offices for the distribution of the " Fall of Babylon " and " Mother and the Law."
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ject are being made this week by
Wesley Ruggles at Palm Springs,
where locations closely resemble
the South African Veldt country.
William Worthington is directing
Jack G. Leo, vice-president for
Fox, who has been on the Coast
Frank
Mayo Neidig.
in " Slipper
Tongue
for four weeks, left for New York by William
Virginia
Valli"
recently.
is opposite the star.
Emmett J. Flynn is finishing the
Harry Carey had completed
" Count of Monte Cristo," with an " Man to Man " under the direction
all-star cast including John Gilbert, of Stuart Paton. Lillian Rich is the
Estelle Taylor, William V. Mong,
Carey will next make " The
Robert McKim, Gaston Glass, Vir- lead.
of the Lost," by Courtenay
ginia Faire, Maude George, Renee Land
Riley Cooper. Lucian Hubbard is
Adore and Harry Lonsdale.
now adapting the story.
Shirley Mason has left for a
Robert Dillon and William Lord
New York vacation. She will re- Wright are preparing a serial
turn December 18th and begin pro- scenario titled " In the Days of
duction.
to be the
subPictures nearing completion are Buffalo
ject for Bill,"
Art Accord,
to benext
directed
" Around the World in Nothing by Edward Laemmle, who has just
Flat," starring
Eva finished " Winners of the West."
Novak
opposite, Tom
underMix
the with
direction
Owensmouth, California, is being
of Edward Sedgwick; "The Fast used as a setting for " Human
Mail,"
Buck Jones,
Hearts,"
featuring
Eileen starring
Percy opposite,
under with
the with
an all-star
cast. House Peters
direction of Bernard Durning.
Nearing completion are " Headin'
Seven comedy companies are now
starring of
HootWilliam
Gibson, Craft;
under
producing. They are: Chester West,"
the direction
Conklin in " The False Alarm,"
Cupid Incog," starring Marie Preunder the direction of Earl Ken- "vost,
under the direction of Clarence G. Badger.
ton ;Jimmy
Savo in of
" Pardon
Me,"
under
the direction
Slim SomA. P. Younger is writing the conmerville ; Clyde Cook in " The
for " Second
to
star tinuity
Gladys
Walton.Hand Rose."
Chauffeur," under the direction of
Arthur Stratter has been added
Jack Blystone; Al St. John in
" Straight from the Farm," under to the Universal scenario staff.
the direction of Gilbert Prarr;
Harry the
Depp
in " Goof and
Get It,";
GOLDWYN
under
direction
Al Herman
Charles Dougherty in " Please Be
J. G. Hawks has been engaged to
Careful," under the direction of
Mr. Buckingham; and "Old write the continuity for " Under
Clothes
under the direction of the
Sea Skin,"
novel. a Carrie Wilson South
Delmar "Dellord.
" The Happiest Night of Her
Life" is the title of the first
UNIVERSAL
Katherine Norris original screen
story, put into production this
Tod Browning is returning to week. The continuity is by Julien
Universal as a director and will Josephson, and William Beaudinc is
now casting.
first make "Kind Deeds," a story
by William Slaven McNutt, starJames Rennie has been engaged
ring Gladys Walton. David Butler to play the lead in " The Dust
has been engaged to play the lead. Flower," a Basil King story. Rowland Lee is directing.
The Rawlinson subject " Malloy
Compador " has been retitled "BlarNearing completion are " Sent
ney." Gertrude Olmsted is oppoby Moore
Rupert under
Hughes,thestarring Colleen
disite the star, and Hobart Henley is for Out,"
directing.
rection of Alfred Green ; " Hungry
The concluding scenes for " Wild Hearts," starring Helen Ferguson
Honey," Priscilla Dean's next sub- and Bryant Washburn, under the
FOX

ERBOGRAPH
DWIG G B

by

Wire

direction of Mason Hopper, and
" The Octave of Claudius," starringof Lon
Chaney Worsley.
under the direction
Wallace

tinuity for " The Proxy Daddy," by
Edward Peple, to be the next
vehicle for Tom Meighan. Production will be started when the star
returns from New York.
" The Parson of Panamint has
METRO
been
Jack retitled
Holt is" While
starred,Satan
with Sleeps."
Joseph
Maxwell Karger is beginning a Henaberry directing.
heavy drama of revenge titled
DeMille leaves for Europe on
" Hate," starring Alice Lake. The November 23rd.
story is by Wadsworth Camp and
the continuity by June Mathis.
FIRST
The Lytell subject from the story
" Tommy Carteret," by Justus Miles
NATIONAL
Forman, under the direction of
Bayard Veiller, is being completed
McCormick
under the release title " The Phan- theJohn
Chicago
meeting. is home from
Norma Talmadge, Jos. Schenck
Bride."
In tom
production
are " The Prisoner
of Zenda," a Rex Ingram produc- and " Mother " Talmadge were
tion, The
"
Five-Dollar Baby," greeted by hundreds of the film
Mayor Cryer and Sylstarring Viola Dana, under the di- colony and
vester Weever at the Salt Lake
rection of Harry Beaumont, and
this week upon their ar" Stay Home," starring Gareth Station
rival from New York. Norma will
Hughes, with George Baker directfirst work in " The Duchess of Langeais," a Balzac romance.
Louis B. Mayer has purchased a
HAL
ROACH
novel " One Clear Call " by Frances
Nimmeduce it. Green. John Stehl will proThe Pollard comedies " Call the
Allan Holubar is beginning proWitness
and " Blow
'em Up,"
duction at United Studios of an
have
been" shipped
to Pathe.
The Paul Parrott comedies
original story titled " The Soul
" Loose Change " and " Years to
Katherine MacDonald has finCome " are now being edited by H.
ed "The Infidel " and begins this
M. completed.
Walker and " Pay the Cashier " week ishon
is
a new production under
direction
of Chester Withey.
Harold Lloyd, who goes to New the
Seeker."
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray,
York upon completion of " White
Feather," may continue his vacation Richard Willis, and Attorney Albert Kidder leave this week for
in Europe in company with Jean
Havez.
New York. Ray, it is reported, will
probably make a new contract.
LASKY
HERE
AND
" Tharon of Lost Valley " by
Vingie Rowe is to be the next
vehicle for Dorothy Dalton.
Herman Raymaker
George Melford is making the
THERE is finishing
last scenes for " Moran of the Lady " The Matinee Idol," a Hallroom
Letty," starring Dorothy Dalton Boy comedy featuring Sid Smith.
lead.
with Rudolph Valentino in the male Jack Cohn, of the Hallroom Company, is to remain on the Coast six
James Cruze is scheduled to be- weeks.
Ben
Wilson has sent the Jack
gin filming " Is Matrimony a Failure " on Nov. 21st. The cast in- Hoxie company to Big Bear Lake
cludes Walter Hiers, Lila Lee, Zazu
exteriors
Underfinished
Orders."
Lyons forhas" just
his
Pitts, Adolph Menjou, Charles forEddie
fifth comedy for Arrow Film,
Olga Printzlau is writing con- titled " Brass Buttons."
Ogle.
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Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by
Months in which Released in order that the
Exhibitor may have a short-cut toward such
information as he may need. Short subject and
comedy releases, as well as information on pictures that are coming will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)
ifiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii
APRIL
Feature
Distributed By Length Reviewed
Star
5,100 ft.. April 16
Goldwyn
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. .Special Cast Vitagraph
reels... .April 16
Charming Deceiver, The. . Alice Calhoun Famous Players 55 reels...
.April 16
City of Silent Men Thos. Meighan Universal
reels...
5
Myers
Dangerous Moment Carmel Porten Famous Players 10 reels. .April 16
Henry
Deception
30
.. .4,506 ft.. April
Gladys Walton Universal
Desperate Youth
April 30
Diana of Star Hollow. . .Bernard Durning. . .Prod. Security— S. R.6 reels.. April
16
reels.... . .April 23
— S. R...55 reels.
Plym'th Pic.
Problem . Dorothy
Every
Players
Gish Famous
Dorothy Davenport.
in the Garret
Ghost Woman's
ft.. .April 16
5,420
National
First
Haven..
Girl in the Taxi, The... Carter De
reels... .April 16
Arthur Bourchier. . Famous Players 55 reels...
Great Day, The
Fox
Tom Mix
Hands Off
16
reels... .April
6
Vitagraph
..
Calvert
Catherine
.April 16
of Maryland
Heart
5 reels... .April
Her Lord and Master. .Alice Joyce Vitagraph
5 reels. .. .April 16
Mary Miles Minter. Realart
16
Little Clown, The
.May 28
Mildred Harris First National 55 reels...
Old Dad
reels. . .April 23
What Happened to Rosa. Mabel Normand. . . Goldwyn le 5 reels...
What's a Wife Worth?. .Casson Ferguson. .. Robertson-Co
.April 23
MAY
Feature
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Star
5 reels. . . .April 23
Adventure, The. .. Breezy Eason Universal
Big
reels. . . .April
.May 3D7
Black Roses
Sessue Hayakawa. . Robertson-Cole .... 65 reels.
.
Universal
Blazing Trail, The Frank Mayo
Bob Hampton of Placer. James Kirkwood. .. First National
7 reels. . .May 14
Cast Pacific Film — S. R..
Special Cast
Wild Special
Fromthe the
Call
Blood
Call of
5 reels. . .May 28
Carmel Myers Universal
Love
Cheated Doors
28
5 reels . . .May
Closed
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels . . .May 21
Special Cast Metro
Coincidence
William Russell . . . Fox
6 reels. . .May 28
Colorado Pluck
Childers. . . First National 6,244 ft..
Naomi
e
Courag
Owen Moore Selznick
of Convenience.
Divorce
5,000 ft..
Don't
Leave
Your
Hus,
Film 96,200
ft.. . . May 7
William Desmond. . „Federated
band
Special Cast United Artists 6 reels.
Dream Street
reels . . . .April 23
Creighton Hale Wistaria — S. R
Forbiddenof Love
April 162
6 reels. . , .April
Resurrection. Special Cast Pathe
Garden
21
5,500
ft.. . . .May
Selznick
... Robertson-C
O'Brien.
Eugene
6
reels
Lies
Gilded
ole 5 reels. . . .May 21
Theby. Federated Film
RosemaryField
Good Women
Hearts and Masks Elinor
5 reels . . .April
.May 3014
... Goldwyn
Madge Kennedy
The. .. William
Highest Bidder,Sacrifice
.May
1414
Farnum...Fox
..
5,200
ft..
His Greatest
. .May
Douglas MacLean. Famous Players 55 reels.
.May
21
Home Stretch
reels . . .May 7
House That Jazz Built.. Wanda Hawley .... Realart
reels.. . . , .May 14
Associated Prod.... ,56 reels
Louise Glaum Vitagraph
I Am Guilty
Earle Williams
.5
reels.
. .April
It Can Be Done
.May 307
Fox
Shirley Mason
Lamplighter, The
5.5 reels.
.
Lavender and Old Lace . Marguerite Snow. . Hodkinson
reels.
.
.May 21
Pathe
Lure of Egypt, The Claire Adams
55 reels
reels. . .. .April
.May 307
Made in Heaven Tom Moore Goldwyn
t
Constance Binney . Realar
Magic Cup, The
.May 14
Miracles of Manhattan .. E. Hammerstein. . .Selznick
reels.ft.. .April 30
Films — S. R 95,000
GraphicNational
Vivian Martin
Eternal Miriam
Mother The
23
Cooper. ... First
Oath
ft. . .April
— S. R, 7,806
. May 7
Irving Cummings. .Prod. Security
On the Trail
5
reels.
.
National
First
Coogan
Jackie
Peck's Bad Boy
.May 7
S. R
Federated—
Love
Bessie Crosby
of Top Hill
Penny
.. .April 23
Famous Players 55 reels.
s Trail. Jack
Proxie
reels.'.
reels.
30
Metro
Viola Dana
Puppets of Fate
10 reels. .April
.April
Betty Blythe Foxal
.May 2314
Queen of Sheba
7
reels.
.
Univers
Dean
Priscilla
ion
Reputat
6 reels. . .May 14
Roy T. Barnes. .. .Robertson-Cole 8 reels. . .April
See My Lawyer
Tommy Gareth Hughes. ... Famous Players....
Sentimental
.May 97
ole 65 reels.
Percy Robertson-C
Bad Luck . Thelma
Seven Years' s
reels. .., .April 30
Fox
Clyde Cook
5 reels.
Skirt
30
John Bowers First National 5 reels. . .April
Sky Pilot The
.April
.May 307
...
Fox
....
5
reels.
.
Percy.
Eileen
'The
Tomboy,
Arbuckle . . Famous Players
Traveling Salesman Roscoe
6 reels . . .April 30
Metro
Mice Lake
Uncharted Seas
5 reels . . . May 14
Universal
Harry C arey Famous
Wallop.GooseThe
Players 5 reels . . .May 21
Mary McLaren
The
Wild
5 reels. . .May 21
Wolves of the North. .. Herbert Heyes Universal
Feature
Beach of Dreams
Beautiful Gambler
Beyond Price
Big Town Ideas
Blick Panther's Cub. ..
Boys
Be The
WillGirl,
Boys
Butterfly

JUNE Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Star
reels June 11
5
Robertson-Cole 5 reels.
Edith Storey Universal
. ..June 11
Special Cast
5rees....May 21
Fox
Pearl White
..May 28
.
reels.
5
................
Fox
Percy
Eileen
reels. .. June 11
gqmty Pic— S. R....75 reels.
.Florence Reed Goldwyn
.
Will Rogers .Pathe
5 reels. ...May
..June 2 4
Mariorie Daw.

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Charge It
Clara Kim. Young. Equity Pic.-S. R
6,900 ft. . .June 11
Cold Steel
Special Cast Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..June 4
Fighting Lover, The.... Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels June 18
Fine Feathers
Special Cast Metro
6 reels. . ..June 25
Get Your Man
Buck Jones Fox
5 reels. .. .June 4
Girl from Nowhere, The. Elaine Ham 'rstein. .Selznick
5 reels
Gypsy Blood
Poli Negri First National 6 reels May 21
Heart Line, The
Leah Baird Pathe
6 reels. . ..June 4
Home Stuff
Viola Dana
Metro
5 reels. . ..June 18
Idols of the North Dorothy Dalton .... Famous Players 5 reels.... May 28
If Women Only Knew. .Robert Gordon Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..June 4
Keeping Up With Lizzie. Enid Bennett Hodkinson
5 reels.. ..May 21
King Queen Joker Sydney Chaplin. .. .Famous Players 5 reels. .. .June 11
Kiss in Time, A
Wanda Hawley Realart
5 reels. . ..June 25
Last Card. The
May Allison Metro
5 reels June 4
Lessons
T'lmdge. First
National 56 reels
Live and inLetLove
Live Constance
Harriet Hammond.
Robertson-Cole
reels ...
... .June
.June 184
Lest Romance, The Conrad Nagel Famous Players 7 reels... .May 28
Love's Penalty
Hope Hampton First National 5 reels ... June 4
Lure ofof the
the Forest
Orient, The. Special
Special Cast
Cast Hodkinson
Aywon Film — S. R. . . 66 reels
May 28
Man
reels ... .May
28
Man Tamer, The
Gladys Walton. ... Universal
5 reels ... June 4
Message from Mars Bert Lytell Metro
5 reels. . ..June 18
Mother Heart, The Shirley Mason Fox
5 reels. . .June 18
Mother
O' Mine
Betty Blythe
AssociatedPlayers
Prod 75 reels.
reels. ..June
June 18
One a Minute
Douglas
MacLean. ..Famous
18
Private Scandal, A
May McAvoy Realart
5 reels. . ..June 25
Rider of the King Log. .Frank Sheridan Pathe
7 reels... .May 28
Ridin'
Fox
55 reels.
Road toRomeo
London, The. .. Tom
BryantMix
Washburn. ..Pathe
reels. .... June
June 1111
Sacred and Profane Love. Elsie Ferguson Famous Players 5 reels. . . April 30
Salvage
Pauline Frederick. .Robertson-Cole 5 reels . . . . May 28
Scarab Rine. The Alice Joyce Vitagraph
5 reels ... June 4
Scrambled Wives Marguerite Clark. .. First National 6 reels ... June 4
Scrap Iron
Chas. Ray
First National 5 reels ... June 11
Sham
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5 reels. . ..May 28
Sheltered Daughters Justine Johnston ... Realart
5 reels. .. .May 28
Silver Car. The
Earle Williams Vitagraph
6 reels June 4
Snow Blind
Russell Simpson, .. Goldwyn
6 reels ... June 4
Straight
fromRaise,
Paris
Young. Associated
Equity Pic. Prod
— S. R. .. 66 reds
reels ... July
Ten
Dollar
The.. Clara
Peter B.Kim.Kyne
May 2123
Too Much Speed Wallace Reid Famous Players 5 reels. .. June 18
Two Weeks With Pay. .. Bebe Daniels Realart
5 reels June 4
Two Wise Wives Louise Calhern .... Famous Players 6 reels ... June 4
Voice in the Dark, The.. Ramsey Wallace. .. Goldwyn
5 reels ... June 18
Whistle, The
William S. Hart . .. Famous Players 5 reels April 9
White and Unmarried. .. Thos. Meighan Famous Players 5 reels ... June 11
Wise Fool, A
James Kirkwood ... Famous Players 6 reels ... June 11
Worn. God Changed, The. Seena Owen
Famous Players 6 reels. .. June 4
JULY Distributed By
Feature
Length Reviewed
Star
Appearances
Special Cast
Famous Players. ... 5336 ft. . ,
Behind Masks
Dorothy Dalton. .. Famous Players. ... 5 reels. . .
Big Town Round Up... Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels. . .
Broken Doll
Special Cast Associated Prod. .. .5 reels. . . July 2
Bronze Bell, The
Special Cast Famous Players
5902 ft... July 16
Carnival
Special Cast United Artists 6 reels... July
16
Children of the Nieht. .. William Russell ... Fox
5 reels... June
.May 25
28
Closed Doors
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels. . . July 9
Dangerous Trails
Paths Harry
Neve Gerber
— S. R
55 reels...
Desperate
Carey Arrow
Universal
reels... July 9
Devotion
Hazel Dawn
Associated Prod .... 5 reels .. .
Don't Call Me Little
Girl
Mary M. Minter. . . Realart
5 reels. . . July 16
Face of the World Special Cast Hodkinson
6 reels...
Foolish Matrons Hobart Bosworth .. Associated Prod 5 reels... July 2
Golden Snare
Special Cast
First National
6 reels...
.Aug. 3026
Greater Profit
Edith Storey Robertson-Cole 4200 ft.. July
Heart to Let
Justine Johnston ... Realart
5249 ft.. July
Home Talent
Ben Turpin Associated Prod 5 reels.., July
July 232
I Am Guilty
Louise Glaum Associated Prod S312 ft.. May 7
I Am the Woman
Texas Guinan Victor Kremer-S. R
June 2325
Journey's
End,
The W.Pauline
Standing
Hodkinson
7 reels.
reels. .. . July 59 "9
Judge
Her
Not
Curley
....
Merit
Film-S.
R.
.
.
.
5
July9
Kiss, The
Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels... July
July 9
Land of Hope
Alice Brady Realart
4964 ft.. July
Live Wires
Edna Murphy Fox
5200 ft.. July 9
Love Time
Shirley Mason Fox
4800 ft.. .May
Mask, The
Hedda Nova
Export-Import-S. R.6 reels... July 2 5
Money
Maniac,
The.
...
Special
Cast
Pathe
reels... July
July 259
Over the Wire
Alice Lake
Metro
55 reels...
Salvation Nell
Pauline Starke. ... First National
5 reels... July 99
Sheriff of Eternal Hope. Jack Hoxie Federated Film 5 reels.., July 2
Straight From Paris. ... Buck Jones Fox
July 302:9
Such a Little Queen. .. Constance Binney. Realart
4942 ft.. June
Ten Dollar Raise Special Cast Associated Prod
Thunder Island Edith Roberts Universal
4279 ft..
Unwilling Hero, An.... Will Rogers Goldwyn
5 reels... July 239
Where Lights Are Low. Sessue Hayakawa. Robertson Cole . . . . 5 reels. . .
(Continued on page 2847)
July
June

November
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Distributed By
Feature
Star
Whispering
Shadows.
...
Lucy
Cotton
Without
Benefit of
Clergy
Virginia B. Faire. , Pathe
Pathe
Women Who Wait Special Cast

Length Reviewed

OCTOBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Across the Divide Special Cast Pathe
5200 ft. . ..July
After Midnight
Conway Tearle. .. .Selznick
5 reels. . ..Oct. 15
S reels
After the Show
Special Cast
famous Players 6 reels. . ..Oct. 15
All's Fair in Love Special Cast
Goldwyn
5 reels. . ..Nov. 5
Amazing
Special Cast
Jans-S. R
5 reels
Barricade, Lovers,
The. The. ....Special
Cast
Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..Oct. 15
AUGUST
..Nov. 255
Be My Hearts
Wife
Max
Goldwyn
Blind
HobartLinder
Bosworth. .First
National 66 reels.
reels. ..June
..Nov. 12
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Bring Him In
..Earle Williams, .keaiart
.Vitagraph
56 reels.
reels.. ..Oct.
22
Case of Becky
Constance Binney.
Blue Blazes
Lester Cuneo Capital Film — S. R..S reels
..Nov. 115
..June
Charge It
Clara K. Bedford.
Young. . .Fox
.Equity-S. R
65 reels.
Crazy to Marry
Roscoe Arbuckle. .. Famous Players 4,693 ft... Aug. 13
reels.
Cinderella
of
the
Hills.
.
Barbara
Cyclone Bliss
lack Hoxie Arrow Film — S. R
5 reels.
Dangerous Toys
Special Cast
Federated — S. R. ...7 reels
Clay Dollars
Eugene Cast
O'Brien. .Selznick
.Metro .. ..
Conquering
Power, The. Special
7 reels July 16
Daughter of the Law...Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels Aug. 13 Courage
Naomi
Childers
....First
National
6
reels
Dead or Alive
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film — S. R
Dangerous Curve Ahead. Helene Chadwick. .Goldwyn
6 reels ... .Oct. 15
God's
Country
and
Law.
Special
Cast
Arrow
Film
—
S.
R.
.
.6
reels
Dawn
of
the
East
Alice
Braay
.
Realart
6
reels. . ..Oct. 22
Greater Than Love Louise Glaum Associated Prod 7 reels July 30
Doubling for Romeo .... Will Rogers
Goldwyn
5 reels. . ..Nov. 5
Great Moment, The Milton Sills Famous Players 6,372 ft. . .Aug. 6 Everything
for
Sale
May
McAvoy
...
Realart
5
reels.
. ..Oct. 8
Her Sturdy Oak
Wanda Hawley Realart
4,590 ft. . .July 31 Foolish Age, The . ..Doris May
Robertson-Cole
5 reels Oct. 22
Footlights
Elsie
Ferguson
.
.
.
.Famous
Players
6
reels.
. ..Oct. 15
Life's
Darn
Funny
Viola
Dana
Metro
6
reels
Aug.
6
Luring Lips
Gladys Walton Universal
5 reels July 30 Fox, The
Harry Carey Universal
6 reels
Man Trackers, The Geo. Larkin Universal
5 reels July 30 Four
Seasons,
The
Kineto
Review
Urban
4
reels.
.
..Oct. 8
Moon Gold
Special Cast F. B. Warren 3 reels
From the Ground Up ...Tom Moore Goldwyn
5 reels. . ..Oct. 22
Moonlight and HoneyGarments
of
Truth
Gareth
Hughes.
..
.Metro
5
reels.
.
..Sept. 10
suckle Mary Miles Minter. Realart
4,294 ft. . .Aug. 6
and Evil
Lucy Doraine ....Warren
Sept. 24
Mystery Road, The David Powell Famous Players 5 reels Aug. 6 Good
Straight
Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels. . ..Oct. 15
Old Nest. The
Mary Alden Goldwyn
7,889 ft. . .July 16 Go
Grim
Comedian,
The.
...
Special
Cast
Goldwyn
7
reels
Peggy Puts It Over. . . .^lice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels Oct. 1
or Kisses . . .Elaine HammersteinSelznick
6 reels. . ..Oct. 15
Pilgrims of the Night. .. Lewis Stone Associated Prod 5 reels Aug. 20 Handcuffs
Her Social Value
K. MacDonald ....First National 6 reels
Playthings
of
Destiny.
.
.Anita
Stewart
First
National
6,200
ft
High Heels
Gladys Walton Universal
5 reels Oct. 22
Rainbow Trail
William Farnum
Fox
6 reels.
Accuse
Special Cast
United Artists „8 reels
Remorseless Love E. Hammerstein... Selznick
5,000 ft,.. Aug. 20 IInvisible
Power, The.... House Peters Goldwyn
6 reels. . ..Oct. 8
6 reels. . ..Aug. 13 Jackie
Shams of Society Barbara Castleton.
Shirley Mason ....Fox
5 reels
Sign on the Door, The.. Norma Talmadge. First National 7 reels. . ..July 30 Judgment
Special Cast
World-S.
R
6
. ..Oct. 8
Singing River
..William Russell Fox
5 reels. . ..Aug. 6 Lady from Longacre, The William
Russell ...Fox
5 reels.
reels
They Shall Pay
Special Cast Pathe
5 reels. ..
Man's
Home,
A
Special
Cast
Selznick
6
reels.
.
..Oct. 38
Trip to Paradise Bert Lytell Metro
5,800 ft. . .Aug. 27 Man and Woman
Diana Allen
Jans.-S. R
5 reels. . .Sept.
Wealth
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5,141 ft. . .July 9 Matrimonial
Web,
The.
.
Alice
Calhoun....
Vitagraph
5
reels.
.
..Nov.
5
Wedding Bells
C. Talmadge First National
Aug. 27 Molly O
Special Cast
First National 6 reels
Wet Gold
Special Cast Goldwyn
6 reels Aug. 13 Mysterious
Rider,
The..
Special
Cast
..
Hodkinson
6
reels.
..
.Oct.
29
What's Your Reputation
Night Rose, The
Special Cast Goldwyn
6 reels
Worth?
Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
April 16 Nobody's
Fool
Marie
Prevost
Universal
5
Oct. 291
Who . Am I?
Special Cast
Selznick
5,000 ft
One Arabian Night Pola Negri
-..First National 10reels
reels. ..Oct.
Orderly, The
Special Cast
Pathe
5 reels
Pardon My French Special Cast
Goldwyn
6 reels
Parted Curtains Henry Walthall Warner Bros. — S.R..5 reels Oct. 29
Peter Ibbetson
Elsie Ferguson ...Famous Players
Oct. 29
SEPTEMBER
Poor
Relationj
A
Will
Rogers
Goldwyn
6
reels
Poverty of Riches Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Primal Law, The
Dustin Farnum ... .Fox
5 reels. . ..Oct. 1
. . Nov. 5 Queenie,
Ace of Hearts
Lon Chaney
Goldwyn
Shirley
Mason
Fox
5 reels. . ..Oct 1
Action
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5 reels .Sept. 10 Rainbow, The
Alice Calhoun... Vitagraph
5 reels
Affairs of Anatol Special Cast
Famous Players ...8 reels.. .Sept. 24 Rage of Paris, The ....Miss Du Pont Universal
5 reels. . ..Oct. 3
After Your Own Heart. Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels.. .Aug. 20 Red Courage
Hoot Gibson .. Universal
5 reels. . ..Oct. 8
.Aug. 27
At
the
End
of
the
World
Betty
Compson
.
.
Famous
Players
...
6
reels.
.
Rip
Van
Winkle
Thos
Jefferson...
Hodkinson
Oct. 29
Bar Nothing
. Oct. 22
Buck Jones
Fox
Rough
Diamond.
The...
Tom
Mix
Fox
5
reels Nov. 12
7 reels
Beating the Game
Tom Moore
Goldwyn
5058 ft. .Sept. 17 Shadows of Conscience. . Russell Simpson
of Lightning
geyond
Ethel
Famous Players ...6 reels.. .Sept.
..Oct. 2917 Shadow
Bits
of Life
Wesley Clayton
Barry
First National
Ridge, The
Snowy Baker
Aywon-S. R
5 reels Sept. 24
.Sept.
17
B'ack Sheep
Neal Hart
Indep. Film Ass'n. . 5 reels. . .Aug. 27 Shark Master, The.'. ... Frank Mayo
Universal
Blot,
The
Special
Cast
Famous
Players
...6
reels..
Son
of
Wallingford,
TheSpecial
Cast
Vitagraph
85 reels.
reels. ..Sept.
Oct. 2910
Broken Spur, The
Tack Hoxie
Arrow-S. R
5 reels.. .Sept. 17 Steelhart
William
Duncan
..Vitagraph
5
reels.
.
..Sept.
24
. Sept. 3 Stranger Than Fiction. .Catherine M'D'nald. First National
Burn
'Em Up Barnes. .. Johnny
Hines Affiliated
Dist. — S. R.57 reels..
reels.. ..Sept.
6
reels
24 Speed Girl, The
Camille
Nazimova
Metro
Bebe Daniels . . Realart
6 reels
.Sept. 3 Swamp, The
Cappy
Players ...66 reels..
Sessue
Hayakawa . . Goldwyn
Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..Nov.
Certain Ricks
Rich Man, A... Thos.
SpecialMeighan
Cast ...Famous
Hodkinson
reels.. .Oct. 15 Theodora
Rita
Jolivet
Oct. 1229
Child Thou Gavest Me.. Barbara Castleton . First National
Three Musketeers
Douglas Fairbanks . United Artists 12 reels. ..Sept. 10
Courage
Naomi Childers First National 6 reels..
Three Word Brand William S. Hart.. Famous Players . . . 6 reels Oct 8
Crossing Trails
Pete Morrison ...Associated Prod. ...5 reels..
Thunderclap
Special Cast
Fox
8 reels. . ..Aug. 31
Cupids Brand
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film-S. R
Tropical Love
Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
5 reels
Cup of Life
Hobart Bosworth. Associated Prod. ...6 reels.. Sept. 10 Vengeance Trail
Big Boy Williams Aywon-S. R
5 reels. . ..Sept 24
Dangerous Love
Pete Morrison
C. B. C. Film-S. R
Virginia Courtship, A... May McAvoy . ... Realart
5 reels
Discontented Wives Special Cast . . . Path
e
What
Love
Will
Do
MurphyWalker
..
Fox
5
reels
Disraeli
Geo. Arliss
Sept. 3 Woman's Place
United Artists
Constance Talmadge First National . . . . 5 reels. . ..Oct. 29
Even as Eve
Betty Compson . . Goldwyn
Experience
R. Barthelmess ..Famous Players ...6 reels.. Aug. 20
Family Closet, The Special
Cast Pathe
NOVEMBER
Reviewed
Fighter, The
Conway Tearle ...Selznick
5000 ft.
3
Distributed By Length
Feature
Fighting Breed, The... Snowy Baker . .Agavon Film-S. R.. 5 reels.. Sept.
Aug.
27
.Oct.
29
Forever
Elsie Ferguson . . Famous Players
First National 6 reels
Alf's Button
SpecialStarCast
Cast
5752 ft..
For Those We Love... Betty Compson ..Goldwyn
Anne
of Little Smoky .. Special
Asso. Exhib
5 reels.
Ghost City
Helen Holmes . . Asso. Photo-S. R ... 5000 ft . .
Bonnie
Briar
Bush,
TheSpecial
Cast
Famous Players 6 reels .Nov. 19
B. Warren 7 reels.. Sept. 24 Bucking the Line
M.
(Lefty)
Flynn
Fox
5
reels.
Girl from God's Country Nell Shipman . . . F.Rainbow
Film-S. R. 6 reels.. Sept. 3 Call of the North Jack Holt
Girl's Decision Helen Gibson . . .
Famous
Players 76 reels.
reels,
Sept. 17 Conflict
Universal
Priscilla
Dean
.
.
.
God's Crucible
Special
Cast
Hodkinson
7 reels!.
Golem,
The
Paul
Wegener
Famous
Players
...
6
reels
.
.
Universal
5
reels.
Dr.
Jim
Frank
Mayo
..July
Oct. 82 Enchantment
.Nov. 1912
Great Impersonation ..James Kirkwood. . Famous Players ...6 reels.. .Aug.
Marion Davies . . . Paramount
6 reels. .Nov.
8 False Kisses
Miss duPont
Great Moment, The. ... Gloria Swanson. .. Famous Players
Universal
5
reels.
.
.
.
5
reels
Heart of the North Roy Stewart
Joe Brandt-G.
Fidelity
Special Cast
Aywon
— S. R
57 reels.
reels. [Nov." S
S. R Davis- 6 reels . . .Sept. 10 Footfalls
Special Cast
Fox
Hearts and Masks
Special Cast
.Nov. 2419
Federated — S. R
Her Face Value
Wanda Hawley . . Realart
5
reels
5 reels. .Sept.
.Sept.
3
Hell Diggers, The Wallace Reid
Hunch,
The
Gareth
Hughes
.
.
Metro
6
reels.
Famous
Players
.
.
.
5
reels
Her Winning Way Mary Miles Minter Realart
5 reels .Oct. 18 Hush Money
Alice Brady
Realart
6 reels.
Home Keeping Hearts. .Thos. Swinton Pathe
12
Trail, The
Special Cast
5 reels ..Oct.
United Artists 7 reels. .Nov.
Indiscretion
Oct. 8 Iron
Florence Reed . . . Pioneer
.Hodkinson
7 reels. .Oct. 29
6
reels
Jane
Eyre
Hugo
Ballin
Prod
.Sept.
10
Infamous Miss Revell. . Alice Lake
Metro
5 reels..
5 reels .
The
Walker-Murphy .. Fox
22 Jolt,
Inner Chamber, The Alice Joyce Vitagraph
Knight of the West, A. . Olin Francis
6 reels. . ..Oct.
.Aug. 27 The
W.B.M.
P'play— S. R.56 reels.
reels. .Nov. 12
Idle
Rich
Bert
Lytell
Jjck,
Rider,
The
Big
Boy
Williams.
Aywon
Film-S.
R
5
reels
Metro
Match Breaker, The Viola Dana
3 Ladies Must Live Special Cast
Metro
Paramount
7 reels .
6 reels .Sept.
Moonlight Follies Marie Prevost
.Sept.
24
Universal
Last Trail,
The
4600 ft>. ..Aug. 27
Fox
6 reels
**0I\al Fibre
in the
Clearing, Special Cast
Griffith Vitagraph
6 reels.. .Sept.
1717 Light
Night Horsemen, The.. Corinne
Tom Mix
The
Snecial Cast
Fox
Hodkinson
7 reels
5
reels
.Sept.
No Woman Knows Special Cast
Universal
Love Never Dies Special Cast
First National 7 reels
10 reels!
Oh Mary Be Careful ... Madge Kennedy
... Pioneer .. .
Earle Williams . . . Vitagraph
5 reels .Oct. 8 Lucky Carson
reels
Pauline Frederick. Robertson-Cole .... 65 reels.
. ..Nov. 19
.Aug. 2710 Lure of Jade, The
One Wild
Week
Bebe Daniels
ft. '..Sept.
Open
Shutters
Edith
Roberts Realart
Universal '.! 55000
reels
Robertson-Cole
7
reels
Ma'mselle
Jo
Special
Cast
.Sept. 17 Man From Lost River,
Passing Through
Douglas
MacLean.
Famous
Players
...5
reels!!
Play Square
Johnnie Walker . . Fox
The . .
Snecial Cast
5 reels .Sept. 17
7 reels.
12
Princess of New York. .David Powell
Herbert Rawlinson Goldwyn
Famous Players ...5 reels.. . Sept. 3 Millionaire, The
Universal
6 reels. . .Nov.
Quo Vadis
Special
Cast
.Sept.
3
F.
B.
Old
Oaken
Bucket,
The.
Special
Cast
Warren
8
Warren
5 reels. .Nov. 5
reels..
Koom and Board Constance Binney. Realart
.Sept.
10
Our
Mutual
Friend
Special
Cast
.
5 reels .Sept. 17
Warren
5 reels .
With Death Buck Jones
Rowdy,
Fox
5 reels.
Gladys Walton
Universal .........
reels \ '...Nov. 5 Riding
Secret ofThe
the Hills, The. Antonio
Moreno. . .. ..Vitagra
Way, The
Special Cast Produc.
ph
12
55 reels
Sec.
—
S.
R.
.
.
6 reels. . .Nov.
.Sept. 17 Right
Sheik, The
Agnes Ayres Paramount
6
reels. . .Oct. 29
Serenade
Cooper
...First
National
6
reels'.'.
Sting of the Lash .... Miriam
.Aug.
27
Pauline Frederick . Robertson-Cole . 6 reels.
Silent
Call,
The
Soecial
Cast
reels..
First
National
7
reels.
There Are No Villains. .Viola Dana
Metro
.Sent. 3 Sin of Martha Queed,
. Nov. 5
The
Special Cast Associated Exhib
Two Minutes
to Go Pearl
Chas. White
Ray
First National'
7 reels. . ..Aug.
Virgin
Paradise
Fox
20
Single Track, Thte Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
55 reels
reels.. .Nov. 5
11 reels. .Sept. 18 Sure
Way Down East
R. Barthelmess ..United Artists
Fire
Hoot Gibson .... Universal
Where Men Are Men.. William Duncan. . . Vitagraph
5 reels. . .Sept. 24 Tol'ble David
First National 6 reels.
Rich. Barthelmess. First
Why Girls Leave HomeAnna Q. Nilsson ... Warner Bros.-S. R. 7 reels .Sept. 10 The
National
S reels. .Nov. 19
Wonderful Thing. .. Norma Talmadge..
Wife s Awakening, A...Wm. P. Carlton ... Robertson-Cole 6 reels' .Sept. 10
(Continued on
page 2848)
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Comedy

and

Short

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Adviser, The
Lloyd Hamilton. .. .Educational 2 reels. . ..Nov. 19
Afraid of His Wife
Educational
1 reel
After the Dough Sid Smith
Federated Film 2 reels Aug. 20
Among Those Present. .Harold Lloyd Pathe
3 reels. .. .May 4
Applicant. The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Assault and Flattery
Educational ........ 1 reel
At the Ringside Snub Pollard Pathe
2 reels July 23
Baby, Baby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
Bakery, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels ... June 11
Bang
Lloyd Hamilton. ...Educational
Barrel of Trouble Denver Dixon Plymouth Pict 2 reels
Bashful Lover, The. .. .Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Bell Hop, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Between the Acts Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels. . ..April 30
Blacksmith. The
Buster Keaton First National 2 reels
Blue Sunday
Lyons and Moran .. Universal
2 reels. . ..Aug. 13
Bride and Broom Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
Bride and Gloom
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
Brown Derby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels. . ..Sept. 24
Brownie's
Baby Doll Eddie
Baby Peggy
Burglars Bold
Boland Universal
Pathe
21 reel
reels. . ..Aug. 13
Chick, Chick
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels Sept. 10
Chicken Hearted
Educational
1 reel
Country Chickens Louise Fazenda .... Educational
2 reels
Custard Nine, The
Pathe
2 reels
Dead Easy
Earl Rodney Educational
2 reels. . .Aug. 27
Devilish Romeo
Fox
.2 reels
Dew Drop Inn
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Dizzy Dumbells Art Bates
State Rights 2 reels...
Dog Doctor, The
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels
Dull Care
Larry Semon Vitagraph
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
Educational
1 reel. . ...Sept. 5
Edgar's Country Cousin. Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Feast Day Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Hamlet Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's
Day .. .Johnny
Johnny Jones
Goldwyn
22 reels
reels
Edgar theJonah
Detective.
Jones Goldwyn
June 18
Edgar the Explorer Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Exit Quietly
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..Oct. 8
Fall Guy, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels.....
Fallingand For
Fanny Al.
HelenSt. John
Darling Educational
22 reelsFast
Furious
Fox
reels. ..Aug.
... 6
Fireside Brewer, A
Louise Fazenda. . ..Famous Players 2 reels. . ..Nov. 27
Fly Cop, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
For Land's Sake
Educational
2 reels
Game Lady
Lloyd Hamilton. . ..First National 2 reels ... .July 23
Going Through the Rye. Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels
Gone to the Country Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Oct. 8
Greenhorn. The
Lloyd Hamilton ... .Educational
2 reels. . ..May 28
Guide, The
Clyde Cook Fox
2 reels June 11
Handy Husband Teddy Sampson. . ..Educational
1 reel....Jmne 25
Happy Pest, The
Al St, John
Fox
2 reels. . ..Nov. S
Hard Luck
Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels
Haunted House, The Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels July 9
Head Waiter
Larrv Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Hey Rube
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..May 28
High Life
Harrv Sweet Universal
2 reels. . ..Oct. 8
His First Honeymoon .. Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
His Handsome Butler. . .Eddie Barry Arrow Film
His Home Sweet Home. Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
2 reels
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
Day
His Jonah
His
Unlucky Berth Bert Roach Universal
1 reel Sept. 3
Hold Your Breath Chas. Dorety Universal
2 reels
Hound of Tankervillc.Otis Harlan Educational
Idle Class. The
Chas. Chaplin First National 3 reels Oct. 1
I f)0
Harold Lloyd .Associated Exhib. . . .3 reels. . ..Aug. &
In and Out
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
In for Life
Viora Daniels Educational
2 reels. . .Aug. 6
It's Your Move
Educational
1 reel
Just in Time
Educational
2 reels. . ..June 25
Late Hours
Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Nov. 19
reels
2
Pathe
Truex
Ernest
My
Oh
But
Little,
Prod 2 reels
Love and Doughnuts. . .Ben Turpin Associated
2 reels
Johnny Savo Fox
Love and War
2 reels. . ..Sept. 10
Louise Fazenda. .. .Educational
The
Love Egg,
Love's
Outcast Ren Turpin
Associated Prod 2 reels. .. July 14
Made in the Kitchen. . .Special Cast Associated Prod 2 reels
Man vs. Woman
Dorothy Devoe. ... Educational
2 reels ... June 18
2 reels
Federated
Sid Smith
Meet the Wife
1 reel.... May 28
Henry Murdock. . .Educational
Money Talks
2 reels
Reelcraft
Billy Quirk
Mother's Lamb
reels ■ Aug.
2
Educational
Eddie Barry
Mr. Fatima
2 reels
Aubrey ...Vitagraph
Mysterious Stranger ...Jimmy
lreel.
Pathe
Snub Pcllard
Name the Day
Oct.
Harold Lloyd Associated Exhib -...3 reels . .Nov.
Never Weaken
Nick-of-Time
Hero Special Cast Educational
2 reels .Sept.
lreel.
Universal
No Clothes to Guide HimBert Roach
lreel.
Snub Pollard ....Pathe
No Stop Over
Aug. 2361910
reels ... July
2
..Educational
Devore
Dorothy
Nothing L'ke It
2 reels
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
Nuisance. The
2 reels ... Aug. 6
Educational
Neal Burns
Oh Buddy
1 reel.... Nov
Snub Pollard Pathe
On Location
1 reel .... Sept.
Eddie Boland ....Pathe
On Their Way
2 reels...
. ...Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
pa]s
reels
22 reels
Educational
••••• Federate
■• Banks
A
Pair of ' Sexes.
d
Monty
Alley
Peaceful
2 reels, .Sept. 10
Harold Lloyd ....Pathe
Pinched •••
2 reels
Buster Keaton ...First National
Playhouse The
2 reels Oct. 29
Bobby Vernon Educational
Pure and Simple .
reel. .. .Aug. 13
Pathe
* Lloyd.. Educational
£0,1,ar4
Island
Rainbow Sex
21 reels .. July 19
Rodney
Earl
Reckless
reels
2
Vitagraph
Aubrey
Jimmy
Riot The
. .Aug.
22 reels.
Universal
Moran
Robinson's Trousseau ..Lee
Universal
reels...
May 2127
Moran
&
Lyons
Roman Romeos
• Educational
2 reels
•
ie.
Sus
Sister
2 reels. .. Nov. 20
SavingMan, The
Eddie Boland .. .Educational
Sand
Fox
2 reels. . .Sept. 24
Cast ... ..Educational
Flowers. .. Special
1
reel
Say It With le
•
•
Say Unc
.Vitagraph
2 reels... ....
Larry Semon . . . Educational
School Days
2
reels.
. July 2
Harry Gnbbon
Scrappily Married

Subject

Picture

News

Releases

Feature
Star
Distributed By Length Reviewed
Sea
Shore
Shapes
Universal
12 reel.
See America First Mack Swain
Herald Prod
reels
See America Thirst Cissy Fitzgerald. . Producers Secu
She Sighed by the Sea
Side
Ben Turpin
Associated Prod .... 2 reels
Should Husbands Do
Oct. 8IS
Universal
1 reel. . June
Housework
Harry Gribbon
Educational
2 reels. Oct. 30
Simp,
The
Lloyd
Hamilton.
reels.
Simple Life
Larry Semon . . . . Vitagraph
22 reels.
Singer Midgets Scandals Slim Somerville . . Fox
2 reels.
Single Handed
Edgar Jones . . . Pathe
Skipper Treasure Garden Special Cast
First National
Small Town Stuff AL St. John Fox
2 reels. June 3
Sneakers
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels. June 15
Snookey's Blue Monday Snookey
Educational
2 reels. .Sept. 303
Snookey's Fresh Air .... Snookey
Educational
2 reels. July
Sept. 10
Snookey's Twin Troubles Snookey
Educational
2 reels.
Snookey's
Wild
Oats.
..
Snookey
Educational
2
reels.
Society Dogs
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
2 reels. June' 25
Speed
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels. July 2 V
Sportsman, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels.
July 10"
Sept.
Spot Cash
Snub Pollard
Pathe
lreel.. .Sept.
17
Standing Pat
Teddy Sampson ..Educational
lreel..
Stealin Home
Harry Sweet
Universal
2 reels. July 30
Stick Around
Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels.
Storks Mistake
Educational
2 reels.
Strikes to Spare
Bcbby Vernon ...National Ex
Sunless Sunday
Educational
2 reels Aug. 13
Sweet Daddy
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels.
Sweet Revenge
Thornton Edwards. Educational
lreel.
Take Your Time
Earl Rodney ....Educational
lreel.. June
1118
June 12
Their Dizzy Finish Sid Smith
Federated Film
2 reels. ..Nov.
11
Three Good Pals
Fox
,
2 reels. June
bet" i18
Torchy a la Cart
Johnny Hines ....Educational
2 reels. .June
Torchy's
Promotion
....Johnny
Hines
...Educational
2
reels.
Torchy Turns Cupid ...Johnny Hines ...Educational
2 reels. Oct- 1
Toreador, The
Clyde Cook
Fox
2 reels.
Tourist, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels Sept. 17
Trouble Doctor, The. . . Neely Edwards . . Arrow Film
Trouble Hunter, The... Jimmy Aubrey ...Vitagraph
2 reels.
Two Faces West
Sid Smith
Federated
2 reels.
Vacation
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels Oct. 8
Vagrant, The
Lloyd Hamilton. .. Educational
2 reels. .
Week Off, A
Chas. Dorety ....Universal
2 reels Aug. 6
Vitagraph
2lreel..
reels.
Well I'll Be
Larry Semon
Pathe
What a Whopper Snub Pollard
Why
They Love Cave
■ Oct. 8
Men
Celebrated Players
Zero Hero
Gaylord Lloyd . . . Pathe
1 reel
iiiiiiiiiiuuiiuuiuiiiiiiiiiLiiiiuiininiiuiiiiiiiiniuiiauimiiiiuiuiiiniiimn
Short

Subjects

^iiiinniiiiiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiuiiimHiniiiNiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimiimimiiiiniinnimmmmTmniiimini
Distributed By
Feature
Length Reviewed
Title and Star
Star
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial), Elmo Lincoln . State Rights
American Badger (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
1 reel
Andy and Min (Cartoon)
Celeb. Play. Film. 1 reel
Oc
At the Wailing Wall (Scenic)
Paramount 1 reel
Babyhood (Novelty)
Kineto Review 1 reelJuly 23
Bear Hunting in California (Adventure) Kineto Review 1 reel
Beauty Spots of America (Scenic) Kineto Review 1 reel
Beggar Maid, The (Drama), Mary Astor Triart Film 1 reel. . . .Oct.
Beyond the Trail (Wes. Drama), Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels. ..
Bible, The (Serial), Special Cast
State Rights 12 Episodes
Big Mystery (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Federal
1 reel
Biology
and Its(Novelty)
Use (Educ.) . Kineto
National
. . Sept. 17
Birds of— the
CragsMicroscope
and Marshes
Review 11 reel.
reel
Bonnie Scotland (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Boy Scouts of America (Topical) Kineto Review 1 reel
Breaking Through (Serial), Carmel Myers .... Vitagraph
Cairo in Egypt (Kineto Review)
Urban
1 reel. . . .July
Capturing Lions by Aeroplane (Novelty) ... Pathe
1 reel — Nov. 12
Circulation of the Blood and Botany
Field Flowers (Educational)
National
^ reel ea. Aug. 20
Code of the West, The (West. Drama) Texas Guinan
2 reels ...Nov. £
Collectors of Craniums (Educational) Educational
lreel. ..
Combatting the Elements (Novelty) Kineto Review 1 reel
Could Columbus Discover America? (World
Wanderings)
Educational
lreel.. . Sept.
Sept.
Cow Puncher's
(W. Dr.), Art Acc. Universal
Creation
(SacredComeback
Films)
42 reels.
reels
Crowning King Blizzard (Scenic) Educational
lreel
Cupid, Registered Guide (Drama) Edgar Jones.Pathe
2 reels
Sept. 24
Cyclone
Smith's
Vow
(West.
Drama)
Universal
2
Day with the Giants
State Rights reels.
Death Trap, The (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi. . Pathe
2 reels
Do or Die (Serial), Eddie Polo
Universal
2 reels.
Down in Dixie (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel. May 21
Dreams Come True (Educational) Educational
lreel
Eden of the Pacific (Scenic)
Prizma
lreel. . Sept.
Emerald Isle, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Feathers (Scenic)
Selznick
lreel... Aug
Great American Authors (Kineto Series)
Nov.
Hiking the Alps, with the Swiss Boy
Scouts (Kineto Reviejv)
National Ex
1 reel. ... Sept.
Hitting the Spots (Scenic)
Educational
lreel... May
Holy City, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Honor of Ramerii (West. Dr.). Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels...
Hope Diam'd
Mystery
Grace DarmondState
Hunting
the Sea
Wolf (Ser'l),
(Educational)
Kineto Rights
Review 115 episodes
reel
24ll
Hurricane
Hutch
(Serial),
Chas.
Hutchison.
.
Pathe
15
epi'des
Imposter, The (West Drama), Tom Sanchi. . Pathe
? reels... Aug.
(Continued on page 2876)
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New

Chicago
in
Represents

Awe inspiring through its size, magnificent
in its architecture, and of surpassing luxury in
its furnishings and decorations, Balaban &
Katz's new theatre, The Chicago, stands a monument to the vision, courage and enterprise of
these master showmen.
In Chicago it already is known as " the Wonder Theatre of the World " and motion picture
notables gathered for the brilliant opening, gave
it the palm for grandeur and splendor over all
motion picture palaces hitherto erected.
The Chicago, as it stands today, represents
an investment of close to four million dollars
and incorporated within its walls is every known
device to promote comfort and pleasure of its
patrons and to insure the best in projection and
presentation.
Unlike many other down town theatre properties, the Chicago Building is exclusively for
theatre purposes and the box office alone must

Theatre

Picture

Surpasses

News

All

Grandeur
Close

to Four

Million

be The
looked
to forcapacity
revenue.'of the theatre is five
seating
thousand, twenty-six hundred on the main floor,
five hundred in the mezzanine and nineteen
hundred in the balcony. This capacity could be
increased to fifty-five hundred under New York
ordinances, thereby surpassing the capacity of
any theatre in that city or in the country.
The auditorium proper covers a greater
ground area than any theatre in the country,
being a half block in width and one hundred
and sixty feet in length. The exterior on State
street, which contains the principal entrance,
is a monumental1 design carried to a height
equivalent to a seven-story building, in granite
and polychrome terra cotta, with a frontage of
sixty feet.
The State Street property is used exclusively
for a lobby and runs east ninety-six feet to the
auditorium proper, which runs north and south

Main lobby of the Chicago theatre looking toward the grand staircase.
crystal chandelier

Xote the magnificent

Dollars
for one hundred and seventy feet, with its
north end on Lake street.
Messrs. C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, who are the
architects responsible for this splendid building, have followed the French style of architecture of the Louis fourteenth period throughout the interior and have made the exterior
what is declared by Henry Wacker, chairman of
the Chicago Plan Commission, as the handsomest building in Chicago.
The Chicago is another triumph for C. W.
& Geo. L. Rapp, as well as for Messrs. Balaban & Katz, for whom they previously had
built the Central Park Theatre, The Riveria
and the magnificent Tivoii Theatre. They are
known from coast to coast as the architects of
splendid theatres in many cities and their work
extending over a number of years has been
the result of both having had extensive study
and travel in Europe and the Orient. Their
efforts have been to embody the finest in European examples which are regarded as monuments of the ages in American theatres and
from these examples The Chicago and the other
houses built by Rapp and Rapp have taken on
greater lines and proportions, surpassing the
European examples and with modern improvements meeting American demands. As in all
the work, the interior of The Chicago is carried out in a definite style and period of architecture and they also include the scheme of
decoration, lighting fixtures and all interior
equipment, so that these lines are in perfect
harmony and color.
Entering from State street, the visitor to the
Chicago is ushered into a lobby treated in
extremely elaborate design with a huge marble
colonnade supporting a rich vaulted ceiling,
which towers over him at an unobstructed
height of sixty-five feet. This area is devoted
entirely to the public as a promenade and entrance to the theatre. At the end of this lobby
is a grand marble stairway, eighteen feet in
width, which extends up to the mezzanine floor,
continuing to the upper mezzanine promenade,
intermediate balcony promenade, upper balcony
promenade and the top floor of the balcony.
Patrons using this stairway are at all times in
view of the main floor of the grand lobby,
thereby avoiding the usual narrow entrances
and passageways to this portion of the theatre.
In the grand lobby there also is a grand
promenade at the mezzanine floor level extending around all sides with a width of fifteen feet.
This promenade is richly furnished with divans,
heavily carpeted and with splendid oil paintings
on the walls. The promenade is again repeated
at the upper balcony level, giving the patrons
of the balcony the same convenience^.
On the orchestra floor at right angles to the
grand lobby and extending the full width of
the auditorium is the grand promenade, which
has a width of twenty feet and extends to a
height of thirty-seven feet on the main axis
of the theatre.
The seating arrangement on the orchestra
floor proper is laid out on a European horse
shoe plan, in which the minor promenade extends around all sides, terminating at the proscenium boxes. This contour or shape of the
main floor gives a series of arches which are
(Continued on page 2870)
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Switchboard

NewMajor

Here is a switchboard
marvel
theatres.

aw/

that is as much

a

among switchboards as the magnificent New Chicago Theatre is among

Lighting effects of surpassing beauty on
the facets and cornices of the elaborate
auditorium

embellishments are easily accomplished. Unsurpassed flexibility that
places in the hands of the electrician the
minute control of the smallest circuits of
lights both for brilliance and blending.
This has been true of
all Major Switchboards.
The new design that lifts
this Major Combination
Pilot and Dimmer Board
above the others is the
placing each dimmer
lever directly below the
pilot switch for the
lights they dim. Added
to all of the other Major features — unequaled
for theatre lighting control— is this new and
revolutionary feature of
absolute compactness.
Major Pre-Selective
Remote Control Switchboards are being installed inthe newest palaces of the theatre world
as well as making modern the obsolete lighting
of many of the fine long
established ones.

Tre-Selective

Remote

Control

Motion
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Another

Great

Stride

in

Picture

News

Theatre

Lighting
Control
New
Major Combination
Switchboard
a Real Improvement
one position, by one man, the equipment is further subdivided by 153 Tumbler switche
In building the huge and magnificent Chicago
really marvelous.
Theatre, Balaban and Katz impressed the world
Practically every circuit in the theatre is o
dimmers and approximately 147 dimmer platt
with a dazzling achievement. Quite as impresIt is a new design of Major board. It consive, particularly to those interested, are the
tains all of the proven points of excellence the were required. These are constructed in
other Major Switchboards have and is built on
bank, six high, directly behind the pilot boan
mechanics that made such a brilliant accomDimmers handle in the top row is within eas
plishment possible. The lighting control is one
the basically right principle of Pre-Selective
reach. The entire stage pilot board and din
Remote Control, the great improvement is one
of the outstanding features of these " behind
mers occupy a floor space of only 4 ft. 7 in. b
of combining the pilot switches with the dimthe scenes " mechanics.
20 ft. This is exactly the space the dimmer
mer controls on the same board and each conTo understand fully the vast improvement
alone would occupy.
obtained and the skillful engineering necessary
tiguous to the other.
To make this clear we will take one unit
to accomplish the one man control of such a
In the foregoing we have taken for grante
switch. In the upper part of the unit is the that it was clearly understood that the Majo
huge electrical equipment, some comparison
must be made to older methods and existing
" on " position lever, four inches below this is System is a Pre-Selective Pilot Board wit
conditions. Under the open-knife switchboard
Remote Control. The heavy current is broke
the " off " position lever, both of which are
also pre-selective levers. Between these two is on a large remote magnetic switchboard in a
plan a switchboard fully forty-five feet long
would have been necessary to control the great
the pilot light that shows the condition of the enclosed room in out-of-the-way space in th
number of circuits. In addition to this knife
circuit controlled (whether the lamps are
basement. This remote board is in itself we.
switchboard control the dimmer bank or group
lighted or not). Just below the lower lever is worth pages of description.
the handle of the dimmer plate that dims that
would have had to extend almost an equal disThe switches are manufactured specially fo
tance beyond this or be placed over it on a particular circuit. There is a scale marked
the
Major system by the Cutler-Hammer Mfg
along the slot through which this dimmer han" second story " level. This old type of switchCo., and all board connections are made wit)
dle protrudes that shows by position how much
board, which is used today in many old theatres,
bus bars, no wiring used. Of greater valu
would have taken four or five men to control the
the lights are dimmed.
than the saving of stage space and the flex
This
entire
unit
is
repeated
again
and
again
lights of the Chicago Theatre, during the peribility
and ease of control is the elimination o
for as many circuits as need be controlled.
formance. As all of the equipment would have
fire hazard. Only 7/10 of one ampere i
been in the stage, it would have occupied a Further division of circuits is made with tumbroken on the stage and that behind steel plat<
bler snap switches in several panels, one panel
great deal of valuable stage space. The fire
hazard would have been materially increased,
along side of each set of pilot switches. By and slate. No one can possibly damage th>
stage board by " shorting " and the entire ap
and flexibility would be a nearly minus quality.
all of this you can see that the board is marparatus can be locked against unauthorizec
velously flexible as well as unusually compact.
It should be remembered the most highly sucThe main control switches, the main dimmer
cessful theatre swithboard is not the largest but
meddlers.
any beonedone,
" tamper
" withis bu
the
switches no Should
harm can
as there
the smallest that can be built to do the work.
levers and the big slow wheel drive dimmer
one
path
for
current
to
travel
at
any
one
time
control are all located at the center of the
The Major Pre-Selective Remote Control
Another factor that makes for the safety ol
board within reach of one man. From this
Switchboard installed in the huge 5,000-seat
Chicago Theatre is only twenty feet long! It point the electrician makes all of his light the audience is the extended remote control ol
house lights. With the Major System houst
changes. Between changes he goes to other
seems impossible to believe the statement that
lights can be turned on from any desired poin
the switchboard itself takes absolutely no addiparts siveofscenes.the board to " pre-select " his succesor points in the house by a simple snap switch,
tional stage space other than that required for
the dimmer bank alone, but that is literally the
Figures are usually dry affairs, but the fol- in a glass enclosed case.
truth. The major board is built to fit into the
lowing high spots should be interesting. There
is a total current load on the stage switchboard
spaces left around the dimmer handles. This
of 390,220 watts. Of this the stage uses 202.at once cuts' the space required down to that 800
See Photograph of Magazine
and the Auditorium 187,420. This is
needed for dimmers alone. When you realize
divided into a total of 384 circuits and is conPanel on Page 2870
in addition it can be " set up " for three scenes
trolled by 103 pilot switches. The circuits are
in advance and that changes can be made from
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Major remote control board in basement under the stage

Another view of the Major remote control board in the Chicago theatre
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master

MUSIC
incorporated
the new

CHICAGO

in
theatre

Balaban & Katz appreciate the fact that their
high type of picture presentation needs the highest
class music.
The successful transposition, from the head to the
heart, of the ideas projected on the screen, can only
come through the music of an organ built to reach
the hearts of its hearers and not the discount
demands

of its purchasers.
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Par
Nothing
W hile the splendid architectural and lighting
effects, beauty of hangings, heavy carpeting and
general air of luxury which distinguishes the
Chicago, brings forth admiration from everyone entering the theatre, quite as impressive,
particularly to theatre men, are the mechanics
that make such a brilliant accomplishment possible.
The electrical system throughout the Chicago
was installed by the Hub Electric Company, of
Chicago, many of the instruments and devices
used being manufactured specially for this theatre by that company. The magnitude of the
electrical equipment may be realized from the
fact that more than ten thousand electric lights
are used to illuminate the interior of the house,
and thousands of lights in addition are used on
the exterior. The cove lighting throughout the
house is of the three color system, amber, red
and blue, with the colors independently controlled by dimmers. There is a perfect blend
of one color into another every twenty minutes with the diffusion so gradual that it is
hardly perceptible. Electric drive pumps,
blowers, and a heating system in which electricity plays an important part, are also part of
the Hub Electrical Company's contribution to
this great theatre.
An interesting feature of the installation is
the thermostat method of temperature regulation. In a closet adjacent to the manager's
office is a control board which indicates the temperatures in various parts of the Chicago Theatre and enables the manager to set the various
thermostats, distributed about the house, at
proper degree of heat. From this board, also,
is operated the opening and closing of dampers
and ducts, that is the fresh air damper may be
set half open and the return air half open. Also
foul air exhaust dampers may be regulated.
It also provides for the regulation of the coils
and the heating system. Other indicators show
the velocity at which the various fans are running and there are controls for regulating their

Left

News

The balcony, showing wall paintings and decorations

View of the mezzanine boxes under the balcony

Equipment

Picture

Chicago

With
Undone

Theatre

on

House
to Obtain

Perfection
in record time by the W. J. Newman Company
motors. There is a complete inter-communicatof Chicago, who also made quick time with th<
ing system of house telephones and an electric
monster excavation for the foundation and base
flash system of reporting vacant seats to the
ment structures of the theatre.
chief usher, who has a board before him whereby he can determine the location of vacant seats
in any part of the house.
Col. Fred Levy to Erect
The lighting control is one of the outstanding features of the " behind the scenes me$250,000
House
chanics "and is accomplished through the use
of the Major Pre-Selective Remote Control
There is no gloom or fear of the futun
Switchboard.
in certain of the Kentucky motion pictun
The projection room in the Chicago is circles. Close on the heels of the opening
equipped with a battery of three Simplex Machines, Stereopticons, etc. The installation of of the new " Kentucky " in Louisville
Col. Fred Levy, original Associated Firs
the Peerless Automatic Arc Controls in the proNational franchise holder for Kentucky
jection room, was accomplished through arand Tennessee, has completed negotia
rangements with the J. E. McAuley Manufactions for the erection in Lexington, Ky.
turing Company, Chicago, who also manufactured the controls in use at the Senate, Rivera,
of a new theatre, to seat 1,500 and to cos
Tivoli and The Roosevelt, which play such an
approximately $250,000.
important part in the perfect projection of picThe name of the new house has no'
tures at these houses, eliminating as they do the
been determined, but it is to be one ol
annoying colored lights, the semi-dark screen,
the finest theatrical structures in the stat<
and other undesirable conditions practically unavoidable with hand fed arcs.
and the management will seek to obtair
A Raven " Haftone " screen manufactured by patronage of the highest class. Construe
tion is to start in November, and the houst
the Raven Screen Corp., New York City, is an
will be opened next April, it is expected
important part of the Chicago's equipment.
On one of the upper floors over the lobby
It will be the home of Associated Firs
of the Chicago, is provided a full sized stage
National attraction in Lexington. It i:
with complete system of stage lighting, etc., for
stated that every comfort of the moden
use of the presentation department, which here
theatre will be provided and a pipe orgai
prepares elaborate prologues and other scenic
will seat
furnish
effects used on the Chicago stage. The musical
will
1,200.the music. The main floo"
director also is provided with a room where he
can view the pictures and arrange the musical
settings for them before they are seen on the
screen of the Chicago.
Show
Movies in Church
The large general offices of Balaban & Katz
The Jamestown, N. Y., Baptist Churd
also occupy one of the floors over the lobby and
are considered one of the handsomest suites of has installed a $2,000 equipment for th<
offices in the city.
showing of motion pictures. The pasto:
The wrecking of the buildings which stood on
is now giving movie sermons even- Sun
tbi present site of the Chicago was completed
day night. — Taylor.
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Chicago
for

"The Watch Dos of the Arc"

AND— in Chicago in the
Like every theatre opened
last two years, the new four million dollar
CHICAGO

THEATRE

installs PEERLESS Automatic Arc Controls.
In use wherever perfect projection is required.
Write for Circular
THE
J. E.
32 N. Jefferson St.

World's most beautiful moving
picture theatre was done by
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W.

J.

Newman

21 N. Curtis Street,
MFG.

Company
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Parkway,

of

Texas,

Neighborhood

Foy Theatres Has Modern
The Parkway, Dallas, Texas, latest of tans, blues and rose lend a pretty color
note as do the drapes in deep rose velour
he Foy Neighborhood Theatres, and
srected at a cost of $60,000, is said to be and silken cushion puff Austrian shades of
me of the most pretentious theatres of its fine pongee. Rose velvet hides the organ
<ind in the entire Southwest.
pit from view, while rose velour curtains
are hung across the last, row of seats at the
Ed. Foy, Sr., of Dallas, who is credited
rear of the house to protect the eyes of
vith originating the neighborhood theatre
n the Southwest, has partly realized a patrons from the light entering the doors.
All drapes are from W. A. Green Co.,
iream of his to build a chain of 10 neighDallas.
borhood theatres.
On the right, a stairway leads to the
The Columbia, opened in 191 7, was the
irst venture. Being an instant success,
ladies' parlor and retiring room. Here
is found a distinct feature, for the mothers
?oy added the Colonial in 1919 ; the Rialto
can rest comfortably in wicker chairs and
n 1920 and the Bluebird in 1921. With
see the picture at the same time through a
:he opening of the Parkway, the list expands to six.
large square opening cut for that purpose.
The Parkway is of a modernized
A lounging and smoking room for the
men is on the left side, leading into an
lolonial type of architecture. F. J. Woerler & Co., Dallas, were the architects and
unusually large projection room, 15 feet
vV. H. King, contractor. With its large square, on its right.
To increase quietness and eliminate
square pillars, the exterior resembles a
vide Southern veranda. An atmosphere
>f simplicity and refinement prevails. The
instruction is of brick furnished by the
\cme Brick & Supply Co., Southwestern
jfe Bldg. The foundation consists of
•einforced waterproof concrete walls of
irick interior finished with " Acme " cenent plaster. Plastering contractor was
j. E. Lake.
Sheet metal used in the ceiling and
'entilators and fire proof doors found in
he projection room are furnished by
Texas Sheet Metal Works. Beams, railing,
>rass work, push bars are of iron and steel
mrchased from the Mosher Mfg. Co.
The marble and tile work is from J. C.
'ruggen, marble and tile contractor. Plate
;lass is from Federal Glass & Paint Co.
Build Up " roofing of asphalt and felt
s from the Southwest Brick, Tile & Roofng Co., all the above firms being located
n Dallas.
Seating capacity is 826 mahogany chairs
•utlined in gold designs, and are comfortbly placed on a slope from three-quarters
nch to a foot, with plenty of room left beween seats.
The interior is finished in light grey with
/alls bordered in imitation of Caenstone
ado, decorated with semi-conventional
esigns. William T. Peaco is the decoator. Graceful wreaths and flowers in
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fortable
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Equipment
vibration a motor generator set was installed downstairs in a specially constructed generator room.
The projection room equipped at approximately $5,000 is said to be the most
modern in Dallas, and not to be excelled
by any theatre in the Southwest. Two
of the Power's 6-B Machines equipped
with Type " E " Lamphouses, New
Mechanical Governor speed controls,
Snap-Lite Lenses, together with a 50-50
ampere General Electric Motor Generator
constitutes a portion of this equipment,
furnished by the Southern Theatre Equipment Company. H. A. Vinyard, for three
years with the Colonial is chief projectionist.
A special built, Minusa Gold Fibre
Screen, built entirely to meet the particu(Continued on page 2864)
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C hicago's popular State Street Theatre, BIJOU DREAMS,
installs

Facts

and

Fiction

three Motiograph DeLuxe Projectors. Their picture is wonderful.
Write them.

We were First to regard t/ie intrusion of dust,
And the First the Wheels to Enclose,
The First to avoid Soft Metal Castings,
And thus not on the user impose.
We were the First to make them of Steel,
And the First to Harden the Gears,
The First to make use of the Pedestal,
And

this by a number

of years.

But as in some of these claims we're not alone,
We'll be First to offer the Proof,
So if you'll consult the Patent Records,
You'll be sure to Learn the Truth.
And while the Records you have at hand,
Take a Further Look at the same,
And you'll find the "Shutter Adjustment "
Wasn't first by the one by whom claimed.
After one that precedes and blazes the war,
Another may follow with different form,
But that isn't the work of the Pioneer,
It only makes way for Blowing the Horn.
But what does it matter tho it be ours,
A fading honor, to have had first place,
It's the one who's alert and continues to Lead,
That'll hold at the Head of the Race.
It's the Machine that'll Project the Picture Best,
That'll bring the Most Dollars in,
And that requires the Least in the way of Upkeep,

That'll help the Boys in the booth To Win.
So while Honors

are Heaping

broad and high,

We'll work to Keep in the Lead,
We'll strive to give the Best Service to all,
And users will be Motiograph Boosters indeed.
A. C. R.

Write

for literature on this

Wonderful

Enterprise
564

W.

Projector

Optical Mfg. Company

Randolph

Street, Chicago,

111.
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Have
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Paper

Delivered

Improvements

Recently

Louis Gregory, F. R. P. S.
which the lens is set and changed by a
knurled wheel while operating the camera.
A slide plate carrying the lenses may be
quickly replaced by another plate carrying
lenses of any focal length.
The inside magazines hold the standard
200 foot rolls of film and which after exposure it returns to «the same box. Re
placing magazine and threading takes
from 10 to 20 seconds which offsets the
necessity of a larger magazine.
The film movement of the single finger
type is of positive action, both forward
and back. Removal of one screw permits
taking this entire unit from camera.
Moves the film 120 degrees of the circle,
making possible a shutter of 240 degrees
opening.
The shutter is of the barrel type and is
actually focal plane in character as it encircles the entire camera mechanism just
inside the exterior shell and cuts across
New Pittman Camera
the focal plane just in front of the film.
Its efficiency is much greater than any
of the edge of this pill box is a lens hood
disk shutter of usuable dimensions could
and on the other a long wooden handle
like a policeman's stick ; while at the top possibly be.
edge is a carrying handle ; on the bottom
The main outstanding features of this
of the box a supporting arm extends from
camera which are equalled by no other
the base to the center.
are: facility with which moving objects
This base and arm are the panoramic
may be followed, efficiency of the shutter,
and tilting devices containing trains of ability to work without tripod, lightness
gears with a small flywheel to insure
and rigidity of tripod, quickness of loadsteady movement. Both pan and tilt can
ing, and extreme range of tilt and pan.
be worked simultaneously with the left
The next most radical departure from
conventional camera design is probably
hand by means of the long wooden hanthe Russell Camera.
dle to follow any object moving obliquely,
such as a rising airplane. Both have quick
The radical feature of the Russell
shifts or releases which may be released
Camera
is the relative arrangement of the
at will or held at release.
lens and film magazines. They are so
The tripod is constructed on the prin- disposed that the lens is mounted in a
ciple of a truss bridge enabling it tn be deep recess within the camera casing. The
made light but strong and the truss which
appearance of the camera when closed is
gives the rigidity can be released by a that of a rectangular box with an oblong
catch and the length of the legs changed
as readily as pushing a slide trombone.
The tripod head which releases by
three quick turn screws carries the camera
and panning and tilting devices on a ball
and socket joint which can be locked level
almost instantaneously irrespective of
Avhether the tripod is placed level or not.
Thus the camera can be removed from
the tripod for setting on a stump or a rock
and still have the advantage of the ball
and socket quick-levelling head and the
panoram and vertical tilt.
The finder is jointed at the axis of the
tilting mechanism and by means of an
erecting prism not only keeps the image
right side up but also keeps the eyepiece
floating at the height of the eye no matter
in what direction the camera may be tilted.
Matched twin lenses permit of watching
the picture on a ground glass and the
focus followed on the ground glass or by
a dial which indicates the distance at
Rear view of Akeley Camera

Before

the
which has
wideningis fields
ever picture
rjp HE
motion
being to
adapted
induced manufacturers and inventors to
bring forth many new camera designs and
to make many improvements in the old
standard designs.
It is the purpose of this paper to list
briefly the more important developments
in camera design which have appeared recently. Itwoidd be impossible, of course,
in a paper of this kind to list every improvement and invention directly related
to motion picture cameras — the list would
be too long and voluminous; therefore the
writer has endeavored merely to present
a brief synopsis leaving to the manufacturers and inventors the task of supplying to those more intimately interested a
imore minute description of the particular
virtues of their products.
Probably no camera, since the making
of motion pictures became a business, has
shown so many departures from established design as the Akeley Camera, invented by Carl E. Akeley, explorer, sculptor, taxidermist, inventor of the cement
gun and Curator of African Animals at
the American Museum of Natural History.
Mr. Akeley, while doing extensive scientific work in the jungles of Africa,
found the usual type of motion picture
camera inadequate and unreliable for the
various uses of field work and thereupon,
knowing the demands of the photographer,
conceived the principal of the present
Akeley Camera.
The Akeley is the shape of an enlarged
round pill box set on edge atop of the tripod. The cover of this box carries a telescopic looking view finder, the turning
crank and a footage meter; on one side

Front view of Russell Camera

Camera

S. M.

P. E. by

Carl

Motion
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Akeley Camera in use without tripod
opening in one end in which the lens is
set, the position of the magazines on either
side of this recess forming a natural sunshade for the lens. Although the lens is
placed far back from the front of the
camera, the recess in which it is located
is of such size that vignetting does not
occur.
Vignetting and double exposure devices
are placed directly on the front of the
camera and do not interfere with the lens
carriage, which may be instantly drawn
forward, making the lens accessible for
cleaning or removal.
The film magazines take Eastman film,
400-foot rolls, direct from the can without removing the wooden spool. Light
traps are provided which open automatically one-half inch when the camera is
closed, thus eliminating all danger of
scratches. All sprockets and rollers and
the aperature plates are recessed so that
the film surface touches nowhere throughout its course except on the sprocket holes.
The dissolving shutter dissolves out and
in automatically in three different selective
speeds. This shutter can also be operated
by hand and can be set for any angle from
170 degrees to o.
Focusing is accomplished by an ocular
at the back of the camera which shows
the image right side up. By operating a
lever at the top of the camera the film,
without being removed from the aperture
plate, may be swung to one side as the
ground glass automatically takes its place.
As this operation is accomplished in three
seconds and without opening the camera
or losing an inch of film by exposure to
the light, it is truly a great time and film
saver. In focusing, the lens carriage is
moved by means of a knurled button on
the left of the camera and is so geared
as to give a micrometer movement. It can,
however, be released instantly for drawing
the carriage forward to permit of a
change of lens.
A very accurate focusing scale is fitted
on the back of the machine and is scaled

to feet for those who prefer that method
of focusing. This is also an advantage in
following the focus while operating the
machine. •
The take-up is a multiple disc clutch
which will take up 400 feet forward or
backward with the slightest effort.
Forward and back cranking can be done
instantaneously without shifting of belts.
Simply reversing the crank automatically
releases the forward take-up spool and the
back spool takes hold. In going forward,
the feed spool likewise is free, which prevents hard cranking when on the roll is
larger on one side than the other.
All lenses, from 40 millimeter to 6-inch
focus, mounted in similar lens tubes
which can be changed in a few seconds,
may be used without protruding beyond
the front of the camera.
The movement is a new design, doing
away with all such wearing parts as cams,
guides, slots, springs, etc.
The crank handle is located at the lowest center of gravity, which prevents any
torque movement. It is permanently attached to the camera and can be folded
out of the way when the camera is not in
use.
The Russell Camera is 9 inches high,
724 inches wide and io^i inches long. It
weighs about 20 pounds including a 400
foot roll of film. It is very compact and
easily handled.
R. W. Pittman, maker of the Pittman
and Photo Cines Cameras, well-known as
low priced cameras for topical and semiprofessional work, has ready for the market a machine of higher class resembling
the Bell and Howell type of all metal
camera with multiple lens turret carrying
four lenses.

Picture

News

Focusing is accomplished by movement
of the lens turret instead of individual
focusing mounts and the image is viewed
at the aperture by an eyepiece on the side
of the camera.
Magazines are separate circular boxes
of heavy gauge metal with automatic
opening light traps.
A veeder footage counter is built into
the machine as well as an automatic and
hand shutter dissolve, punch, mask slide,
etc.
The turret is on a hinged front housing
which swings back giving easy access to
the shutter and movement mechanism
which is easily removable for inspection
or repair. The shutter meshes in correct
position only, so there is no chance of replacing it out of time with the movement.
Mr. Pittman is also constructing a small
camera of 75 foot capacity to be operated
by spring motor which may be carried
about like a kodak, likewise a vest-pocket
camera for taking snapshots on motion
The Societe
Francaise Sept, 85 Avenue
picture
film.
Kleber, Paris, have lately put out a
camera made by the well known Debrie
establishment which holds five meters of
film, driven by clock work.
It may be
loaded in daylight and takes either motion
scenes up to twenty feet in length or 300
individual snapshots as may be desired.
The lens has an aperture of £3.5 and is
set in an accurate focusing mount.
The new model of the professional Debrie Camera appears outwardly much the
same as formerly, but is now equipped
with automatic shutter dissolve and a
number of minor refinements in construetion and design.
(Continued on page 2866)
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Motion

Picture Equipment
719 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

Corp.

Independent Movie Supply
729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

Co.

Motion

Picture Equipment
1301 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Corp.

Pacific Amusement Supply
800 S. OLIVE STREET
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Co.

Charleston Electrical Supply
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

S. & S. Film & Supply
414 PENN AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Co.

Theatre Equipment Co., Inc.
1927 THIRD AVENUE
SEATTLE, WASH.
Theatre Equipment Supply
134 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Fulco-Schaffer Sales Co.
24 EAST EIGHTH STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.

Co

Cole Theatre Supply
928 MAIN STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.

General Supply & Repair Co.
392 BURNSIDE STREET
PORTLAND, ORE.
Theatre

Denver Theatre Supply Co.
1436 WELTON STREET
DENVER, COLORADO

H. A. & E. S. Taylor
76 DORRANCE STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

POWER'S-G-E

LAMP

Service Theatre Supply
2115 JOHN R STREET
DETROIT, MICH.

Exhibitors'
49 CHURCH Supply
STREET Co.
BOSTON, MASS.
Theatre Equipment
9 NASSAU STREET
ATLANTA, GA.
328 CALIFORNIA STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
1815 MAIN STREET
' DALLAS, TEXAS

Co.

Ray Smith Company
174 SECOND STREET
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Supply Co., Inc.
FILM BUILDING
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Southern

Co.

Co.

CANADA
Perkins-Ladd Electric, Ltd.
497 PHILLIPS SQUARE
MONTREAL, P. Q., CANADA
11 TEMPERANCE STREET
TORONTO, ONT.
217 McDERMOT AVENUE
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

Co.

Standard Theatre Equip. Corp.
507-8 PRODUCE EXCHANGE BLDG.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Washington Theatre Supply
908 G STREET, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
NICHOLAS POWER
D COMPANY
EDWARD ^CORPORATE
EARI President
Ninety Gold St. New York.. N Y

Co.
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Atmospheric Problem Which Caused Loss of
Thousands at Paramount Has Been Solved
The atmospheric problem which has
seriously handicapped production ever
since the opening of the Islington studio
of Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., has at last been solved, according to a statement from the New York
office of the Paramount organization. A
system of air purification, designed by one
of the foremost English engineering companies and now in successful use at the
studio, has brought the desired relief and
is expected to pay for itself through the
saving of time on a single production.
It was just a year ago during the filming of Donald Crisp's production, " Appearances," that the studio management
first realized fully what havoc London
climate could play in the making of a
motion picture. At that time there was
a long period of foggy weather. The fog
permeated the studio to such an extent
that production was held up for days at a
time and the loss which it entailed was
conservatively estimated at more than
$50,000.
Since then, the Carrier Engineering Co.,
Ltd., has been at work on a device to
eliminate the trouble. By an elaborate
system of air-washing and subsequent
heating under pressure, the air within the
studio is now kept perfectly clear and not
a day has passed when conditions have not
been ideal for interior photography. The

Picture

air is drawn from the outside under at the
rate of three and a half million gallons per
hour. This air is admitted through a
series of baffle plates which break it up
completely. It then passes successively
through two banks of sprays fed by a
large intake pipe from the street main.
The water is chilled to a very low temperature, which produces a condensation of
the dampness in the air fed through.
Thus thoroughly washed the air passes
over a series of heating banks and reaches
the studio at the temperature called for
by the thermostats.
At all times the air pressure inside the
studio is kept at a point slightly higher
than that outside, making it impossible for
the outside or unwashed air to get in,
although the pressure is quite unnoticed by
the workers in the building.
The invention is regarded as the salvation of the motion picture producing industry in England, especially in London
and vicinity where the fogs are particularly heavy and frequent at certain protracted periods of the" year.
Erect Fergus Falls Theatre
A theatre is being erected at Fergus
Falls, Minn., by John Lautitzen & Co. It
will cost about $50,000.

Important

P. S. Commission Ruling
The following letter from D. H Finke,
managing director of the Bellevue Theatre Corporation, Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
tells of a most important ruling in that
state on electric current rates.
Wm. A. Johnston, Esq., Editor,
Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City.
Dear Sir:
By virtue of a decision in the form of a
ruling from the Public Service Commission just received we will henceforth receive electric current used in our projecrate. tion room on a power instead of a lighting
Particular emphasis should be laid to
the importance of this decision because
it effects a saving to exhibitors in every
part of the state of thousands of dollars
each year. This is easily figured because
exhibitors have always paid eight times
the amount under the lighting rate as
theyer rating.
will now have to pay under the powThis victory was won by us singularly
without any co-operation from other exhibitors or exhibitors associations.
We know this information will prove
very valuable to you.
Very truly yours,
BELLEVUE THEATRE
D. H. CORPN.,
Finke,
Managing Director.
Faller Contracts
Motiographs

for

Sig Faller, owner of the Bijou Dream
Theatre, State street, Chicago, has contracted
for the installation of three Motiograph De
Luxe Projectors in his house.
These machines are of the new type just put
on the market by the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company, and which are said by
experts to mark a great advance in projectors.
Projection is one of Mr. Faller's hobbies and
he selected the battery of Motiographs for his
theatre after making a thorough study of the
various machines on the market and visiting
the Enterprise Optical Company's plant and
observing how the De Luxe projector is built.
Install Mammoth
Organ
Inusual festivities at Los Angeles attended the opening of the Kinema theatre with its mammoth five
manual. cently$75,000
Robert
Morton orchestral
Rethe factory
superintendent
of the organ.
Van Nuys,
California. Robert Morton shops, made his first installation inspection of the new organ. On the following day the thirty-two foot Bombards organ pipes
were installed. These mammoth pipes comprise the
most important part of the specification, because the
Kinema theatre stage had to be reconstructed in order
to
properly
housethe them.
is now will
beingbe
sounded
so that
various The
tone organ
combinations
perfectly voiced.

Detroit's skyline shifts daily as Kunshff's wonder theatre, the new Capitol, assumes its completemotion
proportions.
erectingIt of
Capitol
heads an15 unprecedented
building
era in
Michigan
pictureThe
history.
zinllthe'open
December
and be the first
run First
National
franchise theatre in the motor city

Who
Can Solve This?
Gentlemen :
We note your recent description of an
automatic curtain machine.
This is beyond us as we only run one
show per day but what would interest us
would be a plan or system of pulleys that
would move the curtain by hand.
Do you know anyYours
such very
system?
truly,
C. A. S.
Let us hear from some of the N. A.
M. L. members on this.
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Picture

News

of specially constructed lobby display
frames grace the corners and the interior
of the lobby. The color blends in perfect harmony with that of the lobby as the
frames are finished in mottled blue and
The box office includes latest equipment
including ticket selling machine and change
register. A sanitary drinking fountain
with
water just on the inside adminisgold.tersiced
to the comfort of patrons.

The Simplex
model projection
James theatre,
Columbus,
0., contains
three type
machines room
and of
a Simplex
dissolving
stereopticon
and Simplex
spot" S"
lamp.model

Argus

Most
Year's
of This
One
Makes
Complete
Projection
Installations

New James Theatre, Columbus,
Ohio, Has Excellent Equipment
form with the general decorating scheme, complete the
The projection room shown in the accompanying
equipment.
entire room presents a decidedly restphoto adds another feather in the cap of the Argus
ful
effect to The
the eye.
Inc., northern Ohio distributors for SimEnterprises,
The projectionist is enabled to get a sharp focus on
plex projectors. The layout here pictured has been
at all times by the aid of high powered binocgiven the " once over " by some and
of thetheirleading
pro- the screen
expressed
ulars, a pair of which is permanently mounted over
jection engineers of this country
port opening. Communication with other parts of
opinions concerning its completeness and excellence each
the house is established by means of an elaborate
may be verified at a glance.
M c M dictaphone
and signal lighting system.
The projection machines are of the latest Type S
mechannickeled
gray with
This entire installation was personally supervised and
finished
model, isms.
and all are directed
machines
three of these
There arein battleship
by S. A. Westall of Columbus, Ohio, the
The mechanlenses.
engineer in that city for the Argus Enterprises, Inc.,
half size Snaplite
withcontrols,
equipped
every feature as yet and
embodyMachine
isms, speed
was made for W. M. James, who operates the
manufactured
by the etc.,
Precision
Co.
James
theatre of Columbus. The house itself cost over
left is a special Simplex dissolving stereop- one million dollars, seats three thousand people and
To the
ticon also finished in gray to correspond to the pro- was designed by C. Howard Crane, Detroit architect.
This
partsto nickeled.
movableof metal
jectors with allmachine
Urban, it is more than interesting to note, is
be installed in Joseph
this type
is the second
responsible for the gorgeous stage setting which is
this country.
without
a doubt one of the most beautiful in Ohio,
A Special Simplex spot lamp equipped with both an liaumgarten
furnished and hung the draperies.
iris
and
mica
dissolve
occupies
the
other
end
of
the
room.
Projectionists Carl E. Neal and George W. Halliday
The rheostats, placed on a concrete slab above the are in charge of this most excellent installation of
projection equipment and are getting wonderful screen
projectors,
are of
125 ampere
They are
trolled by the
Robins
remote capacity.
control method
and conthe results.
control boards on which are mounted the ammeter and
Mr. Westallrangementsisfor the
at present
designing
and making
arinstallation
of similar
equipment
voltmeter
together
with ofthethespeed
indicators
reces ed in the
front wall
projection
room are
to the
in
two
other
large
theatres
in
central
Ohio.
right of each machine.
of his installations show the results of careful
An iris shutter is mounted over each machine port andAll intelligent
planning. He. as well as the entire
opening. These shutters are connected by one master
Argus
organization, are firm believers in their slogan
cord and are used in place of the dowser shutters for that " Perfect
Projection Pays," and to this end they
the dissolving and changeover of reels.
are to be commended.
The fire door system is a distinct departure from
the usual method of control as the photograph shows,
there being but one master cord. Each door is hung
independently of the other and all are suspended from
the arm mounted under the rheostat shelf. A weight
on one end of the arm supplies the necessary power
The Parkway a Comfortto turn the arm should the links melt, thereby releasing
able House
the chains supporting the doors instantly. The fire
door tracks are padded with felt at the base making
it practically impossible to hear them /all.
{Continued from page 2857)
The lighting and ventilating systems are as near
perfection
as
could
be
desired,
there
being
one
twentylar
requirements
of the Parkway Theatre,
four inch exhaust fan to remove the foul air from
the room throutrh the vents over each machine and behas been installed to bring out the more
hind each rheostat. The fresh air is supplied from* a minute details of the picture and reduce
duct leading to the roof of the theatre structure.
Another admirable and distinctly noticeable feature
eye strain to the very minimum. A
of this installation is the complete absence of conduit
and wiring from view, all conduit running under the
specially constructed •motor driven reconcretf floor and the only exposed wiring being that
winder and film cabinet affords safety and
from the machine pedestals to the switch and lamp.
convenience for handling and rewinding
The walls are decorated with a blending of dark
films.
flat green shades of paint thereby reducing eye strain
to a minimum. The floor is covered with a battleship linoleum of the wall shade.
The lobby of the Parkway was given
Fireproof enclosed rewinds and film cabinets, enmuch consideration as an elaborate array
closed switch boards all of which are decorated to con-

The lighting system is indirect thruout,
with not an exposed globe. Three circuits
of different colors harmonizing with the
main color scheme give a soft note from
lights placed at the tops of five pilasters
on either side of the auditorium.
The ventilation system is simple, and
original with Foy. A multiple blade fan,
purchased from the American Blower Co.,
with capacity sufficient to give a complete
air change every two minutes, is installed
behind the stage, making a plenum chamber entirely under the stage, 17 x 24 and
4>-2 feet high.
The air is distributed clear across the
whole face of the stage, which gives it
distribution across the auditorium, 50 feet
wide and 135 in length. This dispenses
with air pockets. The fan has a full
velocity of 75,000 cubic feet per minute.
Heating is by 8 gas steam radiators,
each having a thermostat which keeps the
house at the same temperature at all times.
As the people come in and the air gets
warmer the heat is automatically cut off
until the house becomes 70 degrees. The
Southwest Heating Company furnished
the heating equipment.
A $15,000
furnished by Will Hilgreen-Lane
A. Watkin Co.,organ
equipped
with two manuals and pedals, including xylophone, harp, orchestra, bells
from harp and chimes in four notes, has
been installed. There are 19 speaking
stops, 9 couplers, 6 pistons, combinations
adjustable, 7 accessories 3 pedal movements, 2sections, and detachable console.
Carl Weisemann,
president
Nat'l
Ass'n
who gave a state
concert
at the of
opening
of the Parkway, pronounces the tonal
quality rich and beautiful. Mrs. Cleve
Hilderbrand, for three years with the Columbia, isorganist.
Since the building of the first theatre,
the Columbia, Foy's record has been a
theatre a year, " but," says Mr. Foy, " we
expect
to exceed
in theis future."
As soon
as the that
contract
signed, work
will begin on the next $60,000 theatre,
this time to be substituted for the Bluebird in Oak Cliff. The exact location,
which will be on Jefferson street, has not
yet been definitely chosen.
The Columbia Theatre will' also be substituted for a modern fireproof theatre
building next fall. The seating capacity
will be increased from 500 to 1500. In
addition to the motion picture house, three
stories will be utilized as apartments.
Os Long, for several years manager of
the Colonial, and which under his direction has become a success, has been appointd manager of the new house.
Collier.
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Columbia

Projector Carbons
Columbia Silvertip Combination
From the beginning of the motion
Carbons for Direct Current: The
picture industry, every notable
narrow diameter of the silvertip
improvement in projector carbons
has been a Columbia achievement.
negative lower compels it to burn
with a sharp point, holding the
Columbia White Flame Carbons
arc steady and keeping the shadow
off the lens and screen.
for Alternating Current: The only
carbons yielding a sharp and pureWe invite correspondence with a
white light, steady and silent, with
view of bettering your projection.
alternating current.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio
San Francisco, Calif.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto
American

Carbons

for American

SENSATIONAL

MAZDA
The MOT
Mazda
Motiograph

— Powers

Piclures
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PROJECTION
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SCO
Mazda
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For
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MOT
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Current

Reducer

on A.C. or D.C. — Current

— Simplex — Machines>
Noise
Flicker
Dirt
NO Fumes
tion
AttenSimple
in Construction
and Operation
Write for descriptive
literature

4 Fine Screw Reflector Adjustments
Double Quick Change Sockets
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CO
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announce two outstanding new features
which may be attached to any of the Bell
& Howell Cameras. These features are
Appear
{Continued from page 2860)
the Cinemotor or electric drive and the
The French Pathe Camera remains
Ultraspeed attachment.
practically the same as before the war but
The Ultraspeed attachment requires
the American Pathe which is the name
some changes in the camera which make
frequently applied to the Wilart Camera,
it necessary to send the camera to the
has forged ahead so consistently that the factory so that this appliance may be fitold simile no longer applies.
ted. This is a new shuttle and a step up
Even the old familiar form of the stu- gear for the crank by the use of which
dio model with overhead exterior magathe speed of taking may be increased
zines will soon become a thing of the past
eight times or more. After being once infor the new model of the Wilart Camera
stalled the new Ultraspeed device is interwhich will appear shortly has lines dischangeable with the old pilot pin shuttle
tinctively its own and the magazines will and either ordinary speed pictures or
be placed inside the camera so that it can
ultraspeed can be made with the same
be taken from its case threaded ready for camera.
operation.
The Cinemotor or electric camera drivSome of the advantages of the present
ing device consists of a compact alumiWilart model over the Pathe are as folnum housing enclosing a reversible eleclows: all metal construction, automatic
tric motor and controlling device.
It is equipped with a combination
switch making possible the use of either
alternating or direct current of no volts
for operation, which also controls the direction of rotation and for stopping and
starting. Positive variable speeds are obtained by the manipulation of a control
knob carrying a pointer which traverses
a calibrated dial indicating pictures exposed per second, ranging from 1 to 32
and upward. Limit stops provide quick
adjustment or shifting to predetermined
working speeds, while camera is in motion. A clutch is provided for moving
the motor shaft into or out of engagement
with the camera shutter shaft without
necessitating the stopping of the motor.
A centrifugal governor of extreme sensitiveness insures uniform operation compensating for fluctuations in the supply
voltage and at the same time responding
instantly to the change of speed as desired
from 24 pictures per second to 4 pictures
Bell & Howell Camera fitted with Hollis' automatic attachment
Iris and double exposure
per second or vice versa may be made instantaneously. The new hand dissolve attachment carries a graduated dial and
shutter dissolve, all metal film race, autolimit stops which permits the shifting of
matic opening light traps, focusing view
finder, improved focusing mechanism, ball
the degree of opening of the shutter contemporaneously with the variation of the
bearings, Veeder counter, interior masks,
etc.
speed of the camera, thus allowing for an
The Wilart Instrument Company is even and uniform density of negative.
about to put on the market a small motion
The operation of the Cinemotor is abpicture camera using half width film for
solutely free of all vibration and eliminates the unsteadiness of turning, which
home use which they expect will have
is a large factor when operating by hand.
many commercial applications as well.
In this connection it dispenses entirely
This camera, called the Arcograph, looks
with the human element and its accomlike a miniature model of the Bell & Howell and is made with the same care and
panying variations and completes the
chain of mechanically operated apparatus
precision as a professional camera. The
for photographing which further insures
pictures made by this little instrument are
the quality of the output.
one-quarter the standard size and the proThe unlimited possibilities offered by
jector of portable type with a reel of film
the Cinemotor along the lines of remote
ready threaded is about the size of a lunch
control of the camera is very apparent as
box or a bag for a man's bathing suit.
The Universal Camera sold by Burke & the distance at which it can be operated is
James now has an automatic shutter dis- dependent only on the length of the extensolve built into the camera and a turret
sion cord supplying the current. By utilattachment for carrying extra lenses is
izing this advantage the camera man or dinow available.
rector can start or stop the camera at any
The American Motion Picture Machine
psychological
or when
" turning
on hazardous moment
scenes where
distant
control"
Company have recently brought out a turret for four lenses which they attach to is desirable.
the Pathe professional camera.
Among the English cameras the PrestThe Bell & Howell Camera Company
wich, Darling, Wrench, Ensign and Moy
Camera

Improvements

Picture

New

have altered very little in design.
The Williamson model now has a let
turret carrying three lenses.
Two motor-driven English models ai
offered, ostensibly to do away with the us
of a tripod; one is the electro Gyrospi<
which, as its name implies, depends fcj
stability on the action of a Gyroscope, il
driven by a small electric motor. A
messy storage batteries must be carried
does not present much promise. The othe
model of the same type, but driven b I
compressed air, is the Aeroscope.
It ca
be charged with compressed carbon dio> ]
ide on the A Sparklet A principle.
The " Vinten " camera is unique in th< 1
instead of being screwed to the tripo j
head in the normal way, the rotating an I
tilting mechanism are integral with th
camera. It is all metal, has a four len
turret, automatic shutter dissolve, autc

Side elevation of Wilart Camera
matic light traps, a movement with on«
claw only, and the image can be inspecte(
of fogging.
on
the film while taking without dangeProbably the highest class of Englisl
camera is the Sinclair " US " Kinem;
Camera No. 3. It is an all-metal rectang
ular box, compact and strong. It has au
tomatic reverse, automatic shutter rade
automatic light traps, interchangeable len;
mounts, accurate counter, and all control
are at the back.
Several other camera models are nearb
ready for the market, but for various rea
sons their sponsors are not as yet read}
them.make any announcement concerninf
to
Start

Portland

Theatre

A $30,000 house is being built at Fifty :
Second street and Sandy Boulevard, Port
land, Oregon by V. A. Crum. Clausser
and Claussen are the architects.
Managership Changes
Guy D. Hammitt, formerly Manager o:
the Strand and Liberty Theatre of Muncie
Ind. is now manager of the Grand Theatre
Washington. Ind. He is taking the posi
tion of F. C. Lemplin, who is now at th<
Strand theatre, Kokomo, Ind.
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For
—

Better

Better

Projection

Definition —

Flatter

Field — Greater Contrasts —
Brilliant Illumination.

Organization
in

theatre

planning

, you
re right
that
it will
be
a theat
plan know
TO must
practical as well as attractive.
You can know this only by
having the same organization
make the plans and direct the
engineering.
The
BAUSCH

&

100

LOMB

theatres in America. All structural work is planned by our
own Structural Engineering
Department. Our experience is

CINEPHOR
The

New

Projection

Hoffman-Henon Company has been the architect of
of the most successful

Lens

Write for interesting literature.
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
New York Washington
Chicago
San Francisco London
Leading American Makers of Photographic Lenses, Microscopes, Projection Apparatus (Balopticons) , Ophthalmic Lenses and Instruments,
Photo-Micrographic Apparatus, Range Finders and Gun Sights for
Army and Xavu, Searchlight Reflectors, Stereo-Prism Binoculars, Magnifiers and other High-Grade Optical Products.

SAVE

your insurance.
Hoffman-Henon
Architects
Finance

Co.,

Inc.

and Engineers

Building

Philadelphia,

Pa.

MONEY

HALLBERG

"4 in 1" MAZDA
REGULATORS
AND
SAVE
PROJECTOR
LAMPS
THEY CONSERVE THE FILAMENT—
CURRENT to CORRECT INITIAL VALUE for
BY LIMITING THE INITIAL CURRENT RUSH
each new lamp, and you can use the MORE EFBY MAINTAINING EXACT CURRENT VALUE
FICIENT LOW VOLTAGE PROJECTION LAMP;
BY FURNISHING MEANS FOR ADJUSTING namely 25 to 30 volts; 20 to 30 amperes.
BRANCHES IN ALL LARGE CITIES

United
H. T. EDWARDS
Pres. and Treas.

Theatre
25 WEST

Equipment
Corporation
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
J. H.Vice-Pres.
HALLBERG
and Secy.
45th ST., NEW YORK CITY

COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
Let the theatre
i ventilation
■

i

heating

v/ENTILATINS

i

specialists
u howfor —
l yoToday
tel
Sand
Booklet 7

HQWZVVH ^PPLINS SYSTEtt . * c.
I4T6 BRPADWAy
|4ew yoRK., tf.V.

RELEASE

WORK

Specially equipped for QUANTITY
form SUPERIOR QUALITY.

production. Uni-

SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring SCIENTIFIC knowledge,
we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire
Laboratories,
Inc.
723 Seventh Ave., New York City
Bryant 5437
•
Cor. 48th Street
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National

News

Anti-Misframe

Lyceum Theatre, Meadville, Pa.
National Anti-Misframe League.
Dear Secretary — Am enclosing filled
out membership application for membership in " The League."
For a starter, can any of the brothers
give me any information about the Proctor Automatic Projector.
By all means set some space aside in
the News for this purpose. I want to
ask a lot of questions but would hate to
do it all at once.
I have some surplus " steam " to let
off in regards to small town film service,
but will wait until later, as it will require
several sheets for same.
As to the fellows " waiting " to send
in questions and answers, I would remind them not to hesitate as no one man
knows it all. Let's go!
Awaiting an early action on this application, beg
I
to remain,
Yours truly,
J. H. Neuroh,
Lyceum Theatre.
You have the right idea. Acting on
your suggestion steps have been taken to
give you the information you want concerning the new U. T. E. -Proctor Projector.—Ed.
Champaign, 111.,
Dear Sir:
Nov. 8, 1921.
Having read many of the letters appearing in the
N. A. L. M. section and also the fact that I have
not written to the News for some time, I have been
prompted
to write and
a few
suggestions for the betterment of projection
projectionists.
As
a
great
deal
of
my
experience
has based
been on
plexes, my theories and methods are
on Simthat
machine, nevertheless they are applicable to other
machines. My first subject will be the film, its abuse
and a number of preventatives of its abuse. Scratching and leakage of oil on film seem to be the greatest
detriment to the industry today. Scratching, the
greater eviljectionisof
the really
two, Itakes
will antakeinterest
up first.
prot, one who
in his_ A work,
will have new parts when needed and therefore will
eliminate the scratching of film. The small rollers of
a machine SHOULD BE changed and new ones installed at least once a year, while the larger rollers
will last about two years. This holding good for a
seven hour day, seven day week. Machines run more
than this should have new rollers oftener. Machines
should be adjusted with a CORRECT AMOUNT OF
TENSION to insure film running on raised portions
of rollers and not let edge of film touch the lower
portions and only the sprocket holes should run on
raised portions. The shoes of the film trap should be
watched very closely and renewed frequently, especially
those on back plate next to aperture as there is but
little space between film and aperture. A wearing of
four or five months and then these should be turned.
The film guide holder and the film guide itself should
also be replaced when worn. The film guide holder
should not be left in, until completely worn down,
National Anti-Misframe

Picture

League
Forum
and
wish to say that I wish
of the league
but changed when worn about half way down. The
had inspected some of the filmmembers
that passed through
intermittent film guide which probably wears the least
my hands. I would have been saved much trouble.
should be changed when inside portions have about
That new style change-over described in the News is
twice the thickness of film between these portions and
a good idea — Yours
I have very
been truly,
using a device similar to that
film. My reason for not letting parts wear entirely
out is because of grit and dirt on film which will have
myself.
a clearance between parts and film and will therefore
M. D. Morehouse,
not scratch film.
Watertown, N. Y.
Sprocket teeth on sprocket wheels should also not
be allowed to wear and undercut as they damage film
Marion
Theatre,
Clarksdale,
Miss.
to a great extent.
The abolishment of the small hub wheel will also Dear Ed. :
First I wish to apologize for not being able to adbe a benefit to the industry, though it may never come
dress you by your name. Of course I am a regular
as a great expense would be caused by the adoption
of projection items in the News, and tonight
of a larger hub reel. For it is very evident that the follower
during a few moments I had to spare I picked up the
small
hub
has
much
to
do
with
the
scratching
of
film
latest issue and noticed the space being given to the
at the first and end of film.
Now for the oil on film. Keep the intermittent case
N. A. M. L. — hence this letter. I am an old member,
full of oil. Sprocket shafts require ONE DROP OF
joined
three
or four
I don't
rememdate.what
Would
you years
lookis? ago;
up the
records
and
OIL (after a machine has been broken in) more oil having
let meber theknow
my number
than this will leak out on film. Experiments have
shown that one drop is plenty in every three hours,
In past years I have been in and out of the projecon each oil hole for sprocket shafts, other bearings
tion room and so have not kept up with the doingi
need more oil. The lower shaft has a felt washer at of the league. But watch me from now on. And it
end of bearing next to sprocket wheel that keeps the
would
harm some
-of covers
the boysthree
downor here
New
Orleansnotterritory,
which
four inState*,
oil from seeping out. If this is worn out it should
be replaced. Simplex also supplies a felt washer for to join. I do not refer to the city operators for their
the intermittent sprocket wheel shaft that keeps the
projection
perfect.
sure they don't let
bad patchesis ornearly
misframes
get Ibyamthem.
oil off the intermittent sprocket wheel. Now by wiping sprocket wheels, aperture and shoes, one keeps off
I am sorry to say that I receive quite a number of
practically all oil and dirt. The conscientious projecfilms been
with there
mis-frames
and film
theyleftlookthe asprinters.
though they
since the
on film. tionist will do this and aid in the prevention of oil have
Depend
on
me
to
be
a
regular
contributor
to the
The F. B. Warren Co. had a novel idea in their
better projection discussions — the Anti Misframe
HARRY
M.
production,
"
Our
Mutual
Friend."
At
the
end
of
the
reels and at the first of the succeeding reel the same
League. Let's go !
title appeared, and by this a good change could be Dear Sir :
1 have been a member of the N. A. M. L. for about
made, and it might possibly cause some of the " punch two years but for the past year have not been paying
artists"
lay inaside
their "weapon."
A good toplan
rewinding
film to ship, is to be sure
much
attention to the league. ... I am starting
the film is at one side of reel and when reels are put
in again in earnest to work for the league, and will do
in case, jammed in usually, there are no edges of film all
I
can
to help other members. . . .
to become damaged.
Very truly yours,
The out-of-focus effect written of in the November
H. J. Phillips, Projectionist.
12th issue is probably due to a weak spring or gib
The Vamp
Theatre.
Barnwell,
S. C.
on lens hohier slide or even due to a loose combination or both combinations of the lens being loose. The
trouble is probably due to the former cause.
The Liberty Theatre, Heavener. Okla.
Dear Sir:
I would like to ask a question as to whether the new
Some
time
ago
I ran a film in the Liberty that
G.
E.
High
Intensity
Lamp's
springs
will
not
lose
their
temper due to the high heat generated?
kept me busy during the entire program trying to
Very truly yours,
keep orit three
on thefeetscreen
— there
was mea mis-frame
P. A. Wills, Projectionist,
two
apart.
It took
two hours every
after
The Park Theatre,
the matinee taking out mis-frames and stripped sprocket
Member N. A. M. L. No. 1103,
I. A. T. S. E. No. 482. holes
to make
the filmyears
presentable
for the night's show.
During
three
a projectionist
receivedmysome films
in veryas bad
condition.I Ihavewould
Dear Sir:
like
to
become
a
member
of
the
league
and
am
enclosI sure think that the Anti-Misframe League is a
Yoursblank.
tr"'y>
ing application
Earl Boyer.
wonderful organization and I think that every projectionist should belong to it. I have been operating for
the past fifteen years and of late I have received films
Lyceum Theatre, Findlay, Ohio.
inspected by some of the league members and they Dear Editor:
were in excellent condition. I am very anxious to
Kindly enroll me in your league as I have been
become a member and I shall do all I can to further
very conscientious in the past in removing misframes
better projection.
Yours very truly,
and punch holes from all films handled in my house.
. . I will soon send photos of our projection room
A. T. Hill. .which
has been declared by many to be one of the
finest in a 1,300 seat house south of New York.
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
I have on file back numbers of the News for the
Dear Sir:
year and wish to state that my projection room
Although not working steadily at present I am send- past
devices adopted from descriptions
ing in my application to become a member of the contains many book.
N. A. M. L. Last night I was working at a place printed in yourYours
respectfully.
and certainly had a fine time with the film. I am
Reginald Freeman, Chief Projectionist,
enclosing a few of the mis-frames that I took out,
Republic Theatre,
there were more of them which I gave to the manager.
Washington, D. C
Hoping to Yours
hear from
you shortly, I remain,
sincerely,
The
Strand,
Provo, Utah.
Joseph B. Poisson, Jr.
The samples of misframes enclosed certainly told die Gentlemen :
Enclosed
find
my
membership
application
blank.
story of
some projectionist
" butchered
a film.
Some
of how
the patching
was inexcusable
even "made
by . . . We, the operators in small towns of this state,
are
in
great
need
of
an
organization
of
this
kind.
I
a rank beginner. — Ed.
am
veryinterested
anxious to
join and will do all I can to get
others
Dear Sir:
Yours also.
very truly,
I have read with interest statements in the News
about films coming to projectionists in bad condition,
Lloyd Engle.

League Pledge

A S motion picture operator who has the interest of his
profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating
some of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise
that I will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange
in first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes
necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be
in the film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my
brother operators and give greater pleasure to those who make
up the motion picture audience by showing films that are free
from such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch
marks in film, and whe nfilm is received by me, with punch holes,
I will notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use
their efforts to correct this evil.

Blank for New League Members
Member's Name

Home Address

Xame and Address of Theatre Manager

m
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L
m
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LOBBY

DISPLAY
JAPAN

On the proper equipping and arranging of your LOBBY
DISPLAY depends the success of your house.
We are experts in LOBBY DISPLAY and would be
pleased to consult with you as to the best arrangement.
All that we need is some idea of the space available and
we can design a display that will harmonize with your
LOBBY FURNISHINGS.
WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE CATALOG OF STOCK
DESIGNS

—

CHINA

PHILIPPINES
MANCHURIA
SIBERIA

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the Motion Picture Trade.
748 South Wabash Ave.
Chicago, 111.

These

are

tremendous

rapidly getting broader

markets —
and

better

— perhaps you have something that
has not been disposed of for those
territories — or maybe
now
Gold

Fibre Screens

getting

SERVICE
World's Largest Producers of
potion Picture Screens.

STATE

Positive - RAW
Manufactured

STOCK

by BAY STATE
Sharon, Mass.

FILM

LABEL

Company
NO.

case

TRADING

CO.

SCRUB

POLISH

SWEAR

AND
AND

FROTH

AT THE

WASH.

!

MOUTH!!

" Those blank-double-dash railings and
frames need polishing again," you say,
and your porter starts in for the thousandth time to brighten 'em up.

CO.

Bay State Film Sales Company, Inc.
Room 1114
Phones: Bryant
220 West 42nd St.
Made in America

Q
* Bass Camera
CHICAGD-U. S. A.

your

SEATTLE,

Distributors:

THIS

the circulation

not

L. C. Smith Bldg.,

AND

- Negative
FILM

are

product warrants — in either
write us; we have a solution.

Built by a policy that stands today,
tomorrow and all the time for the best
expression of what human science
knows about projection screens.
Samples and literature upon request

BAY

you

SURE,

THEY

LOOK

FINE

when he's through, but to-morrow they
must be gone over again, and the next
day also, and so on ad infinitum.
WHAT'S THE USE?
Why not eliminate the trouble at its
source? In other words, why not order
Newman Brass Frames and Railings
finished in statuary bronze, oxidized copper and other colors requiring very
little attention?

o

JhYn^TnM^
*—
corporation and
BASS
CAMERA
COMPANY,
So. U«rbor„
Chicago, Illinois, Dept. ill
P. Si Get our109 catalogue
No. 5 St..
at once

A folder showing six actual samples of
popular " Non-Polish " Finishes will be
sent upon request.
PROJECTIONISTS :—
SEE

THE
PAGE
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NEWMAN

MANUFACTURING

CO.

715 SYCAMORE ST.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
BRANCH— 68 W. WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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the contour of which is the same as that of
the first floor, and the seating arrangement is
in
boxes only, there being twenty-five in
number.

Magazine panel on stage behind Major combination pilot and dimmer control board
Completing Erie House
Work on the interior of the new Perry
theatre is fast nearing completion in Erie,
Pa. Painters last week began putting the
finishing touches on the decorations and
the work of placing the huge electric sign
in front of the theatre is being rushed.
Marble setters will soon start work in the
lobby. Special pains have been taken by
Rowland and Clark to make the lobby of
the Perry attractive. Jerome Casper, general manager for the company, will soon
announce the opening date. — Taylor.
PLASTIC

RELIEF ORNAMENTS
AND

ORNAMENTAL

LIGHTING FIXTURES
Write for our new
ornamental Catalogue
No. 2, showing over
1200 designs of Plastic Relief Ornaments.

LET US ESTIMATE ON YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
A-l WORKMANSHIP AND SERVICE, AT PRICES THAT ARE
RIGHT

Are You
N.A.M.

Reading the
L. Forum?

New

Theatre
Surpasses
All
{Continued from page 2850)
richly draped, and extending out from these
arches on each side of the auditorium are commodious loges. Between the orchestra floor
and the balcony there is the mezzanine floor,
FABRICS

CINCINNATI

OHIO

Our new and modern Studios and Shops will be formally opened for inspection Nov. 21, 1921.
With the facilities of this plant we are able to offer you
QUALITY

SERVICE

in the highest degree and at a MOST
SPECIAL

and

SATISFACTION

NOMINAL

INVITATION

and

PRICE
OFFER

To all buyers who visit our plant during the week of Nov. 21 a special
discount will be given. Just call at our Main Office, 177 No. State St.
(opposite State -Lake Theatre) and our auto will' take you to the new
plant, which is located at West Van Buren St. and Kedzie Ave.

FABRIC
STUDIOS,
Main Office and Display Rooms
177 No. State St.
(Opposite State-Lake Theatre)
Phone Randolph 1842
EASY

FOR

THE

PAINTED

SCENERY

THE

Qtyp National pasttr fti>lu>f
(Eompatuj
330 MAIN ST.

On this mezzanine floor are women's rest
rooms, retiring rooms, etc., which are elaborate treated, but on a somewhat smaller scale
than the main floor.
In the balcony ceiling directly above the
mezzanine boxes in the rear, are three elaborate oval shape domes forty-eight feet in
length and twenty-five feet in width. These are
brilliantly illuminated in the diffused color lighting, which benefits the main orchestra floor as
well as the merzanine.
The main balcony is constructed on a very
slight incline, giving excellent view of the
entire grand orchestra on the main floor, as well
as the stage. This balcony is again treated on
similar lines to the main floor and mezzanine,
by a series of arches which extend on the side
walls, the entire rear giving the promenade.
On the auditorium side of these arches are
twenty-six loges which are stepped down with
the contour of the balcony, giving in turn a
perfect side wall as well as a rich architectural
effect.
The proscenium opening is flanked on either
side by a treatment in marble and plaster
columns.
By the proscenium boxes is a fountain of
marble and statuary which extends to a height
from the stage level of twenty feet. To the
rear of this statuary above the mezzanine level
is the organ loft, which contains the largest
organ installed in Chicago, a Hope Jones, built
by the Wurlitzer Company
The stage is of great size, being large enough
to accommodate grand opera.

PAYMENTS

BETTER

INC.
CHICAGO

RENTALS

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
1600 BROADWAY
64 E. JAcKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, ILL.
.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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LA TEST
ACHIEVEMENT
In Ticket Selling Machines

Illinois Theatres
Simplexized
Recent reports from the Chicago office
of the Exhibitors Supply Company, Inc.,
exclusive distributors of Simplex products,
show great sales activity in their territory,
especially with Simplex Projectors, the
following sales being reported within the
last sixty days :
Elgin State Hospital, Elgin; Princess
theatre, Colona; Keystone theatre, Chicago; Majestic theatre, Bloomington;
Peerless theatre, Kewanee ; Harmony theatre, Chicago; White Palace theatre, Chicago; Tivoli theatre, Mattoon; Star theatre, DeKalb; Apollo theatre, Belvidere;
Plaza theatre, Galesburg; Community
House of Motion Pictures, Winnetka;
Corrington & Son, Clinton ; and the new
Chicago theatre, Chicago, all of which are
located in the State of Illinois.
Simplex Projectors were also installed
in the University of Notre Dame, Notre
Dame, Ind., and the Oliver theatre, South
Bend, Ind., by the above office.

The

New

1922

Automaticket Register
Send for prices and full particulars
Automatic Ticket Register Corporation
1780 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22166 Moving Picture by States, per M. $5.00
1219 Film Exchange*, for List
7.50
196 Manufacturer* and Studio*
3.50
419 Machine and Supply Dealer*
4.00
3674 Legitimate Theatre* U. S. and
Canada
25.00
810 Vaudeville Theatre*
7.50
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street Chicago

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rant lists of or address contemplated of
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its u«e
Means a saving of from 20 to 60% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone. Bryant SDS
New York
Addreiging
Printing
THE

MARR

&

m

MARR

CAMP ST., NEW

&

New

CLEANED and CONSERVED
A. TEITEL
804 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

TICKET

CHOPPERS

slightly used, for demonstration in
factory, guaranteed to be perfect.
Mahogany, with white enameled top
and base, $48.00. Also 2 sets of
Magazine Rewinders of the latest
type.
Shopworn only. At $27.50.
BARGAINS.
Descriptive matter sent upon request
STERN
METAL
WORKS
1006 Vine St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

WRITE

TO

LUCAS

about your projection troubles. If desired we will send an expert to your
town. Remember we have years of experience in the complete theatre equipping business. We manufacture over
25 theatre accessories. Get our prices.
LUCAS t8TpapSe COMPANY
ATLANTA
GEORGIA
Sole Southern Distributors Simplex Projectors
TRY
Sleco Hoods
FOR SIGNS, STAGE
OR CANOPY LIGHTS
TheyBrilliant
Cover the
Bulb and
Show
Lasting
Colors
Your Dollars in Lamp Ronewa Is, No Bothersome Dipping
Eatily Put On or Taken Off
2W0
w
.Limps
ELECTRIC ILL:
CO.
2650 W. CONGRESSREYNOLDS
ST. CHICAGO,
^HHHBP^

THEATRE MANAGERS ATTENTION
When In need of first class organists or piano soloist*,
call or write
CHICAGO MUSICAL SERVICE BUREAU
Specializing In Organists and Pianists for Motion
Picture Theatres only.
We have the largest list of high class experienced
organists In the country.
20 East Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO
Phone Wabatn Stlt

Rebuilt Moving Picture Machines
Results— Same as new Machines
Motlograph 1002 D
$185.0
Motlograph 1002 A
165.0
Everything for the exhibitor
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
228 Union Avenue
Memphis, Tenn

This orchestral pipe organ is bringing
the very highest class of organ music
into the theatre.

Organ

ASK

COLTON
COMPANY,
Inc.,
Also Builders of The NEW ERA ORGAN

ORLEANS, LA.

DESK ROOM, with vault space for 25 reels, to let
in 729York
Seventh
New
City. Avenue, Box 25, Motion Picture News,

and Old Films

COLTON—

Concert
THE

Washington, Pa., House
Nearly Ready
The William Penn Theatre Corporation
will open a $250,000 moving picture theatre at Washington, Pa., on November 1.
The house will have a seating capacity
of 1,800. It will be managed by C. H.
Elder, formerly of the Strand of Washington, Pa., and the Strand of Ellwood
City, Pa. The architect for the house was
Press C. Dowler of Pittsburgh.

usiness
fe rings

255 NO. 13- ST., PHILADELPHIA

PA.

ANY

OF THE

MANY

OWNERS

WARSAW,

64 W. RANDOLPH

N.

Y.

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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Picture

"Jazz

Opera" Production
Is Predicted

TRVING BERLIN'S idea of a "jazz" grand
*■ opera, at which most musicians have laughed,
seems to be not as far fetched as it did when
Mr. Berlin advanced the suggestion a number
of years ago.
" Jazzed Blues " are gaining in popularity instead of losing prestige as was predicted for
this latest degree of Orientalism when it was
first submitted for public consumption. At least
this is the theory advanced by those who have
watched the continued success of " Shuffle
Along," the New York Colored show which has
been
months.holding forth on Broadway these many

|
!
i
i
!
|
j

William Thorner, vocal scientist and an au-|
thority on many musical subjects, declares after I
seeing "Shuffle Along" that "If a distinctively!
and original American opera ever is to be writ- i
ten it will come by way of these negro tunes, (
rhythms and harmonic colorings." Even the
most intolerant lover of educated music must)
admit the haunting harmonic lure and ines-J
capable rhythmic urge of some of the current!
"beblues,"
the " blues " may [
to the however
educated distasteful
ear.

A shot at C. A. Barbian's Waldorf, Akron, Ohio, and the singers he used to accentuate the
fact that his was the only tlicatre in his town unaffected by a musicians' strike. The singers
are: Top (left) — Mrs. Virginia Choate Pinner, soprano; right — Marie Arend, contralto;
Lower left — Clifford Wilson, tenor; right — H. Glan Phillips, bass
Capitol
Overture
Artistic
Color and
Lightings Add
Much to Orchestral Number
everything is overwhelmed in a mighty blaze of
IN the evolution of motion picture presentation the use of color and lighting has be- red. Then the original themes emerge again
and the brilliant red subsides for a time slowly
come an integral part of the musical entertainment. The development of this phase of the pulsating. And when the Russian National
Anthem is introduced in the bass, growing up
performance as well as the musical is in no
small measure due to the inventive genius of to the crashing finale with the bells of Moscow
S. L. Rothafel, managing director of various
loudly ringing out their announcement of vicBroadway motion picture theatres and for the
tory, the red fades into a brilliant amber, pulpast two years in charge of presentation at the
sating greater and greater each moment, closing the overture with an overwhelming flood of
Capitol theatre.
gold coming from every direction, electrifying
The overture at the Capitol last week, Tchaithe atmosphere and thrilling the spectator. This
kovsky's 1812
"
" was one of the most pleasing
is truly painting the overture in color.
orchestral numbers ever presented at the world's
largest theatre, and the success of its appeal
was due in a measure to the psychological appliRussian Basso Is Soviet
cation of lighting. This " 1812 " overture is by
far the most widely known of the Russian comRecruit
poser's music. Three easily recognized themes
form the principal material of the overture, the FEODOR CHALIAPIN, the great Russian
basso and this year a member of the Metrofirst being taken from the Russian hymn " God
politan Opera Company, has been sovietized by
Preserve Thy People," the second the French
the Russian government, according to Helen
" Marseillaise " and the third the Russian National Anthem.
Bullitt Lowry of the New York Times.
At the slow and solemn introduction played
Chaliapin is one of the few great artists of
Russia who have allied themselves with the
by the violas and the cellos in solemn harmony,
the stage is illumined by a soft pastel light, Soviet. He has been the artistic head of the
nationalized theatres, which include the opera,
blue predominating. Then comes the gradual
approach of the French and the ominous sound
the imperial ballet and the drama — the whole
of drums beating in the distance and the first organization being a subcommittee of the Department of Schools for the People. Chaliapin
notes of " Marseillaise " are played by the
horns. At the first beat of the drum a faint has drawn his salary from the government — a
red light begins to pulsate on the stage, in the salary which was fixed by the trade union. As
far as official connection goes, he is in Bolshefootlights, the house lights and in the prescenium arch. As the martial notes grow louder
vism up to the neck.
and nearer, the red lights pulsate stronger and
But the way he puts it is, "It has been my
stronger ; and when at last the apparent victory great privilege to have saved the art of Russia
of the French is announced by the full sounds
throughout these years of revolution — to have
of the " Marseillaise " rising high and clear saved this art for Russia and for the world."

Operatic Music Popular
in Mexico City

T^HE Zimmer Quartet of Brussels, returning i
A home by way of New York from an en-!
gagement at Mexico City, reports that the in- i
lerest in classical music in Mexico is surpris- i
ingly large, and that the Chamber of Music of
Mexico City, at whose invitation the Zimmer i
players crossed the Atlantic, is an influential
organization composed of many cultivated musical amateurs, founded more than a score of
years ago by a Russian Secretary of Legation
there,
who later represented his country at
Washington.
. The society, while originating among the diplomatic corps, was not limited to Mexico's
foreign colony, but included also the leading
native families of the capital whose sons and
daughters had been educated in New York
Madrid or Paris. The Zimmer Quartet paid
its first visit this year, following another
Belgian organization, called the Brussels
In Mexico, the players said, they had found
Quartet.
audiences keenly interested in the highest anc
most intimate forms of art. Their twenry-fivt
programs in less than a month had covered the
widest range of chamber music literature anc
had been received with appreciation throughout
Cincinnati
Makes

Conductor

Business

Change

Theodore Hahn, Jr.. one of Cincinnati's foremost musicians, has been appointed musical director of Archer's Capitol Theatre. Although
still a young man. Mr. Hahn has held mam
positions of importance in Cincinnati theatres
Some seasons ago he was musical director oi
the Orpheum Theatre, and for the past fe«
years conducted the orchestra at the Lyric
Theatre. 'When the new Shubert Theatre was
opened recently, Mr. Hahn assumed charge oi
the orchestra there, a position which he now
resigns to accept the offer of Ascher Brother:
to head the Capitol unit orchestra, one of the
city.
largest theatre musical organizations in th«

Feature
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Short

gasolene she steps into his car. Then Bobby
comes along and employs the same trick. The
| Advance Feature Review | finish presents a barn dance and the outwitting
Einim i i 111 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iminii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ^ of the girl's father. It is a likely offering, not
especially funny, but carrying enough atmos44 The Man of Stone "
REIT). phere and hokum to succeed.— LAURENCE
(Selznick)
A GOOD program picture. It may not create
44 A Perfect Villain "
any stir of unanimous approval, but is a
safe bet, in that it will not disappoint followers
(Sunshine Comedy-Fox — Two Reels)
of motion pictures in general, and will delight THE dream situation bobs up again to serve
as the " props " behind the latest Sunshine
Conway Tearle's admirers. In it, given opportunity to do some very fine acting, he takes comedy, " A Perfect Villain," featuring Chester
full advantage, his work convincing, artistic in Conklin. But since like all good dreams in not
the extreme and of decided merit.
being exposed until the finish, the spectator is
Direction by George Archainbaud, is much left in the dark and accepts it all as worth while
above the average. Indeed, he has drawn some fun. The old wheeze, " unlucky in love, lucky
splendid work from his rather weak cast.
cards," is employed to introduce the plot.
Not a great deal can be said in favor of the at
The hero saves the girl and tries to put over
story. It is too much like many that have gone an impression, but a rival sneaks in ahead of
before. However, it is about a sterling young him. Out of revenge the disappointed Romeo
English officer, detailed in an English Province, turns villain.
and who returns to London at the end of his
To put over the blackest kind of villainy he
assignment to marry Vl young noblewoman, to presents a watch to his rival — a watch filled
whom he has become engaged before his de- with TNT. A poker game comprises a scene
parture tothe Orient. She is " Lady Mary," for and the hero wins everything including the fatal
which. the selection of Martha Mansfield was a watch. He cannot dispose of it satisfactorily
bold mistake. She neither looks like a woman which calls for some amusing comedy, and
of noble English birth, nor acts like one. She finally wins a house in a raffle. When he comes
is typically American, and her clothes, of to claim his property he remembers that he has
splendid local style from a point of selection, left the watch inside. And the structure is
would taboo her only too quickly from the blown to pieces. Then Chester awakens from
"set" in London of which she is
a deep sleep. " A Perfect Villain " is up to the
be a part. Ladies of the nobility do supposed
not indulgeto average
Sunshine and contains a kick or three
in evening gowns without any visible shoulder in its contents.— LA URENCE REID.
coverings, nor would one be permitted, if so
unnaturally inclined, to go trailing into the wilds
of Africa seeking to regain the love of a man
44 The Ropin' Fool "
she had previously jilted, consequently almost
(Will
Rogers
Productions — Two Reels)
ruined. It has interest value, granted, but is
THE
Will
Rogers
of the legitimate stage —
not at all logical. Nevertheless, a splendid
the Will Rogers who climbed to fame
vehicle for the star.
expert use of the lariat — is seen in this
The production evidences curtailment, there through
entertaining comedy-drama. He almost seems
being opportunity for many spectacular effects like
an unfamiliar Will Rogers if you rememthat are missing. Interiors, necessitating sets
ber the type of production with which he has
of massive and elegant proportions and appoint- been associated on the screen. There are a lot
ments, are splendid. The photography, through- of people who are not acquainted with his skill
out, very good.
lariat-throwing and Rogers has come through
Betty Howe, cast as a waif of the Arabian at
with a story which places him in a different
desert, is convincing, the rest, aside from the
This two-reeler is filled almost exclustar, having unimportant roles. Five reels. — light. sively
with lariat tricks.
LILLIAN R. GALE.
The slow motion camera is employed to give
the spectator a sample of his skill at roping.
And the erstwhile cowboy uses several ropes to
44 Fresh From the Farm "
display his talent. And he never misses a trick.
(Christie Comedy-Educational
— Two
From all angles and all sides the twisting, jumpReels)
ing rope performs dazzling feats as executed
THIS, little " hick " comedy carries enough by the nimble arms and hands of the incomparable Will. He ropes individuals and a mass
good-natured hokum and enough reasonably clever high lights to succeed. The Christie of individuals and as you watch him and read
people may be depended upon to add the realistic the quaint captions which emphasize every scene
touches and their barn and other details look you realize that here is a picture clever, interlike the genuine thing. They have lugged out
esting and stimulating.
the antiquated auto which has served before,
Rogers has utilized a romantic touch to help
and it fits into the plot like the single cylinder the plot along. A heroine and a rival come into
fits into the engine. Bobby Vernon, who can the picture and the title finds its meaning beplay the rural yokel as well as anybody, emthe star is called " The Ropin' Fool " on
ploys it in the opening shot much after the accountcause of
always using his lariat. The other
fashion of the Ford owners who live down on fellow is reported murdered with a rope around
the farm. Attaching a belt to the rear wheels his neck. Being the rival of Rogers, the latter
he has contrived some invention which re- is suspected of the crime and dragged away by
the angry villagers. But explanations ensue
sembles one of Rube Goldberg's cartoons.
With this scene out of the way, the plot takes which clear the star who says that they are
up the foiling of the city slicker who has makin' a motion picture. The offering is keen
driven down in his sporty roadster. The girl with humor and novelty and is as bright a little
likes the yokel in spite of his " one lunger," but filler as has come along in manv a moon. —
when the chap from the white lights steals the LAURENCE REID.

Length
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44 Peacock Alley "
(Tiffany Productions, Inc.;
A \\ ISE merchant establishes a trade mark
by marketing surprising values, encouraging
to " comehasagain."
Robertcustomers
Z. Leonard
become a merchantproducer-director. His initial Tiffany production evidences his sense of foresight, although
he has set a precedent that will keep him alert,
to live up to.
Unquestionably " Peacock Alley " is a good bet
for the exhibitor. It will pass the severest test
known for a picture — that of getting the
money. It will gratify patrons who came to
see the Mae Murray they already admired —
surprised to find a new Mae Murray, developed
into a full-fledged actress. She has not depended upon her reputation nor ability as a
dancer to score, and were the thoroughly enjoyable episodes in which she dances eliminated,
her interpretation of " Cleo, of Paris " would
carry her, the same, right to the hearts of
spectators not bereft of sentiment.
Miss Murray's work, generally conceded as
the best she has ever done, is accentuated in
that she gives her leading man, Monte Blue, a
chance. Against weaker odds, he would have
dominated. William Tooker and Edmund
Lowe, with little to do, are not to be forgotten
for the quality of their work, the entire cast
being high above the average.
Story is not big. Nor is it new. It is well
told. Sequences might be eliminated and never
missed with view to " snapping up " the action,
but it provides the anticipated elements of a
Leonard-Murray combination, embodying lavish
sets, gorgeous interiors, delightful exteriors and
artistic effects galore. It offers a glimpse of
alluring Paris, of quaint, picturesque Arcady
and surely a realistic replica of a New York
dansant, called " Peacock Alley."
Edmund Goulding, credited with the photoplay based upon a story by Ouida Begere, conquered adifficult task by incorporating enough
material for two pictures into a story which fits
the star like a Parisian glove.
It is about Cleo, a Parisian dancer, and a
young American sent to Paris to secure contract upon which depends the welfare of
population of the factory town from whence
he hails. His infatuation for the luxury surrounded Parisienne causes him to neglect his
errand. He is cabled to return. Cleo knows
the man who can turn the contract the American's way. There is a quarrel on account of
the American's determination that she give up
her gay life. Cleo returns to her old home in
quiet, peaceful Arcady. He follows.
Returned to America, his bride an unwelcome
intruder, the couple go to New York. All goes
well until bank roll stripped, young husband
"borrows" from his Uncle's more enduring
one,
by forgery.
After arrest,
" Cleo, toof appear,
Paris "
accepts
offer of American
producer
thereby breaking faith with husband, for whose
sake she consents to the engagement. Violent
misunderstanding follows. Several years later,
having realized extent of his wife's noble sacrifice and undying devotion, estranged husband
finds her again, in Arcady. Advocates of happy
endings, smile throuuh vour tears! — LILLIAN
R. GALE.
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COMING

PRODUCTIONS

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Ten Nights in a Bar Room
A Yankee Go-Getter (Neva Gerber)
5
Love, Hate and a Woman (Grace Davison)
S
Dangerous Paths (Neva Gerber)
S
The Girl From Porcupine (Faire Binney)
S
Devil-Dog Dawson (Jack Hoxie)
5
The Star Reporter (Billie Rhodes)
5
A Motion to Adjourn (Daw-Stewart)
S
SPEED COMEDIES
(One Released Every Week)
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
ARROW-GERBER PRODUCTIONS
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
SERIALS
The Blue Fox (Ann Little)
IS episodes
Nan of the North (Ann Little)
IS episodes
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
A Sailor Made Man
Never Weaken
PLAYGOER PICTURES, INC.
(Distributed through Pathe)
No. 20 — Anne of LiLttle Smoky
Nov. 13 — Father Tom
Oct. 23 — Tropical Love
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson)
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
Ghost City (Helen Holmes)
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
(Released through First National)
Dec. 5 — The Sea Lion (Hobart Bosworth)
Nov. 28 — Hail the Woman (Ince)
Nov. 14 — Love Never Dies (King Vidor)
Nov. 7— The Silent Call (H. O. Davis)
Oct. 24 — Molly O (Mack Sennett)
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
The Better Man (Snowy Baker)
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams)
Fidelity (Special Cast)
Lure of the Orient (Jack Conway)

4
3
5
5
5
S
5
5

5
5
5
6

C. B. C. FILM SALE CORP.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
(Two Reels Twice a Month)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(One Reel Twice a Month)
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
(One Two-Reeler Every Two Weeks)
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
(Releasing Arrangements to be Announced Later)
Jan., 1922— His Nibs (Charles (Chic) Sale)
Jan., 1922 — Jungle Adventures (Martin Johnson)
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT
(January Releases)
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
The Romance Booster (Will Rogers, Lila Lee)
Fool'sLane
Paradise
(CecilNoDeTurning
Mille)
The
That Had
(Agnes Ayres)
Love's
Boomerang
(Ann
Forrest)
The Law and the Woman (Betty Compson)
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.)
(December Releases)
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
Miss Lulu Bett (Wa de Mille)
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
White Oak (William S. Hart)
The Last Payment (Pola Negri)
Don't
Everything
(Special Cast)
Exit theTellVamp
(Ethel Clayton)
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan)
(November Releases)
The Call of the North (Jack Holt)
The Sheik (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Bonnie Briar Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.)
Ladies Must Live (Betty Compson)
Enchantment (Marion Davies)
7
PARAMOUNT - BURTON HOLMES' TRAVEL
PICTURES
Nov. 27 — Santa Fe — The City Different
1
Nov. 20 — Rural Java
1
Nov. 13— At the Wailing Wall
1

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
The Lotus Eater
Slippery McGee
The Half Breed
All For a Woman (Special Cast)
The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart)
Wife Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.)
Nov. 28 — Tol'ble David (Richard Barthelmess)
Nov. 14 — Alf's Button (Special Cast)
Oct. 24 — Her Social Value (Katherine MacDonald)
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Boat
The Blacksmith
The Playhouse

..

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Footfalls
Shame (Special Cast)
Thunderclap (Special Cast)
Over the Hill (Special Cast)
A Connecticut Yankee (Special Cast)
The Last Trail (Special Cast)
Queen of Sheba (Special Cast)
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Perjury
His Greatest Sacrifice
PEARL WHITE SERIES
A Virgin Paradise
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
TOM MIX SERIES
Oct. 30 — The Rough Diamond
Oct. — The Night Horsemen
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Nov. — Desert Blossoms
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Oct. — Jackie
Oct. — Queenie
20TH CENTURY BRAND
Dec. 4— Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
Nov. 27 — The Last Trail
Nov. 20 — The Jolt (Walker-Murphy)
Nov. 13 — Riding with Death (Buck Jones)
Nov. 6— Bucking the Line (Maurice (Lefty) Flynn)
SERIALS
Fantomas (20 episodes)
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
The
Pest
LoveHappy
and War
A Perfect Villain
One Moment Please
FOX NEWS
(Twice a Week)
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
The Chauffeur
The Toreador
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Dec. 25 — Bony Parts
Dec. 18 — Getting Ahead
Dec. 11 — The Stolen Snooze
Dec. 4 — Fast Freight
Nov. 27 — A Messy Christmas
Nov. 20 — The Village Cut-Ups
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
SEASON 1921-1922
FIRST GROUP OF GOLDWYN PICTURES
The Sin Flood
Oct. — Pardon My French
Oct. — The Grim Comedian (Lloyd)
Oct. — A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
Oct.— Be My Wife (Max Linder)
Oct. — The Night Rose
Oct. — Poverty of Riches (Barker)
Oct. — The Man from Lost River (Lloyd)
Oct.— The Old Nest (Hughes)
Oct. — Dangerous Curve Ahead (Hughes)
Oct. — The Invisible Power
Oct. — For Those We Love
Oct. — Ace of Hearts
Oct. — All's Fair in Love
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
Feb. 12, 1922 — Hope (Triart Pictures Corp.)
Feb. 5.Prod.)
1922 — The Grey Dawn (Benj. B. Hampton
Jan. 22,
1922 — Heart's Haven (Benj. B. Hampton
Prod.)
Jan. IS,Corp.)
1922 — The Young Painter (Triart Pictures
Jan. 8, 1922 — French Heels (Hol-tre Pictures, Inc.)...

2
2
2

Picture

News

LISTED

Dec. 25Productions)
— Cameron of the Royal Mounted (Winnipeg
Dec. 11 — The Bashful Suitor (Triart Pictures Corp.)..
Dec. 11— Fifty Candles (Irvin V. Willatt Prod.)
Nov. 20Prod.)
— The Light in the Clearing (T. Hayes Hunter
Nov. 13— The Beggar Maid (Triart Pictures Corp.)...
Nov. 6— Jane Eyre (Hugo Ballin Prod.)
KIPLING ENTERPRISES
The Lone Hand
The Midnight Riders
Outlawed
The Battling Kid
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Right Basis)
The Stampede (Texas Guinan)
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan)
BERT LUBIN- WESTERN P. CORP.
Lady Luck (Allene Ray)
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray)
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Jan., 1922— The Prisoner of Zenda
Jan. 8, 1922— The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana)
Dec. 12— The Golden Gift (Alice Lake)
Dec. S— Turn to the Right (Special Cast)
Nov.
Desmond)
56
Nov.—— Fightin'
The IdleMad
Rich(William
(Bert LyteU)
C. E. SHURTLEFF PRODUCTIONS
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Sept. 26 — Camille
S-L PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 23, 1922 — Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes)..
Nov. 28, 1922— The Hunch (Gareth Hughes)
ROWLAND WEST PRODUCTIONS

.

2
2
2

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Special Cast)
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
The Lotus Blossom
The Four Seasons (Urban)
KINETO REVIEW
(One Reel Issued Weekly)
SERIALS

4

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
Double Stakes (Gladys Brockwell)
5
The Able Minded Lady (Henry B. Walthall)
5
The Call From the Wild (Frankie Lee)
5
The Fatal 30 (Special Cast)
S
Theeach)
Impossible Boy (Special Cast)
S
FOLLY COMEDIES
(Starring Geo. Ovey and Vernon Dent — One reel
PATHE EXCHANGES
FEATURES
Dec.
18 — The Power Within
6
SERIALS
The Yellow Arm
(Fifteen
— StarringOourtot)
Warner OUmd, Juanita
Hansen Episodes
and Marguerite
THE SKY RANGER
Caprice)Episodes — Starring Geo. B. Seitz and Jums
(Fifteen
AESOP'S FABLES
Dec. 18— The Wolf and the Kid
Dec. 11 — The Conceited Monkey
Dec. 4— The Fly and the Aunts
Nov. 27 — The Frogs That Wanted a King
N ov. 20 — The Woman and the Hen
Nov. 13 — The Owl and the Grasshopper
ERNEST TRUEX COMEDIES
The Bashful Lover
2
Stick Around
2
Little, But Oh My
2
BILL AND BOB SERIES
Dec. 11 — Trapping the Weasel
Nov. 13— A Day in the Wilds
TOM SANTSCHI DRAMAS
Nov. 13 — The Heart of Doreon
Oct.son)30 — The Spirit of the Lake
HURRICANE HUTCH
(Fifteen Episode Serial — Starring Charles ButchUt(Continued on page 2876)
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"COURAGE"
(Sidney

Franklin-First

National)

Intermittently, It Offers Real Under-the-Skin Pathos
A. FRANKLIN, producing independently, offers in "Courage"
SIDNEY
a strongly dramatic subject, whose only fault is an excess of plot matter which tends, as the picture nears its close, to make the story
heavier than is needed for entertainment. " Courage " contains, intermittently, some highly dramatic sequences which will undoubtably get under
the skin and tug, and tug vigorously at the heartstrings of any audience.
That the emotional pitch falls is due to new complications which arise late
in the continuity and have a dragging effect. But Mr. Franklin need no
greater proof of his ability than many of his prison scenes contain. It is
tense, convincing pathos. In addition the production is excellently acted,
perfect in detail and direction.
The story is laid in Scotland, in an industrial center. A young engineer,
cheated out of his rights, starts his own factory, and seeks to obtain the
money due him from his former employer. Arriving at night to see him,
he finds the man's dead body. He is naturally accused of the murder.
There are a few arbitrary touches here, such as the evidence which would
clear him blowing into the fire. This development is easily foreseen from
the beginning. The engineer begins a life sentence, and there is a suggestion of a " Peter Ibbetson " idea in the sequence which follows. It is
good incident and when his wife is kept from visiting him there is real
pathos. He is not even allowed any communication with the outside
world. Scottish prisons seem to have very severe rules.
The man's wife goes to England and, communicating with him secretly,
builds up an immense factory. Eighteen years pass. The war breaks out,
but the convict is not freed with his fellows to fight because, it is stated
"murderers cannot go to war." It is this and other vicissitudes of the
hero which lengthen the picture and overburden it. Perhaps also the
method by which the prisoner guides the destiny of his factory from
1behind prison bars may not seem plausible. After eighteen years the
real murderer confesses and the ending is in sight.
To the cast should go the greatest credit. Naomi Childers is the wife,
giving an equally fine performance both as the young wife and the matured business woman. Sam de Grasse is on a par as the husband, and
Lionel Belmore is perfect in his role as the Scottish industrial chief, while
Alec B. Francis is capable in the dramatic moments, and sufficiently agile
to execute a Highland fling. There is a second romance supplied by Ray
Howard and Gloria Hope. Mr. Franklin has established the atmosphere
perfectly— Length, 6.244 feet. — THE
Matthew
CASTA. Taylor.
Jean Blackmoore
Naomi Childers
Stephan Blackmoore
Sam De Grasse
Angus Ferguson
Lionel Belmore
Bruce Ferguson
Adolph Menjou
"Speedy"
Che
ste
r
Floyd B.Whitlock
Mclntyre. .
Alec
Francis
Stephan Blackmoore, Jr
Ray Howard
Eye Hamish..
...Gloria
Hope
Oliver
Hamish Directed
„
Charles
Hill Mailes
by Sidney A. Franklin.
From the story by Andrew Soutar.
Scenario by Sada Cowan.
Photographed by David Abel.
Frederic Leahy, assistant director.
Edited by Billy Shea.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A Sidney theatre
Franklin on production, " Courage," will be the attraction at the
" Courage
has been cited by the critics
of
many theme
cities asin ana most
example
of highmanner.
class dramatic photoplay which presents a
powerful
attractive
" Courage to" life
is the
story of aformana crime
whose helifenever
is wrecked
Sentenced
imprisonment
committed,by itcircumstances.
is love that
keeps the spark of courage burning, dim at times, but never dead.
Although
separated physically from his wife and family, he is still near them in
Confidence and mutual love sustain them both. And when justice is wroughtspirit.
and
1 imprisonment is at an end, happiness awaits them both.
The story is laid in Scotland at a time just preceding the World War It is
enacted by an all-star cast that lives up
its name. In it are included Naomi
. Childers, Sam De Grasse, Lionel Belmore,to Adolph
Menjou, Floyd Whitlock and
Alec B. Francis. Mr. Franklin, one of the foremost
in the country,
has given the story a most elaborate production, and itdirectors
is expected to be voted
"by the patrons of the
as one of, the most gripping pictures of the year.
PROGRAM READER
I Can courage endure through all of the vicissitudes of life? Can the spark still
burn even through eighteen years of prison life — suffering endured for another's
crime?
Courage, the dramatic photoplay offering which will be the attraction
?n
,at *Pe souls—
—; a ■
theatre will answer these questions for you.
It is a story of, heroic
husband and wife whose courage is only sustained
by
mutual
love
through
the
torture
of
a long separation executed in the name of
justice.
" Courage
is a Sidney director.
Franklin production,
madesuchunder
personal
supervision of this" accomplished
In the cast are
well the
known
and capable
Na°m'andJCi.1,,deIs-„,?am
: 51yieu
Adolph «
Menjou
Floyd Whitlock.De Grasse- Lionel Belmore, Alec B. Francis,
SUGGESTIONS
Here is a picture with a theme. It is not a preachment, but an issue can be
taken from it— is life imprisonment advisable." or " should a man be convicted
on
circumstantial evidence." Sidney Franklin's name is, of course, a power to
reckon
with at the box office, and in the cast is Naomi Childers, Sam De Grasse,
Alec B. Francis and Lionel
are names which will
be well enough
known. A special matinee for Belmore
ministers might induce some of all
the clergy
au^i.
Byto adopt
a courage sermen
.

"A

PRINCE

THERE
WAS"
(Paramount)
Attractive Little Picture on a Cinderella Theme

popular stage success, "A Prince There
M. COHAN'S
GEORGE
Was," makes
a compelling little picture which is certain to be appreciated everywhere for its generous amount of sentiment and
heart interest, although the demands of the story are such that it reveals
a sticky quality occasionally. It seems rather odd to discover Thomas
Meighan playing the part of a good Samaritan if you remember his adaptability for crook parts. That he is able to interpret the role with a good
show of spirit and a vein of good-natured nonchalance is indication that
he is not an actor of one character portrayals.
The idea behind this story is quite human and this quality will discount
the fact that it has served the screen faithfully for many seasons. Place a
wealthy young idler in the role of a " fairy prince " — allow him to find
himself by rescuing sweet and simple maidens in distress, and you have a
story which is bound to compel interest and invite sympathy for the protagonist. Place the characters in a boarding house for a time and the picture takes on an appeal because a boarding house has served as a pivot
and never been found wanting. It is not a picture which will stimulate
the spectator with dramatic suspense. Really it is too simple for that.
What it will do is to draw a sentimental sigh that all is quite well with
the world when an impressionable girl is thrown into communion with an
equally impressionable youth, and the latter responds with a chivalry which
we all like to believe is a trifle positive in the most negative of the
masculine sex.
Tom Forman, the director, has fashioned the story in such a way that its
little details of atmosphere and realities are ever dominant. He has not
allowed theatricalities to intrude beyond a given point. He will show his
contrasts and be done with them. His boarding house keeper is a woman
of the genuine theatrical school. She would not be half so attractive if
presented in any other way. Sylvia Ashton makes this woman conspicuous through a perfect characterization. Taking up the heroine — what type
can engender greater sympathy than the unrewarded author of a story?
The idler poses as a magazine editor, buys the script and publishes it.
Then the fatal secret is discovered. Meanwhile there is some complication developed from the real editor. A bit of conflict and the identity
of the hero is established. And he looks like a million dollars to the girl
and the audience is extravagant in its sympathy for his welfare. Mildred
Harris makes a pleasing heroine and Charlotte (Peaches) Jackson is an
appealing youngster who provides the juvenile interest. The picture is
adequately staged and certainly should be a winner around Christmas
time. It carries a sort of yuletide message all it own. — Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Charles Edward Martin
Thomas Meighan
Katherine Woods
Mildred Harris
Comfort Brown
Charlotte Jackson
Jack Carruthers
Nigel Barrie
Mand
Guy Oliver
J. J. Stratton
Arthur Hull
Mrs. Prouty
Sylvia Ashton
Mr. Cricket
Fred Huntley
By Georgeby M.Waldemar
Cohan. Young.
Scenario
Directed by Tom Forman.
Photographed by Harry Perry.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
George M. Cohan, the celebrated author-playwright-actor-manager, is author of
the popular
stage success,
Prince
Was,"
which has been adapted
the
screen
by Waldemar
Young" A and
whichThere
comes
to the
theatreto next
with Thomas Meighan as the star. It is said to be a good, big, clean
story with plenty of human interest and heart appeal. The star, who has had
any number of popular successes to his credit, plays the part of a rich, young
idler. His leading woman is Mildred Harris, who portrays a young writer, who
formerly
to earn a lived
meagrein luxury,
living. but with her father's ruin and suicide is forced to write
Her plight is discovered by the rich idler and he immediately falls in love with
her, and then poses as an assistant magazine editor in order to buy her stories.
He buys a controlling interest in a metropolitan magazine so that he may publish
the
girl's story which
which arethe allmagazine
refused. AThefinestory
complications
cleared had
up inpreviously
happy fashion.
cast builds
assistssome
the
star which includes Nigel Barrie, Sylvia Ashton and others.
PROGRAM READER
A pleasure loving rich man, who had never known a struggle in his life. A
wonderful girl and a child, who had never known anything else. New York
seething, surging, pulling them together into its swirl. The girl had wanted to
write. She believed that she possessed talent. But the magazine turned down
her
story.andThenpublish
came it.th See
" prince
who posed
an editor
so that he story
mightwhich
buy
her story
this "human
interestas and
heart appealing
comes to the
theatre next
with Thomas Meighan as the
star. Mildred Harris is the leading woman. It is a picture which tugs at the
heart
is cleanM. and
wholesome.
A Prince There Was." Based upon the
play byandGeorge
Cohan,
and as bigSeea "success.
SUGGESTIONS
Here you have a popular stage success to feature in your advertising campaign.
Tell them that the original was written by the talented George M. Cohan and
scored a big hit upon the stage. Tell them that it makes a clever picture. Feature
its heart interest and heart appeal. And bring forth that it is big, clean and
wholesome and thoroughly entertaining. Mention that Mildred Harris supportl
the star. And play him un, telling of his past successes. Use catch lines and
teaser ads. Mention that Tom Forman directed. Emphasize that it is a human
document which will tug at the heart.
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5 STAR COMEDIES
5 Heart Breakers
1
Ice Box Pirates
1
Line's Busy
1
SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
RAINBOW COMEDIES
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Way of a Maid
An Oil Can Romeo (Dorety-Byron)
2
Won by a Nose (Dorety-Byron)
2
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
UNIVERSAL
WESTERNS
Oct. 20 — Clay Dollars
Old Dynamite
2
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
A Blue Jacket's Honor (Jack Perrin)
2
CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
AFair
Woman's
(Eileen
Sedgwick)
22
FightingWit (Art
Accord)
The Man of Stone
Call
of
Duty
(Larkin-Hill)
2
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Dec. IS — Conceit
Tuesdays — International News
1
Oct. 1 — A Man's Home
Fridays — International News
1
REVIVALS
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1
SELECT PRODUCTIONS
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
SHORT SUBJECTS
VITAGRAPH
SPECIALS
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES
Oct.— The Son of Wallingford
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
ALICE JOYCE PRODUCTIONS
SELZNICK NEWS
Oct. — The Inner Chamber
KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
WILLIAM DUNCAN PRODUCTIONS
REPUBLIC FEATURES
EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
SERIALS
Nov. — Lucky Carson
The Whirlwind
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Single Track
TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Moral Fibre
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)
ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
Nov. — The Secret of the Hills
Nov. — The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Prod.)
ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Oct. -Nov. — The Rainbow
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
LARRY SEMON COMEDH5S
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Dec. 5 — Princess Virtue (Marie Prevost)
S JIMMY AUBREY COMEDIES
Nov. 28 — Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo)
5 SERIALS
Nov. 21 — False Kisses (Miss Du Pont)
5
Breaking Through
Nov. 14 — The Millionnaire (Herbert Rawlinson)
Nov. — Sure Fire (Hoot Gibson)
(Starring Carmel Myers and Wallace Mac Donald)
Nov. 7 — Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
7 Fighting Fate
Oct. 31— The Fox (Harry Carey)
(Fifteen
Episodes — Starring William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
Oct. 31 — Nobody's Fool (Marie Prevost)
SERIALS
Terror Trail
WARNER BROS.
(Eighteen
Episodes — Featuring Eileen Sedgwick)
Do
or Die
Her
Daughter-in-Law
(Vera Gordon)
Ashamed
of Parents (Special
Cast)
(Eighteen ofEpisodes
— Starring Eddie Polo)
School Days (Wesley Barry
Winners
the West
SERIALS
(Eighteen Episodes — Starring Art Accord)
Miracles of the Jungle
IS episodes
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Jan. I, 1922 — Foolish Wives (Stroheim)
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
Oct. — No Woman Knows (Special Cast)
(One released every month)
JEWEL COMEDIES
A Monkey Bell-Hop
2 F. B. WARREN CORPORATION
P. D. Q. (Lee Moran)
2
Nov. — The Old Oaken Bucket
Robinson's Trousseau
2 Nov.
— What Do Men Want
CENTURY COMEDIES
Nov. — Our Mutual Friend
Get Rich Quick Peggy
2 POST NATURE SERIES
A Nervy Dentist
2
Teddy's Goat
2 (One Every Two Weeks)
Ranger and the Law
Witches' Lure

COMING
RELEASES
(Continued from page 2874)
EDGAR JONES PRODUCTIONS
GAYLORD LLOYD COMEDIES
Oct. 23 — Trolley Troubles
HAL ROACH COMEDIES
Dec.
(Snub Pollard)
Pollard)
Dec. 18—
11— Shake
Sink or'EmSwimUp (Snub
Dec. 4— The Hustler (Snub Pollard)
Dec. 4— The Pickaninny (Sunshine Sammy)
Nov. 27 — The Joy Rider (Snub Pollard)
Nov.
Penny Reissues
in the Slot (Snub Pollard)
Harold20 —Lloyd
HOLMAN DAY PRODUCTIONS
Cupid, Registered Guide
Nov. 20 — Dangerous Dollars
EDDIE ROLAND COMEDIES
Oct. 23 — Late Hours
MAJOR ALLEN SCENICS
Nov. 20 — Roping the Black Panther
Oct. 23 — Capturing Lions by Aeroplane
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
Saturdays — Pathe News
REALART PICTURES CORP.
Morals (May McAvoy)
Dec. — A Virginia Courtship (May McAvoy)
Nov. — Her ace Value (Wanda Hawley)
Nov. — Hush Money (Alice Brady)
Oct. — The Speed Girl (Bebe Daniels)
R-C PICTURES CORP.
Silent Years
Possession
Nov.
Ma'mselie
(Gasnier)
Nov. 1327—— The
Lure ofJoJade
(Pauline Frederick)
Oct. 30 — The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)
Oct. 16 — The Foolish Age (Doris May)
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience (Russell Simpson)
FRANK RRAIDWOOD SERIES
The Frame Up
The Sheriff of Campo
The Western Thoroughbred
Arizona Ranger
Wolves of the Camp
The Cattle Rustlers
AL JENNINGS SERIES
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
FRITZI RIDGWAY SERIES
CAPITOL FILM COMPANY
NEAL HART SERIES
LESTER CUNEO SERIES
Lone Hand Wilson

7
2
2
2
2
2
2

5

SHORT
SUBJECTS
(Continued from page 2848)
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length
In the Bonnie Brier Country (Scenic) Educational
1 reel. . .Reviewed
.Aug. 6
Japan (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel July 2
Japanese Judo (Educational)
Educational
1 reel
Juggernauts of the Jungle (Edacational)
Educational
1 reel
King of the Circus (Serial), Eddie Polo Universal
18 episode^
Land of Chu Chin Chow (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel Aug. 20
Last Hops, The (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. . . .Sept. 3
Kineto Review. . . .1 reel. . . .May 21
Let's History
See the ofAnimals
(Educational)
Life
Frogs and
Toads (Educ.)... Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .June 11
Kineto Review 1 reel
Liquid Gold (Educational)
2 reels
Lochinvar of the Line (Drama), Edgar Jones. Pathe
1 reel
Long Live the King (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) . Fox
Lorraine of the Timberlands (West. Dr.),
Tom Sanchi
Pathe
2 reels. . .Oct. 8
Educational
1 reel
Lost a Yodel (Educational)
1 reel
Major Jack Allen Wild Animal Pict. (Adven.) Pathe
1 reel Aug. 20
Mountain Lion (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
Movie Chat No. 40 (Educational) Urban-Nat'nal Ex.1 reel Sept. 24
Movie Chat Nos. 49 and 56 (Scenic) Urban
1 reel eachjune 25
1 reel July 16
Movie Chat No. 52 (Educational) Urban
National Ex
1 reel Sept. 17
Movie Chats, Ninth Series
Educational
1 reel Aug. 20
Music in the Air (Scenic)
Pathe
2 reels. . .Sept. 10
My Lady of the Pines (W. Dr.), Mary Astor. Kineto
Review. . . .1 reel. . . .May 28
Naturalist's Paradise, The (Scenic) Educational
2 reels. . .Oct. 8
Ne'er
Return
Road (Wild
(Dr.), Animal)
Wallace Berrey. Pathe
1 reel Sept. 24
Nettingto the
Leopard
Educational
New Wine in Old Bottles (Educational)
Paramount
1 reel .... Oct. 1
Nice and Cannes (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel
No More Gasoline (Scenic)
Educational 2 reels
Northern Trail, The (Drama)
Vt reel. . .Aug. 27
Not Wedded But a Wife (Cartoon) Fox
Educational 1 reel
Old and New England (Scenic)
Educational 1 reel
Old Moose Trails (Scenic)
Official Gov. Pict. 2 reels. . .July 16
Our Navy in Action (U. S. Navy)
Fox
1 reel Aug. 20
Painters' (Scenic)
Frolic, The (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Kineto
Review 1 reel
Panama

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Pkthe Review No. 120
Pathe
1 reel Sept. 10
Educational
1 reel .... ....
Pigs and Kava (Educational)
Play
Ball
(Sketchographs)
Educational
. . .Aug. 13
Policeman and the Baby, The (Drama) Educational 21 reel.
reels
Polo (Educational)
Educational
1 reel. ... ....
Purple Riders, The (Serial), Joe Ryan
Vitagraph
15 episodes. May 7
1 reel. ... ....
Pyrenees and Wooden Legs (Educational) . . . Educational
Quaint Holland (Scenic) ;
Educational
1 reel .... Aug. 20
Ride on a Runaway Train (Novelty) Educational
1 reel .... Jane If
2 reels. . .Sept. 27
Roaring Waters (West. Drama), Geo. Larkin. Universal
Paramount
J reel
Rural Java (Scenic)
Paramount
1 reel
Santa Fe — The City Different (Scenic)
Science at Home (Kineto Review)
National Ex
1 reel. .. .Sept. IB
2 reels
Secret of Butte Ridge, The (W. Dr.), T. Sanchi. Pathe
Seven League Booters (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel
Paramount
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time (Scenic)
Sheriff of Mojave, The (Wes. Dr.), T. Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels. . .June 3
Affiliated Distr 1 reel July 9
Skipping the Pen (Cartoon)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. . . . Aug. *
Spirit Wrestlers (Scenic)
Stratford on Avon (Scenic)
Hepworth
Educational
11 reel.
reel. . .June
Oct. 2529
Strolling Minstrels (Scenic)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .June 11
Swat the Fly (Educational)
Sweet Heart (Western Drama), Billy West.. Joan
Film
218 reels.
. . ....
episodes
Terror Trail (Serial), Eileen Sedgwick Universal
Texas Guinan 2 reels
Texas of the Mounted (Drama)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Thrills (Sport Topic)
1 reel. ... ....
Too Much Overhead (Educational) Educational
Tooth Carpenter (Cartoon)
T. Sarg Almanac . 22 reels.
reels. .. .Aug.
.July 227
Tricked (West. Drama), Irving Cummings..
Kineto
Review
1
reel
Trip of U. S. S. Idaho (Scenic)
1 reel
Turkish Bath (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Fox
Educational
1 reel. ... ....
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes (Scenic)... Kineto
Review 1 reel
Vegetarians (Educational)
Kineto Review .... 1 reel .... June 25
Venice (Scenic)
Review 1 reel
Village Life in Switzerland (Scenic) Kineto
Educational
1 reel. ... ....
Wanderlust (Scenic)
Educational
I rod....
.
Wanted, an Elevator
Kineto
Review
reel
Was Darwin Right? (Educational) Kineto Review 11 reel
Water Babies (Educational)
2 reels. . ..Nov. 5
White Mouse, The (Drama) Lewis Stone.... Educational
Rights
Wild Men of Borneo (Adventure) State
Pathe
2 reels
Wings of the Border (Western Drama) Universal
18 episodes Oct. 1
Winners of the West (Serial), Art Accord... Educational
1 reel. .. .June 18
Woolly Bits and Monkey Hits (Educational) .
June 2
Yellow Arm, The (Serial), Juanita Hansen.. Pathe
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WANT?"
MEN
DO
"WHAT
(Lois Weber-F. B. Warren Corp.)

"PLAYTHINGS

OF

DESTINY"

(Louis B. Mayer- First National)

Unconvincing Story of Domestic Complications
A Title and a Picture That Will Draw Audiences
is a title tacked upon this picture which indicates that big
" What Do Men Want," main title of a splen- THERE
IN this particular instance
drama might be unfolded. It carries one of those titles which
did motion picture, is really what women want to see on the screen.
might lead the spectator to believe that he is to see a dramatic
At least, the fair sex will enjoy every foot of it. Regardless, it will
"Playthings of Destiny" never rings true because of the arhold the interest of both sexes. The women will find plenty of places to in- treat. But
bitrary development of the plot, the false notes which constantly creep in,
dulge in tears and it cannot but penetrate under the skins of some men,
the faulty characterization. Besides, the leading figure is one that
unconsciously living about the same thing as the character study, true to and
not develop a bit of sympathy.
does
certain
is
thing
.
One
centered
is
life
of
drama
this
form, on which
Imagine
a woman living up in the regions of the North who falls in love
"What Do Men Want" is interest-compelling entertainment, skilfully
and
marries
a young settler and who promptly leaves him because of cer"
ly staged, well acted and, without being "preachy
directed,
tain scandal connected with his life without going to the trouble to give
sermon from the screen that might do honor to any pulpit.
delivers a wonderful
him a hearing and permitting him to offer some sort of explanation. Yet
An exhibitor may depend upon capacity at the night shows if this picture
this young wife believes the gossip of an adventuress whose character is
is run in the afternoon against any fair competition — that is, if the local
so
obvious that any woman with real intuition could not be deceived. She
with
woman
every
prompt
will
that
one
is
It
out!
holds
telephone service
loses
all sympathy for herself when she hastily packs her belongings and
to
attachment
same
the
with
knows
she
a husband to advise every woman
departs in a raging snowstorm. The elemental side of the picture is first
" take him to see ' What Do Men Want.' "
rate, there being no argument over the detail to provide fitting atmosphere
Miss Weber excels in selecting a cast. Claire Windsor excels in her part.
and
backgrounds. The young husband had been adventurous in his youth
everyThe story is one that might happen anywhere and does happen
and
had failed to acquaint his wife with his callow days. Consequently
Exteriors,
where.
which evidence California, are of good scenic value,
while the interiors call for sets that tell part of the story, and hit the mark. I she believes the evil talk, which indicates that her character is mighty
shallow — not to trust the man whose name she had taken.
It is smoothly told, working up enjoyable suspense, and though intensely
We next find her being rescued by a man who inveigles her to accomdramatic, has sufficient comedy relief to avoid strain. It proves Lois
pany him to a tropical country. There is no discussion over the other
Weber, as a director, is competent, painstaking and that whatever else she
husband. She willingly commits bigamy without waiting to discover
may or may not know, she KNOWS MEN.
whether her first spouse is dead or not. And when she is living a lie in the
It is based upon the tendency of masculine restlessness, using as a living
tropical region torn by doubt and suspicion the first husband bobs up
illustration, a young man of an everyday family, whose parents have other
again and enters her life in the most arbitrary fashion. It is a most consons. He wants to be an inventor and finds his father's
children, mostlybringing
venient episode. He is ushered in with a dramatic entrance, being introinterruptions,
him back to earth and the work that has been laid
duced as a governor general or some similar dignitary. Years have passed
out for him, very disconcerting. He wants the prettiest girl in town, wants
and his hair has grayed at the temples. The woman is the mother of a
her badly enough that he marries her. Then he wants children and they
little boy. So to the conflict. The second husband realizes there is some
put in an appearance, one by one. He wants to be a successful business
understanding between the two people and after an argument or two graceman and achieves great honors, at the same time encumbering wealth.
fully exits himself from the scene. The reason of the wife leaving her husAn eventual quarrel with the beautiful wife, who long before sensed his
band is never explained. She shows no real humility for causing so much
indifference, decides the man that what he really wants is freedom. Then
he wants to be the object of feminine flattery, finds gratification in being, sympathy. She has not only ruined his life, but that of the second husband, who has been led to believe that the child is his own.
numbered one among a swift " smart set," neglecting his family. When
The picture, upon this false premise, defies realities and one has little
" gay lady " forgets to cover her inclination to be promiscuous, he regsympathy for the characters because they insult the intelligence. The
isters disgust and wants his wife. Returning home, just in time to misplayers are first rate in their respective roles, the continuity is well arunderstand the call of an old admirer he wants to kill the intruder, after
ranged and the sets and photography all that could be desired. The weakleaving his wife to entertain herself, for many months. He insults her
ness is found in the plot. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
womanhood, pride, self respect by accusing her falsely, and when he
THE CAST
leaves, never wants to see her again. Learning later that she was not unLeneau
Anita Stewart
faithful, he wants her back. In the end we learn that what a man really Julie
Geoffrey Arnold
Herbert Rawlinson
wants is the knowledge of what he does want, but the thrilling drama
Hubert Randolph
Walter McGrail
Claire
Grace Morse
offers reason to introduce plain truths that will make men fidget and
Conklin
William V. Mong
women tell the local exhibitor what good pictures he is playing, these
Julie's Child
Richard Headrick
days. — Length, 6 reels. — Lillian R. Gale.
By
Jane Murfin.
Scenario
by Anthony Paul Kelly.
THE CAST
Directed by Edwin Carewe.
Hallie (the girl)
Claire Windsor
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
Frank (the youth)
J. Frank Glendon
Arthur (his brother)
George Hackathorne
" Playthings of Destiny " starring Anita Stewart, will be the feature attraction
at
theof the frozentheatre
. This and
is a beautiful
striking
Yost (the evil influence)
Hallam Cooley
romance
north next
and the tropics andand
permits the talented
Bertha (the unfortunate)
Edith Kessler
Directed by Lois Weber
star splendid opportunities to display her versatility. It is a dramatic picture
which allows the assembly of players to flash their individual talem lo advantage.
Supervised by Philip Smalley.
Miss Stewart does some of the best work of her career in the role of Julie Leneau
Story by Lois Weber.
who was unwittingly led into marrying a man she did not love when she was
really the wife of another man she did love.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
She depicts the emotions of this woman tossed in a maelstrom of doubts and
suspicions — a woman who has no choice but to believe that the man she loves
"
What
Do
Men
Want,"
latest
screen
production,
the
work
of
the
heralded
woman
with
all her soul has tricked her into marriage when he has a legal wife living.
motion picture director, Lois Weber, is scheduled for
theatre on
. Her flight
from his cabin through a raging blizzard, her losing fight against the
It is life personified, the characters enacted being representations of the very people
elements
provides a series of tense dramatic moments. The picture presents a
we know, sometimes reflections of ourselves. This is a picture that may be said
fine
cast
that
includes Herbert Rawlinson, Walter McGrail, William V. Mong
to The
fairlycenter
live and
breathe. is It
aims at
large, and
home."
and others.
of interest
a man,
who,humanity
as a boyat wants
to be" hits
an inventor.
He
wants a beautiful girl for a wife, then he wants to be father of her children. When
PROGRAM READER
he has amassed a fortune, the result of his inventions, he wants to forget to be a
lover, and be just a husband. He nexts wants to be free, wants the society of gay
The
drama
of
a
girl
who
once for love and once to forget love — the
women. When he is saturated with that, he wants his wife back, but wants her drama of an Arctic blizzard married
splendid in its reality in which the girl is caught
to accept him after all his shortcomings, yet be the same, herself. It is the most
and
taken
out
of
her
old
life
—
taken
to
tropical shores — the drama of a girl who
vital portrayal of human life yet seen on the screen.
believed ill of her husband and left him — the drama of a girl who staked all on
a new found friendship. Then old memories creep back. The husband of other
days returned. How did she release herself from this predicament? See Anita
PROGRAM READER
Stewart in " Playthings
of Destiny," a .First
Nationalin picture
comes toRawthe
theatre next
Prominent
the castwhich
are Herbert
"What Do Men Want?" Happiness? Wealth? Position Freedom? In the
linson, Walter McGrail and others. A big, dramatic picture. Don't miss it.
wonderpreviously Restless,
of Lois Weber's
any seeking
has surpassed
that men
the one why
greatful photoplay,
the unattainable.
seem always
work, is illustrated
SUGGESTIONS
constantly searching man. What is he looking for? If you saw " Where Are My
Here
you
have
Anita
Stewart
Rawlinson to play up — the former
Children?
"
"
Hypocrites,"
"
Scandal,"
or
"
The
Price
of
a
Good
Time,"
then
you
know Lois Weber is as competent a director as any man who has ever made a as star — the latter as leading man. andTheHerbert
story you can describe as a tense romantic
similar motion picture. But you will not realize the volume of her
drama which carries all the necessary elements to keep the spectators contented.
understanding
depth of her wonderful insight into human nature untiil you see " What
of
Play it up as a stirring drama of the North and the tropics. The title can be
Men theWant?
Do life,
played up in some sort of a prologue. You can send out some teaser ads. as
outlined in the press sheet issued by First National. Some of these are cleverly
worded so that you can excite curiosity among your fans. Bill it as a drama of
CATCH LINES
human pawns on the chessboard of marriage.
_Is "The
way
to
a
man's
heart
is
through
his
stomach."
quoth
a
wise
old
sage.
CATCH LINES
it? See Lois Weber s What Do Men Want" and find out if the heart or the
stomach
She
married
two
men,
the
second
after she believed her first husband dead.
playsstomach
the most
important
part
in
man's
life,
especially
after
marriage
And if both
and heart are satisfied, what does he want next!
See the stirring drama. " Playthings of Destiny."
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Motion

"THE

JOLT"
(Fox)

Fairly Entertaining Picture on a Hackneyed Theme
THE Fox co-stars, Johnnie Walker and Edna Murphy, have been
given an orthodox story for their latest expression — a story which
has been used often in various guises, but which serves its purpose
for program houses. It is likely that most audiences will be fairly entertained because of the wealth of heart interest and the note of redemption
found in the plot. It is all about a returned buddy who, unable to find
work, takes up the life of crime with which he was formerly identified
before he joined the army. To go back to the beginning, let it be said that
the hero fell in love with a little French girl and married her and thus
was influenced through her sympathetic personality to redeem himself.
His life had been saved by his buddy.
This scene is important because it is the pal who bobs up later to rescue
our hero from the depths. The action discloses the ex-soldier looking for
work and unable to find it. His little love-nest seems to be on the verge
of falling to pieces, and in a moment of despair he listens to the entreaties ofhis former crook friends to pick up some easy money. The hero
is not exactly a weak character. There is a gentle scene which shows him
giving up his one opportunity to another ex-service man who has children
to feed. The picture builds obviously so that one can foresee the finish
coming far in advance — that is if one has remembered the buddy left in
France. The hero is commissioned to rob a safe of a man lately returned
from Europe. He does this reluctantly, but thoughts of the ever present
" wolf " at the door urge him on in his despair. But just as he gets bis
hands upon the fatal papers, the youth is confronted by the pal who saved
his life.
There is some double-crossing argument concerning the "outside" man
watching the house and the plot picks up a melodramatic chase which
involves the chief villain. Eventually the culprits are caught and things
end happily. The picture, because of its faint martial note, the friendly
comradeship, is likely to get over with the youth of the land. It is not
of much consequence in so far as dramatic qualities are concerned, but it
contains a human touch which is recognizably real. The co-stars adapt
themselves to their roles in a pleasing fashion, while Raymond McKee as
the buddy makes the character thoroughly sincere. — Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Georgette
Edna Murphy
Tohnnie Stanton
Johnnie Walker
Terence Nolan
Raymond McKee
Jerry Liraur
Albert Prisco
Col. Anderson
Anderson Smith
Georgette's Father
Wilson Hummell
Georgette's Mother
._.
Lulu Warrenton
By Georgeby E.JackMarshall
and- Jack Strumwasser.
Scenario
Strumwasser.
Directed by George E. Marshall.
Photographed by Jack McKenzie.
PRESS NOTICE STORY
starring
theatre next
" The Jolt " which comes to the
Johnnie Walker and Edna Murphy presents an interesting story of a young war
veteran, Johnnie Stanton, who returns to the United States with a French bride.
Unable to obtain employment, he goes back to the criminal gang with which he
was formerly identified. They plan a night burglary. In the midst of this enterprise something happens to Johnnie that changes the whole course of his life.
Indeed
he is little
violently
" back into the straight path, with ultimate happiness
for
his loyal
bride" jolted
and himself.
Johnnie has rescued the young woman from the crook who had lured him back
to crime. Through Terry Nolan, his buddy in France, all turns out well. The
picture offers a story of human interest and according to reports is entirely enterThe co-stars and
fit into
with cast
an renders
adaptability
features their
abundant taining.
personality
talent.theirA roles
capable
good which
assistance.
PROGRAM READER
That a man " may be down, but is never out," is interestingly told in " The
Jolt,"
Fox picture
the The storytheatre
starringtheJohnnie
Walkerwhich
and comes
Edna toMurphy.
also next
furnishes another
proof that a good woman's love is the greatest blessing that can come into any
man's
life.to How
a because
young soldier
returns from
France
a native
bride —a how
he
stoops
crime
a jobwith
—of how
receives
jolt
which
changes
the course
of ofhishislifeinability
is told toin find
five reels
humanhe interest
drama
which
builds
through
scenes
which
demand
the
spectator's
undivided
attention.
There is and
a delightful
romance
which accompanies the action. It is one of absorbing
interest
should not
be missed.
SUGGESTIONS
The Fox co-stars, Johnnie Walker and Edna Murphy, have a story here which
is strong in human interest. Any mention of this element would be a good line
for exploitation. State that the stars are getting over in their pictures. Mention
that Johnnie Walker scored a sensation in " Over the Hill," and that he is continuing thehelped
good work.
Describe
as a story
a boy stimulates
who " camekindliness
back " and
a girl who
him. Play
up theit theme
as oneof which
and
sympathy. Play up the cast. A mail campaign coupled with teasers and program
readers
would stimulate curiosity to see this picture. Play it up as an interesting
human picture.
CATCH LINES
His buddy had saved him, and later he saved his buddy. Then came the jolt that
brought him back to the straight path and a bride. See " The Jolt."
The romance of a valorous thief and his pretty bride. See " The Jolt."

"CLAY

Picture

News

DOLLARS"
(Selznick)

Star Has Interesting Rural Comedy-Drama Here
RLRAL
comedy-dramas
run true slightly
to type.
A small
town setting
with the unquestionably
ever faithful characters
exaggerated
for dramatic effect, and sufficient details of a faithful pattern —
these are enough to compose a good working skeleton for any story, provided the author and director have remembered to add the necessary trimmings and homespun touches to make it interesting. Lewis Allen Browne,
who wrote the story, and George Archainbaud, the director, have provided enough entertaining hokum and atmosphere to make the picture
genuinely entertaining. Of course they have had the assistance of a good
cast, with Eugene O'Brien contributing as neat a performance as one
could expect. The character parts are ably taken care of by Arthur
Housman, Frank Currier and Ruth Dwyer.
That the director has caught an idea of American small town life stands
as a credit when one stops to remember that he is more or less a 6tranger
to the customs of the country. If he has shown lapses here and there regarding characterization he has more than made up for it by his technical
skill. The dominant note is humor and he has splendidly maintained it.
In fact by adding the necessary humorous element he has prevented the
story from following a conventional groove. Main Street is being shown
up pretty much on stage and screen these days. But Archainbaud has remembered that human nature is pretty much the same everywhere. So if
the small town is depicted, at least you don't see any harsh ridicule of its
customs and people. He is best with his comedy relief which depicts a
snappy barn dance and a pool room episode. And these features fit in
nicely without the least semblance of padding.
The plot concerns a swap in real estate which carries some real genuine
bartering — a scene which will be appreciated everywhere. The hero arrives
in the town to take possession of his late uncle's valuable property, only to
discover that a certain money-grabbing Squire has traded his marsh land
for the rich acres. Rather discouraged, the youth accepts a job as hotel
clerk and the romance enters when he falls in love with the proprietor's
daughter. The comedy intrudes pleasantly and with a good spirit of
banter and " give and take," to be replaced by the effective finish which
shows the youth outwitting the old skinflint by pretending that the marsh
land is suitable for making clay bricks. The land shark swallows the bait,
hook, line and sinker. And his threats are useless when the law stands
ready to assert itself. Frank Currier is excellent as the skinflint, and
Arthur Housman is clever in a comedy part. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
Bruce Edwards
Eugene
Squire
Willetts
Frank O'Brien
Currier
June
Ruth Dwyer
By
Lewis byAllen
Browne.
Directed
George
Archainbaud.
Photographed by Jules Cronjager.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A small town story of a land shark who attempted to outwit a keen youth from
the city is " Clay Dollars," the Selznick attraction which comes to the
theatre next
with Eugene O'Brien as the star. This little homespnn
comedy-drama is rich in its comedy element and the really lifelike touches which
go to make up the average American small town. You find the rural hotel, the
poolroom
all the habitues.
And enthusiasm,
Mr. O'Brienassisted
fits into
rolethat
of the
city
youth
withanda splendid
abandon and
by the
a cast
includes
the capable Frank Currier, Arthur Housman, Ruth Dwyer and others.
The plot revolves around a city youth, who migrates to a small town to take
possession of some valuable property. He discovers that a certain dignified native
owns the estate, having traded in his own marsh lands. The youth leams later
that the land shark came into possession contrary to law and by a clever ruse outwits the old man and wins ^ack his property. The picture scintillates with humor
and realities and is at all times interesting.
PROGRAM READER
Suppose you came down from the city and inherited some valuable property in
the country. What would you do? Would you sell or take possession? Suppose
then that you found your property had been traded in and that you only possessed
some valueless marsh land. What would you do? Suppose you found yourself up
against a clever land shark who had the law covered from every angle. Would
you fight? Come next
and see what Eugene O'Brien does with such a
story. Come and see " Clay Dollars," a picture of country life, country real
estate
and
country
atmosphere
and
people. Come and see an excellent comedydrama of life.
SUGGESTIONS
This
is
Eugene
O'Brien's
cleverest
some time
and best
you rural
shouldcomedymake
a good spread with the announcement picture
that he inis coming
in the
drama of the season. Since this star has a great following especially with feminine
fans it would be well to send out your mail campaign calling attention tb the
fact that the popular star is anpearing soon. The title is a winner and can be
exploited
in various
ways.
a comedy-drama
with a homespun
—
which
is certain
to get
over.BillA itrubeas quartette
or an ensemble
laid againsttouch
rural
background would help. The picture is certain to please. So don't mince words.
CATCH LINES
He learned how to make dollars from clay and he showed up the country land
shark. See Eugene O'Brien in " Clay Dollars." A clever picture of rural life.
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SILENT
"THE
(H. O. Davis-First

CALL"
National)

Vivid Dog Story Enacted Against Impressive Backgrounds
a triangle
A PICTURESQUE German shepherd dog around which
through
unds
backgro
ive
impress
of
us
array
marvelo
a
pivots—
story
which the action is perfectly blended— make up a picture that
compels attention because of its rugged appeal and the call of the open
spaces. " The Silent Call " is not so strong from a story angle. Really the
plot is quite subordinated by the grandeur of scenery and the exploitation
of the dog, who dominates the action from beginning to end. It does not
matter that the plot may be punctured for its crude touches— that it relies
heavily upon primitive melodrama which seems quite removed from
realities. What does matter is the force and sweep of this eloquent Western which centers around the picturesque dog.
The animal is instrumental in bringing about an introduction of hero and
heroine, but his main object is to prove his loyalty when circumstances
place his friends in jeopardy. The dog is tried for his life because of bis
activities in killing sheep, but he bounds away with a love for life like a
stag at bay. Whatever peregrinations the story takes up, the dog is there
the big outlending a significance because you actually catch the spirit ofbackgrounds,
doors. Somehow the nature of the dog and the impressive
revealing towering mountains and landscapes of unsurpassed beauty, discounts the limitations of the plot, which revolves around a group of outlaws determined to circumvent the hero and embarrass the heroine. Her
father is captured by them, but when they seek the girl the big, trustful
dog becomes a true minion of the law.
The story even drops its thread to show the characteristics of the specie —
the fact that he is a wild, untamed creature who can reveal a nature as
gentle as a dove under the guidance of sympathetic voices and hands.
You follow this picture with the keenest suspense. The rugged exteriors
demand it. And the dog, fighting the cause of all revolutionary spirit,
carries on the vital element. There comes a climax which is quite startling.
The girl is kidnapped and carried away by one of the brutes, but the dog
takes up the scent and vivid is his punishment. He hunts down the
criminal and pursues him. It is an uneven struggle and finally the villain
plunges into the river to avoid the sharp teeth and ferocious strength. A
battle in the water is short and swift. "The Silent Call" contains a goo J
romance which is developed from sharp conflicts and contrasts. But it is
the dog who makes the picture a rugged document. Certainly the offering
presents as good a dog story as has ever been flashed on the screen. He is
well trained and follows the cues with an intelligence almost human.
Laurence Trimble's direction is praiseworthy in the manner in which he
has kept the action vital and so brought it out that it seems in perfect
harmony with the vivid backgrounds. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Flash
Strongheart
Clark Moran
John Bowers
Betty Houston
Kathryn McGuire
Ash Brent
William Dyer
Luther Nash
James Mason
Dad Kinney
Nelson McDowell
Jimmy the Dude
E. J. Brady
James Houston
Robert Bolder
By H. G. Evarts.
Scenario by Jane Murfin.
Directed by Laurence Trimble.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
■— theAmong the many features of interest which are booked at the
atre none should give greater entertainment than " The Silent Call," which comes
next
for a limited engagement. The story adapted from one which
appeared in a popular magazine offers a dramatic plot that involves a number of
human actors and also the characterization of a remarkable dog, half wild and half
domesticated, enacted by Strongheart, the most famous police dog in the world —
a dog who served his country in the late war.
The background of the story is the Sierra mountain region which has been transferred to the screen in all its impressive grandeur. The action comprises a series
of
which develops
fromwhoself-sacrifice,
the saving
of humana tense
lives line
by the
dog,
andthrills
the punishment
of those
are dishonorable.
It unfolds
of melodramatic moments — all of which build the keenest suspense. And the beautiful
backgrounds are among the most impressive ever caught by the camera. A notable
cast which includes John Bowers, JVilliam Dyer and Kathryn McGuire renders
perfect interpretation.
PROGRAM READER
His fangs bared to despoilers; his shaggy body hunched to spring; an animal
heart pulsing with dog-devotion to the girl who had shown him the first touch of
human kindness — and fighting the call of his kind, the cry of the wolf-pack echoing
through dog
the who
wilderness.
the famous
screen — dog
the
famous
served in That's
the warStrongheart,
— the dog whothe iswonder
probablydogtheofmost
in the world. This wonder dog appears in the amazing picture of primitive emotion
and passion entitled " The Silent Call," which comes to the
theatre next
. It is a big drama of big people — a drama of the big outdoors — a
drama
of
men
and
women
who
lived
and
loved
and
struggled.
But
best
of all it is
a drama of a wonder dog.
ha His leap flung
te — and then.
The
giantopen
dog
in the big,

CATCH LINES
the man to earth. Angry jaws snapped over him — fiery eyes flas hed
See "The Silent Call," a powerful pictfure of the wilds.
hero
The wild,
Silentfar-off
Call places.
" will thrill
you with thenext
part he plays .
drama ofof " the
At the

"RIDING

(Fox
)
WITH
DEATH"

Carries a Large Supply of Dramatic Vitamines
conspicuous feature of this photoplay
the most
LY Buck
UNQUES
Jones has changed his name to Charles.
the fact that
is TIONAB
Of course he will continue to use the picturesque cognomen,
Buck, but only in connection with a parenthesis or two. It will be hard to
identify an actor of Westerns with such a simple, orthodox name as Charles,
hut probably he will be known as Chuck before the long winter night is
over. Taking up the picture, one discovers that while it is of obvious
design, it is nevertheless packed with crisp action of the most adventurous <
kind. Jones is up to his familiar tricks here — such as riding like a phanshootin' to kill, and executing a " mix " or two by doubling
tom horseman,
in stunts.
for himself
Since the story concerns a Texas Ranger one knows for a certainty that
plenty of dramatic vitamines or calories will be offered before he bobs
up at the finish safe and sound like the representative of the Northwest
Mounted. Place the Canadian officer in a Southwestern setting, call him
a Ranger, and you have " Riding with Death." The author has resorted to
" that thar mortgage " to reveal his plot. A skinflint sheriff holds the fatal
papersl and when he threatens the venerable property owner it is Jones
who rides to the rescue and straightens out the complications. The plot
may be hackneyed, but so fast is the action and so keen is the suspense
that one has no time to notice the arbitrary and obviously trite theme.
The hero commands sympathy because he looks like an outsider in the
love stake. The other fellow has ridden into town to get the necessary
money to cover the mortgage and is killed in making his return journey.
The Ranger buries him and starts the hunt for the assasin. The latter is
the sheriff and he suggests to the old ranchman to release his daughter for
matrimonial purposes. So the hero has a double object — to hunt down
the criminal and save the girl. The villains have him cornered and stage
a thrilling gauntlet scene — a gauntlet which he must run through to certain
death. The suspense is keen here. However, the hero is saved because the
arch-villain's signal is not flashed. The finish reveals a genuine thrill when
the Ranger puts up a battle against overwhelming odds and pulls the
v Uain from a roof — a scene followed by a crash through an adjoining
building. The picture holds up with its backgrounds and atmosphere and
carries adequate acting throughout. You will like it because there is someth'ng doing every minute. — Length,
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE 5 CAST
Dynamite Steve Dorsey
Charles (Buck) Jones
Anita Calhoun
Betty Francisco
Val Nelson
Jack Mower
Sheriff Pat Garrity
J. Farrel McDonald
Col. Lee Calhoun
H. Von Sickle
Chuck Dillon
William Steele
Garrity's
William
Gettinger
Capt. JackPal
Hughes
William
Gillis
Tony Carilla
Artie Ortega
Rose Carilla
Tina Medotti
By Jacquesby Jaccard.
Scenario
Agnes Parsons.
Directed by Jacques Jaccard.
Photographed by Frank B. Good.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
An exciting and entertaining western photoplay entitled " Riding With Death,"
is coming to the
theatre next
week with Charles (Buck)
Jones as the star. The story was written by Jacques Jaccard with the star especially
in mind. And the vehicle fits him since it calls upon him to flash his abundant
talent with the shooting arms and the saddle. It is a typical Jones picture because
it displays plenty of the dash and daring which have accompanied his stories since
he became a star.
Mr. Jones appears in the role of a Texas Ranger bearing the cognomen " Dynamite " Steve Dorsey. The young man is called upon to live up to the name when
he
rides through
countyis ruled
a crooked sheriff
the latter's
henchmen.
The astory
strongandin terrorized
plot and bytremendously
fast inandaction.
The
love theme is developed most effectively. The friendship of two men who are such
good pals that they remain pals in spite of the conflict in desire is faithfully and
appealingly portrayed. Mr. Jaccard also directed.
PROGRAM READER
Do you like fast action and hair-raising thrills on the screen? Do you like
clever horsemanship and quick shooting on the trigger? Do you like to see this
kind of a story balanced with a tremendously appealing romance? Then come to
the
Death " enterwith
the fearless Charlestheatre
(Buck)next
Jones as the star.andIt see
is an Riding
excitingWith
and always
taining
story
this
"
Riding
With
Death."
It
is
crammed
with
startling
action
and
goes slam-bang to a finish which is thrilling to say the least. The story concerns
a Texas Ranger who has his difficulties restoring order from chaos. Remember
next
.
SUGGESTIONS
Here is a picture with an attractive title. It is compelling enough to attract
any one's attention. They will want to see who is riding with death. Tell them
that established
Charles (Buck)
Jones is coming
in aas heroic
— the kind_
of part
which
has
his popularity.
Plav it up
a tense,partexciting,
thrilling
photoplay
about a Texas Ranger who has his troubles mapped out for him. Play up its
snappy action andvits appealing romance. Bring forth that it is an appealing story
of *he Southwest with something doing every minute. Tell that Betty Francisco
and Jack Mower are in the cast Use stills of Jones and his horse.
CATCH LINES
He was after a bad gang, for clean, shooters do not shoot from ambush. See
Charles (Buck) Jones in " Riding With Death."
A fast-moving,
thrilling(Buck)
nhotoHay
America is " Riding With Death."
Come
and see Charles
Jones ofinSouthwest
a clever picture.
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Motion

"THE
FOX"
(Universal)
Absorbing Picture Packs a Kick at the Finish
AFTER making this feature Harry Carey undoubtedly took a holiday.
He deserved it inasmuch as he acted in the capacity of author as
well as star. In writing a thoroughly picturey plot he has not
neglected to provide himself with an exceedingly fat part. Indeed there is
not a scene which he does not dominate, and all the familiar little details
which one has come to expect in a Carey offering are here intact. Bearing
the cognomen of 01' Santa Fe, the title sort of gives the story away
before the picture has progressed through many scenes, one sort of suspects
that he is some government agent — a marshal or secret service man.
The story gets off rather slowly and develops a whimsical touch as Carey
is revealed as a " good-for-nothing " type — a sort of drifter. There is some
first rate comedy which concerns him rescuing Breezy Eason, the tiny
juvenile, whose life was so tragically cut short, and together they find
themselves in the local bastile. The sheriff of the community has a tough
time of it suppressing the Painted Cliffs gang, and his job is in jeopardy.
Carey gets a position on his promise of good behavior in the local bank,
the president of whom is no other than the leader of the gang. There it
is that the drifter learns some important information. He next presides
over the local restaurant and the first real punch is disclosed when a
stormy battle in which tables and chairs and crockery are tossed around
with abandon occupies the short but snappy scene.
The picture is a trifle episodic since it relies upon these incidents for its
appeal. When Carey comes to the rescue of the sheriff and captures the
two outlaws who have shot up the local library, one begins to get the drift
of things. There is a slight flaw discernible here, which shows the set
devoid of characters while the shooting is taking place, but which is instantly populated when the pursuit is taken up. The natives come from
all sides in a jiffy. When the picture presents the open country one begins
to appreciate the collection of inspiring shots of the Mohave desert country with its sand and cliffs and natural caves and dugout. The romantic
note is almost neglected and is not missed because of the concentrated
Western melodrama which is next introduced. The U. S. Cavalry is called
into service and it is a battle royal, although the titles explaining the bowl
and cliffs seem unnecessary in view of the impossibility of gauging the
scenes accurately. The title writer waxes somewhat poetic here, but he
stimulates plenty of spirit in the breast of the spectator. It is a compelling
picture — a Harry Carey picture from stem to mizzen. It could be trimmed
in some early scenes thus quickening the action. — Length, 6,900 feet. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Ol' Santa
Harry Nichols
Carey
Sheriff
MartFe
Fraser
George
Stella Fraser
Gertrude Olmstead
Annette Fraser
Betty Ross Clark
Dick Farwell
Johnny Harron
Mrs. Farwell
Gertrude Claire
Rufus B. Coulter
Alan Hale
K. C. Kid
George Cooper
Pard
Breezy Eason, Jr.
Black Mike
Charles LeMoyne
Rollins
C. E. Anderson
Hubbs
Harley Chambers
Two Troops of Eleventh U. S. Cavalry.
By Harry Carey.
Scenario by Lucien Hubbard.
Directed by Robert Thornby.
Photographed by William Fildew and assistants.
PRESS NOTICE — STORY
What
is
said
to
be
Harry
Carey's beginning
master picture
is coming to . the
theatre for an extended engagement
next
This picture is
entitled " The
Fox,"
and
is
written
by
the
popular
mendation of being human is more than emphasized Universal
here. It star,
is a whose
picture recomwhich
carries a vigorous sweep and power — and dash and romance. It is a picture which
reveals an excellent balance of comedy which punctuates the dramatic scenes and
gives it a fine contrast. It embodies all those qualities that one has come to
expect from a Carey offering. There is a thrill in nearly every turn of the plot
which concerns the capture of a daring band of outlaws. The vigorous action
builds evenly and surely straight to a powerful climax which carries a rich and
spectacular
appeal — a climax
in whichfinely
a troop
of U.andS. the
cavalry
participate.
The
scenery
is magnificent,
the details
arranged
acting
and direction
always capable.
PROGRAM READER
Harry Carey in his greatest picture is coming next
earlyavoid the rush. You will see the biggest Western of the year — one ofCome
the biggest
Westerns ever made. You will see a terrific sandstorm, a great battle between
hundreds of outlaws and a band of U. S. cavalry, a rush of throbbing action along
the blazing Santa Fe Trail. You will see the star — the " he's human " star — in
a hundred and one thrills. You will see reckless riding, great gun-play, extraordinary sensation
thrills, and a ofhundred
absorbing
episodes.
So come and . see " The Fox."
The picture
the year.
Remember
next
CATCH LINES
Don't let
The Foxthe" thrills
pet away
you. pictures.
See Harry Carey in his greatest
picture.
It "contains
of afrom
hundred

"THE

SPEED
(Realart)

Picture

News

GIRL"

In Smashing Light Comedy — Bebe Daniels Soars
THE story of Bebe Daniels, incorporating episodes of her own life,
relying upon the recent one which claimed so much publicity (her
arrest for speeding) for the idea. In it, Miss Daniels is at her best.
supported by a splendid cast and worthy production.
It is a " speedy " vehicle for an attractive star, one able to give it the
life, animation and vim that Miss Daniels personifies. Relates of the life
of Betty Lee, a child born with the " speed mania " and permitted to cultivate itfrom the time she learned that an express wagon would run at
full speed down a steep hill, until loop-the-loop stunts in a aeroplane were
necessary to satisfy the cravings of the " speed girl."
Love affairs were the only things that did not go fast with Betty. She
first loved a young ensign, who becomes a lieutenant in time, and who
saved her from being thrown from the back of a runaway horse Betty had
" speeded " into winning a race. To the officer she was staunch and true,
until a young millionaire, whose attentions were previously unwelcome,
plots to blacken the hero's reputation in the eyes of Betty, meantime become, rapidly, a motion picture star. Without realizing that her lover will
be courtmartialed if he fails to reach San Diego in time to catch his seagoing vessel, Betty sets his watch back so that he misses a connecting train.
When told the extent of her mischief she agrees to drive him to hi? destination, or overtake the train. Villain takes opportunity to get in some
dirty work, notifies speed authorities, but Betty steps on the accelerator,
leaving the motorcycle cops in the dust until she sees her wrong righted.
She is arrested and sentenced to ten days in jail, where an unfortunate girl,
the victim of the villain, is serving sentence for a crime of which she is
innocent. The acquaintance of the two girls under adverse circumstance eventuaUy straightens out a tangle which had almost drawn Betty into
matrimony with the wrong fellow. There is considerable melodrama in
the five reels of snappy entertainment, well directed and generally
pleasing. — Lillian R. Gale.
THE CAST
Betty Lee
Bebe Daniels
Tom Manley
Theodore Von Eltz
Carl
D'Arcy
Frank
Soapy Taylor
Walter Elliott
Hiers
Hilda
Norris Johnson
Mrs. Lee
Truly Shartuck
Little Girl
Barbara Maier
Judge Ketcham
William Courtright
By
Elmer
Harris.
Scenario by Douglas Doty.
Directed by Maurice Campbell.
Photographed by H. Kinley Martin.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
She craved speed, did pretty Betty Lee, reckless heroine of " The Speed Girl,"
Bebe Daniels'
themoving comedy-drama
theatre next
. She latest
cravedRealart
speed picture
and shewhich
got it.opens
Thisat swiftly
written
specially
for
Miss
Daniels'
use
by
Elmer
Harris,
is
a
gentle
satire
the
modern mania for speed, and amusingly shows how young people develop aoncraze
for swift locomotion. The little speed girl gets into the most thrilling complications, such as a race with a train, an exciting skid in an auto.
Miss Daniels ends her rapid adventure with what should have been a restful term
in the county jail. But even there — things happen. The star is supported by a
cast which fully meets the requirements of the action. Theodore Von Eltz is leading man, while Walter Hiers supplies his inimitable kind of comedy. The comedy
has a touch and go which means zippy action throughout. It is keen and funny.
PROGRAM READER
Step on it! Give her some more of that gas! Oh baby! See us go! Watch
our taillight! Oh baby, here we come, there we go! Folks, when you come to
the
theatre next
you are going to see a zippy, snappy, fast.
gingery comedy all about a little speed girl, who stepped into her auto, stepped
on the throttle and found herself speeding beyond the limit. Oh boy how she flew!
Did she get into trouble? Did the cops stop her? Did she land in jail? Did they
take her car away from her? Was she as fast in romance and other lines of occupation? Oh boy, we'll say she was! So come and see the Realart comedienne. Bebe
Daniels, in her very newest comedy-drama. See " The Speed Girl."
SUGGESTIONS
As this is the age of speed you can work up a deal of capital exploitation concerning the desire for speed by every means of locomotion. Men are running faster.
Men are breaking records in autos, on foot, horseback, in locomotives, in areoplanes.
and women, too. Play up that Bebe Daniels is the speed girl of the movies. Tell
that her picture is breezy and flash through with plenty of dash and speed. Play
up this story as ideal for the star — that it was written esoecially for her. Emphasize the value of speed to travel anywhere nowadays. Play up Walter Hiers as
appearing in the cast. Put over a prologue in line with the theme. Run strips of
auto races. Present an all comedy program.
CATCH LINES
See Bebe Daniels in "The Speed Girl." Oh. boy!

How she did step on the gas!

The Booking Guide
400 pages of valuable information on all pictures released from
Sept. 1920 to Sept. 1921.
Send in your subscription now
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COSCPANT. NEW TOBK
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Mr. Carter De Haven presents
Mrs. Carter De Haven and Himself
In "My Lady Friends" an amusing
Farce adapted for the screen by
Rex

Mr. (and Mrs.) Carter De Haven

Taylor, skillfully directed

By Lloyd Ingraham,

photographed

By Barney McGill — Rothacker
A First National Attraction
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550 Advertising pages ahead of its nearest competitor.
That's Motion Picture News' record thus far in 1921.
550 pages; and each extra page of business news and value
to every exhibitor who wants to know — and every exhibitor does — all the pictures released each week.
One of the important reasons why, today, over 8,600 exhibitors find Motion Picture News an indispensable business guide — and read it every week.
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a Paramount

and

picture
a
few like

these:

CECIL B. DE MILLE'S "The Affairs of Anatol"
GLORIA SWANSON In "The Great Moment"
"THE SHEIK," with Agnes Ayres and Rudolph
Valentino, a George Melford production

"GET-RICH-QUICK WALLINGFORD ', a Cosmopolitan production
GE ORGE_LOA NE TUC K ER 'S "Ladies Must Live"
WAL^A„CE REID, GLORIA SWANSON AND ELLIOTT
\ DEXTER in "DonVTell Everything"
BETTY
COMPSO
N ins "The
renrhyn
Stanlaw
productLittle
ion Minister", a
ELSIE FERGUSON AND WALLACE REID in "ForMAURICE production]
L\e,C™Peter lb»etson"i, a GEORGE FITZTHOMASM MEIGHAN7iT"Cap^7RicKs"
"~^ J
WILLIA
S. HART in "Travelin* On", "a William
S. Hart production

ELSIE FERGUSON in "FOOTLIGHTS"
WILLIAM de MILLE'S "Miss Lulu Bett ', with
Lois Wilson, Milton Sills, Theodore Roberts
and Helen Fergus
on

BETTY COMPSON in "The Law and the Woman".
The
greatest dramatic picture ever made
bar none!

"MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY", with Dorothy
Dalton. A George Melford production
CECIL B. DE MILLE'S "Fool s Paradise"
"JUST AROUND THE CORNER", a Cosmopolitan
production. Another "Humoresque"
JACK HOLT in "The Call of the North"
AGNES AYRES in "The Lane That Had No

ETHEL
Turnin
CLAYTON
g"
in "Exit the Vamp"
"BACK
PAY",
a
Fannie Hurst Cosmopolitan production, bv

GEORGE FITZMAURICE S "Three Live Ghosts"
POLA NEGRI In "The Last Payment"
WALLACE REID in "Rent Free"
"ONELilaGLORI
Lee OUS DAY", with Will Rogers and
JOHN S. ROBERTSON'S "Love s Boomerang"

and

20

more

current
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Adolph "ZuKop • • •
i
i

Sam

Wood's

production

Wallace

in
Dexter

Elliott

TELL

Reid

Swanson

Gloria

DONT

• presents

EVERYTHING!

in

comedy
A SPARKLING
of love and courtship.
Satirizing

engaged

couples much as Cecil B.
DeMille satirizes the wedded ones.
With three of the screen's
biggest stars in the most
delightful roles of their
careers.
Directed
made

"The

Wait

by the man

who

Great Moment."

till you

see Gloria

Swanson's gowns ! Wait
you see those sets!
And

till

if it's thrills you

want, you'll get them when
you see Reid and Dexter,
in the polo game, thrown
beneath their plunging
horses !
Thrills and laughs aplenty — and lots of truths
about women
and love.
The people will come
see it— and come back
see it again !
Bv

Lorna

to
to

Moon

a
(paramount

(picture

FAMOUS PLAYERS' LAS KY CORPORATION [

December

3 , 1921

The thrill-a-minute play that has
been seen by millions all over the
world.
•The

novel whose

sales

have increased every year
since it was
written.

Adolph
Zukor
presents

in J. M.

*THE

Barries

LITTLE

plan

MINISTER"

Betty Compson is ideal as the girl who

Your audiences will laugh and cry all the

gypsy and turned a
to. be• « a j^„_
pretended
. , .
whole town upside down.

Minister."
way
You through
can bank "The
on itLittle
for one
of the biggest
,
.season.
6,6
box-office sensations ofc the

A Penrhyn Stanlaws Production.

(X

Scenario by Edfrid Bingham

(paramount
(picture
FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKV CORPORATION
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Sthoris
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f America

Booked

2

5

17

theatres
less
3 0

by

in

than
days!

Directed by EDWARD LAEMMLE and starring ART
ACORD, now the great screen hero of every American child.
" WINNERS OP THE WEST " is at once a dramatic knockout and the first Serial that has ever received the complete
Hew

Kind

of Serial
will never
a Censor

that
need

approval of School-boards and Censors wherever shown. Don't
neglect the fact that the Schools are with you on " WINNERS
OF THE WEST." School-teachers and School-boards want
the children to see it. They send them to see it. As a result,
no less than 2517 theatres have booked " WINNERS OF THE
WEST" in less than thirty days from date of release. Beat
that if you can! Book this great American History Chapterplay and book it today.
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A

Pair

of

Sexes

Featuring
NEAL

BURNS

with

VIORA

DANIEL

Motion Picture News Says: —
"The Christie product continues to be clever, original, honestly funny, well directed
and well acted. 'Falling for Fanny' was a splendid example of their high class work,
and 'A Pair of Sexes' is a close, very close, second. It has a story by Sam Taylor,
built up from a most amusing farcical idea; it has been directed by Frederic Sullivan
in such a way that the very limit of fun is extracted from the high spots of the story;
and it has such admirable comedy types as Neal Burns, Viora Daniel and iHenry
Murdock in its cast."
One
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WOW!!

Ferocious

Human,

Man-Eating
Vie With

Blood-Thirsty

Beasts

Cannibals

in the Greatest, Most Stupendous and Thrilling Array
of Wild Animals Ever Shown on the Screen.
(From the World Famed

HAGENBECK

In That Sensational Whirlwind
Feature

Menagerie)

Five-Reel Action

"The
Master
of Beasts"
NOT A SERIAL, but the most daring undertaking
ever accomplished for the production of hair-raising,
heart-throbbing and humanly diversified entertainment.

State-Right

Exchanges

Which Want a Powerful Business Tonic
Communicate With

AYWON
Nathan

Hirsh, Pres.

FILM

CORP.

729 Seventh

Ave., New

York
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Clara

novel

"

by

Morris

CAST:
JOHN HOPKINS
EVELYN GREELEY
J. H. GILMOUR

RAVERS

FILM DIVISION
130 West 46th Street
Telephone: Bryant 6930

T
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GLADYS VALERIE
ALBERT ROCCARDI
JANE JENNINGS

VALEflaHOCUiailQiN

p^IlIllHj
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
NEW
YORK
81 Fulton Street

HOME"
MAN'S
on "A
kings
boo
Some
THE
GREATEST
PICTURE THAT EVER CARRIED THE SELZNICK TRADE
MARK

CITY

THEATRE

New York
San Francisco
Philadelphia
Los Angeles
Reno
Fort Worth
Oklahoma City
Tulsa
Sioux City

Capitol
Granada
Stanley
Lois
Wigwam
Rialto
Criterion
Majestic
Rialto
Orpheum
Merrill
Strand

Topeka
Milwaukee
Madison,
Chicago

Ascher's Roosevelt
Colonial
Grand
Alamo
Rex
Temple
Mecca-Palace

I ndianapolis
Muncie, Ind.
Louisville
Jackson, Mich.
Toledo
Saginaw, Mich.
Cincinnati
Akron, O.
Buffalo
Troy
Rochester

Ascher's Capitol
Orpheum
Strand
Regent
Strand
American
Barcli
Metropolitan
Isis
Metropolitan
Boston
Plaza
Merrimac Sq.
Rialto
Waldorf
Opera House

MOST

SUCCESSFUL

Some

PICTURE

bookings

THAT

Wis.

Syracuse
Schenectady
Washington, D. C.
Greensboro, N. C.
Atlanta
Boston
Worcester
Lowell
Lawrence, Mass.
Lynn, Mass.
Bangor, Maine

EVER

on "A

CARRIED
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TRADE

MARK

HOME*

Motion
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fled

PICTURES

Picture

News

Presents

Stone
II

THE

DUKE

of CHIMNEY
BUTTE
cAvi ANDREW
J.CALLACHAN
PRODUCTION
c/5 'Jypicoil Wesbevn,
Story oP Ra.yi.ch, HiPe
Directed,
"by
FPtANK,
BOR.ZAGE
Story
by
6EOR.GE
WASHINGTON
OGDEN

T>icrVn^s;
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J^ewis J.Selznich
you

another

wonderful

offers

of those
attractions

starring
the ^princess
of Comedy
rrw

\CTK

\

]rr

TALMADGE

i»A

PAIR0/

Directed

f

A

KICK

IN

SILK

by Walter lydwards

From the play by Cyril fiarcourt
STOCKINGS'

EACW

TOOT

"As
the

long

motion

world's

A

few

that

as

stupendous

this

are

picture

greatest

advertisements

announced

there

Theodoras
will

be

the

entertainment"

Goldwyn's

Sensation

picture

Ls£3lj3l3
wit nihnh so* ». ii.oo IN v-J W
GOLDWYN'S SCREEN SPECTACLE
"THE GREATEST OF THEM ALT-DISPATCH
THE0D0PA
SARDOU*S FAMOUS
AND
SENSATIONAL
LOVE ROMANCE

Forty Lota turned loo*e into o Crowded arena among tfunaandi
ofmtyitp*of>U—to
xtHufyi ■-■■!•thei whim
tiariling and
climaxof rrrra fore-mad
tSowm onwoman.
any KrtrnTht

SHUBERT-COLONIAL
Twice Daily
(including
Sunday
) — 2:30 and 8:30
GOLDWYN'S
SENS ATTON
AL SPECTACLE

The

THEODORA
■ PiOTtJSr
SEE I LIONS 1
W WAfiD MARSH SAID IN THE PLAIN DEALER
■'OF ALMOST UNBELIEVABLE
MAGNITUDE
AND SURPASSING
BEAUTYTO SECURE
IS THEODORA'
IT IS ADVISABLE
SEATS WELL" IN ADVANCE

greatest

Theodora
When
with

the

two

years

picture

to produce.

great

hippodrome

scene

its half-mile

of beautiful

struct-

ure flashes on the screen, the audience

GOLDWYN'S
$ois.\ru>\AL m

THE

took

motion

gasps — overcome by the hugeness of
it all. It would seem that every dollar

LIONS!

The Lions Are Loose!
With
of chainst'aultf
the big
cptneda horde
and fromof
cut thea clanking'
MiblcrraDran
theregate?dashed
hungry Itons —
Straight Into the 25,000
Rebels Gathered in the Hippodrome!
They had defied in Empress. And Theodora, the most
beautiful weman m the worlei. sent fcith her avenguiR
liens
the insult;
"Traitor!"
that hadtc answer
been hurled
at her offrom"Wanton!"
the amphitheatre.
To Sc£ This Picture Is An Euent — a Page From
History You Witt Never For pel'
COLDWYX Preseols
THEODORA
5 . ,lv j i / amctu aoj Sensational /^ir Romance —
The Create*
Mol.ontyfVlurr
Knevn.
fioiatei
The The U'orM Ha, t'vtr
UNIONE CINEMATOGRAFICA 1TAL1ANA
—TWICE DAILY AT THE—
T"> THEATRE
—Mm.BWAYiOr-JIAT.D-Jli)
Of ST.
/»4 \ f^l
Wi ^ ' III ■< (1S \/1\
IJjVC
PRICES:
Evn..
S.I .ndSI Sra.
HU.
x A ■"- ^— '
50e-»l.0O—
5O-»20O

in a great industry
to make

one

had

been

production

live forever.

that

would

In this, the most

elabo-

"The

greatest

ever," — New

"The

eighth

nder,"—

"$3,000,000
"Ten
"The

wo
and

worth

pictures

in

biggest

of

invested

York

Cleveland

it,"— Detroit

one," — Pittsburgh
all,"

—

Chicago

"The
hold

proof
its

own

a

on

great

picture

Broadway

scaled

prices

with

of

up

to

for

two

A

is

to

months

dollars"

few

statements

by

the critics of Theodora
New York
"Collect
your 'Ohs!' ofyour
and your allinterjections
acute'Ahs!'
gaspology and prepare to utter them
when you see "Theodora" at the Astor
Theatre. It was a perpetual feast for
— A/an Dale in N. Y. American
Victorien Sardou's
immortal love romance
Produced by the

Unione

the

Cinematografica

world

has

rate setting a motion
had

is projected

story. We
in the

world

Theodora

the

her Kingdom

picture

a vibrant

see the most

ever

thrilling love
woman

noblest

hour —

"Gorgeous
a word describe
frequently dramatic
used bythose
who iswould
scenes whose magnificence has pleased.
The word is much too weak to adequately fit the settings of this production." —Chronicle Telegraph
Chicago

enchanting — sacrificing
for the

man

she loved.

history, a be-

wildering epic,an immortal

love affair in

Now

Shubert,
Pitt,

hour

playing

attraction

"And if it cost thiee million dollars to
achieve the amazing succession of triphammer punches such as one sees in
this production, all I can say is that it
looks like a full moneys'— Detroit
worth."Journal
Pittsburgh

has ever

This picture is a page from

the poignant

Detroit
"Griffith is out-Griffithed. Hollywood
is madeboard
to town."
look like
a child's
— Detroit
Free pastePress

known

beautiful

in her

Italiana

"The splendors of the Byzantine Empire, the stupendous cast of 25,000
people, the terrific rain of climaxes, the
under current of a frenzied love tragedy
will lift the jaded movie fan out of his
lethargy into the seventh heaven of
attention." — Herald Examiner

of its greatest passion.

as

legitimate

(prices

$2.

Boston;

La

Pittsburg;

Shubert'Colonial,

top)

theatre

Astor,

N.

Y.;

Salle,

Chicago;

Michigan,

Detroit;

Cleveland.

Cleveland
the eye."
"One cannot over-praise this film, in
fact, cannot adequately describe or critisize it. It is beyond anything that I
expected from producers of films for
years to come. Not only a triumph of
cinematogranhy, but an alluring, remarkable play that does not permit
interest to flag. It is believed that it
will score the American record for
receipts." —Archie Bell, Cleveland News

THEODORA
Now Booking
For details address
JACK WELSH
469 5th Ave., N. Y.
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Second

Annual

DINNER
DANCE

Owners'

Theatre
Ch

amber

Commerce

of

HOTEL

ASTOR

GOLD

ROOM

December

The

Most

Elite and Novel

Entertainment

Ever

Ted
ana

His
Be

Third

Conceived

Lewis
Band

On

Will

Hand

(Courtesy of "Greenwich Village Follies")
And

Other

Just As
Dance
Louis

Grand

Music

Fisher's

Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce, 723 7th Avenue
Orders for tickets filled as received — limited to 2000

Novelties

Band

By
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One

of

the

that every expert in the industry
conceded to be a certain
BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION
100% ENTERTAINMENT

Few

Pictures

and

*that will play every theatre —
first-run to last-run —
and please EVERY audience

STATE

RIGHT

pHARLES
feature.
Mbs, will (Chic)
be StateSALE'S
righted.
This Hisis
official.
AlexanderManager
Beyfuss,of Exceptional
Vice President and General
Pictures Corporation, announced this fact
last week. And to the State rights man
this piece of news is, so to speak, sweet
music.
Sales is more
artist —
he is an Chic
entertainer.
There than
is a andifference
between the two. We know scores of
artists whom we admire, but who do not
entertain us. But an entertainer — he entertains. And every time we have seen
"Chic" we have thought more of him.

**that the State Rights buyers
purchasing it are certain
is a POSITIVE MONEY-MAKER
for themselves and their exhibitors

His Nibsangle
is good
entertainment
from
whatever
you look
at it. Properly
exploited it should make big money. And
we are happy to read that Mr. Beyfuss
already has negotiated for the use of space
in The papers.
Saturday Evening
Post andBeyfuss
"fan"
trade
and
such firms Such
as he men
heads asareMr.a blessing.

AND

THE

ONLY

PICTURE
That has been offered
on the independent market
to be advertised in
The Saturday Evening Post
in which one artist ever played
seven distinct roles

CHARLES

(CHIC)

SALE

living 7 different characters
in

"HIS
*First runs are now being
booked solidly throughout the United States
**Territories
are being
disposed
of rapidly
(Every exhibitor and exchangeman is anxious to obtain a really
entertaining box-office attraction.
Do not neglect the opportunity!)

NIBS"

"HIS

NIBS" SYNDICATE, Inc.
L. L. HILLER, Present
Longacre Building
42nd Street and Broadway
New York City

Scores

OCTOBER

Aqm

n

!

, 19*2 1

Thj picture is fine. It is a
distinct novelty very well
handled and has many points
ofBypopular
WM. A.appeal."
JOHNSTON,
President.
With each moment replete
with real humor, really artistic characterization, and undisturbed continuity flow, a
picture
is boundinto that
'get over."
"His Nibs"
class.
ture.
Charles
"Chic" Sale is the picThe exhibitor, small or bis,
country or city, is assured of
a box office medium which
may well be classed with
"Down on the Farm" and "The
Country Fair."
To the
exhibitor
no more
needwisebe
said. And, in addition to
equal
exploitation
advantages,
it is better
entertainment
than
the two mentioned.
By GEORGE D. GOULD.
" 'His Nibs' is entertainment, pure and simple. . . .
'His Nibs' is a play within a
play. The idea on which the
picture is built is novel and
J. S. DICKERSON,
Exploitation Editor.
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'PresePictures
nts
Playgoers

:4
■if

CLIFFORD
in

RUTH
11

I V 'r-l

Tropical

Love

From Teaks of Gold" by Guy W. McConnelL.
Directed by Ralph Ince
Distributed
Playgoers Pictures
thru Pathe'
Exchange Inc.
Foreign.by Representative
for Playgoers
Pictures
Sidney Garrett
Because it is as fascinating as the lure of the tropics, as
rousing as the rugged lives of the adventurers who brave its
fatal spell, as passionate as its moon-flooded nights — that's
why this tale of the tropics has the lure which leads to the
box office.
"Tropical Love" was made "on location" in Porto
Rico. Its atmosphere is real, its production perfect and
its cast includes
Ruth Clifford
Reginald Denny
Huntley Gordon
Ernest Hilliard
Paul Doucet

Fred Turner
Margaret Fitzroy
Catherine Spencer
Margaret Seddon
Carl Axzell

The Biggest Theatres
Booking

nOHMHWHi

It!

Are

W::

:W=l*f:i:Mf
SENSATIONAL

A

TREMENDOUS
OP

MAQ.V

PRODUCTION

MODERN

INDICTMENT

CIVILIZATION

UNITED ARTLTTJ" CORDOriATION
DICKPOIiD • CHARLIE CMADLIN ■ DOUGLAJ" PAIIiDANKJ* •
kJltSAM ADfiAM-T • PQEJ-IDGNT

GtilPPITU

OCMMCTT

PtCTOaeS
presents

femous

COfePOfeArfON

a pictu •r/z.at/on of^

Glaj-lcan

railroad

noc/e/

Tjirecfed by
/2.<jJ,//,omJ>Gi//

J"cena/-/o by £)orothy -samum
Photodraphy by Crnoj-f Ma/fer

MAQypiCKFOUD

• CWACtf§E: CWADLIN

• DOUGLAS

FAlfiBANKJ"

■ D. W ^

DISTINCTIVE

PRODUCTIONS.

INC;

presents

Cfrom his celebrated
stade success by
jCou/s J^C Parker
J^fenr
y
Directed by

ICoIIcer

UNITED

AQXIST5

CORPORATION
MADY PICKTOBD • CWA&LIE CUADLIN
DOUGLAS rAID3ANkrS ■ D. V GRinrrru
HIRAM ACKAM9 - P&EISIDENIT
"cA

distinctive

S^roduetioii*

Mary

Pickford
in

JdttCe

X^ord

(irauntlerou

FRANCES

HODGSON
from

DURNETTf*

SCENARIO BY DERNAQD MCCONVILLE
PUOTOGPAPUY BY CUAPLES POSUEP
DIRECTION DY ALEPED E. GREEN SL
JACK PICKEOPD

UNITED ARTUT/ CORPORATION
MARY DICI<rOR.D CUAfRLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAJ- rAIR.DANK_T
D. V GRimTU
Ml RAM ABfiAM-T PliCTIDENT

THE WORLDS MOST POPULAR. ACT REJOIN AME&ICAlT MOJ~T POPULAR J~TOflY EACW
LOVED DY ALL FROM FIVE TO EIGHTY- FIVE

EEN

A

Villiam

Fox
Directed by

Special

5

Edwards
J.jGordon
Story by Virginia Tracy
Tke

Romantic

Most

Beautiful

World

A

Love

Has

Story

Woman
Ever

Super-Spectacle

of the
The

Kno\>?n

Lavishly

Produced
10,000 People
500 Horses and Camels
600 Monster Scenes

Ne\tf

York

Acclaimed

It!

" 'Queen of Sheba' a gorgeous spectacle.
Chariot race takes one's breath away." — N. Y.
JOURNAL.
"The chariot race in 'Queen of Sheba' was the
last word
in thrills ...
-N.
Y. EVENING
WORLD.a great success."
" 'Queen of Sheba' is elaborate and spectacular
. . . many characteristics of a gorgeous circus."-N. Y. TIMES.
" 'Queen of Sheba' has most exciting chariot
race ever put upon the screen." — N. Y.
HERALD.

Direct
k

from

a Season
Theatre

s

HE

uper

Now

Running

Wood's
WKere

-Production

Indefinitely

Theatre,

It Conquered

At

Chicago

Public and Critics Alike

The Critics Say:

"William Fox has struck the gong of motion
picture supremacy. 'The Queen of Sheba' is
superlative.
"There is nothing above it . . . unconditional conquest before it." — Rob Reel in the
CHICAGO AMERICAN.

" 'The Queen of Sheba' outdoes most spectacles ingrandeur and it unquestionably outdoes all spectacles in intensity of romantic
passion.
"It has what other spectacles lack — a great
love story.
"The smashing chariot race, the huge settings, desert caravans, battles and Solomon's
temple, made the audience bulge their eyes."
-CHICAGO HERALD.
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Super-Production
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Directed by
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Perjury
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by
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and
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productions

can boast of a box-office title that digs into
the home and imbeds itself within the soul.
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ATTRACTION:

Motion

Picture

Presented by
American Film Co., Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.

Another

Great

Western

By The "Ace" of Directors
Frank

Borzage

Just what the crowd wants!
A daring, dashing sensational Western.
Five reels packed with plot, thrills, matchless photography — put over
by a superb, stellar cast.
One of the best things Borzage has done. His unrivalled direction at
its best.
Adapted from the wonderfully successful "Immediate Lee." Everything new — editing, titles, advertising.
You know good Westerns — so do we. This is one of the best pictures
we ever have produced.

Available

Now

at

the

SAVINI FILMS, INC., ATLANTA
SCREEN ATTRACTIONS DISTRIBUTING CO., BUFFALO
SCREEN ATTRACTIONS DISTRIBUTING CO., ALBANY
KLEIN DISTRIBUTING CO., BOSTON
SECURITY PICTURES, CHICAGO
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO., CLEVELAND
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO., CINCINNATI
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO., DETROIT
EMERGENCY FILM SERVICE CO., DALLAS
EMERGENCY FILM SERVICE CO., OKLAHOMA CITY

Following

Exchanges:

MERIT FILM CO., DENVER
CRESCENT FILM CO., INDIANAPOLIS
STANDARD FILM CO., KANSAS CITY
MID- WEST DISTRIBUTING CO., MILWAUKEE
FONTENELLE FEATURES FILM CO., OMAHA
CONSOLIDATED FILM CO., PHILADELPHIA
S. & S. FILM AND SUPPLY CO., PITTSBURGH
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE, BALTIMORE
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE, WASHINGTON, D. C.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION, NEW YORK CITY

N e
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15

Episodes

packed

with

thrills,

wild

animals

jungLe
romance

VICTOR
JOE. WEIL
SERVICE.

"World

Rights

EXPORT

&

Controlled by
FILM
IMPORT

729 SeuenthAve,

New

Yorlc,

CO

Inc.,

Cable Address- Eximfilm,

NY

Put

in

this

Copy

Your

Safe!

tJYou will need this copy of Motion

Picture News

for refer-

ence hereafter. Don'.t lose it. Put it in your safe, if necessary. The Booking
succeeding

Guide — first issue out next week, and

issues to follow soon — gives compact

plete booking and exploitation information
release.

References

and com-

on every picture

are given to past issues of Motion

Pic-

ture News — advertising, review, exploitation and other valuable helps. That's why you can't afford to mislay a single
copy of this publication.
<j[The Booking

Guide — to quote the words

exhibitors — is just what
indexed , handy,
pictures.

you

complete

have

been

of hundreds

looking

for.

guide to all information

It is indispensable

to any exhibitor.
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on all

PLAY
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if
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POPULAR

CLASSICS

1m

Their
:ineto
°/

)MPANY
ME

regularity

of release

added

to their very high quality is what
makes

their

in every

success

theatre

where

so certain
they play.

RICA
Inc.

When

your

every

week

theatre

To

have

is easy;
and

audiences
they

is playing

week-out

POPULAR

Features

them

know

your

the very

best.

an occasional
to have

see

good

reel

the best week-in
means

URBAN

CLASSICS.

in

Themselves

■I
KINETO

COMPANY
OF
INCORPORATED

AMERICA

New York City

71 W. Twenty-Third St
P«esiOENT.

What

We

Are

YOU

ask every exhibitor to read carefully, on page

of this issue, the details and purpose

MOTION

1st prize $100

2nd

for the best 500 word

articles on how

to stimulate patronage

how?

Won't

Because

NEWS

CONTEST

prize $50

ness conditions of today.

2923

of

PICTURE

PRIZE

how

Doing?

12 prizes of $5 each

to cut expenses

so as to meet the after-war

What

and
busi-

are you doing to get by and

you tell about it for the good of the business?

it is desired to publish these articles as soon

as pos-

sible, for the benefit of the exhibitor at large, we ask that they
be sent in at once and have set December

20th as a closing

date for the contest.
Submit

articles to the Editor of Motion

Picture News.
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Not
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usual
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$ 11.50
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ORDER

TODAY
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_

NATIONAL
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Motion
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"We

A, Johnston,

Cronjager,

engaged
of

in the
the

making

realism

ever

best

results

of

one

of the

on

the

screen."

Herald

and

of what,

and

put

Exhibitors

photographer,

making

very

picture

The

of the Motion

Picture

offer our sincere congratulations to
tures, Mr. Richard
Barthelmess, Henry

Henry

one

editor

in

the

H

says:

Inspiration PicKing, director,

to all those
writer

perfect

finest

News,

who

were

s opinion,

co-ordination

pieces

is
in

of photographic

says:

"A
notable achievement.
An
intensely interesting and
well developed drama
worthy of the most profuse praise.
In

direction,

to detail

subtitling,

it stands

out

as

manship. Seldom has
heart

been

jaded

picture

Richard

Are
"Our

so

devotee

glad

acting

a superb

so forceful

effectively

Barthelmess

we

good
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exhibitors
Theatre,

say:
on Broadway,

New

says:

" ' Molly O ' a tremendous success. I consider it a greater box office
picture even than ' Mickey.' The big crowds at the Central Theatre were
delighted. It has humor, pathos, thrills and dramatic appeal. One picture in a thousand. The Exhibitor who wants an exceptional picture that
appeals to all Classes should get ' Molly O ' quick."
Sam Katz, of Balaban and Katz, owners of the Tivoli, Riviera, and a
circuit of the largest theatres in Chicago, says:
Molly O ' a great success. No picture this year has satisfied our audiences asit did. Chicago newspaper critics enthusiastic. BOX OFFICE
RECEIPTS
PROVE
audience satisfaction. Melodramatic finish gives
life to beautiful story." —
James P. Dunlevy, Strand

Theatre, Akron,

Ohio, wires:

Molly O ' opened today to best business in months. It's splendid.
Our patrons unite in praising it as Mabel Normand's very best picture, bar
none.
Congratulations to Mack Sennett."
Edward Grossman, Denver, says:
" From the first flash 'til the final fade out, you know you are sitting
in on ' picture history.' It combines all the elements that appeal to every
class — a happy combination that causes traffic congestion. You thrill, you
laugh, you

Available

cry and you

want

Book

to

All

to see it again.

it

That's ' Molly

NOW!
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Makes
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Picture
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Count
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Knockout?

Counts,

'em
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of

Course!

Yourself!

s greatest
America'
1 JOHN
until
a woman
who never saw
the man MORE,
actor, as BARRY
he was 25.
2 "MARSHALL
NEILAN, the director, maker
of sure-fire box office attractions.
3 " THE LOTUS EATER," a fascinating story
which has been read by millions in the Cosmopolitan Magazine.
4 Albert Payson Terhune, author, who is a writer
of international fame.
5 Wesley Barry, the freckled faced " kid " whose
comedy touches have made millions laugh.
6 Colleen Moore, as charming
crossed the silver sheet.

an actress as ever

7 Anna Q. Nilson, whose statuesque beauty and
vampish eyes have cast a magic spell on the
public.
g J. Barney Sherry, a strong, virile actor, known
every motion picture lover.

to

9 A complete cast of stars of stage and screen in
support of the great Barrymore.
10 Strong acting, lavish production, artistry, beauty
of settings and scenery — a perfect ensemble such
as goes to make up a John Barrymore production
directed by Marshall Neilan.
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News

"Seeing
It
Through"—
(A
Prize
Contest)
MOTION PICTURE NEWS offers 12 prizes— First Prize $100.00, Second Prize $50.00 and 10
prizes of $5.00 each — for the twelve best 500 word articles from exhibitors on the general subject of
how to make a theatre pay under present business conditions.
Read the following editorial, and then read the further specifications of the offer.
The subject of our editorial last week was li Seeing
It Through."
Briefly, we said this: we have not editorialized
upon present and future trade conditions, in particular we have avoided empty optimism because, first
the whole situation was not of the best, and second
because no general statement could be made to fit the
widely varying conditions all over the country —
That business in general was on the mend, slowly
but surely, looking to a return to normal and healthy
conditions by the Fall of 1922 —
That in the meantime it was up to producer, distributor and exhibitor to " see it through " — through
the present period of business reconstruction to the
sound, normal basis several months ahead of us — and
this by the exercise of sound economy and increased
effort.
That the exhibitor at large — and this with no desire
to pick upon him or to shield any other branch of the
trade — was demoralized simply because he had not
succeeded in adjusting himself and his business to the
new basis of the American dollar, its new purchasing
power for him and its spending inclination, so far as
the public is concerned.
To illustrate:
An exhibitor came into our office last week. His
theatre is in one of the industrial sections, first and
hardest hit. His city, because of unemployment still,
isn't much better off. We know of houses in similar
situations which are losing money today. This
exhibitor's profits are normal.
He started to put his business house in order last
summer. He reduced his labor bill, his music bill,
his rental bills. He cut the program trimmings. He
showed us the savings effected, in figures, and the
aggregate was large.

He didn't reduce advertising — he even increased it
a little; but he revised it, selecting new mediums and
new methods to reach new patrons. He didn't recluce
admission prices, but he -revised them for certain
classes of seats, also to interest a new patronage.
Vol. XXIV

DECEMBER

And he is " seeing it through " with flying colors
He will contribute an article in this contest Many
exhibitors similarly situated with similarly sized
houses will be vitally interested in its valuable facts.
We want articles from industrial, agricultural,
mining and other sections, from city neighborhood
and rural community houses, from large and small
theatres — from all types of houses — so that houses
similar to these types elsewhere may know how the
other fellow is successfully " Seeing It Through."
Let the articles be boiled down — practical, definite,
FACT stories. We suggest the limit of 500 words.
The leading point in many exhibitors' minds will
be high rentals. That is a big question. This contest
can do little to clear it up. The distributor and exhibitor must work it out together; some are. We suggest that this point be waived in the articles, simply
so that the series may be made more useful, and
immediately useful.
Let the articles confine themselves to what can be
done to cut down house expenses and what extra effort
and new ideas can be used to increase patronage.
To quote from last week's editorial: "What is it
that the exhibitor can do today to ' See It Through '
— see his business through the present stiff trade situation and safely into the better times that assuredly are
ahead?"
the contest. That is the general theme and purpose of
To recapitulate. Let the articles be kept down to
500 words. Give facts. Send to the Editor of MOTION Picture News. If desired, names of contributors will not be published. In this case give
general location of theatre and seating capacity, and
send the writer's name in a sealed envelope. The
contest will close December 20. A committee of
impartial judges to be announced next week will make
the awards.

3, 1921
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Motion

Paramount
Dinner

Picture

News

Managers
Are
Guests
of Company
at Commodore Closes New York Convention ;
Boston Office Leads in Competition

one of the closing features of the
week's convention of Paramount
district managers, officials of the
company on Thursday night of last week
entertained the visiting managers and
home office department heads at a dinner
in the Commodore Hotel.
Elek John Ludvigh, secretary and treasurer of the company, was toastmaster,
and the speakers included Adolph Zukor,
S. R. Kent, Thomas Meighan, H. G. Balls nee and each of the district managers.
Mr. Zukor discussed the present situation
in the industry and the Paramount product, and Mr. Kent spoke on the distribution department's policies and plans for
selling the big Paramount pictures which
are to be released in the near future.
One of the principal features of the dinner was the reading of a telegram from
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president, bearing the greetings of the production departmen at the Lasky studio in Hollywood.
After congratulating the assemblage upon
the fact that the convention was the most
memorable in the history of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, Mr. Lasky
said in part :
AS

Cecil B. DeMille's " Saturday Night " will
create new records; that Tom Meighan in
' If You Believe It, It's So " will achieve
greater popularity than in any Meighan
production that has preceded ; that ' The
Champion,' starring Wallace Reid, will
prove itself a champion among box-office
pictures; that Jack Holt in ' While Satan
Sleeps ' will prove a masterful, rugged,
Western outdoor picture, superior even to
' The Call of the North ; ' that Penrhyn
Stanlaws' production, ' The Little Minister,' will prove a real step forward, for
here is truly a masterful production — one
that will enhance the value of our trade
mark and one to which we can point with
pride.
" But, gentlemen, I have kept the best
for the last. Just wait and hold your
breath for the arrival of Gloria Swanson
in ' The Husband's Trademark.' I have
seen it and I know not only that we have
surpassed ' The Great Moment,' but that
we have one of the great pictures of the
year. The big melodramatic finish in
' The Husband's Trademark ' has all the
thrill of the ice floe scene in ' Way Down
East.' If ever a picture deserved the name
of ' Special,' this is the one."
Announcement of the winning exchanges in the Paramount Week sales
competition was made by the committee
of judges at the home office at the close of
the convention. In the distribution of the
$6,000 in prizes, the following exchanges
participated as follows : First prize,
$1,500, Boston; second prize, $1,250, St.
Louis; third prize, $1,000, Salt Lake City;

" I have viewed a number of our pictures just completed and in the making
and can sincerely say to you that each production shows advancement. Some months
ago we purchased and produced ' The
Sheik,' and I said it would prove a great
box-office attraction. I believe we are beginning to see the fulfillment of that
prophecy.
" Let me prophesy again and say that

Sub-Franchise
Advisory

The prizes were awarded on a point system which made it impossible to forecast
from week to week during the contest the
probable winners, the basis of the system
being as follows :
Sixty per cent, of the points were determined bythe percentage increase of the
exchange's net rentals for Paramount
Week over the weekly average of its net
rentals for the first twelve weeks of the
calendar year.
Fifteen per cent, of the points were determined bythe percentage increase of the
exchange's net rentals for the week previous to Paramount Week over the weekly
average of its net rentals for the first
twelve weeks of this calendar year.
Fifteen per cent, of the points were determined bythe percentage increase of the
exchange's net rentals for the week subseParamount
over first
the weekly
averagequent toof
its rentalsW'eek
for the
twelve
weeks of this calendar year.
Ten per cent, of the points were determined by the percentage increase of the
exchange's sales of accessories covering
the period of four weeks ending with Paramount Week, over the weekly average of
its accessories sales for the first twelve
weeks of this calendar year.
The actual work of the convention,
which had sessions each day last week,
ended Friday night with a final meeting in
Mr. Kent's office, and Saturday was spent
in cleaning up details.

Holders
Convene
in
Board Appointed to Deal with First

National

of the subget-together
local
THEfranchi
se holders
of First National
held in the Hotel Ansley, Atlanta,
Ga., Monday, November 14, rivaled the
national meeting in Chicago for healthy
enthusiasm and constructive achieveemnt.
Sponsored by R. D. Craver, original franchise holder for this territory; C. R.
Beacham, branch manager of the Atlanta
exchange ; and Willard C. Patterson, representative extraordinary of First National's field forces in the Southeast, the
occasion proved one of the most significant in the history of the oragnization.
As regional chairman named by the
southern delegation at Chicago to lead the
sub-franchise holders of Georgia, Florida
and Alabama in the local activities, Joe
Burton of Toccoa proved a capable and
enthusiastic presiding officer. After he
had called the meeting to order he tendered the floor to R. D. Craver, who welcomed the sub-franchise holders, touching
briefly upon the purpose of the meeting,

fourth prize $750, Cincinnati; fifth prize,
cisco. Seattle ; sixth prize, $750, San Fran$750,

Home-Office

on

All

Atlanta

Complaints

and then traced the growth of the exhibito organization in this territory.
Called by the chairman to deliver the
message of the Chicago meeting, Willard
Patterson made a stirring address and
won the endorsement of the local subfranchise holders.
Other speakers were C. R. Beacham,
branch manager of the Atlanta Exchange ;
B. H. Mooney of Mudd & Colley Amusement Company, Birmingham, Ala. ; Sig
Samuels of the Metropolitan and Criterion theatres, Atlanta, Ga. ; Louis Kalbfield of the Grand theatre, Palatka, Fla. ;
Barney Beacham, Orlando, Fla. ; and E.
A. Schiller, sub-franchise holder in Athens, Ga., and Elberton, Ga.
The most important incident of the
morning session was the appointment of
an advisory board for this territory — a
body authorized by the delegates to the national get-together in Chicago whose duty
will be to function regularly on any differences arising between the sub-franchise

holders and the exchanges, reporting their
investigations to the home office with specific recommendations for action. To the
important post of chairman of this board
Sig Samuels was elected ; the other members are R. D. Craver, Joe Burton, Louis
Kalbfield, and B. H. Mooney. C. R.
Beacham will serve on the committee in
the capacity of secretary, giving the benefit of information at his command, but
will not have voting power.
The first meeting of the "newly formed
advisory board was held in the afternoon
following the adjournment of the general
meeting, and henceforth the board will
meet once a month in Atlanta at which
time any complaints or grievances of subfranchise holders in Georgia, Florida,
and Alabama will be heard, investigated
and reported with recommendations.
The only social event of the occasion
was the luncheon given in the main dining room of the Ansley at half past one.
{Continued on page 2928)
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Attacks

Associated

National

Following
Resolution
Condemnatory
dress in Behalf
of M.P.T.O.A.

of Associated First NaOFFICIALS
tional Pictures were expected to
appear last Tuesday at the regular weekly luncheon of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce in New York.
The meeting was fully attended by the
members of the T. O. C. C. and the entire trade press were represented. No official, however, from Associated First National appeared.
Prominent members present from the
M. P. T. O. A., in addition to President
Sydney S. Cohen and Senator James J.
Walker, were W. A. True, Charles R.
O'Reilly, John S. Evans, S. I. Berman.
C. E. Whitehurst, A.. J. Moeller.
The meeting was opened by William
Brandt, president. Mr. Brandt stated
that Mr. Charles C. Griffin, president of
the Northern California Exhibitors'
League and vice-president of the M. P.
T. O. A. had suggested to him that the
occasion be made an open forum for the
settlement of all differences between Associated First National and the M. P. T.
O. A. and that his suggestion had come
to Mr. Griffin from J. D. Williams, general manager of Associated First National. Mr. Brandt then read a letter,
dated November 8th, from J. D. Williams
stating that the results of the Chicago gettogether convention of Associated First
National franchise holders had made the
forum unnecessary and against the expressed wishes of the delegates present
in Chicago. Mr. Williams raised the
question in his letter as to whether or
not the executive commitee of Associated
First National had the power to accept
•such a meeting on behalf of the sub-franchise holders. On November 20th, Mr.
Brandt stated, he was invited to meet with
Messrs. Williams, Schwalbe and Mark of
First National. At this meeting Mr.
Brandt urged that the open forum be held
as originally suggested by Mr. Williams,
but he was then told that the officials
could not be present. A second letter received November 21st, from Mr. Williams enclosed a resolution, passed in Chicago, that all investigations of Associated
First National should be made by subfranchise holders only and the letter stated
that the execlutive committee will be glad
to deal with any complaint received from
any individual sub-franchise holder.
Mr. Brandt then spoke in praise of
Sydneyident S.
Cohen's
workandas intropresof the
M. P.effective
T. O. A.
duced Mr. Cohen to the meeting.
Mr. Cohen spoke briefly of the work
of
M. on
P. the
T. O.previous
A. and day,
'referred
to the
factthethat
November
21 st, the House had approved the repeal
the report of the Conference Committee

Walker's

Ad-

to First National and that First National
Lieber Replies
have time to prepare an answer. Mr. Williams suggested that a limited number of
would seem from the phone calls
ITcoming
specific complaints be included, each of a
into our offices from the trade
different nature, and that these serve as a
press regarding the meeting held yesbasis
for discussion, each complaint to be
r
Chambe
'
Owners
e
Theatr
the
by
terday ce, in which Senator Walker
of Commer
submitted to the official in the organizamade an oratorical attack upon this comtion best qualified to answer it; that furthat a statement by us has bepany,necessary.
come
thermore, regular
a
program of procedure
This company has held, and still holds,
be arranged. Mr. Williams, he stated,
that its relation with its franchise holdhad no desire to evade any issue brought
ers is a matter of individual action between them and ourselves. We have a
up on such a definite program but he
full realization of the seriousness of this
wanted each organization to be put
obligation and we shall continue to
squarely on record. Mr. Williams stated
handle any complaints properly prethat he would like to have the trade press
sented to us, with the full measure of
consideration that they deserve. This
present. Future complaints, Mr. Williams suggested, he would gladly take up
position, originally expounded by the
Executive officers, was unanimously updirectly with Mr. Cohen personally. In
held by the delegate meeting of our
his letter Mr. Griffin recommended that
franchise holders in Chicago. As far as
we are concerned, we consider this phase
Mr. Williams' suggestion be followed out
of the matter a closed incident, as far as
and that a meeting be held which would
a public discussion goes.
serve as a precedent for investigations to
We do wish to make the statement
be made in the future of other concerns.
here and now that sooner or later, everyone connected with this industry —
The general complaint against Associated First National, said Senator
whether exhibitor organizations, trade
papers, distributor and producing organWalker, was that of high rental prices.
izations, or other component parts — will
He then referred to the Chicago get-torealize that the business as a whole is
gether convention and what he styled the
not to be helped by destructive measures
and destructive tactics that some men
" seven " confessions. The convention,
find as their only stock in trade.
he said, was divided into seven districts
ASSOCIATED
FIRST NATIONAL
and the complaints received from each
PICTURES, INC.
one held strictly within the meeting of
By Robert Lieber, President.
the delegates of that particular district
of the House and Senate. Mr. Cohen
so that no complaints from any one disstated that this repeal was the result of
trict reached the delegates of any other.
Senator Walker stated that he understood
the strenuous work done by the National
League and the State units. He said that
that all these complaints were to be setthe efforts of the league now will be made
tled by an advisory board, but that in his
against the admissions, seat and music
opinion these advisory boards had not
taxes. He then referred to the comheard from the complaints submitted in
plaints received against Associated First
Chicago. He insinuated that the comNational and stated that these complaints
plaints had been buried.
came from some sub-franchise holders
Senator Walker then attacked the franwho were members of the M. P. T. O. A.
chise contract. In his honest opinion, he
and others from members of the M. P. T.
stated,
every sub-franchise holder signed
O. A. in districts where there were no
away everything except his wife and his
sub-franchise holders.
right to salvation ; that these franchises
Mr. Cohen then introduced the league
were sold by instilling a fear of monopoly
counsel, Senator James J. Walker. Senin the exhibitor's mind ; that considerable
ator Walker made his usual eloquent and
juggling was done to get top prices. The
witty address. He contrasted pointedly
exhibitor, he said, bought the franchise
Adolph Zukor with J. D. Williams. The
as protection and got a menace instead.
former, he stated, came willingly to the He had only gone over the franchise
meeting and met the New York exhibitors
agreement, he said, within the last week.
face to face, after which he volunteered
In his opinion it was inequitable ; that
there was a lack of mutuality throughout
to meet the national delegates at Minneapolis. The action of Associated First
because by the agreement the exhibitor
must act whereas, the company may or
National, he said, he could only construe
as inspired by either contempt or fear.
may not act. Senator Walker then took
He then referred to a letter sent on Noup the contract clauses numbers 3 and 4
vember 18th by Mr. Griffin to Mr. Cohen.
and made specific criticisms.
Certain preferred pictures had been
In this letter of Mr. Griffin's J. D. Williams made the following suggestions : used, he stated, to sell sub-franchise conthat first of all a formal complaint be sent
tracts and these pictures were later with(Continued on page 2928)
of the 5 per cent rental tax by ratifying
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" The

Light in the Clearing" Has Premier
An earnest burst of applause followed
the initial showing of the latest Hodkinson " Selective " motion picture, T. Hayes
Hunter's production of " The Light in the
Clearing." It must have been gratifying
to the Hodkinson officials present, for it
definitely intimated the success they hoped
for since the audience was an ensemble
of not only people identified with the motion picture industry, but numbers who
are not.
There was no special presentation other
than a prelusory reading, which was a
welcome relief from the superfluous forerunners one is often obliged to sit through,
while eagerly awaiting the screening, the
object of attendance.
Judging from the enthusiasm with
which the picture was acclaimed a success, itis scheduled for the prosperous future anticipated when Irving Bacheler's
popular novel was secured for a photoplay. That the photography is an example
of the perfection of such an art, was the
unanimous opinion.
Aeolian Hall was packed to the doors
with enthusiastic admirers of the author,
the worth while photoplay and of T.
Hayes Hunter, who has accentuated his
success made prominent by his justly
lauded " Earthbound."
New Producing Company Is
Announced
in Baltimore
Announcement has been made in Baltimore by Charles E. Whitehurst, owner
of a chain of large motion-picture theatres in that city, including the new Cenenter the film protury, that he is about toother
associates.
duction business with
Frank Keeney, owner of vaudeville and
motion picture nouses in New York, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania, and Milton
Hershfeld of New York, were two of the
prospective associates in the producing
end named by Mr. Whitehurst.
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holder in Chicag last month, is rapidly
materializing. Eleven meetings have
y held or will be held bebeen forealr
the ead
end of November.
The schedule of local " get togethers "
up to date is as follows: Eastern Pennsylvania, November 2; New Jersey, November 10; Atlanta, November 14; Minneapolis, November 15 and 16; Cincinnati, November 17 and 18; Oklahoma
City, November 21; Pittsburgh, November 22; Portland, November 22; Charlotte, November 29; Detroit, November
30; New York, November 29 and 30;
Louisville, December 5 and 6.
The First National " get together "
meeting for Kentucky and Tennessee
will be held in Louisville, December 5
and 6. From 150 to 200 franchise holders of the two states will be in Louisville
on those dates, it is expected.

Picture

Censor 8 Condemn
Report to U. S. Committee
on Americanism Work

tryitiesin
activ
motion
the
of
ing retheindus
showpictu
ORT
REP
ism was prefostering Americanon
on Friday,
sented in Washingt
November 18, to Senator William S.
Kenyon and Congressman Simon D.
Fess, Chairman of the Joint Committee
of Education of the United States Senate and House of Representatives
The presentation was made by Colonel
Arthur Woods, chairman of the Americanism Committee of the Motion Picture
Industry. This committee came into existence at the request of the late Secretary of the Interior, Franklin K. Lane,
and the Joint Committee on Education
of the Senate and House of Representatives in January, 1920. Members of the
committee in addition to Colonel Woods
are William A. Brady, president of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry; J. Hampton Moore,
mayor of Philadelphia; Adolph Zukor,
president of Famous Players - Lasky
Corporation; Lewis J. Selznick, president
of the Selznick Corporation, and Harry
M. Crandall, president of the H. M.
Crandall Enterprises, Washington, D. C.
The report recites briefly the accomplishments of the industry in spreading
Americanism propaganda, both by making and distributing Americanism pictures and in co-operating with patriotic
societies in the preparing of special motion picture programs for schools,
churches, colleges, welfare societies and
in many instances, outdoor parks and
playgrounds.

A

Loew

Theatre

in Brooklyn

Opened by Mayor Hylan
On Monday night, November 21,
Loew's Gates Avenue theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y., opened its doors to the public,
Mayor John Hylan of New York was
the guest of honor and also the principal
speaker.
The new Marcus Loew house has a
seating capacity of 3,000. It will run
Loew vaudeville and pictures, changing
the bill twice a week. William Sheehey is
house manager.
Borough President Riegelman and
Nicholas Schenk, general manager of the
Loew Circuit, were the other speakers of
the evening. The house was elaborately
decorated, and every seat was occupied.
A detailed description of the new house
will appear in the New Theatre section
of the News in a few weeks.

Early

Xmas

Mailing

to Be

Urged by News Reels
The motion-picture screen will play an
important part in seeking to avoid the
last-hour-rush of Christmas parcels
through the mails. All the news-reel companies are cooperating with the Post Office Department in its appeal to the public to do their Christmas shopping early
and to mail packages as far as possible
in advance of December 25th.

News

Print

of

Subject Already Passed
The moving-picture men of Montreal,
Quebec, are having a great laugh at the
expense of the Quebec Board of Moving
Picture Censors over a knot which the
Quebec censors have tangled for themselves over the " Birth of a Nation." The
Griffith special is still going strong in Canada so the Monarch Film Company, an
Allen organization, decided to make use of
an entirely fresh print of the picture for
theaters in Quebec. The film was sent to
the office of the Quebec censors at Montreal with the surprising result that it
was condemned. The astonishing situation then obtained that there were both
approved and condemned prints of the
same feature in the one city simultaneously. At the exchange there was the
older
print approval
of " Birthof ofthea Quebec
Nation "Board
with
the official
of Moving Picture Censors attached while
the fresh print, which was identical in
every respect, it is declared, drew forth
the official banning by the Quebec board.
The reason given for the condemnation
by the Quebec board was simply, " Immoral, and race prejudice."
In commenting on this decision of the
Quebec Board, the Montreal Daily Star
declared editorially : " Could anything
more stupid, farther removed from the
truth, more puerile and inane be imagined? Instead of intelligent criticism, we
have fatuous pretense. Instead of sane
judgment, we have the crass, insensate action of the bigot and ignoramus. The public are simply being fooled by a tyrannical
body of nincompoops, whose fitness for
their job is on a parallel with that of an
elephant to paint a miniature. Let us have
a change. Nothing could be worse. Bedlam in all its glory never achieved anything so triumphantly crazy as this condemnation."
Cosmopolitan Dines Paramount Managers
Cosmopolitan Productions gave a dinner at the Hotel Astor the night of Tuesday,
to the Paramount
District andNovember
branch15,'managers
in attendance
at their annual convention. Among those
present were : S. F. Kent, E. E. Shauer,
Jerome Beatty, Herbert Elder, Melville
Shauer, Gerald Akers, Harry C. Ballance,
Claud Saunders, Frank V. Chamberlain,
Henrv Salsburv, Oscar Morgan, J. D.
Clark, C. C. Wallace, W. E. Smith, Harry
Danto, Harry Swift, H. A. Ross, M. W.
Kempner, Allan S. Moritz, F. F. Creswell, H. W. Given, Philip Reisman, R. C.
LiBeau, Louis Marcus, George W.
Weeks, Herman Wobber, George J.
Schaefer, and L. L. Dent of Famous
Players, and H. P. Carver, James F.
Sayles, Hal Hodes. Creighton Tevlin and
L. A. Pollock of Cosmopolitan Productions.
After dinner the guests were taken to
the Casino theatre to see " Tangerine."
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Former

Known

Warren

as

Organization

"Wid

Gunning,

to

Be

Inc."

R.E.Welsh
Explains Reason
for Change; Announces
Gunning' s Policies
is made this
ANNOUNCEMENT
shift ' has proven one of the surprises of
week by Wid Gunning that the
the year to New York film men who have
name of the organization which he
discovered that they can call in the Wid
Gunning offices from eight in the morning
originally launched as the " F. B. Warren
until mdinight and find any number of
Corporation " is being changed to that of
members of the home office staff still at
" Wid Gunning, Incorporated." 'The official statement does not come as any great
their desks. Only faith in a leader could
surprise. For several weeks exhibitors
inspire that pace, and only a leader who
and film men everywhere have come to
exceeded that pace himself could create
refer to the corporation as the " Wid GunWhile many people only know Wid
ning organization," and to discuss its acsuch faith."
tivities largely in connection with the perGunning
as the most successful reviewer
sonality of Mr. Gunning and his years of
the industry has ever known, Wid, as a
film service as sales executive, editor and
matter of fact, was one of the most successful advertising and sales managers in
publisher, producer, and inspiration of distributing progress toward the end of more
the
industry
long before most of the presdirect relations between the creator and
ent day executives knew there was a film
business.
the exhibitor of pictures.
In issuing the announcement of a
Way was
backmore
in the
daysof when
the threechange in title Mr. Gunning made it clear
reeler
or less
a sensation,
the
that the sole purpose of placing his name
American Eclair organization was turning
over the organization which he established
out a series of Northwest Mounted Police
several months ago was to clarify the atsubjects with J. W. Johnston and Barbara
mosphere and to register definitely the inTennant as stars, and Wid, who had previously been a theatre owner for several
tent and purpose of his distributing corporation.
years in a small Ohio town, came into
Robert E. Welsh, who became associNew York as advertising and sales manWid Gunning
ated with the corporation after several
ager for the American Eclair organization,
assisted in the selling of the foreign Eclair
years as managing editor of Motion Picallowed them the freest rein to carry out
ture News, discussed the change of title
product which was being handled in this
the policies which he had laid down.
country on a state right basis.
and the company's policies following the
" No guiding spirit of any film organizaannouncement by Mr. Gunning that he
In those days, Wid established himself
tion ever retired further into the backwith the exhibitors through the country
had decided to place his name on the orground or ever allowed those representing
ganization which represents his ideals in him a wider or more untrammelled field of by means of a house organ called the
motion picture distribution. Mr. Welsh
activity or greater opportunity for reward.
" Eclair Bulletin " and every old timer redeclared :
members the direct contact established by
" Wid Gunning would be in California
Wid's editorials written under the name
" Having originally financed the F. B. today had it not been for the fact that
Warren Corporation, Mr. Gunning did some two months ago he had forced on
of " Me, the Publicity Man."
not at that time announce his connection
him the knowledge that events demanded
That was long before the days of Paramount, Metro, Selznick, Goldwyn, First
with the corporation because he had vir- his presence in New York. He came East
tually retired from active work in the in- in a hurry and looked carefully into the
National and other present day organizations. Wid, for Eclair, whose product
dustry. And why not? The man whom
situation. He found it necessary to make
was sold through Universal exchanges,
thousands of exhibitors throughout the the changes of personnel which have
taken place in his organization and finally
more than doubled the sales of the organcountry knew familiarly as ' Wid ' had
found the happiest years of his life in decided to go to work again and place his
ization by creating an exhibitor demand
which forced Universal to buy more than
association with George Loane Tucker on
name over the corporation.
double their former order of Eclair prints.
the production of ' The Miracle Man ' and
" Building upon the solid foundation of
in subsequent collaboration with Lois
At this time Wid laid down before the Eclair organia field managerial force second to none in
zation, which ofwastoday
in a insimilar
position
independWeber.
ent producer
that they
need toantheindependent
the industry, Mr. Gunning has brought
market, a plan for the formation of a distributing
around
him
a
Home
Office
staff
that
is
machine which would bring a direct contact between
" He had established his family in Calithe producer and the exhibitor. The Warner Brothers,
fornia, enjoyed a beautiful home, and poskeyed to high speed and big accomplishAbe and Harry, were conducting a series of state
sessed the means wherewith to indulge a
ment. One of the first steps was to place right exchanges known as " Warner's Features." Wid
approached them with the plan of providing a certain
strong hobby for golf and still devote his every branch manager on an out-and-out
amount of independent product through Eclair and
other
independent producers and charted a method of
major energies to the production ideals
partnership basis by which he shares in procedure
which, oddly enough, is exactly similar to
which had ben his goal since his earliest
that which he has finally done himself after having
every dollar he earns for the corporation.
tried
to
get
other people to do it through a period
days in the motion picture industry.
This policy of co-operation has been de- of many years.
The
Eclair
organization was unable to finance the
veloped until today every man in the or" Everything which his heart desired
negotiations begun by Mr. Gunning and a few weeks
was centered in California and the proganization feels that he is part and parcel
later L. J. Selznick. who was then a purchasing agent
for Universal, heard of the plan, borrowed a few hunduction ofbetter pictures. The only fly in of it, both financially and otherwise.
dred dollars from P. A. Powers, organized a million
the ointment was the absence of an effidollar stock company and launched what was known
" Instead of having all his eggs in one
as Warner's
Features,
Inc.and,Thisafter
waspulling
Selznick's
first
cient, honest, independent market.
start
in the film
business
together,
basket, Mr. Gunning now has thirty highby the distribution of stock, the Eclair Company, P. A.
powered
executive
and
many
times
as
s
" It was only natural under these cirPowers, who had some foreign and American products,
cumstances that he should proceed as he many subordinates who are rooting, workand thener'sWarner
offices,was
the company known as " WarFeatures,
did. Having provided the financial sinews
Wid was
thenInc.,"
engaged launched.
as General Manager, and
ing and fighting for Wid Gunning and
permitted to do all the work while Powers, Selznick
necessary for a distributing organization,
Wid- Gunninp's distribution ideals. That
he chose others to direct its destinies and
(Continued on page 2928)
this spirit isn't confined to any ' eight-hour
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P. T. O. A. Attack
(Continued from page 2925)
held from the sub-franchise holders. He
attacked exhibition values referring to the
Anita Stewart, Katherine MacDonald and
Buster Keaton pictures and also to the
low purchase price of and high exhibition
value placed upon " Passion " and " Gypsy Blood." He stated that the M. P. T.
O. A. had a trunk-full of evidence and
that no other company, including Famous Players, had had so many complaints
lodged against it as against Associated
First National. He felt, he said, that he
owed an apology to Famous Players. He
realized now that while he was touring
the country several months ago exclaiming against Famous Players as a trust that
he was unconsciously acting as an advance agent for Associated First National. Senator Walker recited a number of specific complaints.
At the conclusion of Senator Walker's
address a resolution was presented by D.
Edelhertz, condemning Associated First
National, both for its treatment of subfranchise members and for its failure to
function as a cooperative exhibitors' organization. Louis Blumenthal presented
an amendment to the effect that complaints from sub-franchise holders should
be presented directly to Associated First
National. This amendment was voted
down
andis Edelhertz'
adopted.
Its text
as follows amendment
:
WHEREAS, the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce has extended an invitation, both to the Associated First National Pictures, Incorporated, and to the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, to appear
at this public forum, for the purpose that each side
might present its case in connection with the grievances
that have been received from the sub-franchise holders
of the First National Pictures, Inc., against said Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and
WHEREAS, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America have appeared in accordance with said invitation, and have presented its case, through its counsel,
Senator James J. Walker,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that
the evidence which has been presented here is of such
a serious nature and character that it affects the entire
film industry of this country, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce go on record, unequivocably and unalterably to condemn in their every
phase the practices and methods employed by the said
Associated First National Films, Inc., in connection
with
theirall dealings
sub-franchise
as with
the otherwithexhibitors
; and holders, as well
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this organization go on record as favoring a thorough investigation
of the said methods employed by the said Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., to the end that this organization shall employ all the powers at its command
toward cleaning out said menaces from our industry.
A New Arrival
A baby boy, weight nine and a half
pounds, joined the household of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert E. Welsh early on the morning of November 21. Both mother and
child are doing well.
Mr. Welsh, formerly managing editor
of Motion Picture Nfws, is now an executive of the Wid Gunning Corporation.
For Big and Small!
Enclosed please find money order for
which please renew my subscription and
put me on the list to receive the BOOKING GUIDE. This should prove to be
the greatest thing for the small town exhibitor ever, as well as the big house.
Best wishes and success.
C. H. PUMPHREY,
Idle Hour Amusement Co.,
Somerset, Ky.

Who
on

Will Sell the World
Peace via Screen?

to Amer
son R.
acker direcletter
says
Rothican
tors, Watter
IN an openthat motion pictures can be a large
the Arms
factor in promulgating
sed at the DisLimitation program propo
ss
armament Congre by Secretary
Hughes.
" From an American statesman has
come a proposal which may mean the
starting point toward world peace,"
writes Mr. Rothacker. " From an
American motion picture director cannot there come a wonder picture that will
make world peace a fact?
" Diplomats alone cannot bring about
limitation of armaments, because there
will always be certain interests capable
of thwarting diplomats. Only the peoples of the earth can limit the size and
the uses of armed forces.
" World peace will become a reality
only when the world's people demand it.
The peoples of the earth, acting collectively, can have any earthly thing they
demand.
" The universal language of pictures is
the only language through which the different peoples can be addressed collectively. Is there not in America a motion
picture director who has the genius to
use this universal language to sell the
world on the idea of world peace — to
sell the idea to the extent that the world's
peoples will demand universal peace.
" No mere propaganda picture can do
it. The picture will have to be far greater than any thus far produced. What
an inspiration this opportunity should be
to American picture directors."
Kann Heads Foreign Sales
Dept. for Goldwyn
George E. Kann, who has occupied a
prominent place in motion picture affairs
since 1913 and is a leading authority on
the foreign market, has been engaged as
foreign sales manager of the Goldwyn
Distributing Corporation, to assume office
January 1 , 1922.
Franchise Holders Meet
(Continued from page 2924)
Wilard Patterson presided as toast master and gracefully carried the honors of
the occasion. Responding to his call,
Mayor Key welcomed the gathering to
Atlanta. Following the mayor's brief address, James B. Nevin, editor of the Atlanta Georgian, made a short speech. Mr.
Nevin attended as the personal representative of Governor Hardwick, who
was unable to be present because of illness.
The sub-franchise holders who attendAtlanta
get-together
:
L. edS.the Drum,
Atlanta
Exchange; included
M. M. Flemister,
Colonial theatre, Milledegville, Ga. ; W. C. Patterson,
Atlanta, Ga. : H. G. Cope, Opera House, Cartersville,
Ga. ; W. A. Sanges, Atlanta Exchange; B. H. Mooney,
Mudd & Colley Amusement Co., Birmingham, Ala.;
C. R. Beacham, Branch Manager, Atlanta Exchange;
Teddy Schull, Atlanta Exchange: J. B. Wilbanks,
Salesman, Atlanta Exchange; Joe Burton, Star theatre,
Toccoa. Ga. ; J. C. H. Wink, Manning & Wink. Marietta, Ga. and Dalton, Ga. ; R. D. Craver, Broadway
theatre, Charlotte. N. C. : A. H. Paxson, Valdosta
Amusement Co, Valdosta; C. F. Jones. Atlanta Exchange; W. F. Gann, Atlanta Exchange; J. E. Turner,
Atlanta
Exchange;
Si-Non theatre, Demopolis,
Ala. Harry
; EmoryNonnemacher.
Rylander, Americus.
Ga. ;
A. H. McCarth, Barnesville, Ga. ; John Evins, Odeon
theatre. Savannah, Ga. ; Max Bryant, Palmetto theatre.
Rock Hill. S. C. ; W. R. Liebmann. Atlanta Exchange ;
Louis Kalbfield, Grand theatre, Palatka. Fla., and
Barney Beacham. Orlando, Fla.

Picture

News

Wid Gunning, Inc.
(Continued from page 2927;
and the Warner Brothers spent the next few month*
trying to decide who was to control the corporation.
Those who remember that far back recall the fact
that
features,
whichof should
been died
one
of theWarner's
outstanding
successes
the filmhave
industry,
an
early
death
because
there
was
too
much
question
as to who was to be boss.
When it is recalled that Mr. Gunning was an advertising and sales manager, practically handling the entire business
both ofearly
the days
EclairandCompany
and Warner1*
Features,
in those
then afterwards
spent
five years as an editor analyzing the sales methods of
every other corporation which means that he haa
watched each and every one develop and has seen many
of them go down, it is easy to understand why he
to his present organization the best brains
incantheattract
industry.
The men who are building this new organization
under the Wid Gunning banner know that their chid
has been through the mill and has proved himself, both
as a producer and as a sales and advertising manager.
Exploiting is the most important element in the sales
service of the Gunning organization. This is so because, after all, the film business is entirely centered
around the selling of an idea. Over 80 per cent of
the organization now being built by Mr. Gunning
numbers exploitation men or salesmen who have had
exploitation experience. Full attention is to be given
to active and complete cooperation with exhibitors and
each production distributed is to be given a distinctive
and definite treatment properly geared to that individual
type
As ofpartproduction.
of the announcement on the change of name
there appeared this definite, concrete statement of
policy:
"Theproductions
Wid Gunning
organization
will sell
and
exploit any
worthy
of its efforts
forming
a direct, efficient service contact between the producer
and the exhibitor."
City Officials, Producers,
Stars, to Attend Ball
Well, everything seems to be set for
the second annual ball of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce of New
York. The function wil be held in the
Gold Room of the Hotel Astor. New
York, on Saturday night, December 3rd.
All the city officials and many film celebrities, including prominent producers
and stars at present in the East, have been
invited, and most of them have already
expressed their determination to be present. A cable received at the United Artists office states that Douglas Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford expect to arrive in
New York in time to attend.
Louis Fisher's orchestra and Ted Lewis'
dance orchestra have been signed for the
occasion.
"Tol'able

David"

room
ectionDavid
g S,
projable
enin
,"
of " Tol'
LES
SIC
AMUscre
ard
Rich
Barthelmess' picture produced by Inspiration Pictures for First
National release, convinces of two things
— first, that Dick Barthelmess can be
among the most likable screen personalities with or without Griffith supervision, and second, that one of the most
e,
rful,
ly-made
enjoyabl
simphed
res of powe
featu
the year yet
has reac
the
n.
scree
" Tol'able David " is adapted from a
short story by Joseph Hergesheimer. To
say that the picture is as fine as this fiction master's work, is saying a whole lot,
yet we can say it, shout it, and roar it,
with all sincerity. It is a production
with the right kind of foundation — a human, powerful, convincing story, laid in
a picturesque locale, developed in fitting
atmosphere, rich in characterizations
that ring true. To this foundation is
added the star (you know his worth), a
capable cast, good direction, and fine
rugged exteriors. There are no cabaret
scenes, sinking ships, or race track
scenes. It is all story.
A detailed review of the feature will
appeartion in
next
week's
issue ofA. the
MoPicture
News.
— Matthew
Taylor.
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Pathe

Bond

Up
Last $750,000

Sold

Issue

by
in Less

bond issue recently made by
THE
Pathe Exchange, Inc., has been
completely absorbed by the American investing public, according to advices
from the home office of the Pathe organization. Paul Brunet, president of Pathe,
in a statement issued during the week, declared that the entire issue had been purchased and that the last $750,000 had been
disposed of in less than two weeks. The
bond issue was made through Merrill,
Lynch & Co.
In making this announcement Mr. Brunet reflected Pathe's confidence in the
present, as well as in the future. With
quick assets of more than 385 per cent, of
its total liabilities, Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
never was in a more favorable financial
position, declares Mr. Brunet. It is absolutely unfettered by contracts made during
the war boom period for high priced productions and with high priced stars, he explains. Now, with conditions generally
slowly improving, Pathe conservatism, it
is pointed out, has placed the company in
a very enviable position, ready to meet the
demand for any product desired by the
public as indicated by the exhibitor.
While conditions show a turn for the
better, which naturally will bring bigger
returns to the box offices of America's
exhibitors, Mr. Brunet cites that lowered
admission prices are absolutely essential
before a complete recovery will be experienced bythe exhibitors of the country.
Many millions of dollars in theatre
operating costs aside from film rentals,
which have already been greatly reduced,
according to government tax reports, must
be eliminated, Mr. Brunet says, before the
public can benefit by smaller admission
prices.
The Pathe head scorns the belief that
the American public -is losing interest in
the silent drama. In fact, he says, .the
cinema has more potential followers today
than ever before, but hundreds of thousands of these people can only be brought
back to the theatre by admission prices
that will be in accord with their diminished pocketbooks.
Mr. Brunet in his statement said :

Rapidly

Investing
Than

Two

Bought

Public

Weeks;

Brunet

Issues

Statement

duction infilm rentals. Furthermore, even
though film rentals, as a cost of operation,
were removed entirely, it could not replace
the loss of business many exhibitors have
sustained during the last three or four
months.
" There are today, however, theatre operating costs aggregating a couple of hundred million dollars annually that exhibitors did not find necessary a few years
ago. It is the cost of such items which
keeps up admission prices and which the
average motion picture fan does not feel
he can afford to pay for today, even
thoughsiast he
is a more
than ever
before.ardent, picture enthu" The picture business always has been ■
a gigantic success because it was so well
within the means of the poor people, and

Paul Brunet, President of Pathe
" Being thus unfettered, we surely are
in the best financial position imaginable
for adjusting our future output in strict
keeping with the demands of the exhibitor.
" Not only this, but contracts for big
stars and producers during these times
certainly should be written at figures that
are very much different than the figures
these same stars and producers would
have been contracted for during the war
boom period.
" Our financial affairs are in the best
condition they ever have been, and we are
most emphatically in position to make and
carry out contracts for any product that
our
mand.customers indicate their patrons de-

" While we do not look for any tremendous betterment in general conditions, it
is our opinion that the depression, so far
as the exhibitor is concerned, has just
" Pathe is very proud of its present
financial condition.
Its quck assets are
about hit bottom and we are sure to witnow more than 385 per cent, of its total
ness a gradual improvement. That imliabilities.
provement will be more noticeable in localities where the exhibitor himself has
Even before the beginning of the period of business depression, we employed
taken drastic steps in so adjusting his opextreme conservatism in that we refrained
erating costs as to enable him to establish
an admission price within the buying
from making long-term producer contracts
for elaborate and expensive features, until
power of his public.
today we stand in the position of having
" When I refer to exhibitors'
no embarrassing contracts of that kind. . costs, I do not refer alone to filmoperating
rentals,
Thus our contingent liabilities are practibecause the government tax figures have
cally negligible.
already reflected a very considerable re-

even the poor people could afford admission prices of twenty-five and fifty cents
during the boom period of 1918, 1919 and
early 1920. But they cannot afford those
prices today and if we include in our patronage those multitudes we must keep our
admission prices within their buying
power, with the result that instead of staying away entirely, as many of them do
now, they will come to the motion picture
theatre as often as ever before."
Warns
Is an

Blue

Law

Imminent

Menace
One

was an
enact
Blue-Laws being
the ed
ent one that
the rfactof
ofdange
in view
imminING
DECLAR
ation
of this kind is now
that legisl
actually on the calendars in such states
ssee
ama,
and Missouri,
Tenne
as Alab
awaiting action by the legislation bodies
of these states in January, F. C. Dally,
secretary of the Anti-Blue Laws League,
Inc., appeared before the members of the
s weekly
ation'
associ
at theCafe
A. the
M.eonP. at
A.
vard,
New
Boule
lunch
York, on Thursday of last week, and
made an urgent plea for more effective
ized resistance to the Blue - Law
organent.
movem
He warned that the Blue-Law menace
could not be overestimated and declared
that the most effective way to beat proposed legislation of this character was
to prove to legislators that the opposition to these measures represented votes
— and votes in their own constituencies.
To represent the industry as antagonistic
to such bills is too often futile, declared
the speaker. The reformers are careful
to show that they have behind them a
certain number of votes, and that's what
the
must the
do.legislators
" You've that
got
to beopposition
able to show
you represent not a mere impalpable industry, as far as votes are concerned, but
votes and more votes. You've got to organize just as the Blue-Law folk are
organized — only better."
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of Second Group of Fifth
Releases Ready for Showing
announces that
GOLDWYN
the group. It is " The Night
prints of the last of its second in
Rose," directed by Wallace Worsgioup of releases in its fifth year ley
and containing such prominent
product are now in the twenty-two players as Lon Chaney, John Bowexchanges and that exhibitors may
ers, Cullen Landis, Leatrice Joy,
see the entire series at any branch Richard Tucker and Mary Warren.
exchange.
Vivian Martin's latest Messmore
Heading the second group of re- Kendall production, " Pardon My
is" Poverty
f rom the story of " Polly
ten byleasesLeroy
Scott ofandRiches,"
directedwritby French,"
the Pantry," by Edward Childs
Reginald Barker. The cast in- in
Carpenter,
included. Sidney 01directedis it.
cludes Leatrice Joy, Richard Dix, cott
Louise Lovely, John Bowers, Irene
Max Linder's new comedy, " Be
Rich and others.
My Wife," is another laugh riot in
Katherine Newlin Burt's big new Goldwyn's second group of new
adventure photoplay is " The Man pictures. In his support are Alta
Allen, Caroline Rankin, Viora
from Lost
Frank Lloyd
directed
it, River."
and the leading
roles Daniels, Rose Dione, Lincoln Stedare acted by House Peters, Fritzi man and Charlie MacHugh.
Brunette and Allan Forrest.
Will Rogers is seen in a humorous role as the old inventor, Noah Title of New Mermaid
Vale, in Edward E. Kidder's old
comedy, "A Poor Relation." In
the supporting cast are Sylvia Changed to " Distress "
The title of the latest EducationBreamer, Sydney Ainsworth, Molly
al Mermaid Comedy, originally
Malone, Wallace MacDonald and
others. Clarence Badger directed. called " The Panic's On," has been
to " Distress."
A preview
RitahindWeiman's
of lifeYork
be- changed
of the picture
was given
at La
the scenes ondrama
the New
Petite theatre, Ocean Park, a few
stage is picturized in " The Grim nights ago, and according to reports
Comedian."
Frank
LloydHunt,
directed.
from the coast to E. W. Hammons,
In the cast are
Phoebe
Jack president
of Educational, it was
Holt, John Harron, Joseph J. Dowlvery favorably received. The picing, Gloria Hope and others.
ture, whichin presents
" Ham
Rupert Hughes is represented in
the role Lloyd
of a bill
dod-"
this group of releases by a Tom Hamilton
ger, is the fourth of the new series
Moore stellar vehicle, " From the of Mermaids starring Hamilton.
Ground Up." Helene Chadwick
plays opposite the star, while Hardee Kirkland, DeWitt C. Jennings
and Darrell Foss have important
roles. E. Mason Hopper directed Ed. Le Saint Becomes a
it.
Realart Director
Leroy Scott has a second picture,
a melodrama of underworld life,
ial add
to
theSTdirector
staf
edf of
to be
LATE
Realart's West Coast
studio is Edward Le Saint,
veteran photoplay craftsman
who has built an excellent
record for himself through
various associations with
Imp, Universal, Famous
Players-Lasky, Pox and
Kinemacolor.
"Mr. Le Saint splendidly
rounds out our list of directors,"
DirectorsaidElmerSupervising
Harris in announcing the appointment.
" He is thoroughly experienced and enjoys a wide reputation for the excellence of
his dramatic conceptions.
Combined with Thomas Heffron, Maurice Campbell,
Frank Urson, Paul Powell,
and William D. Taylor, Mr.
Le Saint promises to aid in
carrying the directorial
achievements of Realart to
even higher levels than they
have yet achieved."
ATalmadge
scene fromrevival,
" De Luxe
Anne,"
a Norma
offered
by Selznick

" Tol'able David," Joseph Hergesheimer's story adapted to the screen with
Richard Barthelmess in the stellar role. To be released by First National

Lloyd's
Biggest
and
Best
"A Sailor-Made Man," a Comedy
Christmas Release
for
Sensation,
provides a succession of side splitHAILED
as one
the greatest
productions
everof made
by any
ting situations and continuous
comedian, Associated Exhibitors laughter. When next he meets the
have announced December 25 as girl, he is a full-fledged sailor man
on shore leave in a fictitious island
the release date of Harold Lloyd's
the colorful and alluring South
latest production, " A Sailor-Made of
Seas.
The titles were done by H. W.
In a statement issued by Asso- Walker
and are distinctly clever
ciated Exhibitors it is declared that,
not discounting the quality of and humorous. According to the
main title, the cast is Harold Lloyd
Lloyd's
previoussuccessful
productionsofferings
or the as the Boy, Mildred Davis as the
tremendously
Girl, Noah Young as the Rowdy
Man."comedians, Harold Lloyd's Element
and Dick Sutherland as the
"ofA all
Sailor-Made Man " ranks with Maharajah.
the greatest box-office comedies the
screen has ever seen. This statement is made without reservation,
Stage Favorite Will
and reflects the opinion of an organization with years of experience
Support
Missengaged
DuPont
in selling comedies and in watching
Universal has
Edwin
with keen perception the varying Stevans, notable for his impersonations of the Devil as well as for his
trends of public taste. " A Sailor- past success
on Broadway, to play
Made Man " is in four reels, which,
in itself, is an indication of its big- an important part in " The Golden
ness. It was produced by Hal Gallows " starring Miss du Pont
Roach, from a story which is the under the direction of Paul Scarcombined efforts of three of the dcn.
most successful writers of comedy
scripts, Hal Roach, Sam Taylor
and Jean Havez. It was directed by
Fred Newmeyer.
The release date has been set for
December 25 with the idea of providing the exhibitors with an attraction for the holiday trade, which
will produce capacity business. Associated Exhibitors state that extended runs in the biggest first run
theatres of the country will be a
rule rather than an exception. " A
Sailor-Made Man " will be sold as
a feature and the exhibitors must
make it the big attraction on their
programs.
In brief, the story shows Harold
Lloyd as a very much bored young
millionaire in love with a girl. Her
father, likewise a man of many millions demands that the youth go to
work and prove his worth, so Harold up and joins the United States
Navy,experience
as a plainwith
every-day
" gob."
His
the recruiting
officers and in being subjected to offered
A moment
" The The
Powerplayers
Within,"
by in
Pathe.
are
the usual treatment of a recruit
Pauline Garon and Robert Kenyon.
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Children's

"Sin of Martha Queed"
Booked by Loew A
Allan Dwan's "The Sin of
Martha' Queed,"
released
as an
Associated
Exhibitors
attraction,
has been booked by a very representative list of theatres, announced
the distributors of New Orleans,
Rialto, Louisville, Ky, and the
Central of Jersey City, are typical
of the houses which are showing
"The Sin the
of country.
Martha Queed"
throughout
The. feature was released by Associated Exhibitors on November
6th as an Allan Dwan production.
The cast includes Mary Thurman,
Niles Welch, Eugenie Besserer,
Jos. Dowling and Frank Campeau.

Lauds "Fauntleroy"
Mary Pickford's "Little Lord
Fauntleroy," a United Artists release, has won the stamp of approval of the Illinois Institute for
Juvenile Research. Following a
showing of the picture at the Randolph theatre, Chicago, to a group
of children from the public welfare department of the Institute,
the head of the Social Service
Branchment : wrote the theatre manage" From an ethical and aesthetic
standpoint it was a great relief to
us to know the children were getting the clean, wholesome amusement and entertainment which the

Frances Marion Directs
Husband in Picture
There have been made instances
in motion pictures in husbands directing their own wives in producHoot Gibson, Francis Ford and J. M. McDowell appearing in the Universal
tions but it remained for CosmoWestern comedy drama, " Action "
politan Productions, in "Just
Around the Corner," to offer an
example of a wife directing a husband. Frances Marion, scenario
writer and director, wielded the Special
Holiday
Pictures
megaphone on this production. In
National
Screen
Service
Prepares
the cast, playing the part of The
Real Man is her husband, Fred C.
Photoplaylets for Holiday Bills
Thomson. "Just Around the
and to be equally enterl Screen Service, Christmas
Corner"
taining for young and old. W. G.
Paramount.is soon to be released by THEInc., Nationa
announces two specially Otten appears
in the role of Santa
prepared photoplaylets for use in
motion-picture theatres during the Claus, while Muriel Hahn and Rita
Rogan appear in important child
RothackerDevelopment
approaching holiday season. The parts.
This holiday trailer, it is
idea underlying the preparation of stated,
has remarkably beautiful
these two subjects is to give the
Aids Film's Success
photography as well as a strong
Stating that the success of his exhibitor an opportunity of extend- appeal
for the public. It is declared
ing in an impressive and artistic to represent
picture, " Partners of the Sunset," manner
the Christmas spirit
his Christmas and New
is partly due to the developing and
in a manner befitting it.
printing of the negative, Bert Lubin, Year's greetings to his patrons.
The New Year's photoplaylet,
has expressed his appreciation to This has been done before, explains
the Rothacker Film Manufacturing National Screen Service, but which is independent of the Christmas subject, was also prepared unin a mechanical and inCompany.
" There work
is sodone
muchin usually artistic
der the direction of Mr. Lawrence.
hurried
and mediocre
fashion. The crude methods of expressing holiday greetings It presents in symbolical fashion
this industry that the organization
going out of the cold year and
which turns out the quality product often resorted to by the motion- the
advent of the New Year with
is to be commended for their for- picture theatre contrasted unfa- the
its promise of Peace and Plenty.
vorably with the rest of the film It
sight and integrity in reflecting
is said to have a distinct relation
their ideals in the finished film.
program, says National Screen to the International Conference
Service, but with this new service
the exhibitor will be enabled to now in session in Washington.
Gustave Beuerman portrays the
his audiences in a truly holi- part of Father Time. The role of
greet
Leigh Wyant Story for
entime
at theandsame
day spirit
entertaining Peace is played by Lucille Lennox.
artistic
hance theand
Realart Production
values of his program.
The general idea and the marvelThe Christmas photoplaylet has
It has just been announced by
lously fine photographic effects are
Realart that a story has been pur- been produced under the direction said to be decidedly novel and imchased for early production which of Edmund Lawrence. It is said
was written by Leigh Wyant. The to contain all the joyous spirit of pressive.
author-actress, though having been
connected with the- screen for a
short time, has attained considerable prominence. As " Beauty " in
Here
Brought
Locales
" Experience," she became widely Rare
known, later appearing in a leading
Have
Abroad
Paramount Films Done
role in " Fair and Warmer."
Fred Windemier Added
to Mermaid Staff
Fred Windemier, who is well
known for his work in directing
many popular comedy stars, including Hank Mann, Mack Swain and
others, is the newest addition to
the big production staff making
Mermaid Comedies for Educational.
While Bob Kerr is directing: scenes
in the latest all-star Mermaid in
which Lige Conley appears, Windemier is working at a different location on scenes in which Conley does
not appear.

Institute

picture affords."
Pathe News
Marshal

Delights
Fochl

Marshal Foch's compliments have
been transmitted to Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe News. The
occasion which inspired this courtesy was the banquet at Cleveland
to the Marshal, during the progress of which the Pathe News motion picture report of the scenes
of Cleveland's public reception the
same day was screened,. At the
conclusion of the showing, Marshal
Foch stated that he wished to. send
my compliments to the editor of
Pathe News on account of the
thoughtfulness and energy manifested in the showing of these pictures at the banquet.
Doris May to Continue
in Light Comedy
The reception exhibitors are according Doris May in her first R-C
starring production " The Foolish
Age," reflects evidence of a demand for light entertainment, according to Charles R. Rogers, general manager of distribution for
R-C Pictures.
Having been so well received in
farce comedy Miss May will probably continue to be featured in light
vehicles with laughs the main objective. Such a production, according
to
advices
R-C's
Coast studios, willfrom
be her
next West
picture, "Eden and Return," based
on
the years
popular
several
ago. stage success of
"Musketeers" Breaks
Records for Kunsky

That Musketeers
Douglas Fairbanks'
Three
" has broken"The
all
box office records for motion pictures in any house he has ever operated is the declaration of John H
Kunsky in a letter to Hiram
Interesting Backgrounds
Highly
don as it really is. In scenes rep- Abrams, president of the United
anresenting
the
Limehouse
District,
it
Artists Corporation.
first
Zukorization of
nouncedhthe organ
WHEN Adolp
" I think you are justly entitled
Famous Players-Lasky British was simply necessary to take his
straight to Limehouses to know," wrote Mr. Kunsky to
Producers, Ltd., for the production company
and
film
it
as
it
actually
exists.
of Paramount pictures in Europe,
Artists, "that 'The Three
Now Fitzmaurice is producing United
he laid emphasis upon the fact that
Musketeers ' at the Adams Theatre,
it was intended to make full use of Booth Tarkington's " The Man during the first week of its run,
broken all box office records for
from allHome,"
and it scenes
is announced
the rarely beautiful scenery and that
the exterior
will be has
motion
pictures in anv house I have
vahistoric interest in
places ofsections
of Great Britain and made at their original locations. ever operated. I have been exrious
This entails a visit to Rome, Nathe Continent.
hibiting extraordinary productions
ples, Sorrento and Capri. The pic- for several years in the City of
The full fruition of this policy
ture will accordingly show some Detroit and elsewhere but never in
is now being realized. In his pro- rare Italian scenery as background the history of our organization has
duction of " Three Live Ghosts," for a production made according to
drawn the gross on its
recently completed, George Fitz- American standards of a true afirstpicture
week's run that I have received
maurice was enabled to show Lon- American production genius.
from this production."

Motion
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EXHIBITORS'

What
EARLY

REPORTS

the
RETURNS

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Ladies Must Live —
No good. Much too slow. Hard
to follow the continuity. Nobody
liked it. Poor business. (Middle
West.)

Big
FROM

Packed them in at every presentation. Picture well liked and star
growing in popularity. (East.)
Picture very well received. Business very good on what otherwise
would have been a dull week. (Middle West.)

Very far below the standard set
Norma Talmadge is popular here
Man."
"The Miracle
by
five and the picture played to a good atfourAnoreffort
to present
is made
parallel plots, with poor success.to
dle West.)tendance for a week's run. (MidBetty Compson has no chance
but
picture,
average
act. Only an
(Mid- Rits of Life —
gooddle box
West.). office attraction.
Held up exceptionally good for
first half of week and was conwas
s
tinued all week. Praised by patrons
Good picture but the busines
rotten. (Middle West.)
and press. (East.)

fair busiFairlyness.good
(West.) picture with
Enchantment
A beautifully staged production,
but failed to atalso entertaining, average
business.
tract more than
(East.)

Very nice picture and business
good. (East.)

Under the Lash —
Only a fair picture. This was
shown with Victor Herbert as an
added feature and on this account
the house did splendid business.
(East.)
Don't
Tell fell
Everything
Picture
down. — (Middle
West.)

—
Ricks
py On
Cap
Fair.
the whole, patrons were
disappointed. Didn't consider this
for Meighan. Busia goodness vehicle
fair. (East.)
Three Word BrandJust another Western,
just fair. (East.)

Business

ON

Fairly good entertainment and
business was about the same.
(West)
Playthings of Destiny —
Had good business and pleased
audiences with this picture. (West.)
Molly O—
One of Mabel Normand's best,
which made a hit with our audiences. Played to exceptionally good
business. (Middle West. )
Salvation Nell —
Of a melodramatic type, this picture was pretty fair but badly placed
and as a result, business was not so
good. (East.)
Two Minutes to Go —
Fairly good feature. Business
fair. (West.)
Her Social Value —
Better than the average Katherine
MacDonald feature, and a fair boxoffice attraction. (Middle West.)
Woman's
— Not much of
Mild .and Place
harmless.
a drawing card. Business correspondingly weak. (Middle West.)

NEW

RUN

To a Finish —
Good
picture, fair business. (Middle West.)
Hicksville to Rroadway —
A picture that gives general satisfaction. (Middle West.)

Fair. aGood
picture.
Nobody^
Fool —transient
Business
average.
(Middle West.)
Mediocre
picture with fair business. (West.)

REALART
The Little Clown —
Good business. Was especially
recommended
for children. (Middle West.)

UNITED ARTISTS
The Three Musketeers —
Second week pulled fairly strong.
Picture is really acclaimed Fairbanks' best. (Middle West.)

Her Winning Way —
Received well, with pleasing receipts. (East.)

Undoubtedly one of the greatest
films yet produced. Fairbanks does
by far the best work of his career.
This picture will attract every class.
"mdreds of patrons were lined up
West.)
outside by 7 o ciock each evening.
Held for second week. (Middle

J Kiss in Time —
The title, more than any other
factor, attracted a good attendance
for the week. (Middle West.)
Everything for Sale
Found this to be a good feature,
with much entertainment, and good
box office value. (West.)

Dream Street —
The picture received great support from the press and played to
good dlecrowds
West.) the first week. (Mid-

SELZNICK

METRO

Handcuffs or Kisses —
All right for a thriller. Something doing all the time. But not
a big enough picture to get the
crowds these days of picture shopping. (Middle West.)

The
Power —as fair,
Ran Conquering
a week. Regarded
both inture.receipts
and kind of pic(East.)

A AnMan's
Home
— which played
excellent
picture
to good business. (Middle West.)
Remorseless
Love — seems to be
Elaine Hammerstein
winning friends in this city and
business was surprisingly good for
the half week run. (East.)

FOX

Experience —
High class feature which appealed
strongly to intelligent audiences.
Did good business. (Middle West.)

Over the Hill —
The picture played to such large
crowds the first week that it was
held over for a second week and
it
is still drawing great. (Middle
West.)

Worlds
Apart —took it off the bill
Poor picture,
early. (Middle West.)

Miss Lula Rett —
Good entertainment in this feature. More business than usual.
(West.)

Played to 78,943 people in four
weeks at 50c. price. Now on fifth
week.
(Middle West.)

Thu ndercla p —
Went across nicely despite ad-

UNIVERSAL

Short Skirts —
Very
good(Middle
little West.)
picture. Business fine.

The Sin That Was His —
Good picture but business very
poor. (Middle West.)

The Wonderful Thing —
Capacity business on this, and
everybody seemed delighted. Considered by fans
star's best picture
in months.
(East.)

THEATERS

Lady
From
Picture
and Longacre
business —both only
fair. (East.)

One Arabian Night —
Good stuff— filled the houses.
(East.)

Wonderful audience picture. Always along box office line and this
is the second week. (Middle West.)

Say

verse criticisms about being too — amusing little play but didn't draw
stagey and not enough art. (East.)
like I expected. (East.)

The Sheik —
Regard this as one of the best
audience pictures of the year. Big
business compels us to hold it over
for a second week's run. (Middle
West.)

FIRST NATIONAL

News

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

Picture

GOLDWYN
The Grim Comedian —
Very ness.
interesting
tale. Fair busi(Middle West.)
Fine ness.
production
with good busi(West.)
The Invisible Power —
West.)
An turns
average
week's box office
reon this production.
(Middle
Pardon
French —Star pleased
AverageMybusiness.

Garments
of Truth
Good comedy,
took— very well,
good business. (Middle West.)
PATHE
yeter Weaken —
Went over
big atrun.
every'
performance on extended
(West.)
VITAGRAPH
The Son of Walling ford —
Fair picture but weak on continuity. Nof*a big hit with the pubWest.)
lic although the comments were
"mildlv"
interesting: (Middle
WARNER

PROS.

Why
Girlspicture
LeavebutHome
A freak
it went— over
very well. Business verv good.
(East.)
R-C PICTURES
Shams of Society —
Fair
picture
and
(West.)

business.

HODKINSON

The Mysterious Rider —
Snappy action picture. Went
over big. Appealed to those who
like(Continued
thrills. (Middle
on pageWest.')
2932c?)
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FOR

THE

First

REPORTS

IV

E

E

Run

FROM

K

OF

YORK

CITY

2 0TH

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS

Feature — The
Matchbreaker —
Novelty — Creation^Sacred Films.
Musical — Twenty-five minute con- Six Metro.
acts
of
vaudeville.
cert by orchestra of fifty on
stage
and symphonic set pro- Kinema Theatre —
Capitol Theatre —
vided. Program includes
Overture — Finale from "Fourth
Overture — " Fourteenth Hungarian
"March Slave," ''Valse CaRhapsody,"
by
Capitol
Grand
Orchestra.
price,'1 "Los Toros" and Current Events — From Kinograms
and
International News.
"Karma."
Symphony."
Scenic — Twilight — Chester.
Feature — The Man from Lost Educational
— Screen Snapshots.
Special — The First Thanksgiving —
River — Goldvvyn.
A historic tableau with Cap- Novelty — Topics of the Day — Special — Yodeling duo with special
set of a twilight scene in Swititol Ensemble and Capitol BalPathe.
zerland— Community singing
let Corps.
Cartoon — The Spendthrift — Jerry
of choruses of old-time songs.
Current Events — Capitol News.
on the Job number.
Educational — The Love Egg — EdVocal — Selections from "The Cho- Next Week — The Lure of Jade.
ucational.
Soldier,"Bye,
by Maria
Vocal — II Bacio.
son colate
and Erik
assistedSamby Tally's Theatre —
Feature — Bits of Life — Marshall
Capitol Mixed Quartette, Mile Second week of "Deception."
Neilan.
Gambarelli, Alexander Ouman- Coining — Heedless Moths.
Next Week — One Arabian Night.
sky and others.
Current EventsTheatre
— Fox —News.
Feature — Poverty of Riches — Gold- Symphony
wyn.
Organ — -"Remember Rose."
Instrumental — " Sharazad," a musi- Novelty — Special film under the
cal novelty on the Xylomarimtitle
Urban.of "Permanent Peace" — Coliseum Theatre —
baphone by Dave Gusikoff and
Overture — Selections from "WoodHarry Edison assited by Capi- Overture — "The Song of India."
land" and " Bimini Bay."
tol Grand Orchestra.
Novelty — Capturing a Lion — Jack Current Events-—
Pathe ENews
and
^
Allen— Pathe.
Educational — Such is Life in LonKinograms.
SEATTL
Bath.
don's West-End — By Hy Mayer Comedy — The Happy Pest — Fox.
Travelaugh.
Feature — The Rough Diamond — Comedy — Kitchen, Bedroom and
Fox.
:\Text Week — The Lotus Eater —
Scenic — Old New England.
Next Week — The Mysterious Rider. Feature — The Wonderful
John Barrymorc.
Thing —
Norma Talmadge.
Rivoli Theatre —
Clime's
Broadway
Theatre
—
( )\ erture — " Bacchanalc " fro m Educational — Bear Hunting in Cali- Next Week— Wealth.
fornia— Urban.
"Rivoli
SamsonOrchestra,
and Delilah,"
by
Clemmer Theatre —
also with
Vocal
—
"Mother
and Home" — Overture — Selections from popular
Tenor solo.
Mme. Victorina Krigher, prima
ballerina.
operas
Arranged by ConducCurrent Events — Kinograms and
tor—Hauptman.
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
special Ford Weekly.
Current Events — International
Vocal — " Values,"
by George Rich- Ballet — Toe dancer in typical proNews and Clemmer Graphic.
ardson, baritone.
— Christmas Shopping —
Briggs.
Feature — Ladies Must Live — Feature — Everything for Sale — Cartoon
Realart.
gram.
tury.
George Loane Tucker.
Comedy — Noiseless Valley — CenNovelty
In a Ruth
Pumpkin
Field," Next Week— The Love Charm.
with— " Miss
as turkey,
Feature — Conflict — Priscilla Dean.
Betty and Grace as pumpkins. Superba Theatre —
Next Week — Same.
Second
week
of
"Conflict."
Comedv — The Jov- Rider — Pathe.
Next Week— The Call of the North Mission Theatre —
Strand Theatre —
— Paramount.
Fourth week of "Little Lord Faunt- Overture — "Serenade" and "Kiss
Mark Strand Theatre —
Current Events — Kinograms.
Current Events — Strand Topical Miller's TheatreScenicMe— Again."
Save Your Carfare.
Review.
leroy."
Third week of "Cabinet of Dr. Comedy — Spiking the Spooks.
Feature — Three Musketeers — I )ougFeature
— The^ Iron Trail — Rex
las Fairbanks.
Beach.
Theatre —
Caligari."
Presented with a prelude spoken Rialto
Next Week— The Sheik.
by Stephen Wright with special Fourth week of "The Sheik."
stage setting provided.
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Crauman's Theatre —
Overture — Poet and Peasant.
Next attraction — All For a Woman. Current Events — Pathe News.
On-rent Events — Fox News.
Rialto Theatre —
Special
—
Dancing
act
by
male
artist
Educational — Pathe Review.
dressed as sailor.
Special — Specially cut print of " La Educational — Kincto Review (Ken- Comedy — The Joy Riders.
Tosca " synchronized to fit the
Feature — The Man from Lost
tucky Thoroughbreds.)
music of the opera presented.
River — Goldwyn.
Organ— "When Shall We Meet
Feature
—
Fightin'
Mad
—
William
Next
Week— The Speed Girl.
Desmond.
Again." Rendered with song
slides on screen and voice atNovelty— The Battle of Jutlandtachment.
Liherty
Educational.
Current Theatre
Events — —Sclznick News
Educational — Pathe Review.
and Libertv Local Events.
Next Week — The Last Payment.
Special — Max Fischer and his Novelty— The Skunk— Bill and Bob
Central Theatre —
Zeigfeld Midnight Follies,
Series — Pathe.
Indefinite engagement of "Molly O."
with the orchestra playing Added — The White Mouse.
Wior Theatre —
"Sweetheart," "Leave Me With Feature — My Lady Friends — Gold" Theodora " continued.
aactSmile,"
etc. Followmg
the orchestra
plays forthea Next Week — Doubling for Romeo.
T.yrie Theatre —
wyn.
fashion
show
in
which
twenty
Second week of " What Do WomWinter Garden Theatre —
mannikins exhibit furs.
en Want?"
News. Events — International
Feature — Enchantment — Marion Current
Davies.
LOS ANGELES
Noveltv
Pathe.— Topics of the Dav —
Loew's State Theatre —
California Theatre —
Feature— Beyond the Law — Dalton.
Overture — "Pagliacci."
Current Events — From Fox and In- Special
Presented with the personal
— Pictures of the theatre's
ternational News.
appearance of Emmett Dalton.
opening. • •
NEW

NOV.

BROOKLYN
Mark Strand —
1 hanksgiving Stage Picture:
A New England snow storm scene
with field of corn-stalks in
shocks, a country church in
background with lights illuminated in windows. Two men
and two women dressed as
Puritans on way to services
sing Kreuser's " The Prayer of
MarkThanksgiving."
Strand Topical Review.
Prologue to Feature.
An English baronial hall interior
with open fireplace with smoke
curling and yew log blazing.
Woman representing " Little
Lord on
Fauntleroy's
seated
one side "of mother
hearth
with the head of little lord in
her lap. On other side of hearth
sat the earl. Mother sang,
" The Sweetest Story Ever

Feature—
bois). Mary Pickford in " Little
Fauntleroy
LordSolo—
Organ
Grand." Chorus (DuNext Week— Douglas Fairbanks in
" The Three Musketeers."
Told."
BUFFALO
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture — (a) " Zampa."
(b) "Morning" — Greig.
Stage —Setting
— "sThanksgiving."
Vocal
Selection
by Greek Evans,
baritone.
Feature—" Camille "— Nazimova.
Comedy—"ter Keaton.
The Playhouse " — BusCurrent
view. Events— Hippodrome ReNext Week — Katherinc MacDonald in " Her Social Value."
Shea's Criterion —
Overture — " Largo " — Handel.
Stage Setting—" The Landing of
the Pilgrims."

Here is one on "Conflict" hit the Superba theatre of Los Angeles that sail*
" thrills" all over'it.
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Vocal— —tenor.
Selections by Leo Considine
Feature—" White Oak " — W. S.
Hart.
Comedy —iels" revival.
The Tip " — Lloyd — DanCurrent Events — Criterion Pictorial.
Next Week — " The Sheik " — Rudolph Valentino.
Mark-Strand —
Overture — Medley of Popular Airs.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature — " Woman's Flace " — Constance Talmadge.
Special—
"The
Beggar Maid"— Mary
Astor.
Based on a famous art masterpiece.
Next Week — " The Child Thou
Gavest Me " and Chaplin in
"The Idle Class."
Palace —
Feature
Dean.— " Conflict " — Priscilla
Loew State —
Feature — " The Silver Lining "—
Jewel Carmen.
Olympic —
Feature
— " The
Single Track " —
Corinne
Griffith.
Shea's North ParkFeature — " Camille " — Nazimova.
The Playhouse " — BusComedy—"
ter Keaton.

Comedy — Love and War— Fox.
Feature— Lon
Chaney
in "The
Night Rose."
INDIANAPOLIS

KANSAS

CITY

Liberty Theatre —
Overture — Selections.
News — Pathe.
Comedy — " Aesop's Fables."
Short Subject — The Grim Comedian— Jack Holt.
Organ Selections — Miss Susie Goff
Bush and Miss Golden Eviston,
organists.
Feature — Never Weaken — Harold
Lloyd.
Next Week — Burn 'Em Up Barnes
— Johnny Hines.
Doric Theatre —
News — International.
Comedy— Snook^s Labor Lost.
Organ Selections — P. E. Stevens,
organist.
Feature — From the Ground Up —
Tom Moore.
Next Week — The Mysterious Rider
— Special Cast.
Newman Theatre —
Overture — Special selections in conjunction with the feature.
Current Events — Newman News
and Views.
Organ Selections— Gerald F. Baker
and Q. Landwehr, organists.
Special Number — Personal appearance of Theda Bara at each
performance.
Feature — Under the Lash — Gloria
Swanson.
Next Week— The Sheik — Agnes
Ayres.
Royal Theatre —
Overture — Special musical score.
News — Royal Screen Magazine.
Organ Selections — Milo T. Hartc,
organist.
Special Number — Atmospheric prologue: "Little Mother of
Feature—
Over
the Hill (Third
Mine."
week).
Next Week— The Speed Girl— Bebe
Daniels.
Twelfth Street TheatreOverture — Popular selections.
News — Screen magazine.
Comedy
— Let's Explain — Christie
comedy.

Picture

News

Circle Theatre —
Current Events — Kinograms and
Circlette of -News.
Novelty — Literary Digest Topics.
Song
Slide- "' Peace
Romany."Conference."
EducationalNovelty— "Just for Fun"— SketchSoloist
— Barney (/Mara.
ografs.
Feature— "The Wonderful Thing."
NextandWeek—
"The Ensemble
Cup of of
Life"50
the Circle
voices in "The Landing of the

This ad by the Fox Liberty theatre, St. Louis, sells the melodramatic action
and horse raciny flavor of " Thunderclap " very nicclii
Feature — Two Minutes to Go —
oon Theatre —
Charles Ray.
Overture — Maritana.
Nextt
Week
— Beyond
— Ethel Clay- Special — Edwin Stevens at organ
o
n.
playing
Comely
— The" Omaha
Applicant.Legion."
BALTIMORE
Feature — Buck
Jones
in " Bar
Rivoli
— — Hungarian Rhapsody
OvertureNo. 2— Liszt.
Current Events — Rivoli News.
Specialty — Topics of the Day, accompanied on the organ by
Ernie Cooper and Henry
Boehme.
Vocal — Weber Male Quartet.
Feature — The Wonderful Thing —
Norma Talmadge.
Comedy — Exit Quietly — Bobby
Vernon.
Next week — The Lotus Eater —
John Barrymore.
Week Richard
Dec. Barthelmess.
5— Tol'able David —
Century —
Overture
zart. — The Magic Flute — MoCurrent Events — Century News.
Vocal — Redfern 'Hollinshead — (a)
Little Mystery
Mother of
O' Life.
Mine— (b)
Sweet
Feature — Ladies Must Live — Betty
Compson.
Comedy — Paying Patience.
Parkway —
Overture — Operatic Airs.
Current Events — Parkway News
and Special Review.
Feature
— Dangerous Lies — David
Powell.
Comedy.
ture — Sphesectraia.l score, augmenterwOv
Ne
ed orc
Current Events — Weekly Review.
Specialty — Prizma.
Feature — The Queen of Sheba —
Betty Blythe.

Kialto Theatre —
Overture — Symphony concert.
Prologue — Oriental setting.
'." — Rialto News.
Current
Events
Nothin
Comedy — Saving Sister Susie.
Feature — One Arabian Night.
Snn Theatre —
Overture — Turandot.
Weekly. Events — International
Current
Comedy — Special.
Feature — Ladyfingers.

ATLANTA
Howard
—
Overture — "Second Hungarian
Rhapsody" — Howard Concert
Orchestra, conducted by Enrico
Leide.
Howard News and Views.
Urban Scenic.
Violin Solo — Massenet's "Elegie,"
played by Charles Gesser.
Comedy — Larrv Semon in "The
Organ Solo — Edwin Sawtelle, orBellhop."
Feature
— Bebe Daniels in "The
ganist.
rop
Met
Girl."— "The Night Boat,"
ed— tan
Speoli
Overture
From
Metropolitan Orchestra, conducted by David Love
Kineto Review.
Kinograms.
Organ Solo — George Lee Hamrick.
organist.
"Good-Bve
Comedv
— BusterTosti's
Keaton
in "The"

Feature — Bert

T.vtell

in "Alias

Lady-Fingers."
Strand —— Classic.
Overture
Criterion— —From "The Bohcnvan
Current Events — Strand News of Overture
the World.
Girl" —."Criterion Orchestra, conat ducted bv Will Chase.
Feature — Good and Evil — Lucy Kineto BoReview,
Dorainc.
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — Hocus-Pocus.
Comedy
A "Toonerville" Fontaine
Fox — comedy.
OMAHA
Feature — Mabel Ballin in "fane
Omaha
Overture —— La Gioconda.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy — Exit Quietly.
Feature — The Wonderful Thing.

Rialto Theatre —
Overture — Rialto Orchestra, conducted by Frank Turner.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Selznick News Weekly.
Eyre."

Ohio
Theatre
— — International
Current
Events
News.
Pilgrims."
Comedy
— "Pure
Bobby
Vernon. and Simple" —
Feature — " The Black Panther's
Next Week—" Under the Lash."
Colonial Theatre —
Current Events — Selznick News.
Pollard."Hokus Pokus"— Snub
Comedy—
Feature— "A Man's Home."
Special Music— American Harmonists and Liberty Entertainers —
Singing Orchestras.
Next Week—
Cub." "A Man of Stone."
Loew's State Theatre —
Current Events— Pathe News.
Comedy — "The Adviser."
Feature — "Camille."
Next Week— "Don't Tell EveryPHILADELPHIA
I Stanley —
thing."Never Weaken— Harold
Comedy—
Lloyd— Pathe.
News— Pathe News— Pathe.
News
— Fox.
;
Topics of the Day— Literary Digest— Pathe
Feature
Metro.— Camille — Nazimova —
Musical Feature— Victor Herbert
as guest conductor for the
Stanley Concert Orchestra.
mount.
Next
week— The Sheik— ParaFeature——Over the Hill— Fox.
Stanton
Next week — Queen of Sheba — Fox.
News
— Pathe
News — Pathe.
Arcadia
—
Travel — Burton
Holmes — Paramount.
Corned}'
tric. — Pure and Simple — ElecFeature — Handcuffs and Kisses —
Elaine Hammcrstein — Select.
Next week — Morals — Real art.
Comedy — The Joyrider — Pathe.
Feature — Queenie — Fox.
Next Woman
week
Love. Hate and a
Regent
— —— DeLtrxe.
News — Kinograms — Electric.
Karlton —
Com edy — Never Weaken — Ha rol :1
Lloyd— Pathe.
Screen Snapshots No. 13 — MasterFeature
— Don't Tell Everything —
Paramount.
piece.
Next week — A Fool's Paradise —
Paramount.
News — Pathe News — Pathe.
Palace—of the Day — Literary DiTopics
Pathe.Vagrant — Electric.
Comedy —gest— The
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Spitalny, with presentation by
Opera."
Sensational dancing.
Wonderful singing, ensemble of
Managing Director S. Barrett
McCormick.
28 artists.
Scenic.
Prelude
Cinderella,"
with— "An
Gerol Irish
Gardner,
baritone
Organ
Solo —at " the
Barcarole."
Milton
in leading role. A fantasy in
Charles
organ.
song and color arranged by S.
Comedy — Digest.
" For Land's Sake."
Barrett McCormick.
Literary
Feature — Constance Talmadge in Current Events — Allenette — Selec"Woman's Place."
lies. tions from various news weekComing Feature — " Pilgrims of the
Feature
— Molly
O— Mabel Normand.
e
ld
tr
fe
ea
eg
—
Th
Zi
.
e
Path News
ryght.
Stillman——Original score, compiled
Overture
Di"gest.
LiteraNi
by Musical Director Homer L.
Feature — Pola Negri in " One AraWalters.
bian Night." Fourth week.
Theme
— "Silver Threads Among
Comedy — Charles Chaplin in " The
Idle Feature
Class." — -" The Conquering
Coming

Feature — Over the
Week.
the Gold."
Next Week — Same.

Hills — Second

Woodlawn Theatre —
Power." Grand Organ — " Say It
Woodlawn
Overture —ing "Jazz
of Broadway
1921," compristhe latest
hits,
With Travel
Music."— " Santa Fe the
under
direction
of Maurice
South Sea atmosphere is suggested in Screen
Parkthis display on "Is Life Worth Liv- Woodlawn
Spitalny.
Fictorial Review.
City Different."
ing?" by the Rivoli theatre, Toledo, 0.
Screen Snapshots.
Feature — What No Man Knows — Comedy — Selected.
Current— Events — Pathe News —
Theme
Masterpiece.
Topics of the Day.
Next week — The Cabinet of Dr. Overture — " Songs of Scotland."
Comedy
— Love and Doughnuts —
Feature — " The Bonnie Brier Bush."
Ben Turpin.
Caligari — Goldwyn.
Intermission — " One Kiss."
.Feature
—
Victoria —
CharlesTwoRay. Minutes to GoComing Feature — Douglass FairComedy
—
Snooky's
Labor
Lost
—
banks in " The Three MuskeFox.
Next Week — Gypsy Blood — Po'a
News — Pathe News — Pathe.
Negri.
Barbee's
Theatre
—
NewsPeace.
— Hodkinson's Permanent
Feature
— " Dempsey — Carpentier
teers."
Overture
"Mignon."
Circle — —Events
Fight." Second week.
Current
— Pathe News.
Comedy— The Village Cutup— Fox.
Vocal — Classical song repertoire by
Feature — The Rough Diamond — Randolph Theatre —
Miss Fleming, soprano.
Tom Mix — Fox.
Organ Selections.
Feature — Why Girls Leave Home.
Feature — " Way Down East."
Capitol —
Week — The Primal Law, with
News — Kinograms — Electric.
Coming Feature — ■" Over the Hill." Next Dustin
Farnum.
La Salle Theatre —
Comedy
—
Doggone
Torchy
—
Electric.
Feature — " Theodora." Second
Overture — Intermezzo from CavalGarden of Memory — Masterpiece.
week.
Strand
eria— Rusticana.
Feature — The
Match
Breaker — Wood's Theatre —
Metro.
Current
Events — Ford Weekly.
Feature
— " The
Second
week. Queen of Sheba." Comedy — Roped and Tied.
Feature — Why Girls Leave Home.
CHICAGO
Next Week — Handcuffs or Kisses,
CLEVELAND
with Elaine Hammerstein.
Chicago Theatre —
Standard
Overture — " Tanhauser."
Current —Events — International
News.
re — " Salvator Rosa," by
tueSpecialty — " A Thanksgiving Fes- Ov
Sterat
Gomez,
interpreted
by
H.
L.
Comedy
— Playing Possum — Harry
Topictival."
Events.
Spitalny and State Theatre
Sweet — Century comedy.
Scenic.
Symphonic Orchestra.
Feature — The Millionaire — Herbert
Events — Pathe
News —
Rawlinson.
Specialty — Vocal Solo, " O'er the Current
Timely
Topics.
Next Week — False Kisses, with
Billowy Sea."
Miss DuPont.
OrganJesse Solo
— " Missouri
Waltz." Cartoon— Mutt & Jeff in "MatriCrawford
at the organ.
Literary Digest.
Comedy — The Vagabond — Lloyd
Hamilton.
Money."
Comedy — Larry Semon in " The
Musical
Specialty — State Theatre
Bell Hop."
Quintette in popular selections
Feature — Norma Talmadge in " The
and medleys, with special set- Allen Theatre —
Wonderful Thing."
Overture
— "Scheherazada."
tings arranged by Englander.
Coming Feature — Gloria Swanson
Extracts
from the Ballet
Suite~~
in " Under the Lash."
REAL
"March
Feature — Don't Tell Everything.
T
Rimsky
Korsakov.
N
O
M
Prizma — Kittenish Cubs.
Roosevelt Theatre —
Pathe British-Canadian News and
Next Week— The Sheik.
Overture — Selected.
Sarg'sofAlmanac.
Philip "TheTony
Prizma color picture — " Deer HuntTriumph
Sheba."
Allen- — Tschaikowsky's
An
original
conception by
Overture
Francis A. Mangan.
Specialty
Slav," under direction
ing."— Violin solo, selected from
" Thais." Soprano soloist singing, "Your Eyes Have Told
Roosevelt
News Review.
Me So."
Prologue — Interior of the Sheik's
Tent." Musical numbers consisting of selection from " Katinka " and " Kashmiri,' Love
Song."
Feature
— " The Sheik."
Comedy — " The High Flyer."
Coming Feature — "A Man's Home."
Tivoli Theatre —
Overture — A medley of grand opera
selections.
Specialty — " A Thanksgiving Festival."
Topical
Events.
Very fine taste and much artistic skill is displayed in the framing of this display on " Way Down East," playing recently at the Rialto theatre, Omaha.
Specialty — " 12 Minutes of Comic

Ahas display
on " and
Red novelty,
Courage the
" which
atmosphere
work
of the Superba theatre, Los Angeles
(a) "Glory to Allen
Thee" —Ensemble
(b Ballet Egyptian
—
Allen Ballet
Corps
Guy Nankeville, Tenor
Nina Sergayeva
(c)
Aria
—
(d) Egyptian
Dance —
(e) With
Processional
Company March
of 50 —People
(f) Charming Allen
Queen —Ensemble
(g) Adagio
Florence
Rogge
and —Leon
Leonidow
GrandtheFinale.
"Less(h)Than
Dust " — Interlude
" The Queen
of Sheba."
Mr. to
Traverse
Noel, basso
profundo.
Done with a tableau showing a
Roman amphitheatre in the background and a young girl in a
Roman
horses. chariot driving four white
Feature — " The Queen of Sheba."
Allen"Aida"
Grand Organ —
Verdi
DESlWOINES
Prologue — Quartet in " Mother of
Strand
Mine— " and " Auld Lang Syne."
Feature— " Over the Hill."
Coming — Same.
Serial—"
Miracles
of the Jungle."
Sherman
—
News — Pathe.
Feature — Doris May in " The FoolComing: — Pauline Frederick in
" Theish Age."
Sting of the Lash."
Special Music — Chief Clear Sky
Palace
—
singing
" Home Again Blues."
Feature — W. S. Hart in " Three
Coming
— Tom
Mix in " The Rough
Word
Brand."
Des Moines —
Diamond."
Comedy—
Larry Semon in " The
Feature
—
"The
Rent
Collector."
with Norma Wonderful
Talmadge. Thing,"
News — Universal Weekly.
Coming — Rudolph
Valentine in
"The Shiek."
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Next week — Two Minutes to Go — Loew'e Lyceum
Charles Ray.
Current
Events — Loews News
Weekly.
Trianon Theatre —
Feature — Too Much Speed — Wal- Feature — A Trip to Paradise.
lace Reid.
Next Week — Infamous Mrs. Revell.
Aesop's
Fables.
Pathe Review.
First Half: —
Cameraphone
Next week — Not Announced.
Feature — The Case of Becky.
Current Events — Selznick News.
Globe Theatre —
Second Half:
Cody.
Feature
— Dangerous Pastime — Lew
Beating the Game.
Pathe News.
Next Week — The Invisible Power.
Next week — Not Announced.
Tudor Theatre —
Feature — The Polish Dancer — Pola
WASHINGTON
Negri.
Comedies
The andGumps
Night — Out
All to inthe Andy's
Good. Metropolitan —
Overture
— "Zampa."— Six Kings of
Fxtra Attraction
Next week — Not Announced.
PITTSBURG

.,*}o®orc.
vth'n. thjf
ly-v.
the geesuperstitious
him,he
m a caid
dWU<y spades,
earned dealt
all thrU> bad
luch
the
lanad'ai
A'ortk
woods
/of
/v/vw
it docs it towashimtwigas wipfj-uv
the devisft
tnitftr pontine)
„ Coming Thuisdau-3 Days OruV .
WERE UGtfTS ARE LOW

Pitt Theatre —
Third week of " Theodora."
Duquesne —
Eighth week of " Three Muske-

Savoy —
Eighthteers."
week of " Over the Hill."
Liberty — Events — International
Current
News.
The "North Country" episodes of Feature — 2 Minutes to Go.
"stressed
God's Country
and
the
Law
"
were
in this ad by N. N. Vrueden- Comedy — Oh, Louise.
fcld, advertising director of the Moon Next
Week — The Sheik.
theatre, Omaha
MILWAUKEE
Alhambra Theatre —
Overture — Force of Destiny —
Verdi.
Weekly — World News — Literary
Digest.
Musical — Amanda Brown, coloratura soprano, singing the Doll
Song from " Tales of HoffFeature
— William
Farnum in
man."
" Perjury."
Strand Theatre —
Special Thanksgiving Prologue —
Ed Lazarus as Chef, Dorothy
Kotanch and Jane Prinz, as the
little Turkey Dancers. Mammoth Dancing Ginger Bread
Doll and novel stage settings.
Special
— Singer's Midgets' Side
Show.
Weekly — Kinograms.
Feature — Katherine MacDonald in
" Her Social Value."
Butterfly Theatre —
Overture — Light Cavalry.
Weekly — Fox News and Pathe
Review.
Musical — Two instrumentalists.
Feature — Priscilla Dean in " Con-

Current
— Kinograms.
Regent ——Events
Feature
Man From Lost River.
Comedy — Oh, Buddy.
Next Week — Her social Value,
( )lympic —
Overture
wclt. — Orpheum in Der (JnterSpecialty — Aesop's Fables.
Novelty — Pictorial Review.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Feature — Enchantment.
Comedv — Foiling Mother.
Next Week— The Sheik.
— Events — Grand News
Current
Grand
Weekly.
Specialty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — 2 Minutes to Go.
Comedy — Oh, Buddy.
Next Week — Her Social Value.
Blackstone —
Overture — The Mikado — Max Mendolph, director.
Current
Events — International
News.
Scenic — Sunshine Gathers — Prizma.
Feature — Man From Lost River.
Cemedy — A Muddy Bride.
Next Week — Not announced.

Current News — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy
— Falling for Fanny —
Jazz.
Christie.
Feature — A Man's Home — Select.
Next Week — Two Minutes to Go —
First National.
Columbia
Ladies Must— Live — Paramount.
Xext Week — -Way Down East.
Overture—
"William
Rialto—
Feature — The
Sheik. Tell."
Overture
Palace
— — -"Lucia di Laminermoor"
selections.
Current
Pathe News —
Topics Events
of the— Day.
Cartoon — The Village Cut-ups —
Mutt and Jeff.
Feature
mount.
R-C. — Enchantment — ParaNext Week — The Foolish Age —

News

A P1CTUOE RAOICAU.Y DIFFERENT FBOFI &OTTMMO
ANYAT
OTHER PC0OUCE8
MAI ACHIEVED !
LAST—

m
MARSHALL
NEILAN
W &K.VcrY Latest
bLScroe£tS<
[torn. Social Vbrld.
ffrom
UndcTVotld
row. FViacos CMnatovru
VtSLEV
EDyTu£
CXX?OTuv CuAPMAN
MAGKAIL
noah
eeefTY
l?OCKUFf"e fELLpveS
LOW
i Fr»EDCf7tCK
burton
JOWN CHANCY
COVERS
JAMES
NEIL
UAItrtCT
HAMMOND
TEODV
ANNA MAYSAMPSON
VONO
II TAMMANY
JAMES BnADBUIlV
*OUNO JR.
Fin it ttrr-'TVB^c--. ,t»r /wtw
SfTHIRD
COUP BITBIT- 'TVHop'to YouV>» suorty
Mca-rJ b*Tfim&-/r*K
th.s y*rr>TheSwrt
b/ "ughSet
f
Vikry
in
TK*
E
.
-.
Poet
f
FOURTHB8JTi
- 'The
Strange
Adventure*
a*d
*
oertamly
Neiisn wrote
it hinacifaurpr»*e
to F
top c*•»C
■
t>wone.eM*s**ta*¥iMsnt
Owit*Fa d-t-x*/M
Youll find ActKTTV drarrw romance, thrill, mystery —
everything
kae ■cJat L»ymi
in.Ue put -2ada TJUrak-iJl"fU:iUn
still aore' in. tluapmdnctAJB
anprcccdimtcdaurproc
ALLTMIS VCEK AT TWE

The novelty of " Bits of Life' 'is madr
the principal
in this
dixylay
by thebilling
h'ialto argument
theatre, Omaha.

CINCINNATI

Current Events — Kinograms.
Topics
of
Palace
— the Day — Literary Digest.
Feat Clergy.
u re — Ladyfingers.
Next Week— Without Benefit of

Current
Walnut —Events — 93.
Topics of the Day — Literary Di-

Weekly.
Current Events — Capitol News

Cartoon
Capitol —to Feature — Capitol Male
No. — 4.Tony Sarg's Almanac — Prologue
Quartette, in costume, singing
Feature — The Conquering Power.
drinking
Next Week— The Sheik.
ment bysong.
Capitol AccompaniSymphony
gest
Orchestra.
Current Events — Pathe 92.
Musketeers— Secweek.
Strand —— The Woman
Cartoon
and the Feature — ondThree
Hen — Aesop's Fable.
Feature — The Great Impersonation. Xext Week — A Man's Home.
Next Week — The Invisible Fear.
Current Events — Fox News.
week. Over the Hill — Fifth
Feature—
GiftsNext Week — Same.

Big
Houses
Says
(Continued
from page
2932) —
STATE RIGHTS
Very(East.)
pleasing picture. Receipts
fair.
Isobel —

Merrill
flict."Theatre —
Feature — Mary Pickford — Little
Lord Fauntleroy.
NEW

Picture

Desert Blossoms- I\>or business.
Fair picture
( Middle
West.)

ORLEANS

Strand Theatre —
Feature — Experience — Fitzmaurice.
Comedy
Days — Sennett. — Sweetheart
Sacred City of the Desert — Recole
Prizma.
Pathe News.
Next week — Shiek — George Arliss.
Liberty Theatre —
Feature — Dream
Street — United
Artists.
Selznick News.
Pathe Review.
Educational Comedy — Falling for
Fannie.

Devil
Dauson Fair
—
Good Dos
western.
(Middle West.)

business.

FairBlack
business.
PatronsCubequally
The
Panther's
—
dle West.)
divided
in opinions on it. ( Mid-

Math- T train and his famous character, the Connecticut Yankee, get the billing
Arthur's Court." The Liberty
in King
Yankee at
'in this one on -A Connecticutis located
St. Louis.

ItA Might
to You
comedyHappen
that would
have —been
a riot two years, or even a year
ago. Very little or no plot, but lots
of
simply-clad
bathing beauties.
Business
poor. ( ?)
(EasO

Sex

Exhibitors'

Service

Bureau

This cut illustrates the prologue story on the Ralph
follozving
pageofrelative
to the
prologue
number on " One Arabian Night" staged by Manager
Licbcr,
the Circle
theatre,
Indianapolis.
Thomas D. Soriero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
George J. Sehade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Hark Gates, Dayton theatre, Datyon, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Finklestein & Rabin,
Minneapolis.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Knhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland
Paul Gusdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O.
C. Edgax Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mich.
S. Barret McCormick, Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Cleveland.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.

Advisory Board
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
WUlard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
R. B. Wilby, Supervisor of Southern Enterprises,
Inc., Birmingham, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,
Can. Bran ham, Famoos-Lasky , Ltd., Toronto,
Chas.

Lowell W. Calvert, Managing Director, CapiUii
theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Qnimby,
Managing
Director,
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
Ind. Strand and
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rlalto theatre, Bntte.
Engene
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Sidney K.Grauman,
Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles.
Louis
theatres,Sidney,
Denver.Managing Director, William Fox
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
Herbert J. Thatcher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Francis A. Mangan, Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Montreal, Canada.
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Lieber's " One
Arabiai
Night'* Prologue Highly
Effective

Elaborate

Armistice

Program

Day

Presented

by Tillson
What might be called " The Unconquerable spirit of showmanship " was
demonstrated by Roy Tillson, manager of
the Strand theatre, Lansing, Mich., in
planning his Armistice Day program.
Mr. Tillson, although confined to his
bed by threatened pneumonia, planned
detail. The thehis campaign in every
atre was decorated With American flags.
As one came into the lobby the first
thing to catch their eye was a setting in
the center of which was a large oil painting of Morris Harvey Dixon, the first boy
in Lansing killed in action, and whom the
Lansing Post of the American Legion was
named in honor of. A large American
flag made the background. The picture
of Dixon was draped with flags and underneath awreath and a card reading
" Lest we forget " and either side were
stacked guns.
The prologue consisted of a stage setting representing the modern spirit of '16.
A large black velvet curtain comprised the
background, in front of which was an oil
painting 6xio, reproducing the modern
spirit of '76, with America, France and
England portraying the characters of the
original picture. A baby spot brought this
into relief. On each side was a small

easel containing cards, one reading "Lest
we forget " and the other " November n,
1918." Up-stage a bit were two stacks of
guns. As the curtain rose a soldier and
sailor who were in the foreground came
to attention and saluted the picture. Taps
were sounded from the rear of the balcony
by a bugler, and as the last note died out
the soldier and sailor on the stage sang
the " Star Spangled Banner."

Brooklyn

Mark Strand Celebrates Armistice Day

sincere tribute to
ive wnand Soldier
AN theimpress
" Unkno
" was paid
during the Armistice Week commemorative exercises at the Brooklyn
Mark Strand, where at every performance the stage and house lights were
dimmed down to darkness at a propitious moment during the show, the music
halted and quiet prevailed for five minutes.
The testimonial to the departed American soldiers came without announcement
and was in good taste. This was the
arrangement. During the showing of
the Topical Review shots of the " Unknown Soldier " ceremonies at Arlington
and Washington were thrown on the
screen. When the shot was reached
showing
soldiers the
blowing
taps "
over the the
catafalque,
lights "slowly
died out all over the house and when the
audience had wonderingly subsided into
silence the trumpeter in the orchestra
gave the " taps " call.

For the showing of " One Arabia!
Night " at the Circle theatre, Indianapoli I
Managing Director Ralph Lieber took ful
advantage of the exceptional prologue ojl
portunities presented.
A beautiful stage setting was mad<l
showing a picturesque Oriental villa, witl
protruding balcony. The backgroun I
showed just the sky, with the moon throw I
ing rays of light across the setting, wit I
the clouds moving dreamily across.
• A hunchback appears below the balcon)l
singing the "Bedouin Love Song" foil
lowed by a beautiful girl, in Oriental cosl
tume, who sings " Less Than The Dust, [
finishing as the clouds move slowly across!
forming an eclipse of the moon, while thf
lights fade out and into the beginning 0
" One Arabian Night."
An effective exploitation campaign wa
also planned and executed.
Newspaper tie-ups were affected an<
the Star carried a full-page co-operativ>
display. All the papers gave the pictur
generous reading notices.
In addition to this a half-dozen circula
posters, which were made to fit into th<
extra wheel on the rear of automobiles
were used for advertising " One Arabiai
Night."virtually
As these
on un
th<
street
all machines
day long,arethey
doubtedly proved of considerable value.
Several attractive window displays were
also secured.

Essays on" Woman,sPlace,
Excite Boonville's Interesi
Manager A. W. Forrest of the Forresl
theatre, Boonville, Ind., offered a series oi
cash prizes and tickets for the best essaj
submitted on the theme " Woman's
Place " as exploitation for the picture oi
the same name.
The result was an avalanche of essayand a wide interest in the playing dates for
the picture. Of course plenty of free advertising was forthcoming on the stunt
and the names of the prize winners were
published in the local papers.

Lobby display arranged by Murray Brothers, owners of the Quality theatre, Independence,
Kansas, for the showing of " The Man of the Forest."

December
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What

doJJlen

Want

ALoisWiitrWomankatpicCamC
Iht ansvtr

Explaining by cut some of the exploitation stunts putengagement
over iti New
YorkLyric
for theatre.
the showing of " What Do Men Want? " playing an indefinite
at the

New

York
" What Do
Intrigues

Stops

to

Look

Men Want? " Exploitation
Attention
of
Metropolis

An exploitation campaign which caught
the attention of even blase Times Square
was used to herald the coming of " What
Do Men Want ? " to the Lyric theatre.
New York awoke one morning to find
high in the sky above Times Square a huge
banner reading : " Lyric. ' What Do Men
Want ? ' Now." Below the banner, on a
trapeze, was the figure of a " man " who,
after twirling for a few minutes on his
perch, plunged down to earth, only to ride
back up the cable to his trapeze a moment
later. The banner and trapeze were sus! pended from kites and were visible from
almost every corner of Manhattan Island.
The man, needless to say, was a dummy.
Following this there appeared on the
street a man fifteen feet high, whose stilts
were covered with a flappy black costume.
He roamed the streets about the amusement section for a week preceding and
during the opening and, when the crowds
became too dense, escaped by seating himself on the top of a convenient taxicab and
whirling away. On his front and back appeared banners advertising the opening of
the picture.
Good use was made of a twenty-four
sheet made for this picture. A reproduction only slightly smaller than the twentyfour sheet was made and mounted on
boards on each side of a Ford chassis.
These sheets were lighted from below and
above by electric lights operated from a
storage battery on the car. This display
also was used for a week before and during the opening.
Window tie-ups were made with more
than a hundred merchants on prominent
corners, largely in the Times Square district. To these merchants were furnished
window stickers reading: " What do men
want? Walk in — we have it."

Inside were counter cards, bearing the
same question.
A full one sheet showing was made on
subway and elevated boards, and at subway stations men were stationed with
rolls of imitation tickets bearing an advertisement of the picture which were given
away to every purchaser of a real subway
ticket.
A newspaper advertising campaign of
big proportions was carried on.

Niagara Falls Newspaper
Aids Manager Carroll
IN" Why
connection
with Home,"
the showing
Girls Leave
Managerof
Howard Carroll, of the International
theatre^ Niagara Falls, N. Y., arranged
an essay contest with the Niagara Falls
Gazette in which he offered rewards of
$15, $10 and five $1 bills to those sending
in the best essays on " Why Girls Leave
Home." There were an unusually large
number of entrants in the contest. In
addition to the essay contest, Mr. Carroll
arranged for interviews with city officials, teachers, ministers, etc., on the subject which were printed in the Gazette.
He used half-page ads in the newspapers
and flooded the city with advertising
matter on the picture, which went over
like a house afire.

Co-operative lobby display on "Everything For Sale," used by Manager Jack Kaliska
of the Forsyth theatre, Atlanta.
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Uses
Stunt
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Street

A stunt which has often proved effective was once more successfully used by
L. W. Barclay, managing director of the
Parkview theatre, Johnstown, Pa., as an
exploitation medium for " Over the Hill,"
Barclay engaged the services of a motorman and the use of a city street car.
The privilege of driving the car over all
tracks in the city was accorded him with
the rental. With banners and with cutouts of '* Over the Hill " characters adorning the front, rear, and sides of the trolleyeight-piece " jazz *' orwithplayinganpopular
car, and chestra
melodies within
the car, general attention was compelled
throughout the many busy streets of
Johnstown.
The car began its tour at noon, when
the host of industrial workers in Johnstown were enjoying an hour of rest. Heralds were distributed in the wake of the
car as it was driven slowly followed by
large crowds.
Barclay decorated his lobby with cutouts and placed window tie-ups in several
stores. A special children's matinee at
reduced prices was one of the features of
the campaign.
Electrical

Contrivances

Sell "Invisible Power"
For " The Invisible Power " Manager
Jack Kaliska, of the Rialto theatre, Atlanta, had a lot of electrical appliances in
the lobby.
There was an electric washing machine,
an electric sewing machine, an electric
iron and a number of other articles of similar nature — all connected up and running. The connections from the machines
to the electric sockets were cleverly hidden, to carry out the sign over the " decorations " which read " The Invisible
Power — You can't tell where it comes
from but it's there."
Credit was given to the firms from
whom the machines were borrowed so that
there was no expense to renting them — in
fact, the lobby was one of the least expensive that Manager Kaliska has used.

Views of two of the Regent theatre, Lansing,
Mich., lobby displays designed by Manager
Roy Tillson for " The Last of the Mohicans "
and " Lying Lips," respectively.
Double Truck for "Expe
dence" at Shreveport
A two-page co-operative display was
one of the ideas which H. L. Swain, manager of Saenger's Shreveport theatres, put
into action as exploitation on " ExperiThis misplaced word idea, with prizes
to those who found the errors, was a part
ofence."
the scheme, and the local merchant's
advertising all tied up with the title of the
picture.

Rouda's Prologue DupL
cates Scene in Picture
The interior of an old French cafe, wi
a big open fireplace and a chimney built •
boulders, before which a quartette in mu
keteer costume sing the old-time rollickii
French songs, constitute the prologue f<
" The Three Musketeers " as arranged I
H. M. Rouda, manager of the Auditoriu
theatre at Dayton, Ohio.
Over the fireplace is a shelf running i\
length of the room on which are the o
French plates, and on the wall are cross*
swords. In the corner is an oaken tat
on which are drinking mugs, and aroui
which are grouped the heavy chairs
that period.

J. ' ^KJbh
1
Km..-

7

h

1

This illustration shows the cast of characters
and H.
the M.
stage
setting
the ' The Three
Musketeers"
prologue presented by Managing
Director
Rouda,
of for
the Auditorium,
Dayton,
0.
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"Snowblind"
Gets Another "Snow" Lobby
Frank Boscketti, manager of the Broadway theatre, Lawrence, Mass., gave
" Snowblind," a very effective lobby display, thereby building up business into an
exceptionally successful booking.
Almost ridden in fir and pine branches
were the window and door of a small
cabin, analagous to that depicted in the
photoplay. Cotton was used liberally to
represent drifted snow. Above the cabin
was placed a stuffed owl with wings outspread.
Near the door was a stuffed coyote,
while back under the fir branches stood a
large toy bear.
Framed " Snowblind " posters and signs
were placed here and there. The general
effect was quite snowy and " northwoodsy " and aroused much comment
from patrons of the theatre and served as
an attraction for passersby.

Lester

Hires

Famous

Or-

chestra for "Musketeers "Run
For his engagement of "The Three
Musketeers," Manager L. T. Lester of the
Rivoli theatre, Columbia, S. C, engaged a
noted orchestra from Palm Beach and
made his musical score for the week's ensecond only to the feature picattraction.
ture as an gagement
People influential in both the business
and social life of the city, were induced
to see the picture early in the week and
the word of mouth advertising thus incurred was a valuable asset to the run.
A ballyhoo in which three men dressed
as
"musketeers"
werestunt
paraded
about over
the
streets
was another
that went
with good results.

Here is a picture of
the lobbyof display
on "Snowtheatre,
Blind"Lawrence,
used recently
Boscketti
the Broadway
Mass. by Manager Frank
"Cappy
Ricks" Sails
Into Evansville
The city ordinances of Evansville, Ind.,
prohibit theatrical displays on down town
streets, but the deference to the United
States Marines is a different matter. The
Criterion Theatre tied up with the Marines
for a ballyhoo for "Cappy Ricks," consisting of a float mounted on a motor-cycle,
designed to resemble a sail boat. The larboard and starboard sides carried banners
for the theatre, while the Government
came in at the stern.
A Marine uniform was hired and a man
stood in the center of the boat as it made
its terrestial way through the main streets.
On his cap the word "Retriever" was
written, hooking up with Thomas
Meighan's boat in the picture. Oscar
Kantner, Paramount exploiteer, arranged
the display. The picture enjoyed a stimulated business at the Criterion.

Avondale

Merchants

pete in Window

ComDis-

When the Avondaleplaytheatre
in North
Art
Tonawanda, N. Y., owned by Fred M.
Zimmerman and managed by L. G. Barger, put on " The Old Nest," the entire
town entered in a spirited window trimming contest launched by Mr. Barger. All
the merchants in the town extended themselves in decorating their windows with
appropriate scenes and Mr. Barger furnished the photos and cards which told of
the coming of the picture to the Avondale.
Mr. Barger offered a first prize of $10
for the best decorated window and other
money rewards for the second and third
best. Tickets of admission were given to
those receiving honorable mention. A
committee of prominent townsmen was
appointed to make the award. One of the
largest stores in the city received the ten
dollars for a lavish flash. Life-size wax
figures were used in this window to represent characters in the picture story. Of
course, there was a liberal sprinkling of
Avondale advertising.
The stunt aroused a lot of interest and
brought capacity business. A large number of billboards were also used during the
showing and many heralds distributed
from house to house.

This "boat" sailed about Evansville, Ind., streets recently advertising "Cappy Ricks

Mr. Zimmerman, who is also president
and general manager of Nu-Art Pictures,
Inc., of Buffalo, recently remodeled the
Avondale into one of the most attractive
and coziest little houses in Western New
York. The house was formerly called the
Oliver.
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Hyman
Reproduces Scene
from Picture as Prologue

Showing stage setting and cast appearing on a prologue for " The Wonderful
playing recently at the Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre.
Patterson

Effects

Thin a

Norma Talmadge in " The Wonderful
Thing " got the right kind of a start at
the Brooklyn Mark Strand, where Managing Director Edward L. Hyman took
the trouble to make atmosphere for the
picture by reproducing on the stage the
elaborate garden party scene from the
him.
A vine-covered wall and balustrade
served as a background. A trellised rose
garden, over which crept red and white
roses in profusion, provided a picturesque
locale for the merrymakers. Wistaria
and orange blossoms crept from the trillis work above the rose-covered portals.
Lighted Japanese lanterns were suspended
from this garden pavilion. The scene was
lit with steel blue lights, shaded to give the
effect of a cloudless night effect. Amber
lights played on the performers and blue
top lighting flooded the scene.
The prologue opened with Sonia Serova
and Harold A. Creevy presenting in dance
form the " Melody of Love " from
" Gypsy Love." They danced " Beautiful
Lady " from " The Pink Lady " as an
encore with the others participating in the
waltz. Ruth Watson, mezzo soprano,
singing ' The Wonderful Thing," made a
striking tie-up finale.

Advan-

tageous Tie-up
Manager Willard Patterson of the Criterion theatre, Atlanta, banked heavy on
his lobby and on a tie-up with a local department store when he played " The
Mysterious Rider " for a week's engagement.
The lobby was transformed, for the
occasion, into a rude log cabin, which was
composed of real logs, with the bark left
on. Hanging on the wall outside the doorway of this cabin — which, was of course,
the entrance of the theatre — was a tin
wash-basin, and some crudely cured skins
such as are occasionally found around
trappers' cabins.
The lobby of the Criterion has a very
large arched dome. Across this, to mask
its height so that it would not dwarf the
cabin below, was a lattice-work of white,
through which was twined Spanish moss,
leaves of autumn colors and wild flowers.
The lights were somewhat dimmed also.
Through the department store tie-up a
special sale on Zane Grey's books was
held, which, coming just at Christmas
shopping time, as it did, proved most popular. Also, tickets to the theatre were
given away to customers of the store —
each ticket good for one free admission
when accompanied by a ticket bought at
the regular admission price. These tickets were good only on Monday and
Thursday afternoons.
A drug store near the theatre took advantage of the appearance of the picture
to " slip in " a special sale on Zane Grey's
books also, and gave a window for decoration, which also helped.

Amateur Chaplins Compete at Lafayette, Ind.

4 jrpHE
at thea
engagementopened
days' CLASS"
threeIDLE
Arc theatre, Lafayette, Ind. A.
Leavitt, manager, reacted by staging a
his
Hallowe'en
regular,
the innight
the last oftest
following
playhouse,old-time
performances and he added novelty to
the event by offering prizes to the most
realistic Charles Chaplin masquerader
present.
The interior of the theatre was illumiated with Jack o'Lanterns and each of
the prize winners was compelled to contribute a special Charles Chaplin stunt.

Zottman

Gives

Prizes

for

Best Essays Submitted
Manager Zottman of the Girard Avenue
theatre, Philadelphia, employed tried and
true exploitation methods to interest his
patrons in the opening episode of " WinMr.ners ofZottman
the West."issued 1,000 passes to the
school children of the schools in the vicinity of his theatre. He also offered a diamond ring to the youngster writing the
best 300-word essay on the Days of '49,
that period in American history around
which the serial was written.

Once more this good old hokum exploitation stunt is used to exploit a picture. Fox's
Liberty theatre, St. Louis, found the idea effective in putting over " The Toreador."
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Gets Results with a Small
Exploitation Budget
The kind of exploitation which can be
put over for an insignificant sum of money
but which brings big results at the box
office is well exemplified by the campaign
put over by a Wid Gunning, Inc., exploishowing of " Quo Vadis " at
for thetheatre,
teer Scenic
the
Waterbuxy, Conn.
For $22.50 the following stunts were
put over:
For the entire week of the showing a
man in Roman costume paraded the
streets of Waterbury bearing signs reading :" I am a Roman, so are the hundreds
of characters in 'Quo Vadis' at the
Scenic theatre."
A window display was placed in the
city's largest music store in which a disup with Nero's
was hooked
play of violins
fiddling
while Rome
burned.
The window of the leading book store
was obtained for a tie-up. The central
point of the display was a huge card reading : " See ' Quo Vadis ' at the Scenic —
we sell the book." Stills from the picture
added to the attractiveness of the display
and there was an open copy of the first
edition of the book, published twenty-five
years ago.
A Ford tractor was obtained and was
sent about the principal streets for several
days carrying the sign: " This is a Fordson, not a chariot. See real chariots in
' Quo Vadis ' at the Scenic."

Landau
Atlanta

Football

Match

Originates

Fine

a stands
of Atlant
cityGeorgi
THEbehind
a Tech,
and hersolidly
pride
in the school is unbounded — a fact
on which Manager Jack Kaliska, of the
Rialto, Atlanta, counted when he put
over a now famous scoop.
Great interest is always evident in the
annual Georgia Tech-Penn game, which
is played each year in the North. The
game was played on Saturday, pictures
were taken of it, and Manager Kaliska
was advised, by wire, Saturday night,
that he would be safe in advertising the
pictures for Monday. So he splashed a
huge ad Sunday — and cleaned up, all
week, for the other theatres did not seweek cure the same pictures until late in the

"Over the Hill* Prologue
Originality of design and tenseness of
artistry characterized the stage settings
and music accompaniment of the prologue used by Managing Director Leo A.
Landau of the Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, in connection with the recent
run of " Over the Hill." A cut of the
stage setting is shown on this page.
As the curtains parted, revealing the
scene, the organ began playing softly
" The Rosary," and the words " Honor
Thy Father and Thy Mother" lighted
up, slowly increasing their brightness
until the approximate middle of the song
was played. Then with the closing half
of the music the lights were softly
dimmed ; and as the last strains of the
organ died away, the picture was flashed
on the screen.

ChoirBoysUsedin''Mother
o* Mine" Presentation
Songs of home and mother rendered by
twenty-five choir boys between the ages of
10 and 12, secured through the co-operation of a local church, aided J. H. Cooper,
manager of the Wichita theatre, Wichita.
Kan., not a little in putting over " Mother
o' Mine."

In exploitation of the production Manager Landau placed a window display in
one of the city's leading cafes. The display depicted a country scene with its
home appeal, showing hills, valleys,
fences, cows, chickens and children.
Arrangements also were made with the
cafe to name several of its ice-cream
dishes after characters in " Over the

Filmed

Postals Advertise
ham
Invasion

Stoneof

"Quo Vadis*
Hill."
Institutional
advertising and a boost for
a number of stars and pictures, among
the latter being " The Girl From God's
Country " and " Quo Vadis," was secured
recently by the management of the Stoneham theatre, Stoneham, Mass., by the use
of postals on which was set up in typewriter type a message signed by a fictitious person under the title of " Your
Annie." This postal was mailed to a selected number of Stoneham residents.

Motion
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Telling the Story By
Illustration

Excellent

"Old Nest" Exploitation Put Over

by Kistler
Accompanying photos show excellent
exploitation on " The Old Nest " by
Manager Kistler, of Strand theatre,
Gaffney, S. C. The miniature house is
a real one, a children's playhouse, borrowed from a local family. About thirty
cedar trees decorated the lobby. The
" doll " house was easily mounted on a
big truck and was driven all over town
during mornings of show dates and for
some days in advance. Mr. Kistler sent
this float to several surrounding towns
and got a good bunch of extra business
in this way.

Picture

N ei

Whitfield Makes the A<
vance Sale Idea Work
Wonders
Hal Whitfield, manager of the Libei
theatre, Beaumont, Texas, recently tril
out the advance sale idea, one of the b<l
methods in small towns of convinci
prospective patrons that a picture is go
— if not worked too often — ever ori
nated.
The picture was " The Old Nest," x
by sending a bevy of pretty local gi:
out to cover the residential sections, ft
Whitfield was soon able to sell 25 p
cent, of his seats for each night of t
full week's run.
Simultaneously advance sale box c
fices were opened in the stores of t
city.advanced
Everybody
to know
the
sale wanted
for a picture
and w'.
ft
Whitfield's answers convinced them th
"should
The Old
see. Nest " was a picture th

Johnson's "Gypsy Blood
Prologue Pleases
Manager Herb Johnson of the Lui
theatre, Lafayette, Ind., arranged a quai
and colorful prologue for his recent pre
entation of " Gypsy Blood."
Just before the beginning of the featu
picture, the curtain rose revealing a groi
of six gypsies in bizarre attire seated
the red glow of a camp fire over whi<
sizzled a huge pot. This environme
served to introduce the two soloists, o:
a soprano who, dressed in the proverbi
gypsy costume, sang the popular son
1 Just Like a Gypsy," she being followi
by a tenor who rendered " Tell Me Litl
Gypsy," a pronounced song hit of la
year's Follies. The innovation was ve
delightful and picturesque and served
put the spectators in a receptive mood.

Top cut— Illustrating the "Dangerous Curve Ahead" stunt recently used by the Audubon theatre, New York City. Center cut— Simple lobby displayby
decorations including practical house originated
Bottom cut—
Mich. Gaffney,
Rapids, theatre,
for "The Old Nest" built by the Rivoli theatre, Grand Strand
S. C.Lobby

December

3 , 1p 2 1

Lobby Display Devised by Manager Shields
The atmosphere of the feature was
very nicely put over by the lobby display
which Manager Shields of the Rialto
jtheatre, Augusta, Ga., devised for his
1 recent showing of " Dawn of the East."
j A tall red brick fence or wall was built
'all the way across the lobby. There was
a narrow gate at the right and the sidewall and a window of a tiny red brick
'cottage could be seen. Dainty white curstains fluttered at this window, and an
!electric lamp was placed on the table.
Strung across the front of this brick
'wall were Chinese lanterns, forming the
!only Humiliation of the lobby. Chinese
}plants were placed here and there about
'the lobby, and wistaria clambered over
ithe wall. Hung over the door, at the
}entrance, was a basket of artificial lotuslilies, and across from this door was the
narrow exit door, where hung another
'basket of the lilies.
Outside, on either side, was a stock
one sheet advertising the picture. Over
'the theatre was a twenty-four sheet giv• ing the name of the picture and the star
f— and that was all the advertising matter
needed. The entire lobby was very
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Atmospheric

' pretty and attracted considerable attention.

Evers'

Lobby on "Carnival" Brought Business
The accompanying cut illustrates how
Paul Evers, manager of the Majestic theatre, Memphis, Tenn., decorated his lobby

Jfor
the showing
" Carnival."
Balloons,
confetti,
etc., wereof utilized
to create
a gala
atmosphere and the kewpies shown in| trigued the interest of all who passed by.
The lobby display was inexpensive and
paid for itself many times in increased
business.

This is the zvay Manager Paul Evers of the Majestic theatre, Memphis, Tenn., decorated his
lobby for the showing of "Carnival"

Martin
Mine"

Gives " Mother O'
Fine Exploitation
the
of 111.,
er n,
manag
e, Bloom
ingto
IN,
theatr
GW.IrwinMART
• built up interest for his engager O' Mine gn.
" Mothe
e of exploi
tation
advancment
campai " by a strong
The campaign began with newspaper
reading matter and displays in which the
Kipling'stured. A poem
Motherhood
was feamotor totruck
lavishly decorated
with banners went on a daily tour of the
territory surrounding the theatre.
Display ads were run in the papers of
adjacent small towns and the theatre
lobby decorated with stills, plenty of
paper and attention attracting signs.
The result of the campaign was a four
days' run to packed nouses, according
to Mr. Martin's report concerning his
efforts.

Brooker Ties-up with
Canadian Election
During the hottest part of the Canadian federal election campaign Manager
Brooker, of the Loew theatre, Ottawa,
Ontario, published an advertisement
headed "This is NOT Mr. Meighen,"
this caption referring to a cartoon of
a speaker whose facial expression resembled Rt. Hon. Mr. Meighan, Prime Minister of Canada. This catch heading was
merely a trick to draw attention to the
fact that a news stand had been opened
in conjunction with the check room of
the theatre. The latest magazines and
papers, as well as confectionery, are sold
at the stand at regular prices for the convenience of patrons.

Indianapolis

Stores

Aid

Ohio's " Sheik" Showing
There have been many co-operative
newspaper
ads in which
the theatre's
name was included
in a mercantile
display, but the Ohio theatre, Indianapolis,
pulled a new one in its flash for " The
Shiek," including the names of two department stores in their copy.
The W. K. Stewart Company and L. S.

Simple but pleasing lobby front
on "Outside
the Law"
O. A. Wodke, manager of the
Majestic
theatre, Lake
Mills,byWis.

Ayres Company,
two pushing
of Indianapolis's
largest
stores, were
copies of
E. M. Hull's novel and the theatre ad
copy carried notice to the effect that the
demand was exhausting the supply of
books and those wanting to read it had
better order right away. The stores paid
partially for the ad.
In addition, Stewart's and Ayres' got
out 10,000 heralds between them announcing the run of the picture. They
were enclosed in all delivery packages.
Oscar Kantner, Paramount exploiteer,
arranged the tie-up.
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" Sea " Lobby

Display Used
by Strand of Atlanta
One of the most effective lobbies in his
long career of effective lobbies was the
one which Manager George Schmidt, of
the Strand theatre, Atlanta, erected for
a return engagement of " At the End of

Window display for

Over the Hill " secured for a recent showing at the Taylor Opera
House, Danbury, Conn.

Newspaper

Boosts

Picture

Another Big " Why Girls Leave Home "
Campaign
Put
Over at Minneapolis
from the New York Times attracted the
W eeks before " Why Girls Leave
attention
of all passers-by.
Home " was to be shown at the Blue
Mouse theatre, Minneapolis, Rowe and
A special half-sheet card was tacked
throughout the city and down town
Silberman, managers of the house, arstreets the night before the opening.
ranged for the running of the now familiar contest based on the question of why
Everything in sight was " sniped," and
arrangements were made with all news
girls leave home, in the Minneapolis
News.
dealers owning corner news stands to
The idea was not put over in a half cover the backs of their stands with these
cards.
hearted way. The News devoted pages
The Blue Mouse theatre also used a
of special text matter to the contest,
large series of attractive newspaper ads,
equipped its delivery wagons with approgave out large heralds, and, in fact, put
priate advertising and pulled other stunts
over a 100 per cent, campaign.
of untold publicity value to the feature.

lobby of the Strand is circular,
theThe
World."
and the walls had been hidden by a
painted *' sea-scape " — the skyline, where
the sea and horizon meet. In the center
of the lobby was an immense cardboard
lighthouse, very realistic, of painted
stones, marked by time and many waters.
At the top, on the little balcony
outside the lightroom, was a cut-out of
the hero and heroine, very small, and
locked in a loving embrace. Just in
front of them a part of the balcony railing had been torn away, and half way
down the lighthouse was the villain —
falling. This cut-out was held up with
almost invisible wires — the head down,
towards the rocks, the feet up towards
the lighthouse, hands flung wide in terror— a very effective bit of mounting,
which added tremendously to the effectiveness of the scene.
In the light-tower, an automobile spotlight, which flashed on and off, gave an
excellent imitation of the revolving light
of a real lighthouse.
The entire scene duplicated, as nearly
as possible, the closing scene of the picture ;and at night, when the lobby was
dimly lighted, it was a stunning piece of
work.

The advertising manager of the New s
was quick to see where his department
could " hook up " for some extra revenue, so a " double-truck " co-operative
spread was arranged. Special prizes of
tickets were offered to readers of the
News who wrote letters stating which
was the best ad in the lay-out.
The exchange reciprocated with the
newspaper by posting 1500 one sheets
advising all to get in the News contest.
Next in line were the merchants who
came across nobly with window displays
ranging
from electrical supplies to gents'
furnishings.
The big football game between Minneapolis and Indiana was the next object of
attack. A special score card and herald
were distributed at the gates of the field,
thus bringing the title of the picture before 25,000 people. The theatre constructed a special perambulator truck,
with large banners on all sides, which
paraded the streets of Minneapolis night
and day before and during the engagement. The lobby of the Blue Mouse theatre and the front of the house were utilized in the most effective way. The Blue
Mouse has a mammoth marquee and this
Was covered on all sides with special banners and electric signs bringing out the
fact that 65,000 girls were lost last year.
Special oil paintings, photographs and a
three-sheet enlargement of an editorial

Special perambulator truck used by the Blue Mouse theatre, Minneapolis,
showing of " Why Girls Lcare Home "
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City Election Provides
Material for Novelty Ad.
City Clerk Ira J. Carmichael of Batavia, N. Y., opened the Batavia News last
Saturday and found an open letter addressed to him occupying a quarter of a
page. It was signed by S. G. Sladdin,
who Carmichael did not know was a
Paramount exploiteer from Buffalo.
The letter told Carmichael that "The
Great Moment " of his life was approaching— meaning the Tuesday election— so Manager March Burns of the
Family theatre took great pleasure in
offering him admission for him and his
family to see Gloria Swanson in " The
Great Moment."
Sladdin handled his display cleverly by
allowing abundant white space. The letter was the talk of the town. Carmichael
was pleased with the publicity so near
election, and the Family theatre won an
influential friend.
Burns and Sladdin succeeded in getting
the biggest bank of the town to display a
tie-up window card on the picture.

i Gloria
ywanson,
Afornc/ft*

Here is a cut showing the "Old Nest" window display which R. W. Lawrence, publicity
director of the Majestic theatre, Findlay, Ohio, secured in a local store during the recenll
run of the above mentioned feature

More

Bird
"Old

Nests

for

Nest"

the
of , adN , Ga
FFI
GRI
llton
MANAGE
Carro
theatre,
StrandR,
vertised for birds' nets in connecwith
" Old
showi
his
tion
and"
nestsNest,
pass offorthetwo
at the rate of one ng
received 45 — all kinds, shapes and sizes.
These were scattered all over trees
lobby, and the four theplaced in the
atre canaries were brought outside for a
touch of life. Summer and fall records
were broken, with a hundred requests for
a return date.

Barnum
from Histor
Page
Takes
ising
y 's
Advert
Robert Kane, manager of the Hi- Art
theatre, Lockport, N. Y., put himself in
the place of P. T. Barnum in framing a
display
ad on " effervescent
Go and Get It."
Mr. Kane's
effluence as it
appears in the press of the famous Lock
City follows :
If P. T. Barnum were advertising " Go
and Get It," the most marvelous, fascinating, exhilarating exhibition of photoplay
achievement the gasping, startled public
has ever witnessed ; a colossal collection of
cinema conjugations; hair-raising, deathdefying aeroplane stunts ! flying leaps
from one swift moving plane to another;
hurdling to the top of speeding express
trains ; thrilling feats of prowess over
land and sea. Marshall Neilan's mastodonic mobilization of motion picture marvels, "Go and Get It." See Dinty, the
funniest kid the world has ever produced;
Helen, the beautiful woman of mystery;
" Shut the Door " Gordon, the heavy
leartless villain; Kirk Connelly, the human spider, world renowned stunt artist,
and — Ferre, the great enigma, the most
terrifying monster Dame Nature ever
mothered. What is it? man, beast or
devil? Shiver with the multitude at the
terrific combat between this gigantic brute
and the dauntless young World War veteran. Not since the days of Roman Gladiators has such an exhibition been staged.

op cut — "The Great Moment" lobby front originated by Bill Robson, Paramount exploiteer, and Charles Eggcrs, manager of the Lyric theatre,
tcKeesport, Pa. "Affairs of Anatol" lobby built by A. H. Cobb, Jr., manager of the Rialto theatre, Griffin, Ga. Ballyhoo put over for "The
Iffairs of Anatol" by Paramount Exploiteer S. D. Sladdin for the showing of this picture at the Elmwood theatre, Penn Van, N. Y.
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Reproductions of teaser one the
sheets
advanceStrand
of thetheatre
shelving of " The Iron Trail ' at
New used
Yorkin Mark
Schmidt Tries Teaser Stuff
for Northwest Mounted
Picture
Manager Schmidt, of Strand theatre,
Atlanta, Ga., had excellent results this
week from a ballyhoo and teaser campaign on " Hearts of the North." He
had made for him a regulation uniform
of the Canadian Northwest Police — red
coat with gold braid, pants of cobalt blue,
Sam Browne belt — and employed a strapping six-footer for the part, mounted on
a fine steed, for daily parade. The horse
wore a banner, " I am looking for my
twin brother who was lost in the ' Heart
of the North'." Teaser ads were run in
the classified columns — " $5,000.00 reward for information or capture of ' Bad
Maupaume ' who deserted in the ' Heart
of the North.' Local authorities lend assistance. Call Log 14503." A multitude
of calls resulted. Then on the last days
of the picture, the ballyhoo was changed
and the policeman led the horse on which
was placed his captive brother — dressed
in ragged clothes, old sweater, arctics and
a fur cap, bound and manacled — and the
banner read : " Roy Stewart gets $5,000
for the capture of ' Bad Maupaume.' See
him at Strand theatre." A lively lobby
full of colorful cut-outs and paper helped
and the results of the campaign were Aitracth
secured
astonishing for the dull period.
Fainted

Lobby

Front

News

Lynchburg Unemployed
Miners Secured as
Sandwich Men
Ten unemployed miners were picked
up on the streets of Lynchburg, Va., and
hired to distribute cards reading:

THE IRON TRAIL

THE IRON TRAIL
STRENUOUS FIGHTS AND
STERN ADVENTURES ARE
COMING
v vniiivu

Picture

" We are unemployed but the Isis theatre gave us a job to advertise George
Loane Tucker's Latest Photoplay Classic,
" Ladies Must Live," with Betty Compson. Isis theatre three days, starting
These men handed out the cards at
the
intersec
Monday.
" tions of the main streets. It's
a good stunt but it looks like Leslie Whelan, Paramount exploiteer, who handled
the stunt, overlooked a bet. " Ladies
Must Live and So Must We " is the obvious wording for such a card and would
have tied up the stunt better. Whelan's
exploitation also included distribution of
heralds with each purchase of tickets to
two big foot ball games and heralds were
also wrapped in all packages sent out by
the important stores. Randolph-Macon
College, the town's social center, was
thoroughly canvassed with heralds and
posters.
Oregon
Exhibitor
Gets
Minsterial Okey for
"Four Horsemen,,
K. L.
Burk, manager of the Orpheum
theatre, Baker, Ore., made good use of a
letter from a local Methodist minister
praising " The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse " prior to his recent showing
of the picture.
Copies of the letter were distributed
about the city and were especially effective in bringing people who do not often
attend the theatre, out for the showing.
A four page herald of local origin was
aiso used to good advantage. The herald
contained full information concerning the
Baker engagement and devoted one page
to the poem by Hon. Melvin G. Winstock.

indi

splay of
forthe" Over
th
showing
feature
theatre, Philadelphia

for

"The
Oath"
Manager Arch Bamberger, of the Empress, Owensboro, Kentucky, boosted business on " The Oath " by an attractive
lobby display provided by a local scenic
artist. On Saturday night before the
showing Wednesday and Thursday the
display was put up, giving benefit of a
Sunday showing.
Over the entrance was a girl and a man,
painted, and linked with a real chain,
which jangled in the breeze and attracted
much attention. Back from the storm
front was set the special painted poster,
the idea being taken from First National
press sheets. Many compliments were received on the display.

tin-

Edward L. Hyman, managing director of the Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre, reproduced a
scene from " The Beggar Maid " as a prologue number for his showing of this picture

December
Bottling
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Helps

Boost "The Whistle*
Manager Kennedy, of the Galax theatre, Birmingham, Ala., tied up effectively
with the Whistle Bottling Company on
" The Whistle." He placed two big banners on each of the company's five trucks
and also had 10,000 labels reading " See
Bill Hart in 'The Whistle' at Galax
theatre now," stuck on that many bottles
of drinks distributed in the city and mill
suburbs. They also gave him 2,500
wooden whistles which were given out
during the week advance, at the theatre
only. In addition Mr. Kennedy placed
two wildcat sirens on the marquee, alternating electrically, which made heaps of
noise — and " got by " the city authorities
for a day and a half.

OJfV SNA5E

Top cut — Shozving how Bert Jordon, manager
of the Princess theatre, Memphis, Tenn., decorated his lobby for the engagement of "Peck's
Bad Boy"
Department
Stores

Dis-

tribute Buchanan's
Heralds

Center cut — Lobby display on "The Golden Snare" by the Victoria theatre. Philadelphia
Bottom cut — Lobby novelty used by the Majestic theatre, Austin. Texas

In order to get the largest two department stores in Superior, Wis., to pack
heralds on " Over the Hill " with each
purchase made during the week prior to
the opening night of the picture, H. Buchanan, manager of the People's theatre,
printed on the reverse side of the herald
matter concerning various bargains and
oher goods to be found at these stores.
The plan was entirely original so far as
Superior was concerned and the great
business of the two establishments combined to help spread the advance publicity
on the picture throughout the city arid adjacent communities.
Manager Buchanan also held a private
invitation view, and obtained favorable
comment from leading citizens. This was
used in newspaper advertising copy to
great advantage. The Superior Telegram
ran an editorial praising the management
for its discrimination in selection of photoplays.
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WITH
by an exhibitor

THE

PICTURE

on establishing close relationship
By HARRY L. NEWMAN

A New Service
Motion Picture News offers a new
service, designed for use by the busy exhibitor, ina series of " Chats With You "
stories intended as copy for the theatre
program.
These articles are a form of institutional advertising used by many managers
with marked success. The idea is to
' week
" sell "with
your
its article.
policy each
somehouse
littleand
chatty
The
human element is well worth considering
in operating a motion picture theatre. The
closer you can get to your patrons the better for all concerned. Talk with them
whenever you can. No better method of
doing this has ever been devised than that
of devoting a certain space on the program to " from thee to thou " stories like
those following.
The " Chats With You " series was
written by Harry L. Newman, an exhibitor of wide experience who is now representing the News in a special capacity.
They are selected from programs which
Mr. Newman distributed to his patrons
during his regime as managing director
of the Victoria theatre, Ossining, N. Y.
Smiles
There is a smile lying around loose in
our lobby. Upon entering our theatre you
get a smile along with your ticket. Both
are handed out by our always attentive
cashier,
.
You pass on and hand your ticket to
, at the door, who recognizes you
with a smile. " How's the picture?" you
ask her. " They seem to like it," she answers, and then you go happily to a cozy
and comfortable seat.

" You've seen the picture, heard the
music, had a good time, you leave the theatre in a happy frame of mind and humming some good old tune, that smile is still

"No Woman Knows" lobby sign designed by
Manager MacDonald of the Broadzvay theatre,
New York

Picture

News

GOER
with

the public

it will deserve the highest approval of all
those who see them.
This theatre will always be kept cheerful and homelike.

Illustrating the exploitation stunt of the accompanying story relative to the engagement of
" One Arabian Waterloo,
Night " at Iowa
the Strand theatre,
at the door and box-office to greet you and
say " Good-night," and by way of comment we have often overheard this conversation, Not
"
much of a picture," you
say to them jokingly, " but you really
have
enjoyedquestion
it."
"No?"
our ladies in sincere
concern, " I am surprised to hear you say
that. They say so many people have said
they liked it ever so much, even better
than so-and-so, the star's previous pic" Well, it must be a good picture then,"
you confess smilingly, and with that you
are
on your way homeward bound, quite
ture."
.satisfied that the evening has been well
spent.
Our Mistakes

To Publish Suggestions
Are you ever too warm or too cold or
do you feel comfortable in the
?
Are our pictures always as bright and
clear as they might be ? Won't you write
us and tell us things which you do not like
or things which might be improved? We
are always looking for improvements.
Can't you suggest some? Tell us the
things you like ; but, above all, let us- |
know the things you don't like. If you
are curious concerning any of the actors
or actresses who appear with us, we will,
if possible, answer your queries. And if
it is possible for us to do anything you
suggest you may rest assured it will be
done, because you need our excellent photoplays properly presented. So don't be
afraid to speak cross to us — we like it.
Pictures to Your Liking
It is with a great deal of satisfaction
that I have been told a number of times
that the brief outlines and descriptions of
the plays coming to this theatre have in
all cases lived up to their introduction and
in no instance has a picture been overrated or misrepresented.
This has been my aim — to create confidence among our patrons, and to have
them know that their pleasure and entertainment isthe prime factor in the management of this theatre. I shall ever
liking.
strive to offer pictures that are to your
There is no doubt in my mind that the
showings of the pictures described in this
circular are worthy of the attendance of
one and all.

Occasionally in the past we have erred
in our judgment of what constituted a
good picture, and we find it a hopeful
sign, as well as a compliment to the usuai
standard we maintain, that our patrons
failed to respond when these mistaken selections were offered them. We hope to
have profited by our mistakes, and though
frequently it happens that the condition
of the film market makes it impossible to
procure features which are up to what we
consider our standard, we shall continue
our efforts to make each succeeding
week's program as nearly as possible one
hundred per cent, worthy entertainment.
We are more than anxious to be guided
by your criticisms, and it will be our constant endeavor in the future, as in the
past, to prepare programs that will be Of
such constructive value as to place the
motion pictures in
on a plane where

Romeo" is
on of"A theRidin'
lobby display
This Manager
Lester
by
S. C. Rivoli theatre.
Columbia,
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The board of directors of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Illinois, at their last meeting, named
December 15th as the date for the
state convention, which will be held
at the Jefferson Hotel, Peoria. This
action was taken immediately following the receipt of advices from
President Sidney Cohen that he and
Senator James Walker, general
counsel of the national organization,
could be present on that date.
Messers. Cohen and Walker, according to present plans, will be in
Chicago on December 14th and
will be entertained at a luncheon
given by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Chicago, leaving
that night for Peoria to attend the
state convention. On December
16th, Messrs Cohen and Walker
are scheduled for a get-together
meeting of exhibitors in Milwaukee.
The pictures of the impressive
rights at the funeral of the "UnSoldier," were
held in
ton on known
Friday,
seenWashingon the
screen of the Chicago, Tivoli,
Riviera and Pastime theatres at
three o'clock
on due
Saturday
noon. This was
to the afterquick
work of the Kinogram men all Attorney Montgomery has comaround and the delivery of the films
menced proceedings to have Hanna
by special aerial mail.
deported to Bohemia, his native
country. Hanna wrote several letters to Mr. Robinson and his wife,
Manager I. Maynard Schwartz,
of Educational, declares that there threatening to blow up his home
is no foundation whatsoever to the and his principal theatres if he
rumor that the St. Louis exchange failed to place a large sum of money
of Educational would handle the in a tin can and leave it at a
southern Illinois territory. He designated spot on a lonely drive.
states the Chicago office will con- He also threatened Mr. Robinson
tinue serving the entire state of with death if he notified the police.
Mr. Robinson and his Director of
Illinois as heretofore.
Publicity Benjamin H. Scrkowich,
Julius Lamm, managing director worked out a plan whereby the
of Brunhild & Young, announces blackmailer was captured and his
that this company has purchased the trial and conviction followed.
Rogers theatre and the New Era Sentence has been deferred pendtheatre from Max Gumbiner. This
ing the deportation proceedings.
gives Brunhild & Young a total of
five houses now being operated by
Kathlyn Williams is returning to
that concern. In order to meet the Chicago for another week of pergrowing demands of their business,
appearancesNovember
at McVicker's
Brunhild & Young have opened a theatre,sonalstarting
28th.
new office at 810 S. Wabash Immediately following this engageAvenue.
ment she will return to California
where it is reported, she will start
Robert R. Levy, owner of the working upon a new picture at
Revelry theatre, 47th and Calumet once.
Avenue, has been appointed United
States Marshal for the northern
O. F. Spahr, general manager of
district of Illinois. Mr. Levy is one the Enterprise Optical Manufacturof the most widely and favorably
ing Company, was in Minneapolis
known exhibitors in this territory this week visiting headquarters of
and has taken an active part in the Motiograph there, Rialto Theatre
work of exhibitors' organizations, Supply Company. Mr. Spahr rehaving been treasurer of the Allied
ports exhibitors are showing keen
Amusements Association, and presi- interest in the new Motiograph De
dent of the old Motion Picture Luxe in the Minneapolis territory
as they are throughout the counTheatre Exhibitors' League.
try and that a number of installaFollowing the conviction in the
tions of the new projector are being
United States Court, of Mathias made in leading Minnesota theatres.
Hanna, on charges of using the
mails to defraud in connection with
Charles Ray has left for New
his recent attempt to blackmail Dee York after the first visit he has
Robinson, popular Peoria, Illinois, made to Chicago since he was a boy.
exhibitor, United States District While in the city he was the guest
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AVE.

Managerdepartment.
Roy Alexander's short
subjec.
"What Do Men Want," Wid
Gunning's
sensational
feature
picture, will open
at the Bijou
Dream,
Sunday, and according to Manager
Sidney Goldman, it has been necessary to get additional prints to fill
the Chicago playing dates of this
picture. Among the circuits which
will show the picture, are Ascher
Brothers, Lubliner & Trinz, Marks
& Goodman, Schoenstadt, Hammond and 63rd street. Harry Rice
has been engaged to handle the publicity and exploitation for this feature in the Chicago territory, and
already is on the job.
The grievance committee of the
Chicago Film Board of Trade and
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Illinois, held its first joint meeting this week and discussed plans
for the future operations of the
joint body. At the next meeting
committees will be named and the
regular business of hearing and adjusting complaints by exchange men
and exhibitors taken up.
of Balaban & Katz, and was kept
busy seeing the sights, and being
interviewed by members of the
press. In fact few motion picture
stars have been given more newspaper space and favorable mention
by interviewers than was Mr. Ray.
Among the places he visited was
the Chicago Theate, Chicago-Wisconsin football game and the Blackstone
Theatreat the
to view
" Lightnin'."
A luncheon
Blackstone
to the
daily tives
and
trade
press
representain honor of Mr. Ray was a
feature
of by
his Messrs.
first day'sBalaban
visit. It&
was
given
Katz. Arthur S. Kane came on
from New York to meet the star,
and in the party, beside Mr. Ray,
were Mrs. Ray, Richard Willis, Albert A. Kidder and George Rizard,
chief camera man.

The high school teachers of Chicago are the latest class of persons
to feel aggrieved at the manner in
which members of their profession
are portrayed on the screen and at
the next meeting of their council, a
resolution will be offered calling
upon the secretary to write letters
of protest to all film producing companies against the manner in which
educators are depicted in the
movies. In announcing his purpose to introduce the resolution,
President H. M. Madison, of the
council, said : " Why must the film
'professor' or teacher, if male, be
a consummate ass or idiot; if female, a caricature in ' specs,' ringlets of sixty years ago? "

"Poverty of Riches" Is
Hailed by N. Y. Press
Bernie Russell,
of
Russell's
Pro''A subject that is interesting to',
ductions, was in New York this
every theatregoer," says
week in the interests of " Shadows practically
the critic of the New York Ameriof Conscience," his company's
seven-reel special feature which is
can in his review of Goldwyn's
Leroy Scott photoplay, " Poverty
being ket.put
on
the
state
right
marRiches," showing this week, for
Few independent features have of
the first time in New York, at the
received the favorable and widetheatre. " Tells an old story
spread comment which this picture, Capitol
with charm, clever impersonation
starring Russell Simpson, has.
and intelligent direction. You will
like it, so will everybody you
Samuel Ludwig, of Ludwig Film
Exchange, Milwaukee and MinneapHerald said : " Not done in
olis, was in Chicago this week, ar- theThefamiliar
flare way of the
ranging for releases on state right movies. Mr.redDix,
Leatrice Joy,
basis of the feature picture, which
he has recently acquired, and about John Bowers, Louise Lovely and
Irene Rich do some effective cerewhich ment he
know."
in the will
near make
future.an announcebral acting "The
in the photoplay
principal roles."
World:
works
out a sincere and fairlv convincing
William Wendell, formerly con- drama. Its photography, as in all
nected with Paramount, now is sell- Goldwyn photoplays, is excellent,
ing short subjects on the Chicago and
its cast is competent throughwest side for Universal, having reccntlv been appointed salesman in
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WESTERN
NEW
YORK
Arthur G. White has resignedto asbecome
Educational manager in Buffalo F. Keith
booking manager for the B.Dodds,
who
Elmer
circuit in New York.
on the sales staff, succeeds Mr.
been
has
White as Buffalo manager.

Nu-Art Pictures Corporation of Buffalo
office in Albany soon
will open aof new
M.
Maurice Cohen. John been
in charge
Edwards have
R.
Mell
Sitterly and
M.
Manager Fred Mr.
General
engaged by
Zimmerman as Nu-Art salesmen.
number
Zimmerman has added a large
of productions to the Nu-Art release list.
Charles P. Saunders announces that
ions Distributing ComScreenpany ofAttract
Buffalo will open an Albany
office at 676 Broadway December 1.
W A. V. Mack, Pathe manager, has
d chairman of the publicbeenityappointe
committee of the F. I. L. M. Club
of Buffalo.

Benern Westerhoff
is now covering
Missouri for Universal,
having northbeen
transferred from the southwestern Kansas territory, which is now being covered
by J. C. Maxwell, formerly with the
Kansas City Machine & Supply Company.
Separate offices have been established
by tlie Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Missouri, the Kansas City Motion Picture
Exhibitors'
Association
Motion Picture
Theatre
Owners andof the
Kansas,
which formerly occupied one suite of
rooms in the Film building, Seventeenth
and Mainization streets.
The its
Missouri
organhas established
headquarters
on the eighth floor of the Gloyd building.
Tenth and Walnut streets. The Kansas
City exhibitors have leased space on the
sixth floor of the Film building, while
the Kansas organization has obtained
offices in Kansas City, Kansas.
CANADA

CLEVELAND
A. W. Goff, for many years prominently
connected with the distribution of motion pictures, died in Cleveland early
Wednesday morning, November 9, at the
Statler Hotel. Heart failure was assigned
as the cause. The body was taken to
Pittsburgh for interment. Mr. Goff is
survived
by his
widow, two children, his
mother and
sister.
M. J. Weisfeldt, manager of the Cleveland Fox exchange,
turned
his responsibilities over to has
Robert
Cotton,
as
he is going to London to assist in the
distribution
of
Fox
films
in
the
British
Isles.
Mr. Cotton was formerly Vitagraph
manager in Minneapolis.
J. R. Johnson, for five years associated
with Vitagraph
the Cleve-of
land exchange, asis manager
now in ofcommand
the Robertson-Cole forces in this terriMr. Johnson
of the tory.film
business.is one of the veterans

Vincent McCabe of Toronto, formerly
Canadian general manager for the Fox
Film Corporation, has become established
as
general First
manager
for Canada
the the
Associated
National.
McCabeof
has
appointed
W.
S.
Jones
of
Winnipeg,
The local W. W. Hodkinson exchange
bis
all.
P. H. Smith is now spending United formerly general supervisor of Fox in is all settled in its own quarters, 316
time out in territory boosting
Western
Canada,
as
the
Winnipeg
manFilm
Building, and announces the perManager
ons. Office
ager of First National.
Artists' producti
sonnel
of itsOchs,
organization
as consisting
for the business
of
Herbert
sales manager;
M. J.
Markowitz is looking out
Franklin street,
221
Schiesel,
office
manager:
J.
H. Cosley,
exchange,
the
at
end
Bernard Allen, father of Jule and J. J. booker, and Helen Bell, secretary.
Buffalo.
president of the Allen enterat Allen and
prises at Toronto, has arrived in WniniClarence Snyder, former shipper
Carl Hohage has been appointed to fill
Schaeter
peg,
Manitoba,
for his first visit since
George
ed
succeed
has
,
Goldwyn
, according to an his tour around the world. He was the newly created position of booking
as assistant manager
by Buffalo Manager scheduled to remain in Winnipeg for sev- manager, for the local office of the
cement
announ
eral weeks during which time important Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
George Hickey.
developments will be undertaken.
J.
M. McClure has been appointed
Frank Davison is seeking a location
J. Schade of Sandusky, and
dent manager of the Allen theatre at Winnipeg. oneGeorge
for a Buffalo office fory theof Indepen
ofture the
mostin prominent
picNew York,
exhibitors
the state, motion
was elected
Compan
Movie Supply
Mr.
machine.at the
commissioner
last
Tuesday
by
a
majority
Stephenson
Productions.
Toronto,
the Powers
agents for
handling a number of Curwood specials vote of 2,266. The announcement of his
is in charge of projection
Davison
Buffalo Strand.
and independent attractions for Canada, victory was carried to him in his office
has been incoorporated under an Ontario of the Schade theatre. He was swamped
as a Foxin Provincial charter.
with congratulations and was only perresigned Realart
has to
Rowell
Georgen in
ioin
mitted to go home after he had made
Buffalo
salesma
Detroit.
a speech in which he promised to be as
J. Welch
of
Winnipeg,
Manitoba,
idengood
a
commissioner as he is a motion
tified with several film exchanges during
ex- a number
build a nnewstreet,
of years, has gone to Calgary, picture exhibitor — and that's going some !
& Warnerat will
Grand change
Frankli
265
Alberta, where he has opened a branch
building
Buffalo. The structure will beandthreebe office of the United Artists' Corporation.
Al Goldman, formerly salesman for the
He will serve as western representative local Fox organization and more recently
stories in height, cost $45,000,
nrst
the
after
soon
cy
occupan
connected
with the home office, is back
for
of
the
organization,
the
headquarters
of
ready
of the year.
, .
which are in Toronto under the direction in Cleveland and will cover the Toledo
the of J. Cranston.
ownerlastofweek,
wski, died
Kozano
territory
for
the local Fox exchange.
Joseph
Rivoli theatre, Buffalo,
illness.
weeks'
following several
Hodkinson exchange in BufThefalo isnew
now at 145 Franklin street with
Howpersonnel in charge:
g
the followin
manager; J.
ard J. Boyle, branch sales
: Marion Giieth,
L Daly, office manager
booker: Alice Carroll, stenographer;
ITS
COMING
FAST
f
shipper,
John
. and Alberta fafilm inspector
bisch, Gentille,

"kansas
crrF
Kansas City exhibitors not only offered
dation possible to Legionevery accommo
convennaires during the recent national
Convention
tion of the American Legion
and
nth
Seventee
building,
Film
the
but
Main streets, was equipped with 600 cots
jo™"er
quartersto byfind hotel
and usedmenforwhosleeping
were unable
service
600 men reIn brief.
.various
accommoturneddations
communities with
to their
industry.
film
the
a good word for
M. Parkhurst. former bookkeeper at
Pathe's Kansas City branch, has accepted
W.
a position as office manager of the City
Kansas Mr.
n'ssucceeded
Corporatio
Hodkinson
W.
Dodd
E.
branch.
in the Pathe office.
Parkhurst Thomas
Calvin Rice is the latest addition to
the sales force of the Crescent Film Company's KansasKansas.
City office. He will cover
southwestern
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MICHIGAN
William Fox announces that arrangements have been completed in this ter" Over thewith
Hill 20" week
be heldritory forinan December
theatresto
already lined up to play this production
for one week.
opened
" Disraeli
forJohn
a runH.at Kunsky
the Adams
theatre
Sunday,1
November 6th, and expects to hold the
picture at least two weeks. It will be
lollowed
by Mary The
Pickford
in " Little
Lord
Fauntleroy."
Fox- Washington
theatre
played
four
weeks
of
"Way
Downto
East" and changed last Saturday
" The Queen of Sheba," which, it is expected, will run six weeks.
PORTLAND,
OREGON
Paul E. Noble, for two years manager
of
Portland's
largest
cinema, the
Liberty
theatre,
has been
transferred
temporarily
by
Jensen
and
Von
Herberg
to
Mont. The transfer came followingButte,
the
purchase by the J. and V. H. firm of the
American theatre, largest competitor to
the Rialto theatre in the Jensen chain.
Noble was sent over to take the management of the Rialto. to close the
American and
supervise extensive
enlargements and improvements
which are
now
taking
place.
He
will
remain
in
Montana until the formal reopening of
the American.
LeRoyFalls,
Johnson,
theatre man
Great
Mont., former
is in Portland
fillingof
Noble's place at the Liberty theatre.
The Portland board of motion picture
censors have condemned the showing of
Emmett
Dalton'sthe " picture
Beyond wasthemade
Law."to
Dalton declares
show ing young
men
the
foolishness
of
to live beyond the law. Daltontry-is
remaining in Portland endeavoring to get
out an injunction against the censor
board and to test the law in regard to
the board's authority.
OKLAHOMA
CITY
Three representatives of the Federated
Churches
at Paris,
appeared
before the city
councilTexas,
and asked
for the
appointment of a board of censors for
Paris. It was agreed that a board consisting of two men and a woman would
The
be
appointed, to serve without salaryTexas,
city censor board at Houston,
requested the manager of the
change
Prince has
s
theatre at that place, to make a
The
in
the
being worn by
the gir I ushers costumes
from trousers to dresses,
board
at
present
has
no authority
as to dress worn by ushers,
but the
mayor and city council has, and
aid in the premises may be invoked.their
Charges
been filed
the corporation court,have
Oklahoma
City,in against
five
Houston, Texas, motion picture theatre
managers, alleging
violations
ofarethesigned
Sunlaws. The
chargespastor
bv Rev. H. day-closing
K. Moorehead.
of the
North Side Methodist church. The men
named are William Horwitz, Iris theatre:
C. A. McFarland. Queen theatre ; Sara
Abrams. Crown theatre : Gabriel Laskin.
Cozy
theatre, and E. A. Greenblatt. of
the I sis.
The church people claim that they will
endeavor
to stop
all in
theatre-showings
in
Houston on
Sunday
the future.
Fire in the Lyric theatre at Jefferson,
Texas, last week, resulted in the loss of
six reels of films and two machines damaged. James Smiley, the operator, was
slightly
injured. ofA the
fire building.
proof booth saved
the
destruction
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"The Three Buckeroos"
a State Right Series
FILM
CTION
REAT
DIOR
THECORP
announces this week that
" The Three Buckeroos " is
under preparation by Pred
J. Balshos"fer. " The Three
is a series of
Buckeroo
two-reel Western subjects,
each complete in itself, although continuing ethe adventures of the sam set of
s.
character
Twelve pictures are in the
series, and they will be released at the rate of one
every two weeks. The stories concern the adventures of
three itinerant cow-punchers
known as " The Three Buckeroos." The pictures will be
offered on the State Right
market by Direct Film Corporation.
TruArt Productions to
Make Six Features
With Ora Carew in the stellar
role, the Becker Tullar Tru Art
Productions have been filming the
first of a series of six dramatic
features for the independent
market. The largest unit of the
Hollywood studios is now being
used by this concern and present
conditions indicate for continual
production until at least three of
the productions have been completed before efforts to market
them will be made.
The working title of the first
feature
Power,"McDonald.
and was
written is
by "The
Sherwood
Miss Carew's
support
consists von
of
Walt
Whitman,
Theodore
Eltz, Milton Ross, Charles Spere,
Verna Brooks, S. D. Davidson and
little Gloria Joy. Fred Becker,
formerly associated with Fred
Niblo, is directing.
Sport Pictorial Titled
"Arms and Legs"
Arrow announces that the title
cf the next Sport-Pictorial will be
"Arms and Legs."
Jack Eaton, the producer and
Grantland Rice, the editor, feel that
they have produced a most attractive and unusual picture in this latest Sport-Pictorial. The subject,
as the title indicates, treats of the
important part played by arms and
legs in various sports, such as baseball, boxing* swimming, tennis, auto
racing, and in fact all kinds of
sports and seeks to prove which
are the more important members,
arms or legs.
Slow motion photography adds
interest to this picture.
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Campaign

" Oh
With

Mabel Behave " to Be Launched
Many
Exhibiting Novelties
week or two before play dates of
AN
exhaustive
paign has beenpublicity
arranged camfor the picture, thereby arousing public
the first release of the newly in- interest in and demand for both the
corporated Photocraft Productions, picture and the song.
The Otis Lithograph Company
of which Nathan Hirsh is presiis preparing a widely assorted
dent,
entitled
"Oh,
Mabel
Behave."
Every conceivable novelty ranging variety of eye-arresting and busifrom campaign buttons, mirrors,
ness compelling lithographs consisting of 4 styles of 1 sheets, 3 styles
"Put and Take" games and stickers
to a specially composed Fox Trot of 3 sheets, 3 styles of 6 sheets and
and song bearing the same title as 24 sheets. An innovation in design
the picture, have been prepared. of beautifully hand colored artistic
The Fox Trot is said be of very 11 x 14 and 22 x 28 photographs,
catchy, irresistible rhythm and
exquisite oil paintings are' bethree verses of appropriately hum- and ing
made by the Kraus Manufacorous lyrics. The song is being pubturing Company. An elaborate 16
lished and syndicated by Jack
page, two colored press book of
Mills, Inc., the well known pub- distinctive design, replete with the
lishers of popular musical successes,
and arrangements have been made most up-to-date exploitation suggestions will be mailed to exchanges
with all music stores throughout
the country for sales campaigns a upon request.
An

Independent

Impetus

C

H

A

S

E

8

Field
AND

VIEWS

Lesser Sells $1,500,000
of Independent Film

es R this
for LosM. Angel
left
NG The LESSE
IRVI
general manweek.
rn
Pictures
ager of Weste
Exploitation Company 20th
Centuried himself out of the
Grand Central Terminal with
film contracts calling for over
$1,500,000 worth of his independent film products now
being produced on the West
Coast.
All of the products contracted for by Lesser and
Rosenberg will be produced
in Los Angeles during the
next six months. Nine production units are busily engaged in creating their respective productions. The
Western Pictures Exploitation Company can well be
regarded as one of the
largest distributing and releasing organizations in the
independent territory.
Mr. Lesser stated he would
add several more units to his
already large list and that
within ninety days fifteen
units will be filming pictures
for his distribution service.

" His Nibs " to Prove Co-operation
Between Producer and Distributor
Wm. Alexander
Europe Sails for
tional Pictures Corporation. Not
[ L.Nibs"
HILLER,
president
" His satisfied with merely deciding that
*~-J*
Syndicate,
Inc.,of which
William Alexander, president of
is selling the first Charles (Chic) the state rights man should have
Sale — Exceptional Picture, upon ' His Nibs ' Exceptional got behind the Alexander Film Corporation, is
the State
Rights this
market,
is- the picture to assure him of a suc- sailing on Wednesday of this week
sued a statement
week has
which
cess after he bought it— they will for London to go over several matters with Sir Oswald Stoll relative
concerns the producer, distributor use full-page advertising in the
and the exhibitor. He said:
Saturday Evening Post to tell the to the distribution in the United
public about it, they have assembled States and Canada of all his well
" Lack of unity and the har- the
greatest line of accessories ever known book subjects they are now
monious working of each of its
individual elements have been the offered with a picture.
making at the new Cricklewood
studios.
only factors which up to the pres"What will be the result? 'His
ent time have kept the State Right* Nibs ' will probably be one of the
or Independent endeavor in motion greatest
succeesses the State Rights
Dorothea B. Herzog Bepictures from taking the fore in man has ever handled.
comes Editor
the industry. Such statements as
"
But
the
results
of
this
kind
of
have been issued to the effect that
Dorothea
B.
Herzog,
formerly a
will not cease there —
the independent field is lacking in cooperation
it will have a double-edged effect. publicity representative and more
productions, that the state rights The
success will not only mean that recently a reviewer for one of the
exchanges are not making money,
that when they do get pictures they Exceptional will probably have trade papers, has been promoted to
' Chic ' Sale pictures for the the editorship of Movie Weekly.
are not of sufficiently high calibre more
independents, but other producers
Herzog joined this publication
to serve as competition to nation- will get busy to furnish the kind Miss
last February as an associate editor
ally released productions, and many of productions they want.
and her promotion comes after
other remarks of like -nature, are
" And then the results will go months of live wire editorial and
merely specific factors which are further
toward the upbuilding of interviewing work.
embraced in the first general rea- the independent
Every
son to which I attribue their pos- buyer who obtains market.
Among
Missin addition
Herzog'sto best
this and other known
sibility of existing.
articles,
her
similar pictures will not only be
" To anyone who has given se- getting the pictures they want, but Movie Weekly contribution, are a
rious thought to the opportunities
series of four motion picture arafforded by the state rights market will be assuring every other inderun indifferent
Munsey's
Magazine
industry.
there can be no other answer man
pendent producer that he can ex- dealing ticles
with
phases
of the
pect the backing of the independent
the concise facts stated above.
exchange man when he has to offer
" Obviously, the solution is to
unify all the factors. But how? a production that warrants supJ. S. Jossey on Tour
Theorizing on the subject might
lead one into various channels — an
" The market needs good picJ. S. Jossey,
reptures, the legitimate producer
resentative,Arrow's
who has beenspecial
spending
experience that will probably guide port.
us more easily. I refer particu- wants to make them, Exceptional a few weeks at the home office, left
larly to the new ideals inaugurated has led the right way — let others Saturday on a special trip through
the territory.
in the independent field by Excep- follow for the good of all."
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"Tarzan" Sales Drive Is
Near Successful Close
It is stated by Louis Weiss, of
Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales
Corporation, that December will
mark the close of the sales campaign in behalf of the serial, " Adventures of Tarzan,"
starring Elmo
Lincoln and
Louise Lorraine.
This sales campaign, which
'started last July, was preceded and
supplemented by a trade paper advertising drive which covered the
entire field. A feature of the exploitation campaign lies in the fact
that consistent advertising support
has been given every state right exchange purchasing " Adventures of
Tarzan" and a direct-to-the-exhibitor campaign has also been
maintained in the interests of the
serial
ization.buyers by the Tarzan organMonty Banks Comedies
Meet with Approval
The three latest 'Monty Banks'
comedies, " Fresh Air," " Squirrel
Food " and " Cleaned and Dry,"
are said to be meeting with unusual favor with exhibitors because
of their wholesome and entertaining screen qualities.
J' Fresh Air" presents Mr.
Batiks in an up-to-the-minute fun
test, 3»d is said to contain a suriprisirxg number of original gags to
littvp it going at top speed to the
finalmetfade-out.
"Squirrel
has
with favorable
trade Food"
press
reviews. " Cleaned and Dry," the
latest Banks' Federated-Warner
release, will furnish considerable
entertainment for golfers, artists,
and other allied arts.
Guterson

Writes

Score

the Woman"
jfor/
The 'Hail
music score of Thomas H.
luce's "Hail the Woman" soon to
be released by First National was
arranged by Mischa Guterson, one
of America's foremost symphony
orchestra
leaders.
Mr. byGuterson's
services were
secured
Thomas
H. Tnce through special arrangement with S'd Granman.

"The
Hurry Work
on "Mysterious Pearl"
r I ^ O take advantage of the immediate demand by exhibitors for serials with which to stimulate business, and
get the new Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber production, "The Mysterious Pearl," into the hands of Independent exchanges at the earliest possible moment, E. S. Manheimer has rushed the preparation of the elaborate advertising matter which will herald the sensational subject to
theatre patrons so that everything is now ready for its immediate release.
All of the fifteen episodes have been completed and are
cut, titled and ready for the screen. The one sheets, three
sheets, six sheets and lobby photographs on the first three
episodes are finished including a special twenty-four sheet,
while the accessories for the whole set of thrilling chapters
are so far advanced in work that their completion is only a
matter of a few days.

Novel

Trade

Show

Staged

Grace
Hostess

Davison, Arrow- Star,
to Philadelphia Exhibitors
President and General Manager of
dif- the Arrow Film Corporation, and
decidedly
AN unusualferentand
g was
trade showin
given in Philadelphia by the De G. Charles Davis, 2nd, attended.
Company was repreLuxe Film Company on Wednes- The Stanley
sented by their General Manager,
day, November 16th, at which some
Frank
Buhler,
Mastbaum, Abe
very distinguished guests ap- Einstein, Jack Jay
Delmar and Henry
peared.
Nugent.
One was
of selected
Philadelphia's
exclusive
Some of the most prominent
clubs
and invitations
were sent direct from Miss Grace Pennsylvania exhibitors who were
were : Dr. Schadd, of the
Davison, the star of " Love, Hate present
and a Woman," an Arrow pic- Carr and Schadd Enterprises of
ture, to exhibitors, newspaper men Reading, and John Cook, his general manager; Green and Altmon,
and trade journals in Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New of Philadelphia; Sam and Xathan
Jersey. After the showing of the Stiefel, Jack Rosenthal, Herbert
picture, Miss Davison addressed Hustler, Marcus Benn, Allen Benn,
the exhibitors.
Ben Shindler, of Camden ; Elliott
Miss Davison was accompanied Goldman, Ben Fertel, Al Fischer
by her sister,
Recne. every
Rep- and Milton Roga>ner
resentativesMrs.
of practically
newspaper and trade journal were
present, some coming from New
York especially for this occasion,
HOLIDAY
among which were James Beecroft, of Fritz
the Exhibitors'
Messrs.
Tiddin andHerald
Frank ;
Armato, of the Motion Picture
World ; Roger Ferri, of the Exhibitors' Trade Review; Fred J.
Beecroft, of the Motion Picture
News, and F. V. Sully, of the Exhibitor. Practically every news• MERRY. -J.
paper in Philadelphia was also represented. Mr. Rav Johnson, Vice•CHRiSTMAS
• ■:' to
•
YOU

ALL

Picture

News

Jungle Goddess
Is Sold Abroard

The Export and Import Film
Company, Inc., owners of the
world rights to "The Jungle Goddess," the new Selig fifteen episode
animal-jungle serial now in production on the West Coast, announces the sale of the biggest
block of foreign territory thereon,
the United Kingdom.
The name of the buyer has not
been divulged. It is stated that the
sale was made on the strength of
Selig'smal past
performancesaand
in aniserial production,
his
personal promises to make " The
Jungle
t< rpiece. Goddess" his serial masAccording to an official of the
Export and Import Film Company,
most of the remaining foreign territory is being negotiated for and
contracts thereon are expected to
be closed shortly.
No statement has yet been made
regarding American distribution arrangements on " The Jungle God-

Rapf Prepares' Premiere
of "School Days"
Harry Rapf left last week for
Chicago to attend the premier
showing at the Sherman Hotel on
dess."
November
27th ofDays,"
Gus Edwards'
classic, " School
starring
Wesley Barry, to be distributed by
Warner Brothers.
Following the premier at the
Sherman, Mr. Rapf will immediately return to New York to launch
the initial Eastern presentation at
the Astor Hotel on December 1st.

LEADERS
We are offering
very noveltractive
andHoliday
atLeaders for
CHRISTMAS and
NEW YEAR
Animated
Refined
Artistic
Place j our order at
once to insure
prompt delivery. The
price is within your
reach. Write or wire
for particulars.
Watch
thisforspa<-e
next
week
additional designs.

F.A.A.Inc.Da1 me
220 W.42 Si
New York Ci y

a Travers Vale producA Pasteboard
in "Messrs.
One of the important moments
tion offered by
Nathan Crown,"
and Semerad

'

December

j, ip 2 1

Joe Brandt to Release
Chas. Ray Two Reelers
Interesting word for the Independent market comes this week
with the announcement of the offering for distribution on the
States Right market, of a series
of two-reel features starring
Charles Raj-. These features have
been secured by Joe Brandt, who
will, he announces, personally superintend their release. They were
made before
present affiliation withMr.
FirstRay's
National.
In addition to Charles Ray the
cast includes Louise Glaum, Clara
Williams, J. Barney Sherry, Frank
Borzage, Enid Markey, Jack Nelson, Joe Dowling and Ray LaidJaw.
Kineto Subjects Earn
Critic's Praise
A Nashville, Tenn. critic writing
in the Nashville Tennessean about
the program at the Knickerbocker
theatre in that city writes with
great enthusiasm about those Urban
Popular Classics which are released
as Kineto Reviews.
One of his latest editorials says :
"For the last few weeks the
Knickerbocker has been putting on
a series of Kineto Reviews, educational films they may be called, produced in so charming a variety of
subjects and with such perfect
handling that they have added a
distinct pleasure, as well as value,
to the screen programs of this
Iheatre."
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Elaborate

Revue

for

"School Days"
Harry Rapf, motion picture producer, has prepared a thirty-minute
revue, composed of talented youngsters from Gus Edwards' company,
to precede the preview presentations
of " School Days," starring Wesley
Barry, in Chicago, on November
27, and at the Astor Hotel, New
York, on December 1. This is said
to be the first time that a revue has
been used in conjunction with the
initial showing of a motion picture.

In the
oval,Oliver
Faire Curwood
Binney, featured
" The byGirlArrow
from Porcupine,"
the second
the
James
dramas inoffered
Film. To the
right areof
Eddie Barry and Vera Reynolds, appearing in Arrow-Broadway comedies
Unique

Serial

Col. Selig's Greatest

Promised
Effort to Be

Independent Prosperity
Seen by S. J. Rollo
On his recent trip through the
Central West, Mr. S. J. Rollo, general manager of the Clark-Cornelius
Corporation, reports that the trend
of conditions in the motion picture
business points toward a great improvement inboth the exchange and
exhibition phases from the independent standpoint.
" I found a great improvement,"
said
Mr. Rollo,
" in conditions
the tour,
as compared
to what onI
found in my July and September
trips. The exchanges I visited, I
believe, reflect the condition of their
\ arious sections and I should say
from the indications about these
offices and from my conversations
with the various managers things
are steadily climbing into better

Put
Into
" The
Goddess
" to ofIN a letter
received
at the
Export Jungle
the Selig animals
are going
and Import Film Company of- .fer a surprise. ' The Jungle Godfices from Col. Wm. N. Selig, who
dess,' " claims Selig, " will be the
is producing the new fifteen epi- first serial in which the animals will
sode animal-jungle serial, "The be forced to ' act ' their parts. The
withofitsthem
473 animals
conJungle Goddess,"
for the
the Colonel
afore- Selig Zoo
tains scores
which have
mentioned company,
been trained for many famous
promises
new things in this '* wild- acts.
animal " drama.
" In ' The Jungle Goddess,' "
" In ' The Jungle Goddess ' we
states
Selig,
" you film
are are
to will not show jungle beasts running
" In Pittsburgh I found a prohave an
animal
the going
like of
forth in front of the camnounced
optimistic note
throughwhich has never been screened. To back eraand
as in the case of the ordinary
out the film
colony.
This condition
start with I have a story very much serial. Selig animals have been
out of the ordinary. Elinor Field trained for acts, and they will be also prevailed in Detroit and Cinshape."
and Truman Van Dyke are show- forced to ' act ' in this serial. We
Kopstein Makes Flier
On this trip Mr. Rollo disposed
ing
by
their
work
that
they
are
two
have called in our 'best acts from of the territory on a number of his
to Cleveland
top-rank stars. They make a splen- the road in order to utilize the pictures. In Chicago he sold the
did co-starring combination. Miss animals.
Jaques Kopstein, sales manager
two-reel Leo Maloney series of
for the Affiliated Distributors, Inc., Field's beauty and charm and Van
cinnati." pictures to Si Brevier for
" ' The Jungle Goddess ' may be Western
and other motion picture corpora- Dyke's manliness together with the
Illinois
and " UnderPictures
Two Flags
depended
upon
to
make
serial
histions, returned Saturday from a pcting ability of the pair will alone
Com-"
tory. It will be the greatest ani- to Commonwealth
flying trip to Cleveland. Jaques lift this serial out of the usual run
pany for the same territory.
left New York on Tuesday evening of chapter pictures.
mal cludes
picture
I've ever made," conthe Colonel.
for the Forrest City, where he
" From the jungle-serial angle
transacted a multitude of business
Wide Distribution for
in a couple of days. Upon his re"The Lure of Jade"
turn the "sales king" of the Independents stopped off in Rochester
<<*~piE
Lure of Jade," Pauline
"Pasteboard
Crown"
Ready
for a night.
1. Frederick's new starring veTravers Vale Production Elicits Comhicle, which is regarded by R-C
Pictures as one of its most importmendation; from Clara Morris Story
Two Territories Sold
ant releases for the month of Noliterature,
that
we
would
enter
the
The screen version of " A Pastevember, is being awaited by many
on Warner Features
producing
field.
boardthe
Crown,"
founded uponfamed
the
of the representative houses of the
novel
by
internationally
"
Subsequently
we
learned
that
Harry M. Warner, of Warner
country, including the entire Loew
Brothers, recently closed two deals actress, Clara Morris, produced Travers Vale owned the rights 10 circuit.
It is the claim of the R-C
' A Pasteboard Crown.' We were
under
the
auspices
of
Messrs.
Naon two productions, " Ashamed of
than & Semerad and directed by delighted, it being the very kind of Sales forces that " The Lure of
Parents " and " Parted Curtains,"
featuring Henry B. Walthall and Travers Vale, is complete. The book that we believed would adapt Jade " will be one of the most widely distributed subjects of the year.
Mary Alden, according to an an- production, in the process of manu- for the screen admirablv."
nouncement this week.
facture, excited considerable comment in the motion picture trade,
" Parted Curtains " and "Ashamed but will
undoubtedly be the source
of
Parents"
purchased
for the
QUALITY VAUDEVILLE
AND SOLOISTS
entire
New were
England
territory
by of much conversation within the
FOR MOTION PICTURE AND VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
the Federated Film Exchange of next few weeks, pending distributing arrangements.
Boston, and the latter production
Messrs. Nathan & Semerad, after
THE
for Eastern Pennsylvania, South- witnessing
the completed product,
ern New Jersey and Delaware by
were
lavish
in
their
praise,
stating
the Metro Film Exchange, of Phil- that the results were even beyond
adelphia.
their expectations and ambitions.
" We became interested in moFALLY
MAEKUS
Foreign Sales Reported
tion pictures some time ago," stated
on Chester Comedies
Mr. Nathan, " at which time Mr.
Semerad and myself were discussTANDARD
VAUDEVILL
The William A. Vogel company
ing the merits and demerits of moannounces that on the Chester
tion pictures we had seen. Our
Comedy series, the following terri- views became of vital interest ->..
tories have been sold to various us and we decided in order to subAGENCY
buyers; Spain and Portugal, South
stantiate our combined opinions
Africa, the West Indies, China, that the public were really thirsting
BRYANT 4103
1547 BROADWAY
Federated Malay States, Dutch East for clean, wholesome, yet vitally
NEW
YORK CITY
Indies, Chile, Peru, Bolivia, Ecua- interesting screen drama of a calibre in line with the same sort of
dor, Holland and Mexico.
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Bible Productions Embrace Thirty Subjects
ils relaFURTHE
to the deta
film version
tive R
of the Old Testament
which Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation is
now making ready for presentation, both in the theatrical and non-theatrical field
were divulged this week by
Louis Weiss. The entire production was made under the
direction of Antonio Gariazzo,
responsible for some of the
more ambitious of the Ambrosio film spectacles. The
conceiver and producer of the
project is Armando Vay and
among the many hundreds of
principals are some of the
leading stage and screen players of Italy, France and England.
The following episode from
the Old Testament form part
of the film: Creation, Garden of Eden, Cain and Abel,
Noah's Ark, End of Flood,
Tower of Babel, the Patriarchs, Sodom and Gomorrah,
Essau and Jacob, Joseph and
His Brethern, Selling of
Joseph, the Book of Ruth,
the Shulamite Woman (which
is but part of an elaborate
film version of the Songs' of
Solomon), the Exodus, etc.
Plan New

York

Run

for

"Burn 'Em Up Barnes"
If the plans of Charles C. Burr,
president of the Affiliated Distributors, Inc., go through (and there
is no reason they should not) his
feature picture, " Burn 'Em Up
Barnes,"
starring
will
soon have
a runJohnny
in New Hines,
York
City. This photoplay has had
phenomenal success in parts of the
Middle West, Canada and the
South, and there is every reason to
feel that such a feature should repeat such a success in New York.
Johnny Hines is known to every
movie fan in New York.
His comedy in the Torchy stories
have endeared him to every one —
especially the young folks who have
read the Sewell Ford stories. When
Mr. Burr took it upon himself to
feature these stories in the films,
he met with considerable criticism,
several people stating they would
never prove popular. Well, the answer has been that Johnny Hines
has filmed nearly a quarter of a
hundred and they are even more
popular. From Central and South
America Mr. Burr has received letters regarding the popularity of
the Torchy comedies.
There is every reason why "Burn
'Em Up
shouldPeople
make like
his
entry
intoBarnes
New "York.
to see new productions presented
in a new manner. Every producer
has his own ideas as to what he
considers the best way to present
his product, and so has Charles
Burr. Just at present he is planning much and saying little. He
knows one thing that is sure to
come true, and that is " Burn 'Em
Up Barnes " is going to have a peek
in on the " big town."

Sherlock
To

Publish

Holmes
Story of Kach

Series
Episode

to
Aid
Pictures'
able toExploitation
give thousands of copies
THE Alexander
tion announcesFilm
thatCorporait has away to his patrons one week prior
closed contracts with the John 11. to the showing of the episode, announces Alexander. In addition to
Eggers Company, Inc., for the distribution of five million copies of the books, the Eggers Company are
Sherlock Holmes stories. Alex- now making up a deduction card to
ander Film is offering this series fit each episode. The subject maton the state right market. The
ter on these cards have been written by Sir A. Conan Doyle for the
stories to be published are : "The exploitation
his Sherlock Holmes
Beryl Coronet," "The Man with the series, states ofAlexander.
Twisted Lip," "The Resident
Patient," "The Dying Detective,"
Floyd St. John, owner of the Co"The Devil's Foot," "A Case of
operative Film Exchanges of San
Identity," "A Scandal in Bohemia," Francisco and Los Angeles, has contracted with Alexander to release
"The Noble Bachelor," "The Yellow Face," "The Redheaded the stories for California, Arizona
League," "The Copper Beeches," and Nevada.
4>
"The Empty House," "The Tiger
The Alexander Film Corporation
of San Pedro," "The Priory will release these subjects through
School," and "The Solitary their own exchange for Greater
These stories will be made up at New York and Northern New
aCyclist."
cost whereby the exhibitor will be Jersey.
Seven

Weeks

on

Broadway

" Nature's Babies," Kineto Review, Still Running at Criterion
"XTATURE'S
the of the serious reporter," Mr. Urban
•LN Kineto ReviewBABIES,"
which is now
says; source
"the reporter
who goes but
not to
in its seventh week at the Criterion one
of information,
to
theatre in New York, is one of the as many sources as he possibly can
most apt examples of the Charles and then after he has gathered all
Urban idea — that to get the finest the information there is to be had,
results in true educational pictures sifts it, retaining only the best and
there is essential a variety that can the most interesting.
"Nature's Babies" is a picture
only come from many sources.
Mr. Urban believes that motion which depicts the parental instincts
pictures require a wide range of of birds and animals. The princontribution and that the success
cipal contributors to the material in
of the picture depends mainly on it are Raymond L. Ditmars, curator
its editorial treatment.
of the New York Zoological
Society, F. Percy Smith, a London
In
the
case
of
"Nature's
Babies,"
the material comes from probably scientist who has been making pictures for Charles Urban for more
a dozen different photographers in
many parts of the world. Their than fifteen years; and Arthur H.
material is all assembled in the Fisher, a well-known naturalistKineto editing-rooms and out of all photographer. Other photographers,
of it comes the reel in its final in England and America and on
form.
the Continent in Europe are also"It is verv much like the work represented therein.

Series
from
Receipts
Huge
Jackie Coogan
Pictures Will
in
Involve $15,000,000 in
Receipts
represent one of the bigDURING the various discussions deal will
gest in the history of the motion
pertaining to the distribution
business and will involve as
of the five Jackie Coogan produc- picture
tions, some interesting figures have much if not more money than any
been brought to light. Careful fig- other transaction of its kind. Mr.
ures show that on the five pictures Lesser expected to be at his desk
there will be over $15,000 000 in re- in Los Angeles by Thanksgiving
ceipts and that the rentals will run but urgent business affairs have
close to the $5,000,000 mark— all in kept him fast to Manhattan. He
a period not exceeding twelve plans to return home early next
months.
week with contracts on the Coogan
matter
signed, sealed, and delivered.
" Myready
Boy,"for being
finishedJackie
and
Meanwhile the Strand theatre
about
distribution,
is hard at work on his next story management is making extensive
under the direction of Jerome arrangements for the initial showing in New York City Christmas
Storm. The new story is a plumbing yarn laid in the tenement dis- dav.
trict of New York City. Jackie
will still wear his old tatters that
Associated Exhibitors
he introduced us to in " The Kid "
and that he has on in " My Boy."
Output Sold Abroad
Sol Lesser, vice-president of the
Inter-Globe Export Corporation
West Coast Theatres. Inc., is still in
New York working on the national announces the sale of the first
distribution angle for the entire year's Associated Exhibitors' output
Coogan series. When closed, this for the United Kingdom.
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News

Second Davis- Brandt
Feature Offered
s-Jonte
rge
Geo
epende
Brandt H IndDavi
of
ns
ond
e
tio
r
tur
sec
duc
undethe
pro
fea
THE
their own producing organization, Quality Film Productions, Inc., is on the way.
Actual production work on
the new feature was comk, it is anpleted this wee
nounced, and the picture,
title, "Life's
which bears the ,"
is on the
Greatest Question
way East where it will be
ready for distribution within
the month, after final editing
supervisunder of the personal
ion Mr. Brandt.
Like " The Heart of the
North," the new feature
"Life's Greatest Question,"
is also a Harry Revier production, having been made
under the direction of the
French-Canadian who understands so well how to inject
into a picture the action and
swift movement, the lure of
the open places. Roy Stewart and Louise Lovely are
featured in the new production. One of the main points
of interest regarding the picture is the introduction to
the American screen public
of Dorothy Valegra, famous
continental and screen star.

Arrow

Product Is Sold
in South
Announcement was made by the
Arrow Film Corporation of a sale
consummated by the Big Feature
Rights Company of Louisville, Ky ,
for the following Arrow product :
" Luxury " and " The Way Women Love," starring Rubye de Remer; " Headin' North," starring
Pete Morrison ; " The Stranger in
Canyon Valley," starring Edith
Sterling ; " Watching Eyes," Arrow's novelty feature, starring Kiki,
the wonder dog. " The Star Reporter," starring Billy Rhodes, and
"anTheall-star
Man cast.
who Trifled," featuring

These productions were purchased for Kentucky and Tennessee, while the same firm purchased
three Dustin Farnam re-issues for
the state of Tennessee, and Arrow's new super-serial, " Man of
the
Ann Little, for
the North,"
state ofstarring
Kentucky.
This contract was negotiated by
Arrow's
representative,
Clinton M.special
White, who
started out
on the road last week.
Sarg to Caricature
Golfing Public

the

The seventh
of Tony Sarg's
Almanac
will beissue
a caricature
of the
golfer, announces Mr. Sarg. The
subject will be known as "The
Original Golfer"
and will showabout
the
caveman
golfer meandering
the prehistoric links. The famous
match between Niblickus Stonehenge and Mashus Flintpebble will
be illustrated. With five million
golfers in the United States, it is
believed that such a subject cannot
fail to please.
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Live

News

WHAT

THE

Gunning Organization
Add to Office Space
E rapidly expanding
TH activ
ities of Wid Gunning, Inc., necessitated
the taking over this week of
2,000 additional square feet of
floor space on the sixteenth
floor of the Loew Building
at 1540 Broadway. The new
offices will be used by the
exploitation department,
which has had piled onto it
a vast amount of work by the
speeding up of the Wid Guns. It is re
specialthe
ned
enti planfloor
over
to takening's
the first of the year.
Selznick Foresees Big
Year in Australia
All evidences point to 1922 being
a banner Selznick year in Australia
and the entire Antipodes, according
to a statement from the offices of
the company. While the progress
made in that territory during the
past three years has been more than
gratifying to Selznick, the prediction, based on contracts already
signed, is that the volume of business to be transacted during the
present season will far exceed that
of any other in the history of the
company.
John C. Jones, general manager
of Selznick's Australian branches,
reports that the middle of the season will find Selznick pictures playing in seventy-five per cent of the
theatres in the territory. No less
than four first-run houses have been
secured in Sydney, a record so far
for the film business in that country,
it is claimed. .

IV S

OF

COMING

From

MAKERS

SAY

ATTRACTIONS

Producers
ABOUT

Metro
Aids
Picture
Go
Big
Special Exploitation Forces Help
Exhibitor Clean Up With Specials
tions whose importance warrants
C HARING credit with the ap^ pealselves isof
them-is it. " Turn to the Right," the Rex
the the
fact pictures
that Metro
Ingram production of John Golsending out with all its biggest pro- den's stage success, a play by Winductions special exploitation cbell Smith and Jack Hazzard ; and
forces. This has been the case
young director's present work,
with the Rex Ingram productions, the
" The Prisoner of Zenda," based on
" The Four Horsemen of the Anthony Hope's novel, fall into the
meriting exApocalypse " and " The Conquer- class of photoplays
traordinary exploitation.
ing Power," and with Nazimova's
There
are
in
practically
every
modernized version of " Camille."
Metro has not only delegated spe- district in the country Metro excial orchestras, and, in many inperts whose sole duty it is to aid
stances, players to enact atmos- the exhibitor and the exchange
pheric prologues to these photo manager put over big productions
plays, and so presented the attrac- with maximum box-office success.
tions to their best advantage on the For example, in Chicago, B. B.
screen; but has been rendering no Perkins is working with S. R.
less support to the exhibitor in the Shirley, district manager ; Louis R.
box-office by the assignment to ter- Brager is joining forces with W.
ritories throughout the country of C Bachmeyer, district manager in
expert exploitation and ipublicity
men.
Cincinnati ; and Edward RosenSo successful has the practice baum, with Atlanta for his headquarters, has been aiding matebeen of working shoulder to shoulder with the showman that it is
rially the work of C. H. Kessnich,
understood Metro will continue the Metro's district manager there.
policy in all forthcoming produc- These are but a few.
Fox

Releases

for

PICTURES

New ExploitationjDept.
for "U" Exchange
been placed in charge
has
HMA
LACspec
MARCof the
ialNNexploitation and publicity department created by the Universal Big " U " Exchange
for exhibitors playing all
l
ersa
productions.
Univ
This department, it is announced, will assist the exhibitor in exploiting and promotion public interest in the
Universal - Jewel Features,
Special Attractions, Century
and Star Comedies, serials,
weeklies and other products
of the Universal organization.
Special campaigns have
been devised on the various
attractions, it is declared, and
Lachmann will render exploitation suggestions and put
over actual exploitation for
the exhibitor. He will prepare ad copy and publicity
matter and execute stunt
campaigns, etc., in advance
and during the run of the
picture, it is stated.

December
"Black Beauty" Still
Does Fine Business

" Queen of Sheba," After Broadway
Run,
Now
Ready
for Exhibitors
It is now just a year since VitaT EADING the list of Fox Film Eileen Percy, special comedies with graph's screen version of " Black
Beauty
was released. During that
Corporation releases for De- Clyde Cook, and Al St. John, four time it" has
been shown in nearly
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons
cember
is
"Queen
of
Sheba"
which
every district in the United States
ran for months on Broadway, New and two Sunshine Comedies.
The Tom Mix release for the and Canada, and the end is not yet.
York City, as a pre-release attraction. It is the most recent of Fox month is ''Trailin' " based on a story
Onlyvotedrecently
defifteen pagesFilm
to aStories
Actionized
super-special productions and was by the celebrated Max Brand. The
made under the direction of J. picture was directed by Lynn F. version of the motion picture. Duplicate orders were also placed at a
Gordon Edwards from the story by Reynolds. William Russell will be
Virginia Tracy. It is a spectacle seen in another story of love and recent date for every unit of adCincinnati Welcomes
vertising copy, including the two
drama of splendid pageantry and
massive settings, and embodies the adventure entitled "The Roof 24-sheet stands and elaborate
"Three Musketeers"
Tree,"
written
by
Charles
Neville
love story of the Queen of Sheba — Buck. The scenario was prepared
The United Artists release, " The portrayed by Betty Blythe — and by Jules G. Furthman and the di- press-books.
Three Musketeers," with Douglas King Solomon, played by Fritz
rection was by Jack Dillon. Sylvia
Fairbanks as star and producer, Lieber, the noted Shakespearean
"Gilded Cage" Secured
Breamer plays the feminine lead.
drew capacity crowds to all per- actor.
for Gloria Swanson
formancse at the Capitol theatre,
"Whatever She Wants" is the
The
other
releases
include
pro"
The Gilded Cage," a story by
Percy.
Cincinnati, and also won the emrelease starring Eileen
ductions starring Tom Mix, Wil- December
Ann Nichols, which this season was
phatic praise of the reviewers.
liam Russell, Charles Jones and
seen on Broadway as " Love
" If ' The Three Musketeers '
Dreams," a comedy with music, has
were not already internationally
been bought by Paramount as a
famous, Douglas Fairbanks' screen
starring
Gloria
Swanadaptation of the French classic
son.
It isvehicle
expectedforthat
the picture
Exhibitors
Releases
would make it so," wrote the critic Ass'd.
for the Cincinnati Enquirer. "'The
Playgoers Picture, DeHaven
ProThree Musketeers ' with Douglas
New Story Selected for
duction
and
Lloyd
Comedy
in
Dec.
Fairbanks is not only a great picA SSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Marie Prevost
December 11 — The Associated
ture— it is stupendous," declares the
releases for December include Exhibitors offering in the six-reel
critic for the Cincinnati Commer" The Dangerous Little Demon,"
a Playgoers feature, an Associated Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven
cial Tribune. "In 'The Three comedy drama and a Harold Lloyd comedv drama, " Marry the Poor an original story by Mildred Considine, well known scenarist and
Musketeers' Douglas Fairbanks un- production, in the following order :
story writer, has been purchased by
deniably has given us his masterDecember 25 — Christmas Day, Universal for Marie Prevost, the
December 4 — A five-reel Playpiece. Itis the greatest picture he
goers Picture feature, " The Ruse Harold Lloyd's four-reel Associated former bathing comedy beauty who
ever
produced,"
says the critic for Gowan.
of the Rattler," starring J. P. Mc- Lloyd comedy, "A Sailor - Made now is starring in Universal Spethe Cincinnati Post.
Man," will be released.
cial Attractions.
Girl."
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Big-Four

Motion

Branch

for

The three chiefs of United Artists' Australasia office: From left to right: Geoffrey
Nye, managing director; Mackgeneral
Whiting,
sales exhibition
manager manager; John O'Donoghue,
THE first of the executives to as special exhibition manager. Mr.
represent the United Artists Whiting goes to the Australian
Corporation in Australia and work fresh from the triumphs met
New Zealand have left New York in handling "Way Down East" and
for their far distant posts and will with still vivid recollections of
open offices in Sydney, N. S. W., similar success with "Broken
Melbourne, Vic, Wellington, N. Z., Blossoms" and other Griffith feaBrisbane, Queensland, and Perth.
tures. John He
O'Donoghue
also an
recently isresigned
In the party were Geoffrey Nye, Australian.
who will be the managing head of as general manager of the Australthe Australasian offices, Mack
asian branch of the Paramount corWhiting and Mrs. Whiting and
poration. His up-to-date knowledge of and connections with
ghue.
John
O'Dono
On their arrival in Australia, exhibitors, what they want and
there will be a corporation duly what they don't want, should prove
organized, which will be called of material aid in placing the new
United Artists (Australasia) Ltd., organization at the very top.
and which will be owned by Mary
Mr. Abrams, president of the
Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas United Artists Corporation, is very
Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith.
enthusiastic over the certain success
Geoffrey Nye, who heads the of the new project in the Antipodes.
party, is an Australian by birth. Mr. Nye, when asked for a stateHe has been associated closely with
ment outlining the general policies
the picture industry almost since its of the new company, said he
inception in that country, and has thought Mr. Abrams had a real
held responsible executive positions message for the Australian exhibiin both exhibition and exchange detors. Mr. Abrams' statement was
partments. Mack Whiting has been
that will
"the deal
organization
in the
all effect
countries
directly
for the last four years associated to
with
tthe
exlrbitors
by
the single
with the D. W. Griffith Corporat'on

Australia
picture only. The booking of each
production will constitute a separate
and distinct transaction, so that at
no time will there be any obligation
that will prevent an exhibitor from
running his own affairs in his own
way, free from the dictates of those
whose sole business it should be to
serve him.
"Open booking has been talked
about for years and so-called open
booking plans have been tried and
tried again. Genuine open booking
has not been attempted before on a
broad scale because producers and
distributors lacked confidence in
their product.
"I have sounded out every type
of exhibitor on every phase of film
rental. To everyone with whom I
have discoursed the matter, it is so
obvious that the program system
and the star series system are for
the 'weak pictures' on release lists,
that I marvel that producers and
distributors persist in these practises when the entire industry
knows why they exist.
"It is unsound business to force
weaker attractions on to an exhibitor's program as a premium on the
rental of a good attraction. Exhibitors should not be obliged to
play inferior shows as part of the
price of getting superior films, nor
should big stars be penalized by
making them carry the load of
lesser attractions.
"We intend to market our productions in Australia and New
Zealand individually. Picture for
picture. Each production on its
own merits. We will not contract
for more than one picture at a time,
and no exhibitor will be obliged
to run one set of pictures in order
to procure the releases of another

artist."

Picture

News

Prizma Competes with
News Weeklies
set a new record in the
on pict
moti
industry
have
ms to
claiure
MA
PRIZ
by successfully competing
with news weeklies in covering an event of national importance. The pictures
showing theUnkno
buri
of ier
AmerwnalSold
ica's
at
Washington, D. C, made in
Prizma color, and shown at
the Capitol theatre, New
York, is thethis film ord
whic,h estab-s
lishes rec
state
Prizma. It is stated that the
Capitol theatre used more
than 500 feet of Prizma film
and only 75 feet of black and
white negative. This was selected by Manager Rothafel
from the great amount of
negative submitted to him by
the news weeklies.
The Prizma pictures were
obtained by Dunning and
Crespinel with one Prizma
camera.

Producers Security Reports Bright Outlook
The activities of the Producers
Security Corporation puts the socalled present business depression
to flight. This organization is releasing several big pictures among
which is " The Right Way," Thomas Mott Osborne's
The
Producers
Security story.
Corporation
also announces that Lee Francis
Lybarger's " Soul of Man " is in
great demand and many first-run
bookings are scheduled.
The new Apfel series, personally
directed by Oscar Apfel, is reported
as being one of the best sellers of
the year. The first of the series,
" Trail of the Law," is being allotted to territories, and the second, "The Man Who Paid,"
feaNothing
ration. turing Wilfred Lytell, is in prepa-

Plan
World-Wide
Film
Survey
BLAZING a trail in the field of proposes to establish as scientifically ment of motion pictures?" "Is the
research, Thomas H. Ince has as possible the public taste, world- general complaint of the screen
treatment of well known stories
inaugurated a world survey of
wide, in picture entertainment.
Whiskers
res, according to an
justified?"
"What is meant by the
motion-pictu
The
Ince
staff
and
the
experts
announcement this week from the who have been called in to conduct
perfect screen drama?" "Has the
Prove
Ince studios at Culver City, Calif.
a ques-to motion picture stimulated a keener
which willprepared
be submitted
It will be the most exhaustive in- the surveytionnairehave
interest in American institutions?"
quiry ever undertaken into the pub- editors throughout the world, and "In science?" "In the great outlic reaction to picture entertain- from the replies to the thirty ques- asked. doors?" are some of the questions
ment for it will extend to every
tions which the questionnaire incivilized country on earth, declares
have gone to the editors of
cludes, the information will be the"We
world for the answers to our
tabulated.
a statement from the Ince headquestions because we believe that
quarters. Its results will be tabuThe questionnaire covers a wide the
editor knows more about the
lated by a corps of experts who range.
It
seeks
to
determine
the
have already been installed at the effect of pictures upon community people today, and what they think
studios to analyze and digest the
mass of information which the life, upon mental development, upon than any other person," said Mr.
announcing
his survey. "Of
politics ; the attitude of the com- Ince,
thein classes
and professions
the
survey will develop.
Some news reels have
munity, the school and the church all
editor
is
in
a
position
judge most
Mr. Ince has undertaken this toward pictures
; the development of accurately just what to
been in business long
it is that the
stroke of research to determine visual education. It seeks to deterfuture policy in the production of
mine what the public thinks of public wants.
enough to have grandchildren— but if you
is apparent that the spirit of
big pictures for release by Asso- present picture standards, seeks to the"Itrennaissance
is
upon
this
world
ciated First National Pictures, Inc., compare the existing standards of
want
pep
and originalthough the general results of his pictures and the present popularity of people and things. I think it beality, book
hooves those who have the guidance
survey will be made public for the of picture entertainment with the
benefit of the whole motion picture standards and the popularity of the of human endeavor in their hands
look about them and to note the
industry, it is declared.
legitimate drama, and carries a to
new demands if the art industry is
Mr. Ince proposes to find out tabulation wherein it is sought to to
remain the big factor in the
exactly what the public wants by its determine the personal views of the
education and entertainment
and their judgment of pub- world's
rather indefinite demand for "big- editors
lic opinion on various types of it has been during the last few
ger and better pictures." Al- screen
entertainment.
though few men in the industry
"I am asking thousands of edi- SelzrocllW
have kept their fingers as closely to
"What is the criticism of the
years. tors representing millions of read- ISSUE FOR ISSUE — COMPARE IT
the public pulse as he during his
picture most often made?"
ers to help me find the definite desuccessful career as a producer, he motion
"What will be the future developmands of the people."
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Exhibs Make Fine Use
of Gunning Ad Copy
The value of the advertising copy "Over
the
in the press sheets which Wid
on picmotibeen
rdtionin has
reco
exhibi
esGunning, Inc., is issuing on their ANEW ture
tablished in Detroit this
new pictures is shown in the wide
use being made of it by exhibitors week by the simultaneous exhibition at twenty-six theatres in this
and the fact that they are using
extra space when they get the Wid city, of one attraction, " Over the
Gunning mats, declares a state- , Hill." These twenty-six theatres
ment from the Gunning corpora- are playing this sensational Wiltion.
liam Fox success on the " day-and" basis for the entire week of
Among Mr. Gunning's first in- date
mber 20th to 26th inclusive.
Nove
structions to his publicity and adTwenty-five of the theatres are in
vertising department
were exhibitor
: " Cut the city of Detroit and its environs,
out the fluff.
Give the
and one of the theatres is a subreal dreamed
showman'sout ads.,
not writers
pretty
urban house at a point within compiffle
by copy
muting distance.
and art directors who know nothWhat makes this simultaneous
ing of theatre
problems."
The
result, states
the Gunning showing in twenty-six Detroit leading theatres, both in downtown and
headquarters, has been a chorus of
unsolicited praise from exhibitors neighborhood districts, the more
in every part of the country who impressive is the fact that " Over
write in voluntarily to say: the
Hill' has
justseven
concluded
memorable
run of
weeks ata
"service
You've ishit real
the right
angle.
Your
the
Washington
theatre
in
Detroit,
service. We can
in the course of which it smashed
quit worrying about our advertis- every record of that popular playing problems when we book one of
house, according to advices from the
your pictures."
William Fox home-office.
A statement issued from the Fox
Film headquarters in connection
Riesenfeld Books "The with the record established in Detioit
Bashful Suitor"
followsby : "Over the Hill" reads as
"The Bashful Suitor," second in
" In various large centers of
the series of Triart two-reel pro- population
there have from time to
ductions based on the paintings of
been small day-and-date runs
great masters, has been booked for time
of dramatic subjects in which a
a pre-release showing at the Rialto few theatres were concerned. Seltheatre, New York, beginning Sundom has this number approached
day, December 4th, according to an
announcement from the W. W. even half of the total of twentysix. On the other hand short feaHodkinson offices this week.
tures, such as comedies, with spe"The Bashful Suitor" is adapted
cial pulling power, have been
from the theme suggested by Josef booked in a large number of theaIsrael's painting entitled "The
tres for day-and-date exhibition,
Bashful Suitor," the original of but never have even the short-reel
which now hangs in the Metropoli- subjects totaled a number of twentan Museum of Art in New York
ty-six day-and-date week engageCity. The leading roles in the
ments. Amazing, then, as a tribute
story are played by Mary Brandon
and Pierre Gendron. It was made to its popularity must be regarded
under the supervision of Herbert this achievement of ' Over the
Hill ' intheatres
playingin twenty-six
Blache, as dramatic director, and known
one city forwella
Lejaren a Hiller as art director.
simultaneous run of one week in
each theatre.
" Detroit is a city of approx-

Hill"
Sets tained Record
by Branch Manager W. D.
Plays 26 Theatres in Ward of the Fox company and
the managers of the various theaDetroit, Day and
tres showing the picture. PreDate
viously the Detroit Exchange had
supplied to all of the theatres the
fullest complement of lithographs
and other advertising accessories in
imately one million population. As order that each house should have
is generally known, this center of the greatest opportunity in working
industrial activity had been report- up its patronage for the big event.
ed as in a very depressed state due
" A special exploitation agent
to the closing down of many manu- inaugurated a publicity campaign
facturing plants engaged in the two weeks in advance of the dayautomobile and kindred industries. and-date showing. Although DeThis alleged depressed condition in
troit theatre patrons were well inDetroit, however, was not sufficient
formed of
regarding
the seven
Hill '
the ' Over
previous
to deter a majority of its leading on account
weeks'
engagement
of
this
attractheatres from booking ' Over the
tion at the Washington theatre, no
Hill ' for immediate showing when
an opportunity arose for them to opportunity was lost to let the peocontract for that enormously popuple of the city know that this popular attraction.
lar photoplay would again be with
them
and would be available to all
" The theatres participating in
sections
the city through twentythis week's engagement of ' Over six of itsofplayhouses.
the Hill ' are the following : The
New Home with a capacity of one
" The Fox company and theatres
thousand seats ; the Gratiot, 1,400 combined in special advertising,
seats ; the Lakewood, 800 seats ; which ran for a week prior to the
the Ritz, 620 seats; the Arcade, 500 opening in all papers, and which
seats; the Stratford, 1,000 seats; broke in the Sunday papers on the
the Grand Victory, 600 seats; the first day of the engagement for a
Farnum, 700 seats; the La Veeda, half page space. The smaller advertisements had occupied seventy
600 seats; the Acme, Merrick,
Ferndale, Dix, Crescent, Delray, lines by four columns. Teaser
Duplex, Medbury, Myrtle and ads were also run in all the papers
Fleur de Lys, seating from 400 to and special stories in the form of
500 each; the Dawn with 1,000 readers and features were used by
seats, the Park, Central and Crys- the newspapers in anticipation of
tal 800 each ; the Drury Lane with ' Detroit's greatest screen event.'
500 seats; the Majestic with 390
" The results of this day-and-date
seats and Strand with 1,600 seats. engagement will be followed with
great
interest by theatre managers
" This amounts to a grand total
of 16,500 seats in popular motion throughout the country, and for
picture theatres available to audi- that reason there will appear in the
ences who are flocking to see pages of this magazine next week
' Over the Hill ' shown continu- an article recording the success of
the engagement and describing its
ously during picture-theatre hours various
phases in detail. At the
at the twenty-six houses named.
" Fox Film Corporation supplied present writing complete receipts
through its Detroit branch twenty- are known for only the first day
six brand new prints of this most of the run, and these figures reach
a total amount far in excess of
popular of subjects for use in De- the
expectations of either Fox
troit on this occasion. This, however, was only the beginning of a Film Corporation or the managers
campaign of cooperation main- of the various houses concerned."

"Battl
ofnaval conflict,
Jutlan
HE BATTLEe OF JUThas unusual d"
significance at this time, being shown
LAND," to which the New
T
while
the
Conference
on
Limitation
York World refers as "an
invaluable animated chapter of the of Armaments is meeting in Washington. In addition to being an
great war which every person interested in the great sea conflict important picture from a history
should see," had its American recording standpoint, it is looked
premiere at the Rialto theatre in upon as a striking lesson in just
Xew York, Sunday, Nov. 20. Spe- how fast millions of dollars of the
cial musical accompaniment was ar- taxpayers' money can be sent to
ranged by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, the bottom of the sea.
managing director of the Rialto, for
The widespread public interest in
this
feature.
the subject of disarmament at this
You can promise your
A single print of the picture, time, with the meeting of the
audiences
they will
which had been in preparation in Washington conference ; the pres'■ meet
all the most
ence in this country of Lord Beatty,
England since the armistice, was
brought to this country recently by hero of the Battle of Jutland, and
" famous people in your
E. R. Russell of Ideal Films of the consequent recurrence of disK?theatre,|if^you show
cussion about this great fight, all
London. After the week's run at
them \ Vs3***
the Rialto the picture is to be turned help to provide unusual opportuniover to Educational Film Exties for exploitation of this subject.
changes for distribution in America.
Through the courtesy of Dr.
The negative is on the way to New Riesenfeld, Captain Carl T. VogelYork, and Educational plans to re- gesang, Commandant of the Third
lease the picture as soon as possible Naval District, with headquarters
Selznick Newsafter it arrives.
at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, his aid,
This remarkable picture, based on Lieutenant J. D. Pennington, and a
ISSUE FOR ISSUE— COMPARE IT!
a long study of all records, pub- group of naval officers designated
lished or unpublished, of the great by them, saw the picture during its

run at
the Rialto. On the
evening
Premie
re
of Monday, Nov. 21, the board of
governors of the Army and Navy
Club, naval officers and representatives of the press went to the Rialto
from the Army and Navy Club in
a body to see the picture as the
guests of Educational.
The New York World declared
the picture
reproduction
tive in that "ait sets
before useffecthe
actual maneuvering of the various
craft, of the Battle of Jutland,
wherein Admiral Beatty out-thought
and outfought the Germans in the
World War's great sea engagement.
Small models of ships have been
used in its making. The minutest
detail of the attacks is shown — submarine launching, battleships sinking, gun fire from the giant warships and all. Here is an invaluable animated chapter of the great
war which every person interested
in "It
the is
great
sea conflict
should see."
extremely
interesting
and
worth
while,"
declares
the
New
York Morning Telegraph.
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An

Open

Picture

News

Letter

To Owners and Operators of Moving
Picture Theatres!

" Have

You

Seen the Handwriting

on

the Wall? "
Isn't Your Business From 25 to 50%
Less Than It Was A Year Ago?
THERE
Louis Monfile, Malvina Longfellow and Reginald Owen, appearing in the all star
cast of " Possession," the R-C picture produced by Louis Mercanton from the
novel " Phrose," by Sir Anthony Hope
R.

S. Cole

Month

a Success

IS A

REASON!

The day of the Moving Picture as a complete
Entertainment, is a thing of the past.
In desperation, managers, to bolster their drooping business, have arranged personal appearances
of moving picture celebrities, as well as resorting
to other methods, demonstrating that pictures
cannot stand alone, but need additional novelties !

Biggest Bookings in R-C History,
Announces
Distribution Manager
DO NOT DESPAIR!
RETURNS from branch offices " The Lure of Jade," starring Pauline Frederick, released November
throughout the country during
ihe first two weeks of November, 13; "Possession," the French proThe Darkest Cloud Has a Silver Lining. It Is
duction produced in Europe by
which has been dedicated by R-C
pictures to its president as R. S. Louis Mercanton, to be released
Cole Month, indicate that the cam- November 2, and " Silent Years," a
paign covering that period will be Gasnier production, with an all-star
by all odds the most successful in cast, to be sent forth on November 27.
point of bookings in the history of
Miss Frederick has seldom had a Shubert
the organization, according to Chas.
R. Rogers, general manager of dis- vehicle of such high dramatic power
tribution.
as " The Lure of Jade," according
" We are intensely gratified," as- to the criticisms of R-C executives
inspected the producsented Mr. Rogers, " by the deep who tionrecently
at the home office. The story
personal interest many of the exhibitors are showing in R. S. Cole was adapted from the novel "House
Month. They are seizing the op- of Glass," by Marion Orth and re- Vaudeville
veals intimate glimpses of navy life
portunity to show not only their
high regard for many of our re- in the naval bases of the Pacific
Coast.
leases but also their respect for Mr.
The success of which, since its inception in
" Possession" comes to this counCole personally and the high busiSeptember has been the talk of the theatrical
try with a fine record achieved in
ness principles for which he stands.
world !
With Pauline Frederick, Sessue all the big cities of Europe. " SiHayakawa, and Doris May, not to
lent Years," is based upon the novel
A headliner a week or as many acts as vou mav
mention productions made by Wil- " Mam'selle Jo," by Harriet Corndesire, will be provided.
liam Christy Cabanne and L. J. stock and was produced by Gasnier.
Gasnier, playing in many of the big It is a drama of the St. Lawrence
This
need not change your policy or your prices if
key points and in the more remote River valley and depicts a gripping
sections as well, R. S. Cole Month story of life among a group of
you have the capacity. You still give your Public
also signalizes the release of three rugged folk who are quick to love
your regular pictures but you also give them
important R-C subjects. They are and hate.
SHUBERT
VAUDEVILLE
Pathe
Releases
for
Dec.
4
An Irresistible Combination
First " Sunshine
Picture Heads

EXCHANGE, INC., announces that " The Pickaninny," a two-reel
comedy comedian
starring,
ve colored
the diminuti
e
d
"Hal
Sunshin
Roach, Sammy,"
will head produce
the list by
of
short subject features scheduled
for release December 4.
" Hare and Hounds," the eleventh
episode of the new Pathe serial,
"Hurricane Hutch," starring
Charles Hutchinson, gives the
" stunt star " numerous opportunities to display his daring and originality in the thrill line. " Somewhere in Turkey" is the current reissued one- reel comedy starring
Harold Lloyd. The spectacled
comedian is not only supported by
Eebe Daniels and "Snub" Pollard,
but is also surrounded by a choice
collection of beautiful harem girls
PATHE

S ammy " Starring
Short Subjects
in lavish settings in the Sultan's palace. "The Hustler" is the title of
the latest Hal Roach comedy featuring "Snub" Pollard. The
comedy is a decided burlesque on
the methods of bootleggers in outwitting the wily revenue officers.
" Snub " is assisted in the offering
by Marie Mosquini, Noah Young,
and the staff of Hal Roach comedians.
Fly and
the Ants"
the
new"The
animated
cartoon
of the is
series
of " Aesop's Film Fables," produced
by Fables Pictures, Inc., and created
by Cartoonist Paul Terry. Pathe
Review No. 132 presents a number
of interesting subjects. It includes
" Steaming up Mt. Washington "
"showing
In the some
Emperor's
Tea Gardens
interesting
scenes at"
Kobata Ugi.

This is the policy that made millionaires of
Loew — Fox — Pantages. But the public is now
educated to better acts than they can secure.
You cannot book them through Keith or
Orpheum because they are intrenched in your city
and will not build up opposition to themselves.
REMEMBER!
We have over 300 headline acts under contract.
The number

of franchises is limited. Get

on the band wagon

before it is too late.

Call, wire or write
MR.

LEE

SHUBERT.

SHUBERT

VAUDEVILLE,

233 West 45th St., New York City.
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Views

"Bride of the Gods"
More than eight hundred motionpicture actors and actresses, exhibitors, producers and writers comprised the audience which saw the
pre-view of "A Bride of the
Gods," a by
First
National
attractionat
produced
J. L.
Frothingham,
the New Wilshire theatre in Los
Angeles on Monday night of last
week. It was the best attended
showing of its kind ever held in the
film capital, and the demand for
tickets far exceeded the supply.
"A Bride of the Gods" will be released in the late winter or early
spring through the First National
exchanges. It is a story of the
mystic Orient, with Marguerite De
La Motte playing the titular role.
Eugene O'Brien Guest
at Authors' League
Eugene
star,
was a guest O'Brien,
of honor Selznick
at the second
semi-annual dinner held by the Authors' League Fellowship at the
Hotel Astor, Sunday evening, jnovember 20.
The entertainment was in the
form of graduation exercises of
the
"Authors'
High officiating
School," with
Channing
Pollock
as
I school teacher." Eugene O'Brien
was one of the " boys." Mr.
O'Brien,
PearlofWhite
and
Anita Irene
Loos Castle,
had a turn
their
own, appearing as a class in dramatic expression.
All United Artists Releases for New House
Not only did the management of
the new Aldine theatre, Philadelphia, choose the Douglas Fairbanks' special feature, " The Three
Musketeers,"
with appointed
which to home,
open
their
handsomely
but announcement is now made that
all pictures of the United Artists
Corporation will be presented at
the Aldine, as well as those of
other stars in the firm industry who
have become identified with United
Artists.

First
Nat'l
Honors
D BARTHELMESS,
RICHAR
star of " Tol'able David," Adopts Dick Barthelwas adopted with all due cermess Into First Naemony as a " son of Associated
tional Family
First National Pictures " at a formal dinner given at the Hotel Astor, New York City, on Tuesday,
The consensus of opinion was enNovember 15th, 1921. The octhusiastical y infavor of the procasion was hailed as a symbolizaduction, and the guests of the evening were practically unanimous in
tion of the cordial, co-operative
spirit existing between First Na- declaring that never before had u
new star been known to offer so
tions. tional and its producing organiza- finished and so powerful a picture
as
his initial vehicle.
President Lieber, on behalf of
First National quotes some of
the franchise holders, made an informal address of adoption, and re- the comments made concerning the
picture, as follows :
ceived
Tol'able David
into thethe star
Firstof "National
family,"
" Richard Barthelmess as ' Tol'holding aloft the declaration of
able David ' cannot be surpassed.
adoption with its seal to which The cast is excellent and the sethe and Mr. Barthelmess had affixed
tings perfection. A 100 per cent
their signatures whille the photog- picture of its kind." — Herbert A.
rapher of the occasion recorded the Gillman, Dorchester theatre, JJorimpressive act.
chester, Mass.
It was at the conclusion of an
" A picture the most critical and
old-fashioned southern dinner that hardened movie fan will have to
have his handkerchief ready for.
the news
of known,
" Our Dick's
tion became
and "theadopone Entertainment as complete as anyhundred or more guests of the orcan hope
ganization, including franchise Rose, oneUnion
Hill,toN.enjoy."
J. — Irving
holders, British exhibitors, repre" A wonderful
Lexington, picture."
N. C. — H. B.
sentatives of Inspiration Pictures Varner,
and members of the trade press
" A truly remarkable picture in
cheered and applauded the cere- every way." — Jules Michaels, Bufmony.
falo, N. Y.
" Marvelous picture. Should go
The
"
Adoption
"
dinner
was
much more than a local New York big. Acting all that could uc ueoccasion. In addition to several sired." — Daniel D. Bader, Point
original franchise holders who at- Breeze and Lincoln theatres, Philatended the dinner from distant parts delphia.
of the United States, franchise
" Full of heart appeal and a wonholders and their wives, from New
derful
Reading,
Pa.punch." — H. J. Schadd,
England, New York State, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania were at
" Marvelous. Exciting. Pleasing.
the tables.
Entertaining. Everything that a
" Tol'able David," which is Rich- picture should be." — Harold B.
ard Barthelmess' first star vehicle
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffor Associated First National Pic- Franklin,
falo, N. Y.
tures, was given its first public
" A picture that will touch the
showing to the guests of the eve- hearts of all, and it sure will be a
ning. Just before the picture com- box-office winner." — Charles Segall,
menced, blank cards with pencils Philadelphia.
attached were given to each of the
"It gives me great pleasure to
franchise holders present, and they state that in my opinion the acting,
were asked to write their opinions scenes and photography are wonand criticisms of the picture at its
derful and the story
good."W.
—
conclusion.
Louis Bollinger,
Summitverytheatre,

New
Star
Hoboken, N. J.
" The sterling acting of Dick
Barthelmess is an outstanding feature of this red-blooded American
drama.
It ishasa astory
of aappeal
'gogetter ' and
popular
that should make it a good boxoffice atraction." — Louis F. Blumeuthal, National & Central theatres, Jersey City, N. J.
Mabel Normand Honored by Her Associates
Xovember 10th proved a day of
surprises to Mabel Normand, the
star of the Mack Sennett production, "Molly 'O." November 10th
is Mabel's birthday, but that of
course was not the surprise. The
first surprise consisted in the flood
of congratulatory letters and telegrams that fairly swamped the star
on the morning of the tenth. The
second surprise was the unexpected
reception awaiting Miss Normand,
when,
in response
invitation
to dinner,to her
she producer's
arrived at
the Mack Sennett residence. Her
studio associates were there in
force to greet her, and one of the
rooms was filled with beautiful
presents from her co-workers. After the reception, the party motored
to the Mission theatre, and there
the star was given her third surprise. The theatre was handsomely
decorated in her honor, and a special program was staged, including
the showing of " Molly 'O."
M. R. Rosenthal Goes
to Walkerville, Ont.
M. Rosenthal has left the management of the O.,
Allen's
Capitol
theatre, Cleveland,
to assume
the
direction of the Walkerville theatre, Walkerville, Ont. Previous
to his association with the Allen
house in Cleveland, Mr. Rosenthal
had been manager of the Allen
houses in Peterborough and St.
Catharine, Ont.

This bird lives on fried
inner tubes and thinks
one news reel is just
as good as another.
He hasn't even sense
enough to see the
superiority of

First National " adopts " Richard Barthelmess at a dinner tendered him and the executives of Inspiration Pictures, Inc., at
the Hotel Astor, New York, on November 15th. " Tol'able David " was previewed by the diners
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Produced

By

Ruth

Supervised

High

By

Hal

of an

points

goodness

Roland

business

Serials

,*c.

ROACH

honest-togetter

1. The Star; one of the greatest attractions before
the public today. For six years she has held the
public in the hollow of her hand.
2. The production
massive and spectacular.
Sets of a size and cost that are new to serials.
Production by the famous Hal Roach.
3. Western

story and

locale; the same type

of serial as "Hands Up" and "Ruth of the
Rockies," each of which was enormously successful.
^

Absolutely censor-proof; absence of guns, knives
and underworld scenes make the serial as clean as
the snow on a mountain top.
Get it, and kick Old Man
out of the window !

"Every week is
Pathe Week"

Gloom

Motion
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Double

John
he will release.
appear inOn" The
Lotus and
Eaters,"
directed
NeilanBarrymore
for First asNational
the right
left are
Anna byQ. Marshall
Nilsson
and Colleen Moore

Superstition"
for
Pioneer
European Picture to Be Released
as a Special in U. S. and Canada
board space will be purchased
NEGOTIATIONS have been bill
completed by President A. E. in all important cities. New York
Lefcourt of the Pioneer Film Cor- City will have special outdoor disporation, for the acquisition, by
plays and posters are being prepared on a more elaborate scale
Pioneer, of the European superthan anything ever attempted.
tion
ition,"
produc
titled
"
Superst
which was made in France. The Pioneer has assigned a staff of spepicture has a cast of upwards of
cial artists to the work of prepar1,500 people and the production
ing powerful sketches for its posperiod covered over nine months. ters.
Mr. Lefcourt has acquired the rights
Lobby displays of magnitude are
ition " for the ,entire being
to
"
Superst
" Superstition
expense for
is being
spared in"
United States and Canada and and noassembled
the execution of details in this
plans to release " Superstition " as
Mr. Lefcourt has giva special through all Pioneer Ex- connection.
en instructions to all departments
changes in every key city in the
country.
of Pioneer's Home Office to " go
The advertising and publicity de- the limit," in giving exhibitors evepartments of Pioneer have started
ry possible assistance. He points
in a special memorandum to the
preliminary work on " Supersti- out
heads
of all departments that the
tion,"
and
plans
have
been
completed for an elaborate campaign which independent field has its biggest opwill include the syndication of the
portunity today through the release of photoplays of unusual
story of fan magazines and newspapers throughout the country. A merit, and he believes that " Superlarge appropriation has been set
stition "will head the list of indeaside for advertising and special
pendent releases for the year.

Premiere

Picture

on

New

BVaj

"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford " at
December 4th
Rialto
and
Rivoli
ford stories and the stage play t
GREATLY impressed
by the im- George M. Cohan, the producin
portance of the production,
Hugo Riesenfcld has decided to company felt that here was a v«
hide in every way suited for Mk
present " Get-Rich-Quick Walling- fine
talents of Frank Borzage. Th;
ford " at two Broadway theatres
simultaneously. The Cosmopolitan director proved in " Humoresque
production will, therefore, be seen that he knows human nature — an<
at both the Rialto and Rivoli the- better still, knows how to bring 01
atres beginning Sunday, Decem- its lights and shadows, its subth
ties, its foibles on the screen. Bo:
ber 4.
Ever since Cosmopolitan Pro- zage's direction of " Get-Rid
ductions first made it known that
Wallingford " has more tha
it intended bringing to the screen Quick
fulfilled
the promise of " Humo
the famous characters of J. Rutus
Wallingford, " Blackie " Daw and
Those who have seen " Get-Rid
the people of Battlesburg there has Quick Wallingford" in the proje>
been displayed by the motion pic- tion room have praised it fro:
ture industry and the public a keen many angles. It is described to 1
desire to see the result, Walling- laughable and engrossingly inte
ford being what might be called a esting; it has a fine love story,
national character of fiction, there is esque."
a brilliant exposition of frenzit
is in the minds of many men and finance, but above all, they ha\
women a feeling of acquaintance- said, it is memorable because of i
ship with the master promoter.
sterling Americanism. It is a pi'
Because of the opportunities for ture based on American stories ar
character portrayal inherent in the an American play, about a Midd
screen play, as adapted by Luther Western American town and coi
Reed from some of the Walling- cerning American people.

Tearle
Group
" Man

Completes
Serie:
of Six Features Finished

of Stone " Current Release
Island, in Great South Bay, Loi
Conway Tearle has Island, during the past summer ar
WHILE
" The. a large company of " extras " e
been atappea
Comedyin theatre
the ring
Mad Dog"
gaged in battle scenes, feats <
New York, as a star under the Shu- horsemanship and cavalry charg«
bert management, the producing with results that fill the Arabia
forces under direction of Myron scenes with color and action.
Selznick have completed the entire" Love's Masquerade " by Hi
issue of photoplays for the Tearle ward J. Montagne, was directed 1
star series under the " Forty from William P. S. Earle. Winifn
sea- Westover is Mr. Tearle's leadir
Selznick " promised for this
son. There are six productions in woman
and the support includ'
the entire series, one of them al- Florence Billings, Robert Elli
ready released and a second feature Daniel Hayes and Robert Chaebol
scheduled for immediate distribution.
Ralph Ince directed both "Tl
Referee " and " A Wide-Op«
" After Midnight " started the Town,'"
more of Tearle's fort
Tearle series for the season, Zena coming twoissues.
Keefe then contributing her talents
as leading woman in a Ralph Ince
presentation that thus became a DINNER-DANCE ® D0IN(
three-star offering. " The Man of
Stone," now in circulation, is the
Stories
Chosen
by Realart
second in the set of six Tearle features, which will finally includue
4 New
Stellar Vehicles Selected;
" Love's Masquerade," " A Wide
Additions
Made to Writing Staff
Referee " and
" TheSea."
Town,"
"Open
Shadows
of the
The
next
Mary
Miles
Minter
pic" The Man of Stone " comes to
recei
S offic
e ved
g the Reala
NEWhometure, scheduled for Spring release, the screen with a story by John
durinfrom
weekrt'sis
concerned chiefly with the activities was written by Mary Morrison and Lynch and Edmund Goulding as its
of the Realart scenario staff on the is being adapted by Harvey Thew. basis. Lewis Allen Browne provided the scenario, and George
Coast. Announcement is made that
John Blackwood is the author of
Will Payne, ywell-known novelist Wanda Hawley's next with scena- Archainbaud directed the presentaand short-stor writer, has sold a
tion. The story involves incidents
rio by Violet Clark.
in English army life, starting with
story to Realart and will work with
These
productions
are
as
yet
ung
Fred Meyton in preparin the
titled. The directors who will have scenes in London society and finishscenario:
ing in the Arabian desert where
Dec. 1st.
them
in
charge, though not as- Tearle,
as an English army officer,
Elmer Harris, supervising diThursday *J
signed
as
yet
to
individual
stars,
rector for Realart, announces the include Edward Le Saint, Frank has gone to forget a love affair.
Ambassador
There he comes under the care of Hotel
line-up of coming productions for Urson and Thomas Heffron.
the four stars under his superan Arabian girl who nurses him
Greatly
increased
production
at
vision, as follows:
through the aftermath of too much
the
Realart
studio
has
made
it
Constance Binney will have a
brandy and soda— and a new love
necessary
for
Mr.
Harris
to
add
story from the pen of Aubrey still another scenario writer to his is awakened.
Martha Mansfield and Betty Howe T5he SCREENWRITERS' GUII
Stauffer of Realart's scenario de- constantly growing staff. The newand the two women around whom of T5f>e Authors" League ef Ameri
partment, which has been sccnarcomer
is
Thomas
J.
Hopkins
who
ized by Wells Hastings.
Bebe Daniels will do a story by entered motion pictures four years the plot swirls and the other sup- A reproduction of the posters issu
Colin CampincludeArthur
plaversCook,
Winifred Warner of which the ago as a scenarist for Ince, later
Barry
bell,porting
Warren
for Neal Hart, Henry
by the Screenwriters' Guild of L
adaptation has been made by Percy working
The desert Angeles
Brown.
Charles
and
to advertise their ball to
Walthall
and
Selznick
Heath.
held December 1st.
scenes were taken at Tangier
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Paramount Announces
Nov. 27th Releases
27 ParaNovembwiller eas
ON
mount rel e Jack
Holt's first starring
picture, "The Call of the
north," and the Cosmopolitan production, " Enchantment," starring Marion
.
ies
Dav
Joseph Henabery directed
"The Call of the North,"
which is an adaptation of
Stewart Edward White's
novel, " Conjuror's House."
The screen version is by Jack
Cunningham. The picture
was photographed in the
mountains of Northern California, where some virgin locations were found which
proved to be of surpassing
scenic beauty.
Playing opposite Jack Holt
is Madge Bellamy, while
others seen in the support are
Francis McDonald, Edward
Martindel, Helen Ferguson
and Jack Herbert.
" Enchantment " introduces
Marion Davies in what has
been pronounced her best
role to date. It is a captivating story, based upon " Manhandling Ethel," by Frank R.
Adams, the scenario being by
Luther Reed. Robert G. Vignola directed.
Miss Davies' leading man
is Forrest Stanley, and Edith
Shayne, Tom Lewis, Arthur
Rankin, Emmet Foy, Corinne
Barker, Maude Turner Gordon, Edith Lyle and Huntley
Gordon are prominent in the
support.
College Tie-Ups Aid
"Two Minutes to Go"
The successful tie-up which the
New York Strand Theatre recently
effected with local colleges during
its presentation of Charles Ray's
" Two again
MinutesinToCincinnati,
Go " provedOhio,
its
value
and Greenwood, Mississippi last
week. Ike Libson, manager of the
Walnut theatre in Cincinnati gave
special showing for the football
men from the University of Cincinnati, and in Greenwood, Manager
G. F. McCormick
Greenwood
had as ofhisSaenger's
invited
guests the opposing elevens of the
University of Mississippi and the
Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College who were staging
their annual contest in Greenwood.
Both tie-ups were eminently successful and the college idea for exploiting Ray'sa football
subject itbidsis
fair to have
wide adoption,
stated.

Mad"
Is
quiries concerning " ofFightin'
made consideration
the ideaMadim-"
perative. Metro had felt, when it
added " Fightin' Mad " to its schedule, that it was a picture eminently
timely. The response from exhibitors supported
that belief with unmistakable strength.
One exhibitor in Ohio wrote :
" We've had too much in the general market recently of vague,
problematical
pictures.
something
we can
sink ourLet's
teethhave
in.
Let's have a red-blooded picture,
with a wallop ; with a story that
moves and never stops moving. I've
had in'a Mad.'
glimpse
of a part
Fight-so
It looked
good ofto ' me,
There has been, from the earliest good that I'd like to ask you to reannouncement from Metro that it
Metro Week."
Thislease it during
communication
is in the
had arranged to place " Fightin'
Mad " upon its list of releases for spirit of countless others. Exhibitors, remembering the sweep of
December, a series of special requests from exhibitors, both in the last year's Metro Week, are deterlarger cities and the towns of the
mined to attempt the assault upon
country, that the picture, if pos- 1920's high records of attendance
sible, be sent out from the Metro throughout that period ; and they
exchanges at an earlier date.
point out that no better beginning
The very number of these in- could be made than by running a

picture
that, like their business durReleased
ing the seven days, would start with
a rush and never slacken its pace.
" Fightin' Mad " is an adventurous romance of the border country,
being in the main the career of a
restless young man with a personality in keeping with his name, Bud
McGraw. It is an action story from
first to last, a two-gun, two-fisted,
galloping drama of the lawless
country and a girl who ventured
into it. The cast is remarkable,
embracing as it does William Desmond, Virginia Browne Faire, Rosemary Theby, Doris Pawn, Joseph J.
Dowling, William Lawrence, Emmett C. King, William J. Dyer and
others equally prominent on the
screen. It was produced by William Desmond Productions, under
the personal supervision of Robert
Brunton. The story is by H. H.
Van Loan, author of " The Virgin
of Stamboul." Joseph J. Franz directed and Harry A. Gersted photo-

Universal's
announces a
UNIVER
strongSAL
list of Special Attractions for release in December. The forthcoming pictures include five-reelers by such stars as
Gladys Walton, Herbert Rawlinson,
Marie Prevost, and Hoot Gibson.
"A Parisian Scandal," an adaptation of "Princess Virtue" by
Louise
Winter, isrelease.
to be Universal's
first December
It is a
starring vehicle for Marie Prevost,
and gives her, in the role of a
young American girl raised in
Paris, exceptional chances to portray the baby vamp type which she
is making famous on the screen.
It is said to be a fit successor to
" Moonlight Follies " and " Nobody'sspecials.
Fool," her first two Universal
" A Parisian Scandal " was directed by George Cox, from a continuity byDoris Schroeder. Tom
Gallery plays the principal supporting role. Others in the cast are
Mae Busch, Bertram Grassby, Lillian Rambeau, George Fisher,

be theReleases
third December release on
the Universal
is "story
The
Sandman,"
from schedule,
a delightful
by
J.
U.
Geisy.
It
is
now
being
filmed under the direction of Dallas
Fitz Gerald, with Hal Cooly and
Harold Miller in the chief supporting roles.
will be released underIt a probably
new name.
Universal last December Special
Attraction will be "The Fire
Eater," starring Hoot Gibson. It
is an adaptation of Ralph Cummings' western story, " The Badge
of
Hearts."many
ReavesHarry
Eason,Fighting
who directed
Carey successes, is in charge of
" The Fire Eater." Louise Lorraine, remembered in many Universal two-reel westerns, and as a
Century ladv.
Comedy star, is Hoot's
leading

Fightin'
RO has set forward the
MET
releasetheoforigin
" Fighti
al n'
from
date,MadDe-"
cember 5,to Metro
Week,
the period from November 20 to 27.
This change in the schedule of
distribution is declared to be a reflection of the eagerness of exhibitors throughout the United States
and Canada to have in their houses
at the earliest possible opportunity
the big outdoor super-special, with
its whirlwind story by H. H. Van
Loan, and the array of screen talent
in its cast, including William Desmond, Rosemary Theby, Virginia
Browne
Faire and William Lawrence.

IT'S

graphed it.

December
Madame
Rose Dione, Lillian Lawrence and George Periolat.
" Barry Gordon," William F.
Payson's topopular
novel,in has
been
adapted
the screen
a strong
photoplay with Herbert Rawlinson
in the leading role. It is called
"second
CheatedUniversal
Hearts,"December
and will release.
be the
Marjorie Daw will be seen in the
leading role opposite Rawlinson.
Doris Pawn also plays an important
part. Hobart Henley is directing
the picture, which also is laid partly
in Paris. Warner Baxter, Anna
Lehr, Winter Hall, Hector Sarno,
josef Swickard, Boris Karloff, and
Al and Murdock McQuarrie are in
the cast.
" Cheated Hearts " is very different from Rawlinson's previous Universal Special Attraction, " The
Millionaire." but is said to contain
a powerful punch, as well as considerable of the same kind of humor which the star put into " The
Millionaire" so successfully.
Gladys Walton's latest picture, to

COMING

FAST

/

TIME
Don't

DISARM

fight against

your own best interests. Get a news reel
r.M«ITllTIIEHkH&l j

that your patrons will
enjoy, not merely
endure

New Vehicle Secured
for Marie Prevost
" The Dangerous Little Demon,"
an original story by Mildred Considine, well known scenarist and
story writer, has been purchased
by Universal for Marie Prevost,
the former bathing comedy beauty
who now is starring in Universal
Special Attractions.

TO
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Motion

Sixth "Theodora" Unit
Opens in Boston

A romantic moment in " The Rise of
Roscoe feature
Paine,"will starring
Irene through
Castle.
The
be released
Hodkinson Exchanges
Paramount in Tie-Up
with Publishers

show
h com
n'sy Ital
THEi n gsixtGol
dwypan
iane,
film spectacl " Theodora," opened on Monday
t
nigh last at the Shubert theatre, Boston, at the $2 top
scale. It received in that city
the same high praise for its
scenic splendors and its powerfully dramatic story that it
did in every other city where
the film has been shown.
The New York engagement
at the Astor theatre is now in
its sixth capacity week, and
from present indications will
continue there for a long run.
" Theodora " is also being
shown at the $2 top scale at
the La Salle theatre, Chicago; the Michigan theatre,
Detroit; the Pitt theatre in
Pittsburgh, and the Colonial
theatre in Cleveland.

Special co-operation between
publisher and film producer has
been arranged by the Paramount Title of Talmadge Subject Is Changed
publicity department for " Miss
Announcement was made this Alice Lake, Metro star, who has turned
Lulu Bett," the Zona Gale novel,
long enough
produce Karger
" The
which William De Mille has pro- week by Associated First National blonde
Wall," ato Maxwell
duced as a Paramount picture.
Pictures that the Norma Talmadge Hole in the
production for Metro
The popular book, now in its thir- picture, produced under the workRalph Lewis Again in
teenth printing, will be issued
ing title of "Regeneration Isle" has
hereafter by D. Appleton & Co. in a
Metro Production
been
renamed
"Love's
Redemption."
jacket designed by A. M. Bots- It will be released December 19th.
Ralph Lewis, whose portrayal of
ford, Paramount advertising manThe bertpicture
was was
directed
by Alager. Four scenes from the phoParker and
adapted
by Pere Grandet, in Rex Ingram's
" The Conquering Power," has
toplay appear on the cover of the
book, which also carries the text, Anthony Paul Kelly from Andrew given him a unique place on the
Soutar's
novel, Harrison
"On Principle."
The screen and again has attached his
includes
Ford, who
" This is an Appleton Book " and cast
name to a Metro contract. This
" It's a Paramount Picture."
Under the direction of Jerome was Miss Talmadge's leading man time he will be seen with Viola
Wonderful Thing;" Dana in the Harry Beaumont proBeatty, director of Advertising also in "The
Love, Cooper Cliffe,
duction of " The Five Dollar
and Publicity, press books, one Montagu
Mabel
Bert,
Michael
M. Barnes,
sheets and publicity portfolios have Fraser Coulter and E. Fernandez.
In the screen version of this
been turned over to the Appleton
selling forces, who are showing
Irving S. Cobb story, Mr. Lewis
them to bookdealers for their
will appear
an elderly
broker whoseastrials
provide pawna big
Christmas trade. Appleton sales- Renco Picture Praised
Baby."
part
of
the
comedy.
men are urging their customers to
by Hodkinson Staff
get in touch with the local Paramount exchanges in arranging win"At the Sign of the Jack O'Landow displays and other book tie- tcrn," made by the Renco Film
Carrick Joins R-C in
Company, for release by Hodkinups.
Indianapolis
son, taining
was voted
"
the
most
enterfeature that the Hodkinson
A.
W.
Carrick, for the past four
Author Lauds Screen
reviewing staff has seen, in many
years feature manager with Pathc
months," following a showing of Exchange, Inc., in their IndianapoVersion of Story
this picture at Simplex projection
lis, Indiana, Omaha, Nebraska, and
At an author's and publisher's rooms last week. It was immedi- Washington, T). C. exchanges, reshowing of "Silent Years" from the
ately decided to move ahead the resigned recently to become manager
lease date from late next March
novel "Mam'sellc Jo" by Harriet
Comstock, at the R-C projection to the first week in January.
of
office.Robertson-Cole's Indianapolis
room this week, splendid tributes
were paid to the production and to
Louis J. Gasnier, the director, for
the skill with which he translated
NEGATIVES
FOR
SALE
this
of apagewoman's
heart moving
from thetale
printed
to the
screen.
WE OFFER
Mrs. Comstock following the
showing, declared :
World's Rights on 12 Single Reel Comedies
"Rose Dione is a perfect 'Mam'An Selby.
Artful Dodger — Bill Farsons.
TheMeredith.
Girl Who Can Cook — Lois
selle
Jo.'
No
better
type
of
womau
Gertie's
latest Affair — Gertrude
could have been selected for this
One
Dollar,
Please — George Derr.
rugged, sterling, finely fibred
The Honeymooners — George Derr. Peter's
Ross. Perfect Photoplay — Budd
woman of my dreams. It seemed
Grimsey,
the
Bell
Hop—
Alex.
(lark.
Grouchy — Tom Wise.
that she lived again on the screen
BeachElopement,
Birds.
Admirers'
Three.
The
as she lived in my thoughts while
Every Lassie
Has a Lover.
I Russell
wrote her
story."
Doublcday, of Doublcday.
At a Price That Will Astonish You
Page & Co., publishers of Mrs.
Write or Wire
Comstock's novel said :
"It is a picture that should win
FRANK POWELL PRODUCING CORP.
immediate approval of the motion
picture fans." Mr. Doubleday said.
410 TENTH ST.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
"It is gripping, it is affecting, and
it is powerful."

Picture

Newt

Chas. Baker Heads Vitagraph Scenario Dept.
connections of George
ry
phnews
ste
dol
that
thegrap
h Che
panthe
with
theRan
Vita
Com
WITH
have been severed, comes the
announcement by Albert E.
Smith, president of the com-d
pany, that he has appointe
Charles Graham Baker to succeed Mr. Chester as editor-inchief of the scenario
forces.
Mr. Baker's promotion
comes as a well earned re
ward for years of exceptional
services, during which time
he has become known as one
of the leading photoplaywiights in the country. As
associate editor for two years
he has had the selection, purchasing and adapting of
stories for all the Vitagraph
r,tars, under his personal supervision. Harry Dittmar has
been ateappointed
as the associeditor.
Changes in Paramount
Exploitation Staff
Max R. Doolittle, for the past
year Paramount exploiteer at the
Des Moines Exchange, succeeds
George Schor as publicity director
of the Criterion theatre, New York.
Claud Saunders has assigned
Harry Royster of the Buffalo ex
change to succeed Doolittle. R. C.
Gary, exploiteer at Omaha, has been
transferred to the new Milwaukee,
exchange. Harold Home, formei
publicity director for William K
Ziegfeld, will be the new exploiteer
at Omaha.
John P. Goring, exploiteer at Kan
sas City, has been sent to fill the
\acancy at Los Angeles. Howard
P. Kingsmore, who was assigned to
Milwaukee, spent two days on the
job before he was ordered to take
Goring's place in Kansas City.
John D. Howard, who has been
doing special exploitation work at
the Centurv theatre, Baltimore, goes
to the exchange at Albany.
Chas. Ray Pays First
Visit to N. Y.
Charles Ray was welcomed to
Xew York this week on his first
visit to the East. The famous star
was introduced to the city by Afl
thur S. Kane, who joined the star
in Chicago
on'
the
last lap toof accompany
the journeyhimfrom
Los Angeles. In addition to Mr.
Rav and Mr. Kane the party which
arrived at the Grand Central Terminal on Wednesday morning, November 23rd, consisted of Mrs.
Ray, Richard Willis, general manager A.of the
Ray his
Productions,
Albert
Kidder,
legal advisor
and George Rizzard, his chief
camera man. Mr. Ray will make
certain scenes for a future First
National production while in New
York.
Ingram

Adds

to Cast of

"Prisoner
of Zenda"
Ramon Samaniegos,
pronounced
by several directors one of the most
promising screen discoveries of the
past year, has been selected by Rex
Ingram for the role of Rupert of
Hentzau in his production of "The
Prisoner of Zenda " for Metro.
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'rip to Europe Awaits
Efficient Managers
FOUR Universal exchange
managers will accompany Carl Laemmle to
Europe next June, it is announced, when the Universal
president makes his annual
trip across the Atlantic to
study film conditions abroad.
The sales managers will go
as a reward for efficient service and so they may benefit
from a first-hand knowledge
of the moving picture business in other lands, it is explained by the Universal
home office.
The exchange managers
chosen will be on tour for six
weeks, visiting London, Paris
and other places, all at the
expense of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, it is
declared. In case any of the
selected four managers do
not desire to make the overseas trip, they will be entitled
to draw on Universal for $2,000, as a cash bonus for their
efficiency.
Mr. Laemmle's offer is a
result of a Universal determination to have 100 per cent
representation in the United
States and Canada. The Representation Drive is being
conducted under the direction of Mr. Berman, general
manager of exchanges.
"The Sheik" Sets New
Record for Ascher
More evidence of the drawing
power of George Melford's Para" Thehome
Sheik,"
came tomount
theproduction,
Paramount
office during the convention of district and branch managers in the
form of a telegram from Max
Ascher, of Ascher Bros., Chicago.
The telegram was addressed to H.
W. Given, Chicago Branch Manager, and was as follows :
" In the face of inclement
weather Saturday, Sunday and
Monday,
The Sheik,'
brokeBring
all
jrevious 'house
records.
Jack a few more big pictures like
these
you. theatre
Kindest isregards."
The with
Roosevelt
the Ascher house, in which " The Sheik "
is playing.
Vignola to Begin New
Production Shortly
Having just completed a second
production with Marion Davies in
the star role for Cosmopolitan,
Robert G. Vignola is now busily
engaged in reading scripts with a
view to beginning a new production shortly. The special just completed was taken from a magazine
story by Sophie Kerr, entitled
" Beauty's Worth," and is said to
offer Miss Davies as fine opportunities as did " Enchantment," which
was
first and
production
with Mr.
the Yignola's
famous star,
which
has proven a big box-office success. While his last production
was made, for the most part, on
the Coast, his next one will, in all
likelihood, be made in the East.

is represented by the appeal
"Special"
or
Regular value Service?
a gdiffer
on beamon
of opinito
the- Woody Presents Argu- of a popularly established star to
THERE enceseems
exhibitors up and down the
ment in Favor of
the
You oncan't
the
hold public.
of the star
the ignore
fan. And
land about which class of pictures
from
week
to
week,
from
picture
yields the biggest average box-ofAverage Feature
to picture, that popularity grows.
fice dividends per season — the soa Special and when it has
called Special Feature or the Regu- ' Feature ' they were compelled to Play
sent back to the exchange, it
lar Service production. This sea- boost admission prices to their been
son, especially, the arguments for patrons. Now if the picture is a leaves nothing behind that will
and against the Special as a steady flivver, the higher admission fees serve in anyway to blaze the way
entertainment diet for the picture leave a bad taste in the mouths of for any picture that follows. But
play a star series, purchased at a
publi
idencec. have been, particularly in ev- picture shoppers which may result moderate price, and you've got a
in a change of diet sooner or later. value at the end of the series that
J. S. Woody, general manager of
" Exhibitors simply can't afford is worth many times what you've
Realart, in commenting on the sort
of pictures which the market is to jeopardize the good will of their paid for sistent
it. attendance
And you've
a conand agotconstant
finding bearish right now says : patrons. I don't say that the public
objects
to
paying
higher
admis" I'd be the last man to deny that
sion prices now and then, but when
" What pleases me is something
there are some wonderful Special
they do they are going to make sure that happened down in WashingFeatures playing these days which that
the occasion is worth while. revenue."
ton, D. C, where they are making
are making good hard coin for the
Exhibitors. I could name you a
" And right here is where those history every day these days. Mr.
dozen of them right off the reel. exhibitors who prefer the Regular Payette, assistant general manager
But each one of these big ones has Service method of booking their of the Crandall theatres, had provided Crandall's 9th Avenue and
had to stand a pretty hard test. The entertainment put up a pretty E. Street
theatre with a Realart
showman is becoming suspicious strong argument. They claim that
Star
Franchise,
and in its turn he
their
profit
during
the
year
is
conof that word ' Special.' And can
siderably higher through showing received the production " Dawn of
you blame him?
which they can obtain on the East." Well, that picture broke
" There are plenty of pictures pictures
a service basis at moderate prices, every record ever hung up for the
which have been touted as ' spe- thus permitting them to charge old house ! Then he booked the piccials,' booked as ' specials,' adver- established box-office admission
ture for a repeat run, voluntarily
tised as ' specials ' — at a special
fees,
than
it
would
be
if
they
expaying the same price for the secprice of course — played as ' spehibited Special Features, paying in- run. ond booking as he did for the first
cials—' and then gone blooey —
creased
rentals
and
charging
inleaving a sadder but wiser exhibicreased entrance prices.
tor in their wake. Exhibitors have
" Personally, I believe that there
stood for it cheerfully enough in
is going to be a stronger and
" For the Service picture ob- stronger
demand for good, average
tained through a yearly franchise
the
past.entirely.
For in a In
way order
it isn'tto their
funeral
pay carries a cumulative value which pictures maintaining a good, averthe higher rental demanded for the they can readily appreciate. This
age box-office profit."
New

HodkinsonReleasesBegun
Howard Truesdale, Emily Fitzroy.
art Great Master productions, " The
the Hodki
ADVICE
three George Pounceforte and Charles Bashful
that nson
home-oSfficefrominform
Suitor," featuring Mary
Brandon and Pierre Gendron, has
subjects have just been start- Eldridge.
ed by producing units affiliated
" The Luxury Tax," the Hugo been cut and titled and according
with the Hodkinson Corporation. Ballin production, is the fifth in a to schedule will be ready for general release by Hodkinson early in
The producing companies which series which have included " Pagan
have just begun the filming of tne Love," " East Lynne," " The Jour- December.
The painting
Bashful bySuitor
is
based
on " the
Josef"
three new pictures are the Irene
ney's End " and " Jane Eyre."
Castle organization, which is mak- " The Luxury Tax " is an original Israels, also at the Metropolitan.
ing a screen version of " The Rise story by Ethel Donoher, author of
of Roscoe Paine," by Joseph C. the recent Equity picture, " The
Lincoln; the Hugo Ballin Produc- Black Panther's Cub," starring
tions, which is filming an original Florence Reed. The cast includes
story by Ethel Donoher, titled Mabel Ballin, Raymond Bloomer
" The Luxury Tax " ; and the Tri- and Crauford Kent. Several other
TBlSt.
art Pictures Corporation, which has important names will be announced
started work on " The Young by Air. Ballin during the next fortPainter," based on the theme of night.
the famous painting of the same
Work on the exteriors of " The Peoria °r Paris?
name by Rembrandt.
the based
third on
in the
Irene Castle started work last Young
series ofPainter,"
productions
the
week under the direction of Ed- paintings of great masters, the first
Peoria is a nice place,
win L. Hollywood on her second
was "The
Beggar Pictures
Maid,"
has which
been started
by Triart
production since her recent return of
but Paris is more interesting.
the direction of Herbert
to public life. The picture is from under
Blache.
*he story " The Rise of Roscoe
The first scenes for " The Young
Paine,"
by Joseph
C. Lincoln.
first Castle
production,
which The
was Painter " were shot last week on
That's why there is
also directed by Mr. Hollywood, is the Long Island estates of Louis C.
more about Paris than
one of the Advisory Board
about
Peoria in the
"French Heels," a story by L-iai- Tiffany,
ence Buddington Kelland. which of the Triart Company. Providing
World's
Greatest
is favorable the exterappeared
in Everybody's
Magazine.by the weather
News Reel.
iors will be completed this week for
Both pictures
will be released
Hodkinson.
the studio scenes. Mary Astor arid
"The Rise of Roscoe Paine," Pierre Gendron, who played the
which was adapted from Mr. Lin- leads in " The Beggar Maid," are
coln's book by Howard Young, is featured in " The Young Painter."
a story of Cape Cod, and of a young Walter Petri also has an important
man of the Cape who becomes acquainted with the daughter of a
" The Young Painter " is based
powerful New York financier. The on the famous painting of the same
zmcK
news
part of the daughter, Mabel Colton, name
part. by Rembrandt, one of the Sclzni
is played by Mrs. Castle. Ward priceless canvases in the Altman ISSUE FOR ISSUE — COMPARE IT
Crane is cast in the role of Roscoe Collection at the Metropolitan MuPaine. The other important mem- seum.
bers of the cast are Al Roscoe,
The second in the series of Tri-

Motion
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News

by
Wire
HAL
ROACH
" He Who Hesitates " will be the
title of the next Harold Lloyd comedy originally
titled "The White
Feather."
Six hundred
extras were
used last week in scenes.
" Some Baby " and "Stage
Struck," two "Snub" Pollard comedies, were shipped this week.
The Paul Parrott company is
making a burlesque on the faith
cure with Paul Parrott, Ethel
Broadhurst, Mark Jones, George
Rowe and Sunshine Sammy.
^VTfAGRAPH

The cast for Basil King's " The
Dust Flower " includes Mona
Kingsley and James Rennie, from
New York, both of whom were engaged especially for this subject,
Helene Chadwick, Edward Peil and
Beroge Perriolat.
" The Octave of Claudius " has
been given the permanent title of
" A Blind Bargain."
Lon Chaney has left for a vacation in New York.
Gouvencur Morris' story, " Always WarmJerome
and Green,"
now-a
being cast.
Eddy willisplay
lead.
William Beaudine will direct the
Kathleen Norris story, " The Happiest Night of Her Life."
" Sent for Out " and " Hungry
Hearts " have been finished.

"univers
al
Carl Laemmle left for New
York
last week.
Jack Conway has been assigned
to direct Harry Carey in " The
Land
story. of the Lost," an original
Edith Hallor has been engaged to
play opposite House Peters in
" Human Hearts " under the direction of King Baggott.
Upon the completion of " Cupid
Incog," starring Marie Prevost,
Clarence Badger will continue directing Miss Prevost's next picture,
"Mildred
The Dangerous
Considine.Little Demon," by
Herbert Rawlinson will next play
in " Peterman " by Lewis B.
Eytenge, who is serving a life term
in a Florence, Arizona, prison, and
who was convicted fourteen years
ago of murder on circumstantial
evidence. The sale was made
through the Palmer Photoplay Corporation.
Wesley Ruggles has completed
"Dean.
Wild Honey," starring Priscilla
Arvid Gillstrum has been added
to the directorial staff of Century
Comedies.

Picture

A scene from " Tropical Love," in which Ruth Clifford is seen in one of the
principal roles. This is a Playgoers Pictures' offering distributed by Pathe
starring Jane Novak.
J. L. Frothingham is completing
PACIFIC
" The Man Who Smiled."
Hamilton-White have completed
STUDIOS
" Distress," which was shipped to
Educational this week.
Monroe Salisbury, directed by
Coogan's
" MyCoogan.
Boy " will
be Jackie
taken East
by Mrs.
Jacques Jaccard, is beginning filmJerome Storm has been engaged
ing "The Great Alone," by James to direct the next Coogan picture,
Caldwell.
title of which is still unanDirector Harry Edwards is com- the
nounced.
pleting the second Sunset comedy
titled " Scarcely." It features Hal
Stephens with Kathleen Emerson.
METRO
Lloyd Carleton Productions is beThe
"
Flying
featuring gin ingLawson
Butt. Dutchman,"
Bayard Ycillicr has finished
General Manager Isadore Bern- " the Phantom Bride," and will next
stein announces the completion of film one of his own stories titled
the second enclosed steel and glass
has a war backstage and the creation of a large " Danger,"ground.which
Bert Lytell will star.
artificial lake.
Maxwell Karger is beginning
" Hate," starring Alice Lake. The
entire
rup. cast consists of Conrad NaBRUNTON
gel, Charles Clary, Harry NorthChester Bennet Productions company hasteriorsgone
Big Bear
for exof the to second
production

In production are " The Five
Dollar Baby," starring Viola Dana,
under the direction of Harry Beau;" The
Prisoner
Zenda," ;
under montthe
direction
of Rexof Ingram
and " Stay Home," under the direction of Gerobe Baker, starring Gareth Hughes.
Marcus Loew leaves for the East
this week.

ROBERTSONCOLE

A scene from "all-star
The Sincast,of released
Martha through
Queed," Associated
an Allan Dwan
production with an
Exhibitors

Pauline Fredericks next picture
will
of Clementina,"
from bethe" The
novelGlory
by William
J. Locke,
and continuity by Winifred Dunn.
Hawavaka plays a dual role in
" The Vermillion Pencil." A big
Chinese street set is now being built.
Norman Dawn is directing. The
cast includes Bessie Love, Ann May,
Sydney Franklin, Thomas Jefferson
and Toto Du Crow.
The Hunt Stromberg production,
" Eden and Return," starring Doris
May, has been finished, and an original story by Beatrice Van Casting,
" Boy Crazy," has been started.

Alice Calhoun arrived las', week
to begin
work ofin David
"Blue Smith.
Bell," under
the
direction
It is reported that Corinne Grif4
fith and cemberJean
1st. Paige will arrive DeLarry Semon is using the entire
personnel of a Los Angeles cabaret in his theatre comedy, titled
"Props.''
Six hundred extras are
necessary for some scenes.
LASKY
William DeMille is returning
from the East this week with an
original story by Clara Beranger in
which Agnes Ayres and Jack Hok
will be starred.
Cecil DeMille left this week for
New York and Europe.
Director Paul Powell is beginning
" Tharon of Lost Valley," by Virgie
Roe, starring Dorothy Dalton.
The
is to be by Beulah
Mariecontinuity
Dix.
HERE
AND
THERE
J. L. Frothingham gave a trade
pre-view showing of A Bride of
the Gods" at the Wilshire Theatre
on Monday evening of this week.
The Ben Hampton company filming the Zane Grey story, " Fire
Fly," entertained thousands on
Armistice Day in the making of important race-track scenes. Tod
Sloan is featured in this production.
20,000 Enter Goldwyn
Scenario Test
Several surprises have been furnished by the Chicago Daily Wws
— Goldwyn Pictures Corporation
$30,000 scenario test. One is that
45 per cent of the 20,000 entrants
are men, which runs counter to all
expectations. Considering the great
popular interest in motion pictures
among women, and the fact that
they are supposed to have more time
for scenario writing than have the
men, the proportion of men who
sent inat. manuscripts is to be won-,
dered
Another surprise is the number of
entrants outside of Chicago, seeing
that the contest was conducted by
a Chicago newspaper.
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by
Months in which Released in order that the
Exhibitor may have a short-cut toward such
information as he may need. Short subject and
comedy releases, as well as information on pictures that are coming will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)
mm
MAY
Feature
Length Reviewed
Distributed By
Star
Blazing Trail, The Frank Mayo
5 reels May 7
Universal
Bob Hampton of Placer. James Kirkwood ... First National 7 reels May 14
Call From the Wild Special Cast Pacific Film — S. R
Call of the Blood Special Cast
Cheated Love
Carmel Myers Universal
S reels.. . .May 28
28
Closed Doors
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels . . .. .May
.May 21
Coincidence
Special
Cast
Metro
5
reels..
Colorado Pluck . .
William Russell. .. Fox
6 reels. . . .May 28
Courage
Naomi Childers. .. First National 6,244 ft..
Divorce of Convenience. Owen Moore Selznick
5,000 ft..
Don't
Leave Your Hus- William Desmond. . Federated Film
band
6,200
ft. ..May 7
Gilded Lies
2121
Eugene
O'Brien.
..
Selznick
,
6 reelsft.. . .May
Good Women
RosemaryKennedy
Theby .... . Goldwyn
Robertson-Cole .... 5,500
5 reels. . .May
Highest Bidder, The. . . Madge
.May
14
His Greatest Sacrifice.. William Farnum . . . Fox
5,200 ft.. .May
.May 1414
Home Stretch
Douglas MacLean. Famous Players.... 5 reels. . .May
Louise Glaum Associated Prod... .56 reels.
I Am Guilty
reels . . .May 147
It Can Be Done
Earle Williams Vitagraph
.5 reels. . ..April
Shirley Mason.... Fox
Lamplighter, The
.May 307
Lavender and Old Lace. Marguerite Snow. . Hodkinson
5 reels.
..
.5
reels.
Claire
Adams
Pathe
.May
21
Lure ofinEgypt,
The
Made
Heaven
Tom Moore Goldwyn
5 reels. . .April
307
.May
5
reels.
.
Constance
Binney.Realart
Magic Cup, The
Miracles of Manhattan.. E. Hammerstein. . .Selznick
.May 14
reels ft.. . .April 30
Mother Eternal Vivian Martin Graphic Films — S. R 95,000
On the Trail
..May
7
Irving Cummings. .Prod. Security — S. R
Jackie Coogan First National 5 reels . ..May 7
Peck's ofBad
Love
Federated
—
S.
R
Penny
Top Boy
Hill Trail. Bessie
5
reels.
5 reels . . .April 30
Viola Dana
Metro
Puppets of Fate
May 14
7 reels. , .. ..May
Priscilla Dean Universal
Reputation
See My Lawyer Roy T. Barnes. ... Robertson-Cole 65 reels.
. . May 147
reels.
.May
7
Seven
Years'Salesman
Bad Luck. Thelma
Roscoe Percy
Arbuckle . . Robertson-Cole
Famous Players .... 5 reels. ,
Traveling
. May 211 4
5 reels . .. .May
Wallop, The
Harry Carey Universal
Wild Goose, The
McLaren Famous Players.... 5 reels. . .May 21
Wolves of the North... Mary
Herbert Heyes .... Universal
5 reels .
JUNE Distributed By Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Beach of Dreams Edith Storey Robertson-Cole 5 reels. ..June 11
Beautiful Gambler
Special Cast
Universal
5 reels. ..May
.June 2111
Beyond Price
Pearl White
Fox
5 reels.
Big Town Ideas Eileen Percy
Pox
5 reels. ..May 28
..June 11
Black Panther's Cub .... Florence Reed Equity Pic. — S. R. ...7 reels. ..May
Boys Will Be Boys Will Rogers Goldwyn
5 reels. ...June 284
Butterfly Girl, The Marjorie Daw Pathe
5 reels.
Charge It
Clara Kim. Young. Equity Pic.-S. R. 6,900 ft. ...June
.June 11
Cold Steel
Special Cast Robertson-Cole 6 reels. ..June 184
Fighting Lover, The.... Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels.
Fine Feathers
Special Cast Metro
6 reels. ..June 25
Get Your Man
Buck Jones Fox
5 reels. ..June 4
Girl
from
Nowhere,
The.
Elaine
Ham'rstein.
.Selznick
Gypsy Blood
Poli Negri First National 56 reels.
reels.
Heart Line, The
Leah Baird Pathe
6 reels. ..June 4
..June 28
18
Home Stuff
Viola Dana
Metro
5 reels. ...May
Idols of the North Dorothy Dalton. ...Famous Players 5 reels. ..May "ii
..June 214
If Women Only Knew.. Robert Gordon Robertson-Cole 6 reels. ...May
Keeping Up With Lizzie. Enid Bennett Hodkinson
5 reels.
King Queen Joker Sydney Chaplin. .. .Famous Players 5 reels. ..June
Kiss in Time, A
Wanda Hawley Realart
5 reels. . .June 2511
Last Card. The
May Allison Metro
5 reels. ...June 4
Lessons
T'lmdge. Robertson-Cole
First National 56 reels.
. .June 18
Live and inLetLove
Live Constance
Harriet Hammond.
reels. ....June
Lest Romance, The Conrad Nagel Famous Players 7 reels. ..May 28
Love's Penalty
Hope Hampton First National 5 reels. ...June
...May 284
Lure ofof the
the Forest
Orient, The. Special
Special Cast
Cast Hodkinson
Aywon Film — S. R. . .66 reels.
...May 28
Man
reels. ...June
4
Man Tamer, The
Gladys Walton Universal
5 reels.
Message from Mars Bert Lytell Metro
5 reels. ...June 18
Mother Heart, The Shirley Mason Fox
5 reels. ...June 18
...June 18
Mothera Minute
O' Mine
Betty Blythe
AssociatedPlayers
Prod 57 reels.
reels. ...June
One
Douglas
MacLean. ..Famous
18
Private Scandal, A
May McAvoy Realart
5 reels. ...June 25
Rider of the King Log. .Frank Sheridan Pathe
7 reels. ...May 28
. . June 1 1
Ridin'
Fox
S5 reels.
Road toRomeo
London, The... Tom
BryantMix
Washburn. ..Pathe
reels. . . April 3011
Sacred and Profane Love . Elsie Ferguson Famous Players 5 reels. ...June
Salvage
Pauline Frederick. .Robertson-Cole 5 reels. . ..May 28
Scarab Rine. The Alice Joyce Vitagraph
5 reels. ..June 44
Scrambled Wives Marguerite Clark. . .First National 6 reels. ....June
Scrap Iron
Chas. Ray
First National 5 reels. ...June
2811
Sham
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5 reels. ...May
Sheltered Daughters Justine Johnston. .. Realart
5 reels. ...May 28
Silver Car. The
Earle Williams Vitagraph
6 reels. . . .June 4
Snow Blind
Russell Simpson, .. Goldwyn
6 reels. . ..June 4
...July 23
Straight
from
Paris
Clara
Kim.
Young.
Equity
Pic.
—
S.
R...
reels. ...May
21
Ten Dollar Raise, The.. Peter B. Kyne Associated Prod 66 reels.
Too Much Speed Wallace Reid Famous Players 5 reels. ...June 18
Two Weeks With Pay. ..Bebe Daniels Realart
5 reels. ...June 4
Two Wise Wives Louise Calhern .... Famous Players 6 reels. ...June 4
Voice in the Dark, The. .Ramsey Wallace. .. Goldwyn
5 reels. ...June 18

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Whistle, The
WiUiam S. Hart. .. Famous Players 5 reels April 9
White and Unmarried. . .Thos. Meighan Famous Players 5 reels. . . .June 11
Wise Fool, A
James Kirkwood ... Famous Players 6 reels. . ..June 11
Worn. God Changed, The. Seena Owen. Famous Players Creels June 4
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length Reviewed
2
Appearances
Special CastJULY Famous Players .... 5336 tt . ...July
.July 16
Behind Masks
Dorothy Dalton
Famous Players. ... 55 reels.
Fox
reels. . ..July 16
Big
Town
Round
Up...
Tom
Mix
Broken Doll
Special Cast Associated Prod .... 5 reels . . .June 259
Bronze Bell, The
Special Cast Famous Players 5902 ft. ...July
..July 9
Carnival
Special Cast United Artists 6 reels. ..July
9
Children of the Night ... William Russell. .. Fox
5 reels. . .May 28
Closed Doors
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels.
Dangerous Paths Neve Gerber Arrow — S. R
5 reels.
Desperate Trails Harry Carey Universal
5 reels. .July "916
Devotion
Hazel Dawn
Associated Prod .... 5 reels . '.. July
Don't Call Me Little
Girl
Mary M. Minter. .. Realart
5 reels. . .July 2
Face of the World Special Cast Hodkinson
6 reels. ..July 30
Foolish Matrons Hobart Bosworth. .Associated Prod 5 reels. ...July
. .July 2
Golden Snare
Special Cast
First National
6 reels. .July 232
Greater Profit
Edith Storey Robertson-Cole 4200 ft. ...Aug. 6
Heart to Let
Justine Johnston. .. Realart
5249 ft. . May 7
Home Talent ...Ben Turpin Associated Prod 5 reels. . .. .June
25
I Am Guilty
Louise Glaum Associated Prod 5312 ft.
I Am the Woman Texas Guinan Victor Kremer-S. R
■ July 9
Journey's
The W.
Standing
Judge Her End,
Not
Pauline
Curley Hodkinson
Merit Film-S. R 57 reels.
reels. .July 9
Kiss, The
Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels. .July
9
Land of Hope
Alice Brady Realart
4964 ft.
Live Wires
Edna Murphy Fox
5200 ft. .July 9
Love Time
Shirley Mason Fox
4800 ft. July 9
Mask, The
Hedda Nova Export-Import-S. R. 6 reels.
Money Maniac, The .... Special Cast
Pathe
5 reels. July 25
23
Over the Wire
Alice Lake
Metro
5 reels. June
Salvation Nell
Pauline Starke. ... First National
5 reels. July 30
Sheriff of Eternal Hope. Jack Hoxie Federated Film 5 reels. July 9
Straight From Paris. ... Buck Jones Fox
July 9
Such a Little Queen. .. Constance Binney.Realart
4942 ft. .May
July 219
Ten Dollar Raise Special Cast Associated Prod
July 92
Thunder Island Edith Roberts Universal
4279 ft. July
Unwilling Hero, An Will Rogers Goldwyn
5 reels. June 25
Where Lights Are Low. Sessue Hayakawa. Robertson Cole . . . . 5 reels.
Whispering
July
July 239
Without Shadows
Benefit....of Lucy Cotton
Clergy
Virginia B. Faire.. Pathe
5200 ft. ..July 2
Women Who Wait Special Cast Pathe
5 reels.
AUGUST
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Blue Blazes
Lester Cuneo Capital Film — S. R. .5 reels
Crazy to Marry
Roscoe Arbuckle. .. Famous Players 4,693 ft... Aug. 13
Cyclone Bliss
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film — S. R
Dangerous Toys
Special Cast
Federated — S. R. ...7 reels
Daughter of the Law... Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels Aug. 13
Dead or Alive
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film— S. R
God's
Country
and
Law.
Special
Cast
Arrow
Film
—
S.
R.
.
.6
reels
Greater Than Love Louise Glaum Associated Prod 7 reels.
. ..July 30
Great Moment, The Milton Sills Famous Players 6,372 ft. . .Aug. 6
Her Sturdy Oak
Wanda Hawley Realart
4,590 ft. . July 31
Life's
Funny Gladys
Viola Dana
Metro
65 reels.
Luring Darn
Lios
Walton Universal
reels. ..Aug.
July 306
Man Trackers, The Geo. Larkin Universal
5 reels July 30
Moon Gold
Special Cast
F. B. Warren 3 reels
Moonlight and Honeysuckle Mary Miles Minter. Realart
4,294 ft. . .Aug. 6
Mystery Road, The David Powell Famous Players 5 reels Aug. 6
Old Nest. The
Mary Alden Goldwyn
7,889 ft. . July 16
Peggy Puts It Over.... Mice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels Oct. 1
Pilgrims of the Night. .. Lewis Stone Associated Prod 5 reels. . ..Aug. 20
Playthings of Destiny. . .Anita Stewart First National 6,200 ft
Rainbow Trail
William Farnum... Fox
6 reels
Remorseless Love E. Hammerstein... . Selznick
5,000 ft.. Aug. 20
Shams of Society Barbara Castleton. .
6 reels Aug. 13
Sign on the Door, The.. Norma Talmadge. . First National 7 reels July 30
Singing River
-William Russell Fox
5 reels Aug. 6
They Shall Pay
Special Cast Pathe
5 reels
Trip to Paradise Bert Lytell Metro
5,800 ft. ..Aug. 27
Wealth
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5,141 ft. . July 9
Wedding Bells
C. Talmadge First National
Aug. 27
Wet Gold
Special Cast Goldwyn
6 reels. . ..Aug. 13
What's Your Reputation
Worth?
Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
April 16
Who Am I?
Special Cast Selznick
5,000 ft
SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Ace of Hearts
Lon Chaney
Goldwyn
Nov. 5
Action
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5 reels ... Sept. 10
(Continued on page 2962)
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Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Famous Players ... 8 reels. .. Sept. 24
AffairsYour
of Anatol
SpecialMix
Cast
After
Own Heart. Tom
Fox
S reels. . .Aug. 20
Famous Players . . . 6 reels. . . Oct.
Aug. 27
At the End of the World Betty Compson . . Fox
22
Bar Nothing
Buck Jones
Goldwyn
5058 ft. ..Sept. 17
Beating the Game
Tom Moore
Beyond
Ethel Clayton
Famous Players ... 6 reels. .. Sept. 17
First National
Oct. 29
Bits of Life
Wesley Barry
Black Sheep
Neal Hart
Indep.
Film
Ass'n.
.
5
reels.
.
.Sept.
Famous Players . . . 6 reels. . . Aug. 2717
Blot, The
Special Cast
Broken Spur, The
Jack Hoxie
Arrow-S. R
5 reels. .. Sept. 17
Dist. — S. R.5 reels Sept. 3
Burn
'Em Up Barnes. . .Johnny
Hines Affiliated
Camille
Nazimova
Metro
7 reels. .. Sept. 24
Cappy Ricks
Thos. Meighan . . . Famous Players ... 6 reels. .. Sept. 3
Hodkinson
6 reels ... Oct. 15
Certain Rich Man, A... Special Cast
Child Thou Gavest Me.. Barbara Castleton. First National
6 reels
Courage
Naomi Childers .... First National
Crossing Trails
Pete Morrison . . . Associated Prod. ... 5 reels
Arrow Film-S. R
Cupids Brand
Jack Hoxie
Cup of Life
Hobart Bosworth. Associated Prod. ... 6 reels. . .Sept. 10
Dangerous Love
Pete Morrison . . . C. B. C. Film-S. R
Discontented Wives Special Cast Pathe
Disraeli
Geo. Arliss
United Artists
Sept. 3
Even as Eve
Betty Compson .. Goldwyn
6
reels.
.
.Aug.
20
Famous
Players
Experience
R. Barthelmess . .
Family Closet, The Special Cast Pathe
5000 ft. ..Sept. 3
Fighter, The
Conway Tearle . . . Selznick
Fighting Breed, The... Snowy Baker
Agavon Film-S. R. . 5 reels. . .Aug. 27
Oct. 29
Forever
Elsie Ferguson . . . Famous Players
5752 ft
For Those We Love... Betty Compson .. Goldwyn
Ghost City
Helen Holmes . . . Asso. Photo-S. R. . . 5000 ft
F. B. Warren 7 reels. . .Sept. 24
Girl from God's Country Nell Shipman
Rainbow Film-S. R. 6 reels. .. Sept. 3
Girl's Decision Helen Gibson
Hodkinson
7 reels. .. Sept. 17
God's Crucible
SpecialWegener
Cast
Famous Players ... 6 reels. . .July 2
Golem,
The
Paul
Great Impersonation ..James Kirkwood.. Famous Players . . . 6 reels. . . Oct. 8
Great Moment, The. ... Gloria Swanson... Famous Players . . . 5 reels. . . Aug. 8
Heart of the North Roy Stewart
Joe Brandt-G.
S. R Davis- 6 reels. . .Sept. 10
5 reels
Hearts and Masks
Special Cast Federated — S. R
Famous Players ... 5 reels. .. Sept. 3
Hell Diggers, The Wallace Reid
Realart
5 reels. . .Oct. 1
Her Winning Way Mary Miles Minter
5 reels. . . Oct. 8
Home Keeping Hearts.. Thos. Swinton Pathe
6 reels. .. Oct. 8
Indiscretion
Florence Reed . . . Pioneer
Infamous Miss Revell. . Alice Lake
Metro
5 reels. . .Sept. 10
Vitagraph
6
reels Oct 22
Inner Chamber, The. ...Alice Joyce
Jack Rider, The
Big Boy Williams. Aywon Film-S. R 5 reels. .. Aug. 27
Match Breaker, The Viola Dana
Metro
6 reels. . .Sept. 3
Moonlight Follies Marie Prevost .... Universal
4600 ft. ..Sept. 24
Moral Fibre
Corinne Griffith.... Vitagraph
6 reels Aug. 27
Fox
5 reels. . .Sept. 17
Night Horsemen, The.. Tom Mix
Universal
10 reels. .Sept. 17
No Woman Knows. ... Special Cast
5 reels. . .Oct. 8
Oh Mary Be Careful. .. Madge Kennedy... Pioneer
One Wild Week
Bebe Daniels
Realart
5000 ft. ..Sept. 10
Universal
5 reels. . .Aug. 27
Open Shutters
Edith Roberts
Passing Through
Douglas MacLean . Famous Players ... 5 reels . . . Sept. 1 7
Fox
5 reels. . .Sept. 17
Play Square
Walker..... .
Princess
of New York.. Johnnie
David Powell
Famous Players ... 5 reels. . .Sept. 3
F. B. Warren 8 reels. .. Sept. 3
Quo Vadis
Special Cast
5 reels. . .Sept. 10
Room and Board Constance Binney. Realart
5 reels. . .Sept. 17
Rowdy, The
Gladys Walton . . . Universal
5 reels. . ..Nov. S
Secret of the Hills, The. Antonio Moreno... Vitagraph
6 reels. .. Sept. 17
Serenade
Miriam Cooper . . . First National
Sting of the Lash Pauline Frederick. Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . .Aug. 27
There Are No Villains. .Viola Dana
Metro
6 reels. . .Sept. 3
First National
Nov. 5
Two Minutes to Go....Chas. Ray
Fox
7 reels ... Aug. 20
Virgin Paradise Pearl White
11 reels. .Sept. 18
Way Down East
R. Barthelmess . . United Artists
Where Men Are Men.. William Duncan — Vitagraph
5 reels . . . Sept. 24
Why Girls Leave HomeAnna Q. Nilsson... Warner Bros.-S. R. . 7 reels. . .Sept. 10
Robertson-Cole
6 reels. . . Sept. 10
Wife's Awakening, A . . . Wm. P. Carlton . . .
OCTOBER
Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Across the Divide Special Cast Pathe
After Midnight
Conway Tearle. .. .Selznick
5 reels Oct. 15
After the Show
Special Cast
Famous Players 6 reels. . ..Oct. 15
All's
Fair
in
Love.
...
Special
Cast
Goldwyn
reels. . ..Nov. 5
Amazing Lovers, The. .. Special Cast
Jans-S. R
55 reels
Barricade. The
Special Cast Robertson-Cole 6 reels Oct. 15
Be My Wife
Max Linder
Goldwyn
6 reels.
Blind Hearts
Hobart Bosworth. .First National 6 reels. ..Nov.
June 25125
.Nov.
Bring Him In
Earle Williams. .. .Vitagraph
5 reels. ..Oct.
22
Case of Becky
.Constance Binney. .Realart
6 reels.
..June
11
Charge
It
Clara
K.
Young.
.
.Equity-S.
R
6
reels.
..Nov.
5
Cinderella of the Hills. . Barbara Bedford. . .Fox
5 reels.
Clay
Dollars
Eugene
O'Brien.
.
.gelznick
5
reels.
Conquering Power, The. Special Cast Metro
7 reels. . ..July 16
Courage
Naomi Childers ....First National 6 reels
Dangerous Curve Ahead. Helene Chadwick. .Goldwyn
6 reels. .. .Oct. 15
Dawn of the East Alice Brady
Realart
6 reels. . ..Oct. 22
Doubling for Romeo. ... Will Rogers
Goldwyn
5 reels. . ..Nov. 5
Everything for Sale May McAvoy .... Realart
5 reels. . ..Oct. 8
Foolish Age, The
..Doris May
Robertson-Cole 5 reels Oct. 22
Footlights
Elsie Ferguson ....Famous Players 6 reels. . ..Oct. 15
Fox, The
Harry Carey Universal 6 reels
Four Seasons, The Kineto Review Urban
4 reels. . ..Oct. t
From the Ground Up ...Tom Moore
Goldwyn
5 reels. . ..Oct. 22
Garments of Truth Gareth Hughes. .. .Metro
5 reels. . ..Sept. 10
Good and Evil
Lucy Doraine ....Warren
Sept. 24
Go Straight
Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels. . ..Oct. 15
Grim Comedian. The. ... Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels
Handcuffs or Kisses ...Elaine HammersteinSelznick
6 reels. . ..Oct. 15
Her Social Value
K. MacDonald ....First National 6 reels
High Heels
Gladys Walton. .. .Universal
5 reels. . ..Oct. 22
I Accuse
Special Cast
United Artists 8 reels
Invisible Power, The... House Peters Goldwyn
6 reels. . ..Oct. 8
Jackie
Shirley Mason ....Fox
5 reels
Judgment
Special Cast
World-S. R
6 reels Oct. 8
Lady from Longacre, The William Russell ...Fox
5 reels
Man's
Home,
A
Special
Cast
Selznick
6
..Oct. 38
Man and Woman
Diana Allen
Jans.-S. R
5 reels.
reels. .. .Sept.
Matrimonial Web, The.. Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels. . ..Nov. 5
Mysterious Rider, The.. Special Cast
Hodkinson
6 reels. . ..Oct. 29
Night Rose. The
Special Cast .... Goldwyn
6 reels
Nobody's
Fool
Marie
Prevost
....Universal
5
Oct. 291
One Arabian Night Pola Negri ...... .First National 10reels
reels. ..Oct.
Orderly, The
Snecial Cast
Pathe
5 reels
Pardon My French Special Cast
Goldwyn
6 reels
Parted Curtains Henry Walthall Warner Bros. — S.R..5 reels Oct. 29
Peter Ibbetson
Elsie Ferguson ...Famous Players
Oct. 29
Poor Relation. A
Will Roeers
Goldwyn
6 reels
Poverty
of
Riches
Special
Cast
Goldwyn
7
reels
Primal Law, The
Pustin Farnum ... Fox
5 reels ... .Oct. 1
Oueenie
Snirlev Mason Fox
5 reels. . ..Oct 1
Rainbow, The
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels

Motion

Picture

New.

. Feature
star
Distributed By
Length Review.
Kage of Pans, The ....Miss Du Pont Universal
5 reels Oct
Red Courage
Hoot Gibson .. Universal
5 reels Oct!
Rip VanDiamond.
Winkle
Jefferson... Fox
Hodkinson 5 reels. '. Nov
Oct 1
Rough
The. .. Thos
Tom Mix
Shadows
7 reels..........
Shadow ofofConscience.
Lightning. Russell Simpson
Ridge The „
Baker
Aywon-S. R
5 reels. . ..Sept
Shark
Master, The Snowy
Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels . Sent
Son of Wallingford,
reels. . .'.Oct
Steelhar
t TheSpecial
William Cast
Duncan . . Vitagraph
Vitagraph
58 reels
Sent :
Stranger
Than
Fiction. . Catherine
M'D'nald.
National 66 reels
Speed Girl,
The
Bebe Daniels
.... First
Realart
reels.
Swamp, The
Sessue Hayakawa . . Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . .Nov 'l
Theodora
Rita Jolivet
Three Musketeers
Fairbanks Goldwyn
Artists
reels. Oct'
Sept :
Three Word Brand Douglas
William S. Hart.. United
Famous Players .. 612 reels
Oct
Thunderclap
Special Cast
Fox
8 reels .Aug :
Tropical Love
Special Cast
Asso.
Exhib
5
reels
. .
Vengeance Trail
Big Boy Williams Aywon-S. R
Virginia Courtship, A... May McAvoy . .. Realart
55 reels
reels . Sept *.
What LovePlace
Will Do Constance
Murphy-Walker
. Fox
55 reels.
reels'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.*;
Woman's
Talmadge
First National
.. .Oct. "j
NOVEMBER
Reviewed I
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length
Alf's Button
Special Cast
Cast Asso.
First National
reels
Anne
of Little Smoky .. Special
Exhib
56 reels
Bonnie Briar Bush, TheSpecial Cast
Famous Players 6 reels
Bucking the Line
M. (Lefty) Flynn.Fox
5 reels
Call of the North Jack Holt
Famous Players 6 reels.
Conflic
t
Priscilla Dean ....Univer
sal
7 reels.
Dr. Jim
Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels.
Enchantment
Marion Davies .... Paramount
6
reels '.'.iNov.'"
False Kisses
Miss duPont Universal .
5 reels . .Nov. l«l
Father Tom
Special Cast
Asso. Ex.
.Nov. 1:1
Fidelity
Special Cast
S. R
55 reels
reels'. ....Nov.'l
Fightin
..Nov.'ul
Mad
William
Desmond. .. Aywon—
Metro
Sept 2
Footfalls
Special Cast
Fox
7 reels
.Nov. M
ForSake
Your Daughter's Grace Darling I. W. Film— S. R
Fountain of Youth Special Cast
Graphic — S. R. ...
Her Face Value
Wanda Hawley ...Realart
5 reels.
Hunch, The
Gareth Hughes . . . Metro
6 reels
Hush Money
Alice Brady
Realart
6 reels .Nov.
Oct. 1:1
2
Iron Trail, The
Special Cast
United Artists 7 reels
Jane Eyre
Hugo Ballin Prod. Hodkinson
7 reels
Jolt,
reels' .Nov. l:
KnightThe
of the West, A. . Walker-Murphy
Olin Francis ...Fox
W.B.M. P'play— S. R.55 reels
The IdleMustRich
Bert Lytell
Metro
reels'
Ladies
Live Special
Cast
Paramount
76 reels
Last
The
Fox
6 reels
Light Trail,
in the
Clearing, Special Cast
The .
Snecial Cast
Hodkinson
7 reels
Love Never Dies Special Cast
First National 7 reels
Lucky Carson
Earle Williams Vitagraph
5 reels
Lure of Jade. The
Man From Lost River, Pauline Frederick. .Robertson-Cole .... 6 reels .Nov. l'l
,ManThe
Snecial Cast
7 reels .Nov. 1 1
of Stone, The
Conway
Tearle Goldwyn
Selznick
reels
Millionaire, The
Herbert Rawlinson . Universal 56 reels
..Nov. I
Old Oaken
The. Special Normand.
5Jolly
O Bucket, .....Mabel
... Warren
First National 65 reels'
Cast
reels
Our Mutual Friend Special Cast Warren ...
S reels •Nov.' isi|
Possession
Special Cast
R-C
6
reels
Riding With Death Buck Jones
Fox
.Nov. 1< I
reels .Dec.
Right Way, The
Special Cast Produc. Sec— S. R... 65 reels
Sheik, The . . .
Agnes Ayres Paramount
6
reels
Silent Call, The
Special Cast
First National 7 reels
.Oct 2-J
SilentofYears
R-C
5 reels ' ...Nov.
Sin
Martha Queed, Special Cast
The
Special Cast Associated Exhib
Single Track, Thte Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
5 reels
Sure Fire
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5 reels .Nov. 2t
Tol'ble David
Rich. Barthelmess. . First National 6 reels
Way of a Maid, The. ... Elaine Ham'rstein. . Selznick ...
5 reels ..Nov. 1
What Wonderful
Do Men Want?.
Cast .First
F. B. National
Warren 6S reels
The
Thing. ... .Special
Norma Talmadge.
reels '
DECEMBER
Length Reviewe*
Feature
Star
Distributed BjAll For a Woman Special Cast
First National
At the Stage Door Special Cast
Ashes
East C'st Prod.-S.R.S5 reels
reeis. . .'.'." '.'.'.'
R-C
Bashful Suitor, The Special Cast
Hodkinson
5 reels
Better
Man,
The
Snowy
Baker
Aywon-S.
R.
.
..5
reels
Cameron of the Royal
Mounted
Special Cast
Hodkinson
Chivalrous Charley Eugene O'Brien Selznick
Conceit
Special Cast
Selznick 5 reeis
Devil
Within,
The .Special
Dustin Farnum
Fox
6 reels Dec'"'
Don't of
TellChimney
Everything.
Cast
Famous Players
Duke
Butte. Fred Stone
R-C
Eden and Return Doris May
R-C
Exit
Vamp
Ethel Clayton
Famous
Players. ... 5 reels
!'
Fifty the
Candles
Special
Cast
Hodkinson
First
Love
Constance Binney .. Realart
5 reels
Flower
of
the
North
Henry
B.
Walthall
Vitagraph
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford Special Cast
Famous Players
Golden Gift, The
Special Cast
Metro
Guilty Conscience, A. .. .Antonio Moreno Vitagraph
5 reeis..
Hail the Woman
Special Cast
First National
Last Payment, The
Pola Negri
Famous Players
Little Minister, The Betty Compson . . . Famous Players
Love Charm, The
Wanda Hawley . . Realart
5 reels
Man Who Paid, The Special Cast
Produc. Sec.-S. R
Miss Lulu Bett
Special Cast
Famous Players
Morals
May McAvoy Realart
No Defense
William Duncan. .. Vitagraph
Peacock Alley
Mae Murray
Nov. 2«
Power Within, The Special Cast
Pathe
Prince There Was, A. ..Thomas Meighan. .. Famous Players 5 reels Nov. 2(
Princess Virtue
Marie Prevost Universal
5 reels
Rigoletto
Special Cast
Romayne
5 reels
Sea Lion. The
Hobart Bosworth. .. First National
School
Davs
Wesley
Barry
Warner
Bros.-S.
R..
.6
reels
Sin Flood. The
Special Cast
Goldwyn
Trail of the Law
Special Cast Produc. Sec.-S. R.
Turn to the Right Special Cast Metro
Unconq'red
Woman, The.Rubv
Remer.... Pasha
C'rp.-S.R
Under the Lash
Gloria deSwanson
FamousFilmPlayers
....5 reels. . ..Oct. 2?
Virginia Courtship, A.. May McAvoy
Realart
5 reels
Western Firebrands Big Bov Williams. .Aywon-S. R.
5 reels
Whatever She Wants. .. Eileen Percy Fox
5 reels
White Oak
William S. Hart. .. Famous Players 5 reels Nov. 12

December
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Comedy

and

Short

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
dviser, The
Lloyd Hamilton. .. .Educational
2 reels. . ..Nov. 19
t fraid of His Wife
Educational
1 reel
iter the Dough Sid Smith
Federated Film 2 reels Aug. 20
illmong Those Present. .Harold Lloyd Pathe
3 reels. .. .May 4
pplicant. The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
ssault and Flattery
Educational ........ 1 reel
,t the Ringside Snub Pollard Pathe
2 reels July 23
aby, Baby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
akery, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels. . ..June 11
ang
Lloyd Hamilton. ...Educational
iarrel of Trouble Denver Dixon Plymouth Pict 2 reels
ashful Lover, The. .. .Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Sell Hop. The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
tetween the Acts Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels. . ..April 30
lacksmith. The
Buster Keaton First National 2 reels
Hue Sunday
Lyons and Moran. .Universal
2 reels. . ..Aug. 13
iride and Broom Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
ride and Gloom
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
Frown Derby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft 2 reels. . ..Sept. 24
'rownie's
Baby Doll.... Baby
reel
urglars Bold
Eddie Peggy
Boland Universal
Pathe ,...12 reels
.. ..Aug. 13
hick, Chick
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels Sept. 10
hicken Hearted
Educational
1 reel
ountry Chickens Louise Fazenda. ... Educational
2 reels
ustard Nine, The
Pathe
2 reels
lead Easy
Earl Rodney Educational
2 reels.. .Aug. 27
levilish Romeo
Fox
2 reels
lew Drop Inn
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
>izzy Dumbells Art Bates
State Rights 2 reels...
i)og Doctor, The
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels
'lull
Care
Larry
Semon
Vitagraph
11 reel
;at and Be Happy
Educational
reel Sept. 5
iidgar's Country Cousin. Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Feast Day Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Idgar's Hamlet Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Iidgar's
Day .. .Johnny
Johnny Jones
Jones Goldwyn
Goldwyn
22 reels.
reels
:dgar theJonah
Detectire.
. ..June 18
ildgar the Explorer Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
!xit Quietly
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..Oct. 8
[all Guy, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
,'alling For Fanny Helen Darling Educational
2 reels. . ..Aug. 6
f'ast and Furious Al. St. John Fox
2 reels
j'ireside Brewer, A
Louise Fazenda. . ..Famous Players. ... 2 reels. . ..Nov. 27
I'ly
Cop,
The
Larry
Semon
Vitagraph
2
reels
or Land's
Sake
Educational
reels
ame
Lady
Lloyd Hamilton. . ..First
National 22 reels
July 23
toing Through the Rye. Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels
lone to the Country Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Oct. 8
Sreenhorn, The
Lloyd Hamilton. . ..Educational
2 reels. . ..May 28
ruide, The
Clyde Cook Fox
2 reels June 11
landy Husband Teddy Sampson. . ..Educational
1 reel ... Tune 25
i, pappy Pest, The
Al St, John
Fox
2 reels Nov. S
t Jiard Luck
Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels
launted House, The. .. .Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels. . ..July 9
lead Waiter
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
ley Rube
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..May 28
ligh Life
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels. . ..Oct. 8
lis
First Honeymoon.
Monty Barry
'Janks Arrow
Federated
2 reels
lis Handsome
Butler. ...Eddie
Film
lis Home Sweet Home. Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
lis Jonah Day
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
', ! lis Unlucky Berth Bert Roach Universal
1 reel Sept. 3
lold Your Breath Chas. Dorety Universal
2 reels
lound of Tankerville. . .Otis Harlan Educational
die Class. The
Chas. Chaplin First National 3 reels Oct. 1
Do
Harold Lloyd Associated Exhib 3 reels Aug. 8
n and Out
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
for Life
Viora Daniels Educational
2 reels ... Aug. 6
t's
Move
Educational
12 reel
ust Your
in Time
Educational
reels June 25
ate Hours
Snub Pollard
Pathe
1 reel Nov. 19
■ittle, But Oh My
Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
..ove and Doughnuts. . .Ben Turpin Associated Prod 2 reels
ove and War
Johnny Savo Fox
2 reels
ove Egg, The
Louise Fazenda Educational
2 reels Sept. 10
.ove's inOutcast
Ben Turpin
reels July 14
tlade
the Kitchen. . .Special
Cast Associated
Associated Prod
Prod 22 reels
ilan vs. Woman
Dorothy Devoe Educational
2 reels June 18
leet the Wife
Sid Smith
Federated
2 reels
4oney Talks
Henry Murdock. . .Educational
1 reel May 28
Mother's
Lamb
Billy
Quirk
Reelcraft
Jr. Fatima
Eddie Barry Educational
22 reels
reels
iysterious Stranger ...Jimmy Aubrey ...Vitagraph
2 reels
lame the Day
Snub Pollard ....Pathe
1 reel Aug. 27
lever Weaken
Harold Lloyd Associated Exhib 3 reels. .. Oct. 29
lick-of-Time Hero Special Cast Educational
2 reels Nov. 5
Jo Clothes to Guide HimBert Roach
Universal
1 reel. .. .Sept. 17
lo Stop Over
Snub Pollard
Pathe
1 reel July 23
lothing
Like
It
Dorothy
Devore
..Educational
2
reels. . .Aug. 6
luisance. The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
)h Buddy
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels. . .Aug. 6
)n Location
Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel.... Nov. 19
)n Their Way
Eddie Boland
Pathe
1 reel Sept. 10
als
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
2 reels
'air of Sexes, A
Educational
2 reels
'eaceful Alley
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
'inched
Harold
Lloyd
Pathe
2 reels. . .Sept. 10
'layhouse. The
Buster Keaton ...First National
2 reels
*ure and Simple Bobby Vernon Educational
2
reels.. .Aug.
Oct. 2913
<ainbow Island
Pollard & Lloyd.. Pathe
1 reel.
Jeckless Sex
Earl
Rodney
Educational
2
reels
.
.
.July
19
Slot, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
<obmson s Trousseau ..Lee Moran
Universal
2 reels. . .Aug. 27
?oman
Romeos
Lyons & Moran.. Educational
Universal
2 reels... May 21
avmg Sister
Susie
2 reels
[and Man, The
Eddie Boland
Educational
2 reels... Nov 20
.ay It With Flowers. .. Special Cast
Fox
.. Sept. 24
ay Uncle
Educational
12 reels.
reel....
.chool Days
Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels
•crappily Married
Harry Gribbon ..Educational
2 reels. . July 2

Subject

Releases

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Reviewed
.Length
1 rtel
Sea Shore Shapes
Universal
See America First Mack Swain
Herald Prcd
2 reels.
See America Thirst Cissy Fitzgerald .. Producers Secu
SheSide
Sighed by the Sea Ben Turpin
Associated Prod. ... 2 reels.
Should Husbands Do
Universal
1 reel. . . .Oct. 818Housework
Harry Gribbon .. Educational
. Oct. 30
2 reels. . .June
Simp, The
Lloyd Hamilton . Vitagraph
22 reels.
reels. ..
Simple Life
Larry Semon . . . Fox
Singer Midgets Scandals Slim Somerville
Pathe
2 reels. . .June 3
Single Handed . „
Edgar Jones
Skipper Treasure Garden Special Cast
First National
Small Town Stuff Al. St. John Fox
2 reels
.June 25IS17
Sneakers
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels. . .June
Snookey's Blue Monday Snookey
Educational
2 reels. . .July 30
Snookey's Fresh Air. ... Snookey
Educational
2 reels. . .Sept. 310
Snookey's Twin Troubles Snookey
Educational
2 reels. .. Sept. 10
Snookey's
Wild
Oats.
..
Snookey
Educational
.July....2
Society Dogs
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
22 reels.
reels. ...July
.. .
Speed
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels. . .. .
.Sept. ....
Sportsman, The
..Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels...
Spot Cash
Snub Pollard ....Pathe
1 reel.
.July'18 9 '
Standing Pat
Teddy Sampson ..Educational
1 reel. . . . Sept.
Stealin Home
Harry Sweet
Universal
2 reels
Stick Around
Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels.....Oct.
1 IS
Storks Mistake
Educational
2 reels
. . .Aug.
Strikes to Spare
Bobby Vernon ...National Ex
30
Sunless Sunday
Educational
2 reels
Sweet Daddy
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels . . .June 1312
Sweet Revenge
Thornton Edwards. Educational
1 reel. .June 11
Take Your Time
Earl Rodney ....Educational
1 reel. .. .. .June
11
Their Dizzy Finish Sid Smith
Federated Film
22 reels
reels
Fox
Three Good Pals
. . .June
..Nov.
Educational
2
reels
Torchy a la Cart
Johnny Hines . Educational
2 reels. . . ...
Torchy's Turns
Promotion
Educational
2 reels. . . ...
Torchy
Cupid ....Johnny
...Johnny Hines
Hines
Fox
2
reels. . .Oct. 1
Toreador. The
Clyde Cook . . ,
Vitagraph
2 reels ...
Tourist, The
Jimmy Aubrey.
Arrow
Film
Trouble Doctor, The...Neely Edwards
2 reels .Sept. 17
Trouble Hunter, The... Jimmy Aubrey . . . Vitagraph
Two Faces West
Sid Smith
Federated
2 reels
Vacation
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels
Vagrant, The
Lloyd Hamilton... Educational
2 reels ..Oct. 8
Week Off, A
Chas. Dorety ....Universal
2 reels ..Aug. 6
Well
Be
Larry Pollard
Semon ....
21 reel.
reels "Oct. "l '
What I'll
a Whopper
Snub
.... Vitagraph
Pathe
Why
They
Love
Cave
Men
Celebrated Players
. . Oct. 8
Zero Hero
Gaylord Lloyd ...Pathe
1 reel.
IIIU1UDB
Short

Subjects

SIID linn iitii! 11iiimil 11lu MDiiri imil; hit n tn iiiiiiniriiTTiirirTi iniiriim-mitiTTii iirrn iTriTTTTriTTTiTTTiriTiiTTriiTrmirTnrriTirrrnrtTiJiiiiiiniiiiTTi riTiiirm rmTU
Feature
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Title and Star
Star
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial), Elmo Lincoln. State Rights
American Badger (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
1 reel July 23
Andy and Min (Cartoon)
Celeb. Play. Film. 1 reel
At the Wailing Wall (Scenic)
Paramount 1 reel
Babyhood (Novelty)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Bear Hunting in California (Adventure) Kineto Review 1 reel
Beauty Spots of America (Scenic) Kineto Review 1 reel
Beggar Maid, The (Drama), Mary Astor Triart Film
1 reel Oct. 8
Beyond the Trail (Wes. Drama), Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels
Bible, The (Serial), Special Cast
State Rights 12 Episodes
Big Mystery (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Federal
1 reel
Biology
and Its(Novelty)
Use (Educ.) . Kineto
National
. . .Sept. 17
Birds of— the
CragsMicroscope
and Marshes
Review 11 reel.
reel
Bonnie Scotland (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Boy Scouts of America (Topical) Kineto Review 1 reel
Breaking Through (Serial), Carmel Myers Vitagraph
Cairo in Egypt (Kineto Review)
Urban
1 reel. .. .July 9
Capturing Lions by Aeroplane (Novelty) .... Pathe
1 reel Nov. 12
Circulation of the Blood and Botany
Field Flowers (Educational)
National
% reel ea.Aug. 20
Code of the West, The (West. Drama) Texas Guinan
2 reels Nov. 5
Collectors of Craniums (Educational) Educational
1 reel
Combatting the Elements (Novelty) Kineto Review 1 reel
Could Columbus Discover America? (World
Wanderings)
Educational
1 reel. .. .Sept. 24
Cow Puncher's
(W. Dr.), Art Acc. Universal
.. Sept. 24
Creation
(SacredComeback
Films)
42 reels.
reels
Crowning King Blizzard (Scenic) Educational
1 reel. . . . ....
Cupid, Registered Guide (Drama) Edgar Jones. Pathe
2 reels
Cyclone
Vow (West. Drama)
Universal
2 reels. .. Sept. 24
Day withSmith's
the Giants
State Rights
Death Trap, The (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi. . Pathe
2 reels
Do or Die (Serial), Eddie Polo
Universal
2 reels... May 21
Down in Dixie (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Dreams Come True (Educational) Educational
lreel...
Eden of the Pacific (Scenic)
Prizma
1 reel. .. .Sept. 3
Emerald Isle, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Feathers (Scenic)
Selznick
lreel.... Aug 13
Great American Authors (Kineto Series)
Nov. 19
Hiking the Alps, with the Swiss Boy
Scouts (Kineto ReviV/v)
National Ex
1 reel. .. .Sept. 24
Hitting the Spots (Scenic)
Educational
lreel.... May 28
Holy City, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Honor of Rameriz (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels... ....
Hope Diam'd
Mystery
Grace DarmondState
episodes
Hunting
the Sea
Wolf (Ser'l),
(Educational)
Kineto Rights
Review 115 reel
Hurricane Hutch (Serial), Chas. Hutchison. . Pathe
15 epi'des. Aug. 1J
Imposter, The (West. Drama). Tom Sanchi. . Pathe
"reels... ....
(Continued on page 2982)
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COMING^

PRODUCTIONS

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Ten Nights in a Bar Room
•
A Yankee Go- Getter (Neva Gerber)
5
Love, Hate and a Woman (Grace Davison)
5
Dangerous Paths (Neva Gerber)
5
The Girl From Porcupine (Faire Binney)
5
Devil-Dog Dawson (Jack Hozie)
5
The Star Reporter (Billie Rhodes)
55
A Motion to Adjourn (Daw-Stewart)
SPEED COMEDIES
(One Released Every Week)
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
ARROW-GERBER PRODUCTIONS
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
SERHLS
IS episodes
The Blue Fox (Ann Little))
IS episodes
Nan of the North (Ann Little
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
A Sailor Made Man
Never Weaken
FEATURES
The Sin of Martha Queed I Mayflower-Mary Thurman)
Nov. 20 — Anne of Little Smoky (Playgoers)
Nov. 13 — Father Tom (Playgoers)
Oct. 23 — Tropical Love (Playgoers)

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson)
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
Ghost City (Helen Holmes)
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
The Better Man (Snowy Baker)
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams)
Fidelity (Special Cast)
Lure of the Orient (Jack Conway)

4
3
.
S
5
5
5
5
5
S
5
J
°

C. B. C. FILM SALE CORP.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
(Ttco Reels Tvcice a Month)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(One Reel Ttcioe a Month)
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
(One Ttco-Reeler Every Tico Weeks)
EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS,
Feb. — The Greater Duty
Jan. — Any Night
Dec. — Ashes

INC.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
SHORT SUBJECTS
Nov. 6 — The White Mouse (Selig-Rork drama) 2
Dec.
— Fresh From the Farm (Christie-Bobby
Vernon)
*
Nov. 13 — Saving Sister Susie (Christie comedy) 2
Oct.
Land'sCinderella
Sake (Mermaid
comedy)
Nov. 2313—— For
A Rural
(Punch comedy)
22
Oct. 16 — Torchy a la Cart (Torchy comedy)
2
Oct. 30 — A Nick-of-Time Hero (Campbell comedy).. 2
Nov. 6— Seeing Greenwich Village ( Sketchograf ) . . 1
Nov. 20 — Old and New England (Bruce scenic) 1
Oct. 23 — Strolling Minstrels (Bruce scenic)
1
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
MERMAID COMEDIES
PUNCH COMEDIES
TORCHY COMEDIES
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
CHESTER COMEDIES
YAMTY COMEDTES
GAYETY COMEDIES
SKETCHOGRAFS
BRUCE SCENICS
CHESTER OUTINGS
i HESTER SCREENTCS
CTNAL FILMS- SLOW SPEED
SINOGRAMS
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
(Releasing Arrangements to be Announced Later)
Jan., 1922— His Nibs (Charles (Chic) Sale)
Jan., 1922 — Jungle Adventures (Martin Johnson)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT
(January
Kent tree Releases)
(Wallace Reid)
The Romance Booster (Will Rogers, Lila Lee)
Fool's
Paradise
(CecilNoDeTurning
Mille)
Tbe Lane That Had
(Agnes Ayres)
Loves Boomerang (Ann Forrest)
The Law and the Woman (Betty Compson)
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitxmaurice Prod.)
(December Releases)
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. de Mille)
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
White Oak (William S. Hart)
The Last Payment (Pola Negri)
Don't
Everything
(Special Cast)
Exit theTellVamp
(Ethel Clayton)
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan)
(.Vovemoer Releases)
The Call of the North (Jack Holt)
The Sheik (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Bonnie Briar Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.)
Ladies Must Live (Betty Compson)
Enchantment (Marion Davies)
7
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES - BURTON HOLMES' TRAVEL
Nov. 27 — Santa Fe — The City Different
1
Nov. 20 — Rural Java
1
Nov. 13 — At the Wailing Wall
1
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
The Lotus Eater
Slippery
The
Half McGee
Breed
All For a Woman (Special Cast)
The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart)
Wife Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.)
Tol'ble David (Richard Barthelmess)
Alf
ButtonValue
(Special
Cast)
Her's Social
(Katherine
MacDonald)
Greater Than Love (Special Cast)
The Infidel (Catherine MacDonald)
The Sea Lion (Hobart Bosworth)
Hail the Woman (Ince)
Love Never Dies (Vidor)
The Silent Call (H. O. Davis)
Molly
O (Mack Thing
Sennett-Mabel
The Wonderful
(Norma Normand)
Talmadge)
RUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Pale Face
2
The Boat
2
The Blacksmith
*
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Footfalls
Shame (Special Cast)
Thunderclap (Special Cast)
Over the Hill (Special Cast)
A Connecticut Yankee (Special Cast)
The Last Trail (Special Cast)
Queen of Sheba (Special Cast)
FEATURES
Perjury (William Farnum)
A Virgin Paradise (Pearl White)
The Devil Within (Dustin Farnum)
The Primal Law ( Dustin Farnum)
The Rough Diamond (Tom Mix)
Desert Blossoms (William Russell)
Jackie (Shirley Mason)
Queenie
Mason)
Whatever (Shirley
She Wants
(Eileen Percy)
The Last Trail
The Jolt (Walker-Murphy)
Riding with Death (Buck Jones)
Bucking the Line (Maurice (Lefty) Flynn)
SERIALS
Fantomas (20 episodes)
COMEDIES
The Happy Pest (Sunshine)
2
Love and War (Sunshine)
2
A Perfect Villain (Sunshine)
2
One Moment Please (Sunshine)
2
The Chauffeur (Clyde Cook)
The Toreador (Clyde Cook)
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Dec. 25 — Bony Parts
Dec. 18 — Getting Ahead
Dec. 11 — The Stolen Snooze
Dec. 4— Fast Freight
Nov. 27 — A Messy Christmas
Nov. 20 — The Village Cut-Ups
FOX NEWS
(T trice a ireeVi
GOI.DWYN EXCHANGES
SEASON 1921-1922
FTRST GROUP OF GOLDWYN PICTURES
The Sin Flood
Oct. — Pardon Mv French
Oct. — The Grim Comedian (Lloyd)

Picture

New.

LISTED
-A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
-Be
(Max Linderj
-The My
NightWileRose
-Poverty of Riches (Barker)
-The Man from Lost River (Lloyd).
-The Old Nest (Hnghes)
-Dangerous
CurvePower
Ahead (Hughes)..
-The Invisible
-For Those We Love
-Ace of Hearts
-All's Fair in Love

Oct.Oct.Oct.Oct.Oct.Oct.Oct.flODKLNSON
CORP., W. W.
Oct.Oct.Feb.
12, 1922 — Hope (Triart Pictures Corp.)
Oct.Feb. 5,Prod.)
1922 — The Grey Dawn (Benj. B. Hampton
Oct.Jan. 22,
1922— Heart's Haven (Benj. B. Hampton
Prod.)
Jan. 15,
1922— The Young Painter (Triart Picture
Corp.)
Jan.
— French ofHeels
(Hol-treMounted
Pictures,(Winnipeg
Inc.)...
Dec. 8,25 1922
— Cameron
the Royal
Productions)
Dec. 11 — The Bashful Suitor (Triart Pictures Corp.)..
Dec. 11 — Fifty Candles (Irvin V. Willatt Prod.)
Nov. 20Prod.)
— The Light in the Clearing (T. Hayes Huntei
KIPLING ENTERPRISES
The Lone Hand
The Midnight Riders.
Outlawed
The Battling Kid
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Right Basis)
The Stampede (Texas Guinan)
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan)
BERT LUB IN- WES TERN P. CORP.
Lady Luck (Allene Ray)
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray)
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Ian., 1922 — The Prisoner of Zenda
Jan., 1922 — Little Eva Ascends (S.-L. — Gareth Hughes)
jan. 8, 1922 — The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana)
Dec. 12 — The Golden Gift (Alice Lake)
Dec. 5— Turn to the Right (Special Cast)
Nov. 28 — The Hunch (S.-L. — Gareth Hughes)
Nov.
Desmond)
J•
Nov.—— Fightin'
The IdleMad
Rich(William
(Bert Lytell)
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, EST.
Welcome Children (Special Cast)
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
The Lotus Blossom
The Four Seasons (Urban)
KINETO REVIEW
(One Reel Issued Weekly)
SERIALS

|
•

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
Double Stakes (Gladys Brockwell)
S
The Able Minded Lady (Henry B. Walthall)
5
The Call From the Wild (Frankie Lee)
S
The Fatal 30 (Special Cast)
S
Theeach)
Impossible Boy (Special Cast)
5
FOLLY COMEDIES
(Starring Geo. Ovey and Vernon Dent — One reet
PATHE EXCHANGES
FEATURES
Dec. 18 — The Power Within
•
SE1UALS
The Yellow Arm
(Fifteen
— StarringCourtot)
Warner Oland, Juan* to
Hansen Episodes
and Marguerite
The Sky Ranger
(Fifteen Episodes — Starriny Utu. IS. beiU u/u Jun*
Caprice)
Hurricane Hutch
(Fifteen Episode Serial — Starriny Charlra DutchttaSHORT
son i SUBJECTS
Roping the Black Panther (Major Allen Scenic)
Cupid, Registered Guide (Holman Day Prod.)
Dangerous Dollars (Holman Day Prod.)
Dec. !g — The Wolf and the Kid (Aesop's Fables)
Dec. 11 — The Conceited Monkey (Aesop's Fables).-..
Dec. 4— The Fly and the Ants (Aesop's Fables)
Fables)
Nov.
27 — The Frogs That Wanted a King ,"iV,-;-I
(Aesop's
Nov. 20 — The Woman and the Hen (Aesop s Fabies). .
NovFables)
13 — The Owl and the Grasshooper (Aesop^
Dec 11 — Trapping the Weasel Bill and Bob series)...
Nov. 13 — A Day in the Wilds (Bill and Bob series)..
Nov. 13 — The Heart of Doreon (Tom Santschi dramas)
Oct. 30 — The Spirit of the Lake (Tom Santschi dramas)
(Continued on page 2982)
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Today a great many up-to-date motion-picture houses are being equipped with floors of
linoleum. In fact, it may be stated, that the
success of linoleum as a flooring material in
theatres has been thoroughly demonstrated.
In the first place linoleum possesses two
qualities of primary importance in any motionpicture house — quietness under foot and durability. And in addition it is sanitary, easy to
clean, attractive in appearance, and reasonably
low in cost.
Battleship Linoleum
Genuine battleship linoleum is made of pure
linseed oil, powdered cork, kauri gum, resin,
coloring matter and other ingredients manufactured to meet the rigid specifications of the
U. S. Navy. A strong material made to resist
the severe wear given the decks of U. S. menof-war, will give practically unlimited service
on the floor of the motion-picture theatre. It
is truly a permanent floor.
Beautiful in Appearance
Battleship linoleum comes in attractive shades
of brown, green, and terra cotta. The brown
seems to be the most popular probably because
it harmonizes so well with theatre decorations,
and because it shows footprints less than the
others.
It should be noted that all genuine battleship linoleum always retains its color regardless
of length of service. The pigment goes right
through to the burlap back so that it never
becomes faded or worn-looking with years of
wear.
Easy to Clean
One of the most practical qualities of linoleum is the ease with which it may be cleaned.
Just a quick, light mopping with a damp cloth
or mop is all that is needed. This takes little
time and labor, and means a considerable saving in cleaning costs, especially where there is
big floor space. Or if the linoleum has been
waxed it may be cleaned satisfactorily with a
dry mop.
And linoleum is sanitary. Its smooth surface
provides a minimum of cracks in which dust,
dirt and germs may gather. It is essentially a
clean floor, and from that point of view of importance to the health of audiences.
Economical in Cost
Battleship linoleum can be installed at a cost
appreciably lower than that of hardwood,
marble, or composition. In fact, price and long
wear considered, a theatre floor of battleship
linoleum is remarkably low in cost per year of
service.
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SOME USEFUL INFORMATION
Our readers will find the accompanying article — by a recognized linoleum
expert, and with experience in both its
manufacture and laying — of interest and
informative value.
We suggest that you read this and file
it away against the day when you need
linoleum for your theatre.
THE EDITOR.
Where to Use Battleship Linoleum
One considerable advantage is that battleship
linoleum may be used throughout the entire
theatre. It is at once so attractive and so
practical that it can be used equally well in
lobby, foyer, auditorium, business offices, rest
and smoking rooms, and lavatories. This does
away with the inconvenience of having three or
four different kinds of floor-covering, each
demanding different care and different cleaning.
How to Buy Battleship Linoleum
In buying linoleum, one should be careful to
get genuine battleship linoleum. The goods
bought should be regular Navy Standard quality, made by a manufacturer who follows the
U. S. Navy Specifications. It is possible to
buy linoleum that is guaranteed by the manufacturer to give absolutely satisfactory service.
And though such guaranteed goods may cost
slightly more than goods that are not guaranteed, they are naturally to be preferred.
Battleship linoleum comes in three grades or
thickness :— one-quarter inch, three-sixteenths,
and one-eighth, — called respectively heavy,
medium, and light. An inferior grade known
as "6 millimeter'' or "commercial heavy" will
be found on the market. This grade is somewhat under one-quarter inch in thickness. Care
should be taken that it is not substituted for
genuine heavy battleship linoleum. It is
doubtful if this "commercial heavy" battleship
linoleum will give satisfactory service, inasmuch as it is not manufactured in accordance
with the Navy Specifications.
When receiving bids on linoleum floors, it is
advisable to have the price given in either a
lump sum for the whole job or "per square
yard
of floor to
areareduce
covered."
will cause
the contractor
waste toThis
a minimum.
Cork Carpet
Cork Carpet, as its name suggests, is a cork
product similar to linoleum. But the cork particles that go into it are not so finely ground or

Linoleum
so tightly compressed as in linoleum. Consequently cork carpet is softer, thicker, and more
yielding underfoot. While it will not give quite
the length of service that battleship linoleum
of equal thickness would give, it is very durable.
Its cost is considerably less and its resilient
qualities so pronounced that it makes an ideal
floor-covering for those parts of the theatre
where absolute quiet is the main consideration.
For Theatre Interiors
For the interior of motion-picture theatres,
cork carpet may be used satisfactorily, because
of its sound-deadening qualities and durability.
When a theatre floor is covered with this
material, patrons are not disturbed by the footsteps of people entering and leaving; ushers
and attendants welcome the comfort underfoot
that this springy floor-covering provides.
The whole auditorium may often be profitably
covered with cork carpet ; but if this is not
advisable, the use of this resilient material on
just the aisles and back areas will do away with
an appreciable amount of noise.
Importance of Proper Laying
No matter how fine the quality of the battleship linoleum or cork carpet bought, it must be
laid properly or the floor will not be an entire
success. Each strip must be cemented down
" solid " to the floor-base. Just tacking down
the strips or cementing them only at the edges
will not do ; such work will not last any time.
Laying should be done by a responsible and
experienced firm that can guarantee satisfactory
results.
Some manufacturers of linoleum recommend
laying heavy felt paper between the floor and
the linoleum, and then cementing all three
materials together. However, one of the largest
manufacturers, who has long studied linoleum
laying and has recently published specifications
for installation, states that the felt-paper
method is inadvisable. First, because three
materials cemented together are more likely to
give trouble than just two, and secondly,
because
the tensileupon.
strength of felt paper cannot be depended
In all cases it is wise to consult a linoleum
floor contractor before specifying the method
of installation. The contractor engaged should
be- a man thoroughly experienced in his work,
and able to guarantee a satisfactory job.
If the linoleum bought is genuine battleship
linoleum and the installation is made by competent workmen, it is safe to say that the resulting floor will be very attractive in appearance, and that it will wear with entire satis(Contimted on page 2968)
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By L. M. Fulton, Treas. E. E. Fulton Co. of Chicago
Records indicate that time, promotional efforts, and competition are the leading factors
in the selection, general adoption, and universal
use of new and worthy inventions, rather than
the grasping initiative, integrity, and foresight
of the users. What is looked upon as inane
today is considered indispensable tomorrow.
These facts are readily called to mind and
plainly illustrated in the motion picture industry
by the gradual passing of such uses being made
of tanks, boxes, and bags for take-ups; the
inefficient costly A. C. arcs ; combustible booths ;
machine mechanism cases and tops; water
barrels, and grid rheostats; hand driven projectors and
;
now the steady and growing abandonment of hand fed arcs, these being supplemented
by arc controls or regulators.
Time was when the hand fed arc served its
purpose fairly well, for a 9 x 12 picture contains but a little over 100 square feet to illuminate. But with the increased cost of producing
better shows, larger houses with greater seating
capacity were necessary to balance this cost, and
along with this bigger pictures, until today the
average picture projected is between 20 and 24
feet wide, which represents not twice the area
to be illuminated, but three to four times the
former amount. So it is evident that larger
and heavier arc lamp equipment and heavier
currents were necessary to make this increase
possible, but with these increases it is also
much more difficult to handle and maintain an
arc by the former practice of hand feeding.
Therefore, as has been often repeated, "Mother
L. M. Fulton
Invention supplied the missing link" by producsocieties for the art, that is largely responsible
ing the various types of arc controls or regulators.
for its present day popularity. And so it goes,
These different changes for the better in the as we progress ever onward it is most profitable
motion picture industry has elevated and has
for him who serves best.
been the means of furnishing the public with a
Those technically acquainted with projection
pleasing sort of entertainment and education
realize that a more or less successful picture
without any material hazard or physical strain. depends upon a combination of details, no one
As a matter of fact, it has been the untiring apparatus, appurtenances, being responsible for
effort of the different inventors, promotors, and the total results, therefore the better these combinations the better the results.
The arc controller of today is a very valuable
Activities in the Southeast
addition to any motion picture arc light, as it
serves a double purpose. An arc control will
The new Broadway theatre, in High
not only maintain an even, steady arc light, but
Point, N. C, is rapidly nearing complewill reduce the amount of electrical current and
tion, much to the delight of A. B. Huff,
owner. Mr. Huff announces that the carbons consumed, this fact being proved by an
unbiased test made in an electrical laboratory
Broadway will seat 350, and will be the in
one of the larger cities, which showed an
finest theatre of its size in the territory.
actual saving of 7% in the electrical current
Orlando, Fla., is to have a handsome
consumed, this being registered on recording
new theatre, if the plans of Barney
watt meters. The test was conducted by
Beacham, who is building it, materialize.
operating
two arc lamps with identical resisHe announces that the theatre will seat
tance in the service line on both lights, but one
1,200 — and he has placed his order for was fed by hand and the other with an arc
specially constructed seats, with spring control. So as the exhibitors become acquainted
with these facts, the arc control will soon be
cushions and extravagant upholstery. The
considered an indispensable accessory.
new theatre is, as yet, without a name.
Some exhibitors feel that the arc control is
The Broadway theatre at Rome, Ga.,
a convenient, lazy, labor-saving device, and that
has opened, and is equipped with a modit is the place of the projectionist to feed his
ern line of projection equipment, includarc. But this is a biased opinion, and would
not exist if the exhibitor would become better
ing a Minusa gold-fibre screen, and two
Powers 6B projectors. The Broadway
acquainted with projection values, equipment,
was formerly the Amuzu, but has been
rind the work of a projectionist, for they would
soon discover that while it relieves the projecpractically rebuilt. — Gaddis.

tionist of a very tedious manual operation, ■
works to their best advantage. The maintnl
nance cost of an arc control is next to nothing
there being records of eight years' service without any repairs made.
It is almost humanly impossible to feed the
carbons by hand and get even good results, af
so much depends upon the structure of the
carbons, etc., as to when and how much tc
feed, that the high amperage used today demands the assistance of a mechanical, or coM
bined mechanical and electrical aid.
To get the best results from an arc laid
the current pressure or voltage should be kepi
as nearly constant as possible, thereby causing
the least change in the crater or light delivering
source of the carbon. This can only be accomplished byvery minute and hair-like movements of the carbons, this being more or lea
dependent upon the carbon being consumed. |
Most arc controls built today operate on s
very slight change in voltage, this being de
pendent upon the relation or consumption o:
carbons one from the other, and as a ver
small amount of carbon is burned the contro
will automatically feed them just the require*
amount, and no more. The movement of til'
carbon being so small that it is not discernibl
to the eye. Contrast this to the hit or mis
guess of manual operation, more or less depend
ing
projectionist's
skillthe
andever
attentive
ness,upon
and your
it is possible
to realize
grow
ing list of satisfied users.
Most manufacturers today will demonstrat
their assertions by a trial, and from the fore
going evidence, it appears that an exhibito
would be acquainting himself with a device ths
would be a highly prized addition to his equif
ment, which would deliver to his patronage
picture free from discolored and poorly lighte
corners, and at the same time effect a savin
for himself.

Vance, Asheville, Opens
Formal opening of the new Vance The;
tre at Asheville, X. C. was held recently
the entire city turning out for the cen
monies. Manager L. M. Cadison was d<
lighted with the reception accorded h
new motion picture house, which is or
of the handsomest structures in Ashevill
The new theatre was christened in horn
of Hon Zebulon Vance, former govern<
of North Carolina, and was remodek
throughout, the new theater bearing litt
or no resemblance to the Galaxy, whi<
proceded
it.
Opera chairs
and electrical fixtures we
rushed to Asheville by express in order
permit of instalation in time for openii
the Vance. New heating and ventilatii
systems have been installed, a new scre«
has been purchased and new motion pi
ture machines have been secured by Ma
ager Cadison. — Keeney.
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"Navy Standard"
The Navy Department has
drawn up rigid specifications for linoleum to be
used on the decks of battleINaYuratty^ toa 'these
Vimr~
leum thatships. conforms
exacting Navy requirements, and that will endure
under the terrific wear imposed by Navy service, is
exactly the type of floorcovering needed in the
theatre.
All so-called battleship linoleum isnot made according
to Navy specifications. To
be absolutely certain you
are getting genuine battleshipcordlinoleum,
acing toNavy made
standard,
you
insist Linoleum.
on ColdSeal should
Battleship

Motion

Picture

Exhibitors

the past year we have asked
DURING
motion picture exhibitors all over the
United States what they demand in a theatre
floor-covering. Here, in condensed form, are
their opinions :
"Theatre floors must be extremely
durable to withstand the heavy, daily
traffic, up and down the aisles,

tell

us —

"Quiet underfoot?" — "Easy and inexpensive to clean ?" — As cork is its main ingredient,
Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum is comfortably
quiet to walk on — pleasantly resilient under
foot. Its smooth, sanitary surface can be
cleaned in a jiffy by a few whisks of a damp
mop. It comes in three colors — attractive
shades of terra cotta, brown and green.
No

other linoleum so fully meets the requirements of motion picture floors as does
Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum. It will pay
you to insist upon the genuine.

through the corridors, etc."
"Floor-coverings must be quiet underfoot so that people walking about
and looking for seats will not disturb

Gold-Seal Cork Carpet

those already seated."
"They must be easily and inexpensively cleaned to keep down overhead expenses."
"Must be durable?" — Gold-Seal Battleship
Linoleum is manufactured in strict accordance with the standards set by the U. S. Navy
— made to withstand such terrific, grinding
wear as is given the decks of battleships.

Some exhibitors, who desire absolutely soundproof floors, prefer Gold-Seal Cork Carpet.
This efficient floor-covering is very durable
and as velvety quiet underfoot as a woven
rug.
Made in 6. attractive shades.
Congoleum Company
INCORPORATED
Philadelphia New York Chicago Boston Dallas Atlanta
San Francisco
Minneapolis
Kansas City Pittsburgh Montreal

*GOLD
CAUTION!
The Gold Seal, facsimile
of which is shown at
right, is pasted on the
face of all genuine
Gold-Seal Linoleum.
Look for it !

SEAL
' GUARANTEE
EUM ,
L
, SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
NOMONEY
ORIYOUR
BACK
REMOVE
DAMP SEAL
CLOTHWITH

GOLD

SEAL

Battleship
Linoleum
(THE FAMOUS FARR & BAILEY BRAND)
Made

According

to U.S.Navy

Standard

Motion
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facturers are glad to show the methods and
materials that go to make up the:r product
Mr. Levin planned to also spend several daj»
at the General Electric Co.
Emerald Theatre Leased
The Emerald theatre, Thirty-sixth
street and Prospect avenue, Kansas City,
Mo., has been leased by L. Weil and scH
formerly of Sioux City, Iowa. The theatre, which is a suburban house, will be
remodeled and redecorated about October
i. The seating capacity also will be increased. Alarge canopy, a new front and
an improved lighting system are among
the improvements planned. — True.

Unique theatre front of the Strand, Waterloo, Iowa, a First National house
The

Seven

Hundred

Seat

Solon

Theatre,

Spencer,
Iowa, a Model
in Construction
The seven hundred seat Solon theatre which
all doorways, orchestra railing and as a setting for the screen.
recently opened in Spencer, Iowa, under the
The projection room is so designed that the
management of G. M. Solon, is a model in
theatre construction. As one enters the heated
center of the projection lens is on a horizontal
line with the center of the screen.
lobby, which measures fifteen by twenty-nine
The room measures eighteen feet in width
feet, he is impressed by the inviting appearance
of the marble walls and ticket booth, the latter
by twelve feet deep and eight feet high. The
entire equipment, which was furnished by the
being finished with the same material. A decorDes Moines Office of the Argus Enterprises,
ative painting adorns the ceiling and is illumiInc., consists of a G. E. Generator set, Fulco
nated by nearly fifty lights which have been
Reel Cabinet, two of the latest type Simplex
attractively arranged.
The main auditorium is one hundred and ten
Projectors equipped with Simplex Lenses which
project a fourteen by eleven foot picture on an
feet in length and the floor drops three-quarters of an inch to every foot. Comfortable 19 Argus Crystal Bead Screen at one hundred feet.
inch opera chairs have been installed to insure
R. W. MacEwan, manager and projection engineer of the Argus, Des Moines Office supervised
comfort for the patrons and are provided with
the installation of the projection equipment
aisle lights. The walls are decorated with works
which will be in charge of Projectionist Tomer
of art which are pleasing to the eye, while
D. Flint, formerly of Des Moines.
draperies of grey and old rose are used on
A Popular Floor Covering
for Theatres
(Continued from page 2965)
faction for a long period of years. A well-laid
floor of genuine battleship linoleum takes at
least one worry off the shoulders of the motionpicture theatre owner.
Care of Linoleum Floors
In cleaning linoleum use pure mild soap and
warm water. Caustic soaps and abrasive powders should never be used. Simply mop off the
floor with soapy water, then with clean water —
using always the least water possible — and dry
quickly.
Waxing is very beneficial to linoleum. Any
good floor wax, preferably in liquid form, will
do. It should be thoroughly rubbed in. After
the floors have been waxed sufficiently, they can
be cleaned with a dry mop without the use of
water. Waxing should be done about once a
month.
It is also possible to varnish linoleum. Var-

nishing gives the linoleum a brilliant surface
covering, and protects it from wear.
Cork carpet floors should not be waxed or
varnished. The chief charm of cork carpet is
its softness and resiliency and both these qualities would be lessened by varnishing.
Good battleship linoleum or cork carpet, well
laid and adequately cared for, will give long
and satisfactory service in any motion-picture
theatre.
Salt

Lake

City

Dealer

Inspects Plants
Sam I. Levin, president of the Salt Lake
Theatre Supply Co., has been in New York
for about a week, spending several days inspecting the factory of the Nicholas Power Co. Mr.
Levin came to New York in order to learn as
much as possible about the manufacturing of
the equipment which his company sells. He
declares that he gathered much useful information, stating that most of the equipment manu-

Allen Will Be Largest
House in Alberta
The new Allen Palace theatre in Calgary, Alberta, will be the largest theatre
in the Province of Alberta, according to
the owners. The seating capacity is
1,968 and this is said to be about 500
more than the largest theatre in Alberta
already in operation.
It is interesting to note that the Aliens
of Toronto will shortly open the Palace
theatre in the city in which they made
their real start in the moving picture business. About fourteen years ago they
opened a moving picture store show in
Brantford, Ontario, but eventually they
moved to Calgary where they opened the
first of the large exclusive moving picture
theatres in Canada. Their chain now extends from coast to coast and they have
finally come back to Calgary to build
a moving picture theatre that is equal in
size and beauty to many other of their
new houses in various cities. — Gleddish
Buffalo Notes
Peterson & Woods, owners of the Wintergarden and Mozart theatres in Jamestown, N.
Y,. will built a new house to be called UK
Palace on Spring street in the Chautauqua Lake
city. The Palace will have a seating capacity
of 2,000 and will cost close to $1,000,000. Contractors have started work on the foundations
The house will be opened next fall.
Rumors persist that the Shea Amusemen1
Company will yet build its new Metropolitar
on Main street north of Chippewa in Buffalo. M
Shea and P. B. MacNaughton have been ii
Chicago conferring with architects on buildinf
costs and plans. Report also has it that 4<
Tivoli, Chicago, will be reproduced in Buffak
it the deal goes through. It will be the fiftl
house in the Shea Buffalo chain.
Nicholas Dipson has broken ground for i
$150,000 theatre on Main street, Batavia, X. Y.J
which will be one of the finest houses in westeni
New York.
The new Lafayette Square theatre in BuffaH
is nearing completion and will open soon afte
the holidays. This theatre is costing a fortun
andThewillColonial
be " theinlast
word."was opened this wee
Depew
by Chester Glanc and Joseph Dworzanowski. J
is a 900 seat house costing $40.000. — Taylor.
Plan Jersey City Theatre
A $50,000 theatre will be built at I
Wegman Parkway. Jersey City, by th
Rialto Amusement Co. R. D. Blauvelt. 0
New York City, is the architect.
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Motion

Carries

Elevated Platform
on Auto
An elevated platform on an automobile by
which pictures can be filmed which would be
Unobtainable otherwise has been devised by
Daniel J. Goff, Chicago cameraman. The platform is shown in the photograph. It was
originated and put into commission by Goff
during the Pageant of Progress Exposition in
Chicago in July. The platform weighs 140 lbs.
and can be attached to an auto in eight minutes.

Daniel J. Goff, free lance cameraman, and his
elevated platform device
It is used mostly on news assignments. Goff
has been in the free lance field for ten years,
and owns a Bell & Howell, DeBris and Universal cameras. He also heads a photo finishing concern.
Capitol,

Detroit to Open
Soon
John H. Kunsky, president of the John H.
Kunsky enterprises in Detroit, announces facts
regarding the opening of the new Capitol theatre, under construction in downtown Detroit
near the Kunsky Madison and Adams theatres
in the business district.
The Capitol will open to the public about
December 15. It will seat 4,250 people. The
building includes theatre and offices and takes
up one entire block. The general offices of the
Kunsky company will, however, remain at the
Madison Theatre Building.
Mr. Kunsky announces that Thomas D.
Moule, who has been managing director of the
Madison and Adams theatres for many seasons,
will also have supervision over the new Capitol.
Clyde Wixom will be house manager of the
Adams ; George Kelley house manager of the
Madison, while the Capitol house management
has not been filled. Music will be supervised
by Eduard O. Werner, musical director for all
of the Kunsky theatres. Mr. Werner, until a

Views of the ne

year ago, was director of the Adams orchestra
when he was appointed to arrange the picture
scores and overtures for both the Adams and
Madisons. Werner, it is expected, will free
lance between the three theatres, leading overtures at various times when his time is not
occupied otherwise. Howard O. Pierce will
continue as publicity man. — Heffkrman.
Reopen Canadian Theatre
Announcement is made that the Famous
Players Canadian Corporation of Toronto has acquired the Brock Theatre,
Brockville, Ontario. This is the only
moving picture theatre in the city which
has upwards of 10,000 people. It was
recently renovated and redecorated but
will be further improved by the corporation. — Gladish.
Plan N. Y. House
Plans have been filed by the Tyrol
Realty Corp., Samuel Wheeler, president,
for the erection of a one-story motion picture theatre on the south side of East
152nd street, near Melrose avenue, the
Bronx, N. Y. The theatre is expected to
cost about $130,000.
Hilly ard, Wash.,

Has

$50,000 House
Hillyard, Wash., a municipality surrounded on all sides by the city of Spokane, has a new $50,000 picture palace de
luxe, known as the Rialto, operated by O.
W. Newton, manager. The Great Northern railway shops are located at Hillyard,
and the town has the distinction of having
its own city government, apart from Spokane, while Spokane virtually surrounds
it on all sides, bringing the new theatre
closer to residents of Spokane's north
hill than any other movie house in the
city. The new Rialto contains features
no other house in the Inland Empire has,
an operating room 'on the level with the
curtain, insuring perfect pictures. Ventilating, lighting, heating are all as near
perfect as it is possible to make them. The
mezzanine floor is a feature in itself, behind plate glass and furnished with upholstered wicker arm chairs, rockers and
settees so that, as Mr. Newton says, " you
can enjoy a movie evening on this floor
with the comfort, ease and pleasure found
in your home parlor." — Colver.

Cameraman

Picture
Uses

N e

Ultra-

Speed Device
WHAT
is considered
greater
advancements
in theone
art ofof the
filming
mo\
tion pictures is the recently introduced ultrai
speed attachment for cameras. The fir«J
cameraman on the West Coast not specializing
in slow-speed to equip his own machine witl
the new appartus is Park Ries, head camera!
man for Hamilton-White Comedies, Inc., af

Park Ries, who turns the crank for Educational^
Mermaid Comedies, pointing to ultra-rapiM
speed devise which has been attached to H
machine at a cost of $1000.
Hollywood, making Mermaid Comedies fotf
Educational.
The ultra-speed attachment cost Mr. Ritm
$1,000, and necessitated laying his machine qfl
for three months while it was being put on »
the Bell and Howell plant in Chicago.
With the ultra-speed attachment a camera
man can produce on the screen the movement
of players at a speed one-twelfth as fast aU
natural. Some of Mr. Ries's first work witfc
his newly equipped machine is seen in " Th#
Vagrant." Reviewing this picture, the Lof
Angeles Saturday Night said:
" Perhaps it has been done before, but wfl
have never seen it tried before — meaning thfl
introduction of the slow camera in comedm
And here we have it employed purposely an!
right cleverly.
" It was Lloyd Hamilton ...
in one cM
those ridiculous Mermaid Comedies at whicl
one frequently laughs from sheer idiocy, super! .
induced by screen hypnotism, who executed an
opium dream on the roof of a building by the
aid of the slow motion camera. It was ludicrooi.
in the extreme and further marked by clcveJ
ness
of intellectual
beinfis 1
pursued
to the roofstamp.
of an' Ham,'
opiumafter
joint,
mesmerized by the fumes from a fireplace be*
low and does a classic faun dance with the'
policeman who has cornered him there."

Rialto, Hillyard. Wash. Left — Interior, showing seating arrangement. The projection room is on the same level as the scree^
. . Middle — Exterior of. the Rialto. Right — Comfortable chairs of the mezzanine floor
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New

Motion
Theatre
a Modern

of

Erie,

Pa.,

Medium

a Model

Sized

Play

for
House

Everything Up-to-Date Embodied in Aris,
from Projection to the Ventilating Equipment
One of the most modern small theatres
is owned by the Aris Amusement Corp.
It is located at 161 1 Peach street and was
in the East is the Aris theatre, at Erie,
erected at a cost of $100,000.
Pa., which opened its doors to the public
The house is erected with a dance hall
recently. Although seating but 750, this
on the third floor, and with a tea room
house is complete in every respect, from
connected with the lobby. The building
its heating and cooling systems to its prois constructed of hollow tile, steel and
jection and screen equipment.
concrete. The interior is finished in buff
Manager F. T. Egan is well pleased
with his house, and states that in the and white. The seats in both auditorium
few weeks that it has been running he has
and balcony are arranged in three sections. There are no loges..
been doing capacity business. The theatre
A vacuum split system is used in heating the theatre, and an up-to-date system
Majestic Changes Hands
The Majestic theatre at 185th street and St. of refrigerated air keeps the house cool in
summer. Huge fans are also used for venNicholas avenue, New York City, has been sold
tilating. Music is furnished by a large
by the Braddon Amusement Corp. to a syndicate. The theatre accommodates about 2400
Gottfried orchestral organ, which was installed at a cost of $6,000.
people which includes a roof garden. Aaron A.
Corn was the broker.
The projection room, which is Westing-

Picture

News

house
equipped,
has a Powers
6-B screen!
Cam-*
eragraph
which throws
to a velvet
80 feet away. All modern devices arc
embodied in this model little house, even
including five intercommunicating phones,
F.rie ought to be proud of the addition to
the city's playhouse of the Aris theatre.]
Karlton Has Large Organ
The new Karlton theatre besides being one of
the most beautiful artistic motion picture audi-*
toriums in the country also boasts of one of the
largest and most completely equipped organs of
its size in existence. The instrument in the
new Karlton theatre is a true Kimball Unit
Orchestra of pipes and percussion instruments
under the control of the organist as the human
orchestra follows the leading of its director.
It closely resembles the great unit in the Stanley theatre which is the largest and most completely equipped in the East.
The string section in the Karlton organ
contains double basses, 'cellos, first and second
violins, and their octaves. In the wood are the
clarinets, oboes saxophone, kinura, flutes and
piccolo. The brass family is represented by
the tubas, trombones, horns and cornet.
Organ tone or foundation stops include the
diaphones, diapasons, tibias, bourdons and ao
companimental flutes, with mutation stops. The
vox humanas and some other specialties also
belong in a classification outside of the orchestra proper, making this an orchestra and an
organ, with all the advantages of both.
Percussion instruments are present in great
variety, exceeding any usual concert orche*^
tra and far beyond the organ resources. These
comprise the chimes (tubular bells), harp, marimba, glockenspiel, orchestra bells, xylophone,(piano prepared for, to be installed later), the
orchestral drums, tympani, and musical (legitimate) traps, as needed for interpretation of the
folk music of the several nations. The musical
" effects " considered desirable in the early days
of motion picture accompaniment, and by some
exhibitors even now, are conspicuous by their
absence.
Being located in solid concrete chambers and
under control of individual electric motors, the
expression is perfect, from gentle gradation of
crescendo and diminuendo to the crashing
sforzandos.
Th;s Unit Orchestra and Organ is operated
from a console of the most practicable type,
that designed by Robert Hope-Jones and used
by this company in an idealized form. AH
means of control are within reach of hands of
feet without stretching or inconvenience, even
the manuals being inclined to the natural angle
of the arms and the double touch being at the"
same time positive and easy to play. The combinations all visibly operate the stop keys and
have double touch to control the pedal simultaneously or not, as desired.

1 ™^^^^wf^BWB

The New Aris Theatre at Erie, Pa.

Visits Motiograph Factory
Chief Projectionist Hanson, of the World Realty
Company, Omaha, Nebraska, which owns and operates
an important chain of theatres, made a special trip t<
Chicago to inspect the factory of Enterprise Optical
Manufacturing Company, makers of Motiograph Uc
Luxe.
He was greatly impressed with the first hand knowledge he gained of the splendid materials and workmanship put into
new machine
the atmosphere
of efficiency
that theprevailed
in theandfactory,
and sail
after his inspection that he was a greater booster for
the Motiograph even than he had been before.
Mr. Hanson reported that the new De Luxe models*
recently installed in the Sun theatre, have been giving
splendid results ever since their first run. and that the
brightness and steadiness of the picture is a source of
greathouse.
satisfaction to the management and patrons of
this
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Perfect Light
and

a

Perfect Dissolve
at Less Cost
What

Have

Gundlach

With

Projection Lenses

Done for The Motion Picture Industry ?
They have transformed the poor picture of about ten years ago
into the perfect picture of today.
They have raised the standard of quality and illuminating power
to the highest degree.
They have supplied lenses in three sizes to provide the exact focal
length with the utmost illumination for every possible condition
of projection.
They made the No. 2 size Projection Lenses available YEARS AGO
which removed the limitation formerly upon the distance the picture
could be projected and the size of theatres.
They
ment.have standardized the mount and jacket with spiral adjustThey have set a standard for optical quality, illumination and
uniformity which may be equalled but not excelled.
Better look for the name GUNDLACH and be sure you are getting
lenses with a reputation. There is no better value.
Send for booklet of information

get

lran^rteK
K^fiR GUNDLACH - MANHATTAN
VLENSj 853 Clinton Ave., So.

OPTICAL COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

The
8S/L-G
cMotion

MEZZAMr^5;|^g

1 telfeWal

Reserved Seat Tickets
for BIG PICTURES
There are a great many really big productions
available today by exhibitors. These are productions that in the past would have been road shows,
either not playing your town or playing the opposition
combination house. You can give these special productions the proper presentation right in your own theatre. The secret is RESERVED SEATS. " The Birth
of a Nation," " 'Way Down East," " The Four Horsemen," "Over thebigHill,"
" Themust
Old beNest,"
other unusually
pictures
playedandwithmany
reserved seats. They are too long for a grind show.
They must be presented at advanced prices, and be
put on in real showmanship manner. Are you able
to handle
the success.
big pictures? The Reserved seat policy
will
make for
Advise us your seating capacity and
we will be glad to quote you prices
and send you samples.
Write for our leaflet " Reserved Seats and Big
Pictures."

WELDON

WILLIAMS

Set of the

Picture

Industry

TRANSVERTER (double arc type), furnishes two perfect arcs in series simultaneously, each of the same amperage
and light value — and in striking the second arc the one showing is not disturbed
in the slightest degree. This gives a perfect dissolve.

B F Keith'slheatre^!;

JAN

Standard

LICK

World's Largest Two-Color Reserved Seat Ticket Printers

And, throughout the whole operation
the automatic voltage control maintains
constant amperage without the use of
wasteful resistance, which, of course,
means less heat in the booth and less
maintenance and operating cost than any
other device.
These are but a few of many TransVerteR features that contribute to the
successful operation of motion picture
theaters.
TRANSVERTER automatic voltage control maintains a constant amperage and
steady arc without the use of a wasteful
resistance.
Literature sent upon request.
The

Hertner

Electric

1900 W. 112th St.
Cleveland, Ohio

Co.

Motion
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John E. Barber Claims
Movies Need a Banker
At an open meeting of the American Society
of Cinematographers on the night of September
12, Mr. John E. Barker, vice-president of the
First National Bank of Los Angeles, and vicepresident of the Cinema Finance Corporation,
addressed the members on the subject of motion
picture economics, the high lights of which are
most interesting. Mr. Barber introduced his
subject by stating that the motion picture industry seems to have been affected less than
any other industry by the general slump in
business; that, whereas shoes, cotton, wool,
cattle, steel, etc., have been badly depressed, the
demand for motion pictures, measured by
attendance, has been off only 30 per cent.
Although other industries have been prostrate,
the United States admission tax of 10 per cent
and the rental tax of 5 per cent from January 1
to June 1, 1921, show a material increase over
the preceding six months. For the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1921, the 10 per cent admission
tax increased 15 per cent over 1920, and the 5
per cent rental tax increased 37 per cent over
1920, but tax receipts for automobiles, cigars,
jewelry, pianos, candy, all decreased heavily,
showing that motion pictures are not in the
luxury class, and that is most encouraging from
a banking point of view.
Continuing, Mr. Barber said in effect: The
motion picture industry is in a state of flux; it
is unsettled and unorganized, if not disorganized. Recent conditions will prove to be a
blessing in disguise, since extravagance is
being eliminated. Leaders are emerging and
there is a general " settling" in all departments
of the industry, and this applies to the artistic
as well as the business side. It is the duty and
the opportunity of the bankers to help to
stabilize the industry. The great obstacle now
and heretofore has been the almost entire lack
of reliable statistical information about motion
pictures such as may be had about railroads,
copper, cotton, steel, coal, oil, etc. All has been
guesswork and questionnaires have failed to
bring reliable data. It is essential that bankers
know accurately the facts of an industry to
determine whether it is entitled to credit, and
if so, how much.
There has been a lack of capable business
management equal to the creative and artistic
abilities shown by producers, directors, photographers and actors. This has led to inefficient
methods, waste of money and time. Lately
progress has been made in some studios along
business lines and there is better accounting,
and reduction of waste, but too often the producer is his own business manager, to the detri-t

ment of his pocket book and his business reputation. There has been regular over-production,
costing the industry millions. Oil wells shut
down, copper mines suspend, factories close,
but picture production goes on in spite of glutted
markets. This is a corollary of three and could
be corrected if better understood.
Studio facilities far exceed the demand. This
is uneconomic and is the result of personal
vanity, which constitutes a danger.
The marketing machinery of the industry is
costly. It takes 25 to 35 per cent of selling
prices to market a picture; this shows the
importance of centralizing distribution and
eliminating duplication. There are now in the
■ United States fifteen large and one hundred and
twenty-five small distributors. Also there are
difficulties encountered with selling agents three
thousand miles away.
There is a lack of adequate capital to run the
picture industry economically. Where have the
huge returns from picture production gone?
None has been put back into the business. Between pictures most producers must go through
the agonies of financing for the next and this
complete lack of an adequate financial structure
has led to an inability to get banking credit, for
there is no open market for motion picture
securities as for railroad, etc., and the producer
cannot go to the banks for seasonal requirements as farmers, the manufacturer, the mine
operator.
It is plain that the industry has outgrown
private financing and it is not sound or economic
for the distributor to finance production. Pictures should be sold on percentage which would
be cheapest and most logical and satisfactory to
all. It is a fact that the producer pays 20 to 60
per cent and often 100 per cent for money necessary to make his production. Although having
outgrown private financing, the industry is not
yet stable enough for public flotation ; and until
it is, producers must be accommodated by banks
and corporations like the Cinema Finance Corporation, recently organized in Los Angeles.
Our experience in financing motion pictures
has been most satisfactory. For years we have
believed it a legitimate industry — the largest
here, and therefore legitimately entitled to its
share of community credit on reasonable terms.
We qualified it as an industry under
1. Size.
2. Stability.
3. Marketability.
4. Risk and Profitableness.
At first we lent only to men whose financial
statement warranted unsecured loans; thi»
limited the bank's helpfulness, because many able
producers and directors could not show means ;
lercforc, we evolved a scheme of lending on

Fred Chaston and his combination camera

Picture

X e

negative, L e-, to put picture loans a» commodity loans." We required the producer making the loan to put up one-third of the amount
required, the bank lending two-thirds ; this wa»
secured by a chattel mortgage on the negative,
insurance, lien on receipts, interest charges and
trust receipts. Such an arrangement widens the
bank's sphere of usefulness immensely.
The net results are, first, a large volume of
loans; second, profitable business; third, no
greater hazard thus protected than any other
kind of business the bank is asked to finance;
fourth, liquidity — results more dependable.
Each loan, therefore, is carefully scrutinized
and judged under the following head:
1. Character of story, type of picture, and it!
quality; also director, cast, etc.
2. Producer — His ability, his experience, his
resources and his integrity. Especially his business organization.
3. Release arrangements — who and what
(Time of loan important to bank) subject to
screen examination, etc.
4. Insurance.
5. Estimates of cost, stars' salaries, directors'
sheets.)
salaries, etc. (Advances made only on cost
6. Market value of collateral, i. e., film based
on box office returns of previous similar pictures
of this producer.
Mr. Barber sees the motion picture industry on
the threshold of a new era; he declares that
bankers have been able to help other industries
at critical times, and can do so here — The]
American Cinematographer.
CompletingAshvilleHouse
Work on the Imperial theatre, now being
erected on Patton avenue, Asheville, N. C, bjri
the Southern Enterprises at a cost of more than
$110,000, will be completed about December 15.:
\\ ith a seating capacity of approximately 11,5001
persons, the Imperial will be one of the finest •
motion picture houses in the Carolinas.
The main theatre building is situated on
Lexington avenue, while the arcade is on Patton ,
avenue. Restrooms for both men and women,
equipped with handsome furniture and adorned ;
with palms, ferns and other plants, are being'
arranged. A Robert-Morton pipe organ, cost-i
ing $10,000, has already arrived and is now!
being erected. — Keexey.
Devises

Combination

Camera
Fred Chaston, a veteran cameraman, has toll)
lowed out a novel idea by which he has heap J
able to get a camera which fits every need 11
W orking on the principal that all cameras havi tfc
several good points, while no one camera i:|
adapted for all uses, Chaston has made ; )
combination which he says is good all aroundVjj
for speed, adaptability and precision.
Mr. Chaston ' i a cameraman who has been M
motion pictur, photography for over fifteesi
years. He is a member of the United Societjl
of Cinematographers and of the Moving Pictun)
Photographers Association. He has jus)
finished a year and a half with D. W. Griffith.
In order to get a srood all around combination
Chaston has assembled the camera shown in th>
photographs. This combines all the quicknes'
of changing lenses with a turret and at th
same time focus can be made on the film o
ground .^lass from the back. There is no slid
ing back and forth on a track. The film cx
be seen at all times. The camera has many net
vignetting and double exposure devices necefi
sary for the advanced cinematography of th
present day. The earner? was built by th
American Motion Picture Machine Co

December
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Columbia

Projector Carbons
Columbia Silvertip Combination
From the beginning of the motion
Carbons for Direct Current: The
picture industry, every notable
narrow diameter of the silvertip
improvement in projector carbons
has been a Columbia achievement.
negative lower compels it to burn
with a sharp point, holding the
Columbia White Flame Carbons
arc steady and keeping the shadow
off the lens and screen.
for Alternating Current: The only
carbons yielding a sharp and pureWe invite correspondence with a
white light, steady and silent, with
view of bettering your projection.
alternating current.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio
San Francisco, Calif,
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto
American

Carbons

for American

SAVE

Piclures

MONEY

HALLBERG

"4 in 1" MAZDA
REGULATORS
AND
SAVE
PROJECTOR
LAMPS
THEY CONSERVE THE FILAMENT—
CURRENT to CORRECT INITIAL VALUE for
each new lamp, and you can use the MORE EFBY LIMITING THE INITIAL CURRENT RUSH
BY MAINTAINING EXACT CURRENT VALUE
FICIENT LOW VOLTAGE PROJECTION LAMP;
BY FURNISHING MEANS FOR ADJUSTING namely 25 to 30 volts; 20 to 30 amperes.
BRANCHES IN ALL LARGE CITIES

United
H. T. EDWARDS
Pres. and Tre«s.

Theatre
25 WEST

Equipment
Corporation
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
J. H.Vice-Pres.
HALLBERG
and Secy.
45th ST., NEW YORK CITY

corp.

PANJER
LIBMAN-S
BUILDERS OF
LOBBY

FRAMES

CHANGEABLE
TICKET

SIGNS

BOXES

Factory :
NEWARK, N. J.

DE

LUXE

TICKET
FOYER

Office :
NEW YORK

BOOTHS

LAMPS,

ETC.

Factory :
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Motion

National

N ew i

Anti-Misframe

Arcadia Theatre, Windber, Pa.
Dear Editor:
Inclosed find my application for membership
in the N. A. M. L. ... In my mind the league
is an excellent movement, as it is not only
benefits projectionists, but the public, exhibitor
and producer as well. . . . Am enclosing a
drawing of my plans for a very useful article
for members of the N. A. M. L. — the misframe
finder.
J. D. SmousE.
Salem, Ore.
Dear Sir:
Am enclosing membership application. . . .
I have been in the projecting game for two

League
Forum
Would
appreciate
publicity as mm
once in a while we get a film that is all shot
erators who mutilate your
film giving
in Uiisth:,
manner
should S
very truly,
Yoursthrough
tamly be reprimanded
. . . but we always send them out in the best
the trade's papers. T
possible condition.
KvanifH
R.
I
United Artists Corporation,
SalesK. Manag^H

Top view misframe finder. When film passes
through the misframe finder as it does in the
projection machine a misframe can easily be
detected, because of the light and intermittent
movement

HOK— TBc samples of films enclosed were disgrace
ful.
b'JiieT1
operator, had ,
Ohio
punched holes Cleveland,
in many plafl
It vis ,up to the N. A. M. L. members to assist all a
stopping this evil. There is, no excuse for such
raent of film and those
who do so ars^H
working to the detrimentoperators
of theEditor.
men who want ft
industry to advance. — Technical
Barnesboro, PaB
I am the operator in a new theatie. And with ft
V
equipment
Sept 23'
I haver:
I ought to pet a better
pictamr
Dear
I his isSi
what I have:
An Extra light 5creen ; Simafc
machinewith
Gundlach
lens,
Extra-light
shotSfl
D. C. current.
Here is the trouble; poor focus, can not set shoMr
perfect. On the left side of the screen the
all right but on the right side it is distorted. picture i
The throw is
feet. Size of ,creen is 14 by 1
leet Have 4 \..80inch
focalhow?len3. Where should
shadow box be placed and
Can
any
N.
A.
M.
L.
members help me H.out H of ft,Hi
Yours
truly,
trouble?

Sherman

Plan of misframe finder. Designed by J. D. Smouse. Windber, Pa. A and B — Guide rollers.
C— Surface for aperture plate. 1 and 3— Feed and take up feed sprockets. 2 — Intermittent
sprocket geared according to sprockets 1 and 3
years; previous to this I was stage manager in
this house. I get a great deal of bad film here,
as this is a second run house, combining
vaudeville in its program, and the population
of the town is only 17,000. So I have plenty of
film repairing to do.
I have talked the matter over with the other
projectionists here and we have all decided to
join the league. This is not a union town, as
there are not enough of us to organize and the
nearest charter is in Portland, but it is closed.
B. Xeeland, Bligh Theatre.
Ashland, Catlettsburg, Ky.
Dear Ed. :
We are two old members of the N. A. M. L.,
Nos. 913 and 914, and have taken a great interest in the troubles of the projectionists as
published in the Forum. . . . We have faithfully lived up to our pledge that we took in
joining the league. . . . Films that we are
getting now are in the best of condition, but
National Anti-Misframe

Picture

We believe that all projectionists will be
helped greatly by the league. . . . Both of us
have been projectionists for over six years and
expect to keep at it. We enjoy reading the
letters of the other members.
W. C. Caines.
C. L. Wylie.
November 15, 1921.
Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen — 1 am herewith attaching clippings of
Him from a print of Douglas Fairbanks in the " Three
Musketeers," which played in the Regent theatre,
Springfield,
Ohio, Gus Sun, manager, week of November 6.
Due to great number of applications
received for the N. A M. L. we have
exhausted our supply of labels and membership cards. As soon as these are
printed they will be forwarded to all
who have not as yet received them.

Days ects
Recoll

Dear Eidtor:
As I sit here at the old typewriter, I can hear ■
mad uproar of hammer and saw, as the mechanic
work like demons to complete the finest theatre i
eastern Tennessee, and my mind goes back to the oi
days
whenstand-'em
the writer
was " commonly
shootin' 'em over" ■
two-bit,
up joint,
known as ft
black-top.
I still have my membership card No. 362 inH
N. A. M. L., and often think of the boys, who. aft
hearing of the terrible storm that swept Corfu
Christi, Texas, two years ago. were good enough'
step up and offer me help to get going again. Pro
Maine to California came letters from fellow -craftSBM.
that were sincere in their offers of assistance, and
may be that I was a little careless in not thanking tf
boys at the time, but we were so hard pressed then, th
it seemed to me to be impossible, and then I had <
give up my typewriter for a long time, on account
sickness, coupled with the fact that I was on the go
great deal, leaving the projection-room to find health.
This letter finds me up in the Appalachians. ■
pretty little city of fifteen thousand souls where ha
times are unknown, and prosperity reigns supreme.
We are just completing a theatre that will be
credit to this city, and to the state, and I am got
to tell you all about it when I write again.
I just can't keep from mentioning the fact I I
using
a pretty
good tofeature
call your
attention
it in forthischange-overs,
letter, and and
want m I
see what you think of it.
In the lens-ports are two four-inch dissolvi
diaphragm shutters, connected with a steel red. ha*i |
convenient handles arranged on same, so that by si
ing the handle, opens one diaphragm, and shuts I I
other, so there are no springs, strings nor any od p
light equipment to give away just as you are ready <
Ouick the
and goods.
positive in action, and unbrea^H
itusewillit.deliver
If I can interest the bunch. I will agree to wt
again, some
but there's
no reason
the pages
should ft1 I1
hold
good letters
from why
Cameron.
Griffiths.
(Continued on page 2979)

League Pledge

A S motion picture operator who has the interest of his
-*-Z profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating
some of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise
that I wil! to the best of my ability return films to the exchange
in first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes
necessary remedy all mis frames, bad patches, etc., that may be
in the film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my
brother operators and give greater pleasure to those who make
up the motion picture audience by showing films that are free
from such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch
marks in film, and whe nfilm is received by me, with punch holes,
I will notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use
their-efforts to correct this evil.

Old

Blank for New League Member?
Member's Name
Home Address

Name and Address of Theatre Manager

December
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PROFESSIONAL
FREE

COPIES

Two
Melodious

1 WANT

MY

MAMMY

Themes

WHEN
SWEETHEARTS
WALTZ

BALLAD
By Louis

Breau

BALLAD
By Cal DeVolI

Fulco

o

Mr. Exhibitor, am willing to prove to you my worth,
Drop me a line and I will appear, ready to work.
Then you and your people, will be convinced and delighted,
By a saving of current, carbons, and pictures better lighted.
E. E. FULTON

N
MJM^
iKu W
TVI111
RFI
INCORPORATED

701 Seventh Ave*
New York, N. Y.

CO.

III.

Progressive Dealers Handle Speedcos

DOWN
MPN5PPN

Chicago,

IN

DIXIE

Let the theatre
i ventilation

iJr
atikIcHEATING
v/ENTILATIN^i
1

Raven
I
tell specialists
vou how —
Send Today for
w
Booklet 7

Haf

tone

^t?f7L!NS SYSTEPX 1 m c.
14 7" 6 Brpadwav
r4EW Ydkic, hi. V
Screen
7" •
kino
lypar
-.ens

Special
Motion Picture

Has

been

Installed

in

Accessories

Squareingand
closingshutters
dissolv- ;
and round
vignetting
r speed,
brilliancy
andlighting
crispis,
especially
when
micrometer
mounts
;
double
exiditions are not of the best.
posure devices, etc.
As\ your dealer, or
C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.
New York City
J East 34th Street
21-41

Majestic

Dallas,

Theatre

Texas

Raven
Screen
Corporation
One Sixty -Five Broadway, New York
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Motion
Rush

NO. 7861 HOLLY WREATH, natural prepared, everlasting, 16 inches
in diameter, with red bow ; each
$1.00; per dozen, $10.00.
MY XMAS CATALOGUE NO. 7,
with illustrations in colors, of Artificial Flowers, Plants, Trees, Hanging Baskets, etc., mailed FREE
FOR THE ASKING.
FRANK

NETSCHERT

No. 61 Barclay St., New York, N. Y.
For Perfect
MAZDA PROJECTION
"MOTSCO" ADAPTER and REDUCER
Is what you need.
Write for prices and full Information
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, III.

Work on Rochester
Movie House

The last of the mammoth steel girders
for the motion picture theatre de luxe being erected by George Eastman on the
Eastman School of Music site in Rochester, N. Y., has been hoisted into position.
The girder is 17. feet in length and weighs
nearly 17 tons. The placing of this girder
marks the completion of the main supports
of the theatre roof, which includes seven
trusses ranging in length from 74 to 137
feet and weighing from 18 to 23 tons each.
Completion of the steel framework in
time to enable the enclosing of the building before severe weather sets in has been
the aim of the steel contractors. It is expected that the roof will be " topped off "
in a few weeks. Enclosing of the structure
this year will enable the interior work to
proceed throughout the winter regardless
of weather conditions and hasten the date
of the opening of the completed theatre in
1922.
The steel framework is complicated because the site has only one right angle corner. The main floor and two balconies
are slanting and incurved, making it necessary for the steel contractors to discard
the standard right angle connections and
make special bevel connections for all the
work with the exception of the roof.
Above the stage section are two proscenium girders 73 feet in length, each weighing about 20 tons. Above these are five
trusses which carry the roof and gridirons.

Behlen's

Film

Signal

Warning Device
Warns the operator that
the end of the reel is at hand,
allowing ample time to
change chine
over
another part
mawithoutto showing
title or white on the screen.
It does away with punch
marks, scratching or pasting
paper on the film. Insures
a smooth running show
which is the pride of all real
projectionists.
Anyone can attach it and
the cost is small. Made for
Simplex, Powers and other
machines. Works electrically
and never fails.

Send for particulars today
C. C. Rush Enterprises
Greenville, S. C.

104* CAMP ST., NEW

ORLEANS. LA.

News

The two-balcony and foyer steel work
is much like a spider web on angle, with
cantilever arms at the outer side of the
web. In one section of this framing is
one girder, which carries 150 tons concentrated load. Some of the steel columns in
the auditorium are 100 feet in length. The
entire steel work for the theatre comprises
more than 1,200 tons.
The theatre will have a seating capacity.— Taylor.
Plan

Batavia

House

Batavia Theatre Corporation will be
formed at Batavia, N. Y., for the purpose
of erecting a $140,000 theatre in that city.
Plans for the house provide for a seating
capacity of 1,000 on main floor and 500
in the balcony. The theatre will be 80 by
140 feet. The directors of the corporation will be H. H. Chapin, Nikitas Dipson, J. R. Osborne, W. G. Pollard and
D. W. Tomlinson.

Remodel

Park

Theatre

Extensive remodeling and redecorating
of the New Park theatre, Austin, Minn.,
is being done under the direction of the
Standard Theatre Equipment Corp., Minneapolis. Stephen Braun and Sons operate the New Park. The color scheme for
the interior of the house is to be the same
as that of the State theatre, Minneapolis.

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
DEVELOPING
COSTS
SKJCD FOB PRICE LIST NO. B
7SS Jersey Arena*

Picture

TANK
WILL
IN TWO

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
HAITUFAOTCBBB8 AND PATENTLY
Office and Factory

Jersey City. N. J.

I CAN'T
AFFORD
IT
It you need a projector, and cannot afford a new one, glance over our list
of GUARANTEED REBUILT PROJECTORS.
Absolutely guaranteed by
the oldest
and most
responsible
house in the Theatre Supply Business.
These
machines
will save
you money.
1. Type S Simplex, used a short time Complete with lenses.
Motor drive only
9426.00
2. Regular Simplex. Complete with lenses. Hand drive
200.00
Motor drive
250.00
3. Powers 6A. Complete with lenses. Hand drive
175.00
Motor drive
200.00
4. Powers 6. Complete with lenses. Hand drive
100.00
4^4. Powers 6A. Mechanisms only. Complete with crank and
framing handle, 2 or 3 wing shutter. In fine condition 79.00
5. Motiograph De Luxe. Complete with lenses. Motor drive
only
42S.OO
6. Motiograph,
1918 Model. Complete with lenses. Hand drive. 200.00
175.00
Motor drive
All orders subject to prior sale.
Above machines, complete with lenses and reels.
Five per cent discount allowed for cash with order.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPAOT
We are the oldest Supply House in the motion picture trait
746 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

255 NO. 13 - ST., PHILADELPHIA

PA.

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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N. A. M.

LA TEST
ACHIEVEMENT
In Ticket Selling Machines

The

New

1922

Automaticket Register
Send for prices and full particulars
Automatic Ticket Register Corporation
1780 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
FOR

COLOR

EFFECTS
&6

For 5-10 W. and
25-40 W. Lamps
HOW

USE

Hoods

Mid* of Natural Colored Glaa»
Colors show Beautiful and
Brilliant and aro Permanent
Far Ahead of Dip and
Lett Cottly
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
2650 W. Congress Si„ Chicago, III

TO

BECOME
A
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING t 35 TO $125 A WEEK
ad interesting Illustrated booklet
dree) on cnooslng a vocation, the
exceptional
raphy offersopportunities
you and how Photogto avail
yourself of these advantage*
MOTION PICT URE — COMMERCIAL — PORTRAITURE
Three toment.aU
Modern Call
equip-or
Day ormonths
EvenlDgpractical
classrs.course.
Easy lerms.
write ior Catalog No. 41.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St.. N. Y. or 505 State St., Bklyn.

L

FORUM

(Continued from page 2976)
chell and some of the rest of the bunch, and 1 am
sure that their stuff would be far more interesting than
mine, but I will admit that I have about mustered up
enough courage to start writing a book that is somedifferent
projectionist's
that field,
will
prove thing
to be,
notina the
competitor
to the line,
othersandin the
but to be entirely of all new material.
Hoping to hear from some of my old friends of the
projection game,
beg to remain,
VeryI sincerely
yours,
Perry
Chief J.of Sherman,
Projection,
De Luxe Theatre,
Johnson City, Tenn.
Jefferson Theatre, Jefferson City, Tenn.
Dear Editor:
Following the lead of other members I am dropping
you a few lines. ... I believe that the suggestion
of Robert E. Bryant that projectionists should get
together and go after what they want should be followed up. Films should be sent out on 2,000 ft. reels
instead of_ 1,000 ft. ones ... it would mean much
to the projectionists and to the exchanges. . . .
I have William A. Romer's misframe record beaten.
The
a First from
National
" Married
Life."
I cutfilm
32 was
misframes
it. Icomedy,
watch the
forum closely
for new items and drawings and at present am working on some of the latter, which I will send in.
D. K. MILLS.

Completing Texas House
The Postoffice theat re will be the name
of the new house now being built at
Mexia, Texas. The new theatre is located north of the postoffice and will be
—managed
Noble. by G. S. McGee, of Dallas. Tex.

usiness
fe

rings

FOR SALE Five-reel feature road rights of David
Butler
in " Fickle Women " in five States and District
of Columbia;
domestic comedy
sure fire
vaudeville stuntgood
for exchange. Sale or with
roading price
right. A. H. Varley, 7601 Twelfth Avenue, Brooklyn.
WANTED SALESMEN calling on theatres to handle new pocket side line. Ticket Roll Ciip. Phenomenal demand. Sells 50c.
profit. Write for
particulars. J. M. MONTGOM100%
ERY, Winfield Kanv

LUCAS

KNOWS

how to stimulate your box office receipts. Perfect projection, attractive
lobby displays and correct presentation
are essential. We ship into every section of the United States. Write us
your requirements. Quick service and
a gigantic stock.
LUCAS
COMPANY
ATLANTA
GEORGIA
Sole Southern Distributors Simplex Projectors

RadiO-^I^-Mat
TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly

"MOTSCO"
The
reducer.perfect Mazda Adapter and current
Demand the "Nlotsco" If you] want the
best.
Write for full Information
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, III.

TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES
50 RADIO MAT SLIDES $2.
Accept no Substitute.
For Sale by all Leading Dealers

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated of
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners.
ruDUcJij mediums and producers, selected as te
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were re-orded In our list last year. Its a«e
■ae&ns a saving 6i from 20 to 50% In postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 W at 42nd St. Phone. Bryan! Slit
New York
ddre$tino
PrintiHf
PHONE BRYANT 3605

E CO
UE SLID
UNIQQuality
f$i
dLjUl Highest
Lantern Slides
^ 717 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK.

A STANDARD
UNIVERSAL
forward
trick crank,
regular
lens,
F:3.5
.
capacity
ft.
400
1 and reverse direct rachet take-up, three and
all aluminu
ed. m magazines,
latest model, like new, olive drab finish, guarante
HERE IS A RARE BARGAIN
e.OO
iven.per ffioeOO
WIREdeposit
YOUK andORDER
with twenty-f
natio
cent
balanceNOWon exami
«J>*S
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Dearborn Street
Dept. Ill
Chicago. Illinois
P. S. — Write Bass your motion picture needs now. Most complete stock in the
country and any information you might want 'at your disposal.
FOR

"Care and Operation
of

BETTER

Motor
Generators"
COMING
SOON

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22164 Moving Picture by State*, per M. $5.00
1219 Film Exchange*, for List
7. SO
196 Manufacturer* and Studio*
3.50
419 Machine and Supply Dealer*
4.00
3674 Legitimate Theatre* U. S. and
Canada
25.00
810 Vaudeville Theatre*
7.50
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street Chicago

MOVING
PICTURE MACHINES
REBUILT GUARANTEED
Powers 6A
6A Motor Drive $190.00
Powers
Hand Drive - 170.00
Powers 6 Hand
Drive
- - 135.00
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
228 Union Avenue
Memphis, Tenn.

MUSIC

THE

FO
TO
PLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
1600 BROADWAY
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, ILL.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
L
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Music

Motion

and

the

Members of the Rivoli theatre, Portland, Ore., orchestra

Pauline

News

Picture
Moor's

Reisenfeld

Picture

Has
Frederick's
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"

Cut
to
Fit Composer's Score
the two arts. Just as in opera several arts are
HUGO REISENFELD, managing director
of the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion the- brought together to form a perfect ensemble,
atres, New York, is making Sardou
so this short film and music presentation of " La
serve the ends of Puccini, this week at the Tosca " may open new fields in bringing together
the photoplay director and the composer.
Rialto, by editing a print of Pauline Frederick's
" La Tosca " made a few years ago by Famous
Players Lasky, to fit the composer's orchestration.
Operatic Solos for Use
with Short Subjects
The result is a half hour's presentation of
pictures and music that is one of the features
Combination
of film short subjects with
of the Rialto bill.
As far as can be ascertained this is the first operatic soloists as practised by the Brooklyn
time that a film drama has been edited with a Mark Strand Theatre is an evidence of the usefulness of the short motion picture themes,
composer's score in mind, the usual method
according to Edward L. Hyman, who endeavors
being to select music to serve the picture.
make the most out of every novelty preMr. Reisenfeld, long an important figure in to
sented.
opera as concert master, conductor and comMr. Hyman recently found a striking way to
poser, interested Adolph Zukor in his experiutilize a short flower film in which veritable
ment and was granted permission to reedit the
mountains of roses are shown opening buds
film production of " La Tosca " to his purpose.
and growing before the eyes of the spectators.
The film play was originally in six reels. This
Hadyn's well known ballad, " Love's Garden
was reedited by Mr. Reisenfeld to a little more
than two reels, the great dramatic moments of of Roses," served as the foundation for the
idea. Estelle Carey, favorite Brooklyn Mark
the film being synchronized with Puccini's operaStrand soprano, sang the number and as she
tic setting. The orchestration from the opera
the chorus in the finale bars the curis used exclusively, with an aria sung by a reached
tains parted and the billows of roses rolled and
voice back stage in the closing scenes.
opened on the screen in artistic confusion.
" This presentation of ' La Tosca,' with music
The simple effort to emphasize the beauty of
from the Puccini opera matched into the scenes,
the song through motion pictures was acceptais frankly an experiment," said Mr. Reisenfeld.
ble and the appreciation was shown in applause.
" It may lead to the successful realization of In this way a singer in one had her efforts enthe musician's dream of screen grand opera or
hanced and an ordinary solo number went over
it may be merely an incident in the developwith a bang.
ment of the motion picture program."
In creating this new form of film entertainTabloid Opera Pleasing
ment, Mr. Reisenfeld used the musician's attitude in his work. Puccini's orchestral setting
is notable for the skill with which the comCapitol Theatre Patrons
poser reflected the action in the score, interThe revival of selections from " The Geisha "
preting in musical terms the characters and the at the New York Capitol theatre, were so well
received that S. L. Rothafel has decided to consituations. While Sardou's tragedy was exceptinue this type of tabloid operetta.
tionally sombre, Puccini's music is of such
The current week, Mr. Rothafel is presenting
beauty as to relieve its rather dark mood, and
with these two mediums — the film and the or'• The Chocolate Soldier," enlisting the services
chestration— Mr. Reisenfeld has evolved what
of orchestra, soloists, ensemble and ballet, and
may be considered a musician's new creation of including such popular numbers as " My Hero "
film drama and opera instrumentation.
sung by Maria Samson ; " Sympathy," by Erik
The success of the experiment will be watched
Bye ; " Gira Lala,' 'by Elizabeth Ayres, assisted
with interest in him and music circles because
by Delia Aosa, the French violinist, and addiit may point the way to a new development of
tional selections by the Capitol Mixed Quartette.

New

Piano

Keyboard
Emmanuel Moor, whose versatile compositions
in various forms have been not infrequently
played in New York, and who years ago was a
resident New York musician, has invented a
two-manual, octave-coupler piano that has attracted some attention in England. Donald F.
Tovey, the English pianist and composer, whose
inclinations have always been toward the conservative, has found it interesting to play on,
and a correspondent of The London Times
gives an enthusiastic account of the new instrument, which he saw at Moor's home in
Switzerland. Effects can be produced on it
that he calls " simply astounding," and, he declares, without loss of tone or loss of delicacy
resulting from coupling the keyboards. There
is also an attachment for converting the piano
into " a very powerful harpsichord," that is,
modifying the tone to imitate a harpsichord.
But some not yet venerable can remember
when similar revolutions have been predicted
as a result of other keyboards, such as the
Janko keyboard. That new principle attracted
some interest, but the modern pianoforte has
not yet become obsolete. There have been
other such inventions, but of course their drop
into oblivion does not necessarily prove that
Mr. Moor's is not so much better as to supplant them, and even the ancient model of the
piano keyboard, if its time has come.
Verdi's Musicians' Home
Suffers from War
THE home for disabled and aged musicians
founded by the will of Verdi and located
on the outskirts of Milan has fallen on evil
days since the war.
It was Verdi's dream to give to those in their
old age who had enjoyed a passing glory, success, triumph or fame all too fleeting, the sense
of ease and comfort in an atmosphere of harmony where dreams should make happy their
closing years of life. But the war came and
the great composer's guests were compelled to
vacate in haste and the home became a temporary hospital
for Italy'smany
heroes
whose
honor Verdi
had composed
of hisininspired
choruses and his best orchestral pieces. When
the war ended and the former guests wished to
return, ways of existence had changed. There
was lack of money. In 1902 there had been
money and much charity. An income of 50,000
lire yearly (about £6,000 at par rates) helped
them to live, if not in luxury, in great ease.
But now all this is changed and while it is being planned to again reestablish the home,
expenses
must be cut and new avenues of revenue found.
It is thought that Italians will not suffer
these veterans to want and that the royalty on
some of Verdi's operas now available for the
home will be augmented by private subscriptions.
Dupre

Makes Visit to
America
Marcel Dupre, organist of Notre Dame, is to
make his American debut in New York. Nov.
18th, and will later appear jn a joint series of
recitals in the metropolis and Philadelphia.
Dupre's " De Profundis," written in memory
of the French dead in the war and first given
in Paris at the Armistice Day ceremonies in
1919, is to be one of the special events of his
visit here.
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Feature

Subjects

Screen Snapshots
(Federated)
THAT it is possible to feel in such close contact with some of the most popular screen
celebrities of the day, while witnessing one reel
of film, seems unlikely. Yet it is true. For
instance, Betty Blythe, made doubly famous by
" The Queen of Sheba," an identity that will
follow her through life, distributes her smiles
among sailors aboard Battleship Arizona. Arrayed in smart street costume, which as the
" Queen ! " she was not called upon to wear,
one may find that Betty's great charm is never
hidden by apparel, for her friendly, genuine
queenliness is as visible while expressing interest
in the battleship equipment as when driving the
chariot race.
Follows Hobart Bosworth. No wonder he is
known as the " man's man." He is as deliberate
in making ready for the camera as in his scenes,
one of which is shown in the making.
Joey MacCreey is announced " with her family." Her maternal instinct might be called a
realistic bit of acting, the objects of her affection being well behaved honest-to-goodness
orang-outangs. There is no " monkey business."
What a source of envy to their brothers in the
zoos !
King Baggott, remembered among " fans " as
an actor is seen next, directing " bathing scenes "
with Marie Prevost, the " reel " bathing girl,
herself, and other celebrities acting as " extras."
For the finish has wisely been held views of
the all-star Western Rodeo which Pauline Frederick staged at her Beverly Hills estate for the
benefit of crippled children. In the frolic are
Seen : Ben Turpin, Larry Semon, Will Rogers,
Ruth Roland, George Beban, Rudolf Valentino,
Slim Summerville, Mabel Normand, Penrhyn
Stanlaws, Charles Murray and Nazimova, in
ddition " Snowy Baker," riding his Australian
nount, with some thrilling thrills.— LILLIAN
e. GALE.
" Nature Lovers' Rambles "
(Kineto Review No. 161)
k/T R. URBAN takes his audience by the
■'J- hands and leads them through a farm,
iving a brief introduction to each and every
nimal found within its borders. It is a very
ertile farm for every animal from a cow to
ittens is presented for inspection. A few inects, bees, moths, butterflies, spiders and partidges make their bows. Two roosters start a
ix round battle which is regrettably, never finshed. And this is all of the picture. There
re not titles, the pictures of farm animals
jcceeding one another without verbal introducon. Length one reel.— MATTHEW A. TAYOR.
" What's the Limit "
Sketchograf Series — Released Through
Educational Exchanges — One Resl)
"\EVELOPED from the arms conference this
■J cartoon is not only of the greatest interest
1 the public, but is instructive of the aims and
:eals of the naval limitation plan. " What's
ie limit?" is the pith of the entire debate and
a series of intimate drawings the nations of
e earth are shown sitting together and talkg over the proposition. " Well boys, what do
m say?" asks Uncle Sam.
Cartoons show

of

Short

Length

that ninety seven per Cent of the United States
revenue is used to pay for past and prepare
against future wars. The argument against
unlimited armament and senseless naval competition is brought vividly to the mind of the
audience. " What's the Limit " should be acceptable in any theatre. Length one reel. —
MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.

are discovered, of course, and accused of being
the wife's
There boy,
are byfurther
complications whenlovers.
a messenger
mistake,
brings
an amorous letter to the wife. Thf atmosphere
clears eventually.— MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.

" Old Dynamite "
(Universal Western — Two Reels)
ATYPICAL Western feud is exposed in
Universal's " Old Dynamite," which takes
up the conflict between neighboring ranches
with a discharged foreman adding fuel to the
fire. Old Dynamite is the owner of the Lawson ranch and he is at war with the superintendent of the adjoining Melrose ranch over the
boundary. A tenderfoot stranger enters the
scene and because of his ability is made superintendent ofthe Lawson ranch. Meanwhile the

HPHE second of the " Return of Cyclone
*■ Series " offered on the Universal program
presents Eddie Polo in a characteristic Western.
The plot revolves around the recording of an
option of valuable oil lands, with the heroine
taking up the difficult duty of putting it on
record. She encounters the hirelings of the
villain, but Cyclone Smith, the roving cowboy
rescues her and chases the outlaws. Later the
plot develops another conflict to get the papers,
the villain having employed a dance hall girl to
recover them. The end comes after a melodramatic moment in which Cyclone takes up
the pursuit of the senorita and the sheriff takes
up the chase of the elusive outlaws. The picture is staged appropriately and acted by a
cast that includes Kathryn Meyers, Malveen
Polo and Toseph Hastings. — Two Reels. —
LAURENCE REID.

love interest finds expression in the young man's
advances to Old Dynamite's daughter.
Some good melodrama is offered which carries plenty of Western atmosphere and action.
It
presents
leading ranchmen,
the old man's
forces againstthetheyouth
neighboring
and
rescuing the girl from the discharged foreman.
There is a twist at the end which reveals the
young man disclosing himself as the real owner
of the neighboring ranch. And by winning the
girl he settles the long established feud. The
picture keeps going from beginning to end and
is adequately acted by Percy Challenger in
the title role, Harry De More, Ben Haggerty
and Laura La Plante.— LAURENCE REID.
" Permanent Peace "
(Presented by Charles Urban — One Reel)
THE arms conference in Washington is responsible for this single reel subject, although the picture is broader in scope and
shows scenes of the conference at Versailles,
and the League of Nations in session at Geneva.
After a title, " Lest We Forget " are shown
some war scenes, and then follow peace sentiments uttered by such men as Foch, Haig, Petain,
Wilson, Admirals Jellico, Kato and Sims. The
peace pageant in Paris is shown. There are
also some views of modern naval vessels which
are inspiring. The view of the League of
Nations in session is unique. — MATTHEW A.
TAYLOR.
44 Kiss and Make Up "
(Christie Comedy — Released Through
Educational
Inc. —
TwoExchanges,
Reels)
IF this comedy is not up to the Christie standard, let the blame fall chiefly upon the story.
The farce comedy idea in back of all the nonsense has neither the sparkle nor originality of
previous Christie offerings. Helen Darling and
Earl Rodney, the latter acting with an oversupply of dash and vigor, are featured.
The story concerns newlyweds. Hubby insists upon hotel life, so to a hotel they go, and
after his wife becomes the belle of the establishment, they migrate to a California bungalow.
Then, when wifie is planning a surprise party for
him, the husband comes home unexpectedly.
The musician, caterer and florist are made to
hide behind curtains and beneath sofas. ■ They

4 A BattleUniversal)
Against Odds "
t Return of Cyclone
Smith Series —

44 Playing Possum "
(Century Comedy — Two Reels)
THE attempt
at suicide
is alwayspessimist
mirth provoking whenever
the unhappy
can
think up enough novel methods to take his life.
In this Century comedy, Harry Sweet relies
upon many tried and true situations as well
as some which can be catalogued as entirely
new and novel. Harry has had a verbal tiff
with his wife and in despair because she has
had the last word, he decides to end it all. He
employs flivvers, cars, trains, roughnecks and
divers and sundry other methods — all to no
avail. He seems to bear a charmed life because
something always happens to prevent the
suicide. Finally Harry gives up in disgust.
And to show the way of fickle nature it is when
he resolves to let well enough alone that a car
comes along and hits him. This comedy is up
to the usual standard — a neat little filler.
—LAURENCE REID.
44 Stars and Stripes "
(Hallroom Boys Comedy — Federated)
THERE is nothing patriotic about this short
subject, despite the title. It refers to two
escaped convicts who borrow the clothes of
the Hallroom Boys, while they are endeavoring
to wash away the odor contracted through close
contact with a skunk. There is a dog who hauls
them in a conveyance, hitched up like a horse
and buggy. The dog does the best acting in
the outfit.
Perhaps comedy can be extracted from showing humorous happenings in a prison, especially
the interior of the room where electrocutions
take place, but it surely will not appeal to a
semi-refined or at all sensitive audience. It is
hardly a thing to burlesque. The boys are mistaken for the escaped convicts, confined to
prison quarters, and their antics with the Warden and attempts to escape go to make up the
two reels, which strains hard to be funny.
Direction Herman C. Raymaker. — LILLIAN
R. GALE.
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COMING
RELEASES
(Continued from page 2964)
COMEDIES
The Bashful Lover (Ernest Truex)
Stick Around (Ernest Truex)
Little, But Oh My (Ernest Truex)
Oct. 23 — Trolley Troubles
Dec.
(Snub Pollard)
Pollard)
Dec. 1118 —— Shake
Sink or'Em
SwimUp (Snub
Dec. 4— The Hustler (Snub Pollard)
Dec. 4 — The Pickaninny (Sunshine Sammy)
Nov. 27— The Joy Rider (Snub Pollard)
Nov.
Penny Reissues
in the Slot (Snub Pollard)
Harold20 —Lloyd
Oct. 23 — Late Hours
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pa the News
Saturdays — Pathe News
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came
Diane of Star Hollow
The Right Way
The Soul of Man
Squire Phinn
Welcome to Our City
Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the Law
The Man Who Paid
Irving Cummin gs Series
Cissy Fitzgerald Series

2
2
2

6
6
8
7
5
5
5
6
S
5
2
2

REALART PICTURES CORP.
First Love (Constance Binney)
The Love Charm (Wanda Hawley)
Morals (May McAvoy)
Dec. — A Virginia Courtship (May McAvoy)
Nov. — Her ace Value (Wanda Hawley)
Nov. — Hush Money (Alice Brady)
R-C PICTURES CORP.
Dec. 25 — Eden and Return (Doris May)
Dec. 11 — At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
Dec. 4 — Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone)
Nov. 27 — Silent Years (Gasnier)
Nov. 20 — Possession (Special)
Nov. 13 — The Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick) .
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience (Russell Simpson)
FRANK BRAIDWOOD SERIES
The Frame Up
The Sheriff of Campo
.!..!!!!
The Western Thoroughbred
Arizona Ranger
Wolves of the Camp
The Cattle Rustlers

7
2
2
2
2
2
2

Picture

News

Heart Breakers (Star)
1
AL JENNINGS SERIES
Ice Box Pirates (Star)
\\
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
Line's
(Star)
FRITZI RIDGWAY SERIES
Won
(Rainbow)
An
OilbyBusy
Cana Nose
Romeo
(Rainbow)
'. . " 221
CAPITOL FILM COMPANY
NEAL HART SERIES
UNIVERSAL WESTERNS
LESTER CUNEO SERIES
Old Dynamite
2
Lone Hand Wilson
5 A Blue Jacket's Honor (Jack Perrin)
.
2
Ranger and the Law
S A Woman's Wit (Eileen Sedgwick)
22
Fighting (Art Accord)
Witches' Lure
" 5 Fair
Call of Duty (Larkin-Hill)
2
SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
NEWS. AND MAGAZINE REELS
The Way of a Maid (Elaine Hammerstein)
Tuesdays — International News
1
Chivalrous
(Eugene Tearl
O'Brien)
The
Man ofCharley
Stone (Conway
e)
Fridays — International News
1
Dec. IS — Conceit
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1
Oct.
1
—
A
Man's
Home
REVIVALS
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
SELECT PRODUCTIONS
SHORT SUBJECTS
FEATURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES
A Guilty Conscience (Antonio Moreno)
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
The Prodigal Judge (Jean Paige)
SELZNICK NEWS
Flower of the North (Henry B. Walthall)
No Defense (William Duncan)
KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
Lucky Carson (Earle Williams)
The Single Track (Corinne Griffith)
REPUBLIC FEATURES
The Rainbow (Alice Calhoun)
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
COMEDIES
The Sawmill (Larry Semon)
TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Messenger (Jimmy Aubrey)
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)
SERIALS
UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
Breaking Through
Nov.— The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Prod.)
(Starring Oarmel Myers and Wallace Mae Donald
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
Fighting Fate
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
(Fifteen
Episodes — Starring William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
Dec. 5 — Princess Virtue (Marie Prevost)
5
Nov. 28— Dr. Jim (Frank
o)
5
Nov. 21— False Kisses (MissMay
Du Pont)
5 WARNER BROS.
Nov.
14
—
The
Millionnaire
(Herbert
Rawlinson
)
Nov. — Sure Fire (Hoot Gibson)
Her Daugbter-in-Law
(Vera Gordon)
Nov. 7— Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
7 Ashamed
of Parents (Special
Cast)
SERIALS
School Days (Wesley Barry
Terror Trail
SERIALS
^Eighteen Episodes — Featuring Eileen Sedgwick)
Miracles of the Jungle
15 episodes
(EighteenofEpisodes
—
Starring
Eddie
Polo)
Winners
the West
(Eighteen Episodes — Starring Art Accord)
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(One released every month)
Jan. 1, 1922 — Foolish Wives (Stroheim)
Oct. — No Woman Knows (Special Cast)
F. B. WARREN CORPORATION
COMEDIES
Nov. — The Old Oaken Bucket
A Monkey Bell-Hop (Jewel)
2 Nov.
Do Men Want
P. D. Q. (Lee Moran) (Jewel)
2 Nov. —— What
Our Mutual Friend
Robinson's Trousseau (Jewel)
22
Get Rich Quick Peggy (Century)
A Nervy Dentist (Century)
2 POST NATURE SERIES
Teddy's Goat (Century)
\'m 2 (One Every Two Weeks)

SHORT
SUBJECTS
(Continued from page 2963)
restore
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
In the Bonnie Brier Country (Scenic) Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug. 6
Japan (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel July 2
Japanese Judo (Educational)
Educational
1 reel
Juggernauts of the Jungle (Educational) Educational
1 reel
King of the Circus (Serial), Eddie Polo Universal
18 episodes
Land of Chu Chin Chow (Scenic)
Kineto Review.... 1 reel Aug. 20
Last Hops, The (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel Sept. 3
Let's
See
the
Animals
(Educational)
Kineto Review
Review 11 reel
Life History of Frogs and Toads (Educ.) ... Kineto
reel May
June 2111
Liquid Gold (Educational)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Lochinvar of the Line (Drama), Edgar Jones. Pathe
2 reels
Long Live the King (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon). Fox
1 reel
Lorraine of the Timberlands (West. Dr.),
Tom Sanchi
Pathe
2 reels. .. Oct. 8
Lost a Yodel (Educational)
Educational
1 reel
Major Jack Allen Wild Animal Pict, (Adven.) Pathe
1 reel
Mountain Lion (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
1 reel Aug. 20
Movie
Chat Nos.
No. 40
(Educational)
Urban-Nat'nal Ex.1 1 reel
reeleachjune
Sept. 25
24
Movie Chat
49 and
56 (Scenic) Urban
Movie Chat No. 52 (Educational) Urban
1 reel .... July 16
Movie Chats, Ninth Series
National Ex
1 reel Sept. 17
Music in the Air (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel Aug. 20
My Lady of the Pines (W. Dr.), Mary Astor. Pathe
2 reels. .. Sept. 10
Naturalist's Paradise, The (Scenic) Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .May 28
Ne'er
Return
Road (Wild
(Dr.), Animal)
Wallace Berrey . Educational
21 reel
reels. . .Oct.
Nettingto the
Leopard
Pathe
Sept. 824
New Wine in Old Bottles (Educational) Educational
Nice and Cannes (Scenic)
Paramount
1 reel .... Oct. 1
No More Gasoline (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel
Northern Trail, The (Drama)
Educational 2 reels
Ntt Wedded But a Wife (Cartoon) Fox
Ms reel. . .Aug. 27
Old and New England (Scenic)
Educational 1 reel
Old Moose Trails (Scenic)
Educational 1 reel
Our Navy in Action (U. S. Navy)
Official Gov. Pict. 2 reels. . .July 16
Painters' (Scenic)
Frolic, The (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Kineto
Fox
Aug. 20
Panama
Review 11 reel
reel

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Be viewed
K.the Review No. 120
Pathe
1 reel Sept. 10
Pigs and Kava (Educational)
Educational
1 reel
Play Ball (Sketchographs)
Educational
1 reel Aug. 13
Policeman and the Baby, The (Drama) Educational 2 reels
Polo (Educational)
Educational
1 reel
Purple Riders, The (Serial), Joe Ryan
Vitagraph
15 episodes.May 7
Pyrenees and Wooden Legs (Educational) ... Educational
1 reel
Quaint Holland (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug. 20
Ride on a Runaway Train (Novelty) Educational
1 reel June 18
Roaring Waters (West. Drama), Geo. Larkin. Universal
2 reels. . .Sept. 27
Rural Java (Scenic)
Paramount
J reel
Santa Fe — The City Different (Scenic) Paramount
1 reel
Science at Home (Kineto Review)
National Ex
1 reel Sept. It
Secret of Butte Ridge, The (W. Dr.), T. Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels
Seven League Booters (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time (Scenic)
Paramount
J reel
Sheriff of Mojave, The (Wes. Dr.), T. Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels. . .June 3
Skipping the Pen (Cartoon)
Affiliated Distr. . . . 1 reel July 9
Spirit Wrestlers (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel .... Aug. t
Stratford on Avon (Scenic)
Hepworth
1 reel. .. .June 25
Strolling Minstrels (Scenic)
Educational 1 reel Oct. 29
Swat the Fly (Educational)
Kineto Review 1 reel June 11
Sweet Heart (Western Drama), Billy West.. Joan Film
2 reels
Terror Trail (Serial), Eileen Sedgwick Universal
18 episodes
Texas of the Mounted (Drama)
Texas Guinan 2 reels
Thrills (Sport Topic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Too Much Overhead (Educational) Educational
1 reel
Tooth Carpenter (Cartoon)
T. Sarg Almanac. 2 reels. . .Jury 2
Tricked (West. Drama), Irving Cummings
2 reels ... Aug. 27
Trip of U. S. S. Idaho (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Turkish Bath (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Fox
1 reel
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes (Scenic) ... Educational
1 reel
Vegetarians (Educational)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Venice (Scenic)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .June 25
Village Life in Switzerland (Scenic) Kineto Review 1 reel
Wanderlust (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel
Wanted, an Elevator
Educational
1 reel
Was Darwin Right? (Educational) Kineto Review 1 reel
Water Babies (Educational) Kineto Review 1 reel
White Mouse, The (Drama) Lewis Stone Educational 2 reels Nov. 5
Wild Men of Borneo (Adventure) State Rights
Wings of the Border (Western Drama) Pathe
2 reels
Winners of the West (Serial), Art Accord ... Universal
18 episodes Oct. 1
Woolly Bits and Monkey Hits (Educational) . Educational
1 reel June 18
Yellow Arm, The (Serial). Juanlta Hansen .. Pathe
June 2
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MAN"
MADE
SAILOR
"A
(Harold Lloyd-Hal Roach-Asso. Exhib.)
All's Well in This Rollicking Comedy — A Sure Laugh
Getter

H for the life of a sailor! " That's how more than one spectator
will express himself after seeing Harold Lloyd's humorous comedy of the bounding deep. "A Sailor Made Man." The Hal
Roach star has employed all the rich ideas which are associated with a
sailor's life and has presented them in such a clever manner that one funny
scene, one ludicrous burlesque, follows another with lightning rapidity. It
is a carefully worked out comedy, there being a stamp of rehearsal over it
which indicates that Lloyd never offers anything hap-hazardly conceived
and executed. Give a comedy plenty of rehearsal to put over the stunts
and incidents so as to give them a flavor of spontaneity and introduce
some brand new ideas — and you can rely upon clever entertainment every
time.
Hal Roach has' spent a snug sum in creating a comedy which is correct
in its realism, which contains rich sets, and which never relies upon wornout hokum. Trust the Roach-Taylor-Lloyd-Newmeyer quartette to present
original ideas. The longest sufferer from dyspepsia on earth is going to
forget his troubles in watching the begoggled comedian burlesque life on a
warship. The sponsors have used a genuine man-of-war with real sailors
and everything to give it an authentic stamp. And to point out every
detail would consume a volume. Let it be said that Lloyd is a rich idler
who is advised by the girl's father to get to work if he is serious regarding
matrimony.
His efforts at the recruiting station are exceedingly funny. But it is bis
duties on board ship — his tricks in avoiding the rough-neck sailor which
will bring the loudest laughs. Finally the two enter partnership and their
efforts to outwit the officers and the other men are presented in some brand
new incident. Meanwhile the ship has reached some Oriental port and the
sailors get shore leave. Here is the comedy at its zippy punch. The girl's
party have also gone ashore from the yacht. And the plot takes up some
original stunts before Lloyd succeeds in rescuing her from a harem and
saving his own hide from the villainous caliph. Lloyd, dreaming that he
is an officer, and marching through the ranks lined up for inspection,
while his eyes are focused straight ahead, strikes home — it is so real. And
when the two pals are overwhelmed by eight Arabs and the tough guy
telling Lloyd to take his four, the comedian waits until a quartette have
been " sent to sleep *' by his buddy and then points with pride to the fact
that his delegation has taken the count. He calmly asks — " What made
you take so long? " It is such episodes as these which are constantly
flashed which makes this comedy so uncommonly clever. Another incident
shows him eating some pastry made up like a sailor's hat which arouses
his pal to the probable thought — " what manner of man is this anyhow."
The girl is rescued in thrilling and funny fashion. Lloyd is constantly
doing the unexpected. The titles are pithy and to the point and the cast
and director co-operate with perfect team work. Certainly a gem of a
comedy.- — Lengh, 4 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
The Boy
Harold Lloyd
The Girl
Mildred Davis
By Hal Roach, Sam Taylor and Jean Havez.
Directed by Fred Newmeyer.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
If you want to come and see a rollicking story of the sea with the inimitable
Harold Lloyd enacting a sailor — then come to the
theatre next
A Sailor
Man."theThis
satire of a Itsailor's
is just about and
the see
cleverest
comedyMade
in which
starfunny
has appeared.
carrieslifea
deep sea tang about it that stimulates one. Fashioned by Sam Taylor and Hal
Roach it gives a spectator a treat in the way that the sailor on one of Uncle
Sam's warship's conducts himself. The boy is a wealthy idler — a land-lubber when
the
storyin begins.
the girl'sthefather
him atto a get
to workstation
if he and
wouldis
succeed
winning When
the daughter,
youth tells
applies
recruiting
accepted for three years. His duties on ship-board — his shore leaves — his rescue
of the girl from a treacherous caliph in the Orient — his escapades everywhere —
these bring the star to the foreground in scenes which are ridiculously funny.
Mildred Davis plays the girl in spirited fashion and the cast comprises a goodly
number of genuine sailors.
PROGRAM READER
Oh, Ho-Ho, for the life of a sailor. You will be shouting it, singing it once
you have seen Harold Lloyd in " A Sailor Made Man," his newest contribution,
which comes to the
theatre next
This comedy presents
this clever star in the richest opportunities for burlesque in which he has ever
j appeared. His moments on a real warship — his shore leave — his ridiculous comic
! moments— these are apparent throughout the unfolding of this exceptional picture.
It is ament ofpicture
which and
carries^
fifty minutes
of solid
new comedy.
assortgags, stunts
incidents
are flashed.
Comelaughter.
and see Athisbrand
breezy
You will want to join the navy after seeing it.
SUGGESTIONS
You can work up a lot of interest for this comedy. Snappy teasers, ads, catch
lines and every conceivable line of argument can be exploited to put this comedy
over.
compares with
" Neverdirection.
Weaken,"A and
gives can
Harold
Lloydan
a chancePlayto up
showthat_hisitcapabilities
in another
prologue
feature
ensemble showing the deck of a ship with the men garbed in sailor suits singing
I and dancing sea chanties. The girls can be placed in an ensemble to represent
crew. Ket them in and the spectators will attend to the rest.

"THE

LIGHT

IN

THE

(T. Hayes
Hunter-Hodkinson)
CLEARING"
Powerful Melodrama;

Superior Entertainment

trendintoof ,
"moralizing"
than the farce
definite
more and
reasons
are for
THERE
having faded
objectionable
sex plays
the times
insignificance when it comes to pictures. Such offerings as " The
Light in the Clearing " are more or less responsible. It is not difficult to
forego one enjoyable form of entertainment if another, more interesting
and of greater purpose, is substituted.
A worthy example of this has been accomplished in the dramatization of
Irving Bacheller's heralded story in the hands of the directorial genius,
T. Hayes Hunter. His keen visualization is plainly evident. He has given
picture
winners. followers another production that will add to his list of prize
It was not an easy task to incorporate the counterplot and voluminous
detail, integral parts of Mr. Bacheller's story. In fact, it has taken a picture
of too great a length to do it. The interest develops slowly, there being
an excess of description and characters to introduce. Once it gets a fair
start, however, it runs along at an increasing speed until the first great
climax. Therefore it is necessary to arouse the interest again.
It would be impossible to outline the story, the lives of the characters
being interwoven with one another, developing' a story each in itself. Suffice
it to say that it is of the " New England " variety, and the time, long, long
ago, Mr. Hunter's great respect for details has been carried throughout.
If anything to hold the " atmosphere " were missing, we did not notice it.
He selected a cast that is second to none. Each player scores in a part
that has required artistic as well as hard work.
It tells of a great American statesman and a harmless half crazed woman,
who many years before was cast out by her father and spends her time
hunting for the child she gave birth to twenty years previous. The statesman has no connection with the disaster except to endeavor to right the
wrong. He is a firm believer in following the " still small voice " of one's
conscience, the theme being intended to prove that in living aright, regardless of seemingly unimportant side-steps, one may hope to profit ultimately
and that one step in the wrong direction may lead to others, thence to a
misspent life.
The scenes depicting the attack on the jail by men intent upon a lynching, the suspense held while the young hero defends the law, is among the
most thrilling incidents yet seen on the screen and certainly well done.
There is a lesson for the young and old, the love interest supplied by a
clean cut youth who admires the daughter of a village snobs. And one of
the best things about the offering is the excellent photography. — Seven
reels. — Lillian R. Gale.
THE CAST
Roving Kate
Eugenie Besserer
Sally Dunkelberg
Clara Horton
Barton Baynes
Edward Sutherland
Amos Grim sh aw
George Hackathorne
Ben Grimshaw
Frank Leigh
Horace Dunkelberg
Andrew Arbuckle
Uncle Peabody
Arthur Morrison
Aunt Deel
Alberta Lee
Joe Wright
John Roseleigh
Mrs. Horace Dunkelberg
Virginia Madison
Squire Fullerton
J. Edwin Brown
By Irvingby Bacheller.
Directed
T. Hayes Hunter.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Did you read Irving Bacheller's great story, "The Light in the Clearing"?
If so, don't miss
version,
to the
If youthe didscreen
not read
it, dowhich
not comes
miss profiting
by the greattheatre
lesson onit
teaches usual
anddistinction
at thethat
sameit time
see
a
thrilling,
melodramatic
photoplay
of
such
unincludes scenes never before attempted on the screen.
It was directed by T. Hayes Hunter, who was responsible for " Earthbound " and
"England
Desert characters
Gold." It are
has perfectly
a cast that
will please
mostlesson
critical.
depicted,
and a the
worthy
taught.Life-like New
PROGRAM READER
Not only in the " sunny South " was " lynching " once prevalent. It happened
in New England, too. In " The Light in the Clearing," screen version of Irving
Bacheller's great story, the scene of the attempted " lynching " is one of the vital
" punches," and it is said to be " reel realism " of a real kind. It is the dramatization of a powerful
world-widepresentation
famous book.
director with
of " his
Earthbound
has given
the same
that isTheidentified
previous "work.
It is ita
Hodkinson
production
with
a
cast
guaranteed
to
please
—
their
names
all
fceing
familiar to followers of photoplays.
CATCH LINES
Bart Baynes overcame the four perils and took his place as a leading igure
in How
the community.
How Roving Kate saved Bart from the fourth and greatest peril that confronted
him.
that gathered to take Amos Grimshaw from the clutches of the law,
andThehowmobit failed.
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Motion

"SILENT
YEARS"
(Gasnier-R-C Pictures Corp.)
Accurate Screening of Powerful Novel
A DISTINCTIVE offering. One that will satisfy the deraaud for
" something different." Incorporates spendid direction, unusually
fine photography, a worthy cast. It is a Northwestern melodrama
of great human appeal. It is unlike the ordinary run of pictures if for no
other reason than that the leading character is a woman not possessed of
any great beauty of face or form, yet blessed with an able mind, high
spirit and a character so genuine as hold the intense interest established with
her first appearance. Also, in that this story begins and remains in one locale,
the great Canadian country, through which flows the St. Lawrence River.
Most of the action centers in and around the cabin, situated in the Canadian woods, while incidental scenes depict life in an adjoining village.
Therefore, it can be truthfully said that the scenic value is paramount.
Founded upon Harriet T. Comstock's famous novel, " Mam'selle Jo."
Daughter of a brutal, unnatural father, who drinks himself to death, leaving Jo and an invalid sister to struggle for a livelihood, the woman, Jo,
robbed of feminine charm because of her work-a-day life, assumes the responsibility ofcaring for the more unfortunate sister. There are no means
of support, the roof over their heads heavily mortgaged, and an unscrupulous land shark lying in wait, to foreclose. Jo is a competent farmer
in addition to being a skilled needle woman. Through her untiring efforts, debts are gradually paid off and necessities supplied.
A fine specimen of Canadian manhood loves Jo, despite her unattractiveness, and asks her to become his wife. Jo, feeling duty bound to devote
her endeavors to the nursing of her little sister back to health, asks him to
wait until she feels more competent to assume wifehood and prospective
motherhood. In pique, he marries another woman, a spineless flatterer,
intent upon conquest. The news of the union crushes Jo, who bravely
conquers her sorrow, puts her shoulder to the wheel, goes on paying up
debts, only then to lose the beloved sister.
Some years later, the old lover, robbed of his health, returns to Jo's
cabin, while she is absent, leaves a sick child, writes a note explaining his
condition, begs Jo to raise and care for her, stating the mother has not
seen her since she was a baby, and proved unfit to bring up a daughter.
Starved maternal affection vents itself upon the little girl, whom Jo
raises to girlhood, the object of town gossip and slight, the evil element
having started a report that the child is hers.
In the end, the mother's confession to the parish priest establishes the
identity of the child, who, unable to understand the way in which she is
treated, marries the son of Jo's persecutor. The child's gratitude and
loyalty to the foster-mother, however, brings Jo happiness in the end, of
which she was deprived many years. — Length, 6 reels. — Lillian R. Gale.
THE CAST
Mam'selle
Jo
Morey
Dione
Captain Longville
TullyRoseMarshall
Henry Langley
George McDaniel
Pierre Gavot
George Seigman
Young Tom Gavot
Will Jim Hatton
Tom Gavot
Jack Mower
Father Mantelle
James O. Barrows
James Norval
lack Livingston
Mary Maiden
Ruth King
Marcel Longville
Kate Toncray
Mrs. Lindsay
Lillian Rambeau
Young Donelle
Jean O'Rourke
Donelle
Pauline
Starke
Mrs. Norval
Ruth Ashby
Nick, the Dog
By Himself
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Are you weary of the petite, artificial, dressed up, sometimes soulless sort of
feminine lead in motion pictures? Would you be interested in seeing a thrilling,
compelling drama of Canadian life, in which a woman of soul and beauty of character, unselfishly sacrifices herself through life, that others may profit, as the
principal character? Then don't miss " Silent Years," the screen ver.sion of Harriet
T.
great novel. of human sacrifice, which comes to the ■
1
theatre Comstock's
on next
It is^inaccurate
description
of " Mam'selle
Jo," Mrs.
beautiful
story,
which in
Rosethe Dione,
the French
tragedienne,
is theComstock's
leading character.
Others in the cast include many of your screen favorites and regardless of how
many
you that
havehave
seen,gone
in "before.
Silent Years " you will find something
entirelymotion
apart pictures
from those
PROGRAM READER
Harriet T. Comstock's great human novel, " Mam'selle Jo," has been adapted
for the screen, and produced under the title of " Silent Years." It is that great
story laid in the St. Lawrence River country, in Canada and was directed by
Louis J. Gasnier, one of the foremost directors of the cinema, whose success in
the screen version of " Kismet " has been difficult to equal. It is the story of
a woman, who, having no beauty of face or form, was deprived, for a (ime, of the
beautiful things in life for which she longed and, more eloquent than words can
describe, the character of this woman is depicted on the screen, against a background of storm, passion and strife. An unusual photoplay.
CATCH LINES
Just what is a good woman? "Silent Years" is the story of one good woman,
despised and slighted by other " good women," because she chose to live her life
in her own toway,
respect for their ideas of convention, yet herself a living
truthwithandnolove.
monument

Picture

News

"LOVE
NEVER
DIES"
(King Vidor-First National;
Enough Homespun

Touches to Make an Average Heart
Interest Drama

KING VIDOR has long been recognized as a director who is ever
striving to make his contributions genuine. He is ever searching
tor the human note and audiences who patronize his offerings are
certain to find enough of this element to satisfy them. The exhibitor who
books "Love Never Dies" will present his patrons with a good heart
interest drama — a drama which cannot be said to represent Mr. Vidor at
his best because the realities striven for are marred occasionally by a
faulty continuity. This director is strong for the simple virtues of love
and faith and he manages to express them even when the plot carries
illogical treatment.
The fact that a blase audience in a New York neighborhood bouse
laughed over a scene created for the simple effect of displaying a blighted
romance is no reason that it won't be taken seriously elsewhere. New
York has its boob element too — an element looking constantly for the
risque note. So when the youth returns to his snug little cottage, discovers his wife gone, flops on the bed, gives himself up to tearful despair,
and pulls his better half's nightdress from beneath the pillow and fondles
it tenderly, this New York audience snickered. It thought it had found
something risque. True it is that the interest of this congregation is not
always held. It is difficult to establish the identity of two characters — one
of whom is represented as the boy's evil mother. And when a disappointed
suitor informs the girl's religious father of his rival's true identity the old
man takes his daughter away.
That's all there is to the plot. And the title comes into its expression
with sharp emphasis. The interludes show the youth rising to the top,
a snug companionship with his little bride, and some gentle comedy expressed by a feminine Wesley Barry — freckles and all. Some of the action
never becomes definite through a faulty arrangement of scenes. King
Vidor has gotten away from simple standards to add a couple of melodramatic touches — one of which shows a thrilling miniature of a train
going off a high trestle, the other flashing a picturesque and vivid shot of
a rescue scene, with the hero who had returned Enoch Arden like to claim
his bride, saving his rival from a watery suicide -the rival having married
the unhappy woman through the belief that her former husband is dead.
Will the public overlook the inconsistencies? We are inclined to believe
it will find the love note, accept the pretty backgrounds, and adequate acting, and forget the more or less arbitrary plot and illogical development.
Certainly it inspires sentiment and a sort of romantic illusion. — Length, 6
reels. — Laurence Reid.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A story of abiding faith, of a disillusioned love, of the power of romance is
"asLove
NeverVidor
Dies,"
which comes
to the
theatre
next
a King
production
featuring
Lloyd Hughes and
a cast
that includes
Madge Bellamy, Frank Brownlee, Claire McDowell and others. It is a simple
story of a powerful love — a love that continues though it is shattered by tragic
episodes. The plot revolves around a young man who is condemned by the community because of the shady reputation of his mother. This does not deter him
from an ambition to succeed. And when his ability is manifested in a neighboring
town, a girl responds to his advances and accepts him. He brings her home to
a snug little cottage and is happy until her father is acquainted with the news
concerning his ancestry.
So the elder man takes his daughter away, and the husband believing the worse,
picks up his belongings and seeks sanctuary in a distant city. Eventually he returns
to find his bride the wife of another. The moments with her brings back all the
heartaches but he gracefully departs. Her second husband, appreciating the true
facts, attempts to commit suicide and succeeds but only after a fruitless attempt
is made to save his life. Eventually the wicked mother is revealed as no relative
at all. Thethrills.
picture ends happily. It is well acted and staged and comprises several
dramatic
PROGRAM READER
Does love ever die? Is it possible to marry a young girl and love her devotedly
with the ardor of the courtship days? Suppose there was some taint connected
with
your toname
and the
wife'sbeenfather
your bride
your love
continue
flourish?
It has
said stole
by ancient
and away?
modern Would
philosophers
that
love never dies — that once born — that once the man and woman with perfect understanding appreciate this divine emotional fire — that it never can be consumed.
Whatever the poets and philosophers say about it— one thing is certain that " Love
Neverappealing
Dies " makes
a thoroughly
compelling
— one with
strong
sentiment
and
romance
and thrilling
dramaticpicture
moments.
At this
theatre
next
SUGGESTIONS
A King Vidor picture is usually dependable as entertainment because of the
human, simple, homespun note which is invariably found in one. So play up
" Love Never
picture which
carries dramatic
fine sentiment,
homespun
touches,
a fine Dies,"
flavor as
of romance
and several
touches.genuine
A prologue
can
be built around the theme. Also romantic, sentimental songs indicating the title in
some shape or other can be used as a feature. Play up King Vidor as the man
who
nroduced
The value.
Jack Knife
The titleandis Madge
a winner
and who
should
exploited
for its "true
Play upMan."
Lloyd Hughes
Bellamy
are bein
the cast Start a series of catch lines and teasers built around the title.
CATCH LINES
See " Love Never Dies," a picture of youthful love and faith — a picture of rich
illusions — a picture of fine sentiment and appeal. Don't miss it.
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"MOLLY
O"
(Sennett- First National)

"THE

SIN

OF

(Dwan-Associated
They Have Another " Mickey " Here
THEY all said he couldn't do it— produce another " Mickey," but
Mack Sennett has come through again with a clever comedy-drama,
and Mabel Normand is the star. "Molly O " is a sort of Irish
Cinderella story, relying a great deal upon an identical plot, which shows a
girl of modest circumstances, hoping and realizing a fine position in the
world. But Sennett is craftsman enough not to trust the picture to this
simple plot. He has elaborated it with as fine an Irish sauce as has ever
lurked about a dish of corned beef and cabbage.
The story gets off to a flying start, showing the fire engines running wild,
and Mabel speeding ahead of them on a trusty bicycle. Her shack is dominated by a contractor from the ould sod; her lover is a roughneck plumber,
excellently played in straight fashion by Eddie Gribbon, who, if he never
does another thing, will be remembered for having the biggest boob
hair cut ever seen. Molly, as played by Mabel Normand, might be another
name for Mickey. She flashes her individual talent as it hasn't been flashed
since that earlier triumph. She is Irish through and through — the tilt of
her head — her mannerisms and gestures, her carriage — her impulses, and
finally the conversation which she speaks — these are genuinely Celtic.
Molly picks up the paper and discovers a Beau Brummel physician on
the front page. Who will be the lucky bride? She measures her position in life but it does not prevent her from giving play to her romantic
fancies. She will have him or die in the attempt. And she gets him
despite the rough-house tactics of her father and Irish lover. Keeping
pace with the story are a hundred and one incidents which characterize a
Sennett picture. He even becomes a Griffith and philosophizes and in
those scenes he bests that director. He does a Griffith scene much better
than Griffith does a Sennett scene. When the fashionable doctor takes her
home and sits down to dinner, you will see a typical Irish scene — one
thoroughly genuine and rich in local color. And when the charity ball is
given and father stays up late to prevent Molly from attending, her mother
aids her in stealing from the house and she appears at the ball disguised
as a grand dame, and leads the grand march because she is made up to
resemble the doctor's fiancee. She comes home and is advised to leave.
And the next scene finds her married with the father interrupting the
happy love nest by a flash of gun play. He sees the light and the girl
forgives him. Sennett has introduced an anti-climax which leads one to
think it might be a different story. It shows a melodramatic touch with a
villain lurking about to compromise the heroine. The Irish family are all
in society, and Molly is rescued in startling, dramatic fashion from a
dirigible. This mighty thrill is so novel that it could be used for a future
production. However, it does not detract from the enjoyment of this live
comedy. The soft focus effects — the lighting — the backgrounds — the acting
— all are in their proper place. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Molly O. •
Mabel Normand
Jhm °Dai~,~ '•
George Nichols
Mr,s^Im.ODair
Anna
Billy O Dair
AlbertHernandez
Hackett
Jim Smith
Eddie Gribbon
gr- J°hn
S- Bryant
jack Mulhall
Fred
Manc
hester
Lowell Sherman
Miriam Manchester
Jacqueline
Logan
Albert Faulkner
gen rjeely
Murs-/au'
WR?bbins
Gloria
Davenport
The Silhouette Man
Carl Stockdale
Antonia Baci
pi
Eugenie Beserer
By Mackgalu
Sennett.
Directed by F. Richard Jones.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Mabel Normand, who will be remembered for her clever picture " Mickey "
will be the attraction at the
theatre next ■
' in her new
contribution
supervised
Mack Sennett
and
directed toby theF. screen,
Richard " Molly O,"
This written
comedy,andbased
upon abyCinderella
and showing the manner andJones.
custom of an Irish family, reveals a thousandtheme
and
one little intimate touches winch are appealing and fascinating.
The star plays
the part of Molly a family drudge, who delivers washing and does
odd
chores
She dreams of a fine romance. Eventually she meets her ideal because her Irish
blood compels her to get everything there is out of life.
It is a picture which
charming aPP<=al. It is excellently staged and
dfrected t0
PROGRAM READER
w-aueI
Norland
is
the
star
of " Molly O." Nuff said. If you remember
Mabel Normandandis unusually gifted to play
anMickey
Irish slipthen
of ayou
girl. willSo recall
come that
next
see this irrfDressihle
whYh
her career
and see this M^ck Sennett pktu?e
which
takes you trjumPh
from theof depths
to the Come
heights—
which shows you a cross-section
a°f.ffne Iorf,Sphoeht0ryea7dhs^gyOU ^
^ ^ C°mic and °.uaint lives—
SUGGESTIONS
o„!hiS comedy 5an,be Put over by simply comparing it to " Mickey." Most everyit into comparison you win be
by ,°"nging
P'u?re l,nd
SmrtSa Vee"
putting
it over th<Uatur
with the public.
For further
advertising,
a complete poster teaser
throwaway campaign should be used.
Go
after
every
of patron Get
m. Put on a musical prologue. An Irish tenor or type
an Irish rwl-thlse them
and
for your pro
entirely
used
be
should
tunes
Irish
employed.
h<=
'^S"
fc
logue and if the picture carries a score— use it. Play up Mabel Normand

MARTHA
Exhibitors)

Story of Parental Entertaining
Distrust and Anger Is Fairly

QUE
ALLAN DWAN has drawn
a veryED"
sharp dividing line between good
and evil in his picture " The Sin of Martha Queed," which he
wrote and directed himself. It may be that there are such fathers
scattered about ruling their households with a whip-hand, and who constantly fall back upon some religious scruple fostered by ancestors for
their exceptionally cruel attitude, but visualized upon the screen and
sharply emphasized they do not make very wholesome figures and leave
one in a sort of unhappy frame of mind. Mr. Dwan has a lesson to point
out — which is to show a toleration for the impressions of youth. However,
he harps so continually upon his theme and turns it up to the light from
so many angles that the fine flavor of romance fails at times in pointing a
ray of sunshine.
The picture is too heavily balanced with depressing shadows. Joseph J.
Dowling is intrusted with the role of the stern, religious, unyielding father,
and so heavily does he interpret the figure that the sentimental side of the
story is quite eliminated. It is hard to reconcile Mr. Dowling in this part
because in " The Miracle Man " his mission was entirely opposite to what
it is here. His daughter, a school teacher, does not possess a single trait
of her parent. It happens that an accident causes her to remain a goodly
portion of the night in a young man's cabin. And when an evil gossip —
a drunken lout in other words — informs him of the fact, the father gives
the girl a revolver and tells her to go upstairs and kill herself. This touch
cannot be accepted as otherwise than crude.
The plot becomes illogical when the old man compels her to marry the
drunken derelict — whose sin is real and genuine. The father's lack of
sympathy and faith somehow does not ring true. The picture then develops amelodramatic note, showing the drunken husband being killed
and the girl tried for the murder. And her father is the prosecuting attorney whose lack of any regard for his daughter's shame and unhappiness
destroys any vestige of hope of redemption. Mr. Dwan is at least consistent,
for applying a moment of humanity would be like mixing acid with sugar.
It turns out that a cripple fired the fatal shot to save his ideal from a
living death. The picture is eloquently staged amid scenes of rustic
beauty, with long shots and medium shots revealing a wealth of atmosphere and local color. Mary Thurman plays the heroine with real appreciation for the pathos and sentiment, while Niles Welch fills the demands
of the role representing the lover. Frank Campeau is colorful as the evil
gossip. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Martha Queed
Mary Thurman
Marvin Queed, her father
Joseph J. Dowling
Alicia Queed, her mother
Eugenie Besserer
Arnold Barry
Niles Welch
David Boyd
Frank Campeau
Atlas
George Hackathorn
Atlas'
Gertrude
Georgiegrandmother
Queed
FrankieClaire
Lee
By
Allan
Dwan.
Directed by Allan Dwan.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
of broken
faith — that
a picture
of discordeveryone
in a family
which
is Aso picture
stern and
unyielding
he condemns
who indoes
not the
obeyfather
his
orders or thinks as he does — a picture of romance and undying love is " The Sin
of Martha
whichMary
comesThurman,
to the
theatre next
with
a castQueed,"
comprising
Joseph J. Dowling,
Eugenie Besserer,
Niles Welch, Frank Campeau and others.
Allan Dwan, who wrote and directed the feature, has conceived a story which
demands attention because of its dramatic sweep and the lesson it teaches — that
of showing toleration. The heroine is a good girl, healthy and normal. But her
father is ever condemning her because she does not live up to his religious scruples.
When she remains away from home through suffering an accident, the father
upbraids her and advises her to kill herself. Disappointed in this direction he compels her to marry a drunken derelict. The story progresses through several dramatic
and romantic scenes which are appealing and rich in atmosphere.
PROGRAM READER
Her father worshipped the religious scruples of his ancestors. He lived up to
the stern manners and customs of the ancestral Queeds. Thus it was he could
not look with toleration upon any fancy or impulse that varied from the orthodox
policy of his life. His daughter committed no sin. But he thought it a sin. The
big sin was his lack of understanding. This father actually . To tell you more
would rob you of the interest which this story demands. Rest assured that when
you
The aSinpicture
of Martha
Queed " atparental
the
next
you see
will" see
of misguided
influence. theatre
You will
see a picture
which teaches a strong lesson. You will see a cast of clever players in this
interesting work.
SUGGESTIONS
This picture is written and directed by Allan Dwan. If his name means anything to your patrons (and it should) then give him all the space possible. You
can play up the theme which shows parental intolerance. And a teaser campaign
pointed in this direction can stimulate a deal of interest. Play up the cast.
Joseph Dowling, Niles Welch and Mary Thurman are in this cast, and your patrons
are all familiar with their style of acting. Thev command attention through good
work here. Play up the rich, dramatic thought which lies behind this picture.
Use stills showing the beautiful exteriors.

Motion

"THE
_

DEVIL
WITHIN"
x)
(Fo
_

/Vot Up to " The Primal Law "
THOSE exhibitors who booked Dustin Farnum in "The Primal Law"
will certainly discover
that " The Devil Within " does not compare
with it in entertainment values before the film has progressed very
far in its plot. The brutal sea captain who browbeats his men has lost
some of his vitality through constant repetition and the fact that a good
share of hokum is uncovered concerning a curse of a Malay witch will be
accepted as so much incident in making the story colorful. The best
thing about the feature is its technical equipment, the exteriors in the forepart revealing a genuine schooner and some appropriate atmosphere.
But when the story swings into its melodrama, it reveals such a wide
range of plot and counter-plot that one must take it as a sort of harumscarum adventure tale. It travels over two continents and a space of forty
years. The brutal sea captain becomes an apostle of kindliness, but when
he marries his wife and child die. the thought is brought home to him
that the witch is having her way with the curse. There is absent any
semblance of dramatic form or unity, though the vitality of the melodrama
keeps one more or less interested. The latter part of the story discloses
the old skipper living the life of a recluse in a made over boat with paraphernalia of the sea, and some old cronies as his only companions. His
life here revolves around the adulation he pays his grandson who is ungrateful for the old man's attentions. He is as vicious and brutal as the
erstwhile skipper.
The plot builds several crude scenes before the old man saves the life
of the boy "by tossing off a formula to discover whether it is fatal — the
formula being used for poison which has been carried on the end of a
sword which was hurled at him years before. The atmosphere of the landlocked boat is first rate, but the action is of the topsy-turvy variety — no attention being given to show characterization or incident, but only an intent
to reveal a punch. Dustin Farnum is hardly the type for the brutal captain,
since his good-natured smile disarms him from any thought of real viciousness. As the old man he is much better, though here he sticks out his chest
in a youthful manner as if he was in the first flush of unbounded vigor and
health. A series of close-ups are employed which reveal many faults of
character
portrayal.Forgetting
However, the
" The
Deviltouches
"Within and
" contains
of
rugged adventure.
illogical
it is apt a toflash
please
those who go to the theatre solely for recreation.- --Length, 5 reels. —
Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Capt. Briggs
Dustin Farnum
Laura
Virginia Valli
Dr. Philiol
Nigel De Brulier
Hal
Bernard Durning
Scurlock
Jim Farley
Wansley
TomBobO'Brien
Crevay
Perry
Bevins
Charles Gorman
Ezra
Otto Hoffman
Cabin Boy
Kirk Incas
Witch
Evelyn Selbie
Juvenile Witch
Hazel Dean
By George Allen England.
Scenario by Arthur Zellner.
Directed by Bernard Durning.
Photographed by Don Short.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The latest Dustin Farnum feature, " The Devil Within," is to open at the
theatre next
. It recalls in part Jack London's " Sea
Wolf," and contains a battle of brute strength against mental strength and the
latter quality
triumphs.
It
is
a
picturesque
which
two hemispheres, taking up for its theme a curse which story
is used
as atravels
symbolover
of wrath
that
falls upon a man for his habitual violation of the laws of God and man.
The story opens with Captain Briggs ruling his crew with an iron hand. He
obtains a clay idol that the natives hold sacred, and thereby brings down on his
head the curse of Vishnu. The captain retires from the sea and marries. He
loses his wife and later becomes enfeebled as a result of sorrow and age. His
only interest in life is his grandson, Hal. The picture carries tense scenes and
many thrills and is capably acted.
PROGRAM READER
A smashing, vigorous, thrilling picture of the deep sea — a dramatic story of a
brutal captain who was visited with a curse — a powerful picture of retribution
of
a redeemed
soul — this is with
" ThetheDevil
comesas to
theatre
next
virileWithin,"
Dustin whch
Farnum
the the
star. You will
see
this
popular
actor
playing
a
vigorous,
fighting
part
with
finesse for which he is famous. You will see a colorful tale of alllifethein customary
the South
Seas. You will see battles galore. You will see the kind of picture which only
Dustin Farnum can interpret. So come next
and see " The Devil
Within."
SUGGESTIONS
By playing up Dustin Farnum and bringing to the minds of your patrons that
this sterling actor has lately returned to the screen you will stimulate a curiosity
which will eventually bring him back his erstwhile following. Play up that his
first release, " The Primal Law," is equalled in punch and tense drama with
"The Devil men
Within."
Emphasize
the kind its
of hefty
story punches,
which appeals
red-blooded
and women.
Playthat
up it
its isadventure,
its localto
color, its conflict, sweep, vigor and vitality. But your best bet is the star. Use
stills and give him a good send-off. An Oriental dance would be effective as a
prologue.
CATCH LINES
He had the devil within him until he discovered that it was a curse. See Dustin
Farnum in his latest picture. Next
. Here.

"THE

Picture

Mews

FOURTEENTH
LOVER"
(Metro )

Typical Viola Dana Number; Pleasing Entertainment
GIVE Viola Dana one of these snappy romances, which calls for a
healthy lot of flirtation and cutting up didoes in the accepted
sub-deb fashion, and this star may be depended upon to MOM
whether the story contains any imagination or not. It happens that this
particular document follows an orthodox plot if you remember that it has
been used as the background for many a polite comedy. It varies somewhat in that the heroine is not content to be satisfied with one or two or
three or four lovers, but must have twelve or thirteen or fourteen. And
being a spoiled child, the appeal of the picture is found in her tantrums
with a guardian aunt who would marry her off to the thirteenth eligible,
when the girl discovers that the fourteenth is her ideal, notwithstanding
the fact that he is the gardener on the estate.
That's all there is to the picture. It keeps going because scenes are
given the proper balance. The gardener has his moments — many of them —
and for the sake of conflict the eligible suitor is given certain encouragement. The aunt packs the girl off to the summer home and the latter is
diplomat or politician enough to lug the gardener along. He knows his
place and keeps it, but when the girl strikes up a bold attitude be is lover
enough to respond. The aunt catches them in a romantic embrace and the
gardener is discharged. Here is the moment for Viola Dana to register
her saucy pout. She pouts and pouts and pouts some more and when the
aunt stages a bit of intrigue to belittle the gardener the girl accepts the
advances of the thirteenth suitor. Not for long, however, for the gardener's
mother appears and tells her of the love her son has for the rich girl.
So the heroine packs up hurriedly and elopes with him, to the discomfiture of her wealthy relatives.
The picture is single track in plot and incident, and any patron can tell
the outcome far in advance. But despite the obvious note, the picture
carries enough pep and vitality to get over. The scenes are appropriately
staged and the photography is up to requirements. Jack Mulhall is inclined to pose as the hero, but his performance is satisfactory. Frederick
Vroom and Kate Lester play the aristocrats in acceptable manner. — Length,
5 reels. — -Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Vi Marchmont
Viola Dana
Richard Hardy
Jack Mulhall
Clyde
Van
Ness
Theodore
Eltz
Aunt Letitia
KatevonLester
Mrs. Hardy
Alberta Lee
Mr. Marchmont
Frederick Vroom
Maid
Fornzie Gumm
By
Alice
D.
G.
Miller.
Scenario by Edith Kennedy.
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
Photographed by John Arnold.
PRESS NOTICE — STORY
Lover " which comes :o the
Viola Danatheatre
is thenextstar of " The Fourteenth
In this comedy-drama, the piquant Metro
star enacts the part of a spoiled darling — the heiress of vast wealth, whose object
in
life is seemingly
matrimony.
has thirteen
loverSjis but
belief in
superstition
she consents
to have She
another.
Everything
all owing
set for tothea nuptials,
when she falls in love with a common gardener working on her uncle's estate. He
doesn't
to his
in life
incapable
caring forrespond
such a owing
rich girl.
But station
the heiress
has and
her feeling
way, andhimself
after many
vicissi-of
tudes which take the characters through scenes of compromise and rich comedy,
the picture ends in a fine flash of romance. Miss Dana is thoroughly at home
in the interpretation of the role and her abundant vitality comes to the foreground
and is thoroughly appealing. Jack Mulhall and Theodore Von Eltz are in the
cast. Harry Beaumont directed.
PROGRAM READER
One would think that a girl would have enough to do taking care of one lover
or say at the most three or four. But when a girl comes along who boasts of
thirteen lovers and is looking for the fourteenth one to add a little more variety
— well all you can do is throw up your hands and wish her the best luck in the
world. You rather suspect that she is a little flirt — that she cannot know her
own mind. Maybe that's why she is hunting for the fourteenth lover. Viola Dana
found
in herthe uncle's
garden.
just Come
a working
meant him
more working
to her than
pampered
sons ofHe thewasrich.
and seeman.
ViolaButDanahe
in " The Fourteenth Lover." Next
.
SUGGESTIONS
Here is Viola Dana at her piquant best. So get out your copy and state that
she has a winner in this picture which presents her in the role of a wealthy
coquette whose object seems to be that of adding one lover after another. She
has thirteen and is looking for the fourteenth and she finds him. Your copy should
be made real snappy and up to the point. Make it breezy. Tell that every girl
has a lover or more when she goes to a summer resort. Play it up as a snappy
comedy of youth and springtime Feature Jack Mulhall who appears in the opposite
role. Ask your girl patrons if they can make snow pudding. Use this as a blind
teaser. It fits into the story.
CATCH LINES
See Viola Dana in the rollicking comedy of youth, love and summertime.
" The Fourteenth Lover."
See
k'-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw
Have You Subscribed to tbe Motion Picture New? j
j Booking Guide? The Best Investment an Exhib- |
|
itor Could Make
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"LADIES

MUST

LIVE"

"LITTLE

(Mayflower-Tucker-Paramount)
Some Moving Moments in This Production
" The Miracle Man " which put him
Loaneof Tucker
George
THEin the
film hall
fame as ofone of the few imaginative directors of
the screen, has not found such a story in his last production. In
the first place the idea does not carry the simple, broad, dramatic strokes
nor the human appeal, nor the exceptional message. This director, whose
death cut short his uplifting work, flashes some of his individual talent
for situation and climax in certain moments here, and his philosophizing
is clearly established at times. But so complicated is the story which
carries three distinct plots — so uneven is the character development that
the story does not indicate any progression of reaching a smashing finale.
It is a story of the feminine sex on the defensive — their object being to
make the most of their opportunities with little show of virtue. These
figures are supplemented with a forlorn outcast who is depicted as receiving one tragic blow after another in her search for happiness. Mr. Tucker
indicates that only the resourceful woman who is quick to grasp her opportunities ina man-made world is certain to succeed. Thus he tells the
truth, for life shows no partiality only to those who possess the fighting
instinct. The patron of average intelligence wUl wonder at times just
what the director is driving at, since there are no clearly established broad
strokes. The action centers around a group of wealthy characters all apparently living under one roof — the sole exception being the kitchen
drudge who enters into the dramatic scheme in an arbitrary manner.
There is a long time in planting the characters, the heroine, played by
Betty Compson, making a belated entrance. Once she appears on the
scene there are no moments which show her developing any real character. Her portrayal seems the same when worshipping at a false shrine
as when she finds the spark of love. But she is lovely to look at and in a
bathing suit silhouetted against a sunset is splendidly radiant. The theme
is that ladies must live contrary to the standard conventionalities which
would keep them in their place — as dummy figures. But the psychology
of the drama is not indicated because of the complicated incident and the
uneven progression of the plot. There are some exquisite pictures and
a few scenes of moving drama, but they never reach dominant climaxes
because of the flow of counterplot. The picture is excellently staged, the
lighting and technical arrangement being perfect. The cast interprets the
separate characters with fairly adequate portrayals. The lack of simplicity
never makes the spectator really acquainted with them. It is a picture
which is apt to please after a fashion. The tone and quality will doubtless get it over. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Anthony Mulvain
Robert Ellis
Ralph Lincourt
Mahlon Hamilton
Christine Bleeker
Betty Compson
Barbara
Lea'trice
Joy
William Hollins
Hardee
Kirkland
Michael LePrim
Gibson Gowland
The Gardener
Jack Gilbert
Mrs. Lincourt
Cleo Madison
Edward
Barron
t
Snitz
Nell Martin
Lucille Edwards
Hutton
Nora Flanagan
Lule Warrenton
Max Bleeker
William Mong
The Butler
Jack McDonald
Nancy '
Marcia Manon
Ned Klegg
Arnold Gregg
By Alice Duer Miller.
Scenario by George Loane Tucker.
Directed by George Loane Tucker.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The last production of the late George Loane Tucker, creator of " The Miracle
Man," written by Alice Duer Miller, " Ladies Must Live," will be shown at the
theatre next
with Betty Compson as the star. This gifted
actress who possesses great personal charm, will be remembered for her sterling
performance in the first mentioned production, and in the feature to be presented
next
she againtheme.
flashes her exceptional talent and charm. The feature
carries a vital, appealing
Miss Compson has the role of a young girl who has been reared by her rich
brother-in-law and whose penniless father plans to marry her off to some rich man
in order that his income, derived from his son-in-law, may be increased. But
there
is another
womanresults.
who has similar plans to obtain an easy living and two
clash with
interesting
PROGRAM READER
All
the
sides
of
a
woman's
life — her
glory —forth
her foibles,
with thepicture,
world
and men. These are intimately
brought
in the her
BettywaysCompson
" Ladies Must Live," which comes to the
theatre next
.
George Loane Tucker, who created the memorable offering. " The Miracle Man,"
once again flashes his genius for moving pictures which tell something. And Miss
Compson, long recognized as one of the real accomplished actresses of the screen
and whose personal charm is not excelled, reveals a talent that places her in a
secure place — a place which has established for her a wonderful popularity.
SUGGESTIONS
Since Betty Compson is the star of this production, you should give her name
?.v4>ry P°.ssi,3le soace for exploitation. Tell that she was the outstanding star of
' The ableMiracle
Man."stills
and ofthather.she She
againis duplicates
in that
memor-of
picture. Use
recognized heras performance
one of the real
beauties
••r£,scree.n- PIav up Geor?e Loane Tucker, and feature him as the director of
The Miracle Man." Describe the picture as a consistent document of modern
life. Play ud its theme and mention the large cast, which comprises players well
knowning holding
to every
A rjrologue might feature a society set, with dancing and singthe fan.
high lights.

EVA
ASCENDS"
(S-L-Metro)

Clever Comedy Furnishes Amusement and Novelty
HE exhibitor who wants to give his patrons something unique in
T the way of comedy — a comedy which is entirely novel, bright and
illuminating, should not overlook " Little Eva Ascends," adapted
from the Satevepost story of the same name with Gareth Hughe.-- doubling
as the sad, but pretty daughter of St. Clair in the road company of " Uncle
Tom's Cabin."' It is a novel burlesque, and the fact that this antiquated
play has served Mack Sennett will not lessen its entertainment values. It
is not raw burlesque such as he concocted, for behind it is a legitimate
story of an ambitious stage mother who has placed her two sons in a company and is touring the provinces.
The idea is so novel — so rich in its humor and quality of make-believe
that it stands out conspicuously as one of the comedy treats of the season.
Once again the sponsors have guaged the star's adaptability for comedy
expression. And he fits into the role of Little Eva like a born pantonihilist. The picture opens on a train with the company speeding to a
town which harbors the hero's sweetheart. He argues and rebels against
going on in the role for fear of the humiliation that wiU sweep over him
once the girl sees him. But his argument is of no avail when it is pointed
out that his absence would spoil the show. There is some bright comedy
flashed when the " troupers '* reach the hotel and the woman's two sons
are given commercial travelers" meat instead of actor meat. This is because their father is the proprietor — a father they had never known since
their mother had left the fireside years before and taken the children
with her.
The father is made acquainted with his offspring and has a good time in
watching the boys perform. There are some uproarious moments as the
play unfolds. Little Eva cannot hide '" her " identity. He is " spotted "
by the little boys of the town and the girls discover his doubling act.
Finally when he ascends to heaven via the step-ladder route and has a fall
the show^ takes a flop and the hero doesn't care. The father invites the
boys and the girls and some other fathers to his country estate. A grand
reunion takes place, the boys are willing to give up the stage and the picture is over. It sparkles in nearly every scene, there being a wealth of
good incident and the captions are snappy and to the point. Gareth
Hughes will get over with a bang if given such clever ideas as " Little Eva
Ascends." Comedy is his forte. May Collins and Elinor Field play the
girls with plenty of animation. — Length. ^ reels. — Laurence Reid.
PRESS NOTICE — STORY
What is considered one of the cleverest and most illuminating comedies of the
season is due to appear at the
theatre next
in " Little
Eva Ascends," which introduces Gareth Hughes playing the part of the sad, but
pretty appeared
little heroine
" Uncleof aTom's
Cabin."
Manyandwillit has
remember
this storyto
which
in theof pages
popular
magazine,
been adapted
the screen with remarkable fidelity. It is a rare story, unusual of theme, and
genuinely novel. The plot revolves around a traveling company whose only play
is
" Uncle
the company
is booked
in humiliation
a certain town,
the
young
hero Tom's
objects Cabin."
to playingWhen
his familiar
role because
of the
attached
to appearing in feminine disguises before his newfound sweetheart. However, his
mother, the manager, has her way and he is compelled to bedeck himself up in
the quaint costume. In the meanwhile he meets his father, the proprietor of the
local hotel, and the story brings them all together. The picture is funny and
cleverly acted. In the cast are Elinor Field, May Collins and Edward Martindell.
PROGRAM READER
Little Eva always died at a certain time every night. No matter whether they
flogged Uncle Tom until his back was blue, Little Eva ascended to heaven by
the stepladder route. But this particular night Little Eva did not want to play
the
man who if doubled
daughter,
was role.
in loveReason
with abeing
girl, that
and the
he thought
she saw forhimSt.asClair's
Little pretty
Eva she
would
give him up and be disillusioned. So he rebeled — did Gareth Hughes. Come and
see
"
Little
Eva
Ascends,"
which
comes
to
the
theatre
next
.
How the star
rollicking
reels. plays Little Eva and gets into all sorts of trouble is told in five
SUGGESTIONS
This is a particularly clever comedy — almost a riot in its mirth-provoking
moments. So emphasize that it is something absolutely new — somethng novel.
Play up the title. And make your copy entirely snappy. The original appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post. Acquaint your patrons with the fact that they are
seeing a story which carries plenty of appeal. Tell that it is Gareth Hughes' best
picture — a picture that is as rich as " Garments of Truth." You can put on a sort
of burlesque number for a prologue — a burlesque on " Uncle Tom's Cabin."
CATCH LINES
See and
Gareth
Come
laugh.Hughes in Little Eva Ascends." a picture of clever burlesque.
THE

BOOKING
GUIDE IS COMING
Have You Ordered, Your Copy?

You Will Find It the Most Practical Boohing Aid Ever Offered.
The Shortest Cut to the Information You Seek.
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"A

SCANDAL"
PARISIAN
(Universal)

Carries Enough Sparkle to Get Over
to this story in the way of plot and charTHERE may notacterization,beand itmuch
is brittle and episodic in development, but in
spite of these drawbacks this picture is certain to get over because
there is a star adorning it who is rapidly making a name for herself as a
capable light comedienne. Marie Prevost is certain to establish a healthy
following once the sponsors have gauged her personality correctly. Just at
" A Parisian Scandal "
hardly substantial enough.its weakness
present her vehicles are through
is noticeable
five reels. And
is pretty light to extend
in the array of incident and episode, for these qualities are forced to get
over owing to a lack of any real plot interest.
The story is all about a vivacious French girl whose youthful enthusiasm
— whose flapper tendencies cause her and her many host of suitors a peck
of trouble. There is a spirit of " give and take " to the story which furnishes itwith an adequate sparkle. The star flits in and out of rooms,
doors, and other conveniences with delicious poise and charm. And she
wears enough gowns to turn Lucile green with envy. The boys who are
following the star's career on the screen (and there must be an army of
them) because of her shapely figure, will not be disappointed here. The
bathing suit episode comes into expression before the story has reached
the climax. It is only a fleeting glimpse that she gives, but it is enough to
send the boys home satisfied.
Meanwhile the patrons will look upon a piquant French girl whose
mission in life is of no consequence. She flirts outrageously and finds particular delight in tormenting a peculiar type of American — a youth who
is much of a book-worm or the species who revels in bugs and botany.
You know him when you see him. He is begoggled and fussed every moment. The object of this story is to show him awakening to the call of
love. Once he finds himself — well he beats up the wicked Frenchman.
Thinking that he has no chance he sets sail for America, but the girl goes
along on the same boat. And there you are. His mission in France is to
report on the girl's character to her grandmother. There are scenes which
show a gaming table — and others which show a duel and a storm. It is a
light story but so dominant is the star's personality that she fairly carries
the picture along on her pretty shoulders. The piece is not up to the
caliber of some recent offerings, but is sparkling enough to succeed with
the majority of fans. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Count Louis Oudoff
George Periolat
Countess Oudoff
Lillian Lawrence
Liane-Demarest
Marie Prevost
Baron Stransky
Bertram Grassby
Emile Carret
George Fisher
Sophie Demarest
Lillian Rambeau
Basil Hammond
Tom Gallery
Mamselle Sari
Mae Busch
Princess
Mme. Rose Dione
By Louise Winters.
Scenario by Doris Schroeder.
Directed by George Cox.
Photographed by William Fildew.
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
Marie Prevost, the piquant and dainty Universal star, whose ability is now
recognized by the screengoers, will come to the
theatre next
in her latest release entitled " A Parisian Scandal." In this bright
little comedy-drama Miss Prevost plays a spirited French girl who gets into a
peck of trouble but always manages to find a way out due to her resourcefulness
and beauty. She has a host of suitors but turns a deaf ear to their entreaties
until a theyoung
on a mission
of thetheheroine's
locate
girl American
and report comes
on herover
character.
He meets
girl and grandmother
is charmed byto
herHisdeportment
whether itwhen
is pleasingly
wicked orto sweetly
love is awakened
he has occasion
show a virtuous.
vicious nobleman his
place. Thinking he has no chance to win the girl he leaves for America but she
engages passage on the same boat and thus the picture ends. It sparkles with
comedy and human touches, the star commanding attention through a clever impersonation and her ability to wear an elaborate array of costumes. Tom Gallery
is the leading man.
PROGRAM READER
She came from gay Paree. One could see that at a glance — so adaptable was
she for every mood. She delighted in cutting up capers — in smoking, flirting and
carrying on pranks. And she constantly had a host of suitors jumping at her
beck and call. These lovers were Frenchmen. Not until she met an American
did she respond.
her after
Frenchby character
asserted
a piquant'
manner.
She finds And
herselfthen
sought
two desperate
rivalsitself
— who infight
a duel
for her. It is a sparkling comedy with the star carrying the plot along on her
pretty shoulders. Miss Prevost is a beauty who is destined to be extremely
popular. Come to the
and fall in love with her in " A Parisian
Scandal." Next
.
SUGGESTIONS
Marie Prevost has not been a star very long. But the few occasions which
she has graced the screen has awakened a public response for her pictures. The
reason may be found in her adaptability for light comedy as well as a pleasing
figure and a piquant personality. Her latest picture is rather plotless, but it(
sparkles with plenty of humor and charm. So play it up as an entertaining light
comedy with Marie Prevost in a likable role. Emphasize the star's ability to wear
fine costumes. Use stills showing^ her in bathing attire. She is a big hit. and
the boys are going to wake up and demand her pictures. Without a doubt she
possesses the most shapely figure on the screen.
CATCH LINES
See Marie,
Prevost the charming beauty, in " A Parisian Scandal." She is
naughty
but nice.
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"PARTNERS
OF THE
SUNSET"
(Bert Lubin-States Rights;
Very Unusual and Pleasing Western Comedy Drama
HERE is a Western which refutes the opinion that there can be
nothingof new
in thisnew
typebitsof ofpicture.
of theaction
Sunset"
boasts
a hundred
business,"Partners
melodramatic
that
is never stereotyped, artistry in lightings and camera work, settings that
are not only totally unlike those of the unusual Western production, but
which also measure with the best that can be found in a scenic; a fight
which for originality and realism has never been excelled, and a lot of
semi-educational views of life in Texas, all of which makes the feature unusually interesting and attractive from an audience standpoint.
As to story, "Partners of the Sunset" only uses so much of a plot as is
necessary to make plausable the action and provide a reason for the
dramatic situations. The picture begins with what might be termed cliaracter introductions, backed by scenic shots and original incident. It grad>
ually explains that two Eastern girls who have inherited a ranch in Texas
are being conspired against by a neighboring ranchman and his gang, the
purpose being to purchase the property at less than its value. A young
geologist, camping in the neighborhood, inspired by love of one of the
girls, undertakes to frustrate the villain's plans. He does, in the meantime
striking oil on the property, and finally the troth is plighted.
It is the way that this story is told and the action built up in perfect
tempo which makes the picture grip and hold interest. There is nothing
theatrical about it and there is no faking. When the hero has his fight
with the villain's underlings, he doesn't lick a dozen big roughnecks, bat
is finally beaten in a realistic scrap of which almost every angle U new
stuff on the screen. Likewise a scene in which the villain is killed is
unique, not in what is accomplished, but in any way it is done.
" Partners of the Sunset " is the third starring vehicle for Allene Ray
and certainly discounts her previous efforts in every way. The feature was
directed by Robin H. Townley, who has proven himself an adept at
devising incident and in gauging suspense. — Length, 5 reels. — /. S.
Dickerson.
THE CAST
David Brooks
Robert Fraser
Jim Worth
J. W. Johnston
Patricia Moreland
Allene Ray
Violet Moreland
Mildred Bright
Directed by Robin H. Townley.
Story and scenario by Walter HalL
Photographed by John K. Holbrook.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The
theatre announces a new kind of Western picture in " Partners
of the Sunset," booked for showing for a
days' engagement beginning
The picture is the third starring vehicle for pretty, petite Alene Ray and shows
this talented ingenue in a role eminently suited to her talents. Miss Ray plays
the part of an Eastern girl who inherits a Texas ranch and decides to take up
her residence on it. Here she learns to ride and shoot like a native daughter and
finds her romance when a young geologist happens along to protect her from the
villainous neighboring ranchman who desires to cheat her out of her property.
" Partnersnewof inthea Sunset
" is This
a striking
thatof there
something
Western.
pictureexample
has all ofof the
the fact
action
a BillcanHartbe
offering, with much of the incident of a new turn and besides possesses all the
beauties of a scenic, the heart interest of a light comedy and the suspense of a
mystery
drama. of Miss Ray is a strong cast of well known players each selected
In support
carefully as to type. The feature was directed by Robin H. Townley and photographed by John K. Holbrook. Walter Hall wrote the story and scenario.
PROGRAM READER
"
Partners
of
the
Sunset,"
semi-Western
picture,
starring
and '
with Robert Fraser and J. W.a new
Johnston
in prominent
roles,
is the Allene
featureRay
picture
scheduled for showing at the
theatre for a
days' engage*
ment
1 . as something new in pictures of its type, in that
The beginning
feature is announced
besides having the action, incident and suspense of the average Western, it also*
possesses a strong vein of humor, heart interest and some wonderful scenic views
of an entirely new sort.
Robin H. Townley, the director has developed his story with a fine regard foe",
tempoRayandis incident
has role
caught
true spirit
the West
as it is today.^
Miss
cast in a and
suitable
and the
duplicates
if not ofeclipses
her performances
in
previous starring vehicles, " Honeymoon Ranch " and " West of the Rio Grande.
" Partners of the Sunset " is frfom an original story by Walter R. Hall and the
photography is by John K. Holbrook.
SUGGESTIONS
Bill
as
a
semi-Western
stressing
the fact
while the picture
of features of its kind it also possesses
otherthatqualifications.
Boost has
MisstheRayactios]
for
her beauty and talent and let your audiences know that while she has looks and!
personality, she can still ride a horse and put over the action stuff. If you havtj
played
previous
mentionandthatincident.
as another of the series. Pr.--r.ise
thrills, Miss
action,Ray's
comedy,
greatpictures,
photography
CATCH LINES
The story of an Eastern co-ed who undertook to boss a Texas ranch and gofj
away with it.
A semi-humorous
but thrilling
picture laid in Texas, with action, incident andj
heart
interest nicely mixed
and distributed.
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANY NEW TOB*
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Marshall
The

Neilan directing

great John Barrymore

In "The Lotus Eater," unique
Albert Payson Terhune story —
Scenarioed by Marion Fairfax —
First National exploitation.
Neilan's deft direction is
Suitably supported by a
John Barrymore
in

Typical Neilan cast with
Technical assistance from
Dave

Kesson

"The Lotus Eater"

at the camera,

Daniel J. Gray as editor,
J. D. Schultz, art director.
Rothacker

Prints.

by

There
Come

are
and

reasonssee them.

Founded 1910
Watterson R. Rothacker
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The Holiday number of MOTION PICTURE NEWS
will be worth seeing, worth reading, worth saving.
In many respects a year book of pictures.
Hi
I

Valuable summaries <>l the year's departments.
In other words, a practical issue for year-around references.
Attractive, of course, but, above all, valuable.
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WHY

I SHOW

Cparamount

Robert

G.

(pictures

Pettier

Proprietor Bijou Theatre
Mt. Clemons, Mich.
I have often been asked why I show Paramount Pictures at the Bijou Theatre. The
answer, to me, is a very simple one. As long
as I have been in the show business, and it is
rounding out nearly 25 years at this time, I
have always made it a point to cater to the
demands of my public. If I didn't I would
have been in the showman's graveyard long
ago. If an exhibitor doesn't show good pictures his public will tell him about it. We
have made it a point at the Bijou Theatre to
get just as close to the public as possible, and
one of the methods we use is a standing invitation to the people of Mt. Clemens to call
us on the telephone at any time for any picture
nformation they want. Therefore the telephone in our offices is buzzing most of the time.

Here

Are

Some

Paramount

Current
Pictures

CECIL B. DE MILLE'S "The Affairs of Anatol"
GLORIA SWANSON in "The Great Moment"
"THE SHEIK," with Agnes Ayres and Rudolph Valentino
A George Melford production
"GET-RICH-QUICK
Production

WALLINGFORD,"

a Cosmopolitan

GEORGE LOANE TUCKER'S "Ladies Must Live"
WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWANSON and ELLIOTT DEXTER in "Don't Tell Everything"
ELSIE FERGUSON in "Footlights"
WILLIAM de MILLE'S "Miss Lulu Bett " with Lois Wilson,
Milton Sills, Helen Ferguson and Theodore Roberts
WILLIAMA William
S. HART S.inHart
"Travelin'
On"
Production
BETTY COMPSON in "The Law and the Woman"
CECIL B. DEMILLE'S "Fool's Paradise"
JACK HOLT in "The Call of the North"
THOMAS MEIGHAN in "A Prince There Was"

For the past few months I have made it a
point to tabulate the number of queries from
prospective patrons on what we were showing,
together with whatever comments they might
have to make. I discovered at the end of a
three months period that a little more
than 90 per cent or the telephone inquirers were winding up their conversation with our employes by asking, "Is it a
Paramount Picture?"
The name "Paramount" means something to me
besides good, reliable pictures at all times. It means
that my audiences are partly created in advance. If
I never was convinced before, that telephone tabulation set me to thinking. If 90 per cent of the people
that called our theatre were interested in knowing
whether the day's offering was a Paramount picture
or not, then the product must have a firm hold on
the public mind.
A good showman can never allow himself to get
into a rut and succeed. I believe that an exhibitor
should constantly keep up with his public's wants.
Because I keep my hand over the pulse of a good
percentage of the people the Bijou Theatre caters to
is the reason why I am showing Paramount pictures.

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPB ZUKORfWx JESSE L. LASKY I Vr Pna CECIL K DE UTILE l**c*wjmm-d.

.1/ otion
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your

one

best

bet

is

Picture

X ez

I

BETT

LULU

My

the big
ALL
book-stores in
the country will
soon be showing the
photoplay edition of
"Miss Lulu Bett."

viper
^**rf*'***wi lis iMU

This has a colored
jacket illustrated
with scenes from
the picture.

It is

great advertising —
and you reap the
direct benefit.
Lulu

The Author Says:
" At more than one

has gone
Bett"
through thirteen
editions in a

point the picture of
'Miss Lulu Bett' improves uponthe
bothplay.
the
book and

year.
It's a bigger
picture than it
was a book or

By such workis asdoing
this
Paramount
a service not only to
the screen but to fiction and drama.

"Miss

play.

ZONA

Adolph.

William

Wuh

Zuk.or

presents

deMille

Bett''
Theodore
Roberts

and Helen
Ferguson
From the novel and play by ZONA GALE
Scenario by CLARA
(paramount

a

production

<miSSXMlu
Lois
Wilson,
Milton
Sills,

CC

GALE."

BE RANGER.

(picture
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GEO.
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SecreUry
PARAMOUNT-EMPRESS
THEATRE
PARAMOUNT AMUSEMENT CO., Inc.
Salt Lake City, Utah

nts 's
se
ood
SampreW

NOV. 16TH,
19
2 .1.

Wallace
Gloria
REID,
SWAMSON
uc
od
oron
kti
uR
Dpr
E
X
TZ
H
E
p
l
o
rAd Elliott

Mr. S.R. Kent,
General Manager of Distribution,
Famous Players -La sky Corpn.,
Tew York,, N.Y.

*Vowt

Dear Mr. Kent :Just out of the projection room
and still smiling, the writer feels that he must
pat your organization on the hack for being responsible for such a Jolly picture as "DOIJ'T TELL
EVERYTHING".
The more I think about this picture
the better I like it. ,In the language of -one cnap
on the street, "It's a knockout".
Knowing how
Christmas cheer and a corking good bill go together I have booked "DON'T TELL EVERYTHING" for
Christmas week because we always endeavor to give
our patrons something worth while at the season of
the year.

k

in

^

*

Tell

Everythin
bvLornaAloon

CC (paramount

Cpiciure

Kindly give us some more out of the
same basket because smiles are worth a score of
heavies in any man's market.

1

Here

they

are-

CECIL B. DE MILLE'S "Fool s Paradise"
ELSIE FERGUSON in "Footlights"
"JUST AROUND THE CORNER", by Fannie Hurst. Cosmopolitan production. Another "Humoresque"
"ONEandGLORIOUS
Lila Lee DAY", with Will Rogers
GEORGE FITZMAURICE S "Three Live
Ghosts", Kerry
with Anna Q. Nilsson and
Norman
Cparamount

WALLACE REID in "Rent Free"

"Love's Boomerang", a John S. Robertson production
BETTY COMPSON in "The Little Minister". Penrhyn Stanlaws production

And

Dozens

More!

(pictures
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Hugo

Riesenfeld

saw

Get-Rich-Quick
Then

Booked

Two

It to

Continuous

N e

Productions^

this

Picture

Wallingford

Show

Weeks

Picture

Simultaneously

at His

Big

for

Broadway

Theatres
The

The

RIVOLI

RIALTO

THEATRE

UNUSUAL
stone's
ture, at the
knows
the
in

the

public

THEATRE

for

two

throw
same

of

one

value

ford" goes into
each.

for

of a powerful

demand — that's
both

houses

Broadway

another

time — even

"Get-Rich-Quick
by George M. Cohan

the

first-run

a

to

show

the

within
same

week — Hugo

box-office

why

theatres

a

pic-

Riesenfeld

attraction — knows

"Get-Rich-Quick

simultaneously — for

Walling-

two

Wallingford" is the world-famous
made into a smashing picture.

weeks

play

Directed by Frank Borzage, who directed "Humoresque,"
Gold Medal Winner of 1920. Scenario by Luther Reed.
Settings

Opens

December

Sunday,

PLAY

by Joseph

THIS

It's

a

Urban.

4th,

at

PICTURE

Paramount

both

Theatres

NOW

Picture

I
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Don't
a

Judge

Picture

Its

by

Length

Many

of the greatest showmen among motion picture

exhibitors

are

today

enter-

taining audiences everywhere with programs made
up exclusively

of short

sub-

ject features.
With

diversified

programs

— w ell - balanced
Invariably

these

programs.
short

sub-

ject programs list several
Educational Pictures, because— Educational Pictures
are the

recognized

by which quality
jects are judged.
Look

in theatre

posters

and

Educational
When

you

It's

standard

short

sub-

entrances

cards

showing

pictures

for
the

trade-mark.

see it— go in!

the

Sign

of

a

Well-Balanced
Program
Educational Film Exchanges,
E. W. Hammons. President
Executive Offices — New York

Inc.

This message will be read by over 9,000,000 persons in the Dec. 24th issue of "The Saturday Evening Post'
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Motion

Guarantee

Your

For

You
The

Theatre

Twenty

Good

Picture

Business

Weeks

cannot have a "Way Down East" or a "Three Musketeers" every week.
problem of those other weeks is your great box office problem today,

when, as you know, the public "goes shopping" for films. You
problem by getting the right to play twenty money-getting

CHARLES

TWO

can solve that

RAY

REELERS
in your theatre.

Your present booking contracts do not interfere as
these CHARLES RAYS are less than two thousand
feet in length and can be booked along with any
program. They will be released to permit of being
booked consecutively for twenty weeks.

Advertising
are

the

and

same

accessories
as

for

the

on

these
big

CHARLES

feature

RA

YS

attractions

They are guaranteed rapid-fire action — the plays that "MADE" CHARLES
RAY! And all wonderful stories of the Great Outdoors. Made originally by
one of the most famous producers — they have not been in circulation since the
original release seven years ago.
They will be brand new to your audiences.
If you realize that

of

real box

office value — you will write or wire for the name of the nearest
handling these CHARLES RAY Short Features.

exchange

ART
Room

200

TODAY

you

BRAND

must

have

extra attractions

PRODUCTIONS,

1600 Broadway

Bryant

Inc.

6212

New

York

City

New

December

io , ig2 i
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Conference

offer the world
picture

the biggest

thrill of years

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL
Directed by Stuart Paton
B.Kelland's
From Clarence
famous
Red Book
s+ory

Motion

Picture

New
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imm
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Special
Attractions

n fcave
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iterns
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Cain,

9&

chance

to

times

more

JR**2- *SeA »lX
Here*
hit

yon

it four
m

U1

ere-

Tbatgh

DECEMBER
CARL

LAEMMLE

presents

A Parisian Scandal
Supported bp ilar Bush and Bertram Grassby . Directed by Geo
L. Cox. Story bp Louise Winter

mmumxm
Cheats

Hearts

Directed bp Hobart Henlep. From
a novel bp Wm. F. Payson

\
Playing with Fire
Directed bp Dallas Fitzgerald.
Story by J. V. Giesy

^Fire-Eater
Directed by Reeves Eas°n. Story
by Ralph Cummins

i
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Continued

Feature

now

and

line

em

up
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Motion

3(102

Four

Days

Over
and

the

Picture

to the

New

Coast!

rivers,

plains

mountains — whirling

through

space

in

relays

of

went

the

prints

of

airplanes

the ceremonies at Washington on the occasion of the
burial

of the

UNKNOWN

SOLDIER!
Read

this message

from

Angeles:
This

wonderful

speeding

the film West

Los

service

in

caused

a sensation in the audiences —
INTERNATIONAL
News
Reels

are used

on

our

circuit of 44 theatres."

entire
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Released

thru

UNIVERSAL

rar, c

DIRECTED
BY
»AVID SMITH

Ji\nded with

the Courtly

Atmosphere

of Old

There are fights — battles with fists and with
Weapons — and back of it all a deeper, more sinister
struggle between a man, out to win
le forces of wealth and greed.
Henry

B. W alt hall and

Pauline

le all-star cast in this exceptional
)mance.
Here is a picture big in
/ery sense of the word,
ing, thrilling, refreshing.

appeal-

A picture for everybody —
"Flower

of the North."

honestly, and

Starke

head

France

The

Greatest

Croup

of

Pictm

Exhibitors have watched Goldwy
make good every promise put int
type this season.
When we say that this new grou
of Goldwyn Pictures is the bes
collectively and as a unit, that ha
been produced since the first c
the year, you know

we are tall

ing facts.
It takes a great picture to top thi
superlative list. "The Sin Flood
is that picture. It is a searchin
drama of human instincts an
emotions, built on giant propoi
GRAND
LARCENY

Parson
ly Albe
Te rt
rriune
Directed
Wallace

HIS

hy

Worsley

BACK

AGAINST

THE

WALL

Frederick.
Ly John
Directed hy

Rowland

V. Lee

tions, interpreted by a wonderfi
cast.
Only less brilliant is "Gran
Larceny," in which Elliott Dextt
and Claire Windsor give the mo:
distinguished performances c
their careers.

"Doubling for Romeo," whic
Will Rogers himself admits is

DOUBLING
^ROMEC

Will

Roger:

Ly Elmer L Rice ,Will f\pgei
and William Shakespeare
C One of these hoys was famous
Directed hy Clarence Badgei

WATC

H

Ver

Released

Time

One

At

great picture, shows this unique
'comedian in a story that is
one long spontaneous burst of
laughter.

•'The Wall Flower" was written
and directed by Rupert Hughes.
In its daring, its delicious characterization and its infectious humor, it is a typically fine example
,of the Hughes technique.
Raymond

Hatton gives an extra-

ordinary performance in "His
.Back Against The Wall," a thrilling study of a coward who be:omes a hero against his will.
And in "The Glorious Fool,'.'
Richard Dix and Helene Chadvick are their radiant selves in
One of Mary Roberts Rinehart's
>est known tales.

THE

WAIL

FLOWER
Written hy

Hughes

t

Hyper

ted

Direc

Ooes this list sound great? Wait
ill you see the pictures!

THE

L

Ruper

s

Hugke
and '

THE

SIN

FLOOD

hy

GLORIOUS
FOOL

hy Hennin.g'
B e rge r
iy Mary
Dire

c ted by
Frank
LI oyd

.

Roberts

Directed
E. Mason

Ixjnehart
hy

Hoppeir- /

p
OLDWYN

"I

NEVER

SAW

ANYTHING

LIKE

IT

BEFORE"

A group of exhibitors attended the premier showing of
.

a newly completed picture.

.

.

The projection ma.

chine clicked off the last foot of six reels.
lights snitched on.
. And
"HOW

IVAN

"

The

.

.

.

A momentary

.

pause ensued.

then simultaneously, all exclaimed

DIFFERENT/
I NEVER
THING SO IMPRESSIVE AS

. The

SAW

. . ;
ANY-

ABRAMSON'S

FOUNTA

IN

"
H
T
An allegorical adaptation
of the
world
famous
"FAUST."
U
O
Y
OF

"THE
FOUNTAIN
OF
YOUTH"
Has excited the comment of the trade because of its originality

"THE
FOUNTAIN
OF
YOUTH"
Is a new departure into fantastic and allegorical entertainment

"THE

"THE

THIS

Made

FOUNTAIN
OF
YOUTH"
a group of exhibitors gasp at its startling photography.

FOUNTAIN
OF
YOUTH"
Attempts things altogether new in story and action.

FEATURE

WILL

MAKE

It is beautiful, baffling in plof and impressive in photography.

THEM

TALK

It has been produced in such a way as to be

specially adapted to the musical score of " Faust."
IT

IS

YOUR

NEW

YEAR'S

BOX

OFFICE

Specially prepared publicity and exploitation by the W eshner-Davidson
State Rights low open.

Wire GRAPHIC

FILM

CORP.

WINNER!
Agency

729 Seventh Ave., New York Cifi

"Conceit" is one of those unforge
" Conceit " is the second of the
Selznick Supreme Six— the series of
important picture productions of which
"A Man's Home" was the first. It
was directed by Burton George, from
the story by Michael J. Phillips, and
the scenario is by Edward J. Montagne, who wrote the script of "A
Man's Home".

table pictures that stand out, distinc
ive achievements of the allied arts
the camera. Its characters are n>
mere "puppets, jerked by unsee
wires," but men and women wr
love and hate, smile and weep, an
fight
of
life.intensely the tremendous battl<

Y)

A

Conceit" will interest everyone
vho hai ever known fear or conquered
ear — the fear of a relentless enemy,
he fear of humiliation — the nameless
ears of the night— and the fear of
vhat people will say. It is a story of
nan at grips with himself in the asphalt
ines of the city and in the trackless
arest. It is a story to stir the pulses —
drama of deeds.

TRIUMPH

OF

ALL

THE

ARTS

From the lady of fashion to the
simple daughter of the woods, from
the millionaire sportsman to the wilderness outlaw — every role in "Conceit"
is played by a master of dramatic
interpretation. Wm. B. Davidson,
Mrs. De Wolf Hopper, Charles
Gerard, Betty Hilburn, Maurice
Costello, Warren Cook, Patrick
Hartigan — an impressive list.

THE

PICTURE

THAT

M

EVERYTHING!
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Mary
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JCord
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FRANCES

WODGJ~ON

DURNETTj~

famous <rtoi~y
SCENARIO BY DEKNADD MCCONVILLC
PUOTOGRADUY BY CUAP.LES
(COSHER
from E. GREEN 8L
DIRECTION DY ALTRCD
JACK PICKTORD

UNITED AQTUT/ CORPORATION
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PRODUCTIONS
presents

4

BASHFUL

SUITOR
feasturin^

PIERRE

GENDRON

and

MARY

Dramatic

Director

HERERT

BRANDON
.

BLACHE

Art Director
LEJAREN

" THE

BEGGAR

AHILLER

MAID

"

" The Bashful Suitor,"' the second in the series of the Triart
" Great Masters " productions, i?
in every way a worthy successor
to " The Beggar Maid." the most
sensational two-reel release of the
It tells the love story back of
the famous painting by Israels
year.hanging in the Metropolitan
now
Museum, and was chosen for picturization by a board of the most
eminent art patrons and critic* of
America.
Wonderful direction, exquisite
photography, an excellent story
and cast, " The Bashful Suitor "
will more than satisfy the demand
by exhibitors, critics and the public who saw " The Beggar Maid."
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PICTURES
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Story
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Production
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Directed by
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Steele

Charles
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Fox

Running Indefinitely at fhe Following Theatres :

Wood's ^Theatre, Ckicago
Stanton ^Theatre, Philadelphia
NIew nixeatre, Baltimore
Rialto ^Theatre, San Francisco
One

Tremont Temple, Boston
Alhambra ^Theatre, Milwaukee
Blue Mouse ^Theatre, Portland, Ore.
Allen 'Theatre, Montreal, Canada

Entire Season at fhe Lyric ^Theatre, Nev? York
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Super-Spectacle
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McG0WAN

Ruse
of The
Rattler
A HERALD PRODUCTION
Distributed Through Pathe 'EXCHANGE , Inc.
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4

7?"
Thrilling

FEW features have come out of the
w est which match this one for sheer
action and breath - quickening heart
throbs. It is a story of revenge and romance centered in the career of a character who killed by instinct and by
profession. Sent to "get" a man, he
found in the flashing blue eyes of his
victim's sister a power which challenged
the scrutiny of his steel-grey stare;
a courage which matched his relentless
nature. He became a champion of the
You can book"The

Ruse of

weak, a protector of the innocent. He
was feared and admired; despised and
respected. He saved with the same
savagery he had destroyed. The manner
in which he deceived the girl in order
to rescue her brother is one of the biggest moments in a feature whichabounds
with rapid-fire action. The story is vividly enacted by a cast which includes J. P.
McGowan, Lillian Rich, Jean Perry,
Gordon McGregor, Stanley Fitz, Andrew Waldron and Dorothy Wolbert.

The Rattler" and be assured that it will

satisfy your patrons' demands

for rousing good entertainment

ew
Motion
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Christmas

Motion

Picture

Number

Picture

News

For several years past our Christmas number
has been the standard of values as a record book
of the motion

picture industry.

It affords the distributor

an opportunity

to list

his product for the coming year and, equally important, tolist his pictures already released.
To the producer, especially the independent, it
affords an opportunity to go on record for the
coming year by listing his
they have been distributed
year, so that they may be a
distributor and the industry

past productions, how
and his plans for next
ready reference for the
at large.

It is important that your advertising appear in
this number, the issue of December 31st. and an
early reservation of space will be appreciated.
Forms close December 17th. The rates remain
the same as for our regular issues.
Send

reservations

to
FRED

J. BEECROFT,
Advertmnq

Matnu/t'r.

N

s
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With

seven

on the new

more

STEINER
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PRODUCTIONS

sure shots to follow.

NEAL

HART

Ask

your

series of thrilling western

pictured on virgin territory and packing

is supported by well-known screen
Address all communications
STEINER

exchange

five-reel photodramas,

all

PAL"

artists, and a galaxy of rough

PRODUCTIONS,

for bookings

real punches.

"AMERICA'S

WILLIAM

nearest

presents

suite eos-ei 1-220 west 42dstreet

riders of the west.

NEW

YORK

CITY
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Motion

Shoot

other

hurry
The

exhibitors — -hundreds

each

day — are sending

next

week.

Perry

Have

you

will be

off the press

got your

order

If not, use

the coupon

And

it today

send

in?

below

to
Motion

r

Picture

729

7th Avenue

New

York

News

City

L
If

you

are

MOTION
make
New

not

a

subscriber

PICTURE

I

to

M

NEWS-

I

yourself a present now.
subscription or renewal 1

year
Motion

$2.00

Picture News

Booking

Guide

The BOOKING GUIDE will save you
hours of weary labor and add dollars to

E

your box-office.

D

"Is the picture suited to my audience?"
How can you tell by the title?

E

No more booking without knowing. The
BOOKING GUIDE tells you in half a
minute.

D
$2.50

I

Send check today with this coupon
attached.

T
I

MAIL

THIS

I
O

COUPON
J

The BOOKING GUIDE places in handy
form and at your finger tips every fact
you want about every picture.

T

50

N

With the BOOKING GUIDE at your
elbow you are as strongly fortified as the
lawyer with his shelves of court decisions.
Write for yours today.

J.

in the same

call.
edition

News

me

a copy of the "NEWS*'
Booking Guide — quick!" writes
Sherman, mgr., DeLuxe
Theatre, Johnson City, Tenn.
And

Picture
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Their

One

Kiss

A

first and

vision

last

of life at

the

gates

of death

A Stupendous
Drama of the Loves
of the Mighty
Presented by
Andrew J. Callaghan

A First National
Attraction

'All for a Woman" plays with the
emotions, resounding like the echo
of a distant drum-beat. Gripping
— appealing — exultant — irresistible!

We'll

tell

Strand

you

Next

what
Week

it
—

does

Watch

at
for

the

N.

Y.

Reviews
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Klo

Woman

Can

The most beautiful woman
dreams of.

Resist

Tkis

Picture

One!

in the world as star in a romance that e^erp girl

Wonderful gow*ns.

Beautiful scenes and settings and thrills to boot.

KATHERINE

MacDONALD
In

"Her
Social
Value"
Presented by Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation, B. P. Schulberg, President. From the original story by B. P. Fineman and J. A. Barry. Scenario by"
Gerald Duffy and Jerome Storm.
Directed hy Jerome Storm
A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

New.
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Most

Novelty
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Remarkable

of

the

Year!

presents

"The
Silent
Call"
Five million readers of trie Saturday)
Evening

Post nave

thrilled to this

wonderful storp by the internationally
famous autkor, Hal. G. Evarts. It appeared under the title "The Cross Pull."
A

Lawrence
Murfin

Trimble

First National

on

the

Open

Jane

Production

Distributed

Released

&

by Associated
Pictures, Inc.

Market

—

Available

to

all

Exhibitors
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Here's

a

Review

as

Picture

New

Funny
the
Picture
Hand
yourselfas
a big
laugh.
The picture
has hundreds of them. Wid's calls it one of
the comedy hits of the year — Read
This:
" A splendid comedy. Live
ly, the
funny
of
best and
two original.
reelers of On<
th
Boat ' Every
has a good
year.
foot laugh.
of ' Th
business is a scream and Kea
ton does some of his very be*
work in this one. Xo time i
lost between the laughs. Al
the action has to do with th
boat that Buster builds fo
himself in the cellar of hi
house. When he comes to pu
it into water he finds tha
it is too big to go through th<
door. He drags it out with
flivver and pulls the hous<
down in doing so. From th
ruins he saves a bath tul
which he attaches to his shij
for a lifeboat. His wife ant
children attend the launching
and help hold the rope tha
lowers the boat into the wa
ter. Buster stands proudly a
the bow as the boat slide
into the water and sinks lik
lead. Only the anchor floats
But
hard as toa title
keepexplains:
a good ' It
boa5
down.' The family soon se
sail upon one of the funnies
voyages ever recorded on th
screen. The boat does a]
kinds of tricks and the skip
per rushes about from on
end to another.
At a caln
moment he nails a picture t
the wall of the cabin, on!
to discover that he has punc
tured the ship below th
water line. This leak grow
worse and Buster is forced t
send out an S. O. S. — but th

" Hel-lup, the Ship
Sinking."

Joseph M. Schenck

BUSTER
K

E

AT

O

N

in
11

"The
Boat
written and directed by
Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline

name of the ship was ' Dam
ifino.' The shipwrecked fan:
ily take to the tub and sa
along until one of the bo)
pulls out the plug. After sa}
ing farewell to each othe
they find themselves in watt
only knee deep, so they wal
ashore.
There
are man
other funny incidents in th
comedy. andEven.moment
splash
every
splashis
laugh.
You will make r
mistake in giving this one 1
your people. It should
over big, for it is one of tl
comedy
the year.
Tl
Boat
' ishits
the ofsecond
of a ' ne
series of comedies that Bust<
Keaton is making for Fir

FIRST

NATIONAL

National." — Wid's.
ATTRACTIOP

Q

QeautiFul
HOPE

Star
HAMPTON

'l can give you jewels — wealth

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

in

a
in

^famous

Store/

"STARDUST"

You're lucky to get me," he told her.

ATTRACTION
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Motion

The

Big

picture is too big for a Motion Picture
Theatre," says Leo A. Landau, director of
the Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee.

T O

X%

And he proves his contention by playing " Over the
Hill " recently to a gross of $36,000 in two weeks at
55 cents and 75 cents for loge seats.
Mr. Landau takes the stand that (1) "producers
must realize that big pictures belong to picture theatres "and (2) that " exhibitors must insist on playing
these productions but must not hesitate to raise their
admission prices so as to yield a larger revenue to the
producers of such pictures."
In an editorial on " The Big Picture " in an August
last issue we took a position similar to that of Mr.
Landau, pointing out that the producer would turn
naturally to the source of the greatest revenue — but
did the Broadway run and the road show tour of
legitimate theatres yield a profit greater than the big
picture houses could give?
Mr. Landau says not.
" Producers," says he, " can rent legitimate theatres
on Broadway, N. Y., and Madison Street, Chicago,
and charge high prices for their productions but when
the week is over the result will be chronicled in scarlet
fluid.
" Producers can also play these productions in
legitimate theatres at high prices if they are willing
to accept less revenue than if they had played them
in the two or three thousand seat motion picture theatre in that same city."
" No motion picture," he continues, " in a legitimate
house in Milwaukee ever played in four weeks to as
much gross at $1.50 and $2.00 as 'Over the Hill'
played to in two weeks at 50 and 75 cents (and that
notwithstanding the present amusement condition)."
It is a matter of seats, for one thing, says Mr.
Landau. The legitimate theatre in Milwaukee playing to capacity, two shows a day, can take in but two
thousand admissions. On the other hand, the 2500
seat Alhambra runs seven shows a day, making it easy
to play to six or seven thousand people per day.
$1.50 and $2.00 prices for pictures are too high
today, Mr. Landau contends. The public will not
pay them.

On the other hand, he says and forcefully, the exhibitor must raise his prices if he is to house the big
picture and give the producer a rental price that will
^OL. XXIV

DECEMBER

News

Picture
encourage the making of such pictures.
To quote his own words:
" At this point I would like to impress upon exhibitors that the day of regular admission prices without ever raising the same, is also passed.
" The amusement seeking public expects to pay for
what it receives and so long as it receives value for its
money it will be satisfied.
" If, for example, your admission price is 40c, you must not
hesitate to raise that price to 50c if you expect to show these
big productions.
" If you have a smaller theatre and your admission price is
20c you must expect to raise to 30c or 35c.
" The exhibitor must never forget that if he wants to play
big productions, the producer must receive enough money for
those productions, to warrant his making them.
" Let it not be forgotten for one instant, that when I use the
term ' Big Productions ' I mean productions like ' Over the
Hill,' ' Queen of Sheba,' ' Four Horsemen,' ' Theodora,' ' 'Way
Down East,' ' The Three Musketeers,' ' The Affairs of Anatol,'
etc. I do not mean the regular run of motion pictures by any
means.
" Do not be afraid to raise your admission price for a really
big
The cry that admission prices must come down
is a production.
fallacy.
" Right here in Milwaukee two theatres during the summer
period when things were so dull, reduced their admission prices,
and at the same time naturally reduced the quality of their performance and found to their surprise that they were playing to
less people than they were playing to with their higher admission price. And they have gone back to their original price.
" Another Milwaukee theatre is now reducing its admission
price for matinee and a careful investigation shows that it is
playing to no more people at matinees than it did before that
price was reduced.
" It is only a matter of a short time that they will see this
and raise that matinee price back to normal.
" The same conditions exist
* * in *every
* other city.
do " today.
Showmanship and exploitation never meant so much as they
" The public wants the big productions and is willing to pay
for them. The exhibitor also wants these big productions and
he wants them first-run, but he must be willing to increase his
admission prices when he plays them. Such runs as that of
' Over the Hill ' in this city should make exhibitors as well as
producers sit up and take notice.
" No production is too big for a motion picture theatre. Motion picture exhibitors must insist on getting these productions.
" The producer, however, must also realize that he can obtain
a larger revenue and bring about a much friendlier feeling between himself and the exhibitor by playing his productions in
motion picture houses at advanced prices and with a fair percentage of the gross receipts for himself." Wm. A. Johnston.
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Reformers Receive Scant
Encouragement in Quebec
A Committee of moral-uplifters received scant courtesy when they waited
the City of Queupon Mayor Samson of
bec on November 24 to demand that the
Blue Sunday law be enforced in Quebec
to the end that all local moving picture
theatres be compelled to close doors on
Sundays. They also officially advised him
by letter, personally presented, that they
had secured the dismissal of an appeal to
the Division Court from a conviction
against local exhibitors of an alleged offence in conducting Sunday performances. The theatres have continued to conduct Sunday shows despite the ruling of
the court and they have been backed up by
Mayor Samson.
The Mayor reiterates that he saw no
harm in Sunday pictures, and promised
that the letter would be given his careful
attention, but no definite action was
promised.
The deputation was made up of Abbe
Casgrain, C. Marquis, J. T. Ross, M. A.
Lemieux, K. C, and Cyrville Tessier.

Texas

Methodist Conference for Blue- Laws
Before the Central Texas Methodist
Conference adjourned its fifty-sixth annual session at Cisco, Texas, last week, a
resolution was passed urging rigid observance of Sunday blue laws. The resolution
covered more ground than provided for in
the present statute. It asked for a national
law to prohibit the operation of interstate
trains, publication of newspapers, distribution of mails or doing any other workexcept for charity or emergency cases.
Sunday movies were also to be excluded.

News

I^at'l

to

Non- Theatrical Groups
The initial steps to prevent the renting
of films to non-theatrical institutions in
Kansas City were taken on Thursday of
last week at a dinner at the Hotel Baltimore, Kansas City, given by President
Charles T. Sears of the M. P. T. O. of
Missouri to members of the newly appointed Kansas City Advisory Board. The
board, which was recently formed and
which is composed entirely of exhibitors,
was created for the purpose of consulting
and advising with county and state officials concerning problems affecting the
motion picture industry in the Kansas
City district.
In addition to local efforts to reach an
agreement with the various exchanges relative to the renting of films to non-theatrical institutions, a request was sent to the
headquarters of the M. P. T. O. of A./
asking that immediate steps be taken to
halt this growing practice, which is declared to be endangering the business of
exhibitors. In some instances, churches
and schools give screen exhibitions almost
daily, it is reported.

Picture

L. M. Abbott on
Motion Picture

Staff of
News

NEWSthat takes
UREncing
MOTION
pleasure PICT
in annou
Mr.
L. M. Abbott will join its staff
about the middle of December. Mr.
Abbott is an engineer, having graduated
from the Worcester Polytechnic Institute. For the past three years his work
has been entirely devoted to motion picture engineering. He is conversant with
all projection problems, details of theatre
construction, hearing and ventilating
problems, and other questions which
arise in connection with theatre construction and renovation.
securing ofmember
Mr. Abbott's
service
as The
a permanent
of MOTION
PICTURE NEWS' staff is in line with
the NEWS policy since its establishment.
The News has, at all times, tried to work
for the interests of the theatre owners
and managers and now offers them still
another service, as any subscriber to
MOTION PICTURE NEWS may feel
at
liberty at any
time tooutask plans
Mr. Abbott's
co-operation
in laying
for new
theatres or in helping in the renovation
of old houses.
The question of proper lighting, heating, ventilating, projection, etc. are perplexing and oftentimes need an expert
in order to solve them From Mr. Abexperience
know that
he
will fillbott'sapastplace
in thewe industry
which
never before has been taken care of.
The theatre man desiring information
on these various subjects has had no
source of information. This information
and help may now be secured by consulting with Mr. Abbott. This consultation is a service offered by MOTION
PICTURE NEWS without any cost
whatsoever to the theatre man.
Mr. Abbott, being a projection expert,
will be able to be of inestimable help to
the projectionists all over the country,
who are invited to call upon him at any
and all times. We know he will fill a
long felt need in the motion picture industry.

Urges Meeting of North
Ohio Exhibitors
In a letter addressed to the members of
the M. P. T. O. of Northern Ohio, Martin
Smith, secretary of the Toledo Amusement Managers' Association, declares that
exhibitor members operating outside of
Cleveland must assert themselves if the
exhibitors' organization in Northern Ohio
is to be any more than a Cleveland local.
Mr. Smith declares that no system has
been provided for the keeping of state
funds apart from local and that " the
active minority who are in control of the
organization seem perfectly satisfied with
the situation and seem inclined to ignore
the out-of-town members." Sam Bullock
is exonerated by Mr. Smith of responsibility for the alleged state of affairs.
Mr. Smith suggests that the exhibitors
of the northern part of Ohio hold a meeting next month in Toledo for the5 purpose
of " forming a real organization of Northern Ohio exhibitors." Should a sufficient
number of exhibitors approve this plan it
will be presented to Sydney S. Cohen, the
national president, for approval, savs Mr.
Smith.

Ass'n Obtains Permission to Film Conference
When the Disarmament Conference was
" shot in action " by the film news reel
weeklies last week in Washington it required only four minutes to take the motion pictures. But in those four minutes
were crowded the result of many weeks
of preparation, during which great quantities of departmental red tape had to be unwound and safeguards established to prevent any serious interruption of the history making
deliberations of the world's
assembled
statesmen.
When the news reel weeklies first applied for permission for their cameramen
to enter the conference hall, their request
was politely but firmly denied. Then began negotiations which lasted several
weeks. Finally William A. Brady, President of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, was asked by
several Government officials to attend a
conference in Washington on the subject.
This he did and arrangements were made
whereby five news reel companies — Fox,
International, Selznick, Kinograms, and
Pathe — were granted permission to have
two cameramen each admitted at a given
hour to the Conference Hall.
New York Incorporations
Show Decided Increase
With only four days' business, motionpicture companies incorporating last week
in New York state, show a decided increase both in number and in the amount
of capitalization represented. Twelve
companies with an aggregate capitalization of approximately $500,000, filed
papers
in the the
secretary
of state's
office,
and included
Progress
Productions,
capitalized at $52,000, with Nathan Hein,
S. H. Falk, of Brooklyn and A. J. Argondizza, of Maspeth, L. I., as directors for
the first year ; the Esperanto Sen-ice Corporation, $100,000, J. J. Sussmath, Union
Hill, N. J.; J. B. Savers, Nathan Sandagursky. New York; Fluoro-Cinemic Surgery, Inc., $20,000, Max Cohen, M. H.
Reuben, Ivy Ostrow, New York ; Art
Brand Productions, $20,000, Joe Brandt.
Bert Adler, H. G. Kosch, New York;
George D. Sullivan, New York ; the Ninth
Avenue Amusement Company, Brooklyn,
$50,000, Hertz Zuckerman, Maz Pear,
Leon Tasjian, Brooklyn; V. D. Productions, $100,000, Frank and Vincent DeMaria, C. A. Smith, New York; Mystery
Pictures Corporation, $50,000. B. N. L.
Ernest,city.M. H. Cane, D. T. Fox. New
York

H. G. Ballance on Trip
H. G. Ballance. General Sales Manager,
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, left
Wednesday on a four weeks' business
trip in the course of which he will visit
the Paramount Exchanges in Denver,
Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, San FranChicago.cisco, Portland. Seattle, Minneapolis and
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Closer

Franchise- Holders
Between
Contact
Resident Franchise- Holder at Home-Office Is Provided^
for in New First National Plan

ted
FIRST NATIONAL has inaugura
a plan designed to augment the personal contact of franchise holders—
>and of sub-franchise holders through their
advisory boards — with the executive force
at the home office in New York. The plan
adopted at the regular semi-annual meetng of the original franchise holders at
Atlantic City, November 24 to 27, calls
for the " sitting in " of the twenty-six
original franchise holders at the home ofice during the course of the year. Each
Franchise holder will spend two weeks at
he New York headquarters, according to
;he arrangement ; and in addition to con:erring with the organization's executives,
le will keep in direct contact with the local
ldvisory boards throughout the country
In a statement descriptive of the newly
idopted plan, issued this week, First Naional submits the following explanation:
" Each member will donate his time to
ihe organization and for the good of the
irganization without salary. During his
erm he will keep his fellow franchise
tolders advised of everything that transpires which may be of importance to
he exhibitor. This information, passing
hrough the original franchise holders in
ach territory, will reach all the franchise
,olders through their advisory boards.
Reversing the current, the advisory
! (oards, through the original franchise
older in each territory, will be urged to
I end in suggestions and recommendations
-) the home office, and the resident franhise holder will be able to co-operate with
:e home office executives in clarifying
jch suggestions and formulating courses
f action from them.

Second

Sunday

Tariff Bill Hearings to Be
Resumed
Shortly
bill will
tariff
on betheresum
HEARIN
ed by the
bly not
probaGS
Senate Finance Committee until
after Congress convenes in regular session on December 5. The committee's
attention just now is directed principally toward working out the American
valuation plan, and the rates to be reported out will not be finally determined
until this feature of the bill is settled to
s
action.
committee'
theMotion
picturesatisf
interests are chiefly
concerned with Paragraph 1451 of the
bill, which provides for a 30 per cent ad
valorem duty on exposed motion picture
film negatives, whether developed or not,
and on positives and duplicates of any
kind; and 20 per cent on. sensitized but
unexposed films. The present duty is 2
cents a foot on negatives exposed but
not developed, 3 cents a foot on exposed
and developed negatives, and 1 cent a
foot on positives, with unexposed films
admitted free. These duties have worked
out at about 6 per cent, 7 per cent, and
20 per cent ad valorem, respectively, for
the three classes mentioned. There is
thus a considerable increase in rates,
which the American valuation plan will
make still higher than is indicated by a
mere comparison of the new schedules
with the old.
" Not the least important duty of the
resident franchise holder will be to meet
all franchise holders who may be in New
York at any time, and be ready to discuss
any and every phase of the organization
with members whenever they may be in
the city.
" The additional and closer contact between the various members of the organization and local which will be obtained by

Opening

this system, when taken in conjunction
with the election of local advisory boards
in every territory, constitutes one of the
most radical departures taken by an organization in the motion picture business.
The formulation of the resident franchise
holder idea was the result of weeks of
careful study and examination of the
recommendations made by various divisional spokesmen and delegates at the
' get-together ' in Chicago in October.
" The ways and means of carrying into
execution each and every one of the recommendations adopted at Chicago have
occupied the entire time of the executive
committee since the first week in November. First and foremost was the creation
of local advisory boards at each of the
local get-togethers. The franchise holders
of each territory, as they meet to hear the
reports of their national delegates, are
electing advisory boards, and these boards
are already functioning.
" Shortly after the Chicago meeting a
special committee of six original franchise
holders was appointed to consider all the
suggestions and ideas propounded at the
' get-together,' with instructions to be prepared to bring in a report at the regular
semi-annual meeting. The special committee worked for three weeks, compiling
and collating all the data at their disposal,
and the result was the formulating of the
resident franchise holder plan, to supplement and co-operate with the local advisory boards, both in receiving and transThe plan
unanimously adopted by
mitting was
information.''
the executives and original franchise holders at the Atlantic City meeting.

Victory

in

Missouri

Blue- Law Advocates Beaten in Kirksville; "On to
Next Town" Is State M.P.T.O. Slogan
are
itors
exhib
uri
man, counsel and secretary of the state
Misso
far
S
rHU
shows they will not patronize them. Sunday shows bring people to the city from
organization.
" hitting " 1,000 per cent in a game
Result : Motion picture theatres in the country and lend a progressiveness to
which might be called " Exhibitors
a town. The statute under which the Sun;. Reformers." The second " hotbed " Kirksville, which have been closed on
day closing threat was made by the county
Sundays since the wave of a reform cam: radicalism and opposition to Sunday
prosecutor is an antique and not consistent
tows was given a thorough cleaning last
paign last July, will again open their doors
eek and the " blue " blotches removed
with the spirit of the times. I see no reafor Sunday shows, beginning Decemrever.
ber 14. The Motion Picture Theatre
son why the Sunday closing law can be
Owners of Missouri will throw all of its enforced, as there is no city ordinance to
The campaign, on the part of the Morn Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri,
resources, if necessary, back of the exhibitors of that city.
irted a few weeks ago with the first of
meeting
of thetheexhibitors,
inthatTheeffect."
cluded those from
First andwhich
Second
A
statement from Mayor W. E. Neil
•j series of district meetings in Chillicothe,
o., which resulted in the repealing of a of Kirksville:
Congressional Districts, was held at Poo
hotel. J. I. Wright of Bevier, Mo., a
i inday closing amendment and the re" Without any qualification whatsoever,
member of the representative exhibitors
nine-tenths of the people of this city desire
1 ening of theatres on Sunday. On Tuesof the districts, acted as chairman of the
Sunday shows, including the Mayor and
• y of last week the second district meetconference, while Carl Muff of Clarence,
City Council. I do not think the churches
i * was held at Kirksville, Mo. Several
Mo., acted as secretary.
i ominent state and county officials were
of this city have gained in attendance as
1 lied into conference with the exhibitors,
A resolution was adopted indorsing the
a result of the Sunday closing. If the
(Continued on page 3038)
sentiment of the people is against Sunday
" lose ranks included Lawrence E. Gold-
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Rental

Tax
M.

P.

Victory
T. O., Describing

the repeal of the five per cent,
THAT
film rental tax by the United
States Senate and the Congress of
the United States constitutes a tribute to
the power and importance of the screen
is the belief of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. In rehearsing the
fight made to repeal this piece of injurious
legislation, the M. P. T. O. has issued the
following statement :
"Bringing this measure of tax relief to
the owners of motion picture theatres in
the United States is a distinct victory for
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, through which the campaign to
this end was initiated and later carried to
a successful conclusion. As the theatre
owners paid this tax there was no special
occasion for those connected with any
other branch of the motion picture industry to make any effort to effect its repeal. The hearings on this matter, conducted before the Ways and Means Committee of the House and later in conference form with the members of the Finance Committee of the Senate, demonstrated this fact beyond all doubt.
" Through some error of judgment by
representatives of the producers, it was
sought at one time to make the members
of the Congressional Committees indicated above believe that the producer of
the picture paid this tax. But this mistake was quickly rectified by representa-

Canadian
Pathe

a

Tribute

Fight

for Repeal,

Recognition of Screen's Power
tives of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, who were at the hearings.
National President Sydney S. Cohen ; National Counsel James J. Walker; S. I. Berman, Col. H. B. Varner, M. J. O'Toole,
Dr. Francis Holley and others pointed out
to the members of the Senate and House
that the producers simply collected the
tax from the exhibitor to be paid to the
government, and that every film bill to
the exhibitor contained the explicit statement that five per cent additional was
charged for that purpose.
" The move to set aside this tax being
the exhibitors'
business
President Cohen of the
Motionspecifically,
Picture Theatre
Owners of America, had representatives
of the organization in Washington during
all vital periods while the matter was
under consideration. They centered their
action on the Conference Committee's
work and supplementing it with the activities of other Senators and Congressmen brought to an entirely satisfactory
climax the great purpose of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
through a favorable conference report on
this tax repeal.
" This achievement, one of the most remarkable in the present session of Congress, would have been impossible were it
not for the solid front presented by the
members of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America.
The work was

Conditions

to

Picture

News

Screen

Sees

handled from the beginning with the utmost precision, President Cohen marshalled every one of the 12,000 members
in the nation. The duties of the Washington Committees were clearly outlined
and then all of the exhibitors backed up
their efforts loyally in all parts of the
United States.
" When it is considered that in the initial stages it seemed utterly impossible to
effect any tax reduction in this division
the repeal of the film tax is a notable victory for right and fair play.
" It clearly establishes the fact that the
motion picture theatre as a national center
of thought and action is now fully recognized by the nation's highest official > as
well as notable men and women in every
division of American life.
" A full sense of their responsible community position now rests on every motion picture theatre owner in the United
States. This is being appreciated more
and more daily by public officials and
others. It means the accomplishment of
near miracles in public service in the future as no medium is close to the people
or operating more effectively than the
powerful visualized lessons of the screen.
This public appreciation of the advancement of the motion picture theatre to the
front rank as a publicity medium is reflected inthe very favorable action of Congress in agreeing to the repeal of the tax."

Improving,

Says

Brunet

President Back from Dominion Tour, Says General
Tendency Is Toward Reconstruction
soon will become more attractive to the
scribing especially the services of that
e
PAUL BRU,NET, president of Path
great organization to the cause of science
Exchange Inc., has just returned
general investor — all of which obviously
are healthful indications.
and of popular education.
from a visit to Montreal and Quebec
Mr. H. M. Boland, news editor of the
with the information that the financial and
Mr. Brunet expressed the belief that
Montreal Star, speaking in English, said:
business outlook in the Dominion is very
motion picture interests throughout Canada, as well as in the United States, de" A native of Ontario, I am proud to state
promising. The Pathe executive was espethat Pathe in the Province of Quebec
mand, more than any other single considimpressed with " the feeling of
cially
eration, reduction
a
in prices of admission,
helped me, as it does others, to know more
friendship, even comradeship, for the
United States which animates the princi- especially in agricultural communities,
of ' La Pensee Francaise.' I am glad as a
where the cost of going to the movies is humble journalist to tell Mr. Brunet and
pal officials as well as the people of Canin particularly sharp contrast with the his very sympathetic representative, Mr.
ada," he declared.
On his return to New York Mr. Brunet
L. E. Ouimet, that the press of Canada
people's buying power, owing to low prices
said that, respecting film conditions, the of farm produce.
acknowledges
as auxiliaries."
Paul Brunet.them
responding
to the toast in
Immediately on his arrival in Montreal
situation in Canada seemed to be analoMr. Brunet found himself the guest of his honor, said : "I thank you from the
gous to that in the United States. The
same is true regarding general business.
honor at a welcoming assemblage of influ- bottom of my heart for the kind and — I
ential editors and other newspaper men.
must say — unprecedented reception you
While there is no evidence of anything
have given me. While I take some pride
like a boom in Canadian business, there is Mr. P. Arthur Cote, president of the Mona noticeable betterment in the investment
treal Press Club, acted as master of cerein being, through circumstances, the head
monies. After giving a lively description
market. He quoted the published belief
of Pathe's organization in America, I feel
of the financial editor of the Montreal Star
of Pathe's activities all over the world, he that what you are now doing is a tribute
introduced Mr. Fernand Rinfret, editor of to Pathe's immense work as an educator.
that deflation has largely run its course,
Le Canada and Member of Parliament for
" I think that, in some sense. I am a
while the general tendency is toward reconstruction. One of the first signs the
colleague of yours. While Pathe News
St. James Division, Montreal. Mr. Rinfret, who is one of the foremost newspublishes only 600 copies of its two issues
public has seen of recovering is in the
paper men of French Canada, conveyed to per week. I am entitled to say that they
bond market. As a result of his talks with
are of 1,000 feet each. And they are kept
Canadian men of finance, Mr. Brunet is Mr. Brunet the feelings of those present
of opinion that other classes of securities
toward the head of Pathe Exchange, de- constantly in circulation for ninety days."
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Ballin

Opposes

Lee

Shubert

on

Bills"
"Split
of
Policy
Discussion
Lively
Starts
Inadequacy
of Film's
Claim
Shubert's
week antures, notably ' East Lynne ' and ' The
Shuinberttilast
Lee nounced
WHEN
Mo on Picture
Journey's End ' which shows percentage
A Prize Contest
showings in several theatres and either the
News a Shubert Vaudeville serexhibitor came off very well indeed or he
ors
mov
of
rat
vice to the owners and ope
"C HOWMANSHIP and exploitation,"
likes me very much to send such substan^ says an exhibitor, " never meant so
ing-picture theatres " to bolster up their
tial cheques to the W. W. Hodkinson Cortoday."
do
they
as
much
increase
to
drooping business " and volunteered the
doing
What are YOU
poration for me.
ing pic1 opinion that " the day of the mov
?
patronage? What — to increase receipts
waste?
" Just another voice in the now dwindlture as a complete entertainment is a thing
What are you doing to reduce
ing chorus of depressionists. Conditions
What unnecessary trimmings have you
es to
of the past," he started what promis
have
not been so good. They have been
y
o
n.
cut?
ead
sio
Hug
Alr
cus
ly
dis
y
be a ver live
in short, are you doing to see
What,
bad
by
contrast, let us say. But they are
Ballin, the prominent producer, makes vig"
good
so
not
"
these
through
house
your
ahead?
getting
better — ARE better and will be
days into the better times
orous rejoinder to the Shubert announceoffers
NEWS
E
1,000
per
cent better before many moons
PICTUR
MOTION
sun
the
ment, declaring that " the place in
of
prize
second
a
$100.00,
of
prize
have
passed.
first
a
re
ctu
-pi
has
rd
ion
nda
mot
for which the sta
$50 00 and twelve prizes of $5.00 each
" Exhibitors have lost money?
The silverbeen waiting so long, is ready. men
the best articles on this all-important
for
t
subject.
ain
the
in
st
ert
ate
ent
" So Mr. Shubert writes, in his open
sheet is the gre
letter
of the other day :
DECEMCLOSES
T
CONTES
THE
re
"
rmo
world today. And furthe
asserts
BER 20th.
" ' See the handwriting on the wall !
Mr. Ballin : " Split-bills of vaudeville and
Articles limited to 500 words — shorter
pictures must inevitably lead to the deif possible. Just sit down now and tell
Book vaudeville acts.'
us all about it— terse, fact, practical stuff.
struction ofboth."
" No, Friend Exhibitor, it may be the
Mail to Editor, Motion Picture News.
It appears that Mr. Lee Shubert during
same handwriting you see on the wall, but
> a recent trip which covered stops in Bufnot the same message. Let's focus down
falo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
on this subject and get it straight.
phebeen
has
weeks
eleven
first
its
during
f St. Louis, Chicago and other cities, made
nomenal. The mere fact of opening a
" There is a handwriting on the wall
many important discoveries concerning
chain of theatres almost over night has
for you to read carefully, a powerful mespoor business in some of the largest theasage, a story expressed in pictures like
astounded the entire show world. In order
tres devoted to moving pictures in those
prepare
to
necessary
was
it
this,
do
to
•
Way
Down East,' ' Over the Hill,' ' Peter
cities. Mr. Shubert would not be quoted
Ibbetson,' ' Molly O ' and many, many
months in advance and the booking de! on the subject but an associate who acpartment had, previous to the opening of others.
, companied him on the trip, had this to
" Here is the message :
the first theatre early in September, en:
y
" ' Good pictures make money for the
1sa
of feanumber
exhibitor— ON THEIR OWN !
" Shubert Vaudeville is making a bid
andasufficiently
care of our
to take
headline actslarge
ture gaged
to supply acts to the better class of moving
" ' Mediocre pictures CANNOT make
programs for the first twenty weeks.
picture theatres no matter where they are
money
for the exhibitor, WITH or
located, and it must be apparent to the While the vaudeville circuit is independof
business,
the
of
end
legitimate
the
ent
WITHOUT
vaudeville or so-called ' addaverage showman that the time is ripe for
conducted by Messrs. Lee and J. J. Shua change of policy in most all of these
"edYou
knew this before?
Of course.
bert, this firm is in a position to supply
attractions.'
theatres. It may be a question of having
"
That's
all
there
is
to
the
message.
vaudeto their
starswhole
legitimate
many ville
circuit and the
the service
is atown
' over-built ' or again it may be a question
" Fair pictures make money, too, we
of theatres with capacities all out of proknow,
through honest and effective expicturethetheatres."
the reads
of So
portion tothe drawing power of the enterploitation of what good or redeeming
Shubert testimony on the
tainment offered. At any rate, during Mr.
qualities they possess.
subject, and now comes Hugo Ballin with
Shubert's trip to the West he found many
" Good pictures should make money on
a reply that proves " there is another side
theatres with capacities of from two thoutheir
merits in 'most any theatre. Where
to
the
story."
When
asked
for
an
opinion
sand to three thousand containing audiconcerning the Shubert statement, Mr.
a steady, tremendous patronage is necesences of only two and three hundred
Ballin replied in writing as follows :
sary to defray the enormous overhead of
people. The theatres are literally starving
the big theatre the right kind of exploita" Boy, page Mr. Zukor, and tell him
to death. The managers, in order to boltion is necessary — the better the exploitaster up their business, are compelled to ' Peter Ibbetson ' can't successfully be
tion the more effective the advertising, the
shown
without
a
make-up
—
i.
e.,
a
few
improve their program by introducing
vaudeville acts.
greater will results be at the box office.
such features as Theda Bara, to whom
" I have had a hand in the production
"
Ditto,
advise
Mr.
Goldwyn
the
exthey pay $3,000 per week, and Victor
hibitors cannot hope to break even on the
of 82 photoplays for others ; in five for
i Herbert, who conducts the orchestra at
myself. I have enjoyed the confidence
week's business unless they have Dolores
$1,500 per week. In cases of this kind,
and contact with the ablest executives in
and Company, Boob McNutt and the Minthe attendance shows an appreciable inthe
industry ; I know scores of exhibitors
strel Sextette on the bill with ' Theodora.'
crease, which has convinced Mr. Shubert
personally or through my organization. I
" And tell Mr. Griffith and Mr. Abrams
that these large theatres cannot subsist on
feel, therefore, I can state with definitethat ' The Two Orphans ' will have to play
the meagre program of pictures. The big Spot No. 8 on the seven-act bill at the
an authority that the public patronfeatures are too few and far between lo Gazunk theatre in Boyle Heights to put it ness izes
picture theatres for the PICTURE
over.
hold out hope. The personal appearance
FARE afforded. If the picture is unsatof well-known people even though they
isfactory ithelps not one whit that the
" Mr. Shubert says the theatres are
are not picture stars, is calculated to revostarving to death.
' added attractions ' are good, or that
lutionize the picture theatre program, and
vaudeville acts surround the production.
" I hope he doesn't mean the Shubert
Shubert Vaudeville stands ready to fur- houses, I know he doesn't mean the pic- They are the garnishings of the roast. If
nish material with this object in view.
ture theatres. Because only this week I the meat's bad, the vegetables won't suf" The success of Shubert vaudeville
have before me reports on my own pic-
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The

Key

to

"Pulling
Through"
By Harold B. Franklin
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
^Iiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiimii iiiiiiiyiiiiniiijiuiiiii iiuiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiin^

IN the Motion Picture News editorial
on " Pulling Through " Mr. Johnston
hit the nail on the head. Now is the
time for exhibitors to buckle down to
work ! There is no use trying to befuddle
the issue ! Things generally are not what
People haven't as much
they used to be.
money to spend. Now the idea is to make
your playhouse so attractive that you will
" pull " them in regardless. But this cannot be accomplished by a pessimistic point
of view. It will not be accomplished by
kicking. There is only one thing that can
and will overcome a depression, and that
is " work." The trouble with most exhibitors is that things came too easy during
the extra flush times. Now after the flush
is over it is hard to get down to bed rock.
The motion picture industry has never
been down to bed rock ; it developed with
the good times and really has not known
the pinch of hard times. Lavish spending
has accompanied the development of the
business.
A long time ago the Shea Amusement
Company anticipated the present business
depression and took steps to prepare for it.
In the first instance, we have tried to eliminate the waste, and by eliminating the
waste is not meant to cut down either your
program or advertising matter, unless you
have been wasteful in that respect before.
In fact, in times of depression try to make
beyour show bigger and better than ever Let
fore, but not in a wasteful manner.
me make myself clear: I would much
rather have an orchestra of fifteen good
musicians than thirty ordinary ones. I
would rather run a good picture an entire
week than two bad ones in a week— even
though the rental cost of the one picture
may equal the cost of the two.
The picture public today is shopping.
In addition to facing a business depression, we find that the public is tired of the
ordinary machine-made movie. They want
specials, and it is up to every exhibitor to
hunt up these specials to create a market
for them to make it worth while for the
producer to make them. The picture always gets the business. It is not the embel ishments ofa program. I would rather
run a big picture than a poor one with
soloist and settings. Although the large
theatre today finds it necessary to continue
the embellishments as well as giving them
the picture. It has been our endeavor to
to stimulate business by some unusual adgive the best show possible; if necessary,
ditional attractions and by aggressive advertising.
While on the subject of advertising:
Exhibitors must stop exaggeration in advertising! Every show you give is not
the " greatest." The public ear has become dulled with adjectives in the superlative degree. Your advertising carries

Old

Film

Sent

Permitted

Intact

by

to Be

Freight

OLDby film
mayfrom
now exchanges
be shippedto intact
freight
their
home offices, thus relieving a congestion of worn-out prints which have
been accumulating for many years in exchanges throughout the country. Advices to this effect have just been received from the headquarters of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
This important ruling has just been
made by the Official Classification Committee, composed of railroad representatives, and will save the film companies a
large sum annually ir> transportation
charges. It is a successful outcome of
the work of the National Association of
Motion Picture Industry, which, through
its Transportation Committee, P. H.
Stilson, Chairman, has been endeavoring for a year to secure an amendment
of the freight classification rating which
would allow freight shipments of old
films without mutilation.
For five years the film companies
have been obliged to scrap all old film
at the exchanges before it would be accepted as freight. Otherwise old prints
had to be returned to the home offices
by express or parcel post.
your message to the public. It should be
a symbol of yourself.
Optimism is essential ! Don't greet your
patron with a grouch. The exhibitor's
optimism must be reflected by the appearance of the theatre — the snap and pep that
stands out. Don't allow your theatre to
become shabby. Make it a real pleasure
for your patrons to visit you. Optimism
is reflected by your entire staff right down
the line.
In the beginning of this present session
in the city of Buffalo not only did we face
a business depression, but in addition
faced the severe competition of one of the
shrewdest theatrical circuits in the country. We determined that the only way we
could successfully face this condition was
by a stiff front and giving the public the
very best that we could. Even though our
theatres are of the highest type, we analyzed every nook and corner that could be
improved and spent considerable money
in making the theatre even more attractive
than before. In addition we planned the
biggest programs that could be secured ;
we engaged Creatore, world-famous conductor, simply for the purpose of conducting overtures ; we made our prologues and
settings even more elaborate than heretofore; we increased our advertising appropriation; we secured many prominent
soloists of national reputation, realizing
that here we might appeal to a new type
of people that heretofore had not gone to
motion pictures. The result has been very

Lies

in

Work

satisfactory. We found that it was unnt
essary to reduce the price of admission,
many theatres throughout the country a
doing.
shows. The public will pay for quali
The exhibitors throughout the count
must stop talking about their trouble
they must buckle down and go to wor
This is the only solution at this tin:
There are just as many people in your ci
as there were yesterday when prosperi
reigned, and they must have entertainmer

The

Chiiiicothe

Victory

from W.letter
P. Cuff
THE ceived
following
hasconcernir
been r< /
the recent Sunday-opening victoi !
" Gentlemen
in :Chiiiicothe, Mo:

"In your issue dated
26, you hare
article headed ' Missouri November
Exhibs Continue Fight i« I|
Blue
Laws,'
and
in
this
article
the
following
appears
: In Chiiiicoth
recently, theparagrai II
Picture Theatre Owners e,of Mo.,
Missouri, with the Moti!
aid
the M. P. T. O. A. won a signal victory and forer
1
silenced self-appointed censors.'
"
1
sourcethe ofcity
yourof information,
in thedo?1'1
fightknowhadthewith
Chiiiicothe, b |
organization ofI any
kind took any
kind of a part, aii II
it looks to me very much like someone
is trying
lead others to think that I would not have
won a I
fight unless I had assistance from them.
" The whole truth of the matter is I had no assis I
ance from the Missouri organization, and all I gi I
from the National Organization was two thousar I
booklets, that I intended to mail but did not use the I
for I had the fight practically won when I had the |
ready to mail. These booklets are still in mv pos»e
sion, with my mailing permit printed on them, and
will use them later
if I have occasion to.
" My with
fightthewasassistance
staged ofandJohn
financed
absolutely
myself,
H. Taylor,
attome;fc
I waited for over a year to obtain the services i
Mr. Taylor as he held the office of postmaster of Chill
cothe and could not undertake tne task r,f fightin
Blue Law agitators until he had resigned from his offic
as postmaster, and it was only through his efforts an
my willingness to stick to a finish that the fitrht ws
used the newspapers every dav. with ' Fa
won." I' advertisements
Play
the sam
matter
on my screen.andI of
sentcourse
copiesdisplayed
of all newspape
matter to Mr. Cohen of the national organization, an
when I had the fight won, I sent him the newspaw
clipping telling the story, and told him to give it whs
publicity he could that would be of help to other e>
hibitors. Not publicity for me or anyone else, bt
just to show how it was done, hoping that other- migt
profit by my experience.
It was only
that Iinattended
meetmtha
of " exchange
men last
and week
exhibitors
Kansas aCity,
had been called to discuss the Sunday closing evil, an
at that meeting some very well known exhibitors n
marked to me, knowing full well that I had not bee
assisted by the Missouri organization, that the hand
of certain individuals should be called on the matte
of how they had assisted me in mv Sundav fight i
Chiiiicothe.
" Please understand me, I am seeking no publicit
in this matter for myself, for I have been request*
by other trade papers for a letter on the Chillicolfc
fight. . but I have not written to any of them, an
would not have written this to you only that the articl
Iwant
mention
is misleading
untruthful.
do*'
some above
exhibitor
to ever be and
so foolish
as to Ibelie*
his local troubles will be handled by petty movol;
picture politicians. If he has a fight lie had better b
prepared to fight his own battles, and use mighty go*
judgment in the selection of those he engages to assis
him.
Let T.me O.sayandin amconclusion,
am a member
of th
M." P.
executive I officer
for the secom
congressional district : that I was one of the three o
four that attended the Cleveland meeting, from th
whole state of Missouri: that I helped organize th
Missouri organization shortly after the Cleveland met*
ing theandM.I P.
don't
wantfor this
be takenfor asthea organiat
criticise
of
T. O.
I amto always
tion : but the petty attemptp of some to gain publici;
for themselves by using: the work of others to furthe
their political schemes m the organization, should as
be allowed to get by unnoticed.
" I would thank you to give this letter the
prominence you gave to the article T mentioned in
beginnine of thic kick."
1
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munity there is no better way of building
^ A X exhibitor who insists upon the ideas until I pushed people's minds into
lasting
patronage,
loyal patronage, than by
accepting
the
Irvin
theatre
as
the
best
very best productions will event/A
this
heart
interest
method
of reaching each
ually ride to prosperity upon the playhouse — I booked such pictures as
individual and making them feel that the
\ (wave of success. On the contrary, his " Mother o' Mine," " The Cup of Life,"
Irvin theatre is interested in what they
; ishort-sighted competitor who displayed
"The Ten Dollar Raise" — promised
think.
1! ithe salacious in the endeavor to make the " Molly O," and kindred pictures, and told
" The solicitor calls upon a woman.
the public about it repeatedly. The longer
cash-box in the box-office ring a steady
Her'"Who
neighbor
says :
called?'
an advertising force is applied the more
: tune will eventually find that the tune
effective it is. Repetition, rather than
I ichanges to a dirge and cobwebs collect
" ' Why,' flutters the flattered lady, ' it
striking announcements, impresses itself
I iabout the S. R. O. sign."
is a solicitor from the Irvin theatre who
more
firmly
on
the
memory.
exbest
the
of
one
Here is the story of
wanted to know what kind of pictures I
amples of combined artist and business
" In Bloomington we have three distinct
liked
best and what I thought of the Irvin
1men we have discovered in our search for classes, the noveau riche predominating.
They are interested in the cost. I book a
■the wisest small-town exhibitor. Let us
" Gosh — it makes the individual stick
. introduce G. W. Martin, manager of the costly film, and I place the admission anywhere from 45 cents to $1.50. People say : out his chest like a pouter pigeon to be
Irvin theatre in Bloomington, Illinois,
asked his opinion, and they are strong for
" ' The Irvin has raised the admission
whose motto is quoted in the opening
the
theatre ever after. In my filing cabiprice
;
there
must
be
something
good
iparagraph.
Proof of his unusual ability
net I arranged the cards in accordance
policy.'
' may be discerned from the fact that he
with
the birthday clause — every citizen
" Their curiosity is aroused and they at•operated the Irvin theatre at a profit durtend.
The
working
class
say
:
whose
birthday, for example, fell on Octo- !ing the depressing summer months when
there.'
ber 20 would be filed in the October 20
his competitors were forced to shut down
" ' Well, it costs more, but I had rather
their theatres. First National attractions
space — there were spaces for each day of
pay a little more and see something good,'
and
they
come.
the
year. Two days prior the stenograand Associated Producers' productions
pher would pick out every October 20 (or
iare regular features of his program.
" I believe absolutely in employing a
whatever date was up) and send a complisliding scale in admission — a set price does
There is a peculiar factor in every dismentary ticket along with a nicely written
not do justice to either the peoples or the
trict which affects theatres individually —
birthday letter of greetings from the Irvin
theatre,
and
eventually
lowers
the
prestige
'which makes business spotty. Bloomingmanagement. Heart interest — a stroke of
so painstakingly builded. It is thrift
jton, 111., is a small city of 28,000 people,
policy
— it is heaven-sent genius.
against
luxury,
if
a
luxury,
so
called,
adds
jwith a suburb of 4000 people (a college
" Each individual so honored recalls the
|town). The city is practically made up of to pleasure and contributes to the mental
chain of circumstances leading up to the
satisfaction of an individual it can hardly
(wealthy retired farmers, and the shop peobe
termed
a
luxury.
theatre
securing the natal date, which rebles, lawyers, medics, etc., who cater to
calls
the
wholesome effect of the solicitor's
fhem — practically no live manufacturing
" Now as to my scheme for building
call — and any individual is more delighted
(concern exists in this city — any exhibitor
patronage and prestige for the Irvin — see
to receive a complimentary ticket to a thewhat you think of the idea.
Kvho operates in the heart of an agriculatre than he is to receive a ten-dollar gold
tural district will instantly recognize the
" I selected a small force of college girls piece.
The cost for such a campaign is
who were able to talk convincingly, armed
Immensity of the problem confronting Mr.
them with printed pads bearing a series of not prohibitory. On the contrary, the
'Martin — a problem which caused many an
exhibitor to close during the summer.
questions they were to ask the citizens of splendid results are worth the outlay of
time and money — questions can be
Bloomington, and started them out to canFor the benefit of exhibitors who operchanged to the locality, and the suggesate in manufacturing cities, let us state
vass the town. From these pads I extions thus gained will very often prove
that retired farmers, as a class, deaden a
pected to get first-hand the opinions of the valuable,
but let me advise showmen to
pity. They move into town, purchase a people upon the subject of pictures — and
retain that birthday question — it is a
relate them to the Irvin. It was a marvelbeautiful home, and then terrified by this
ous idea to get the pulse of the people.
( putlay, spend the remainder of their days
marling at every effort to relieve them of Here were the questions the solicitor
Robbins Co. Purchases
i [he cash they zealously guard. That the would diplomatically ask — together with
winner."
the check upon the work of the reporter.
■ manufacturing class spend money more
Watertown, N. Y. Houses
" Time started — family called on — ad1 j-eadily for pleasure than do the farmers
jjs a fact so well known it does not need
dress — general conversation ■ — interested
The Olympic, Palace and Antique motion picture theatres in Watertown, N. Y.,
ijliscussion.
in pictures — any children in family, if so,
were sold last week by Papayanakos
opinion on children's matinee — had person
" I canvassed the town of Bloomington
Brothers to the Robbins Amusement comiIo get the views of the citizens on pictures
ever attended the Irvin? If not, why —
pany, of Utica. The consideration was
which policy like best, vaudeville, vaudeI n general and the Irvin theatre in particuville and pictures or pictures only — if so, reported to be $250,000. The new man1 ar," said Mr. Martin. " Farmers are economical bynature; they have formed the their impressions — what do you like best,
agement will take over the houses on December 17. With the exception of the
labit of studying advertisements in newsorchestra or organ ■ — ■ suggestions — does
person read announcements of plays in Olympic, which will have an addition to
papers and farm journals, and weighing
4|>ne factor against another. The prestige
newspapers — which paper — and name and
the rear to enable it to accept the bookings of large theatrical companies, the
■ if a house counts greatly in neighborhood
date of birthdays of all in family inter.■patronage. Prestige is the value built into
ested in arranging theatre parties for chil- houses will remain unchanged. The Rob»he theatre by making it worth more and
dren— for adults — other remarks."
bins Amusement company owns and controls the Majestic , Avon and DeLuxe
fll alued more highly by the public as the
" Such an advertising program does not
;| ears go by; and while it is a fine thing,
sound easy — nor is it. It involves a certheatres in Utica, as well as the RobbinsEckel house in Syracuse.
J . steady line in front of the box-office is
tain amount of work — tabulating the reports of the solicitors, arranging a filing
The Olympic theatre was opened in
Ime sign-manual.
system for the cards, etc., but the results
191 7, and has a seating capacity of about
:M " Here is the method I used in overcom2,000. It cost about $100,000.
ing prejudice and habit, revolutionizing
are absolutely marvelous.
In a live com-
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W.M.P.A.
to Edit Nat'l
Edition of Paper
Members of the Western Motion Picture Advertisers endorsed a plan at their
last meeting, submitted by F. H. Eldridge,
managing editor of the Los Angeles Examiner, whereby the publicity men will
edit a special Motion Picture Yearly Number of this paper, to be distributed nationally to exhibitors, dramatic and motion
picture editors and others interested in
motion pictures.
The plan, brought before the W. M.
P. A. by Florence Lawrence and Al Price
of the Examiner, calls for the appearance
in this number of articles by the most
famous writers in the country as an answer to the attacks that have been made
upon the industry.
Benjamin B. Hampton, the famous producer and former editor, is chairman of
the advisory board of the motion picture
men who will co-operate with the Examiner and the W. M. P. A. in editing this
number.
Incense Burner Held to Be
Cause of Fatal Fire
A disastrous fire which broke out in the
Rialto theatre, New Haven, Conn., last
Sunday night, November 27th, resulted in
the death of five persons and the injury of
nearly a hundred others. According to
the testimony of spectators, the fire
started from an incense burner, lying close
to the ceiling, which served as part of a
prologue setting. The theatre was filled
at the time, and a panic ensued during
which many were trampled underfoot in
the aisles and near the exits. The flames
spread so rapidly from the stage that
those sitting in the front of the house who
managed to escape did so only after being
severely burned.
Ray Gets Big Reception
During New York Visit
In behalf of the City of New York,
Mayor John F. Hylan greeted Charles
Ray on the steps of City Hall this week.
The Mayor's welcome was the beginning
of an enthusiastic reception which has met
the famous star on the occasion of his
first visit to Gotham. Mr. Ray, after posing for news reels and press camera men,
cn the morning of his arrival was whisked
down to the City Hall where the Mayor
received him. Following this formal introduction toNew York, Mr. Ray began
the program of business and recreation
which has been planned for his sojourn in
the East.
" Invaluable!"
" Inclosed please find check for another year for the NEWS and a Booking Guide. I, as an exhibitor, would as
soon try to conduct my business without
films as without the NEWS. It certainly
is invaluable to the man who endeavors
to keep pace with the times. With best
wishes,
Yours in the Faith,
LEW A. CATES,
Liberty Theatre, St. Helens, Ore.

Motion

M. P. T. O. to Receive
ancial Tribute

Fin-

In recognition of the fine work of
the M.P.T.O. of A. in obtaining the
repeal, through the senate committee, of
the five per cent film rental tax, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan are expected to take action at once
in committee meeting toward the setting
aside
film
rental oftaxtheonaggregate
the part ofof aallweek's
exhibitor
members of the association. This
amount will be sent to the national
organization as a tribute and to assist
them in carrying on needed legislation
in the industry.
Michigan is the first state organization
to take such action and it is expected
that other state bodies will follow suit.
A copy of the resolution has been forwarded to all of them.

Myron

Selznick

Abroad

Myron Selznick, vice-president in
charge of production of the Selznick Corporation, sailed Wednesday, November 30,
on the Adriatic on a six weeks' trip to
Europe. The only announcement of the
purpose of the trip came from Lewis J.
Selznick, to the effect that he was sending
his son and associate in business abroad
to look after a number of matters of importance which have to do with both production and distribution. The travelers'
first port of call will be London. Visits
to various cities in France, Germany,
Scandinavia, and possibly the Spanish
peninsula will follow.
Holders

in Accord

with Present Policy
First National franchise holders of
Upper New York State met recently in
Syracuse, N. Y., with Jules Michaels, of
Syracuse, presiding. About fifty franchise holders attended. Every member
was in full accord with the policy of First
National, declaring that it should not be
investigated from the outside.

Negro Theatre Dynamited
in St. Petersburg , Fla
The Dream theatre, located on South
Ninth St., St. Petersburg, Fla., owned by
Arthur Norris,, a white man, but run exclusively for negroes was badly damaged
by two explosions of dynamite recently.
The police have no clue as to the identity of the person or persons who placed
the dynamite charges. The Dream theatre
is located just at the edge of the Negro
district. When it was built there was
quite a little objection raised by the white
residents, on the other side, so' it is reported. The Manager assured them that
he would not operate after 10 P. M., and
that he would abandon the place, as a
theatre, after the winter season. This
seemed to be satisfactory and the dynamiting came as a surprise.

N ew I

The Missouri Victory
(Continued from page 3033.)
movement to induce Colonel Charles E.
Morris, editor of the St. Joseph Gazette
and one of the strongest supporters of the
exhibitors, to enter the race as a delegateat-large to the constitutional convention
which will be held in February, and at
which time a new constitution will be written for Missouri. It is at this convention
that advocates of a censorship board are
planning to get a blow home.
A resolution also was adopted urging
Congressmen from the First and Second
districts to work for the repeal of the seatbill. ing tax and the passage of the Lampert
As the situation now stands, the motto
is " On to the Next Town," which may be
Springfield, where blue law advocates are
threatening to close the theatres on Sundays.
First National Franchise
Holders Vote Confidence
Resolutions of confidence in the Executive Committee and officers of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.. were passed
by the franchise holders of Kansas and
Western Missouri at the local Get-Together, held in Kansas City, Missouri,
November 28th.
A similar resolution was passed by the
Oklahoma franchise holders in their local
Get Together in Oklahoma City, November 22. Both resolutions were telegraphed
to the Home Office.
Cohen

Franchise

Picture

and

Charlotte

Walker

Attend

Exposition

theEY
Motion
Picture, Theatre
Own-ot
president
S. COHEN
SYDN
a, accompanied by
ers of Americ
Senator James J. Walker, arrived in
Charlotte, N. C, on Wednesday, November 30, to attend the Southern Exhibitors' Exposition.
President Cohen reviewed the work
done byzationthe
organiduringnational
the last exhibitors'
few months,
emphasizing the successful fight for the
elimination of the five per cent film rental tax. He also spoke of future plans
and thanked the exhibitors of North and
South Carolina for their aid in securing the repeal of the rental tax.
Senator Walker's speech proved the
sensation of the meeting. In the midst
of a gathering made up largely of First
National exhibitors, he launched a vigorous indictment of First National. In support of his contention that the contract
lacked mutuality and equity, Senator
Walker quoted Mr. Lieber, president of
First tract
National,
as declaring:
" This or
con-it
must be made
more equitable
won't
stand Walker
up."
Senator
also attacked First
National's exhibition values as being so
high that the public will not support
them with a profit. " We don't want to
break First National," declared the Sen"We want
to inducevalues
them totobring
down ator.their
exhibition
the
merit
of the
picture." Senator Walker's
At the
conclusion
speech,
the
assemblyof tendered
a rising
vote of thanks to President Cohen and
Senator Walker for their presence.
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Alderman Kostner has presented
an order to the city council, directing preparation of an ordinance
fixing the license fees of circuses,
theatres, motion picture theatres
and other entertainments at three
per cent of the gross receipts.
The order was referred to a committee. Alderman Kostner evidently had the theatres showing
vaudeville, plays, and musical
shows in mind when he introduced the order but it will also
hit the motion picture theatres
if passed. The Alderman said a
three per cent license on theatres
would have a tendency to do away
with scalping and it is the right to
return unsold tickets which makes
this possible. A tax such as proposed, he said, on the sales to
scalpers, would make scalping unprofitable.
The projection booth of the
Plaza theatre, Galesburg, Illinois,
the handsome house recently opened
under the management of Joe
Duffy, was completely equipped by
the Exhibitors Supply Company of
Chicago, and Manager Duffy declares that without a doubt he has
one of the finest projection equipments in the country. Following
is a list of the more important
equipment furnished: Two type
" S Simplex Machines, one Ft.
W ayne .">0-50 Generator Set, one
14x18 Minusa Screen, Lightning
Coin Changer, Victor Double Dissolver, Snaplite Lenses and a bank
of 9 Dimmers. Also 2-48" and
2-36" Ilg Ventilating Fans.
More than one thousand members of the Chicago Athletic Club
and their friends last week witnessed the Chicago premier of the

AVE.

on the state right market, it having
been entirely re-edited with handsome art titles.
C. J. Callahan, well known film
salesman, has joined the staff of
Celebrated Players Film Corporation, and will work Southern Indiana, reporting to the Indianapolis
branch exchange of Celebrated.

M. B. A. Kohn is again connected with Pioneer exchange and
will cover Northern Illinois,
Northern Indiana, and Southern
• Wisconsin territory for that company. He also is representing
Clyde Elliott, who is releasing Al
Jennings' "The Lady of the Dugout," inpersonal
this territory
and arranging for
appearances
of Al
Jennings with the picture. Pioneer
is now booking Billy West for personal appearances at the same time
one of his two-reel comedies is
screened at the various theatres in
this district.
Universal sales staff and department heads of the Chicago exchange gave a get-together dinner
at the Blackstone last Friday at
which Manager Lesserman was
guest of honor. Mr. Lesserman
was presented with a handsome
portfolio as a testimonial to the
esteem in which he is held by those
at the dinner. It was also reported that the happy occasion
cured him of a case of indigestion
from which he had been suffering
tor several days.

BELT

Mid-West

the
A

FILM

A scene from " The Way of a Maid," a Selznick feature starring Elaine Hammerstein
new Rex Beach-Whitman Bennett- hazards. Mr. Young will inspect
the building and if it comes up to
United Artist production, " The his
specifications will accept it for
Iron Trail." This was the first Paramount.
time in years that the Chicago
Athletic Club has presented a picBilly Wendell, for many years
ture as a private entertainment to
its membership and the event was booker at Paramount's Chicago Exa great success. An introductory
change, and who is one of the most
address by Charlie Giegerich, per- popular men in Chicago film circles,
sonal representative of Mr. Beach has joined the staff of Vitagraph
and Mr. Bennett, in which he told as a salesman and will cover the
of happenings during the produc- west side territorv.
tion of the picture and the diffiHugo Riesenfeld and Felix Kahn,
culties that wTere overcome in reproducing the big railroad bridge of New York, arrived in Chicago
that crosses the Copper River in
to lookandover
leading theatres
see Chicago's
how the
Alaska and the matching of the Tuesday
studio shots with the scenes of the Windy City managers present their
real structure, were listened to pictures. This is the first opportunity! in many months that
with interest by the large audience.
While the showing was strictly Messrs. Riesenfeld and Kahn have
private, it served to introduce had to leave New York owning to
" The Iron Trail " auspiciously to the heavy demands of business.
the movie fans of Chicago through
the newspaper accounts of the
Manager H. W. Given, of Parashowing. Ascher Brothers are
mount's Chicago office, received
making special preparations to pres- wires on Monday from the Capitol
ent "The Iron Trail " at the Roose- theatre, Davenport ; Oliver theatre,
velt in a big way Christmas week South Bend; Princess theatre.
and Rex Beach himself is scheduled Springfield; and the Majestic at
to make a personal appearance and Rock Island, to the effect that " The
Sheiktremendous
" had opened
in thesebreaking
houses
tell of the story of " The Iron to
business,
Trail " and the real hero, after all
records for the Fall season and
whom he modeled " Murray
that indications for phenomenal
O'Neill."
i uns were bright.
T. C. Young, director of Famous
George N. and Harold M.
Players-Lasky real estate department, passed through Chicago early Gollos, of Gollos & Gollos, report
in the week on his way to take that they have booked their picover the new St. Louis Exchange
tures,The
"
Wandering Jew," for a
on behalf of his company. The run at another downtown theatre,
building is located on Washington the Band Box, where it will open
avenue near Grand and is a hand- the week of December 11th. The
some one-story structure, embody- picture has been very successful
ing the latest ideas in exchange wherever shown in the Chicago terconstruction, including the labor
ritory. This firm's next release,
saving devices for physical handling " The Littlest Rebel," which
of film and construction which Gollos & Gollos own for the entire
practically
eliminates
all fire United States, is about to be put

Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Cecil B. DeMille, William C.
DeMille, and Paul Iribe, art director, stopped over in Chicago last
Saturday, en route from the coast
to New York. Cecil B. DeMille
expects to go direct to Northern
Africa with Mr. Iribe, where they
will enjoy some falcon hunting.
They will then go to Italy, Nice,
Paris and other points on the continent, then to England, and back
to America in March, to start work
on a new production. Mr. DeMille
stated that he had just finished his
latest picture, " Saturday Night."
Speaking
of he" Fool's
DeMille said
preferredParadise,"
to have
Mr. Lasky comment on it, and the
latter
declared DeMille
it was remarked,
DeMille's
best picture.
" Yes, it is, if you don't count
" Saturday Night." When asked
what pictures the public like the
best these days, DeMille said,
" Good pictures." Asked what he
meant by good pictures he said,
" A good story, good directing,
good acting and good settings. In
fact, a director might have a million people and spend millions in
settings, without his show going
over; whereas a picture with one
man or woman and a child, that
costs very little money, might be
the biggest success of the season,
because it is a " good " picture.
Pre-View of " School
Days" in Chicago
More than five hundred exhibitors and others connected with the
industry, both from Chicago and
many other cities, attended the
invitation pre-view of Warner
Brothers
feature picture,
Days,"' featuring
Wesley " School
Barry,
which was given in the Tiger Room,
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on last
Sunday night.
President Joe Friedman, of Celebrated, was asked by Warner
Brothers to arrange for the Chicago showing, which was the world
premiere of this picture, and it was
the concensus of those who witnesse the presentation, that it was
one of the best arranged and inthe Windy teresting
City.pre-views ever staged in
Preceding the running of the picture, Gus Edwards and his entire
company gave their show, " School
Days," on an improvised stage in
the Tiger Room, using many of the
songs, which were later played as
part of the musical setting, for the
picture " School Days."
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CLEVELAND
Mollyweek.
O " played
the Allen
all" last
And itat was
held theatre
over a
second week by popular demand.
Phil Selznick has been out shopping
again. His latest purchase for Ohio motion picture exhibitors is " Heart of the
North,"
companion
picture
"Isobel"
and said taractito
as good
a boxto office
aton as itsbepredecessors.
M. J. Weisfeld, former manager of the
Cleveland Fox exchange, will spend
Christmas
in " dearoverold between
London now
" unless
the
ocean freezes
and
then. Mr. Weisfeld and his family are
booked to sail for England on the Olympic, the 10th of December. He will take
part in the distribution of Fox films
abroad.
The Lakewood theatre, one of the chain
of motion picture houses belonging to
the Atlas Amusement Company, was sold
last week to A. Printz. Mr. Printz will
personally manage the house. He was
formerly connected with the Metropolitan
theatre of Cleveland, also an Atlas
Amusement Company house.

Maurice West of Montreal, for many
years the Montreal branch manager of
the Fox Film Corporation, has become
the proprietor of the Tuotoscope theatre
at St. John's,
Quebec, theatre.
which heWest
has rerenamed the Imperial
signed from Fox about a year ago and
made a trip to Europe in the hope that
he could secure a number of large
European productions for the Canadian
market.
The Manitoba Board of Moving Pic" The Golem,"
which tureisCensors
said has
to bepassed
a made-in-Germany
feature, and warm endorsement for the
picture has been offered by the Board.
On the other hand, the Manitoba board
condemned " Passion " outright because,
it was tained
claimed,
that this production conGerman propaganda.
WESTERN
NEW
YORK

Nate Robbins, who runs the Avon and
Majestic in Utica, has purchased the
Olympic, Palace, Strand and Antique theatres in Watertown, all four theatres bekos. ing bought from Jim and Alex PapyanaMell R. Edwards has resigned as a
S. Barrett McCormick started it. Nu-Art salesman in Buffalo and has been
succeeded by George C. Whitsel, former
Others
are
following
it
and
it's
proving
a great success. Apologizing for the title manager of the Temple theatre in that
of an attraction seems a poor way to in- city. Grace Laughren has been aptroduce the attraction, but that's what
pointed secretary to Fred M. ZimmerMr. McCormick did with " Why Girls
man, general manager of Nu-Art, and
Leave Home " and he did a big busi- Mary L. Foran has been engaged as a
stenographer to assist Art Young, office
And that'sat what
Howard Frankel
did lastness. week
the Majestic
theatre, manager.
Columbus, and also caught the public
sheckels as well as the public interest.
Harold B. Frankjin was host to some
They're
doingsmaller
it righthouses,
down and
the line
now, 250 orphans at Shea's Hippodrome, foleven at the
the manlowing a turkey dinner for the children
agers say it's a great stunt. The apology
on at the Lafayette Hotel by the
" gets " the people that like highbrow put
Greater Buffalo Advertising Club the day
stuff,want
and sensational
the title itself
" those before Thanksgiving.
who
stuff. "gets
.
Mrs. William Bork, former manager
of the Rialto theatre supply store in
Buffalo,
has been engaged by Frank
CANADA
Davidson as his assistant at the newly
openeddentBuffalo
branchCompany
of the inIndepenMovie Supply
North
Admission prices at the new Garrick Franklin street. The Buffalo Rialto store
theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, have been has been closed.
revised so that a flat rate of 25 cents
per seat for any part of the house and
Lally Brothers have reopened the Emfor any hour of the day or evening has
pire theatre in Dunkirk, N. Y., where
been tion
provided.
This
has
meant
a
reducthey
also operate the Regent. .
of 10 cents in the evening price.
Manager W. P. Wilson has announced
Henry F. Thurston, manager of the
that he has lined up a considerable num- Temple theatre in Lockport, N. Y., who
ber of English-made productions for the only last week lost his baby, is now
theatre, which was opened on March 14 mourning the death of his wife, Elizabeth.
last. The Garrick is owned by a number
Charlie Faust will be in charge of the
of Winnipeg citizens as a co-operative
undertaking.
Screen Attractions Distributing Company
office in Albany. The new exchange will
opened December 5 at 676 Broadway.
Standard Films, Limited, has been or- be
ganized as a moving picture exchange in Mr. Faust has been a salesman on the
Canada by Phil Hazza of Montreal, for- R-C Pictures corporation staff in Buffalo.
merly general manager of the AmalgaGeorge
Germaine
is covering
the Syramated Exhibitors'
Circuitof ofindependent
Montreal,cuse territory
for the
Buffalo Universal
a co-operative
syndicate
exhibitors in the Province of Quebec. office. Mr. Germaine was formerly with
Mr. Hazza announces that branches have Fox in the Queen City of the Lakes.
been opened in Toronto, St. John, N. B.,
Edward B. McCaffery and Frank A.
and tersWinnipeg,
Manitoba,being
the located
headquar-in
of the new company
Tierney have arrived in Buffalo from the
Fox home office sales school to round
the Albee Building, Montreal.
out their training in the Buffalo office.
Exhibitors of Vancouver, B. C, orN. I. Filkins, recently appointed genganized a deputation to wait upon the
of Merit exchanges in the
Provincial Government at Victoria, the State,eralismanager
in Buffalo for a few days concapital city of British Columbia, to ask
ferring with local manager Bill Fickeisen.
that the amusement tax of ten per cent
be abolished at the next session of the
Provincial Legislature. They were poPROVIDENCE,
litely advised that not only was this impossibledecided
but that
the Province
had inpractically
to make
an increase
the
R. I.
tax which is paid by theatre patrons
when purchasing
tickets.
After
considerable discussion, the announcement was
N. Williams, former manager
made that the Provincial tax would prob- of Charles
the Strand theatre in Providence, has
ably remain as at present for another
been
appointed
manager of the four theyear.

atres in Newport for which Louis M.
Boas is general manager. He succeeded
Joseph Mack, who died recently. Mr.
Williams took up his new work Nov. 28.
Mr. Williams has been identified with
theatres in Providence for the past 12
years. He operated the Casino until
about six years ago he built the Strand
theatre. He left the Strand last April
to take a rest. About a month ago he
became manager of a new theatre in
Marblehead, Mass., and gives up that
position to go to Newport.
The Rialto theatre deviated during the
week of Nov. 21 from its policy of running straight photoplays, based largely
on the society dramatic style and comedy drama, to introduce Harry Carey to
its patrons. It appeared to be a chance
well business
taken, as throughout
Carey's " Thethe Fox
" didnot-a
fine
week,
withstanding the pre-Thanksgiving days.
MICHIGAN
Michigan is paying homage to another
Michigan author, Frank R. Adams, who
also is the exhibitor at Whitehall, with
the release of the Paramount-Cosmopolitan production, " Enchantment." Mr.
Adams
writer. is a former playwright and music
Robert Cotton, former World manager
in Detroit,
has William
taken charge
land office for
Fox. of the CleveGeorge Sampson, who recently resigned
from thechangemanagement
the Pathe
exin Detroit, hasof been
appointed
manager of the Wid Gunning corporation
exchange in Detroit, assuming his new
duties this week.
Close to twenty-five theatres in the
neighborhood districts of Detroit have
completed
week's runTheon Detroit
" Over the
Hill,"
the their
Fox special.
exchange tied the picture with a big advertising campaign in the daily newspapers.
Harvey E. Lipp, of Battle Creek, of the
exhibitor firm of Lipp & Cross, operating
the Regent and several other theatres in
the Food City, has returned from his
summer cottage and taken an apartment
in
Post Tavern, Battle Creek, for the
winter.
J. E.headquarters
Flynn, Goldwyn
district has
manager,
with
in Detroit,
named
on the entertainment
committeebeenof
the Detroit Board of Commerce and is
now
for theDecember
mid-winter
cruiseworking
smoker onto talent
take place
20.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Michigan, one of the strongest and
best financed local associations in the
country, is moving this week to the
elaborate new quarters on the main floor
of Hotel Wolverine, Detroit's newest
hostelry,
situated
within a stone's throw
of the Film
Building.

OKLAHOMA
CITY
The Southern States Film Company, of
Dallas, Texas, has purchased a series of
eight Neal Hart western pictures, the
first one to be released January 15, 1922.
The Graham-Anderson Exchange has
opened up for business at Hugo, Okla.,
with John V. Grady as manager. The
new exchange is small as yet, but buys
all films outright, including big features.
The Cozy, the Victory, the Savoy and
Odeon theatres at Shawnee, Okla., have
each signed an agreement to discontinue
all Sunday shows, effective immediately.
This agreement was reached with a
committee appointed by the various
churches mittee
andrepresenting
Sunday the
Schools.
comfour Atheatres
made this announcement. We want to
assure you that the theatres want to
cooperate with the people of Shawnee in
every possible way in bringing about the
best possible results.
Henry Brunet, the only son of Paul
Brunet, president of Pathe Exchanges,
Inc., has accepted a position with the
Dallas,theTex.,
branchfirst
office,
whereandhe from
will
learn
business
handed
the ground
up.
Duringtheatre
" Father
and Son City
Week opened
" the
Rialto
at Oklahoma
its doors to all fatherless boys in the city.
The invitation was good for the entire
week. A large number of orphaned boys
accepted the invitation.
C. E. Belk, city business manager at
Houston, Tex., has been appointed by the
mayor
as headto ofact.the censor board with
full authority
Smithin some
Hammond
is The
beingClara
shown
of thefilmoil "Fate"
towns
in Oklahoma, over the protest of the
Oklahoma Theatre Owners and Managers
Association's
Court actionprotest.
will be brought to prevent
further homa,
showing
fielm in
according ofto this
Manager
TomOklaH.
Boland, of the Empress theatre, and one
of the executive committee of the association.
ATLANTA,

GA.

About sociated
twenty-five
the met
AsFirst Nationalmembers
Pictures,ofInc.,
in Atlanta on Monday, November 14, and
discussed plans, appointing an advisory
board to meet monthly to handle the
affairs of southeastern motion picture interests.
F I SH 7 i H HA^
BATTLE OF JUTLAND

JacobVictoria,
Schreiber,andmanager
Blackstone,
Nettie ofB. theTheatres,
has changed the name of the latter house
to the Wolverine theatre.
A. wynS.in Aronson,
of Goldcharge of vice-president
exchanges, spent
last
Wednesday in Detroit conferring with
District Manager J. E. Flynn.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Michigan Avenue appointed a special
committee to begin an investigation on
the alleged high price of lithographs and
other exchange accessories.
Warren & Cohen, proprietors of the
Colonial, first run motion _ picture and
vaudeville theatre and a string of neighborhood houses, were Thanksgiving hosts
Colonial
the stage of theVaudeville
to a party onlast
Thursday.
at midnight
the Rialto theatre. New York, billed
exhibit- How
many
and
at the Colonial
plavers partook
'• The Battle of Jutland," the Educational
of took
a sumptuous
whichors" dancing
place. dinner, after
novelty feature
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Don't Tell Everything —
Very good show. The kind of
picture that appeals to the majority
of fans. Did very well all week but
went over very big on Thanksgiving Day and the day following.
(Middle West.)
Very, very fine picture which
drew very good business. Running
it a second week. (Middle West.)
Under the Lash —
A very good picture which did
a nice business for us. (Middle
West.)

ON

REPORTS

Big
FROM

This picture was splendidly presented but did not seem to have
the drawing power of former efby this popular star. (Middle forts
West.)
Fairly entertaining and average
box office receipts. (West.)
Well liked. Receipts O. K.
(East.)
Woman's Place —
Good picture which played to
average business. (Middle West.)

In the midst of a depressing season this picture came out of the
sky, filled the house at every showing, put everyone in a good humor,
The personal appearances of
Theda Bara attracted capacity and took a lot of gloom out of the
(East.) .
crowds for the week, making it atmosphere.
difficult to judge the real merit of
the picture , as a drawing card. Two Minutes to Go —
(Middle West.)
Charles Ray's popularity and the
general interest in football just at
this time was sufficient to do a
Ladies Must Live —
West.) week's business. (Middle
Pleasing picture; receipts fair. good
(East.)
A rather poor picture. Not
enough to it to hold the attention.
Dangerous Lies —
Pleased nicely. Receipts fine. Moderate business that would have
(East.)
been poor
it hadn't
beengetsholiday
week
when ifmost
anything
over.
(Middle West.)
White OakBill Hart fans liked it, but business was poor. (East.)
Molly
O—
Tremendous
success. We put it
on for one week and held it over
The Bonnie Brier Bush —
Average picture which played to for the second week. Had to use
fair business. (Middle West.)
ropes for the balcony in addition
to downstairs. Turned away crowds
at every performance.
The Great Impersonation —
An interesting plot with an unusual twist at the end. Good box One Arabian Night —
Knocked movie fans for the
office attraction. (Middle West.)
West.)
count. Packed houses. (Middle
Deception —
Second week only fair. (West.)
Cup
Life —very nicely and was
Wentof across
The Sheik —
pleasing to most people. (Middle
West.)
Fourness andweeks'
to good(West.)
busipleasedrun
patrons.
Experience —
Tolerably good picture, but nothing extra. Business was very good,
but this is accountable for very
largely by season. (South).

Bits of Life —
Wonderful feature. Sure did go
over with a wallop. Well satisfying
box office receipts. (West.)

Too Much Speed —
Very satisfactory picture. No
complaint. Comment uniformly
favorable. Business good. (South.)

From the Ground Up —
Aided by favorable press comment, this picture did a good business for the week. (Middle West.)

FIRST NATIONAL

The Man From Lost River —
An average picture with business
about as usual. (West.)

GOLDWYN

The Wonderful Thing —
A Norma Talmadge picture with
fine entertainment value. Flayed to
better than usual business. (Middle West.)

s — picture and
FriendPoor
MyNotLady
so good.
poor business. (West.)

Women didn't like Norma in this
picture as well as in some of her
former plays. (Middle West.)

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari —
Third week held up very well.
(West.)

N

E

IV

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

RUN

Say

THEATERS
West.)
the best films ever made. A knockout for a two weeks' run. (Middle

METRO
Camille—
Good picture. Rudolpho Valentino great
helpasto added
star. Wtih
Victor
Herbert
attraction
business was splendid. (East.)
A boresome production which
few patrons liked. Other numbers
of the program saved the day.
(East.)
The Silver Lining —
Lines at box office during showing of this subject which patrons
enjoyed from beginning to end.
(East.)
The Match Breaker.
Very(East.)
poor picture and business
bad.
Ladyfingers
As good as —" Alias Jimmy Valendle tine;"
West.)played to big houses. (Mid-

The Iron Trail —
Fair production which has fair
box office value. (West.)
PATHE
Never
HaroldWeaken
Lloyd —is popular here,
hence
week's
run with this
picture.a good
(Middle
West.)
WW

GUNNING

Good and Evil —
Good picture. Receipts
(East.)
SELZNICK
Handcuffs
anddidKisses
This picture
not —draw poor.
well
and
the peope who attended seemed
West.)
dissatisfied, although none seemed
able to explain just why. (Middle

The Conquering Power —
A great picture. The stars are
very popular here. Drew the crowds
all week. More films like this will
help to counteract the German pictures. (Middle West.)
FOX

Good picture
business.
(East.) and tremendous

Over the Hill —
Now showing its third week and
still drawing good. One of the best
box office attractions of the season. (Middle West.)

UNIVERSAL

Played to more than 100,000 people in five weeks at 50c. price. Still
going strong. (Middle West.)
Not a big success but fills the
house comfortably. Going strong
enough to hold it for the fourth
consecutive week. (Middle West.)
The
Rough
Picture
and Diamond
business —both only
fair. (East.)
Good picture which brought more
than usual business. (West.)
Bar Nothing —
Fair picture for Western stuff.
Ordinary business. (Middle West.)
The Queen of Sheba —
Going good on second week.
(East.)
UNITED ARTISTS
Dream Street —
Fairly good show, and with
seasonal changes, the fall of
year, the Thanksgiving period
the beginning of the arrival of
tourists and racing sports to
section, turn.
business
(South.) shows decided

The
Man of Stone —
West.)
Well liked by patrons and did a
good business with it. (Middle

With a number of excellent exConflict — ploitation stunts, this picture was
put
over well
for liked.
a week's(East.)
capacity run.
Picture
Second week to good business
and pleased audiences. (West.)
The
Millionaireattraction
—
A red-blooded
that did
as well as the average show. Not
a knockout
by any means,
neither was it a flivver.
(Middlebut West.)
STATE

RIGHTS

—
Leave Home
Girlsadvertising
Why
A great
campaign
in
which we used many innovations
put this picture over big, and in
spite of its melodramatic title and
suggestive theme, it won approval
from all the critics and brought the
house to capacity every night. We
were compelled to run a continuous
performance
for six (Middle
days to accommodate the crowds.
West.)
Fair
the Laiv —fair
nd picture,
Beyo
(West.)

business.

the
the
and
the
this
up-

Picture of mediocre quality and
business only fair. (East.)

The Three Musketeers —
Fairbanks' greatest, and one of

e—
QueeniNo
What
— good
Only fair Man
picture,Knows
but very
business. (East.)
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PROGRAMS

With
WIRE

FOR

THE

First

REPORTS

WEEK

Run

FROM

Rialto Theatre —
Feature — La Tosca — Pauline Frederick.•
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
—
tre
Thea
Capitol
Feature — The Call of the North —
Overture — Selections from "PagliHolt.
acci,"
by the Capitol Grand VocalJack
— " Invictus," sung by EdOrchestra.
oardo Albano, baritone.
Current Events— Capitol News.
Comedy — The Rink — Charles
Chaplin revival.
Special — Selections from "The ForTeller," by the
a, Capitol
Grandtune Orchestr
Capitol Lyric Theatre —
— Our Mutual Friend —
Double Quartette and Capitol Feature
Wid Gunning Corp.
Ballet Corps.
Scenic — The Kick Is Gone — Ches- Astor Theatre —
" Theodora " continued.
ter.
Dance— South Sea Idyll, presented Mark Strand Theatre —
by Mile. Gambarelli, assisted by ''The Three Musketeers" continued.
Henry French.
Feature — The Lotus Eater — John
Barrymore.
LOfTANGELES
Next Week — Footfalls — William
Fox.
Kinema Theatre —
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture — Poet and Peasant.
Overture — "Second Rhapsody."
Current Events — From Kinograms
Scenic— The City— Post Nature.
and International News.
Danse — Hungarian Gypsy Dance,
by Mme. Victorina Krigher, Cartoon — Tad's release.
Prima Ballerina Moscow Grand Feature — One Arabian Night —
First National.
Opera.
Presented with a prologue, in
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
which a company of ten people
Vocal— A Scotch Idyl, by Betty
give a pantomime dance from a
Anderson, soprano ; and Carlo
balcony overlooking a scenic
Enciso, tenor.
view of Bagdad.
Feature — The Bonnie Brier Bush —
Donald Crisp.
Theatre —
Instrumental — Fun in a Music Alhambra
Current
Events — International
News.
Store,
chestra. by Rivoli Concert Or- Scenic — China Beautiful.
Comedy
Comedy — A Perfect Villain — Fox.
Mack— Love
Sennett.and Doughnuts — Feature
— The Lotus Blossom.
Next Week— Get-Rich-Quick WallCalifornia
Theatre —
ingford — Paramount.
Current
Events
— Fox News.
Central Theatre —
Cartoon — Power's Animated reOverture — "Molly O."
lease, "Joys and Glooms."
Instrumental — (a) Souvenir de
— " Meditation," from
Moscow; (b) The Sunshine of Overture
"Thais."
Your Smile, played by Dr.
Instrumental — Concert by SymCarlos Demandil, violinist.
phony Orchestra.
Scenic — Prizma.
— Topics of the Dav —
Vocal — (a) Special selection; (b) Novcltv
Pathe.
"Molly O"; sung by Alexander Feature — Lure of Jade — Pauline
Grey, baritone.
Frederick.
Feature — Molly O — Mack Sennett. Comedy — Straight from the Farm
— Christie.
NEW

YORK

CITY

Next Week — Poverty of Riches.
Miller's Theatre —
Comedy
Fox. — -Business Is Business- —
Current Events — International
News.
Vocal — When We Were in Sweetheart Land — Tenor Solo.
Feature — Thunderclap — Fox.
Chine's Broadway Theatre —
Scenic — A Trip Through Brazil.
Organmelodies.
— Popular oldtime Southern
Current Events — Kinograms.
Vocal — When Shall We Meet

The animal scenes and the outdoor
from byGod's
of "The to Girl
stuff
are brought
the jore
this Country''
one from
the Victory theatre, Tacotna.

OF

Again.
Feature
— The Love Charm — Realart.
Next Week — The Vamp.
Theatre
Symphony
Current
Events—
Fox —Weekly.
Organ — I Believe in You.
Noveltv — Bob and Bill Episode —
Pathe.
Orchestra — Remember the Rose.

NOV.

Picture

News

2 7 T

H

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS
— Educational.
Comedy
— Snooky's Twin Troubles
Feature
— The Mysterious Rider —
Hodkinson.
Mission Theatre —
Fifth week of "Little Lord FaunNext W eek— Molly O.
Tally's
tleroy."
Overture
—Theatre
Mignon.—
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy
— The Line Is Busy — Universal.
Ballet — Solo " plume " dance.
Feature — Heedless Moths — Audrey
Munson.
Grauman's Theatre —
Overture — Carmen.
Current Events — Pathe Weekly.
Organ — Leave Me with a Smile.
Educational — Pathe Review.
Special — Max Fischer's Ziegfeld
Follies, with jazz orchestra selections.
Feature — The Golem — Paramount.
Presented with an atmospheric
prologue, in which seven singers
render " Eli ! Eli ! " with fantastic stage setting of ancient
Jewish period.
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
Overture — When
Francis Dances
with Me.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Organ — Just Like a Rainbow.
Educational — Pathe Review.
Special — Selections by Jan Rubini,
violinist.
Feature — Don't Tell Everything —
Wallace Reid.
SEATTLE
Coliseum Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " The
Current Events — Pathe News and
Kinograms.
Scenic — In Rural Belgium.
Comedy — Bungalow Troubles.
Feature — Wealth.
Nexl Week — The Invisible Fear.
Clemmer Theatre —
Bat."
Secondweek
week
of Millionaire.
" Conflict."
Next
— The
Strand Theatre —
Overture — Hungarian Fantasie.
Current Events — From Kinograms.
Cartoon — The Owl and the Grasshopper.
Feature — The Sheik.
Presented with a prologue in
which trio of girls do an oriental dance Same
from bill.
" Aida."
Next Week—
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Overture — Selections from
" Martha."
Current Events — Fox News.
Educational — Pathe Review.
Comedy — Business Is Business.
Feature — The Speed Girl.
Next Week — The Night Rose.
Liberty Theatre —
Organvocal
— " Lazy
Mississippi " with
accompaniment.
Current Events — Selznick and Liberty News.
Scenic — Catching Up in Canton.

Comedy — For Land's Sake.
Feature — Woman's Place.
Next ford.
Week — The Son* of WallingWinter Garden Theatre —
Current Events — International
News.
Novelty
Pathe.— Topics of the Day —
Educational — Ford Weekly.
Feature — Her Winning Way.
CHICAGO
Chicago — Theatre
Overture
" Finale —Symphony No.
Specialty
" The
FortuneandTeller,"
with — R.
Dieterich
Edith
Becker.
Topical
Scenic. Events.
Specialty — Quartette from " RigoLiterary Solo
Digest
Organ
— " Just Like a Rose."
Comedy — Johnny Hines in "Dog.
Feature
Gone— Gloria
Torchy."Swanson in " Unletto."
the Lash."— " Tol'ble David."
Coming derFeature
Tivoli Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " Lucia."
Specialty
— The song from "The
Brown.
Mad Scene," by Miss Margaret
Topical Events.
Specialty
— " Butterfly
Danse " and
" Aladdin's
Saxotette."
Scenic.
Organ
— " Sunny Tennessee."
LiterarySoloDigest.
Comedy — Harold Lloyd in " Among
•Those Present."
Feature — " Pilgrims of the Night."
Coming Feature — " The Sheik."
Woodlawn Theatre —
Woodlawn Grand Organ — Selected.
Feature — Douglas
Fairbanks in
•• The Three Musketeers."
Coming Feature — Wanda Hawley in
" Her Face Value."
Barbee's
— - Carpentier
Feature — Theatre
" Dempsey
Fight." 3rd week.
Randolph Theatre —
Organ selections.

7.
.RA the
•ORCitgiSTget
'CONCERT
fcAtlFORN
Jack
HoltIA and
Rita Weiman
best
o]
the
billing
in
this
ad
on
"
The
Grrim Comedian,"
sponsored
by the California theatre.
Los Angeles.
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Feature—" Way Down East."
the Hill."
Coming Feature — " Over
La Salle Theatre —
" Theodora." 3rd week.
Wood's Theatre—
"The Queen of Sheba." 3rd week.
Ziegfeld TheatreFeature — " The Conquering Power."
Comedy — Charles Chaplin in " The
Idle Class."
Coming Feature — " The Black
Panther's Cub."

Loew's
Lyceum Theatre —
Weekly.
Current
Events — Loews News
BROADWAY
528 So. Bzoadway
The Girl with the Million Dollar Smile

Feature — The
Revell.

Infamous Miss

Current
— Kinograms.
OlympicEvents
Theatre
—
Cartoon — Tony Sargs Almanac.
Novelty — Pictorial Review.
Feature — The Sheik.
HAWZEY '
WANM
Comedy — By the Sad Sea Waves.
3
Overture — Cello Solo, The Rosary.
Cameraphone Theatre —
Current Events— Selznick.
Trie Love
Charm
Feature — The Invisible Power.
CINCINNATI
The ^matzing adventures
of- a^n i.m\teur yMnp.
Next Week— The Lure of Jade.
Blackstone Theatre —
Walnut —
Current Events — International.
Current Events — Pathe 94.
Feature — The Ace of Hearts.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Cartoon — Aesop's Fables.
Short S u b j e c t — The Runaway
Comedy — Oh Louise.
Train — Educational.
Next Week — Not Announced.
Feature — The Sheik.
A good idea of the type of picture is expressed by the illustrations of this disGrand Theatre —
Next Week — Undecided.
Current
play on " The Love Charm," used by dune's Broad tray of Los Angeles
Weekly.Events — Grand News
Strand —
Current Events — Pathe 95.
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Comedy — The Love Egg — Educa- Moon Theatre —
Feature — Her Social Value.
VictoriaNews
— Pathe News — Pathe.
tional.
Overture — Orchestral Selections.
Torchy A La Carte.
Feature — The Invisible Fear.
Current Events — Universal Weekly. Comedy — " Vermin the Great " — B. Comedy—
Next Week— One Arabian Night.
Next W eek— Call of the North.
&
B.
Feature — " The Fox."
Minerva Theatre —
Travel
— Burton Holmes — Para- Dawn
Sun Theatre —
Giftsof the East.
mount.
Overture
— Orchestral selections.
Current Events — Fox News.
Penny
Top Hill Trail.
Events — International Feature — " Thunderclap " — Fox.
Feature — Over the Hill (Sixth Current
Weekly.
Week).
Next Week — "Thunderclap" — Fox.
Special — Prizma Feature.
CLEVELAND
Next Week— Molly O'.
PalaceFeature—" Over the Hill."
Comedy
— "A Pair of Sexes" — State —
Electric.
.
Strand Theatre —
Current Events — Kinograms.
Capitol —
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest. Overture — "In a Persian Market." News — Kinograms — Electric.
Feature — Without
Benefit of Current Events — Pathe News.
Feature
— " The Barricade " — Rob- Overture — Finale from Fourth
ertson-Cole.
Clergy.
Symphony by Tschaikowsky.
Comedy — " A Rural Cinderella."
Encore — Oriental Syncopated
NextManWeek
—
"
A
Certain
Rich
Next Week — Everything for Sale.
Feature — " The Sheik."
" — Hodkinson.
Dance, a jazz dance, specially
arranged by Mr. Spitalny.
Capitol —— The Mill on the Cliff —
Overture
PHILADELPHIA
Current Events — Pathe News —
NEW ORLEANS
Capitol Symphony Orchestra — ■
Topics of the Day.
Theodore Hahn, Jr., ConducCartoon — Messy Christmas — Mutt
tor.
Stanley —
Strand Theatre —
Capitol News Events.
& Jeff.
Prizma
— A Little Love Nest.
Comedv
— B."The Original Golfer"— Feature — Shiek.
B.
&
Prologue to The Beggar Maid —
Self-Defense
—
EduSpecial
Scenic — A Pathless WilderReading of Poem by Robert Travel — " Sacred City of the Des- Manly Art of
cational Specialty.
Thuman.
ert "—■ Masterpiece.
ness, specially adapted to "The
Comedy
— Love and War.
Pathe News.
Novelty Feature — The Beggar News — Pathe News— Pathe.
Feature — The Sheik.
Maid — Triart Productions.
—Pathe.
Topics
of the Day — Literary Digest
Prologue — An elaborate stage setEpilogue to The Beggar Maid —
Liberty— Two
Theatre
—
ting of the desert. A tent
Feature
Minutes
To Go —
Violin Solo, selected.
Charles
Ray.
Feature
— "The Sheik " — Paraalone breaks the scene. The
mount.
Feature — A Man's Home.
Sheik, played by James
Selznick News — Select.
Selected Syncopation by Unit II of Next Week — " The Sheik."
Pathe Review.
Sheik."
Capitol Orchestra.
Phillips, sang "When the Sands
Educational
Comedy
—
The
Vagrant.
Stanton
—
Comedv
—
The
Joy
Ride
—
Snub
Polof
Desert Grow
News — Fox.
his the
companion,
Mile. Cold"
Amo, toa
lard.
Trianon Theatre —
dancer
who
dances
following
Feature — " Queen of Sheba " — Fox. Feature — A Wise Fool — All Star.
Next Week — Disraeli.
the song, a wild dance of the
NextFox.
Week — "Queen of Sheba" — Pathe Review.
desert. An English girl is
OMAHA
Globe
Theatre
—
also there. Special lighting
Karl ton —
Feature — Remorseless Love — Elaine
effects
enhanced the illusion of
Nature
Studies
—
Wild
Babies
—
Hammerstein.
Kineto.
Comedy.
the
desert.
The prologue was
Rialto Theatre —
arranged by George Dumond,
— " Vermin the Great " — B. Pathe News.
Overture — Rialto Symphony Or- Comedy
& B.
managing director. Sets were
chestra.
Tudor Theatre —
Feature
—
"
Fool's
Paradise
"
—
C.
B.
made by Englander.
Current Events — Rialto News.
Feature
—
A
Certain
Rich
Man.
De Mille Productions.
Federated
Screen
Snapshots.
Comedy — " Shoulder Arms."
" Fool's
Paradise " —
Feature — " White and Unmarried." NextC. Week
B. De— Mille
Productions.
PITTSBURG
LOEW'S PALACE
Arcadia
—
News
— Pathe
News — Pathe.
" The Beggar Maid " — Hodkinson.
Screen Snapshots No. 13 — Master- Ninth
Savoy and
— Last Week of Over The
Hill.
piece.
Feature
— " Morals " — Realart.
Next Week — The Night Horseman.
Next— Week
— " The Lure of Jade "
Robertson-Cole.
Ninth
and — Last Week of Three
Duquesne
Musketeers.
Regent —— "A Messy Xmas " — Fox. Next Week — Camille.
Comedy
Feature an —" — "DeLuxe.
Love, Hate and a WomRegent Events
Theatre
— News.
— Fox
Next Week — "Why Girls Leave Current
Feature — Her Social Value.
Comedy — Torchy A La Carte.
Palace— —Pathe News — Pathe.
Next Week — One Arabian Night.
News
Home."
—Pathe.
Topics
of the Day — Literary Digest Liberty Theatre —
Current
Events — International
News.
Comedy — "Never Weaken" — Pathe. Feature — The Sheik.
Doris May got all the best of this dis— " The Cabinet of Dr. Caliplay on " The Foolish Age," playing
A nice ad to copy is this, •■ The Way Feature
Comedy
—
Oh
Louise.
gari
"
—
Goldwyn.
recently
at Washington
Loew's Palace theatre,
of a Maid,''
display
by the Colonial
theatre,
Indianapolis
Next Week— Over the Hill.
Next Week — " Camille " — Metro.
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Nextfeaturing
Week —Conway
"After Tearle.
Midnight,"
Standard
Current
(WS. —Events — International
Comedy—
D. Q.,"
with Lee
Moran "P.
a Jewel
comedy.
Feature
Miss— "False
DuPont. Kisses," with
Next Week — Frank Mayo in "Dr.
MILWAUKEE
Strand Theatre —
OvertureJim."
— Strand Orchestra.
Sketchographs.
Weekly — Kinograms — Topics —
Pathe News.
Sonologue — " Remember the Rose."
Feature — Norman Talmadge — " The
Wonderful Thing."
Alhambra Theatre —
Overture — Alhambra Orchestra —
Selection from "The Queen of
Song — " Queen of Sheba " — Henry
Taylor.
Sheba."
Feature
" Queen of Sheba " —
Betty— Blythe.
The Circle theatre, Indianapolis, carried this display in the Sunday editions of Indianapolis papers for the
premiere showing of " Tol'able David"
Next Week — Thomas Meighan in
"A Prince There was."
AllenOverture — "March Slav" by
Tschaikowsky, with a spectacular stage production directed
and conducted by Phillip
Spitalny.
Current Events — Allenette — Potpourri of various news reels.
Prologue — An Irish Cinderella — a
fantasy in song and color
headed by Gerol Gardner,
basso, and thirty members of
the Allen Chorus. Produced
under direction of S. Barrett
McCormick.
Feature— Molly O.
Next Week — Doubling for Romeo
— Will Rogers.
Stillman —
Overture — "Silver Threads Among
the — Gold."
Feature
Over the Hills — 3d week.
Next Week — Same.
Parkio ItaliOverture — (a) "Capriccky
enne," by Tschaikows l . (b)
Violin solo by Musica Director Maurice Spitalny : 1. "A
eDream," Me bv Bartlette. 2. "B
lieve If All Thos Endearing Young Charms."
Themes — "Habanera" and 'Always
Yours," by Bonti.
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — Torchy A La Carte —
Johnny Hines.
Cartoon — Messy Christmas — Mutt
& Jeff.
Feature — Gypsy Blood — Pola
Negri.
Next Week — The Great Impersonation.
Circle —
Overture — "Blue Danube Waltzes."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Scenic— The World
in Color—
Pathe.
Comedy— Hall
Room
Boys in
''Stars and Stripes."
Special
Music— String Quartet.
They played popular selections.
Feature—
Primal and
Law,"
with
Dustin"Trie
Farnum
Frankie
Lee.

Butterfly Theatre —
Overture — Butterfly Orchestra.
Weekly — Pathe Review — Fox News.
Musical
Song " My Hero " — Marie
Abbott.
Comedy — Snub Pollard — " Joy
Instrumentalist — Accordion, Nic
Sarotti
Rider." — Medley of Popular
Songs.
Feature—
Men Want?"
■— Lois" What
Weber DoProduction.
Merrill Theatre —
Little Lord Fauntleroy — Mary Pickford — Second Week.
~~ WASHI
NGTON
Metropolitan
— Days.
Overture
— College
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — The Boat — Keaton.
Feature- — Two Minutes to GoFirst National.
Next Week — The Wonderful Thing
— First National.
Columbia
— Down East.
Feature — Way
Palace — — Medley of Popular Hits.
Overture
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Comedy — Business is Business.
Feature — The Foolish Age — R-C.
Rialto
Overture— — Light Cavalry.
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — Saving Sister Susie.
Feature — -The Sheik — Paramount.
Next Week — Under the Lash — Paramount.

News

BALTIMORE
Overture
— Excerpts from Pagliacci.
Rivoli
Current— Events — Rivoli News.
Specialty — Topics of the Day.
Accompanied on the organ by
Ernie Cooper and Henry Boehme.
Novelty — The Morning of the
— Burrud's.
VocalWorld
— Weber
Male Quartet.
Feature — The Child Thou Gavest
Me — Barbara Castleton.
Comedy — Fast and Furious — Al St.
Next Week—
Tol'able David— Richard Barthelmess.
John.
— Herbert.
Century
—
Overture — " The Rose of Algeria "
Current Events — Century News.
Musicalogue — Wilton Volanda,
Barytone.
(a) The Sheik.
(b) On the Road to Mandalay.
Feature — The Sheik — Agnes Ayres.
Comedy — Torchy a la Carte —
Johnny Hines.
Parkway —
Overture — " Jolly Good Fellows."
Current Events — Parkway News
and Special Review.
Feature — Exit the Vamp — Ethel
Comedy.
Clayton.
Overture — Special score, with augmented orchestra.
Current
New — Events — Pathe News.
Novelty — Prizma.
Feature — ondTheweek).Queen of Sheba (secOverture — Classic.
Strand
Current — Events — Strand News of
the World.
Feature — The Mask — Jack Holt.
Comedy — Buddy — Christie.

AMERICA
House
rugged ofphysique
and theis
outdoorPeters'
atmosphere
the picture
stressed in this ad on " The Man from
Lost River,"
by Colo.
the America
theatre,used
Denver,
Feature—" The Man of Stone."
Next Week — "The Way of a
Circle Theatre —
Current Events — Kinograms and
Circle Localette.
Novelty — Literary Digest Topics.
Comedy — "Edgar's Country CouSpecialMaid."
Thanksgiving Music —
"The Landing of the Pilgrims,"
by the new Circle Chorus of
fifty voices.
Feature — " The Cup of Life."
Next Week — " Tol'able David."
ATLANTAT

INDIANAPOLIS
Loew's State Theatre —
Overture
Selections
Soloist — —Peter
Grant, from
Tenor."Irene."
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy — ' ' Round the Corner " —
Universal.
Feature — '"Don't Tell Everything."
Next Week— "Don't Tell EveryOhio Theatre —
Current
News. Events — International
thing."
Comedy
— " Nick of Time " — Educational.
Feature — " Under the Lash."
Next Week—" The Sheik."
Colonial Theatre —
Current Events — Selznick News.
Comedy
"Money in the Slot " —
Snub— Pollard.

? /

This,

Picture

BiggestProblem—
Picture Aof Thunderbolt
the Year! Aof Woman
Answer
toTheMan's
Drama 'sThat
All
America Is Talking About and CroictGng to See.
LOIS WEBER PRESENTS HER GREATEST PICTURE
mm:
WHAT DO MEN WANT?
"YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE A SYSTEM WITH THE GIRLS,"
SAYS
ONE CHARACTER.
IS HE RIGHT?
AIntoStory
That ofStrike!
Deep \II ASimply
Production
the Heart
Every Wife.
Amaze That
Out Will >/'•£»!
Husband.Sueetheart.Wothrr.jPatront
Father,
Son. Daughter. H Compelling With
TruthsIt:
What Do Men WantT " ad by the Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee, was a
third of a page and commanded attention from every angle.

Tchaikowsky.
Overture
—— " Marche
Slav e" —
Howard
sin." and Views.
Howard News
Comedy — To be Selected.
Prologue — " A Bit of Harem Life,"
interpreted by Marion Debney.
Feature — Agnes Ayres and Rudolph
Valentino in " the Sheik."
Metropolitan
Overture
— " II —Trovatore."
Kinograms.
Comedy
— " For Land's Sake " —
Educational.
Violin Solo — " Humoresque," played
by David Love.
Feature
Selznick
presents " A
Man's— Home
" — Selznick.
Overture
Criterion— —Medley.
Kinograms.
Comedy — Buster Keaton in " The
Feature — Thomas Jefferson in " Rip
Van Winkle " — Hodkinson.
Rialto Theatre —
Organ Solo
— " Danse
Macabre."
Burton
Holmes
Travelogue.
Selznick News.
Comedy —atTo
." be Selected.
Feature Bo
— Tom Moore in " From the
Ground
Up." —
Tudor
Theatre
Overture
— Presenting
Robert Sikes
and his chestra,
syncopating
the Harrhony Jazz
Five,Or-in
current " jazz
International
News" hits.
Weekly.
A Universal Comedy.

December
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Broadway Strand Theatre —
Overture — -"Amitra."
Current Events — Kinograms and
Topics of the Day.
Novelty — Oriental prelude, with
special scenic effects portraying
oriental dances by Carlotta
Baatz and Ileen O'Donnell and
song numbers by Marie Rossi.
Theo. J. Schmidt, production
manager.
Feature — The Sheik — Paramount.
Comedy — Love and Doughnuts —
Mack Sennett.

Ctatei till law be* «t Inodicld m56 Jgrt- '"^ WW
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The title of the picture and the fame
the author is made the selling point
this
Son ofof the
Wallingfoid
used adfor onthe"The
shotcing
picture
the Sun and Muse theatre, Omaha.

of
of
at"

Organ Solo — J. Gordon Moore and
Mrs. J. R. Byrington, organists.
Feature — Harry Carey in "The
Fox."
DETROIT

CITY

Liberty TheatreOverture — Selections.
News — Pathe.
Comedy
— Aesop's Fables and Pathe
comedy.
Organ Selections — Miss Susie Goff
Bush and Miss Golden Eviston,
organists.
Feature — Burn 'Em Up Barnes —
Johnny Hines.
Next Week — The Conflict — Priscilla Dean.
Doric Theatre —
News — International.
Comedy
— Never Weaken — Harold
Lloyd.
Organ Selections — P. E. Stevens,
organist.
Feature — The Mysterious Rider —
Special Cast.
Next— Week
Second— Burn
week. 'Em Up Barnes
Newman Theatre —
Overture — Selections from "Queen
of Sheba" — Carl Goldmark.
Current Events — -Newman News
and Views.
Comedy — Lloyd Hamilton comedy.
Organ Selections — Gerald F.
Baker and Q. Landwehr, organists.
Special Number — ■ "Songs of
Araby," sung by J. Hardesty
Johnson, tenor, in conjunction
with atmospheric prologue,
portraying
spectacular desert
storm.
Feature — The Sheik — Agnes
Ayres.
Next Week — The Sheik — Second
week.

Adams Theatre —
Overture — Special number by
Adams orchestra.
' Current
Kinograms and
Free Events
Press —Weekly.
Vocal — Songs by Lillian Poli.
Feature — Little Lord Fauntleroy —
United Artists.
Xo comedy.
Madison Theatre —
Overture — Special number by Madison orchestra.
Current Events — Pathe Weekly.
Novelty — Ogden and Benson in
song numbers.
Royal Theatre
—
Feature — Norma
Talmadge in Overture
hits. — Medlev of popular song
"The
Wonderful
Thing"
—
First National.
News — Royal Screen Magazine.
Snooky. the Humanzee— Comedy — " Falling for Fanny " —
Comedy—
Federated.
Christie comedy.
Organ
Selections — Milo T. Harte,
—
Theatre
Washington
organist.
"The (second
Queen week).
of Sheba" remains
Special Number — Lloyd Garrett,
tenor.
Feature—
"The Speed Girl," Bebe
Daniels.
NextSecond
Week—week.
"The Speed Girl"—
Twelfth Street TheatreOverture — Popular selections.
News — Screen Magazine.
Comedy—"
In Jay
For Belasco.
Life "—Viola
Daniel and
Short Subject —
Trail " — Edgar
Feature
ton. — " Beyond
Next Week — To be

"The Flaming
Jones.
"—Ethel ClaySelected.

BROOKLYN

An' intriguing display on " What Do
Men Want?"
by the AUvambra
theatre,used
Indianapolis

Mark Strand —
Prologue
Song-Pageant."
Interior— "court
scene with queen
and court hangers-on. Opened
dark, curtains closed. Fanfare
of trumpets and Walter Smith,

raconteur, appeared in front
stage in spoken announcement,
short text of story of " The
Three
" written
by
EdwardMusketeers
Knoblock.
Curtains
opened lotte
on Bergh,
courtsoprano,
scene. Charsang,
" Queen of the Night," from
" The Magic Flute." Raymond
Metz as " D'Artagan " burst
onto stage and kneeling at
queen's feet gave her jewels.
After singing song he clasps
queen's
waiting
his
arms. Then
Mark maid
StrandinMale
Quartette sing " One for All,
Feature
— Douglas
Fairbanks in
All for
One."
" The Three Musketeers."
Next Week — John Barrymore in
" The Lotus Eater " and Harold Lloyd in " Never Weaken." Another of Harold Wendt's displays,
advertising
" The
Fighter,"
recent
picture
on the
Rivoli,
Toledo,a 0.,
bill
ST. PAUL
Strauss.
Flayed by the Hippodrome symCapitol
—
phony
under the diOverture —Theatre
"Bacchanale,"
from the
rection oforchestra
Creatore.
opera "Samson and Delilah," Vocal— Selections bv Green Evans,
by C. Saint-Saens.
baritone.
Capitol Digest, including Current
Events,
News. Pathe and International Feature
— " The
Sheik "—Rudolph
Valentino
.
Topics of the Day- — Pathe.
Comedy—
" Dodge
Gaylord
Lloyd. Your Debts"—
A Little Love Nest — Prizma.
Current
Events—
Hippodrome Review.
" A Song of India " — Rimsky-Korsakoff — Walter Bastian, English Horn Soloist, special set.
NextGloria
Week—
"Under the Lash"—
Swanson.
" The Sheik."
Organ Solo — "Pomp and Circum- Shea's Criterion —
stance," byElgar.
Overture—" The Firefly "— Friml.
Organ Recital — Arthur Koerner.
Missouri Theatre —
Stage —setting
— " Love's
Garden."
Selections
by Leo
ConsiOverture — Missouri Symphony Or- Vocaldine,
tenor.
chestra.
Missouri News Weekly.
Feature—
Wilson." Miss Lulu Bett "— Lois
Comedy Feature — •" Don't Tell Ev- Comedy — The Singer Midgets Side
Show.
Presentation by Missouri Chorus.
Current Events— Criterion PictorFeature
Picture — " The Sheik."
erything."
ial.
New Grand Central —
Overture
— Gene Rodemich's Orchestra.
Mark-Strand—
Grand Central News Review.
Current
— Pathe News.
Overture Events
— Sally."
Comedy — " The Vagrant."
Feature
— " Dick
The Child
Thou Gavest
Me"—
Headrick.
Special
Presentation
Central
Revue. — New Grand
A musical comedy in miniature, Comedy — " The Idle Class " — Charlie Chaplin.
with Broadway principals.
Next
Week
— " Why Girls Leave
Feature Picture — " Passing Thru."
Home " — Anna Q. Nilsson.
Fox Liberty Theatre —
Overture — -Liberty Harmony Orchestra.
Loew State
Overture
— " —Medley of Popular
Comedy — Mutt and Jeff.
Liberty News Weekly.
— " The Cup of Life " —
Comedy— Tom Mix in " The Rough Feature
Madge
Snooky. Bellamy.
Troubles " —
Feature Picture — " The Queen of Comedy — " Twin
Diamond."
Current Events — Loew State News,
made up of selections from the
BUFFALO
various news weeklies.
Sheba."
Airs."
Special—"
Ramblers
to Nature
subject.Three," a Back
Shea's HippodromeNext Week — " Hearts Are
Overture— (a) "Aida" — Verdi,
Trumps " — All-star cast.
(b)" Southern Roses Waltz "Today-The Star that Represents All that
Is Best in American Womanhood!
THE SCREEN FAVORITE THE WHOLE WORLD IS TALKING ABOUT!
NORMA
TALMADGE
Supported by HARRISON FORD
"THE WON
NOR MA'S DERFUL
WONDERFUL 1 THiNG' '
"THEC
ONQvalentino
U E R I NMalice
GJ» OWER"
rudolph
terry TEf-

Third of a page on " The Wonderful Thing," oy the Strand theatre, Milwaukee

Exhibitors'

McManus

Borrows

Service

House

Bureau

For

Ballyhoo

Use

Ballyhoo which was used in the interests of "The Hell Diggers"
when isthismanager
picture played the Colonial theatre, Tacoma, of which Charles F
McManus

Thomas D. Sorlero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
George J. Sohade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. C Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Hark Gates, Dayton theatre, Datyon. O.
Edward L. Hvman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Finkle stein £ Rubin,
Minneapolis.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Kuhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland
Paul GusdanoTlc, Strand, Cleveland, O
O. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mich.
8. Barret McCormlck, Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Cleveland.
W. 8. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.

Advisory Board
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
R. B. Wilby, Supervisor of Southern Enterprises,
Inc., Birmingham, Ala.
E. X. Richards,
Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Jr.,
Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Dee Moines theatre, Des Moines,
Chad.
Oaa. Bran ham, Famous-Lasky, Ltd., Toronto,

Lowell W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol
theatre, St. Paul. Minn.
W. C. Qnlmby, Managing Director, Strand and
Jefferson theatres, Fort Wayne, Ind.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
George
E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre,
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rial to theatre, Butte.
Eugene
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francise*
Sidney
Grauman's theatre, Los Angelea,
Louis
K.Grauman,
Sidney,
theatres,
Denver.Managing Director, William Fox
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fkk.
Herbert J. Thatcher, Strand theatre, SaUna, Kan.
Francis A. Mangan, Managing Director, Alien
theatre, Montreal, Canada.
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Lobby

Decorations

for " Way Down East"
For a return engagement of " Way
I Down East " at the Forsyth theatre, Atlanta, Ga., Manager Jack Kaliska emphasized the Thanksgiving atmosphere by
decorating his lobby with cornstalks, giant
I pumpkins, ears of red and yellow corn,
1 strung together, strings of red peppers,
strung, and similar things appropriate to
the season, not forgetting cut-outs of two
or three turkeys, posed effectively.
Encircling the marque were pairs of
pumpkins, enormous ones, made of cardboard, with jack o' lantern eyes and
mouths, behind which were electric lights.
The words " D. W. Griffith's ' Way Down
East ' " were written on the pumpkins in
black letters, and so big were the pumpkins and so well placed that they could
Ibe seen for blocks.

Jackson's Chariot Racers
Get Gothams
Attention
A street-faring ballyhoo which attracted
unusual attention on the thoroughfares of
the Washington Heights section of New
York City was carried out by Ben E.
IJackson, manager of the Audubon theatre, in conjunction with this week's run
of " Queen of Sheba.''
Getting his inspiration from the chariot
race scene in the production, Jackson procured a chariot of the ancient pattern,
three white steeds, and a charioteer attired
in the mail of an ancient warrior. A large
painted banner was attached to the harness of both outside horses and another
was carried on a long pole by the driver.
This unique outfit was employed for a
whole week, and its daily procession over
the streets of Manhattan compelled universal attention.

Lobby display for "Through thetheatre,
Back Door,"
used by
Birmingham,
Ala.Manager Kennedy, of the Strand
Strand

of

Denver

Builds

Fine Lobby Front
By . the lavish use of compoboard and
paint William Fox's Strand theatre at
Denver, Col., made up an unusual lobby
displav for " The Girl from God's Coun-

Ballyhoo for "The Queen of Sheba" used by
Manager Jackson Nnv
of Fox's
York Audubon theatre,

This theatre has a shallow lobby directly on the street. The box office between
the two entries was roofed and walled
with compoboard to represent a log cabin
in the midst of a snowstorm. Across the
entire front ran the title of the picture,
supported at either end by compoboard
Xorth
try."Woods scenes. Above the title
appeared the tops of snow clad mountains,
and against them were set a great number
of stuffed birds and wild animals, furnished by a Denver furrier. The house
artist did his work so cleverly that these
figures did not have the stuffed appearance so often fatal to this type of display
but seemed almost alive.
Suspended from the roof of the twostorv lobby in a huge frame was a poster
but little smaller than a twenty-four sheet.
This was made by the house artist from
the six-sheet supplied on the picture and
with the remainder of the space occupied
by the billing lettered by the artist.

"Hell Diggers" Ballyhoo
Interests Tacoma
Fans

Nicely decorated lobby on " The Girl From Gud's Country" which Managing Director Louis K.
Sidney, of the Strand theatre, Denver, built for his showing of this picture

A ballyhoo suggestive of the dredge
which forms the basis for " The Hell Diggers "was used by Charles F. McManus,
of the Colonial theatre, Tacoma, to exploit
Wallace Reid's latest Paramount release.
An abandoned tool-house was mounted
cn a Ford truck. A simple wooden hoist
was added to give it the appearance of one
of the " hell diggers." The sides of the
house were covered with cut-outs from
Paramount twenty-four sheets.
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N ev

Ingenious Exploitation fc
"The
Blot"
One of the most ingenious exploitatia.l
for " The Blot " that has been attempted I
the South was put on by Manager Jai
Kaliska, of the Rialto theatre, Atlant
when there.
the picture played a week's engag
ment
One week previous to the opening 1
the picture, he built an interest-compellir
display in one corner of the theatre lobb
This was a big square of beaver boar
which had been scraped so that it w;
somewhat absorbent. Splashed again
this rough bit of beaver board was a bott
of ink, making a huge blot that sprea
until it almost filled the square. Abo\

Lobby decorations for " The Midnight
designed
theatre, Bell,"
Columbia,
S. C.by Manager Lester of the Rivoli

College
Newark

Boys
Exploitation

Aid
on ** Two

Shepard
Minutes

this was a small card reading " Ne;
Week," no title appearing on the card c
beaver board.
When the picture opened the lobby w;
decorated with five " fountain pens
about three or four feet high. These wei
filled with water, which was colored an
which dripped down on another square c
beaver board treated so that the ink woul
blot. Above this blot was a sign whic
read " The Blot — growing bigger ever

Local School Tie-up
Based on
Miss Norma Leyland sat on the cross-bar
addition to the pens, broken bottlt
s previous to playing " Two
and rendered a solo. Each night she sang of In
TWO week
cink were scattered about the lobby, an
Minutes to Go," Managing Dire
moment,"
a verse of the song, using the name of the
tor D. J. Shepard ; A. Gordon Reid,
school attending, which made a big hit squares of blotting paper, each with it
CulReid, production manager, and M. J.ford
blot, played a prominent part in th
with the boys. As she finished, the title, large
lobby display.
len, director of publicity, of the Bran
" Charles Ray in ' Two Minutes to Go',"
rk, planned their exploitatheatre, Newa
There was also a tie-up with a local sta
slowly lighted up, the picture started. A
tion campaign.
tionery store by which cards were use<
purple
drop
formed
the
background
of
the
reading " ComIt began with teaser ads
prologue with numerous colors playing on in the store's windows with a display 0
ing : Football Championship, Baker vs.
fountain pens. The whole thing wa
it from baby spots and arc lamps. The
Stanley, Branford Theatre." The day be- predominating colors were red and blue,
ridiculously
inexpensive — but certainl;
fore these were changed to read " tomorwhich blended into a beautiful deep purple caught and held the attention to a markec
row " and on the opening " today."
when they hit the background.
The week previous to the opening Mr.
degree.
The outdoor advertising was billed with
Cullen made a personal trip to each of the
fifty twenty-four sheets on Saturday, the
high schools in the city and nearby towns
where he conferred with the principal and
opening, and the Sunday following a quarter page was used in the daily papers.
football coach in regard to having the
During the week the daily advertising
football squad of the school come down
on a certain night and designated the varied from one-inch single column to five
inches double.
night for the school that was attending.
The ushers as well as the soloist wore
The heartiest co-operation was received
streamers
of the colors of the school atfrom the schools and the sporting editors
tending
each night, which helped to get
of the papers just ate all the press matter
several special stories during the week.
that they could get hold of, for every team
had important games to play.
Different nights were allotted to the different schools, with cheer leaders working in the aisles.
On the day of the opening a large football, measuring 15 feet long by 9 feet deep,
was hung from the marquee on Branford
Place, with smaller miniature footballs
hanging from it. Each of these smaller
ones was painted in the colors of the
CHARLES Rffi?
school on the night they were to attend,
and in this way the outside advertising
was made good use of.
JHD MINUTES TO
A special music score was arranged by
Tacob Rittenband, musical director, and
Mr. Reid.
To

Go"

The prologue preceding the picture was
arranged by Mr. Reid and was as follows :
A scrim drop, cut in the shape of a large
football, was provided. Behind the scrim
miniature goal-posts were erected and

Illustrating the accompanying story relative to the exploitation and presentation of " Two
Minutes to Go " at the Bra nford theatre, Newark, N. J.
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1 This layout shows three views of the most artistic
1 and effective lobby display ever used by the Clem1 mer theatre, Seattle. Tlie picture zuas "Moonlight
I Follies," and the display is fully described in the
1 accompanying story. Manager -Cut fs designed the
1 display and worked out the elaborate lighting ideas
1
used in connection with it.

Gutts Originates Highly
Artistic Lobby Display
Accompanying is a cut showing three
views of a lobby display on " Moonlight
Follies " arranged by William Cutts, manager of the Clemmer theatre, Seattle.
The scenic part of the front was heightened by an electrical display of varicolored lights— blue, yellow, orange and
gold — and some ingenious mechanical
arrangements.
A small " shimmying " doll on the box
office drew much attention. The girl in
the " moon " wore a silk skirt and the
feather was real. A concealed fan blew
.the feather and ruffled the silk. The live
goldfish in the bowl was illumined by a
spot at intervals. The bathing girl behind
the scrim wood set was brought into prominence bybunch lights every few seconds.
The figures of the dancing and flute girls
behind the scrim over the doors were illuminated inred and white, alternating even'
fifteen seconds. The center figure was a
revised three-sheet cut-out draped in
georgette silk with a real wreath about her
head. . The pole was done in gold bronze
and the measurements shown were on silk
ribbons. The figure was constantly illuminated bya strong spot concealed under
the marquee. The " girl " in the bathtub
was made conspicuous by the use of a
flashlight placed in the eye of the " moon."
The marquee and ceiling lighting was in
blue. The display was declared one of the
most artistic ever attempted in Seattle.

"Quo Vadis" Essays
Good at Toronto

Poor

Telephone
Exploitation

Service
Aid

of "Ait Divorc
showi"ng when
the ience
showeed ofat
FORConven
the Forsyth theatre, Atlanta, recently, Manager Jack Kaliska made a
play on the current poor service of the
telephone companies, which is proverbial
in most cities.
Four telephone booths had been rigged
up in the lobby, made of Beaver board
and very realistic. In each booth was
a wax figure — two men and two women,
the figures borrowed from downtown department stores, and all very nicely
dressed.
At intervals, there would be a mad
ringing of bells — this managed by the
doorman — the crossed wires and jingling
bells never failing to attract attention.
A cut-out of Owen Moore and the
leading woman, in a pose which suggested that the star was trying desperately to explain something that the leading lady didn't care to hear, were posed
on a marble bench, which was surrounded by palms, to give the impression of a conservatory.

\
1
\
|
\
I

Buffalo

Magazine

Helps

Franklin's Attractions
Harold B. Franklin, managing director
of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, arranged
with the editors of " Truth," a magazine
published in the city, to take over the
front page of the publication for a boost
of the engagement of " The Wonderful
Mr. Franklin supplied an engraving of
one of Norma Talmadge's most attractive
photos
for use on the frontispiece. Cut
Thing."
lines
under the photo told of the coming
of " The Wonderful Thing " to Shea's
Hippodrome. In addition to this, Mr.
Franklin used an especially attractive
series of hand-drawn ads, which were
changed daily. The posters used in the
elaborate mahogany frames in the Hippodrome were also of unusual design and
color.
Mr. Franklin is able to tie up with
" Truth " frequently and many a star gets
a full-page cut in consequence.

Go

A feature of the exploitation campaign
for " Quo Vadis " put over by the Strand
theatre, Toronto, was the inclusion in the
newspaper display copy of a questionnaire
based on the historical angles of the story.
An essay contest open to children was part
of the exploitation campaign. A special
children's
the run. matinee was given each day of

Attractive lobby decorations Saenger
for the showing
of "Gypsy La.
Blood," playing recently at the
theatre, Shreveport,

Motion
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Bull

Picture

Montana

Net

Imitator

c

Helps "Foolish Age"
Engagement
The fact that Bull Montana is a nati
of Washington and also plays a part 1
" The Foolish Age " gave a R-C Pictur
exploiteer an exploitation idea when t
picture in
wasthebooked
Loew's
Pala
theatre
capital for
city.
A pugilist

Showing a view of the Halloivc'en party which Harold R. Alger, manager of the Blackston-c
theatre, Rantoul, III., held on Hallowe'en night

New
"Bridal
Party"
Stunt
" Dangerous Curve Ahead " Exploitation
Interests
Both
Authorities
and Public

FOR the showing of "Dangerous Curve
Ahead " at the Majestic theatre, Wilmington, Del., Manager Blair, Goldwyn Exploiteer W. R. Ferguson and Elias
Wetstein, publicity director for the Ginns
Circuit, to which the Majestic belongs, put
over a number of stunts that brought great
returns.
One of the most successful ideas was an
adaptation
of this
thecase
*' bridal
automobilewas"
stunt. But in
the automobile
shown in the lobby of the theatre (and extending out several feet on the sidewalk)
and the car had been in a smash-up. The
doors were off, the steering wheel twisted,
the windshield broken, the radiator was
wrecked and the tires deflated. Confetti,
rice and old shoes were freely used as decorations. A large cut-out heart, with a
weeping Cupid sitting on the heart, was
mounted in the center of the lobby, on the
sidewalk line, with a large traffic sign —
" Stop ! " — showing back of his head, and
the following legend on the heart : " They
didn't see the ' Dangerous Curve Ahead'."

Ft'
fA

rM fortliW
I resell*!!*

Showing a portion of the lobby display on
"Dangerous
Curve Ahead"
used by the
Majestic theatre, Wilmington, Del.

On the base of the mounted cut-out was
the word " Crash ! " in large type.
The lobby was choked with colored paper
streamers and through them played colored lights. The automobile remained in
the lobby until the police, the fire marshal
and the building inspector ordered it removed for obstructing traffic. But in that
time the display had attracted all kinds
of comment and attention and obtained a
news story in one of the papers. The
" Dangerous Curve Ahead " exploitation
stanchions were freely used in the lobby.
As soon as the automobile had been removed Mr. Ferguson and Mr. Wetstein
filled in the vacant space with a large oval
mirror, about six feet high, fastened into
a mounted cut-out of Helene Chadwick,
looking into another mirror, which reflected afull view of her face. The cutout of Miss Chadwick and her reflection
in the hand mirror were taken from a
large photographic enlargement (about
three by six feet) from a still.
This entire display was about four by
eight feet. Down the panel at the side of
the big oval mirror ran the printed injunction: "Girls! Five dollars for one look!
It you think you resemble Helene Chadwick, leave your photo and name and address at the box office. Five dollars will
be paid to the girl who most closely resembles Miss Chadwick."
Not a woman entered the lobby of the
Majestic who did not glance at her reflection in the mirror and look at the enlarged
photo of Miss Chadwick.
This display the police allowed to remain. Mr. Ferguson was not so lucky
with a large fifteen-inch gong which he installed inthe lobby and had connected up
with the electric current. Every ten minutes the gong was sounded for about two
minutes. It could be heard nearly ten
blocks away and brought excited crowd?
about the theatre. The police said it
the city was being sounded at once and
osked Messrs. Ferguson and Wetstein to
take it down. Their request was complied
with, but the few hours that it. had remained up it had attracted more attention
to the Majestic theatre than it had had in
weeks.

looking individual was hired to parau
about the principal streets, and as he slut
along in the wake of pedestrians chewii
a massive cigar, with placards on h
bulging chest and humped back declarii
" I am not Bull Montana ; look at my bac
and note the way to happiness," ever
body with whom the slouch came in coi
tact turned around and read " Bull Moi
tana Is with Doris May in ' The Foolh
Age ' at Loew's Palace Next Week."
At the Washington Hotel, where tr
chief delegates to the disarmament confe
ence are stopping and closely guarded, tr
pseudo Bull Montana was stopped by a
indignant policeman, who demanded to st
credentials permitting the individual t I
parade.
None was forthcoming, so tbi 1
policeman took the alleged nuisance t||
headquarters,
where
he was
roundl j
scolded for disturbing the peace of th
community and warned not to repeat th
th I
offence.
I
The City Attorney was consulted, mai
he informed the police that there was
ordinance which legally forbid the mai
from parading, so the sandwich man wen
back to his post.
Besides an unusual display in prom
inent store windows along the principa
n.
business streets, the R-C men revived s th<
old-fashioned

sandwich

men's parade

"Foolish Age" ballyhoo put over for the recent
showing at Loew's Palace theatre, Washington

\D ecemb
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Chakeres' "Over the Hill"
Campaign Thorough
Manager Chakeres of the Majestic theatre, Springfield, Ohio, executed several
good exploitation ideas in connection with
showing of " Over the Hill."
theA recent
substantial newspaper campaign in
the local dailies and in newspapers of
six neighboring towns — Xenia, Urbana,
South Charleston, Yellow Springs, Cedarville and Mechanicsburg — was the first
step in publicizing the picture. The newspaper copy embodied extracts from letters
received by Manager Chakeres from various leading citizens of Springfield who
had previously been invited to attend a
special showing of the production. The
letters were unanimous in their commendation of the production and thus afforded
ample opportunity for their use in advertisements.
To obtain news space in the papers,
[Manager Chakeres arranged for a private
morning screening for the inmates of the
following: Old Ladies' Home, Masonic
iHome, Children's Home, Odd Fellows Institution and the Knights of Pythias Home
for the Aged. The inmates were taken to
|the theatre in automobiles furnished by
business men of the city.
A tie-up with the Postal Telegraph
Company was effected and utilized to
good purpose as a lobby display. The
telegraph company provided an instrument and table for the entrance to the
theatre, and a large canvas placard was
'designed as a telegram.
The instrument ws operated electrically
jand the ticking sound pervaded the entire
jlobby. On a small card next to the installment were the words: "Send Mother a
Telegram."
In a drug store near the theatre which
deals in confectionery as well, a window
display was arranged.
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This "Her Sturdy Oak" lobby display
is the
of Dan
theatre,
Des work
Moines,
la. Bur gum, manager of the Garden

Miss
Brinkley's
Hen
Stunt
Small Town
Showman
Exploits " Girl
From God's Country " in Ingenious Manner
the crowd made a grab for both the hen
,HE small-town exhibitor who suffers
the " comps." The boy who captured
T from the glooms ma)' well take a and
the hen was also awarded free tickets. The
lesson from Hazel Woody Brinkstunt pleased Moran residents more than
ley, who runs the Brinkley theatre in the
little town of Moran, Kansas. Miss
anything which Miss Brinkley had ever
Brinkley is sitting pretty, playing to
crowded houses, because she is a good
putA over.
window display was also used to exshowman and knows how to attract audiploit the picture. Miss Brinkley planned
ences without spending much money
her display and a boy did the mechanical
doing it.
art. A small aeroplane with a little lad
der leading down to the film case in which
One of Miss Brinkley's recent exploitation campaigns was on " The Girl From
the picture had been shipped from the exGod's Country." She used the press
change was suspended in a well-located
local window. A card leaning against the
book " She's Coming " idea, ending with
a "She'll Land at 4.15" announcement.
case read " She's Here."
A big cloth sign announced that a certain
Miss Brinkley produces numberless
kind of a flying machine would distribute
prologues for her attractions, in which she
five complimentary tickets. Then at 4.15.
has the aid of local high school youngsters
from a drug store window, with a big as actors.
crowd on hand, the " flying machine " was
turned loose — a hen, scared enough so she
" hop-off."
enthusiastic
a fasthenandflew
made
As the
from the window the
free tickets fell off and the youngsters in

Miss Brinkley says : " Small towns like
to see their own people perform — and
when you can work a prologue in with
your picture it puts it across. Some exhibitors around here say the small towns
are going to the bad. Our town is only
about 600 population, but we get them out
just the same."

mm

James Rourke, manager of the Umpire theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., in which the local city election result
rr the Hill" exploitation stunt by zvas
announced in this manner in advance of the newspaper edition
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Patterson

Has

Fine

Idea

Illustrating by ait some of the exploitation
put over in New York for the engagement of
" Molly 0 " at the Central theatre. The center
cuts show window tie-ups tvith two of Gotham's
largest department stores

for "Jane Eyre"
When Manager Willard Patterson, of
the Criterion theatre, Atlanta, played

New

Another Prison Lobby
Front Used at Atlanta
"The Ole Red Brick Schoolhouse'
gave
place to Frank
the "Ole
Red ofBrick
Jail '
tor Manager
Miller,
the Rialtc
theatre, Augusta, when he used a bit ol

" Jane Eyre " he concentrated his exploitation on the fame of the book from which
the picture was adapted.
Especially effective was a lobby display
built along novelty lines and carrying out
this idea.
A huge book, built of compoboard and
covered in dark green, with the name,

This float adverised the showing of "Peck's
Bad Boy" at the A-Muse-U
theatre, Clinton.
Iowa

'"Jane Eyre,' by Charlotte Bronte," lettered in huge gold letters on each cover.
The book stood erect, half open, and beneath the title on each cover was a huge
tinted " still " of " big " moments from
the picture.
Except for stock one-sheets on either
side of the lobby and a lobby frame of
" stills," this was all.

Eleven

"
IVindoiv
when
thisdisplay
picture secured
played for
the "Reputation
Allen theatre,
Regina, Canada, of zvhich H. A. Bercovich
is manager.

Picture

Dollar

Campaign

Puts Over "Quo Vadis"
This is the story of how Grand Rapids, Mich., a town particularly familiar
with good exploitation, was made to turn
out for " Quo Vadis " by a campaign, the
total cost of which was $11.80.
William M. Myers, special exploitation representative, was sent out to help
put the picture over at Power's theatre.
He put a man in Roman costume with a
sign on the streets during the rush hours
for five days. He tossed big red air balloons off the roof of the Hotel Pantlind
the day before the opening, the balloons
bearing tags warning people not to miss
the picture. He arranged a special showing for prominent people, with consequent
publicity. He arranged a window tie-up
with a big drug store opposite the Pantlind based on the store's display of Roman
candles. He had a violin window tie-up
with the largest music store and a book
window tie-up with the largest book shop.
He conducted a special children's matinee
previous to the usual Saturday afternoon
showing, at which children were admitted
for 15 cents.
The box office was taking 'phone reservations three days before the opening of
the picture.

ingenuity in his lobby display for " Th<
Infamous
Miss erected
Revell."of four sections oi
A cell was
beaver-board, painted to represent a redbrick wall. Four windows were cut ir.
this cell, and bags were placed in the win-l
dows. Inside the cell had the usual cot I
one stool, and nothing else, save dirty, begrimed walls — and the occupant of the
cell — a in
rather
nice-looking' stripes
young ofman.!
dressed
the conventional
one
who has run afoul of the law.
Over the cell was a sign which read:
"This man can't go to see 'The In-'
famous Miss Revell ' at any price — but|
you are more fortunate, for you can see:
her here today and tomorrow for twentyfive cents."

" Xo WomanJoeKnows"
on Exploitccr
Tic-up
put
overlobby
by display
Universal
Mayer
for a Powers
recent showing
of
this
picture
the
theatre. Grand Ratids
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Scotch Specialty Numbers
Please Brooklyn Strand
Patrons
It has been the custom of Managing
director Edward L. Hyman of the Brookyn Mark Strand theatre to feature music
nd dances of the various nations repreented in the city, giving over a week to
ach nationality. Such features had aleady been provided for the Irish, Italian
nd French population of the city.
Mr. Hyman's latest folk number was a
ribute to the Scottish race.

A real highland scenic set was furished for the recital of Scotch songs and
ances. The participants wore the plaid
nd kilties with the maidens in the cosLime of their land. The upper backround showed heavy moving blue clouds,
clever lighting effect, the singers and
ancers sat on tree stumps and ragged
rags, which were cut-out prop.
Jackson Kinsey, baritone, in kilts and
1 tune to the pipes, sang " Border Balid." Mary Fabian, soprano, interposed
ere with " My Love She's But a Lassie
ret." Sonia Serova and Mildred Marsh,
Is Scotch lassies, barefoot and in tatters,
anced folk dances, which embraced
' Shepherd Boy," " Bonnie Sweet Bessie,"
Banks of Loch Lomond " and " Blue
'Jells of Scotland." A trio composed of
At. Kinsey, Miss Fabian and Ruth Wation
sang ' Comin' Through the Rye " in
onclusion.

Window display put over by Manager H. J. Gould of the Hippodrome, Fort Worth, Texas,
for his showing of " The Man from Lost River "

Swain's

Lobby

Front

for

"Foolish Age" Pleases
the
N, ofOhio,
SWAIbus,
J. W.
me theatr
e, Colum
PastiR
MANAGE
devised a most attractive lobby
front for the showing of " The Foolish
Life size, cutout figures of Miss May
in a fetching gymnasium costume, with
her fists encased in regulation boxing
gloves, were placed at either side of the
Age."while in the center stood another
lobby
attractive photograph of Miss May on
an easel, together with a number of
photographs also used liberally while
the name Doris May was shown in big
and emphatic letters on a fancy banner
stretched across the lobby from right to
left.

Wright Builds New
Lobby Display
The prologue and lobby display used by
Manager H. B. Wright, of the Strand
theatre, Seattle, recently, were to a great
extent responsible for the large attendance
during the two weeks' run there of " Way
As a prologue to the feature, a short
Down East."
singing
and talking act was arranged by
Manager Wright and Musical Director
S. K. Wineland. Although the Strand is
somewhat hampered by a small stage, the
cut shows the results obtained by mere
suggestive scenery on each side of the
screen. The three characters shown were
the principals of the prologue, who sang
songs of a rural nature.
The second cut shows the lobby display
used by the Strand. The idea of a farm,
with picket fence surrounding it, was carried out, and decorative display cards
shaped as pumpkins emphasized the rural
phase of the film. The main characters
in the play were brought to the attention
of the public as they leaned over the fence
in the foreground.
Both lobby display and prologue were
not expensive and brought much extra
business to the Strand for the week's run.

Top cut — Illustrating the prologue zvhich Manager H. B. Wright, of the Strand theatre, Seattle, originated for his showing of "Way
Doii'n East." Bottom cut — Mr. Wright's lobby display on this picture.
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Greenman
Splash

on

Picture
Makes

New
Big

"Connec-

Manager Harry ticut
Greenman,
Yankee of" the- YVil
liam Fox Liberty theatre, used som<
unique methods of advertising " A Con
necticut
at King Arthur's
as shown Yankee
by the accompanying
cutsCourt
of th«'
lobby and of street scenes put into goo<
effect by Greenman.
A large squad of motorcyclists wen
drafted into service and the parade o
these men through the streets of St. Loui
bearing banners calling attention to th<
showing of the picture at the Liberty re
suited in capacity crowds throughout th<
week. Cards were mailed to person
throughout the city dilating upon the ex
cellence of the picture and inviting then
to attend the show. Leading cigar house:
of the city entered into the spirit of th«
thing and carried banners reading, " Mart
Twain smoked
Cigars. So doe:
King Arthur at the William Fox Libert}
These illustrations are explained by the accompanying story relative to the exploitation
of " A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court," by Manager Max Greenman, of the
Fox's Liberty theatre, St. Louis.
Hyman's
Thanksgiving
Prologue Pleases Highly
A real simon-pure old-fashioned New
England snowstorm opened the Thanksgiving Week bill at the Brooklyn Mark
Strand, Managing Director Edward L.
Hyman prefacing his show with this stage
presentation which had musical incidental
numbers.

Brooklyn Mark Strand
Prologue Takes Cue
From Picture
Managing Director Edward L. Hyman,
of the Brooklyn Mark Strand theatre cast
operatic stars in the roles of his prologue
for " Little Lord Fauntleroy," and the
scene used was the interior of a huge English baronial hall, the central object
being a huge fireplace with a great yew
log blazing. Seated at the hearth with his
toys neglected, was " Little Lord Fauntleroy." His head was pillowed in the lap
of " Dearest," his mother, while in a dignified court chair at one side sat the austere earl of the tale.
Mary Fabian, soprano, played the role
of " Dearest," while Sonia Serova, danseu<e. was attired as the tiny lord. Jackson Kinsey appeared as the Earl. Miss
Fabian ^ang " The Sweetest Story Ever
Told tion" to the
during
his appropriate
featured
film number. introducThe fireplace effect was unusually realistic, with smoke curling and flame leaping.

The large display windows of the Wool
this
week."
worth
downtown stores were used tc
splendid advantage and the photograph
tising.
enclosed shows just one of the man)
crowds attracted by this method of adverMen dressed in the costumes of the day.'
of King Arthur walked the streets and
naturally
enough,
one's that
attentior
was attracted
to suchevery
an extent
man)
questions were asked, all of which resulted
in increased business.

The back drop represented a New England countryside with a carpet of light
snow. " Prop " snow fell throughout the
number.
In this scenic set two men and two
women in Puritan garb were seen apparently wending their way to church. The
group paused for a few minutes to sing
Kreuser's " Hymn of Thanksgiving."

Tzco of Edward L. Hyman's prologues used during Thanksgiving Week at the Brooklyn
Mark Strand theatre. Tor cut — Number for " Little Lord Fauntleroy." Bottom cut — Stage
setting and characters appearing in the Holiday prologue described on this page
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Universal Exploiteer
Interests School Children
R. Fox, Universal exploiteer in Illinois,
put over several sucessful publicity stunts
in Pekin, 111., recently for the opening in
the Empire theatre of " Winners of the

Sells

"Disraeli" to Albanians
With an appropriation of $40 Uly S.
Hill, manager of the Mark Strand theatre, Albany, N. Y., put over an exploitation campaign on " Disraeli " that paid a
thousand per cent dividends.
The campaign included window displays, special attention to schools, colleges
and women's clubs, an interview with a
local judge who cited " Disraeli " as an inspiring story of domestic life, and a specially prepared letter mailed three days
before the opening performance to 5,000
prominent residents of Albany.
In the. matter of window displays, Mr.
Hill succeeded in placing 22 x 28 photos
of the production with many of the best
mercantile establishments in the city. He
also secured space at the Albany Capital
Library,
the
Y. W.theC.Albany
A. and Woman's
the VassarExchange,
Alumni
Club. He also captured a theatre party
by the Vassar Alumni, and the enthusiastic praises for the picture by these women
proved most beneficial to the box office.
A special letter in which George Arliss
was depicted as the " greatest character
actor on the international screen," and
calling attention to the high lights of the
picture, was mailed to 5,000 prominent
Albany folk three days before the opening.
Judge Brady, who presides over the
Albany Police Court, and has a well established local reputation for bringing together married couples who have disagreed, was specially invited to attend the
first showing. Then he was interviewed
and gave a statement highly commending
" Disraeli " as an inspiring story of domestic life, and a picture that every married person, every young man and every
young woman contemplating marriage
should see.

The local high school gave him permission to address the pupils of the school
during the recess period. As a result he
obtained a large percentage of the boys
Stage setting for a prologue number staged by
Harold B. Franklin, managing director of
Shea's Hippodrome
, Buffalo, story
as described in the
accompanying
Franklin's Stage Setting
Wins Patron's Plaudits
In celebration of Marshal Foch's visit
to America, Harold B. Franklin put on a
patriotic stage setting at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, last week, entitled " Welcome Foch ! " It was a picture which
evoked much praise and brought loud applause at each performance. It showed
General Pershing welcoming the Generalissimo of the Allied forces. In the background rose the Capitol at Washington
and a huge American flag.

West."
and
girls as members of a " Universal
Serial Club," the idea of which is the
pledging of children to see the eighteen episodes of the serial.
Each pupil so signed received a ticket
entitling him to bring a guest each week,
the two being admitted for the price of
one. Also, the club members were shown
the first two episodes as guests of the theatre. College skull caps were given to the
boys of the club and a gift offered to the
pupil writing the best 100-word commendation of"thrills-from-history " serials.
Another stunt with which Fox obtained
publicity was the losing of a wallet
taining heralds and other advertising
terial on the serial. He posted many
tices around town offering a reward
the boy or girl finding the wallet.

The result of this simple but different
campaign was more than satisfactory.

Two lobby displays painted on one set which advertised "Nomads of the North" and "The Golden Snare," at the Star theatre, Portland.
Ore. The Star is managed by Milton Grostcin.

conmanofor
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Picture

News

This lobby display on "Dream Street" was used by the Winter Garden theatre, Seattle, Wash.

''Wedding

Meechum
Invents Novelty
Ballyhoo for Serial
Claire Meechum, manager of the Grand
theatre, Rochester, N. Y., is the originator
of a novelty exploitation stunt that boosted
interest in his current serial, " The Adventures of Tarzan," most materially. A sixsheet of Episode V, showing Elmo Lincoln lying on a dais at which two lions
are springing, was transformed into a cutcut. Mounting this cut-out on a platform,
an arrangement was contrived whereby
the figures of the lions were made to leap
upwards and back again at the prostrate
figure of Lincoln. These motions were
controlled by a motor, the entire arrangement being concealed by a stand placed in
front of the lower part of the platform.
Through this unique contrivance a perfect
illusion of the lions constantly leaping at
Tarzan was obtained. The stand placed
in front of the platform carried an announcement relative to the high lights of
the serial.

Car" Advertise}

One"Dang
of the erous
exploitationCurve
stunts "for th
run of " Dangerous Curve Ahead " usee
by C. M. Watson, manager of the Dia
mond theatre, Tuscaloosa, Ala., was t<
send out a completely decorated '"wed
ding car," with a bridal couple in it. I
was driven through the streets and out U
a football game and was later parked ii
the lobby of the theatre for a lobby dis
The " matrimonial road map "
was
play. also used as a lobby decoration
and " Dangerous Curve Ahead "
were cut into hand-lettered mats
placed in local store windows.

ide;
plan
still:
an(

Novelty
lobby manager
decorations
by
Will Stege,
of for
the "Experience"
Capitol theatre.
Great Falls, Mont.

Two bears ho were used
ballyhoo
" The
variouson Keith
Girl From G od's Country ''as ata the
theatre a zvhich this picture played

Kennedy
Borrows Doll
House As a Basis for
Lobby Display
Manager Kennedy, of the Gala theatre,
Birmingham, Ala., stopped the crowds to
see " Everything for Sale." He borrowed
a little house from a paint firm, mounted it
on a box in the centre of lobby and surrounded itwith a green lawn with a little
lake made of glass and bordered with sand
and pebbles. Kewpie dolls were placed in
the windows in the act of drawing the
shades to hide their shocking lack of clothing. On the lawn were scattered a toy
auto, horse, pony, dog, cat and cow, all
of which wore tinv " For Sale " cards.
Paper was also used lavishly.

Two views of the "Dangerous Curve Ahead
ballyhoo used by Manager Hugo Plath of th
Gem theatre. Palestine, Texas
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Ads

Used

to

Sell

"Bucking the Line''
de Bruler, of Loew's
er Ralph
Managtheatr
e, Atlanta, concentrated all
Grand
the advertising for " Bucking the Line "
on the star, who, of course, is new to the
public.
For a week one-inch ads ran in the daily
"Who is Maurice Flynn?"
papers reading
The tiny ad leapt up at one from the most
unexpected pages of the paper, and from
red and white placards which had been
posted at busy corners of the streets, and
from tie-tags that had been tied to automobiles parked down town. Finally, Atlanta, exasperated by the inescapable question, began to talk about it, and on Sunday a quarter-page ad read " Maurice
University's World-Famous
Yale known
Flynn
to the sport writers
footballis star,
and readers of America as Lefty. Handsome, daring, athletic, he is the newest of
worth-while male stars." Then followed
the name of the picture, the theatre and
the play date.
Thus " Bucking the Line " drew a much
bigger audience than if all the advertising
had been centered on the picture itself.

" Ladies Must Live " paper sellers, as told by the accompanying story concerning the
exploitation campaign put over by the Colonial theatre, Washington, D. C.
Stutz

Puts

Washington

Over

Campaign

on

New
One
" Ladies Must

Effective
and
Original
Times sold the public on the unemployoitation stunt of
expl
larploy
THEhirinpopu
ment gag and the girls got rid of their
ed persons to adg unem
vertise apicture was given a novel
papers easily.
The Times'
stories and
carried
references
to the picture
the
twist by Manager E. J. Stutz of the Co- generous
Columbia
theatre.
on,
in connection
lumbia theatre, Washingt
girls asked for permission to wear
with his engagement of " Ladies Must theThe
banners for the rest of the week and
Live "

Highly

Stutz tied up with the Washington Times
to hire twenty-five unemployed girls to sell
Live." The Columbia theatre paid them
papers.
$2 apiece to wear with a banner announcing "Ladies Must Live." The Times donated the papers and the girls scattered
down Pennsylvania and the rest of the
avenues and streets, crying their wares in
high soprano.
The newsgirls took in $267 the first day,
averaging better than $10 a female. The
banners and the great publicity in the

agreed to buy their own papers. They
proved such good saleswomen that the
Times announced : " The ' Ladies Must
Live ' girls will be given permanent positions on the circulation staff of the Times
as long as they are out of permanent emMr. Stutz also tied up twelve windows
on the main streets. His entire exploitation, including the stunt with the girls,
ployment."
cost
him $30. His business on the picture
was 'way over the last few months' average for a run.
Letter

to Prominent Residents Used Effectively
A variation of the open letter to prominent residents was used by Manager C. D.
Buss, of the Strand theatre, Easton, Pa.,

to exploit the showing of " Ace of
The first ad was addressed to Mayor
Horn, Police Chief Jacoby and Detective
Simmers,
Hearts." and asked " Do you think a man
can live too long? Signed 'Ace of
On the two following days the same
question was addressed to other prominent citizens, including two or three
women.
On the fourth day a two-column display
Spades'."
ad of the showing of the photoplay was
long.
run, connected up with the teaser ads by
reference to the man who had lived too

Explaining by illustration how Noble Hcarne put over his recent engagement of " The Fo.\

Manager Buss had very good results
from this form of teaser ad, drawing patrons to his theatre through curiosity.
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"Sherlock Holmes"
Star to Visit America
well
D,
OO
NORW
Yown
EILL
h stage
lis
Eng
kn
and screen player, notable recently abroad for his
portrayal of the character of
Sherlock Holmes on the
screen, is due in this country
on or about December 30.
William Alexander, of the
Alexander Film Corporation,
who was due to arrive in
London December 5, had for
his object in crossing the
completion of details to bring
the English player here as an
adjunct to the introduction
of the Sherlock Holmes pictures in America.
The Alexander firm have a
diversified program arranged
for the introduction of the
English player here.
Sunnywest Takes Burr's
Novelty Review
Novelty
a series
ofBurr's
12 one
reel Review,
motion pictures,
which have been very popular in
different parts of the country, will
now be seen in those houses controlled by the Sunnywest Films,
Inc., which includes New York
City and Westchester county and
that part of Northern New Jersey,
not including
Novelty
Reviews Trenton.
have createdBurr's
sort
of a vogue. After watching a big
feature picture, a nice one-reel review acts as sort of a tonic.
Arista

Film

to Release

"Prejudice"
"Prejudice" a drama in six parts
will be released on the state right
market within the next two weeks,
according to announcement issued
by the Arista Film Corp., releasing
the feature. A full line of advertising matter and accessories is now
being prepared.

Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke, costarred in " The Jungle Goddess," Col.
Selig's newandserial,
Importcontrolled
Film Co.by Export

SALES

AND

Joan

EXPORT
Offers

Ward

N ElV

New

PURCHASE

Independent

AND

Picture

S

Picture

Field

AND

V IEW~

Arrow Announces Firs
Eddie Lyons Comedy

1

Promises " The Hardest Way " to
RATION announces
State
Rights
at
Bargain Price
the release of the first
PO-. i
comedy
ns FIL
supMer-COR
Lyo
Edd
W ent
JOAN FILM SALES CO., INC., want in up-to-the-minute releases
ROcem
ARie
oun
is made by
Ann
announces this week that it re- from the large distributors because
cently bought at a bargain price I can't get by and make a living
W. E. Shallenberger, President of the Arrow Film Corthe last of the Fannie Ward pic- and I won't use the average Indetures which carries the unusual
poration of the immediate rependent
pictures
at
high
prices
because most of the time there is no
et "
of
" Pea
lease
title of " The Hardest Way " and
esceof and
twelveQuitwofirst of a seri
offers to resell this picture to in- star, big enough, and no title that
reel super-comedies, being
dependents at the same price it insures me a profit in running
made by Eddie Lyons. Mr.
paid for it plus a very small cost them. If I can get a well known
for handling.
Lyons has been quietly workstar in a picture that carries a
ing for several months, mak"
Coming
as
it
does
at
the
very
goodin title
I can the
do questions
fairly wellsent
—
time when exhibitors must have and
ing these comedies.
answering
" Peace and Quiet " is a
pictures that can be booked at liv- me by Joan regarding Fannie
story of a young newspaper
editor who goes through all
Ward in ' The Hardest Way,' I
states Joan,
feringisprices,"
an unusual
one to" this
say ofthe will
say that this sounds good to
the trials and tribulations of
least and State Rights buyers and me in view of the modesty of the
the average small town ediIndependents who are dead serious booking costs and the good stuff
tor, managing to struggle
about getting goods that will sell backing up the picture to put it
along after a fashion, until
fast, and on which they can make
one of the force in revenge
good profits cannot help but be infor a fancied
takes ocSixteen-page special advertising
terested in this new Joan offer.
casion to mixslight,
up the type
Quoting an exhibitor in a small campaign books have been prejust before the paper goes to
town in Northern Iowa he states prepared on this picture. The action
in
'The
Hardest
Way'
is
of
that ' high cost releases and high unusually" gripping nature and calls
cost pictures
of the
ques- forover.'
emotional acting on the part of Bernstein Bringing Ou
tion with meareandout this
condition
press. New Star
brought about by the depression Miss Ward than which she has
which hasn't lifted as yet, has put never surpassed in any of her highIsadore Bernstein, who is credite.
ly emotional roles, it is said.
me in a hole. I can't buy what I
with having brought out mor
•screen stars than any other in
dividual in the motion picture pro
fession, is said to have uncovere'
another find in Draga, a little fif
National
ExchangesExpand
teen-ycar-old San Francisco gir
Draga is already at work in th
Increase of Board of Directors
principal feminine role opposit
Monroe Salisbury in " The Grea
Is Now Announced by Corporation
Alone," the first of a series of pic
made
of
several
other
meritorious
tures to be made by the West Coas
al ExofofNation
EXPANSIONchanges, Inc.,
New York productions which we will dis- Films Corporation at the Pa
tribute.
Increase
in
the
volume
of
Studios in San Mateo, Califo
City, is indicated by the increase
It was at a social function
in the Board of Directors just an- business transacted has led us to
San Francisco that Bernstein
nounced by the corporation.
enlarge
the
Board
of
Directors."
The officers of National ExMr. Johnson and Mr. Bennett encountered Draga, and he was s
changes, Inc., now are Walter L. succeed themselves as president impressed by her personality tha
induced her parents to submi
Johnson, president : Hunter Ben- and vice-president. Dale Hanshaw, he
nett, vice-president ; Dale Han- the incoming secretary, has had a her to a film test. Her engagemen
shaw, secretary, and Daniel A. long career as an executive in the for " The Great Alone " imme
Kelly, treasurer. Mr. Hanshaw and producing end of the motion pic- diately followed.
Bernstein plans to have Drag
Mr. Kelly succeed Earl H. Hoptureciated
industry.
He hasof been
with several
the assolarge work in two productions with Salis
kins, who was secretary and treasurer.
bury, after which he intends t<
The Board of -Directors is now moving picture companies includ- flash her on the public as a star i:
ing
Metro,
Fox,
World
Film,
Uniher own right. Jacques Jaccarc
increased from three to seven memversal, Goldwyn and Vitagraph.
bers. It is composed of the four
Daniel A. Kelly comes to the who is directing "The Grea
officers and Earl H. Hopkins, W.
Alone,"
Bernstein's
enthusi
position of treasurer from that of asm
and shares
is evincing
signs of
prid
F. Ashley, Jr., and George D. accountant
for National Exchange,
Proctor.
for
his
opportunity
of
being
th
Inc.
Mr.
Kelly
was
formerly
as" The additions to the directorate
first one to direct the forthcomin
sistant
general
manager
of
the
are made necessary by the growth
William L. Sherry Feature Film star. " The Great Alone " will b
handled by the Producers Securit
of
National
Exchanges,
Inc.,"of says
Walter
L. Johnson,
president
the Company when that firm was the Corporation.
Paramount
company.
Since
we became end
an New York
change. W. F.City
Ashley,
Jr., now exon
active
factor" in
the distributing
the
Board
of
Directors,
is a mem- Salt Lake Exchange Sole
of the motion picture industry in
ber of the firm of Ashley & Foulds,
March of this year, our increase in
A deal was recently consum
business has been both steady and attorneys and counsellors at law. mated
whereby the ownership o
D. Proctor, also on the
substantial. We are now dis- George
Board of Directors, is well known the All-Star Productions, Salt Lak
tributing three feature productions, in
the motion picture industry as City, Utah, was transferred fror
one serial, two comedy series and a
an advertising and publicity expert S. S. Fox to Frank Coret, of Sal
single reel series.
Lake City, Utah.
" Announcement
will soon be and also as a scenario writer.
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Independent

" Partners

of

the

Series

Sunset "

First

of Lubin's
Allene
Ray Features
tion, according to Bert Lubin, will
THE
distribution
for the
new series arrangements
of six semi- immediately commence their active
western features in which Allene sales campaign on the six pictures.
Ray is being starred has been The first of the series, "Partners
definitely settled upon. According of the Sunset" is now ready for
to an announcement from Bert screening. It is a society-western
Lubin, president of the Western drama adapted to the screen from
Pictures Corporation, producers of storv especially written for Allene
these outdoor dramas, the pictures Ray by Walter Richard Hall.
will be sold on the independent Robin H. Townley directed the
market.
The cast included J. W. JohnOffers from three national dis- production.
tributing organizations for the enston, lately playing leads for Fatire Allene Ray series were turned
mous-Players and prominent in the
down because of the professed wil- support of Arliss in the forthcomlingness of several of the indepening special "Idle Hands;" Robert
dent companies which handled the Frazer,
who was co-starred with
two previous Allene Ray features, Anna Q. Neillson in "Without
one of which was "Honeymoon Limit;" Mildred Bright and others.
Ranch," to pay the higher quotas
The second of the series, "Lady
on the new pictures made neces- Luck" will shortly be placed in
sary by more elaborate productions production. It is planned to release the new Ray pictures one
with better supporting casts.
The Western Picture Corpora- every other month.

Mack Sennett comedyby starring
Behave," a five reel Ford
I scene from " Oh, Mabel
PhotoSterling, offered
and
Mack onSennett
abel Normand, Owen
craft Moore,
Productions
the independent
market

Vrrow

Closes

for

Comedies

Hines

Feature

Well

Liked

Thousands of Fans Commend Star's
C. C. Burr
First Feature, States
order; a picture that calls for the
received
being
very
best
sort of a story, filled with
are
REPO
byRTS
Charles C. Burr, president
of the Affiliated Distributors, Inc., good fun, thrilling incidents, a
praising his first big feature, pretty love
tale told in a true innocent manner.
" Burn 'Em Up Barnes," the comMr.
Burr
is
now anxious to bring
edy drama, with Johnny Hines as
the star. What seems to he the " Burn 'Em Up Barnes " into New
opinion of those exhibitors who York city the early part of December. Such a production he
have run the picture
is the cleanness and soundness of the story. realizes should have a Broadway
There is plenty of comedy to keep introduction, and that is his intenevery one in good spirits and with
tions. He would like to see " Burn
'Em Up Barnes " blaze along the
a long grin.
wide-awake
trail fully a fortnight.
What seems to prove the drawing power
of
this
picture
is
its
numerous and thrilling incidents. For
in the Air" is New
the old folks it revives a spirit of "UpHallroom
Comedy
youth. For the young it calls for
"Up in the Air" is the title of
adventure and " pep." There is a
real story why the actors do so the newest of the Hallroom Boys
and so, and not just a lot of in- Comedies featuring Sid Smith.
cidents without rhyme or reason. Herman C. Raymaker directed the
Thousands of fans have seen comedy, from the scenario by Lex
" Burn 'Em Up Barnes," and Neal, which tells the story of a
Charles Burr is receiving letters man who buys at auction the servevery day from all parts of the
ices of a young chap, insures his
country, requesting that he hurry life heavily — and then proceeds to
and make another picture on its try to collect the insurance.

H. O. Lande, of Pittsburgh, Secures
Franchises
for
Three Territories
, AST week a contract was theatregoers follow the motion
<J signed in the Arrow offices picture for amusement and entertainment and can secure as
Itween Harry O. Lande, of Pittsirgh, and W. E. Shallenberger, much relaxtation and pleasure
esident of Arrow, which is one from a finished, witty, well pro\ the biggest Independent short
duced two-reel comedy as from any
!el deals made this year. Under feature.
je terms of the contract, Mr.
" I feel," concluded Mr. Lande,
inde secured the Arrow Comedy " that such comedies when proper'■anchise for his associated comly exploited hold forth as big opinies for three territories, as folportunities for the Independent exl>vs : For the Quality Film Serv- changeman as the most pretentious
ji of Pittsburgh for Western features afford and it is my intenthe acquisition of the big
'■nnsylvania and West Virginia. Arrowtion with
Comedy Franchise to make
|>r
the ofLande
Distributing
Corplation
Cleveland
for Northern
my three affiliated companies the
■iio. For the Lande Distributing largest short reel distributors in
;>rporation of Cincinnati for their respective territories."
liuthern Ohio and Kentucky.
IBy the terms of this contract
Sells Feaese three corporations will sc- Irving Lesser
tures in South
ire for their respective territorEn route to his desk in Los AnBOX-OFFICE
the fourteen Broadway Corngeles from New York City, Irving
lies featuring Eddie Barry, Helen
lirling; the twelve Reggie Morris M. Lesser, general manager for
pductions known as Speed Corn- Western Pictures Exploitation
lies, featuring Charlotte Merriam Company, stopped off at Charlotte,
Id Xealy Edwards and J. Belasco N. C, where he met R. D. Craver,
I d other well known players ; the controlling the Southeastern states
elve Cruelywed Comedies fea- which include North and South
Iring the Cruelyweds, and four- Carolina, Georgia, Florida and
!|;n Mirthquake Comedies featur- Alabama. Mr. Craver purchased
Y* Robert L. Conor and Bobby from Lesser film products totalling
over $50,000.
inn and other comedy players.
Mr. Lande in the course of an
These include all of the David
erview stated that it wras his in- Butler series of five-reel comedy
ltion to open a special short reel dramas, the entire series of Irving
partment with special short reel Cummings' 12 two-reel Mounted
inagers in charge, as well as Police stories, the series of
|Drt reel advertising managers "Prairie Productions " starring
10 will devote their time to the Dick Hatton, the series of " Cactus
I ploitation and distribution of Features,"
starring Maryon Aye
'I 3rt reels.
and " Bob " Reeves, the series of
' The Comedy," declared Mr. Philo-Gubb stories, made by Webster Cullison, the series of Edna
nde, " has at last come into its
I n. The big theatre man of to- Schley's " Scattergood " films, the
A y pays as great attention to the series of Lester Cuneo's five-reel WIRE FOR
I ection of his comedy as to the Westerns, the " Missions of Caliiture, realizing that innumerable
TERRITORY
fornia" and many others.
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Great Interest Shown

in

"Oh, Mabel Behave"
Nathan Hirsh, president of
Photocraft Productions, stated that
during
many he
year's
the film his
business
neveractivity
arousedin
such consuming interest in a picture as is being manifested in " Oh
Mabel Behave," the five reel Mack
Sennett comedy featuring Mabel
Normand, Own Moore, Mack Sennett and Ford Sterling.
" We have received many inquiries from interested buyers for
this production from every territory in the United States," said
Mr. Hirsh, " and I feel gratified
by such an enormous and spontaneous response. Not alone are
we beset with offers for territorial
rights from state-right exchanges
everywhere, but first-run exhibitors
in several sections of the country
have inquired where they could arrange for playdates on ' Oh Mabel
Behave.' This reception of Photocraft Production's initial offering
augurs well for my new concern
and I am negotiating for a worthy
successor to ' Oh Mabel Behave.' "

MaeJMurray Preparing
for New Feature
Mae Murray and Robert Z. Leonard, after a short vacation at
White Sulphur Springs, Va., have
returned to New York, and are
now busily engaged on the preparatory work of their next picture
for Tiffany Productions.
At a conference held immediately
upon their return a decision was
reached which will change the
plans for the next picture of the
Mae Murray series.
The original intention was to
follow up "Peacock Alley" with
" Put and Take," which was specially written for Mae Murray by
Frederic and Fanny Hatton. After
consideration by Mr. Leonard and
Tiffany Productions staff, it was
decided to postpone the making of
" Put and Take " for the present,
and in its place produce a script
which was recently acquired for
Miss Murray's use.

N e ws

Special Effects Will
Mark Bible Pictures

First Episodes of Serial
Reach N. Y.
st two episodes
THEof "Tfir
he Jungle Goddess," Col. Wm. N.
we fifteen episode
Selig's ne
ngl
-ju
mal
ani
serial now under production for the Export
& Import Film Company,
Inc., arrived in New York
early this week, and were
y'ls
scre
this Blu
comp
h Mr.
menantha
iceen. edBotat
off
and Mr. Auerbach of the Export & Import Company were
greatly pleased with Col.
Selig's initial episodes.
Episode four is expected in
New York by December 1st.
Working on the schedule as
now arranged, the serial
should be completed by February 1st. Releasing arrangements for the U. S. have not
been decided upon.

Picture

mm.'

Offered by

A scene from " For Your Daughter's Sake," starring Grace Darling.
J. W. Film Corporation
Abramson

Makes

Allegory

ory on
vpreparattheecti
work
involthe
urewith
IN conn
ing feat
production of the Old Testament,
Louis Weiss, Vice President
of Artclass Pictures Corporation, sponsor for this film,
is responsible for the announcement that many new
effects in the matter of tint,
ing, toning
back-s
ral color
grounds andsub
natutitle
will embellish this production. Due to the character
of the film and the subject
with which it deals, special
attention will be given to the
art backgrounds for the
numerous captions. In addition to unusual double and
sure camera eftriple expo
fects in these backgrounds,
a corp of artists are engaged
in working out a series of
sketches symbolic of the
Biblical atmosphere and in
keepg.ing with the grandeur
ferin
and dignity of the entire of-

Because of the innumerable opportunities presented
for the use of natural colors,
arrangements are being entered into with one of the
leading specialists in this
work to evolve a series of
color schemes emphasizing
the beauty of the unusual
points in each episode.

" Fountain of Youth," an Interpretation of " Faust," to Be Ready Soon
opportunity to actually visualize
etation those
interpr
ricaloperati
ANbasedallego
finer and more subtle sensic version
on the
bilities that predominate when one
of " Faust " has now been transferred to the screen by Ivan is under
tiful music.the spell of really beauAbramson, president of Graphic
Film Corporation, and in a short
time will be placed on the state- Lester Scott on Tour
right market under the name of
for Bert Lubin
New Brandt-Davis Pic" the Fountain of Youth." This
Bert Lubin has announced the
feature is said to be novel, not
ture in December
only because of its being a screen appointment of Lester Scott as
Completed print and negative of
interpretation of one of the most special sales representative on his
"Life's Greatest Question.' the
widely known operas, but also be- new
scries
of
six
Allene
Ray
fivenew George H. Davis-Joe Brandt
cause the picture has been directed reel features.
with the actual music score in
Mr. Scott will leave immediately special feature production., was
mind. This is believed to be new on an eight weeks tour of the received this week in New York,
in pictures, since the average pro- country, during which he will visit production having been completed
duction ismade without any atten- all the principle independent ex- pn the West Coast at the production being paid to a specific music change centers and arrange for ing centre of Quality Film Producscore. It has long been the ambi- the distribution of the Ray series, tions, Inc., in San Francisco.
tion of Abramson, who for years
" Partners of the Sunset," the While the picture is, it is anprevious to his entrance into the first of the series, is now ready nounced, practically ready tor remotion picture industry, was an tor distribution. A complete line lease at the present time, there is
opera impresario, to produce an of accessories including a special some slight final editing and titling
allegorical interpretation of one of " art " lobby display, a sixteen- needed, which is now being done
the standard operas on the screen, page, three-color press book and under the supervision of Mr.
and to have as a basis of produc- a "star" folder and the usual run Brandt. The picture will be placed
tion the actual music. The final of supplies are available on this on the States Right Market by the
middle of December.
result, as in " The Fountain of picture.
Youth " is the fact that the whole
FIFTEEN WEEKS OF STEADY NEW BUSINESS
" Faust
opera tion
theconjunc
of in
music
with"
played
must bescore
juinniiiimiiii a—
■■ ■
a— i
the showing of the picture if the
tion is etation
it's best
to receive
produc
.
possible interpr
It is also interesting to note that
THE,
MtfND
Abramson has so closely followed
the music that no adaptation is
IN THE
necessary. While this production
differs from others in its conception, it is also different in the mechanics of movie production, for
in
order tohadinterpret
allegory,to
Abramson
to have it's
recourse
every possible avenue of trick
camera methods to obtain the
necessarp effects. This was accomplished in good shape, for
POQ"
" The Fountain of Youth " possesses an even continuity that does
not fail to bring home the allegory
in convincing and simple style.
Abramson believes that the vast
army of music lovers and the pub- READY FOR
PHOTOPLAY SERIALS CORP.
lic in general will take to this new
IT
RELEASE
(E. S. Manheimer, Gen. Mgr.)
ATSEEONCE
idea in movies, for it presents an
130 West 46th St., New York
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throws

Joan

bombshell

Joan throws

a bombshell

into the Independent

Market

by doing

what
the majority of independent distributors wouldn't dare to do
— what most of them couldn't do and what a great many of
them wouldn't have the nerve to do if they could.
Joan had presented to it some time ago the last of the FANNIE
WARD
productions.
The owner of this picture was sweating hard to
raise money.
He made us a proposition.
We came back with a counter
proposition.
It was accepted.
In five minutes time this man
had his cash.
He was satisfied.
We were satisfied and now we're
going to make every State Right Buyer and every Independent
exchange satisfied and pleased by putting this new FANNIE
WARD picture out at the price we paid for it, plus a reasonable
percentage.
If you know any Independent who is doing this, call us
up and tell us who it is. The title of this new picture is
"THE HARDEST WAY" a whale of a title for the
box office, which plus the drawing power of FANNIE WARD, and
the modest prices at which this picture can be booked to theatres
makes this the quickest action picture and the best deal
by miles that State Rights Buyers and Independents could wish
for.
In other words, we bought a bargain and we're going
to share it with men who want quick sales and small profits. We
have complete press books all ready.
We have paper of striking
character; we have beautiful lobby photos, exploitation, stunts, and
material galore with which exhibitors can put this picture across
in any territory.
We are going to pound on this picture in
the trade papers till every exhibitor in America and Canada knows
about FANNIE WARD in "THE HARDEST WAY."
We're going to
advertise this picture broadcast so that getting bookings on it by State
Rights Buyers or Independents who buy it will be quick and easy.
You'll wait a long time to get another deal on a
character, with such a title and such a star at
which it can now be bought, if you act quickly by
by letter or wire with JOAN FILM SALES CO.,
42nd Street, New York City.

picture of this
the terms on
communicating
Inc., 33 West

Motion
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Russell Production to
Have N. Y. Premiere
ell ProRuss
THE firm ofductio
ns, Chicago Film
Producers, has filed incorporation papers subject to
the state laws of Illinois, and
will henceforth be known as
Russell Productions, Inc.
The stock, all paid in, aggregates $10,000, all of which
will be held by the Russell
family, making it a closed corporation. The first production to be released by this recently incorporated company
is " Shadows of Conscience."
It is claimed by the company that negotiations are
now under way for a Broadway premiere of this feature
which has been advertised
extensively in the trade papers and which has been received favorably by all critics
of the press who have reviewed it at various trade
showings. B. D. Russell, production manager, is now in
New York for the purpose of
disposing of the rights to the
Eastern States. The first
public showing of the picture,
it is reported, will be made in
New York.
Aywon Animal Picture
Well Received
" The Master of Beasts," the
first of a series of four five-reel
wild animal productions, is now
being placed on the state right
market by Aywon Film Corporation, and is meeting with gratifying approval, is the report. These
pictures are brand new, the second
one now undergoing final cutting
and editing in the studios of
George Martin and John Natteford. Nathan Hirsh, president of
Aywon Film Corporation, entered
into arrangements with Mr. Hagenbeck, proprietor of the famous
Hagenbeck Circus, for the enlistment in the pictures of his entire
collection of trained wild animals.
Circuit Bookings for
Warner Feature
Over twenty of the largest theatres in the country, in addition to
a number of big circuits, have
booked the latest Warner Brothers
production, " Ashamed of Parents," it is Fox,
announced.
William
who has booked
the picture over his entire circuit,
has arranged to have it shown for
week runs in the Washington theatre, Detroit ; Rivoli, Denver ; Liberty, St. Louis; Terminal, Newark;
Elizabeth, Elizabeth, N. J. ; American, Paterson, N. J. and the Academy of Music, New York City.
The B. K. Bimberg Circuit and
Charles Steiners' Circuit have also
booked the production for their respective chain of theatres.
The cast chosen primarily from
the standpoint of getting actors
and actresses who could best play
the various roles, includes Charles
Eldridge, Jack Lionel Bohn, Edith
Stockton, Walter McEvan and W.
J. Gross. The story was written
by Charles K. Harris and Adeline
Hendricks, and it was edited and
titled by Eddie Bonns and Louis
Marangella of the Warner staff.

Picture

Newt

Amalgamated
Picture
Jan.l
Features to Be Announced One a
Month Thereafter, States Backer
Mr. Backer states that the naIN order to make it possible for
their pictures eto be launched
ture of the productions now completed with the new angle given
in all sections of the country on
the same day the Amalgamated by the novel idea of co-starring
several stage and screen notables
Producing Company, the new pro- in
each picture and emphasizing
ducing organization which, under
the personal supervision of G. M. the fact that each player must be
Anderson is making special fea- given equal sized type in the advertising and the same electric light
tures to be handled through East
Coast Productions, Inc., in the in- display, has attracted unusual attention and much favorable comdependent field, has fixed the release date of their first offering so
ment. He says that the all-star
that it will fall on New Years Day. cast idea has been applied so often
On the first of every month there- tci stars of so many different grades
after, one of the series of twelve of brilliancy that the producers of
pictures, three of which are said to the new series were driven to disbe completed, will be available and,
covering some new method of imaccording to President Franklyn E.
pression upon the public the fact Robert Z. Leonard and Mae Murray,
Backer of East Coast Productions, that such players as William Court- looking over locations for the next picture
he fully expects to be in a position lcigh, Robert Edeson, Myrtle
to announce the complete list of Steadman, Tully Marshall and the New American Authors
exchanges handling them in a very others are in the casts of the first
Picture at Strand
short time.
three pictures.
" Washington Irving " is the
next of the "Great American
Authors " series which will play
in the Strand theatre, New York.
Neal
Hart
in New
Picture
The picture which carries the name
of the author as its main title,
First of Series Is Now Completed
bears
sub-title
brief areview
in which
memorysays:
of "A
the
for
Wm.
Steiner Productions
Father
of
American
Literature."
holding contracts for the series
"The Sketch Book" furnished
NEAL HART, known by the are : Frank Zambreno, of the Unity most
of the material for visualizing
fans as " America's Pal," has Photo Plays Company, of Chicago ; acters.
just completed the first production
of the new five-reel series for the M. A. Kahn, of the Federated Washington Irving's familiar charWm. Steiner Productions. The Film Exchange, of Kansas City,
Mo. ; Gene Marcus, of the
d est,
" Tangle
Trails,"in Twentieth Century Film Co., of Arrow Film Announces
astory
tale isofentitle
the dgreat
Northw
Important Sales
which Neal Hart appears as Cor- Philadelphia; E. R. Champion, of
Arrow Film Corporation anD. C. ; Southern
poral Jack Borden of the North- Washington,
the closing of a contract
west Mounted Police. He is sup- States Film Company, of Dallas, with H. nounces
G. Till, productions of
Texas ; Greater Features, Inc., of
by an excellent cast
ported
of
wellknown screen artists, including Seattle, Wash. ; Sam Werner, of Merit, for the distribution in LouViolet Palmer, Edward Roseman, the United Film Service, St. Louis,
isiana and .Mississippi of "The
,
W. B. A. Productions Co., of Bos- Golden Trail," an American LifeJules
ograph
Production, starring Jane
others. Cowles Jean Barry and
ton; Film
Harry Service,
Charnas, of
of the
StandCleveland,
Novak, "Woman's Man," starring
The large company covered thou- who ard
books the Neal Hart pictures Romaine Fielding, Love's Protege,
sands of miles to get the locations
for Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky. starring Ora Carew, and a series
that
the
story
called
for;
the'r
longest jump was from the far Floyd St. John, of the Co-Opera- of four Jack Hoxie features.
At the same time Arrow anNorthwest, above Calgary, to New tive Film Exchange, of San Fran
nounces that arrangements have
cisco, Cal., who books California,
York cialCity,
for
scenes
in
the
finanNevada, Arizona and the Territory been made for the pre-release of
district.
Neal Hart is at his best in of Hawaii. Other territory is now the new super-serial "Man of the
North,"
starringon Ann
Little15th.in
"the
Tangled
Trails,"
it is are
said,more
and being arranged for.
three
territories
December
franchise
holders
Following
Trails,"
more five" Tangled
reel features
will
Although this picture will not be
than pleased with the first of the seven
ready for general release until the
new series. Among
those now be produced, one every six weeks.
first of the year, the Eltabran Film
Company of Charlotte, N. C, Bob
Lynch of Metro, Philadelphia, and
Messrs. McConville and Patten of
Independent Film Company of
Boston have made arrangements
with W. E. Shallenberger President of Arrow Film Corporation
to release this serial beginning the
fifteenth of December.
Backer

A scene from Weiss Brothers' Artclass
Pictures Ccrp. screen presentation of
The Bible

to Name Franchise Holders Soon
Promising to announce the first
list of franchise holders who will
handle the co-starring features,
"Ashes," "Any Night" and the
balance of the one-a-month productions of the Amalgamated,
next week, Franklyn E. Backer, of
East Coast Productions, Inc., reports exchanges
that contracts
with closed
indepen-at
dent
are being
a rate which insures the complete
covering of the country by December 15, the date set for the beginning of active operations.

December
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Naval

Film
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SAY

Show
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Interest

" Battle

of

Jutland " Before U.the S.officers
Navy
Bodies
on duty
at the Navy
<<npHE BATTLE OF JUT- Department will have an opportunA ture ofLAND,"
Educational's
picthe great sea conflict of the stated.ity to view the picture, it is
World War, is attracting great interest among the officers and men
A third special presentation of
of the United States Navy, accord- the picture is likely to follow at
ing to a report from Educational
War College at Newhome office. High ranking naval the Naval
port, R. I., for the benefit of Rear
officers, among them Rear Admiral Admiral Sims and other officers at
W. S. Sims, have expressed a keen the college. Admiral Sims, who is
desire to see and study the picture. a friend of Major General Sir
Following
its theatre
successful
week'sYork,
run George Aston, whose two years of
at
the Rialto
in New
constant study and work made the
Educational is preparing to give at filming of the picture possible, has
least two showings of the film for expressed interest in this film study
the benefit of navy officers and
Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven in a scene students.
of theflict, world's
greatest
and it is more
than naval
likely conthat
from " Marry
the
Poor
Girl,"
released
by
The office of the Secretary of it will provide material for extenAssociated Exhibitors
the
Navy
has
given
recognition
to
sive study at the War College as
Recent Additions to
the picture by making arrange- well as at Annapolis, declares Educational.
ments
for
its
showing
at
the
Naval
Metro Companies
Metro announces the following Academy at Annapolis, according
During the entire week of the
to Educational. Students at the
additions to companies now work- Academy and officers on duty there showing of "The Battle of Jutland " at the Rialto, naval men,
ing in the West Coast studios : Bartine Burkett, joining the George D. will view the picture at this show- both officers and enlisted men, were
ing, it is reported. Just before or very noticeable in every audience.
Baker forces to play with Gareth
Hughes in playing
" Stay Home
" ; Frank just after this screening Educa- Men from the ships now in New
Brownlee.
an important
tional will present " The Battle of York waters were at the theatre in
part in the new Lytell production, Jutland
" at the atMarine
in
Washington,
which Barracks
showing large numbers every day.
" The Phantom Bride " ; and
Florence Deshon, to play a part in
Rex Ingram's production of " The
Prisoner of Zenda."
DeHaven
Feature
Offered
Mary Carr and Shirley
Mason on Tour
" Marry the Poor Girl " on December
of H. B.
t an
uesirm
AT Burthe
Program
of
Associated Exhibitors
ner,reqcha
of the
invitation committee of
THE announcement that Mr. and The posters likewise are being selected with an eye to their use as
the Southern Motion Picture
Mrs. Carter DeHaven will apcut-outs
in striking lobby exploitaExposition, William Fox has
tion
displays.
pear on the
Associated
sent Miss Shirley Mason and
program
in the
screen Exhibitors'
version of
The story, which is typically a
Mrs. Mary Carr — the mother
their stage success, " Marry the Carter
De Haven theme, is based
o atin " Over theualHill "—t
Poor
Girl,"
is
creating
considern
conventio
tend the ann
able interest among the exhibitors, Upon the embarrassment caused
announces the distributors. W hile ■when two engaged couples are
which opened on November
it has been known that they were caught in an embarrassing mistake,
29 at Charlotte, N. C, to continue four days.
contemplating a quick release of while a bungling friend who tries
this production, no intimation had to straighten out the error, only
The party consisted of
Miss Mason, Mrs. Carr. her
been given of their distribution adds to the complication of errors.
daughter Louella, who played
plans prior to the announcement It is described as a delicious comthat they would release through the
edy-drama of highly humorous moa prominent role in " Over
Associated Exhibitors organization.
the Hill," and Vivian M.
ments,
sophisticated, not over risI. E. Storey, sales manager of the
Moses, director of advertisque, and is a feature of uproarously
ing and publicity for Fox
Associated, says that " Marry the funny developments.
Film -Corporation. They left
The screen version has been
Poor Girl,"
which on
he December
has announced for release
New York Wednesday mornII, will be greeted by important adapted from Oliver Morosco's
ing and arrived at Charlotte
play, which was written by
in time for Miss Mason and
first run bookings in every ex- stage
change center. He states that the Owen Davis. It was prepared for
Mrs. Carr to put in an apby Rex Taylor and dipearance at the business sesbranch managers of Associated Ex- the screen
rected by Llovd Ingraham.
sion Thursday morning. Both
hibitors report much interest on the
were cordially welcomed by
part of the theatre owners who are
the several hundred exhibianticipating
that " Marry the Poor
tors convened.
Girl," will duplicate the popularity Arvid Gillstrom Will Diof " Twin Beds," and the other De
A number of women's
rect Harry Sweet
Haven comedy dramas.
clubs, chapters of the Red
Cross, and civic institutions
It is stated that " Marry the Poor
Julius
Stern,
president has
of Cenextended invitations to have
tury Film
Corporation,
just
Girl " will have big exploitation,
signed
Arvid
E.
Gillstrom
to
direct
and
that
an
elaborate
campaign
the two motion picture actresses attend dinners and rebook has been prepared, which is Harry Sweet, Century's young
ceptions in their honor.
replete with novel advertising ideas, comedian. He will start his duties
suitable for this kind of a feature. this week.

A ascene
" Thestarring
Hole inAlice
the Lake
Wall,"
Metro from
offering,
Roosevelt Memorial
Medal for Laemmle
Carl Laemmle, president of the
Universal Film Manufacturing
Company,
recently received
tions of gratitude
and a resolusilver
memorial medal from the Roosevelt Memorial Association. During
the last year Mr. Laemmle, through
his agent Charles R. King, a former friend of the ex-President, has
rendered much assistance to the
Roosevelt Memorial Association.
Due to Mr. King's position as
Universal agent in Cuba, the Universal president's co-operation with
the Roosevelt Memorial Association has been largely in connection
with the Cuban branch of the association. the
Universal's
principal
first run theatres,
Campoamor,
one of the leading cinema houses
in Havana, has overlooked no opportunity tohelp the association in
its promulgation of Rooseveltian
ideals and in building up the organization bywhich the former President's memory is being crvstalized.
"Bucking the Tiger" Is
Printed Serially
Showmen who play Selznick pictures will be interested in the extensive circulation of Achmed Abdullah's story, " Bucking the Tiger,' 'that is now running serially
in a great number of newspapers
scattered throughout the country.
It was the Abdullah story that
formed the basis of the stage play
of the same title Lewis J. Selznick
produced a couple of seasons ago.
May Tully wrote, with Abdullah, the stage vehicle from Abdullah's novel and after Selznick had
toured part of one season with the
play it was withdrawn for the purpose of conversion into a photonlay. Conwav Tearle was cast for
the star nprt in the picture and this
Soring "asBucking
released
one of the
the Tiger
units "in was
the
Tearle star scries.
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Gunning"
Month
Interests
Many Play Dates Are Reported from
Branch Offices; Plans to Surprise
But we about
do findWid
thatGunning
exhibiGunnin
for Wid
PLAY
chiefg
to their
the tribute
Month,dates
torsning.
are keen
which is being put across dur- pictures, and that when they find
ing January by the exchange and
in the
home offices sales staff of Wid they
tributecanbyjoin
piling
up organization's
January play
Gunning, Inc., are being reported dates, they do so.
in large numbers from the branches,
" We are making some plans for
according to a statement by one of W id Gunning Month which will be
a surprise to the industry when they
the corporation officials here.
" We find that the exhibitors of are announced in a few days, and
which will add further impetus to
the
forgotten
the this
sales drive. The managers are
time country
when W haven't
id Gunning
was sales
manager of the Eclair Company and coming through 100 per cent, and
Warner's Features," it was said, their enthusiasm is not forced down
" and that they are all willing to from the home office sales department, but is spontaneous.
help the success of his company not
only because they remember how
" The welcome which the public
fair he was to them in those old gave this week to the opening of
days, but because they are sure that
A scene from " The Last Trail," Fox's any picture on which Wid puts his Charles Dicken's " Our Mutual
Friend " at the Lyric shows that
picturization of Zane Grey's story
stamp of approval is going to be a Wid made no mistake when he arsure fire box office picture. They
ranged for the distribution of this
remember that all his life Wid has ' perfect movie.' Many big first run
"Outside the Law" Pop- laughed at the hokum with which
will still be playing ' Our
ular in So. America
other companies have surrounded houses
Mutual Friend ' in January and
their
product,
and
that
what
he
has
Senor Ruy Barbosa, Brazil statespractically all of the country's
man, who occupies the internation- had to say has been facts, straight larger second run houses will show
it during Wid Gunning Month. An
ally position of the Chief Justice of from the shoulder.
the League of Nations, recently
" Every day we are rising to a unprecedented demand too is depitch of enthusiasm about
handed down an opinion on " Out- higher
veloping for prints of Lois Weber's
side the Law," Priscilla Dean's pop- Wid Gunning Month because of the ?.pectacular picture, ' W hat Do Men
aid exhibitors are giving us in put- W'ant? ' during January, and it may
ular Universal-Jewel picture.
ting it across.
be necessary' for us greatly to in" Very interesting," was the opincrease our original supply of prints.
mean
to
say
that
all
ion of the world's famous jurist, our"Wesalesdon't
force has to do it to sit The exploitation possibilities of this
concerning
Universal's
colorful
picture of life, romance and adventure around with its feet on desks shak- picture, together with the compaign
ing contracts out of envelops. The which has been out-lined by our
in Constantinople.
Barbosa's
commentary
on theSenor
Priscilla
Dean film business isn't quite as easy as Exploitation Department has made
picture took place in Rio de Janeiro, that these days, even for Wid Gun- an especial appeal to exhibitors."
where a private showing of the film (4
was held by Dan B. Lederman,
Universal's Brazilian manager.
Leading citizens and political leadHisNib
s'Tres
Ready
Unusual
FeaturessBook
in Aid Issued
ers in the South American metropolis as well as representatives of
by Exceptional on New Feature
the newspapers were present at the
a page of advice on how
showing which was held at the Uni- THE press book to be issued to After
best use the newspaper publicity
versal exchange.
in connection with the exsection, and another on what the
" Hisd Nibs
ploitation prepared
y for
at the" big showing at the Hotel Astor
compile
has been carefull
office of the Exceptional Pictures taught, there is an article on "Putting over ' His Nibs ' to Music,"
Corporation, working with " His
"Anne of Little Smoky"
C. Bradford, who preorganthe te
Nibs " Syndica
the by James
distribu
willInc.,
ization whichte,
pared the musical synopsis for the
Is Playgoers Release
"His Xibs " Press Book, and who
current feature of
picture.
THE
This press book is said to be personally directed the orchestra
. Playgoers Pictures is
unique in many of its outstanding when the picture was shown at the
"Anne of Little Smoky,"
features, each of them specially Hotel Astor Ballroom.
a Wistaria Production, which
In addition, there are features on
prepared with an idea of helping
was released November 20.
the exhibitor put the pictures across how to program the picture; on the
Winifred Westover, Joe
in the biggest possible way. Open- new and special accessories, and
King, Frank Sheridan and
ing the book is a strong editorial a double-spread page on the adDolores Casinelli have the
by Alexander Beyfuss, president of
vantages of advertising with booklea.ding roles in the produclets, teasers, and by mail. This
tion
Exceptional
Pictures,
and
addressed to the exhibitors. From spread contains a teaser and folMiss Westover has the title
low-up campaign.
there the book swings at once into
role, while Joe King is a
practical helps. The story on
Government ranger, in love
with the mountain maiden.
Charles (Chic) Sale is not an ex- Papers DevoteYSpace to
Frank Sheridan is her father,
aggerated publicity yarn, but a sincere and interesting feature that
"The Four Seasons"
a hard fighting mountaineer,
can
be
lifted
by exhibitors and used
On Sunday, December 4, the moopposed to all law which
as
a
newspaper
story.
tion picture sections of the Philawould take from him the
delphia Record, the Baltimore
One of the great special articles
right to rule the community
that will aid toward capacity houses American, the Syracuse Postknown as Little Smoky.
is from the pen of Epes Winthrop Standard, the Indianapolis Star, the
Dolores Casinelli has the colSargent, the exploitation editor of Minneapolis Journal and the Louisorful part of a flaming gipsy
the Motion Picture World, and was
ville Herald are carrying a beautibeauty, who upsets the pretprepared by Mr. Sargent through
ful
page in rotogravure on " The
ty romance between the ranthe courtesy of that publication.
the magnificent nager and his sworn enemy's
For aids on Prologue and Lobby Four Seasons."
ture-feature produced by the Kinedaughter. The picture is deto
Company
of
America.
display,
Pictures the
inclared to be replete with acvited Mr.Exceptional
Howard B. McLellan,
The page is illustrated in good
tion and physical encounter
taste and carries in addition a
offered by the influence of a
Exploitation
of Exhibitor's
Trade
Review,Editor
to prepare
a page,
stating that the Urban-Ditdual romance and heightened
which
was
done
through the story
mars contribution to motion picby a suspense ending.
tures has been one of the worth
courtesy of Mr. McLellan's publi- wbile things of the vear.
cation.
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Bertram
Grassby
in Irvin
Candles,"
released
by Willat's
Hodlcinson"Fifty
Finis Fox Completes
Initial Feature
Finis Fox has made his debut as
a producer
with a "feature
Man's Law
God's,"
a five-reel
whichandis
now in the hands of the RothackerAller Los Angeles plant. Mr.
Fox now has finished cutting the
picture, and the laboratory is working on the print for a Los Angeles
pre-review.
" Man's story
Lawof and
God's " is a gripping
the
Canadian frontier, replete with
action and heart interest; and Jack
Livingston, who is starred, plays
the part of the corporal of the
Northwest Mounted Police. Ethel
Shannon plays the feminine lead.
Anthony Korman was the camera
man and Mr. Fox, who wrote the
story, was behind the megaphone.
Mr. Fox for
was three
a scenario
Metro
years.writer
Arm £r>ng
later pictures, for which he is responsible, are Charles Ray's " Scrap
Iron," and " Isobel."
Critics Commend iNew
Wm. Fox Star
General trade and newspaper comment on " Fox
Cinderella
the Hills,'the recent
release ofstarring
Barbara Bedford for the first time in
her screen career, has offered ma
terial evidence for the justification
of the promotion of the actress to
a stellar position, claims Fox.
Praise for the histrionic efforts of
the new star has been universal and
predictions of a rosy future have
been abundant. Her entrance as a
star was made under the directior
of Howard
M. next
Mitchell,
whoschedwil'
also
direct her
vehicle,
uled for release in January.
Huntly Gordon Lead ir
Cabanne Special
Huntly Gordon, well known lead
ing man, is playing the principa
role in the new Christy Cabanm
special for Robertson-Cole, tenta
tively
Women isof progressinj
Conquest,'
work titled,
upon " which
rapidly at the Metro studios in N'ev
Gordon, who has been pi ay in;
leading roles in pictures for the pas
five years, was selected for the prin
cipal role by Director Cabanne afte
a number of other prominent lead
ing men had been interviewed.

December
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Neilan Pays Tribute to
"Hail the Woman "
ra-d
ope
of m,cocriticis
pte
tiveicy
ado
THE pol
on the West Coast by
s whose pictures are
producer
distributed by Associated
st
Fir National Pictures, Inc.,
brought from Marshall
Neilan the declaration that
" Hail the Woman," Thomas
H. Ince's forthcoming special
ont " is indeed an
tien
ucem
odev
pr
achi
for the motion
"
world. was among the
ture Neilan
picMr.
group of Los Angeles picture
notables who attended the recent presentation of " Hail
the Woman " at the Beverly
Hills Hotel. Mr. Neilan's
letter reads in part:
" While I rejoice in the
thought that this wonderful
photoplay is a great personal
accomplishment for you at
the same time I cannot help
but say that the production
represents even more than
this to our industry in general, for it is indeed an
achievement for the motion
picture world.
" It woman
is a photoplay
that
every
in the land
should see and entertainment
that every man and youth
will enjoy."

Otis

Skinner

with

Exceptional

PICT
AL week
IONthis
EPTnces
EXCannou
they
thatURES
will present on the screen
r Antonio," starring Otis
" Miste
Skinner. Mr. Skinner, who is one
of the greatest personalities of the
screen, and who has endeared himself to millions of photoplay fans
throughout the world through his
artistic characterization of "Hadji,
d," has sbeen
Bagda
the Bcgge
nder
aded rbyofAlexa
Beyfus to
persu
r
appea again, this time as " Tony,
the Organ-Grinder," in one of his
most successful plays, " Mister An" Even greater than the value this
announcement
has in the up-buildtonio."
ing of Exceptional Pictures," announced that company,
whichmonths
since
its inception
scarcely "two
ago has made energetic strides
toward the fore of producing organizations, isthe fact that it will
serve as a step forward for the entire industry, It means that motion Otis Skinner who will appear in " Mister
pictures is about to accomplish anAntonio," for Exceptional Pictures
other of the really worth-while
things which are needed to make add to the roster of those whom the
solid its foundation as one of the
industry must look to for the big
arts.
" ' Mister Antonio ' means not things of the future — the name of
only a film ; it will bring with it one of America's greatest authors,
the artistry of one who can help to Booth Tarkington.
elevate the standard of the screen;
making this announcement,"
one who will call forth patronage to Mr." InBeyfuss
continues, once
" We more
feel
the motion picture theatre that could that it will demonstrate
Big Demand for Lloyd's not be brought otherwise. It will that every step we shall make will
"Sailor Made Man"
lend dignity, art and accomplish- be a definite advance in the industry
ment to the silent drama, and it will for Exceptional Pictures. In bringAssociated Exhibitors declare in
a statement issued last week that
such interest has been aroused by
the announcement of the release of
Harold Lloyd's " A Sailor-Made
Man " call
on has
December
25th, that
Need quality,
of
hurry
been issued
to thea "The
good Better
in story material,
By Jesse L. Lasky
Pathe Laboratory for advance
cast, direction, production presenprints. The statement declares that
tation. There is no single element
now several years since
while the home office of Associated ITtheis slogan,
the art and industry- from the
" Fewer and bet- in
Exhibitors realized the heavy deter pictures" was adopted start to the finish, from scenario
mands which would be made by the among producers . and in the main to theatre, which cannot stand
exhibitors to secure " A Sailor- I feel that most of them have tried some advancement almost daily.
Made Man " as a Christmas week to live up to the ideal thus ex- And this advancement is imperative if the business is to retain its
offering, they hardly anticipated the
tremendous number of inquiries pressed.
But I do not believe that any of past popularity.
which have been received. They us have fully succeeded. True, we
Motion pictures are made, they
state that the great success of are making better pictures than we are sold, they are witnessed. If
made a few years ago. I may say they are not good they will not sell.
Lloyd's
" Never
Weaken
" brought
forcefully
to the
exhibitors
the for example that Paramount Pic- The public must be attracted. This
realization that " A Sailor-Made
tures are very fine pictures gener- cannot be done by flamboyant adally speaking. But they can be betMan," which is in four reels,
vertising, by " booster " methods,
would provide a record breaking
ter. That is the crux of the mat- by mere promises
without
fulfillfeature attraction for the holidays. ter.
ment. There must be
truth behind
They further declare that this proand it must be carNot only must pictures be better everyried promise
out.
duction will be sold only as a feature and must be made the main at- ■ — they must be so much better that
We are living in an optimistic
traction in every theatre where it there will be no necessity of trying to convince the public of the world, despite the many causes for
is shown.
fact. The pictures must speak for
People are inthemselves and in terms so em- possible clinedpessimism.
in this country to be optimistic and this very characteristic
phatic that even the dullest eye and
"Silver Sheet" Issued mind will appreciate their quality. has carried us through many vicisThis is essential for the simple
situdes. Ido insist, however, that
;onl"Hail the Woman"
reason that unless pictures are no amount of optimism will enable
" Silver Sheet," the house organ
of Thomas H. Ince studios, pub- prpduced with a positive insistence producers to continue successfully
quality, they will ul- in business if -they do not heed the
lished in the interest of productions upon superior
timately find themselves without an handwriting on the wall and make
created by Thomas H. Ince for
audience
and
the
producer will be better pictures — not merely talk
distribution by First National exlike Othello, "with occupation better pictures.
changes, has just been issued.
The current edition deals with
So far as we are concerned,
More than ever before are audi- Paramount Pictures are going to
" Hail the Woman," the forthcomences discriminating. This is not be better all the time. They've got
ing Ince special, although a part
an
expression — it is the truth to be. It isn't a case of merely
of the book is devoted to " The just
I happen to know very well in- hoping for the best— we have to
Cup of Life" and "Mother & as gone."
deed. The exhibitor has to pre- know in advance that we are makMine."
sent something that is a decided
ing better photoplays, that every
" Silver Sheet " consists of twenattraction
before he can hope to story is filled with the material
ty pages and art cover, is printed
on coated paper and circulates fill his house. Not merely a sen- that people demand, that the best
among exhibitors.
sation— it must be good, good in stars and directors, the finest set-

ing Mr. Skinner to the screen again
we want to be considered only as
the agency in associating him with
the art of motion pictures — we need
him and others like him for the
good of all — that producing may become more creative; that the distributor may give to the exhibitor,
for his public, a product of a higher
standard, thus assuring the patronage which will not only mean financial success for everyone, but carry
motion pictures nearer the goal for
which
are isstriving."
Otis they
Skinner
more than a personality; he is part of the foundation of the art of the modern theatre. Successful in the hiehest degree, he is beloved throughout the
entire country for himself, and for
the type of artist for which he
stands. Known in practically every
city and hamlet in the country, he
has continued to sweep aside precedents established, by appearing in
the smallest towns for one, two and
three night stands. That is why
the public knows him and honors
him as America's foremost remantic
actor. This popularity, so well-deserved, will lend tremendous appeal
to his motion picture of " Mister
The sincerity of purpose established in the progress which Exceptional Pictures has accomplished in
Antonio."
its each individual step is once more
demonstrated in the acquisition of
Otis Skinner, and " Mister An-

Pictures"
tings, the most perfect technique
tonio."are all applied to the end that exhibitor may be able to fill his theatre and send his audiences away
satisfied with what they have witnessed.
We believe that every picture
produced as a Paramount Picture
for future release approximates at
least the ideal we have set — but we
realize fully that by next month,
or next year we shall have advanced that goal post several miles
and be striving for something still
finer. However, we cannot see
further than this and must hope
that we are at least a measure or
two ahead of even the exacting
public's demands.
In every instance in our forthcoming picture the most strenuous
effort has been made to secure
material that could not be surpassed.
Following this,
directors were
accorded
everythefacility,
fine casts, fine settings. Not every
class, perhaps, will like every picture, but I think that in every picture there will be a special appeal
to a wide
enoughsuccess.
audienceNoto one
insure individual
can please all of the people all of
the time.
But we are not pausing here
Unless we progress, we stagnate.
With stagnation comes dissolution.
That must not be. It is up to the
producer. He is the man to make
the motion
pictures
better
ter and better.
If he
failsandin bethis
task failure is the order all along
the line.
And there can be no such word
in our lexicon.
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Pathe Short Subject
Releases for Dec. 11
CHANGE,
E annEX
PATH
ounces that
INC.,
sel,"
" Trastppiofng the
the seri
Weaes
the late
of
es of Bill and Bob,"
"Adventur
is featured among the five
ect features schedshort subj
uled for release the week of
December 11th "The Cony " nis the latest
Donketoo
ceitedcar
animated
of the series of " Aesop's Film Fa" produced
Fables
Pictures,bles,
Inc., and by
created
by
t
Cartoonis Paul Terry.
" Red Courage " is the
title of the twelfth episode of
the new Pathe serial, " Hurricane Hutch," starring Charles
Hutchinson. " Look Pleasant,
Please " is the current reissue one-reel comedy starring Harold Lloyd. The
spectacled comedian is supported by Bebe Daniels and
" Snub " Pollard.
" Sink or Swim " is the
title of the latest Hal Roach
comedy
" SnubNo."
Pollard. featuring
Pathe Review
133 presents an all-star series
of subjects of widely diversified nature.
Pathe News, Nos. 100 and
101, give the important current events throughout the
world photographed by the
Pathe cameraman. Topics of
the Day, No. 137, presents
bits of wit and humor culled
from the world's presses.

Delegates

Urged

to See

"The Four Horsemen"
Recommendation that the delegates to the Disarmament Conference view the picturization of " The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse "
•as a stimulus to the realization of
limitation of war equipment is
made in the editorial columns of the
Evening Tribune, Albert Lea, Minn.
Metro Pictures quotes the editorial
in part as follows:
" Wetheonly
wish countries
that the delegates
from
various
who are
to sit in the disarmament conference
at Washington, could be induced to
see 'The Four Horsemen' before
the meeting is called to order."
Stevenson and Bennison
with Realart

Picture

News

"Fifty Candles" to Be
Released Next Week

Carmel Myers, who is co-starred with
Wallace MacDonald in the new Vitagraph
serial, " Breaking Through "
Conway Tearle Picture
to Be Ready Soon
One of the six pictures scheduled
to reach the screen with Conway
Tearle starring is "A Widc-Open
Town," based on a story sold to
Myron Selznick by Earl Mitchell, a
dramatic actor who devotes some
of his leisure to authorship of
scenarios and novelettes. During the
latter days of Selznick's operations
in Fort Lee, N. J., Ralph Ince directed the production and the finished product was shown last week
to the Sclznick organization in the
home-otlice projection room.
Ralph Ince is declared to have
given the story an illuminating
presentation. The gambling-house
scenes are vividly acted by large
delegations in surroundings authentically picturing
in full
operation.
Harrya "joint"
Tighe, Claude
Brooks, Daniel Hayes and James
Seeley are prominent in Mr.
Tcarle's support.
"Lulu Bett" on Screen
Beats Novel and Play
" At more than one point the picture,Miss
'
Lulu Bett,' improves
upon both book and play. By such
work as this Paramount is doing
a serivce not only to the screen but
to fiction and the drama."
This is the statement made by
Zona Gale after seeing William dc
Mille's
production.
Misswrote
Gale,theit
will
be recalled,
not onlv
book, which is one of the most
widely read works of fiction of recent years, but later dramatized it
so perfectlv as to win the Pulitzer
Prize of $1,000 for the best play
of the year.

Confirming what is already popular knowledge oencerning the re- "Our Mutual Friend"
a Xmas Attraction
vival of film production in Los
■Angeles, not only are the members
First run houses are making special arrangements to show Charlie
of
the at
local
residing
actors'numbers
colony
busily
work,
but their
Dickens'
" Our Mutual Friend *'
are being augmented by the arrival during Christmas
week, according
of many prominent players from to a statement from Wid Gunning,
the Eastern studios.
Inc., distributors of this picture.
Listed among these are Charles
" Dickens and Christmas are inA. Stevenson, and Louis Bennison.
delibly associated in the public mind
Mr. Stevenson arrived last week
and
exhibitors
knowthat
this,"
says big
the
at the Realart studio where he will statement. For
reason
assume an important character role houses are anxious to get play dates
in the next Wanda Hawley produc- on this film for the holiday week.
tion. Mr. Bennison is due to arrive Their managers are planning to play
the latter part of this week to as- up the author, and this reproduction of his well-known masterpiece
ture. sume the male lead in the same picin their holiday advertising."

H the Irvin
V. Willat
4 4 1~vIFTY
CANDLES,"
production based on
Earl Derr Biggers' story of
the same name, which was
recently made for W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, was
given a final O. K. by Hodkinson officials this week and
will be released next week
for distribution through the
new Hodkinson exchanges.
" Fifty Candles " is a mystery story and is said to be
one of the most unusual
narrative ever adapted for
the screen. The action of
" Fifty Candles " takes place
in Honolulu, Shanghai and
San Francisco.
The cast for "Fifty
Candles " includes Marjorie
Daw, Bertram Grassby, Dorothy Sibley, Edward Burns,
George Webb, William CarKing.
roll, Wade Boieler and Ruth

A scene from
" Don't Tell
a Paramount
pictureEverything,"
Universal to Abandon
Main Title Line-Up
Universal announces that it will
discard its old main title line-up in
favor of a more interesting and upto-date introduction. In the future
Mr. Laemmle promises a new kind
of opening in its big pictures. Each
picture will present its own problem
and will be treated by an expert
just as the making of a musical
score or the designing of a prologue.

"Rip Van Winkle" Wins
First-Run Bookings
Betty Blythe Cast for
About twenty-five first-run houses
Rex Beach Picture
have
booked
"
Rip
Van
Winkle,"
a
Hcdkinson release, for Christmas
Betty Blythe has left Los Angeles and is now en route for New
Week engagements. " Rip Van
Winkle " is a Ward Lascelle Pro- York in response to an offer to appear in the production of a Rex
duction featuring Thomas Jefferson, son of the immortal " Joe " Beach story, which will be released
Jefferson.
by United Artists.

HOLIDAY

LEADERS
We are offering
very noveltractive
andHoliday
atI. tlletl for
CHRISTMAS
and
NEW TEAR

Animated
Refined
Artistic
Place your order at
once to insure
prompt delivery. The
price is within your
reach. Write or wire
for particulars.
Watch this space
next week
for additional designs.

F. A. A. Dahme
Inc.
220 W.42SL
New York Gly
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Hattrick's Vigilance
Saved Delay
"Fightin' Mad" Scores
Hit in New York
R. V. Anderson, news sales manager of the International News
Reel Corporation, has been flooded
MAD," e the
N'n romanc
of
two-gu
H IGHTI
(t |-a
with letters and telegrams from
the big outdoors
exhibitors during the past week,
which Metro releases for
voicing appreciation of InternaWilliam Desmond Productions scored a hit with
tional's
speedy
service
in
distributing news reel pictures of the
Broadway audiences at its
Unknown Soldier ceremonies at
premiere at the Rivoli where
Washington on Armistice Day.
it is being shown this week.
It has come to light that the vigThis picture, adapted from the
ilance of E. B. Hatrick, general
original story of H. H. Van
manager of the International News
Loan, is a fast action film of
Reel Corporation, saved all news
love and adventure, and its
reel companies a delay of many
popularity with the Rivoli
hours in the trans- continental
audiences proved the appeal
shipment of the Armistice Day
that pictures of this kind
news films. The Government mail
have for patrons restricted to
plane was forced to land near
city life.
Harrisburg, Pa., because of a
William Desmond, as the
hard-riding hero is supported
heavy storm and obtained permission to have the news reels transby a notable cast which inferred from the mail plane to the
eludes Virginia Browne
Pennsylvania express train then
F a i r e, Rosemary Theby,
nearing Harrisburg. His speed
Doris Pawn, Joseph J. Dowlsaved the day and the news films
ing, William Lawrence, Emreached Chicago Sunday morning.
mett C. King and Jack Richardson. Joseph J. Franz directed Fightin'
"
Mad." It
was produced under the perJoe Farnham to Write
sonal supervision of Robert
Brunton, and photographed
Buckeye Titles
by Harry A. Gersted.
A contract has just been entered
into between the Buckeye Pictures
Corporation, through their director, J. A. Fitzgerald, and Joe Farn- McGowan Production is
ham, who is to write the titles for
Offered by Playgoers
the twenty-six single-reel Sunset
Comedies, which are now being
One
of the biggest productions
produced in Youngstown, Ohio,
featuring Billy Gilbert. These among the Playgoers Pictures features is " The Ruse of the Ratfilms are being state-righted by J.
Joseph Sameth, of the Forward
tler," a Herald production starring
Film Distributors, Inc., and the J. P. McGowan, which will be released December 4th. Playgoers
first six should be ready for
screening towards the middle of declare that it is comparable in
December.
story and in treatment with William H. Hart's Western features,
and that it is one of the best outdoor offerings of the day. The
Arthur F. Beck to Film
most important
trusted to Lillian female
Rich. role is enLeah Baird Series
" The Ruse of the Rattler " was
Arrangements have been com- directed
by J. P. McGowan. It is
pleted by Arthur F. Beck, presi- in five reels, and was taken from
dent of the Leah Baird Produc- the original story by Anthony
tions, to produce a series of six
features starring Miss Baird and to Coldewey.
be released by Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
The* first of the series, " Don't
Doubt Your Wife," which was completed at the Thomas H. Ince
Studios last week, is being rushed
through the laboratories to meet an
early release date which has been
arranged by Arthur S. Kane, of
Associated Exhibitors. The picture
will be accorded a special exploitation and publicity campaign to be
inaugurated the first of the year.

"Theodora" Scoring in
Six Big Cities
" Theodora," Goldwyn's Italian
spectacular film, is in its eighth capacity week at the Astor theatre.
New York, where its run will be
continued indefinitely. In Chicago
it is running at the LaSalle theatre,
in Pittsburgh at the Pitt theatre, in
Cleveland at the Colonial theatre, in
Detroit at the Michigan theatre and
in the Shuhert theatre in Boston.
Inn each case " Theodora " is
showing at the $2 top scale and is
doing bigger business than almost
any theatrical atraction, the Goldwyn home office declares.

3 First-Runs in Pittsburgh for Goldwyn
Goldwyn pictures are this week
showing in first runs in three theatres in Pittsburgh. The Katharine
Newlin Burt western melodrama,
" The Man from Lost River," directed by Frank Lloyd, is having
two simultaneous first run showings at the Blackstone, the regular
Goldwyn first run house in that
city, and at the Regent theatre of
which Rowland Clark is manager.
Goldwyn's Italian spectacle,
' Theodora," is in its third week at
the Pitt theatre where it is showing at the $2 top scale of prices.
Pioneer Announces Its
Scheduled Releases
The scheduled releases of the
Pioneer Film Corporation include
" The Crimson Cross " with Vandyke Brooks, " Beyond the Crossroads " with Ora Carew, " The
Leech " with Claire Whitney, " A
Millionaire for a Day" with Guy
Empey,tions and
several completion.
other producnow nearing

Perret's Latest Picture
Coming Soon
According to a cabled announcement received at the American offices of Leonce Perret, 220 West
42nd Street, the French director,
has practically completed his latest
screen
production, " L'Ecuyere,"
" The Horsewoman,"
an adaptation from the novel by Paul Bourget, with an international cast, and
will have it ready for presentation
here early in January.
Madame Perret, who is now in
France with her husband, will personally bring the film over late this
month.
Jackie Coogan Starts
New Production
Jackie Coogan started his third
big production this week. Space has
been released in the Brunton
studios. The title of the new Cooproduction
Jackieganwill
appearis in"Nobody,"
the same and
old
clothes that he made famous in
" The Kid." An excellent supporting cast is being selected, and on the
list of players are the names of
Wallace Berry, playing an important role opposite Jackie, Gloria
Hope, who has just completed an
important part in Frank Lloyd's
production,
" The Grim
Comedian,"
and Eddie Gribbon.
Others
of equal
note will be selected at once.
Like " My Boy," the third Coogan
film is an original story and Jerome
Storm has complete charge of direction.

"The Sheik" Continues
to Break Records
rdss
reco
ofMelf
king
ord'
brearge
by Geo
Epro
THk,"
tio
duc
e
"Th
Shei
goes
on n,
apace,
according to information suppi i e d by the Paramount
home office. Among the telegrams received by S. R. Kent
is one from George P. Endert, branch manager at Seattle, as follows:
" The following wire refrom Spokane:
Sheik ' ceived
a riot.
For first"'The
time
in history of Spokane it was
absolutely necessary to call
out police to handle crowds.
Packed to capacity all day.
Signed, R. A. Grombacher,

Liberty' opened
T h e a here
t r e."at '"The
Shiek
Strand
to bigger business than opening day rain
of 'Anatol,'
despite
pouring
Look for
this
picture to break all house
C. C. Wallace, branch manager at Washington, D. C.,
records."
wired
follows:
Sheik ' as
broke
all previous"'The
box
office
records
at
Moore's
Rialto Sunday under inclement
weather conditions by over
one thousand dollars. Monday's record also shattered
by a thousand. Public unanimous in praise."
Cleans

Up with

"Sting

Actress Changes Name
" The Sting of the Lash," an
of the
Lash"
R-C Picture
starring
Pauline Fredto Avoid Confusion
erick, made a clean-up for the GlenLillian Walker, the classic Eng- wood theatre, Brooklyn. Phillip
lish beauty who portrays the part Pfeiffer, Jr., treasurer of the theatre, in a letter to Charles R.
of Stella Daintry in " Love's
Boomerang," the Paramount pic- Rogers, general manager of disture John S. Robertson has just
tribution for R-C Pictures, writes:
finished in Europe, has changed
" I wish to commend and conher
R-C Pictures on the very
lass. name officially to Lillian Doug- excellent gratulate
business Pauline Frederick in ' The Sting of the Lash '
has
15. done for me Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday, November 13, 14 and
— and in Washington
" I stopped selling tickets each
day of the showing and it will interest you to know that I played
'3,000
The admissions
Sting of thelastLash
' closeand
to
Sunday,
the balance of the run was equally
Wallace Reid
as good."
New Auto

where the biggest men in
the world are in conference
H.

M.

Crandall

Lewis J. Selznick's
has booked
ece
masterpi
"A

for the HOME"
MAN'S

Metropolitan

Theatre

to Be in
Story

"Across the Continent " is to be
Wallace Reid's next Paramount
Picture, and Philip E. Rosen, who
has just
pion," incompleted
which Mr."The
Reid Chamstars,
will again direct.
In this picture the star returns
to his old love — the automobile,
and in the transcontinental tale by
Byron Morgan, written originally
for the purpose and also adapted
by the author, Roid will have
plenty strate
ofhis prowess
fine chances
to steering
demonat the
wheel, it is stated. All kinds of
thrills and unexpected twists and
turns will be introduced and of
course the love element will be
strongly presented.
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Motion

Record

for

Matinee

Receipts

Set

on

B'way by "The Lotus Eater"
DESPITE the hardship of inclement weather, motion picture fans stormed the Capitol theatre Sunday afternoon in such numbers to see " The Lotus Eater," a
John Barrymore production directed personally by
Marshall Neilan and released by Associated First National,
that a new record for matinee receipts was established in the
Broadway cinema palace, according to word from the First
National home-office.
The matinee receipts were $6,315, which are said to be the
largest by far in the history of the palace; and less inclement
weather would have augmented that figure to a considerable
degree.
The elements likewise are held accountable for the fact
that the records for a single day's receipts did not fall before
the
onslaught
house's
patrons.
However,
Sunday's
receipts
were of
onlythe$310
below
the totals
established
by
"holder
Passion,"
another
First
National
attraction,
which
is
the
of the record.
Sunday's total attendance was 17,547, with receipts of
$11,473.
"Passion"
brought
in $11,783,
during one day of
its prosperous
run almost
a year
ago.
Although the weather was not propitious for record breaking, it had no effect on the thousands who could not resist
the lure of a John Barrymore picture, directed by Neilan and
titled by George Ade. This unprecedented combination of
talent was responsible for the long queues of men, women
and children who stood in front of the house all afternoon
and late in the night, waiting patiently for their turn at the
box office.
The general comments of approval current throughout the
house, were echoed by the reviewers for New York newspapers the following day. They hailed it as a refreshing
departure from the " usual run of pictures " and lauded
Director Neilan's daring in ignoring the conventional standards in the production of this unusual story — the work of
Albert Payson Terhune.

News

Censor's
Ban
Is Criticised
Women Writers See " One Arabian
Night "
at
Cincinnati Screening
The showing of "One Arabian
A STATEMENT
from the
First
National home-office
declares
Night " was effected through the
that the action of the Ohio board efforts of Miss Myrtle Miles,
editor of the Cincinnati
of censors in banning " One Ara- photoplay
bian Night"
the screens
of Times-Star and member of the
the state
was from
criticized
last week
committee arranging the convention. During the discussion of the
by more than a hundred members
plans for entertaining the delegates,
of the ciation
Newspaper
Asso-a Mr. Haines offered to show them
of Ohio, whoWomen's
were given
private showing of the picture any picture in the exchange vaults
through the courtesy of Roy H. and the committee chose " One
Haines, manager of the First Na- Arabian Night," because it had
tional exchange at Cincinnati.
been shown in no other city in the
The occasion was the annual con- state, and therefore would be welcomed by the visiting newspapervention of the organization. Folwomen. The censor ban was placed
lowing the showing, many of them
expressed their appreciation of the
on
the
picture
following and
a week's
picture and declared that they showing in Cincinnati,
interest in the attraction was high.
could not understand why it had
been barred by the censors. They
The private screening took place
assured Mr. Haines that if the Saturday afternoon, Nov. 12, immediately following the luncheon
women writers could be of any assistance in their respective towns of the organization, and the picture
help.
to get the picture passed, they was exhibited with appropriate
would do all in their power to music arranged for by the First
National exchange.

Ray

Short
Features
Ready
First Three Revivals Are Announced to State Right Buyers
be of a type differing entirely from
THEfeatures
first three
of Charles
the two-reel
starring
Ray the first in that it is a story of a
of the series which has been se- different kind. With this end in
cured for release to the States view he has chosen for the second
Right market, are now ready for release " Saved from the Depths,"
release according to an announce- a modernized version of " Shoal
ment this week from Joe Brandt.
Light," a tale of the sea — in which
These pictures which are known Ray is supported by the popular
as " modernized versions " are be- character actor, Joe J. Dowling,
ing re-edited and furnished with and Estelle Allen playing the ingenue lead. In this picture Ray
special art titles and the first three
are now announced as up-to-date plays a young sea captain. Scott
Sidney directed this picture.
and of inpresent-date
calibre
every way. short feature
Third in order for release on the
The first release on the series is Ray.
series
is "After the Storm," which
" African Love," which brings to offers to exhibitors an opportunity
exhibitors a colorful tale of the to secure a two-reeler with Charles
African desert, and in addition to
the name of Charles Ray, who is
starred, that of Louise Glaum, who
— and in Cincinnati
plays" is
opposite
him. version
"Africanof
Love
a modernized
" The Renegade " and was directed
by Charles Swickard.
It is Mr. Brandt's intention to
add all the variety possible to the
series and the second release will

Trail"
"Last
Releases
Is Booked by Leading Theatres;
Shows Spectacular Flood Scenes
closely the story time of the book's publication, "The
WING
FOLLO
of the pioneer West in the film Last Trail " is a high note in the
of Zane among
Grey's fiction
efforts.
t adaptation of " The Last Trail," scale
Numbered
the truly
big
written by Zane Grey and proscenes
in
this
super-production
is
ecial
feature by
duced as a super-sp
the flooding of a mountain valley.
Fox Film Corporation, the photo- To
this startling incident,
play version of the novel was re- whichcreate
constitutes the big climax of
leased November 27 and has already been booked for showings in the Fox special, necessitated the
leading theatres throughout the erection of a town in a California
valley and the construction of a
country.
formidable concrete dam high up in
Zane Grey's " The Last Trail " is the hills. More than 500,000 galthe fifth of that author's widely
lons of water were pumped from a
read stories to be produced for the
to the reservoir, to prosilver screen by Fox, and presents river ducebelow
the flood, it is declared by Fox,
Murice Flynn, the newly named
star and former Yale football cap- and eleven days were consumed in
tain, in the leading male role. The the pumping.
other four Zane Grey stories —
" The Rainbow Trail," " Riders of
the Purple Sage," " The Last of the
Duanes," and " The Lone Star
Ranger " — have featured William
IT'S
COMING
FAST
/
Farnum. It was because of Flynn's
remarkable portrayal of the youthful and courageous engineer in
" The Last Trail " that he was
created a Fox star. Subsequently
IE33C33E3C3EBI31Eni h
he appeared in his first real starLine,"
the univerBucking
ringcritics
vehicle, "have
praised
which
sally and which was released to the
public some weeks in advance of
the special's release.
The closeness with which the
E3E3EHI
■■
is folLast Trail"
"Thestrange,
story of
lowed isnot
in view of the
Grey's stories
all Zane
fact thatsufficient
contain
stirring situations
and strongly drawn characters to
Lots of Surprises ! See the nearmeet the most exacting demand of
picture producers. And according
est Wid Gunning Exchange NOW!
to reviews voicing the opinions of
prominent literary critics at the imiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiM
Fox

Picture

where they need full houses to
make them forget the empty kegs
ASCHER
triumphBROS,
have booked the Lewis J. Selznick

"A

for the HOME"
MAN'S

Capitol

Theatre

December
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Three scenes from "Our Mutual Friend," the latest Wid Gunning, Inc., feature now playing at the Lyric theatre, New York
M.P.T.O.'s Official Reel
to Be Distributed by
Hodkinson

seldom seen on the screen. It is a
"Our
Mutu
alYorkFrie
nd"
New
Press Is
s
mystery
storyOpen
from the beginning
r
"Ou
S'.lded as
KENhera
alS FrieDIC
nd,"
Mutu
Urban
LE
to end which grows on one as the
AR
CH
ficial
"Of
Enthusiastic
in
THE
s" ofatrthe
ie Chat
Movion
" the perfect movie," was
details are unfolded. In the pice
Picture The
Mot
given its New York premiere by
turization the story has lost none
Its Greetings
Owners of America will be
Wid Gunning at the Lyric theatre
of
'its fascinating features: One
Monday evening.
distributed through the W.
would think, after seeing the screen
on.
son
ati
kin
por
Cor
W. Hod
A distinguished audience, made Reese, the daintiest, prettiest little version, that way back in 1860,
This announcement was
up of practically all the leading fig- actress we have been permitted to when moving pictures were not
issued during the week from
ures in the industry as well as city, see of late. She is going to have dreamed of, Dickens had in mind
the headquarters of the Hodstate and federal officials and prom- no difficulty in becoming a real the adaptation of his novel to the
kinson organization, followinent people in the city's social and favorite in this country. All of the films, for it fits to the screen as
ing a conference between
business life, witnessed the open- characters are the most realistic well as, if not better than to the
Sydney Cohen, president of
ing according to advices from the lot that have been transferred to book. Until the very end of 'he
the Motion Picture Theatre
celluloid. Each is an individual story Mr. Gunning has succeeded
Gunning offices.
Owners of America; Charles
The marked pleasure of the first and each a rarity. To miss the film in maintaining the mystery so well
Urban, president of the Kineaudiences was reflected in the en- is doing one's self an injustice. If
thusiasm with which the New York you glance from the screen for a
to Company of America, and
kept
the author."
W. W. Hodkinson, president
ThebyEvening
Mail has
said:been:" The
reviewers received the picture.
moment you've missed something Dickens
atmosphere
exof the W. W. Hodkinson
" It is Dickens transferred from of supreme importance. Fine de- rellently brought to the silver sheet.
Corporation.
the pages of the book intact to the
tail, picturesque settings and ex- The cast is uniformly excellent.
As has been briefly ancellent photography mark the picscreen," said Harriette Underhill
Reese, American audinounced before, this weekly
ture. It is all fresh and charming In Catherine
of the Tribune. " How any actors, and superior
ences are introduced to an exone-reel release will deal with
in every way. The
without the guidance of the author
tremely
piquant charming voung
. . miscellaneous subjects of
himself, managed to achieve such acting alone is well worth the price
woman
who
is
a delight to the eye,"
general interest. It will, in a
perfect portraits of the Dickens of admission. Many of the sub- while Peter Walton
is an upstandsense, partake somewhat of
titles have been taken from the
characters is more than we can unhero. But the honors of the
derstand. The characterizations original and are singularly good." film ing
the character of a film magabe accorded to Bertram
zine, in which there will be a
The Evening Telegram said : Cross must
were marvellous and the applause
in his delineation of the vilfreedom of editorial comattested
that
they
were
duly
appre"
The
many
lovers
of
Dickens,
and
lainous old Silas Wegg, the onement and discussion never
ciated. Any lover of Dickens need in fact anyone who likes a good
literary man, with Charles
heretofore attempted on the
not be afraid to see the picture. story of a melodrama with just legged
as Mr. Venus running him
screen. An editorial board
enough touch of humor to smooth aWilkins
We will guarantee satisfaction."
close second. However, all the
consisting of leading editors
away
unpleasant
details,
should
not
"The film is beautifully done and
of the trade press will, in all
will give rare pleasure to the lovers miss the channce of seeing " Our characters are extremely wellprobability, be strengthened
of Dickens," said Helen Rockwell Mutual Friend" which was preby the early addition of leadsented by Wid Gunning last night
in the Telegraph. " The acting is
ing educators, publicists and
perfection and every character dis- at the Lyric theatre to a large and "Handle with Care" to
writers of international reputinctive. The spirited Belle is ex- appreciative audience. It was a drawn."
tation, insuring a consistentquisitely portrayed by Catherine literary classic and an achievement
Go via Ass'd. Exhibs
ly interesting series of reMr. Ray Rockett, president and
leases beginning January 15.
general-manager of the Rockett
Negotiations leading to the
Film Corporation of Los Angeles,
who has been in New York for
production of these " Movie
Chats " have been carried on
the
past few days, left for the
for some weeks with Mr. CoCoast on Thursday of this week.
IT'S
COM
ING
FAS
T
/
hen by Harry J Shepard,
Before his departure, Mr. Rockett
general manager of the Kineannounced that he had completed
to Company of America, in
negotiations for the distribution of
behalf of his corporation, and
his new five-reel comedy drama,
their plans as ultimately de" Handle With Care," with Assoveloped call for one of the
ciated Exhibitors, Inc. It is unmost notable series of short
derstood that Associated will reproductions ever attempted.
lease it early in the year. The
cast includes Grace Darmond,
Harry Myers, William Courtleigh,
Pittsburg F.I.L.M. Club
Tames Morrison, Landers Stevens,
Elects Officers
Harry Todd, Ruth Miller and
Eugenie Ford.
At a special meeting of the F. I,
It was directed by Phil Rosen,
L. M. Club of Pittsburgh, the foland reports from the Coast have
lowing officers were elected for the
Lots of Surprises ! See the nearensuing year: James Hommel,
indicated that " Handle With Care "
is. an unusually clever comedyRealart branch manager, president ;
drama founded upon a satire of
*
Nat Barach, Goldwyn, vice-presiest Wid Gunning Exchange NOW!
*1
married
life, written by Chas. Beldent
Howard
;
Gross,
S.
&
S.,
treasmont Davis.
"
urer.
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Motion

Bebe

Daniels

Realart

A scene from theholiday
holiday season
photoplaylpt
especia"v
nrer-"-pH
for Inc.
"-ograms during the
by National
Screen
Service,

to Offer "Conceit"
Selznick
Second Special to Follow " Man's
Home " to Be Sent to Branches
" ing have been attended to with a
s Homes,
Man'to
"A along
H ng
WITboomi
care which has given the finished
succes
the polish and perfection of
the second of the " Selznick Su- picture
a diamond of the first water.
preme Six " specials to be made
With the Selznick field crew
during the 1921-22 season is soon
to be sent out to the branches. The working on " A Man's Home," it
is inevitable that the question will
re is "Conc
pictu
the at
ine eit"
once present itself as to just how
Munsey Magaz
story byfrom
Michael
ps, and there is every rea- the second special compares with
J. Philli
son to believe that the trade will the one already released — one
accept it with enthusiasm equal to which is proving its merit in new
that shown for " A Man's Home." and more wonderful ways as each
can" Conceit " has been made with day notpasses.
be carriedThefarcomparison
for the reason
the same careful attention which
the production crew, under the di- that " A Man's Home " and " Conrection of Vice-President Myron
ceit " are entirely different in their
Selznick, gave to the earlier Anna subject matter.
Steese Richardson story. There
Like the " Man's Home " story
has been no rush in its preparation. the idea worked out in " Conceit "
W eeks and months have been given strikes very close home to all types
to every detail and the final pro- of theatregoers. The story has to
cesses of editing, cutting and tilt- do with the embarrassments, difficulties, and tragedies in everyday
life which are brought about by
and in Philadelphia! the " conceit " of a man who has
little regard for the viewpoints of
others. The chief sufferer is his
wife who believes in him despite
his many unkindnesses and hope»
and prays for his regeneration
which is finally brought about in
a highly dramatic manner.
The " Conceit " cast includes
William Davidson, Hedda Hopper.
Maurice Costello, Betty Hilburn.
Warren Cook, and Charles Geranl.
These names support the statement
that the cast will mean a great deal
at box offices throughout the country. Mr. Davidson is perhaps best
known for his wTork in support of
Elaine Hammerstein in a number
of her best pictures.
where they certainly know
Field C^rmichael Joins
how to "ring the bell"

The StanleyJComp1anyy
has booked the splendid Selznick
production
"A

MAN'S
for the HOME"

Stanley

Theatre

inc. 'he
Gunning
wjd v arrmcnacl
Meld
has joined
sales staff of Wirl Gunning. Inc.
and as special home office repres^ilativr will for the present make his
headquarters
in the Denver exchange.
Mr. Carmichael is widely known
in the industry He has been co"nected with thr Sells-Floto Cirrus,
with Pathe and Fox Film Corporation.

Star

in

Plays

Picture

New
Orphan

New*

Role
Girl

Heroine in " Nancy from Nowhere "
IT will be a new Bebe Daniels,
announced Realart, who will appear in " Nancy
Nowhere,"
the latest
starringfrom
vehicle
of this
star. In this picture Miss Daniels
will appear savs beauty for a short
time, the story calling for the role
of a grimy heroine.
In the story of the little orphan
girl, Bebe Daniels portrays a wistful, shy and pathetic bit of humanity and Realart announces that
it is one of the best things which
she has ever done, her work ranging from comedy, for which she is
particularly noted, to dramatic
heights, and all sympathetically and
convincingly shown.
Grace Drey and Kathrcnc
Pinkerton in collaboration wrote the
story from which Douglas Doty
evolved
the scenario.
Drey Bebe Daniels. Realart star, appearing in
was a former
soprano of Miss'
light opera
fame and
has
a
keen
sense
of
dra" Nancy from Nowhere "
matic value.
In "Realart
Nancy confidently
from Nowhere,"
which
expects
will be one of Miss Daniels' most
notable successes, they have surrounded her with an unusually good
cast. Supporting her as a leading
man is Edward Sutherland.
" Nancy from Nowhere " was
directed by Chester M. Franklin,
who it will be remembered produced "You Never Can Tell," Miss
Daniels' first starring picture. The
camera work is that of George
Folsey, his first Pacific Coast pic-

Quality

ture since leaving the former Realart studios on Long Island. Fred
Strickley assisted Mr. Franklin.
Harold Lloyd Reissues
One a Week
Owing to the demand from exhibitors' al over the country for a
weekly release of the Harold Lloyd
one-reel comedies, Pathe announces
this week that it will adopt this
policy of release beginning with the
first of the second series.

Film
at the

Printing

Lowest
Price
Use your judgment!
American Film Company produces film printing surpassed by none and equalled by very few laboratories
in the world. The quality could not be higher!
" American " price is right because of quantity production facilities and an organization of skilled, timetried men. They get the most out of your negatives
at the minimum cost.
"insures
American
" location
speedy
delivery.near the center of the country
Every
the " why
Ten
Points " one
is an ofargument
printing.
you
should buy "American"
TryDeveloping
us!
Printing
Tinting
Toning
Editing
Tiding
Ordinary

film reduced to
Standard Safety

American
size.
(Absolutely fire-Droof film
writers.)
passed
by all fire underAmerican Film Co.
Inc. Laboratories
62 Broadway
Chicago, Illinois
and London, England
S. S. Hutchinson, President

J
American 10 Points:
1 — QUALITY. Print* known for
brilliancy and clearness. Expert
staff, trained
years of quality
experience, assuresby highest
^
1.
prints obtainable.
J.-REPUTATION.
Gained in 10
of experience. A concern
3.— years
RESPONSIBILITY.
strong financial
4 — ofLOCATION.
In standing.
the proper
geographical location, assuring
quick delivery anywhere.
5. — EQUIPMENT.
All of the most
modern obtainable.
6. — blocks
CLEANLINESS.
Within Away
two
of Lake Michigan.
from dirt and dust.
7. — SAFETY.
Plant approved by
city of Chicago and Board of
Fire Underwriters.
8 — PROMPTNESS. Accustomed to
serve exacting requirements.
9. — PRICES. Reasonable and com10.— GUARANTEES. Write for our
unique
petitive. guarantee of quality
work.
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» The Power Within " Is UU"
Serial
New Pathe Feature
reports that its
SAL
VER
UNI
e
tur
pic
new " thrills-f rom-history "
A T U R E
AF calEled
" The Power
serial, "Winners of the
Within " and made by
d
" has already been res.
West,
more than
2,800 theat booke Thisin
Producer-Achievement Films,
record booking has taken place
Inc., has been announced by
within thirty days from the release
Pathe for release on Decemof the first episode. The serial,
ber 18th. The picture is said
to reveal qualities similar to
inued
re" by
called
a "cont
Universal,
is written featu
around the
those which gave " The
e
ark
acle
Mir
Gold Rushventures ofdays
'49 C.
andFremo
the nt.
adnsabl of
tio
hold onManthe" itsemorem
Capt. ofJohn
Sales experts of the Universal
screen patrons. It is explained, however, that the
organization predict that the first
of the year will see the Art Acord
spiritual element which largely actuates the central figure
serial booked in almost all serialin this photodrama and enshowing theatres, as well as in
ables him to win a signal vicmany houses which heretofore have
tory over his entirely selfish
not used chaptered photo-plays.
and subtle enemy, enhances,
The number of non-serial houses
s,
she
n
ini
her
the
tha dim
rat
which
already have booked " Winforce of a story of intensely
of thetheWest,"
is said to reach
human quality. The picture
well ners
into
hundreds.
ed by Producerwas produc
Letters
of
commendation
have
Achievement Films, Inc.
been received by the hundred reThe story of " The Power
garding the new style serial, the
Within "wood.isHarry
by C.Robert
NorUniversal home office reports.
Carr wrote
These not only come from editors,
the scenario, and the producschool principals and other edution was directed by Lem F.
cators, but from exhibitors who
Kennedy. The principals in
are crowding their houses with the
the cast are: William H.
serial. The following examples of
Tooker, Nellie Parker
exhibitor-approval are shown by
Spaulding, Pauline G a r o n,
Universal as evidence of the
Robert Bentley, Robert Kenmoney-getting qualities of the " hisyon and Dorothy Allen.
torical serial."
W. H. Weber, manager of the
Echo theatre, in Great Bend, Kan.,
wrote :
Sol Lesser Returns to

in
Record
Demand
" Just a few lines to let you know hundred and fifty seats.
' Winners of the
West ' is Universal
a winner." field
that the serial, ' Winners of the
Louis
P. Kramer,
West,' that
is without
a doubt
besta
serial
I have ever
run. theIt is
man
"Winners
the West"
in theforOhio
territory,of reports
that
serial that is far different to any- he has yet failed to find a place
thing else that has ever been produced. It is one that pleases the where the newspapers, the women's
old and the young alike, and I clubs and the school authorities will
was agreeably surprised to see how not work with him in boosting the
our local schools got behind this serial. He has obtained unprecedented co-operation in such towns
serial. The photography is excel- as Akron, Gabon, Wooster, Bucylent, the story consistent. In fact,
there is none of the impossible rus, East Liverpool and W7arren.
stuff.
Prompted by the nation-wide response to a clean, censor-proof and
" I am now on the fifth episode historically
educational serial, Uniof this serial and am breaking all
versal now is about to start prorecords. My only hope is that
on a new " thrills-f romother serial producers will follow history " duction
chapter-play.
Due to the fact that 1921 is the
Universal's
idea
in
giving
us
serials of this type. It is a sure fifty-year anniversary of Henry M.
remedy for a sick box office."
Stanley's famous expedition into
Mr. Joe Koehler, manager of the the heart of Africa, in search for
Tompkins Theatre Company of Dr. Livingstone, the new serial
Colorado Spring, Col., wired to will be written around that expeUniversal for permission to show
dition. Its title will be "With
the opening episode of "Winners Stanley in Africa." A cast now is
of the West " in two theatres in- being selected, and Llniversal's
stead of one, because his crowd corps of experts are busy gatherwas too large to get into one house.
ing accurate data on the Stanley
Here is what he wired :
expedition, so that it may be reaccurately as to costumes,
" Owing to limited seating ca- customs, produced
and incidents. Much of
pacity, of our Liberty theatre,
is being obtained dimoved ' Winners of the West ' for this material
rectly from London where access
Saturday morning matinee to our
Americ theatre. We may have done is being had into the archives of
wrong but how in the devil would the famous explorer, Livingstone.
we have put eight hundred and It is expected that George Walsh
nineteen kids and two hundred and will
serial.nlay a leading role in this new
eleven adults in the Liberty's four

West Coast
Sol Lesser left New York City for
his Los Angeles headquarters this
himself is the
Great
American Wallingford
Picture"
week, after having spent the better "The
olitan That Is Name Given breezy, inimitable and irresistible
CosmopFamous
S sof and
CIAL
ction
part of a month in Manhattan. Mr. OFFIProdu
promoter known to everyone. He,
" Get-Rich-Quick
Players-Lasky Corporation
Lesser, in addition to having a
too, is unmistakably American. His
strong hold on the Jackie Coogan view the volume of bookings of
schemes flourish beyond his wildch-Quick Wallingford " as
productions and arranging the fu- " Get-Ri
est dreams, and here again we have
ture distribution plans for the Coo- indicating that the exhibitors of the zied finance of the most modern a situation
that is of our own soil
izing
United
States
are
recogn
this
"
gan series, is vice-president of the
Wallingford
West Coast Theatres, Inc., a chain ccmedy drama as " the great Amer- variety. Its people " fall " for J. and traditions. Finally, the promoter's rise from
shady status
of over fifty motion picture houses
ican picture." Cosmopolitan Pro- Rufus Wallingford's grandiose to the position of his
the leading citischemes
to
make
them
all
fabuin Southern California. His assochfeels
ductions that " Get-Ri
zen of the town that he has transciates are Abe and Mike Gore and Quick Wallingford " is something
lously wealthy. In this they reformed into a metropolis is a metaAdolph Ramish, all three being on more than a fine photoplay: "It is \eal the national character.
morphosis seen time and again in
an expression of American art and
the Coast at the present time.
our
-cities
and
towns. Wallingford's
an
s,
Americ
manner
wit
and
ingenMr. Lesser spent a good portion
birth and breeding cut no figure
that will ineradicably inscribe — and in Milwaukee
of his time in executive meetings of itselfuity in
with Battleshurg. His vision, enthe annals of native
the Associated First National Picergy and business acumen have won
ements.," is the sentiment of
tures, Inc., but found time enough achievolitan
wealth for him and Battleshurg
to obtain many new and novel ideas Cosmop
citizens, and that is enough to esHugo Ricsenfeld was one of the
for presentations in his string of first
tablish him as their greatest man.
of those identified with the
houses in the West.
screen to recognize this glowing
" Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford "
has, besides, much to commend
American quality in the production.
itself
to the exhibitor. First of all,
This, according to Cosmopolitan,
J. Rufus Wallingford is a familiar
Many Advance Book- induced him to book it for two
and well-beloved character. Again,
weeks in two of his theatres simulings on " Light in
it is a Cosmopolitan Production,
taneously— the Rialto and Rivoli,
directed by Frank Borzage, who diin which houses it will be presented
the
Clearing"
Based on the favorable reviews Sunday, December 4th. This
rected Humoresque."
"
Another
point is the extensive advertising
accorded the T. Hayes Hunter Pro- Broadway booking is considered by
and
publicity
campaign
conducted
producer and distributor as fine
duction, The
"
Light in the Clear- the
by Cosmopolitan Productions to
a tribute to the picture as could be
ing," vitation
projectedshowing
lastinweek
at
the
inaccorded
it.
pave the way for the profitable
Aeolian Hall,
presentation
of the production.
first-runs on this latest Hodkinson
The claim is made for " Getrelease have already been set in Rich-Quick Wallingford " that it is where nothing but the best can
many of the key cities, according to essentially and typically American, take their minds off their troubles Screen Fans Vote Lloyd
an announcement this week from that it portrays types found only
ASCHER BROS,
Favorite Comedian
the W. W. Hodkinson offices.
within the confines of the fortyhave
booked the first of the
Anv who doubt the standing of
The Princess theatre in Denver, eight states, and that its plot is so
Harold Llovd as a popular screen
Selznick Supreme Six
Savoy theatre in Svracuse and Vic- bound up wih the national temcomedian of this country, are .retory theatre in Providence have
perament that it is impossible to
ferred to the contest staged bv Moof the story taking place
booked " The Light in the Clear- conceive
tion Picture Magazine, with its cirelsewhere than in an American
ing"
by
wire.
Two
of
the
large
culation of 350,000 fans, in which
western circuits are negotiating for small town.
"A MAN'S
for the HOME"
Lloyd has made a runaway race for
Battleshurg, the town in which
the productions, while arrangements are practically completed, it " Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford "
the
of " selected
leading: for
comedian."
Lloydhonors
also was
Merrill Theatre
a place
is declared, with one of the largest has its setting, is a typical Americircuits in the cast.
can town. Tt is the scene of frenon the " ideal cast."

Motion
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N erg

Goldwyn 's Coming
Release
" The Sin Flood " and " Doubling for
Romeo " on List Due Early, in 1922
Irvin Willat, with Helene Chad
GOLDWYN'S
third
ot wick and Richard Dix featured.
fifth-) ear-pictures,
to begroup
released
on
"Sent for Out," Rupert Hughe;
early in the new year, will be of
extraordinary interest, according to new Irish picture, directed by Al
an advance statement of Goldwyn f red Green, with Colleen Moore i
concerning its first pictures for 1922. Ralph Graves in the leads.
Just which pictures, and how many,
"The Blind Bargain," formerl.
will be included in this group has
" ThePam,
Octave
of Claudim,"
not been decided upon, but it is called
by Barry
directed
by Wal
more than likely that " The Sin lace Worsley, with Lon Chaneyi
Jacqueline Logan in the principa
Flood
" andRogers
" Doubling
Romeo,"
with Will
in the for
stellar
role, roles.
will be the outstanding productions.
" Hungry Hearts," from Anzt
Other Goldwyn pictures, now Yezierska's
stories, directed by E
completed or in the editing and Mason Hopper, with Bryant Wash
titling stages, from which the rest burn and Helen Ferguson.
of the third group pictures will be
" Remembrance," the new Ruper
selected include:
Hughes picture, which the author i
and in which Claude Gil
Rupert Hughes' new picture, "The directing,
lingwater, Kate Lester, Patsy Rutl
Wall
Flower,"
with
Colleen
Moore,
Richard Dix, Gertrude Astor, Tom Miller and Cullen Landis play th«|
Gallery and many others.
A scene from Rex Ingram's production, " Turn to the Right," a Metro picture
chief roles.
" Grand Larceny," by Albert Peyson Terhune, directed by Wallace
Metro
Week
Proves
Success
Will Payne Added to
Worsley,
with Claire
a cast Windsor,
including Roy
Elliott Dexter,
Realart Authors
Atwell, Tom Gallery.
7300 Houses Take Part in Drive;
"The Glorious Fool," by Mary
tions to Supervising
Roberts Rinehart, directed by E.
Substantial
Increase
Over 1920
manager
of
Metro,
declared:
Mason
Hopper,
with
Helene
Chadmohundred
E
addi
SEVENTY-THRE
late
is'erhorstsHarr
ofor
EDir
g ect
ON
f the
win
who
aut
ofElm
staf
gro
tion picture theatres in the
" The exhibitor has come to know wick and Richard Dix featured.
d
s
fie
lve
e
mse
nti
the
ide
hav
United States and Canada took that when he picks up a Metro con" His Back Against the Wall," by
with Realart is Will Payne,
tract he picks up in business. Given John Frederick, with Raymond
advantage of the second annual
nov
er. st and short story
writeli
Metro Week to increase their opportunity to lay the foundations Hatton in the leading role. Rowland V. Lee directed it. In the
profits, figures compiled by Metro of the season's success, it is not unNot only has Mr. Payne
Pictures Corporation reveal. This
expected that he seize the oppor- cast are Virginia Valli, Shannon
written many novels which
is a substantial increase over the
Walling, Virginia Madtunity of getting financial momen- Day, isonWill
and
others.
have reached a large circulanumber of houses which last year
tum by turning on the power of Metion, but his short stories
" The City Feller," by Julien
exhibited, for a period of seven
tro plays
for a solidto week."
have been looked for by the
The
subscription
Metro Week Josephson, directed by William
days only, only Metro productions
magazine reading public.
was not localized. New York was Beaudine, with Cullen Landis and
Realart will soon have an
Metro20 as receptive a subject as the smallest Patsy Ruth Miller in the leading
and releases.
November
from year's
extended This
Week
announcement
to make reto 27.
village in the country. The feature
garding his first original
Metro regards the surpassing of attraction during the week at the
Avhat Ho! The Cook!" Gouvstory for one of their stars
Rivoli Theatre, Forty-ninth Street erneur Morris' Chinese fantasy,
which he has already started,
last
year's
moment
in record
the factasofoftheparticular
diminu- and Broadway, was " Fightin' with Jack Abbe and Winter Blosin co-operation with Fred
somlandin V.the
tion of business in the motion pic- Mad,"
whose booking date had been
Lee.leads, directed by RowMyton who has been asture industry during the last sev- set ahead from December 5.
The Rex Ingram productions,
" Yellow Men and Gold," by
eral months. A considerable numsigned to write the scenario."
Gouverneur
Morris,
directed
by
ber of theatres have closed, and still " The Four Horsemen of the
more have reduced their schedules, Apocalypse " and " The Conquering
some from two features to one ; and
others have retrenched in equally Power;"
ring Bertspecial
Lytell, productions
Viola Dana, starand
CHAP'S
WONDERING
radical manner. The astonishing Alice Lake ; and the new series of THIS
success of the second Metro Week S-L (Arthur Sawyer and Herbert
i-3 construed by the Metro officials Lubin) Pictures starring Gareth
why
to be proof of the reliable attrac- Hughes were quickly picked out of
more !Exhibitors don't laugh
the movie corral and set to work
tion of Metro pictures.
William E. Atkinson, general proving their pulling power.
You see — he's played
Hodkinson

Producers

Busy

Several Productions Near Cometion;
Ballin
Starts Feature
Art
Director Lejaren a Hiller. Mary
HOLL.
N
EDWI
CTOR
DIRE
g
will
Astor,
Pierre Gendron and Walter
LYWOOD
finish
shootin
a number ofpiNew York exteriors Petri are the featured players.
Work on "The Luxury Tax," the
this week for Irene Castle's forthHugo Ballin Produccoming Hodkinson release, " The forthcoming
tion, was started last week at the
"
Rise
of
Roscoe
Paine,
and
next
week will take Miss Castle and the Jackson studios in the Bronx, New
principals in the cast down to Cape York, but Director Ballin took advantage of the clear weather in the
Cod for a few exteriors of cran:
berry bogs and Cape Cod coastline. later half of the week and moved
The following week the company out to Long Island for several exteriors. The entire action of the
will return to the Estee Studios to
resume work on interiors.
story takes place in and around
New York. Mabel Ballin, wife of
Painter,"
the'• The
seriesYoung
of Triart
Great third
Masterin the producer, has the leading role.
" Cameron of the Royal Mountproductions, another Hodkinson release, will be completed next week
ed," a story of the Canadian Northwest, which Ernest Shipman will
at the Jackson studios in the Bronx,
New York. The production is being present through Hodkinson, is being
made under the direction of Dra- cut and titled and will be ready for
matic Director Herbert Blache and release in December.

HALLROOM

BOYS

COMEDIES
featuring SID SMITH
and JIMMIE ADAMS
so he knows that his patrons pack
his house if you give em Hallroom
Boys Comedies to laugh at.
Book

'em today at
FEDERATE!)
I FILM EXCHANGES ^AMERICA. INC. Wr

ecemb
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Jacqueline Logan, Goldwyn star

Over the Hill " Named
)ne of the Year's Best
,"
HILL
THE super
ff/
-speI ^vV
1 ER
the Fox
cial, was named by
five out of six prominent
men associated with the industry in their selections of
the ten best productions for
the year ending August 31.
"A Connecticut Yankee in
t," anKing other
Arth
Fox ur's
special,Cour
was voted
for by two of the six selectors.
The list of men who made
the selections are William A.
Johnston, editor of Motion
Picture News; Arthur James,
editor of Moving Picture
World; Joe Dannenburg, of
Wid'sing,Daily;
Jamesof O.theSpearpicture critic
New
York Times; Tom Hamlin,
Motion Picture Journal, and
P. S. Harrison, of Harrison
Reports.

of

Discounts

Talk

predicspessiamisti
fewc month
tions, current
THAT the
ago, of impending business
paralysis are being proved empty
imaginings of calamity howlers is
the contention of First National,
in a statement issued during the
week from the First National
home-office, the records of some of
the First National attractions, released during the past several
months, are recited to demonstrate that business has been generally prosperous wherever " good
pictures " have been showing.
" The mediocre picture is the backbone of the
nal ent,"
stateNatioargum
Firstists'
the pessim
declares
ment, which follows in part :
" ' The Kid,' Chaplin's sensational six-reeler production, was
shown on November 5 at the Gem
theatre, Olean, N. Y., for a return
engagement, and shattered both the
box office and attendance records.
' Shoulder Arms,' one of his older
pictures, broke the attendance
records to pieces during a third
run at the Scenic, of Sioux City,
la., whose manager, Morris Smith,
wrote: 'Chaplin is an A-l favorite
with
my patrons.'
" ' The
Idle Class ' was shown
October
20-22
Thielen's
Majestic,
Bloomington, at111.,
and turned
the
same trick. Manager A. G. Schade
eliminated his usual three-act
vaudeville bill to star the two-reel
comedy. The picture was likewise
shown for seven days at the Mary
Anderson theatre in Louisville, Ky.,
resulting in the biggest week of
the season for this house. And
there was such a demand for it in
Scottsbluff, Neb., that W. H. Ostenberg, Jr., manager of the Orpheum,
inaugurated a 10 A. M. matinee to
accommodate the night shifts of the
sugar factory in the town, and was
rewarded with a packed house.
"The box
Kid"office
pulled
; broke
recent
and bigattendance

First National

Hard

Submits

Reports on Issues
of Past Months

night;' Thielen's Majestic, Bloomington, 111., 'excellent box office re" 'The Cup of Life,' Jewel, Fremont, O., 'set new marks for the
prevailing period of depression,
both as to attendance and box
office
ceipts.'receipts ;' Boulevard, Cincinnati, O., 'fine
box office
"'One
Arabian
Night,'receipts.'
Walnut,
Cincinnati, O., 'exceptional business, considering business conditions ;' Strand, Milwaukee, Wis.,
'better
average
business.'
" 'Twothan
Minutes
to Go,'
Princess,
Sioux
City,
la.,
'very
nearly
broke ;
attendance and box office records

good box office receipts from Manager William Eppstein of the
Strand, Laredo, Tex.
"Constance Talmadge's 'Woman's
Place,' during
October
attendance records
in two broke
theatres,
the Luna, at Lafayette, Ind., and
Forrest's in Boonville, Ind.
"'Bits of Life,' a Marshall
Neilan production, broke the records of the New Alhambra, Canton, O., Nov. 6 to 9; and brought played to capacity from 3 o'clock
good box office receipts to the
'"The toGirl
the Taxi," Emopening
lateinclose.'
Strand, Cincinnati, O.
"The Rialto, of Glens Falls,
press, Owensboro, Ky., 'did splenN. Y. is cherishing some new house
" 'The Oath,' Empress, Owensrecords, due to the showing there
did business.'
boro, Ky., 'good
business.
of 'Scrap Iron,' Charles Ray's epic
"'Nomads
of the
North,' Majesof the prize ring. This picture
likewise set up new records in the
tic, Streator, 111., 'excellent reCrescent, Pontiac, 111., Nov. 3 to
5. Anent it W. K. Richards, manager of the New Royal, Findlay,
"What Do Men Want?"
O.," 'The
remarks
was big.'
Child' Business
Thou Gavest
Me' is
another picture which is meeting
MovesHAT
to B'way
Uttt
DO MEN
ceipts.' "
with instantaneous success in all
*
Weber
picture
parts of the country. Attendance
V/y Wid
WANT?"
The Lois
which
Gunning,
Inc.,
recorels equaled ; box office rehas
been
presenting
at the
ceipts splendid, epitomizes the reLyric theatre in New Yorjc,
sults of its showing at the National, Cincinnati, O., while W. L.
was moved to the Broadway
theatre on Monday because
Newberry, manager of the Alhambra theatre in Los Angeles writes ;
of the opening of the Gun'It wentnessover
a bang.
ning release. " Our Mutual
mountedwith
steadily.
A Busivery
Friend," at the Lyric.
pleasing picture. Give us some . . " What Do Men Want? "
will play the Broadway for a
more such
and weofwon't
week and will be shown in
kick.'
And pictures
the verdict
the
all the other Keith houses in
Boulevard theatre, also in CincinGreater New York during
nati,
was
:
'Box
office
receipts
better than usual normal; stood them
the next few weeks. The
success of the Lyric showup "Good
in line attendance
every night.'at all shows
ing was reflected in the
crowds which turned out for
summarizes the showing of 'Playthe showing at popular prices
things of Destiny' at the Grand,
at the Broadway.
Jonesboro, Ark., and 'good box
office receipts'
at the Orpheum, Cincin ati, O.

records, reported Albert Dcutsch,
manager of the' Standard at Lorain,
O. Fine box office receipts characterizes its showing at the National,
Robertson's Company
"The gist of reports on other
Off for Spain
in Cincinnati, O., Nov. 10 and 11 First National attractions follows:
" 'Salvation Nell,' Crescent theJohn S. Robertson and his com- according to Mrs. Emma Shakeatre, Pontiac. 111., 'excellent box
|iny is now in Spain, where he is
speare,
the
manager.
'A
Day's
iming exteriors for Maurice Pleasure' elicited good attendance ; office receipts ; S. R. O. on second
ewlett's novel, " Spanish Jade,"
Jr.
Robertson's
picture
for
iaramount.
The next
company,
besides
! r. Robertson, included, Mr. and
I rs. David Powell, Evelyn Brent,
[ho will appear as Manuela ;
Jrank
Stanmore,
d'Aragon,
lameramen
Roy Lionel
Overbaugh
and
IIrs. Overbaugh, Jos. Rosenthal
lid Major Charles H. Bell.
I Madrid will be official hcadquarI rs and a good deal of the actual
liooting, it is anticipated, will be
h done in Seville and the surJiunding district.
Lowland BuysEuropean
"Film Sensation"
\\\ Cable advises from Richard A.
! owland, president of Metro Pic^ ires Corporation, this week anjunced that he has purchased, tor
stribution by Metro early in 1922,
le motion picture sensation of
urope. The message read :
i|
I " Bought and will bring back fi'm
•nsation of Europe."
I The purchase, it is understood,
as made in Paris

Times

-and in Los Angeles

where every exhibitor has a "misget the
very best for his
"moviesion" towise"
patrons
ALEX PANTAGES
has booked the Selznick production
that has set all America talking

Marie Prevost with her leading man, Tom Gallery, in her new Universal picture.
A Parisian Scandal "

"A MAN'S
for theHOME"
LOIS THEATRE

*

ONE

ARTIST

LIVES

CHARACTER

ces m

THEO BENDER MANAGER OF
THE*PICTURE PALACE"BETTER
KNOWN AS* HIS NIBS"

THE BOY, HERO OF THE
THRILLING DRAMA
*HE FOOLED' EM ALL"

WALLY CRAvy WHO LIKES
PICTURES BUT HATES
PLAYIN' AN'BELLER
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News

by

Wire

the romantic melodramatic type
laid in the Northwest.
LASKY
FIRST
The Lowrv T little Productions
has been organized to film a series
NATIONAL
Cecil DeMille was given a fareThe revised cast for " Stay of twelve two-reel specials. The
Home,"
an
S-L
production
starring
well party at the studio and a surBrant " has been inprise farewell at the station by all
Louis B. Mayer is finishing this Liareth Hughes under the direction first " Reddy
dorsed by the Boy Scouts organiza- members of the producing organof
George
D.
Baker
includes
Orace
lek " The V\ oman He Married," Durmond, Bartine Burkett, Herbert
tion.
Gene
Lowry
is
the
generalization as he departed for New
Irring Anita Stewart, under the
manager of the company. W. C.
Potel, Nelson -Mc- Tuttle will write the screen stories. York last Wednesday accompanied
Jection of Fred Niblo. Dal Claw- Heyes, Victor
Dowell, Edwin Wallock, Tina Gordon Griffith will be featured in by Mr. Lasky and William DeMille,
Ki is at the camera,
Aledotti, Harry Lorraine, Albert the productions.
who had just arrived from New
prothingham is editing " The Breig, Sidney Dalbrook, Stanton
York. Paul Iribe, a Lasky art difcn Who Smiled."
Betty
Blythe
is
now
en
route
for
story.
rector, is accompanying Mr. Cecil
Neilan is taking the last scenes fleck, William Brown.
The Maxwell Karger production New York to play in a Rex Beach DeMille to Europe.
]r " Penrodhas" four
this week.
The ; " Hate," starring Alice Lake inJoduction
child stars
Arthur F. Beck is on the way to
The Betty Compson subject, temcludes Conrad Nagel, who was bor- New York for a conference with
lesley Barry, Baby Betty Montporarilyunder
titled " Thethe Noose
" is of
in
direction
rowed from Lasky, Harry North- the officials of Associated First production
jmery, Sunshine Sammy Morri- rup, Charles
Clary, and John Ince. National Pictures concerning the William Taylor.
3n and Gordon Griffith.
"Across the Continent" is the
In production are " The Prisoner release of Leah Baird features.
(The formal preview of " Molly
of Zenda," and " The Five Dollar
Hampton Del Ruth is to make a temporary title of the next Wrallace
\"
was
held
at
the
Mission
theaReid subject by Byron Morgan to
I; recently.
dramas for RobAndree Tourneur is playing op- series of comedy
by Philip Rosen. Pro(Eddie Cline has completed a
ertson-Cole. Alta Allen, a former be directed
duction begins December 5th.
baton comedy titled " The Pale Baby." posite Bert Lvtell in " the Phantom Mack Sennett girl, will be featured.
Al Green has been engaged to diF. E. Adams, managing director
jice." King,, director of Richard
of the Provincial Cinematograph
jHenry
rect Tom Meighan in " The Proxy
Daddie." Olga Printzlau wrote the
lirthlemess, is here to make ar- Bride."UNIVERSAL
Theatres, Ltd., of London, and a continuity.
tngements for the filming of the
party of four are here visiting the
;xt subject.
studios and theatres.
Sam Woods is beginning " BeJohn M. Stahl is casting for theThedirection
cast forof" Blarney,"
under
yond the Rocks," by Elinor Glyn,
Hobart Henly,
starring
Gloria Swanson, this week.
One Clear Call." Henry Walthall starring Rawlinson, includes Ger! to play the lead.
The
continuity
is by Jack CunningROACH
trude Olmstead, George McDaniels,
ham.
Frankie Lee, Edward Jobson, Walter Perry, William Welsh, Al McINCE
The Pollard comedy " Years to
FOX
Quarrie, and Fred Kohler.
Come " and Parrott's " Pay the
Miss Dupont's " The Golden Cashier," have been shipped.
Director Emmett J. Flynn will
" was filmed under the diKeene
a newHemem'A production titled " Jim " has Gallows rection
of Paul Scardon. The cast
ber of theThompson
scenario isstaff.
will leave for New York this week with
Jen completed. The final scenes
pre taken at Reno. John Griffith includes Jack Mower, Edwin Stev- collaborate with Charles Parrott.
the " Count of Monte Cristo," an
ens, Douglas Gerrard.
• Harold Lloyd will make five com- eleven reel special.
[ray is the director and the leadDirector Lynn Reynolds has a
edies
next
year.
One
will
probably
K roles are played by Milton
" The Triple Cross," a Northeast
lis, Marguerite De La Motte, and Police story, starring Art Accord, be in six reels.
company of sixty on location at
ihn Bowers.
is being directed by Albert Russell.
Truckee, taking snow scenes for
Lee Moran, affiliated with the
"Arctic Trails," starring Tom Mix,
Work is being rushed on " The Century Comedy Company, is now
with Eva Novak in a leading role.
VITAGRAPH
ottentot,"
?an
with starring
Madge Douglas
Bellamy Macand producing at the Century studio.
Bernard Durning will direct Dusaymond Hatton to make it an
lin Farnum in a new untitled pic" Slippery
Tonguesubject.
" is to be the
Lucilee
Carlisle
has
returned
next
Frank
Mayo
ture.
irly January release.
from New York to be the lead for
Lambert Hillyer is casting for a
Larry Semon.
'entucky mountain story, " The
UNITED
HERE
AND
O. N. (Babe) Hardy and Myrtle
rotherhood of Hate."
Reedes
of
Atlanta,
Ga.,
were
marJoseph Franklin Poland has comSTUDIOS
THERE
ried on Thanksgiving day.
eted the continuity for " The
It
is
reported that Antonio MooodenRousseau.
Spoil " from a novel by
ictor
Directors Jean Hersholt and
reno is next to play in a serial.
Finis Fox gave a trade pre-view
Duncan is preparing the script Eliot Howe will complete the
J. Parker Reid is producing showing of " Man's Law and
Hampton production from Zane
" at the De Luxe theatre on for his next production.
Pawned
Packard.
Ir- God's
November 25th. Jack Livingston
n Willat" by
is Frank
directing
and John
Jimmy Aubrey has started a Grey's story " Wildfire " within a
owcr and Edith Roberts head an and Ethel Shannon play the leads comedy under the working title
week.
This will
Hampton's
first Goldwvn
release.be Tt
features
in an all star cast. The storv is of " The Interloper."
1-star cast.
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Motion

FEATURE

RELEASE

Picture

Net

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by
Months in which Released in order that the
Exhibitor may have a short-cut toward such
information as he may need. Short subject and
comedy releases, as well as information on pictures that are coming will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)

I
I
^niiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
Feature
Bob
Plactr.
Call Hampton
From the ofWild....
Call of the Blood
Cheated Love
Closed Doors
Coincidence
Colorado Pluck
Courage
Divorce of Convenience.
Don't
Leave Your Hus
band
Gilded Lies
Good Women
Highest Bidder, The...
His Greatest Sacrifice..
Home Stretch
I Am Guilty.
It Can Be Done
Lavender and Old Lace.
Lure of Egypt, The. . , .
Miracles of Manhattan..
Peck's
Bad Boy
Reputation
See My Lawyer
Seven
Years'Salesman...,
Bad Luck.
Traveling
Wallop, The
Wild Goose, The
Wolves of the North. .

MAY
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
James Kirkwood ... First National 7 reels May M
Special Cast Pacific Film— S. R
Special Myers
CastUniversal
.'5 reels. ... May 28
Carmel
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels . . . . May 28
Special Cast Metro
5 reels .... May 21
William Russell. .. Fox
6 reels May 28
Naomi Childers. .. First National 6,244 ft
Owen Moore Selznick
5,000 ft
William Desmond. . Federated Film
6,200 ft. .. May 7
Eugene O'Brien. .. Selznick
5,500 ft. . .May 21
Rosemary Theby. . Robertson-Cole 6 reels. ... May 21
Madge Kennedy. . .Gold wyn
5 reels. ... May 14
William Farnum. .. Fox
5,200 ft.. May 14
Douglas MacLean. Famous Players. ... 5 reels. ... May 14
Louise Glaum Associated Prod. ... 6 reels . . .May 7
Earle Williams .... Vitagraph
5 reels May 14
Marguerite Snow. . Hodkinson
5 reels. ... May 7
Claire Adams Pathe
5 reels. .. .May 21
E. Hammerstein. . .Selznick
5,000 ft. .. May 14
Jackie Coogan First National 5 reels. ... May 7
Priscilla Dean Universal
7 reels. ... May 14
Roy T. Barnes. ... Robertson-Cole 6 reels. ... May 14
Thelma Percy Robertson-Cole 5 reels. ... May 7
Roscoe Arbuckle . . Famous Players 5 reels .... May 7
Harry Carey Universal
5 reels. .. .May 14
Mary McLaren. .. .Famous Players 5 reels. .. .May 21
Herbert Heyes. ... Universal
5 reels. .. .May 21

JUNE Distributed By
Feature
Star
Length Reviewed
Beach of Dreams Edith Storey Robertson-Cole 5 reels. .. .June 11
Beautiful Gambler
Special Cast
Universal
5 reels. .. .June 11
Beyond Price
Pearl White
Fox
5 reels May 21
Big Town Ideas Eileen Percy
Fox
5 reels. . ..May 28
Black
Panther's
Cub
Florence
Reed
Equity
Pic.
—
S.
R
75 reels
reels June
Boys Will Be Boys Will Rogers Goldwyn
May 1128
Butterfly Girl, The Marjorie Daw Pathe
5 reels. . ..June 4
Charge It
Clara Kim. Young. Equity Pic.-S. R. 6,900 ft. . June 11
Cold Steel
Special Cast Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..June 4
Fighting Lover, The.. ..Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels. . ..June 18
Fine Feathers
Special Cast Metro
6 reels. . ..June 25
Get Your Man
Buck Jones Fox
5 reels June 4
Girl fromBlood
Nowhere, The. Elaine
Ham'rstein. .Selznick
reels
Gypsy
Poli Negri
First National 56 reels.
.. .May 21
Heart Line, The
Leah Baird Pathe
6 reels June 4
Home Stuff
Viola Dana
Metro
5 reels. . ..June 18
Idols of the North Dorothy Dalton Famous Players 5 reels. . ..May 28
If Women Only Knew.. Robert Gordon Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..June 4
Keeping- Up With Lizzie. Enid Bennett Hodkinson
5 reels. . ..May 21
King Queen Joker Sydney Chaplin. .. .Famous Players 5 reels. . ..June 11
Kiss in Time, A
Wanda Hawley Realart
5 reels June 25
Last Card. The
May Allison Metro
5 reels. . ..June 4
Lessons
T'lmdge. Robertson-Cole
First National 56 reels
Live and inLetLove
Live Constance
Harriet Hammond.
reels ...
... .June
.June 184
Lest Romance, The Conrad Nagel Famous Players 7 reels. . ..May 28
Love's Penalty
Hope Hampton First National 5 reels. . ..June 4
Lure ofof the
the Orient,
Special Cast
Cast Hodkinson
Aywon Film — S. R... 66 reels.
reels. ..May
May 28
Man
ForestThe. Special
28
Man Tamer, The
Gladys Walton Universal
5 reels. . ..June 4
Message from Mars Bert Lytell Metro
5 reels June 18
Mother Heart, The Shirley Mason Fox
5 reels June 18
Mother
O'
Mine
Betty
Blythe
Associated
Prod
7
reels. .. ..June
..June 18
One a Minute
Douglas MacLean. ..Famous Players 5 reels.
18
Private Scandal, A
May McAvoy Realart
5 reels June 25
Rider of the King Log. .Frank Sheridan Pathe
7 reels May 28
Ridin'
Tom Mix
55 reels.
Road toRomeo
London, The. ..Bryant
Washburn... Fox
Pathe
reels. .....June
.June 1111
Sacred and Profane Love. Elsie Ferguson Famous Players 5 reels. . . April 30
Salvage
Pauline Frederick. .Robertson-Cole 5 reels. . ..May 28
Scarab Ring, The Alice Joyce Vitagraph
5 reels ... .June 4
Scrambled Wives Marguerite Clark. .. First National 6 reels. . ..June 4
Scrap Iron
Chas. Ray
First National 5 reels. . ..June 11
Sham
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5 reels. . ..May 28
Sheltered Daughters Justine Johnston. .. Realart
5 reels. . ..May 28
Silver Car. The
Earle Williams Vitagraph
6 reels. ... .June 4
Snow Blind
Russell Simpson, .. Goldwyn
6 reels. . ..June 4
Straight from Paris
.Clara Kim. Young. Equity Pic. — S. R. .. 6 reels. . ..July 23
Ten Dollar Raise, The.. Peter B. Kyne Associated Prod 6 reds May 21
Too Much Speed Wallace Reid Famous Players 5 reels. . ..June
Two Weeks, With Pay...Bebe Daniels Realart
5 reels June
Two Wise Wives Louise Calhern. ... Famous Players 6 reels. . ..June
Voice in the Dark, The.. Ramsey Wallace. .. Goldwyn
5 reels. . ..June
Whistle, The
William S. Hart. .. Famous Players 5 reels April
White and Unmarried. . .Thos. Meighan Famous Players 5 reels. .. .June
Wise Fool, A
James Kirkwood. . .Famous Players 6 reels. . ..June 11
Worn. God Changed, The. Seena Owen
Famous Players 6 reels. . ..June 4

• July
Review
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length ..July I
JULY Famous
•July
Appearances
Special Cast
Players 5336 ft.. •July
Behind Masks
Dorothy
Dalton.
..
Famous
Players 5 reels.. ..May
July
Big Town Round Up... Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels .June
I
Broken Doll
Special Cast Associated Prod 5 reels.! .•July
Bronze Bell, The
Special
Cast
Famous
Players
5902
ft.
Carnival ....... .
Special
United Artists 6reels..
Children of the Night. .. William Cast
y
Russell. .. Fox
5 reels ■JulMay
Closed Doors
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels
Dangerous Paths Neve Gerber Arrow— S. R
5 reels ..July
•July
Desperate Trails
Harry Dawn
Carey Associated
Universal
reels" •..July
Devotio
n
Hazel
Prod
55 reels.,
•July
Don't Call Me Little
...July
_ Girl
Minter. .. Realart
5 reels ..Aug.
Face
of the World Mary M.Cast
Hodkinson
Foolish Matrons Special
Hobart Bosworth. .Associated Prod 65 reels.
reels
Golden Snare
Special Cast
First National
6 reels!
Greater Profit
Edith Storey Robertson-Cole
4200
ft.
Heart to Let
Justine Johnston ... Realart
ft. . -June
Home Talent
Ben Turpin Associated Prod 5249
5
reels.
I Am Guilty
Louise Glaum Associated Prod W12 ft . •July
July
I Am the Woman
Texas Guinan Victor Kremer-S. R
July
Journey's
End,
The
W.
Standing
Hodkinson
.
..
7
reels
Aud8e_Her Not
Pauline Curley Merit Film-S. R 5 reels!
Kiss, The
Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels.
"
July!!juiy
Land of Hope
Alice Brady Realart
4964 ft July
Live Wires
Edna
Murphy
Fox
5200
ft!
Love Time
Shirley Mason Fox
4800 ft • July
Man Who, The
Bert Lytell Metro
6 reels! .• .June
July
Mask, The
Hedda Nova
Export-Impori-S.
6 reels • ••July
Money Maniac, The. ... Special Cast
Pathe
5 reels., . .May
Over the Wire
Alice Lake
Metro
! 5 reels • July
Salvation
PaulineHoxie
Starke .... Federated
First National
reels! ' .July
Sheriff of Nell
Eternal Hope. Jack
Film. . . ! . 5 reels
Straight
From Queen.
Paris. ..... Buck
Jones
Such a Little
Constance
Binney. Fox
Realart
4942 ft!'.
Ten Dollar Raise Special Cast Associated Prod
July S
Thunder
Island Edith Roberts Universal
4279 ft ••..June
Unwilling Hero, An Will Rogers Goldwyn
5 reels. July :
Where Lights Are Low. Sessue Hayakawa. Robertson Cole
5 reels. ,
Whispering
July
Without Shadows.
Benefit ...of Lucy Cotton
Clergy
Virginia B. Faire. . Pathe
5200 ft
Women Who Wait Special Cast Pathe
5 reels.
AUGUST
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Revirwe*
Big Game
May Allison
Metro
5 reels..
Blue Blazes
Lester Cuneo Capital Film — S. R..5 reels..
Crazy to Marry
Roscoe Arbuckle. .. Famous Players 4,693 ft... Aug. 1
Cyclone Bliss
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film — S. R
t
Dangerous Toys
Special Cast
Federated — S. R. ...7 reels
Daughter of the Law... Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels Aug. 1
Dead or Alive
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film — S. R
I
God's Country and Law. Special Cast Arrow Film — S. R. . .6 reels
Greater Than Love Louise Glaum Associated Prod 7 reels ... .July 1
Great Moment, The Milton Sills Famous Players 6,372 ft. . .Aug.
Her Sturdy Oak
Wanda Hawley Realart
4,590 ft. . .July 3 1
Life's Darn Funny Viola Dana
Metro
65 reels
Aug. 3
Luring Lips
Gladys Walton Universal
reels July
Man Trackers, The Geo. Larkin Universal
5 reels July 3 fa
Moon Gold
Special Cast F. B. Warren 3 reels
Moonlight and Honeysuckle Mary Miles Minter. Realart
4,294 ft. . .Aug. 't
Mystery Road, The David Powell Famous Players 5 reels Aug.
Old Nest. The
Mary Alden Goldwyn
7 889 ft. ..July |M:
Peggy Puts It Over 4.1ice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels. . ..Oct. 1
Pilgrims of the Night. . .Lewis Stone Associated Prod 5 reels Aug. K
Playthings of Destiny. . .Anita Stewart First National 6,200 ft
Rainbow Trail
William Farnum... Fox
6 reels
*r
Remorseless Love E. Hammerstein Selznick
5,000 ft... Aug. 2
Shams of Society Barbara Castleton..
6 reels. . ..Aug. 1
Sign op River
the Door, The..
Norma Talmadge.
National 75 reels
Singing
...William
Russell . First
Fox
reels July^Hi
Aiii:
They Shall Pay
Special Cast Pathe
5 reels 4ft
Trip to Paradise Bert Lytell Metro
5,800 ft. . .Aug. 1 1*
Wealth
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5,141 ft. . .July 1»
Wedding Bells
C. Talmadge First National
...Aug. 1 fa
Wet Gold
Special Cast Goldwyn
6 reels Aug. I f>
What's Your Reputation
Worth?
Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
April
Who Am I?
Special Cast Selznick
5,000 ft.
SEPTEMBER
Mature
Star
Distributed By
Length Re Tie*
Ace of Hearts
Lon Chaney
Goldwyn
Nov.]
Action
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5 reels ... Sept.
Affairs of Anatol Special Cast
Famous Players ... 8 reels. . .Sept.
After Your Own Heart. Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels. . .Aug.
At the End of the World Betty Compson ..Famous Players . . . 6 reels. . . Aug.
Bar Nothing
Buck Jones
Fox
Oct.
Beating the Game Tom (Continued
Moore on page
Goldwvn
5058 ft. ..Sept.
3079)

December

i o, i p 2 1

Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Distributed By
6 reels. . .Sept.
Beyond
Ethel Clayton .... FamousNational
Players
..Oct. 2917
First
Wesley Barry
Bits of Life
.Sept, 17
. . 5 reels.
Ass'n ...6
Indep.
Neal
Sheep
Black The
reels... .Aug. 27
Players
Famous Film
Cast
SpecialHart
Blot
17
Arrow-S. R. ....... S reels. . ..Sept.
Jack Hoxie
Broken Spur, The
Dist.— S. R.5 reels.. . Sept. 3
Burn 'Em Up Barnes ... Johnny Hines Affiliated
7 reels.. .Sept.
24
Metro
Nazimova
Camille
.Sept. 3
Players ...66 reels..
Meighan ...Famous
Cappy Ricks A... Thos.
reels.. .Oct. IS
Hodkinson
Special Cast . First
Certain Rich Man, Me.
National
Castleton
Barbara
.
Child Thou Gavest
Naomi Childers First National 6 reels..
Courage
Crossing Trails
Pete Morrison ...Associated Prod. . . . 5 reels. .
Arrow Film-S. R
Jack Hoxie
Cupids Brand
Hobart Bosworth. Associated Prod. ...6 reels.. Sept. 10
Cup of Life...
C. B. C. Film-S. R
.
.
.
Morrison
Pete
Love
Dangerous
Discontented Wives Special Cast Pathe
United Artists
Geo. Arliss
Sept. 3
Disraeli
Betty Compson . . Goldwyn
Even as Eve
Experience
R. Barthelmess ..Famous Players ...6 reels.. Aug. 20
IFamily Closet, The Special Cast Pathe
Selznick
5000 ft.. Sept. 3
Fighter, The
Conway Tearle
27
Film-S. R. . 5 reels. . Aug.
/Fighting Breed, The... Snowy Baker . Agavon
.Oct. 29
Famous Players
;Porever
Elsie Ferguson
Goldwyn
5752 ft..
For Those We Love... Betty Compson
Asso. Photo-S. R . . . 5000 ft . .
IBhost City
Helen Holmes
F. B. Warren 7 reels.. Sept. 24
Girl from God's Country Nell Shipman . ..Rainbow
Film-S. R. 6 reels.. Sept. 3
girl's Decision Helen Gibson ,
Bod's
Crucible
Special
Cast
Hodkinson
Sept. 17
Golem, The
Paul Wegener
Famous
Players ... 67 reels
reels • July
82
Great Impersonation ..James Kirkwood .. Famous Players ...6 reels.. .Oct.
Great Moment, The Gloria Swanson. .. Famous Players ...5 reels.. .Aug. 8
Heart of the North Roy Stewart
Joe Brandt-G.
S. R Davis- 6 reels.. .Sept. 10
learts and Masks Special Cast Federated — S. R
5 reels.,
Hell Diggers, The Wallace Reid
Famous Players ...5 reels.. .Sept. 3
ier Winning Way Mary Miles Minter Realart
5 reels.. . Oct. 1
lome Keeping Hearts. .Thos. Swinton Pathe
5 reels.. . Oct. 8
indiscretion
.Florence Reed ...Pioneer
6 reels.. .Oct. 8
nfamous Miss Revell. . Alice Lake
Metro
5 reels. . .Sept. 2210
oner Chamber, The. ...Alice Joyce Vitagraph . . . . . .6 reels. . ..Oct.
.Aug. 27
ack
Rider,
The
Big
Boy
Williams
.
Aywon
Film-S.
R
reels . .Sept.
Metro
65 reels.
3
iatch Breaker, The Viola Dana
Universal
4600
ft.
4 oonlight Follies Marie Prevost . . .
.Sept.
24
..Aug. 27
[oral Fibre
Corinne Griffith . . . Vitagraph
6
reels.
.
Fox
5 reels. . .Sept. 17
light Horsemen, The.. Tom Mix
10 reels. .Sept. 17
Jo Woman Knows .... Special Cast .... Universal
Pioneer
5 reels. . .Oct. 8
>h Mary Be Careful. .. Madge Kennedy..
)ne Wild Week
Bebe Daniels
Realart
5000 ft. .Sept. 10
)pen Shutters
Edith Roberts
Universal
5 reels. .Aug. 27
•assing Through
Douglas MacLean. Famous Players ...5 reels. .Sept. 17
lay
Square
Johnnie
Walker
..Fox
5
.Sept. 173
rincess of New York.. David Powell
Famous Players ...5 reels.
reels. .Sept.
>uo Vadis
Special Cast
F. B. Warren 8 reels. . Sept. 3
oom and Board Constance Binney. Realart
5 reels. .Sept. 10
owdy. The
Gladys Walton ... Universal
5 reels. .Sept. 17
tcret of the Hills, The. Antonio Moreno. .. Vitagraph
5 reels. ..Nov. 5
jrenade
Miriam Cooper ...First National
6 reels. .Sept. 17
.Aug. 27
:ing
Pauline Dana
Frederick . Robertson-Cole
reels. .Sept.
here ofAretheNoLash
Villalna. .Viola
Metro
66 reels.
3
wo Minutes to Go....Chas. Ray
First National
. . Nov. 5
rgin Paradise Pearl White
Fox
7 reels.. .Aug. 20
'ay Down East
R. Barthelmess ..United Artists
11 reels. .Sept. 18
'here Men Are Men.. William Duncan. .. Vitagraph
5 reels.. .Sept. 24
10
'hy Girls Leave Home Anna Q. Nilsson. . .Warner Bros.-S. R.. 7 reels., .Sept.
ife's Awakening, A...Wm. P. Carlton ... Robertson-Cole 6 reels.. .Sept. 10
OCTOBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length Ke viewed
cross the Divide Special Cast Pathe
iter Midnight
Conway Tearle. .. .Selznick
5 reels. .Oct. 15
.Oct. 15
fter the Show
Special Cast
Famous Players 6 reels. ..Nov.
IPs Fair in Love. ... Special Cast
Goldwyn
5 reels. .'.Oct. is5
mazing Lovers, The. .. Special Cast
Jans-S. R
5 reels.
arricade. The
Special Cast Robertson-Cole 6 reels.
My Wife
Max Linder
Goldwyn
6 reels. ..Nune
ov. 255
lind Hearts
Hobart Bosworth. .First National 6 reels. ..J
..Nov. 12
ring Him In
Earle Williams. .. .Vitagraph
5 reels. ..O
ct. 22
se of Becky
Constance Binney . .Realart
6 reels.
harge
It
Clara
K.
Young.
.
.Equity-S.
R
6
reels.
..J
une
..NJul
nderella of the Hills. . Barbara Bedford. . .Fox
5 reels. .'.
ov.y 11165
lay
Dollars
Eugene
O'Brien.
.
.Selznick
5
reels.
mquering Power, The. Special Cast Metro
....7 reels.
urage
Naomi Childers ....First National 6 reels. ..Oct. IS
ingerous Curve Ahead. Helene Chadwick. .Goldwyn
6 reels.
iiwn of the East Alice Brady ... Realart
6 reels. ..Oct. 22
>ubling for Romeo. ... Will Rogers
Goldwyn
5 reels. ..Nov. 5
erything for Sale May McAvoy .... Realart
5 reels. ..Oct. 8
olish Age, The . - ..Doris May
Robertson-Cole
5 reels. ..Oct. 2215
otlights
Elsie Ferguson ....Famous Players 6 reels. ..Oct.
ix, The
Harry Carey Universal
6 reels.
ur Seasons, The Kineto Review Urban
4 reels.
..Oct. 22
om the Ground Up ...Tom Moore Goldwyn
5 reels. .'.Oct
'•
rments of Truth Gareth Hughes. .. .Metro
5 reels. ..Sept. 10
od and Evil
Lucy Doraine ....Warren
..Oct. 2415
Straight
Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels. .Sept.
im Comedian. The. ... Special Cast ......Goldwyn
7 reels. .'.Oct. "is
- indcuffs or Kisses ...Elaine HammersteinSelznick
6 reels.
; x Social Value
K. MacDonald ....First National 6 reels .'.Oct.' 22
gh Heels
Gladys Walton ... .Universal
5 reels.
license
Special Cast
United Artists 8 reels. .'.Oct. 8
..Oct. 8
{'risible
Power,
The.
..
House
Peters
Goldwyn
, kie
Shirley Mason ....Fox
56 reels.
reels.
J Igment
Special Cast
World-S. R
6 reels.
I lyfingers
Bert Lytell Metro
6 reels.
l^y from Longacre, The William Russell ...Fox
5 reels. ..Oct. 8
lin's and
Home,
A
special
Cast
Selznick
Woman
Diana Allen
Jans.-S. R
56 reels
reels., .Sept 3
ximonial Web, The. . Alice Calhoun.... Vitagraph
5 reels. ..Nov. 5
sterious Rider, The.. Special Cast ... Hodkinson
6 reels. ..Oct. 29
:ht Rose, The
Special Cast ..
Goldwyn
6 reels.
.Oct. 29
body's
Marie Negri
Prevost ....Universal
ArabianFool
Night Pola
..First National 510reels..
reels,
lerly, The
Special Cast
Pathe
5 reels.. .Oct. 1
don My French Special Cast
Goldwyn
6 reels.
At* ted
Curtains Henry Walthall Warner Bros. — S.R..S reels. .Oct. 29
.Oct. 29
er Ibbetson
Elsie Ferguson ...Famous Players
Relation, A
Will Rogers
Goldwyn
6 reels.
erty of Riches Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels.
nal Law, The
Dustin Farnum . . . .Fox
5 reels.. .Oct. 1
enie,
Shirley Mason Fox
S reels., .Oct 1
nbow, The
Alice Calhoun.... Vitagraph
5 reels. '.Oct. " 3
e of Paris, The ....Miss Du Pont Universal
5 reels. ,
Courage
Hoot Gibson .. Universal
5 reels. .Oct. 8
Van Winkle Thos Jefferson . . . Hodkinson
.Oct. 1220
eh Diamond. The... Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels.. .Not.
lows of Conscience. . Russell Simpson
7 reels.,

3079
Distributed By
Feature
Length Reviewed
Shadow
of Lightning
Star
Ridge,Master,
The The
Snowy Baker
Aywon-S. R
5 reels. . ..Sept. 24
Shark
Frank
Mayo
Universal
5 reels. . ..Sept 10
Son
of
Wallingford,
The
Special
Cast
Vitagraph
8
reels. .. ..Sept.
..Oct. 29
Steelhart
William Duncan ..Vitagraph 5 reels.
24
Stranger Than Fiction Catherine M'D'nald. First National 6 reels
Bebe Daniels .... Realart
6 reels
Speed
Girl,
The
Swamp, The
Sessue
Hayakawa .. Goldwyn
Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..Nov.
Theodora
Rita Jolivet
Oct. 1229
Three Musketeers . . . Douglas
Fairbanks . United Artists 12 reels. ..Sept. 10
Three Word Brand... William S. Hart.. Famous Players . . . . 6 reels. . ..Oct. I
Thunderclap
Special Cast
Fox
8 reels. . ..Aug. 31
Tropical Love
Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
5 reels
Vengeance Trail
Big
Boy
William;,
.
Aywon-S.
R
5 reels Sept 24
Virginia Courtship, A. May McAvoy ... Realart
5 reels
What Love Will Do. . . Murphy- Walker ...Fox ...
5 reels
Constance Talmadge First National
5 reels. . ..Oct 29
Woman's Place
NOVEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Alf's Button
Special Cast First National 6 reels
Anne of Little Smoky.. Special
Cast
Asso. Exhib
5 reels
Bonnie Briar Bush, The Special Cast
Famous Players 6 reels
Bucking the Line
M.
(Lefty)
Flynn.Fox
5 reels Nov. 19
Call of the North.
Jack
Holt
Famous Players 76 reels.
reels
Conflict . .
Priscilla
Dean
....Universal
. ..Nov. S
Dr. Jim
Frank
Mayo
Universal
5
reels
Enchantment
Marion
Davies
....Paramount
6
reels.
.
..Nov. 12
False Kisses
Miss duPont Universal
5 reels. . ..Nov. 1}
Father
Tom
Special Cast
Asso. Ex
Fidelity
Special
— S. R
55 reels
William Cast
Desmond... Aywon
Metro
reels. . ..Nov. 12
Fightin' Mad
Footfalls
Special Cast
Fox
7 reels. . ..Sept. 24
ForSake
Your Daughter's Grace Darling I. W. Film— S. R
Fountain of Youth Special
Cast
Graphic — S. R
Her Face Value
Wanda Hawley ...Realart
5 reels. . ..Nov. 19
Hunch, The
Gareth
Hughes
...Metro
6 reels
Hush Money
Alice Brady
Realart
6 reels
Special Cast
United Artists 7 reels. . ..Nov. 12
Iron Trail, The
Hugo Ballin Prod. Hodkinson
7 reels. . ..Oct. 29
Jane Eyre
Walker-Murphy ...Fox
5 reels
Jolt,
KnightThe
of the West A. . Olin Francis W.B.M. P'play — S. R.5 reels
The Idle Rich
Bert Lytell
Metro
6 reels Nov. 12
Ladies Must Live
Special Cast Paramount
7 reels
Last Trail, The
Special Cast
Fox
6 reels
Light
in the Clearing,
The
Snecial Cast
Hodkinson
7 reels
Love Never Dies. .
Special Cast First National 7 reels
Earle Williams ....Vitagraph
5 reels
Lucky Carson ....
Lure of Jade, The
ManThe
From Lost River, Pauline Frederick. .Robertson-Cole .... 6 reels Nov. 19
Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels
Man of Stone, The
Conway Tearle Selznick
5 reels
Millionaire, The
Herbert Rawlinson . Universal
6 reels. . ..Nov. 12
Molly O
Mabel Normand. ... First National 6 reels. . ..Dec. 3
Warren
5 reels. . ..Nov. 5
Old Oaken Bucket, The Special Cast
Our Mutual Friend Special Cast Warren
5 reels
Possession
Special Cast
R-C
6 reels Nov. 12
5 reels
Riding With Death Buck Jones . . Fox
Right
The
Special Cast
Produc. Sec. — S. R... 6 reels Nov. 12
Sheik, Way,
The
Agnes Ayres Paramount
6 reels. . ..Oct. 29
First National 7 reels
Silent Years
Call, The
, Special Cast
Silent
Special Cast
R-C
5 reels
SinThe
of Martha Queed
Special Cast Associated Exhib
5 reels
SingleFire
Track, Thte Corinne Griffith .... Vitagraph
Sure
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5 reels. . ..Nov. 5
Tol'ble David
Rich. Barthelmess. . First National 6 reels
Way of a Maid, The Elaine Ham'rstein. . Selznick
5
reels
What Do Men Want?... Special Cast
F. B. Warren 6 reels
Nov. 26
The Wonderful Thing... Norma Talmadge. .First National
t reels. .. .Nov. 19
DECEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
All For a Woman
Special Cast
First National
Ashes
Special Cast
East C'st Prod.-S. R.5 reels
At the Stage Door Special Cast
R-C
5 reels
Bashful Suitor, The Special Cast
Hodkinson
5 reels
Better
Man,
The
Snowy
Baker
Aywon-S.
R
S reels
Cameron of the Royal
Mounted
Special Cast
Hodkinson
Chivalrous Charley Eugene
O'Brien Selznick
5 reels
Conceit
Special Cast
Selznick
Devil Within, The. ..... Dustin Farnum Fox
6 reels Dec. 3
Don't
Everything.
SpecialStone
Cast
Famous Players
Duke ofTellChimney
Butte. . Fred
R-C
Eden and Return Doris May
R-C
Exit the Vamp
Ethel Clayton
Famous Players 5 reels
Fifty Candles
Special Cast
Hodkinson
First Love
Constance Binney .. Realart
5 reels
Flower
of
the
North
Henry
B.
Walthall
Vitagraph
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford Special Cast
Famous Players
Golden Gift, The
Special Cast
Metro
Guilty Conscience, A.... Antonio Moreno Vitagraph
5 reels
Hail the Woman
Special Cast
First National
Hardest Way, The
Fannie Ward
Joan-S. R
5 reels
Hole in the Wall, The.. Alice Lake
Metro
5 reels. . ..Dec. 10
Infidel, The
^ath'rine M'Donald. First National 6 reels
Last Payment, The Pola Negri
Famous Players
Little Minister, The Betty Compson ...Famous Players
Love Charm, The
Wanda Hawley ...Realart
5 reels
Man Who Paid, The Special Cast
Produc. Sec.-S. R
Miss Lulu Bett
Special Cast
Famous Players
Morals
May McAvoy Realart
No Defense
William Duncan. .. Vitagraph
Paste Board Crown, A.. Special Cast
Peacock Alley
Mae Murray
Nov. 26
Polish
Levinson-S. R
Power Dancer,
Within, The
The Pola
SpecialNegri
Cast
Pathe
Prince There Was, A... Thomas Meighan. .. Famous Players 5 reels. . ..Nov. 26
Princess Virtue
Marie Prevost Universal
5 reels
Rigoletto
Special Cast
Romayne
6 reels
Sea Lion. The
Hobart Bosworth. .. First National
School
Days
Wesley
Bros.-S. R. ..6 reels
Sin Flood.
The
Special Barry
Cast Warner
Goldwyn
Trail of the Law
Special Cast Produc. Sec.-S. R
Turn to the Right Special Cast Metro
Unconq'red
Woman, The.Ruby
Remer. ......Pasha
C'rp.-S.R
Under_ the Lash
Gloria deSwanson.
FamousFilmPlayers
....5 reels Oct. 29
Virginia Courtship, A.. May McAvoy
Realart
S reels
Western Firebrands Big Boy Williams.. Aywon-S. R
5 reels
Whatever She Wants. .. Eileen Percy Fox
S reels
White Oak
William S. Hart ... Famous Players S reels Nov. 12
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Comedy

and

Short

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Adviser,
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
Nov. 19
Afraid of The
His Wife
Educational 21 reels
reel
After the Dough Sid Smith
Federated Film 2 reels Aug. 20
Among Those Present. . Harold Lloyd Pathe
3 reels May 4
Applicant, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Assault and Flattery
Educational ........ 1 reel
At the Ringside Snub Pollard Pathe
2 reels July 23
Baby, Baby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
Bakery, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels June 11
Bang
Lloyd Hamilton. ...Educational
Barrel of Trouble Denver Dixon Plymouth Pict 2 reels
Bashful Lover, The Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Bell Hop, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
1 reels
Between the Acts Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels April 30
Blacksmith. The
Buster Keaton First National. ..... .2 reels
Blue Sunday
Lyons and Moran. . Universal
2 reels Aug. 13
Bride and Broom Billy Quirk Reelcraft
.....2 reels
Bride and Gloom
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
Brown Derby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels Sept. 24
Brownie's
Baby Doll.... Baby
reel
Burglars Bold..
Eddie Peggy
Boland Universal
Pathe
21 reels
Aug. 13
Chick,
Chick
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2
Sept. 10
Chicken Hearted
Educational
1 reels
reel
Country Chickens Louise Fazenda. ... Educational
2 reels
Custard Nine, The
Pathe
2 reels
Dead Easy
Earl Rodney Educational
2 reels. . .Aug. 27
Devilish Romeo
Fox
2 reels
Dew Drop Inn
Larry Semon Vitagraph 2 reels
Dizzy Dumbellt Art Bates
State Rights 2 reels. ..
Dog Doctor, The
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels
Dull Care
Larry Semon. .... .Vitagraph
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
Educational
1 reel Sept. 5
Edgar's Country Cousin. Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Feast Day Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Hamlet Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's
Jonah
Day
Johnny
Jones
Goldwyn
22 reels
reels
Edgar the Detective. .. .Johnny Jones Goldwyn
June 18
Edgar the Explorer Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Exit Quietly
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..Oct. 8
Pall Guy. The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Falling For Fanny Helen Darling Educational
2 reels. . ..Aug. 6
Fast and Furious Al. St. John
Fox
2 reels
Fireside Brewer, A
Louise Fazenda. . ..Famous Players. ... 2 reels. . ..Nov. 27
Fly Cop, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
For
Land's
Sake
Educational
reels
Game Lady
Lloyd Hamilton. . ..First National 22 reels.
. ..July 23
Going Through the Rye. Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels
Gone to the Country Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Oct. 8
Greenhorn. The
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
2 reels. . ..May 28
Guide, The
Clyde Cook Fox
2 reels Tune 11
Handy Husband.. Teddy Sampson. . ..Educational
1 reel.... Jane 25
Happy Pest, The
Al St, John
Fox
2 reels Nov. 5
Hard Luck
Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels
Haunted House, The Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels July 9
Head Waiter
Larrv Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Hey Rube
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..May 28
High Life
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels. .. .Oct. 8
His First Honeymoon. .Monty Janks Federated
2 reels
His Handsome Butler. . .Eddie Barry Arrow Film
His Home Sweet Home. Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
His Jonah Day
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
His Unlucky Berth Bert Roach Universal
1 reel Sept. 3
Hold Your Breath Chas. Dorety Universal
2 reels
Hound of Tankerville. . .Otis Harlan Educational
Idle Class. The
Chas. Chaplin First National 3 reels Oct. 1
I Do
Harold Lloyd .Associated Exhib. . . .3 reels Aug. 8
In and Out
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
In for Life
Viora Daniels Educational
2 reels. . . Aug. 6
It's
Your
Move
Educational
12 reel
Just in Time
Educational
reels June 25
Late Hours
Snub Pollard
Pathe
1 reel Nov. 19
Little, But Oh My
Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Love and Doughnuts. . .Ben Turpin Associated Prod 2 reels
Love and War
Johnny Savo Fox
2 reels
Love Egg, The
Louise Fazenda Educational
2 reels Sept. 10
Love's
Ben Turpin
reels. . ..July 14
Made inOutcast
the Kitchen. . .Special
Cast Associated
Associated Prod
Prod 22 reels
Man vs. Woman
Dorothy Devoe. .. .Educational
2 reels June 18
Meet the Wife
Sid Smith
Federated
2 reels
Money Talks
Henry Murdock. . .Educational
1 reel May 28
Mother's
Lamb
Billy Barry
Quirk
Reelcraft
reels
Mr.
Fatima
Eddie
Educational
22 reels
Mysterious Stranger ...Jimmy Aubrey ...Vitagraph
2 reels
Name the Day
Snub Pollard
Pathe
1 reel Aug. 27
Never Weaken
Harold Lloyd Associated Exhib. .. .3 reels. .. Oct. 29
Nick-of-Time Hero Special Cast Educational
2 reels. . ..Nov. 5
No Clothes to Guide Him Bert Roach
Universal
1 reel. .. .Sept. 17
No Stop Over
Snub Pollard
Pathe
1 reel July 23
Nothing Like It
Dorothy Devore ..Educational
2 reels. . .Aug. 6
Nuisance. The
limmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Oh Buddy
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels. . .Aug. 6
On Location
Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel.... Nov. 19
On Their Way
Eddie Boland
Pathe
1 reel Sept. 10
Pals
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
2 reels
Pair of Sexes, A
Educational
2 reels
Peaceful Alley
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
Pinched
Harold Lloyd
Pathe
2 reels. . .Sept. 10
Playhouse, The
Buster Keaton ...First National
2 reels
Pure and Simple Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels Oct. 29
Rainbow Island
...Pollard & Lloyd. .Pathe
1 reel. ... Aug. 13
Reckless Sex
Earl Rodney
Educational
2 reels. . .July 19
Riot, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Robinson's
Trousseau ..Lee
Universal
2 reels ... May
Aug. 27
Roman Sister
Romeos
LyonsMoran
& Moran .. Educational
Universal
Saving
Susie
22 reels...
reels 21
Sand Man, The
Eddie Boland
Educational
2 reels. . .Nov. 20
Say It With Flowers. .. Special Cast
Fox
2 reels. .. Sept. 24
Say Uncle
Educational
1 reel
School Days
Larry Semon ....Vitagraph
2 reels
Scrappily Married
Harry Gribbon ..Educational
2 reels. . .July 2

Subject

Picture

N eu

Release.

K«-virw
Distributed By
Length
Feature
Star
Sea Shore Shapes
Universal
1 rtel..
See America First Mack Swain
Herald Prod
2 reels.
See America Thirst Cissy Fitzgerald. . Producers Secu
She Sighed by the Sea
Side
Ben Turpin
Associated Prod .... 2 reels .
Should Husbands Do
.Oct. «
Universal
1 reel. . . .Oct.
Housework
Harry Gribbon
2 reels. . .June
Simp, The
Lloyd Hamilton. Educational
reels. .,
Simple Life
Larry Semon . . . . Vitagraph
22 reels.
Singer Midgets Scandals Slim Somerville . . Fox
Single Handed
Edgar Jones . . . Pathe
2 reels. .
Skipper Treasure Garden Special Cast
First National
Small Town Stuff AL St. John Fox
2 reels. .June
July
Sneakers
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels. .June
.•'July"
• Sept.
July
Snookey's Blue Monday Snookey
Educational
2 reels. .Sept.
.June
Snookey's Fresh Air ... . Snookey
Educational
2 reels.
Snookey's Twin Troubles Snookey
Educational
2 reels.
Snookey'sDogs
Wild Oats. . . Snookey
Educational
22 reels.
Society
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
reels. July 3 1
Speed
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels. . Sept.
Sportsman, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels.
Spot Cash
Snub Pollard ....Pathe
lreel.. .Sept.
Standing Pat
Teddy Sampson ..Educational
lreel..
Stealin Home
Harry Sweet
Universal
2 reels.
Stick Around
Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels.
Storks Mistake
Educational
2 reels.
Strikes to Spare
Bcbby Vernon . . . National Ex
Sunless Sunday
Educational
2 reels. • Aug. 1
Sweet Daddy
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels.
Sweet Revenge
Thornton Edwards. Educational
lreel..
Take Your Time
Earl Rodney ....Educational
lreel.. • June'Aug."e
Their Dizzy Finish Sid Smith
Federated Film
2 reels. ..Nov.
.June 1
Three Good Pals
Fox
2 reels. .June
Torchy a la Cart
Johnny Hines ....Educational
2 reels. •June
Torchy's Frame-Up lohnny Hines Educational
2 reels.
Torchy's
Promotion
22 reels.
Torchy Turns
Cupid ....Johnny
...Johnny Hines
Hines ...Educational
...Educational
reels. • Oct. 1
Toreador. The
Clyde Cook
Fox
2 reels.
Tourist, The
limmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels.
Trouble Doctor, The...Neely Edwards ..Arrow Film
1 'i
Trouble Hunter, The... Jimmy Aubrey ...Vitagraph
2 reels. Sept.6ct.
Two Faces West
Sid Smith
Federated
2 reels.
Vacation
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels.
Vagrant, The
Lloyd Hamilton... Educational
2 reels. .Oct. •
Week Oft, A
Chas. Dorety
Universal
2 reels.
Well
Be
Larry
Semon
Vitagraph
2lreel..
reels.
What I'll
a Whopper
Snub Pollard
Pathe
.Oct. 8
Why They Love Cave
Men
Celebrated Players
Zero Hero
Gaylord Lloyd ...Pathe
lreel..
. Oct. "%
"l flu Hi 11III rI Hi 11j r1111 n 11 n I j 11 rj I r Ill mi limn iniliirmmniiiitiiiiiiiinmii ninniniimiiiii
Short

Subjects

^imtiiiiiiitiiiaiiiniitiriiiriiictiiiiuiitinrm riniiiiiiuiiiiiittniinTtmimnrrrnTn
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Review*
Title and
Star
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial), Elmo Lincoln. State Rights
American Badger (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
lreel July 23
Andy and Min (Cartoon)
Celeb. Play. Film. 1 reel
,
At the Wailing Wall (Scenic)
Paramount 1 reel
Babyhood (Novelty)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Bear Hunting in California (Adventure) Kineto Review 1 reel
Beauty Spots of America (Scenic) Kineto Review 1 reel
Beggar Maid, The (Drama), Mary Astor Triart Film lreel Oct. 8
Beyond the Trail (Wes. Drama), Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels
Bible, The (Serial), Special Cast
State Rights 12 Episodes
Big Mystery (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Federal
1 reel
Biology — the Microscope and Its Use (Educ). National
1 reel Sept. 1}
Birds of Crags and Marshes (Novelty) Kineto Review 1 reel
Bonnie Scotland (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Boy Scouts of America (Topical) Kineto Review 1 reel
Breaking Through (Serial), Carmel Myers Vitagraph
Cairo in Egypt (Kineto Review)
Urban
1 reel. .. .July 9
Capturing
Aeroplane
(Novelty) ... .Pathe
1 reel Nov. 12
Circulation Lions
of thebyBlood
and Botany
Field Flowers (Educational)
National
Vfe reel ea.Aug. 20
Code of the West, The (West. Drama) Texas Guinan
2 reels Nov. 5
Collectors of Craniums (Educational) Educational
lreel ... ....
Combatting the Elements (Novelty) Kineto Review 1 reel
Could Columbus Discover America? (World
Wanderings)
Educational
1 reel .... Sept. 24
Cow Puncher's
(W. Dr.), Art Acc. Universal
. .Sept. 24
Creation
(SacredComeback
Films)
42 reels.
reels
Crowning King Blizzard (Scenic)
Educational
lreel
Cupid, Registered Guide (Drama) Edgar Jones.Pathe
2 reels
Cyclone
Vow (West. Drama)
Universal
2 reels ... Sept. 24
Day withSmith's
the Giants
State Rights
Death Trap, The (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi. . Pathe
2 reels
Do or Die (Serial), Eddie Polo
Universal
2 reels... May 21
Down in Dixie (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Dreams Come True (Educational) Educational
lreel
Eden of the Pacific (Scenic)
Prizma
lreel Sept. S
Emerald Isle, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Feathers (Scenic)
Selznick
lreel. ...Aug ifl
Great American Authors (Kineto Series)
Nov. 19
Hiking the Alps, with the Swiss Boy
Scouts (Kineto Reviow)
National Ex
1 reel. .. .Sept. 24
Hitting the Spots (Scenic)
Educational
lreel....Mav 28
Holy City, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Honor of Rameriz (West. Dr.). Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels...
Hope Diam'd
Mystery
Grace Darmond Kineto
State Rights
episodes
Hunting
the Sea
Wolf (Ser'l),
(Educational)
Review 115 reel
Hurricane Hutch (Serial), Chas. Hutchison. . Pathe
15 epi'des.Aug. II
Imposter, The (West. Drama^
'reels.
(ContinuedS»»«-W
on pagePat*»
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G. CRUIKSHANK

an

Was
$3,200

&

Was

Eleven-hundred
Renovated
All

It Cost

We are never so perfect that we cannot
sometime learn something. That fact was
never more emphatically impressed upon
me as when I undertook to thoroughly
renovate the Frolic theatre, San Francisco. In fact, I must confess that I rather
surprised myself in discovering what could
be accomplished with a sum less than onethird of the cost I at first thought would
be the very lowest necessary to put the
house in good condition.
Four months ago I assumed charge of
the Frolic, with the view of putting the
house in condition, as at that time it was
essential that a number of repairs be made.
This experience of mine, I am sure, will
be interesting to other exhibitors, particularly those who are compelled to watch
their expenditures closely.
1 was asked by the owners of the theatre
to make an approximate estimate on the
cost of cleaning up the house and making
only the most needed improvements. I
.vent into the matter, as I then thought,
very thoroughly and placed the lowest
possible figure upon each item. The best
I could do was $io,ooo, and I presented
this estimate. The proposition was
promptly turned down and I was advised
that the owners did not care to make such
an outlay, for the time being at least. I
was advised to eliminate a number of
items and send in another estimate.
Then I asked for $3,000, which was
granted. This sum seemed extremely
meager for the amount of work absolutely
necessary to whip a house seating 1,100
people into proper shape. It must be admitted that this work I had cut out for
myself seemed Herculean when it is considered that the theatre was badly in need
of new carpets, drapes, repainting, new
electric fixtures, an ornamental fountain,
new uniforms for ushers and other attendants and hundreds of other small items
too numerous to mention.
To cut a long story short, I was able to
practically entirely renovate the theatre
for an actual cost of $3,200. I accomplished this by eliminating all former bids
I had received and, to use a common
ihrase, " shopped " around until I secured

at

c a m e r a
TECHNICAL EDITOR

Seat

Small

This Manager
to
By Noble Hearne

Redecorate

Exhibitors, Attention!
When Noble Hearne took charge of
the Frolic theatre, San Francisco, he was
asked by the owners to make an estimate
of what it would cost to put the house in
condition. His figure was $10,000. The
proposition was turned down, and Mr.
Hearne set to work to cut down the cost.
In this article which he prepared at the
request of this department, he tells just
what each item cost him in his renovating the Frolic. All the designing, from
the lighting in front of the house to the
costumes of the ushers, was done by Mr.
Hearne. His experience will be a great
help to any manager who has a similiar
problem confronting him — Tech. Ed.

m-i

View I— Exterior of the neivly renovated Frolic
theatre, San Francisco. The fountain is of green
and red lights, giving the effect of water running
over the bowl. The design of the lighting
decoration was by Noble Hearne. The blue sign
lamp is new and is a main part of the scheme

House
Cost
His

Theatre

the articles I needed at prices within the
range of my " purse." It was trying and
hard work, but I feel now that the end
justified the means.
My first interest was for carpets and
drapes. I realized that these two items
would cost more than anything on my list
and I wanted to get them out of the way
before taking up all the other necessities.
Accordingly 1 visited the large stores as
well as the small ones. Finally I sold a
small concern, in the office equipment business, the idea of branching out into the
theatre-furnishing business. I pointed out
to this firm the fact that they could not
secure a better " show window " for their
business than the theatre. My argument
was that their first effort should be made
in a theatre prominently situated as the
Frolic and that the house would look so
much better than it has for years, their
contribution to the general effect would be
bound to sell goods for them. The idea
went over in great shape.
For the drapes I used plain heavy
monks cloth with a six-inch black fringe
at the bottom.
I paneled the inside foyer behind the
rear row of seats and allowed plenty of
fold which set the panel off much better
than would have been the case had the
drapes been used sparingly.
The work accomplished can be more intelligently understood by describing the
costs of the various sections of the house
from the photographs. The illustrations
show some of the sections of the house
before the work of renovating had been
completed.
The Main Auditorium: (See View II.)
This auditorium is in stone effect, secured
by using heavy plaster squared off in stone
effect and tinted. Cost : $210.
Drapes on stage : Ordinary scenic cloth,
worked with gold paint. Cost : $62.
Flowers in boxes are artificial, with
small white lights concealed in handles :
Cost of two : $15.
Note parchment screen about walls.
. Cost : $2.50 each or total $10.
(Continued on page 3083)

Pantheon

Theatre, Lub-

liner & Trinz' popular
North Side Theatre now
using three New
tors.
graph

DeLuxe

MotioProjec-

NEW MOTIOGRAPH
DeLUXE MACHINES
installed in American
Theatre, Bonham,

Texas.

Ask Robb & Rowley about
the silent operation of
machines.

The

New

Motiograph

DeLuxe Projector Will Stand The Grind — Proof
Write the Star Theatre, Chicago, which theatre
operates this machine twenty-four hours per day
DIRECT MOTOR ATTACHMENT eliminates belt strain on
PINIONS — made of steel, and tempered. Shafts made of too
steel and tempered steel.
bearing, and slipping of belt.
SHUTTER
SHAFT— connected by pinion directly to can
GEARS — all steel, with wide teeth surface.
shaft, eliminating lost motion, as is usually found in ;
train consisting of a large number of gears.
BEARINGS — made of tempered steel and bearing bronze.
And will eliminate your Projection troubles
This new Projector is made right — IS RIGHT
Write for literature

THE

ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

MFG.

CO.

564 W. Randolph

St., Chicago,
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View II — Main auditorium of the newly equipped Frolic theatre. The walls are painted to give a stone effect, they are tinted natural colors. Black
and white striped carpet was used throughout the house. The entire place was decorated in soft tones and no attempt was made at gaudy decoration.
View III — Lobby of the newly equipped Frolic
How

an 1,100 Seat House
Was Renovated

(Continued from page 3081)
Balcony Landing, looking down the
stairs: (See View V.) Electric fixtures
cost complete $4.50. Note the wood-beam
effect and the stone effect of the plaster
walls.
NewTheatrefor

Rochester

Interests representing Harold P. Dygert, of East Rochester, have purchased
a building on East Main street, Rochester,
N. Y., and will enlarge the edifice into a
motion picture theatre. The auditorium
of the house will be reached by means of
a glass arcade twelve feet in width extending through the center of the building
for a distance of sixty feet, entering into
the theatre lobby. Stores on either side of
the arcade will have entrances opening
directly to it. The house will have a width
of forty feet and will be one hundred and
thirty feet deep. It will contain all modern equipment.

Balcony Landing: (See View VI.)
Note plain fixture and stone effect.
Another view of Inside Foyer, looking
toward balcony stairs: (See View VII.)
The drapes shown are the style used
throughout the theatre. A splendid idea
can be gained of the high grade of Wilton
velvet carpet of gray color. This carpet
was the most expensive item and was used
throughout the theatre. Cost of carpet:
?95o..
Inside Foyer: (See View IX.) I wish
to call attention to the simple but effective
drapes of ordinary monks cloth, with
heavy black braiding, used on the long
panels. The ceiling is of striped plaster
with gold tints. All woodwork around
mirrors painted in imitation of walnut.
Cost : $450. Note stone effect carried out
by painting. Cost of painting: $150.
Outside Foyer or Court: (See View
XI.) The fountain is of cement, but has
marble effect. Cost installed: $75. Artificial flowers on wall are imitation climbing roses. Cost: $60. Ferns about fountain are natural. The two benches shown
were made to order. There are two elec-

tric fixtures, one of which is shown; both
aie of heavy brass casting and very attractive. They were purchased from a second
hand dealer. Cost : $80. Note the Wilton
carpet, the cost of which was included
above. The walls of plaster in stone
effect. Cost : $125.
(Continued on page 3086)

With KansasCity Theatres
A. M. Eisner, former secretary of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri, has purchased the Strand, one of
Kansas City's leading suburban houses,
atre.
and will remodel and redecorate the theThe American theatre of Kansas City,
owned by George Arkins, was reopened
last Saturday, after being remodeled and
redecorated. Joe Rosenberg, formerly
with Pathe, has been made manager of
the house.
The Highland theatre, a suburban house
of Kansas City, has been sold by Frank
Aigren to A. J. Bohrer. — True.

"iew IV —theSection
the interior
of the effect
Frolicisshowing
before the
renovation
View V —above
Stairway
looking
foyer. Note
simple ofdesign.
The stone
carried condition
out throughout
Frolic. was
Viewmade.
VI — Landing
stairs
halwaydown
to to
balcony
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The California theatre, Los Angeles, showing electrical display

Picture

New

The Power's equipped projection room of the California
tural steel was made in Winnipeg by the Dominion Bridge Company ; the Sirocco fans were
California
Theatre,
Los
Angeles,
supplied by the Canadian Sirocco Company,
Limited, Calgary and Windsor, Ontario; the rePossesses
a Model
Projecting
Room
inforcing steel and lath were provided by the
Trussed Concrete Steel Company, Calgary, and
The California theatre, located at Main
exhausts in the ceiling. The projection is the 1,350 barrels of cement were supplied by
and Eighth street, Los Angeles, is a house
connected with all parts of the house by the Canada Cement Company, Limited, Mon
that boasts of its projection equipment.
treal.
the Western Electric system of intercomThe projection room, which is in charge
Other maetrials and fittings were supplied
municating phones. A signal system is
of Chief Projectionist Frank Hardhill, is used to connect with the stage and oror installed as follows : Marble and tile, by
located on the main floor of the theatre.
Flesher Tile and Marble Co., Calgary; venchestra pit, low voltage lamps being used
tilators installed by S. S. Clarke of Calgary;
It measures nine by eighteen feet and has
to eliminate all buzzers.
grand
piano
by Heintzman & Company, Cala twelve-foot ceiling. It is constructed
A picture fourteen feet six inches by
gary'; furniture, carpets, drapes, paintings, etc.,
of tile and plaster with a crete floor.
nineteen feet six inches is projected on an
provided
installed
by theby Hudson's
The equipment consists of two Powers'
Company; and
interior
decoration
T. Jagmin Bay
of i
Argus crystal bead screen through Snapsix projectors, a Powers' double stereopDetroit:
plumbing
by
F.
H.
Lepper
&
Comlite
lenses.
All
resistance
is
kept
in
a
ticon, two Crescent spot lamps, Enterprise
pany, Calgary ; ornamental and plain plastersmall room built in one corner of the
arc controls, Moon magnetic speed indiing
by
J. Davidson, Calgary-; fireproof doors,
metal ducts and entrance marquee built by
cators, Weaver auto-dowsers, and a projection room. This room has its own
Hooker enclosed rewind with automatic
system of ventilation. On one side of this Western Steel Products, Limited, Calgary ; orcut-out switch.
namental iron work and fire escapes were conroom is built the panel switchboard, installed so that the back of the board is
structed by the LTnion Iron & Foundry, LimThe booth is kept cool at all times by
ited, Calgary; interior woodwork was done by
accessible.
fresh air intakes in the floor and hot air
Gushing Bros., Calgary; small hardware was
supplied by Marshall-Bevers, Limited. Calgary,
for three years was manager of the Calgary
the lumber was provided by the Revel«toke
Canadian Chain Opens
Allen theatre and who was a newspaperman and
Sawmill Company. Limited, Revelstoke, Britathlete in Calgary and Edmonton previously.
Another House
ish Columbia; artificial flower decorating was
The assistant manager is Major Ed. Malhiot.
done by the Floral Decorations Company. CalMessrs. Jule and J. J. Allen of Toronto, opformer newspaperman and soldier with lengthy
gary, while the plaster material was shinped
erating one of the greatest chains of moving
record of service. Before the war, Malhiot was
form Manitoba by the Manitoba Gypsum Compicture theatres in the world, extended their
the manager of the Hippodrome of Edmonton,
interests recently by the opening of the Alta. The musical director of the Palace is
pany, Limited. Winnipeg. — Gladish.
new Allen's Palace theatre, Calgary, Alberta,
Herbert
G.
Copley
who
had
been
in
charge
of
a city in which they had made their real start as
music at the Allen, Calgary', for seven years.
Kansas Changes
substantial theatre magnates more than 12 years
Messrs. A. C. Foster and PhiJ Barbour, holder1?
ago, with the building of picture houses in the
The following new houses, proposed new
of first class Provincial licenses, are the proCanadian West until the opening of the Calgary
houses and changes in management have been
jection machine operators of the fine new
Allen theatre in 1913. Their Western activities
theatre.
announced
in the Kansas City territory recently :
had been preceded by the operation of a numThe
Palace,
which
is
equipped
with
a
Hillber of store shows in Ontario, starting with
Home theatre, Hutchinson, Kas . purchased by
gren & Lane pipe organ, was formally opened
the "Theatorium" in Brantford in 1906.
Fred Savage; Crystal theatre. Ottawa. Kas,
by
the
presentation
of
"
Dangerous
Curve
The Aliens have virtually returned to Calowned by W. Millington, is being enlarged and
Ahead " and the comedy, " She Sighed by the
gary for the construction of the Palace theatre
extensively
improved;
Xew
Star theatre,
Sea
Side,"
by
Mack
Sennett.
Orchestral
feaafter placing new and beautiful moving picture
tures included the playing of the Overture from
Wichita, Kas., now under management of T. H.
theatres in 21 different cities, the chain comCooper, being enlarged and will he re-named
"William Tell " with a screen depiction of the
prising upwards of 50 houses at present. The
the Xew Kansas; new theatre, Bentonville. Ark,
storm and special electrical effects, and a musinew Palace seats 1,968 people on two floors
cal prelude to the film attraction. The house
being constructed by Hammond Bros.: Royal
and occupies a site measuring 100 by 130 feet.
theatre. Bentonville, Ark., is being constructed,
was formally dedicated by local civic officials
The contractor was Mr. A. McDonald, who had
by M. T. Kilbourn; Grand theatre, Greenfield,
and the management was showered with mesalready built six large theatres in Canada for
sages of good will.
Mo., sold by Mrs H. Howard to C. B. Hudson! J|
important theatre interests. The architect was
The latest of the Allen houses was practicallv
new theatre, Osawatomie. Kas., being coat
Howard Crane of Detroit who, too, has demade in Canada, much of the material and
structed by H. Carson; new theatre. SiloaH
signed many houses.
equipment as well as practically all labor going
Springs, Ark., being constructed by F_ 9 1
The manager of the Palace is Joe Price who,
Robertson. — True.
into the structure being Canadian. The struc-
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View VII — View of the foyer looking toward the balcony stairs. The draperies are the kind used throughout the entire theatre. View VIII —
Viewwith
of the
of the Black
Frolic and
before
renovation
tookmonks
place. cloth
ViewwithIX —sixFoyer
toward Color
entrance
at farpurple,
right. green
The mirrors
framed
blackfoyer
zcalnut.
whitethe'striped
carpet,
inch looking
black fringe.
is soft
lights areareused
How

an 1,100 Seat House
was Renovated

(Continued from page 3083)
I designed Spanish costumes for the
girl ushers. These were of black velvet
with black satin sashes and red bandannas.
These costumes stand out in striking contrast to the general treatment of the theatre, and add color to the decorative
scheme. The cost of the costumes was
but twenty dollars each.
The itemized costs I have presented
here cover within S650 of my entire expenditure. The balance of the money was
spent in arranging the lobby and box office,
all of which is most effective. The ceiling
of the lobby is of the stone effect and carries out the effect of the decorative
scheme. The ceiling is arched and
studded with electric lights, giving a brilliant and even lighting effect.
The general effect of the lobby is
changed with each picture and its scenic
effect is suggestive of the theme of the
feature
'1 he above is not, of course, included in
the cost of the remodeling or renovating

the theatre. The balance of the money
not itemized was used for various items,
such as touching up various parts of the
h-'iise, installing a number of canary birds
and cages and the hundred and one things
always found necessary in completing a
house of amusement.
i am mighty pleased with the results I
have secured for the money I have spent
and I truly hope my experience will assist
some ether manager who is confronting a
problem such as I was compelled to tackle.

Loew Opens Buffalo House
The new Loew State theatre at Buffalo
opened recently. Al Beckerich, former
manager of the Olympic theatre on
Lafayette Square, and now manager
at the Cataract theatre, Niagara Falls,
N. Y., was at the head of the State.
The house, which has a seating capacity
of three thousand, is one of the most
elaborate in the Loew chain. Marcus
Loew presided at the opening ceremonies.
He brought a carload of stage and screen
celebrities with him. Mavor Buck turned

the key of the city over to Mr. Loew and
a parade, in which local clubs participated
was held. Terry Turner, of the Loew
publicity forces, is in Buffalo, arranged
the opening ceremonies.
The new State has entrances on both
Main and Mohawk streets and has an
elaborate electric display over each marque. Every modern bit of equipment has
been installed. The interior was dazzling
in its brilliance. The dome was in the
form of a sunburst of lights, over 1.800
bulbs being used in this one feature of
the decorative scheme.
The balancy is mammoth in size and
the stage is also unusually large. The
policy of the house will be week run pictures and vaudeville. — Taylor.
Enlarge Watertown
House
The Olympia theatre, Watertown, N.
Y., a 2,100 seat house owned by Papayanakos Brothers, is now bein? remodeled.
A new screen. iS by 22 feet is being installed inplace of a smaller one which has
served up to the present time. — Grant.

View X — Through the door at the right can be seen the court approaching the foyer of the Frolic before the house was redecorated. View XI —
Court approaching foyer of the San Francisco house. The woodwork is of old Alission antique oak. The rear wall is decorated with artificial
climbing roses. The ferns about the fountain are natural. The heavy wooden benches are typical of the simplicity of the entire decorative scheme
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Many

New

England

Have

Houses

Installed
Mazda
Projection
all
his
exhibitor
friends
that he got a better
Mazda projection!
picture
using
only
thirty
amperes
than some of
The mere statement "Mazda Projection"
them obtained using 75 to a hundred amperes.
causes many exhibitors to throw up their hands.
The Medford theatre in Medford was our
They condemn on hearsay. Probably they are
justified, judging from the early experiments of- next stop. Here the Mazda adapter and control
apparatus was responsible for a most excellent
three to five years back.
picture projected upon a white cloth at 110 feet
How many theatres are now using Mazda
and also upon a Crystal Bead screen at 117 feet.
projection? Probably you will estimate about
300 and believe that you are stretching it at This was a combination vaudeville and movie
house and the white cloth screen was dropped
that, yet there are over 1400 General Electric
from the flies whereas the Crystal Bead screen
Mazda Adapter Units in use today. In New
was mounted upon the rear wall of the house.
England alone, there are more than 400 installaThe angle was 13 degrees and the size was 15
tions. Yes, and some of them over tw© years
feet. The Medford seats 1200.
old. Many others are one year old.
In Cambridge, Mass., I visited the Harvard, a
I visited twenty-five such houses picked at
1000 seat house. They projected with Mazda
random with R. L. Hosmer, Mgr., Eastern
equipment a 14 foot picture, 90 feet to a plaster
Theatre Equipment Co., Boston, Mass., and
wall. Even with this poor screen surface they
the managers and operators in every case said
were obtaining a surprisingly clear picture from
they were satisfied.
their Mazda equipment.
For several months past the News has been
A picture 16 feet 3 inches with a throw of 115
receiving inquiries regarding Mazda projection.
To be frank most of the letters on Mazda were
feet was witnessed in the Allston theatre, Allston, Mass. This is a 1200 seat house. The angle
written with the assumption that it was a failure
was 13 degrees and a Gold Fibre screen was in
and had been dropped.
At the present writing there have been in- use. The picture here was excellent. The
manager and operator were very loud in their
stalled in New England over 400 G-E Mazda
projection outfits. They are seemingly an un- praise of the results accomplished and reported
that there was considerable saving since they
qualified success.
had used the new G-E Mazda adapter and conThe Mazda lamp house we are acquainted
trol apparatus.
with. The secret of the success of this new
In Boston I witnessed the projection of some
Mazda projection on the part of the General
Prizma color films at the Park theatre, a first
Electric Company is their new adapter, wonderrun house. These pictures projected on a Gold
ful control apparatus, their condenser lens and
Fibre screen 14 feet by 6 inches with an 86 foot
lamp setter. Without these Mazda projection
throw and a 23 degree angle, left nothing to be
is not a bit better off than it was three years ago.
Wonderful things have been accomplished in desired. There was a soft pleasing effect to the
this direction. The control end has been picture. Every detail was clearly defined and in
the front seats one could enjoy the presentation
developed to a point that appears to be perwithout the eye strain that so often results from
fect. The outfits have been working under
nearly every conceivable condition. But all close proximity to the screen.
The Modern theatre, another first run house
depends on this new adapter, the control apparatus, the condenser lens and lamp setter.
in the same city, gave me an opportunity to test
the picture both from a position close to the
Many will agree with me that Mazda proscreen and from the back of the balcony, 123
jection works fine in some places, say where
feet away from the picture. In either position
you have a short throw and a small angle and
the movie fan could enjoy the picture, obtaining
only under these conditions. I witnessed beauall the details without any strain whatsoever
tiful Mazda projection where the throw was
146 feet and the angle was 26 degrees.
upon the eyes. The picture was 13 feet 6 inches
and was projected 98 feet to a Gold Fibre
Last month, with Mr. Hosmer, I spent two
afternoons and evenings visiting theatres in screen. The angle of projection was 22 degrees.
The Criterion at Roxbury, Mass., demonstraMassachusetts that were equipped with G-E
ted how bright it was possible to keep a theatre
Mazda adapters. I am going to tell you as
using Mazda projection. In this house it was
near as I can remember exactly what I saw and
give the name of the theatre and the town.
possible to read a program during the presentation of a picture. The walls were decorated
In Lynn, Mass., I stopped at the Comique, a
with a deep red which with the many lights
750 seat house. They were using the standard
that were burning gave a tinted effect to the
900 watt Mazda outfit with the G-E Mazda
general lighting scheme. They were projecting
adapter and control apparatus. The screen was
a picture 93 feet to a 13 feet 6 inch Mazdalite
a 12 foot Mazda-lite screen. The, throw was
60 feet and the angle 5 degrees. The picture
screen. The manager was greatly pleased with
the wonderful results he was obtaining since
was excellent. When we glanced at the ammeter itread 29. The projectionist was not even
installing the new G-E Mazda adapter.
using 30 amperes, he not finding it necessary.
I again witnessed excellent results with
The Dreamland theatre in Lynn was the next
Mazda projection on a plaster wall in the Magnet theatre at Dorchester, Mass., where they had
stop. This was also a 750 seat house. The picture was fine. The manager was loud in his a throw of 96 feet and an angle of 6 degrees.
The Codman Square theatre in Dorchester
praise of his equipment. Visiting the projection booth I found they were only using a 600 was the best example of what is possible to acwatt Mazda lamp with the new Mazda adapter
complish with G-E Mazda adapters. This is a
and control apparatus. The ammeter registered
2200 seat house. They were presenting "The
20 amperes. The screen was a 12 foot 5 inch
Old Nest" at the time I visited the theatre. The
Gold Fibre. The throw was 53 feet and the projection booth is located in the top and back
of the balcony, 146 feet from the screen. The
angle 8 degrees.
We motored from Lynn to Maiden, Mass.,
angle of projection is 26 degrees and the picture
there visiting the Orpheum theatre. The pic- 17 feet 7 inches in width. I do not believe that
if another exhibitor witnessed the projection he
ture was surprisingly good and it was projected
on a plain white cloth. He had a 12 foot picture ; would note that Mazda was being used. The
picture was all that was to be desired, the detail
65 foot throw with a 12 degree angle. The manager of this house said he had been boasting to being clear and distinct from all parts of the

Picture

New

house. The screen in this case happened to b
a Gold Fibre. In talking to Mr. J. Francke, mar
Judging from what I saw in Massachusett
with Mr. Hosmer and from what I have hear
from other theatres in other parts of the coun
try and in the vicinity of New York, I predic
that G-E Mazda adapters will take a prominer.
place among projection apparatus.
Complete Rialto, Hood
River, Ore.
The Rialto, a theatre building ercctct
at a cost of $25,000 by George W. Thomp
son and M. E. McCarty, pioneer merchants, will soon be ready in Hood River
Ore., for occupancy. The structure wil
be occupied by A. S. Kolstad who has beer
in the Hood River theatre business for a
number of years and who will continue
operation of his Liberty Theatre. Furniture and equipment of the house, it U
stated, will cost approximately $15,000.
While the new theatre will be equipped
primarily for motion picture shows, its capacious stage will enable it to present
traveling road shows. — Allen.
Open

New
Supply
Branch

House

The announcement of the opening of the new
branch of the Independent Movie Supply Company, Inc., at 42 Orange street, Albany, N. Y.,
is made by W. H. Rabell, president of the company. The branch will be under the management of George J. Hallett.
Dixie

Theatres Keep
Lucas Busy

Many orders for the installation of complete equipments have been placed within the past few weeka
with the Lucas Theatre Supply Company of Atlanta,
Ga., the distributor of Simplex projectors and other
well known products throughout Dixie.
Foremost among these is the new $250,000 Lucas
theatre, Savannah, Ga., a theatre representing a real
advance, not only in mere seating capacity, but in its
architecture, decorations, in distinctive elegance aad
the luxury of its apppointments. A battery of Simplex
projectors have been installed in the projection room.
Contractprojectors,
has also opera
been chairs
securedandfor other
two Type
"S"
Simplex
equipment
to be installed in the new theatre being erected by
Lightner and Bro., at Raleigh, X. C. According to
reports, this Uieatre will be of the most modern type
and ^vicinity.
will be devoted to the colored population of Raleigh
and
Simplex projectors, opera chairs, scenery, lighting
fixtures, lobby display and other equipment hare bees
installed by Lucas in the theatre at Deland, Fla., owaai
by the
Deland theatre
Amusement
Company,Miss.as well as At
new
Anderson
at Gulfport,
Keith

to Erect House in
Cincinnati
Rumors that a fine new motion picture house is to
be built in Cincinnati were verified this week by UtB
L. Heidingsfeld, Cincinnati attorney, representing the
Keith interests. According to a statement made by
Mr. Heidingsfeld the Keith interests have had under
consideration for some time the erection of such 1
theatre, with an approximate seating capacity of 3.600.
" We have secured an option on the property owned
by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, which is at
L-shape proposition surrounding the Wiggins Block, at
Fifth and Vine streets," Mr. Heidingsfeld stated
" We tions
hope
to conclude all of the preliminary negotiavery shortly."
.^
It
is
stated
that
the
new
property
will
have
involved
an investment of approximately $2,000,000 when •
theatre is completed. George L. Rapp. of the firm m
Rapp & Rapp, architects, Chicago, was in the city »
few days
at which
time plansgonefor over.
the new theatre were ago,
submitted
and carefully
There will be an office building in connection wjp
the theatre,
120 feet The
on ma»
Vint
street
and of having
60 feet aonfrontage
Fountainof Square.
entrance to the theatre will be from Fountain Square.
The firm of Rapp & Rapp designed the P^f"
theatre
buildingOhio.
in Cincinnati
theatre and
in Dayton,
— Beutel. and the new Ken»

D e c c m her
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Columbia

Projector Carbons
Columbia Silvertip Combination
From the beginning of the motion
Carbons for Direct Current: The
picture industry, every notable
narrow
diameter of the silvertip
improvement in projector carbons
has been a Columbia achievement.
negative lower compels it to burn
with a sharp point, holding the
Columbia White Flame Carbons
arc steady and keeping the shadow
for Alternating Current: The only
off the lens and screen.
carbons yielding a sharp and pureWe invite correspondence with a
white light, steady and silent, with
view of bettering your projection.
alternating current.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio
San Francisco, Calif.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto
American

Carbons

for American

Bar.

Ficlures

In Our

New

in Our

We

Critical Definition—
with remarkable flatness of field, brilliant illumination, and maximum contrast between black and
white are the results of projection through the

BAUSCH

&

Shops
Own

and

Studios

Building

have every facility for equipping

Moving

Picture

Theatres

with Curtains, Settings and Draperies

LOMB

CINEPHOR

The New
Projection Lens
Made by the great optical house of Bausch &
Lomb, this projection lens is scientifically right, and
the quality absolutely uniform.
W rite for interesting literature.
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
London
New York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco
Leading American Makers of Photographic Lenses, Microscopes Projection Apparatus (Balopticons) , Ophthalmic Lenses
Instruments
Photo-Mtcrographic Apparatus, Range Finders and and
Oun SightsMagfor
Army and
Navy,
Searchlight
Reflectors,
Stereo-Prism
Binoculars
nifiers and other High-Orade Optical Products.

Modern

Designs in Fabrics or

Painted

THE

FABRIC
177

Scenery

STUDIOS,

N. State
Chicago,

Street
111.

Inc.
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Automatic

Ticket

Has
Many
Some twelve years ago the Automatic Ticket
Selling and Cash Register Company, now the
Automatic Ticket Register Corporation, first
started to market a ticket selling device. The
machine at that time was operated by foot
power, it being necessary for the cashier to
press a foot lever in order to issue from 1 to
5 tickets.
Despite the labor required in using this machine, there was quite a demand for it, due to
the desire of theatre owners for protection for

Picture

N e ip j

ever\ where, and today, most every up-to-coH
theatre
is equipped with some kind - :' ticket!
selling device.

Machine

New
Improvements
their cash receipts and more speed in taking
care of their patrons.
Users, however, were anxious to obtain an
automatic machine which would require no
labor, and some three years later the first motordriven ticket selling machine was placed on the
market by the Automatic Ticket Register Corporation.
Since that time thousands of these machines
have been installed throughout the world and
have been installed in theatres, large and small,

Due to the small amount of spa-; . in the*
average box office, it has been necessary always
to build ti:kct selling machines compactly, and
for that reason, they have heretofore been of
light construction. Many years of experience
developed the fact that ticket selling machines'
were put to much harder use than the averagemechanical device, and with this idea in mind,
the Automatic Ticket Register Corporation took
steps to design a ticket machine which would
be compact in the amount of space occupiedj
(Continued on page 3092 J

View
Top of
the new
1922 model
ticket
selling

side of
from operators
new automatic ticket
machine,
showing

machine,
showing
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—BEST

FOR

39 YEARS

PAST—
EFFICIENCY

NEWMAN
BRASS
LOBBY
FOR POSTERS AND

FRAMES
PHOTOS

AND

SERVICE

^[LJPIM.iSOBDS
For Highest Standard Projection

Cla?«y Display Frames in Finishes Which
Require Little or No Polishing.
Used to Splendid Advantage in Over 10,000
Theatres in the U. S.

SCREENS
AND
FRAMES
For All Purposes
Write for Lists

Write for catalog " N "
THE NEWMAN MANTJFACTURING
715 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Chicago Branch, 68 W. Washington St.

CO.

COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY
form SUPERIOR QUALITY.

production. Uni-

SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring SCIENTIFIC knowledge,
we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire
Laboratories,
Inc.
723 Seventh Ave., New York City
Bryan* 54*7
•
Cor. «th Street

THE ALPHA MOTION PICTURE CO.
23 Grant Street
Stratford, Ontario, Canada

gkm
STANDARD
UNIVERSAL
400 ft-A capacity,
F: 3.5 lens. refmlar
and trick crank, forward
J>!8laW
and
reverse
direct
rachet
take-up,
three
all aluminum eiaaatlaca,
latest model. Uke new, oliTe drab flnlab, guaranteed.
'
HERE IS A RAKE BABGATX
IjHL.
WIRE YOUR ORDER NOW with twenty-Are per Coee.OO
JBKb*
cent
deposit
and
balance CAMERA
on examination. o^OO
*ry~SBASS
COHTAXT
It* He. Dearborn Street
Dept. Ill
Chicago, miopia
P. S. — Write Bass your motion picture needs now. Meat complete acock la the
country and any information you mig±t want at your rtliTTfT'
"Care and Operation
of
Motor
Generators"
COMING
SOON

Perfect
MAZDAFor PROJECTION
"MOTS CO" ADAPTER and REDUCER
Is what you neeel.
Write for prices and fall Information
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
72* *e. Wabash Ave.
Chicago. III.
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>IUO THUIU
Balcony :•» .a

jflUCE THI-tll?*
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Balcony «• B

(f»UC£ THUTU
Balcony ~ a
ffuACZ Til EA TIE
Balcony - jj
l~:71~"' "y
/ftUCf THUT1E i
Balcony B
r VI vi f THUTU

FOR THEATRES
A PUSH OF THE BUTTON AND THE CONNECTION IS MADE
THE QUICK WAY TO TALK THINGS OVER

Improved One-Hand
Book Strip

Balcony ■» is ]

SYSTEMS

TICKETS
Sell tickets with one hand make
change with the other
The fastest selling, most convenient
and safest ticket on the market.
These tickets are \lA x 2" printed
ten on a strip, consecutively numbered, perforated, notched and bound
500 tickets to the book.
[Cash with order prices
10M $€.50 50M
$12.00
20M
. . 8.00 100M
20.00
30M
. . 9 60
500 M
90.00
—ing.Printed to order any one form of wordFor each change of wording, or price add
$2.00 to above prices. For each change
of color add 50c.
— Samples and further information on
request.
These tickets are printed to comply icith
Internal Revenue Regulations.

-frjlUCT tMUTK
Balcony .B

No. 40

World's Largest
Book Strip Ticket
Printers

S. H.

COUCH
COMPANY,
HANUF ACTTTBEB 8

Inc.

aom7offi« } NORFOLK DOWNS, MASS.
Chicago Office, 337 W. Madison St.
Boston Office,
170 Purchase St.
ESTABLISHED 1S94
Sales Agencies In New York, San Francisco, Seattle, Los Anajeles,
St. Louis, Philadelphia, Montreal

WELDON
WILLIAMS
& LICK
FORT SMITH, ARK.
ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS • KNOWN THE WORLD OVER

MOST
IMPORTANTthe PROJECTION ROOM-its LOCATION and LAYOUT.
In Philadelphia's NEWEST and MOST BEAUTIFUL
th eat RET/YE ALDINE
the projection room was laid out, equipped and Installation supervised, by U-T-E engineers.

:

We Solicit your inquiry for HIGH
BRANCHES

GRADE

EQUIPMENT

IN ALL LARGE CITIES

;
:

United
H. T. EDWARDS
Pres. and Tress.

Theatre
25 WEST

Equipment
Corporation
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
J. H.ViceHALLBERG
Pre*, and Secy.
45th ST., NEW YORK CITY

Signs without color are " flat "
RECO COLOR HOODS
Let the theatre
HEATING
v/ENTILATirW

ventilation
to
specialists

you dow —
tell
S«nd Today for
Booklet 7
14 76 RgOADWAy

|4ew York., r).y.

Successfully solve your color problem. Made of Natural Colored Blown
Glass which never fades or wears out. The hoods are easily slipped over
bulb and held in place by simple non-corrosive spring fastener.
HADE IN FIVE COLORS
Ruby— Green — Bine— Amber and Opal
Two Sizes:
For 5 and 10 watt lamps, 22 cents each
For 25-40-50 watt lamps, 50 cents each
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply Bouse in the motion picture trade
746 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, DL
Write today for our latest bulletin
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M o t t o n Picture
New

LA TEST
ACHIEVEMENT
In Ticket Selling Machines

The

New

1922

Automaticket Register
Send for prices and full particulars

Automatic
Ticket
Machine
{Continued from page 3090)
but of much heavier construction.
In order to do this, instead of using a separate mechanism for each unit, they have built
a machine which operates any number of units
or different price tickets with one mechanism
only, and as a result, they have produced a new
type ticket machine radically different from anything heretofore obtainable.
The new type 1922 model ticket selling machine has one master mechanism with parts
built strong enough to stand a heavy strain for
many years, and for the various units required,
there is a selecting device connected with the
keyboard, which permits tickets for various
prices to be issued from separate slots as heretofore.
In designing the new type machine, they have
also eliminated all keys from the change counter, so that the cashier now has unobstructed
use of it for making change— the keys used in
issuing from 1 to 5 tickets, instead of being on .
in the back of it and '
the counter
surface.
the now
below are
slightly
All of the new type machines are supplied
completely equipped with Robbins & Myers
motors specially built. The Automatic Ticket
Register Corporation has received compliments
from far and wide on its latest achievement.
During the past six months, the company has
largely expanded its ticket plant.

N

Automatic Ticket Register Corporation
1780 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
1
PLASTIC

N. A. M. L. OLD MEMBERS
Please send in your names and numbers, with latest address, so we can
put you on our new N.A.M.L. MaiHn?
List

|
I

usiness
fe

rings

OPEN for salesman December 5th with
ducer or exchange. Have six years' experienceliveasproan
exhibitor and 10 years' experience as traveling talesman In other commodity lines. Also held executive
positions.
"Willing
to go 202
any Sabine
part ofStreet,
UnitedSyracuse]
States
Write
Meitzler,
N. Y.
Married. ■>"-'•- — »—
FOR SALE — 125 Kilowatt General Electric Motor
Generator Set, complete with Westinghous
e Control
Switchboard. Practically new. Complete debr
ription
and
price
on
request.
Williams
Electric
Company
Ithaca, N. Y.
FOR SALE— BIG SPECIAU-Veriscope
driven
projector, can be converted into motor hand
drive. For
use in small theatre or large auditorium.
(Price,
new, $350.00.) Never used. Equipped with Scheck
Adapter, now listed at $157.00.
Auto transformer
control reducing 110 current to 32 volts
value, $75. 0».
No carbon adjustments. Takes 900 —watt
— 32 volt
lamp.ture Complete
outfit,
$150.00.
Box
30,
Motion PicNews, New York City.
"MOTSCO"
The
perfect Mazda Adapter and current
reducer.
best.
Demand the "Motsco" If you want the
Write for full] Information
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, III.
THEATRE MANAGERS ATTENTION
Whenor Inwrite
need of first class organists or piano soloists
call
CHICAGO MUSICAL SERVICE BUREAU
Specializing
In Organists
and Pianists for Motion
Picture Theatres
only.
We
have
the
largest
list
of
high class experienced
organists In the country.
20 East Phone
Jackson
Blvd.,
Wabaih StltCHICAGO

I

RELIEF ORNAMENTS
AND

ORNAMENTAL

LIGHTING FIXTURES

Write for our new
ornamental Catalogue
No. 2, showing over
< j w hi w k) y i.
1200 designs of Plastic Relief Ornaments.
LET US ESTIMATE ON YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
0A-l WORKMANSHIP AND SERVICE, AT PRICES THAT ARE
RIGHT
5ty? National piaatir Krlfef
(Eompntty
328 MAIN ST.
CINCINNATI
OHIO

WHY PAY MORE?
THE BEST RESULTS ARE OBTAINED
Rebuilt Simplex Moving Picture Machines
Motor Drive
....
$195.00
Hand Drive
....
175.00
Large Magazines, Complete, guaranteed
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
228 Union Avenue Memphis, Tenn.
COLOR
HOODS
USE*J?< eco
Instead of Dipped Lamps
Infinitely Better, More Lasting
and Cheaper in the Long Run
Made of Natural Colored Blown Glut
Do Not Fade or Wear Out
iZnv.ug REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
26S0 W. Congress St.
Chicago, ID
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rant lists of or address contemplated of
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights ownars.
pobdetty Mediums and producers, selected as t*
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded In our list last year. Its ass
sseans a saving of from 20 to 60% In postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Phone, Bryonl Hit
New York
Addretsing
Printing
FOR

THE

BETTER

ASK

LUC

A

about your new equipment. We have
to our credit the complete equipping of
many of the South's finest theatres. It
will pay you to visit and inspect our
gigantic stock. We are manufacturers
as well as distributors. Satisfied customers thruout the country.

LUCAS tshuepaptirye COMPANY
ATLANTA
GEORGIA
Sole Southern Distributors Simplex Projectors

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22164 Moving Picture by States, per M. $5.00
1219
Exchanges, andfor Studios
U«t
SO
196 Film
Manufacturers
37..54
419 Machine and Supply Dealers 4.0*
34174 Legitimate
Theatres U. S. and 25.00
Canada
810 Vaudeville Theatres
7.80
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street Chicago

MUSIC

FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
1600 BROADWAY
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, ILL.
•
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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PROFESSIONAL
FREE

When

COPIES

a

Melodious

picture

build

TWO

you

build

theatre

it right!

Themes

WHEN

despecializ
ineerengthe
signineg and in
ing of every feature of
ng
picture houses that
movi
are at once harmonious, up-

SWEETHEARTS

to-date, practical. A hundred successful theatres,

WE

I WANT

MY

MAMMY

WALTZ
BALLAD
By Louis

among them the new Stanley $2,000,000 building in
Philadelphia, attest our skill
in design and execution.

BALLAD

Breau

By Cal DeVoll

Hoffman-Henon
Co., Inc.
Architects and Engineers
N
W
pri
DdL
i
VVI111
INCORPORATED

701 Seventh AveNew York, N. Y.

Finance

Building

Philadelphia

This pipe organ has in truth made possible a new
era of music for the medium and smaller sized
theatre.
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED OWNER,
(Write for Literature)
TheNewEraOrgan
WARSAW,
N. Y.
THE
MARR
& COLTON
COMPANY,
Inc.
Also Builders of Famous Marr & Colton Concert Organ

BAY

STATE

Positive - RAW
Manufactured

STOCK

by BAY STATE
Sharon, Mass.

FILM
- Negative
FILM

CO.

Distributors:
Bay State Film Sales Company, Inc.
Room 1114
r hones: Bryant
220 West 42nd St.
r> 6808
Dl
Made in America

m
CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.
255 NO. 13-ST., PHILADELPHIA
I

Built by a policy that stands today,
tomorrow and all the time for the best
expression of what human science
knows about projection screens.
Samples and literature upon request
World's Largest Producers^/
potion Picture Screens

PA.

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO; ILU
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Music

and

the

r
Picture

News

Picture

Ibbetson"
for
Score
Broadway's
Inspired by
an Interview
With "Peter
Hugo Riesenfeld
One
air
that
has
excited
comment,
is
the
Peter's
mind. The orchestra returns to the
Ibbetson,"
to " Peter
scoreRiesenfe
THE whichmusical
motiv of the old Colonel Duquenois, played by "Vision Fugitive," only to blend with Shubert'i
ld has prepared
Dr. Hugo
for his Criterion Theatre program is a i leorge Fawcett, Jacques-Dalcroze, originator of Misterioso, the theme of Peter's exile, and then
into the kindergarten music as the picture disstandard for film presentation.
a system of bodily culture, found this old Nasolves into the orphanage. Soon every mood in
The music casts the desired atmosphere and
poleonic air which he calls " La Vosgienne." It
the picture is brought to a focal point at thehas probably never been heard in America beat the same time achieves the goal of all carefore. The theme is played whenever the Colfully arranged accompaniments — rarity.
peak of the action which culminates in Peter's
death.
onel appears.
According to Dr. Riesenfeld this quality canHow many Irish airs do the public know?
not be underestimated. If the film shows a
Everybody knows at least a dozen. Yet Percy
Leide Renews
Contract
Spanish dancer, it is the orchestra's cue to break
out with the Habenera from " Carmen," in a Grainger's unmistakably Irish " Molly on the
Enrico Leide, conductor of the forty-piece
Shore " is a novelty outside of the concert
casually prepared score. This is not one hunconcert orchestra of the Howard Theatre, Atrollicking air accompanied the Londred per cent effective. The Habanera is fa- halls.don This
lanta, has renewed his contract for the year of
prize-fight episode.
miliar to all. It calls up memories of Geraldine
When Peter returns meditatively to his room
1922,
much
to the delight of the musically inFarrar, Calve, and The Victor Talking Maclined, of the city.
chine. A hundred irrelevant ideas obtrude, and
a f6rgotten
air as the largo from Rossini's
'*such
Otello
" was revived.
Mr. Leide came South in December, 1920, as
the spell of the picture is seriously threatened.
Musical Director and Producing Manager at
Mid-way between title and finish the love
theme is introduced. Peter encounters Mimsi
In " Peter Ibbetson," Dolores the Spanish
the Howard. In July, 1920, when the theatre
dancer, comes into the hall. What is the musical
did not show the pleasant profit which the
at
the opera. The orchestra plays the hauntaccompaniment? Nut the Habanera. Not a
owners felt they had a right to expect, Director
ing "Vision Fugitive " from Massenet's " Herofamiliar gypsy song that everybody sang in
Leide was advanced to full charge of the entire
diade." The theme is re-introduced whenever
school, but the comparatively unknown HavanaMimsi and Gogo meet again.
theatre, on a sort of probationary management.
ise of Saint-Saens. It does not take a musician
The fact that he has signed a new contract for
It was necessary to break the sustained acor connoisseur to recognize the Spanish sugthe coming year is ample proof of his success
tion
of
the
last
episode
with
relief
scenes
in
gestiveness of the air. It is unmistakeable. Yet
as Managing Director.
not one out of a hundred in the audience will an orphanage. Karl Komzak's " Marschen " —
He has inaugurated a number of new ideas
light
kindergarten
fairy
tale
stuff
—
was
used.
associate it with some past experience.
which
have made a hit, among them threeThe string of themes is aided by certain
This policy was carefully and painstakingly
stock
pieces
of
orchestral-writing,
such
as
a
minute
prologues, or, as he calls them " atmosmaintained in preparing the " Ibbetson " score.
specially written agitato to denote excitement,
pheric preludes." The people of the South are
To suggest Eighteenth or early Nineteenth Cenunaccustomed to prologues, and Director Leide
a few bars of rumbling dissonances to inditury France, excerpts from the Cours La Reine
feels that more than three minutes gives the
cate
suspense,
or
a
few
measures
of
bells
to
cast
scene from Massenet's " Manon " were used at
audience time to become restive.
a
ghostly
spell.
These
are
procured
from
music
the opening of the picture.
Another innovation which has proved sucpublishers.
The central theme of the story is " dreaming
ces ful isthat of Grand Opera overtures. ManThe manipulation of the themes gives "Peter
ager Leide believed in them, and has persisted
true." There are thousands of songs in every
Ibbetson" the effect of a well constructed opera.
family song-book about dreams. But Mr.
The use of theme per person or a theme for in offering them, until he has won the unqualiRiesenfeld used a Reverie by Claude Achille Defied support of the civic organization, the Wobussy, a classic in its way, for creating an every mood is sound musicianship. It is the
man's Club, the Atlanta Music Club, and other
principle
upon
which
that
master
of
operas
atmosphere of ethereal loveliness. This work
organizations whose good-will means so much
Richard Wagner worked.
is unknown to nearly all except the musical
to a theatre like the Howard.
At the end of the picture, when events move
congnoscenti, and then not to half of them. Yet
in rapid succession certain measures from the
the effect of the phrase was as sure as William
Circle of Indianapolis
Tell's shot at the apple. Every human fibre phrases are re-heard. This arrangement has the
effect of a swift summary. The action ascends
responds to soft flute tones and wide, open,
Organizes Stock Ensemble
harmonies.
rapidly. A dream of Mimsi flashes through
During Thanksgiving Week, the newly organized Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, ensemble,
a company of fifty voices, presented its first
number, a symbolic portrayal of the landing of
the Pilgrims, staged under the title of " Landthe Pilgrims."
W.ing ofHurley
Ashby, art director of the Circle,
designed an elaborate stage setting for the
initial presentation of the Ensemble, with spectacular lighting effects, which resulted in much
commendation from the local press as well as
from the patrons of the theatre.
Arnold Spencer, choral director of the Indiana College of Music, has been appointed instructor of the Circle Ensemble. The Ensemble
will be presented regularly on the Circle pro-4

This cut shows the newly organized ensemble, whose first presentation at the Circle ilieatrc,
Indianapolis, was titled "Landing of the Pilgrims"

Silvers to Specialize on
Picture Scores
Louis Silvers who has gained a reputation as
a talented composer of musical scores by the I
orchestrations he has compiled for such pictures!
as "Way Down East," " Dream Street," "Pea-]
cock Alley" and " Silas Marner" has associated]
himself with the Jesse Smith Enterprises where]
he will devote himself exclusively to writing!
scores for motion pictures.
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PRODUCTIONS

LISTED

Oct. —
Oct. —
Oct. —
Oct.
Oct. ——

A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
The Night Rose
Poverty
Riches
The
Man offrom
Lost (Barker)
River (Lloyd)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT
(January Releasee)
Just Around the Corner
Kent Free (Wallace Reid)
The Romance Booster (Will Rogers, Lila Lee)
Fool'sLane
Paradise
(CecilNoDeTurning
Mille)
The
That Had
(Agnes Ayres)
Love's
Boomerang
(Ann
Forrest)
The Law and the Woman (Betty Compson)
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.)
(December Releases)
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm, de Mille)
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
White Oak (William S. Hart)
The Last Payment (Pola Negri)
Don't
Everything
(Special Cast)
Exit theTellVamp
(Ethel Clayton)
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan)
(November Releases)
The Call of the North (Jack Holt)
The Sheik (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Bonnie Briar Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.)
Ladies Must Live (Betty Compson)
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Enchantment
(Marion Davies)
7
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
A Sailor Made Man
4 PARAMOUNT - BURTON HOLMES' TRAVEL
Never Weaken
3
PICTURES
Nov. 27 — Santa Fe— The City Different
1
FEATURES
| Nov. 20 — Rural Java
1
The Sin of Martha Queed (Mayflower-Mary Thurman) .
, Nov. 20 — Anne of Little Smoky (Playgoers)
5
l Nov. 13— Father Tom (Playgoers)
5 FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
I Oct. 23 — Tropical Love (Playgoers)
5 Penrod (Wesley Barry)
The Lotus Eater
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Slippery McGee
The Half Breed
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson)
5 All For a Woman (Special Cast)
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
5
Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart)
Ohost City (Helen Holmes)
5 The
Wife Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.)
Tol'ble
David (Richard Barthelmess)
Alf's Button
(Special Cast)
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
Her Social Value (Katherine
MacDonald)
The Master of Beasts
Greater Than Love (Special Cast)
The Better Man (Snowy Baker)
5 The Infidel (Catherine MacDonald)
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams) 5 The Sea Lion (Hobart Bosworth)
Fidelity (Special Cast)
5 Hail the Woman (Ince)
Love Never Dies (Vidor)
Lure of the Orient (Jack Conway)
6
The Silent Call (H. O. Davis)
Molly O (Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand)
C. B. C. FILM SALE CORP.
The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge)
I HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
BUSTER
KEATON COMEDIES
{Two Reel* Twice a Month)
The Pale Face
2
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
The Boat
2
The Blacksmith
2
{One Reel Twio* a Month)
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
{One Two-ReeUr Every Two Weeks)
SPECIALS
EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Footfalls
Feb. — The Greater Duty
Shame (Special Cast)
Thunderclap (Special Cast)
Jan. — Any Night
Dec. — Ashes
Over the Hill (Special Cast)
A Connecticut Yankee (Special Cast)
The Last Trail (Special Cast)
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
Queen of Sheba (Special Cast)
SHORT SUBJECTS
FEATURES
Nov. 6— The White Mouse (Selig-Rork drama) 2 Perjury (William Farnum)
Dec.
— Fresh From the Farm (Christie-Bobby 2 The Devil Within (Dustin Farnum)
Vernon)
The Primal Law (Dustin Farnum)
Nov. 13 — Saving Sister Susie (Christie comedy) 2 The Rough Diamond (Tom Mix)
Nov. 13— A Rural Cinderella (Punch comedy)
2 Desert Blossoms (William Russell)
Oct. 30 — A Nick-of-Time Hero (Campbell comedy) . . 2 Jackie (Shirley Mason)
Nov. 6— Seeing Greenwich Village (Sketchograf) . . 1 Queenie (Shirley Mason)
Nov. 20 — Old and New England (Bruce scenic) 1 Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
The Last Trail
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
RidingJolt
with(Walker-Murphy)
Death (Buck Jones)
MERMAID COMEDIES
Bucking the Line (Maurice (Lefty) Flynn)
SERIALS
PUNCH COMEDIES
Fantomas (20 episodes)
TORCHY COMEDIES
COMEDIES
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
The Happy Pest (Sunshine)
2
CHESTER COMEDIES
Love and War (Sunshine)
2
VANITY COMEDIES
A Perfect Villain (Sunshine)
2
One
Moment
Please
(Sunshine)
2
GAYETY COMEDIES
The
Chauffeur'
(Clyde
Coo
k)
SKETCHOGRAFS
The Toreador (Clyde Cook)
BRUCE SCENICS
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
CHESTER OUTINGS
Dec. 25 — Bony Parts
CHESTER SCREENICS
Dec. 18 — Getting Ahead
,
Dec. 11 — The Stolen Snooze
CINAL FILMS — SLOW SPEED
Dec. 4— Fast Freight
KINOGRAMS
Nov. 27 — A Messy Christmas
Nov. 20— The
FOX NEWS Village Cut-Ups
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
(Twice a week)
{Releasing ArrenapmemU to be Announced
Jan., 1922— Hi. NH» (Charles (Chic) Sale)...Later)
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
Ian., 1922 — jangle Adventures (Martin Tohnsnnl
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO.[ SEASON 1921-1922
SECOND GROUP OF GOLDWYN PICTURES
INC.
The Sin Flood
The Jungle Godrless— Selie serial 15 episodes
Oct. — Pardon Mv French
>tamng Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke.
Oct. — The Grim Comedian (Lloyd)
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Ten Nights in a Bar Room
A Yankee Go-Getter (Neva Gerber)
S
Love, Hate and a Woman (Grace Davison)
5
Dangerous Paths (Neva Gerber)
5
The Girl From Porcupine (Faire Binney)
5
Devil-Dog Dawson (Jack Hoxie)
5
The Star Reporter (Billie Rhodes)
5
A Motion to Adjourn (Daw-Stewart)
5
SPEED COMEDIES
{One Released Every Week)
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
ARROW-GERBER PRODUCTIONS
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
SERIALS
The Blue Fox (Ann Little)
15 episodes
Nan of the North (Ann Little)
15 episodes

GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
ATheBride's
Confession
(Rita Jolivet)
Fountain
of Youth
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
Feb. 12, 1922 — Hope (Triart Pictures Corp.)
Feb. 5,
1922 — The Grey Dawn (Benj. B. Hampton
Prod.)
Jan. 22,
1922 — Heart's Haven (Benj. B. Hampton
Prod.)
Jan. 15,
1922
— The Young Painter (Triart Picture*
Corp.)
Jan. 8, 1922 — French Heels (Hol-tre Pictures, Inc.) . . .
Dec. 25Productions)
— Cameron of the Royal Mounted (Winnipeg
Dec. 11 — The Bashful Suitor (Triart Pictures Corp.)..
Dec. 11— Fifty Candles (Irvin V. Willatt Prod.)
Nov. 20Prod.)
— The Light in the Clearing (T. Hayes Hunter
KIPLING ENTERPRISES
The Lone Hand
,
The Midnight Riders
Outlawed
The Battling Kid
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Right Basis)
The Stampede (Texas Guinan)
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan)
BERT LUBIN- WESTERN P. CORP.
Lady Luck (Allene Ray)
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray)
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Jan., 1922 — The Prisoner of Zenda
Jan., 1922— Little Eva Ascends (S.-L. — Gareth Hughes)
Jan. 8, 1922 — The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana;
Dec. 12— The Hole in the Wall (Alice Lake)
Dec. 5 — Turn to the Right (Special Cast)
Nov. 28— The Hunch (S.-L.-^Gareth Hughee)
Nov.
Fightin'
Desmond)
36
Nov.—— The
IdleMad
Rich(William
(Bert Lytell)
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Special Cast)
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova
The Lotus Blo
ssom )
The Four Seasons (Urban)
KINETO REVIEW
(One Reel Issued Weekly)
SERIALS

4

PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
Double Stakes (Gladys Brockwell)
5
The Able Minded Lady (Henry B. Walthall)
5
The Call From the Wild (Frankie Lee)
5
The Fatal 30 (Special Cast)
5
The
Impossible Boy (Special Cast)
eaoh)
5
FOLLY COMEDIES
(Starring Oeo. Ovey and Vernon Dent — One reel
PATHE EXCHANGES
FEATURES
Dec.
18 — The Power Within
f
SERIALS
The Yellow Arm
(Fifteen
— StarringCourtot)
Warner Oland, Juaniia
Hansen Episodes
and Marguerite
The Sky Ranger
(Fifteen
Caprice)Episodes — Starring Oeo. B. Seitz and June
son)
Hurricane Hutch
(Fifteen Episode Serial — Starring Charles HutchinSHORT SUBJECTS
Roping the Black Panther (Major Allen Scenic)
Cupid, Registered Guide (Holman Day Prod.)
Dangerous Dollars (Holman Day Prod.)
Dec. 18 — The Wolf and the Kid (Aesop's Fables) . .
Dec. 11 — The Conceited Monkey (Aesop's Fables)
Dec.
4— The Fly and the Ants (Aesop's Fables)
Fa
Nov.
27— Thebl
Frogs That
Wanted)
a King (Aesop's
es
Nov. 20 — The Woman and the Hen (Aesop's Fables) . .
Nov.Fa
13 — Thebl
Owl and
the Grasshopper
(Aesop's
es
)
Dec.
Bill and
Nov. 1113 —— Trapping
A Day in thethe Weasel
Wilds (Bill
and Bob
Bob series).'
series).. .'
Nov. 13 — The Heart of Doreon (Tom Santschi dramas)
Oct. 30 — The Spirit
of
the
Lake
(Tom
Santschi
dramas)
(Continued on page 3096)
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COMING
RELEASES
(Continued from page 309S)
COMEDIES
The Bashful Lover (Ernest Truex)
Stick Around (Ernest Truex)
Little, But Oh My (Ernest Truex)
Dec.
Shake or'Em
(Snub Pollard)
Pollard)
Dec. 18
11 —— Sink
SwimUp (Snub
Dec. 4— The Hustler (Snub Pollard)
Dec. 4— The Pickaninny (Sunshine Sammy)
Nov. 27 — The Joy Rider (Snub Pollard)
Nov.
Penny Reissues
in the Slot (Snub Pollard) . .
Harold20 — Lloyd
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
Saturdays — Pathe News
PHOTOPLAY SERIALS CORP.
TheBen Mysterious
IS episode serial starring
Wilson and Pearl
Neva— Gerber
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came
Diane ot Star Hollow
The Right Way
The Soul of Man
Squire Phinn
Welcome to Our City
Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the Law
The Man Who Paid
Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald Series

Arizona Ranger
Wolves of the Camp
The Cattle Rustlers
AL JENNINGS SERIES
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
FRITZI RIDGWAY SERIES
CAPITOL FILM COMPANY
NEAL HART SERIES
2 LESTER CUNEO SERIES
2 Lone Hand Wilson
2 Ranger and the Law
Witches' Lure

6
6
8
7
5
5
5
6
5
5
2
2

REALART PICTURES CORP.
Homespun Vamp, A (May McAvoy)
First Love (Constance Binney)
The Love Charm (Wanda Hawley)
Morals (May McAvoy)
Dec. — A Virginia Courtship (May McAvoy)....
Nov. — Her ace Value (Wanda Hawley)
Nov. — Hush Money (Alice Brady)
R-C PICTURES CORP.
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
Dec. 25 — Eden and Return (Doris May)
Dec. 11 — At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
Dec. 4— Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone)
Nov. 27 — Silent Years (Gasnier)
Nov. 20 — Possession (Special)
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
Shadows of Conscience (Russell Simpson)
FRANK BRAIDWOOD SERIES
The Frame Up
The Sheriff of Campo
The Western Thoroughbred '

7
2
2
2

SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
The Way of a Maid (Elaine Hammerstein)
Chivalrous
(Eugene Tearle)
O'Brien)
The
Man ofCharley
Stone (Conway
Dec. 15 — Conceit
REVIVALS
SELECT PRODUCTIONS
SHORT SUBJECTS
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
REPUBLIC FEATURES
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)
UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
Nov.— The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Prod.)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Dec. 12 — Cheated Hearts
Dec. 5 — Princess Virtue (Marie Prevost)
Nov. 28— Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo)
Nov. 21 — False Kisses (Miss Du Pont)
Nov. 14 — The Millionnaire (Herbert Rawlinson)
Nov. 7— Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
SERIALS
Terror Trail
(Eighteen
Episodes — e
Featuring Eileen Sedgwick)
Do
or Di
(Eighteen
Episodes
—
Starring Eddie Polo)
Winners of the West
(Eighteen Episodes — Starring Art Accord)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Jan. 1, 1922 — Foolish Wives (Stroheim)
Oct. — No Woman Knows (Special Cast)
COMEDIES
A Monkey Bell-Hop (Jewel)
P. D. Q. (Lee Moran) (Jewel)
Robinson's
Trousseau
Get Rich Quick
Peggy (Jewel)
(Century)
A Nervy Dentist (Century)

SHORT
SUBJECTS
(Continued from page 3080)
Feature
Star
In the Bonnie Brier Country (Scenic)
Japan (Scenic)
Japanese Judo
(Educational)
Juggernauts
of the
Jungle (Educational) . . .
King of the Circus (Serial), Eddie Polo
Land of Chu Chin Chow (Scenic)
Last Hops, The (Scenic)
Let's
See the ofAnimals
(Educational)
Life History
Frogs and
Toads (Educ.)..
Liquid Gold (Educational)
Lochinvar of the Line (Drama), Edgar Jones
Long Live the King (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon).
Lorraine of the Timberlands (West. Dr.),
Tom Sanchi
Lost a Yodel (Educational)
Major Jack Allen Wild Animal Pict. (Adven.)
Mountain Lion (Bill and Bob Series)
Movie Chat No. 40 (Educational)
Movie Chat Nos. 49 and 56 (Scenic)
Movie Chat No. 52 (Educational)
Movie Chats, Ninth Series
Music in the Air (Scenic)
My Lady of the Pines (W. Dr.), Mary Astor.
Naturalist's Paradise, The (Scenic)
Ne'er
Return
Road (Wild
(Dr.), Animal)
Wallace Berrey.
Nettingto the
Leopard
New Wine in Old Bottles (Educational)
Nice and Cannes (Scenic)
No More Gasoline (Scenic)
Northern Trail, The (Drama)
Not Wedded But a Wife (Cartoon)
Old and New England (Scenic)
Old Moose Trails (Scenic)
Our Navy in Action (U. S. Navy)
Painters' (Scenic)
Frolic, The (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon)
Panama

Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug. 6
Educational ...... 1 reel. .. .July 2
Educational
lreel.... ....
Educational
lreel
Universal
18 episodes
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .Aug. 20
Educational
1 reel. .. .Sept. 3
Kineto Review .... 1 reel. ... May 21
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .June 11
Kineto Review 1 reel
Pathe
2 reels. . . ....
Fox
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels.. Oct. 8
Educational
lreel...
Pathe
lreel...
Pathe
1 reel. . . .Aug. 20
Urban-Nat'nal
reel .eac. . .Sept. 24
Urban Ex . 11 reel
hjune 25
Urban
lreel... .July
National Ex
lreel... .Sept. 1617
Educational
1 reel. . . .Aug. 20
Pathe
2 reels. .
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. . . .Sept.
.May 2810
Educational
2 reels . . .Oct.
8
Pathe
lreel... .Sept. 24
Educational
Paramount
1 reel . . . .Oct. 1
Educational
1 reel..
Educational 2 reels.
Fox
%reel..
Educational 1 reel.. Aug. 27
Educational 1 reel..
Official Gov. Pict. 2 reels. .
Fox
lreel... Aug. 1620
Kineto Review 1 reel.. July

Picture

News

Heart Breakers (Star)
Ice Box Pirates (Star;
Line's
(Star)
An
Oil Busy
Can Romeo
(Rainbow)
Won by a Nose (Rainbow)
UNIVERSAL WESTERNS
Old Dynamite
A Blue Jacket's Honor (Jack Perrin)
AFair
Woman's
(Eileen
Sedgwick)
FightingWit (Art
Accord)
5 Call of Duty (Larkin-Hill)
5
5 NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays — International News
Fridays — International News
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal)
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
FEATURES

2
2
2

1
1
2I
2
2
2
22
2
1
1
1

A Guilty Conscience (Antonio Moreno)
The Prodigal Judge (Jean Paige)
Flower of the North (Henry B. Walthall)
No Defense (William Duncan)
Lucky Carson (Earle Williams)
The Single Track (Corinne Griffith)
The Rainbow (Alice Calhoun)
COMEDIES
The Sawmill (Larry Semon)
The Messenger (Jimmy Aubrey)
SERIALS
Breaking Through
(Starring Garmel Myers and Wallace MacDonald
Fighting Fate
(Fifteen
Episodes — Starring William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)

5
5
5
5
7

WARNER BROS.
Her Daughter-in-Law (Vera Gordon)
Ashamed of Parents (Special Cast)
School Days (Wesley Barry
SERIALS
Miracles of the Jungle
15 episodes
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
(One released every month)
WID GUNNING. INC.
Nov.— The Old Oaken Bucket
Nov. — What Do Men Want
Nov. — Our Mutual Friend
POST NATURE SERIES
(One Every Two Weeks)

2
2
22
2

WESTERN FEATURE PROD.. INC.
A Western Demon (Wm. Fairbanks)
Hell's Border
Fighting
Hearts(Wm.
(Wm.Fairbanks)
Fairbanks)
]

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Pkthe Review No. 120
Pathe
1 reel. ... Sept. 10
Pigs and
(Educational)
Educational
lreel.... ....
Play
Ball Kava
(Sketc
hographs)
Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug. 13
Policeman and the Baby, The (Drama) Educational
2
reels
Polo (Educational)
Educational
1 reel
Purple Riders, The (Serial), Joe Ryan
Vitagraph
15
episodes. May 7
Pyrenees and Wooden Legs (Educational) . . . Educational
lreel.... ....
Quaint Holland (Scenic)
Educational
1
reel.
.. .Aug. 20
Ride on a Runaway Train (Novelty) Educational
1 reel. .. .June 18
Roaring Waters (West. Drama), Geo. Larkin. Universal
2
reels
...
Sept. 27
Rural Java (Scenic)
Paramount
1 reel
Paramount
1
reel.
Santa
Fe
—
The
City
Different
(Scenic)
Science at Home (Kineto Review)
National Ex
lreel Sept. 10
Secret of Butte Ridge, The (W. Dr.), T. Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels
Seven League Booters (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time (Scenic)
Paramount
1 reel
Sheriff of Mojave, The (Wes. Dr.), T. Sanchi. Pathe
2
reels. . .June
Affiliated Distr lreel
July 39
Skipping the Pen (Cartoon)
Spirit Wrestlers (Scenic)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .Aug. 6
Stratford on Avon (Scenic)
Hepworth
Educational
11 reel.
reel.. .June
Oct. 2529
Strolling Minstrels (Scenic)
Swat the Fly (Educational)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .June 11
Sweet Heart (Western Drama), Billy West.. Joan Film
2 reels... ....
Terror Trail (Serial), Eileen Sedgwick Universal
18 episodes
Texas Guinan 2 reels
Texas of the Mounted (Drama)
Thrills (Sport Topic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
1 reel. ... ....
Too Much Overhead (Educational) Educational
Tooth Carpenter (Cartoon)
T. Sarg Almanac. 22 reels.
reels. .. .Aug.
.July 227
Tricked (West. Drama), Irving Cummings..
Trip of U. S. S. Idaho (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
1 reel
Turkish Bath (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Fox
lreel...
.
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes (Scenic)... Educational
Kineto
Review
1 reel
Vegetarians
(Educational)
Venice
(Scenic)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel .... June 25
Village Life in Switzerland (Scenic) Kineto Review 1 reel
Educational
1 reel. ... ....
Wanderlust (Scenic)
Educational
lreel....
.
Wanted, an Elevator
Was Darwin Right? (Educational) Kineto Review 1 reel
Kineto
Review
1
reel
Water Babies (Educational)
2 reels. . ..Nov. 5
White Mouse. The (Drama) Lewis Stone.... Educational
Wild Men of Borneo (Adventure) State Rights
2 reels
Wings of the Border (Western Drama) Pathe
18 episodes Oct. 1
Winners of the West (Serial), Art Accord... Universal
Educational
18
Woolly Bits and Monkey Hits (Educational). Pathe 1 reel .... June
June 2
Yellow Arm, The (Serial), Juanita Hansen..
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Feature

Subjects

" The Battle of Jutland "
(Educational — Two Reels)
IN " The Battle of Jutland," Educational has
an ingenious offering which because of its
historical value, its authentic revelation of the
greatest sea battle in the history of the world,
and the fact that it is painstakingly presented
after three years of research is certain to find
a response everywhere. There is no doubt that
it is entitled to share a feature position on any
exhibitor's program because of its many qualities. With flashes of the huge warships, belching their smoke, driving through the churning
waters and sending tons of powder into the
enemy — with these flashes supplemented by a
bird's-eye view of an ingenious map whereby the
spectator is afforded an authentic account of the
maneuvering of the ships — it stimulates one to
the keenest suspense.
Really one feels like crying out — " Bravo ! "
You catch the thrill of being an actual observer
without the danger of being an actual participant. This map is presented with the ships
apparently controlled by some magnetic or electric process. And the sponsors have taken the
trouble to verify this battle. They have pieced
together the logs of the various commanders
and the other evidence of the participants. The
very fact that it is genuine enhances its value as
a record which will enter historical data. Educational has not played the British side nor the
German side. It has simply exposed facts.
The German ships are depicted in white, the
English in black. There is no confusion. You
watch Schneer and Hipper enter the trap set by
Beatty and Jellicoe and Hood. You watch this
huge chess game of war with a background of
water. And ships go down. The Germans are
out-maneuvered but make the sanctuary of their
mined harbors owing to the blackness of night
and the low visibility of early dawn. And one
point which this picture will encourage is that
it will stimulate every keen spectator to become
an amateur strategist. It is an inspiring number,
make no mistake about it. It demands feature
position, and if not given it is liable to walk
away with the honors after all.— LAURENCE
REID.
" Stolen Glory "
(Campbell Comedy-Educational
— Two
Reels)
TWO dogs, a monkey, a precocious youngster
identified as Coy Watson, Jr., an equally
precocious little girl who acts as foil, a couple
of grown-ups for the sake of atmosphere, provide the " props " for " Stolen Glory," a Campbell animal comedy being released by Educational. The director, Frank Griffin, has employed adeal of ingenuity in thinking out the
various details. It has shown much study on
his part. The youngster in the opening scene
has employed the canines to help him catch a
fish. One dog acts as the official hammock
pusher while the boy shouts his orders, the
other plays the nimrod. There is some good
comedy here. But the real appeal comes in
the rescue of the little girl whose pony has run
away.
The youngster follows in pursuit and it happens that a news cameraman has snapped the
rescue. The boy is rewarded by the girl's parents and taken to the picture house to see the
offering. He feels himself pretty much a hero
until a subtitle informs that the real rescue will

of
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now be presented. And the monkey and dog
have entered the theatre for the purpose of
showing up the boy. The animals performed
the real rescue, although the boy assumed the
credit. "Stolen Glory" will make a lot of
friends. The Watson youngster is a likeable
lad and the animals seem almost human. — ■
LAURENCE REID.
" Love and Doughnuts "
(Mack Sennett Comedy-First National)
THERE is a deal of comic ingenuity expressed in this Mack Sennett opus which
introduces the trick-eyed Ben Turpin carrying
on in a bakery. It is slapstick but of a new,
surprising kind. One would think that the ever
faithful pie would come in for considerable
bombardment, but Sennett has used other tricks.
Ben is grinding out doughnuts much after the
inventive scheme employed by Rube Goldberg.
To test the "sinkers" he puts them on a bar
above his head and uses them as flying rings.
There is a deal of dough used in carrying the
plot along. And Phyllis Haver enters the picture to play a real character part. Is Sennett
going to make a Louise Fazenda out of her?
Anyway it is rich fun to watch Turpin and his
company putting over the high jinks in the
bakery, delicatessen and finally in the fashionable restaurant. There are any number of new
gags and stunts and the comedy had a Sunday
audience at the Rivoli laughing continuously
from the moment that the cross-eyed comedian
appeared. Length 2 Reels. — LAURENCE
REID.
" TheInc.)City "
(Post Nature — Scenic — Wid Gunning,
A SERIES of tinted views — long shots, medium shots, close-ups — have been collected
around New York which presents it as something else than a money mart, a theatrical center, a hustling, bustling commercial city. The
cameraman has sought out the beauty spots and
found them. He has placed his camera to
catch silhouettes against a darkened sky. The
Woolvvorth tower, the sky-line from the Jersey
shore, the pinnacle of the Municipal Building, —
these are caught in shadow effects and from
various angles and the result is highly picturesque. A winter scene in Van Cortlandt park
or Central park is exceptionally rich and gives
to the spectator the idea that the charm of the
country is right here in the midst of a throbbing
metropolis if he would look for it. The majesty
of the Hudson, the awe-inspiring views of the
mighty bridges which span the East river and
connect New York with Brooklyn — these are a
part of this interesting canvas. It shows the
city beautiful — with a different kind of beauty —
a massive, rugged, unique, original beauty. "The
City" is aReid.
fascinating number. — One Reel. —
Lawrence
Two Aesop's Fables
(Pathe— 2/3 Reel Each)
pAUL TERRY has animated two of the venA erable Aesop's wheezes for the entertainment of the public. One is entitled "The Cat
and the Monkey," the other is known as "The
Fox and the Goat." The cat and monkey story
features a tabby encouraging the chatterer of
the forest and zoo to do his bidding. This influence for good or evil precipitates a line of

Length

adventure which is amusing to say the least.
One of the funny flashes presents them hanging
on a fast moving train. The moral brought
down from the archaic period is " Don't be a
The " Fox and the Goat " takes up the character of the two animals, the former being revealed in all its craftiness, the other showing
catspaw."
itself as exceedingly simple. The fox chases a
duck and falls into a well from which there
is no escape until he urges the goat to jump in
and thus making a getaway by standing upon
the animal's back and leaping out. It is a
clever cartoon filled with snappy touches. The
moral? Well, it is one of the favorite bromides
of
all time. It
is " Look before you leap." —
LAURENCE
REID.
" A Rural Cinderella "
(Punch Comedy — Two Reels — Released
Through Educational Exchanges, Inc.)
THIS

comedy
a highas sounding
cast, including suchhasnames
Louise Fazenda,
Jack Duffy, John Henry, Jr., and Chester Conklin. These manage to use their comedy tricksin a familiar story of a country slavey who hastwo lovers (both burlesque types) and a mis-'
chevious baby brother. The latter, of course, is
John Henry, who shows up well and is allowed'
some gags that will win him sure-enough laughs.The action shifts to a rural masquerade ball,'
and the Cinderalla theme is burlesqued, with a
number of varied gags added.
It should be sufficiently entertaining for any
program, which does not demand a straight situation comedy. While nothing daring or spectacular is attempted, the action keeps up a good
pace.— MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
"Old and New England"
(BruceEducational
European Exchanges,
Scenic — Released
by
Inc.)
ROBERT BRUCE goes in for comparisons,
in this scenic. English pastures and pastoral scenes vie with the beauties of Mass-achusetts. British architecture is contrasted
with American, and a New England village,
with its broad Main street, its high-steepled
meeting house, and its wide-verandaed houses,
follows on the screen a scene of a typical Eng-'
lish village. The fact that in many instances
the titles are omitted adds to the interest. The:
audience will endeavor to guess which scene is
of England and which of New England. —
MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
" Let's Go to the South Seas "
(World Wanderings
Series — Released
One Reel)
Through Educational
Exchanges —
HERE
a colorful
portion'
of theisglobe
that isscenic
never picturing
lacking in aromantic:
appeal to the American public. The audience is
taken to Samoa, a land of green forests bone
white beaches, and the turquoise blue Pacific.
They arc shown the intricacies of the building of,
Samoa houses. Bamboo and cocoanut trees supply the material and grass is used for roofing.
Natives are shown at their native dances. It is,
more of a travelogue than a scenic although
the ending shows a shot of the native village
and the beach which would be difficult to equal
for pictorial beautv. — MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
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"OUR

MUTUAL
(Wid Gunning,

FRIEND"
Inc.)

Highly Interesting Picture Made From Dickens' Classic
ADAPTING Dickens to the screen is not the easiest task in the world.
The great fiction writer wrote in terms of plots and counterplots
and a rich assortment of characters, and in his more elaborate
stories he invariably wove a mass of detail — all of which was relevant to
some point of action or characterization. So the adaptor of a Dickens
story is confronted with exceptional difficulties to make the script faithful to the original.
Whoever is responsible for " Our Mutual Friend " deserves praise of the
highest order. He has taken the salient episodes, the moving incidents
and fashioned them into a highly interesting picture — a picture which reveals clearly defined characterization, some samples of quaint humor, and
bits of incident — which flow along through a plot and several counterplots,
releasing a fine breath of sentiment, captivating charm, suspensive melodrama, eloquent atmosphere and what must be regarded as exceptional photography. Truly this last mentioned quality must command special attention by itself. The lighting is soft, yet the most insignificant article in the
farthest space of the background is brought out in bold relief. And this
photography is consistently fine throughout.
The lovers of Dickens are not going to be disappointed. All of those
who have loved the little " spitfire,"' Bella Wilfer, her patient, uncomplaining father, John Harmon, who masqueraded as Handford and Rokesraith,
the lawyers, Wrayburn and Lightwood, Peg-leg Wegg, that quaint old
bounder, the picturesque Rogue Riderhood, Gaffer Hexam, Gaffer's daughter, Pa and Ma Boffin, and the sly and cunning old skin-stuffer and bonesetter, Mr. Venus — all those who have loved these truly Dickensesque group
of characters will realize that the picture has kept faith. They are all here
wonderfully humanized. They plot and counterplot — strut through their
destinies with the breath of life. So much for the direction and interpretation. The picture unfolds a bit of atmosphere, then a flash of unique
melodrama, then a touch of romance is added, to be followed by some
quaint humor — all these Dickens characteristics are caught and faithfully
presented. The backgrounds are rich and always appropriate. Indeed
there is not a slip anywhere.
It's our opinion that the picture is the best that has ever been made
from a Dickens story. Those who have never read him are certain to become enthusiastic disciples. The Dickens atmosphere, so important in all
his works, saturates this feature and the quaint figures stand out like
cameos, so well are they invested with color and imagination. The girl,
Bella, is finely played by Catherine Reese, whose Dresden China loveliness suggests eternal youth and romance. The cast has entered into the
spirit of the story so that each character is interpreted as Dickens would
have it. So book this picture. It is fragrant with romance, unique in
characterization, and quaint and colorful in costume and setting. And the
photography is exquisite. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Bella Wilfer
Catherine Reese
John Rokesmith
Peter Walton
Eugene Wrayburn
Albert Fenton
Mortimer Lightwood
Elvin Milton
Gaffer Hexam
Peter Anderson
Gaffer
Hexam's Daughter
Katherine
Casper
Rogue Riderhood
Evan Rostrup
"Ma" Boffin
Joan Nethersole
"Pa"
Boffin
AlfredWilkens
Miller
Mr. Venus
Charles
Silas Wegg
Bertram Cross
"Pa" Wilfer
Charles Withey
By Charles Dickens.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Charles Dickens' celebrated novel — what is considered by many his greatest con" Our picture.
Mutual Friend,"
is coming tofine
the
theatre
next tribution to literature,
as a motion
It is a wonderfully
adaptation that
has
been made from this classic. All the lovable characters — the quaint figures which
Dickens knew so well how to paint — all these people are here moving with life.
They find their several niches and proceed to fill them. One may be bent on
murder, another may follow the path of intrigue, another may be trustful and
search for love, another may attempt to prosper at the benefit of some one less
fortunate — but whatever their desires and inclinations — these colorful and quaint
people are here. It is a picture which releases a wealth of atmosphere and quaint
plot and counterplotting. The photography is exceptional and the cast is splendid.
Catherine Reese as Bella is a study in youthful loveliness. She might have stepped
out from some old miniature.
PROGRAM READER
Dickens — the greatest fiction writer that ever lived. Dickens — the author of
highly
colorfulSydney
plots and
atmosphere.
DickensFagin,
— the and
creator
David Copperfield,
Little Nell,
Carton,
Old Scrooge,
Bellaof Wilfer
and Rogue
Riderhood,
lives
again
on
the
screen.
His
greatest
story,
"
Our
Mutual
is coming to the
theatre next
as a photoplay. Friend,"
In this
picture are Bella Wilfer and dozens of others — just as lovable or perhaps more
quaint or perhaps not so lovely. But they are all there. It is a highly interesting
picture. See it.
SUGGESTIONS
Here is your chance to link up with your book-dealer for a Dickens sale. Spread
teasers and get out a mail campaign to reach everybody. Get in the readers of
Dickens. Stage a prologue with characters grouped in an ensemble wearing the
costumes of 1850 — crinolines, high beaver hats, etc.

"THE

HOLE

IN THE
(Metro)

Picture

News

WALL"

Atmosphere Is Strong; Melodrama Is Weak
fake spiritualists have been exposed before on the screen, and so
any indictment of their profession has lost its timeliness. It is not
so much the depiction of their nefarious means of livelihood which
appeals as it is the gew-gaws and trimmings which provide the atmosphere.
The dancing table, the codes and messages, the hidden medium who supplies the seeress with the important facts of the deceased — these are the
interesting features of this type of story. "The Hole in the Wall" by the
widest stretch of imagination cannot be called convincing. The author has
dwelled upon feminine revenge which does not seem genuine in view of
the characteristics of the sex.
In introducing the heroine as seeking revenge upon a woman for branding her a thief it strikes us that he has enlarged upon an idea that does
not need such extensive treatment. She is railroaded to prison and when
at liberty takes up the profession of a fake medium. Her scheme of
revenge is to kidnap the child of the wealthy dowager and hold him for
ransom or until the woman shows signs of an awakened conscience. The
story is bald melodrama and its most unconvincing feature is the attitude
of the police. The director has not shown much appreciation for the idea
that a police officer will stand for no interference from the press. Yet a
reporter takes up the case of running down the spiritualists and discredits
the police time and again. The youth is identified as the heroine's long
lost sweetheart, and he has come to the temple for the necessary evidence.
He is surprised to discover this girl there and is shocked to learn that
her psychic powers are unduly keen even when there is no cooperation
from an outside source.
The conclusion is hastily constructed and gives very little semblance of
truth. The child is restored through the girl compelling the reporter and
police to give up the other crooks, and with everybody showing a toleration and forgiving spirit. The story and characterization are highly improbable. The appeal lies in the expose of the medium. In all fairness
there is enough atmosphere and action to discount many of the illogical
flaws. But as entertainment it serves no real purpose other than to permit
the star to show some emotional talent, Frank Brownlee to do a Lon
Chaney portrayal, and the others to act accordingly. May .Allison once
appeared in a type of story similar to this and it registered as much more
genuine, because there was presented a redemption of the seeress who
through an awakened conscience stopped trafficking in a beastly enterprise. "The Hole in the Wall " carries some thrills and is well staged. —
Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.THE CAST
Jean Oliver
Alice Lake
Gordon Grant
Allen Forrest
Limpy Jim
Frank Brownlee
The Fox
Charles Clary
Deagon
William DeVauIl
Mrs. Ramsey
Kate Lester
Donald Ramsey
Carl Gerrard
Inspector of Police
John Ince
Cora Thompson
Claire Du Brey
By
Fred
Jackson.
Scenario by June Mathis.
Directed by Maxwell Karger.
Photographed by Allen Seigler.
THE

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A sion—vivid
of the which
weird has
worldbeenwhich
revolves
profesthat story
eerie world
exposed
as a around
means aof clairvoyant's
reaching prosperity
through using the gullibility of those in search of spiritual communion — that is.
" The Hole in the Wall," which comes to the
theatre next
with Alice Lake as the star. This is a story by Fred Jackson, the well-known
author and playwright, and it gives the star ample oppportunity to flash her talent
and personality.
It happens that Jean Oliver is revengeful toward a wealthy dowager and when
circumstances permit her to square the account she takes up the profession of a
clairvoyant. A newspaper man gifted in running down crime is determined to
expose the spiritualists
imposing
the gullible
get intoincommunication with departed
friendson and
relatives.pepople
The endeavoring
girl, Jean, isto caught
the
trap, but she shows real psychic powers and in the end realizes that her scheme
of revenge is entirely wrong. The story is dramatically told and acted with power
and the
persuasion.
for
adaptation.June Mathis, who adapted " The Four Horsemen," is responsible
PROGRAM READER
Did you ever have occasion to consult one of the occult individuals who puts
you into communication with the dear friends and relatives who have passed over
into the other world? Suppose you found that the clairvoyant was a fraud and
then suddenly discovered that the spiritualist possessed real psychic power. Would
you prosecute? When you come to the
theatre next
to see
"deal
The ofHole
the Wall,"
willmediums
find AlicewhoLake
in a onpicture
which unfolds
real ininsight
into theyoufake
impose
the gullible
people ina
search of communion. It is a fascinating picture, with Miss Lake contributing an
appealing performance. Remember the date — next
.
SUGGESTIONS
This is one of the medium stories of certain spiritualists who impose on the publi.
to gratify their own ambitions to get rich at little expense. Play up that the fake
mediums are exposed. Make a play about the story which exposes these mediums
and inform your public that the chance is theirs to see how these fakers ply their
trade. Make mention that the story unfolds a good plot which builds much action
and suspense, and that the picture is interesting from start to finish.
CATCH LINES
She became a fake medium to seek revenge upon another. Then she discovered
that she possessed real psychic power. See Alice Lake in " The Hole in the Wall."
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OF
RICHES"
(Goldwyn)

A Serious Picture, Well Made, With Entertainment
Possibilities
£r

OVERTY OF RICHES " is always entertaining. It is a picture with
a theme, developed by a study in contrasts. The theme is a discussion of the childless marriage as compared with the young
couple who welcome children even at the sacrifice of financial success.
Two families are used to supply the contrasts.
There is little doubt but that the picture is rich in entertainment values
despite the fact that its material is so deadly moral that it might have
been made into an unconvincing piece of screen preachment. But because it has been developed with remarkable care, the story holds the
interest. An attempt to introduce the eternal triangle idea in the end
seems a bit incongruous and heightens the suspense only a little. An
audience never believes that the wife will be untrue to her husband, although he has crushed her maternal instincts in order to forge ahead to
business success.
Following a few introductory incidents the story traces the careers of
two newly married couples. Both husbands work in the same industrial
plant. One husband adopts as his business creed the doctrine that a successful front makes for real success. So the children never come — they
would hinder him — and his wife aids him socially. Power and wealth
are his aims. When these are achieved he will welcome a family. The
other couple has two children. The husband is tied close to his hearth;
he cannot entertain his business associates; his expenses will not permit
him to bluff success, which, according to the picture, is necessary to climb
to the top of the business ladder. Gradually the childless husband
strengthens his hold on success. His life's ambition is almost realized.
Then comes the climax — an auto accident, and we are given to understand
that his wife can never hope for children. Here is the most dramatic
moment— the tragic prospect of a lonely middle and old age for the
couple is brought pathetically home. Its lesson is somewhat cloudy, as
can be seen, because had it not been for the auto collison, entirely accidently, the family would have had both wealth and children. It is remarkable how cleverly this subject has been treated, both in scenes and
in titles. Those who believe that the manner of treatment rather than the
subject matter is the criterion of morality will give it the highest moral
credentials. There is absolutely no hint of the salacious in the picture.
The four principals are Richard Dix. Leatrice Joy, John Bowers and
Louise Lovely, all of whom aid the picture immeasurably by their excellent work. Reginald Barker's direction is perfect in detail and always
effective. — Mattheiv A. Taylor.
THE CAST
iohn Colby
Richard Dix
Latherine Colby
Leatrice Joy
Tom Donaldson
John Bowers
Grace Donaldson
Louise Lovely
Mrs. Holt
Irene Rich
Lyons
De Witt Jennings
Stephen Philips.Dave Winter
Hendron
Roy Laidlaw
i
Edward
John Cossar
ohn (in Philips
prologue)
Frankie
Lee
Catherine 'in prologue)
Dorothy Hughes
Directed by Reginald Barker.
From the story by LeRoy Scott.
m~

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
theatre announces
For its feature production on
:
the
The Poverty of Riches, a modern drama of modern America, which has already
won its reputation as being one of the most powerful and vigorous photoplays
to reach the screen in many a month. Adapted to the screen from the story by
LeRoyclear,Scott,
" Theappealing
Povertyandof puissant.
Riches " conveys a message — a message sound
and
human,
It is a story of two families — two couples who start their careers on the sea
of matrimony at the same time. One amasses wealth; achieves success. To do
this meant sacrifice of home, sacrifice of children. It was necessary that they
be prominent socially, with no children to hinder their advance to success. Their
lot was riches — but riches meant only poverty. The other family never made
money — but they had children. Theirs was the riches of poverty. No more
stirring or real human picture could have been chosen as a successor to " The
OldTheNestcast" isandan " admirable
Dangerous one,
Curve
Ahead,"suchprevious
successes.
including
players Goldwyn
as Richard
Dix, Leatrice
Joy,
Louise
Lovely.
Irene
Rich,
John
Bowers
and
DeWitt
Jennings.
Reginald
Barker, a master of his art. directed the picture.
PROGRAM READER
One picture in a hundred. A photoplay which stimulates thought. A production
which entertains every minute it is on the screen. Such is " The Poverty of
Riches,-' the Goldwyn production, which will be the feature attraction at the
—
— theatre on
. Thethe story is a simple one, simply told.
•two married
couples start together along
highway of matrimony. The two
husbands are of different characters. One places business success
above everything
«t£-:
i_e
,otn<=r—
children.
One
achieves
success,
has his children.
Which is the richer? Is there poverty in riches? And theare other
there
riches
Which is the happier, the man
denied himself children who would in poverty'
him
on the way to business success, who
or the man who tied himself down to hinder
his hearth
letting success slide from his grasp?
'
" The Poverty of Riches " is a worthy successor to the previous Goldwyn pictures
The
Old
Nest
"
and
"
Dangerous
Curve
Ahead."
It is a picture vou
would not want to miss.

" THE
LOTUS
EATERS"
(Neilan-First National)
Great Vehicle for Star and Excellent Entertainment Too
THE personality of Jack Barrymore, a story that certainly is well out
of the ordinary in dramatic ingredients and direction that never
misses an opportunity, all contribute in making " The Lotus
Eaters " one of the most unusual and entertaining pictures of the season.
It has all the sure-fire audience qualifications: thrills, comedy, suspense,
love interest, beautiful scenic locations, plot and numberless likable characters played by a company of carefully selected types.
In the leading role Jack Barrymore is an ideal selection. He acts the
part of the esthetic and unsophisticated " Jacques " to perfection, displaying a talent for light comedy, as well as drama, that those who do not
remember his first vehicles in the photoplay such as " The Man from
Mexico " would scarcely believe possible.
" The Lotus Eaters " is a rather curious combination. It begins with
scenes that are orthodox drama, jumps to melodrama and then presents
some delightful farce comedy, before becoming a satirical thesis on the
faults of modern city dwelling, compared to the simple life on a South
Sea island, where money, ambition, power, discontent, jealousy and all
the other troublesome things of modern existence were unknown and
undesired.
The picture becomes quite fantastic at times in its Utopian idea of
an island where various shipwrecked persons find an opportunity for the
following of their particular hobbies. There is the European nobleman
I who always wanted to run a restaurant and couldn't because he was a
Count. A former New York Wall street buzzard specializes in salads
and is completely absorbed in his new calling. A Broadway bar-keep
mixes 'em according to artistic and not financial standards for the castaways, and is happy as a clam because he doesn't have to bother with a
cash register.
"Jacques" doesn't indulge any of his own particular hobbies while on
the island but he does like the idea, also pretty Colleen Moore so well
that after having been able to return to New York and a heartless wife who
has transferred her affections twice during his absence, he makes up his
mind to make his permanent residence on " Utopia " island.
All in all it is a clever and most pleasing picture, a perfect vehicle for
the star and a directorial triumph for Marshall Neilan. Length, 7 reels.
J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Jacques Lenoi
John Barrymore
Mavis
Colleen Moore
Madge Vance
Anna Q. Nilsson
Mrs. Hastings Vance
Ida Waterman
The Dean
Frank Currier
John Carson
J. Barney Sherry
Jocko
Wesley Barry
Adaptedby from
Albert
Payson Terhune's story of the same name and personally
directed
Marshall
Neilan.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
"The
Lotus
Eaters,"
an
adaptation
Albert
Payson
Terhune's story theatre
of the
same name is the feature photoplay
billedof for
showing
at the
for
!— days beginning
.
In the cast, besides the star, John Barrymore, are such players as Colleen
Moore, Anna Q. Nilsson, J. Barney Sherry and Wesley Barry. The feature was
personally directed by Marshall Neilan and is a fantastic but highly entertaining
story of an esthetic young man who becomes a resident of a South Sea island
where money, strife, ambitions of a worldly nature, jealousy, etc., are unknown
to the inhabitants, all of whom are shipwreck survivors.
The feature has all the sure fire audience ingredients. There are thrills, comedy,
heart interest, a pretty love story, suspense and a likeable list of characters, all
played by wonderfully selected types. Beautiful scenic locations, fine titles that
offer
laugh now
then alsodirected
add to by
the Marshall
picture's Neilan
entertainment
values. Mr. BarryThea feature
was and
personally
and presents
more in his best role on the silver sheet. The offering screens in seven reels and
is recommended as one of the most unusual productions of the year.
PROGRAM READER
A
picture
that
has
been
hailed
one of the hits oftheatre
the season,
Eaters is scheduled for showing atas the
for a —" The
■ Lotus
days' engagement beginning
.
John dreamer
Barrymore
the a star
role onin a" The
that he
of an
esthetic
young
who hasfinds
Utopia
SouthLotus
Sea Eaters
Island "where
is wrecked
when a trans-Pacific airship fails to operate as its inventors had expected.
In support of Mr. Barrymore is a strong cast of screen favorites, among whom
is Anna Q. Nilsson, Barney Sherry, Colleen Moore and Wesley Barry. The picture
was directed by Marshall Neilan and the scenario is an adaptation of Albert
Payson
Terhune's
serialin story
the same
The feature
screens
seven ofreels
and isname.
announced as one of the most unusual
combinations of thrills, romance and comedy produced this year.
SUGGESTIONS
Where John Barrymore is popular bill him strong as the star, otherwise give
what is certainly an all-star cast equal attention. Anna Q. Nilsson, Wesley Barry,
and Colleen Moore certainly have a strong following with your patrons. Make
much
of the story
of " The
Eaters," boththe from
the highly
fame of without
the author
the dramatic
content.
Vou Lotus
can recommend
picture
fearandof
getting in dutch. In your selling talk stress the comedy angles to be found in
the whimsical idea of the inhabitants of the island who are having great times
with their hobbies. Promise Barrymore in his most delightful role and mention
that Neilan personally directed the production. Lobby displays and prologue
numbers should be of the " South Sea " variety.
CATCH LINES
A whimsical, sometimes satirical picture play about a young man who found a
Utopia
where
money,
social
position,
and where people lived only happily. worldly ambitions and strife did not exist
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"TOL'ABLE
(Inspiration

DAVID"

Pictures-First

National)

A Favorite Star in a Simple, Yet Powerful Story
RICHARD BARTHELMESS might have started his career as an independent star in a role of super-heroism. He might have shone forth
in a society drama, or he might have conquered the world in a
" Way Down East " costume, but he preferred to enact a simple, heart-interest drama depicting life among the hardy mountain folk of West Virginia, which for sheer interest and pure entertainment will be hard to
equal.
" Tol'able David " was taken from a short story, hence its simplicit) of
plot. But, while the story is simple and compact, it is strong drama.
Joseph Hergesheimer's story characters are faithfully depicted. To supply
romance a girl has been written into the story, but there is no essential
change in the drama. The producers have been willing to take Mr. Hergesheimer's one idea — the young mountain lad fighting under the
sudden responsibility of protecting the living and revenging the dead, and
telling it on the screen simply, yet with tremendous power. It is an example of what fine pictures can be made from single-impression short
stories, as well as from more complex novels.
" David " is the younger son in the simple living family. He longs to
grow up and drive the stage like his older brother. His life is content — he
is filled with tense love of everything that constitutes his home. Then the
world topples. New neighbors, cruel, fierce characters, lovers of destruction, cripple his brother. His father, about to revenge the blow, dies suddenly. "David's " instinct for revenge is overpowering. The Hatburns
ruined his home — his home was the most precious thing in the world.
But his mother drags herself through the mud to stop him from his attack.
So the unhappy family moves to town. Then David has the opportunity
to serve as a substitute driver for the stage. On his way home he loses
the mail. A Hatburn has picked it up from the road. He enters into the
presence of men who ruined his happiness. To protect the government
mail he fires and kills two. The third gives him a terrific beating and
the scene is cut just as both hands are reaching for the one revolver.
The picture ends as " David," wounded and almost helpless, drives the
stage with the mail, into the village.
There are a number of character touches all the way through, and with
the West Virginia mountains for a background, naturally the atmosphere
is perfect. Excellent performances are given by Marion Abbott, Ernest
Torrence and Warner Richmond. Gladys Hulette is the heroine.
Hergesheimer's story works up with sweeping suspense and Director
Henry King has made the most of it. There will be few who will not feel
the power of it. — Length, 7 reels. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
David Kinemon
Richard Barthelmess
Esther Hatburn
Gladys Hulette
Iscah Hatburn
Walter P. Lewis
Luke Hatburn
Ernest Torrence
Luke's brother
Ralph Robinson
Yearsley
Grandpa
Hatburn
Forrest
Senator Gault
Laurence Eddinger
David's father
Edmund Gurney
David's brother, Allen
Warner Richmond
David's
mother
Marion
Abbott
The Doctor
Harry Hallam
Rose, Allen's wife
Patterson
Dial
From the story by Joseph Hergesheimer
Directed by Henry King
PRESS NOTICE- STORY
The
theatre announces as the feature for
, " Tol'able
David," Richard Barthelmess' first appearance as an independent star. Mr. Barthelmess has been seen in " The Love Flower," and " Way Down East " under the
directionas ofa star.
Mr. Griffith,
" Tol'able
he has madeonea production
himself
There isa.idno indoubt
but thatDavid
Mr. "Barthelmess,
of the most with
likpersonalities
today, will continue to grow in popularity with this, the
first able
of screen
his new
series of offeatures.
" Tol'able David " is a simple story of West Virginia mountaineers, from the
pen since
of Joseph
It first
in the " toSaturday
Post,"
and
has
been Hergesheimer.
published in book
formappeared
and conceded
be one Evening
of the best
of this
gifted
author's
works.
Barthelmess
plays
the
part
of
a
young
mountain
lad
upon
whose shoulders is suddenly cast new and heavy responsibilities. It is a picture
of profound interest, of sweeping suspense and powerful dramatic scenes. Seldom
has a picture so filled with genuine heart interest and true human characters
reached the screen. For those who look for the evolution of the motion picture
to the plane where it will have all the charm and yet all the simplicity of the
world's
foremostfor
short stories. "days
Tol'able
David " will be a delight.
The picture
will be shown
beginning
.
PROGRAM READER
A story of the Virginia hills — of a boy of the mountains who longed to grasp
the manhood that was still years ahead of him; who ambitioned only to carry the
government mail on stage across the rugged hills. A tale of the most vivid reality
and sweeping dramatic power, rich in human characterizations, irresistible in the
sweetness
of itswillappeal.
is " Tol'able David,"
Richardof Barthelmess'
starring
picture
be seenSuch
at now
the
" Way
Downfrom
Eastthe
and otherwhich
Griffith productions
comes forth. inThethisstarpicture,
adaptped
" Saturday
Evening
Post
"
story
from
the
pen
of
Joseph
Hergeshei
mer.
Few
pictures which have reached the screen this year that have its force and its power.
Richard Barthelmess has a new sort of role and a better role than ever before in
his screen career. The attractive young star — typifying the manly American youth —
plays the part of a simple-living American mountain lad. In the supporting cast
are a number of capable players. The picture was directed by Henry King.
" Tol'able David " will be shown at the
theatre for
days beginning
. We thecallyear.
it, we really believe it, one of the greatest
dramas
to reach the screen during

"THE

CALL

Picture

News

OF THE
NORTH"
(Paramount;

Jack Holt Stars in Entirely
Satisfactory " Outdoor "
Picture

in selecting this Steward Edward
shown
GOOD
White judgment
novel forhasthebeen
screen,
but the choice of Jack Holt for the
lead is not so certain to win commendation. He doe6 not quite
ring true in his characterization of the Canadian trapper. He is a bit
debonair and conventional. But the minority who will notice this in regard to Mr. Holt
pass it by
and locale,
thoroughly
enjoy
this "post
outdoor"
production.
There A\ill
is romance
in the
a lonely
trading
of the
Hudson Bay Company in the wilds of Canada. There is a fascination to
picture audiences when they see the simple rugged life of the traders and
trappers. And this story contains interest and well sustained suspense.
The story develops in an interesting fashion, with not a few excellent
exterior shots to beautify the production. The plot material concerns the
l\ranny of the Factors of the Hudson Bay Company, who were originally
invested with supreme authority in their territory and who even to-day,
in the more remote sections, are practically absolute. Into this country
comes a "free trader" — one who dares to compete with the Company.
The Factor captures him, fires his post, and demands that he cease to
buy and sell furs independently. The alternative is "the long traverse."
This is a trick of the Factors when they seek to do away with a man. He
is denied food and arms at the trading po?t and -ent alone into the snows.
Perhaps Holt here shows an unconvincing amount of sang froid in the
face of all tins threatened danger. It is the girl—the daughter of the ironhearted Factor, who gives him the rifle to save him on his long " journey
of death." But he is re-captured before he ha= obtained his start. Then
follows the climax. The Factor is for immediate punishment, despite the
fact that his daughter loves the victim, when he discovers that the hero is
the son of a man he wronged years ago. Repentance of the villain is never
a very satisfactory solution for a drama, but in this case it fits in logically,
and satisfactorily.
The final shot shows a "brigade" of canoe>. floating down the rivers
Hero and heroine are going to the Southland. The scene, which is the duplication ofone earlier in the picture, is pictorially exquisite. The canoesare
against
a primitive
background
and a Itrugged
Holt"s offirst'
starring vehicle
>hould be
well received.
ha? allsettlement.
the fascination
an*
"outdoor" picture, and besides a neat, novel and well-sustanied plot. — i
Matthew 4. Taylor.
THE CAST
Net Trent
Jack Holt
Virginia Albret
Madge Bellamy
Galen Albret
Noah Beery
Achille Picard
Francis McDonald
Graham Stewart
Edward Martindel
Elodie Albret
Helen Ferguson
Louis Placide
Jack Herbert
From the novel by Stewart Edward White and the play by"
George Broadhurst.
Directed
by Joseph Henabery.
Scenario by John Cunningham.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Call of the North," the feature picture which will be the attraction at the
on
Paramount
picture
Jack Holt. Thistheatre
popular
screen star is, isseentheaslatest
a Canadian
trapper
in thestarring;'
northcountry, in a story that is virile and fast-moving and powerful in its drama. It is
adapted from the novel by Stewart Edward White and the play by George
Broadhurst.
The picture takes the audience to the fur country where the Hudson Bay Company, thetogreat
fur-trading
organization,
rulesrouted
supreme.
traders,"
men
who dare
compete
with the
company, are
out by" Free
fair means
or foul.
But theretoistheonetyrannical
"free trader"
buy and
sellHudson
his own Bay
peltsCompany.
in open
defiance
Factor,whothedares
local toleader
of the
The clashwhich
between
inevitable. of" the
The spectator
Call oi the
" is one
pictures
carrythem
the isimagination
intoNorth
the very
heartof ofthose
the
country it is picturing. This feature was filmed against a rugged mountain background which adds greatly to its artistic beauty.
Jack Holt is supported in this picture by a splendid cast including Madge
Bellamy, Noah Beery, Francis McDonald and Helen Ferguson. Joseph Henabery
directed the picture. " The Call of the North " will be shown for
days beginning .
PROGRAM READER
The
theatre on
will offer a new picture starring the
popular
It is entitled
" The Call
of thealways
North."
Mr.,
Holt has Paramount
been seen star.
in theJack
past Holt.
in a number
of Paramount
pictures,
playing
a leading role. As a result of his work and the popularity which he has won,
he is now start.
a star Itin ishisa vigorous,
own right.
of the
Northfrom
" gives
him by
an
auspicious
virile" The
screenCallstory,
adapted
the novel
Stewart Edward White and the play by George Broadhurst. It is a story of the
trappers in Canada, and the powerful Hudson Bay Company which endeavors to
stifle all its competitors by fair means or foul. There is adventure, vivid realism
and beautiful romance in the story, and a background of beautiful rugged mountain
scene« which greatly enhance the picture. Mr. Holt is supported by a cast
including Noah Beery, Madge Bellamy, Francis McDonald and Helen Ferguson.
SUGGESTIONS
Here is a new star who already has a large following because of his work as a
lead in many past features. He is by no means unknown, however, and has a
goodly following. A tie-up with a local furrier seems possible, either a window
display or a street character being practical. The original pelts are necessary of
should
display
course.withThethewindow
snow,
furs hung
around,
and represent
the trappera trapper's
sitting nearcabin
the surrounded
dying fire. byA
similar prologue might be arranged with apprpopriate music. The story has
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BUTTE
Pictures)

Conventional Western W ith Fred Stone in a Breezy Role
LOOKING at this picture for any signs of originality or any characteristic punches one is apt to be disappointed. Looking at it for its
comedy values, it? breezy characterization and one is apt to be entirely satisfied. It carries a star who made his debut a few years ago as a
stunt actor. At that time Fred Stone did not register with the ability he
displayed upon the stage. It is said that this picture was made some time
ago, but the star has profited by the experience of his first vehicle.
One may be safe in calling "The Duke of Chimney Butte" a vehicle for
the display of the star's versatility. His gift for humor so richly expressed
through his voice and facial expressions on the stage are eliminated here.
What he relies upon is his horsemanship, his skill at roping and lariat
throwing and with the trusty Colt. And let it be said that he is as proficient
in stunts as Tom Mix, Bill Hart and Will Rogers. He has long been recognized as an actor who is ever learning some new accomplishment. And he
bobs up here as skillful a rider as any real cowboy. And maybe he can't
dance through a whirling lariat!
Stone is introduced as a highway salesman with a bicycle for a steed.
He is selling some invention which serves as potato peeler, razor, etc.,
and wins a horse through some good-natured banter. The scene suddenly
switches to the rustler pattern, and its outcome is guessed immediately.
There is a girl whose handkerchief is picked up as she rides by on the
limited. He would learn her identity. He engages a job along with a
trusty cook on a ranch and the plot has to do with some open range argument with some neighboring ranchers presenting the idea that they have
the right to cut the fences and ride over the range. The heroine of the
handkerchief turns out to be the daughter of the free ranger, and he
catches her cutting the barbed wire.
Through all this there is developing a romance, which supplemented by
Stone's stunts in and out of the saddle, gives the picture an appeal which
is certain to get it over with the majority of patrons. To get the fairhaired heroine out of the way the author has her shot in some gun-play
episode, and the hero decides to remain. One of the best points of the feature is the wealth of humorous and breezy sub-titles which speak the vernacular of the country in an original fashion. The company is highly
capable. Mention should be made of Buck Connors, who, as the hero's
pal, presents a colorful figure. Frank Borzage's direction is commendable
because he has made a great deal out of very little material. — Length, 5
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Jeremiah Lambert
Fred Stone
Vesta Philbrook
Vola Vale
Grace Kerr
Josie Sedgwick
Tedhck
Jim Duncan
Taterleg
Buck Connors
Berry Kerr
Chick Morrison
By George Washington Ogden.
Directed by Frank Borzage.

"THE

GIRL
FROM
(Arrow Film

PORCUPINE"
Corp.)

Can Compete With Any as a Program Feature
THIS is the second of a series of James Oliver Curwood stories which
are being filmed by the Pine Trees Pictures, Inc., for release through
Arrow Film Corporation on the independent market. Briefly, " The
Girl From Porcupine" is an Alaskan picture, capably acted and directed,
with enough attractive ingredients to make it draw well on any program.
It is most certainly a credit to the independent market and the exchangeman will have here a program release able to compete with a great majority of the large national distributors' offerings.
It goes in for consistent entertainment rather than spasmodic thrills.
Featured in the picture are Faire Binney, an exceedingly pretty heroine, as
the screen public knows, and William (Buster) Collier, Jr., who, while less
widely known, shows promise and remarkable intelligence in handling
himself in the emotional moments. The story concerns two old partners
in the Yukon district who adopt two orphans — a boy and a girl. Early in
the picture there is a vigorous fist fight between two husky miners who
supply realism aplenty.
Working their claim near the village of Porcupine, the two old miners
bring up their children to young manhood and womanhood. Tj|e girl, it
is decided, shall go to a fashionable school in New York for an education.
But the education costs far more than was expected and as a result one of
the miners works himself to death in the effort to increase the output of
their mine. There are a number of fashionable school scenes which will

give theto picture
appeal.
the miner
his " and
son "stage
are
forced
sell theira wider
old claim.
They Finally
are robbed
of theirandmoney,
a hold-up to get it back. As a result of this the boy is captured. Then the
girl realizes that she has been taking money which could not be spared,
and repenting, she returns to Alaska. The boy is sentenced to the penitentiary. To save him the girl and the miner hold-up the stage coach and
rescue the boy from miscarried justice.
The picture is sprinkled with conventional directorial touches, such as
a dog going through his tricks, an Alaskan dance-hall scene, and finishing
school girls playing around in pajamas, which will probably make it
more entertaining. The natural beauties of Maine, where the picture was
made, have been made the most of, and furnish beautiful backgrounds for
the action. An especially built Alaskan village adds greatly to the atmosphere. All the mining types are excellent. — Length, 6 reels. — Matthew A.
Taylor.
THE CAST
Hope Dugan
Faire Binney
Jim McTavish
William (Buster) Collier, Jr.
Bill Higgins
Jack Drumier
Sam
Hawks
James
Red McTavish
Adolf Milady
Milar
Dugan
Tom Blake
School Teacher
Marcia Harris
Her Brother
Jack Harris
Brandt
Sam Ryan
Miller
Gus Pixley
Mrs. Miller
Marie Maletesta
First Hold-Up Man
Tom Wallace
Second Hold-Up Man
Ben Lewis
Directed
by
Dell
Henderson.
PRESS NOTICE — STORY
Photographed
by
Lucien
Tanguay
and
Charles
Downs.
Bristling with dramatic incident, sparkling with delightful humor and rich in
Story by James Oliver Curwood.
romance
of Chimney
Butte," in whichis aFredclean-cut
Stone
will
appearand atadventure,
the " The Duke
theatre
beginning
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
rollicking
comedy-drama.
The He
star displays
has a role
which he can
give the full
of his extraordinary
talents.
his toremarkable
horsemanship,
his scope
skill
" The Girl
fromon Porcupine," -,which
will forbeitself
the the
feature
attraction
at one
the
theatre
has won
reputation
of being
at shooting and roping and at the same time does some clever acting. A delightful
vein of romance keeps interest sustained at high pitch throughout.
of the woodmost
powerful
James
Oliver
Curwood
stories
to
reach
the
screen.
Mr.
Curis an author who needs no introduction to the screen public. His stories of the
Opposite Mr. Stone appears the charming Vola Vale, who portrays the role of
the daughter of a wealthy rancher who left the young girl his property when he
great
Northwest
have always made excellent picture material. " The Girl from Pordied. The Duke blunders into her ranch seeking work and serves as her protector
upine "is wild
no exception.
a story
of the rivers,
Yukon thewhere
men silence
hear and
answer
the
call of cthe
— the surge Itofis the
turbulent
mystic
of the
rugged
and aide against rustlers who have been harassing her for several months. This
mountains. Two partners, prospectors for gold, suddenly find themselves forced to
opens the way to many thrilling adventures which are depicted on the screen with
adopt a young girl and a boy. Their future life, the sacrifices they make, the
splendid realism. The Duke is captured by cattle thieves, but escapes and then
he rounds them up and puts them out of the way. Prominent in the cast are
sufferings
undergo, romance
for the sake
of their " children " makes• up a motion
picture
richthey
in adventure,
and pathos.
Josie
Sedgwick
and Chick Morrison. Frank Borzage, the director of " Humoresque "
had charge
of production.
The
leading
roles
in
"
The
Girl
from
Faire Binney,
a sister of Constance Binney and concededPorcupine
to be one" are
of theplayed
most byattractive
screen
players,
and
William
(Buster)
Collier,
Jr.,
who,
it
would
seem,
will
soon
be almost
PROGRAM READER
as popular as his inimitable father. The rest of the cast is entirely capable. The
picture was produced in the Maine forests and there are a number of beautiful
the and
comedian
who rope,
can
rideFredand Stone,
throw America's
the lariat all-around
like a borncomedian
cowboy,— Fred
who Stone,
can dance
skip the
scenic views.
who
is gifted
with a trusty theatre
Colt — next
Fred Stone,
favorite
comedianwithis sharp-shooting
coming to the
1 America's
in a
PROGRAM READER
motion
the which
title ofpermits
which isthis" The
of Chimney
Butte."
This Itis isa
The latest story from the virile pen of James Oliver Curwood to reach the screen
western picture,
melodrama
star Duke
to display
his versatile
talent.
is " The Girl fromas Porcupine,"
be offered
the
theatre
asome
breezyoriginal
picture stunts.
filled withSo dash
plentyStone,
of humor
to sayaccomplished
nothing of on
the feature which
picture.will Mr.
Curwoodat has
won for himself
the
comeandandspiritseeandFred
the —most
reputation of being a writer unequalled for his power to bring to the imaginations
comedian
on
screen
and
stage
in
a
picture
calculated
to
entertain
your
from
start
of
his
readers
all
the
romance
and
adventure
of
the
Northwest.
His
stories_
have
to finish.
always
madeIt excellent
material
and "with
The a Girl
from cast,
Porcupine
is no
exception.
has been screen
excellently
produced
capable
heading" which
SUGGESTIONS
are Faire Binney and WilKam (Buster) Collier, Jr., both of whom are two of the
The best way to popularize this picture is to concentrate upon the star, Fred
youngest and rapidly rising stars in motion picturedom.
Stone.
has made
pictures
— some with
seasons
town is stage
large
For those who like a virile, strenuous, vigorous picture laid in the " great outenough He
doubtless
yoursome
public
is familiar
him ago.
since But
he isif ayourrecognized
rs," no better
could every
be provided
The Girlthat
frombrings
Porcupine."
star of real ability. And he always gives a good show. Doubtless he has apppeared
It is a dostory
thatentertainment
grips and thrills
momentthan
— a " picture
Alaska
on your local stage. If not play him up as the most accomplished comedian on
before
your
mind
with
all
the
realism
that
lies
within
the
screen's
power.
'stage
or
screen.
Play
up
that
he
can
do
anything
ever
executed
by
a
real
cowboy.
He can ride, throw the lariat and is an expert sharp-shooter. Play up the picture
CATCH LINES
as a breezy western filled with plenty of humor and dash.
James
Oliver
Curwood's
latest
picture
the wild and
country.
land of adventure and romance, or quickof tempered
men, rugged
quick Yukon
to handle
the gun.A
CATCH LINES
Faire Binney and William Collier, Jr., a team of screen sweethearts that it would
See Fred Stone in " The Duke of Chimney Butte." America's most versatile
be hard to equal in a story of thrills and action, written by James Oliver Curwood.
comedian in a breezy western. Don't miss it.
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PRESS NOTICE— STORY
is " Cheated
theatre next
The feature attraction at the
Hearts," adapted
from a popular
Wm.which
F. Payson
presents
Rawlinson
in a romantic
role. Itstory
is a bystory
featureswhich
a young
man Herbert
who is
uncertain of himself. Knowing his weakness for liquor he gracefully gives up
any claim to the girl of his heart and leaves for Europe. It is in Paris that he
learns that his brother is reported missing in Morocco and he goes to that country
to conduct the search. Learning that the youth has been kidnapped, Barry Gordon
employs a ruse to free him. It works successfully but the hero is left in the
desert. After many adventurous incidents he makes his way back to the city
where he is joined by his erstwhile sweetheart, the girl having come to Morocco
with her father. The picture permits the star ample opportunity to play a heroic
part. • There is plenty of adventure and action. In the cast are Marjorie Daw,
Doris Pawn and Josef Swickard. Hobart Henley directed.
PROGRAM READER
A dashing story of American pluck and perserverance — a colorful story of a
youth who felt himself lacking in character to seek matrimony, yet his whole
heart crying out for feminine companionship — a home, wife, babies and everything. That is with
'* Cheated
" which
comes
theatre
next
Herbert Hearts
Rawlinson
as the
star. to Itthe
is an adventurous,
romantic
type of story with the dashing star portraying a colorful role. It carries a breath
of romance, plenty of action and considerable heart interest. You will see some
corking good atmosphere coupled with some thrilling incidents. In the cast is
the pretty Marjorie Daw, Doris Pawn and Anna Lehr.
SUGGESTIONS
This is a Herbert Rawlinson picture and the best idea is to concentrate upon
his name and put him over. Every screengoer is familiar with his_ personality.
He is young in years, but an old-timer on the screen. And the stories which he
appears in are those dashing tales of American pluck and perserverance. So play
up the picture as an interesting account of a dashing American who did not know
the meaning of fear. Such captions as — " He was afraid of the influence of love,
because
himself. And
But mention
through courage
found the
happiness."
Mention hethelacked
other confidence
Rawlinson inpictures.
Hobart he
Henley,
director.
Also the players. Marjorie Daw is pretty and accomplished. Play up her
personality.
CATCH LINES
" Hhe lacked confidence In himself until he had proved his mettle in a supreme
moment of courage." See Herbert Rawlinson in " Cheated Hearts."

News

'HUSH
MONEY"
(Realartj

"CHEATED
HEARTS"
(Universal)
An Average Program Release
THIS picture is a tribute to American pluck and perseverance once it
gets over an introductory line of action revealing a youth afraid to
encourage romantic tendencies because of a knowledge that his
character is weak. He is inclined to drink at the slightest provocation,
and a dissolve is shown revealing Josef Swickard as a parent fond of
liquor. Hence Herbert Rawlinson as one of the sons inherits the parental
weakness. He gives up claim to the heart of his fiancee and seeks forgetfulness in Paris. This shot is quite unnecessary except to connect a link.
A paper which he picks up informs him that his brother, who had gone
to Morocco on some enterprise, is missing.
The story tells nothing* up to the point when the Orient is reached. The
first few scenes are society sets with considerable dancing and groupings of
the characters in evening dress. The star drinks heavily and the girl is
disillusioned. So he relinquishes all claim. Just why the author thought
it advantageous to take the entire group to the Orient is difficult to explain— unless a final reconciliation was needed at the hour of danger.
Anyway the melodrama which is developed almost resembles a new story.
It takes up a thread of adventure. Hokum to be sure, but the kind of
hokum that has seldom failed to get over. The youth goes into the desert
to rescue his brother and finds him under the influence of some powerful
drug, a victim of Oriental treachery. He has been kidnapped and held
for ransom.
Some mysterious plotting occurs with the Arabs whispering and carrying
on some intrigue. The hero offers to take his brother's place and bribes
them with money. He escapes in the conventional fashion. The resourceful American knows how to use his fists, also a gun or two. And he
wanders back to the settlement very much unkempt and ill. It seems as
if the star might have grown a heavier beard after such a long absence.
He is about to toss off a drink of some drugged liquor, when looking up,
sights his fiancee. Thus through courage and self-control he finds his character. The picture is easy to anticipate, and it is a one character story.
But it carries satisfactory action in the latter reels, provides fair atmosphere and will fit into any program schedule. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
Barry Gordon
Herbert Rawlinson
Tom Gordon
Warner Baxter
Muriel Beekman
Marjorie Daw
Kitty Vanness
Doris Pawn
Nathaniel Beekman
Winter Hall
Col. Fairfax Gordon
Josef Swickard
Ibrahim
Murdock McQuarrie
Nli Hamed
Boris Karloff
Naomi
Anna Lehr
Hassam
Al McQuarrie
Achmet
Hector Sarno
By Wm. F. Payson.
Scenario by Wallace Clifton.
Directed by Hobart Henley.
Photographed by Virgil Miller.

Picture

Slight Material for Feature Length
HERE is a story about a pampered daughter of the rich wlxj in the
secure place which money and society have brought her i= led to
face stern realities. In speeding with her fiance in a high-powered
car, she accidentally runs over a newsboy and neglects to show any humanity. The rich magnate acquainted with the facts allows himself to pay
hush money to keep the unpleasant incident from the papers. And the
drama revolves around the girl's awakened conscience and her defiance of
her rich parent. Taken as a story it read? convincingly. But on the -creen
it shows its limitations because the plot i- padded extensively to run to
feature length.
It seems to us that the director has harped on his theme too long and
has paid too much attention in pointing out little details and then going
over them again and again. There are lengthy episodes given up to captions and group scenes with the characters standing around moralizing or
carrying on some verbal battle. In reality this accident would have proven
itself a mere incident and the social whirl would have been taken up
again. It is proper to make it the big theme here for it does teach a toleration of the underdog. But the director might have balanced his scenes
with some incident relevant to the high social plane of the wealthy figures.
There is no humiliation attached to the idea of a rich girl running over
some downtrodden figure in her car. And it is hardly logical that rich
parents would have paid hush money where no crime was implicated. But
the little youngster is carried to the hospital and the rich girl pays him
homage. She is aided by her pastor and the conflict grows out of the
fiance's disregard of the lad's injury7 and her own verbal war with her
indulgent father.
It is too much on an even key. Which does not build entertainment because there is no contrast — no surprises — no drama, but just a sample of
heart interest. Certain scenes do not move at all. And with such capable
actors as George Fawcett, Lawrence Wheat and Alice Brady standing
around when they are gifted enough for dramatic expression gives away
the weakness of the plot. It is a conventional story and it has been
directed in a conventional manner. Technically it is O. K. The -etting6
and lightings being first rate. — Length. 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Evelyn Murray
Alice Brady
Alexander Murray
George Fawcett
Bert Van Vliet
Larry Wheat
Bishop Deems
Harry Benham
Terry McGuire
Jerry Devine
By
Samuel
Merwin.
Scenario by Charles Maigne.
Directed by Charles Maigne.
Photographed by Gilbert Warrenton.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A modern
storyoneofofNew
York's moneyed
" Hush
written
by
Samuel
Merwin,
the popular
fictionists class
of theis day,
and Money,"
which comes
to the
theatre next
and
with Alice Brady as the star.
The picture offers Miss Brady one of the finest roles she has had in some time. As
Evelyn Murray she is reared under the idea that money could do or buy anything.
She is a spoiled daughter of a big Wall Street operator. Then, inadvertently, the
girl finds herself involved in an affair that would make splendid front page reading.
Her father and her fiance both wish to hush the matter up by paying a generous
sum and then forgetting it, but the girl finds courage to face her responsibility.
Not only does this situation offer Miss Brady a strong dramatic role, but also, as
the daughter of a New York millionaire, opportunity for a very smart wardrobe.
The picture has been lavishly produced and it is acted competently by a cast that
includes the dependable George Fawcett as the financier, Lawrence Wheat and
Harry Benham.
PROGRAM READER
She was the petted daughter of the Big Man of Wall Street. Behind a bulwark
of money she had lived serenely and selfishly. Then, unwittingly, she did something
that her father and fiance wished to have kept secret. With Spartan courage the
girl faced her own moral responsibilities in the matter, and accepted the painful
publicity and punishment due her. What was this big, dramatic situation? What
is it that might happen to every man or woman? Would you settle the problem
with the humanity expressed in this vital story of today? Come and see Alice Brady
in Samuel Merwin's original photoplay presented by Realart. Come and see
" Hush Money." At the
theatre next
and
.
SUGGESTIONS
Realart's
pressinbook
are a number
of good Aexploitation
stunts and
whichcatch
couldlines
be
usedIn to
advantage
advertising
this feature.
series of teasers
describing
"
Hush
Money
"
as
the
story
of
a
girl
who
discovered
that
money
is
no
more valuable than so many leaves when it tries to purchase a human conscience
would be effective. Fake bills in the form of U. S. currency would be a good
angle for exploitation. These could be scattered about town. And they would
have the advantage of exciting interest in the picture. Next describe it as an up-todate story of modern life — the power of money — the curse of money.
CATCH LINES
He trusted to his bank roll to keep the unpleasant facts from the papers. But
his daughter's conscience could not be bought. See " Hush Money."
The

Booking Guide is something for you to look

forward to.

The

most practical aid ever issued.
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"DR.
JIM"
(Universal)

Undeveloped Characterization Though the
Picture Is Always Interesting
has been uncovered for Frank Mayo's latest exA LIKELY story
" Jim," which certainly builds a deal of sympathy for
pres ion, Dr.
the characterization which he portrays although the figure of the
wife is neglected in making her appreciate his duty toward society. It is
the old story of a wife's misunderstanding — of a wife who prefers the
little social gayeties rather than an understanding with her husband. His
profession (he is a surgeon) prevents him from accompanying her upon
her social whirl, and she upbraids him for his neglect, though the figure
of the wife is robbed of all sympathy because of her unwillingness to accept the fact that she is a doctor's wife.
From this standpoint the author's premise is unconvincing. He has
pointed his plot toward sharp contrasts. The picture is absorbing and
rings genuine insofar as the surgeon is concerned, and Frank Mayo plays
the part with real sincerity. Toward the middle of the picture the author
cuts abruptly to a different angle — a domestic triangle, forgetting or
neglecting the opportunity to develop the character of the wife. The
surgeon suffers a nervous breakdown and charters a sailing vessel to recover his health. He is accompanied by his wife and the succeeding scenes
disclose a brutal skipper browbeating his men at every opportunity and
attempting to intrigue the wife, knowing her husband to be helpless.
The wife has deteriorated in character so completely it will be difficult for the spectator to reconcile himself to the fact that the husband
eventually wins her back to a trustful attitude, although she shows no indication that her selfishness and jealousy regarding his profession have
been overcome. The interlude before the final reconciliation presents
some stormy domestic scenes coupled with a Jack London touch iu revealing the brutality of the skipper. The surgeon has cause to operate upon
his enemy and remembers that he is a doctor and not a man by bringing
his patient safely through. An uncanny touch shows a sea burial, the
ceremony centering about the supposed death of the skipper. But it
eventually proves to be a dummy, the patient being imprisoned to hoodwink the wife. He finally releases himself and a fierce battle is waged
upon the deck between the surgeon who has recovered his health and the
skipper. When the former wins, his wife returns to him. She has appreciated his strength of muscle but not his strength of character. However,
the picture is compelling and offers some goody thrills and dramatic
punches — not the least of which is a storm at sea and a praiseworthy
miniature of a storm-tossed vessel. The details and atmosphere are entirely adequate. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
Suffers From

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The leading attraction at the
theatre next
is " Dr.
Jim,"which
starring
the him
popular
Universal
star, talent.
Frank Mayo.
gifted commands
actor has aa
role
enables
to show
his ample
It is a This
role which
world of sympathy since the hero is a surgeon who gives up the pleasures of
society to perform duties of his profession. He is married to a woman as selfish
as he is generous. She cannot reconcile herself to the fact that a surgeon or doctor
must be at the command of the public. She would want him to sacrifice his hours
of patient administration to the sick to be with her in some social diversion.
The picture builds a tense drama which shows this couple approaching the
shoals of domestic incompatability. The doctor has taken a sea voyage to recuperate and he is accompanied by his wife. But ever in search of pleasure she listens
to the entreaties of the captain who is a brute. He browbeats his men and taunts
his patient.
Then one
day the doctor's
health which
is restored.
And hedramatic
rewards force
the
skipper
with proper
punishment.
It is a story
carries strong
and is cleverly acted by the star and a highly competent company. Some of the
conspicuous high lights are a storm at sea, a fight and the atmosphere of the hospital.
PROGRAM READER
When you come to the
theatre next
■
you will see the
virile star, Frank Mayo, in one of the best pictures of his career. You will see
" Dr.total
Jim,"disregard
a story ofof any
a physician
who performed
noble This
deeds application
of self-sacrifice
the
social diversion
for himself.
of dutyto
sows a breach in the domestic side of his life. His wife rebels over his attentive
duties to his patients. The doctor takes a voyage to recover his health and his wife
accompanies him. What happens aboard ship to widen the breach? Does the doctor
recover? Is he further humiliated? Come and see " Dr. Jim," a powerful picture
which teaches a valuable lesson. An entertaining picture. Don't miss it.
SUGGESTIONS
Exploit this feature as one of the best in which Frank Mayo has ever appeared.
Make mention that he has a role which instantly builds sympathy and holds it to
the end. Mention that it is a compelling drama of human lives — of everyday life
of the noble self-sacrifice for duty. Play up its tense drama. Get the doctors
interested. Run a professional matinee. Bill it as an intensely human document of
a drama which tugs at the heart and commands the greatest interest. If you
have played the other Mayo pictures, then mention them and state that this is up
to the same entertaining calibre.
CATCH LINES
See the popular Frank Mayo in one of the most entertaining pictures of his
career. See Dr. Jim."
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"SIR

ARNE'S
(Swedish

TREASURE"
Biograph)

Fantastic Melodrama

Is Vigorous in Its Action and
Atmosphere
A PICTURE presented by the Swedish Biograph is always interesting
regardless of what the theme might contain. These Scandinavians
are sticklers for realism, and if they feel that tragedy cannot be
expressed if deprived of its fundamentals they are earnest enough to keep
it intact despite the losses that might ensue at the box-office.
"Sir Arne's Treasure" must be accepted frankly for what it is— a tragic,
fantastic design of a Viking race — the tale going back to a period approximating three hundred and fifty years ago. By such a lapse of time the
feature takes on the aspect of a costume drama — that is if one accepts the
peculiar style of dress of these" picturesque people. They are idealists —
these Swedish directors and producers. They are also realists. And they
are unmindful of the commercial angle. Perhaps they have found the key
to the movie millennium if it is to be regarded as an art.
The picture's appeal lies in its rugged backgrounds, the fiords, mountains, the land of everlasting snow and ice, and through the eloquent acting of the players. The story does not carry the human interest, the poignant drama of " A Man There Was," or " You and I," and naturally carries
little box-office value. But it is rugged and honest and quaint and fantastic— this tale of the will to live and love. Three men break prison and
engage on a pilgrimage of murder and arson. One of them falls in love
with the sister and daughter of the victims, and he searches for a spiritual
communion. By a strange course of events almost psychic in their nature,
the girl is acquainted with the fact that the man responsible for her sorrow
is her lover. She unwittingly aids the law in his capture and then womanlike, thoroughly impulsive, she endeavors to save him. It is a tragic end.
She sacrifices her life by taking the spear thrusts intended for him. And
the frozen sea breaks and the ship is ready to sail once the evil influence
is eliminated.
The final scene disclosing a sea burial is one of the most impressive and
unique ever picturized. It is an epic canvas — this marching of thousands
of mourners bearing torches and carrying the girl's casket across the
frozen wastes. The atmosphere is highly impressive which heightens the
intensified drama. The overwhelming cold and snow, the rugged types —
these lend an appeal not to be quickly forgotten. The leading players arc
Sweden's sweetheart (so called) one Mary Johnson, whose wistful, tragic,
pathetic face is fairly haunting. It is a superb performance marked for
its beautiful restraint and child-like appeal. Richard Lund resembles a
true Viking. It is a tense story of theft, imprisonment, murder, arson and
love — tinctured with a fine spirit of noble self-sacrifice. It may not convince, but its rugged power is fairly sweeping. — Length, 6,500 feet.—
Laurence Reid.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A vivid story of Vikings— a story which has for its background the Sweden of
three hundred and fifty years ago
King John ruled over the land— a story
which tells of the love of a little when
village maiden for a fiery-hearted
nobleman—
that
is
Sir
Arnes
Treasure,"
been theadapted
toofthelovescreen
from Selma
Lagerlof s tale. It is a picture which
which hasshows
power
to
overcome
all
obstacles. It is a picture of a maiden who offers her heart to a man who killed her
sister and made her an outcast. It is vivid in its picturesque scenery — powerful in
its revelation of dramatic strokes — appealing in its spirit of self-sacrifice and devotion— and moves with the vigor
of the Swedish
The principal players are Mary characteristic
Johnson who, as the village people.
maiden, contributes
one of the most poignant and appealing performances
ever
Richard Lund
is the other star. _ These players are thoroughly grounded in theirseen.
The exteriors,
the fantastic design of the sets and drama — the atmosphere, theart.
backgrounds sugg
e
s
t
i
v
e
o
f
an
old-world
atmosphere
—
these
contribute
their
effect
in
making
this a
picture of unbounded appeal. The supporting cast is highly efficient. The direction
is highly praiseworthy.
PROGRAM READER
A vivid story of the old World. A picturesque story of the Vikings — the rugged
people who live in Sweden. A powerful story of lost romance and disillusionment
and self-sacrifice. A story of overwhelming love — the love that passeth all underSir Arne's
Treasure," which comes to the
theatre
next — standing. That is. "This
is a Swedish
picture adapted from the story by Selma
Lagerlof and tells a powerful story of plunder — revenge — love
— hate — sacrifice —
and other appealing elements. It is laid against the marvelously picturesque backof Sweden — the land of rugged mountains and snow. It portrays a race
of
peoplegroundswho
something
new. live the great outdoors. Come and be thrilled. Come and see
SUGGESTIONS
This is a Swedish Biograph picture and if you have played any of their other releases such as They
" A Man
or " Youwhich
and Istand
" you for
haverealism
some — knowledge
their worth.
are There
puttingWasout " pictures
which standof
for impressive acting and most rugged backgrounds. The previous pictures will be
remembered. And the present release is of the same high calibre. So if you play
it mention the fact that Sweden is putting out pictures which surpass them all in
the quality of vividness and realism and forceful acting. Play this one for its depth
of
drama the
— itsfactpowerful
the marvelous
Present
that the romance—
public hasitsa quaint
chance story
to seeandsomething
new. backgrounds.
CATCH LINES
See "from
Sir Arne's
powerful
picture of romance
picture
Sweden.Treasure,"
Unusuallya real
and picturesque.
Unusuallyandwelltragedy.
acted. AA
genuine treat.
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"THE

M o t i u ii Picture

BONNIE
BRIAR
( Paramount)

BUSH"

Simple Little Love Story W ith Scotch Dressing
ALONG time ago a story was written called 'The Bonnie Briar
Bush." It was written by a minister named Watson, who used the
pen name of Ian MacLaren, and he put down a simple little tale
peopled by a group of picturesque characters, colored it with Scottish
dialect and atmosphere and our forefathers read it with much delight.
This story has reached the screen and it seems awfully old-fashioned and
conventional for MacLaren's theme has served in a thousand and one patterns since the birth of the photoplay. The younger generation will probably not respond to it. One has to be a trifle old-fashioned with a leaning
for quaint sentiment and romance and atmosphere to appreciate it.
There is no drama; no triangle; no play of conflict in the broad sense
of the theatre. Adorned with a pretty name, the picture appeals for its
sentiment like an old-fashioned lullaby. It entertains solely for its picturesque settings, for being produced in England and Scotland, the director
has incorporated genuine backgrounds. The thatched cottages in careless
arrangement, the thickets, the briar bushes, the lads and lassies, the conversation about " kirks " — these are the atmospheric elements which saturate this extremely simple story of a daughter and a son's defiance of their
respective fathers in their passion for love. The tale present.- a detached
picture of Scottish life — that clannish life lived so seriously so religiously. The simple folk go to the "kirk" and walk back to their homes.
They are attired in the quaint costumes peculiar to Scotland in the fifties.
The kilts are worn — and so are the spats and leggings. And the bag pipes
are played and when the stern fathers relent, there is great rejoicing in a
baronial hall. The ivy clinging walls of the cottages — the thatched roofs —
the quaint lanes and walks — well this picture has such atmosphere. There
is no humor, no contrasts except as to types. And exhibitors will probably admit to themselves that it carries very little box-office value. But if
they want to give up an evening to sentiment and atmosphere, they need
look no further than ''The Bonnie Briar Bush." The director might have
made it more of a folk-song, brushed it up a little with Scotch humor and
temperament. It will charm with its backgrounds, but the plot is hoary
with age and the action is as placid as a gentle wind. A good showman
will put it over with a Scotch prologue — bag pipes, sword dances and folksongs. It will need much assistance. It is almost too frail to stand by
itself. — Length, 5 reel-. Laurence Reicl.
THE CAST
Lachlan Campbell
Donald Crisp
Flora Campbell, his daughter
Mary Glynne
Lord Malcolm Hay
Alec Fraser
Kate Carnegies
Dorothy Fane
Posty
Jack East
John Carmichael
Langhorne Burton
Earl of Kinspindle
Jerrold Robertshaw
Marget
Howe
Mrs. Hayden-Cofnn
Dr.
William
MacClure
Humbertson
Wright
By Ian MacLaren.
Play by James McArthur and Augustus Thomas.
Scenario by Margaret Turnbull.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
PRESS NOTICE — STORY
What is considered one of the best Paramount pictures made by Paramount in
England will be shown at the
theatre next
in " The Bonnie
Briar byBush,"
picturization
Ian MacLaren's
novelin and
celebrated
play
James a McArthur
and ofAugustus
Thomas. famous
Every Scot
the the
United
States
will
be
delighted
with
the
outdoor
scenes
of
"
The
Bonnie
Briar
Bush,"
which
was
for the greater part photographed in Scotland.
Donald Crisp, the director, plays the important part of the stern, rigid elder of
the " kirk " whose sternness all but provokes a tragedy in his own home. The
story gives one a wonderful homely and intimate view of Scottish village life. It
is a picture deep with human pathos and carries a strong flavor of heart interest,
appealing
sentiment
and romance.
The "cast
is one role
of the
best attractive
that could and
be found
England and
prominent
in the leading
feminine
is the
talentedin
Mary Glynne.
PROGRAM READER
A story that has won the world. With all its beauty, fun, and heart-stirring
drama,
livedpicture
by realmade
folks inonEngland,
the screen.
is "toThethe
Bonnie Briar theatre
Bush," next
the
Paramount
whichThat
comes
with a celebrated
cast of players
and directed
by Donald Crisp. This
picture and
is adapted
the famous
novelBlended
by Ianinto
MacLaren.
is ahasweewonbit theo'
Scotch
a mucklefromof human
nature.
a romance Itthat
wonbeen taken amid Scottish scenes and asis heart
heart of the world. The picture has its
revelation of such vital elements
in its backgrounds
derfully richsentiment.
interest and
Come andandsee this delightfully human picture.
SUGGESTIONS
The mere fact that this is based upon a celebrated story should have some appeal.
with the author's name, then get busy
After you have made your crowd familiar
stuntsyoushould
Briarin Bush."
The Bonnie
with book-dealers
in a tie-up
can
doubtless
your townLobby
societies
any " Scottish
If there are on
profitable.
prove
dances, or an ensemble
enlist their cooperation in staging a prologue of Highland
daily or nightly with the
with bagpipes and drums. A miniature parade held
Your ushers can be garbed in
would stimulate aspatronage.
bagpipers marching Bill
a vivid, human picture of homely humor
the picture
costumes.
Scottish
and
sentiment.
CATCH LINES
" The Bonnie Briar Bush " is coming to the
Adapted from the celeb'rated story.
See this vital human picture of romance and sentiment.

N eW s

"CHIVALROUS
( Selznick)CHARLEY"
Novelty
Eugene O'Brien as Fighting Irish - American Surprising
A

SERIES of connecting episodes, linked into a light story; a supporting cast of no particular weight; New York and immediate
vicinity, the locale and Eugene O'Brien in the title role, a tenderhearted fighting Irishman. There, you have " Chivalrous Charley."
The story by May Tully was adapted for the screen by Edward Montague,
whose powers of scenography are more responsible for the fitne-- of the
vehicle to the Selznick star, than the source of the original.
Cast as a sort of sentimentalist, one who in earlier years delighted in
reading of the chivalrous deeds of Knights of old, and idealizing hi- favorite hero, Sir Walter Scott, the star's work is excellent, throughout.
The nephew of a politician, named Reilly. Uncle's idea of manhood
is a well built, athletic specimen perfectly able to fight his own battles,
but who has the discretion to let others 'including the fair sex I do the
same. Young Reilly receives no sympathy from uncle when he becomes
involved in continuous scrapes, where his intentions were but to protect a
defenseless woman. The habit, seeming to have attached itself permanently,
uncle decides to detail young Reilly to a ranch in the West, where he will
learn to ride and to fight. At beginning of photoplay, nephew is expected
to return to New York, cured. Newspaper clippings from West indicate
the experiment a success, the young man referred to in the papers as
" Double-fisted Reilly," picturized riding unmanageable steeds, and indulging in "Bill Hart" stunts, generally. Happenings en route, and following nephew's arrival, drain upon his natural inclination toward chivalry,
so uncle, in disgust, " frames " a scheme to involve Chivalrous Charley
into a lively squabble that will " cure " him once and for all. Contrar\ to
plans, girl's uncle employs to act as damsel in distress, faUs in love with
handsome nephew, while " Double-fisted " Reilly has been obliged to prove
his right to the title by fighting a squad of rough-necks, single handed,
saving the girl.
The fight scenes in the last two reels are among the best ever seen on the
screen. They will delight followers of Mr. O'Brien, who may have defended
him against the accusation of being a " lady's man." The direction, byRobert Ellis is spendid, love interest and suspense well handled. Photography below ordinary, but the offering above average in entertaining value.
— Length, "> reel-. Lillian R. Gate.
THE CAST
Charley
Riley
Eugene
O'Brien
His Uncle
George Fawcett
Alice Sanderson
Nancy Deaver
Her Father
D. J. Flanagan
Geoffrey Small
......
Huntley Gordon
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
When always,
Eugene toO'Brien
scheduled
to feminine
appear inadmiration,
a Selznicka photoplay,
one
expects
see himis the
object of
well groomed,
gentlemanly indoor variety. You think he cannot fight? Wait and see him in
" Chivalrous Charley," which comes to
on
, with Eugene
O'Brien as " Double-fisted Riley," a fighter and a rough rider, too. He fights not
only
his
own
battles,
but
everyone's
else,
especially
addicted
to
protection
of the
fair sex. He gets himself into some scrapes where he is called upon to fight roughnecks
of
all
sizes
and
weights.
Does
he
win?
Watch
him!
Yes,
Eugene
O'Brien,
whom you thought could wear a dress suit much better than apparel identified
with the far west. The same, and yet a different 'Gene than you have seen before.
If you always admired Mr. O'Brien, but wished he would have a chance to appear
more manly, as " Chivalrous Charley " he will win a new spot in your heart.
PROGRAM READER
In
"
Chivalrous
Charley,"
the
O'Brien
the
title role, the popular star is saidnewto Selznick
be at hispicture
best. with
He isEugene
the soft
heartedin but
hard fisted nephew of an Uncle politician, who wishes to cure him of trying to
protect the " fellow who is down," thereby getting himself into countless squabbles.
He wins
and trying
proves tothathelphe the
isn'tunder-dog.
afraid to soil
his
clothestheortitle
tearofhis" Double-fisted
shirt or get Riley,"
beaten up,
In
this
picture
"
Charley
"
is
supposed
to
have
spent
months
on
a
ranch
where
learned to fear nothing, yet he returns to New York only to get into trouble
again,he
protecting defenseless women. In the fight scenes he goes after the toughs like
a Dempsey, challenges " all comers " and fights like the man he really is.
CATCH LINES
You have seen Eugene O'Brien drive a pleasure car. Ever see him drive a
speed.1 The " speed kings " aren't in it with 'Gene. Watch
about curves
racer?
him
turn Talk
the sharp
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Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
Presents Richard Barthelmess
In "Tol'able David,"

adapted

From Joseph Hergesheimer's
Saturday Evening Post story
Directed by Mr. Henry King.
A First National Attraction.
Richard

Barthelmess

is great

As the plucky Virginia hero,
The

all-star cast is excellent ;

Mr. King skillfully directs with
Henry

Cronjager

Mr. Richard Barthelmess

at the camera.
"Tol'ableas David"

The screen beauty of it all is
Insured with Rothacker Prints.

by
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Founded 1910
Wntterson K. Rothacker
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The Holiday Number of Motion Picture News will contain
features and information of such a practical nature that
it will be valued as a reference book the year around.
Your announcement
value.

will consequently have a multiplied

And, remember, in the News you have the largest circulating medium of the trade.
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DRAMA
No more dramatic situation has
ever been conceived than this — in
which the poor blind youth thinks he
is a famous poet, married to a famous
dancer. And when he finds that his
book of poems is only a cook-book —
and his wife a common woman he
loathes — what then?

ROMANCE
A penniless youth in a Mexican oil
town. A dancer with all Europe at
her feet! How could he hope to win
her? Yet he travelled around the
world to find her, won her — and then
tossed her aside for the woman he
had scorned. A love story that fulfils the deepest dreams of romance.

is

the

last

THRILLS
Into

the crocodile

pit, swarming

with

fifty horrible, man-eating reptiles! And to save his rival and
enemy! His fight with the savage
monsters is the most thrilling scene
ever seen in a motion picture. No
fake about this — it was filmed at the
risk of the actors' lives!

HEART

THROBS

In malice and hatred she had
ruined his life. Now in love and pity
she would give him happiness. She
would slave for him, die for him.
And with tears streaming down her
cheeks, she started the strangest
masquerade since time began. No
heart is too hard to be moved by it.

word

in
Lashy
Jesse L
presents a

II

B,

CECIL

DeMILLE
PRODUCTION

W

BEAUTY
(paradise
Ol'S
POOL'S PARADISE" is the
picture of the century.

marvelous ice-ballet, the
snow-queen's palace, the shimmer ingly alluring tropical lagoons, the
riotous temple dances of Siam —
beauty of women, beauty of sets,
beauty of gowns— in all of these it
excels, as a feast for the eyes, anything DeMille has ever done before.
The

It

has

a

dozen

different

points of appeal- — any one of
which would make a recordbreaking picture.
Read over these two pages.
Consider the situations outlined. Look at the stills.
Think of the stars in it, the
sets in it, the thrill of it all.
Think of Cecil B. DeMille's
past productions. In every one
he has been working steadily
forward, climbing greater
heights.
In "Fool's Paradise," you
will see the culmination of his

ijF/jr/jF/f/fM

genius.
It is the greatest entertainment ever devised since the
world began.

a

SPLENDOIL
Here you will see settings so massive, that you will be overawed by their
stupendous grandeur. You will see
the most lavish investiture that has
ever been given a picture. You will
gasp at the incalculable sums that
have been spent — to make incalculable sums for the world's exhibitors!
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HPHIS is the great spectacular Western
drama, first of its kind ever made,
of which EXHIBITORS HERALD

The

says: "/t has everything the fan can
uish for." As for the Box-office — the
Clemmer of Seattle wires: "Opened today to biggest business since 'Reputation.' Lined Vm up for a full block in
the driving rain. First successful run of
any Western in this house, established

Greatest
Heart-Picture
of

many

Directed

for ten years."

by TOD

BROWNING-,

BOOK
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made
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man
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Over
Dec.

Century

the

25th

Country

to Jan.

1st

is

Week!

THE happiest week of the year — they want to laugh— let 'em laugh!
Christmas Week is
They want to be happy — make them happy!
Already, thousands of shrewd showmen have
Century Comedy Week!
lined up a Century Comedy for every day in Christmas Week — do the same
good turn for yourself.
Give them LEE MORAN, that national comedian, in the first of his Century
Series, "THE STRAPHANGER "—they'll laugh their heads off while looking at themselves in the subway.
Let BROWNIE, the Wonder-dog, fascinate them with his almost human
antics in "SOCIETY DOGS "—" ALFALFA LOVE "—" GOLFING "—
" BROWNIE'S LITTLE VENUS " and " CHUMS," just released.
Show them lovable BABY PEGGY, the cutest kiddie on the screen, in " SEA
SHORE SHAPES"— "A MUDDY BRIDE" and "GET-RICH-QUICKPEGGY."
Book up HARRY SWEET in "PLAYING POSSUM "—" THE DUMBBELL "and his latest extravaganza, " SHIPWRECKED AMONG ANIMALS."
Nail all four of these surehit comedy stars at your
Universal Exchange today

QVilftam
AT

Christy

THE

Cahanne's

STAGE

DOOR.

Another smashing Cabanne success. A romance of " Little Old Broadway "
— the intimate life story of a sensitive stage beauty, who from childhood sacrificed herself for her younger sister's happiness.
First she gave up her toys, next her sweetheart. Then she joined the chorus
of the " Follies " and met every temptation that New York's " Great White
Way
" has for an innocent girl. And finally she found wealth, happiness and
the man.
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Is What

They

Want

:

This feature will take your audience to the stage door, through it, and into
the dressing rooms of a Broadway theatre showing the good and evil that a girl
must meet back stage.
The cast — which contains many Follies beauties — is notable — Lillian
" Billie " Dove, Huntly Gordon, Miriam Battista, Willie Collier, Jr., Elizabeth
North, Katherine Spencer, Charles Craig, Vivia Ogden, Doris Eaton, C. Elliott
Griffin, Billy Quirk and other well known favorites.
Get the money.
It Is What

Book and play " At the Stage Door/'
THEY

Want

7>ICT (fags' t

RUSSELL

fl^PRODUCTION$
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SHADOWS
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CONSCIENCE
oAn cJImerican
RUSSELL

Clayfic

SIMPSON
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SPECIAL
Directed by John P. McCarthy
Story by John P. McCarthy and Francis Powers

,
yed
vj>
may por
ectl
a e
grea
dra
of tra
earl
is tperf
Her
American
life, in the
frontier days of the west
Filled with comedy relief,
romance, sensational he-man
fights, its one of those spellbinding narratives that's
^oin^ to bring 'em to their
TERMS
ON
c/tdFOR
dreff
TERRITORIAL RIGHTS
RUSSELL
Hartford

PRODUCTIONS
Bldg., ^ Chicago

A William D. Taylor
Production
Adapted from William J.
Locke's novel and play "The
Morals of Marcus Ordeyne."
Scenario by Julia Crawford
Ivers.
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"Into a season of good pictures steps Realart
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"The class of the picture is that of a great
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well
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theatres."
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An original story by
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Directed
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Levien

Love!

Maurice Campbell
Scenario by
That's the appeal that is gripping audiences
today!
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An original story by
E. Lloyd Sheldon
Directed by
E. H. Griffith
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From an original story by
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Directed by
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Directed by
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Scenario by
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CJfie Exhibitor

—

COMMENDATION

"A good picture from every standpoint." "Added to the prestige of our
house. Bring on more Rex Beach pictures." "Pleased everybody and
made new customers." "It's a Rex Beach picture; that's enough."
"Heard many favorable comments." "Our audiences were more than
pleased." "Had enthusiastic reception."

CJfie Critic

"Sometimes thrilling, sometimes appealing, and always interesting."
"There is love interest, there are many thrills, the cast is splendid."
"Fights by the wholesale and job lot." "Full of action, intrigue,
heroism and romance." "Must have cost a fortune to make."

CJfiQ jQeuieaxer

'A genuine thriller, full of action that crackles with machine-gun speed."
"Exhibitors will make no mistake in booking this picture." "Rich in
scenic investiture." "Bound to please the majority." "Good red blood
all the way through." "Vitality is the keynote of the picture."

CJfie fiubfic

wonderful picture, wonderfully made." "Gives a new insight into
Alaskan conditions." "The ice scenes are gorgeous and thrilling."
"Has plenty of laughs without slap-stick stuff." "Lots of action and
plenty of excitement." "Not a dull moment in it." "Has a good love
story."

CJhe

J3crx-Ojfp.ce

~

'Played to satisfactory business." "Brought good box-office results."
"Made money and new patrons for the house." "Properly exploited
it is sure-fire." "Wholesome and brings in money." "Stood the
money test very well." "No complaints to make." "It filled the house."
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mighty drama of city and
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Second Selznick Triumph
of the new

season, right

on the heels of the first,
"A Man's Home."
the Supreme

Watch

Selznick Six

for the year's sensations.

I

"A

HREE

Man's

Home"
not

only

is
the

greatest

ACTS

picture
ever

the

that

bore

Selznick

trade

Two

are

mark-

courses
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every
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book
be

"

ME
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sorry.
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Have

Hit

It!

That elusive quality of audience appeal which makes a
good comedy drama a brilliant success in the theatres;
that essential "something" which draws the enthusiasm
of the people and sends them away talking about the show.
"Marry The Poor Girl" — the emphasis is on the Marry
— has- caught it. A bit of boudoir, perhaps; innocent
but entangling situations, unexpected matrimonial mixups, clever comedy business, flashes of real drama, speed,
class, surprises, complications, climaxes and a riotous
finish.
"Marry The Poor Girl" is bound to be a hit. It has
the lure which puts lines in your lobby, it has a title
worth exploiting, it has two stars famous on both stage
and screen, it is lavish in its production, smart in its
settings, satisfying in its entertainment.
It's as good
a guarantee of big business as any comedydrama
can offer.
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INKWELL

COMEDIES

THE

GREATEST

NOVELTY

ONE

Booked
Solid

CREATION

EVERY

fo r a

Year
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SCREEN

MONTH

Booked

INKWELL

in

Hugo
Reisenfeld, for the

[Sid Grauman's
Million Dollar

Rialto,
and

Theatre,

Los

TERRITORIAL
SELLING

OUT

ACT

OF

THE

Room— 606

220

For
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New

York

Bookings
and

Rivoli

Criterion

Theatres, New
York City

Angeles

NOW

By Dr.

New

West

Jersey

RIGHTS

QUICKLY

FOR

INKWELL

42nd

St., New
Write

YOUR

TERRITORY

COMEDIES

York

City

WARNER'S
1600

EXCHANGE,
BROADWAY

Inc.

Every

Trade

Paper

CHARLES

OUR

Reviewer

That

DICKENS'

MUTUAL

is "The

Agrees

Perfect

FRIEND

Movie"

Mighty fine picture entertainment.
You have a lot of material to work with
here."— Wids.
"A picture that should by right of its
artistic and entertaining qualities prove
one of the big money-makers of the
coming

year." — Moving

Picture

World.

"Fine sentiment, captivating charm, suspensive melodrama, eloquent atmosphere, exceptional photography.
Picture the best ever made from a Dickens
story. Not a slip anywhere ....
.

.

. So book this picture.
. . ."
— Motion Picture News.

Execl itve Offices . .
1540 Broadway, New York
Atlanta
. . . 146 Marietta St.
Boston ,
... 78 Broadway
Buffalo
257 Franklin St.
Cleveland
607 Film Exchange Bldg.
Chicago
804 South Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati .... Pioneer St. and Broadway
Dallas
1812 'A Commerce St.
Denver
1714 Broadway
Detbh .... 143 East Elizabeth St.
Remember

January

Film838 Bldg.,
South 17th
OliveandSt, Main
...Sta. .
16 North Fourth St. . .
729 Seventh Ave. . . .
1235 Vine St. . . _
1201124 Liberty
Golden Ave
Gate Ave. ....
2024 Third Ave.
3617 Washington Ave
525 Thirteenth St., N. IP.
is Wid

Gunning

. Kansas City
. Los Angeles
. Minneapolis
New York City
Philadelphia
San Pittsburgh
Francisco
Seattle
St. Louis
. Washington

Month

Theodora

More

than

two

is

years

were

ten

required

in the making of "Theodora." The
actual production cost exceeded three
million

dollars.

Twenty

gigantic

sets, reproducing

forums,

amphitheatres,
vilions and gardens,

were

constructed

Armando

palaces,

pa-

built of stone,

for

the

sets

Brasini, the famous

by

archi-

tect of the Vatican.
Over

30,000

made

for

costumes,
this

all especially

production,

were

required.
So vast was
for the

production

government
cavalry

the assemblage
that

assigned

to keep

of actors

the

Italian

a regiment

of

order.

m

Goldwyns

sensation

Pictures

What the Critics
say about Theodora
Photoplay
"In
attempting
to
adequately, oneIt
looks in vam fordescribe
suitableit superlatives.
literally knocks one's eye out."
New Vork
"Collect
all your ofOhs!'
'Ahs!' and
your
interjections
acu'eyour
gaspology
and
prepare to uttet them when you see "Theodora" at the Astor Theatre. It was a perpetual feast for— the
Alaneye."
Dale in N. Y. American
Cleveland
"One cannot
over-praise
film, in it.fact,It
cannot
adequately
describe this
or critisize
is beyond anything that I expected from
producers of films for years to come."
— Archie Bell, Clexeland News
Detroit
"And
if
it
cost
millionof dollars
achieve the amazing three
succession
trip-ham-to
mer punches such as one sees in this production, al I can say is that it looks like a full
moneys' worth."
Pittsburgh -De roit Journal
"Gorgeous
is
a
word
used by whose
those
who would describe frequently
dramatic scenes
magnificence has pleased. The word is much
too weak to adequately fit the settings of this
production."
— Chronicle Telegraph
Chicago
"The splendors
the
stupendous
cast ofof the
25,000Byzantine
people, Empire,
the terrific
rain of climaxes, the under current of a frenzied love tragedy will lift the jaded movie fan
out of his lethargy into the seventh heaven
of attention."
Boston —Herald Examiner
"It is spectacles
a picture ofthatmotion
will live
as one
the
great
picture
art. ofThere
is a gorgeousness of pageantry whjch surpasses any thing that has ever been
shown."
— Boston
Qlobe

in

Theodora

has

in several

of the big Eastern

It is the
loving

played

one

talk of the

public,

heralded

and

great national
It is now
in New

whole

because
written

York

cities.

picture-

it has
about

been
in the

magazines.

going into its fourth

at $2 top.

at the

The

Astor

month
Theatre

critics of all the cit-

ies where it has
about

to big money

played

have

raved

"Theodora."

Sardous
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love

romance

Produced hy Unione

Cinematografica
Italiana

icture

the

world

has

ever

known

/

Will

Hold

Being

In

Every
*Any

Kind
Kind

of
of

Human

Jludience

EATHI'BITO'RS \
HE VIE, W
December Wlh, 1921

"THE

LIGHT

IN

THE

A GOOD CLE
PICTURE
THAT
WILL HOLD
ARI
NG"
EVERY KIND OF HUMAN BEING IN ANY
KIND OF AUDIENCE. The screen can use
more such stories, filmed as notable authors
write them. Irving Bacheller's story is one of
these. Mr. Hunter has sacrificed nothing of
his abilities as a director in holding to the author's plan, and yet the result is a highly interesting picture whose suspense is unvarying
from beginning to end.
It is a melodrama, but melodrama of a finer
sort, with a real plot and several unusually
thrilling situations.
Eugenie Besserer as Roving Kate, the crazed
outcast daughter, registers brilliantly the most
difficult part of the play. It is a great characterization ofan unusually exacting role.
The photography is excellent. The titling is
good and the direction compares with the
best of the year.
THE AUDIENCE THAT IS NOT
PLEASED WITH THIS ENTERTAINMENT WILL BE DIFFICULT TO PLEASE WITH ANY
PICTURE.

WM M VOCEL
FOREIGN
DISTRIBUTOR
w^Jf*"
FAMOUS PLAYERS
FILM SERVICE
LTD
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS

JUST

AROUND

THE

CORNER?

r
1L

(Teaicd

Cosmopolitan
productions
Story by Fannie Hurst
Directed by Frances Marion
Settings by Joseph Urban
jfi****i
9*3***91

A

Story

of

Classic

Simplicity

T^VERYBODY
knows the meaning of the word
J-J mother — knows a mother's sacrifices — but the
mother who lives and breathes and suffers in "Just
Around the Corner," becomes the mother of everybody.

We may not have suffered her acute poverty — but
we can see the hand of mother — our mother — in
every homelike touch she gives to her little tenement home — can struggle with her against the
white sickness which weakens her steps and makes
her a drag upon her children — and we suffer with
her as she sees her daughter drifting out of her
2

Everybody

Gets

life, looking outside of the home for recreation and
happiness.
That is the setting, the drab background

against

which the struggles of the mother and the temptations and pitfalls surrounding the daughter are
vividly cast.
But "Just Around the Corner" is lit with ennobling
faiths, bright touches of home life, winsome bits
of fun, and in the end with a mother's love triumphant— sacrificing itself at the feet of a daughter
redeemed.

V

EZ2

f?JU

ST

From the stor
UN
Fannie Hi

ARO

Directed by
r, Frances
Marion
E,
H
Settings by
Joseph Urban

Mother
The Greatest

Box-Office

Love:
Theme

in the World

THAT'S what put "Humoresque,, across — made it the
Gold Medal Winner of 1920, awarded the Tiffany
medallion from the Photo-Play Magazine,

BUT—

—the equally great, if not greater "mother" theme in the
mighty story of a mother's sacrifice in "Just Around the
Corner," is going to make this Super-Feature another and
greater "Humoresque" — don't mistake it.
Another

clean-up opportunity for exhibitors.

Paramount

Picture

"

NER

COR

OTIS

SKINNER

ANTONIO"
Tork./nc$forL-.

R
//7M
bg ISTE
Boo/h

by Horace Hodges
'grumpy'"
iJV?i<iney Percy val
INTERNATIONALLY
FAMOUS THROUGH
THE INSPIRED
INTERPRETATION
BY CYRIL MAUDE
THE
FIRJT

TWO

CHARLE5W5ALE
living seer en
characters//!
different^
"HIS

NIBS"

JOHNSON'S
MARTIN
THE
EPIC OF
tJUNGLE ADVENTURES"

Listen!

Sag,

If you could
world

get something

had

heard

about

the whole
through

Daily newspapers — hundreds

of them;

Movie" Magazines, that Dad peeks
into for styles; Mother for pretty
girls; Sister for cute little children,
and Brother for handsome men.

And

National

The

Magazines,

Saturday

Evening

ing an advertising

including
Post, blaz-

trail,

And
when

you

got it, with

advertising

HARLESIG
"EVE/N Dlf PARENT

CHARACTERS

i. *
a line

accessories,

tions and helps by which

of

suggesyou

can

A
tell the world
IBS"
HIS AI
Front cover of 4-page Program-Herald, one of the
many accessories prepared for the exhibitor.

Sure
NIBS"

in
See

A

Cast

Colleen
Joseph

He

Profits

Walt
and

about

and

Mean
?

Well!

that

when

you book

is what

Moore

Charles

you're

P. Dowling

(CHIC)

getting

Sale

placing seven -different characters in
"HIS

NIB

"

Kenny
and, oh!!! what

Lydia

some-

Picked!

J. P. Lockney
Colin

It

that

believes

advertising

What

had

thing they all knew
wanted.

Wouldn't

HIS

you

Yeamans
Witman

then

some.

Titus

a Press

Book!*

"HIS NIBS" SYNDICATE, INC.
L. L. HILLER, President
LONCACRE BUILDING
42nd Street and Broadway
New York City

*A copy of Press Book to any exhibitor on request.

WILLIAM

FOX

presents

2<

January

BOOK

The

YOUR

Ninth

Policies
Business Integrity

SHOW!

Anniversary

That
Brought
Success-.
The guiding hand of William Fox, a showman with a purpose fulfilled.
Breaking clean at all times with showmen and the public they serve.

Production Quality

Unerringly giving the public what it wanted when it wanted it, and making
each succeeding production a reflection of highest quality ideals.

Financial Resources

Making vast, judicious expenditures when necessary to advance the interests
of motion pictures and the industry, the showman, and his public.

Foreign Markets Expansion

Giving the whole world the benefits of Fox's American organization and
prestige and instituting studios at strategic points for the acquisition of
foreign material to entertain the American public.

Perfected Organization

Every department working like clockwork with the others, each supervised
by a trained executive who knows every angle of his profession— all units
constantly operating as a highly effective and efficient whole

Confidence olthe Trade

Open and aboveboard in all business transactions and rigorously maintaining
the highest standards of fair-square dealing.

Studio Efficiency

The largest and most completely equipped studios in the industry, manned
by a highly competent corps of experts in every branch.

Exhibitor Good-will

Showmanship

Pledging assured profits and absolute independence; ^never^ attempting
assume management of a loyal showman's theati
lan
Anticipating what the puWji^wanis, and therefoflT^what^he ^§1
have, and producing it. J
J ^\
j> ^

Public Favor

itf' of
individual
andt the,€5nsi
d finally.
patronize
chlighest
after andst£nt
eir sustajiie
areioiigb
ns ajb*ays$iafity
productio
their appeal, Fpx

1914

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

192c

to

Fejn*uary4

FOR

of

Fox

FOX

Film

WEEK^

Corporation

'Sh

oot

me

a copy of the "NEWS"
Sherman, mgr., DeLuxe
And

other

hurry
The

Booking Guide — quick!" writes
Theatre, Johnson City, Tenn.

exhibitors — hundreds

each

day — are sending

Perry

in the same

call.
edition

Have

you

will be

off the press

got your

order

If not, use

the coupon

And

it today

send

December

16.

in?

below

to
Motion

Picture

729

7th Avenue

New

York

News

City

L
If you

are

MOTION

not

a subscriber

PICTURE

yourself a present now.

New

subscription or renewal 1

year
Picture News

M

NEWS—

make

Motion

I

to

I

$2.00
Booking

Guide

50

T
E

your box-office.

D

"Is the picture suited to my audience?"
How can you tell by the title?

E

No more booking without knowing. The
BOOKING GUIDE tells you in half a
minute.

$2.50

I

Send check today with this coupon

T

attached.
MAIL

I
THIS

O

COUPON

i

The BOOKING GUIDE places in handy
form and at your finger tips every fact
you want about every picture.
The BOOKING GUIDE will save you
hours of weary labor and add dollars to

D

N

With the BOOKING GUIDE at your
elbow you are as strongly fortified as the
lawyer with his shelves of court decisions.
Write for yours today.

J.

LOIS

WEBER

Greatest
presents Picture
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And
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too?
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big
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you

hurry!

Picture.

Skouras Brothers, St. Louis;
Jones, Linick and Shaefer, Chicago
Alhambra, Indianapolis;

Allen's, Cleveland (S. Barret McCormick);
Grand Opera House, Columbus;
Pantheon,

one

Toledo;

& Von

Herberg,

Miller's California

Butterfly Theatre, Milwaukee;
Keith, B. S. Moss circuit;
John H. Kunsky, Detroit;

Portland;

Theatre,

Los Angeles;
and

hundreds

of others

Executive Offices ..... 1540 Broadway, New York
Film Bldg., 17th and Main Sts
Kansas City
Atlanta
146 Marietta St.
838 South Olive St.
Los Angeles
16 North Fourth St
Minneapolis
Boston
78 Broadway
Buffalo
257 Franklin St.
729 Seventh Ave
New York City
1235- Vine St
Philadelphia
Cleveland
607 Film Exchange Bldg
Chicago
804 South Wabash Ave.
/«i«J|
tC|TL
1201
Libert}
Ave
Cincinnati .... Pioneer St. and Broadway
^■rM^ ^ufjL
1242024Golden
Ave
San Pittsbi.r..h
Francisco
GUNNING
VlW
ThirdGate
Ave
Seattle
Dallas
1812 H Commerce St.
Denver .......
1714 Broadway
3617 Washington Ave
St. Louis
Detroit .... 143 East Elizabeth St. MUH
HXfiffiQH^ 523 Thirteenth St.. N. W. . WASHINGTON
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NOW
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FRED J. BEECROFT
Advertising Manager
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presents

HAIL

THE

Tfe? C. GARDNER
SULLIVAN
Personally Supervised by

Virtribufed /^ASSOCIATED

FIRST

WOMAN
« Directed by John Griffith
THOMAS H. INCE

NATIONAL

Wray^

PICTURES

INC*-*^

by

CREATED

by

written
dramatist

a master

America's

, built

speaks

TENSE

every

THE
to
man

most

a theme

on

HUMAN

HAIL

of picture

the

heart

, woman

production,

forceful

screen

of American

life -

g^TRUEj^

WOMAN
and
and

to

the

child

in

mind

of

America

Stern, relentless bigotry,— selfish man-made
tradition — pitted helplessly against the
triumphant progress
of modern American
womanhood, lovely
but unafraid s2s^j>

Qke

G

RE

ATE

achievement

THOMAS

I

^An

N

C

ST
of

H

E

epic ofsftmerican
womanhood

HAIlTHiE

WOMAN

portrayed

an
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by
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illustrious

screen
LOYD

players

HUGHES

HEODORE

ROBERTS

ERTRUDE

CLAIRE

DCE
ULLY

BELLAMY
MARSHALL

ERNON

DENT

DWARD

MARTINDEL

CHARLES
ATHILDE
UCENIE
URIEL

MEREDITH
BRUNDACE
HOFFMAN

FRANCES

DANA
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Isms

trig
novJ
open market
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Exchanges of ASSOCIATED
NATIONAL PICTURES inc

FIRST

hfS

si

Not

Higher

Quality
Methods

and
Is

Prices

but

Business

Better
Our

Higher

Aim

We

could ask higher prices and probably we could get them,

but we are allied to constructively aid producer, exhibitor
and distributor.
Our constructive aid consists of —
FIRST — Furnishing

the industry with the highest quality

of prints obtainable.
SECOND — Furnishing these prints at prices and terms that
place highest quality within reach of every producer and
distributor.
THIRD — Standardizing the intricate technical requirements necessary in American laboratories so that the
screens of the country can consistently show

the best, both

in quality and durability.
FOURTH — Providing service in the matter of prompt
liveries.
With

de-

these four constructive factors to take care of in our

laboratories we haven't the time, nor the funds, to exploit
stars, directors and producers with costly publicity.

ALLIED

FILM

LABORATORIES

Biograph Company,
807 E. 105th St., New York City.
Burton Holmes Laboratory,
Chicago, 111.
Claremont Film Laboratory, Inc.,
430 Claremont Parkway,
New York City.
Craftsman Film Laboratory,
251 W. 19th St., New York City.
Cromlow Film Laboratory, Inc.
220 W. 42nd St., New York City.
Dobbs Laboratory,
315 E. 48th St., New York City.

Eclipse Film Laboratory,
523 W. 23rd St., New York City.
Erbograph Company,
203 W. 146th St., New York City.
Evans Film Mfg. Co.,
416 W. 216th St., New York City.
Film Developing Corp.,
216 Weehawken St.,
Hoboken, N. J.
Lyman Howe,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Kessel, Nicholas Laboratory,
Fort Lee, N. J.
Kineto Company of America,
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.

ASSOCIATION,

Inc.

National Film Laboratory,
Hudson Heights, New Jersey.
Palisade
Laboratories,
Palisades,
N. J.
Republic Laboratories, Inc.
128 W. 52nd St., New York City.
Rex Laboratory, Inc.
Cliffside, N. J.
Tremont Film Laboratories, Inc.,
1942 Jerome Ave.,
New York City.
William Horsley Laboratory,
6060 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
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Field

Coming

!
a

The

Most

Beautiful Woman
Beautiful

in tke World

in a

Picture

B. P. Schulberg presents

Katherime

"The

B

A Comedy
Directed

MacDonald
in

eauti
Drama

Liar

by George Marion, Jr.;

by Wallace

by Rutk

ful

Worsley;

Wigktman ;

Scenario

Photography

by

Joseph Brotherton; Art Direction by Floyd
Mueller; Art Titles bj) Renaud.
A

First

National

Attraction
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Motion

Picture

News

66

A

That

"All

For

crowds
in

A
at

Woman"
the

breathless

A

Spec-

the

Sweeps

holds

New

A

—

Thing

Marvelous

York

great
Strand

suspense

POWERFUL

CHARACTERIZATION

" A powerful characterization with a great historical and notable theme. Splendidly staged and done with great artistry." — Neil
York Evening Mail.
ACTING

IS POWERFUL

" Splendid and thrilling.
York Tribune.
STRANGELY

Real and powerful acting." — New

FASCINATING

" Should be seen.
Wonderful
— New York Telegraph.
STAGED

moments

WITHOUT

A

PICTURE
strangely fascinating."

FLAW

" A marvelous thing — a tremendous photoplay that sweeps one
along irresistibly. It bristles with the kind of drama that is hard on
the breath.

Acted and staged without a flaw. Remarkably

characterizations.

Superbly

effective scenes.

The

action is so

enthralling one hardly notices the splendid settings." — New
Herald.
VIVID

AND

vivid

York

EXCITING

" A vivid, sweeping, exciting picture- — flaming scenes, beautifully composed and directed." — New

Andrew

J. Callaghan's

York Globe.

presentation

FO

of

December

i J , 1021

Tremendous

Critics
of

unite

action,

and

in praising

exceptional

flaming

Photoplay

99
—Newly
York Heral
d
Irresistib

Along

tator

force
acting

scenes

MARVELOUS

IN

POWER

" Almost marvelous power. Truly magnificent acting. Splendid graphic power with gripping characterization and a wonderful
driving force. Quite the finest that has swept the screen in many
moons. So overwhelming
New York Sun.
A

it is likely to get into your dreams." —

PRODIGIOUS

DRAMA

" Splendid — a more prodigiously dramatic picture than I have
seen in a long time." — New York News.
SPLENDIDLY
" Amazingly

DONE

vivid — splendidly done." — New

SUPERB— DEEPLY

York Journal.

AFFECTING

"A superb and deeply affecting film spectacle; 6000 players in
sweeping scenes which make the mob in this film a distinction. The
climax beggars description." — New
REMARKABLE

York Evening

Telegram.

PRODUCTION

" A remarkable production, intensely dramatic, pictorially
powerful, vivid in characterization, historically impressive and
colorful." — New

York Times.
AN

EXCELLENT

PICTURE

" A film of fine intelligence and dramatic strength — an excellent
picture." — New York World.

A.

A

First National
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No
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They're

industry
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good

small
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is too

Picture

than
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all
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drag-'em-
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MOLLY

in

Just

look

0

Will remind
you of those
delicious biscuits
Mother used to make

Something New
Y 'O
MOLL
The
taste
we know will ju»t »uit you
It's made
of the best that money can buy
That is why
we recommend vou to try

Just
made try
of Molly
the best'O Butter
Eggs -Milk and Flour
by the quality bakers of America
fc».,. Wmxs Ri,

MOLLY

T

^SPECIAL
MOLLY O BISCUIT DISPLAY CARDS

MOLLY O
CARDS

12 "X 18" AND 6"X 7"

are also many other tie-ups, including "Molly O" rompers, petticoats, candy, shoes, music records and albums. Get
a press sheet and get in touch with your exchange at once.
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Franchise

Holders

CHARLES RAPPAPORT
Ideal Theatre, Philadelphia

and

Exhibitors

L. F. BLBMENTHAL
National, Central, Tivoll, Jersey City

Tell

LOUIS BELLINGER
Summit Theatre, West Hoboken

Picture

What

News

The]

IRVING ROSE
Pastime Theatre, Union Hill, N. J.

You can depend on these signed statements from independent exhibitors
/. Fitzgibbons, Regent Theatre, Bayshore, N. Y.
Richard Barthelmess' characterization
of "Tol'able David" has real audience
appeal. With supporting cast and
story, should be a tremendous box
office attraction.

M, Rappaport,
Philadelphia.
Very good picture.

C. F. Hopkins, Wilmer and Vincent
Theatre Co., Harrisburg.
I did not leave a written expression

get his handkerchief ready. The entertainment isas complete as one can
hope to enjoy.

wonderful actor, just as some of his
previous pictures have shown him, and
the photographic work showing the
scenery of the Kentucky hills and valleys is splendid. Whether the story of
" Tol'able David " dealing as it does
almost entirely with a detestable type
of Kentucky Mountaineer, would have
an appeal to the public, is a question,
and I feel sure that the drawing

Ideal Theatre,

Daniel S. Bader, Lincoln Theatre,
Philadelphia.
Marvelous picture. Should go big.
Title means nothing. Suggest another
title. Acting all that could be desired.

I. J. HOFFMAN
Capitol Theatre, Ansonia, Conn.

IrvingHill,
Rose,
Pastime Theatre, Union
N. J.

regarding " Tol'able David " because
I did not want to be hasty in my opinI think that
" Tol'able to
David
shows ion.Richard
Barthelmess
be a"

Harold Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome,
Philadelphia.
Marvelous.
Exciting. Pleasing. In
entertainment everything that a picture should be.
A.

H. B. Varner, Lyric Theatre, Lexington, N. C.
A wonderful picture.

power
of the
title,
" Tol'able
would be
rather
weak.
I failDavid
to see"
anything in the picture that would
send an audience out to tell its friends
to go to see it.

LEWEN PIZOR
Colonial Theatre, PhoenLxvllle

A

First

National

A picture that the most critical and
hardened movie fan will find he has to

John

H. Cook,
Reading, Pa.

Colonial Theatre,

A picture with a punch and sure to
please the public.
Herbert A. Gillman, Dorchester Theatre, Dorchester, Mass.
Richard Barthelmess as Tol'able
David cannot be surpassed. The cast
is excellent and the settings perfection.
A 100 per cent, picture. Will appeal
to the virile loving public.
M. Stiefel, Philadelphia, Penna.
Mr. Barthelmess' acting is very good,
but don't think much of story.

M. STIEFEL
Philadelphia, Penna.

Attraction

HAROLD FRANKLIN
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo

December

Think
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of

Richard

JULES MICHAELS
Regent Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Barthelmess

JOHN H. COOK
Colonial Theatre, Reading:, Pa.

in

"ToUable

A. A. ELLIOTT
Playhouse, Hudson, N. Y.

David99

H. J. SCHAD
Colonial Theatre, Reading, Pa.

They were made after viewing the picture at the Richard B arthelmess adoption dinner.
/.

H. Michaels,
Regent Theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
A truly remarkable picture in every
way.
L 0 w e n P is 0 r, Colonial Theatre,
Phoenixville.
A wonderfully acted picture which
holds the interest throughout. Star
and cast very good. It is bound to
please.
L. F. Blumenthal, National Central
Tivoli, Jersey City.
The sterling acting of Richard Barthelmess isan outstanding feature of
the red-blooded American drama. It
is a story of a go-getter and has a
popular appeal that should make a
good box office attraction.

Louis L. Bollinger, Summit Theatre,
West Hoboken, N. J.
It gives me great pleasure in stating
that to my opinion the acting scenes
and photography is wonderful, story
very good and think that if changes
are made in title more suggestive that
it will be a box-office winner.

W. G. Hartford, Imperial Theatre,
Pawtucket, R. I.
Regarding criticism on Barthelmess'
picture " Tol'able David " as a whole
I consider it a good picture filled
with heart interest, but in my opinion it will not be a box-office attraction. It does not measure up with
Barthelmess' work in " Broken Blossoms " or " Way Down East." The
support was exceptionally good ; types
well chosen ; direction good ; splendid
scenery ; excellent photography. However, with three deaths and one injured for life, it seems to me there
should have been more comedy injected into the picture. The director
missed the opportunity in this respect.
There could have been some good
comedy scenes in the country grocery
store and there was a fine chance to
pull off an old-fashioned rural barn
dance which would in a measure offset the deaths which occur in this picture. This criticism may not be what
you want, but it is a frank expression
of my idea of the picture.

Read them*

Wilmer and Vincent.
Very good picture.
H. J. Schad, Colonial Theatre, Reading, Pa. appeal and a wonderful
Full of heart
Charles Segal, Philadelphia.
punch.
A picture that will touch the hearts of
all. It sure will be a box office winner.
Mr. Richard Barthelmess is some star,
and deserves a lot of credit as well as
Mr. King, the director.
W. S. Ayer, Exeter Theatre, Boston.
Splendid character work but scenes
are held too long in planting atmosphere in first reels which causes picture to drag. After action begins
work and direction fine but too many
gruesome scenes introduced. Picture too morbid throughout. No comedy relief. Do not think type of story
exactly what public wants. Barthelmess does splendid work. In more
pleasant
story think he will prove well
worth while.
Richard Barthelmess in
"Tol'able David" is presented Inc.
by Inspiration
Pictures,
.Story adapted
by Edmund Goulding and
Satthe story
fromPost
KingEvening
Henry urday
Directed
by Hergesheimer.
Henry King;
Joseph
by
photographed by Henry
Cronjager.

DAVID P. SOBLOSKY
Stanley Company, Philadelphia

EARL M. FORTE
Sherwood Theatre, Philadelphia

€therell be a Franchise

DR. HARRY HALL
Rand Strand, Troy, N. Y.

everywhere
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You

Never

Saw

Remarkable

The

Mating

Picture

News

a More

Novelty!

Call!

Strongheart, the wolf dog. hears the mating cry
of the wolf in the silences of the night, and his
pulses atingle with the call of the wild, deserts
his civilized home for the wilderness and the
waiting mate.

H.

O.

DAVIS

presents

"The

Silent

Call"

From the story "The Cross Pull," by Hal G.
Evarts in the Saturday Evening Post — a novel
that thrilled millions.

A

Lawrence

Jane

Murfin

Distributed
First

Trimble

&

Production
by Associated

National

Pictures,

Inc,
ShlYlOEL CJIHANReleased on the open market
Available to all exhibitors

Motion

Regrettable

A

Thursday

AT

which

Morning —

the hour of going to press we are taking it upon ourselves to set right, so far
as we can, the highly sensational story
appears this morning in the New York

the articles convey the impression to the public that an all-embracing combine of producers
and distributors has been formed — for commercial and political purposes — and that Postmaster General Hays has been asked to head it.
*
*
*
simple facts are these: That an ordinary

reorganization of the present National Association isin progress and that Postmaster General Hays has been seriously considered to head
it for the very same reasons that the name of
ex-President Taft was mentioned at the Cleveland convention last year as a possible head of
the Exhibitors' League.
That is all there is to a trade matter which, as
soon as they got an inkling of it, the newspaper
reporters eagerly and naturally jumped to as a
" gigantic movie combine."
The object of the reorganization,

so far as

we know, is simply to make the present Association more comprehensive as to membership,
more active and more influential. Its aims remain unchanged. They are, as before, to promote the good of the industry at large, and defend itagainst unjust legislation, the same kind
of organization in scope and principle as is had
by every other industry in the country. One
main object sought by the new association is
to secure effective co-operation
Vol. XXIV

with the M.

of

Distortion

papers — and probably the Associated Press reports— on the reorganization of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
The newspaper headlines and the terms of

The

New:

Picture

Fact

T. O. A., so that in all outside matters the industry may maintain an effective unity.
^
4?
♦
The trade papers knew of the reorganization
of the National Association some weeks ago.
They considered it best, we feel sure, to wait
until it was in some way perfected so that the
full facts could be given to the trade. In fact,
we are frank to state it was at the suggestion of
this publication for one that, since a few facts
were

generally

known

by hearsay, a letter be

sent to the trade papers asking that any spasmodic news be withheld until the full and authoritative announcement could be made.
Evidently
York

these

letters reached

World — how
*

the

New

or why is inconceivable.
*
*

The thing is exceedingly
the least.

regrettable — to say

We are writing this editorial simply
the exhibitor right in the matter.

to set

This distortion of facts, this sensationalizing
of an ordinary trade story will go to the eager
eyes of every

enemy

of this industry

and

be

used

accordingly. Our friends will be puzzled. The legislator will be more confounded
than ever. The public at large will get another
wrong slant on this industry and its aims.
Why

do we continue

to have a deluge of bad

publicity and no publicity at all that is even
fairly just to the industry?
We have seen fat thrown recklessly in the
fire before but never has it bubbled so much
and so stingingly.

P.
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"SEEING
"What Are You

Doing

IT
to Increase

Picture

News

THROUGH"
Receipts, Gut Down Waste,

Pull Your House Through in Times That Are Not so Good,"
Asked William A. Johnston Editorially. Here Are Some Answers

Motion Picture News offers 14 prizes
for the articles submitted in this contest,
and adjudged best.
First prize — $100.
Second prize — $50.
14 prizes of $5 each.
The contest closes December 14.
Mail articles to Editor, Motion Picture
News.
Work

With a Vim

Just got through reading your editorial
in the News issue of Nov. 26th, and here
is my answer to the question you ask,
" What is it that the exhibitor can do ? "
etc. :
Go to work with a Vim. Work with a
vigor, and the result will be VICTORY.
How do you like it? It tells the story in
every sense just the same.
You have a man down there, Mr. J. S.
Dickerson, who knows me personally, and
he will tell you the sort I am. However,
there is just one addition to the above:
Plain BRAINS and common sense. What
I mean by that is this : Use the brains God
gave him when it comes to buying his merchandise for sale in his theatre. Unless
a man can BUY, and BUY GOOD things
right these days, he is a goner.
In June I formed a company here and
purchased the real estate on which this
theatre is located. It had ruined its former
owners through too liberal buying both in
quantity and price. When the writer started on July 1 st he was immediately confronted with a PACK of contracts which
would have taken several years to fulfil.
However, as is always the case, the film
managers are human and are always willing to listen to reason if you use REASON
with them. I can honestly say that to date
I have NOT found but two exceptions to
this statement out of TWENTY. The result proves that if " a man's a man " he
may expect a man's consideration to his
arguments whether it is in the exhibition
of motion pictures or selling HOOTCH.
For my part I say : Let's stop whining ;
work a little harder and more intelligently,
and we'll all be happy.
I am very sincerely yours,
Ross A. McVoy,
The Temple Theatre, Geneva, N. Y.
Cooperation Needed
Business has been decidedly off the past
summer. There was some unemployment,
and then the people slacked up on buying.
We closed two of our smaller houses,
which reduced expenses some, but in our
larger houses we increased our orchestras

and bought the strongest pictures to be
had. Now, with our winter visitors coming in and our home folks employed, it
looks as though we will have at least a satisfactory winter season.
As to just what the people want in the
way of pictures, I wish I knew. One
thing I do know and that is they want clean
pictures, and that is the only kind I will
book for our houses. There are plenty of
pictures, and good pictures too, so the exhibitor has no trouble in selecting good
programs, but to get them at a price which
thing.
will show a profit to the house is another
Tampa is listed as a city of 51,000 population. When the distributor sets a price
upon a picture for Tampa they base the
price upon that population. They do not
investigate local conditions. They do not
seem to know that Ybor City, with its 18,000 people, is a part of Tampa. The people of Ybor City are mostly Latin, and
they patronize the four theatres over there.
We get very little patronage from that
section. Then we have around 12,000
negroes in Tampa. They have their own
theatres. So, counting the suburbs, we
have about 25,000 people from whom we
must draw our business, instead of the
51,000 we are credited with.
If the distributor would investigate these
local conditions, see what the exhibitor is
up against, and meet him half way, they
would get his friendship and co-operation.
Producers and distributors have large investments and expense, and, of course, are
entitled to a fair return, but we, too, have
large investments and expenses and are entitled to a like return. I want them all to.
make money, but, by golly, we want to
make some money too.
C. D. Cooley,
Consolidated Amustment Co., Tampa,
Florida.
" Stick to the Ship! 99
"Seeing it through " is merely a matter
of making up one's mind and " hopping to
it," so to speak.
As the mariner of old set his sails to
drift along in the sea's " dead calm," so the
exhibitor must adjust his affairs when the
winds of prosperity die down and tranquil
waters separate him from the horizon that
holds
forth promises of successful showmanship.
Possibly it was because I was born and
brought up — and still dwell and am in business-— on the shores of old Lake Erie, that
I pictured myself a vessel master when the
lull of adversity began to loom ; acted accordingly and soon found myself prepared

to cope with the various elements entering
into its make-up, when eventually it became a realization.
The first thing I did, once I was convinced that there was slow sailing ahead,
was to call my " crew " together for a
conference. By my " crew " I mean my
employees; my assistant, cashier, operators, musicians, ushers and others rendering service essential to the operation of my
theatre.
I had an advantage over a great many
exhibitors, I'll admit, for I had a loyal
" crew." I knew it was loyal. In assembling itloyalty was the standard by which
I gauged the various individuals who, from
time to time, had entered my employ.
Everything being as it was, there was
not the slightest semblance of mutiny.
It was agreed in conference that inasmuch as " the old boat " — the theatre, of
course — meant employment — in fact,
" beans and biscuits " — to every one of us,
we would stand together and see her into
the breezes of prosperity regaling the dim
distance.
And that's what we're doing — standing
together.
I have had to cut pay, but in the cutting
I have shared adversity with those directly
affected on a fifty-fifty basis. My employees realize this fact and are making
the best of the situation confronting with
me. The)r smiled when we discussed the
future and decided to stick together. They
are still smiling. And a smile, by the way,
means a lot around a picture theatre. It's
a puller and no mistake.
I have not advanced prices, having felt
— and now feeling — that ten cents for children and thirty cents for adults in the
afternoon, and fifteen cents for the youngsters and thirty-five cents for the grownups in the evening, is fair, in view of the
fact that my theatre has a seating capacity
of 725, and there is, as a rule, plenty of
room. I have lessened the quantity of advertising space in the newspapers consumed ordinarily, but not to any great extent. This action was prompted by not one
but several advances in advertising rates.
There is truly truth in the old saying,
" Advertising pays." It is also true that
there are such things as " judicious advertising " and "injudicious- advertising."
Prevailing " times " have taught me the
difference.
While I have found it necessary to
lower the standard of my house somewhat
—more
that often
is, present
" cheaper
than the
I would
under" pictures
normal
conditions — I have given the very best I
could afford at all times, and, having se-
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WHAT

SOME

ARE

DOING

Keeping Away from High Priced Specials — Running the
Good Features That Were Put Out a Year or so Ago
and
Advertising
Are
Some of the
Methods Used

lected deliberately and carefully, rejoice
today in the knowledge that the public
looks to my theatres instead of to my competitors for " quality."
I have exercised ordinary business judgment in the management of my theatre. I
have saved here and there without detracting from the pleasure-affording propensities of my presentations.
Most managers would be surprised to
know just what can be saved if saving is
resorted to in earnest. For instance, very
often a penny postal card or a sheet of
paper, an envelope, a two-cent stamp and
a little energy, will bring the same results
as a one dollar telephone message or a
fifty-cent night letter or telegram.
A little bit of the business judgment that
one would exercise in the running of a
meat market or a dry goods store, will see
most any exhibitor through the " calm "
from which I believe we are emerging.
I might write on, but what's the use?
" Seeing it through " will eventually be
consummated if the exhibitor will but —
Keep a stiff upper lip !
Use ordinary horse sense !
Stay at the helm !
Smile, and —
Sail on !
George J. Schade.
Schade Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio.
Play to the Family
Eliminate filth and substitute in its stead
clean, wholesome pictures that the entire
family may enjoy.
In our theatre we have shown nothing
but clean pictures of the highest possible
type. I was told it could not be done ;
that we must pander to the tastes of the
sensual and the depraved. I was of the
belief that the public was sick and tired of
the sex appeal and wanted something clean
and wholesome. I have used such features
as " The Queen of Sheba," " The Toreador," "A Connecticut Yankee," and pictures of that type with startling success.
For the first time since the Liberty theatre
was built we have played to capacity
houses each night and have been compelled time and again to play . continuous
shows instead of following our usual policy of matinee and night performances in
order to care for the crowds. This no
buncombe; it's the truth, and merely is
cited to show what can be done by exhibitors who will stop to consider that mothers and fathers want pictures which they
are not afraid or ashamed to have their
growing children view. I believe a better
day is in store for motion pictures everywhere as a result of the campaign to eliminate filth, and I am sure that in our the-

atre no picture ever will be shown which
could possibly offend any one.
The exchange man and the producer
should always place himself mentally in
the position of the exhibitor. He should
ask this question of himself : " Will this
picture appeal to men, women and children
from every angle? Is it a picture which
will enhance the reputation of the house? "
If the answer to both is not " Yes " then
he should reject that offering.
Advertising from a selective standpoint
— that is, using care and a careful checking system to determine the best mediums
is another plan. I want the papers which
reach the homes, the papers which are read
after the dinner hour and which are so
reliable that their reviews of my pictures
are taken for gospel in those homes. If I
show a bad picture — and perhaps one is
liable to creep in- — by bad I mean one
which lacks appeal — I want the critics of
the daily newspapers to frankly say so.
For when the public learns that they are
telling the truth and are not hired press
agents a favorable criticism from them
means many dollars to our house.
Harry Green man,
Mgr. Fox's Liberty
Theatre,Mo.
St. Louis,
Plugging the Leaks
The Garfield theatre, a neighborhood
theater of 700 seats catering to a family
trade with an admission price 17c, children
lie, and on special big features an admission price of 22c, is successfully " seeing
it Despite
through."constantly encroaching competition, the attendance at the Garfield is ever
on the increase. On every side at varying
distances the Garfield is surrounded by the
stiffest of competition, but still it keeps its
place in the hearts of the west side residents. Patronage remains faithful because
no detail is overlooked in catering to their
wants. A mailing list of 1,200 names
sends a program to their mail box every
Monday morning. Patrons are invited by
an announcement on the screen to get on
the program mailing list.
For the men patrons who do not like
to throw away the greater part of a good
cigar we have a checking receptacle in the
lobby to place their cigar in till they leave.
Also beside the " Check Your Cigar " container isa box of matches for their convenience.
Every Wednesday is " Jazz Night," and
this always attracts capacity business and
draws all the young folks. Jazz Night we
show a feature and have a 25-minute Jazz
Frolic, consisting of jazz music, comedy,

singing and dancing.
Look back over the big pictures from
two to four years ago, such as " Miracle
Man," " Mickey," Talmadge features. Pick
them out and run one or two of them a
ning.
week and see if they do not draw better
than some of the late releases you are runPick four good comedies from those
made by Keaton, Semon, Sennett, Cook,
Chaplin, Lloyd, Al St. John, Johnny Hines
or Lloyd Hamilton and run an " All Comery Night." It does not cost any more
than a regular feature show and it is something different and draws all of the comedy fans and gives you a special night
about once a month.
For the children have a " Serial Club "
with some gift or prize to those who attend
every episode. A children's "Candy Matinee " also draws good. Here in Chicago
we buy a box containing five molasses
kisses for one and three-fourths cents each
in 250 lots.
Stimulate community interest and bring
residents of your neighborhood to your
corner as frequently as possible. Talk to
your neighborhood merchants and have
them increase the illumination in their
show windows and change their window
display at least once a week.
Last but not least, keep these three
words on the end of your tongue for all
who ask : " Business is good." And have
your local merchants remember the same
slogan.
Charles H. Ryan,
Garfield Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Go Strong on Advertising
The writer has only recently taken over
the directorship of this theatre from the
Allen's Capitol at Cleveland, where he resigned to come here. After looking over
the ground and the possibilities he decided
to make the jump. The theatre is situated
on the dividing line between Windsor and
Walkerville, across the river from Detroit.
On Sundays the people go over the river
for their amusements. In many cases they
see features long before they are released
here ; in other cases we get pre-lease over
Detroit. Business conditions are bad.
Contracts were immediately made for a
second run on the big specials and the patrons were advised that all the big pictures
worth while would be shown at the Walkerville. The scale is 25 cents and 35
cents, practically the same as at most
houses. I paid prices for film subjects far
below what the house had in previous days.
I reduced the newspaper bill about 25 per
cent and (Continued
used that amount
house adverto pagefor3184)
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Business "Picking Up"
Buffalo Territory

Motion

The evil of " bicycling " was discussed
by Archie Moses, manager of the Buffalo
R-C pictures Corporation exchange, who
said that much of it was going on in Rochester, Syracuse and Binghamton. W. A.
V. Mack, Pathe chief, talked on co-operation among the salesmen. Henry W.
Kahn, manager of the Metro office, discussed the growth of the club and predicted that every exchange in Buffalo
would be a member in six months.

Maryland's Censor Board
Now Under Fire
In Maryland the board of censors is the
object of considerable discussion at the
present time. On the one hand are the
" pro's " who insist that the board must
continue as a necessary welfare factor ; on
the other side there appears to be a large
number who — to quote an editorial in the
Baltimore Evening Sun — " rage and roar
that the joy has been taken out of the
movies as well as out of life generally by
the moralists." Commenting on the situation, the Baltimore Evening Sun writes
in part as follows :
" Censorships over the moralitj of this
or that are like that — nobody agrees about
where the line should be drawn except the
censor. To a certain type of mind a real
picture of Adam and Eve in the Garden of
Eden would be shockingly obscene, and
a picture of the Venus de Milo should be
barred from the mails unless the statue
was taken in a shirtwaist and skirt. At
the other extreme are the prurient-minded,
to whom the vilest pictures are the most
entertaining. Fortunately, the latter are
in such minority that it would not pay
to cater to them even were it allowed.
" W hile there is a large proportion of
movie fans who like to see something more
or less spicy, it is also true that the great
majority do a good bit of censoring on
their own account. Censorships of all
kinds are as a rule inordinatelv stupid.
There should be no place for them in
decent and intelligent America."

New*

Iowa M. P. T. O. in Drive
for 100% Membership

in

Members of the F.I.L.M. Club of Buffalo are looking to the future with confidence. At the big get-together meeting of
the organization in the Hotel Iroquois last
week every speaker told of a general "picking up " in all parts of the territory, and a
quick return to normalcy was predicted.
One speaker, who is an exhibitor as wellas an exchange man, declared that records
at his theatre showed a 30 per cent increase over last year's receipts.
Allan S. Moritz, president and manager
of the Buffalo Paramount office, presided.
Mr. Moritz discussed the reorganization
of the club and the excellent results which
were being obtained in the campaign to
better relations between exhibitor and distributor.

Picture

Word from the Iowa Division of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America advises that a state-wide campaign has
been launched with a view to enroll every
independent exhibitor operating in Iowa as
a member of the organization. The camHugo Ballin and George S. Helhnan of
Hugo Ballin Productions
Shubert-Ballin

Discussion

anre rtNews
nounced in Moti
Shube
agoonLeePictu
weeks
TWO
a vaudeville service for exhibitors.
In his announcement, Mr. Shubert declared this service would help " to bolster
ing business," and he also
up
their
d the
volunteeredroop
opinion that the day of
the motion-picture as a complete entertainment had passed. Last week Hugo Ballin,
the producer, made reply with a view to
proving that the picture was entirely adequate by itself to furnish satisfactory entertainment. This week, Mr. Ballin goes a
step farther and recommends to Mr.
Shubert the use of the motion-picture in
vaudeville houses as highly beneficial to
the business of the variety houses. Mr.
Ballin writes:
" My dear Mr. Shubert:
" The Loew,
scores Mr.
of theatres
F. Keith,
Marcus
Proctor, operated
Mr. Fox byandB.those
other
gentlemen, who, with you, now constitute the most
powerful operators of variety theatres in the world,
launched these enterprises with vaudeville as the sole
attraction. That motion pictures were later introduced
into the programs of these theatres was neither an
accident nor caused by any desire on the part of the
propiieiois to lengthen their bills.
" Motion
picturesbusiness
were introduced
houses
to stimulate
and attract into
greatervaudeville
crowds.
And, turefrom
being
the
added
attraction,
the
has become the feature attraction. motion picMotion pictures,
my dear
Mr. Shubert,
are what
all" vaudeville
houses need
to stimulate
business.
The
motion picture business at present does not present
its most flourishing aspect; nor do the legitimate and
variety angles of the theatrical business, though we
realize the fact that these businesses are suffering much
less than 95 per cent of other industries, reacting from
war-time over-inflation.
suggest
motion ispicture
exhibitors
to "useHowever,
vaudevilleto to
attracttobusiness
not good
policy
for this reason:
" The exhibitor has attracted his clientelle because
he shows pictures. His patrons come to see just that
— pictures. On the other hand, visiting the vaudeville
theatre, the patron looks forward to and expects the
utmost variety for the fare presented to him. If there
is a picture on the bill, the attraction becomes much
greaterotherproportionately
than incidentally
merely the addition
anvaudeville act (which
might costof the
showman even more money) to a seven or eight act
variety bill.
" You see, Mr. Shubert, the vaudeville man has a
much tiongreater
derivepicture
from has
employing
the mopicture thanprofit
fhe to
motion
from employing
the vaudeville booking agent.
" Inpears ain thestatement
issued Picture
by yourTrade
office,Publications,
which apcurrent Motion
you cite, as instruments used by the exhibitor for
greater patronage, Miss Theda Bara, drawing, you say,
$3,000 per week, and Victor Herbert, whose price you
quote as $1,500 per week. You see, Mr. Shubert, the
motion picture exhibitors in these instances have drawn
upon people interested, primarily, in a motion picture
personality
— andfor itthemight
not stage
be a and
bad an
ideaoutstanding
to recruit
more of them
variety
figure in the music world. This does not impress your
point, Mr. Shubert.
"Frankly, your letter and article interested me extremely.' Any suggestion that would help the motion
picture exhibitor's
to be
carefully
sidered, and, offeredbusiness,
as such,is Ionethink
I may
speak confor
the industry in acknowledging it cordially.
"
Now,
Mr.
Shubert,
may
I
ask
you
to
consider
suggestion of my own? It is known that the oresenta
vaudeville
tremendous
Differentto
factions are'competition
using everyis ameans
at theirone.
command
attract business. I am absolutely confident that the
motion picture judiciously chosen and exploited, as it
would be by the various companies from which you
draw your attractions, would benefit you.
" Doright
notcondemnation
think that
my attitudeas bespeaks
downof vaudeville
a motion a picture
Cordially,
theatre stimulant. " Like
every other fair-minded man,
I am open to conviction — as I am certain you must be.
" HUGO BALLIN."

paign was decided upon atona meeting
of '
the executive-committee
November
20th at the Savory Hotel, Des Moines.
The drive is proceeding by Congressional
districts with an executive committee
trict.
member in charge of the work in each dis-1
Phil. A. Schlumberger of Denison resigned from the executive committee in^
favor of A. J. Johnson of Ft. Dodge ow-i
ing to the presence of two members in the
same district.
Those present at the Des Moines meeting, November 20th, included J. C. Duncan, Thomas A. Brown, M. R. Tournier,
Eller Metzger, Dr. J. W. Pence, Alexander Frank, A. J. Deibold, W. E. Waterhouse. George Cruzen, B. I. YanDyke and
P. A. Schlumberger.

Radical

Changes in Minneapolis Theatre World

Rumors of startling changes in the theatrical "world in Minneapolis the first of
the year were confirmed recently by I. H.
Ruben of the Finkelstein and Ruben enterprises who returned from a five weeks
conference with leading theatrical men at
New York.
According to reports. Minneapolis is
all set to take her part in the war which
is destined to spread over the entire country, instigated by the Shubert interests.
According to Mr. Ruben, the State theanewesttheatre
pictureat house
and
sistertre,toMinneapolis'
the Capitol
St. Paul,
will show one Shubert headline vaudeville
act even,- week in addition to the regular
film program, commencing January 1.
Later the Shubert vaudeville bills will be
presented at either the Shubert theatre
now featuring a stock company, or at the
Xew Garrick theatre, at present a motion
picture house. The New Lyric is also
being considered for either stock or the
vaudeville and the Lyric, will be closed to
determine the advisability of remodeling
it for stock or vaudeville.
New policies will be inaugurated at all
the downtown first run picture houses of
which. Finkelstein and Ruben control the
majority. The first entire Shubert bill will
come into the city February- 1. The Capitol theatre at St. Paul will play the same
acts that run at the Minneapolis State and
the New Garrick. St. Paul, now a picture
theatre will eventually house the Shubert
vaudeville.
The fight has been prompted through
the encroachment of the movie interests by
the
said. Keith and Orpheum interests, it is
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of Franchise-Holders
Togethers
GetFirst Nat'l Exhibitors of Washington, Detroit and
s
the three
delegates to the Chicago convenSan Francisco Hear Delegates' Report
NaFirst
of
tion,
were on the floor explaining in every
"
ers lders were held
ogethise-ho
get-tfranch
LOCAL "tional
Clean-up Week
detail just how their matters were handled
last week in Washington, Detroit,
With what is said to be the laudable
and what plans the organization had for
and San Francisco. At each of the meetthe future.
rs and promidesire of leading exhibito
New
Greater
the
in
men
exchange
nent
ings the delegates who attended the recent
York and Northern New Jersey zone to
The Michigan Advisory Board, comnational " get-together " at Chicago, subclean up all pending grievances affecting
posed of five members, was then elected.
mitted reports of the proceedings at the
before
service
or
dates
money, credit,
The following members were chosen for
ee
the
from
committ
a
Day
Year's
New
Chicago gathering and endorsed the deF. I. L. M. Club of New York City has
the board : James C. Ritter, Rialto, Decisions arrived at during the sessions
troitJoseph
;
R. Denniston, Family, Moninaugur
and 31." Clean Up Week " December 24 ated
there. Advisory boards were appointed
roe ;Glen Cross, Regent, Battle Creek ;
William Marsh is chairman and his
at each of the local meetings to deal diA. J. Kleist, Jr., Oakland, Pontiac ; George
associates on the committee are Charles
rectly with the First National home-office
Rosenzweig, John A. Hammell, S. H.
in New York on all matters calling for
W. Trendle, Kunsky Theatrical EnterFabian and I. Schmertz.
adjustment between the executive officers
prises, Detroit.
Hundreds of placards are already on
A resolution was passed asking the
and the individual franchise-holders. In
display in all the exchanges of Greater
home-office to approve or reject playing
New York with the following announceeach instance, the meetings adopted resoment: "Everybody's Clean Up Week,
contracts within 10 days from the date of
lutions of confidence in and endorsement
December
24 and 31."
of the officers and executive committee of
signing, in order to avoid embarrassment
Fifty thousand
gummed stickers are
First National.
to both the exhibitor and the exchange.
being sent to every film exchange to be
affixed on all envelopes carrying correNearly fifty franchise holders from
spondence or invoices to theatres or exThe
regional franchise
" get-together
" ofwasNorthern California
holders
held
changes.
Maryland, Virginia and the District of
Columbia assembled on November 29th at
Nov. 29 at San Francisco. The advisory
The exchanges are all receiving letters
from the committee urging that if they
the Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C,
board appointed consists of the following :
owe any money, credit or service to any
Oliver Kehrlein, Kinema theatre, Fresno,
answering the call of Guy L. Wonders,
theatre that they should meet the exhibichairman ; Robert McNeil, New Lyceum
Thomas D. Goldberg and Frank Durkee,
tor more than half way in the endeavor
to clean up all trade grievances in the
theatre, San Francisco ; Will Krahn,
delegates to Chicago. Harry M. Crandall,
last week of the year so as to start 1922
Chimes theatre, Oakland ; George Mann,
as temporary chairman, opened the meetwith a clean slate.
Rialto
theatre, Eureka; C. C. Griffin, New
ing after luncheon, and turned the chair
Every theatre in this territory will also
Piedmont theatre, Oakland ; Ellis J.
receive communications from this comover to Mr. Wonders. Telegrams of welmittee asking them to square all money,
Arkush, Stanford theatre, Paloalto, Joseph
come were read from J. D. Williams,
credit or dates before New Years.
Harry Schwalbe, Al Lichtman, Paul C.
Bauer, Wigwam theatre, San Francisco.
CharlesPicture
L. O'Reilly,
the
Mooney and James R. Grainger.
Motion
Theatre President
Owners ofof New
Sam Y. Edwards, manager of the San
Then Frank Durkee arose to make his
York State, is said to have declared that
Francisco exchange, called the meeting to
he is for anything that will enable every
report to his fellow franchise holders. He
order and introduced Roy Hall, general
theatre owner to eliminate trade grievances and start 1922 with all decks
manager of Turner & Dahnken, main
told in detail how the " Get Together " at
cleared for action.
franchise holder in the San Francisco terChicago had been conducted. He exWilliam Brandt, President of the Theplained the workings of the sectional meetritory, the temporary chairman, who
atre Owners'
Chamber
of the
Commerce,
is
ings, the open and unconditional manner
pointed out the benefits that would accrue
reported
to
have
said
that
committee
in which their reports were presented to
could count upon his enthusiastic co-operfrom the carrying out of the " get-together
the executive committee on the floor of
ation.
spirit " in the future. He then relinSydney S. Cohen, National President
the general meeting, and declared the
quished his post to P. J. Hanlon, of Valof
the
Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners
executive committee had endeavored to
leys, chosen permanent chairman.
of America, has always emphasized the
answer frankly and explain every question
The reports of the three delegates to the
necessity of eliminating trade grievances
within the trade.
and problem laid before them.
Chicago meeting, C. C. Griffin, Joseph
I. E. Chadwick, President of the F. I.
Bauer and Ellis J. Arkush, were then
" There was not a delegate that did not
L. M. Club of New York City, said that
heard.
express
himself
as
100%
satisfied,"
said
he could conceive of no happier New
Mr. Durkee.
Year than the knowledge that all pendEach of the three speakers was called
ing grievances between theatres and exHarry Crandall gave the exhibitors
upon to answer numerous questions shot
changes would be settled during "Clean
present a detailed account of how negotiaat them by those in attendance, and all
Up Week," December 24 and 31 .
tions with producers were carried on and
were answered to the complete satisfaction
how exhibition values are arrived at, in
of the franchise holders.
Wednesday,
December
1st
at
the
Hotel
order to give the franchise holders a clear
Following the addresses, the delegates
Statler, Detroit. Exhibitors from every
understanding of the numerous difficulties
section of the state were on hand, and only resolved unanimously that a vote of confiencountered all along the line by the execa comparatively small number were
dence and thanks be given to Messrs. Grifutive committee in endeavoring to make
fin, Bauer and Arkush, for their successful
sound and practical so revolutionary a obliged to wire their regrets at being unhandling of the affairs of the Northern
able to get away from business in their
plan as the First National one, with the
sections.
California franchise holders, and to Manminimum amount of friction and dissatisager Edwards and his staff for their work
George
W.
Trendle,
general
manager
faction for everybody concerned.
The Washington meeting elected the and attorney for John H. Kunsky, original
following members to the Advisory Board : franchise holder in Michigan, presided at
City Council Bans Showing
For Virginia, Jake Wells of Richmond and
the meeting, which lasted from 11 o'clock
of Clara Hamon
Picture
in the morning until 4 :30 in the afterE. P. Wine of Harrisburg; for Marynoon,
with
a
luncheon
at
noon.
Following
the
announcement
of a local
land, Frank Durkee of Baltimore, Guy
theatre in Ardmore, Okla., that the Clara
Wonders of Baltimore, and H. Clay Evans
James C. Ritter, of the Rialto theatre,
Detroit ; W. S. Butterfield, president of Smith Hamon picture, " Fate," would be
of Lonaconing ; for the District of Colshown there, the City Council of Ardmore
umbia, William C. Murphy and Harry M. the Bijou Theatrical Circuit, with headCrandall.
quarters at Battle Creek and Joseph R. met and issued an order prohibiting the
exhibition of this picture in the city.
Denniston of the Family theatre, Monroe,
The Michigan franchise holders met on
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Motion

Picture

News

than it will for pictures. If the Shuberts extend their activities to the small town, the theatres may find there a means of continuing in
I
LETTERS
FROM
OUR
READERS
I
business. If this fails, and the producer does
not recede from his exorbitant demands for
I
ON
TIMELY
TOPICS
| pictures, there'll be more closed theatres in the
IniiiiiiiiiiiimniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiMiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii icniiiiiitiniitniiiiuiiiiinfuimmiminiBmmiHinifiminimnmmnfnnfitiiiimiiniK iiiiiiiiiniiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuiiii inn m United States in the next six months than there
are " boobs " in New
VeryYork.
truly,
rental of FIFTY DOLLARS for pictures made
Mr. W. A. Johnson,
E. W. Collins,
by the same stars.
Editor, Motion Picture News,
Grand
theatre,
Jonesboro,
Arkansas.
The
colossal
gall
of
a
producer
to
want
to
New York City.
butt
a
bare
print,
which
cost
less
than
five
Dear Sir :—
Editor, Motion Picture News,
I realize that advertising is the source of hundred dollars against an investment of sev729 Seventh Avenue,
enty-five
thousand
dollars
which
is
represented
livelihood of every trade journal and that the by the theatre. The proper percentage basis,
New York City, N. Y.
producers are also the advertisers. Unfortuwithout
a
guarantee,
would
be
seventy-thirty,
nately, this must always be so. No one could
Dear
Sir :result
—
with the seventy going to the house.
As the
of a spirited discussion held at
expect a trade journal to alienate its principal
Another producer has made about four good
the
last
meeting
of the Motion Picture Direcsource of revenue. I would not expect it, but
pictures in the past five years. These four he
tors' Association, I have been instructed to
it is time that some trade journal, with the
write you this letter.
produced in the last year. After forccourage of its convictions, poured a volley into has ingonly
a New York run for two or three of these
The Motion Picture Directors' Association
the trenches of those leeches who are bleeding
he sends his salesmen out to book these on a feels that it would be to the material advantage
the small exhibitor white.
percentage basis, provided the exhibitor will buy of the industry if certain extravagant and unGreed is not peculiar to the producer. The
two unknown pictures at prices four times
necessary phases of motion picture presentation
artists first contracted it and caused the first greater than he has been paying for the pictures
were curtailed.
advance in admission prices. They still suffer
We mean specifically:
of the same stars. IF YOU DON'T BUY
with it. The exhibitors have also, in many
1. Atmospheric prologues,
THESE
YOU
CAN'T
EVEN
BOOK
THE
cases, succumbed to the disease but the real BIG ONE ON PERCENTAGE. I believe they
2. Vaudeville numbers,
heavyweight champions of the greedy class are
3. Expensive orchestras.
used to call the grocer who compelled you to
the producers and their distributing units.
buy ten dollars worth of groceries to get ten
In almost all the larger cities of the United
There is no profit in abusing the men higher
pounds of sugar during the sugar shortage, a
up. I have always refrained from it but greed
profiteer. If he was a profiteer, what term will States, first-run theatre managers have gradually added theatrical features to their feature
is becoming a real threat to the continued exdescribe this producer?
entertainment until today in many instances the
istence of the small exhibitor.
Franchise, sub-franchise, group-bookings.
theatrical entertainment overshadows the feaThose are the pet names for the new grafts.
During the " mad " days when money was
tured photodrama of the program. This condiplentiful and everyone was eagerly seeking a If you tell them you cannot pay those rentals
tion is a serious menace to any further advances
place to spend it, the small town theatre made
and continue to exist, they advise you to " raise in motion picture production.
a profit. Not a big profit, but quite satisfactory.
prices " when about one out of every ten of
Film rentals were doubled, tripled, quadrupled
In the first place it is subtly impressing a certhem is good enough to satisfy your patrons at
tain class of our public with the thought that
and in many cases they were multiplied ten or program prices.
twelve times, until today we are paying more
Picture prices must stay down if it is to re- the play is not the thing but that the trimmings
for a two-reel comedy than we formerly paid for
main the popular entertainment it has grown to are. In other words it is belittling the importance of the photoplay upon which the entire
a good five-reel feature.
be. The exhibitor seems to be the only one
industry has builded.
In spite of this, he had something left at the who realizes this. National advertising camIn the second place, added numbers often
end of each week as money was then the cheappaigns costing small fortunes, which the protake up so much of the program time that the
est thing on earth.
ducer collects from the exhibitor in increased
W hen the slump came the price of commodifeature picture is "raced" by the projectionist
rentals, have got to stop. Million dollar conin order to maintain a timetable schedule. This
ties receded. We, of the small towns, had
tracts to a few screen favorites must be elimworks grevious injustice alike to audience and
many high-priced pictures under contract and
inated. The so-called "BIG PICTURES" at to author, director and players.
played them in the face of certain loss because
legitimate theatre prices has got to stop. Crazy
In the third place, this custom is increasing
we had to do it or loss our deposits. We bore
directors who spend fortunes in making a picthese losses, happy in the thought that the proture that gives no better satisfaction than the the cost of exhibition to such a prohibitive
figure that many exhibitors are forced out of
ducers would be ready to recognize conditions
old program feature must be eliminated from
business by the loss they must sustain, and
the industry. Sanity must return and return
when it came time to make new contra-ts, and
reduce rentals in proportion to the loss in our
quickly if the motion picture industry is to admission prices are increased to such extent
gross receipts. Did they do this? Ask any man
weather the storm of hard times. The little that we lose an important and intelligent — but
economical — portion of our public.
who has tried to buy pictures. WE HAVE NO
exhibitor is the foundation of the industry. He
RECORD OF A SINGLE EXCHANGE
In the opinion of this association, whose memhas got to be considered. Rentals have got to
bers are dedicating their lives to the betterWHICH WAS WILLING TO RENEW CONcome down to a point where the small town can
TRACTS FOR THE SAME HIGH PRICES
ment of motion pictures, the over-elaborate probuy
the
big
pictures
while
they
are
worth
runWE PAID WHEN BUSINESS WAS AT ITS
logue isa useless adjunct to the feature picture,
ning. If they do not, then the little exhibitor is
PEAK. Every one of them demanded an in- going to close up shop and open a Bevo joint or often even destroying dramatic effect and turncrease of from fifteen to fifty per cent over the some other legitimate undertaking that is not
ing the climax to anti-climax; the place for
vaudeville is in the vaudeville house, and the
dictated to by hogs.
highest rentals the industry had ever known.
A close check reveals the fact that we paid
Our firm has had, for years, a reputation for greater portion of the picture-going public prefers its motion picture comedy and drama
out almost sixty per cent of our gross receipts
being eminently fair with all exchanges. We
last year in film rentals. How can any theatre
have never presumed upon the fact that we had
" straight " ; and while the musical accompaniexist in the face of heavy overhead expenses,
ment is an invaluable part of picture presentaa " closed town " to force the exchange to sell
high advertising costs and grinding taxes, on
tion and is working wonders in furthering musitheir pictures to us at a small figure. We
cal culture in this country, expensive orchestras
forty per cent of his gross?
wanted the best and newest productions and
were willing to pay for them so long as the are unnecessary and often in poor taste.
As an example : We recently applied for quotations on three of the successful pictures of the price was within reason, but now we cannot even
The Motion Picture Directors' Association
believes that these theatrical features have been
year. We were informed that they would play buy a picture until it has been worn threadbare.
brought to become such an important part in
The splendid reputation we have built up with
us for FIFTY FER CENT of the gross receipts.provided we would GUARANTEE THEM
American picture programs through a mistaken
our patrons is being jeopardized by the proTWELVE HUNDRED DOLLARS AS THEIR
sense of showmanship and in some cases mere
ducer's
greed.
We
offer
the
very
top
dollar
at
SHARE FOR EACH OF THESE PICTURES.
which we can hope to make money and they personal rivalry between managers. We believe
We have never grossed twelve hundred dollars
laugh at us. Where are we to turn? There is that extravagant presentation is futile because it
in any week in this town with the best located
does not increase the attractiveness of motion
but one hope, Shubert Vaudeville.
house we have. In order to get either of these
When the price of admission gets above a pictures to the general public
Sincerely yours,
productions we would have to guarantee them
certain figure the public of small towns will
more for their share than we have ever done in not pay it. Today it is possible to buy a good
Wm. D. Taylor.
President,
an entire week with four different pictures.
vaudeville bill for what good pictures will cost
And up to the present we have been paying a and the public will pay more for vaudeville
Motion Picture Directors' Association.
^illlllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'ltllh.lilllllllllllllllllh.;!!!!:1:!:!!!!. IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIUUIMIW^
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Normalcy

Coming

Quicker

Than

Was

Expected

By R. S. Cole,
President of R-C Pictures Corporation

the various earning statements for
corporations are being published it
is no doubt causing quite a little surprise when it is realized that business is
coming back much more quickly than those
not on the inside had realized. No better
indication of this is the surprise given Wall
Street when the quarterly statement ending
September for the United States Steel
Corporation was made public.
The moving picture industry is also
slowly but steadily "coming back." There
is no question but that the industry went
through a most trying period during the
last few months, especially during June,
July and August. While these months are
always bad in the motion picture industry,
they w ere especially bad during the present
year.
There were many reasons for this,
chiefly due, however, to the added business depression and the resultant fright
which always accompanies such depression, which seriously affected the attendance at the theatres. A little encouragement in the downward direction caused
a great many theatre owners throughout
America to either close their theatres or
to run them on short time. The "short
time" movement was far in excess of any
similar reduction of playing dates during
recent years. Many exhibitors went into
the market for the cheapest, most mediocre pictures attainable, with a view to cutting down their expenditures to an irreducible minimum, with the result that
the patrons, accustomed to better entertainment, remained away.
It is a well known advertising slogan
that when business is bad and times are
bad, a big advertising campaign should
be inaugurated and carried through — not
AS

Universities
Course

R. S. Cole
when times are good, when such intensive
effort is not necessary. But many moving picture exhibitors evidently overlooked
this idea which might be considered a
parallel in connection with the cla'ss of
product they should have offered their
patrons, and the result was that their
action invited further depreciation of
their earnings, and in the same proportion must have affected the earnings of
all producing organizations, owing to the
demand for their product being so seriously curtailed during the full period.
No doubt the various motion picture
producing organizations have gone through

Recognizing

a very trying period, but a great deal of
good has come out of conditions which
were forced upon them. This good has
come through a proper readjustment of
production plans, production costs, etc.
and except where their financial position
had been in jeopardy, such corporations
are now gradually seeing the benefits of
the changes which were made, and the
steady return toward normal business.
W hen it is considered that approximately 20,000,000 people attend motion
picture theatres daily in America, with a
daily box-office income of $4,000,000, it
can be realized that the motion picture
industry long ago advanced to a position
of permanency in the business world, and
today occupies the position of fourth or
fifth biggest industry in America. A
volume of business to that extent having
been created, must necessarily continue,
and while the return to normal conditions
will doubtless be a little slower this year
as compared with other years in view of
the extraordinary depression during the
summer season, there is nothing that I
can see which foretells anything but a very
satisfactory return to normalcy, to such
corporations as may be operating on conservative but constructive lines.
There is no question but that when the
condition of "closer cooperation between
the exhibitors and the producers, which
is' being earnestly sought, is brought about,
the effect on the industry as a whole will
be most pronounced. Nevertheless, every
indication from the beginning of the fall
season, presumably beginning about Labor
Day, points to a continuation of the
progress which this industry has made —
perhaps
so meteoric — but nevertheless,
safe and notsound.

Power

of

Screen

in Production at Columbia; Faculties Favorable
to Film as Educational Force
to the film as an educational medium in Columbia class, and has accepted. William
the motion-picture industry
THAT
the classroom.
Farnum also will talk to the students in
is winning recognition among leadthe near future.
ing universities of the country as
The course at Columbia University was
a dignified profession and powerful eduestablished this autumn with thirty-three
"Motion pictures certainly do move,"
cational medium is demonstrated in restudents enrolled and it has been so sucsaid Mr. Brenon in accepting the Columbia
ports being received by Motion Picture
cessful to date that the University has de- invitation. "It was only twelve years
News from various sources. Columbia
cided to extend it for another term and
ago, when the industry was very young,
University, one of the leading collegiate
has invited Professor Rogers to remain.
that I took my company to a certain
It is likely to become a fixed course.
institutions of the East, only recently escollege for the purpose of shooting a few
The students are taught everything in scenes on the campus. I was not only
tablished acourse in motion-picture production with Rowland Rogers, formerly
ordered off the place, but threatened with
the technical line of production,- from
lights to camera and direction. It is the
arrest as a trespasser if I attempted it
production-manager of the Bray studios,
in charge. From Chicago comes word
plan that eventually they will have a studio
that Grace Partridge Smith, associated
of their own and make their own pic- again.
"And last week," he continued, "I had
with the University of Iowa, has received
tures. Up-to-date the class has been
the pleasure of receiving an invitation
in response to a questionnaire, recently
making use of the William Fox studios in from that same college to go up there and
New York City.
sent out by her to the leading Universities
make a two-reel picture of their activiHerbert Brenon, Fox director, has been
of the country, assurances that the faculties. Of course I shall accept. Now
invited
to
deliver
a
lecture
before
the
ties questioned are in the main "favorable"
{Continued on page 3184 ")
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Incorporations in N. Y.
in 1921 Probable

A total of 33 companies, representing a
capitalization of $1,563,500, were incorporated in the motion picture business in
New York state during the month of November, as compared to 28 companies,
having a capitalization of $1,452,500,
which were incorporated in this state during the previous month.
Up to December 1, there had been incorporated inNew York state this year,
a total of 422 motion picture companies.
These represent an aggregate capitalization amounting to $26,015,300.
It was noticeable that the records in the
state corporation bureau for November
show that not a single one of the companies incorporating was located outside
of New York City, or the immediate vicinity. While the capitalization run somewhat lower than in times past, there is,
however, a distinct atmosphere of improvement shown in the general trend of
business, as indicated by the increase in
the number of incorporations of all sort in
the state, and of which the motion picture
industry is a part.
It is thought that the year's totals will
show approximately 500 companies as having been formed and incorporated in New
York state this year and that the capitalization of these will come close to the thirty
million dollar mark.
Street

Corner

Movies

Aid

"Mail Early " Campaign
The Post Office Department is making
use of the screen this year to spread the
doctrine of their Christmas " Mail Early "
campaign. In Washington, D. C, the
postmaster is making use of street projection machines and a screen, which are carried in motor trucks. Converts are made
at street-corner showings of pictures.

of
Movie Chat
Urban Theatre
THEthe "Official
Motion Picture
Owners
of America " means that Charles Urban
will produce and the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation will release to the members
of the M. P. T O. A. a weekly reel of instructive and entertainment material,
subjects from " the Arts, Science, Travel
and Industry — supplemented with the
best thoughts of great leaders of men."
The object of the issue, as stated, is to
"with
givetheto best
the exhibitors
a weekly
contactin
forces of the
community
which he lives." This is most commendable. The exhibitor needs such a contact, for the standing it gives him and
his theatre as community factors, for the
patronage such pictures add — and perhaps most importantly for the gap it
bridges between himself and the element
that believes in censorship and blue laws.
It is best, moreover, to bring the church
people and school children to the theatre
as far as possible, rather than to send the
picture to the church and school.
There
however,
this bigger
" Officialop-"
reel
what is,seems
to us ina still
portunity. We have, as an industry, a
great deal to tell the public today about
the picture. The screen, as we all know,
can kill censorship and blue laws by
simply telling the people the truth about
the picture and this industry. If each reel
of these " Movie Chats " could contain
some brief but pertinent facts of this kind
we would at last use, for ourselves, our
own great engine of publicity. We are
told that this is one of the purposes of
the " Official Movie Chat." If so it is a
big step forward.
W. A. J.

Picture

Newt

To Confer on Use of SlowBurning Film Stock
The substitution of non-inflammable
and slow-burning film for nitro-cellulose
film stock now in general use is to be again
brought up for discussion. In response
to a letter from Franklin H. Wentworth,
secretary of the National Fire Protection
Association, a committee appointed by
Jules E. Brulateur, chairman of the Fire
Prevention Committee of the National Association, will attend a conference to b*?
held in New York late in January, at
which this subject will be discussed.
The committee appointed comprises:
Jack G. Leo, vice-president, Fox Film Corporation; Frank Meyers, assistant-secretary and manager of laboratories, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation; F. N. Brockell, sales manager, Associated First National Pictures; E. M. Porter, general
manager, Precision Machine Company;
Albert deRoode, counsel, Committee on
Fire Prevention, N. A. M. P. I.; H. J.
Yates, managing director, Allied Laboratories, and Frederick H. Elliott, committee secretary.
The conference will also take up the
matter of film reels with a view to making
certain desirable improvements in the construction ofthe spools.
Ray Tendered Luncheon to
Meet New York Press

Hammel Joins Paramount' s
N. Y . Sales Force
John A. Hammell has joined the sales
staff at Paramount's New York Exchange. Mr. Hammell's film experience
dates back over a period of twelve years,
during which time he has had charge of
the New York offices of the General Film
Company as well as those of Pathe. He
also served a term as president of the
F. I. L. M. Club of New York.

A photo of the luncheon tendered by Arthur S. Kane to Charles Ray, at which the star met representatives ofthe daily and trade press. The luncheon was held at Delmonico's in honor of the
star's first visit to Nezv York

In honor of Charles Ray's first visit to
New York City, his friend and business
associate Arthur S. Kane tendered the
star a luncheon at Delmonico's on December 5th. Representatives of the local
newspapers, fan magazines and trade
papers were invited in response to Mr.
Ray's desire to meet the men who have
been writing about him and his work for
the public.
The invited guests included, in addifollowing:
tion to the guest of honor, Mr. Ray, the
Arthur S. Kane, J. C. Ragland. Richard Willis.
Albeit A. Kidder, Jr.. Henry E. Wilkinson, Silas F.
Seadler, Frank L. Shellabarger, Charles Gatchell. Picture-Play; Miss Susan Elizabeth Brady. M. P. Classic;
Miss Adele Fletcher. M. P. Magazine : Frederick Jamesv
Smith, Shadowland ; Miss Ethel Rosemon. M. P.
Stories ; Lu Senarens, M. P. Stories ; Miss Doreathea
Herzog, Movie Weekly; Mr. Anthony, Film Fun;
Harold Harvey, Movie Weekly ; Philip Lonergan, *
Kinematograph ; S. Jay Kaufman. Dramatic Mirror;!
S.
Y. Review;
Samuel ; Dietrich.
Zit's;
L. M.
W. Weller,
Boynton,N. Ex.
Trade Review
Oscar Cooper,
Ex. Trade Review; Monte W. Sohn. Ex. Trade Review; Arthur James. M. P. World; Fritz Tidden. M.
P. World : John Archer, M. P. World ; Edward Weitzel.
M. P. World: George D. Gould. M. P. News: Wm.
A. Johnston. M. P. News ; Lawrence R. Reid. M. P.
News : Martin Quigley. Ex. Herald ; James Beecroft,
Ex. Herald ; Joshua Lowe, Variety ; Joseph Dannenberg,
Wid'sMorning
; Maurice
Kann. ;Wid's;
Louella
O.
Parsons,
TelegTaph
J. O. Miss
Spearing,
N. Y.
Times ; Frank Vreeland. N. Y. Herald : Quinn L.
Martin. N. Y. World; Tom Hamlin. Motion Picture
Journal; Miss Harriette Lnderhill. N. Y. Tribune;
Stephen Rathbun. Sun ; Joseph Mulvaney. N. Y.
American: Ethel McElliott. Daily News; Don Allen.
Evening World : Patterson McNutt. Globe : Miss Alison
Smith, Globe; Ben H. Holzman. Evening Mail: Gladys
Hall, M. P. Magazine : Robert G. Welch. Evening
Telegram: Miss Jane Dizon. Evening TeleeTam : Mr.
Hetrick, Evening Journal: J. Thompson Willing. M.
Play Magazine: C. L. Yearsley. First National: Horace
Tudge,
FirstReid.
National:
L»slev Brooklvn
Mas^n. First
Albert T.
Mr. Pollock.
Eagle:National:
Robert
E. Sherwood. Life; James Ou'rk. Ph^toolay : Delieht
Evans.
Photoplay; Gertrude
I new's
and representatives
from N.Peltyn.
Y. Call.
CitvWeekly:
News.
Brooklyn Times, Brooklyn Citizen. Brooklyn StandardUnion.
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Exhibitor Amalgamation
Ohio Is Discussed

in

Sam Bullock, secretary of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America conferred with members of the South Ohio
Association last week for the purpose of
ascertaining the sentiment of these exhibitors with regard to an amalgamation with
the Northern Ohio Association. A meeting is to be held at Toledo on December 12
and 13, at which it is hoped to crystallize
the sentiment for one State organization,
the need of which has been felt in the past,
declared Mr. Bullock.
Following the meeting, it was stated that
the members of the Southern Ohio Association did not regard the amalgamation
favorably, as it was felt that two organizations could function better than one.
However, the matter was not definitely settled, and the subject will receive further
consideration.
Bryson to Succeed Kahn as
Universal Foreign Manager
Announcement has just been made al
the Universal offices that James V. Bryson has been appointed foreign manager
to iucceed Geo. E. Kahn, resigned. The
new foreign manager assumes his duties
on January I, 1922.
Mr. Bryson has spent 18 months in the
Orient as special representative empowered to open up offices and to place Universal pictures into direct contact with
exhibitors. He has already fulfilled his
mission in Australia, New Zealand, China
and Japan.
Universities Recognize the
Power of the Screen
(Continued from page 3181)
comes this invitation from Columbia to
tell them something about practical production. Of course, I shall accept this,
too, and am delighted at the opportunity."
The Society for Visual Education with
headquarters in Chicago reports in detail
the results of Miss Grace Partridge
Smith's questionnaire campaign among
the Universities of the country. Summing up the answers received, Miss
Smith advises the Society for Visual Education that the faculties questioned report
themselves in the main as "favorable" to
the film as an educational aid in the classroom. Universities which responded to
the request for information include Yale,
Harvard, Princeton, Columbia, Vermont,
California, Washington, Oregon, Kansas.
Nebraska, Oklahoma, Missouri, Minnesota, Indiana, Illinois and Iowa.
Tabulated results show that moving pic- •
tures are used, to a greater or less extent,
for instruction in many courses, including
Latin, Greek, English, home economics,
journalism, agriculture, engineering, commerce, geology, biology, education, athletics, architecture and business administration. Mention was also made of their
use in colleges of medicine, military departments and "others."

J. H. Hurschman, formerly connected
with Universal, Selznick and American,
and J. L. Marcroft, formerly with Triangle, have formed the H. & M. Film
Exchange with home offices in Salt Lake
City, Utah.
A. Jules Benedic of Fox's Dallas,
Texas, office has, figuratively, added a
" t " to his name, recently marrying Mrs.
Madeleine E. Cash of Fort Worth, Texas.
man
Los
sud2.

F. E. Adams, managing director of
Provincial Cinematograph Theatres,
Ltd., the largest motion picture circuit
in England, arrived last week in Los
Angeles, accompanied by F. G. Ball,
booking manager of the English circuit,
Robert Atkinson and Hugh Turtle,
prominent English business men interested in the motion picture industry.
A cablegram received at the home
office of Paramount from Sydney, Australia, last week announced the birth of
a daughter to Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Hicks, Jr. Mr. Hicks, who is now managing director of Feature Films, Ltd.,
the Paramount Australasian organization, was formerly assistant sales manager of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
New

York

Censor

News;

(Continued It
fromThaough"
page 3177)
"Seeing

TRADE PERSONALS FROM
FAR AND NEAR

Thomas E. Hancock, veteran film
and formerly president of the
Angeles Film Board of Trade, died
denly in Los Angeles on December

Picture

Board

to Suggest Changes
in Law
E COM
MOTION PICKTURSTA
TE MIS
NEW
THE
SION will YOR
make some important
ons
ati
end
rt
omm
rec
in its repo to
the New York Legislature in January.
It is expected that these suggestions will
result in certain bills being drafted and
introduced at the coming session, which
will materially affect the present censorship law in New York State.
One of the suggestions to be made by
the commission is the combining of the
commission's seal with the serial number.
The present practice is to flash these
items separately. Several other changes,
resulting from the commission's five
months'
experience,
are being considered
by the board
for recommendation
next
month.
According to Chairman George H.
Cobb, receipts from the licensing of films
and granting of permits since August 1
have reached $140,000. Mr. Cobb also
declared the commission had found it
would be impossible to operate within the
$70,000 appropriation fixed by the bill
creating the board He added, however,
that the deficiency item which will be included in the annual budget will be of no
great amount.
It is also the intention 01 the state
board to keep at the Albany office of the
commission a complete record of the
work done in New York so as to facilitate reference to these records by those
interested in motion picture legislation

tising and other campaign work. I make it I
a point to put in some extra strong vaude- i
ville attraction for two or three days and I
let the patrons know it. I jazzed the or- §
chestra up. Put pep each week into the \[
ushers. Changed the lights in the marquise to nitrogens. Went over all the loose |f
seats in the house. Started daily matinees ]
to keep the patrons on this side. Cancelled
some short subjects that had been running j
for months.
Bought a few novelty reels.
Jazzed my advertising up, using the screen .
for all its worth without overdoing it. Tied ;up with several stores for permanent winlji
dow displays. And in a few short weeks .
the receipts have mounted up and the ,
house is doing fine, but will do better be- L
fore long. Am aiming for 80 per cent
capacity every day and will get it. Never L
stop advertising is my motto and we let ,
the public know it.
M. Rosenthal,
Walkerville Theatre, Walkerville, Ontario.

Success of R-C Campaign
Results in Gala Affair
The success which attended the R. S. !
Cole Month sales drive by the distributing
organization of R-C. Pictures Corpora- 1
tion, with Charles R. Rogers as general
manager of distribution, prompted the staff
at the studio, Hollywood, to hold a gala
meeting a few days ago, and drink a standing toast to R. S. Cole and R-C Pictures
Corporation.
The group which is shown on this page
responded with enthusiasm and drank a
bumper of grape juice to the continued
success and prosperity of Mr. Cole and the
corporation.
The staff party included Dev Jennings,
W. S. Heywood, Joseph Dubray, Ray CarEve Unsell,"
Colin
Louis Gasnier,
Campbell,penter,Allen
Boone, Pauline
Frederick,
Doris May, R. J. Tobin. W. S. Seiter, Ray
Crone. Hunt Stromberg, James Wilkinson,
Bert Cann, Carol Warren. Garrett E. Fort
and C. McDonald.
Allied

Film Laboratories
Hold Ball

to

less than a Association,
year old, the Inc.,
A1-'
liedAlthough
Film Laboratories
has completed
plans
a big
" Movie
ball.
The affair
willfortake
place
in the"
Twelfth Regiment Armory. Xew York
City, on New Years Eve and, according
to present plans, will be repeated each
year at the same time.
The Twelfth Regiment Armory, one of
the most spacious in the city, was selected because of its size. It is anticipated
that the general public as well as all
branches of the industry will welcome the
opportunity to get together in a grand
jubilee. The support given by the public
in years past to the annual movie ball
will be revived and the laboratory men in
charge of this affair see in it an opportunity- to make the people engaged in the
industry a bit bigger in the eyes of the

publi
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down the bars, and not only gave out
HAT is the real value of star perthe names of the cast, but inaugurated the
sonality? Is it overestimated or NeW
w
England Exhibitors
practice
of featuring or starring certain
^_ • „ t»_„^.
m
Or is
not rated high enough.'
Meet
in
Boston
over?
star
the
of
And inversely, those which stubday
players.bornly
the
refused to adopt the policy have
Those are some of the questions which
England
New
every
been lost in the shuffle.
Exhibitors from
Plaza,
Square
Copley
the
at
met
state
Jay A. Gove, Realart's assistant general
" No, star personality is a very tangible
Boston, on December 6 and 7 to perfect
atare again engaging sthethem
setts state organization of
manager, says industr
Massachu
the
asset to every exhibitor and its true value
answer
and
y
P. T. O. A.
the
M.
tention of the
is registered very definitely in the boxThe following officers were elected:
in a manner which should prove of interJacob Laurie, Boston, President; G. W.
office. And it has been effectually demonjest notorsonly to his contemporaries but to
strated by thousands of exhibitors that
as well.
exhibit
Allen, Jr., New Bedford, 1st Vice PresdiJohn Keon, Salem, 2nd Vice President;
this value is cumulative; the name of a
At least one producer-distributor has
dent; E. R. Gregory, Dorchester, Treaswell-known popular star occurring and
urer; N. Yennius, Fall River, Executive
come out unequivocally with the stateSecretary; and Charles Ross, Boston,
recurring in front of a theatre at not-tooRecording Secretary.
ment and the policy that ' the play's the
long intervals (for the public is fickle) is
of
g,
meanin
—
thing
whole
[thing,' the
a sure bid for patronage. The real dyedGove, " and
in-the-wool fans look for their favorites.
; course, the story," says Mrs.
another is equally emphatic in saying that
players.
Seldom
is
praise
rendered
ex" That the exhibitor recognizes this
Ithe direction and general production is
clusively or even particularly to the aucondition
is apparent from the tenor of
re,
picture
the
s
unmake
thor,
the
story
or
the
director.
Glance
or
makes
what
through the exhibitor comments in the his query when approached by a film salesgardless of story or cast. Still another
man. Who's
'
in it? ' will more than likely
trade journals ; few of these reports ever
holds that given the proper advertising
be one of the first things he wants to know,
fail to mention the star.
and exploitation any old picture can be
put across.
dollars to doughnuts that the pic" And to clinch the argument there is and ittureisstands
a better chance for a booking
" And in each of these contentions
the ample testimony of the fan magazines
if
the
salesman
is able to answer that sothem
of
none
but
there is a germ of truth,
which depend for their very existence on
and-so is starred than if he has to stand
sucthe
insure
to
their ability to give their readers what
are wholly correct, for
there swallowing his Adam's apple while
they want, and their contents indicate
cess of any picture there must be a comwhat that want is— news of the stars.
star cast '
' all the
wheeze
the old
posite of all these factors ; story, adehe
and mumbles
tries to make
a sale
without
selling
quate production and exploitation — plus Scarcely a month passes but what some
factor
of
real
star
personality.
or
announced
new magazine makes its appearance, and
star personality whether
" In conclusion let me quote the Rev.
suppressed.
they all seem to thrive. Fan magazine circulation istremendous and this is all the Dr. William Carter, a prominent clergy" One need only look about him for
man of Brooklyn, N. Y., who recently admore remarkable because as a rule they
signs that emphatically point out the fact
dressed the Associated Motion Picture Adthat star personality is the most potent
are rather high priced. Where would they
moof
vertisers along the lines of how best to inbe if it were not for star personality?
factor in the sustained popularity
terest the forty-odd millions of church
tion pictures. The exhibitors themselves
"
Turn
to
any
of
the
question
and
are one of the best mediums through
people in the motion picture. Speaking
answer departments which are a feature
about the apparent disinterestedness of the
which we can view the situation as it efin nearly all the fan magazines. What
fects stars, for they have the receiver
majority of these potential devotees of
do you find? Queries which exclusively
at their ears at all times and the public
screen he laid it to the inane characthe
concern screen players ; how, when and
is at the other end of the wire. Every
ter
of a large number of the stories themwhy they eat, what they do in their spare
selves, suggesting the greater use of
day, after every performance, in fact,
time, where their pictures appear, their
patrons make it their business to comment
but laid particular emstandardon works,
antecedents, hobbies, interests and habits phasis
the need for well-known playon the picture so that the exhibitors are
all laid
satisfy the curiosity
ers to interpret the roles. ' Last night,'
not left long in doubt as to how the pic- are
of this
armybare
of to
admirers.
' I saw a marvelous proture went across. And where their comCarter,
said Dr. duction
" Printers who prepare the stock profounded upon a famous story by
ment is not restricted to the commonplace
grams for hundreds of theatres will tell one of the old masters and I felt sorry for
remark that ' That was a dandy picture,'
you that 90 per cent of the reading matthe exhibitor who had booked this picture
they more than likely enlarge upon the
ter which is used to boost the pictures
with the apparent purpose of showing a
one outstanding
feature — the leading
hinge their text on the stars.
better grade attraction to his clientele, for
there were but a handful of people to see
" The publicity departments of the various companies are flooded with requests
it. It was exquisitely produced, there is
for off-stage photos of the stars and pronot a better author known, yet it was a
"A Necessity "!
duction stills from their pictures. And
dismal failure from the revenue viewpoint.
"Am enclosing check to cover one year
the letters that the stars themselves rerenewal to MOTION PICTURE NEWS
I am convinced that had this picture conceive from all over the world ! As a speand copy Booking Guide. Any exhibitor
tained the name of some well-known
cific instance I might mention that Mary
not taking MOTION PICTURE
it would have proved
personage,
screen
NEWS is doing himself as well as his
Miles Minter has a bona fide list of corone of the most popular films of the times,
patrons an injustice, as it is absolutely
respondents that number nearly a hunnecessary to know what you are booking
dred thousand names.
day for the exhibitor.'
themost
in pictures, and the NEWS does just that.
saved the
and" Only
skeptical and obstinate
Please rush the Booking Guide out at
"
In
the
old
days
some
companies
relionce and oblige.
of star perexistence
the
question
giously concealed the identity of their will
sonality as a real factor today. And while
" Very truly yours,
players. Delve into the history of this
"A. A. NEESE,
I do not wish to disparage the occasional
business and see if I am not right in saysuccessful ' special,' I maintain that the
ing that the companies which forged
Haw River, N. C. " Beatric Theatre.''
ahead to success were the ones which let star pictures are the bread and butter of

the exhibitors."
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According to reports coming in
from different cities, Virginia Lee
Corbin, the well known child movie
actress, is making a big hit in her
personal appearance and is proving
a valuable box office attraction.

REP

CENTRAL

the
A

numbers taken from five operas of
this famous composer.

Sales Manager Fichenlaub, of
First National, has added O. J.
Wooden and H. A. Washburn to
his sales staff and rearranged the
territories of the different feature
Master Advertisers Corporation and short subject salesmen. Mr.
have removed their offices to 752 S. Wooden, who until recently was
Wabash avenue, and Al Dezel and with Robertson-Cole, will handle
Jo Fischer are busy at the new Eastern Illinois, and Mr. Washburn, who also was working for
headquarters with a number of important publicity and exploitation Robertson-Cole, will cover Central
campaigns which they have under Illinois, making his headquarters at
Peoria. A. C. Fox has been transway, including that of the Dempferred from the feature to the
sey-Carpentier fight pictures at the
Barbee.
short subject department and will
cover Eastern Illinois, working out
of Champaign. W. W. Bromberg
Tom ances Gallery's
personal
appearat the Stratford theatre last will sell features in the central
week in connection with the screen- eastern section of Illinois, making
his headquarters at La Salle. Jack
ing of the
" Son drew
of Wallingford,"
in which
he stars,
good crowds Schwartz, of the feature division,
to that house. Tom Gallery is very will work out of Freeport, S. Andrews in the southern territory with
popular locally, and is the son of
the well known Captain Gallery, a headquarters at Quincy and Jack
veteran of the Chicago police force. Holland in the central territory with
Bloomington as his base. Benny
Edelman,
of the short subject deL. J. Siakel, of the Tatra Film
partment, will work in the SpringCorporation, of Chicago, has refield district and Milton Stern, of
turned from Szecho-Slovakia,
the same department, will make his
where he directed the making of headquarters
at Kewanee.
" Janosik," a seven reel feature picture depicting dramatic incidents in
Sam I. Levin, president of the
the history of Czecho-Slovakia.
Theatre Supply ComThe picture had a showing at one Salt Lake
pany, made a special trip to Chicago
Chicago theatre and proved a pop- to visit the Enterprise Optical
ular success. Mr. Siakel reports
Company's plant and sec how the
that seventy-five per cent, of pic- new
Motiograph De Luxe Projecin Szecho-Sloshown
tures
being
tors are made. He was much imvakia are American made and
bv the efficiency of the big
among the features popular in that factory pressed
and the excellence of the
country at the time he left were
workmanship and materials that go
Douglas Fairbanks' " Three Musinto the new Motiograph. He rekete rs "and " The Mark of Zoro."
he will install Motiograph Dc
German pictures arc not popular Luxe ports
in a number of theatres in his
there as they are considered far be- territory within the next thirty
hind the American made film days.
drama, and according to Mr. Siakel, many have the disadvantage of
Managers Martin and Gillick, of
being very vulgar.
Pathe Exchange, have completed
arrangements for a trade showing
The svmphony concerts given on of " White Eagle" at Aryan Grotto
Sunday at 11:45 A. M. at the Chi- on Monday, December 12th.
cago Theatre are proving popular " Never Weaken " and " A Sailor
attractions. The symphony orchesMade
Man of
" also
will beinterest
presented.in
An event
unusual
tra, under the direction of Nathanconnection
with
this
showing
will
iel Finston, is made up of one hundred musicians selected from the be the appearance of Victor M.
Chicago, Tivoli, Riviera, and Cen- Shapiro, head of Pathe's exploitation department, who is coming
tral Park orchestras, and the concerts arc given in advance of the from New York especially to address the exhibitors present at the
regular program without extra
charge. For his last concert. Direcshowing on how to put " White
tor Finston had prepared an all- Eagle " over so that it will prove
Wagner program made up of six a great box office attraction. Mr.
LET
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Shapiro is not going to tell how
much money can be spent to put
this over, but how much can be
gotten for nothing.

Acme

AVE.

Studios in New
Offices

The opening of the new officesM
and display rooms of the Acmefl
The Motion Picture Theatre Scenic Artist Studios at Suite 308- •
Owners of Illinois have completed 36 West Randolph street, is of in-1
terest to those connected with the
plans for their one day convention, motion
picture theatres.
which will be held at the JefferThe offices are completely out- 1
son Hotel, Peoria, on December
15th. The principal speakers will fitted in up-to-date style and the
be President Sidney Cohen and display rooms and miniature stage 1
General Counsel James Walker of are equipped to the smallest detail |
the national organization, who, be- with everything to enable the]
sides making a report on general theatrical manager to select his
activities of the M. P. T. O. of stage settings and curtains in the
most realistic environment and with
America, will tell of the work be- real
theatrical illumination.
ing done to abolish admission,
seating and music taxes. The First
A.
W. Oberbeck, managing direcNational situation also will be given
tor, is well known to theatrical
attention by the speakers. The first men, having spent a lifetime in the
session will be held at ten a. m. and business. He has designed and
there will be afternoon and eve- painted some of the most elaborate,
ning meetings, closing in time to modern and artistic scenery for the
allow those attending the conven- largest productions, vaudeville acts
tion to leave that night, if they so and theatres.
desire.
M. Content who is the business
On thevention day
preceding
con- manager of the new combination
at Peoria,
Messrs.theCohen
well known to the theand Walker will be tendered a is equally
atrical profession. His latest conluncheon at the Sherman Hotel in
nection was with the Fabric Studios
Chicago, at which they will both as assistant manager and he is
make addresses, following which thoroughly familiar with all
branches of the show and scenery
they will
leave at
five for
thirty-three
over
the Rock
Island
Peoria, business.
accompanied by a large delegation
of Chicago exhibitors who will attend the convention. A special "Shadows
of Concar has been arranged for on this
train and exhibitors who have not
science" Rights
yet joined the association, as well
Obtained
as members, are invited to accomPioneer Film Corporation has
pany the party. Details may be just
closed a contract with Russells
obtained
telephoning
"Big Bill" Productions whereby it takes over
Sweeny atby the
Chicago headquarters of the organization.
the rights to "Shadows of Conscience," the fine seven reel feature
Max Gumbiner has taken over starring Russell Simpson, supported
the Milford theatre on the north- by Barbara Tenant and a strong
west side and is operating it. This cast of players, for all of New
theatre has changed hands two or York State, Northern New Jersey,
three times within the last year but all of Indiana and Northern Illinois. President Lefcourt, of Piounder
Mr. Gumbiner's
management
neer, stated to Berny Russell, who
is showing
excellent results.
represented Russells Productions
in the transaction, that he regarded
Bernie Russell, of Russells Pro- this
as one of the biggest and
ductions, has returned from a visit
to New York where he sold Pioneer strongest pictures ever put on the
Film Corporation the rights on state right market, and that his
was enthused over the box
Russells Productions' feature pic- company
tion.
office possibilities of this producture,
"Shadows
of
Conscience,"
for
Xew York State, Northern New
Russells Productions announce
Jersey,nois.Indiana
Northern
Illi- that Charles Meade will represent
Mr. Russell and
expects
to remain
in Chicago for a few days and then them in selling " Shadows of Conreturn to the west coast to resume ately.
science" in the New England terchargetionofactivities
Russell
ritory and will start work immedithere.brothers produc-
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REPORTS
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RETURNS

FAMOUS PLAYERS
The Sheik —
Wonderful picture. The talk of the
town. Kept on for a second week. Business extraordinary. Had a line in front
of the house all day Sunday despite constant rain. (Middle West.)
Drew exceptionally well first half, but
tapered off commencing Thursday. Patrons divided in opinion of picture. Those
who read the book did not like it. (East.)
One of the best drawing cards and
most stupendous offerings of the year.
We ran the picture two weeks to capacity
crowds in a theatre seating 4,000 persons.
The picture cannot be too highly recommended. (Middle West.)
Much publicity and press comment
helped
picture toWest.)
do a lively week's
business. the (Middle
Good story, well acted and some beautiful scenery. Held for a second week.
(Middle West.)
This picture went over in fine shape.
It is a wonderful production, one of the
best this year. (West.)
Good picture playing to capacity
houses. (East.)
Good picture, good box office value on
account of popularity of the book and
the hit that Valentino makes with the
ladies. Exploitation stunt, man made
up as sheik rode about streets. A picture generally popular. (Middle West.)
A very good picture. It is something
out of the routine, somewhat out of the
ordinary and went over well with us.
(South.)
Great picture and wonderful box office
attraction. Broke Sunday record and did
capacity business all week. Elaborate
stage setting had much to do with the
success of the engagement. (Middle
West.)
Held for second week. Pleased and
brought good business. (West.)
Drew immensely. (East.)
Under the Lash —
Gloria Swanson shows exceptional ability as an emotional actress in this fine
picture. Went over big for week. (Middle West.)
An average picture with which we had
poor business. (West)
Beyond —
Ethel Clayton, although popular here,
did not attract much of a house, due
largely
West.) to a smallpox epidemic. (Middle
A fairly good picture with mediocre
business. (West.)
The. Mask—
Well liked. Receipts pleasing. (East.)
Exit the Vamp —
Pleasing picture. Average receipts.
(East.)
Wealth—
Fairly entertaining. Fair box office
average. (West.)
A Wise Fool —
Nothing extra, but business was right
good, due no doubt to the splendid
weather, the approach of the fall season
and other causes. (South.)
To Please One Woman —
A lavish production, with an apology
for a plot. Fair box office attraction.
(Middle West.)

ON

Big
FROM

NEW

RELEASES

Houses
WEEK

RUN

Say

THEATERS
METRO

Miss Lulu Bett —
The women attended this one in large
numbers, but business was only fair.
Competition real cause. (East.)

of approval which were published in
paper. Special exploitation stunt, boy The Four Horsemen —
runaway from home, sentenced to see the
Very business.
big picture(East.)
which brought wonpicture. (Middle West.)
derful

Passing
BusinessThru—
poor. (Middle West.)

Meagre business. Pulling out a four
week engagement
withpatrons
difficulty.
Com-it TheStrong
Conquering
Power
picture which
ments of uninterested
are that
went— ■ over so well
isn't as good as some of the other w»e„.
West.) it for a second week.
?re hoId>ng
"(Middle
Mother West.)
" pictures recently released. (Middle
ool's Paradise —
Broke all records for showing at the F •Excell
production
second largest theatre here. Special ex- Business ent
splendi
d. (East.)in every way
ploitation stunts, contest with poses by
Mary Carr, special showing of picture
SELZNICK
to ministers and club women and a winWest.)
dow showing a miniature house and hill
with scene electric lighted. (Middle AWest.)
Man's Home
—
Picture
with strong
audience appeal
Played to excellent business. (Middle

Three Word Brand —
West.)
Good picture, good business.

(Middle

Experience
— did not go over so well.
This picture
There is too much reform in it. People
don't care for it. (West.)
Don't Tell Everything —
Did not hold up the second week. First
week was big. (Middle West.)
ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL
Two Minutes to Go —
A fairly entertaining photoplay. Charles
Ray is pretty well liked hereabouts.
Comes well up to the average, to put it
mildly. (South.)
Charles Ray not suited for a football
hero and picture was rather inconsistent
but because of fact that big football game
was played here during the week it drew
well. Cannot say much for the picture
other than that. (Middle West.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me —
An entertaining production which held
up for a week run, helped along undoubtedly by the added attraction, " The
Idle Class." (East.)
Well liked and paid splendidly despite
mama's
short memory as to
who paparemarkably
was. (East.)
TheThisDevil's
— business as the
broughtGarden
very poor
picture is not good. (East.)
HerBusiness
SocialwasValue
not —so- good on this. Fair
picture. (Middle West.)
Tol'able David —
Very, very well liked. Considered a
wonderful picture. (Middle West.)
Molly
O— the best audience pictures of
One of
the year. Crowded houses all the week,
and the second week at that, with advanced prices. The kind of picture the
whole
West.) family wants to see. (Middle
Gypsy
Blood—
Pola asNegri
is a isfineunsatisfactory.
" Carmen " butMany
the
show
a whole
criticized
West.) the title as misleading. (Middle
Woman's Place —
An average picture with fair business.
(West.)
The Invisible Fear —
A long drawn-out affair. Anita Stewart helps to put it over. Only a fair
box office value. (Middle West.)
The Wonderful Thing —
Very good picture with good box office
draw. Audience seems pleased with comedy role. Exceptional value here as the
Centerville, Iowa, scenes draw. (Middle
West.)
FOX
Over the HillIn second week broke records for showWhen other
business $3.00.
took
a droping. this
house houses'
only dropped
Called forth many voluntary expressions

Greatestof picture
Queen
Sheba —of the age. We turned
away crowds so popular was this feature
and were compelled to show it for the
second week and to give three shows
each night. Wonderful photography.
(Middle West.)

An average
and an average box
office
attraction.picture
(Middle
West.)

Good (East.)
picture playing to capacity
houses.

HODKINSON

Ended two weeks' run. (East.)
The Rough Diamond —
West.)
Good picture, business fair. (Middle
Little Miss Hawkshaw —
Business average. (Middle West.)
West.)
The Primal Law —
Fair picture. Fair business. (Middle
Thunderclap —
Picture and business both pretty bad.
(East.)
REALART
TheFairSpeed
Girlattendance
—
picture,
fair with a
West.)
sudden slump in middle of week. (Middle
A good attendance for the week. Bebe
Daniels'served
recentto speeding
the
coast
stimulate escapade
interest on
in the
picture. (Middle West.)
Very good picture which seemed to
please my patrons. Good business.
(West.)
Patrons
enjoyed this subject. Miss
Morals
— getting
McAvoy
popular here. Holidays
approaching
is the cause of only average
business. (East.)
Beautiful picture but business only fair.
(East.)
Hfr Winning Way —
Fairly
good entertainment.
Fair box
office
receipts.
(West.)
Her Face Value —
West.)
Fair picture and business. (Middle
Little Italy —
Drew West.)
good business, good picture.
(Middle
RC PICTURES
TheBusiness
Sting good.
of the Good
Lash —picture. (Middle West.)
The Barricade —
Picture and business both only fair.
(East.)
The Foolish Age — ■
Good
comedy. Good attendance. (Middle West.)

TheExcellent.
Way of a(Middle
Maid — West.)
TheShowed
Mysterious
Rider — with Harold
in conjunction
Lloyd bined
in " program
Neverattracted
Weaken a" and
comgoodtheattendance for the week. (Middle West.)
Pilgrims
Night — and we played
Pleased of
our theaudiences
to good business. (Middle West.)
UNIVERSAL
Second week held up O. K. (West)
Conflict —
Average program
picture. Consequently average business. (Middle West.)
Dr. JimPAT HE
Without Benefit of Clergy —
West.)
Has the real Kipling atmosphere. A
good picture which drew well. (Middle
SELECT
Remorseles Love —
A right good show. Business splendid,
comment favorable, little or no criticism.
Miss Elaine Hammerstein showed up to
her usual good form and she already had
an unusually strong grip upon our fans,
anyway. (South.)
UNITED ARTISTS
Fine West.)
business
(Middle
The
Nut-

on

second showing.

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
Bum 'Em Up Barnes —
A realsupported
moneymaker.
Johnny
admirers
him great
on thisHines'
one.
Good business all week. (Middle West.)
EDUCATIONAL
Saving
A fine Sister
comedySusie
that— was run in a pro"Theas much
Sheik."as about
People thetalked
about gram
it with
about
feature. (Middle West.)
GOLDWYN
Cabinet
of
Dr.
Freak picture Caligari
and on — that account
played to crowded houses. (East.)
ARROW
Love,
Hate
mid
a Woman
— (East.)
Picture and business
only fair.
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REPORTS

CITY

Rialto Theatre —
Overture—
"Southern
by Rialto
Orchestra. Rhapsody."
Current Events — Rialto Magazine.
Vocal "The Old Oaken Bucket"
and
"My baritone
Home Town,"
by Carl
Rollins,
and ensemble.
Feature — Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford — Famous Players-Lasky.
Instrumental — "Mighty Lak'a Rose"
fantasie, paraphrase for wind
instruments.
Comedy — Cartoon.
Rivoli Theatre —
Overture Dansante — "The Czar
Maiden" with Victorina Krigher, prima ballerina and Rivoli
Concert Orchestra.
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
VocalWeber
— "A Male
Song Quartette.
at Twilight," by
Feature — Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford — Famous Players-Lasky.
Mark Strand Theatre —
Educational
view. — "Stamina" — Sport ReVocal — Gypsy Love Song by Egbert
Burnham, baritone.
Instrumental — Scenes De La Revolution Francais "Robespierre,"
by Strand Symphony Orchestra.
Prologue — "Place de la Revolution"
with citizens, soldiers and executioners.
Feature — All for a Woman— First
National.
Vocal — "Sing! Sing! Birds on the
Wing," by Estelle Carey, soprano.
Comedy—
Cay. The Pet— Windsor Mc-

WEEK

Run

FROM

Criterion Theatre —
"Peter Ibbetson" continued until
Friday with change of bill
thereafter including "A Fool's
Paradise."
LOS ANGELES

OF

E

C.

News

4

T

H

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS
Kinema Theatre —
Second week of "One Arabian
Loew's State Theatre —
Overture
Current — "Zampa."
Events — International
News.
"
Nigh—t. Garments of Truth —
Feature
Gareth Hughes.
Educational — Movie Chats.
Five acts of vaudeville.
MAURER MACH 6 DEC 7

Grauman's Theatre —
Overture — Medley of George M.
Cohan's hits.
Current Events — Pathe News.
SEATTLE
Organ — Solo with song slides.
Educational — Pathe Review.
Feature — White Oak — William S. Coliseum Theatre —
Hart. Presented with prologue Overture — " Espana Waltz ' ' and
" Say It With Flowers " with
showingteriorstage
settinghall
of and
inwestern dance
" Music Events."
Current
Events — Pathe and Kinosaloon with fifteen people, company in original number — Act
— Let's Go to the South Seas.
includes selections by vocal Scenic
grams.
— Toonerville Tactics.
quartet, solo, toe dancer and Comedy
Feature — The Invisible Fear.
instrumental numbers.
Next Week — All For a Woman.
California Theatre —
Clemmer Theatre —
Special — Symphony concert with Overture
Medley of Popular Airs.
"Faust," "Lion du Bal," Current — Events
— International
News
"Sampson
and Delilah," selections rendered.
Current Events — From Fox and Scenic — Wav< de Shrines and TemInternational News.
tury. ple Bells.
Educational — What's the Limit — Comedy — Playing Possum — CenSketchografs.
Feature — The Millionaire.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day — Next Week — False Kisses.
Pathe.
Feature — Poverty
of
Riches — Strand Theatre —
Goldwvn.
Second week of "The Sheik.
Next Want?
Week— What
Do Men Next — Don't Tell Everything.
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Overture — Traumerai.
Mission Theatre —
Current Events — Fox News.
Cutrent Events — Fox News.
Educational — Pathe Review.
Organ — Special selections.
Comedy — The Happy Pest.
Novelty— The Hug Age.
Feature — The Night Rose.
Educational — Indian Summer.
Vocal — William
Robyn, tenor, Next Week — Thunderclap.
Capitol Theatre —
sings three numbers including
Second
week
of "The Lotus
Liberty
Theatre
—
"Molly
O."
Current Events
— Liberty
News.
." eatre
Eate
l rsTh
Feature—
Molly
O—
Mabel
NorComedy
—
A
Nick
of Time Hero.
—
Centra
mand.
Feature — The Son of Wallingford.
"Molly O" continued.
Next Week— The Silent Call.
Grauman's
Rialto
Theatre
—
e
tr
c
ea
ri
—
Th
Ly
Winter Garden . Theatre —
Second
week
of
"Don't
Tell
Everyd.
"
ue
al
nd
in
ur
tu
ie
nt
co
Fr
Mu
"O
Current
Events — International
News.
Astor Theatre —
Tally's
Theatre —
"Theodora" continued.
— Topics of the Day.
thing."
Second
week of "Heedless Moths." Novelty
Comedy
— The Muddy Bride.
tol.
Feature — Where Lights Are Low.
Clime's Broadway Theatre —
Educational— Ford Weekly.
Next Week — The Affairs of AnaBROADWAY
Current Events — Kinograms.
Vocal— "Kentucky Moon" — SoCLEVELAND
prano solo.
Scenic — Scenic places in England.
Feature — Exit the Vamp — Ethel
Clayton.
Overture — -Jewels of the Madonna.
Current
— Pathe News —
Superba Theatre —
e— Events
Overture — Medley
of popular StatTopics
of the Day.
songs.
Comedy
— ■ " The Boat " — Buster
Kcaton.
Current
News. Events — International
Cartoon — Three Weeks — Powers Prizma — " Hunting Deer."
Polychrome — " Weaver of Dreams."
Animated.
Special — The Polychrome fades inInstrumental — Violin solo.
to an Indian scene, showing
tury.— Around Corners — CenComedy
Indian camp, distant mountains, and rugged scenery. Miss
Feature
— The Millionaire — Frank
Squires, in Indian costume
Mayo.
The star and the title divide billing
sings Cadman's " Land of the
honors and carry the burden of the
Theatre —
selling argument of this ad on " Clay Symphony
Sky— Blue
Waters."There was " —
" A Meighan.
Prince
Dollars," sponsored
by Angeles.
dune's Broad- Second week of "The Mvsterious Feature
Thomas
way theatre, Los
Rider."

D

Picture

Next

Week— "The

Child

Thou I

Overture
— Jazz
Gavest
Me." Symphony arranged
by Musical Director Phillip
AllenSpitalny, with four popular jazz
encores.
Cartoon — Aesop's Fables, "The
Conceited
Donkey."
Specialties
— " The
Trial of Mr.
Jazz " — Court travesty to music,
written
S. Barrett
mick and byPhilip
Spitalny.McCorBlue Mill— Dutch Dance with
Wooden Shoes.
Solo Ballet Dance.
Burlesque
on Dennis-Shawn
dances.
Finale — Cast of fifty in bizarre
costumes on stage and runways
all around auditorium.
Feature — " Doubling for Romeo."
Next Week — "What Do Men
Overture
Stillman —— Special overture that
goes
" Over
the Hill."
Theme
— "with
Silver
Threads
Among
Feature—
" Over the Hill "—fourth
Want."
consecutive
week.
the Gold."
Overture — Popular selections from
Victor Herberts operattas, arranged by Maurice Spitalny.
ParkCurrent Events — Pathe News —
Pathe Review .
Cartoon — " The Gumps in " YoComedy t—ry " — " Bobby
Fresh Vernon.
From the CounVocal — John Phillips, baritone.
Feature—" The Great ImpersonaNext Week — Katherine McDonald
in " Her Social Value."
Overture—"
Red Mill."
Current
Circle — Events — Pathe News —
Sport Pictorial.
— Snooky
comedy. Labor Lost "
Comedy
— " Snooky's
Ho."
Vocal— tion."
Edith Fletcher, soprano, in
classical and popular selections.
" After Midnight " — ConFeature
wav — Tearle.

This if the icau the Symphony theatre,
Los Angeles, billed " The Rough
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Today
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■ GREYS
stern., story
\\ ofand.
te*u\s
"smiles.
TsunsAxJce*.
HE
WSTERIOjH
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ClAIRC
X^GXj sjui
famousADAMS
selected
ZANE a. GREYcastqf
players.
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llkd 1 in...:l Ed Snith "3JUl
Ji pictured vilr. typicil r

Intermission — " I Want You Morning, Noon and
Night."Must Live.
Coming Feature
— Ladies
Barbee's Theatre —
Feature — Dempsey-Carpcnter Fight.
Fourth week.
Randolph Theatre —
Organ selections.
Feature — 'Way Down East. Third
week.
Coming Feature — Over the Hill.
Woods Theatre- —
Feature — The Queen of Sheba.
Fourth week.
Roosevelt Theatre —
Overture—"
New Review.William Tell."
Color Picture — Scenes of Spain.
Topics of the Day.
Tony Sarg Cartoon.
Specialty — Mandy and Me.
Feature — Don't Tell Everything.
Specialty — Prince Charming, with
'Marie Sweet and Joel Ray.
Coming Feature — Prince There
Was.
OMAHA

Events,tionalPathe
and InternaNews.
Buster Keaton — The Boat.
Capitol Instrumental Trio, violin,
harp and flute — 1. "Neapolitan
Nights,"
Zamccnik.
2. "Herd
Girl's
Dream,"
Labitzky.
Thomas Meighan — Cappy Ricks.
Ore;an Solo — "Serenade," Drigo —
Ralph H. Brigham.
Organ Recital.
ST. LOUIS
Missouri Theatre —
Overture — ■ Missouri Symphony
Orchestra.
Missouri News Weekly.
Presentation — Night in Arabia (A
Sheik outside his tent, singing
Orient).
a plaintive melody of the
Special Comedy Picture.
Feature ondPicture
week. — The Sheik — secLiterary Digest.
William Fox-Liberty Theatre —
tra. — Johnnie Holmes OrchesOverture
Mutt and Jeff comedy.
Fox-Liberty News Review.
Feature Picture — The Queen of
Sheba — Second week.
New Grand Central —
Overture — Gene Rodemichs Orchestra led by Victor Herbert.
New Grand Central News W eekly.
Feature Picture — Kathcrine McDonald in "Social Values."
Animated Cartoons.

MERE—NOW—TODAYl
THE WONDERFUL PICTURE . —
-"•'i VOU HAVE BEEN WAlTINf. [no . ' ^BCwTX.
PRISCIUA DEAN
HERBERT RAWLINSON
UNEXCELLED
Supported CAST
hy- M

•*:mms.

A full
page theatre,
on " Conflict
wed City
by the
Kinema
Salt "Lake

Shea's Criterion —
Overture — "Good Bye" — Tosti.
The Shea company relinquishes
This nil on "The Mysterious Rider'' Strand Theatre —
says
"
melodrama
"
all
over
it.
The
its control of this house this
display teas used by the Moon theatre, Overture — "In a Persian Market."
Omaha
Current Events — Pathe News.
week."The Wren,"
Vocal—
sung by Caro— A Rural Cinderella.
line Andrews.
Next Week — " Queenie " with Shir- Comedy
Feature
—
The
Sheik.
ley Mason.
Feature— The Bonnie Brier BushNextthing.
Week — Don't Tell EveryStandard —
Paramount all-star.
Current Events — International
Comedy— One Moment Please —
Sun Theatre —
News.
Sunshine.
Overture — Home melodies.
Comedy — " Teddy's Goat " — Cen- Current Events — International
Current
Events — Criterion Pictury comedy.
Weekly.
torial.
Next Week— House will be dark.
Feature
Mayo.— " Dr. Jim " with Frank Special — Prizma scenes.
BUFFALO
Fox company will lease theatre
Feature — Over the Hill.
later this month for a six week
Next Week — Harry Carey in " The Rialto Theatre —
season of its big features.
Fox."
Shea's Hippodrome —
Overture—
"Jolly— Rialto
Robbers."
Current Events
News.
Overture — (a) "Raymond." (b) Loew State —
CHICAGO
Feature—
Are Trump —
Alice Hearts
Terry.
"Southern Roses Waltz."
Special
— Amedio, dean of accordionists.
Played byoforchestra,
under the
direction
Creatore.
Comedy
—
Circus
Heroes.
Comedy — The Adviser.
Chicago Theatre —
Current Events — Loew News.
Feature — Under the Lash.
Overture — " Madame Modiste."
Stage
Setting
"On B.
theFranklin
Nile."
Staged
by —Harold
Special — Marjorie Dodge singing, Moon Theatre —
Next
Week— "Passion
Doraldina,
who willFruit,"
appearwithin
and used as a background for
"
If
I
Were
on
the
Stage."
Overture
—
"Stradella."
soloist.
Topical Events.
Current Events — Universal Weekly.
Scenic.
Vocal — "Romanzo" from "Aida."
Mark-Strand—
Comedy — Say It With Flowers.
person.
Sung certbysoprano.
Mile. Avcdano, con- Overture
Specialty — Sigmund Bogudskawski Feature — Conflict.
— Events
"Tickle —Me."
Current
Latest Pathe
News.
playingdies classical
Feature — Under the Lash — Gloria
on the violin.and jazz meloSwanson.
ST. PAUL
Feature—
Organ Solo — " My Isle of Golden
— AnnaWhyQ. Girls
Nilsson.Leave Home
Comedy — The Happy Past — Al St.
Dreams,"
Jesse
Crawford
at
organ.
Comedy
Country
Chickens —
Capitol Theatre —
Louise— Fazenda.
Literary Digest.
Current
view. Events — Hippodrome ReOverture
—
"Rondo
Capriccioso"
—
Comedy — Harold Lloyd in I Do.
Mendelssohn.
John.
Don't Tell Every- Next Week — Alice Brady in '"Dawn
Feature — Tol'ble David..
Capital
Digest — Including Current Next Week—
thing— Gloria Swanson.
Coming Feature — The Lotus Eater.
of the East."
Tivoli Theatre —
Feature
— The
Alice
Joyce. Inner Chamber —
Palace
—
TT
ELLIO
Overture
—
"
Ballet
Egyptian."
E
WALLAC
S GLORIA
Literary Digest.
Specialty — Special musical numbers
DEXTER
REID
WANSON
by Immanuelist.
PES MOINES
Topical Events.
Scenic — Flowers of Normandy.
Organ Solo — Medley of popular
Des
—
airs. Milton Charles at organ.
News Moines
— International.
MR.
AND MRS. PUBLIC:
thinq!'
Comedy — Selected.
©Mif
If w* i*id yon — qtthl ftbovt %UI Cloriai &veiy
Comedy
—
Free
and Easy — Educational.
"I Want "Don't
to Know."TeH
Prologue — The Sheik's Tent.
B ElKott: fw,«i«grr)
iKu picture,
ing. Bet weHyou'dtellneveryo« finUh
til it talkFeature — The Sheik.
Feature — Rudolph Valentino and
£j Everything I"
Coming Feature — Marion Davies in
Agnes Ayers in The Sheik.
Enchantment.
Coming
— Richard
Tol'able
David. Barthelmess in
Ziegfeld Theatre —
Tfcenpednlty
•tory mifor fbem
writt*n
by Lomi Moon nad h fc'VJ.
Feature
— Theweek.
Conquering Power —
second
Special Music — Quartet singing,
Comedy
Charles Chaplin in The
Strand
— of Mine" and " Auld
It ■ ono •ofp th«• r kmettfag
"Mother
Idle —Class.
dcliciou*,
cniwliri wvrr praged !
Coming Feature — The Black
BUT TO— weTELLDO EV.NT
Feature — Mary Carr in Over the
WANT
Panther's Cub.
ERYTHING
or yWU
Hill,
singing of " Over the
Langwith
Woodlawn Theatre —
Hill
" Syne."
during intermission.
Coming — Katherine MacDonald in
Organ Solo
— " Georgia Rose."
Screen
Travel.
Social Value.
WORtDJS':MOST,.B'FJ\UTIFl/L Jj&
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.
* •l.:I'Tl'EiT><EATER" .3fA
ora
uma
n;
RI
AL
TO
■ V* ^
Comedy— Pure and Simple.
Comedy — Educational.
BROAtWAY lEASl-^'
Feature —— Bebe Daniels in the
Overture—"
Hungarian
Lustspiel."
Orauman's display
Rialto made
the mosttheof picture
the starsto inthe"Don't
Tell Everything
Feature— The Call of the North.
announcing
Los Angeles
public " in this Garden
Speed Girl.
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Coming — Marie Prevost in Moonlight Frolics.
Palace —
Comedy — Universal.
Feature — Tom Nix in the Rough
Diamond.

Next Week — " Desert Blossoms " — 1
Fox.
Educational — Wild Babies — Kineto.
Karl ton —
Comedy — Vermin the Great."
Feature
— "A Frod.
Fool's Paradise" —
DeMille
Feature on for an indefinite run.

BROOKLYN
Mark Strand —
Overture — " Aida " — Verdi.
Esthetic Dance — "II Bacio " — Arditti. Cyke centered by French
door with pastoral sceneshowing through. Girl dancers
of Mark Strand ballet corps
make entrance through door.
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Prologue to Feature — South Sea
Island set, blue sky border and
cut-out moon. Walter Smith,
basso, as John Barr'ymore,
sings Von Tilzer's if " You
Only Knew " to Charlotte
Bergh, coloratura soprano, who
in turn, replies with " The
Bell
Song,"Mark
from Strand
" Lakmedanc"—
Delibes.
ers appear woman
in " Wreath
Dance
crowning
singer
with"
wreaths of roses.
Feature — John Barrymore in The
Lotus Eater.
SoloEdoardo
PrologueAlbano,
to " Pagliacci,"
baritone. by
Feature Comedy — Harold Lloyd in
Never Weaken.
Organ Solo — " Polonaise in A Major"— Chopin, by John Hammond and George Crook, organists.
Next Week — All for a Woman.

THAT HALF
OF NEV &OOK
YOPlt
THAT
OFTALKED
AMERICAABOUTR£A0_TmC AND
RAVEDHALFABOUT
on " Miss J,nhi Rett." playing its
Harold eastern
Franklin'.?
hand drawn
displaat ?/Shea's
premiere
last ireek
Hippodrome, liuffalo
Doric Theatre —
News — International.
Comedy — " The Stork's Mistake."
Organ Selections — P. • E. Stevens,
organist.
Feature
"A Poor Relation" —
Will— Rogers.
Next Week—" The Golem "—All
star.
Newman Theatre —
Overture
" Rienzi."
Current — Events
— Newman News
and Views.
Organ Selections — Gerald F. Baker
and Q. Landwehr, organists.
Comedy — " The Skipper Has His
Fling " — Tooncrville comedy.
Special Number — Lloyd Garrett,
tenor, in conjunction with prologue.
Feature
— "Don't
— Special
Cast.Tell Everything"

Adams
Theatre
—
tleroy.
Second
Week
of Little
Lord FaunComing — " The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse."
Broadway Strand Theatre —
Second week of " The Sheik."
Coming — " Don't Tell Everything."
Fox-Washington Theatre —
Third week of "The Queen of
Coming — "Why Girls Leave Home."
INDIANAPOLIS
Sheba."

Picture

News

News — Pathe News — Pathe.
—Pathe.
Palace —— " Torchy's Frameup."
Comedy
Topics of the Dav — Literary Digest
Feature — " Camille " — Metro.
Next Week — " Playthings of DesNews — Pathe News — Pathe.
Victoria —
Comedy — " Verman the Great."
Feature — " Perjury" — Fox.
Next Week — "Perjury " — Fox.
News — Kinograms — Electric.
tiny."
Ccmedy
— " The Warrant."
— Hodkinson.
Capitol
Feature
——" A Certain Rich Man "
Nextthink
Week
" Don't Tell Every" — —Paramount.

Circle Theatre —
Feature
—— "The Three Musketeers."
AldineWeek
Current
Events — Kinograms and Next
— " Little Lord
Circle Localetle.
roy " — Extended
run. FauntleNovelty — Literary Digest Topics.
Comedy — Exit Quietly — Christie.
BALTIMORE
Soloist — Jessamine Barckley.
Feature — Tol'ahle David.
NextArliss.
Week — " Disraeli " — George Next Week — The Lotus Eater.
Loew's State Theatre —
Evolution of Dixie " —
Royal
Theatre
— musical speci- Overture — Selections from "Irene." Overture
M. L.— "Lake.
Overture
—
Original
alty.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Rivoli — Events — Rivoli News.
Current
— Around Corners — Uni- Special — Topics of the Day, accomCurrent Events — Royal Screen mag- Comedy
versal.
azine.
panied on organ by Ernie
Soloist
—
Peter Grant.
KANSAS CITY
Cooper and Henry Boehme.
Comedy
— " Exit Quietly " — Christie Feature — Don't Tell Everything.
comedy.
— Colin O'More (himself) in
Week — The Conquering Vocalrepertoire
of his record songs.
Organ Selections — Milo T. Harte, Next Power.
Liberty Theatre —
Overture— Selections.
organist.
Feature
— Tol'able David — Richard
Barthelmess.
Ohio Theatre —
News — Pathe.
Feature — " Woman's
stance Talmadgc. Place " — Con- Current Events — International Comedy — Fireman, Save My Child
News.
Comedy—" Aesop's Fables."
— Sarg's.
Organ Selections — Miss Susie Goff Next Week—" Miss Lulu Bett "— Comedy — Saving Sister Susie.
Bush and Miss Golden Eviston,
Special cast.
Next
Week — The Lotus Eater —
Feature — The Sheik.
organists.
Twelfth Street Theatre —
Next
Week—
The
Sheik.
John Barrymore.
Overture — Popular selections.
Feature
Colonial Theatre —
Dean.— " Conflict " — F'riscilla Current Events — Screen magazine.
Century
Current Events — Selznick News.
Overture —— "Rienzi" — Richard
Next Week — " Dawn of the East " Comedy — " Eat and Be Happy "
Comedy
— The Joy Rider — Snub Current
— Alice Brady.
Gayety comedy.
Pollard.
Wagner.
Events — Centurv News.
Feature — " White Oak " — William Feature — The Way of a Maid.
S. Hart.
Ch^r^ters Uut have been the household worn, £br tiearlv tveiUy ^ears
Special Music — American HarmonNext Week
— " The
ists and Liberty Entertainers.
man " — Tom
Mix.Night HorseNext
Week—
A Wife's Awakening.
m sun
MINNEAPOLIS

V S*- ....^S^^i I I ' . * •eOBunflfvbcxk And ma^ it
-VlooklJ«»4olibnek,a«
//Trill , I/ / '
■ \ \ kowlif
oJiers»ould
Av«a,/i*aZr'
■/III
I 1 V \
St!
RICH
QUICK
WALimCFORD
WRITTEN - DIRECTED AND TITLED
/y U£ •AutMora
MR. U MRf. CEORCE
RANDOLPH CHE/TER.

This one on " The Son of Wallingford "
is the work, o) Gordon Bennett, publicity director for the Sun anil Must
theatres, Omaha

State Theatre —
Second week of " The Sheik."
Overture — " Fete Arabe," or " AraFestival."
Weekly — bian
State
Digest, comprising
International and Pathe News
strips.
Comedy — ;" For Land Sakes."
Musical Specialty — " Song of India." with French horn solo.
Played by Pallam and his Band
Supreme.
Feature — Agnes Ayres and Rudolph
Valentino
Second week.in " The Sheik " —
Organ Solo — " The Sheik."
DETROIT

Stanley
—
^
ELPHIA
PH
Comedy
— IL
" TheAD
Original
Golfer."
News — Pathe
News
— Fathe.
News — Fox.
Scenic — Sacred City of the Desert.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest— Pathe.
Feature
— " The Sheik " — Paramount.
Paramount.
Next— Week
— " Ladies Must Live "
News — Fox
Stanton
— .
Feature
—
" Queen
Indefinite
run. of Sheba "—Fox.
Arcadia
—
News — Pathe
News — Pathe.
Comedy — " Torchy's Frameup.
Feature
— "The Lure of Jade" —
Robertson-Cole.
Next less.
Week — " Bits of Life " — Peer-

Madison Theatre —
Overture — " Serenade. Weekly.
Current Events — Path
Scenic — Educational.
Special — Ogden and Benson in
" four minutes at the piano."
—— " Fast Fight " — Fox.
Feature- — Anita Stewart in " The Comedy
Regent
Feature
—
"Why Bros.
GirlsProd.
Leave Home"
—
Warner
Comcdv—
Christy.
Invisible
Fear."

.-.>

—

LARRT ?K10> * TUX TaLI <7TT
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LonAMERICA
Chaney and the title of the pictur*
are featured in this display by ths
America theatre, Denver, on ■' The Act

December
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Vocal — Dorothy Githens.
(a) The Wren.
(b) The Only Girl.
Feature — Get Rich Quick Wallingford — Star cast.
Parkway —
Overture — Classic.
Current Events — Parkway News
and Special Review.
Feature — The
Sheik — Ayres and
Valentino.
Special — Prizma.
Vocal — R. Stidman, baritorie.
New —
Overture — Specially
arranged to
feature.
Feature — Way Down East.
Strand —
Overture — Medley of popular airs.
Feature — The Great Impersonation.
Comedy — Love and Doughnuts—
BenTurpin.
New Wizard —
Overture — Classical Selections.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Feature — The Unpardonable Sin —
Neilan's.
Comedy — Screen Snapshots.
DES

Trianon Theatre —
Feature— The Old Nest— All Star.
Pathe Review.
The Fables.
Fly and the Ant — Aesop's
International News.
Brady.
Globe
— the East — Alice
Feature —Theatre
Dawn of
Rolin
Pathe Comedy
News. — The Hustler.
Tudor Theatre —
Feature
— The Black
— Florence
Reed. Panthers' Cub
Comedy
shots.— Federated Screen SnapCINCINNATI
Current Events — Pathe 97.
Strand — Aesop's Fables — Pathe.
Cartoon
Comedy — Falling
for Fanny —
Christie.
Feature — The Call of the North.
Next Week— The Way of a Maid.

MOINES

Des Moines —
Overture — " Rustle of Spring."
News — International.
Comedy — Buster Keaton in The
Playhouse.
Feature — Richard Barthelmess in
Tol'able David.
Coming —
Strand —
Overture—" When Shall We Meet
NewsAgain."
— Educational Kinograms.
Comedy — Fast and Furious, with
Larry Semon.
Feature — Katherine MacDonald in
Her Social Value.
Coming
Lois Weber's What Do
Men— Want?
Sherman —
News — Pathe.
Serial — Miracles of the Jungle.
Feature — Bert Lytell in Lady
Fingers.
ATLANTA
Howard Theatre —
Howard News and Views.

An odd combination for "Little Lord Fauntleroy" and "The Wonderful
Thing " used for recent showingstheatres.
of theseDetroit
pictures at the Adams and Madison
Feature — Over the Hill with special presentation effects by
Enrico Leide.
Metropolitan Theatre —
Overture arranged by Dave Love.
Kineto Review.
Kinograms.
Comedy
— Pure and Simple —
Christy.
Feature
Dust.— Hope Hampton in Star
Organ Solo — George Lee Hamrick,
organist.
Criterion Theatre —
Kinograms.
Kineto Review.
Comedy — Christy.
Feature — Quo Vadis.
Rialto —
Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Selznick News.
Comedy — To be selected.
Feature — Pauline Frederick in The
Lure of Jade.
MILWAUKEE

FOX^ LIBERTY
aeiMAR
NEAR CRAMO

Strand Theatre —
Weekly — Kinograms and Topics.
Feature—"
The Valentino
Conquering andPower
—Terry.
Rudolph
Alice"
Alhambra Theatre —
The Queen of Sheba — Second
Week.
Butterfly Theatre —
Overture — Medley of Popular
Sones.
Comedy — Snookums.
Weekly — Pathc Review and Fox
News.
SongWcissenborn.
— "Kiss Waltz" — Miss Ilsa

suoooqicd B-r E.VA NOVAK, (or st.louis)
The Rough Diamond
Wi orn/fBSsr Ptcn/ees ronmxw cvk appcaisd in
raXNEWS^PJfnsWSIMaiWWJOWNIEMOWBOKHESTRA
A novel ad for " The Rough Diamond
by Fate's Liberty theatre, St. I.ouix

Feature — The Lure of Jade — Pauline Fredericks.
Merrill Theatre —
Special — Screen Snapshots.
Tony Sarg's Almanac.
Feature
— ■ " The and Sheik
Rudolph
Valentino
Agnes" — Avres.
WASHINGTON
Aletropolitan —
Overture— Pagliacci Fantasia.

Comedy — The Joy Rider —
Current Events — Pathe
Topics of the Day.
Feature — The Wonderful
First National.
Next Week — Her Social
First National.

Pathe.
News —
ThingValue —

Overture
Palace —— II Trovatorc.
Current Events — Pathe News —
Topics of the Day.
Scenic — Seville in Fair Time — Burton Holmes.
Comedy — ated
Be Producers.
Reasonable— AssociFeature — There Are No Villains —
Metro.
Next Week— Get Rich Quick Wallingford — Paramount.
Columbia —
Feature
— Way
tinued.

Down East — Con-

Overture — II Trovatore.
Rialto—
Concert
Feature — Titl's Serenade
for trio.
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy
— Fresh from the Farm —
Christie.
ScenicPost.
— ■ Our Rural Relations —
Feature
— Under the Lash — Paramount.

Current Events — Pathe 96.
Walnutof— the Day — Literary Digest.
Topics
Educational — The Runaway Train
Lyman H. Howe.
Feature — The Sheik — Second week.
Next Week — The Lotus Eater.
Current Events — Fox News.
Feature
— Over the Hill — Seventh
Week.
GiftsNext Week— Molly O.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Topics
Palace of
— the Day — Literary Digest.
Feature — Everything for Sale.
Next Week — Nobody.
Overture — Rienzi (Wagner) — Capitol Unit Orchestra, Theodore
Hahn,— Jr., conductor.
Capitol
Capitol News and Events Novelty.
Scenic — Old and New England.
Organ
Benedict.accompaniment, Edward
Soprano Solo
"Spring's
Awakening"—Miss— Idella
Banker.
Feature — Disraeli.
Syncopated Novelty — Two Little
Girls in Blue — Orchestral Unit
II, in jazz costume, on stage.
Comedy — The Fall Guy ■ — Larry
Semon.
Next Week — The Grim Comedian.

Nexttinv.Week — Playthings of DcsNEW

ORLEANS

Strand Theatre —
Feature
Don't Tell Evervth'ng —
All —Star.
Educational Comedy — The VaNeighbor
Nelly — Prizma.
Pathegrant.
News.
Liberty Theatre —
Feature — Dream
Street — United
Artists.
Comedy — When
the Whale was
Jonahed — Tony Sarg.
Pathe Review.
International News.

Here is one on " Her Social Secretary "
by the strand of Dcs Moines

Exhibitors'

McCormick

Originates

Service

Bureau

Distinctive

Prologue

Number

Illustrating by cut the prologue number
" The Cabinet
of Dr.
originated
S. BarretpageMcCormick, managing director of the
Allenfortheatre,
Cleveland,
0.. Caliyari''
Story appears
on the byfollowing
Thomas D. Sorlero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
George J. Srhade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. C Horat r, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Datyon, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Finklesteln & Rabin,
Minneapolis.
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Kuhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland
Paul Gusdanovic, Strand, Cleveland, O
O. Edgar Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mich.
S. Barret McCormick, Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Cleveland.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson, Mich.

Advisory Board
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
R. B. Wilby, Supervisor of Southern Enterprises,
Inc., Birmingham, Ala.
E. V. Richards,
Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Jr.,
Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,
Can Branham, Famous-Las ky, Ltd., Toronto,
Chas.

Lowell
Managing Director, Capitol
theatre,W, St.Calvert,
Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Q nimby,
Managing
Director,
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
Ind. Strand and
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewlston, Idaho.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rialto theatre, Butte.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Frandsc*
Sidney K.Grauman,
Grauman's theatre, Los AngeJe*
Louis
theatres,Sidney,
Denver.Managing Director, William Fox
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville,
Herbert J. Thatcher, Strand theatre. So Una,
Francis A. Siangan, Managing Director,
theatre, Montreal, Canada,
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Traffic

/p 2 1
Notices

Used

"Experience"
to Sell
Three
separate
novelties took Sioux
City, Iowa, by surprise, which accounts
for the big business done by " Experience " at the Royal theatre.
John J. Friedl, Manager, with the assistance of R. C. Gary, Paramount exploiteer, first got some penny post cards
which were run through a press, the copy
announcing the run of the picture. It
was the first time Friedl had used his
mailing list in some time.
Automobilists found ominous officiallooking envelopes tied to their steering
wheels which read : " Important Traffic
Notice." Inside were heralds announcing "Experience." More than 10,000 of
these heralds were distributed by a doorto-door canvass.
Every newsboy in Sioux City wore a
pasteboard foolscap on which the announcement for " Experience " was
printed.
Friedl says it pays to cut loose every
now and then with a heavy novelty campaign. Novelties used continuously cease
to be novel. But after the public has
just about forgotten the last stunt, break
out again, says the Hestetter manager.

O'Hara Comes
with Another
Idea

Thro
ugh
Artist
ic

A striking all-Anatol window was secured by S. O'Hara, manager of the
Armory theatre, Clarinda, Iowa.
The basis of the scheme was a twentyfour sheet which shows Wallace Reid
holding strings which lead up to the heads
of the women involved in his numerous
affairs. The Reid figure and the heads
were cut out and real ribbon attached.
One sheet and framed stills neatly arranged completed the display.

" Old Nest " window display secured for
the showing
Shreveport,
La. of the picture at the Majestic theatre,

McCormick's
Futurist's
Novel Presentation Number Staged
at

Allen's

Theatre,

ICK
et'Sof preTheORM
Cabin
Dr.
BARRETTsentation of "McC
* Caligari " got its cue from the picture or at least from Mr. McCormick's
audience angle on the picture, which was
" freak."
In describing the prologue number
originated for the feature, Mr. McCormick writes as follows:
S

" My stage prelude or prologue was
called ' The Futurist Ball ' and was in itself abig musical review with about fiftv
people, very colorful and spectacular, anil

Ball

Cleveland

was supposed to represent the condition of
the world in 1950 when the Futurists,
Cubists, Impressionists, Crystallists, etc..
were in control of the world and everything was done on a strictly futuristic
basis. The stage was a burlesque futurist
setting. To the strains of a Stravinsky
composition, the messenger from 1950
steps before the curtain, his costume ultramodernistic. He tells the audience to
imagine themselves in the year 1950 when
the world is in control of the Futurists,
etc.
" The curtains then open upon the Orchestra from Mars dressed in weird robes,
long peaked hats with strange eye glasses
and eyelectionlashes,
upon a weird
colof musicalplaying
instruments.
The tune
was ' Ain't We Got Fun.1 It sounded
very Caligari when it came from this collection of mouth organs, tubas, oboes and
jazz whistles. Then came the dancers at
the Futurist Ball — the entire company
in very bizarre costume creations and
their dancing thoroughly in keeping with
the mental condition of Caligari.
" Next was the Zimmeresque Fashion
Show with the models wearing extreme
and futuristic costumes, beautiful and
daring. Following them came the Zeigfeld Follies Chorus of 1950 — four dancing boys in ballet skirts, tights and toe
.slippers with evening clothes from the
waist up including top hats. They did a
ballet number to a jazzed ' moment mu-

originatedla.by S. O'Hare, manager of the
Window display on " The Affairs
of AnnatoV
Arinpry
theatre, Clarinda,

" At the finish of this the Messenger
from 1950 enters and starts to tell the
story of Dr. Caligari and the curtains
sicale.'
close
in and we start the picture as a continuation of his talk."

Motion
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Schools

Aid

Picture

Newt

Brown

Put

Over
Net score "Woman's
:
Ivanhoe, 1.
Loevv's Palace, 899.

Place "

Looks like a lop-sided contest between I
a literary classic and a modern theatre, I
but it merely shows the batting average of
a publicity campign inaugurated by G. EJ

Showing the lobby decorations and motor cycle ballyhoo used by the Empire theatre, Bridgeport, to exploit "A Connecticut Yankee in Kiny Arthur's Court"
Proclaims

Bridgeport

Mark

Exhibitor

Twain

Puts

Over

Week

Fine

Campaign for " Connecticut Yankee "
ION which evoked fa- glad to co-operate. It was this — each
EXPLOITATvorabl
e comment from newspaper
day during the run five names of Bridgeeditors was effected recently by portians selected at random from a city
James Rourke, manager of the Empire
directory were printed in scattered positions on the want-ad pages. The persons
theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., in connection
finding their names were entitled to two
with the showing of " A Connecticut
passes each to see the picture. The scheme
Arthur's Court."
in Kinglittle
worked ideally.
Yank
It eerequired
persuasion to get the
To the two thousand names on Mr.
mayor and the local chamber of commerce
Rourke's mailing list were sent proclato
proclaim aof" Mark
Twain Week."
celebration
the memorial
week The
was
mations "by King Arthur " commanding
concurrent with the showing of the pic- the recipient to see the picture. The procture. Therefore it was natural for the
lamations were 12x18 inches and printed
in red and black on a buff paper.
newspapers to mention conspicuously
The result of the exploitation packed
Twain's great work, " A Connecticut
the house during the entire run.
Yankee," which was being shown at the
Empire theatre, and natural, also, for Snell Horns In On Circus
parents to bring their children to view
Parade
the classic story on the screen.
Because all the schools were celebratIt is not often that a theatre can tie up
ing the holiday week, there was a great
with a circus, but Assistant Manager
rush on the local library for volumes of Snell, of the Imperial theatre, Gadsden,
Mark Twain's books. So great was the Ala., used Robinson's circus parade to addemand that papers published articles
vertise his program. He got permission
about it. Then came the announcement
to place this banner on the largest elephant
that Mr. Rourke, the exhibitor, had doin the parade : " The two biggest things in
nated to the library ten volumes of " A
' I it,Do'.''
in in
Harold
— but
todayall,
town
That was
it hadLloyd
the kick
and
Connecticut Yankee." All the papers were
compelled again to devote considerable
got the business.
news space to this incident because of
their duty to announce new books listed
in the library and because of their traditional announcement of the names of
contributors to the library's stock.
Then three motorcyclists, attired in
knights' mail and armor and carrying
spear
andToshield,
sped ofthrough
the city's
streets.
the rear
the motorcycles
were attached canvas-cardboard signs
which read : " Here's one of the Jazz
Knights in Mark Twain's ' A Connecticut
Yankee ' — Empire Next Week."
Special showings of the film were given
free for gold star mothers and the orphans of Bridgeport. This, too, brought
its share of free newspaper publicity.
Another stunt used was in connection
with the classified want ads of the daily
papers. The stunt was a circulation
builder for the newspapers, and they were

Brown, theatre,
managing
director of Loew's
Palace
Memphis.
In addition to a full-fledged publicity
and advertising campaign which he put
over for " Woman's Place," Brown tied
into the Central High School Annex for
an essay on " Woman's Place " and on the
Palace theatre. Through certain influences Brown was able to have the teachers
permit the 900 children in the annex to
choose for their weekly literary essay
either Ivanhoe or Loew's Palace.
Out of the total enrollment of the annex
only one pupil wrote on Ivanhoe and the
other 899 chose the Palace theatre and
Constance Talmadge as the more interesting subject.
Prizes were offered for the best ten essays, consisting of box seats to the Palace
on Annex
Night."
More than 300
children came and
paid admissions
to enjoy
seeing the prize winners in the boxes.
The prize-winning essays are to be carried in the annex weekly paper and another competitive essay-writing stunt is
already under way at the school.

Chambers
Books 44 The
Blot" For Teachers'
Convention Dates
A state teachers' convention at Wichita,
Kansas, gave Stanley Chambers his cue
for booking " The Blot " for dates to correspond with those of the convention.
Inasmuch
as the
story of of" The
Blot "
revolves
around
the problem
inadequate
pay for teachers, the picture proved a center of attraction for the visitors and their
W ichita friends, and was advertised to the
limit by word of mouth on the floor of the
convention
and wherever else the teachers
met.

This lobby display is the work of Frank Hall , staff artist at the Strand theatre. Lansing.
Mich., for " The
Golden Snare "
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Theatre
Lc// — Motorcycle ballyhoo used by Pontages theatre, Ashland,
Cal., to theaidrunin ofputting
over "Hurricane Hutch." Right — Window display tie-up
secured during
the serial
Soriero Uses Novelty
Rural Ballyhoo Used for
Herald Advertising
East'*
Down
"Way
A
novel
throwaway for the showing of
Cantrell's Campaign for
by Barger
"
For
Those
We Love " was used with
" March Hare "
When Manager L. G. Barger presented
very good success by Thomas D. Soriero,
hunfor aattenast ted
broadc
manager of the Strand theatre, Lowell,
ADVERTIS
s attrac
wild rabbit
dredING
Way Down East " at the Avondale theMass.
atre, North Tonawanda, N. Y., he put on
tention to the " March Hare "ker
for
Manager Cantrell, of the Knickerboc
an excellent exploitation campaign which
theatre, Nashville, Tenn. He stated that
He bought at a small cost several thouenabled him to put over his first week run
sand of the small cardboard walking dolls
these would be turned loose with atat this recently opened theatre.
tached passes on the uptown streets. But
with four feet, which rotate as though
Mr. Barger covered both Tonawanda
ted " his
failing with
to get
themof heBelgia
" decora
walking when pushed gently along on any
n Hares
lobby
boxes
and
and North Tonawanda with large banners
surface. The doll carries on its arm a
the number grew from eight to sixteen
placed across streets, such as used in poin three days! Big rabbits of cardboard
basket, on the side of which appeared the
were used on the theatre auto on the
litical campaigns. He also used two big
ad for the picture. Mr. Soriero used the
streets and were also placed on the stage
farm wagons, especially decorated and
e
g.
for a week in advanc of showin
advertising
matternext
: " I'd
walk
afollowing
mile to the
Strand theatre
Monday,
plastered with " 'Way Down East " signs.
The drivers were rigged out in rube cosTuesday
and
Wednesday
to
see
Betty
tumes.
Compson in the Goldwyn super-special,
Three thousand post cards were sent to
Young Works
Hard for
'
For
Those
Love.' " at the box office
residents of the two cities, much newsThese
wereWedistributed
paper space was used, several attractive
"Lord Fauntleroy"
the week before the showing, in hotels
Edwan Forrest Young, publicity direcwindow display tie-ups put over and winand cigar stores and mailed in envelopes
dow cards placed in almost every store.
tor for the Rialto and Majestic theatres,
the Strand's mailing list.
Louisville, Ky., made a special play for to Mr.
Soriero found the stunt provocthe patronage of children when " Little
ative of much ^interest and in connection
Lord Fauntleroy " played the Majestic.
with the regular channels of advertising
and publicity had a pronounced effect on
On Thursday of a week's . run, newsbusiness.
paper space announced a " surprise matinee " for the next day, and stated that
every child attending would receive a gift.
This consisted of a free ticket to the opening performance of the next week's feature. The house was jammed the day
after the ad appeared, with children standing in line for two hours to get in.

Novel window display for " The Affairs of
Annatol" by the Bell theatre, Pasco Robles,
Cal. of which W . W. Walker is manager

On Friday " slates " appeared in all the
newspapers announcing a contest among
the Louisville Herald's newsboys for the
most popular newsboy. The idea was that
the boys were to cut the " slates " from
the newspapers, insert the names of their
favorites, and the boy receiving the largest
vote, or leading the biggest gang to the
Majestic, got a $10 prize. There was a
second prize of $5 and a third of $3. The
answer was that the newspaper gave one
and two-column news stories on the contest, and that boys from all sections of the
city stormed the Majestic, making it
necessary to give two morning performances to take care of the crowds.

Lobby
decorations
" Nev:r
Weakenthe-"
used during
the run for
at the
Symphony
atre, Los Angeles
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Motion
Buffalo

Showman

"Mystery

Illustrating the prologue number for

The 7 hree Musketeers " at the Brooklyn Mark Strand
th catre

Novel "Cappy Ricks"
Lobby Display
When Manager Enrico Leide, of the
Howard theatre, Atlanta, played " Cappy
Ricks," he achieved a splendid effect of
the New England Coast in his lobby and
a fine scheme of presentation which added
no little to the success of the picture's run.
On the outside of the theatre, in front
of the box-office, all advertising cards and
posters were framed in life-preservers —
the old-fashioned round ones such as were
used by sailing vessels of the type of the
Florrie R. Across the front of the theatre
were three large life-preservers, the first
one framing a card on which the name of
Thomas Meighan, as star, appeared in
large letters — deep sea-blue letters on a
gray background, framed by the dingy
white of the life-preserver. The center
circle held a card which gave the name of
the picture and the third one, on the left,
framed the name of Agnes Ayres.
Between the box-office and the main entrance were smaller life-preservers which
framed lines from the sub-titles, in teaser
effect, or sentences like " Do you like romance? "" Adventures galore," " His last
fifty cents — and the only girl in the world
at his elbow," " As refreshing as a seabreeze," and so on.
Inside the main entrance and along the
beautiful grand staircase which is a special feature of the Howard's main lobby,
were a quantity of the small pines which
grow, supposedly, along the Maine coast,
and through these gleamed tiny electricbulbs that added immensely to the effectiveness of the scene. Rusty old anchors,
coils of rope, a sea-battered officer's cap
and similar trophies were scattered about.
A special musical score had been arranged by Mr. Leide, who, in addition to
managing the theatre, conducts the fortypiece concert orchestra. There was a
short prologue — an effective representation of the storm scene which is the climax
of the picture. The stage-setting showed
a sea-scape with a tiny sailing vessel, all
sails spread, setting out gaily from port.
Half-way in the middle of the stage the
tiny vessel encounters difficulties and
thunder and lightning, followed, as the
tiny ship disappears, with a calm, and a
beautiful moon-rise.

Kennedy's Statute of
Liberty Lobby Display

the
EDY,
KENN
gham, ofAla.,
, Birmin
Galax Rtheatre
MANAGE
attracted extra business on " The
d
" by aof splendi
Hope Statue
Land tionofof the
in the
Liberty duplicalobbv. It was eight feet high, made of
cardboard and painted a pure white. A
powerful electric light was connected
into the upheld torch of Liberty, with
fine effect.

For " Hearts of the Range," when the
picture played the Strand theatre, Atlanta,
Manager Schmidt had a huge heart cut
out of cardboard and wrapped in red tissue paper. This carried letters cut out
of cardboard and mounted to conform to
the shape of the heart, giving the name of
the picture.
Encircling the heart at a distance of
about every two or three inches were tiny
electric globes, shaded in green and concealed in the wrapping of paper. When
the current was on these globes threw a
weird green light on the lettering of the
heart which made it all very effective.

This eut shows the cast

An

Tries
Stunt

Prologue

for

"Way
Down
East"
exceptionally attractive prologue

and setting was arranged for " Way
Down East " when this picture was shown
at the Halsey theatre, Newark, N. J., and
is credited with having been of much
value
duction." talking " advertising for the proThe stage setting showed the river with
its timbered banks in the background, with
a foreground representing the typical village street, the old wagon shop on one side
and the toll-house on the other. Before
the wagon shop a white pig rooted contentedly in the dirt. Against an oldfashioned picket fence at the head of the
street, a local quartette and soloist leaned
and sang " Way Down East " songs.

ttage setting for a prologue on
at the Halsey theatre, Nczvark.
\

Girl"

New

" Why Girls Leave Home " was show:
in Buffalo at the Mark Strand by Man
a^er E. O. Weinberg, following an excel
lent exploitation campaign, one of th<
features of which was a "mystery girl'
stunt arranged with the Buffalo Enquirer
through which Mr. Weinberg offeret
readers an opportunity to win son*
Christmas money by identifying th<
" mystery girl " as she appeared at van- If
ous points in the city. Through the tie-up <
with the newspaper the Strand got some
long stories and big cuts on page one.
Mr. Weinberg also put out a number of
sandwich men, carrying >ij*ns bearing the
title of the picture. Teaser ads were run
in the local newspapers. There was a
liberal use of billboards. Little red cards
in the form of hearts were suspended in
strings throughout the lobby a week in
advance of the showing. The advertising
on opening day was doubled. Small cards,
bearing the inscription. " Do you know
whystores,
girls restaurants,
leave home?"
were and
givenpublic
out
in
trolleys
places. It was a widespread campaign
and brought fine results at the box office.

Attractive
Vivid Red "Heart" Basis
of Lobby Display

Picture

Way Down East," presented
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Jrauman

Prologue
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Highly

Original Number
n\ An appropriate feature of the program
Grauman's theatre the week ending
fovember 13th added in observance of
tin .rmistice Week was the showing of the
fficial United States Signal Corps picare,
From the Fronts" pree ;ded "byFlashes
a patriotic prologue in which
11 lore than thirty people took part.
The prologue scene represented the
isembarkation of troops from a transort, which was painted in scenery at the
tar of the stage. A gangplank led to an
pening in the side of the " ship," and
mptied doughboys on the stage. Above,
oldiers leaned over the railing of the
tiip. Beside the gangplank civilians
tood, obviously awaiting the return of
jved ones.
Clad as a Belgian orphan, a girl coretist left the ship and rendered " Keep
ie Home Fires Burning." A soldier
rio sang Harry Lauder's " Pack Up
four Troubles in Your Old Kit Bag."
i. Salvation Army girl sang patriotic airs
nd a doughboy soloist, " There's a Long,
.ong Trail a-Winding." The Griffith
oy twins executed a military dance. In
onclusion, a lieutenant put a squad of
eterans through the manual of arms.

View of a special musical presentation by Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles, which served as
a prologue to " Dangerous Lies "

Hager's
t"
Cam
paign
Salt "Con
Lake flic
City Branch
Manager
and

Victoria

Theatre

Builds

Novel Lobby Front
The management of the Victoria thetre, Philadelphia, used the Producers'
'ress Book as the foundation of a most
inique lobby display on "Why Girls
.eave Home." He had the cover of the
•ress book enlarged to the size of a sixheet, placed on one side of the lobby,
nd he had a two-column-ad enlarged also
0 the size of a six-sheet and placed on the
ther side of the lobby. The usual electric
ight display in front of the theatre, in
ddition to carrying the display of the
)icture in high-powered nitrogen lamps,
vas augmented by an electrical question
nark which was connected with a flasher.
Ul this material was used in conjunction
vith the regulation posters, photographs,
)il paintings and other accessories.

Newspaper

IT has remained for Gus A. Hager.
branch manager of Universal's Salt
Lake City exchange, to develop a new
way of co-operating with the exhibitors
and newspapers of his territory.
When " Outside the Law " was released
Mr. Hager, in planning his sales campaign, bethought himself of the daily
papers of Salt Lake City and their lust
for business in the circulation department. Accordingly Mr. Hager went to
Norman E. Beck, dramatic and motion
picture editor of the Salt Lake City Telegram, with a plan whereby he was to buy
up a couple hundred one-month subscriptions to the Telegram and present them
with his compliments to the exhibitors of
the section. Beck, however, went him one
better and offered to write each exhibitor
a personal letter calling attention to Mr.

JUL

|l

THE GREATEST HUMAN
HUMAN
T TIMES
STORY
OF ALU
THE GREATES
a r/»/KNaAOMMGIVT
umphaL"
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oNe
CENTBtAU
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Street car ballyhoo on "Over the Hill" by the Cozy theatre, Shaivnee, Okla.

Effect

Tie-up

Hager's complimentary subscription and
also to direct their notice to the publicity
and advertising then being run by the
Kinema theatre on " Outside the Law."
The letters went out and the papers followed. The small-town exhibitors were
not in the habit of hearing from key city
dramatic editors on the subject of pictures, so followed the publicity and display advertising pretty carefully. The
final shot was a half-page in the Sunday
dramatic section of the Telegram announcing the general release of " Outside
the Law " and inviting exhibitors to wire
for dates. The result was an avalanche
of orders for Hager and the sailing made
pretty easy for his salesmen in reaching
the quota.
When " Conflict " was released the
same stunt was worked with the same results. The entire cost of the exploitation
for the entire territory was less than two
hundred dollars and Hager's quota was
reached and topped in record time.
The exhibitors were well pleased and,
needless to say, the newspaper was also
the winner, as when the dramatic editor
had finished with the exchange's mailing
list he turned it over to the country circulation manager, who lost no time in soliciting the exhibitors for a regular subscription tothe paper on the strength of
the motion picture news it carried.
Here is a new thought in selling films
and incidentally is an idea that most newspapers will grasp. Even . though your
paper is hard boiled when it comes to picture exploitation it is a safe bet you can
land this one.
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Motion
Chariot

Race

Picture

N e w\

for "Sheba

Again Used
A chariot race down one of the mail
streets of Detroit was the most strikin1
feature of a singularly elaborate exploit*
tion campaign conducted by the F01
Washington theatre for the " Queen 0
Sheba " engagement.
Two ch irioteers, attired in the flowf
togas of Roman racers and driving
whitestreet,
steedsattracting
staged a thousands
" slow " race
dowi
this
of noon
day lunchers and distributing in theii
flight large numbers of circus heralds
The street was literally covered with
heralds, most of which were picked up
the curious onlookers. The chariots w
plastered with large signs announcing th«
An inexpensive but tasty lobby display on " After the Show" designed by Manager G. M.
Phillips of the Strand theatre, Birmingham, Ala.
Grauman's, Los Angeles,
Stages Style Show
Sid Grauman has explored a new theatrical field, and as a result won the praise
of newspaper critics when he staged a
midwinter Fashion Show in which he
also presented Max Fisher and his Ziegfeld Follies instrumentalists at the Grauman Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles,
in conjunction with the showing of " Enchantment "during Thanksgiving Week.
The fact that never before in Southern
California had a fashion show devoted exclusively to furs been attempted at this
season in the year was a novelty which in
itself attracted large crowds to the box
office.
Mr. Grauman opened the act with
Fisher and his ensemble playing current
popular selections. When three airs had
been rendered the fashion parade began.
Clad in modish furs whose aggregate
value exceeded $250,000, a dozen players
from the Famous Players-Lasky studios,
displayed the creations under spotlights
as they walked across the balcony and descended the stairs to the stage, continuing until they disappeared in the wings.
The set represented the ballroom of a
leading Los Angeles hotel. When each
creation had been displayed the actressmodels appeared, and at various places on
the balcony, on the stage, simultaneously
as a finale. Meanwhile, as during the
parade, the Fisher instrumentalists played
accompaniments.
Settling the Cave-Man
Argument
Do women love masterful men? This
is the vital question that has absorbed all
Boise, Idaho, when the story of the man
with " heart hot as desert sands," " The
Sheik," played there.
The Pinney theatre stirred the town to
intellectual activity through the Boise
Capital-News, and offered prizes of $10
in cash for the best 100-word essay and .1
box to the theatre for the second prize.
As usual, giving the contest to the paper
threw the publicity on the front page with
the increased value to the theatre.

Birmingham
House
Attractively Decorated
Stage settings and effects were provided Manager Phillips of Strand theatre, Birmingham, Ala., for his showing
of "After the Show." Paper and cloth
draperies, tassels and hangings on doors
and walls, and from the ceiling, gave a
proper
atmosphere and helped intrigue
the
passersby.
Twenty -four Sheets Gets
Attention of Klamath
Falls Fans
Klamath Falls, Ore., may not be as big
a city as New York, but H. W. Poole, the
manager of the Liberty theatre there, believes in doing things in a big city way.
Witness his exploitation for " Our Mutual
Friend " and " The Old Oaken Bucket."
Twenty- four sheets were used, an innovation for Klamath Falls, and the result was
highly successful.
In addition, throw- away s were distributed at the homes of all of the residents.
" You'll like the Liberty better after seeing Our
'
Mutual Friend'," Mr. Poole ad-

advent of the " Queen of Sheba."
Further exploitation consisted of mak
ing motion pictures of the crowds entering
the theatre during the second week of tht
run of the picture, and showing them or
the screen the following day. In thi*
way many persons paid admission twice
during the showing of the production —
hoping to identify themselves or friends :
on the second visit.

Arrangements with advertising manag- 2
ers
most of
Detroit's
leading
mentof stores
resulted
in the
use departof thetj!'<
phrase, "The Queen of Sheba Says," in 3
their
newspaper advertising copy for sev-fci
eral days.
By tying up with a morning newspa
a contest was conducted for the sch
children of the city, in which prizes wereo
awarded for the best stories concerning
the legend of the Queen of Sheba and
King Solomon.
Herald displays were placed in all the
leading hotel lobbies, and hundreds of circus heralds were left in the offices of doctors and dentists throughout Detroit.
Window displays also were employed.
It is said that this exploitation campaign
was one of the most productive of good
results ever attempted by a theatre in Detroit.

vertised."

Explaining by illustration
accompanying story relative to the mid-winter fashion shoiv
zvtnck served as a prologu 'the
to " Enchantment
" when this picture played at Grauman theatre.
Los Angeles
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Novelty lobby sign appearing over the marquee of the Strand theatre, Perth Amboy
Arthur's Court."
ipecial Screening

Endorse

ments Sells "Over the
Hiir at Albany
The Albany Club, the leading social
Irganization of Albany, N. Y., through
:s secretary issued invitations to each of
:s members to attend a private view of
Over the Hill " and thus ushered in one
if the 'most comprehensive exploitation
Campaigns ever attempted by Manager
Elliott of the Clinton Square theatre in
lat city.
As a result of the exclusive showing.
:tters were received by Mr. Elliott from
lore than 100 of the 300 persons who
witnessed this filming of the picture.
Excerpts from the letters written by the
lore prominent members of the club
rere used in the copy of newspaper advertisements. These included the opinms of clergymen and business men.
The preview was so arranged as to put
le entire burden of detail on the club,
lus lending the prestige of having not
theatre but the organization offer the
>resentation. This cleared the way for
\ stories in the columns of the daily
►ress. In this way the Governor of the
State of New York was attracted and at[ended the showing.
Then came further campaigning. Five
:housand sniped cards were printed and
)y means of attached strings were hung
>n door-knobs and on automobiles and
)ther vehicles.
Window displays were placed in two
>honograph stores, two music sheet
stores and two leading stationery winlows.
A special poster display was set up in
Ithe vicinity of the Albany railroad station, thus attracting attention of all the
city's visitors. At the corner of the street
where the theatre is situated another similar display was erected.
Hotels and restaurants throughout the
business district of the city carried mention of "Over the Hill" on their winidow cards of menus. In the lobbies of
tthe leading hotels displays of stills were
\ made.

Masters

Decorates

tin
of "A Connecticut Yankee

for

"Frontier of the Stars"
Capitol
RS of
MASTE
g
ss theatr
es,theBowlin
MANAGE
and RPrince
Green, Ky., had a good display at
the latter house on " Frontier of the
Stars." A veritable cloudland was created in the lobby, with painted card
board and several colors of serpentine
arranged and draped cleverly. Invisible
wires strung through the clouds bore silver stars of all sizes scattered correctly
at varying distances. Patrons expressed
appreciation of the artificial fairyland.
Cooperative Advertising
Wins in Winona
" Forbidden Fruit " just visited Winona, Minn., but its entry was one of triumph.
The Opera House got to work and
asked the Republican-Herald for free
space. The paper wanted some favors.
So the theatre representative visited ten
merchant friends, procured the necessary
double truck and the paper was willing to
come through with a four-page special
section.

Goldman

Has

Fine

Pro-

for "The
Sheik"
Managing logue
Director
William
Goldman,
of the Missouri theatre, in St. Louis, used
a novel presentation effect to accompany
" The Sheik," which was continued into
its second week.
As the curtain arose on the Missouri
Symphony Orchestra, seated as usual at
this theatre in a semi-circle on the stage, a
background of Oriental atmosphere was
revealed, and then from the mists there
arose a huge tent and far in the distance
the desert. From the tent emerged The
Sheik himself, a tenor soloist on the Missouri staff, bedecked in the Arabian garb,
and who sang a weird, plaintive and musical interpretation of the picture as a sort
of prologue.
The magnificence of the scene brought
forth salvos of applause from the large
audiences which saw each showing of the
picture.

secured
showing of this picture at the T. &
Window display on " Woman's Place"
D. theatre,
Jan for
Jose,the Cal.
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Motion
Teaser

Stuff

Picture

New

Goes

Goo<

for "No Woman
Knows"
Manager James F. Jackson, of th
Tudor theatre, Atlanta, booked big on th i
"teaser" stuff when he played " N-l
Woman Knows" for a week's engage j
ment.
The billboards had been utilized am;
carried twenty-four sheets in screaminj
colors — a vivid yellow with black box-ca 1
letters — with such sentiments as " Wi]
the Arms Conference Mean Universa

Dressed up like a circus'

for 'the showing
" Over Ihe Hill
Macon,of Ga.

Stuart
Booms
Dallas Managing
Executes

Big

at the Criterion theatre,

"Down
East
Director Plans and

Peace? No Woman Knows! " "How U
Avoid Automobile Accidents — No Worn
an Knows ! " " What Does Man Wan
Here Below ? No Woman Knows ! " am
so on.
Then, beginning a week ahead of hii
play date, the local papers carried one-ind
ads, boards.
with " teaser " lines similar to tht
bill
A smashing ad on Sunday tied up
billboards and " teaser " stuff with
run of the picture.
The lobby
carried a cut-out 01

Mabel Julienne Scott in a tense pose. '
with a book under her arm, the book';
labelled " Fanny Herself."
A display oi :
the published book was made in the lobby,£
and a tie-up with a local book shop by
reason of which they staged a special sale
on the novels of Edna Ferber all added to
the successful week.

Exploitation Campaign
with a banner announcing the show. HerSTUART, managing
HERSCHEL
alds were distributed in hotel room boxes
director of the Palace, " Dallas'
also.
Million Dollar Theatre," tells an
At the presentation of the picture an
interesting story of how he put " Way
Down East" over to a successful engageorchestra played " Home Sweet Home "
ment, despite the fact that the picture previously had been shown in Dallas as a at the opening with red house-lights dimming down from maximum to darkness.
road show attraction.
Wind
machines and ie'e machines were
Mr. Stuart says he advertised conservaused also during the storm and the scene
tively ten days in advance of show date,
showing the ice floe. Blue house lights
and then goes on to tell how he hooked
were dimmed during the snowstorm and
with an afternoon newspaper, obtaining
the house cooling system was turned on.
twelve inches daily, for five days, announcing a newspaper matinee for school
children on Saturday morning, getting
two-column heads with cuts and other
extra free reading matter in connection
with the picture.
Mr. Stuart says he tied up with another afternoon paper for front page and
other double-column layouts, calling attention to the newspaper's invitation to
all people from New England states, now
resident in or near Dallas, to see " Way
Down East " on a designated afternoon
and evening as the guests of the newspaper. A Dallas newspaper comic writer
saw the picture in the character of " Uncle
Take," as he is known locally, and wrote
a story of his experience at his " first modern picture presentation."
In the matter of outdoor exploitation
Mr. Stuart used 1,500 sheets of lithographs, cloth banners, tack cards, etc., in
the city of Dallas and the surrounding
country. There also was a daily street
parade at noon and evening with a "rube"
orchestra on a float, carrying banners announcing the picture and dates.
Attractive lobby display on "The Fox" with the paintings representing the Grand Canyon
There was used the character of " Seth
and lights in amber, designed bv Manager Fr ank l.acex of the Majestic theatre, Portland,
Perkins " from Vermont, with a dog
Ore.
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"Hush Money'* Idea
Originated
Manager Frank Miller, of the Rialto
eatre, Augusta, went the Liberty Lady "
unt one better when he played " Hush
[oney " for a two-day engagement rently.
earn
In the first place Mr. Miller is one of
le few exhibitors who doesn't mind
lilding up a special lobby set that seems
make it difficult to enter the theatre,
or this particular picture he built a white
cket fence clear across the front of the
leatre, entrance to and exit from the thetre being almost concealed behind two
ig red brick fence posts at either side of
le lobby.
Back of this fence, and completely hidlg the front of the theatre, was a black
rop, which made the white pickets of the
nee, and the red brick posts stands out
vivid relief.
Midway in the white pickets, in the cen; of the lobby, was a flight of whiteainted steps, like an old-fashioned stile,
hese steps were wide at the bottom and
rowing narrow as they approached the
n. At the foot of the steps, on either
de, were the canvas moneybags used by
anks. These two were stuffed with pebles and were marked $1,000. Two steps
p were two bags marked $500, further
eing $200 bags, and so on to the top.
asted at intervals along the steps was
tage money. At the top of the steps,
ramed in money bags, was a giant silver
ollar, made of cardboard. A hole had
een cut so that a cloth could be drawn
ver the mouth of the " Liberty Head,"
us carrying out the idea of " Hush
oney."
It was a lobby that attracted both atention and business.

A view of the window display ivhich Schwartz
and Rice managers of the Riviera theatre,
Milwaukee, secured for the engagement of
'' The Affairs of Annatol "
East Indian Atmosphere
Provided for Atlanta
Lobby Front
A bit of India was transplanted to Atlanta for the week's run of "The Great
Impersonation," by Manager Jack Kaliska, of the Rialto theatre, Atlanta.
The box office was masked behind cane
and bamboo until it resembled a tiny
Hindu hut. On either side of it were
cocoa palms and bamboo. The floor was
covered with a painted canvas which resembled the hard-packed earth and stones
of a native village.
On either side of the little hut which
was the ticket office were tiny fires — red.
electric bulbs with leaves scattered over
them. Over these fires were the three
sticks, Hindu fashion, which hold up the
pots in which the natives cook.
The space between the box office and
the entrance to the theatre was a thicket
of undergrowth, with two or three cocoanut trees (cut-outs) and, hidden in this
jungle, crouched as if about to spring,
and only his head showing, was a great
striped tiger — an amazingly life-like cutout, borrowed from a circus poster, cut
out and mounted by an Atlanta firm. The
special lobby paid for itself several times
over in added business.

Two views of the prologue which the Tivoli theatre, San Francisco, presented for " One
Arabian Night"

"Over

the

Hill" Billed in
Sixty Wisconsin Cities
There are approximately sixty towns
near La Crosse, Wis., from which the La
Crosse theatre often draws patronage.
Reaching these numerous towns through
paid advertising in the various local daily
and weekly newspapers is a matter involving considerable expense, as well as labor ;
therefore the management of La Crosse's
leading house seldom undertakes to reach
this field in this way.
But with the showing of " Over the
Hill," a new exploitation plan was conceived and executed with decided success.
Here was the little scheme which proved
so advantageous :
With the assistance of a Fox representative, aspecial newspaper story was prepared which, ordinarily typed, would consume at least a half-column space. This
story was typewritten (not printed), each
sheet being made to appear as an original,
and was sent to the editor of each newspaper in each of these neighboring towns.
The proposition placed before the editor
was this : " You print the enclosed story
and present your newspaper containing it
at the door of our theatre, and we will
permit you and your immediate family to
see ' Over the Hill ' as our guests."
Each seat being worth 50 cents and
many editors bring four or five members
of the family, it was a fair exchange of
courtesies and lacked the usual flavor of
free publicity.
In addition to this bit of exploitation,
the management decorated several down- town windows with tie-up displays, used
600 placards about the city, arranged for
elaborate street-car advertisements, and
conducted a special showing for the
clergyman, teachers and social leaders.

Motion

McClure

Uses

Telegraph

Picture

N

the

Lobb

Stunt

for

Nest'*
For the 'Old
presentation
of " The 01
Xest " in the Allen theatre, \\ innipej
Manitoba, during the week of Xovar
ber 7, Manager McClure established
public telegraph office in the lobby of til
theatre through an arrangement with tk
Canadian Pacific Railway Telegrapl
Company. This was done because of th
nature of the feature and because of thi
invitation which was flashed on th<
screen at the conclusion of the pictun
for patrons to send messages home b
mothers or other loved ones.
Reading notices in the new spapers als(
told of the opening of a telegraph booth
in the theatre lobby and the statemeni
was made that very few would be ablt
to resist the impulse to send a message
home to mother or family.
This window display was secured in the windcw of a local bank when " Liltle Lard Fauntleroy" played Ascher's Merrill theatre, Milwaukee

stalled
Pfeifle

Gets
Merchants'
Detroit Suburban
House Puts

Aid

as Lobby

Display
Z^ATStl
Manager Willard Patterson of the Cri-

terion theatre, Atlanta, played " Gilded
Lies " recently, for a return engagement,
Co-operative Exploitation
to a highly successful three-day run.
at the Broadway Strand, Detroit, when
business at no extra
There is considerable business in the
BUILDING up lem
he sent out 500 telegrams to newspaper
that is bothering
cost is a prob
picture
around a wireless machine, and
men
and
prominent
people
worded
as
every theatre manager of outskirt
follows :
counting
on the curiosity of the " herd
try
es
aps
y,
so perh
in the coun
toda
hous
instinct,"
Manager
Patterson had a small
a hint from H. R. Pfeifle, manager of the
" Take the entire family to see ' The
but complete wireless outfit set up in the
Sheik ' at the Broadway Strand."
Priscilla, one of Detroit's suburban thealobby of the theatre, with an operator to
tres, will give exhibitors an idea of gooi!
(Signed)
A Wise Man.
run it. The crackling and sputtering of
the instruments never failed to attract
co-opera
The stunt stirred up considerable exa tive
nickel.exploitation that won't cost
them
attention, and there was a crowd around
citement and one woman called the police
Pfeifle's main business getting scheme
the wireless machine for the entire threebecause, as she said, " some one had sent
is the establishment of co-operative nights
her a telegram to get her out of the house
day run— a great many of the spectators
during each week, at which times he goes
satisfying their curiosity by going into
so
they
could
rob
the
place."
Hundreds
after the people with such magnets as
the theatre to watch the handsome Mr.
of
people
phoned
the
Broadway
Strand
free bread, free coal and free food stuffs
to find what it was all about.
O'Brien play with wireless in the picture.
of every kind.
The manager of the Priscilla first made
arrangements with the leading bakery in
his vicinity to give away 50 loaves of the
bread they were introducing at his theatre
on a certain night. The result was that
Pfeifle had to call for the police to keep
the crowd in order. He did a great business that night and the bread makers got
a lot of real publicity out of the idea.
Now they have a " bread night " once
each week, at which time a cei-tain number of loaves are given away.
Another idea worked out by Pfeifle \\ as
to make arrangements with a coal dealer
to give away one ton of coal on a certain
night each week.
Pfeifle is attempting to have something
out of the ordinary to offer his patrons
five out of the seven nights of the week.
He contends that Saturday and Sunday
will take care of themselves. The Priscilla manager's idea can be worked out
in any neighborhood community where
people burn coal, eat bread or folks sell
these commodities.
Al Boasberg of the Paramount Detroit
office exploitation department got first
Prologue stage setting and two of the characters appearing in a number staged for " Om
Arabian Night" at the Rialto theatre, Omaha
page publicity for " The Sheik," playing
Over
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Two window display tie-ups secured for the
of "Molly
at thetheAllen
theatre,
planned and
executedO"during
engagement
Cleveland, and part of an intensive campaign showing
Magnificent
Bride

and

Groom

Stunt

Used

Clergymen

Attend

Special

Showing of "Over the HilT
Fargo, S. D., was recently the scene of
an agitation in opposition to motion pictures of a certain sort — in other words, of
a demand for more strict local censorship.
Several clergymen had openly denounced from their pulpits the character
of certain productions. Accordingly then,
with this fact in mind, when " Over the
Hill " was booked for the Strand theatre
in that town, the management decided to
exploit the picture in such a way as to
convince all who might have been influenced by the general attack.
To begin with, invitations were extended to all the clergymen in Fargo and
in neighboring towns to attend a private
view of the picture a few days prior to the
opening. In addition, most of the clergymen were spoken to over the telephone
and urged to be certain to see the picture.
In this way the presence of more than
90 per cent, of them was assured. „
Following the showing, many of the
ministers who had spoken against motion
picture productions volunteered testimonial letters which contained commendation
of " Over the Hill." These letters were
used in part in the advertisements in the
daily papers ; and coming, as they did in
several cases, from men who were supposed to be unalterably opposed to pictures, they had a double force.
In addition to the newspaper space, heralds were printed containing extracts from
the letters and mailed to all the farmhouses within a radius of twenty-five
miles of Fargo. This play upon popular
sentiment produced the results it set out
to accomplish, and the engagement of the
picture was one of the most successful
experienced by the Strand.
Several window displays were used in
the business section of Fargo, and the
town was well plastered with the appealing posters.

at Florence, Ala.
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used a novel bally
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, and
cage, mount
it on a He
wagon
placed
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n
e
insid a man and woma chain
together. They were dressed as bride and
groom, the former being one of his boy
ushers dolled up in a lovely gown, satin
pumps
silk inhose,
veils. and
ng clothe
spouse, was
evenibridal
Both" her
were"
masked and created great interest on the
streets. The horses carried theatre banners.
Use

Your Title for
It's Worth

All

" ' Don't Tell Everything,' but tell your
friends that the New Liberty theatre,
Peru, Ind., opens Thanksgiving Da\ at
This was the wording of the knob-card
gotten
12:30." out by Manager Dale Loomis for
his new house.
Loomis learned his exploitation lessons
well. He wanted, a lot of publicity. He
didn't want to pay for it. He found the
merchants entirely agreeable to co-operative propositions.

Presentation

for 44 The Sheik "
The most spectacular of operatic settings was outdone in the prologue to
" The Sheik " arranged for the Roosevelt
theatre, Chicago, by Manager R. C. McMullen. It cleverly reproduced in flesh
one of the scenes of the picture.
As shown by the accompanying cut,
the setting for the prologue was Egyptian,
with the desert and pyramids on the back
drop, pillars at the sides and on the stage
palms, fans, rugs and cushions in oriental
confusion. The curtain rose on an Arabian dance by a haremite and her attendant. A European girl, dressed as Agnes
Ayres, reclined on an oriental divan.
The opening number was a soprano
solo, " Allah's Holiday," sung by the
European girl. This was followed by a
baritone
Kashmire's
Song," sung
started
off stagesolo,
and " ending
in front,
by
an artist
costume.
_ This
tone soloinis Sheik's
the same
as the
one barisung
under the English girl's window in the
As a climax Mr. MacMullen secured
picture.
Lola Gonzales, an oriental dancer, for a
personal appearance at his house. This
number won rounds of applause at every
performance.

Illustrating the accompanying
to the prologue
ing the story
run atrelative
the Roosevelt
theatre, presented
Chicago for " The Sheik " dur-
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Miller's Teasers Made
Fremont Wonder
Fremont, Ohio, recently was threat
ened with a smallpox epidemic and in
consequence theatres and churches went
out of business temporarily, and Board of
Health signs on Fremont residences were
common sights.
Chaplin and Jackie Coogan hnitators who I elped J. A. Morrison, manager of the Star
theatre, Med ford, Ont.
put over " The Kid."
Morrison Pulls Sure Fire
How
Herschel Stuart Exploited
"Disraeli"
Because Disraeli,
Prime
Minster of
England, was a Jew and the first of his
race ever to become Premier of the British Empire, Herschel Stuart, managing
director of the Palace theatre, Dallas,
Texas, appealed directly to the Jewish
people of Dallas in putting over " Disraeli."
Mr. Stuart induced the two local rabbis
to announce the picture and the date of
the engagement at each church service ten
days in advance of the showing. Jewish
Sunday schools also held contests with
Palace tickets for prizes.
A ten-inch advertisement set in Jewish
type was run in the local newspapers, being the first time such a thing ever was
done. Because of this the ad created
much comment and was noticed by many
persons who otherwise would not have
seen the announcement. The Jewish type
also got a lot of free publicity when it
was reproduced in the news columns', with
a special news feature story bringing out
the fact that Disraeli was one of the great
est Jewish statesmen.
Mr. Stuart virtually put the responsibility of playing " Disraeli " up to the
Jewish people of Dallas. They, in turn,
worked hard by word-of-mouth advertising to demonstrate that the Palace management was justified in booking the feature.

Stunt for " The Kid "
On this page will be found a cut showing the Chaplin and Jackie Coogan imitators induced to compete for prizes by
J. A. Morrison, manager of the Star theatre, Meadford, Ont., in connection with

About the time everything was back to
normal, Carl F. Miller of the Strand theatre booked " The Sign on the Door."
One evening there appeared in the local
papers a mysterious line reading " The
Sign on the Door," and people wondered
what it meant, naturally connecting the
phrase with the smallpox scare.
A few days later Mr. Miller explained
by display advertising and public curiosity
and perhaps fears were satisfied.

theThe
showing
" The
stunt of
went
overKid."
big, with plenty of
press notices and interest from Meadford
residents as the contestants marched about
town. Mr. Morrison competed in the
event.

Showing a presentation and exploitation achievement by E. R. Rogers, managing director of the Tivoli and Rialto theatres. Chatanooga, Tenn.
Top cut — Lobby front for the showing of " The Golem " at the Rialto. Bottom cut— Prologue for " Way Down East " playing at the Th oli
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Clever Window
Display
Devised by Cross
An effective window display was obtained in a local store by Manager G. A.
Cross of the Post theatre, Battle Creek,
Mich., for his showing of " Dangerous
It consisted
Curve
Ahead." of a stretch of country
landscape with a miniature railroad track
in the foreground. A toy railway engine
just starting, to cross a bridge was being
flagged by a toy man. At one side stood
a toy wagon hitched up to a toy horse.
One of the tracks of the railroad was bent
where the road curved, showing that the
train would be wrecked if it continued.

Chinese Atmosphere
Stressed in Lobby Display
For " Dawn of the East," at the Forsyth
theatre, Atlanta, Manager Jack Kaliska
built up a beautiful Chinese lobby. The
lobby of the Forsyth is peculiarly adapted
to this sort of thing, and the Chinese decorations were very effective. Trailing
wistaria blossoms about a tea-house of
narrow white laths, and sliding paper panels, with plenty of beautiful silken Chinese
— as distinguished from Japanese — lanterns added their colorful note, as did a
huge bowl of gold-fish mounted on a
carved and lacquered Chinese pedestal.
In addition to the lobby, Manager Kaliska worked a street ballyhoo that was,
perhaps, one of the best of its kind that
has ever played Atlanta.
An elaborately carved sedan-chair,
painted with much gilt paint and decorated
in dragons, cherry blossoms and such
things dear to the Chinese heart was built.
A girl on the general type of Alice Brady,
and dressed in Chinese garb that as nearly
duplicated as possible the costume worn
by Miss Brady for her -wedding to the
Chinaman in the picture, occupied the
sedan-chair, which was borne through the
streets by two husky bearers, dressed in
Chinese costume, and preceded by a third,
who carried a bing bell which he rang
lustily. The bell attracted attention and
the odd equipage held it— so it developed
into most successful exploitation.

Searchlight

Advertises

" Over the Hill "
As a novel means of attracting attention
to the front of his theatre during the run
of " Over the Hill " Manager A. J. Diebold, of the Strand theatre, Waterloo, la.,
constructed a small parapet on the roof of
the building on which he rested a 500-watt
searchlight.
The searchlight swept the streets and
buildings in the vicinity of the theatre and
attracted general attention. Banner signs
which were placed at various stations
within a block of the house were given intermittent illumination by directing upon
them the light from the roof.
Manager Diebold also ran a Mary Carr
picture contest in the evening newspaper
of Waterloo. It started five days prior to
the opening
of the production's
and
aroused
the interest
of all school run
children
in the community. Prizes of free tickets
to the Strand were awarded to a number
of winners. The contest was on identification of famous women in American history— a series of pictures for which Marv
Carr, the mother in " Over the Hill,"

One stanchions
of the " Dangerous
Curve
Ahead to"
traffic
devised by
Goldwyn
exploit the picture was placed where the
track curved. A poster of the picture was
shown at the left. In the background,
partly concealed by shrubbery, was a
house.
This window display received more
favorable comment than almost any other
picture exploitation stunt that Battle
Creek has seen and Manager Cross estimates that it sent hundreds of patrons to
the
Post" was
theatre
while " Dangerous Curve
Ahead
playing.

Cantr ell's Ballyhoo

for

" Gypsy Blood "
Manager Cantrell, of the Knickerbocker
theatre, Nashville, Tenn., had good results from a ballyhoo on " Gypsy Blood "
by the use of four " gypsy " girls in the
uptown streets and stores. These were
elegantly and wildly costumed and drew
interest everywhere, many people insisting on having their fortunes told on the
spot, but the novices were unequal to that.
Instead they gave away Turkish cigarettes
by the hundreds, wrapped in a neat slip
of paper announcing the picture. A tent
in the lobby with a kettle and artificial fire
carried out the idea and a big cutout of
Pola Negri was placed inside.

posed.

"Dream
Street" Lobby
Pleases Gadsden, Ala.
Assistant Manager Snell, of the Imperial theatre, Gadsden, Ala., built a fine
lobby display on " Dream Street." A
complete Chinese atmosphere was created; the ushers and ticket girls were
dressed in correct costume, vari-colored
lanterns of all shapes and sizes decorated
the lobby ; also strips of colored crepe and
strings of beads. Several tea tables were
used with bowls, chopsticks, etc., borrowed from the local laundry Celestial,
several banners in Chinese characters
were displayed with cards reading " Answered Inside " on them.

Setting used during Thanksgiving Week at the Tivoli theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn., in connection with the engagement of "Two Minutes to Go"

Motion
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Tiger Used Effectively by Byars

For " Bucking the Tiger " when it
played a three-day run at the Alamo No. 2
Manager Byars had built in his lobby an
enormous cage, which also filled the space,
allowing just a narrow strip on each side
for entrance and exit. The cage had iron
bars and the floor was covered with sawdust and straw, like a real circus cage.
Inside the cage was a startlingly realistic cut-out of a striped Bengal tiger,
mounted in a position as if crouching
about to spring.
Over the cage was a sign which read :
" The striped Bengal tiger of the jungles is no more dangerous than the ' tiger '
of Chance — for the one only takes a human life, while the other fastens its foul
claws on the very soul of its victim."
On one side of the lobby wall was a
sign on cream-colored background, lettered in dull blue, with a cut-out of Conway Tearle just beneath it. This sign
read " Would you sell yourself body and
soul for $100,000? This man did. Why? "
Across the top of the theatre was a
banner with several scenes from the advertising paper, cut out, and with such
phrases as " See the glory — and the horror— of an Alaskan gold rush." " Thrills
and adventure were his — until — but see
the picture."
New

One

in the

Street

Car Ballyhoo Line
Ballyhooing a show from a street car
is so old that it no longer causes the kids
to run to curb, but when you ballyhoo the
theatre from the only street car the town
has ever seen it's a different story.
Manager ( >tto Schmid of the Ellen theatre, Bozeman, Mont., got a car from a
neighboring town and had it towed along
the interurban tracks to Bozeman. He
put a single banner announcing " The Affairs of Anatol " and let the car drive
the length of the tracks within the city limits. At times, when the tracks were clear,
it ventured a few miles into the country
to deliver its message to the farmers. A
convenient spur cleared the road when the
regular interurban came along.

Lobby
display
for "managing
The Iron director
Trail" designed
by
Trank
Laccy,
of the
Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore.
Albany Manager Builds
Fine Lobby Front
Fred Elliott, manager of the Clinton
Square theatre, Albany, N. Y., with the
assistance of a Fox representative, built
an entirely new front for his house and
executed a clever bit of exploitation during the recent run of " Thunderclap."
Decorations covering the front of the
lobby gave the appearance of a large, artistically constructed billboard and hid
everything but box office, entrance and
exits. The large " billboard," had a background of dull yellow and attracted attention for several blocks in three directions,
due to the triangular shape of its construction. On it were large, promiscuous letterings designed to give the atmosphere of
the racetrack. Cut-outs of horses and
judges' stands were superimposed on the
background to lend additional color.
For street ballyhoo three men were
dressed as jockies and sent through the
city's streets astride of spirited horses.
On the saddle clothes were canvas signs
telling of the engagement at the Clinton

Skinner's Shadow
Box
Display Finds Favor
Arthur L. Skinner, manager of the
Victoria theatre, Buffalo, is using some
great shadow-box type frames in the
lobby of the big west side neighborhood
theatre in exploiting his productions.
^ For " At
End eye-catcher.
of the World It" was
Mr.
Skiftner
had the
a real
a maritime scene with a miniature lighthouse striking in the background. In the
top of the lighthouse a bright light flashed
out. This light caught the eye the moment
one entered the lobby and the rest of the
frame was so attractive that every one
stopped to read it. Recently Mr. Skinner
had a frame on " One Arabian Night
which also attracted a lot of attention.
Scenes from the sheets offered at the
exchanges on the films are used. Figures
are cut out, mounted on beaver board and
placed in relief in the shadow box. Varicolored lights are placed at the bottom
of the cut-outs. The lights are all hidden
from view. The stunt is a departure from
the usual placing of one-sheets in frames
and gets the message over in classier form.

Square.
Setter

Thanksgiving week stage setting designed by Manager D. H. Finke of the Bellevue theatre
Corp., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Provides

Prologue

for "Old Nest"
Manager Setter, of the new Diamond
theatre, Bowling Green, Ky., staged a fine
prologue on " the Old Nest." The curtain rose on a duplication of the last scene
from the feature, with the seven actors
appropriately chosen and costumed. A
hidden quartet of local talent sang " A
Mother's Rosary " as the mother mourned
alone with her boy's photograph, and
" When You and I Were Young, Maggie," when the father came in ; then " My
Old Kentucky Home," when the children
appeared. Not a word was spoken
throughout the prologue which consumed
seven minutes. The effort aroused much
favorable comment.
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Prologue

for "One Arabian Night''
During the showing of " One Arabian
Night " at the Rialto theatre, Omaha,
Managing Director Julius K. Johnson
staged an Oriental prologue which proved
a sensation, and undoubtedly added to the
success of the week's engagement.
The setting consisted of two beautiful
drops, showing the interior of an Arabian
palace with a soloist and dancer. The
prologue opened with the orchestra playing the introduction to " The Vision of
Salome," by Joyce, till the curtains were
parted ; then the soloist, G. Swanson, sang
the old favorite, " Till the Sands of the
Desert Grow Cold," after which the orchestra immediately went into the introduction of " The Dance of the Egyptian
Maidens," by Shelley, which was presented byMiss Billert.
Mr. Johnson also planned a very effective exploitation campaign consisting of
the pressbook teasers which were used a
week in advance of showing, and the
Prizma trailer two weeks in advance, with
the result that the picture played to a big
week's business.
Box Office Remodeled to
Resemble Scene in Picture

Shadozvgraph jazz novelty presented by E. jv.
Rogers, managing director of the Tivoli theatre,
Chattanooga, Tenn, as a prologue for " The
Right — Picture of
the Age
original
lobby paste
Foolish
"
drarcving used to advertise "Enchantment"
Washington
Post Honors
Grandall Theatres
The Washington Post is running a
series of rotogravure sections devoted to
important Washington industries, and for
the second of this series gave the six
Crandall theatres in Washington and the
executive staff of the same two pages of
illustrations with appropriate captions.
On Page 6 of the artgravure section
were exterior and interior pictures of the
Metropolitan, Apollo, Avenue Grand,
Knickerbocker, York, Savoy and Crandall's theatres. Down the centre of this
page were cuts of Harry M. Crandall,
Joseph P. Morgan, general manager ;
John J. Payette, assistant general manager; Nelson B. Bell, advertising and publicity director; Fritz D. Hoffman, auditor,
and George A. Crouch, treasurer of the
company.

For " A Trip to Paradise," when it
played a two-day run at the Rialto theatre, Augusta, Manager Miller transformed his lobby into a box office such as
was used in the picture.
The box office itself was concealed by
three canvas " flats " painted a vivid yellow, and lettered in black. The sign, which
was painted on the canvas itself, read
" Take a Trip to Paradise — price fifteen
and twenty-five." On one side was a
Page 7 carried the bills for the week of
crudely lettered hand, pointing inside and
the
Post's issue at all of the Crandall
reading " This Way to Paradise."
string,
with cuts of seven stars whose proA cut-out of Bert Lytell, with his megductions were being featured.
aphone, was made from a twenty-four
sheet and mounted close beside the box
The head for Page 7 was " Washington's Foremost Amusement Enterprise."
office.
The layout was artistic and the finest
The vivid coloring of the canvas and
kind of institutional advertising for the
Crandall theatres.
the whole atmosphere helped.

Lobby display on "The GirlofFrom
God's theatre,
Country,"
designed
the Jewel
Rusk,
Texas. by Manager Ernest U'eldon,

Small Town
Manager
Builds Fine Lobby Display
That exploitation of worth-while pictures pays in tangible box-office results,
even in the smallest of towns, is the experience of Ernest Weldon, manager of the
Jewel theatre, in Rusk, Texas.
When Mr. Weldon booked " The Girl
From God's Country " he decided it was a
picture well worth going after. With the
aid of a few sheets of compo board he
transformed his lobby into a scene from
the North Woods. His box office, in the
center, was turned into an imitation of a
log cabin. Along either side were scenes
showing lakes and snowclad mountains,
painted on compo board, and on which
were mounted cut-outs from the regular
paper. For the center of the lobby in
front of the box office he made a cut-out
of the huge grizzly from a six sheet, which
also carried his billing. Rocks, covered
with pine needles and moss, added to the
realism.
The novelty of the display not only
townsWeldon's
of Mr. but
brought peopleout
to themost
showing,
people from
many miles out of town, hearing of the
lobby display, drove in to see it and to
look at the picture.
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Left — Lobby decorations for the engagement of "Wedding Bells" when this picture played the Schade theatre, Sandusky, Ohio.
Right — Ambitious and attractive window display that helped Arch Bamberger, manager of the Express theatre, Owensboro, Ky., put over
Wedding Bells"
Topeka

Merchants

Help

Isis on "Man's Home"
The Isis theatre management put across
its drive in Topeka, Kan., with an effective twist to the advertising hook-up plan
used by many theatres in conjunction with
local merchants. " A Man's Home " furnished an excellent title and opportunity
to advertise the furnishings and needs of
a man's home and the double-truck in the
Topeka capital proved how merchants of
the Kansas capital took advantage of their
oppportunity.
A ticket feature, as a prize offering,
gave a " double twist " to the advertising
hook-up. An illustration was cut into
sections one inch square, and one of these
squares was inserted in every advertisement comprising the double-page spread.
The trick was to cut out and assemble
these sections of the illustrations into a
complete picture. Then it was necessary
to return with each illustration the names
of the twenty-one advertisers in the
" spread," together with a mention of
what they advertised.
For the first ten correct answers four
tickets each were given ; for the next
twenty correct answers two tickets were
offered, and the next twenty approved replies won a single ticket each, making a
total of 100 tickets to the Isis for " A
Man's tered
Home
scat-a
sections "ofengagement.
the illustrationThemade
talking point for the theatre management
— and " A Man's Home " was mentioned
in every one of the merchant's advertisements, being appropriately worked into
the text of the announcement.
Free Passes Still a Bait
You can still bribe a small boy on
passes. Joseph D. Schwarz, manager of
the Universal theatre, Auburn, N. Y., got
a whole boy scout patrol to parade for
" Experience " during the four-day run
of the picture.
Each boy carried a stick holding a card
making up one of the letters of the title.

Novel

Style Show Presented at Cleveland

George Dumond, managing director of
Loew's State theatre, Cleveland, took advantage of the time, the place and the
opportunity to stage an effective style
show in conjunction with a local ready-towear store, the Oppenheim Collins Company.
Through the Oppenheim Collins Company Dumond secured the mannikins and
the fashion exhibits that had been displayed attheat local
clothing Hotel.
manufacturers'
style show
the Winton
The style show opened with the stage
A window display on "The Affairs of Anatol"
looking exactly like the exterior of the
used by ofthewhich
FlashH. theatre,
E. Rose Tonawanda,
is manager N. Y '.,
Oppenheim Collins store on Euclid avenue. Windows with display figures, backUnemployed
Used to Exground, and sign over the windows, all as
Clevelanders are used to seeing it on their
ploit "Man from Lost
regular shopping expeditions.
The window set was a tableau. The
Giving work to the unemployed and
heavy velvet curtains were pulled. Then
adapting it to the exploitation of a picture
to snappy music the models came out from
is the unique method that Manager Henry
the wings, one at a time, walked to the
River"
J. Gould of the Hippodrome, Ft. Worth,
center of the stage, then out on a runway
that was built over the orchestra pit right
Texas, adopted for " The Man From Lost
out into the audience. The runway was
He engaged seven men out of jobs and
well lighted, of course, and the effect was
sent
them through the town carrying a similar to a musical comedy.
River."
large banner, about thirty feet long by
Occasionally the display of gowns was
three wide, which read : " We are uneminterrupted by a vocalist, whose songs
ployed, but the Hippodrome gave us a job came as a pleasant interlude.
advertising ' The Man From Lost River.' "
As a grand finale, the models again apThe Star-Telegram gave Mr. Gould a
peared in the window set.
The women elbowed each other out of
three-column picture of this banner stunt
in its Sunday issue of November 6, the the way all week to get down in front to
men having been posed for the photosee the beautiful gowns. Manager Dugraph, carrying the banner, in front of the
mond says that he had hundreds of women
come in for the stvle show alone.
Hippodrome.
Mr. Gould also obtained for " The Man
From Lost River " one of the most attractive window displays seen in Ft. Worth.
It was in the main window of the VeihlPaper Sacks Sell " After
Crawford Hardware Company, and conthe Show" for Steege
sisted of a log cabin on the right, with a
Will Steege, of the Capitol theatre,
campfire at the left, with guns, cartridges,
Grand Falls, Mont., saw to it that practicooking utensils, photographic enlargecally every grocer and marketer in town
ments of stills of the photoplay. There
ran their paper sacks through a press
long.
were crowds about the window all day
printing advertisements for " After the
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By HARRY
The Mailing List
Would you keep it if it reached you in
your morning mail?
Of course you would, and that is what
hundreds of enthusiastic patrons of
are doing. The management will be pleased to mail to you our
program regularly every week if you will
leave your name and address at the boxoffice. So, if you are not already one, become a regular program reader. Get the
latest information regarding film plays
and players, news about screen favorites,
etc. If you already are on our mailing
list you may enter the name of any friends
who you think would like to receive our
weekly program. We will be pleased to
send them one and will thank you for your
interest in them and the
theatre.
Our Aims
The presentation of the photoplay is a

Newman
News Traveling

close relationship

study, and we are constantly aiming to
improve every feature that makes for your
greater enjoyment of our shows. The
same great care is also exercised in selecting and making up our musical program.
Our attendants show the utmost courtesy
at all times — in fact, we make it our motto
to cater to your smallest desire. We know
the kind of theatre you desire and we run
it accordingly. It is yours, use it, for it
contains that indescribable something
called " Home."

Philly
Calls on Quaker

the

and Exchangemen

reaching Philadelphia I dropped
into the offices of the Stanley Company. In due time I found myself
closeted with Frank W. Buhler, general
manager of the concern, who is a very enthusiastic prosperity rooter. Mr. Buhler
looks after the 48 houses controlled by the
Stanley Company. The new Stanley theatre is a palace. It was meant for the
Stanley's best and they have accomplished
their purpose.
The Karlton is the newest house in the
string and is another model theatre. I
had the pleasure also of meeting Mr. Einstein, advertising and publicity director
for the Stanleys. He handles all the exploitation and advertising for the 48
houses and is a congenial and businesslike
chap.
The Aldine is another new Philadelphia
house, having opened its doors on Armistice Day. It is under the direction of
Fred D. and M. E. Felt and is a dream.
The seating capacity is 1,500, all on the
main floor. Also met Ray Brown and am
not overstating when I say he is one of
the finest. The Ambassador is another of
the Felt Brother houses. It is located in
West Philadelphia and seats 1,500.
Another nice house, also new, is the
69th Street theatre, located in the residential section. D. Berkery is the manager.
Among the film exchange men I met,
George M. Dembrow, the Fox branch
manager, was first. Mr. Dembrow is a

GOER
with

the public

L. NEWMAN

they "Cha
deman, You"
nd of
seco
L. tsNewWith
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s by
THEserie
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exhi
by
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on
stitutio advertising, is presenteas
this page.
The articles are compiled from programs used by Mr. Newman while manager of the Victoria theatre, Ossining,
N. Y.
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He pens some interesting sidelights
concerning the men of Film Row and
the exhibitors of the Quaker City.
They are presented herewith on this
page.
live wire and one of the best known film
men in the territory, having been on the
job for nine years.
Max Milder, of the Selznick office, is
another oldtimer, having been in charge
of the office five years. Mr. Milder before coming to " Philly " was branch
manager for General Film at Pittsburgh.
Vitagraph's manager here is John P.
Bethell, who also is an old G. F. man. He
has been with Vitagraph two years, and is
a warm friend of the exhibitors and a man
of strong personality.
Eli M. Orowitz, the local Paramount
exploiteer, and I had quite a chat. We
talked advertising and exploitation and
didn't fail to agree on what is good stuff.
I have interviewed George P. Arrons,
the popular secretary of the M. P. T. O.
A., and found him an efficient business
man, thoroughly sold with his job and
ready to help boost for the good of the
industry.

Opportunities
It frequently happens that just a little
hint, dropped casually, will set up a train
of thought in my mind that will lead to an
excellent publicity plan, or to a scheme of
house betterment that will work to decided
advantage for all concerned. These paragraphs are just little hints intended for
that purpose. So with this issue of the
" Victoria Chat " we throw open our columns to such of the public as may hav.
suggestions to offer upon any matter connected with the art of photoplay matters
and the operation of our theatre or the
stars or plays which we announce.
Dropping Into Poetry
When we count the nickels,
The pennies and the dimes
We know that our patrons
All have had good times.

Once-Over
Another exchange manager I have
called on is E. J. Smith, of Universal. Mr.
Smith has been here a year and a half,
coming from Cleveland. His slogan is
" Keep going — While You Rest, You
Rust," and he lives up to it. M. Lessey
looks after the Screencraft Film Co. handling states rights features. The Red
Seal Film Co. is managed by W. R. Priest.
Another
live-wireCentury
state rights'
concernwithis
the Twentieth
Company,
Gene ger,Marcus
in the
driver's
seat.
J. Sinof the Blue
Ribbon
Film
Company,
is having success with a number of big
features and is a strong booster for the
News. The De Luxe Film Company is
headed by A. Luchese. He has a lot of
big ones playing solid in his territory.
Educational's exchange is managed by
C. S. Goodwin. He is a hustler and Educational's short subjects are well represented in all theatres. Getting back to
exhibitors I have met, I can mention with
pleasure Mr. Leopold, the energetic manager of the Colonial theatre, Germantown ;
Mr. Madden, who is in charge of the
Great Northern theatre, another Stanley
house ; W. C. Hunt, who looks after a
half dozen houses, among which are the
Logan and Auditorium; George T. Cravenstine, the young representative of the
Carman theatre; Ben Schindler, of the
Victoria and Family ; Harry Martin, of
the Midvale theatre; Morris Lampert,
who is now connected with the Rialto ;
Sam B. Blatt, of the Owl, and William
Weber, a newcomer at the Logan.
Am leaving here for Harrisburg and
Pittsburgh.

Motion
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1 Ashamed of Parents "
for Jan. 1 Release
*t \ SHAMED OF PARA Warner
ENTS," Brothers
the latest
production containing a cast
chosen primarily from the
standpoint of fitness for the
various characterizations, is
announced for release the
first of the new year.
" Ashamed of Parents," has
already been booked throughout the entire Fox circuit, in
addition to many other circuits and prominent theatres
throughout the country.
The production has been
edited and titled by Eddie
Bonns and Louis Marangella,
of the Warner publicity staff,
and it contains a cast including Jack Lionel Bonn, Edith
Stockton, Charles Eldridge,
Walter McEvan and W. J.
Gross.

SALES

AND

PUR

Independent
AND
New

EXPORT
Malcolm

N EW

Strauss

S

Film

" Tears of the Sea," by Author
of " The Jest," Features New Star
in mind for the stellar role. Be"TpEARS
of theby Sea,"
soon to nelli is remembered by New YorkA be released
the Associated International Pictures, marks
ers as the author of " The Jest," in
the American screen debut of Miss in which Jack and Lionel Barrymore
appeared.
Isabelle Savory, the noted English
actress who will be seen as the
In making an announcement refeatured player. Malcolm Strauss, Strauss had
garding Tears
" the of
the Sea,"
Mr. :
following
to say
president national
of Pictures
the Associated
Interis responsible for "Tears of the Sea," Means something more besides a motion picthe starring of the vivacious Miss
Savory.
ture. Nothing has been left undone
to give it all the artistry to
Those who recognize the name elevate the
standard of the screen.
of Malcolm Strauss will recall his
We feel that it will lend dignity,
varied experience as one of Amer- perception and subtlety to a much
ica's foremost artists before his en- abased form of drama. We can
trance into the motion picture
assert that the Associated
field. Having witnessed Miss Sa- safely
International Pictures will take
vory's histrionic triumphs upon the every step in the definite hope that
spoken stage, coupled with that of
her great beauty, Mr. Strauss came it will prove a boon to the industry. In bringing Sam Benelli, the
to the conclusion that her endeavors would be far more enhanced author, and Miss Isabelle Savory
through the medium of the screen. as the featured player before
Franklin Backer Visits
In "Tears of the Sea," Miss screen followers. We believe that
Savory's forthcoming production, we are merely serving as the logiFranchise Holders
the Associated International Piccal channel to preserve those tratures were fortunate in having Sam
With the release of the first
ditions to which our organization
Benelli write the storv with her
has
dedicated
itself."
Amalgamated
Ashes,"
set for New production,
Years Day. " and
the
second and third of the series of
twelve special pictures co-starring
Broadway favorites, which are to
"Schcol
1 )ays" Has
Preview
supply the first year's output of East
Warner Feature, Starring Wesley
Coast Productions through independent exchanges holding franBarry, is Shown to N. Y. Audience
chises for the Amalgamated prodin the center of the room.
uct, ready for the screen, Franklyn OYER 1,200 people, ranging from placed
Behind her was a large blackboard
E. Backer has left New York to
the enthusiastic motion pic- covered
with kid scribblings. Over
have personal conferences with the
ture "fan," the exhibitor and up to
was hung an Ameriexchanges handling the features so the state official, greeted the pre- the blackboard
can flag and a map. On either
that all details of the co-operation
view presentation of Warner side of the room were two winwith the New York office in regard Brothers" latest production, Gus
dows close to which were placed
to exploitation and presentation may Edwards' -School Days," starring
photographs
of Lincoln and Washbe worked out as quickly and Weslev Barry, at the Astor Hotel, ington.
thoroughly as possible.
'December 1, with an enthusiasm
has seldom been accorded a
Just after singing the "School
Mr. Backer's first stop was Phil- that
Day" song,
children
stood to
at
adelphia and his schedule calls for similar occasion. The picture was attention
and the
pledged
allegiance
a visit to practically every exchange produced by Harry Rapf, and dicentre east of the Rockies.
rected by William Nigh, who also the American flag. Then the manycollaborated in writing the story famous Gus Edwards melodies
were sung, interspersed with clever
with Walter De Leon.
dancing by the youngsters. The
were
Eddie Lyons' Next Is
Long before the curtains
revue
lasted about twenty^ minutes.
drawn apart to reveal a school room
A review of the production is
"Just a Minute"
Arrow announces that Eddie scene which served as a prologue printed
in another section of this
fairly- issue.
crowds
theAstor
Lyons, director comedian, has just swarmed
to the picture,
ballroom.
the
into
completed the final scenes of his
The orchestra was capably conlatest super-comedy, "Just a
ducted by Erno Rapee, whose baton
Minute." Production will start is wielded
daily over the Capitol "The Right Way" to
shortly on the next of the series of theatre musician
Open at Broadway
s. For the procomedies for "Arrow" entitled
logue, a schoolroom with eight
Theatre
"Moving Day."
children, four on each side of the
Announcement is made this week
room, presided over by a school
Seddon, one of by the Producers Security CorporaArrow -Kyne Series Sold teacher, Margaret
the principals in the picture, Thomas
tion that Mott
"The Right
Way."
the
Osborne
feature
for New England
greeted the audience.
production,
will
start
its
New
York
Arrow Film Corporation anAs a prologue suggestion for
nounces that the series of Peter B. other exhibitors to follow who book run at the Broadway theatre, beginning December 11th.
Kyne productions, the first of which the picture, the schoolroom idea is
"The Right Way" is a prison
practical and inexpensive. Local story,
"A
Motion
to
Adjourn"
is
ready,
personally produced by Mr.
have been sold for New England talented youngsters can be used to
Osborne, and adapted to the screen
to the Lightning Photoplays Com- advantage in putting the picture by
Basil Dickey.
pany of Boston.
over. The
teacher's
desk was
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Syndicate Publicizes "His Nibs "
news-tie-ups offered to
a motion picture
was
test
the thegreaDivi
of een
E betw
ONnged
arra
sion of Exploitation of the
Exceptional Pictures Corporation and the Newspaper Enterprise Association. The
pict
so expl
was dy"Hisin
reeld come
," the
Nibsure
five-oite
which Charles (Chic) Sale
the star, transfers seven of
his rural characters to the
screen.
A feature
article on adapt" His
Nibs"
was particularly
able for circulation by the
N. E. A. Service, for one of
the most popular cartoons
circulated by the N. E. A. is
"The Old Home Town" by
Stanley, showing the daily
happenings of a small rural
village. similar
" His Nibs
has ofa
setting
to "that
" The Old Home Town," and
James W. Dean, the feature
writer for the N. E. A. reviewed the picture, characterizing "Chic " Sale as being
the best contemporary mimic
of rural and small town
types.
Dean's instory
ran
nearly aMr.column
length,
and was illustrated by five
photographs of Mr. Sale,
four of them showing the
clever protean artist in the
character roles he plays in
" His Nibs."

"The Master of Beasts"
Interests Buyers
" The Master of Beasts," which
i« the first release of Hirsh's Jungle Series of four five-reel wild
animal pictures, is said to be of
extraordinary interest and developed in an unusual manner. In
regard to the picture Mr. Hirsh
stated : " When I arranged for
the production of this series I bore
in mind the fact that there are several good animal subjects on the
market and I determined to develop
jungle
series along
ferentmy lines.
I considered
it todifbe
to the best interest of exhibitors
to offer them a complete five-reel
subject, of which there will be four
in this series, each independent of
the other. There is a never diminishing lure for every one in
the great beasts of the jungle, and
the magnificent
Hagenbeck
tion of these creatures
formscollecthe
nucleus about and through which
stories of perilous adventure, high
courage, romance and touches of
Mr. Hirsh
stated that numerous
humor
are woven."
buyers of territorial rights are now
negotiating for the series.
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" The Four Seasons " Listed Among
Current
Exceptional Photoplays
T X the November Bulletin of which first shows the ground hog
*■ "Exceptional Photoplays" just asleep in its hole deep beneath the
published by the National Board snow — so soundly asleep that it apof Review of Motion Pictures, the
pears petrified — and then being
placed, apparently still lifeless,
Urban Popular Classic, " The within
reach of artificial
Four Seasons," heads the list of warmth, the
where it stirs and wakes
the
Department
entitled
"
Current
Photoplays Containing Points of as if at the touch of real Spring,
true comedy, arExceptional Merit." The reviewer while restsaffording
the attention with that wonsays in part :
derment that accompanies a reve"As its title suggests, the pictorial background of this film is
lation. It is like watching a purthe changing aspect of Nature
pose, hidden and unsuspected, reveal, itself. The picture discloses
through the cycle of the year. The
idea, however, has not been to pre- many of'such things to us, sometimes with an amount of very fine
sent Spring, Summer, Autumn and
Winter as subjects for the scenic, detail. . . .
but to indicate
each corresponding
season's sig" The sum of it all is that ' The
nificance by the
Four Seasons ' is a distinct invention in the matter of the instrucchanges
on in things.
the form's
and
habitsthat
of gc
all living
tional-entertainment film."
" In this
way the
eacha
season
becomes
thepicture
settingof for
series of scenes depicting the strug- Company Formed to
gle of each form of life to adapt
Distribute Ray
itself to the circumstances of Nature that enfold it. The forms of
Features
life are thus made characters in a
The
formation
of a new film disreal drama, none the less gripping
tributing company with Joe Brandt
because it has only to do with such
widely different folk as the elk, as president is announced this week.
The new company is to be known
the eves-swallow, the snake and the
as Art Brand Productions, Inc.,
tadpole.
" It is evidence of the success and has been incorporated for the
of the film that each of these be- special purpose of handling the release to the State Right Market of
ings, as its life comes into play
against one natural condition after the series of two-reel featurettes
another, takes on a personality and starring Charles Ray which have
thereby creates in the spectator an been secured by Art Brand Productions, Inc.
interest in its fate. The episode

HOLIDAY

Picture

LEADERS
We are offering
very novel and attractive Holiday
Leaders for
CHRISTMAS and
NEW YEAR
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Showing
•' Heedless Moths/' the Equity feature, starring Audrey Munson,
was billed how
at Loew
sasState, on Broadway and 45th street. New York. The line
extended
far as the corner when this photo was taken

"Heedless
Moths"
Book
ings
Audrey Munson
Picture
Starts
Run on Two New York Circuits
is winning a large number of bookings not alone in the Metropolitan
"pOLLOWING
premiere
the Greenwich itsVillage
theatreat district
but all over the State of
at $2.00 top, and its run at the Xew York, states Equity.
Frazee theatre on 42nd street at
" Exhibitors who have seen
similar prices,
Heedless has
Moths
Moths" in private prostarring
Audrey " Munson,
been" "Heedless
nounce it to be one of the most
booked by Fox and Loew thea- lavishly staged, best directed and
tres throughout Greater New
best acted pictures of the present
York and New Jersey.
At Loew's State Theatre, B'way season," announces Equity. "It is
at 45th street, the picture drew unquestionably one of Robert Z.
thousands who have read of Leonard's costliest photo dramas
Audrey Munson and her reputa- and reflects in every scene the
spent on this production.
tion as America's most beautiful, money
Heedless Moths ' will play one
most versatile artist's model who 'week
in Xewark, and will be exin " Heedless Moths " enacts byploited for showings in Paterson,
far the best picture of her career.
The bookings were completed by N. J., at the American theatre,
Messrs. Mills and Berkowitz of the also at the Fulton theatre in Union
Elk Photo Plays who are rapidly Hill, N. J. The Halsey theatre
forging to the front as among the has also completed booking arrangements for a special showing
coming Independents in the Metropolitan field. " Heedless Moths "
of this picture."

Animated
Refined
Artistic
Place your order at
once to i n s a r e
prompt delivery. The
price is within your
reach. Write or wire
for particulars.

Here's Kopes t
for a

Price
FOR $10.00
THE TWO

ITaprjij r^mlEar

. ;~

F.A.A.Dahme
he
220 W. 42 St
New York Cily

Reggie
Morris
to the
Fore
Producer of Arrow-Speed Comedies
Talks on
New
Comedv Methods
on
screen is one of the things that few
"A RE Husbands Happy?," is individuals possess and can commercializ
e.
the very appropriate title
of the forthcoming Arrow-Reggie
" One of the Reggie Morris picMorris Speed
Comedy
imtures now in course of release, is
mediate release.
This issettheforsixth
of the series of twelve comedies a burlesque fight picture. It was
made under the direction of Reggie necessary to have a numerous audience, not quite so big as that which
Morris and which Arrow is dis- Mr. Dempsey
and Carpentier pertributing throughout the world.
but big enough to
While Reggie Morris was at work constituteformedabefore,real
fight audience.
with his band of young and eager
go Morris and his lieutenfunsters on the coast. Frank Mar- So outants into
the unemployed sections
shall, the business leader of the
Los Angeles and hire no less
concern, paid a visit to the East, and of
than five hundred at $2.50 per day
intermediate cities, to look after the
with coffee, sandwiches and desert
affairs of this growing comedy or- thrown in to go into the studio and
ganization.
The Morris Company was see Acroyd, the Morris comedian,
formed last winter and so far has wallop the big fellow.
"Reggie Morris Company is
made and released six Speed
Comedies, which are meeting with unique in many resoects. Keene
Thompson writes all the stories
great success.
" Directors of motion pictures which are gone over by the company in session. Then again each
are plentiful enough but comedy
of the company in addimakers are few," states Mr. Mar- member
tion
to his salary is given stock
shal . The
"
sense of continued
humor which you must put on the equal to his salary week by week."
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Record Speed in Printing Movie Ball Film
Initiative was displayed Saturday
night by Screen Snapshots and the
Republic Film Laboratories when
motion pictures taken during the
evening at the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce Ball at the
Hotel Astor were rushed to the
laboratory, developed and printed,
cut, titled, assembled, and rushed
back to the Astor where they were
shown in the Ballroom before the
Ball was over.
The whole thing required exactly
one hour and twenty-seven minutes,
of the
including
not
scenes,
which the
was "shooting"
done throughout
the evening by Kenneth Carson,
Ray Foster and Willard Van der
Veer, under the supervision of Joe
Brandt and Jack Cohn.
Bible Features to Be
Withheld Until Feb.
Louis Weiss, of Artclass Pictures Corporation, which organization controls the super production
of the Old Testament, has announced that this subject will not
be presented on the screen as a
feature entertainment for legitimate theatres until the New Year.
It had been proposed to present
this film in one of New York's
leading theatres during the Christmas season as a particularly appropriate entertainment for that
period of the year. Due to the
extraordinary amount of work necessary to whip the several thousand feet of negative into feature
length, however, it has been found
le time.to finish the task in sufimpossibficient
moment it is beAt the
that the Bible film will be
lieved present
season's
of thethenewmiddle
ready asonsoneabout
of
attracti
February.

Brandt-Davis

Offer

New

Feature
new hasGeorge
," the
T QUESTION
GREATES
LIFE'S
been
which
special feature
Joe Brandt
H. Davisheralded as a successor to these producers' popular
of the North," is offered on the States Right
"The
this week.
market Heart
Mr. Brandt and Mr. Davis who produced the picture, have
personally started the sales campaign and already, it is
reported, are receiving numerous inquiries from franchise
holders on " The Heart of the North " requesting first view
of this feature in their territory.
There is an added interest in this picture in that, like its
predecessor, a Harry Revier Production, it is announced as
a " double-edge " attraction in that it is both a story of the
great Northwest with its setting in the heart of the open
places, and at the same time, a problem play of the so-called
" society drama " type which could have its setting anywhere. Billed as " an emotional play of a woman's problem
should she have told? "
The story revolves mainly around four people — the husband, played by Harry von Meter; the wife, Nan Cumberland— Louise Lovely; the Man in the Case, played by Roy
Stewart ; and the Girl — Dorothy Valegra — and it is of interest
to those who admired Roy Stewart's work in " The Heart
the Northof "the
thatCanadian
he is again
seen in Mounted
the romantic
role of
aof member
Northwest
Police.
The title of the picture lends itself to special teaser and
feature exploitation and special work is to be done along
these lines.

Acclaim
Skinner's
Return
Exceptional^ Announcement of
" Mister Antonio
BLE commendatory
INNUMERA
messages have been received by
Alexander Beyfuss, president of
Exceptional Pictures Corporation,
following the announcement of the
signing of Otis Skinner for a
photoplay version of his most successful play,. " Mister Antonio," by
that company
From every department of the
industry have come words of congratulation for the progressiveness
of Exceptional Pictures in bringing
back to the silent drama one who
will lend to it dignity and artistry
such as will always find a ready
place within it.
Exhibitors have shown a keen interest in the announcement of Otis
Skinner
in " Mister ofAntonio,"
is an assurance
one of astheit
worthwhile productions upon which
theMtheatres
may base their hopes
y
for the upbuilding of patronage. It

" Excites Trade
is pictures of the type of " Mister
Antonio " that draw new patrons
to the motion pictures, and through
them are held as future devotees
of the silent drama.
No detail is to be spared by Exceptional Pictures in the arrangements for the actual production of
" Mister Antonio." The sincere endeavor which has characterized its
past achievements will be placed
behind everything that goes toward
the making
OtiswillSkinner's
production. No of
effort
be neglected
to make it the outstanding light of
the coming season. Plans are already being laid for the careful
working out of every feature which
will go into the completed " Mister
Antonio." From the original continuity to the final cutting, the sincerity of effort for which Exceptional Pictures is known, will be
imparted to every factor.

* 'Mother Eternal" to be
Sold Solid Shortly
According to the number of sales
made on state rights for Ivan
Abramson's feature, " Mother
Eternal,"
Vivian
which had starring
an extended
run Martin,
at the
Casino Theatre, cond i t i o n s
throughout the independent field
are gradually becoming better,
states Abramson. Independents
stery
in
Jungle
Serial
have been quick to realize the boxCol. Selig Promises Some Weird
office value of this production, and
to date it has enjoyed splendid
bookings. Negotiations for terriScenes in His " Jungle Goddess "
tories unsold indicate that " Moth- COLONEL WM. N. SELIG, in across three continents. The
er Eternal " will shortly be booked
making "The Jungle Goddess," speeding train, the submarine, the
solid.
the new fifteen episode animal- airplane and the radio are all
jungle chapter picture which the called upon to play their parts in
Export & Import Film Company furnishing thrills for this chapterMae Murray Will Take will
market, is said to be shooting photoplay.
Scenes in Cuba
"But I am going further than
a good many scenes
in which mechanical contrivances add greatly anyone has ever gone before, to
Mae Murray and Robert Z.
Leonard are on their way to Cuba to the air of mystery and weird- make a real animal-jungle masterpiece serial. I am putting wild
for the Spanish shots of the next ness predominating the serial.
animals into scenes hitherto thought
Tiffany Production. Mr. Leonard
"In heightening the effect of
and his staff crowded into a few
I am coupling the terin 'The jungle Goddess,' " impossible.
rorsofofmodern
the jungle
weeks months of preparation, and mystery
says
the
Colonel,
"I
am
proportionties
life. with the actualitrunks of costumes and props are
ately
increasing
the
box-office
value
"To top this off I am introducing
on the same train which is speed- of this serial. I have made a close
ing southward to Key West with study of movie audiences. I have in 'The Jungle Goddess' some
mystery figures which will score a
Miss Murray and the Tiffany di- found that it is the unusual in set- knock-out
serial audiences.
rector general on board.
tings and action which helps to In one weirdwith
jungle city set there
A title for Miss Murray's next intensify the audience's interest.
will be a monster figure of a jungle
offering has not as yet been de"The script for 'The Jungle God- god. By a carefully built up metermined. The picture will be from
chanical contrivance it is possible
dess' calls for action, plenty of
an original story by Edmund
Goulding, who will also write the action, taking our leading charac- to move the giant arms of this grocontinuity.
ters in a swirl of complications
tesque form."

A moment thefrom
" Life's Greatest feature
Quesoffered tion,"
on thenewstateBrandt-Davis
right market. The
principals are, from left to right, Harry
Von Meter,art Louise
Lovely,
Roy Stewand Dorothy
Valegra
Publication of Stories
Acts as Sale Spurs
The film industry, remarkable for
strange combinations which many
times aids ventures, has just handed
the Alexander Film Corporation one
of theents ofmost
1921. profitable Xmas presIn buying the American rights
to the " Sherlock Holmes " fifteen
2-reel features each a complete subject some months ago, the Alexander Corporation laid out an exhaustive plan for exploiting and
selling the series. Then several
weeks ago the W. R. Hearst publications started a nation-wide public interest in the great fiction detective by beginning a new series
of " Sherlock Holmes " in their
Hearst Magazine which covers the
country to an extent of approximately over two million readers.
Without appreciation of the conflagration of a new interest in Sir
Conan
Doyle's
hero that
stories had started,
Mr. the
JackHearst
Levy
of the Alexander Film Corporation,
last Wednesday was all packed and
ready to start on a Coast to Coast
selling tour when incoming mail,
'phone and wire inquiries regarding
the " Sherlock Holmes " features
began to pile
firm's headquarters.into
After thethe inquiries
had
been assayed and their sales percentages estimated, Mr. Levy instantly unpacked and decided to sell
the product comfortably from the
home office instead of overland
main lines.
Allene Ray Campaign
in Full Swing
Substantiation of the talk of a
brightening market comes in the
announcement of Bert Lubin, president of the Western Pictures Corporation,Allene
producers ofRay
the features,
new series of six
that the sales campaign on these
pictures which opened a week ago
has already resulted in the sale of
two territories.
Lester Scott, traveling representative for Lubin, has closed* a
contract for the six pictures with
the All Star Features Company of
Detroit, for Michigan territory.
Mr. Lubin personally closed with
Mr. Chadwick of the Merit Film
Company of New York for New
York State and Northern New Jersey for the entire series of six
Allene Ray pictures.
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Weiss Brothers Control
New Producing Unit
one of
WEISS,s in
IS
LOUmo
Adving spirit
an Seventures of Tarz
n
io
at
and
rial Sales Corpor
es CorporaArtclass Pictur
ced
tion, announ this week
that Weiss Brothers has
n
ke
ta
the entire control of a
new producing unit formed
recently under the name of
Clarion Photoplays, Inc.,
George Merrick and Max
Cohen, formerly associated in
anithe above mentioned org
zation, have withdrawn and
Clarion Photoplays, Inc., is
now officered as follows: Max
Weiss, president; Louis
Weiss, vice president,. and
Adolph Weiss, treasurer
Harry G. Kosch, attorney
Weiss Brothers' various
for
interests, has been appointed
secretary of Clarion Photoplays, Inc., which controls a
considerable number of
stories from the pens of well
known authors. It is stated
that this new organization
holds the photoplay rights to
more than seventy-five stories
written by such well known
authors as Jack London, Rex
Beach, Rupert Hughes, Gertrude Atherton, Mary Roberts
Rhinehart, Sir Gilbert Parker, James Oliver Curwood
and others. Plans are now in
course of construction for the
'
product
of a star
authorsin
s, four
series ion
of picture
number each year.
New

Female Lead for
Monty Banks
Thelma Worth, cousin of Betty
Compson, has been engaged by
Jack Warner, of Warner Brothers,
to play the leading feminine role
opposite Monty Banks in the forthcoming new series of Banks comedies.
Miss Worth is a protegee of Miss
Compson, having studied the technique of acting before the camera
under the personal supervision of
her talented and renowned cousin.

Motion
"Nature's Babies" to
Run in Philadelphia

New

"Oh,
MabelAbroad
Behave"
Is Sold

"Nature's Babies," the Urban
special which ran for eight weeks
at the Criterion theatre during the
run of " Peter Ibbetson " has been
selected by Frank W. Buhler, of
the Stanley Corporation in Philadelphia, to run indefinitely at the
new Carlton theatre there during
the engagement of Cecil De Mille's
newest picture, " Fool's Paradise."
" Nature's Babies " is only one of
the tremendous collection in Mr.
Urban's " Animal Kingdom " series.
They are all produced by the Kineto
Company of America, Inc.
Interest in "Pasteboard
Crown" Grows
Beginning with the preliminary
arrangements for making a screen
production of " A Pasteboard
Crown," an unusual interest has
been evidenced in all branches of
the industry. Possibly this is due,
primarily, to the fact that it is the
first novel written by the great emotional actress of a past generation,
Clara Morris, and the initial attempt to dramatize her book, for
the screen.
The original adaptation, in the
document of a synopsis, was written by Eve Unsell, just after she
returned from abroad some months
ago, and previous to her present
affiliation with R-C pictures. The
scenario and continuity was compiled by Thomas F. Fallon.
" A Pasteboard Crown " offers
admirably as a screen play. It is
an example of the clean, wholesome type of entertainment Messrs.
Nathan & Semerad believe the public want. Yet it is equipped with
all the requisites of entertaining
value, heart interest, suspense and
tangible plot.
Since the picture has been complete the producers have been agreeably surprised and gratified at the
number of inquiries had from all
parts of the country, regarding the
distribution of their picture, and
as to when it will be available.
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SalesMabCo.,
Behave" to M. P.;' Oh
of London. The American
representative, after viewing
the picture, cabled Mr.
Nichols to lose no time in securing
atthis Mr.
of day
tractiontheandrigh
the tsnext
Hirsh received a cable from
Mr. Nichols requesting the
contra
ing.ct to be forwarded for
sign

Wesley Barry as he appears in " School
Days,"market
to be by
offered
on theBrothers
independent
Warner
Sees England's Return
to*Pre-War Conditions
William Alexander of the Alexander Film Corporation now in
London to pilot the popular English
screen player, Billy Norwood, to
this country, has just cabled to his
associates a message putting a new
aspect on film conditions in London
and Great Britain generally.
The situation Mr. Alexander
finds at present is prognosticate
of a swift and substantial return of
the United Kingdom's post war
film patronage. Only in Ireland
are things still discouraging.

An unusually large number
of state right buyers were in
town the past week, all of
whom called at the Photocraft offices to see this much
talked of production, and
negotiated for their respective territories.
Johnny Hines Finishes
New Torchy Comedy

Johnny
Hines, and
the star
youngwith
American comedian,
the
Affiliated Distributors, Inc., has
completed his fifteenth Torchy comedy under
the titletoofMr."Torchy's
Luck."
According
Burr it
is the most elaborate of the series.
Several well known people were engaged for this special film, among
them being Louise Lee and Ace
Hamilton, the 425-pound comedian,
who is well known for his work
in several big features. Mr. Hamilton makes a good comedy partner
"The Price of Youth"
for
Mr.
Hines, and the two hare
Neva GerberV Latest
some fine comedy situations. In
Arrow-Ben Wilson's star, Neva one of the scenes a trained rat is
Gerber, is completing work on the used, and twenty-seven cats. A
of street scenes were built,
coast, in her newest and latest pro- number
which is something unusual for a
duction,
"The
Price
of
Youth,"
a
title of course tentatively selected, two-reel picture. George Peters,
as all titles are and must be these one of the best camera men of the
times.
day, was especially engaged

Hoxie Working on New
Arrow Picture
Arrow's Western cowboy star,
Tack Hoxie and Company are at
work on the third release of the
special series of which the renowned Jack is the bright, particular
star.
"Under
is theis
tentative title
and Orders"
the direction
in the hands of Roy Clements.

Warner

Buys Rights for

[ "Out
of the
Inkwell"
The exclusive
distribution
rights
for California of Max Fleischer's
famous cartoon series, " Out of the
Inkwell," were purchased recently
by S. L. Warner, and the rights for
Greater Now York and Northern
New Jersey by Warner Brothers, it
is announced.

QUALITY VAUDEVILLE AND SOLOISTS
FOR MOTION PICTURE AND VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
THE

FALLY
TANDARD

BRYANT
The all-star
cast Gladys
of " A Valerie,
Pasteboard
Crown," Robert
a Travers
From
left to right,
Al Roccardi,
Elliott,Vale
Evelynproduction.
Greeley,
Dora Mills Adams, Jane Jennings and Eleanor Woodruff
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Assd.Exhibs Announces
Coming Releases
ED Exhibitors
CI
ASSOoff
er AT
for release on December 11th, Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven in
ry-rethe
r dy
Girl."draIt
el Poo
ma,is
a" Mar
six
come
o's
osc
en from Oliver Mor
tak
stage success by Owen Davis
ected by Lloyd Ingraand
ham. dir
"The Unf oldment," a
George H. Kern production,
will be the initial feature released by Associated exhibtors for the new year, it being
scheduled for January 1st. It
is in six reels and is a powerfully dramatic photoplay,
based upon truth as the highest incentive toward human
happiness. The cast includes
Barbara Bedford, Florence
Lawrence, Lydia Knott, William Conklin, Murdock MacQuarrie, Charles K. French,
Albert Prisco and Raymond
Cannon.

MAKERS

COMING

From
SAY

T R ACT

I 0 NS

Producers
ABOUT

PICTURES

"A Doll's House" to Be
of Feature JLength
doned her original plan
abanrhas Osca
eing
's MO
Doll
Hous
" and
NAZI
makVA
"A
ome
Wilde'sof "Sal
" Ibse
inton'sa dual
film program. The famous
screen star has decided that
the Ibsen subject is entirely
too important and elaborate
a subject in itself to permit of
any shorter treatment than a
full program production.
Henkce upo"A
Dollh'sis Hous
wor
n whic
dly
rapie,"
ing
ress
prog
at the Brunton
studio, Hollywood, will be
turned out at feature length
Release will be made through
United Artists.

A thrilling moment in " The White Eagle,"
release Ruth Roland's new serial for Pathe

CircuitsjBook
Author 's Representative
Opens Offices
Carl G. Milligan, the past year
manager of screen story sales department of the Robert H. Davis
Corporation, has taken over the entire business, and opened offices in
Aeolian Hall under the name of
Service for Authors, Inc., Milligan will continue to represent a
number of well known authors in
placing their material for picture,
stage and publication purposes.
Davis will resume his former position as managing editor of the
Munsey publications on Tanuary
1st.

AT

" The Duke
Many Big

Stone

Film

Lucille

Carlisle

Again

Opposite Semon
Lucille Carlisle, who was a familiar and attractive figure in
many of the Larry Semon comedies
until nearly a year ago, has again
joined
comedian's
company the
and Vitagraph
is the leading
woman
in his newest comedy which is now
nearingwood studio.
completion at the Holly-

of Chimney Butte " in
Houses,
Reports R-C
odds the best role in which he has
to the ever appeared on the screen. AnFRED STONE'S return
screen in productions distrib
uted by R-C Pictures is being made ture. drew J.Callaghan produced the picMix and Russell Pican event of great importance by
tures Completed
hundreds of exhibitors throughout
Production at the William Fox
perthe country who recognize theamong
E. K. Lincoln Will Sup- Hollywood studio goes on apace.
sonal popularity of the star
The latest to finish are Tom Mix
all classes of theatregoers, accordport Hope Hampton
ing to Charles R. Rogers, general
After an absence from the screen and William Russell, directed by
manager of distribution for R-C.
a year, Edward K. Lin- Edward Sedgwick and Ralph
The star's first R-C release, " The of nearly
coln, long a favorite among photo- Lewis respectively. Neither of the
Duke of Chimney Butte," is already
" in stellar and leading pictures has been named.
entertaining picture audiences in roles,play "fans
will be seen in support of
many of the big key points and has
been booked "solid" by the Keith, Hope Hampton in her next First
National
picture, of" White
Faith,"at
Proctor and Moss circuits, embrac- now
in process
production
many of the leading theatres in Fort Lee,
N. J., under the direction
the ing
East.
of Clarence L. Brown.
Mort Singer, general manager of
With Mr. Lincoln in " White
the Orpheum circuit, also placed his
Faith," supporting
Hampton,
stamp of approval upon the " Duke will be Lon Chaney, Miss
Edgar Norton
of Chimney Butte" and it will be and Kathleen Kirkham.
shown in the theatres of the Western chain following its pre-release
showing in Chicago, where Mr.
Stone is appearing in his current "Woman He "Married"
musical
comedy
smash,
Other lesser
circuits
have"Tip
seizedTop."
the Is Nearing Completion
Only a few more scenes for
opportunity to cash on the popularity of the famous entertainer, New Anita Stewart's next picture, "The
York State and Western territories Woman He Married," remain to be
shot, according to reports from the
giving " The Duke of Chimney Louis B. Mayer headquarters. With
Butte," a particularly heavy play, Fred Niblo directing, the producaccording to Mr. Rogers.
tion of this future First National
Duke ofcomedy
Chimneydeveloped
Butte" release has gone along smoothly
is "The
a Western
from an entirely new angle. While and very successfully. The work
it has plenty of thrills in the form is now ahead of the original shooting schedule.
of dare-devil riding, roping and
The story is along society drama
markmanship, in which Mr. Stone
it possesses also a de- lines with just enough melodrama
George Ade, noted author, who is co- is expert,
element of comedy. Stone, and mystery to keep the spectator's Bebe Daniels, Realart star, on the porch
operating in Paramount's production of in fact, lightful
of her Los Angeles home
is reported to have by all interest keyed to a high pitch.
his story, " Our Leading Citizen "
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An

Appreciation

THE
following
statement,
addressed to the motion
picture
exhibitors, has been received from
R. S.tures : Cole, president of R-C Pic"A few weeks ago the General
Manager for the Distributing Corporation, which I have the honor to
serve as President, took up with
the selling organization to name the
month of November as " R. S. Cole
Month." After all of the details
had been arranged and the instructions given, the idea was then presented to me in the form of a sur-

Motion

Picture

Newt

from

R. S. Cole

in the history of the Robertson-Cole
Distributing Corporation.
" It has been endeavored at all
times to have our organization realize the ethics of business under
which they would operate in coming in contact with the various exhibitors of America, and I cannot
help but feel that the extraordinary
co-operation and support which our
exhibitor friends have given us has
to a certain extent shown that they
appreciate the efforts we are putting
forth to try and live up to the
ideals which we hold.
" I cannot help but express to you
personally my thanks and sincere
appreciation for whatever part you
did in making the month of November such a successful one for
us, and forgetting entirely the fact
that it may have encouraged us for
bigger things in the future due to
the manner in which the exhibitors
have responded, it is particularly
gratifying to me for two reasons.
First, I cannot help but feel that
it is an indication of your friendship and good will toward me and
to the R-C organization ; and,
second, it would seem to indicate
that R-C Pictures and R-C Service
have the endorsement of you gentlemen.
" We have a definite purpose in
view for the future, which is to try
and offer a class of product which
will deserve your continued sup-

" By this act on their part they
prise.
have proved to me not only their
loyalty and enthusiasm for the corthey are serving,
but I believe theirporationaffection
and esteem
for
A special one sheet lobby display poster by Henry Clive, for Paramount's " Fool's me personally.
Paradise "
" It has been a rule of this business to name such periods by different organizations when by conSpecial
Paramount
Posters
certed effort and by the co-operation of exhibitors more satisfactory
results have been obtained during
Paper Prepared for " Fool's Parathat stated period, but in viewing
the results which were obtained by
dise " of Most Attractive Design
this organization during the month
of the " Anatol " paper, and
theythat
haveR.given
conF" OR Cecil B. DeMille's special value
the following are but a few of the of November
crete evidence
S. Cole
Paradise,"
Fool's
"
production,
messages
received
:
Month was more than an empty
Paramount has prepared a series
From C. A. McFarland, Hous- phrase, for the results which were
of special one-sheet lobby display
ton, Tex. at
: "the
' Anatol
' broke
all obtained have been exceedingly
posters, of the same character and records
Queen
theatre,
gratifying, and it has become a
The
"
on
issued
those
quality as
Houston, and I feel that your pa- month which will always stand out
Affairs of Anatol," " Experience '
per helped to a great extent to put
and "The Sheik," which have
immensely popular among this picture over."
pioved
exhibitors.
F. A. Petrich, Loew's Warwick Hodkinson
December
List
These posters were executed by theatre, Brooklyn : " The posters
' The Affairs of Anatol ' are
Henry Clive, who designed those on
without a doubt the very best I
"Bashful
Suitor"
and
"Fifty
used on the productions mentioned have
had the pleasure of
above, and are distinguished by showingever
Candles
"
Scheduled
for
December
n
in
my
twelve
years
in
the
the brilliancy of coloring and the
Burns, William Carroll, Wade
fidelity to the faces and figures of show business."
Boteler and Ruth King. Dorothy
nounced for releas
W. W.
anthe characters represented that
E. T. McCarthy, Orpheum thea- THREE produ
ctiones byare
Sibley was the winner of the repretwo
nson
g
the
on
Hodki
durin
the
month
of
work
marked his
cent beauty contest conducted by
tre, Fargo, N. D. : "We did a
vious productions.
ber,
ding
Decem
accor
to
a
report
Weekly.
Mr. port."
Willat through The Movie
re cord-breaking business on ' The
nson
s
from
the
Hodki
office
this
Affairs
of
Anatol'
and
I
wish
to
Paramount is- making a special
compliment
you
on
the
special
one
effort to have the paper issued on
. They are "The Bashful
release date of " Cameron
and three sheets. They are some week
Suitor," second in the series of of The
its big special productions in keep- of the most beautiful posters Ave Triar
the Royal
Mounted
is setis for
e
December
25th.
The "story
by
rpiec
t
cGreat
Maste
Produ
themproductions
the
ing with
selves, and how well this policy is ever used and certainly brought
tions; "Fifty Candles,' fourth in Ralph Connor. Included in the
the series of Irvin V. Willat pro- cast are Gaston Glass, Irving Cumthe desired results."
succeeding is attested in a numductions, and " Cameron of the mings and Vivienne Osborne. It
Harry E. Gardner, Rialto theaber of letters from leading exhibitors which were received by
ed," the second Win- was directed by Henry MacRae.
Royal
Mount
tre,
Pueblo,
Colo.
:
"
I
have
had
the Morgan Lithograph Co., of a number of compliments on the
nipeg Productions-Ralph Connor
Cleveland, and forwarded by that special three and one sheets on man.
picture presented by Ernest Shipcompany to the Paramount home ' Anatol.' The latter were especially effective in lobby and foyer
office. These letters all express
The release date of " The Bash- "The City Feller" to Be
Ready Soon
ful Suitor" is December 11th. Feathe highest praise for the selling while the three-sheets are finest I
tured in " The Bashful Suitor " are
have ever handled."
Julien
Goldwynat
In addition to the special lobby Mary Brandon and Pierre Gen- photoplay Josephson's
will soon be first
completed
dron.
It
is
a
two-reel
production
the
Goldwyn
studios.
It
is called
display posters now being issued
Fox News Gets Scenes on " Fool's Paradise," a series of adapted from the theme suggested " The City Feller " and was directed by William Beaudine. his first
outdoor paper in the usual sizes in the painting of " The Bashful
of Charles' Raid
Suitor," by Josef Israels, which Goldwyn picture, and is now in the
has been prepared, a striking 24- now
hangs in the Metropolitan Mu- final stages of titling.
sheet designed by C. E. Millard beenes of
seum of Art in New York City.
EXCLUSIVE s' sc
ing
especially
noteworthy.
" The City Feller is a story of
It
was
made under the direction Western
red
to
King Charle rai
small town life and is full
Hun
of
one
the
thr
of
Dramatic
Director
Herbert
gain
of first-hand observation on the
gary are contained in Fox
Blache and Art Director Leiaren manners
and customs of small town
. 3, No. 16, anNew Leading Lady With a Hiller.
News, Vol
nounces Fox. Certain of the
Bert Lytell
" Fifty Candles," the Irvin V.
Cullen Landis, a strong favorite
shots were taken with perWillatuled forProduction,
is also schedmission of the Hungarian
in Goldwvn productions, portravs
people.
release
on
December
11th.
Another
promising
screen
lumint
me
rn
ers
ve
d
at
an oth
Go
nary has been unearthed at the " Fifty Candles " is a story by the lead in "The City Feller."
great risk to the cameraman.
Metro studios in Andree Tourneur, Earl
Derr Biggers which appeared Youthful Patsy Ruth Miller plays
They include the only closea
beautiful
seventeen
year
old
originally
in The Saturday Eves
him.
ups taken of King Charle
blonde, whom after playing small
ning Post. It is a mystery story opposite
Others in the cast of "The City
during his entire campaign to
parts
for
several
months,
has
been
Feller"
are
Bert Woodruff. George
l
hia
done in Mr. Biggers' best style of Pierce, Raymond
power.
regain his monarc
Cannon, Gus
selected by Bayard Veilier to ap- mystery
These were taken against
writing,
and
is
said
to
conLeonard,
Henry
Rattenbury.
Joel
pear
opposite
Bert
Lytell
in
his
new
tain
a
number
of
unusually
startry
rs
and under
orde
milita
starring
picture.
"
The
Phantom
Day,
L.
J.
O'Connor.
John
Cossar,
eat
th,
d.
it is sai
of dea
thr
ling developments. The cast ining.
cludes Marjorie Daw, Bertram Lilian Sylvester, L. H. King. CorBride." which Mr. Veilier is directdelia Callahan and Alberta Lee.
Grassby.- Dorothy Sibley, Edward
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Changes in Wid Gunning Field Sales Force
A number of changes and additions have been made in the field
sales force of Wid Gunning, Inc.,
in the interests of greater efficiency
in putting across the special pictures which that corporation is
now distributing.
George W. Sampson, for the
past three years Pathe exchange manager in Detroit, has
taken over the management of the
Detroit Wid Gunning exchange.
George A. Faulkner has been
added to the Wid Gunning forces
as manager of the Buffalo exchange, and E. A. Westcott, well
known for years in the Minneapolis territory, has been appointed
manager of the Wid Gunning office in that city.
W. R. Wilkerson, until now resident manager in the Wid Gunning
New York office, has been appointed a special representative with the
Pacific Coast as his field of activity. Albert W. Edon has been appointed a special representative
and has gone to Kansas City.

Mae

Murray

" Peacock Alley " to
Be First of Series
of Four

M

'

e of
tiations forcompl
the eted
releasnegoMETRO has
four special productions
in the coming year starring Mae
Murray. The arrangements were
concluded by William E. Atkinson,
general manager for Metro, and
Robert Z. Leonard, director general, and M. H. Hoffman, vicepresident and general manager for
Tiffany Productions, Inc.
The first picture to be released
will
scoredbea "Peacock
sensationalAlley,"
success which
at a
recent special showing at the Hotel
Commodore. "Peacock Alley," by
Edmund Goulding, is based' on a
story by Ouida Bergere It is presented by Robert Z. Leonard, its
director. The production is titled
by Frederic and Fanny Hatton,
authors of "Lombardi, Ltd." and
which were proOwen Moore Comedy Is "The Walk-Offs,"
duced by Metro.
" I am pleased at getting Miss
Nearing Completion
Murray
the Metro
banner,"
With production on the forth- said
Mr. under
Atkinson,
in commenting
coming Selznick picture starring on the contract. "It has not been
Owen Moore nearing completion,
custom to take productions
the word is going out among the Metro's
Selznick working force that great other than our own for distributhings are expected of the photoplay and that great things are to
be done with in the matter of
bringing it to the attention of motion picture exhibitors throughout
the country.
"Molly
O"
out the third week of its
The new picture, like its predescheduled four week
cessors, will be a comedy of feature length, constructed along New York run at the Central theafarce lines. Among the Selznick
tre (Broadway and 47th St.) and
releases it is listed as a Henry New York has ' taken ' to this
Lehrman production because it is latest comedy drama of Mack
being personally directed by Henry Sennett's featuring Mabel NorLehrman who was engaged by the mand, directed by F. Richard
Selznick company for this particular task. As the work of making Jones.
That the New York press has
the picture has progressed there agreed as to the merits of " Molly
has been thrown into it by its di- O " can easily be seen from the
rector a number of big incidents following excerpts of the leading
which will add much to Mr. Lehr- dailies :
man's
a director who
Daily
ATews tosaid
" Normand
is awakereputation
to everyas opportunity
that fans
are going
take: this
to their
develops.
separate hearts with a wild whoop

Vignola

Is Completing

Features

Mae Murray
tion, but, in the case of these Tiffany productions, I feel we have
obtained
something of super-excellent quality.
"You can count the pictures of
other producers
that Metro
has distributed on one hand.
Recently
we
made an exception in going out of

for
Metro
our
own
fold
to Desmond
take 'Figbtin'
Mad,' theduction,
William
proand its wildfire
success
has justified our action.
"I think 'Peacock Alley' is going
to be one of the greatest hits of
many years. Those who saw it at
the Hotel Commodore showing
unanimously, as far as I can find,
agree with me. Miss Murray who
has had so many notable successes,
has surpassed herself in this picture. It's a great story and Metro
is proud to have obtained the right
to distribute it.
"We are not yet ready to announce the three other pictures in
which Miss Murray will be seen,
but they will be up to the standard
that Tiffany Productions has set
with its magnificent work on 'PeaThe mainly
story with
of "Peacock
Alley"
deals
the night life
of
Alley.'"New York, in contrast
Paris cockand
with village life in Normandy and
in Indiana. Miss Murray appears
as CJeo, a young Parisian dancer
who falls in love with an Indiana
boy, who is in Paris on business.
The cast of the picture includes
Monte Blue, as the husband, Edmund Lowe, W. J. Ferguson, Jeffrys Lewis, Anders Randolph,
William Tooker, Howard Lang,
William Frederic and M. Durant.

ments in which York
havoc is played
Captures
New
with the heart strings.
And for
Mabel Normand Pic- thrills, a battle amid the clouds on
ture Completes First
a palatial " air-roadster " is only
one
of the
' Molly
O '
Week of Run
sparkles
as high
one ofspots.
the most
fascinating cinemas of the screen.
' is aYork
revelAmerican:
of fun and '"Molly
exciteof joy, because it is just exactly O New
ment. Miss Normand in the title
the sort of thing in which they
like to see their own Mabel. She iole shows that she has lost none
is funny and pretty and abused, of the art of pantomime that made
and finally triumphant. No one her one of the first famous film
could wish for more. A sight for comediennes. The picture is staged
on a big scale.
tired eyes is Mabel Normand."
Morning
"Theat
Evening
JVorld: as
"Molly
O" opening
with
(Mabel Normand
the bright
night Telegraph:
audience laughed
particular star, is the outstanding ' Molly O ' until the orchestra
shook, for it abounds with
feature. This latest, by the mak- chairs
ers of ' Mickey is a treat. If you the same laugh making quality
like Mabel Normand, you will be which made Finley-Peter Dunne
crazy most
overeveryone
' Molly
al- and Mark Twain famous."
doesO.'
likeAnd
Mabel.
Don't they? The "ayes" have it.
Appointed
Mabel makes an ideal ' Molly O.' " SigtoSchlager
Hodkinson Staff
Evening
Mail:
"Mabel
Normand has always done her best
Sig Schlager has been appointed
work under the banner of Mack assistant
to General Sales Manager
Sennett,
and in
' Molly O ' The
this A. W. Smith of the Hodkinson oftruth
is again
demonstrated.
fice, according to an announcement
vivacious Miss Normand has never
been better than in the title role of this week. In his new capacity
Mr. Schlager will specialize on the
' Molly O.' The picture ends-with
of certain Hodkinson
a sensational scene on a dirigible exploitation
releases.
in midair that is excellent.

"Beauty's Worth"
Robert G. Vignola, director of
special productions for Cosmopolitan, is now engaged at International Studios, New York, in putting the finishing touches to
" Beauty's Worth," the Sophie
Kerr story starring Marion Davies.
This is
Mr. Marion
Vignola's
secondin
production
with
Davies
the star role, his first being " Enis country.
reported a
big success allchantment"
overwhichthe
wasAngeles
made
for Beauty's
the most Worth
part in" Los
but there remained several imEvening
Globe:a role
"Mabel
mand has evolved
which Nordeportant scenes which required the
lighted an audience of admirers.
resources of the New York studio
She was graduated from the pie
and these were held up until the
throwing motif in the silent drama,
company returned to New York.
and has made a success of plots,
The adaptation was made by
which neatly combine slapstick and
Luther Reed, and the camera work
was made under the supervision of
Ira Morgan. Forrest Stanley who
sentiment."
Evening Telegram : " Laughs
played the male lead opposite Miss
and sighs mix deliciously with CinCharles
(Chic)
Sale
as
"the
boy"
in
Davies in " Enchantment " plays " His Nibs," produced by Exceptional
derella-like romance in ' Molly O '
an important role in " Beauty's Pictures Corp. Colleen Moore is " the the dashing cinema starring Mabel
Normand.
There
are serious moWorth."

Claire Windsor

Signed

by
ClaireGoldwyn
Windsor has Pictures
been engaged
under a new Goldwyn contract as
a result of her good work in
" Grand Larceny." Miss Windsor
will next appear in the leading role
of
Theirstory
Skin,"
basedRrothers
on the Under
South Seas
by
Peter B. Kyne. E. Mason Hopper
will direct the production.
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More

Lillian (Billy) Dove and members of the chorus in a scene from " At the Stage
Door," produced by William Christy Cabanne and presented by R-C Pictures
Naval

Film

at

Annapolis

" Battle of Jutland " to Be Shown
Before U. S. Middies January 7th
and army officers in Washington
l showing of "The will also be invited.
THEBattlespecia
nd,"
which Edof Jutla
ucational is to give at the Naval
A complete
of Educational Pictures program
will be built
around
Academy at Annapolis has been set
for January 7 by arrangement with "The Battle of Jutland," furnishing a whole evening of diversified
Admiral Wilson, superintendent of
entertainment for the officers and
the Academy.
Through the courtesy of Dr. students present. One of the
Selig-Rork Photoplays, a two-reel
Hugo Riesenfeld, managing di- Christie
Comedy, a Robert C.
rector of the Rialto theatre, New
York, where "The Battle of Jut- Bruce Scenic and a Kinograms
land " was given its American pre- news reel will be supplied by Edmiere, the musical score prepared ucational's Washington branch for
and used by him at the Rialto has the entertainment.
been sent to the Academy for use
Another showing of " The Batby the band there in connection tic of Jutland " at the Marine Barracks at Washington will be given
with the presentation of the picture.
just before or just after the Annapolis entertainment, and a third
The Secretary of the Navy and
the Assistant Secretary of the screening at the Naval War College at Newport, Rhode Island, is
Navy will be invited to be present
at the showing, and probably navy being considered.

NewTruexComedyOffered
Pathe Announces " Stick Around "
as Heading Program for Dec. 18
fering Lloyd suddenly departs
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
his usual characterization
announces the new two-reel from
and becomes a bad man of the
comedy, "Stick Around," from the wild and wooly west.
house, the wellpen of P. G. Wodecome
" Shake 'Em Up " is the title of
dy and magknown musical
azine writer, as the leading offer- the latest Hal Roach comedy featuring "Snub " Pollard. The ofing of the short subject features
fering" has aonMexican
settingof and
and one serial episode which have is a satire
melodramas
the
been scheduled for release the
week of December 18. Julia Mills border. " The Wolf and the Kid "
is the loading- ladv. The picture is the current " Aesop's Film
uced by the Ay Vee Bee Fable," produced by Fables Picwas prodion.
Corporat
tures' Inc., and created for the
"Neck and Neck" is the title screen bv Cartoonist Paul Terry.
Pathe Review No. 134 presents
of the thirteenth episode of the
new Pathe serial, " Hurricane a series of interesting subjects,
Hutch," ^tarring Charles Hutchi- perhaps the most remarkable beson.
ing was
"The Casing
of Chivalry,"
photographed
in the
"Two-Gun Gussie" is the cur- which
rent reissued one-reel comedy Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Pathe
News
Nos.
102
and
103
and
starring Harold Lloyd, with Bcbc
Daniels and "Snub" Pollard Topics of the Day No. 138 complete the program.
prominent in the cast. In the of-

Hughes

Picture

Pictures

News

Soon

Three More of Famous Author's
Stories to
to Be
Completed Shortly
big Hughes real life drama with
RUPERT HUGHES has already Colleen Moore in the leading role.
figured largely in Goldwyn's Richard Dix plays opposite her
. And
fifth
year still
product
he's Rupert
going while others in the cast are Gertto figure
larger.
Three
rude Astor, Laura Laplante, Tom
ays
Hughes' photopl
have already Gallery, Rush Hughes (son of the
been released by Goldwyn — " The author), Dana Todd, Fanny StockOld N e s t," " Dangerous Curve
Ahead" and "From the Giound bridge and Emily Rait.
Colleen Moore also plays the lead
Up." The first two were Goldwyn
specials — two of the biggest and in Mr. Hughes' new Irish photoplay
most human pictures yet produced
" Sentthisforpicture
Out."
Alfred Greencalled
directed
in America. " From the Ground temporarily
with
the
author
as
assistant.
Ralph
Up " hiclewas
usedMoore
as a and
starring
vefor Tom
gave him
the cast
leading
role.
Others acts
in the
are man's
J. Farrel
one of his best roles — as good as Graves
the one which Mr. Hughes supplied MacDonald, Kate Price, James
him year.
with in " Hold Your Horses " Marcus,
Kathleen
Florlast
ence Drew,
Harold O'Connor,
Holland, Mary
Warren,
Elinor
Hancock,
Monti
The three Hughes pictures nearCollins, C. E Mason and C. B.
ing completion and which will be Leasure.
included in Goldwyn's fifth year
product are " The Wall Flower,"
For "Remembrance," Mr. Hughes
" Sent for Out " and " Remem- selected
an all-star cast headed by
brance,"
the
two
latter
being
working titles. Mr. Hughes not only four well-known screen personalities — Claude Gillingwater, Kate
wrote the scenarios directly for the
screen, but himself prepared the Lester, Patsy Ruth Miller and Culcontinuities and aided in directing len Landis. Other important roles
are portrayed by Nell Craig, Dana
and casting. In fact, he is in abso- Todd, Richard Tucker, Esther Ralston, Arthur Trimble and Lucille
lute charge of every detail of " Remembrance," making his emergence Ricksen. James Dugan has been
as full-fledged motion picture direc- assigned to Mr. Hughes as his astor with the latter.
sistant in directing this picture.
" The Wall Flower " is another
Records

Broken

in

Detroit

" Over the Hill " Draws Big Crowds
in Simultaneous Run in 26 Houses
to an aggregate of 151,000 persons.
average seating capacity of
m Fox
of Willia
officenceme
FROM
nt that
comes theannou
the the" The
26 houses was 600 and the
experiment of playing " Over the average price of admission during
Hill " in twenty-six Detroit houses the run was thirty-five cents. Word
for the week ending November 26 of the tremendous success of the
proved an unqualified success. By
run quickly
the earstoofbook
exhibitorsreached
who had failed
e ished
placinsg the
in twenty
house
Fox pictur
establ
a -six
new
A survey of the siturecord for simultaneous showings the picture.
ation impelled them to believe that
of an attraction.
power
' Over the
The result was far more gratify- the
Hill 'pulling
was not
yet ofexhausted
in
ing than expected, it is said. In Detroit,
and that so great was its
fact, is was so satisfactory that ar- appeal to the public that it was
rangements have been made to
play " Over the Hill " in Detroit capable of still greater things."
again atres
in have
January,
forty thebooked when
the attraction.
Big First Run Houses
The theatres participating in the Run Gunning Picture
engagement
of " Over the
Hill "
the week of November
26 were:
The biggest first run exhibitors
The New Home, the Gratiot, the of the country are rushing to book
Lakewood, the Ritz, the Arcade, Lois Weber's " What Do Men
the Stratford, the Grand Victory, Want?" it is declared at the offices here of Wid Gunning, Inc.,
the Farnum, the La Veeda, the
Acme, the Merrick, the Fernda distributors of the picture.
the Dix, the Crescent, the Delray,
Among those who have recently
the Duplex, the Medbury, the signed contracts are S. Barret McMyrtle, the Fleur de Lys, the Cormick for the Allen, Cleveland ;
Dawn, the Park, the Central, the, the Pantheon, Toledo; Jensen and
Crystal, the Drury Lane, the Ma- Von Herberg, Portland, Ore. ; Miljestic and the Strand.
ler's California theatre, Los An" It must be remembered, too,"
states Fox, " that this was not the
first
run of
Over weeks
the Hillit "hadin J.
geles.Parker Read Starts
Detroit.
For " seven
been playing at the Washington
theatre with people flocking to see
With Tom
and Edith
Work
on Moore
"Pawned"
it at every performance, with the Roberts as the leading figures of
biggest business reported in the an all-star cast. Irvin V. Willat at
history of Detroit theatres.
the directorial helm and Frank L.
Despite
the seven
weeks'andrunin Packard, of " Miracle Man " fame
at "the
Washington
theatre,
a? the author, T. Parker Read, Jr.,
the face of the general let-down
week launched into production
in industrial business with many this
" Pawned." his initial special feathousands of workmen idle. 'Over release.ture for Associated First National
the Hill ' played during the week
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I Strong Cast Assembled
by Christy Cabanne
BANNE,
Y entCA
STrec
CHRI
ly completed
who
ge
r,"
rted the
has sta"At
workStaon hisDoonew

subject titled, " Beyond the
w." The picture is an
Rainbotio
adapta n of two stories,
"The Mirage," by Eustace
Hale Ball and " The Price of
"
Fi
ano. Feathers, by Solita
Solne
Mr. Cabanne is assembling
a particularly strong cast for
" Beyond the Rainbow." Included in the line-up are such
well-known players as Courtenay Foote,
LillianLee,
("Billie")
Dove,
Virginia
Diana
Allen, James Harrison, Huntly Gordon, Macey Harlan,
Rose Coghlan, Helen Ware,
George Fawcett, Marguerite
C o u r t o t, Walter Miller,
Charles Craig and Edmund
Breese. Miss Clara Bow,
winner of the recent " Fame
and Fortune" popularity competition, is also to be presented in this picture.
2^ Paramount Subjects
Started Last Week
Monday, November 28, witnessed
the starting of two new Paramount
productions at the Lasky studio.
They are "Beyond the Rocks," the
Elinor Glyn story in which Gloria
Swanson is to be starred, and
William D. Taylor's production,
temporarily
"The Noose,"
starring Bettytitled
Compson.
The Gloria Swanson picture,
which is promised to be quite distinctive in the matter of settings
and costuming, is being directed by
Sam Wood. Tack Cunningham
adapted the story.
herMiss
firstCompson's
to be madepicture,
under which
the di-is
rection of Mr. Taylor, is from a
story by Constance Skinner which
was published in Ainslee's MagaCompson's
role will
be
more zine.
or Missless
reminiscent
of her
first big part, that of Rose in "The
she is of
cast the
as
aMiracle
dancerMan,"
and formember
Apaches of the Paris underworld.
Strong Supporting

'I

t

Will
Continue
Film
ngat the
Gunni
Lyric at $2 Top;
Lauded

The principal female player is
Jean Calhoun who takes the role
of Betty, a girl who is depicted to
possess a certain wistful beauty
and whose part was filled only
after many actresses were interviewed. Miss Calhoun was previously with Antonia Moreno at
the Vitagraph studios. Harry
Meyers, who is the principal male
support to the star, makes an excellent foiluations.
to Mr.
comic who
sitWilliam Ray's
Courtright
plays the important comic role of
butler had a similar part in " Fortyfive
from stage
Broadway."
He
is anMinutes
experienced
and screen
actor. Others in the cast are Florence Oberle, Tom McGuire, Robert
Grev and Ida Schumaker.

by Press

on

B'way

'JLi V.

e whic
m k wel
n toh
hascomgive
Yor
THENew war
Charles Dickens' " Our Mu," has insu
tual Friend
tionconentathe
by
presred
tinuance of the
Wid Gunning at the Lyric theatre
at $2 top.
The almost unanimous enthusiasm with which the New York
critics greeted the picture and the
manner in which they urged their
readers not to miss the production,
brought out crowds of people not
usually seen at Broadway picture
presentations. The number of
school teachers and librarians in
the first week audiences was especially noticeable. The intense
melodramatic appeal of the picture
was emphasized in the newspaper
reviews, and this brought out great
numbers of people who like good
drama for its own sake, independent of whether or not it has a
classical inception.
An exploitation campaign without ballyhoo features was carried
out by the Wid Gunning home office staff on " Our Mutual Friend."
A bulletin board notice was distributed for use in libraries and
leaflets appealing to book lovers
were distributed from book shops.
Notification to the Dickens fellowship in advance of the presentation resulted in a 100 per cent attendance by the members of that
organization.
A three color store window poster reading
ComeMutual
in. WeFriend
con- !
sider you "Our
The perfect
movie," window
resulted tie-in
more
than a hundred
ups along Broadway. This paster
is being distributed to the W id
Gunning exchanges for use
throughout the country.
The newspaper advertising campaign following the opening was
largely made up of quotations from
the newspaper reviews.
The motion picture trade press
joined with the newspapers and
public in fulsome praise of "Our
Mutual
Friend,"follow
and extracts
from
these reviews
:

Cast

Seen in " R.S.V.P."jj
A strong supporting cast is seen
in Charles Ray's new picture,
"announces
R. S. V. P.,"
for which
release First
this National
week.

Scores

IT'S

To be released
Graf Productions present Hobart Bosworth in " White Hands
by Wid Gunning, Inc.
Motion Picture News:
"WhoCatherine Reese. Anything more
feminine and lovely
ever is responsible for ' Our Mu- charmingly
tual Friend ' deserves praise of the than this demure little English
highest order. He has taken the actress hasn't been shown on the
salient episodes, the moving incidents and fashioned them into a
Wids : " ' Our Mutual Friend'
highly interesting picture — a pic- contains action, drama, comedy,
ture which reveals clearly defined suspense, mystery — well, all the incharacterization, some samples of
gredients for what is known as
screen."
movie material today.
quaint humor, and bits of inci- good
" You have a lot of material to
dent— which flow along through a
plot and several counter-plots, re- work with here. You have the
leasing afine breath of sentiment,
one and
of the
captivating charm, suspensive nameest of
writers,
the world's
name ofgreatone
melodrama, eloquent atmosphere
of
his
best
known
works
—
'
Our
and what must be regarded as ex- Mutual Friend.' There are thousands and hundreds of thousands
ceptional photography."
of Dickens lovers all over the
Moving Picture World: "This country, and added to this is the
story of the famous English novelist turned out to be one excellent fact that regardless of whether or
material for a moving picture and not your people know or love Dickshould serve as a guide to the
ens they have in this mighty fine
American directors who persist in picture entertainment.
photographing life just because
they are making a moving picture.
. . It is a mystery story and First Nat'l Releases in
has all the elements of a corking
Force in Ohio
good melodrama.
The
popularity
of First National
" Perhaps the impersonation in
the present cast that is the greatest pictures with the picture-loving
single hit is the Bella Wilfer of public of North Central Ohio was
indicated by the fact that First
National's releases were offered by
exhibitors in a great many instances
as Thanksgiving day attractions.
W. K. Richards, of the New
Royal, Findlay, served a vertiable
COMING
FAST
/
First National banquet with ConI EaEaEaEaEEiEaEal!

Lots of Surprises ! See the nearest Wid Gunning

Exchange

NOW!

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiHiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiMniiniiiiiniiiiiuiniiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinMHiniiiiiiui
lt
Mo

stance Talmadge's "Lessons In
Love" as the piece de resistencc.
Wesley Price, of Norwalk, formally opened his recently purchased
Huron theatre, Huron, on Thanks"The Golden
withNational
Snare," giving
a day,
First
picture
that has been making more than
good
section.in the North Central Ohio
Saturday Evening Post
Story for Wm. DeMille
"Too Much Efficiency," an
SaturRath's will
E. T. story,
adaptation
dav
Eveningof Post
be
William de Mille's next Paramount picture. The adaptation
will be done by Clara Beranger.

Motion
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More

Prints Ordered

Infor
order"Beggar
to meet theMaid"
demand for
early
dates
on
"The
Beggar
first in the series of Triart Maid,"
Great
Master Productions, released by
Hodkinson, it has been found necessary to order nearly twice the
number of prints originally sent
through the laboratory, according to
an announcement this week from
the Hodkinson offices.
A few of the first important
houses in the country to book the
entire series, on the strength of the
drawing-power of the first picture,
"The
Beggartheatres
Maid," inareNew
the York
Rialto ;
and Rivoli
Strand in Brooklyn ; Strand, Albany; Strand, Buffalo; Strand,
Syracuse ; Park, Boston ; Grauman's Rialto, Los Angeles ; Stanley,
Philadelphia
Capitol,
cin ati Allen,
; ; Ascher's
Cleveland
; StarCin-in
Rochester, and Rialto in Washington.
These theatres, following the
presentation
"The Beggarplaydates
Maid"
have alreadyof arranged
for the second picture in the series,
"The Bashful Suitor," to be released by Hodkinson on December
11th.

News

"Never Weaken" Breaks
Record at Symphony

"Received Payment" Is
Ready for Release
" Received Payment," starring
Corinne Griffith, has been completed
and is now awaiting release by Vitagraph. Officials of the Vitagraph
organization who have seen the picture express the opinion that it is
the
best
picture
of Miss
Griffith's
career. The
picture
is based
on a

Norma
Shearer, supporting Eugene
O'Brien
in "Selznick
Channing special
of the directed
Northwest,"by
his latest
Ralph Ince

Picture

At the completion of a sevenweeks run of Harold Lloyd's
" Never Weaken," at the Symphony theatre, Los Angeles, H. B.
Brockwedel, managing director of
the Symphony theatre, wrote the
following letter to Mr. J. E. Storey,
sales manager
of Associated Exhib tors :

story by John Lynch and was directed by Charles Maigne. The
supporting cast includes Kenneth
Harlan, David Torrance, William
David, Charles Hammond, Henry
Sedley, Dan Duffy, Regina Quinn,
and Dorothy Walters.
" Received Payment," as a story,
has the elements required by Miss
Griffith for a picture of her making. She has the opportunity to
appear both as a struggling young
actress living in a typical theatrical
boarding house, and as the petted,
wealthy girl in society. She has
the opportunity to act in a light
comedy vein, and in heavy drama,
even tragedy.

" Since finishing the run of
'Never Weaken' at this theatre
we
thought. .perhaps
you would like
to know.
.
" ' Never Weaken ' ran for 44
days and could have been held for
at least another week to excellent
business had not other bookings
demanded a showing.
" That within 44 days the picLarry Semon as he appears in hi» latture played to approximately
est Vitagraph comedy " The Sawmill " 120,000 people and that the seating
capacity of the Symphony is 645.
"Man to Man" Ready
" That ' Never Weaken ' was the
longest subject on the bill.
for Release Soon
" That out of 120,000 people only
" Man to Man," Harry Carey's 7 were heard to say they did not
second Universal-Jewel production, like the show.
been completed at Universal
Good Exploitation Aids has
" And finally, that the Symphony
City and will shortly be ready for
is
going after the 'The Sailor Made
release.
It
is
an
adaptation
of
"Black Roses"
Man' just as strong as it did after
Thorough co-operation of the Jackson
Gregory's
novel
of
the
title and was directed by 'Never Weaken.' "
local publicity department of R-C same
Pictures with the management of Stuart Paton.
the Delmar theatre, St. Louis, asA range fire
" shotCalifornia,
" in the San
Valley,
and Nat'l Geographic Body
sisted materially in putting over to Francisquito
good business, Sessue Hayakawa a cattle stampede, views of which
Honors Film Explorer
were taken in Calabassas, Cal., are
starring
in
"
Black
Roses."
A well-deserved honor was tendWhen the campaign was opened a said to prove unusually thrilling.
ered to Harold H. Horton and
scenic artist was employed to paint Carejr is said to have risked his
Incorporated, producert of
a huge American Beauty rose in neck several times both in the fire Prizma,
Prizma master pictures in color, by
black, on a plate glass window, and stampede scenes.
the
National
Geographic Society of
backed by a shadow box. This was
Lillian Rich, Willis Robards,
D. C, in their invilighted brilliantly and attracted the Charles LeMoyne, Otto Meyers, Washington,
tation to Mr. Horton to address
attention of thousands. Only the Harold Goodwin, Harley Chambers,
the Society, Friday, November 25,
title, "Black Roses," was printed Alfred Allen, and little Mae Giraci 1921, at Washington, D. C.
above the rose, and the initials " S. arc also in the cast.
Mr. Horton, who has recently
H." below. It attracted wide atreturned from a 36.000 mile trip to
tention and tied up with the regular
advertising.
the Far East and the less well
Youngsters Thank
known islands of the South Seas,
Rothafel for Treat
brought with him so many unique
During Armistice Week at the records and mo\ing pictures of
Priscilla Dean to Make
Capitol theatre, S. L. Rothafel life and customs in this always inas host to 350 children of
teresting part of the world, that
g
Burnett Story k gg? acted
Public School No. 42 of the Bronx, the Society sought him out to adFrances Hodgson Burnett's novel, New York City. Since then Mr.
dress it on the results of his ex" That Lass O' Lowrie," soon will Rothafel has received about fifty
plorations.
be seen on the screen again. This
from the youngsters thankHis address was supplemented
time it will be used as a super- letters
ing him for the treat and describ- by the exhibition of his five-reel
vehicle for Priscilla Dean, Univering their pleasure in being enter- travel-feature story, " Bali the Unsal-Jewel star.
tained at the big Broadway house.
known," made in Prizma color.
Seven years ago it was a five-reel One wrote : " I was struck by the
sensation. Universal made it with beautifulness of the place, and later This is the only travel feature-story
Harry Carey and Helen Ware in when the orchestra started to play of Bali or the South Seas made by
color photography, and its presentathe leads, supported by Ella Hall,
thought that
were playing."
tion before the National GeograHarry Carter and Jack Curtis. IAnother
was angels
impressed
by the
phic
Society met with an enthusiasRobert Leonard directed the pro- ushers. " I noticed particularly how
tic reception.
duction at Universal City.
clean they were dressed and how

Syndicating "The Son
of Wallingford"
Newspapers in many of the larger cities of the United States and
Canada are publishing in serial
form " The Son of Wallingford,"
the George Randolph Chester story, Important Engagement
upon which has been based the motion-picture version made by Vita- Announced by Famous
graph under the same title. The
The engagement of Al Green to
Bell Syndicate of New York City direct Thomas Meighan in his next
reports unusual interest in the Paramount picture, temporarily tinewspaper fiction version.
tled "The Proxy Daddy"; and the
Among the additional newspapers appointment
of Sonia Levine, wellwhich contracted for the publica- known magazine writer and more
recently
associate-editor
of the
" ThepastSonfewof weeks,
Wallingford,"
withintion ofthe
are the Metropolitan, to write specially
Buffalo News, the Cleveland News,
Stanlaws, were anthe Lima, Ohio, News ; the Oswego, for Penrhyn
nounced by the Famous PlayersN. Y., Palladium ; the Lewiston, Lasky headquarters during the
Me., Journal; the Boston Telegram, week.
the Lynn, Mass., Telegram ; the
Mr. Meighan's vehicle is an
Columbus State Journal, the Wor- adaptation by Olga Printzlau of a
chester Telegram, the Waterbury story by Edward Peple. Production is scheduled to start this week
Republication and the Seattle Postat the Lasky studio.
Intelligencer.

the uniforms
right."
Another with anfitted
eye just
to the
interior
decorations adds. "The statues along
the walls were beautiful."

Work Progressing on
Irene Castle Film

"Musketeers" Sets New
Record in Cleveland
Showing simultaneously in three
Cleveland neighborhood theatres at
more than double usual prices,
Douglas Fairbanks' "Three Muskete rs "played to capacity on the
first seven-day booking ever made
by either of the three houses, had
a " lock-out " on Sunday, and set
new box office records for each of
the three.
This United Artists release was
booked at the Lucier, the Manhattan and the Capitol theatres, for
seven days at each house.

Work on the second Holtre Production, starring Irene Castle, for
release through Hodkinson, reached
the half-way mark this week at the
Estee Studios under the direction
of Edwin L. Hollywood, according
to an announcement from the Hodkinson offices. The name of the
production is "The Rise of Roscoe
Cod
story.a Joseph C. Lincoln Cape
Payne,"
The first of the series of Holtre
Productions starring Mrs. Castle,
"French Heels," has been cut and
titled and prints are being shipped
to the various Hodkinson exchanges for release on January 8th.

Ruth

Roland
in

White

Eagle
produced by

Ruth

Roland

Serialswc

Supervised By HalRoaCH
Directed By WS.VanDyke

She fights, site loves,
she kisses, she thrills;
she'll gallop her waij
into the Hearts of
i|Otti* audiences
sure as shooviiuy
Good? Youbet! Turn
themtell
this paqe.

it ! ////////////
let-,
We'll

Pafheserial

I

Ruth

Roland
in

White

Eagle

One
From

the

opinion,
From

East

Woild in Motion Theatre,
Kansas City.

" 'White Eagle,' a world
beater. Daring pertormance
of Ruth Roland unexcelled.

" 'White Eagle' should go
over big in all serial theatres.
Rutn Roland always draws
business my theatre.
Expect to do extra business

Photography 100 per cent.,
settings magnificent. Would
do credit to feature product.
Eveiy exhibitor should book
it to fortify himself against a

'White Eagle' because of
unique cliff dweller sets and
Western atmosphere.
Clean, filled with action, yet

F. E. Wolcott,
long winter."
Majestic Theatre,
Racine, Wis.

censorproof."
Charles Rollins,
Star Theatre, Boston.

boys.

just a few,

The

ja m med
of "White

mails

with
Eagle

West

"
than 'HandA.
s Up.'
K. Beusad,

Hutch,' which is going some."
Frank Valli,
East End Theatre, N. Y.

are

the Middle

sections

" 'White Eagle' even better

"I consider 'White Eagle'
even better than 'Hurricane

These

all

are

praise
r

From

the Far

West

"Have used every Pathe
serial, and there have been
some mighty good ones, but
'White Eagle' looks like the
best in a long time. We always figuie on a knockout
when Ruth Roland is the
W. E. Shipley,

Empire Theatre,
Salt Lake.
'"White Eagle,' Ruth Rostar."
land's best serial. ' Contains
the things fans want, a good
story, Indians, cowboys and
S. B.
Steck, "
plenty of outdoo
r action.
Cozy,
and
RexLyceum
Theatres,
Ogden, Utah.

December

17,
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" Sketchografs " Subject Highly Endorsed
letupmmits
ons,
ter toIN
E. G
W. Ha
FOLLOW
ion
cat
president of Edu
al, in which it indorsed
" What's the Limit? ogr
" the latest issue of Sketch afs by
Julian Allendorff, the motion
picture l
committee ofn the
Counci
for Limitatio of
nt
Armame
has written to
practically every exhibitor in
the United States and Canada urging them to book this
picture, which is based on the
d for reduc-atmenee
world'tions in ar
grema
nts.
The let
ter, which went to s,
approximately 7,000 exhibitor says:
rating and par" The co-ope
ticipating organizations shown
ed
ach
on the att
list, who are
affiliated with the National
Council for Limitation of
Armament, have a gross
membership of about seven
million people.
" The National Council for
the Limitation of Armament
representing this great affiliation have indorsed a motion
picture titled, "What's the
Limit? " produced by Julian
Ollendorff in his December
release of 'Sketchografs,'
which is to be released by the
Education Film Exchanges,
Inc.

"Fool
Precautionsish
Taken

inWives"

Shipped

East

Transit ; Premiere
About

Jan. 1st

print of
deds,"
long
THE" Fool
ishheral
Wive
Carl
s
on
mle'
Laem
milli
dollar
picture, written and directed by
Erich von Stroheim, has arrived in
New York. In its trip across the
continent. Universal safe-guarded
the fragile fortune in film with
every possible precaution, including a special car and armed marines. During the journey, four
film cutters and a title writer
worked night and day, with special
equipment set up in the car, to
complete the film by the time of
its arrival in New York.
Definite plans for the presentation of " Foolish Wives," has not
yet been announced. It is expected,
however, that it will be shown to
the public on the first of the year,
in the Central Theatre, Broadway
and Forty-seventh street, New
York.

Ais detachment
S. Marines
the first during
film of its
" Foolish
" when
transferred of
fromU. train
to trainguard
at Chicago,
journeyWives
to New
York.it
The picture arrived in New
The picture was partly edited and cut while en route from the Coast
York about 15,000 feet in length.
It had been reduced more than feet were cut from the film, and
cago ahead of time. He saw to
3,000 feet during the trip and sev- an entire new set of titles, written it that every convenience was
eral hundred titles had been writ- or edited, as a result of the train
placed at the disposal of the Uniten and revised. Ripley asserted
versalwithworking
and co-opexperiment. So imthat because of the smoothness of laboratory
erated
them force
in publicity
and
were officials of the Union
work on the train and the lack of Pacific pressed
liaison
work
at
all
stops.
Eyre
with
the
stunt,
that
the
. " The membership of the
interruption, he had accomplished railroad will equip a special car Power, chief of the Union Pacific
National Council of the Limisix
in three
days. had
As for film cutting, to be rented to Press Bureau, also accompanied
tation of Armament and also
soondays'
as work
he and
his crew
producers faced with film cutting and
aided the Universal reprethe membership of all cosentatives.
snatched a few hours sleep in New in transit.
operating and participating
York,
they
set
to
work
again
and
Charles Pike, passenger agent of
Yon Stroheim did not accomorganizations are being notiby midnight on December 5, had
pany the film train east, having
fied to watch for the exhibithe U. P., accompanied the Unifinally
cut
the
picture
to
12
reels,
laboratory car from Los preceded it by several days. After
tion of this motion picture
which it is expected, will be the Angeles versal
Chicago. By constant cutting the huge feature from 295
"What's
Limit?
exhibition length of the Monte conferenceto with
the engineer and to 30 reels during the last few
bnng theirthe
friends to "seeandit
Carlo feature.
with train dispatchers along the months, the well known director
and urge you as a 100 per
No
film
ever
had
a
more
austook a vacation, leaving Ripley the
cent American citizen to book
picious trip from Los Angeles to route, he kept the train at maxi- final task of trimming the feature
this picture for your theatre,
mum speed over the entire dis- to exhibition length.
the
East.
Its
departure
was
made
thereby aiding a great movetance. It actually arrived in Chian occasion of celebration " bon
ment for the betterment of
voyage " at the Los Angeles stathe world."
tion, by the principals who worked
in it. Because of the novelty and
innovation of the laboratory work Selznick
Studios
Active
done in transit, the Universal
One Million in U. S. See
" cutting car " was met by city officials and newspaper men at many
Conway Tearle, Eugene O'Brien, and
"Over the Hill"
important points along the route.
Elaine Hammerstein Units at Work
Officials
of
the
Union
Pacific
road,
More than 1.000,000 people in the
seen as Tearle's leading woman in
United States have seen " Over aboard the train to which the spe- ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN,
cial car was attached, co-operated
Selznick star, who has just this Frank M. Dazey story. Bethe Hill," the Fox special-super in every
sides Miss Kenyon the important
possible way with Harry finished " Why Announce Your
production, according to statistics
compiled from the composite re- Reichenbach, in charge of the Uni- Marriage?" is getting ready for players in Tearle's support will be
force, to facilitate the work another of her star-series produc- Arthur Houseman, Crawford
ports of Fox exchanges throughout of the versal
film cutters.
tions which is scheduled to go into Kent, J. Barney Sherry, Jack Durithe country. This is true in face
So important did Universal ex- work within the next ten days or mer, Harry Lane, William Nally
of the fact that this great picture,
ecutives consider the safe arrival two weeks. Ralph Ince will prob- and Miss Frankie Mann.
which played one solid year on
ably direct the next picture just as
Broadway, New York City, is yet in New York of the first print of
For " Channing of the Northto be shown in hundreds of smaller " Foolish Wives " it was insured soon as he finishes with Eugene
west," starring Eugene O'Brien,
cities in a majority of the states in for $1,078,000 for the trip. This O'Brien in " Channing of the states Selznick,
a cast has been seprotection embraced fire, railroad Northwest." The title of the next
the Union.
lected that not only perfectly fits
wreck,
theft,
and
other
loss
or
stein
Hammer
release
has
not
yet
the various roles but is calculated
Letters are received daily by the
The premiums alone been announced.
to
greatly
Fox offices from persons in all sec- mutilation.
Selznick
also
announces
that
for
this
insurance
which
was
diin box
officeenhance
value. the production
tions of America and Canada and
vided
among
a
number
of
com" The Man of Stone " is runNorma Shearer, a dark eyed
in all stations of life, lauding the
panies, totaled to more than while ning
as the current attraction in
efforts which produced this superthe Conway Tearle series of six young beauty who has been steadpicture.
$12,000.
ily working her way to prominence
pictures
for are
this preparing,
season theasSelz_ The tingunique
installation
of a cutnick forces
the on the screen for the past year and
laboratory
outfit
aboard
the
"
Over
the
Hill,"
is
now
being
shown in the British Isles, and will train was a last minute move to enas another " dis" Shadows of who iscoveryclaimed
soon appear throughout continental
" by Myron Selznick, has
able Arthur D. Ripley, in charge January 10torelease,
be the third attrac- been cast
in
the
leading feminine
Europe — even in Russia, for which of cutting the picture, to deliver the Sea"
tion on the promised schedule.
territory arrangements are being the first print in completed form Showmen are finding an active role opposite Eugene O'Brien.
Gladden
James
is playing as
made via England. Shanghai and by December 5. By working in public response to their advances
Singapore, in the Far East, also shifts, day and night, during the on "The Man of Stone" thus far "heavy" role in "Channing of the
will witness the Fox feature in the transcontinental run, Ripley and in its progress since being released. Northwest." Martin Faust has
near future, if plans now under his force was able to do six days'
When " Shadows of the Sea " is been cast in the important role of
way are consummated.
work. More than three thousand released
Doris Kenvon will be a half-breed.
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Motion

Gunning

A scene from the story
Cosmopolitan
Just Aroundpicture
the Corner," from the
by Fannieproduction,
Hurst. A " Paramount

to"Humoresque"
Successor
" Just Around the Corner " is East
Side Story by " Humoresque " Author
'" is Around the Corner." A third
'Humoresque,
A NOTH
a f\.
the ER
prediction
made for point is that the locale of the story
Corner," a Cos- is again New York's East Side.
"Just Around
mopolitanthe
Production presented by Another strong factor is that "Just
Around
the Corner"
was created
Paramount. Several factorsof conCosmopolitan
Productions
and byis
the said
tribute to the assurance
to
bear
all
of
the
fine
touches
producers and distributors that this and high finish that that production
picture will more than equal the company claims for its products.
which
success of "Humoresque"
"Just Around the Corner" is
recently won the Photoplay Gold
of based on a short story of Miss
photoplay
Medal as the hest
1920.
. ,
Hurst's entitled
which
in the "Superman"
Saturday Evening
First of all, the original story is appeared
Post.
In
the
first
volume
of
the
who
the work of Fannie Hurst,
writer's
short
stories
which
was
y,
Secondl
e."
wrote "Humoresqu
by Fran- published under the title of "Just
the scenario was written
the Corner" this notable
ces Marion, who did the script of Around
was included. Cosmothe first Fannie Hurst picture. short story
politan
Productions used the title
Just
ed
direct
also
Marion
Miss
of the collected short stories for
its picture because Frances Marion
has crystallized in this East Side
es
tur
Pic
l
Nat'
t
Firs
drama the spirit of many of Miss
rd
Listed by Boa
Hurst's stories.
FIRST
D
E
T
A
I
C
O
Around
the Corner"
ASS NATIONAL producnot"Just
claim
distinction
becausedoes
of
tions predominate in a
elaborate
settings
and
gorgeous
mFa
st
,
Be
e
ed
Th
"
tl
list enti
gowns — the East Side has none of
ily Pictures Released in
these. But the East Side has real
1921," which has been compeopleture and
the and
players
this picmtionallmCo
Naer
d byeeth
are flesh
bloodin men
and
pilemitt
Fi s of
for eBett
women.
The
story
tells
of the
d
Re
of
al
ar
on
Bo
ti
e
Na
th
trials and misfortunes of a poor
view of Motion Pictures.
family and the ultimate triumph of
The selections appear in
a mother's ideal — protection of a
Film Progress, the organ of
tee, in the Decemgood man for her young and beaummit
the co
e.
issu
tiful daughter and guidance and
ber
strength for her loving son.
Nearly all of the larger motion picture concerns are
The cast is a well-rounded one,
named in the list. The
each man or women being in chareleven First National picacter for his or her part. Margaret
tures listed are: "All for a
Seddon, who had an important role
Woman," All-Star; " R. S. V.
in "The Inside of the Cup," plays
P.," Charles Ray; "One
the mother. A young actor of
Arabian Night," Pola Negri;
great promise is Lewis Sargent,
"Woman's Place," Constance
who is seen as Jimmie Birdsong, an
Talmadge; "The Idle Class,"
awkward but charming messenger
Charles Chaplin; "Peck's
boy who is strongly devoted to his
;
Bad Boy," Jackie Coogan
mother and sister and who can
" Bob Hampton of Placer,"
stand up for his right whenever
James Kirkwood, Marjory
necessary. Sigrid Holmquist, called
Daw, Wesley Barry; "The
the "Mary
of Fred
Sweden,"C.
Sky Pilot," John Bowers and
plays
EssiePickford
Birdsong.
David Butler; "Scrap Iron,"
Thompson, Edward Phillips, Peggy
Charles Ray; "The Kid,"
Parr, Mme. Rose Rosonova and
Charles Chaolin ; 'Dint y,"
William Nally round out the caWesley Barry.
pable cast.

Has

Picture

New

News

Feature

" White Hands " Featuring Hobart
Bosworth for Wid Gunning Release
man Wood, Muriel Frances Dana
he hasING
taken announ
over ces
for and Al Kauffman.
WID that GUNN
Lambert Hillyer, the director of
distribution "White Hands" in
which Hobart Bosworth is fea- " White Hands," has for the last
tured. The picture is the first one few years been directing William
made by Max Graf in the new San S. Hart. C. Gardner Sullivan, the
Mateo studios. The story is by C. scenario and continuity writer, is
Gardner Sullivan, and Lambert known as the highest paid man in
Hillyer directed.
that branch of the industry. The
In "White Hands" Bosworth photography was done by J. O.
takes the part of Hurricane Hardy, Taylor.
a hard fisted sea captain adventuring into the Sahara desert in
The Wid Gunning staff is maksearch of goods. The picture is
ing elaborate preparations for putsaid to give Bosworth the most
" White
Hands."
Mr.ting over
Graf
himself
brought the
dramatic opportunity he has ever
had. It abounds with thrills, in- to
New print
York ofand" White
turned Hands
it over"
cluding the killing of a man by master
to Mr. Gunning. He returned this
sharks and
a
fight
in
which
Bosworth bests an entire band of week to San Francisco to start
Arabs.
work on his second picture.
"White Hands' is the first big
The cast selected by Mr. Graf
includes many of the best known picture to be made in the new studios erected at San Mateo, in the
people in pictures, among them suburbs
of San Francisco.
Robert McKim, Elinor Fair, FreeSales

Drive

for

Century

Week of December 25 to January 1
Will Be Observed as Century Week
the company's output His first reThe Straphanger,"
has to dolease,with
suburban life,which
will
be followed immediately with " The
Touchdown,"
the theme of which
is college sports.
The Century Film Corporation
reports it has been forced to double
the number of prints of its comedies during the 1921-1922 season in
order to supply the increased number of first-run accounts, now featuring its stars as important parts
of their program.
Special arrangements are being
made to rush late December prints
to exchanges in time for Century
week. Among the new pictures
which will be available to exhibitors during the holidays are
" Chums," with Baby Peggy and
Brownie ; " The "Dumb Be\\, with
Harry Sweet; "Shipwrecked
Among Animals," with Sweet, and
" The Straphanger," with Lee
Moran.
Baby Peggy, two year old Century Comedy star, appearing in " Chums "

a tribute to Julius Stern,
president of Century and newly-appointed vice president of Universal, salesmen handling the Cened themtury
y in
ry comed
to put ahave
selves product,
Centupledg
every theatre in the United States
and Canada during Christmas week.
This period from December 25 to
31 will be known as Century week
and a concerted effort is being made
variouges Cens esin tothe arran
booker
by the tury
exchang
play
dates for this week.
During the past few months there
has been an increasing demand for
Century comedies on the part of
exhibitors all over the United
States and Canada, declares a statement from the century film headquarters. Lee Moran. the newest
Century star, who has projected a
series of super comedies dealing
with conditions of modern life, will
contribute one picture a month to

AS

Balanced

Cast for "At

the Christy
Stage Cabanne
Door"has seWilliam
lected acarefully-balanced cast for
the production of "At the Stage
Door." This will be released by
R-C Pictures on December 11th.
Lillian ("Billie") Dove, late of
the Ziegfeld Follies, who made a
decided hit in "Sally" has the
leading female role. Huntly Gordon plays the leading male role.
Elizabeth North has the ingenue
role, and William Collier, Jr.. has
the young man part. Charles Craig,
screen comedian, supplies the comedy relief. Billy Quirk also plays
a light role that brings many laughs.
Vivia Ogden plays the exacting role
of a theatrical boardine-house
keeper. Little Miriam Battista,
Frances Hess, Margaret Foster,
Katherine Spencer. and Doris
Eaton arc also included in the cast.
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Universal Short Subjects for December
NSIVE
M leP REHE
O du
AC sche
of short subjects is announced for
release by Universal during
the closing weeks of the old
ar. The list includes six
yeotw reel Western dramas,
four two-reel comedies, four
one-reel comedires, one tworeel newspape life drama,
ening of a new sed
an
rial. the op
The Western dramas feature such stars as Eddie Polo
and Eileen Sedgwick. They
are "The Yellow Streak,"
with Eddie Polo; "The
Dream Girl," with Miss Sedgwick; "The Heritage of
Hate," with Polo; "The
Alarm" with a special cast;
" A Ride for a Rancho," with
Polo, and "A Battle of Wits,"
with Miss Sedgwick. " Ned
of the News" has been filmed
at Universal City, with Percy
Pembroke in the featured
role. It will be released during the third week of December.
One reel Star Comedies to
be released in the coming few
weeks are, " Heart Breakers,"
" Show Me Your Samples,"
" Fur Coats and Pants " and
"Oh Nursie!" In addition
to the foregoing short subjects, the first episode of
Eddie Polo's latest serial,
'released.
The Secret Four," will be

Second

Selznick

Special
Ready
forests that disclose miles upon
theatregoers will
NEWpass YORK
miles of tree-tops ; roaring cataupon the first of Selzracts and rushing streams — all
nick's six special productions
forming a natural background for
for this season when "A Man's
ferocious combats, man to man and
Home" occupies the screen at the
struggles with wild beasts.
Capitol theatre week starting SunBanff and its surroundings have
day, December 18, and before that
brought fame to the Province of
time there will be pre-release showAlberta because of the wonders of
eit,"ick theseries
ingsinofthe
"ConcSelzn
seconind some
feathe Canadian Rockies, and the
ture
of the larger cities outside of New
natural beauty of its scenery summerclaredandto be
winter.
deYork. The appearance of "A
the only"Conceit"
photoplayis that
Man's Home" at the Capitol durhas carried practically its entire
ing the week before Christmas will
action into that rugged country
be a test of drawing power in the
bringing to the screen, in this way,
worst period of the theatrical year.
scenery that will be a revelation to
"Conceit" is based upon entirely
theatregoers who may have
different lines than "A Man's
glimpsed the Canadian Rockies
Home" with vastly different phases
only in news reels or educationals.
of human nature under consideraIn the matter of cast, Myron
tion— but the Selznick forces deSelznick made individual selection
clare that more exciting events and
of players best equipped to play
a wider appeal to sensationalists
the several roles. Thus William
will be disclosed in the latest speB. Davidson became the lead, repcial. "Conceit" was shown to representing the type of character that
resentatives ofthe trade press during the past week and the first A scene from " Conceit," the second of embodies the characteristics of a
Selznick's Supreme Six
critical opinions that have, as a
man Wolf
who Hopper
tipifies is"Conceit"
; Mrs.
De
leading woman
result been printed point to a substantiation of the Selznick faith in to
Hilburn
make headquarters at Banff, Al- and Betty
berta.
nently in the
crux figures
of thepromiplot.
the new offering.
Charles Gerard, Maurice Costello,
Michael J. Phillips wrote, for
Thus were scenic backings se- Patrick Hartigan and Warren
Munsey's
Magazine,
the
story
on
cured that promise to make "Conplayers of imwhich Edward J. Montagne based
ceit" distinctive for its settings of Cook areportance toother
the presentation.
the scenario of "Conceit" from natural grandure. Much of the
"Conceit"
is
an
immediate
release
which Burton George directed the action takes place out-of-doors and
among
the
Selznick
attractions.
presentation. Myron Selznick, in every one of these scenes are Prints are now in the several
vice-president in charge of produc- different "shots" of mountains, Select branches and contracts for
tion, sent Director George and his snow capped and creased with rugged fissures of rocks and ice; presentations have already become
company to the Canadian Rockies
operative in the various territories.

"Behold the Man" in "Sailor-Made
Man"
Demand for Holidays
VERITABLE flood of praise
Trade
Press
in High
With the approaching holiday A from the trade press has
season, Pathe again finds exhibitors
greeted the pre-release showPraise of Harold
demanding in even greater numHarold Lloyd's "A Sailorbers than last year, its beautiful Madeing ofMan,"
Lloyd Comedy
which is scheduled as
hand colored masterpiece, " Behold a Christmas release by Associated
the Man." This story tells the life Exhibitors. This is Harold Lloyd's
of Christ in the most exacting first four-reel production, and all sailor's life, and has presented them
manner, and never digresses from the publications agree that " A in such a clever manner that one
the Bible.
Sailor-Made Man " will be a tre- funny scene follows another with
mendously successful attraction lighting rapidity," also that " Hal
Bookings have been increasing so
Roach has spent a snug sum in getsteadily for the past month, that for the exhibitors.
few open dates are left now on
ting a comedy which is correct in
Lawrence Reid, of the Motion
any of the prints, and exhibitors de- Picture News declares in his review its realism, which contains original
siring to play the subject, are that it is " certainly a gem of a sets, and never relies upon wornurged by the Home Office of Pathe comedy." He says that " Harold out hokum. Lloyd is constantly doing the unexpected and the comedy
Exchange, Inc., to make im- Lloyd has employed all the original
mediate applications for play-dates. ideas which are associated with a is a sure laugh getter."
The Exhibitors' Trade Review
remarks that " A Sailor - Made
Man
"is veryof likely
to result
an
avalanche
dollars
at theinbox
office, and without a doubt will
ITS
COMING
FAST
/
widen the smile on the face of the
wise exhibitor who likes to hear his
audience laugh and is not adverse
to takingwrite
in theup dollars."
Trade
Review
concludesThewith
the
!QElimOEEIIjlE]
:I3C3EJC1EIE3EDI
E

j
i
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"1
t
n
Lots
of
Surprises ! See the nearo
fr
est Wid Gunning Exchange NOW!
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remark that " there is a point of
appeal in every foot of this film.
It appeals to everyone, man, woman
or child.
Arthur James, editor of the Moving Picture World, declares that
"A Sailor-Made Man " is continuous, fine, well - presented, most
amusing and thoroughly complete
and satisfying entertainment. The
picture is expensively made and
looks
concludes
his
article it."
withMr.theJames
following
advice:
" The attention of the exhibitors is
especially directed to this picture
as a box office number that can be
cashed in upon heavily." Elsewhere

Acclaimed
in the Moving Picture World, Mr.
Sailor'"A respects
Sewell
C. S. Man
Made
' is says:
in several
Harold Lloyd's best effort and, at
the same time, his most ambitious
offering.
Besides
excellent comedy,
it is being
markedan by
an
elaborateness of production such as
big Oriental sets, as is seldom seen
Daily says : " Lloyd again
in Wid's
comedies."
demonstrates in ' A Sailor - Made
Man" the possibility of straight,
clean comedy, without resorting to
slap-stick or smutty effects. As a
matter of fact this is probably one
of the strongest reasons for Lloyd's
great lic.
hold
upon theis American
pubHis comedy
clean, straight
Associated Exhibitors say that
and decent."
every
branch has wired in to New
York praising in highest terms this
production and declaring that there
is no question about it being one of
the most tremendously successful
comedies the exhibitors have ever
shown. Practically every big firstrun theatre of the country will
show "A Sailor-Made Man," many
of them using it as a Christmas
week attraction.
New

Tom

Mix

Picture

Is "Arctic Trails"
Tom Mix and Lynn F. Reynolds
are authors of Tom's new picture
just started at Hollywood and being made under the working title
" Arctic Trails." Eva Novak is
playing the feminine lead. It is
the Fox star's first picture with a
prologue.
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Paramount Announces
Dec. 11th Releases
OWING close on
FOLL
the heels of "Get-Richgford," anlinitan
ckr Cosm
Walopol
Qui
othe
Production, "Just Around the Corner," is scheduled for release
by Paramount December 11,
sharing the date with the
special Production, " Don't
Tell Everything! "
Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson and Elliott Dexter have
the leading roles in " Don't
Tell Everything!" which is
one of
Paramount's
multiplestar
special
productions.
The
picture is from an original
story by Lorna Moore, with
scenario by Albert Shelby
La Vino. Sam Wood directed
and Thompson Buchanan
supervised the production.
In addition to the abovementioned players, the cast
includes Genevieve Blinn,
Sam Wood's
daughter,
Gloria,
and baby
the de
Briac
twins.
"Just Around the Corner"
is an adaptation of "The Superman," a storyMarion,
by Fannie
Hurst. Frances
who
wrote the scenario of " Humoresque,"
not only adapted
this
latest production
but directed itas well.
The leading feminine role
is played by Sigrid Holmquist, known as " the Swedish
Mary Pickford," who here
makes her debut in an American production. The most
important male role is in the
hands of young Lewis Sargent. Margaret Seddon plays
the mother, and other prominent roles are played by Fred
C. Thomson, Miss Marion's
husband; Edward Phillips
Peggy Parr, Mme. Rose Rosonova and William Nally.
"White Eagle" Has
Many Advance
Bookings
Pathe branch exchange reports
up to three weeks before the announced release date for "White
Eagle" show that the latest Ruth
Roland serial has broken all advance booking records. With leading exhibitors in different parts of
the country sending telegrams of
congratulation to the Pathe Home
Office, anticipations of greater returns "White Eagle" than
from any from
previous Pathe serial are
considered justifiable.
The intense vitality and picturesqueness of the action, together
with ^ its fascinating " White
Rider " note of mystery are referred to with notes of admiration in these expressions from exhibitors on reviewing the opening
episodes of " White Eagle."

Fine Support for Constance Binney
Three well-known picture-players have been signed for the principal supporting roles in Constance
Binney's fifth Realart picture of
the season which has just gone into
production under the direction of
Edward Le Saint. Jack Mulhall
plays the male lead.

Motion

Picture

News

"Someone to Love" Is
New Ince Feature
Six
Ince
Features
Coming
1 nomas H. Ince announces the
production of another special featFour in Production, One in Cuture for distribution by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.,
ting Room and Sixth Announced
to Love," the latest origOriginal story by Marc Edmond " Someone
inal screen story by C. Gardner
Jones. It is the story of a tin- Sullivan, author of " Hail the
tared, broken-nosed crook who receives a new identity at the hands
The new story is declared to bej
of a noted plastic surgeon. Mys- one of the most unusual dramas
tery,ventureromance
ad- ever prepared for the screen. The
and a and
dramathrilling
with many
Woman."
entire
story is laid in a north Canunusual twists and exploitation
ada settlement and trading post and
features the elephant girl in a cir- I
possibilities.
"The Hottentot," from Willie cus, an elephant and a young musician who has drifted into the wilds.
Collier's recent stage success,
Sullivan has long been known as
Douglas MacLean in the role of
Sam Harrington, the man mortally master screen writer and has been
afraid of horses who is mistaken at work for month on " Someone to
for a daring steeplechase rider. Love," which, upon completion, met
Madge Bellamy in the feminine the
Ince. enthusiastic approval of Mr.
lead, Raymond Hatton, Stanhope
Wheatcroft, Lillian Worth, Sam
Armstrong and others in support.
Story by William Collier and Vic- North and South Book
tor Mapes. Scenario and direction
Negro Comedies
by Del Andrews, the veteran Ince
scout
who
at
last
"
condescends
"
Just
Harris inDickson's
" Old
to wield a megaphone after many Reliable as
" stories
the Saturday
Evening Post captivated all readers without regard to race or color,
Thomas H. Ince
"Jim" Milton Sills, John Bowers
and Marguerite de la Motte in the so it appears evident at the Pathe
years
leading roles. An original story by Exchange branches, both in the
the proSIX big pictures
duction scheduleareof on
Thomas
H. Bradley King. Directed by John North and the South that the DickInce for the first three months of Griffith Wray, who directed "Lying
son screen comedies " of color " are
welcomed by exhibitors for the pro1922 to follow " Hail the Woman " Lips " and " Hail the Woman."
nounced novelty they present in the
" Wooden S p o i 1," directed by
under his recently
negotiated distribution contract with Associated Irving Willat. The story is from a way of characterization and laughter-making dramatic action.
First National Pictures, Inc.
popular novel by Victor Rousseau.
The Pathe branch exchange at
At the Ince studios at Culver Scenario by Joseph Franklin PoNew Orleans reports owners and
City four pictures are in the course
land. All-star cast.
managers of the best theatres in
of production, one is in the cutting
" Finding Home," timely and that territory booking the Dickson
room and the sixth has been an- absorbing
drama of immigration filmed stories as a matter of course,
nounced. For 1922 Mr. Ince has with the Colorado
mines as locals. while theatres in typical Northern
laid down a "big year" production Featuring an all-star cast. Direc- sections evince the same attitude.
policy and his plans include defition by Lambert Hillyer. Story by
nitely, for the first quarter of the
" Bellboy 13." Another Douglas
year, the following specials: "Face MacLean comedy to be released Betty Blythe to Appear
Value," Florence Vidor, Milton after "The Hottentot."
in Rex Beach^Story
Sills, Marcia Manon Joe Singleton,
Frank Campeau, Charles Clary and
" Someone to Love," a drama of
That Betty Blythe has been enWinter Hallin in the cast. Direc- a Canadian trading post, a girl and
gaged to play the leading faminine
elephant
and a musician, written by
tion and scenario by Lambert Hilrole in the next Rex Beach picture
C.
Gardner
Sullivan
and
to
be
proger,
most at
of the
Billcamera.
Hart's
is the announcement made by Whitbest. director
Charles ofStumar
duced with an all-star cast.
man Bennett of the Bennett Pictures Corporation through United
Artists. It is also announced that
Ince Sees Demand
for Realities
work on this production will begin
in the week of December 12.
'«■„ At^HEthe motion
picture
public
demands
drama
dealing
with
The second Rex Beach feature
actualities of life and has grown tired of nambyon the United Artists program will
pamby stories, according to Thomas H. Ince whose
consist of an elaborate adaptation
forthcoming drama of American life, " Hail the Woman,"
is
Inc.ready for release by Associated First National Pictures,
of
story,has"The
the Mr.
scriptBeach's
of which
been Net,"
prepared
by
Miss
Dorothy
Farnum.
In an interview at Culver City, where the executive office
The
character
to be portrayed by
and studio of Mr. Ince are located, Mr. Ince expressed his
Miss Blythe is that of an Italian
determination to give the public what it wants in picture
Countess around whom is woven a
entertainment.
thrilling story of Sicilian ven" From the outset of my career as a producer, I have
realized that it would be folly on the part of the motion
be
may the
"Vengeanc
under e"which
the title
chosen asgeance.
picture industry to ignore any of the demands of the allfeature will be released, but this has
powerful public," he said.
not been definitely decided upon.
" Therefore I have made a careful diagnosis during the
past year as to what constitutes a 'better picture* in the
opinion of that severest of all critics, the American public.
4 'At the Stage Door" for
Motion picture audiences have grown tired of namby-pamby
December 11 Release
plots, of impossible characters, of sensations founded on
sand and of weird situations existing only in the exhausted
William
Christy Cabanne and his
imaginations of hack writers.
staff are engaged at the Sixty-first
" What with
the the
public
demandsof now
is motion
drama
street studio, in New York, in the
dealing
actualities
life which
are picture
in themselves
big task of cutting the negative of
a hundred times stranger than the figments of dreams.
"At the Stage Door," the final shots
" In producing ' Hail the Woman,' I made it in conformity
of which were taken last week, rewith my observations of what the public really wants in
ducing the finished production to
screen entertainment and an answer to the public demand
approximately 6,300 feet.
for 'bigger pictures.'
" At the Stage Door." the work" The public has been getting educated rapidly as to what
ing title of which was "Women of
constitutes a good picture and what does not. The industry
Conquest,"
is to be presented by
must keep pace with such development of the public mind.
R.-C. Pictures for release DecemIt cannot stand still for stagnation means ruin."
ber 11.

December
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Hail

The

WoniS

On the left are two scenes from
Thomas H. Ince's " Hail the
Woman," released through First
National; in the center a reproduction of the one-sheet issued
on the picture; upper right, the
twenty-four sheet, and lower
right, one of the six-sheets

Salesmen to Furnish
Exploitation News
Cast
in
Ince
Special
S. R. Kent, general manager of All-Star
The
part
of gentle, self-effacing
distribution of Famous Playerslife toand
child's Mrs. Beresford,
their
select
ay parabilityedto forportr
the of
future
the commends
loving care her
of Judith,
Lasky Corporation, has evolved a PLAYERS ticular
who yet finds courroles of the drama as well as does she attain a dramatic power
age to defy her masterful husband
scheme whereby each exhibitor will
be furnished with all the known ex- for their popularity with the public of intense pathos, according to for the love of her children, is interpreted with great fidelity and
ploitation news on the Paramount and their past performances on the those who have viewed the picture.
pictures he buys.
ar " cast, Miss Bellamy's personal appearance truth by Gertrude Clair.
all-st
"
an
screen constitute
Vernon Dent makes an excellent
As soon as the division of ex- in the opinion of Thomas H. Ince is in complete harmony with the
ploitation receives reports of stunts whose dramatic masterpiece, " Hail part. One dramatic critic has de- Joe Hurd, the bucolic, crude and
from the exploiteers, these reports the Woman," for the First Nationscribed her as "the beautiful child vindictive suitor for the hand of
al release is portrayed by twelve with wonderful eyes, enchanting Judith Beresford.
are made into news stories, printed
on separate sheets, and distributed widely-known artists.
youth and grace, and everything
As Wyndham Gray, Edward
to the salesmen. In this way every
Florence Vidor, takes the lead- fairyland could give a girl."
Martindel, is a typical, nonchalant
salesman can place at the disposal
Theodore Roberts, masterful in- man-of-the-world, wise in the ways
role, that
"Judith Beresford."
of aofhighminded,
sensitive
of the exhibitor all the known in- It isingthat
of character roles " par of women yet good-natured and information on what has been done daughter of the New England hills, excellence,"terpretertakes
the part of sour
thus far to sell any individual Para- whose soul rises in revolt against and grim Oliver Beresford. To no acter. terested inJudith's career and charmount picture to the public.
Charles Meredith is a suave type
man's immemorial cruelty and in- other actor, either on the motion
justice to woman. In her matchless picture screen, or on the speaking
the wealthy New Yorker, who
devotion she consoles the weak, stage, has such remarkable talent of
falls in love with Judith in the
Fresh Talent Seen in
cherishes a forlorn childhood, and been given for the portrayal of course
of her work among the poor
brings redemption to the erring sharply defined characters such as of the metropolis.
"Prisoner of Zenda"
souls of those she loves. Miss Vi- that of old Oliver Beresford, pillar
Mathilde Brundage makes a digRex Ingram, whose latest picture
ctor's expressive type of woman- of the church, impatient of human
nified matron — a great lady of New
frailties,
and
bigoted
advocate
of
hood
is
exceptionally
well
suited
to
for- Metro, " The Prisoner of
York society. She has been aptly
the
immemorial,
man-made
law
the
part,
which
she
carries
through
Zenda," adapted by Mary O'Hara the entire production with that vivid
styled the " greatest Grande Dame
"men and their sons first."
fromfull
Anthony
book, now hasis
in
swing Hope's
of production,
in pictures,"
was formerly on
interpretation which is the excluLloyd Hughes gives a splendid the
New Yorkandstage.
made it a custom to bring new talent
sive gift of those who actually characterization of David BeresFour - year - old Muriel Dana
to the front in each of his big fea- " live " their roles.
ford, it is stated. His interpretaPlaying opposite Miss Vidor is
tures. As in " The Four Horsemen
tion of David's obedient acceptance makes a splendid " little boy," as
of the Apocalypse," he placed in vivacious little Madge Bellamy. of his father's commands, effacing pathetic little David Junior, and
the leading roles, Rudolph Valen- Miss Bellamy was until recently a his own personality, and of the Eugenie Hoffman is a chubby, detino and Alice Terry — both obscure popular actress on the New York spiritual transition to the point
lightful little thing in the part of
players at the time — so in " The stage. Here Thomas H. Ince where David " finds " himself in the " the baby."
great
Church
scene,
indicate
his
Prisoner of Zenda " he has used in " found" her when she was playing
John Griffith Wray has scored a
important parts two young people in " Dear Brutus " with William complete absorption in the part.
who hitherto have been little known Gillette. Miss Bellamy takes the
Tully Marshall is in his element great success as the director of
to picturegoers.
part of Nan, the loyal, abused girl- portraying the role of the vicious " Hail the Woman." His previous
They are in this instance Lois wife of David Beresford. Always " odd-jobs man " in which he is notable effort, likewise under the
Lee Ramon Samaniegos, who re- preferring strongly dramatic roles, quite as successful as when he re- personal supervision of Thomas H.
spectively play the parts of Coun- Miss Bellamy has given to the part
cently took the part of Chan-Chang
tess Helga and Rupert of Hentzau. a whole-souled devotion ensuring in " The Cup of Life," the preced- Ince, was "Lying Lips."
Wray is not a believer in an overAlice Terry again fills the leading its most vivid and emotional intering Ince production. He gives an
dose of technique for pictures. This,
feminine role, that of the Princess
pretation. Her acting throughout excel lent interpretation of the
Flavia, this time with Lewis Stone is described to be superb, and espe- mingled elements of cupidity and he holds, frequently results in producing works that are stilted and
cially inthe great death scene, when vicious malice which sway the
sharing honors as the King and
over-formal.
Rudolph Rassendyll.
Nan wearily lies down the burden character.
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The Crescent Film Company and the
Federated Film Exchange have merged,
according
to M. A. Kahn of Kansas City,
CANADA
manager of the merged companies. Both
companies have been owned and operated
A relief bureau at the Pantages theatre, by the same interests for some time.
Toronto, Ontario, has resembled a pawn
Stanley Mayer, Kansas City Paramount
shop for several weeks past because of
has been awarded a gold
the announcement by Manager N. K. representative,
watch
as a prize to the high salesman in
Miller that he would present a pass for the Kansas
City
two persons for any performance for each Paramount Week.territory for sales during
contribution of an overcoat, suit of
clothes, pair of shoes or other bundle of
H. H. Fox,
Murphy,
Kansas
City acamerawearing apparel for the benefit of local
has been
awarded
bonus
unemployed. Mr. Miller has arranged for hisman forwork
during
the
American
Legion
to turn this stuff over to the Toronto convention in Kansas City, according
to
command of the Great War Veterans
from the home office last week.
Association for distribution. Scores of aTheletter
amount
of
the
bonus
was
not
menovercoats,
been very
re- tioned.
ceived andsuits
Mr. and
Millerboots
has have
secured
favorable publicity in the newspapers.
The following changes in management
opening of new theatres during the
Vancouver, B. C, has still another and
past
in the Kansas City district,
new moving picture theatre, this being have week
been announced :
the Star theatre at 330 Main street. This
Colonial theatre, Kansas City, reis a medium-sized house in the downunder the management of fi. H.
town district. The policy adopted is to Barrett ;openedGem
theatre, Appleton, Kas.,
change programs twice weekly. The purchased
by
Joseph H. Peet ; Victory
Star has a ladies' orchestra.
theatre, Kansas City, owned by Archie
The Catholic Art Association of New Josephson, being remodeled and redecorated; Regent theatre, Newton, Kas.,
York ada has
opened headquarters
in Montreal,
Quebec, with for
JohnCan-J. opened by O. K. Mason ; Circle theatre,
Kansas
City,under
formerly
the Emerald theaWalsh, A.B., A.M., LL.D., of Montreal
tre, opened
the management
of I.
as president. There are already ten
branches of the Association in the United Wienshienk and B. Belove. .
States and the company, according to announcements, isprimarily a moving picture producing company which was orWESTERN
ganized some time ago to make pictures
embodying
some lesson.
Catholic belief and portraying amoral
NEW
YORK
Carl Chamberlain, formerly with the
Canadian Corps with which he served
for many years in Europe, has blossomed
forth as a suburban theatre owner in
Winnipeg, Manitoba. Chamberlain _ decided to make
specialty
of small
borhood housesa and
already
has a neighchain
of three moving picture theatres in the
outlying districts of the city.
The latest house to be added to the
circuit is the Chamberlain theatre at
Roseberry street and Ness avenue in the
St. James district. This theatre, which
has a seating capacity of 400, was recompletedsoldier.
and hasIt been
by the cently
former
was opened
opened
under auspicious circumstances and is
doing good business. Another theatre
operated by Chamberlain is the Elm
theatre, situated on Talbot avenue in
Elmwood. These houses are prettily decorated, well ventilated and completely
equipped.

With economy in view, Harry Marsey
has doubled
up his will
managers.
the the
future Harry Dixon
manage Inboth
Central Park and Star, Jim Wallingford
the Allendale and Circle and John Stevens
the Ellen Terry and Marlowe. Herman
Lorence and Adam Pleuthner have reization. signed from the General Theatres organ-

W. A. V. Mack announces that the
Buffalo Pathe exchange broke all collection records during the month of November. Mr. Mack
that is" Buck
Taylor, former
Pathereports
manager,
now in"
charge of short subjects for Universal in
Philadelphia.
George
Falkner
and William
M. charge
Myers
have
arrived
in Buffalo
to take
of the Wid Gunning, Inc., office in the
Warner building. Mr. Falkner will be
office manager and Mr. Myers will have
charge of sales and exploitation.
" Doc " Wilson has resigned as exKANSAS
CITY
ploitationist
at thea Buffalo
exchange to accept
position Metro
with the
Ralph Simmons, Kansas City branch Robbins Amusement Company at Utica.
" Doc " formerly handled the publicity
manager of the W. W. Hodkinson Cor- for
the Mark-Strand in New York City.
poration, has been transferred to Chicago
to take charge of the branch in that city.
Doraldina comes to Buffalo in person
While in Kansas
City,
Mr.
Simmons
established asplendid record and leaves the week of December 12 to appear at
many friends behind. As Chicago is his the new Loew State in connection with
home town, the change was welcbtned by the showing of her picture, " Passion."
him.
Hirsch, Arrow Film representative,
An announcement was recently made is H.in the
Buffalo territory for ten weeks
that "tion,Thehad been
Sheik,"rejected
a Paramount
producCharlie Saunders exploit "Thunderby the Kansas to aid bolt
Jack."
Mr. Saunders opened his
State Board of Review. Press notices way. office last
Monday at 676 Broadto that effect were published. According Albany
to R. S. Cole, manager of the Kansas
City Paramount
branch,
the Newman
picture,
Buffalo exhibitors are aiding the sale
which
is now showing
at the
Christmas seals by flashing reasons on
theatre, Kansas City, was not rejected of
the
screens of the city why Buffalonians
and will be shown in Kansas.
should purchase the stickers. The seals
are
sold to aid the Buffalo Tuberculosis
Sam Stoll has been appointed repre- Society
in its fight against the white
sentative of Associated Producers productions for First National, in the Kan- plague.
sassas City
E. C. Rhoden, KanA. C. Hayman of Niagara Falls and
City district,
branch by
manager.
Harold B. Franklin and J. H. Michael
of
Buffalo, are members of the new First
M. cock
R. Productions,
Fink, general
Pea-a National
advisory board for western New
Inc., manager
has sailedof for
York.
They were elected at the recent
six directors
weeks' tour
of Europe.
of
of Peacock
voted The
Mr. board
Fink get-together meeting of franchise holders
in Syracuse last week. H. L Lewy won
the trip in recognition of his services. the
first prize in the F. N. state sales
The trip will be a combination of busi- competition
last week.
ness and pleasure.

A. W. Moses, Buffalo R-C Pictures
manager, denies that Charlie Faust will
leave his organization to take over the
Albany
exchange
of ScreenMr. Attractions
Distributing
Corporation.
Faust will
remain with R-C Pictures. E. H. Arnold
has
Mr.
Moses'
company
to cover
northern New York.
ST.

LOUIS

Sawyer. Working in the picture nere
have been
Grace Hays,J
D'Armond,
Tina Gareth
ModottiHughes,
and Herbert
with George D. Baker directing.
William E. Jones, who was house manager of the Superba theatre for several
years, but who for the past year or more
has been located in Los Angeles and
other northern cities as manager of motion picture houses, has returned to San
Diego and is again in charge at the
Superba,
succeeding
GeorgeforMathison,
who has been
house manager
the past
three months.

Clarence Philley, of St. Joseph, ,Mo.,
of
the Crawfordof theatres,
was a Philley-Zehrugn
visitor to the St. circuit
Louis
exchanges this week. Announcement has
OKLAHOMA
been made that the Philley combination
has purchased and will operate all of
the theatres in St. Joseph with the exCITY
ception of the Tootle, a tabloid burlesque
house. The deal involves $1,000,000 and
includes the Lyceum, Crystal, Electric,
The name of the Wile" theatre at DesColonial, Royal and Orpheum theatres in demonia, Texas, has been changed to the
St. Joseph. The Lyceum will operate as American.
a home for road shows, the Electric as
A convention of Texas exhibitors has
a vaudeville
house and the others as pic- been
ture houses exclusively.
called to meet at the Oriental Hotel,
in
Dallas,
Texas, December 13-14.
Reeves Espy, formerly with the Famous
Announcement has been made that the
Players Company, is the new publicity
Film Corporation will open
promoter tefor
Skourassucceeding
Brothers John
En- aSouthwestern
rprises in St.theLouis,
branch office at Oklahoma City, Okla .
Baker.
about December 1, with Henry H. Bass
as manager. Don C. Berry will travel
Managing Director William Goldman eastern Oklahoma and W. E. Shotwell in
of the Missouri theatre returned this Texas territory with another traveler to
week from an eastern visit during which be added soon.
he called on the producers in New York,
Chicago and elsewhere.
The Dallas, Texas, branch of United
Artists, under the leadership of Joe LuckPlans have practically been completed ett,
sales manager, will start a drive for
by the Selznick interests for the erection Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma business
of a motion picture house in St. Louis, in the near future with " Way Down
on Grandborho d oavenue,
" The Three Musketeers," " Little
f $1,S00,000.to .cost in the neigh- East,"
Lord
and other
featureFauntleroy
films as "leaders.
No high
town,grade
big
or little will be missed while the drive
DETROIT
John Collins of Hope, Ark . is erecting
a new theatre at Paragoulopo, Ark.,
MICHIGAN
which will open soon.
The Empress theatre at Roff, Okla.,
Henderson M. Richey, general manager
Mr. Matthews as manager, opened
of the Michigan Motion Picture Theatre with
Owners, and other officers and directors for business last week.
of the strong Wolverine unit are planning
The Buffalo theatre at Pawnee, Okla.,
to attend the organization meeting of
Ohio exhibitors to be held in Toledo, has opened for business. The theatre is
modern and seats 350.
December 12 and 13.
Fred Knipp is booker Icr Educational
Detroit salesmen for the Paramount exchange were in Cleveland last week at- Film Exchange, Dallas, Texas, succeeding John Miles,
who was transferred to
g asales Harry
conference
Dis- Oklahoma
City, Okla.
tricttendinManager
Ross.called
The byobject
of the conference was to discuss new selling methods outlined at the recent New
Selznick salesmen in Oklahoma, ArYork gathering of district managers.
kansas and Texas report a huge success
in sales for Selznick week. November 13
William Lendon, chief traveling auditor to 19 inclusive.
for Universal, is in Detroit on his semiannual trip. He is accompanied by SidW. J. Neblett. chairman of the. cen
ney Lehman, of the New York office.
sorship at Houston, Texas, has resigned
assigning as a reason that he was not
" Riplease,Van
re- upheld by the City Commission.
had itsWinkle,"
first run thein Hodkinson
the state last
week at the Isis theatre, Grand Rapids.
J. H. Kelley, former house manager of
INDIANAPOLIS
the Kunsky Madison theatre, Detroit, has
taken over the lease on the Gladwin Park
The Dreamland Theatre Company, oi
theatre at Jefferson and Parkview avenues
and will operate it personally hereafter.
Michigan City, has been incorporated
with capital of $15,000. Directors are
Teitel and Greenbaum, well known De- Jacob Wallerstein. Abraham Wallerstem
troit
theatrical
firm,
have
leased
the
Holbrook theatre from Minter and Slepski. and N. N. Bernstein.
Teitel and Greenbaum also operate the
Observers of the local theatrical field
Warwick
at once. theatre. They will take charge are watching nouncements
closely
furtherabout
anfrom the for
Shuberts
their proposed location of one of the
Shubert vaudeville houses here. A representative ofthe new variety outfit deSAN
DIEGO
clared several days ago that Indianapolis
is sure to have Shubert vaudeville.
The Sawyer- Lubin Film Company, Chief interest of the movie men lies in
which has been down from Los Angeles where the Shubert's are going to operate. A new house is being erected in
doing some special scenes in Balboa Park
and other sections of this city and vicin- North Illinois street by the Stegmeier
ity, is considering the construction of a Brothers,taurantwho
a res-be
on the formerly
site, but operated
it will not
small studio at Grossmont, a few miles
from San Diego, according to A. H. large and it generally has been understood that the house was to show movies.
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Studio
William
Russell has gone to New
York.
GOLDWYN
Jack Gilbert is writing an orginal
story titled " The Land of BeginRupert Hughes began this week
ningFlynn
Again " upon
to his
be return
filmedfrom
by
to film the final scenes of " Remem- Emmett
New York.
brance."
The Fox comedians, Jimmy
Claire Windsor has been engaged
for the female lead in " Brothers Savo, Al St. John, Clyde Cook,
Under Their Skin," a Peter B. Chester Conklin, Ford West, ColKyne story, to be directed by Mason man Gets, and George Somerville
have been booked solid for vaudeHopper.
ville acts at various benefits in Los
The release title of " The Octave Angeles
and vicinity between now
of Claudius " is to be " A Blind and Christmas.
Bargain."
Delmar J. Edmondson is to be a
new member of the Goldwyn
UNITED
scenario department.
STUDIOS
SENNETT
Walter Beery and Gloria Hope
STUDIO
are the principals in a new Coogan
picture now being directed by
William Watson, director, has Jerome Storm.
Liege Conley, who has appeared
started a Ben Turpin subject, with
Phylis Haver in the lead.
in Sennett, Fox and HamiltonMabel Normand has begun work White comedies, is to be featured
in a series to be directed by Jack
in " Suzanna " under the direction White.
of Dick Jones.
Eddie Hearn has been selected as
The Billy Bevan and Mildred
the
lead opposite Jane Novak in
June
comedy has been titled " The the second
Blockhead.
Chester Bennett produc-

News
Constance
Talmadge and com- by Betty Wire
Compson
in " The
Noose,"
the direction
of
pany are back from a week in the posite
William W.under
Taylor.
snow at Bear Lake for "The
Edith Roberts has been selected
NowWoman
being He
edited
are Stewart's
Divorcee."
"The
Married,"
Frothingham's "The Man Who Smiled,"
Walsh's "Kindred of the Dust," and
Neilan's "Penrod."
HERE
AND
THERE

Jess Robinson, director of Chaplin, Essanay, Vitagraph, and Century comedies left for New York
Sunday with the print of his initial
production titled, "Too Much Business," in six reels. After a trade
preview
Friday night
at Clune's
theatre, on
hundreds
of film
people
likened this picture to "Twenty
Three and One Half Hour's
Leave." It is a fast moving comedy
drama of unusual merit.
"Molly O" opened at the Mission
on Wednesday to tremendous business. Film people believe this will
Warner
have engaged
go greater Brothers
than "Mickey."
Frank Grandin to direct serial now
tion titled
" Starveling."
written by Frances Guihan.
Three
weeks
will be required to being
It will be filmed at Seligs studios.
INCE
complete the filming of Nazimova's
Harry Ballance, general sales
" The Doll's House."
manager of Famous Players-Lasky
is here.
Joseph Franklin Poland is writFIRST
ing the continuity of an original
story,
Sunshine
LASKY
NATIONAL
William " The
Wallace
Cook. Trail
It is "to by
be
the next vehicle for MacLean for
Alan Holubar is casting for
release through First National.
Rudolph Valentino will play opposite Gloria Swanson in Elinor
C. Gardner Sullivan has com- "Soul Seekers," starring Dorothy
pleted an original story titled Philips. Production is to start next Glyn's " Beyond the Rocks." Others
in the cast are Alex B. Francis,
" Someone to Love," to be put into week.
Robert Bolder, Helen Dunbar,
production at once for First Na"
The
Masquerader
will
be
tional.
directed by Richard Walton Tully. Raymond Blathwayte, Gertrude
Josef Swickard and Charles Ger- Guy Bates Post and Tully Marshall Astor and Capt. F. R. Butler. The
continuity is by Jack Cunningham
rard has been engaged for leading play the leads.
and Sam Wood is to direct.
Chaplin is now producing.
parts
in
Reid's
"
Pawned
"
under
William Carleton plays the lead
Thomas Meighan has returned
the direction of Irving Willat.
Arthur Beck has contracted with opposite Katherine MacDonald in from New York and is beginning
Associated Exhibitors to make a " Domestic Relations," under the work on " The Proxy Daddy " under the direction of Al Green.
series of six features starring Leah direction of Chet Withey.
Buster Keaton is on his fifth Leatrice Joy plays opposite him.
Baird. Production is to start at
the Ince studio. Beck left for New First National comedy.
Mahlon Hamilton is playing opYork this week.
PACIFIC
STUDIO

HAL

ROACH

" Snub " Pollard is leaving for
holidays.
New York this week to spend the
H. M. Walker has titled the Pol" The Bow
dog lard
showcomedycomedy,
and Wows,"
it will bea
shipped this week.
" In Days to Come," a Pollard
comedy laid in 1980, has been
shipped.
Eddie Baker has been placed
under contract by Roach to play
the heavies in Parrott comedies.
This company is now making a
Greenwich Village comedy with
Paul Parrott, Ethel Broadhurst,
Mark Jones, George Rowe, and
Sunshine Rammy. Ray Gray is
directing.
METRO
George Baer's
is to be Letter
" The
Adventures
of next
a Ready
Writer," starring Gareth Hughes.
Casting
is now
in progress.
bert Heyes
has been
engaged. HerBayard Veillier has selected Ora
Carewe as the lead opposite Ben
Lytell in his next untitled original
story. Others in the cast are
'Von
TheodoreDeWitt
Breamer,Bateman,
Sylvia Victory
Eltz,
Kirkland.
Hardee
and
Jennings
The continuity is by Leonore
Coffee.

"The
with y,
Rexoner ofIngram
Big
is atPrisZenda", compan
Bear for exteriors.

Hobart Bosworth is to be
stared in " Scottish Chiefs " under
the direction of Fred Niblo, according to an announcement by
Joseph R. Jacoby, Inc., of San
Francisco. Production is to start
soon.
Monroe Salisbury begins filming
" The Great Alone," to be directed
by Jacques Jaccard, the second
week in December.

"The Power Within" for
Release December 18

releases for 1921 closes
er feat
hh "Th
t of
Witure
witE'
S elisPow
PATH
in," an Achievement Films,
tion cededuled for
produc
Inc.., 18.
are the
So convinsch
Dec
ors that " The Power
but
tri
dis
Within" strikes a new and
ain to be repopular notbye cert
echoed every picture audience, that they are supplyloitaialrsquiwit
ry.exhi
materbito
te h outexpof
the
tion
ordinaing

FOX
Sol M. Wurtzel, superintendent
of the studio, has gone East for two
weeks for a consultation with Mr.
Fox.
Director Bernard Durning is in
Chicago on a vacation.
Charles Jones has gone to Indianapolis tospend the holidays.

for the lead in Wallace Reid's
" Across the Continent " under the
direction of Phil Rosen. The cast
includes Theodore Roberts, Walter
Long, Betty Francisco, Lucien Littlefield, Guy Oliver and others.
Jack Mower plays the lead opposite Dorothy Dalton in " Tharon
of Lost Valley" under the direction of Paul Powell. The cast includes Frank Campeau, Irene Hunt,
George
others. Field, Clarence Burton and

Viola Dana, as she appears in " The Fourteenth Lover," presented by Metro

The story is acted by a cast
including William H. Tooker,
Pauline Garon. Robert Bentley and Robert Kenyon.

Motion
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HOWELLS

CINE

EQUIPMENT

Special

OPEN

THREE

Projection
and
Trio

of Theatres

Rooms

Outfitted

When it conies to speed Joe Hornstein
does not let any grass grow under his feet.
The other week Joe opened three houses
in one night. Furthermore, Joe was on
hand in person in all three houses, even
though one was over twenty-five miles distant from the other two.
We speak of " Joe " in familiar terms.
Everybody in the industry, especially
around New York, knows Joe. He is the
successful general manager of the Howells Cine Equipment Co., and it is said he
never sleeps, but is always on the job.
Some time ago Mr. Hornstein secured
the orders for equipping the Supreme
theatre, Livonia avenue and William
street, Brooklyn; the National theatre,
Washington avenue and Park place,
Brooklyn, and the Plaza theatre, Union
and Redwood avenues, Paterson, N. J.
All three of these houses were finished
about the same time, and, as luck would
have it, they decided on opening all in the
same night.
Manager Hornstein makes it a rule to
be on hand on the opening night of a
house where he has supplied the entire

in

New.

CO

Section

THEATRES

National

Picture

of

IN

Plaza,

Well
One

ONE

Night

NIGHT

Supreme

Equipped
Are

equipment. He supervises his men in assisting the house employees to put on their
initial show. Three houses in one night
was " going some," especially when you
consider that Paterson is just about twent)vfive miles from Brooklyn.
Joe got busy and sent his assistants to
the three houses. He then mapped out a
schedule that made a jump from Paterson
to Brooklyn look like a new aeroplane
speed record. Nevertheless Joe put it
over. He was with Manager Harry
Grossman when the lights were on in the
Plaza. It was evident that Joe had never
met the Hon. William L. Dill, Commissioner of Motor Vehicles of New Jersey,
for his driving time from Paterson to Jersey City was nearly " nothing flat." In
Xew York Joe jumped the " sub " and
from then on he had taxicab drivers looping the loop to be in two places at the
same time.
Looking over the installations that were
made by the Howell Cine Equipment, one
can well realize how Manager Hornstein
is able to land the enormous number of
orders that come to his firm. In all three

Up

to

the

Minute

instances the work was more than com-;
mendable. Neatness and correctness
marked each equipment. In addition,
nothing was missing.
Manager Hornstein knows just what is
needed to put over a good picture, and he
is not satisfied unless he can install a job
that will fill the bill. He realizes just
what the projectionist is up against, and,
the layout of the three projection booths
in these houses show's he " has a heart "
for the lad who mans the projector.
Equipment of the projection rooms of
the three new houses which opened on the
same night is complete in every detail. In
the two thousand capacity Supreme theatre the pictures are shown on a Gardiner
velvet gold fibre screen, 17 by 22 feet.
Three Simplex machines, a Kliegl 100
ampere spotlamp, three Peerless automatic arc controls and three Feaster rewinds and Snaplite lenses are in
the equipment. The Westinghouse motor
generator of double no ampere capacity, with a special panel board, takes care
of the four arcs individually or collective(Continucd on page 3236)

The first photo shozus the National theatre, Brooklyn, Projection terior
Room.
The second
on the opening
night shows their motor generator outfit and the third the in-
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Equipment
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our

is the

knowledge
first

time

Picture

Theatres

New

Supreme

Brooklyn,

this

in

The

N. Y.

National

the

Brooklyn,
history

of

Picture

has

the

Motion

Supply

Busi-

ness any Supply

house
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Howells

Cine

Many
Have

Equipment

Since its organization, just over two
years ago, the history of the Howells
Cine Equipment is unusual in the number
of records that it has broken. Making
installation in practically all quarters of
the globe, the company is noted for the

64

Theatres

This

precision and carefulness of their work in
equipping theatres.
In September 13, 1919, David P. Howells and J. C. Horstein organized the firm,
which has grown to be the largest distributors of Simplex machines in the world.
Its expansion was speedy, and now we
find them distributing and making theatre
installations from New York State to
China and Japan. It sells Simplex machines in the Dutch East Indies, the Philippine Islands and the Strait Settlements.
All of Central America with the exception of Panama is covered by Howells
Cine Equipment Company. It also acts
as distributor in Brazil, Venezuela and the
West Indies.
Many other devices are handled by
Howells Cine Equipment Company besides Simplex machines. It is the exclusive handler of Westinghouse motion picture equipment for the East, and acts as
distributor of the Gardiner velvet gold
fibre screen, the Peerless automatic arc
control and the Acme motion picture pro-

David P. Howells, Pres.

N e

Makes

Records

New

Equipped

Co.

Picture

Other meritorious movie merchandise
jector.
handled by Howells are Snaplite lenses,
Haftone Screen, National carbons and
several other devices.
Time after time the company has set
new records in the number and speed of
theatre installations. One of the feats
is the number of installations which they
made this year — sixty-four, which probably sets another new mark. The " three
in one night " installation is perhaps its
greatest achievement.
Howells' record

The two thousand seat Supreme, Livonia Ave. and William St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

I

Year

in this — the equipping of the Supren
and National theatres, Brooklyn, and
Plaza, in Paterson, N. J . will probab^
stand for a long time.
The personnel of the company is cor
posed of the following: David P. Ho\
ells, president ; J. C. Horstein, vice-pres
dent ; Chester E. Sawyer, secretary. Sor
of the members of the board of director
are Karl G. MacDonald, Benjamin
Howells and Chester E. Sawver.

Joseph C. Hornstein, V. Pres.

The illustrations showing their switchboard and dimmer set
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Important

Message

To the Exhibitor:

to

Movie

Men

To the Projectionist:
It certainly makes a great difference when working

Just to show that the carbons are not least in importance among your stock in trade, listen to this :
A Chicago house advertises
screen-illumination makes the
enjoyable — no eye fatigue, no
presentation. This message
patronage and prestige.

with good projectors and poor ones, doesn't it?
W ith a set of Columbia Projector Carbons, for instance, you can work magic on the screen. These carbons allow you to vary the intensity of illumination
to fit the scene on the screen — -something that cannot
be equalled with other light sources. Such control
over projection is to be had only with the carbon arc
and best of all with Columbia.

that the quality of its
pictures all the more
details lost by unclear
has gained increased

This same exhibitor gives full credit to Columbia
Carbons for the remarkable performance. He knows,
as many other exhibitors realize, that Columbia Carbons kept his theatre open during the war and have
kept his box-office busy ever since.

Why not be master of the screen at all times? Get
brilliancy — tone — softness — steadiness with this silent,
safe and sure-burning arc from Columbia Carbons.
If you've never tried Columbia Projector Carbons
obtain a set at your supply house. Simply tell them
the kind of current (D. C. or A. C), the amperage
you draw, and the name and address of the theatre,
and they can give you a correct combination. There
is a Columbia trim for every current requirement.

When buying Columbia Carbons think of them in
terms of the high light power you get for the least
expense — not as so many " sticks " of carbon.

COLUMBIA

PROJECTOR

Columbia Silvertip Carbons
for direct current

CARBONS

Columbia White Flame Special Carbons
for alternating current

Another
and

Factor
Better

of

Economy

Operation

The Silvertip Adaptor (shown to the right) is a vise-like
holder for use with the Columbia Silvertip (lower) carbon.
It gives maximum life to the carbons
and full current carrying capacity. It
"Iff •
takes all sizes of Silvertip Carbons,
7 //
namely, the Ty, H", W and
The Columbia Carbon Saver (shown
to the left) saves time, money and trouble. As a holder for carbons up to and
including the Y%" size, this device burns the carbon to an
extremely short stub, and lends full carrying capacity to
the current.

NATIONAL
CLEVELAND,

O.

CARBON

COMPANY,
Inc
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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Motion
Simplex

P • c I ur e N e w I

in All
Houses

Three

The Supreme and National theatres
Brooklyn, and iht Plaza, Paterson, Net
Jersey, are*" aft Simplex equipped.!- ij
each case the managers insisted on thi
projector. The Howells Cine Equipme
Co. are distributors for this popular pre
lector.
The three projection rooms are w<
laid out and the new Simplex batterie
certainly look fine. The projectionists ar
very proud of their equipment.
Gardiner Screens in All
Three Houses
Patrons of the two Brooklyn theatre
and the Paterson Plaza will view th<
pictures on Gardiner velvet gold fibr
screens. The moving pictures are throwJj
on a 17 by 22 foot Gardiner velvet gold!
fibre screen in the Supreme theatre, and*
on 12 by 16 foot screens in the National]
and Plaza houses.

The one thousand seat community house, The Plaza, Union and Redwood avenues, Paterson,
N. J.
W esting house Placed in
Trio of Theatres
Westinghouse motor generators were
installed in all three of the houses
equipped by Howell s Cine -Equipment
Company on their record breaking night.
The largest of the trio, the Supreme Theatre of Brooklyn, has a motor generator
of i ro ampere capacity; the National of
Brooklyn, a double 75 ampere motor
generator, and the Plaza (if Patersot*, a
double 55 ampere generator.

Columbia

Carbons

in the

Three Theatres
Columbia carbons are used in all the
projectors in the three houses equipped in
one night by the Howells Cine Equipment
Company. Carbon projection is used in
all of the seven machines in the Supreme,
National and Plaza theatres. The carbons
were bonmanufactured
by the National CarCompany.

Projection Room of the new Paterson Plaza
theatre. They also have a Stereopticon
Peerless Arc Controls
Installed
Peerless Automatic Arc controls were
installed in the projection rooms of the
Supreme National and Plaza. In keeping
with the high standard of the other projection equipment of the Howells Cine
Equipment installations, the J. E. McAuley
Manufacturing Company's product
was selected.

Snaplites

The motor generator room of the Plaza, Pate rson, N. J., is located to the left of the projecHon room

in National, Supreme and Plaza
Snaplite lenses score again in being
placed in all three of the houses equipped
by Howells Cine Equipment Company in
their " three in one night " installations.
Reports from the theatres indicate that
Saplite lenses are proving their value.
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Picture

New,

Projection

Rooms Are Well
Equipped
(Continued from page 3230)
ly. The Supreme was the largest of the
theatres to be installed by Howells Cine
Equipment on the one night, and the manager of the house expressed himself as
being well pleased with the results obtained by the installation of the above
equipment.
In the 1,500-seat house of Rosenzweig
& Katz — the National — two Simplex
type " S " machines are used to project
the picture to a Gardiner velvet gold fibre
screen. The size of the screen is 12 by
16 feet. Two " Peerless " automatic arc
controls, two Feaster rewinds and Snaplite lenses and a Westinghouse double 75
ampere motor generator with special
panel board and spotlamp complete the
equipment of the projection room of the
National.
Unusually fine projection equipment is
in the Plaza theatre, Paterson, when it is
considered that it is but a 1,000-seat community house. Charles Chadwick, the
chief projectionist of the Plaza is indeed
proud of the effects he obtains with his
equipment.
Here thev arc, ready to start the show inBrooklyn
the projection
Howells Sell Many A.D.C.
Curtain Controls
Howells Cine Equipment Co., agents
for the A. D. C. Automatic Curtain Control, have installed a number of these useful devices in many of the sixty-four the-

ing of a switch causes the curtain to open.
Not only that but it stops automatically
when the curtain has fully opened. They
are remarkably simple and therefor tbere
is practically nothing to get out of order.

atres they have equipped the past year.
The need of an automatic curtain control
is well realized by the exhibitors today.
The A. D. C. machine is entirely automatic. The pressing of a button or turn-

A.
>e

Automatic

Arc

D.

Automatic

Peerless
Control

of the Supreme theatre,

C.
Curtain

Control
Entirely Automatic — The A. D. C. Automatic Curtain Control was designed to meet this need. It has lieen in service
for several years and is a proven success. The machine is
entirely automatic in its operation. Pressing a button, or
turning a switch, causes the curtain to open and the machine
to stop automatically when the full opening has been obtained.
Pressing totheclose
button."
operating thestops
switch
the
curtain
and orautomatically
the again,
machinecauses
as soon
as the movement is completed. There is nothing to remember
and atethere
is nothing to get out of order. Any one can operthe machine.
New York Distributor
Howells Cine Equipment Co.
Write for Circularby
Manufactured
Automatic
Devices Co.
Hunsicker Building:
Allentown

AND THE ARC—
The Arcs in the 3 Theatres opened in one night
by the
Howells

Cine

Equipment

Automatic

Arc

ists

Co.

Are Controlled Automatically by the
Peerless

Projection

Penna.

Are

Controller

N. A.

M.

you

reading

L. page

the

each

week

"THE WATCHDOG OF THE ARC"
Write for Circular
THE
J. E.
32 N. Jefferson St.

McAULEY

MFG.

CO.
Chicago

See page 3244 in this week's

issue
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Mazda
on

Mazda

Adapters

By Robert L. Hosmer, Gen. Mgr., Eastern Theatre Equipment
Maximum results at minimum cost means increased satisfaction and greater profit. To keep
step with progress you must adopt the newer
and more progressive ideas. Few exhibitors today appreciate the amazing and wonderful results that can be accomplished by the use of the
latest type of Mazda lamp equipments. It has
opened up new fields and has literally revolutionized projection. Success has been obtained.
Looking back over the development of Mazda
adapters one is not surprised at the attitude
that was generally taken some two or three
years ago. Frankly, motion picture projection
has not progressed to the same extent as other
kindred industries and to inaugurate such a
radical departure in light source as a Mazda
lamp naturally brought about considerable skepticism.
There have been many devices and so called
"adapters" placed on the market during the
past two years the majority of which use the
900 watt 30 ampere 30 volt lamp. This lamp
has been the result of exhaustive study of light
sources, dimensions, optical systems and lamp
performances. We have conducted extensive
tests with several of the Mazda lamp houses
now available on the market and have also experimented with various "adapters" which are
designed to adapt the incandescent lamp to
motion picture projection. Our experiences
have led us to believe the latter class were intended primarily, not for the average theatre,
but for the smaller throws and for non-professional use. We used various lamps of 600. 900.
and 100 wattage, of both barrel and monoplane filament, and with various controlling
devices. Although very good results were
obtained in some cases, accurate alignment and
adjusting was absolutely impossible.
Condensers used with the arc when employed
with the Mazda lamp were found to be entirely
unsuitable as they were too long a focus or filament images were reproduced on the . screen.
Uniform screen illumination was obtained only
by use of the prismatic or corrugated condenser.
Furthermore, it was impossible to use- the 1000
watt 110 volt lamp either in the barrel or monoplane filament. In order to get a maximum
amount of light, we found it necessary to fall
back on the 900 watt T 29 lamp. This necessitated the addition of a control equipment
including an accurate ammeter as this type of
lamp must be used only at 30 amperes.
Increased amperage will no doubt give increased light but will materially decrease the
life of the lamp. Add the cost of this extra

EDITOR

equipment to that of the so-called adapter and
you are approaching the cost of professional
equipment designed for Mazda lamp projection.
There is no doubt in our minds but that it is
necessary to use a separate lamp house designed
especially for this and the very latest type 900
watt lamp. There are four essentials, the right
type of lamp, prismatic lens, special mirror and
an efficient regulating device. Should ally of
these four essentials be altered the screen
result is seriously impaired. The lamp house
must be properly ventilated, and so constructed
that the various parts may be quickly and easily
focused. For simplicity and economy in operation, We have found it extremely important to
have arrangements whereby all adjustments are
made, outside the lamp house, that it may not
be necessary to open the door for lamp adjustments, etc.
One large manufacturer of Mazda lamp
equipment has greatly simplified this condition
by the use of an entirely new device. With the
use of a lamp setter it is possible to adjust the
lamp, both vertical and lateral adjustments, in
the socket before it is even inserted in the
housing. With this attachment it is possible to
have any number of lamps read}' before hand

Co., Boston, Mass.

for quick insertion and use in case of emergencies. Too much emphasis cannot be laid on the
proper setting of the lamp in the lamp setter.
To get the maximum amount of light on the
screen the lamp must be accurately focused
and when properly set can be introduced without change in mirror setting and there will be
no the
occasion
of
lamp. to change its focus during the life
It is paramount that condenser lens be at
right angle to optical axis and that light thrown
by the condenser be centered on the aperture.
When once properly set however, all additional
lamps after being set up in the lamp setter
should now automatically come in correct position when placed in the lamp housing, that is,
the centre of the filament of the lamp must be in
line with the centre of the condenser lens, on
the optical axis.
To the exhibitor using an alternating current
carbon arc, present day Mazda equipment is a
solution for all his projection troubles. There is
a big saving in electric current bills which will
soon pay for making the change. The light
source is perfectly steady, there is no flicker and
its consequent eye strain; better illumination on
(Continued on page 3240)

lamp
Madza
motion
picture
unit
complete
with
lamp
projector
setter
\\Morton rtcri/Kt.
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Results With Mazda
(Continued from page 3239)
the screen, because the quality of light gives
proper tone, color, and depth, resulting in a
much more pleasing picture on the screen. It
will entirely eliminate color bands and "ghosts."
There will be no poisonous carbon fumes and
dust to injure the health of the operator and
wear working parts of the projection machine.
Its simplicity of operation will give the operator
more time to watch the operating mechanism
and improve the picture on the screen. No
noise or hum as with the old carbon arc; less
fire hazard, no open flames, and no warming up
process at end of each reel.
On direct current service there is not as
great a saving but on the average, the Mazda
lamp equipment is more efficient by at least
1,900 watts each hour. Let us take however,
an extereme case, that of a 35 amp carbon arc.
It is generally conceded that Mazda lamp projection will displace 45 amp C. current. An arc
at 35 amp with its approximate voltage of 55
consumes 1925 watts. However, the line voltage
of 110 must be reduced to the arc voltage of 55
and allowing 70% as the efficiency of a motor
generator, the total line power consumed by the
arc would be 2750. The Mazda lamp operating
at 30 amp and 90 volt consumes but 900 watts.
By a special hand regulated transformer operating at 90 to 95% efficiency the total line power,
or 100% would be at no time in excess of 1000
watts or 1 K. W. as against nearly 3 K. W. of
the carbon arc. When only direct current is
available it is best to use a small inverted rotary
converter to supplement the Mazda lamp equipment so that the transformer may be operated
on the A. C.
It is safe to presume that the cost of lamp and
carbons are very nearly equal.
Briefly, where conditions are suitable, Mazda
lamp equipment is far superior to the arc lamp
for motion picture projection. The length of
throw is not so much importance as the size of
the house, position and dimensions of the screen
Given a screen with the proper reflective properties and half size lens, an efficient Mazda
lamp equipment will show you brilliant pictures
of medium size with added depth of focus,
realism and maximum contrast and definition.
A reflective type screen is recommended and is
coming more and more into use. Every screen
has its own reflective characteristics and the
proper screen depends mainly upon the house
dimensions. Two prominent screen manufacturers are now manufacturing their screens to
specifications.
Although large size lens may cost a few
dollars more, their result in extra light and
better illumination is well worth it and lens
equipment should be one of the first considerations.
We have secured a more brilliant picture with
the aid of a specially patented shutter which
through its curves, has allowed the passing of
extra light resulting both by practical and theoretical tests, to the increase of from 10 to 25%
more light.
The equipments we installed locally have been
operating so successfully that they will convinc-

Motion
ingly show superiority over the carbon arc.
Today we enjoy the mark of approval of several hundred users right here in New England
alone and its demand is increasing every day.
Why, do you ask? Would you not be interested in any proposition that will enable you to
save from 50 to 75% of your operating expense
and at the same time result in better projection,
thereby increasing your patronage? Hundreds
of progressive exhibitors who have adapted this
newer equipment have been so thoroughly sold
on its many advantages that Mazda lamp projection locally, has permanently displaced the
carbon-arc, and this has proven that present
day Mazda equipments, properly designed,
symmetrical, and easily accessible for adjustments, may be used efficiently rn the great majority of picture theatres for longer throws and
larger screens than formerly.

Robert L. Hosmer with one of his equipments
Open

$750,000
National
Theatre
After combing the industry for a suitable
production which would appeal to the particular
taste of the motion picture patrons in this section of the country the new National theatre, a
2,000 seat house, of Greensboro, N. C, held its
premier opening recently with the W. W. Hodkinson
super-production
Certain
RichNational
Man."
This $750,000
house is "A
owned
by the
Amusement Company and was built in the
heart of the business section of Greensboro, the
home of the North Carolina State College for

girls.
Southern

Enterprises Make
Changes
Considerable interest in Atlanta film
circles was expressed in the announcement, afew days ago, of various changes
in the personnel of the house managers at
the various Atlanta theatres, operated by
Lamp
this concern.

socket for
use with
lamp
Madza motion
picture
projector

Picture

New

Perhaps the most interesting chant
was that which concerned George 1
Schmidt.
Mr. Schmidt, for two or thr<
years, was house manager at a litt
second-run theatre on the " down-town
side of Atlanta. His cleverness in explo
tation, his genuine good showmanship an
his ability to bring the theatre he mar
aged from absolute obscurity and a seric
of heavy losses attracted the attentio
of Southern Enterprises, and he wa
given charge, about four months ago, o
the Strand,
whichhouse.
is this And
concern's
up
town
second-run
the nev
announcement sets forth that hereafte
Mr. Schmidt, while retaining control o:
the Strand, will be exploitation directa
for the Forsyth and Rialto, the Southerr
Enterprises' best theatre, aside, of course
from the concern's million-dollar Howard.
Enrico Leide, who came south about a!
year
ago,Orchestra,
as conductor
the made
Howard'
Concert
has of
been
director of the Howard Theatre, and his!
ability has already been expressed.
Other changes announced were thati
Harold R. Kistler, who has been manag-l
ing the Rialto Theatre, Atlanta, had been]
transferred to Gaffney, S. C, where he
will manage the Strand and Cozy Theatres. He was succeeded by Jack Kaliska, who has made an enviable record
at the Yaudette, Atlanta.
Wayne Martin, formerly manager of
the Vaudette, succeeding Mr. Kaliska,
and who was succeeded, in turn, by Mr.
Selph, is in the home office, awaiting assignment, and it is an open secret that
he has made good, splendidly, so that hisnew assignment will be worthy of hi»
ability in this line.
J. W. Brown, who has been managing
the Duval Theatre, in Jacksonville, win
also have charge of the Palace, succeeding George Hickman, who was killed
some two or three weeks ago defending
the interests of his employer.
Roy L. Smart, who was formerly manager of the company's theatres at Gadsden, is now in another Alabama town —
Anniston — and his place at Gadsden was
taken by I. C. Holloway.
Two big changes for the company itself
will take place soon, in fact, one has already transpired, in which the SouthernEnterprises, Inc., took over the York theatre, surrendering to the Independent
Theatres, Inc., their Royal and Americantheatres, in order to get the York. Frank
Dowler, supervisor for Eastern Tennessee, and who has been managing the
Royal and American Theatres, will transfer his attention to the York.
These changes, denoting such an extensive campaign, are looked to, hopefully,,
by Southern exhibitors and the film industry in general, as the end of the summer slump and the beginning of some
real business. The South and the Southern exhibitor has had rather hard sledding through an unusually hot summer,
and they are looking towards the coming
Fall and Winter as life-savers. — Gaddis.
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There is a " Pot of Gold " for the exhibitor
who equips his theatre so that he can give his
audiences beautiful lighting effects with his
presentations. It is simply a matter of making
everything else on your program of more
value. The newer palaces of picture play
presentation are using

THE

MAJOR

Pre-Selective

SYSTEM

Remote

Control

Switchboard of the new Mainstreet Theatre, Kansas City — ■
Orpheum Circuit.

as an aid to their program. The owners
realize the box office value of soft blending*
of colors as delicate and inspiring as the
hues of the rainbow sweeping through the
auditorium as the music plays. Light is at
least three-quarters of any effective prologue
and is indispensable to the modern playhouse. The success depends on the controlling of the lights and there is but one
right way to do it— through the marvelously
flexible cumulative control known as the
Major System.
Regardless of the type or size of your theatre a Major System will fit your requirements. It will save your stage space, eliminate the fire and panic hazard from open
switchhoards, give you extended remote control and many other advantages. The greatest result of Major installations, however,
are the increased box office receipts due to
better lighting effects. Send us an outline of
your requirements and we will send you
some valuable information about theatre
lighting. There is no obligation or cost
incurred.

Slectric

Co.

ST. LOUIS

MO.

C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp, Arch.
A. S. Graven, Engineer
Wm. A. Corrao, El. Contr.

Manufacturers also of panelboards and cabinets, knife switches, fan banger outlets, floor boxes and
A. C. and D. C. Distribution switchboards
THE

MAJOR

SYSTEMS are installed in theatres from coast to coast
The following fewr are selected at random:
State Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Sheridan Park Theatre, Neiv York City.
Illinois Theatre, Chicago, III.
Majestic Theatre, Dallas, Texas.
Tivoli Theatre, Chicago, III.
Capital Theatre, Davenport, la.
Calif.
Palace Theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Apollo Theatre, Chicago, III.
Rialto Theatre, Elgin, III.
Chicago Theatre, Chicago, III.
Palace Theatre, Peoria, III.
Granada Theatre, San Francisco,
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About fifteen years ago the navigation of the
air was something looked upon with eyes of
doubt all over the world. The first flights of
the Wrights were hailed with amazement and
the newspapers and magazines were filled with
accounts of their achievements. At that time
it was regarded as a marvelous thing to reach
an altitude of a hundred feet and to maintain
a biplane in the air for more than a few minutes.
Still, the air had been conquered. The way
had been opened for almost unlimited progress
in the development of aerial navigation. The
desire of man to fly— a desire that had lurked
in his breast since he first observed the birds —
was about to be gratified.
Today, it is not uncommon to read of new
altitude records being made by airmen who
have mounted more than three miles above the
earth and of flights that have lasted for hours.
Even now preparations are under way for an
aerial voyage between the Old World and the
New, while there is under contemplation a race
between air craft around the world. Only a
few years ago the first fight across the English
Channel was the sensation of the hour.
.How strange it seems that while so much
brain toil, financial energy and heroism have
been expended in mastering the air, so little
has been done toward solving the riddle of the
sea. Since man first embarked in craft propelled by brawn the struggle to triumph over

to

Be

News

Solved

Photography

S.M.P.E.

(The first half of this article is published here,
the second half will be in this section next iccek.
—Tech. Ed.)
PART I

Deep

Picture

by J. E. Williamson

the surface of the deep has been relentless, and
row we have, plowing the ways at express
train speed, giant steel liners nearly 1,000 feet
long, and carrying enough people to populate
the average town. But as they make their way
from continent to continent, simply skimming
the surface of the oceans, the water goes down
beneath them thousands of feet, and this is the
part of the ocean that man knows little about.
Except from the lips of divers who have descended on the edges of the coasts to a puny
depth of a hundred feet, we are in ignorance
of what lies beneath the waves. And the divers,
with the limited field of observation accorded
them by the crude appliances of their trade,
have been able to tell us but little of the nature of things in that vast area beneath the
waters which embraces three fourths of the
earth's surface. By the weight of a lump of
lead on the end of an inanimate wire we have
sounded the depths and learned that there are
places where the ocean's bottom spreads full
five miles beneath the surface. From samples
of soil hauled up by mechanical means we
know, in a small way, the character of this
bottom.
But, could a man have any idea of the beaulies of the Yosemite by looking at a handful
of gravel in one of its ravines ; could he imagine the wonders of the Alps by gazing upon
a fragment of rock chipped from some majestic
peak and sent to him by parcel post ; could he
picture the glorious coloring in a tropical garden by seeing the withered leaf of a stately
And now the riddle of the deep is about to
palm?
be
solved.

How
marine
movies
are
made
sub-

and

Carl

L. Gregory

What the initial flight of the Wrights wa
to aviation, the experiments just concluded 01
the ocean's bottom in the Bahama Islands wil
be to submarine exploration.
For hours at a time men have sat in comfor
within six inches of the bottom and fifty o.
sixty feet beneath the surface. There the}
have smoked and talked and breathed a:
naturally as though they were upon the shore
And they looked with ever-widening eyes a
the wonders and beauties of subaqueous forests; studied with never ceasing amazementhe countless thousands of brightly colorec
tropical fish; watched with increasing admiration and surprise the panorama afforded by
the lacelike length of a coral reef, with hosts
of brilliantly hued fish swimming in and out
of its pearl caverns, and observed with wonder and awe the skeletons of once proud ships,
with backbones and ribs exposed, as they rested
where they struck and disappeared from human
ken generations ago.
What these men saw beneath the sea they
photographed and some of the wonderful pictures they secured are reproduced with this
article, giving to the readers of this publication
the first authentic views ever taken in the depths
of the ocean.
While it is true that the greatest depth
achieved by these experiments is not greater
than that frequently reached by divers, it was
clearly demonstrated that the means for deeper
trips into the unknown waters has been found,
and that the time is not far distant when it will
be easy to go down several hundred feet. The
apparatus used in the experiments was subjected to a thorough submarine test and structural analysis at the Norfolk navy yard by
officers of the navy, who reported that it would
be perfectly safe, in its present form of construction, at a depth of 800 feet. To make it
strong enough to go even deeper is simply a
mechanical detail.
The experiments in the waters of the Bahamas were made to secure a scientific motion
picture film, one that would show the actual
conditions on the bottom and the daily life of
the many forms of sea life that abound in the
waters of the tropics. Before describing the
way in which the photographs were secured an
outline of the apparatus used will give an insight into the mechanical features of the experiments.
Several years ago Captain C. Williamson of
Norfolk began working to perfect an invention
that would take the place of the ordinary diving suit. It was his idea that some means
should be developed by which a man could go
down into the water unhampered by weights
and ropes and compressed air and water pressure. His experiments extended over a long
time, but finally he was successful and the
government granted him a basis patent.
Broadly considered, his apparatus is in three
parts: (1) floating vessel of any suitable design :(2) submersible terminal operating chamber in which work or observations can be carried on at the bottom of the water, and (3^
a collapsible, flexible tube of metal, connecting
the floatinsr vessel and the submersible chamber.

(Continued on page 3248 )
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Cashier's

Begins

At

Window

The long, slow-moving line, always impatient for
tickets, is now of the past, gone with the Nickelodeon
and the inflammable film.
Patrons are now Au-tom-a-ticketed right through
into your theatre and the show starts with everybody in
good

humor.

The

1922

MODEL

ACCOUNTING

of the AUTOMATIC

MACHINE

KET

has actually revolution-

ized the cashier's service. Its several new refinements
give to the AUTOMATICKET
even a higher place
Class 500,
Electrically Operated
are made in four sizes — Issue from one to
five tickets at one time — Issue different
color ticket for each different price —
Give total number of tickets sold — Issues
plain or coupon tickets ; coupon a different color from admission ticket — Easily
installed in any box office.

than it has ever held in the choice of the more
sive proprietors.
The two vital functions of the
Automaticket are, first, to facilitate
accurate records of the business.
Second, to simplify your cashier's
service.

progres-

Note the exclusive Automaticket
feature — a flat-top surface with
no keys to impede the swift
handling of change.

We are also headquarters for printing tickets of all kinds.
1780 Broadway

Automatic

Ticket

Register

Corporation

New

York
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National

Anti-Misframe

Picture

News'

League
Forum
1
. I I. iiiii.:Iiii.'J..:i. .
about their shutters. They have a terrible time
getting it adjusted. From the projection room
NATIONAL
ANTI-MISFRAME
LEAGUE
PLEDGE
it will seem to be perfect, but viewA S motion picture operator who has th c interest of his profession at heart and is perhaps
ing from the main floor a ghost appears, yet
^/J. zvilling to assist in eliminating som e of the, evils practised in the operatingthey before
are unable
to get atthetheghost
it appears
room, I promise that I will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in tom
top.from
The the'botremedy
is easy. Many fellows will wrestle with their
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misshutter all day and half the night trying to get
frames, bad patches, etc., that may be in the film which I receive and in this way
it " set " never thinking once to change the
from the lens. It is almost impossible
co-operate with my brother operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up distance
to eliminate a ghost if it is too close or too far
the motion picture audience by showing fil ms that are free from such defects. I also
away. Then they ask how is one to know expromise that I will not make punch marks in film, and zvlien film is received by me.
actly the proper distance to have
They
think there ought to be a set rule it.
with the
with punch holes, I will notify the exclian gc to that effect so that they may use their
different projectors, not knowing that the lineefforts to correct this evil.
up of condensors, etc., has an effect upon it.
No definite distance can be suggested with any
Dear Sir:
make of projector. Conditions vary with the
current, with the lens line-up and the distance
Projectionists operating Simplex machines,
or any other make for that matter, ought to .
of lamp-house from aperture, etc. The proper
distance to place the shutter from the projecclip Mr. P. A. Wills' article in last (Nov. 26)
tion lens. With the shutter placed there its
week's issue, stick it up in the projection room
adjustment is mighty easily accomplished.
somewhere so it could constantly remind them
of their duty to the manager who owns the
Let me say here that this league with its disprojectors, the public and his profession. In
cus ions isthe finest thing ever organized for
projectionists and we can all feel like one fammy
opinion
Mr.
Wills'
letter
was
a
prize-winner.
ily. Let's hear from all the members,
or
It is certainly very important that all worn
new. Everyone ought to have something oldhelpparts be promptly replaced by new ones, and
ful to suggest. We owe it all to the News
fellows! How can we ever appreciate it?
it is a good thing to carefully note other parts
With best of wishes,
of the path taken by the film when replacing
•
Most truly yours,
one or two worn parts. When installing new
Merritt C. Schaub,
shoes, tension spring, or film guide it is necesV
Palace Theatre, Douglas, Ga.
sary that the film guide apron be changed also.
Member No. 1050.
If new shoes, new guide and springs are attached and the old worn apron left on, it
throws the film out of line causing intense
Just aoffewH. suggestions
to the " Out-of-focus "
flapping, noise, and strain on the sprocketarticle
H. B.. Barnesboro,
Fa., in the
holes.
Dec. 3d issue of the News.
I have seen many Simplex users keep their
He does not say whether his booth is located
intermittent sprocket so loose there was fully
off center of screen or not. This of course
an eighth of an inch of play in it ... .
would produce an out-of-focus effect on one
intermittent movement has no support on the
side. He does not give particulars. Are his
one end. All that is necessary is to keep the
lenses clean? A little residue on back comsprocket clean, and renewed when needed. If
Mcrritt C. Schattb
bination at one side of lens will cause an outit has too much play, loosen the three screws
t even know how to of-focus effect of one side, or by coincidence
on the intermittent case and tighten the nut
particles of dirt might have been thrown hack
with the intermittent case wrench between the tighte
don'
who ttent
projecntionis
the tsintermi
sprocket.
from gate if pushed in quickly. Let him first
sprocket and case. There seem to be so many
We get " wails " from so many other fellows
look
clean. at his lenses and ascertain if they are
PROJECTIONISTS
$ 1
OLD MEMBERS |
Now providing his lenses are clean, — are they
SHOW YOUR PHOTO ON THE SCREEN A
setting in the holder straight? Let him lossen
Send in Address
with
two screws that hold Part E-101-C, (the
Your name and N.A.M.L. or Local Number
so we can put 1 the
escutcheon) and then put in his lenses. This
We will mail slide complete upon receipt of Photograph and
One Dollar Bill.
escutcheon would tend to hold lenses from the
vou on new
THE THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
N. A. M. L. I perpendicular of aperture, or his screen might
124 West Forty-fifth Street
New York
not be perpendicular to lenses.
mailing list
Still another cause, the tension on Film Trap
Door Pad (P-100-E), might have more tension
one one side than other, with the result that
one side of film would be closer to lens, thereby
causing an out-of-focus effect. I might suggest
Blank for New League Members
that he pull his film trap door so that it sets
back against the shoes of the film trap tightly.
The above taken in order of their importance,
Member's Nam;this last hardly probable, but I will write it any
way. Dirt might be back of one of the shoes of
Home Address
film trap, or complete film trap might not be
perpendicular to center frame of machine. This
Theatre
last paragraph I might say takes in almost improbabilities.
If the above does not help in correcting the
Name and Address of Theatre Manager
out-of-focus effect I would advise the getting
of two new lenses. I have seen imperfect lenses
that would not focus sharp all over. The company will be glad to replace any lenses found
imperfect.
(Continued on fagc 3250)
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manager of the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company, said that in all his selling expert
ence he never saw anything that was as quid
sold on its merits as the new De Luxe Fj
Many sales are also being made in the Wii
consin territory and Mr. Spahr made a flyii
jector.
visit to Milwaukee last week, returning with
contract for the installation of two Motiogra]
De Luxe machines in the Colonial theatre, 01
of Milwaukee's popular neighborhood houses.
Open Dallas Supply House
The General Theater Equipment Company, with offices at 1917 Main Street,
Dallas, Texas, has opened up for business
with Leon S. Gohlman as manager.
The new concern will handle the U. T.
E. Proctor Automatic projector, the Hallberg generator, and a full line of motion
picture theatre supplies..
Schuylerville

House

The Broadway
theatre, located in
Opens
Schuylerville, X. Y., a village of about
1,600 inhabitants, was formally opened
P oners equipped projection room of the latest house of the American Theatre Co., the Boulevard. Baltimore, Ma. Alfred G. Bucfc, president of the company, says that he is greatly
pleased at the results obtained with the high intensity arc projection
tors, according to reports reaching the EnterMotiograph Meeting Big
prise Optical Manufacturing Company's Chicago
Success
headquarters. One of the many new installations he made recently is that of the Empress
Earl J. with
Ferney,
representative,
meeting
big Motiograph's
success in selling
the new Deis theatre in Omaha, Nebraska.
Mr. Ferney, in a conference with O. F. Spahr.
Luxe Projector to Iowa and Nebraska exhibi-

Monday night, December 5, by its owner.'
Mrs. A. E. Milligan, who has had con-'
siderable experience in the motion picture field, conducting the Liberty theatre
in Schuylerville. as well as one of the
houses in Saratoga Springs. The new
—house
Grant.is particularly cozy and attractive
and has a seating capacity of about 900.

CORCORAN'S
LATEST
DEVELOPING
CUT YOUR
DEVELOPING
COSTS
FOB PRICE LIST NO. »
15S Jrrsej Aienm

Behlen's

Film

Signal

Warning Device
Warns tie operator that
the end of the reel is at hand,
allowing ample time to
change chine
over
another part
mawithoutto showing
title or white on the screen.
It does away with punch
marks, scratching or pasting
paper on the film. Insures
a smooth running show
which is the pride of all real
projectionists.
Anyone can attach it and
the cost is small. Made for
Simplex, Powers and other
machines. Works electrically
and never fails.

Send for particulars today
C. C. Rush Enterprises
Greenville, S. C.

1044 CAMP ST., NEW

ORLEANS. LA.

TANK
WILL
IN TWO

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTLY
OfBce and Factory

MOTION

Jersey City, N. i.

PICTURE EQUIPMENT ON
PARTIAU PAYMENT PLAN

THE

Do you know that we will sell you a complete equipment for
your theatre on the Partial Payment Plan?
We can sell you anywhere in the U. S. on terms as low as ONE
DOLLAR A DAY.
Our motto, " Your money's worth or your money back."
Write today for our latest bulletin and proposition
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
ire are the oldest Supply Hou^e in the motion picture trade
746 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, El.

255 NO. 13-ST., PHILADELPHIA

PA.

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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of Deep Sea to be
Solved
(Continued on page 3242 )
The main feature of the invention is the
tube. It is made of steel in sections of varying
lengths. Each section is composed of an upper
and lower flange and these are connected by a
set of steel hinges, so arranged as to open and
shut along radial lines to the axis of the tube,
but at all limes to fit against each other so
■closely as to be water-tight. Some of the sections have only one set of hinges and when
collapsed the flanges rest upon each other. In
the longer sections there are several sets of
hinges joined to each other between the upper
and lower flanges. When collapsed they stand
about three feet high ; they are eight feet long
when extended. The sections can be fitted to
each other readily, and by this means the
length of the tube is regulated. Because of
the collapsible nature of the sections it is possible to submerge the tube. Any one who has
tried to push a large bucket bottom downwards
into the water will realize what a difficult thing
it is to do. With the collapsible tube each section just a little more than displaces its own
weight in water at the surface when extended
Therefore, it will sink. But deeper down the
pressure of the water overcomes this greater
displacement. Then the tube automatically collapses, section by section, from the bottom upwards, and as each section closes its weight remains the same, but its volume of displacement
grows less. By this mean the continual adding
on of sections at the surface forces down the
sections below. To the bottom section is fitted
ihe operating chamber.
The idea of taking submarine motion pictures came to the sons of the inventor while

watching the projection of a scientific film
showing fish swimming in a small glass
aquarium tank. These two boys, J. Ernest Williamson and his brother George M. Williamson,
had worked with their father in the development of the tube ever since they could remember, and while watching this film they got
into a discussion over the feasibility of placing a camera in the apparatus and photographing submarine life in its natural haunts and
surroundings. They had both often been down
in the tube in the waters of Norfolk Harbor
and seen fish swimming about as they looked
through the glass ports. They did not let the
idea rest. The very next day they set about
arranging experiments, and in a few weeks had
secured excellent snap shots with an ordinary
camera, of fish swimming along the bottom of
Hampton Roads.
Using these photographs as an argument they
formed a corporation in which several of the
most prominent business men of Norfolk are
stockholders. These men saw the way to put
before the outside world views of that portion
of its surface that man had never before seen,
and realized the wonderful scientific and educational value of a photographic record of the
ocean's bottom.
Although conservative bankers, business and
professional men who would not be ordinarily
impressed by such an unheard of idea, they
were so convinced by these photographs of
the ultimate success of the idea, that they gave
freely of their time and means to finance and
outfit the expedition.
How well justified their foresight was is
shown by 20,000 ft. of marvelous film taken
beneath the ocean in the West Indies.
It is a fitting coincidence that the first successful motion pictures ever taken beneath the

Picture

News

ocean were made at a spot only a few miles
from the place where Columbus's ships first
dropped anchor in the New World.
The Williamson boys designed a special
chamber for the photographic work and also
drew the plans for a vessel from which to
lower the tube and chamber. This chamber is
a hollow sphere of steel with an inside diameter of five feet. From its center a cone of
steel five feet long and five feet in diameter at
the large end projects horizontally. This cone
penetrates the sphere and at its small end,
where it is eighteen inches in diametr, a steel
bulkhead is fitted. In this bulkhead there are
two glass ports, three inches in diameter, and
placed one above the other with about five
inches between them. They are the eyes for
the photographer and the camera. The large
end of the cone is closed by a piece of plate
glass an inch and one half thick and five feet
in diameter. It was manufactured in Germany
especially
for the purpose and is optically flawless.
To protect this glass from the pressure of the
water, gauges and pumps were installed in the
sphere. One gauge showed the water pressure
against the outside of the glass. The other
showed the air pressure within the cone. The
pump was used to keep these two oressures
equal. The steel bulkhead at the small end of the
cone prevented the compressed air from escaping
from the cone into the sphere. In the sphere the
air was the same as that above the water. It
came down the tube just as air comes down
into the hold of a ship and the photographer
worked under the same conditions he would
have experienced were he photographing the
inside of a building.
The lished
second
half of this article will be pubnext week.
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Cleaner

Hundreds of small and large theatres adopted
Arco Wand Truck Vacuum Cleaners with
a very noticeable saving in time, labor and cost.
Many of these theatres were already equipped
with permanent vacuum cleaning systems, but
ARCO WAND TRUCKS used so much less current
and were so convenient to handle that the permanent cleaning system has been abandoned.
Get This Booklet

Illustrates use of the ARCO Wand

on Cost!

Our booklet "Lowering the High Cost of Cleaning" gives
specific examples of the saving. This book should be read by
every progressive theatre manager. Send for a copy and get
the latest information on thorough cleaning by the dustless,
noiseless, economical method.

Vacuum Cleaner

(No. 341-T, Truck Type) for cleaning carpets, runners
and floors in a Moving Picture Theatre. Very easy
to collect all the dirt from under as well as around
the seats. Can also be used for cleaning upholstery
and hangings.

American

Radiator

Company

816-820 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
Sales Branches and Showrooms in all large cities
Makers of the lamous IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN

Radiators

MOST
IMPORTANT—
the PROJECTION ROOM-its LOCATION and LAYOUT.
In Philadelphia's NEWEST and MOST BEAUTIFUL
THEATRETHE ALDINE
the projection room was laid out, equipped and installation supervised, by U-T-E engineers.

We Solicit your inquiry for HIGH
BRANCHES
United
H. T. EDWARDS
Pres. and Treas.

Theatre
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EXECUTIVE OFFICES
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(Continued from page 3244)
His trouble with the shutter is probably due
to slippage on shaft. He should remove screws
and then saw down the split of collar, this
widening the split, thereby letting it close up
smaller and will grip shaft tighter.
P. A. W ills,
The Park Theatre.
Member X. A. M. L. No. 1105.

NO. 7861 HOLLY WREATH, natural prepared, everlasting, 16 inches
in diameter, with red bow ; each
$l,po; per dozen, $10.00.
MY XMAS CATALOGUE NO. 7,
with illustrations in colors, of Artificial Flowers, Plants, Trees, Hanging Baskets, etc., mailed FREE
FOR THE ASKING.
FRANK

NETSCHERT

No. 61 Barclay St., New York, N. Y.

For Perfect
MAZDA PROJECTION
"MOTSCO"
ADAPTER
and REDUCER
Is what
you need.
Write for prices and full Information
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, III.

LUCAS

Several Simplex
Installations
Word comes from the Yale Theatre Supply
Company, Kansas City, Missouri of the installation of Simplex Projectors in the new
Main Street theatre operated by the Orpheum
Vaudeville Circuit. According to reports, this
new theatre is considered the largest and rinest
in Kansas City. The seating capacity is 4,000.
The Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc., Chicago, 111.,
also report the opening of the new Orpheum
theatre, Jersey ville, 111., owned by S. E. Pirtle,
a well known Illinois exhibitor. The projection
room is equipped with two Sinjplex Incandescent Projectors installed by the above concern
along with other equipment.
Simplex Projectors, G. E. Generator Set,
Sttperlite Screen are part of the equipment installed by Lewis M. Swabb & Son, Philadelphia, Pa., in the new Riant theatre, Conshohocken, Pa., built by Harry Schwalbe. It seats
1,000 and will no doubt fill a long felt want in
Conshohocken for a real theatre.
San Francisco's newest motion picture palace, the Granada theatre, which opened the latter part of last month, was also equipped with
three Simplex Projectors, one Simplex Spotlight and a Simplex Stereopticon by the Western Theatre Supply Company. The Granada
Theatre has a seating capacity of 3.500.

New

usiness
&fe rings

I have wondf-rful proposition for some one wh
wants to a manufacture
a portable Motion Plctur
.Machine. This is a chance of a lifetime
for r*spon
sible parties. If interested or know of some one
yo<
can
get
interested
in
this
business,
ticulars. S. M. Bradley, Morehead, Ky.write for par
Scenarios Wanted
Two-reel comedies featuring children
and variety of animals.
CAMPBELL COMEDY CORPORATION
4530 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
Rebuilt Moving Picture Machines
Results— Same as new Machines
Motlograph 1002 D
$185.00
Motlograph 1002 A
g
165.00
Everything for the exhibitor
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
228 Union Avenue Memphis, Tenn.
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25-405-10W. W.and
Umpi
For
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
CHICAGO, ILL:
2650 W. CONGRESS ST.

RadiO-vUv-Mat

GIVES

genuine satisfaction and 100% service
with every business transaction — that's
responsible for our big list of customers located thruout the country.
Three floors housing a gigantic stock.
Individual attention. A corps of experts at your command.

LUCAS tshuepap1r/ COMPANY
ATLANTA
GEORGIA
Sole Southern Distributors Simplex Projectors

HOW

Make

Picture

TO

BECOME
A
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING *35 TO SIB5 A WEEK
An imercstliiK illustrated DOUKiet
( free) on choosing a vocation, the
exceptional
raphy ottersopportunities
you and how Photogto avail
yourself of these advantages.
MOTION PICTURE — COMMERCIAL — PORTRAITURE
Three to six months practical course. Modern
equipment. Day or Evening classes. Easy terms.
(Jail or write for Catalog No. 41.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 30th St.. N. Y. or 505 State St., Bklyn.

Co hoes to Build Another
Wetmore & Crandall are preparing
plans for a house to be built at Hudson
Falls by the Cohoes Amusement Co. It is
expected that the theatre will be started
in the near future.
The
"MOTSCO"
reducerperfect Mazda Adapter and current
Demand the "Motsco" If you want the
best.
Write for full Information
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago. Ill

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent Hits of or address contemplated of
exulting theatres, exchanges, state rights owners.
» no ilea i » mediums and producers, selected as te
territory. <laas, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were re orded In our list last year. Its use
steams a saving of from 20 to 60% In postage, etc
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 Wt at 42nd St. Phone. Bryan: 8138
New York
Aiirening
Print***
FOR

BETTER

[ YPEWRITTEN MESSAGES

Substi tute ■
For Sale by all Leading Dealers

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22166 Moving Picture by States, per M. $5.00
1219
Exchanges, andfor Studios
List
7.50
196 Film
Manufacturers
3-60
419 Machine and Supply Dealers 4.00
3674 Legitimate Theatres U. S. and
Canada
25.00
810 Vaudeville Theatres
7.50
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street Chicago

MUSIC

PLAYER
TO
FO
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
IG0C BROADWAY
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
«
CHICAGO, ILL.
NEW YORK CITY
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THE

RAVEN
lran^ferieK
1*1

HAFTONE

Produces
Perfect
oArcs

r

SCREEN
WAS

USED

EVENT

FOR

OF

THE

THE

BIG

YEAR

TRANSVERTER permits the most
artistic projection of pictures.
Double Arc TransVerteR provides two arcs in series, simultaneously, thus making possible a

Theatre

Owners

Chamber

Commerce

perfect dissolve.
No ballast is used as automatic

Entertainment

voltage is provided.
The projectionist, by a slight
turn of a convenient control handle,
can instantly increase or decrease

Reception
Hotel

of
and

Astor,

December

3, 1921

Raven
Screen
Corporation
One Sixty-Five Broadway. New YorK

e ^gi a
B F Keith's Theatr
JB

warm .101 2 "

1

Ulil ut'"!

Reserved
for BIG

*
The

Seat Tickets
PICTURES

WILLIAMS

Hertner

Electric Co.

1900 W. 112th St.
Cleveland, Ohio

There are a great many really big productions
available today by exhibitors. These are productions that in the past would have been road shows,
either not playing your town or playing the opposition
combination bouse. You can give these special productions the proper presentation right In your own theatre. The secret is RESERVED SEATS. " The Birth
of a Nation, Way Down East," " The Four Horsemen," "Over the Hill," " The Old Nest," and many
other unusually
big pictures
reserved seats. They
are too must
long be
for played
a grindwithshow.
They must be presented at advanced prices, and be
put on in real showmanship manner. Are you able
to handle the big pictures? The Reserved seat policy
will make for success.
Advise us your seating capacity and
we will be glad to quote you prices
and send you samples.
Write for our leaflet " Reserved Seats and Big
Pictures."

WELDON

the amperage generated and furnished to the arc, thus obtaining
the light best adapted for the film
being shown.
Improve your projection and
your attendance and profits will
grow accordingly.
TransVerteR will do it.

&

LICK

World's Largest Two-Color Beservea Seat Ticket Printers
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New York Mark
Strand MusicalHis
Director "Fauntleroy"
Lectures on Photoplay Music Score
Edouarde
Dissects
f 4^T> HERE'S a piece of music somewhere
J to correspond with every possible
human emotion, no matter how fine
the shading nor how delicately drawn the phase
of feeling that is to be portrayed through sound
harmony."
This is the assertion of Carl Edouarde, musical director of the Mark Strand Theatre, New
York, and it is from this basis that Mr.
Edouarde works when he desires to fit a musical score to a motion picture. That it is not
always easy to get the particular music for the
particular scene, he readily admits, but he
stoutly maintains that exactly the right music
can and should be found. His task is to find it.
He has a marvellous library and a wonderful
system; he is an indefatigable and wholly industrious worker. To these things he lays his
ability to find the right music for the emotion
presented.
Mr. Edouarde's views were sought in an
effort to learn just why his score called for certain music with certain scenes in Mary Picklord's film version of "Little Lord Fauntleroy," then showing at the Strand, and why the
old
ballad " theme.
In the Gloaming " was chosen for
the musical
" The proper musical setting is to the photoplay what atmosphere is to the great painting,
or local color and realism to the work of fiction," said Mr. Edouarde. "It projects, or
draws the audience — and I like the word 'draws'
the better — into direct and close sympathetic
contact with the scene being shown on the
screen. As the artist's brush brings the spectator into sympathy with the theme of a painting, so does the orchestra bring the audience
into the atmosphere of time and place in the
film-play, and a correct musical interpretation
creates an instant and understanding sympathy
between the pictured scene and those viewing
it. That's all there is to making a musical
score for a picture ; and that's the reason.
" That old song ' In the Gloaming,' was immensely popular in the early Eighties, the time
setting for ' Little Lord Fauntleroy,' and it fits
the general idea of the picture. Here is a
woman, ' Dearest,' bereft og a dearly loved
young husband, cast aside by his family with
just enough for a scanty living, but who sees
in Cedric, the future little Lord Fauntleroy, the
image of the man she mourns, thus deriving an
incentive to do and live her best. Not at all a
tragic situation, this. She has much to live for,
much to work and hope for, and always there
is the vision of this little son grown into such
a man as his father. Tenderly sad, but ambitiously hopeful — that is the situation. ' In the
Gloaming ' fittingly expresses the emotion. For
her ' The lights have been dim and low,' but
there is much of brightness in the future.
" Care should be taken, however, not to overwork the main musical theme of any picture.
It should not be played too often nor too long.
It begins to get on the nerves of the audience
if overplayed, and then sympathy is destroyed.
" Music that is foreign to what is before the
eyes on the screen detracts from the picture,
creates a divided interest in the spectator who
doesn't know whether to listen to the music or
watch the film. Hence he does neither. He gets
peevish instead.
The music should uncon-

for lots of pep and action. There'- nothir I
tragic or dramatic in'a school-boy fight. The;,
why make a battle scene of it with martial ain ]r
" The second movement of the Fifth Syn t
phony of Schubert is used when Dearest an | •
Cedric arrive at Dorincourt castle. Here is a t
opportunity for real music. It should not b ;lost, especially when the music is in keepin
with the almost regal atmosphere of the castl
as
compared
York
City. to the scenes of Ninth avenue. Xe»
"When the little Lord begins his life in thi
castle we use 'Petite Suite Orchestra No. L
This is a light, yet stately and dignified march i <
There is no coronation pomp or anything of thai] '
sort, yet there is a distinct change in modes oil
living, and this light but stately air is in keeping
with the castle atmosphere.
"The news from New York that Cedric mayi
not be the real heir to the earldom := serioiat

Jatic and Katherine Lee at the consol of a
Robert-Morton
sciously blend with the scenes so that the audience will naturally and easily swing into the
atmosphere of each.
"Nowhere in 'Little Lord Fauntleroy' is
there a demand for highly dramatic or tragic
music. Take, for instance, the scene where
Dick, the bootblack is introduced. It is true
that Dick is unfortunate; that he is in hard
luck, and there is a certain degree of the tragic
in his circumstances. But he is brought into
the picture only as a medium through which
the little Lord may show his bigness of heart
and generous nature, and to later create a
touch of comedy. So there we play " Sylvan
Sketches," a collection of light, rather fantastic,
Italian folk songs.
" Again in the case of Mary, the apple-woman.
Poverty and ill-fortune ride on her shoulders
like a chip on a wave. At heart she's full of
fun and Irish gaiety, rollicking and good-natured. So when she comes into the picture we
play 'The Shamrock,' a group of rollicking,
shoulder-shaking Irish folk songs. Only we
switch it into a waltz tempo, to make it a little
" Take another case, where the Earl's son
gayer.
falls with his horse and is killed. There is
actual tragedy, a dramatic scene. But it is certherethewasn't
any orchestra
the
spot tain
to thatcatch
atmosphere.
So we on
simply
pause for the scene; the orchestra is silent, and
the effect on the audience is far greater than
if there were an accompaniment of clashing
cymbals and heavy drumbeats.
"In 'Little Lord Fauntleroy ' there is that
scene where Cedric goes into his mother after
he has been in a rough-and-tumble fight in the
street with the school bully. Dearest asks if he
has been fighting, and Cedric answers, ' He did
all the fighting.' During the fight scene and
the meeting of Dearest and Cedric we play
' The Busy Bee.' This is just a light, rattling,
fantastic air, to be played as fast as the musiit. The drums;
scene doesn't
call call
for
cymbalscians can
andplaysmashing
but it does

It hitsblow.
aged ItEarl
hard
mayandbe all
true.aboutIt the
mustcastle,
be in-a 1 "
vestigated. It is a tense time, but there is no
highly dramatic atmosphere for the Earl and I
his associates do not seriously believe the story; i
they are sure in their own hearts that Cedric |
is the real heir. So there we give a ser; yjs, bat

not
dramatic,
melody. andFillipucci's
' Adoration*
is used
when Cedric
the Earl bid
cood-bye
to each other. The reason is found in the title.
"When the real little Fauntleroy beats up the
pretender in the castle corridor we cull from
' Novelleten,' by Coleridge Taylor, which gives
us light, but slightly dramatic song music. We
draw the audience into the real atmosphere
when the Earl and the Adventuress are »i
gether, and when she is being exposed by taking
bits from ' Inspiration,' a temperamental theme
more or less fitted to the adventuress type, j
" And so it goes through all the scer.es. fitting
the music so that the atmosphere of time, place
and emotion is sent forth to the audience. The
theme itself : ' In the Gloaming.' typifies simplicity and sacrifice. Anything in the nature
of a grand aria would smother the pathos and
sentiment.
" And so it goes. Music can make or mar any;
picture. For instance, in the case 01 a lightJ
frothy comedy picture, we play to the audi-1
ence, and not to the picture; any music that will
please and that is light and frivolous. Any-i
thing else would detract from the screen views. J
Mr. Edouarde went on to say that he liked
to have from four to six days in which tol
work out a score for a film of the magnitude .
of " Little Lord Fauntleroy." He has a musical
library of nearly 50,000 pieces, perfectly indexed
so that he can find any piece of music at a 1
moment's notice.
Nikisch Coming Here
Arthur Nikisch, probably the most famous of
orchestral conductors of today, has just signed
a contract for an American tour. Mr. Nikisch
will appear in the United States during the
months of March and April, 1923.
Mr. Nikisch was conductor of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra for several seasons. Recently he has been leader of the Berlin Philharmonic and of the Leipsic Gewandhaus concerts.
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Feature

Subjects

" No Parking "
(Christie Comedy-Educational)
of "home
hunting"
are exposed
I qpHE
X hereworries
in this
sparkling
Christie
comedy
I which details the troubles in searching for subI urban real estate. The author has struck off
I an idea that will be recognized as genuinely
I real, and he has capitalized the humor engenI dered from the possibilities of selling a prosi pective owner a home. Neal Burns and Helen
I Darling as husband and wife are the parents
I of a tiny youngster who is constantly exploring
I the world on his own behalf. Unable to get
I into a hotel because of the rule forbidding
j babies and dogs, they buy a lot and decide to
[ build a bungalow. It is out on some suburban
\ property. And the house is of the quick
portable kind. When it is completed the baby
is missing.
The dog locates the scent and the infant is
buried under the floor. So they tear the house
down to collect the baby. When they get it
up again, a real estate agent informs them they
are on the wrong spot. So they put a quartette
of auto wheels under it and pilot it through the
streets. This is a novel stunt. They arrive
at their new lot and discover that they have to
possess a building permit. So the house is
torn down again. But what of the baby? Well,
he has made some mud pies nearby from a
spouting oil stream. Oil. Oil. The discomforts
of finding a home are compensated for in this
new streak of fortune. The picture carries a
deal of ingenuity and never once has to rely
upon padding or incident. It teHs a complete
story — one full of invention and realitv. —
Length, 2 reels.— LAURENCE REID.
" Cleaned and Dry "
( Warner Comedy — Featuring Monty
Banks — Federated)
T N this Monty Banks, the driver of a delivery
*■ wagon for a cleaning and dyeing establishment, romps with a Ford and gets himself into
many ridiculous scrapes. Incidentally he goes
to deliver a golf suit in a palatial home, is about
to trespass on the velvet lawn, when, in the
distance, he spies the daughter of the house
playing golf. Her companion is a crook, who is
looking at her money as well as her pretty face.
She asks Monty to join them, and there is a
lengthy sequence of antics with golf clubs.
Thereafter Monty is invited to her " coming
out party " and attempts to imitate other male
guests, who are more used to dress clothes than
the delivery boy. One or two good exterior
scenes. Endeavoring to force low comedy, logic
has been completely ignored, which tends to
make the short subject silly. However, it may
entertain some who are intent upon the purpose
of being made to laugh. Two reels. Direction
Jack Warner— LILLIAN R. GALE.
" Ice-Box Pirates "
(Star Comedy -Universal)
'T^HAT an ice-man has unusual opportunity
A to enrich himself at the expense of the
landlord is proven in this Universal comedy. It
is surprising that the ice-box is left with its
eatables and drinkables when one considers that
the ice-man has easy access to it. In the comedy
Cliff Bowes and Rex de Rosselli are collecting
liquor for the annual picnic. Their wagon is
nearly filled and to make it complete they

of

Short

attempt to rob a certain refrigerator of its
home-brew. However, a stern defender, with
shot-gun in hand, is on the job. But he loses
just the same. The remainder of the comedy
presents a few bathing girls disporting about
the beach with a rescue act as the conclusion.
It is fair comedy — good for some laughs, and
since it does not pretend to be anything extensive is quite certain to please. Length One Reel,
— Lawrence Reid.
" There's No Place Like Home "
(Screen Snapshots-Federated)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS No. 14 is one that
will be of interest to two classes of motion picture goers, those interested in seeing
the stars they read so much about in more
or less intimate views, and again those who
do not believe all they read in damaging publicity, and by these snapshots are privileged
to see the homes and home life of many picture stars.
Included in actual scenes of home life are
Wallace Reid, his wife Dorothy Davenport and
" kiddie," " Billy Reid." Lester Cuneo, a
neighbor, who " drops in " their swimming
Elsie Ferguson, in private life, is a farmerpool. ette. She proves it.
Harry Carey prefers his California ranch
to a Fifth avenue mansion.
The boon companion of Mary MacLaren is
her mother. They are shown spending a
" gay " evening, with a book.
Did you know Dick Barthelmess did not
always play "make hay," in pictures? He is
caught driving a lawn mower for diversion.
The Fairbanks are acknowledged home
lovers. They claim the world offers nothing
better.
Hobart Bosworth seeks his pleasure in
books, paintings and the like — with a few prize
guns for hunting purposes.
A new star, Baby Peggy Jeon, already
manifests a preference for home entertainment.
When Constance Talmadge settles down for
a " reading spell," it takes all the professional
persuasion of Norma to induce Connie to join
her in some " home made exercises."
One of the greatest home protectors is
"' Pal," the human-minded dog belonging to
Harry Lucenay.
Bessie Love " loves " making the house tidy
more than making a "killing" at a ball.
All in all, these film folk live the life the
"doctor orders" when the tired wall street
magnate suffers with insomnia. — LILLIAN
R. GALE.
" Square Deal Cyclone "
Universal
(Cyclone Smith— Series
of )Western Dramas

'TpHIS is a western of an honest gambler
A who gets religion and through his forceful personality enables the sky pilot to settle in
the community and reform the settlers. Eddie
Polo, who is portraying the vivid character of
Cyclone Smith, puts plenty of spirit into the
role. It is a fighting, smashing two-reeler with
enough action to please the biggest "leatherneck" who ever lived. Cyclone sees the crowd
having fun with a traveling evangelist and compels them to fork over their winnings. He
cleans up the roost and turns over the saloon
to the pastor. There is some hard riding and

Length

quick shooting and Cyclone comes through the
winner. Yes, he falls in love with the sky
pilot's daughter. The western is characteristic
of a glorious period in the country beyond the
Rockies. You will like it and so will your
patrons.— Length 2 Reels— Lawrence Reid.
44 White Eagle "
(Fifteen Episode Serial-Pathe)
D UTH ROLAND has heard the call of the
AN. serial again. This star is carrying on as
usual and is easily ahead of the field in regard
to her sex. There is no rival who may be
compared to her at present. She no sooner
rides, and escapes, and executes miraculous
stunts in one serial, than she accepts the duties
attached to its successor. Ruth Roland, seeming!}*, does not believe in vacations. Perhaps
that's why she is constantly in the public eye.
The patrons don't have time to forget her.
One's screen memory is short at best.
Now the personable star is here in her latest
serial, which is as good as anything in which
she has heretofore appeared. It carries all the
action one demands, plenty of suspense, plenty
of novelty, plenty of photographic appeal, and
plenty of stunts and incident to please even the
spectator who diets on RAW MEAT. Listen,
folks. It concerns a girl reared among the
cliff-dwelling Indians until she approaches young
womanhood. Tattooed on her hand is a peculiar
design which symbolizes that she is the high
priestess of the tribe. She has become a
product of civilization when the opening episode is introduced. And the cunning Indians
cunningly led by a white man scheme and plot
to possess her for mercenary reasons. She is
kidnapped in thrilling fashion and rescued in
a scene which is startlingly vivid. Earle Metcalfe, who assumes the burdens of the rescuing
hero, wins applause for his courage here.
The picture indicates from its early episodes
that it is going to send them away completely
satisfied. There are thrills in abundance. The
exteriors are highly picturesque, and the plot
and incident flow along building novel surprises, aline of snappy suspense, and plenty of
melodramatic fire works. Most every serial has
its exploitation possibilities. This more than
others on account of the snappy title, the
Indian atmosphere, etc. W. S. Van Dyke, the
director, has started the story off with a bang.
He has shown painstaking care for detail, the
sets being reproductions of the pueblos of the
Arizona
Indians.REID.
Are you all set? Let's go!
—LAURENCE
44 As Old as the Hills "
I Bruce Scenic — One Reel — Released by
Educational Exchanges, Inc.)
\ GOODLY number of the ruins of ancient
castles, forts and abbeys of England,
Wales and Switzerland are presented for inspection byMr. Bruce in this scenic. These impress the audience very vividly with the antiquity of European art and civilization as compared with that of America. Only the walls of
many of the ruins remain. The roofing and
the interiors have fallen a prey to the ravages
of rain and fog and wind. Yet those portions
which have survived, by their strength and
massiveness, illustrate the virility and grandeur
of the mediaeval civilization. In all, the reel
is of sroodly interest.— MATTHEW A. TAYLOR.
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RELEASE

Picture

Newt

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by
Months in which Released in order that the
Exhibitor may have a short-cut toward such
information as he may need. Short subject and
comedy releases, as well as information on pictures that are coming will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)
mm
Feature
Bob Hampton of Plac«r.
Call From the Wild
Call of the Blood
Cheated Love
Closed Doors
Coincidence
Colorado Pluck
Courage
Divorce of Convenience.
Don't
Leave Your Hus
band
Gilded Lies
Good Women
Heart of Maryland, The.
Highest Bidder, The...
His Greatest Sacrifice..
Home Stretch
I Am Guilty
Lavender and Old Lace.
Lure of Egypt, The..,.
Miracles of Manhattan..
Peck's
Bad Boy
Reputation
See My Lawyer
Wallop, The
Wild Goose, The
Wolves of the North...

MAY
Star
Distributed By Length Reviewed
James Kirkwood. . . First National 7 reels. . .May 14
Special
Cast Pacific Film — S. R
Special Cast
5 reels. .May 28
Universal
Myers
Carmel
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels . May 28
21
Special Cast Metro
S reels . . .May
William Russell. . . Fox
6 reels .May 28
Naomi Childers ... First National 6,244 it.
5,000 ft.
Owen Moore Selznick
William Desmond. . Federated Film 6,200 ft. .May 7
21
Eugene O'Brien. .. Selznick
5,500 ft. .May
Rosemary Theby . . Rcbertson-Cole
6 reels.. .May 21
Special Cast
..Vitagraph
7 reels.
Madge Kennedy.
Goldwyn
5 reels..
.May 1414
William
Farnum. ... .Fox
5,200
ft. .May
Douglas MacLean. Famous Players. ... 5 reels. . .May 14
Louise Glaum Associated Prod. .. .6 reels. . .May 7
Marguerite Snow. . Hodkinson
5 reels.. May 7
Claire Adams Pathe
5 reels. . .May 21
E. Hammerstein. . .Selznick
5.000 ft. .May
.May 147
Jackie
Coogan
First
National
5
Priscilla Dean Universal
7 reels..
reels. .May 14
Roy T. Barnes ... .Robertson-Cole 6 reels..
Harry Carey Universal
5 reels . May 14
Mary
Players 55 reels
.May
HerbertMcLaren
Heves ...
.... Famous
Universal
reels.. .Mav
May 212114

JUNE
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length Reviewed
Edith Storey Robertson-Cole 55 reels.,
11
Beach of Dreams Special
reels. ..June
Universal
Cast
. June 11
Beautiful Gambler
5 reels. . ..May 21
Fox
Pearl White
Beyond Price
Fox ................ 5 reels. . ..May 28
Big Town Ideas Eileen Percy
..June 28
11
Black Panther's Cub Florence Reed Equity Pic. — S. R 75 reels.
reels. ...May
Boys Will Be Boys Will Rogers Goldwyn
...June
4
"
.
f„r«ls.
..........
'
Patae
Daw
M
Marjorie
The
a
Girl,
Butterfly
Pic.-S. R. 6,900 ft. ..June y 11 21
Clara Kim. Yo«ng. Equity
Charge It
Special Cast Robertson-Cole 65 reels.
..June
4
Cold Steel
reels. ...June 18
Universal
Frank Mayo
Fighting Lover, The Special
6 reels. ...June 25
Cast Metro
Fine Feathers
. . .June 4
reels..
5
Buck Jones Fox
Get Your Man
56 reels.
Ham'rstein . .Selznick
ElaineNegri
The. Poli
Nowhere,
from
Girl
reels.
First National
Gypsy Blood
4
6 reels. ...
Leah Baird Pathe
Heart Line, The
5 reels. .....JJMuuannee 28
Metro
1!
Viola Dana
Home Stuff
y
reels.
5
Players
...Famous
Dalton.
Dorothy
North
the
of
Idols
...J
4
Tf Women Only Knew.. Robert Gordon Robertson-Cole 65 reels.
reels. ...Muanye 21
Keepi"" Up With Lizsie.Enid Bennett Hodkinson
....June 2S11
Sydney Chaplin. .. .Famous Players 5S reels.
King Queen Joker Wanda
reels. ..J
Hawley Realart
Kiss in Time, A
5 reels. ...Juunnee 4
May Allison Metro
Last Card. The
reels. ...
5
National
18
First
TTmdge.
Constance
Lessons in Love
ole 6 reels. ......JJMuunnee 284
Harriet Hammond. Robertson-C
Live and Let Live Conrad
reels.
7
a
Players
y
Nagel Famous
Lest Romance. The
...
Hope Hampton First National .65 reels.
Love's Penalty
284
reels. ......JMuanye 28
Aywon Film— S. R.. 6 reels.
Cast Hodkinson
Special Cast
the Orient, The. Special
Lure ofof the
M
a
y
Forest
Man
S reels. ...June 4
Gladys Walton Universal
Man Tamer, The
5 reels. ...June 18
Metro
Message from Mars Bert LyteU Fox
5 reels. ..
18
Mother Heart, The Shirley Mason Associated
7 reels. ....JJuunnee 18
Prod
Betty Blythe
Mother O' Mine
reels. ...June 18
Douglas MacLean. ..Famous Players 55 reels.
One a Minute
.
25
May McAvoy Realart
Private Scandal, A
7 reels. .....JMuanye 28
Pathe
Rider of the King Log. .Frank Sheridan Fox
reels.
3
Tom Mix
Ridin' Romeo
5 ree s. ...June 1111
Road to London, The. . .Bryant Washburn. . .Pathe
Sacred and Profane Love. Elsie Ferguson Famous Players 5 reels. ... .....ApJMurinel 30
28
ole 55 reels.
Pauline Frederick . .Robertson-C
e
Salvag
reels. . ay 4
Vitagraph .. .
Scarab Ring. The Alice Joyce
.
.
reels.
6
J
National
.
.First
.
u
Clark.
n
Marguerite
e 4
Scrambled Wives
First National 55 reels.
Chas. Ray
Scrap Iron
......JMuanye 28II
reels.
Players
Famous
Clayton
Ethel
Sham
5 reels. .
2*
Johnston. . .Realart
Sheltered Daughters JustineWilliams
6 reels. . ....JMay 4
Vitagraph
Earle
Silver Car. The
...... Creels . .... ..JJuunnee 234
Russell Simpson, .. Goldwyn
Snow Blind
reels. ...Mulayy 21
S. R... 66 reels.
Equity Pic—Prod
Clara B.Kim.KyneYoung. Associated
Paris
fromRaise,
Straight
The.. Peter
Dollar
Ten
reels.
5
..
18
Players
Too Much Speed Wallace Reid Famous
Srees. ....June 4
Daniels Realart
Two Weeks With Pay...Bebe
J
u
s.
ree
.
6
n
.. e 4
Famous Players
Two Wise Wives Louise Calhern .. Goldwyn
5 reels. ...JJuunnee 18
.
Voice in the Dark, The.. Ramsey Wallace.
..
reels.
S
.Apr 9
William S. Hart. . . Famous Players
Whistle, The
Famous Players $ reels. ...Juneil 11
White and Unmarried. . .Thos. Meighan
reels.
•
...Tune 11
James Kirkwood. . .Famous Players
Wise Fool. A
Famous Players
Worn. God Changed, The. Seena Owen
tt. .....JJuulnye 24
Players.... 5336
Famous Players
Special Cast
ces
Appearan
5 reels
Dorothy Dalton ... Famous
Behind Masks
ullvy 161*
5 reels. . . Jlu
Fox
Big Town Round Up... Tom Mix

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Broken Doll
Special Cast Associated Prod .... 5 reels. .. .June 2S
Bronze Bell, The
Special Cast
5902 ft July t
JULY Famous Players
Carnival
Special Cast United Artists 6 reels. .. .Jury 9
Children of the Ni?ht. .. William Russell ... Fox
5 reels July 9
Closed Doors
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels . . . . May 28
Dangerous Paths Neve Gerber Arrow — S. R
S reels .M
Desperate Trails Harry Carey Universal
5 reels .... July 9
Devotion
Hazel Dawn
Associated Prod. ... 5 reels. .. .July It
Don't Call Me Little
Girl
Mary M. Minter. .. Realart
5 reels. .. .July 2
Face of the World Special Cast Hodkinson
6 reels.. July 30
Foolish Matrons Hobart Bosworth .. Associated Prod 5 reels. .. .July t
Golden Snare
Special Cast
First National
6 reels ... J uly 23
Greater Profit
Edith Storey Robertson-Cole 4200 ft July 2
Heart to Let
Justine Johnston ... Realart
5249 ft. .. .Aug. 6
Home Talent
Ben Turpin Associated Prod 5 reels. .. .June 25
I Am Guilty
Louise Glaum Associated Prod \312 ft.. ..May 7
I Am the Woman
Texas Guinan Victor Kremer-S. R
Journey's
The. ..W.
Standing
reels. .... July
July 99
Judge Her EM.
Not
Pauline
Curley .... Hodkinson
Merit Film-S. R. ... 57 reels.
Kiss, The
Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels. .. July 9
Land of Hope
Alic« Brady Realart
4964 ft. . ..July 9
Live Wire*
Edna Murphy Fox
5200 ft. . ..July 9
Love Time
Shirley Mason Fox
4800 ft July"uly23 23
Man Who, The
Bert Lytell Metro
6 reels.
Mask, The
Hedda Nova
Export-Import-S. R. 6 reels.
Money
The .... Special
Cast
Pathe
55 reels.
Over theManiac,
Wire
Alice Lake
Metro
reels.
Salvation Nell
Pauline Starke. ... First National
5 reels. June 25
July 309
Sheriff of Eternal Hope. Jack Hoxie Federated Film 5 reels. July
Straight From Paris. . . . Buck Jones Fox
Such a Little Queen ... Constance Binney. Realart
4942 ft. July 9
Ten Dollar Raise Special Cast Associated Prod
Thunder Island Edith Roberts Universal
4279 ft. July
May 212
Unwilling Hero, An.... Will Rogers Goldwyn
5 reels. July 9
June
uly 259
Where Lights Are Low. Sessue Hayakawa . Robertson Cole .... S reels.
Whispering Shadows. . . . Lucy Cotton
Without
Benefit of
Clergy
Virginia B. Faire. . Pathe
5200 ft July 2
Women Who Wait Special Cist Pathe
5 reels
AUGUST
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Big Game
May Allison
Metro
5 reels
Blue Blazes
Lester Cuneo Capital Film — S. R. .5 reels
Crazy to Marry
Roscoe Arbuckle. .. Famous Players 4,693 ft... Aug. 13
Cyclone Bliss
lack Hoxie
Arrow Film— S. R
Dangerous Toys
Special Cast
Federated — S. R. ...7 reels
Daughter of the Law... Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels. . ..Aug. 13
Dead or Alive
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film— S. R
God's Country
and Law. Special
Cast Arrow
Film —Prod
S. R. . .67 reels
reels
Greater
Than Love
Louise Glaum
Associated
July SO
Great Moment, The Milton Sills Famous Players 6.372 ft. . .Aug. •
Her Sturdy Oak
Wanda Hawley Realart
4.590 ft.. ..Aug. 6
Life's
Funny Gladys
Viola Dana
65 reels..
Luring Darn
Lins
Walton Metro
Universal
reels..
39
Man Trackers, The Geo. Larkin Universal
5 reels... ..July
July 31
.July
30
Moon Gold
Special Cast F. B. Warren 3 reels
Moonlight and Honey- suckle Mary Miles Minter. Realart
4,294 ft. . .Aug. •
Mystery Road, The David Powell Famous Players 5 reels Aug. 6
Old Nest. The
Mary Alden Goldwyn
7.889 ft. . July 16
Peggy Puts It Over Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels Oct. 1
Pilgrims of the Night. .. Lewis Stone Associated Prod 5 reels. . ..Aug. 20
Playthings of Destiny. . .Anita Stewart First National 6,200 ft
Rainbow Trail
William Farnum... Fox
6 reels
Remorseless Love E. Hammerstein Selznick
5,000 ft... Aug. 20
Shams of Society Barbara Castleton..
6 reels. . ..Aug. 13
Sign on the Door, The.. Norma Talmadge. . First National 7 reels. .. July 30
Singing River
..William Russell .... Fox
5 reels. . ..Aug. 6
They Shall Pay
Special Cast Pathe
5 reels
Wealth
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5,141 ft. . July 9
Wedding Bells
C. Talmadge First National
Aug. 27
Wet Gold
Special Cast Goldwyn
6 reels. . ..Aug. 13
Who Am I?
Special Cast Selznick
5,000 ft
SEPTEMBER
f >ature
Distributed By
Length .Reviewed
. . Nov. 5
Lon Chaney
.... Goldwyn
Star
Ace of Hearts. . . .
Action
Universal
5
reels.
Hoot
Gibson
Affair" of Anatol
.Sept.
10
Famous Players ...85 reels.
..Aug.
Aug.
Special Tearle
"a*! . . . . Selznick
After Midnight Conway
reels. .Sept.
.Oct. 2415
After Your Own Heart Tom Mix
. Fox
5 reels.
At the End of the World Buck
Players ...6 reels.
Betty Jones
Compson .Famous
. Fox
Beating the Game
.Oct.
Bar Nothing
Tom Moore ... . .Goldwyn
5058 ft. .Sept. 17
Ethel(Continued
Clayton on. . . page 3079) Players ...6 reels.
Beyond
....
. First National
Weslev Barry . . . .Famous
Bits
Life.
.Sept.
17
..Oct. 29
Blackof Sheep
.
Indep.
Film
Ass'n
.
.
5
reels
.
Neal(Continued
Hart
Sept. 17
on
page 32561
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"CONCEIT"
(Selznick.)
Exquisite Backgrounds and Likely Story Spell
Entertainment
the most
A STORY of characters recognizably real, told against
impressive backgrounds ever collected from the Canadian
Rockies, makes this picture stand out as something really conspicuous. The title may not mean much in the long run, and
its delineation precludes any possibility of suspense in understanding
the theme. It is all about the making of a man — a man who in this
case might be called one of Fortune's darlings. Blessed with wealth,
but given to boasting, he proves a physical and moral coward until
brought up sharp with realities.
He is a social lion whose pet hobby is the detailing of his ability to
kill bears. He takes a large group of parasites to his hunting lodge
in the Canadian Northwest, and their object is to talk behind his back
and ridicule him. Unsuccessful in his attempt to kill a bear he is
determined to remain. He is alone far up in the mountains and the
eloquent appeal of these backgrounds stimulates one into an apfor nature's
handiwork.
this
grandeur ofpreciationscenery
is going
to mouldYouhis somehow
character.feel
Thethat
coward
and boaster becomes lost, but succeeds in shooting a bear. A group
of primitive people come into his life, but when he urges the wild
mountain girl to accompany him back to civilization her guardian
steps between them and taunts him on his cowardice. He goes back
a beaten man — a man who is not aroused until he is provoked into
defending himself by sheer muscular strength. This transition is a
trifle too abrupt to appear entirely convincing. But it serves the purpose of the plot.
Returning to the vast open spaces he fights to protect the honor
of the girl. And the natives who sneered at him are forced to respect
him. These characters are made really convincing. Through the
agency of the scenario writer, Edward Montagne, and the director,
Burton George, they are made to appear like every-day people and
never like stage puppets. The picture should be booked for its scenery if for no other reason than it unfolds new vistas. The Lake
Louise and Banff regions are revealed in all their impressive
grandeur. There are some thrills in the drama. The camera
catches some real bears and a hefty fight between the hero and a
trapper whose idea of law is based upon the right of possession. —
Wm. B. Davidson, Charles Gerrard, Hedda Hopper, Betty Hilburn
and Maurice Costella round out a cast that has been chosen for its
adaptability
ence Reid. for the correct interpretation. — Length, 5 reels. — LaurTHE CAST
William Crombie
Wm. B. Davidson
Mrs. Crombie
Hedda Hopper
Hurt Kilstrom
Charles Gerard
Jeannette
Betty Hilburn
Barbe la Fleche
Maurice Costello
?,°^le?
Patrick
Hartigan
McBain
Warren
Cook
Indian Trapper
Red Eagle
g
lips.
Phil
By Michaelby J. Edward
Scenario
J. Montague.
Directed by Burton George.
PRESS NOTICE — STORY
A smashing, crashing picture of elemental nature and the elements that are continual y at strife in a man's
nature is " Conceit,"
the Selznick special
whichpicture
will
be the feature
at the
theatre next
. In this
is recorded theattraction
battle of a man to find himself
— to develop his character.
Given to
boasting — a man who might be called fortune's darling — so blessed is he with a
good physique and plenty of wealth, yet so cringing that he might be called a
weakling
— this hero is recognized as an everyday character. What would we do
in his circumstances?
The answer is found in five reels of compelling arama which takes the spectator
to the impressive backgrounds of British Columbia — up in the region surrounding
Banff — that picturesque spot in the great northwest. It is a picture acted with
eloquent
persuasion
Wm. B. Davidson, Hedda Hopper, Charles Gerard, Betty
Hilburn and
MauricebyCostello.
PROGRAM READER
An invigorating picture of the great outdoors through which an interesting plot
unfolds
itself isSpecial..
" Conceit,"
comes appeal
to the
theatre
as
a Selznick
The which
magnificent
of the scenery
whichnext
has been collected from these regions in which Banff is located— high up in the Canadian Rockies
is stimulating — backgrounds which are as enchanting as they are picturesque The
story iscoward
one that finds a parallel in everyday life — the story of a physical and
moral
who finds his character through being
the cast are assembled a cast of competent players. compelled to face facts. In
SUGGESTIONS
After you get through
your patrons of the magnificent appeal of the
backgrounds which composeinforming
this feature you can feature
the plot as one that finds
it parellell in -everyday life. Bring forth that the scenery has never been surpassed
— that most of the exteriors have been taken hugh up in the Canadian Rockies
in the region surrounding Banff, the tourist resort. Mention that the plot is a
compelling drama of character development.
Mention the cast which includes
Maurice Costello, Hedda Hopper, Wm. B. Davidson and Charles Gerard all
competent
players.
The
title
is
a
catchy
one
and
should come in for some snappy
exploitation.
He thought himself superior until brought in contact with the primitive element*
of man and the primitive elements of nature. See " Conceit."
CATCH LINES
See the picturesque drama, " Conceit " — a vivid document of the Canadian
Northwest.
these people of Battlesburg.
in turn was based on the Wallingford stories which appeared some years ago.
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"GET-RICH-QUICK

WALLING-

(Cosmopolitan-Paramount)
This Is Going to Please Them
you that the adaptation ofrd George M.
tell FORD"
anyone
DON'T
stories is
upon the famous Wallingfo
founded
Cohan'sletplay,
not going to please them. There have been few sparkling
lies which carried the broadsides of humor exposed here. The
colorful figure of Wallingford is genuinely American in character,
and his frenzied financial schemes are certain to be appreciated everywhere. That the picture is an exceptionally faithful adaptation of
the play does not matter. Who among the patrons cares — just so
long as there is unfolded an interesting plot, clever characterization,
and plenty of incident and humor. The point is — the story proceeds
to acquaint us with the schemes of the colossal fraud, Wallingford,
partner, " Blackie ' Daw, in a manner which
colorfulattention.
his lessconstant
and
commands
If you don't follow the picture closely you are apt to miss some
quaint touch of humor — some character sketch provocative of real
laughter. Take for instance the group picture of the directors of the
company incorporated by the irrepressible Wallingford. Frank
Borzage will probably be asked where he dug up such picturesque
types. They sit there like the visiting firemen — one of the natives
being compelled to have a head adjustor attached to keep him in
focus. Wallingford rides up to the hotel in the only carriage. He
comes to fleece them but his scheme turns out to enrich him and his
associates. No one penetrates his identity — that he is a confidence
man — except the stenographer. She appeals to him so romantically
that he decides to square himself. He had intended to make a quick
getaway but stays on and the Covered Carpet Tack proves a great
invention. A perfect boob is sent out on the road, and he returns
with thousands of orders. The two sharps have no alternative but to
cash in on their success.
The picture is exceptionally well constructed, there being the right
emphasis on every scene to bring it out in bold relief. The rustic
settings, the figures, the capable acting, the rich humor penetrating,
through the scenes and subtitles — these are brought forth with splendid appeal. The picture is certain to get over. It carries contrast
and romance and there is plenty of rare humor and Main Street
touches to embroider it with homespun detail. Sam Hardy is clever
enough comedian to grasp every impulse that entered the shrewd
head of Wallingford. Norman Kerry plays " Blackie " Daw and
makes of it a sketch in the background. Doris Kenyon is the attractive heroine. We'll say it is snappy and filled with bright touches. —
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
J. Rufus Wallingford
Sam Hardy
"Blackie" Daw
Norman Kerry
Fannie Jasper
'.
Doris
Gertrude
Dempsey
DianaKenyon
Allen
Eddie Lamb
Edgar Nelson
Dorothy Wells
Billie Dove
Andrea Dempsey
Mac M. Barnes
G. W. Battles
Wm. T. Hayes
Timothy Battles
Horace James
Mr. Wells
John Woodford
Mrs. Dempsey
Mrs. Charles Willard
Harkins
Eugene Keith
Quigg
Wm. Carr
Abe Gunther
Wm. Robyns
Bell Boy
Theo. Westman
Bessie
Patterson Dial
Judge Lampton
Jerry Sinclair
Wallingford's valet
Benny One
Play
by
George
M.
Cohan.
Scenario by Luther Reed.
Directed by Frank Borzage.
Photographed by Chester Lyons.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
What is said to be one of the screen treats of the current season is " Get-RichQuick
Wallingford,"
a
picturization
of George M. Cohan's
will
be shown at the
theatre next
. This isfamous
said toplay,
be a which
delightful
comedy, directed by Frank Borzage, who made " Humoresque," and how Wallingford andpeople
his buncombe
associate,
" Blackie "ItDaw,
a fortune
themselves
and the
of the town
of Battlesburg.
is an made
enthralling
storyforwell
adapted
to the tionsscreen.
The
details
of
the
two
sharpers'
schemes
present
enough
complica-is
to make the story a series of laughs from start to finish. The spectator
certain to be delighted with the innocence and at the same time the hospitality of
these people of Battlesburg.
PROGRAM READER
Ever hear of J. Rufus Wallingford. famous confidence man? Of course you
have. He has made fiction history. He has shown us all how to make money —
that is. if one wants to succeed by one's wits. No matter whether you are actheatre next — ■
quainted with him or not, he is coming to the
and you will have a chance to see him in person in " Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford."
He will introduce you to his associate in crime. " Blackie " Daw. Come and see
the
comedy
of the
year,Wallingford
adapted from
George
Cohan's some
famousyears
play,agiwhich
in turn
was hit
based
on the
stories
whichM. appeared
SUGGESTIONS
This adaptation of a well-known play needs little exploitation to put it over. In
the first place nearly everyone has read the famous stories which appeared in the
popular magazines some years ago. So play up that the picture is made from
these stories which formed the idea for Cohan's play. Mention should be made
that Frank Borzage, the director of " Humoresque,"
is the director here.
up
comedy,Playclean
that a distinguished cast interprets the offering. Bill it as a hilarious
mention their names. Put
crowd,
your
to
known
is
cast
the
If
invigorating.
and
on an all-comedy bill for the week.
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Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Distributed By
reels. . .Aug. 27
Blot, The
Special Cast
Famous Players . . . 65 reels.
. .Sept. 17
Broken Spur, The
Tack Hoxie
Arrow-S. R
5
reels.
. . . Sept. 3
Burn
'Em
Up
Barnes.
.
.Johnny
Hints
Affiliated
Dist
—
S.
R
7 reels. . .Sept. 24
Camille
Nazimova
Metro
. Sept. 3
Cappy Ricks
Thos. Meighan . . . Famous Players . . . 66 reels.
reels. .. .Oct. IS
Certain Rich Man, A... Special Cast
Hodkinson
Child Thou Gavest Me.. Barbara Castleton. First National
reels.
Courage
Naomi Childers ....First National 65 reels.
Crossing Trails
Pete Morrison . . . Associated Prod. . . .
Cupids Brand
Jack Hoxie .. Arrow Film-S. R... 6 reels. .Sept. 10
Cup of Life
Hobart Bosworth. Associated Prod. ...
Dangerous Love
Pete Morrison . . . C. B. C. Film-S. R.
Discontented Wives Special Cast Pathe
Disraeli
Geo. Arhss
United Artists
Even at Eve
Betty Compson . . Goldwyn
.Aug. 20
Experience
R. Barthelmess . . Famous Players . . . 6 reels. . .'Sept.'"3
Family Closet, The Special Cast Pathe
5000 ft. .Aug.
.Sept. 273
Fighter, The
Conway Tearle . . . Selznick
5 reels.
Fighting Breed, The... Snowy Baker
AgaVon
Famous Film-S.
Players R.. S7S2 ft. ..Oct. 29
Forever
Elsie Ferguson
For Those We Love... Betty Compson . Goldwyn
. Asso. Photo-S. R... 5000 ft.
Ghost City
Helen Holmes
B. Warren 7 reels. . .Sept. 24
Girl from God's Country Nell Shipman . .. F.Rainbow
6 reels. . .Sept. 3
Girl's Decision Helen Gibson
Hodkinson Film-S. R. 7 reels. . .Sept. 17
God's
Crucible
Special
Cast
6 reels. . .July 82
Golem, The
Paul Wegener .... Famous Players
Great Impersonation ..James Kirk wood. . Famous Players ... 6 reels. . .Oct.
8
Great Moment, The. ... Gloria Swanson. .. Famous Players ... 5 reels. . .Aug.
6 reels. ..Oct. 15
Handcuffs or Kisses Elaine Ham'rstein. .Selznick
Heart of the North Roy Stewart
Joe Brandt-G.
S. R Davis 6 reels. . ■ Sept. 10
reels.
Hearts and Masks Special Cast
Federated — S. R. . . . , 55 reels.
Hell Diggers, The Wallace Reid ....Famous Players ... 5 reels. ..
.Oct. 1
Her Winning Way Mary Miles Minter Realart
56 reels.
reels. .. . Oct. 8
Home Keeping Hearts. .Thos. Swinton Pathe
.Oct. 8
Indiscretion
Florence Reed . . . Pioneer
22
65 reels.
.. ..Oct.
Inner Chamber, The... Alice Joyce Vita graph
.Sept. "3
reels.
.Aug.
27
Jack
The
Williams . Aywon
Film-S. R
64600
reels.ft. .. . Sept. 3
Match Rider,
Breaker,
The Big
ViolaBoyDana
Metro
Moonlight Follies Marie Prevost .... Universal
.Sept. 24
Moral Fibre
Corinne Griffith. ... Vitagraph
, 6 reels. . ..Aug. 27
510reels.
.
Night Horsemen, The.. Tom Mix
Fox
reels. .Sept.
.Sept. 17
17
No Woman Knows. ... Special Cast
Universal
5 reels. . .Oct. 8
Oh
Mary
Be
Careful.
..
Madge
Kennedy
...
Pioneer
5000 ft. , .Sept. 10
One Wild Week
Bebe Daniels
Realart
5 reels. . Aug. 27
Open Shutters
Edith Roberts ....Universal
reels. . Sept. 17
Passing Through
Douglas M ac Lean . Famous Players ... S5 reels
..
Play Square
Johnnie Walker ..Fox
Sept. 173
5
reels.
. Sept.
Princess of New York.. David Powell ....Famous Players ...
.. Sept. 3
Quo Vadis
Special Cast
F. B. Warren 85 reels.
reels.
Room and Board Constance Binney. Realart
.Nov. 10S
5 reels. . .Sept.
Rowdy, The
Gladys Walton . . . Universal
56 reels
. .. Sept. 17
Secret of the Hills, The. Antonio Moreno. .. Vitagraph
reels.
Serenade
Miriam Cooper ...First National
Sept. 17
. ..Aug.
27
Sting of the Lash Pauline Frederick Robertson-Cole .66 reels.
reels. . .Aug.
Trip to Paradise, A
Bert Lytell Metro
Two Minutes to Go....Chas. Kay
First National
.
Nov.
7 reels. . .Aug. 20S
Virgin Paradise Pearl White
Fox
11 reels. Sept. 18
Way Down East
R. Barthelmess ..United Artists
5 reels. . .Sept.
Where Men Are Men.. William Duncan. .. Vitagraph
24
reels. .. Sept. 10
Why Girls Leave HomeAnna Q. Nilsson. .. Warner Bros.-S. R.. 67 reels.
Sept 10
Wife's Awakening, A . . . Wm. P. Carlton . . . Robertson-Cole
OCTOBER
Length Renewed
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Across the Divide Special Cast Pathe
After the Show
Special Cast
Famous Players 6 reels. . ..Oct, 15
All's FairLovers,
in Love.
Special Cast
Cast
Goldwyn
reels. . ..Nov. 5
Amazing
The. ..... Special
Jans-S. R
55 reels
Barricade, The
Special Cast
Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..Oct. 15
Be My Wife
Max Linder
Goldwyn
6 reels.. June 255
Blind Hearts
Hobart Bosworth. .First National 6 reels. . .Nov.
Bringof Him
In
Earle Williams.
56 reels..
reels.. .Nov.
.Oct. 12
22
Case
Becky
Constance
Binney.. .".Vitagraph
.Realart
Charge
It
Clara
K.
Young.
.
.Equity-S.
R
6
reels
.June
11
.Nov.
5
Cinderella of the Hills. . Barbara Bedford. .Fox
5 reels
.Selznick
5 reels
Clay
Dollars
Eugene
O'Brien.
Courage
Naomi Childers ... .First National 6 reels
6 reels. . ..Oct
Dangerous Curve Ahead. Helene Chadwick .Goldwyn
6 reels. . ..Oct
Dawn of the East Alice Brady .... Realart
Doubling for Romeo. ... Will Rogers
Goldwyn
5 reels.... Nov
Everything for Sale May McAvoy .... Realart
5 reels. . ..Oct.
Foolish Age, The .. ...Doris May
Robertson-Cole 5 reels. . ..Oct.
Footlights
Elsie Ferguson . . . .Famous Players 6 reels. . ..Oct.
Fox, The
Harry Carey Universal 6 reels
Pour Seasons, The
Kineto Review Urban
4 reels. . ..Oct, >
From the Ground Up ...Tom Moore Goldwyn
5 reels... .Oct 22
Garments of Truth Gareth Hughes. .. .Metro
5 reels. . ..Sept. 10
Good and Evil
Lucy Doraine ....Warren
Sept. 24
Go Straight
Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels. . ..Oct. 15
Grim Comedian, The. ... Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels
Her Social Value
K. MacDonald ....First National 6 reels
High Heels
Gladys Walton Universal
5 reels Oct 22
I Accuse
Special Cast United Artists 8 reels
Infam. Miss Revell, The. .Alice Lake
Metro
6 reels. . ..Sept. 10
Invisible Power, The.... House Peters Goldwyn
6 reels Oct. 8
Jackie
Shirley Mason ....Fox
5 reels
Judgment
Special Cast
World-S. R
6 reels. . ..Oct. 8
Ladyfingers
Bert Lytell Metro
6 reels
Lady from Longacre, The William Russell ...Fox
5 reels
Man's and
Home,
A
Special
Cast Selznick
Man
Woman
Diana Allen
Jans.-S. R
56 reels.
reels.... ..Oct.
Sept 88
Matrimonial Web, The. . Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels. . ..Nov. 5
Mysterious Rider, The.. Special Cast
Hodkinson
6 reels. . ..Oct. 29
Night Rose, The
Snecial Cast ... Goldwyn
6 reels
Nobody's
Fool
Marie
Prevost
....Universal
5
One Arabian Night Pola Negri
..First National 10reels.
reels.. ..Oct
..Oct. 291
Orderly, The
Special Cast
Pathe
5 reels
Pardon My French Special Cast
Goldwyn
6 reels
Parted Curtains Henry Walthall. .. .Warner Bros. — S.R..5 reels Oct 29
Peter Ibbetson
Elsie Ferguson ...Famous Players
Oct. 29
Poor Relation. A
Will Rogers
Goldwyn
6 reels
Poverty of Riches Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels
Primal Law, The
Dustin Farnum . . . .Fox
5 reels Oct. 1
Queenie.
Shirlev Mason Fox
5 reels. . ..Oct 1
Rage of Paris, The ....Miss Du Pont Universal
5 reels Oct. 3
Red Couraee
Hoot Gibson .. Universal
5 reels. . ..Oct. 8
Rip Van Winkle Thos Jefferson... Hodkinson
Oct. 20
Roueh Diamond. The. ..Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels Nor. 12
Shadows of Conscience. . Russell Simpson
7 reels
Shadow
of Lightning
Ridge. The
Snowy Baker
Avwon-S. R
5 reels Sept. 24
Shark Muster. The Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels Sept 10
Son of Wallingford. TheSnecial Ca«t
Vftagranh
8 reels. . ..Oct. 29
Stranger Than Fiction. .Catherine M'D'nald. First National
• reels

Motion

Picture

N ew i

_ J Girl,*•**■»•
«•»
Distributed By Leagtb
Reviews
Speed
The
Bebe Daniels
.... Realart
reels
Swamp, The
Setsue Hayakawa .. Robertson-Cole 66 reels
Nov. t
Theodora
Rita Jolivet
Goldwyn
Oct 2
Three Musketeers
Douglas
Fairbanks.
United
Artists
12
reeU.
..Sept
1
Three Word Brand William S. Hart.. Famous Players
6 reels. . .Oct
Thunderclap
Special
Cast
Fox
8
reels
..Aug.
I
"
Tropical Love
Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
5 reels
VengeanceCourtship,
Trail A... Big
Williams
R
5 reels
Bep't 2
Virginia
May Boy
McAvoy
... Aywon-S.
Realart
reels
What LovePlace
Will Do Constance
Murphy-Walker
s5 reels
reels'.'.'.'.'.'.".*...
Woman's
Talmadpe Fox
First National
Oct "a
NOVEMBER
Review** ]
Feature
star
Distributed By Length
Alf's Button
Special Cast
Cast Asso.
First National-.
reels .Nov. II
Anne
of Little Smoky. . Special
Exhib
56 reels.
Bonnie Briar Bush, The Special Cast
Famous
Players
6
reels '.Nov. ' I
Bucking the Line
M. (Lefty) Flynn.Fox
5 reels
Call of the North Jack Holt
Famous
Players
6
reels
Conflict
...Priscilla Dean ... Universal
7 reels •July II
Conquering
Power, The. Frank
Special Mayo
Cast
Metro
reels' .Nov.
.Nov. 12II
Dr.
Jim
Universal
57 reels.
Enchantment
Marion Davies ....Paramount
6
reels.
False Kisses
Miss duPont Universal
5 reels
Father Tom
Cast
Asso. Ex
Fidelity
Special
Cast
Aywon—
S.
R
5
reels.' • Sept 24
Footfalls
Special Cast
Fox
7 reels
.Nov. If
ForSake
Your Daughter's Grace Darling I. W. Film— S. R
Fountain of Youth Special Cast
Graphic — S. R.
Her Face Value
Wanda Hawley ...Realart
5 reels.
Hunch, The
Gareth Hughes ...Metro
6 reels .Nov.
.Oct 1229
Hush Money
Alice Brady
Realart
6 reels
Iron Trail, The
Special Cast
United Artists 7 reels.
Jane Eyre
Hugo Ballin Prod. Hodkinson
7 reels
11
Jolt, The
Walker-Murphy ...Fox
5 reels
Knight Must
of theLive
West A. . Special
Olin Francis
W.B.M. P'play — S. R-57 reels
reels.
Ladies
Cast Paramount
Last
The
Fox
6 reels
Light Trail,
in the
Clearing, Special Cast
The
Snecial Cast
Hodkinson
7 reels,
reels.
Love Never Dies Special Cast
First National 67 reels.
Lure of Jade, The
Pauline Frederick. .Robertson-Cole
Man From Lost River,
..Theof • Stone,
•
••
Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels. .Not. 111
Man
The
Conway
Tearle Selznick
5 reels.. .Dec.
Millionaire, The
Herbert Rawlinson . Universal
6
reels
Molly O
Normand — First National 6 reels. . ..Nov. S
Old Oaken Bucket, The. Mabel
Special Cast
Warren
5
reels
Our Mutual Friend Special Cast .
Warren
5 reels .Not. 11
Possession
Special Cast
R-C
6 reels
RainbowWith
.. .
Vitagraph
5 reels
Riding
Death Alice
Buck Calhoun
Jones
Fox
reels '. .Not. 11
.Oct at
Right
Way,
The
Special
Cast
Produc.
Sec—
S.
R...
6
reels..
Sheik, The
Agnes Ayres Paramount
Silent Call, The
Snecial Cast
First National 67 reels..
reels.,
Silent Years
Special Cast
R-C
5 reels. .
Sin of Martha Queed,
The
Special Cast Associated Exhib
..Not. 11
Single Track. THe Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
5 reels. .Sept
There Are No Villains. . Viola Dana
Metro
6 reels...
Sure Fire
Hoot Gibson ... Universal
5 reels.! .Sept. 24
Steelheart
Wm. Duncan
Vitagraph
5 reels
Tol'ble David
Rich. Barthelmess. . First National 6 reels.
Way ofDoa Men
Maid, Want?.
The .. Elaine
. F.
Selznick
reels.. ..Not.
.Not. 2*19
What
Special Ham'rstein.
Cast
B. Warren 65 reels..
The Wonderful Thing. .. Norma Talmadge. .First National
Creels..
DECEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length Reviewed 1
All For a Woman Special Cast
First National
i
Ashes
Special
Cast
East
C'st
Prod.-S.R5
reels
I
At the Stage Door Special Cast
R-C
5 reels .. . I
Bashful Suitor, The Special Cast .. Hodkinson
5 reels
Better
3 reels
Cameron Man,of The
the Royal Snowy Baker Aywon-S. R
Mounted
Special Cast
Hodkinson
Chivalrous Charley Eugene
O'Brien Selznick
Selznick
S reels
Conceit
Special Cast
Devil Within, The Dustin Farnum Fox
8 reels. . ..Dae. 1
Don't Tell Everything. . Special Cast
Famous Players
Duke of Chimney Butte. Fred Stone
R-C
Eden and Return Doris May
R-C
Exit the Vamp
Ethel Clayton
Famous Players 5 reels
Fifty Candles
Special Cast
Hodkinson
Fightin'Love
Mad
Wm. Desmond
Nov. It
First
Constance
Binney .. Metro
Realart
5S reels
reels
Flower of the North
Get-Rich-Quick
Walling. Henry B. Walthall Vitagraph 1 7 reels
ford
Special Cast
Famous Players
Golden Gift, The
Special Cast
Metro
Guilty Conscience, A.... Antonio Moreno. ...Vitagraph
5 reels
Hail the Woman
Special Cast
First National
Hardest Way, The
Fannie Ward
Joan-S. R
5 reels
Hole in the Wall, The.. Alice Lake
Metro
5 reels Dec. 10
Idle Rich. The
Bert Lytell
Metro
6 reels Nov. 12
Infidel, The
Cath'rine M'Donald. First National 6 reels
Last Payment, The Pola Negri
Famous Players
Little Minister. The Betty Compson ... Famous Players
Lotus Eater, The
John Barrymore ... First National 6 reels. . ..Dec. 10
Love Charm, The
Wanda Hawley ...Realart
5 reels
Lucky Carson
Earle Williams Vitagraph
5 reels
Man
Who
Paid,
The
Special
Cast
Produc.
Sec.-S.
R
,
Miss Lulu Bett
SDecial Cast
Famous Players
Morals
May McAvoy Realart
No Defense
William Duncan. .. Vitagraph
Paste Board Crown, A.. Special Cast
Peacock Alley
Mae Murray
Not. 29
Polish
Levinson-S.
R
Power Dancer,
Within, The
The Pola
SpecialNegri
Cast
Pathe
Prince
Was, A... Thomas
Meighan. ...Universal
Famous Players S5 reels
Nov. 2f
PrincessThere
Virtue
Marie Prevost
reels
Rigoletto
Special Cast
Romayne
I reels
Sea Lion. The
Hobart Bosworth. .. First National
School
Days
Wesley
Broe.-S. R...9 reels
Sin Flood.
The
Special Barry
Cast Warner
Goldwyn
Trail of the Law
Special Cast Produc. Sec.-S. R.
Turn to the Right Scecial Cast Metro
Unconq'red
Woman, The.Rubv
Remer. ..... . Pasha
C'rp.-S.R
Under the Lash
Gloria deSwanson.
FamousFilmPlayers
....1 reels. . ..Oct 29
Virginia Courtship, A.. May McAvot
Realart
5 reels
Western Firebrands Big Bov Williams. .Aywon-S. R.
5 reels
Whatever She Wants. .. Eileen Percy Pox
S reel*
White Oak
William S. Hart ... Famous Playera S reals »Tev. 12

December

17,

ALL
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19 2 1

FOR

A

WOMAN

(First National)

Impressive Achievement — Well Acted and Staged
undoubtedly
HE patrons who see "All for a Woman" will and
probably
"Passion,
"Deception" and picture
§^ compare it withthemselv
so spectacunot
is
the
es that
will remark to
the
concerns
it
that
discover
they
lar in its appeal. When
A
French Revolution they may become disappointed to see that this
theme — the constirring period is presented as episodic to the main These
central figflict between Robespierre and Danton for power.
they a part of the draures dominate every scene, but so vitally aregiven
up to pillage and
matic canvas that, after all, the episodes
the streets in their terriplunder with thousands of people storming
fying crusade will not be missed if they respond to the sweeping
bonflict which endured until Robespierre, in his moment of triumph,
sent Danton to the guillotine.
, You catch an intimate view of these central figures and they are
made compelling through the sheer artistry of the players, Emil Jennings as Danton, and Werner Kraus as Robespierre. The first-mentioned lives up to the fine testimonials uttered in his behalf for his
Henry VIII, and the latter gives another of his cameo performances
—the first being his Dr. Caligari. Danton is the friend of the people.
He would bring peace and harmony to a distressed people. He would
do away with the guillotine as an instrument of torture. Not so
Robespierre. This relentless, stern figure would destroy his enemies
and the friends of his enemies. He would maintain the guillotine,
^nd he dreams for more power. The picture builds dramatically with
»ver-increasing suspense, the background of the Revolution although
oeing detached, lending fitting atmosphere to the tragic symphony.
Danton frolics and lives to regret that he so misjudged the charac;er of his enemy. He is the friend of the people but they are hungry,
and Robespierre is shrewd enough to feed them. Thus they forget
the man who is lifting them from the depths. He calmly walks to
the guillotine and shouts: " Save the rope for Robespierre, and show
ny
head to
the ifpeople!
" Perhaps
might have been
0 better
effect
the cruel
ruler hadhistory
been exterminated.
Thatobeyed
he is
0 perish is well indicated. The direction is capable in realizing the
key Lubitsch,
of tragedy.
intimatearescenes
a reflection
of
and The
the director's
romantic scenes
highlysuggest
suggestive
of the
arch for pleasure in a world bowed down with terror. The players,
customary with German ideas, allow a too heavy make-up, but they
ever forget that they are pantomimists. Kraus and Jennings are
superb in their respective roles. The former is made up in an un:anny manner as if to suggest the man of ice. He succeeds wonderully. There is a wealth of subtitles, and these become too descripive at times. Yet a historical drama needs them to emphasize the
episodes. — Length, 7 reels. — Laurence Reid.

"SCHOOL

DAYS"

(Harry Rapf- Warner Bros.)
Gem of a Picture; Sure-fire Box-Office Bet
to the door of the inventor
a pathway
who made
men trap,
LIKE
s are certain to make a stampede in
of thethemouse
exhibitor
booking this gem of a picture. Once they show its audiences
are ceitain to declare it one of the most appealing films ever
made. It carries every quality for success. Juvenile interest is its predominant virtue, and the fact that Wesley Barry is the youthful guide
who invites spectators on a sentimental journey to the days when
" readin' and writin' and 'rithmetic were taught to the rule of the
hickory
stick,'
ed. and so overwhelming is the appeal that one is sure to
be transport
Really " School Days " belongs to the class of better pictures. It
not only tells its human little story, but there is much of spiritual uplift in its message for the young of the land. The tugs at the heart
are finely balanced with the twinkles for the eye. Certainly the
director, William Nigh, must feel highly elated over the achievement.
He has saturated his story with intimate detail, every touch ringing
true — every detail sparkling with humor and pathos that form a part
of everyday life. There is not so much plot to the story. Rather
does it score for its intimate slice of youth — revealed through charming and highly interesting episodes. Wesley Barry has already made
a name for himself. But here he is going to impress many audiences
with the fact that he is the most precocious youngster on the screen
To watch him cutting up pranks in the little school house — to watch
him fishing or taking the advice of some Simple Simon
not to collect an education — to watch him attempting to
outwit his guaradian — to follow him leaving for the city, the plan
of his uncle being to mould character and teach him to
appreciate the simple things of life — to follow him bidding goodby to his faithful dog, and watch the lovable pet running after the
train — these are quaint little snatches which are going to sink deep
into the heart. All of these slices of life are richly appealing. There
is much similarity between this picture and Ray's study of boyhood
— " The Old Swimmin' Hole." The freckled-faced Wesley in his
quaint clothes, wearing a million-dollar smile — his appearance alone
will kindle the admiration of audiences everywhere. It is understood
that the picture is being trimmed of some superfluous detail. It could
easily spare some of its melodramatic moments which composed the
final scenes. This will give it coherence and compactness. The city
sequences are rich when the contrasts are pointed between the forlorn youngster who dresses like a Broadway " bookie " and the little
children of the rich. The rustic scenes are gems of photography —
the subtitles, human and expressive And what exploitation possibilities it possesses! Get this one quick. It means dollars for you and
rich entertainment for your patrons. — Length, 7 reels. — Laurence
Reid.

PROGRAM READER
A magnificent spectacular drama based upon the French Revolution — that stirring
period which founded a great republic — will be presented at the
theatrefolds a vivid
next
in " AllItFor
a Woman."
ThisfeudEuropean
unpage from history.
presents
the tragic
between sensation
Danton and
Robespierre
—
the
two
figures
who
held
sway
for
a
brief
hour,
the
former's
power
being usurped by the latter. Danton believed in peace and harmony — Robespierre
indrama,
hate and
bloodshed.actedAnd bya woman
to Danton's ability
downfall.
It is that
a compelling
wonderfully
a cast led
of exceptional
— a cast
includes
Emil Jannings. and staged with a fidelity for the facts of history.

THE CAST
Speck Brown
Wesley Barry
His Guardian, the Deacon
George Lessey
His Friend, Leff
Francis X. Conlan
His
Friend's Wife
Nellie
P. Spaulding
His Teacher
Margaret
Seddon
His Sweetheart
Arline Blackburn
His
Dog
"
Hippy
The Stranger
J. H. Gilmore"
Mr. Hadley, a new friend
John Galsworthy
Mr. Wallace
Jerome Patrick
His Sister
Eveline Sherman
His Valet
Arnold Lucy
By William Nigh and Walter De Leon.
Directed by William Nigh.
Photographed by Jack Brown and Sydney Hicox.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Days, Dear
Old Golden
That title
was has
a song
— a verya popular
one" School
which swept
the country
a few Rule
yearsDays."
ago. The
suggested
picture
which carries a tremendous appeal — an appeal to the heart and the soul. Written
by William Nigh and Walter De Leon and directed by the former, the picture
takes one on a journey to the years of yesterday. Who is the guide? Wesley
Barry, the precocious youngster whose adaptability for the part almost makes one
believe that he might have been the inspiration for the song.
It is a picture charged with humanity — one filled with homespun touches. It
shows the making of a youth — a boy inclined to delicious mischief, but who develops
character by being brought up sharp with realities. He goes to the city and
becomes disillusioned with its artificial exteriors. And he returns to the country
— the wholesome boy again. A splendid picture with a splendid cast. " School
Days " will be at the
next
.
PROGRAMREADER
Docourse
you you
remember
that could
lovableyousongforget
of a it?few Well,
years itagocomes
entitled the
"School Days?"
Of
do. How
theatre
next
as a motion picture.
This splendid tooffering
is going to
take you on a sentimental journey — back to the old district school, back to the
old farm — back to the hey-day of your youth. It is a picture filled with the joy
of youth, the delight of mischievous pranks and is rich in humor and sentiment.
Wesley Barry is the star. Can you possibly think of any player more adaptable
for
role ofof the
hero?be Come
be royally entertained. Come and forget
the the
worries
the little
day and
a youthandagain.

SUGGESTIONS
This is a big picture based upon the tragic feud and the consequences that
occurred immediately after the Reign of Terror of the French Revolution. You
can arouse a deal of comment and excite your patrons into patronizing the film.
Tell them that the gifted player, Emil Jannings of " Deception " fame, is in the
picture and that he is surrounded by the cleverest players in Europe. For a prologue you can stage an ensemble composed of figures attired in the costumes of
the period, the idea suggesting the outbreak of the Revolution. Your orchestra
can
cooperatePlayin itlending
by Litolff.
up big.atmosphere by interpreting the selection " Robespierre "

SUGGESTIONS
This picture suggests all kinds of exploitation. First you have the original song
which can be put over with your music dealer. You can arrange for a prologue
suggestive of a school-room — the set taking the entire stage. There can be rows
of desks with a teacher presiding at the desk back-stage. Each pupil can recite
something or sing a song, and there are plenty of juvenile songs on the market
to exploit. This idea is practical and entirely appropriate. Bill it as a rich, humorous and appealing story of youth — youth growing up back on the farm, youth going
to the district school. Feature Wesley Barry. Use circus exploitation if you
think
picture demands it. Any freckle-faced boy can be used for a number
of novelthestunts.

THE CAST
reorge Jacques Danton
Emil Jannings
laximilian Robespierre
Werner Kraus
t. Just
Robert Sholz
Camille Desmoulins
Joseph Rumich
ucille, his wife
Charlotte Ander
Yvonne
Maly Delscaft
■Herault de Sechelles
Ferdinand Alter
■General Westerman
Edouard Winterstein
■Fouquier-Tinville. public prosecutor
Frederick Kuhn
■Henriot
Hugo Doblin
■Little Babette
Hilda Worner
Directed by Dimitri Buchowetzki.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
I A highly spectacular achievement in motion picture, drama is offered in " All
|For
whichJannings,
has beenwhodescribed
a European forsensation.
production
Iwhicha Woman,"
features Emil
will be asremembered
his artisticThisinterpretation
lof Henry VIII in " Deception," and a corps of clever assistants, including Werner
iKraus,
performanceat in
" The Cabinet oftheatre
Dr. Caligari,"
Mine, willwhose
be presented
the
nextwas so exceptionally
. It offers
jhistorical
appeal
through
its
reproduction
of
those
of the
iRevolution at the time when Robespierre controlled thestirring
destiniesdaysof the
GallicFrench
race,
lit presents the feud between Robespierre and Danton, the latter misusing his power
■through the call of pleasure, the former determined to rule through bloodshed.
iThe tragic feud sweeps forward and engulfs Danton. But his prophecy concerning
la tragic finish to the stern and unyielding Robespierre is indicated as he goes to
|the guillotine. The picture s remarkably well acted and staged.
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Comedy

Motion

and

Short

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Adviser, The
Lloyd Hamilton .... Educational
2 reels Nov. 19
After the Dough ....Sid Smith
Federated Film 2 reels Aug. 20
Among Those Present. .Harold Lloyd Pathe
3 reels. .. .May 4
Applicant, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
At the Ringside Snub Pollard Pathe
2 reels July 23
Baby. Baby..., Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
Back Yard, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Bakery, The.... Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels. . ..June 11
Bang
Lloyd Hamilton. .. .Educational
Barrel of Trouble Denver Dixon Plymouth Pict 2 reels
Bashful Lover, The. .. .Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Bell Hop. The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Between the The
Acts Buster
Larry Semon
. ..April 30
Blacksmith.
Keaton Vitagraph
First National 22 reels.
reels
Blizzard, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Blue Sunday
Lyons and Moran .. Universal
2 reels. . ..Aug. 13
Bride and Gloom
Monty Banks Federated 2 reels
Brown Derby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels Sept. 24
Brownie's
Baby Doll.... Baby
reel
Burglars Bold
Eddie Peggy
Boland Universal
Pathe
21 reels.
. ..Aug. 13
Chick,
Chick
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2
Sept. 10
Chicken Hearted
Educational
1 reels
reel
Country Chickens Louise Fazenda. ... Educational
2 reels
Custard Nine, The
Pathe
2 reels
Dead Easy
Earl Rodney Educational
2 reels. . .Aug. 27
Decorator, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Devilish Romeo
Fox
2 reels
Dog Doctor, The
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels
Dull Care
Larry Semon Vitagraph
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
Educational
1 reel. . ..Sept. 5
Edgar's Country Cousin. Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Feast D»y Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Hamlet Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's
Day .. .Johnny
Johnny Jones
Goldwyn
22 reels.
reels
Edgar theJonah
Detective.
Jones Goldwyn
. ..June 18
Edgar the Explorer Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Exit Quietly.., Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..Oct S
Pall Guy, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
%. ..2 reels
Falling For Fanny Helen Darling Educational
2 reels. .. .Aug. o
Fast and Furious Al. St. John Fox
2 reels
Fireside Brewer, A
Louise Fazenda. . ..Famous Players .... 2 reels. .. .Nov. 27
Fly Cop, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Game Lady
Lloyd Hamilton. . ..First National 2 reels July 23
Going Through the Rye. Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels
Gone to the Country Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Oct. 8
Grocery Clerk, The Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels
Guide, The
Clyde Cook Fox
2 reels June 11
Handy Husband Teddy Sampson. . ..Educational
1 reel.... Jane 25
Happy Pest, The
Al St. John
Fox
2 reels Nov. 5
Hard Luck
Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels
Haunted House, The. .. .Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels. .. .July 9
Head Waiter
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Hick, The
Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels
High Life
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels. . ..Oct. 8
His First Honeymoon .. Monty 2anks Federated
2 reels
His Handsome Butler. . .Eddie Barry Arrow Film
His Home Sweet Home. Larry Semon Vitagraph 2 reels
His Jonah Day
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
His Unlucky Berth Bert Roach Universal
1 reel Sept. 3
Hold
Your
Breath
Chas.
Dorety
Universal
....2
reels
Hound of Tankerville. . .Oris Harlan Educational
Idle Class. The
Chas. Chaplin First National 3 reels Oct. 1
I Do
Harold Lloyd .Associated Exhib 3 reels Aag. 8
In and Out
Monty Banks Federated 2 reels
In for Life
Viora Daniels Educational
2 reels ... Aug. 6
It's
Your
Move
Educational
12 reel
I 25
Just in Time
Educational
reels. . ..June
Late Hours
Snub Pollard
Pathe
1 reel Nov. 19
Little, But Oh My Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Love and Doughnuts. . .Ben Turpin Associated Prod 2 reels
Love and War
Johnny Savo Fox
2 reels
Love Egg, The ....Louise Fazenda. .. .Educational
2 reels. . ..Sept. 10
Love's
Outcast
Ben
Turpin
Associated
Prod
reels ... .July 14
Made in the Kitchen. . .Special Cast Associated Prod 22 reels
Man vs. Woman
Dorothy Devoe. ... Educational
2 reels. . ..June 18
Messenger, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Mother's
Billy Quirk
Reelcraft
reels... ....
MysteriousLamb
Stranger ...Jimmy
Aubrey ...Vitagraph
22 reels..
Name the Day
Snub Pollard .... Pathe
1 reel. . , .Aug. 27
Never Weaken
Harold Lloyd Associated Exhib ... 3 reels.. .Oct. 29
Nick-of-Time
SpecialRoach
Cast Educational
2lreel...
reels.. ..Nov. 5
No Clothes to Hero
Guide HimBert
Universal
.Sept. 17
No Stop Over
Snub Pollard
Pathe
lreel July 23
Nothing Like It
Dorothy Devore ..Educational
2 reels ... Aug. 6
Nuisance. The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
.....2 reels
Oh Buddy
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels. . .Aug. 6
On Location
Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Nov. 19
On Their Way
Eddie Boland
Pathe
lreel Sept. 10
Pals
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
2 reels...
.
Pair of Sexes. A
Educational
2 reels
Passing the
Buck Monty
Larry Semon
22 reels'.
Peaceful
Alley
Banks Vitagraph
Federated
reels
Pinched
Harold Lloyd
Pathe
2 reels. .. Sept. 10
Playhouse. The
Buster Keaton ...First National
2 reels
..Oct. 2913
Pure and Simple Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. .Aug.
Rainbow Island
Pollard & Lloyd.. Pathe
lreel..,
Reckless Sex
Earl Rodney
Educational
2 reels.. .July 19
Rent Collector, The.... Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels
Riot, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Robinson's
..Lee Moran
Universal
. .Aug. 27
Saving
SisterTrousseau
Susie
Educational
22 reels.
reels
Sand Man. The
Eddie Boland ....Educational
2 reels. . .Nov. 20
Sawmill, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Sav It With Flowers. .. Special Cast
Fox
2 reels. . .Sept. 24
School Days
Larry Semon .... Vitagraph
2 reels. . . ....
Scraooily Married
Harry Gribbon . . F.rlucational
2 reels. . .July 2
Sea Shore Shanes
Universal
1 reel
See America First Mack Swain
Herald Prod
2 reels... ....
See America Thirst Cissy Fitzgerald. . Producers Secu
She Sighed by the Sea
Side
Ben Turpin
Associated Prod. ... 2 reels. . .June 1*

Subject
Feature
Should
Husbands Do
Housework
Simp, The
S.mple Life
Singer Midgets Scandals
Single Handed
Skipper
Treasure
Garden
Small
Town
Stuff
Sneakers
Snookey's Blue Monday
Snookey's Fresh Air....
Snookey's Twin Troubles
Snookey's
Wild Oats...
Society Dogs
Solid Concrete
Speed
Sportsman, The
Spot Cash
Stage
The
StandingHand,
Pat
Star Boarder, The
Stealin Home
Stick Around
Storks Mistake
Strikes to Spare
Suitor, The
Sunless
Sunday
Sweet Daddy
Sweet Revenge
Take Your Time
Their Dizzy
Finish....
Three
Good Pals
Torchy a la Cart
Torchy's Frame-Up....
Torchy's
Promotion
Torchy Turns
Cupid . ....
Toreador. The
Tourist, The
Trouble Doctor. The. .
Trouble Hunter, The..
Two
Faces West
Vacation
Vagrant,
Week Off,The
A
Well
Be
What I'll
a Whopper
Why
They Love Cave
Men
Zero
Hero

Picture

Newt

Releases
Distributed By

Star
Harry Gribbon
Lloyd Somerville
H ....... . . .
Larry
Semon
Slim
Edgar Jones
Special
Cast
Al.
Juhn.. .
Neal St.Burns
Snookey
Snookey
Snookey
Snookey
Brownie (Dogj
Larry
Semon . . .
Tweedy
Larry
Semon
Snub Pollard . .
Larry Semon
Teddy Sampson
Larry Semon
Harry Sweet
Ernest
Truex. .. .. ..
Bcbby Vernon .
Larry Semon
Tweedy
Thornton
Edwards
Earl Rodney . . .
Sid Smith
Johnny Hines . . .
lohnny Hines
Johnny Hines
Johnny Cook
Hines .
Clyde
Jimmy
Aubrey....
Neciy
Edwards
1 immySmith
Aubrey....... .
Sid
Tweedy
Lloyd Dorety
Hamilton..
Chas.
...
Larry
Semon
Snub Pollard .. .. ..

Gaylord Lloyd . .
^iiiiiiiii!i.»uuiiiii!iiiiiiinii>i:.,iiiiiiiiii!iiimi:iii>imi;i]J minim. i;in s-m
Short

Length BctUwm
Oct. 6 II
Universal
1 reel. . .. .Oct.
Educational
2 reels
*
Vitagraph
2 reels
-July 3
Pathe
First National2 reels . .June i:
Fox
2 reels
Educational
2 reels ....July
. .June
Sept. 30
Educational
2 reels. . .. ..Sept.
Educational
2 reels.
J
Educational
2 reels.
Educational
2 reels
2
Universal
2 reels
Vitagraph
2
reels
2?IT
Reelcraft
2 reels ....July
. . Sept. y'
Vitagraph
2
reels
ul
.J
..
Pathe
1 reel.
11
Vitagraph
2 reels . . . Sept. M
Educational
1 reel.
Vitagraph
22 reels
Universal
reels
Pathe
2 reels . ..Oct.
1
Educational
2 reels
National Ex
Vitagraph
2
reels
Aug.
13
Educational
2 reels
Reelcraft
2 reels. June
Educational
1 reel. June aH
Educational
1 reel. .June
U
Federated Film ....2 reels. ..Nov.
. Fox
2 reels.
Educational
2 reels.
1!
. Educational
2 reels .June
Educational
2 reels,
Educational
2 reels. Oct. I
Fox
2 reels.
Vitagraph
Arrow Film 2 reels Sept. tf
Vitagraph
reels
Federated
22 reels.
Reelcraft
2 reels
Educational
2 reels. . Oct. 8
Universal
2 reels.
Vitagraph
21 reel.
reels
Pathe
Celebrated Players
Oct. 8
Pathe
lreel..
■Aug.
ft '
. Oct. \ *

Subjects

J
'iiuuumiuiiiiuiiiiKiiiiuiuiiuiiiuMiuuuiiiuiMiiiiuiiMiiiinniiimHmniniininiiiBiiiiiinrriitmmnTnl
Distributed By
Feature
Title and Star
Length Review**
Star
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial), Elmo Lincoln State Rights
.J
American Badger (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
1 reel July 23L
Andy and Min (Cartoon)
Celeb. Play. Film. 1 reel
.»
At the Wailing Wall (Scenic)
Paramount 1 reel
Babyhood (Novelty)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Bear Hunting in California (Adventure) Kineto Review 1 reel
I
Beauty Spots of America (Scenic) Kineto Review 1 reel
•
Beggar Maid,
The (Wes.
(Drama),
MaryTomAstor
Film. lreel
Oct. 8"
Beyond
the Trail
Drama),
Sanchi. Triart
Pathe
2 reels
Bible. The (Serial). Special Cast
State Rights 12 Episodes
Big Mystery (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Federal
1 reel
Biology
and Its(Novelty)
Use (Educ.) . Kineto
National
. . .Sept. 17
Birds of— the
CragsMicroscope
and Marshes
Review 11 reel.
reel
Bonnie Scotland (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Boy Scouts of America (Topical) Kineto Review 1 reel
I
Breaking Through (Serial). Carmel Myers. ... Vitagraph
Cairo in Egypt (Kineto Review)
Urban
1 reel. .. .July 9
Capturing Lions by Aeroplane (Novelty) ... .Pathe
1 reel Nov. 11
Circulation of the Blood and Botany
Field Flowers (Educational)
National
>4 reel ea. Aug. 24
Code of the West, The (West Drama) Texas Guinan
2 reels Nov. 5
Collectors of Craniums (Educational) Educational
lreel. ....
Combatting the Elements (Novelty) Kineto Review 1 reel
Could Columbus Discover America? (World
Wanderings)
Educational
1 reel .... Sept. 24
Cow Puncher's
(W. Dr.), Art Acc . Universal
. .Sept. 24
Creation
(SacredComeback
Films)
42 reels.
reels
Crowning King Blizzard (Scenic) Educational
lreel....
Cupid, Registered Guide (Drama) Edgar Jones. Pathe
2 reels
Cyclone
Vow (West. Drama)
Universal
2 reels ... Sept. 24
Day withSmith's
the Giants
State Rights
Death Trap, The (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi. . Pathe
2 reels
Do or Die (Serial), Eddie Polo
Universal
2 reels... May 21
Down in Dixie (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Dreams Come True (Educational) Educational
lreel.... ....
Eden of the Pacific (Scenic)
Prizma
1 reel. .. .Sept. 3
Emerald Isle, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Feathers (Scenic)
Selznick
lreel. ...Aug IS
Great American Authors (Kineto Series)
Nor. If)
Hiking the Alps, with the Swiss Boy
Scouts (Kineto Revipjv)
National Ex
1 reel .... Sept. 24
Hitting the Spots (Scenic)
Educational
lreel ... May 28
Holy City, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Honor of Rameriz (West. Dr.). Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels
Hope Diam'd
Mystery
Grace DarmondState
Hunting
the Sea
Wolf (Ser'l),
(Educational)
Kineto Rights
Review 115 episodes
reel
Hurricane Hutch (Serial), Chas. Hutchison . . Pathe
15 epi'des . Aue. 1
Imposter, The (West. Drama). Tom Sanchi Pathe
'reels...
(Continued on page 3262)
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RIGHT

THAT

FAILED

"STRANGER
FICTION"
(First THAN
National)

(Metro)
Popular Post Story Developed Along Broad Comedy
Angles

Right That
story, " The
E. P. comedy—
P- MARQUA
XI picture
times init
that atFailed,"
so broad
becomesS. farce
form ND'S
to anydirection pays little attention
J . borders on burlesque. The
plot and providing entertainment
g the
thing,
process.
sort, in the
subtle developin
too except
of a not
Bert Lytell is cast as a typical pug who, after winning a tight, a
[.iround and a half of which is shown, goes to a summer resort near
The chariNew York there to woo and win a daughter of the rich.qualities
that
acter as portrayed while distinctive lacks the likeable
and in consequence the toculminastory would visualize
'a reader of the
pull a
No chance
tion of the romance is apt to jar somewhat.
in the titling.
■laugh is missed, either in the characterizationson or
the point of view.
Whether or not the effort is successful depends
Certain audiences are sure to find the offering uproariously funny;
(others will probably be only mildly amused.
In support of the star is a good cast. Virginia Valli is Mr. Lytell's
Heading
doesn't
havehimmuch
De his
Wittforte
Jennings
is cast inwoman,
a role but
thatshedoes
not fit
any totoodo.
well,
being
(heavies rather than genteel business men. Bull Montana gets away
twith another good bit, for which he is a type, and a most finished
'performance is given by Max Davidson as a Hebrew, by the strange
Michael
of " never
name have
jbutForpossible
those who
readCallahan."
the story, the picture ought to slide
by without raising a storm of protest, but the writer can not help but
' feel that much has been missed in choosing to make a broad comedy
: from a story that had not only a real plot but a fine thought behind
\it. The direction and continuity are good unless one may find fault
with what might be called a lack of vision — Length, 5 reels. — J. S.
I Dickerson.
THE CAST
Johnny Duffey
Constance Talbot
Mr. Talbot
Roy Van Twiller
Mr. Duffey
!Michael Callahan
By J. P. Marquard.
Scenario by Lenore Coffee.
Directed by Bayard Veiller.
Photographed by Arthur Martinelli.

Bert Lytell
Virginia Valli
De Witt Jennings
Philo McCullough
Otis Harlan
Max Davidson
" The

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The feature attraction at the
:
theatre next
That name,
Failed,"adapted
founded
upon J.Coffee,
P. Marquard's
story
ofRight
the same
by Lenore
directed bySaturday
Bayard Evening
Veiller andPoststarring
Bert Lytell. The popular Metro star has a vehicle here which well expresses his
talent and personality. It may be said that it affords him as ideal a role as he
has ever had. The picture presents an interesting comedy idea with the star enacting the part of a " young white hope." He is a pugilist.
suffered
injury to tohissocial
hand duties.
in putting
Kid " his
to acquaintance
sleep, which gave
himHe time
to payan attention
Eager" The
to renew
with
a society girl whom he had rescued from the arm of the law, he goes to a health
resort. Meanwhile he had brushed up in deportment. Johnny, our hero, gets in
bad when certain people attempt to paint him in wrong colors. But he comes up
smiling. The picture offers a deal of originality, carries plenty of sparkle and is
well acted by the star and a cast that includes Virginia Valli and DeWitt Jennings.
PROGRAM READER
A
highly
original
and
entertaining
is " Thea picture
Right That
Failed,"
adapted
from a popular magazine contribution story
to provide
for Bert
Lytell.
The
popular
Metro
star
enacts
the
part
of
a
pugilist
here
—
a
young
man
who
is
to use his fists for a living. He may be in a profession which has no social forced
angles
related to it, but at the same time this idea does not prevent him from worshipping
a society bud. Does he fall in love? Does he entertain the idea that she might
not respond to his advances .owing to the fact that he is a prize-fighter? We
arenot- going charged
to answerwithyou.
This you
must and
findsparkling
out for with
yourself.
comedy-drama
humorous
touches
life. ItAt isthe,a
next
■ .
SUGGESTIONS
Here is a title that is going to wake them up. It is a take-off on Kipling.
After you have put out some snappy stuff advertising the title, then concentrate
upon
star stating
he is isappearing
of rolestory
— thatwhich
of a appeared
pugilist.
Make the
mention
that thethatpicture
adapted in
froma new
a welltypeknown
in
a
popular
magazine.
Bring
forth
that
the
picture
is
snappy
comedy-drama
which carries plenty of humor, romance and incident. A prologue can feature some—
comedy song put over with plenty of spirit. Play up the other Lytell pictures mentioning that the star is always striving for original roles and that he has one here.
CATCH LINES
BertofLytell
in "and
Thesentiment.
Right ThatYouFailed."
A picture of humor and novelty.
A See
picture
romance
will laugh.
j

A story of a picturesque pugilist.
See Bert Lytelli in the comedy hit of the season.
What is the right that failed?
Carpentier had a right that failed. What about Bert Lytell?

Novel " Film Within a Film " Picture
IN this Katherine MacDonald feature, the producers have tried to
fool us. They don't quite succeed, and because they fail, the
picture proves entertaining. This is not as paradoxical as it
might seem. '"Stranger Than Fiction" is one of those "story
within a story productions,'' or more strictly speaking. " a picture
within a picture." The surprise is held for the end, when it is revealed that the melodrama which comprises a large part of the footage is simply the work of the heroine, an amateur movie producer.
This will not be a shock to any audience, and therefore they will take
the
action; the wild underworld mystery, in the correct spirit
— as hectic
mild satire.
" Stranger than Fiction " takes occasion to poke some fun and the
insatiable public desire for punch, action, and theatrical thrills in
their motion picture fare. And the feature gives the public all of
these elements and then good-naturedly satirizes themselves for so
doing. Therefore the picture will have an average appeal, for it has
an average underworld story, and in addition the saving grace of
Katherine MacDonald's beauty. There is also Wesley Barry in a
part well suited for him.
The picture opens with the scene of the screening of an amateur
photoplay
version ofof" Carmen."
is a lot with
of funall here,
for it is
simply a burlesque
an amateur There
production,
its prevelant
flaws. Ralph
titles carry
fun along.
the
sudden
switch Spencer's
to melodrama.
The the
hostess
orders Then
that comes
her latest
photoplay,
" Stranger
Than returns
Fiction many
" be valuable
screened, jewels
and suddenly
the
lights go out.
When quiet
are missing
and " the Black Heart," a master mind of the underworld, has left
his mark of mystery to show that the deed was his, and to give the
police a clew. Then follows an underworld melodrama, with sliding
doors and reformed crooks, and a shrewd master criminal, and other
familiar characters and elements which go to make up every good
crook " meller." It ends with a number of thrilling escapes of the
star and Wesley Barry, and for a final punch a very well executed
aeroplane stunt. Then we have the hostess explaining to her guests
that this is her idea of what the screen public wants. It was all a
motion picture. Most audiences realize that it could not have been
anything else and will appreciate the satire.
The picture is well acted and carefully directed by T. A. Barry. —
~ .
Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Diane Drexel
Katherine MacDonald
Dick Mason
David Winter
Freckles
Wesley Barry
The Black Heart
Wade Boteler
The Shadow
Jean Dumont
The Croaker
Harry O'Connor
Diane's
aunt
Evelyn
Burns
Police Commissioner
Tom McGuire
By Charles Richman and Albert S. LeVino.
Directed by J. A. Barry.
the
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
theatre announces
For its feature attraction on
" Stranger
Than Fiction,"
unusual
of the MacDonald.
underworld, featuring
one of
the
most beautiful
actresses anof the
screen,story
Katherine
Miss MacDonald
plays the part of a rich society girl whose house is mysteriously robbed on the
i evening of an entertainment. In helping the poor in the underworld, she is luckily
castorder
into tothesecure
life ofhis the
" Black
Heart,"as the
the underworld gang, and
in
arrest,
she poses
a girlleader
of theof slums.
The
story
never
lets
-up
in
suspense
or
interest
and
has who
beenhasespecially
well
photographed. In the cast are Wesley Barry, the boy star
himself been
featured in many productions, David Winter, Wade Boteler and Jean Dumont.
The direction was in the hands of J. A. Barry, and the story is adapted from the
work of Charles Richman and Albert S. LeVino.
" Stranger
Than Fiction " will
be shown
for
days
beginning
. For
those atwhothe
like a mysterytheatre
drama,
well acted,
and with excitement enough to keep them tense until the final moment, no better
picture could be offered.
PROGRAM READER
to the
onKatherine MacDonald.
is " Stranger This
Than production
Fiction,"
a Coming
strong mystery
story, starringtheatre
beautiful
isconsiderable
regarded astime,
one and
of the
most
powerful
"
crook
"
stories
to
reach
the
screen
in addition it combines a pretty romance and touches inof
humor
by thepictures
popular which
boy star,
" StrangerIt Than
is also supplied
one of those
will Wesley
fool all Barry.
the wiseacres.
takes Fiction
a lot to"
give the public the " surprise ending " they are continually seeking, but " Stranger
Than
Fiction MacDonald,
" manages towho
do it.
Katherine
is conceded to be one of the most beautiful motion
picture stars in America, is supported by a capable cast including David Winter
and
the Richman
inimitableandWesley
The directed.
story is from the work of
Charles
Albert(" S.Freckles
LeVino. ") J.Barry.
A. Barry
SUGGESTIONS
• You can bill this as a strong " crook " story and at the same time promise your
patrons a mild satire on the motion picture industry. Tell them it will fool them
just
O. Henry's
stories fooled
them. should
And yet
themsubordinated
that they will
see
some asexciting
melodrama.
The story
be, assure
however,
to the
lavish
Katherine
name and
and has
her quite
portrait.
She is recognized
as one display
of the ofmost
beautifulMacDonald's
screen players
a following.
Wesley
Barry should share honors with her in your exploitation. Catch lines are suggested
by the title and also some good lines for teaser campaigns.
CATCH LINES
One of the most unusual pictures of the year — starring beautiful Katherine MacDonald. A production that combines swiftest melodrama with the keenest satire.
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Motion

COMING

PRODUCTIONS

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Ten Nights in a Bar Room
A Yankee Go-Getter (Neva Gerber)
5
Love, Hate and a Woman (Grace Davison)
5
Dangerous Paths (Neva Gerber)
5
The Girl From Porcupine (Faire Binney)
5
Devil-Dog Dawson (Jack Hoxie)
5
The Star Reporter (Billie Rhodes)
5
A Motion to Adjourn (Daw-Stewart)
5
SPEED COMEDIES
(One Released Every Week)
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
ARROW-GERBER PRODUCTIONS
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
SERIALS
The Blue Fox (Ann Little)
15 episodes
Nan of the North (Ann Little)
15 episodes
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
A Sailor Made Man
Never Weaken
FEATURES
The Sin of Martha Queed (Mayflower-Mary Thurman)
Nov. 20 — Anne of Little Smoky (Playgoers)
Nov. 13— Father Tom (Playgoers)
Oct. 23 — Tropical Love (Playgoers)
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Too Much Married (Mary Anderson)
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
Ghost City (Helen Holmes)

.
5
5
5
5
5
5

AYWON FILM CORPORATION
The Master of Beasts
The Better Man (Snowy Baker)
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams)
Fidelity (Special Cast)
Lure of the Orient (Jack Conway)
C. B. C. FILM SALE CORP.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
(Two Reel* Twice a Month)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(One Reel Twice a Month)
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
(One Two-Reeler Every Two Weeks)
EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS,
Feb. — The Greater Duty
t
gh
Ni
ian.
s
he
tec.—— Any
As

4
3

5
5
5
6

INC.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
SHORT SUBJECTS
Nov. 6— The White Mouse (Selig-Rork drama)
Dec. — Fresh From the Farm (Christie-Bobby
Vernon)
Nov. 13 — Saving Sister Susie (Christie comedy)....
Nov. 13 — A Rural Cinderella (Punch comedy)
Oct. 30 — A Nick-of-Time Hero (Campbell comedy)..
Nov. 6 — Seeing Greenwich Village (Sketchograf) . .
Nov. 20 — Old and New England (Bruce scenic)....
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
MERMAID COMEDIES
PUNCH COMEDIES
TORCHY COMEDIES
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
CHESTER COMEDIES
VANITY COMEDIES
GAYETY COMEDIES
SKETCHOGRAFS
BRUCE SCENICS
CHESTER OUTINGS
CHESTER SCREENICS
CINAL FILMS — SLOW SPEED
KINOGRAMS
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Relenting Arrangements to be Announced Later)
an., 1922— His Nibs (Charles (Chic) Sale)
] an., 1922 — jangle Adventures (Martin Johnson).
IXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO.,
INC.
The Jungle Goddess — Selig serial 15 episodes.
Starring Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke.

2
2
2
2
2
1
1

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT
(January Releases)
Just
the Corner
KentAround
Free (Wallace
Reid)
The Romance Booster (Will Rogers, Lila Lee)
Fool's Paradise (Cecil De Mill
The Lane That Had No Turning (Agnes e)
Ayres)
Love's
(Ann Forr
est))
The LawBoomeran
and theg Woman
(Betty Compson
Three
Live Releases)
Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.)
(December
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
Miss Lulu Bett (Win. de Mille)
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
White Oak (William S. Hart)
The Last Payment (Pola Negri)
Don't Tell Everything (Special Cast)
Exit the Vamp (Ethel Clayton)
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan)
(November Releases)
The Call of the North (Jack Holt)
The Sheik (Geo. Melford Prod.)
The Bonnie Briar Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.)
Ladies Must Live (Betty Compson)
Enchantment (Marion Davies)
7
PARAMOUNT
BURTON
HOLMES'
TRAVEL
PICTURES
Nov. 27— Santa Fe — The City Different
Nov. 20 — Rural Java

1
1

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
Penrod (Wesley Barry)
The Lotus Eater
Slippery McGee
The Half Breed
All For a Woman (Special Cast)
The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart)
Wife Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.)
Tol'ble
David (Richard Barthelmess)
Alf's Button
(Special Cast)
Her Social Value (Katherine MacDonald)
Greater Than Love (Special Cast)
The Infidel (Catherine MacDonald)
The Sea Lion (Hobart Bos worth)
Hail the Woman (Ince)
Love Never Dies (Victor)
The Silent Call (H. O. Davis)
Molly O (Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand)
The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge)
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Pale Face
2
The Boat
2
The Blacksmith
2
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Footfalls
Shame (Special Cast)
Thunderclap (Special Cast)
Over the Hill (Special Cast)
A Connecticut Yankee (Special Cast)
The Last Trail (Special Cast)
Queen of Sheba (Special Cast)
FEATURES
Trailin' (Tom Mix)
Perjury (William Farnum)
The Devil Within (Dustin Parnum)
The Primal Law (Dustin Farnum)
The Rough Diamond (Tom Mix)
Desert Blossoms (William Russell)
Jackie (Shirley Mason)
Queenie (Shirley Mason)
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
The Last Trail
The Jolt (Walker-Murphy)
SERIALS
Fantomas (20 episodes) . . . '.
COMEDIES
The Happy Pest (Sunshine)
Love and War (Sunshine)
A Perfect Villain (Sunshine). *
One Moment Please (Sunshine)
The Chauffeuf (Clyde Cook)
The Toreador (Clyde Cook)
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Dec. 25 — Bony Parts
Dec. 18 — Getting Ahead
Dec. 11 — The Stolen Snooze
Dec. 4 — Fast Freight
FOX NEWS
(Tu-ice a week)
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
SEASON 1921-1922
SECOND GROUP OF GOLDWYN PICTURES
The Sin Flood
Oct. — Pardon My French
Oct.
— The Grim Comedian (Lloyd)
Oct. — A Poor Relation (Will Roger*)
Oct.— Be My Wife (Max Linder)

Picture

X ew i

L1STEL

Oct.— The Night Rose
Oct. — Poverty of Riches (Barker)
Oct. — The Man from Lost River (Lloyd) .
GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
ATheBride's
Confession
(Rita Jolivet) .
Fountain
of Youth
HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
Feb. 12,
1922 — Hope
(Triart Pictures Corp.)
Pr
od
Feb. 5,
1922 — The
Grey .)
Dawn (Benj. B. Hampu
Pr
od
.)
Jan. 22, 1922— Heart's Haven (Benj. B. Hampu
rp
Jan. 15,Co
1922— The
Young.)
Painter (Triart Pictwi
Jan. 8,Pro
1922— French Heels (Hol-tre Pictures, Inc.)..
duc
Dec. 25 — Cameron
of thetio
Royal ns)
Mounted (Winnipt
Dec. 11— The Bashful Suitor (Triart Picture* Corp.).
Dec. 11— Fifty Candles (Irvin V. Willatt Prod.)
KIPLING ENTERPRISES
The Lone Hand
The Midnight Riders
Outlawed
The Battling Kid
KREMER FILM FEATURES,
(Released on States Right Basis)
The Stampede (Texas Guinan)
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan)
BERT LUB IN- WESTERN
Lady Luck (Allene Ray)
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray) .

VI cr

P. CORP

METRO PICTURES CORP.
Mar. 20 — Stay Home (Gareth Hughes)
Ill
Mar. 13 — The Prisoner of Zenda (Special Cast)...X
Mar.
6
—
Glass
Houses
(Viola
Dana)
.XI
Feb. 20 — The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell) X! '
Feb. 6— The Golden Gift (Alice Lake)
.X.
Jan., 1922 — Little Eva Ascenda (S.-L.— Qaretfc Hags**
Jan. 8, 1922 — The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana;... ■
Dec. 12— The Hole in the Wall (Alice Lake)
1
Dec. 5 — Turn to the Right (Special Cast)
i
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Special Cast)
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
The Lotus Blossom
The Four Seasons (Urban)
KINETO REVIEW
(One Reel Issued Weekly)
SERIALS
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
Double Stakes (Gladys Brockwell)
J
The Able Minded Lady (Henry B. Walthall) J
The Call From the Wild (Frankie Lee)
I
The Fatal 30 (Special Cast)
I
Theeach)
Impossible Boy (Special Cast)
I
FOLLY COMEDIES
(Starring Geo. Ovey and Vernon Dent — One real

2
J
2
2

PATHE EXCHANGES
FEATURES
Dec 18 — The Power Within
I
SERIALS
White Eagle
(Fifteen
— Starring Ruth Roland)
The
YellowEpisodes
Arm
(Fifteen
— StarringCourtot)
Warmer Olmnd, Juanttt
Hansen Episodes
and Marguerite
The Sky Ranger
Caprice)Episodes — Starring Oeo. B. Seitz and Jum*
(Fifteen
son)
Hurricane
Hutch
(Fifteen Episode Serial — Starring Charles Eutchk*

SHORT SUBJECTS
Jan. 158 —— The
The Canadian
Dog and Lynx
the Flea
Jan.
(Bill(Aesop's
and Bob Fables)....
series)...
Jan. 8 — The Dog and the Mosquito (Aesop's Fables)..
Jan. 1 — The Cat and the Mice (Aesop's Fables)..... I
Dec.
Wayward
(Aesop's
Roping25—theTheBlack
PantherDog(Major
AllenFables)
Scenic)
Cupid, Registered Guide (Holman Day Prod.)
Dangerous Dollars (Holman Day Prod.)
j
Dec. 18— The Wolf and the Kid (Aeaop'a Fables)
Dec. 11 — The Conceited Monkey (Aesop's Fable*)....
Dec.
Fly andthe theWeasel
Ant* Bill
(Aesop'*
Fable*)
Dec. 11«—— The
Trapping
and Bob
»erie»)...
Nov. 13 — The Heart of Doreon (Tom Santaehi drama*)

December

17,

1o 2 1

"JACKIE"
(Fox)

Light Story Suitable for Star
is certainly
THE director who books the Shirley Mason pictures
They must
aware by this time what to expect from her
realize that not being an emotional actress that her forte is
light comedy based upon youthful sentiment and romance
of pathos and heart interest.
tinged with appealing moments
"Jackie" is cut from the same pattern as some previous studies
(which featured the star. There is a place for the Shirley Mason
be anything extraordinary in
pretend
since , they
r mayto attend
them feeling that no
spectato
the don't
plot and forincident
JI pictures
why and wherefore
the
s
discover
to
resource
his
upon
placed
is
jtax
of each scene.
" Jackie " may rightly be called an effective little study of a girl
\ who awakens sympathy through being buffeted about in a man-made
I world. She is again the little orphan equipped with ambitions to be
an artist. It is a story of love and sentiment, disillusionment and
I]newfound happiness. The intimate touches provided by the director
I help a great deal in making it appealing. He has capitalized the
star's talent for dancing. And her ability in this direction is going
; to surprise a lot of people. Here she is a Russian dancer connected
U with a cheap road troupe. Unwilling to accept the advances of a
lustful theatrical manager she runs away. But before she is brought
1 up sharp with realities, a wealthy young American, whose acquainl|tances she has made previously, intercedes and rescues her in a
I thoroughly Prince Charming fashion.
There is not much to the plot but the average audience will be
unmindful of its obviousness, so responsive will they be toward the
D charm and appeal of the heroine. The director has emphasized the
U theatrical manager too harshly. He is too conventional. Otherwise
I' the characters seem real. The little heroine succeeds through the
I aid offered by the hero. Her ambitions are realized. Miss Mason
I possesses enough selfish personality to put such a story over. No
:. one can play the waif who smiles in the face of adversity quite as
appealingly as the star. It is a good little bet — this picture. It contains enough sure-fire qualities to make it effective with everyone
blessed with a little sentiment — a virtue which everyone possesses
; to some degree. The romance keeps pace with the other elements
I of the story. Length, 5 reels.. Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
I Jackie
Shirley Mason
J Mervyn Carter
William Scott
\i Bill Bowman
Harry Carter
I Benny
George Stone
Winter
John Cook
I Millie
Elsie Bambrick
By Countess Barcynska.
Scenario by Dorothy Yost
Directed by Jack Ford.
Photographed by George Schneiderman.
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"THE

GOLDEN
GIFT"
(Metro)

Mother Love Theme

Serves for Program Offering

so manifest in this picture, " The
the iscoincidence
ASIDE
quite certain to be accepted because of its
GoldenfromGift,"
mother love theme and the fact that it contains a good romance, plenty of. spark and spirit, and enough incident to
please most anyone not searching for improbabilities. A mother love
story never fails to get over, the sentiment and pathos identified with
it, assuring the idea of favorable response. Will the feature make
money for the exhibitor? We are inclined to think it will if he
stresses the fact that it contains a sure-fire theme. The author and
director have emphasized the heart interest and touched a vein of
pathos, but some scenes heavy with coincidence do not always make
the plot convincing.
The heroine has been victimized into matrimony by a bigamist.
Her husband leaves her which forces her to eke out a living as a
dancer in a mining camp saloon. She learns that the father of her
child is in a neighboring town, and going there, is surprised to see
him killed for playing his romantic game. She leaves the baby in the
care of the good padre and goes to cultivate her voice in Italy. Some
years later she triumphs in New York as a gifted artiste. One of those
who worships at her shrine is the brother of the girl who became
entangled in the matrimonial scheme of her husband. This is a
noticeable hole in the dramatic cloth, for being a guest at the house,
nothing is said of the unpleasant experience. The child has been
adopted by this very hero. This is the coincidence which never quite
rings true.
The intermediate scenes are filled with romance and incident of a
light nature. The denouement brings a reunion of mother and child.
And the woman realizes that her art comes second to that of motherhood. The discrepancy in the story concerning the three characters
assembled together with no discourse relevant to past, incident does
not mar the picture. Indeed it carries sufficient high lights in the
shape of well arranged sequences, acting and atmosphere to succeed.
Alice Lake gives a uniformly good performance in the leading role.
John Bowers does not have much to do as the hero, but he manages
to take care of his portrayal with plenty of romantic fervor. — Length,
5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Nita Gordon
Alice Lake
James Llewellyn
John Bowers
Edith Llewellyn
Harriet Hammond
Leonati
Josef Swickard
Rosana
Bridgetta Clark
Malcolm Thorne
Louis Dumar
Stephen Brand
Geoffrey Webb
Joy Llewellyn
Camilla Clark
By
June
Mathis.
Scenario by Florence Hein.
Directed by Maxwell Karger.
Photographed by John Boyle.

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
theatre
A typical Shirley Mason picture will be presented at the
next
writtenIt bypermits
Countess
Dorothy
Yost and directed inby" Jackie,"
Jack Ford.
the Barcynska,
dainty Foxadapted
star tobyshow
her
talents as a disciple of Terpsichore. Miss Mason reveals that she is a gifted
dancer in this story of love and sentiment, disillusionment and newfound happiness.
It is a story which offers considerable appeal through a sympathetic characterization
and the intimate touches provided by the director — which gives the star ample
opportunity to flash her youth, beauty and talent.
She plays the part of a Russian dancer who is connected with a cheap show
troupe. Unwilling to stand the abuse of the manager she escapes to London. In
the English city she encounters an old acquaintance. This young man befriends
her and it is his object to punish the theatrical manager when the latter appears on
the scene. The picture is well staged and acted with a deal of authority.

PRESS NOTICE— STORY
When a woman is blessed with motherhood, that may be said to be the golden
gift. Such is the theme of the Metro attraction which comes to the
theatre next
starring Alice Lake. In this vital story by June Mathis
the personable star is afforded a role which enables her to show her talent at its
highest expression. She has the role of Nita Gordon, a young woman who gives
herself up to matrimony and motherhood and then realizes that her husband is a
bigamist. Her trials are so many and so overwhelming that she unwillingly leaves
her baby in the care of a good padre to take up an artistic career. In time she
becomes famous. Then through an extraordinary chain of events she is united
to her child. She suffers, but through her suffering she finds happiness and true
love. Miss
Lake'sKarger
cast directed.
includes John Bowers, Josef Swickard and Harriet Hammond. Maxwell

PROGRAM READER
Shirley Mason, the dainty, piquant Fox star is coming to the
theatre
next
" Jackie,"
a picture aswhich
entitlesTheher role
to stardom
for
no other
reason than itinshows
her versatility
a dancer.
which theif
star assumes is that of a ballet dancer and when Miss Mason gets up on her toes
and pirouettes about — well you will have to admit that she might have missed her
calling.
She is talented
withwhoPavlowa.
and seethrough
" Jackie."
It is a human
interest enough
story ofto a begirl
learned So
howcome
to smile
the
shadows. She had a friend who come to the rescue and the romance is bright
and wholesome. Remember next
.

PROGRAM READER
An appealing story of the divine love of motherhood — the pangs of separation
which a woman feels when deprived of her child — this is " The Golden Gift,"
which brings Alice Lake to the
theatre next
and
This is an appealing story which carries considerable dramatic
strength but which at the same time is made interesting through a vivid characterization, perfect atmosphere and a romance which contains a full share of sentiment.
Miss Lake is said to be ideal for the role interpreted here and her support includes
the dependable John Bowers and others of equal ability. June Mathis, who
adapted " The Four Horsemen," is responsible for the story.

SUGGESTIONS
Here is Shirley Mason as a ballet dancer. So emphasize that this star shows a
further talent. There seems to be no end to her accomplishments. Play up the
fact that she is an accomplished dancer. Use stills of her. Tell that the story is
one which features the heart interest element — that it is the story of a stage girl
who was buffeted about by evil influences but always managed to smile and make
the best of it. For a prologue — what would be more fitting than to feature some
toe or ballet dancer — dancing to Chopin, Chaminade or Schubert? Billit as a
delightful little story of romance and sentiment, shadows and sunshine.
CATCH LINES
Did you know that Shirley Mason is an accomplished toe dancer? Come and see
this piquant star in " Jackie."

SUGGESTIONS
If you have been putting over the Alice Lake pictures there is no reason why
you should not get them in for this latest picture. It is a human little story which
contains a wealth of heart interest, a pleasant vein of romance, and dramatic
incident, characterization and considerable plot material. You can start a comGolden Gift. Mention should
paign for throwaways asking your crowd what is the
be made of the fact that John Bowers supports the star. He is a favorite with
the adaptor of " The Four HorseMathis,number
June vocal
that Any
themstory.
patrons.
femininemen," is the
author Tell
of the
would fit for a prologue.
CATCH LINES
. t
Be sure and see " The Golden Gift " — a picture of the greatest love in the
world. See Alice Lake in a memorable portrayal. Supported by John Bowers.

She danced her way into romance and happiness. See Shirley Mason in "Jackie."
See the piquant star, Shirley Mason, in a delightful story of romance and
sentiment.

Gift? Is it wealth, health, love or happiness? See Alice
Goldenpicture.
Whatin is
herthenewest
Lake
What is the greatest love? Is it the Golden Gift of motherhood?

Motion
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COMING
RELEASES
(Continued from page 3260)
COMEDIES
Jan. 15 — Loose Change (Parrott)
Jan. 15 — The Bashful Lover (Ernest Truex)
Jan. 8 — Lose No Time (Snub Pollard)
Jan. 1 — Beauty Contest (Harris-Dixon)
Jan. 1 — Try-Try Again (Parrott)
Dec. 25— The Corner Pocket (Snub Pollard)
Stick Around (Ernest Truex)
Little, But Oh My (Ernest Truex)
Dec. 18 Lloyd
— Shake Reissues
Em Up (Snub Pollard)
Harold
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
Saturdays— Pa the News
PHOTOPLAY SERIALS CORP.
TheBen Mysterious
15 episode serial starring
Wilson and Pearl
Neva— Gerber
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came.
Diane of Star Hollow
The Right Way
The Soul of Man
Squire PKmn
Welcome to Our City
Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the Law
The Man Who Paid
Irving Camming! Series
Cissy Fitzgerald Series
REALART PICTURES CORP.
Homespun Vamp, A (May McAvoy)
First Love (Constance Binney)
The Love Charm (Wanda Hawley)
Morals (May McAvoy)
Dec. — A Virginia Courtship (May McAvoy)
Nov. — Her ace Value (Wanda Hawley)
Nov. — Hush Money (Alice Brady)

1
2
1
2
1
1
2
2

AL JENNINGS SERIES
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
FRITZI RIDGWAY SERIES
CAPITOL FILM COMPANY
NEAL HART SERIES
LESTER CUNEO SERIES
Lone Hand Wilson
S
Ranger and the Law
5
Witches' Lure
5
SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
Jan.Hammerstein)
30 — Why Announce Your Marriage? (Elaine
Jan. 10 — The Shadows of the Sea (Conway Tearle) . .
The Way of a Maid (Elaine Hammerstein)
Chivalrous
Charley (Eugene O'Brien)
Dec.
15 — Conceit
REVIVALS
Good Night Paul (Constance Talmadge)
De Luxe Annie (Norma Talmadge)
SELECT PRODUCTIONS
SHORT SUBJECTS
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
REPUBLIC FEATURES
SERIALS
The Whirlwind

6
6
8
7
5
5
5
6 TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
5
5 Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)
2 UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
2
Nov. — The Iron Trail (Rex Beach Prod.)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Jan. 2 — Shattered Dreams (Miss du Pont)
5
Dec. 26 — The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
5
19— Playing
Fire Prevost)
(Gladys Walton) 55
ADec.Parisian
Scandalwith
(Marie
Dec. 12 — Cheated Hearts
5
SERIALS
R-C PICTURES CORP.
The Secret Four
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
(Eighteen
Episodes — Starring Eddie Polo)
Terror
Trail
Dec. 25 — Eden and Return (Doris May)
Dec. 11 — At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
(Eighteen
Episodes
— Featuring Eileen Sedgwick)
Do or Die
Dec. 4— Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone)
Nov. 27 — Silent Years (Oasnier)
(Eighteen
Episode*
— Starring Eddie Pile)
Winners of the West
Nev. 20 — Possession (Special)
(Eighteen Epissees — Starring Art Accord)
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Shadows of Conscience (Russell Simpson)
7 Jan. 1, 1922 — Foolish Wives (Stroheim)
FRANK BRAIDWOOD SERIES
COMEDIES
Shipwrecked Among the Animals (Century) 2
The
Frame
Up
2
Westward
(Star)
1
The Sheriff of Campo
2 Oh Nursie Whoa!
(Star)
1
The Wettm Thoroughbred
2 Chums (Century)
2
Arizona Ranger
2
1
Wolves of the Camp
2 Fur Coats and Pants (Star)
The Cattle Rustlers
2 The Dumb-bell (Century)
2

Picture

New

A Monkey Bell-Hop (Jewel)
P. D. Q. (Lee Moran) (Jewel)
Robinson's
Trousseau
Get Rich Quick
Peggy (Jewel)
(Century)
UNIVERSAL WESTERNS
Deputy's
Double-Cross
(La Plante-Shumway) .
ATheBattle
of Wits
(Eileen Sedgwick)
Ned of the News (Percy Pembroke)
A Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
Old Dynamite
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays— International News
Fridays — International News
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal;
VITAGRAPH
FEATURES

i

EXCHANGES

A Guilty Conscience (Antonio Moreno)....
The Prodigal Judge (Jean Paige)
Flower of the North (Henry B. Walthall) .
No Defense (William Duncan)
Lucky Carson (Earle Williams)
The Single Track (Corinne Griffith)
The Rainbow (Alice Calhoun)
COMEDIES
The Sawmill (Larry Semon)
The Messenger (Jimmy Aubrey)
SERIALS
Breaking Through
(Starring Oarmel Myeri and Wallace MacDenald)
Fighting Fate
,
(Fifteen
Episode* — Starring William Duncan am
Edith Johnson)
WARNER BROS.
Her Daughter-in-Law (Vera Gordon) .
Ashamed of Parents (Special Cast)..
School Days (Wesley Barry
SERIALS
Miracles of the Jungle.

. 15 episodes

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
(One released every month)
WLD GUNNING, INC.
Nov. — The Old Oaken Bucket. .
Nov.— What Do Men Want
Nov. — Our Mutual Friend
POST NATURE SERIES
(One Every Ttcs Weeks)
WESTERN FEATURE PROD., INC.
A Western Demon (Wm. Fairbanks)
Hell's Border (Wm. Fairbanks)
Fighting Hearts (Wm. Fairbanks)

Featwe
Star
DUtrlb
Pvthe Review No. 120
Pathe
1 reel. .Sept. 10
Prgs and
Kava
(Educational) Educational
1 reel.
Play
Ball
(Sketchographs)
Educational
1 reel .... Aug. 13
SHORT
SUBJECTS
Policeman and the Baby, The (Drama) Educational
2
reals
Polo (Educational)
Educational
1 reel
(Continued from page 3258)
Purple Riders, The (Serial), Joe Ryan
Vitagraph
15
episodes. May 7
Pyrenees and Wooden Legs (Educational) . . . Educational
1 reel
Quaint Holland (Scenic)
Educational
1
reel.
.. .Aug. 20
Ride on a Runaway Train (Novelty) Educational
1 reel. .. .June 18
Feature
Mar
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Roaring
Waters
(West.
Drama),
Geo.
Larkin.
Universal
2
reels.
. .Sept. 27
In the Bonnie Brier Country (Scenic) Educational
1 reel Aug. 6
Rural Java (Scenic)
Paramount
J reel
Japan (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. .. .July 2
Santa
Fe
—
The
City
Different
(Scenic)
Paramount
1
real
Japanese Judo (Educational)
Educational
1 reel
Science at Home (Kineto Review)
Ex
1 reel Sept 18
Juggernaats of the Jungle (Educational) Educational
1 reel
Secret of Butte Ridge, The (W. Dr.), T. Sanchi. National
Pathe
2 reels
King of the Circus (Serial), Eddie Polo Universal
18 episodes
Seven
League
Booters
(Scenic)
Educational
1 reel
Land of Chu Chin Chow (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel Aug. 20
Seville in Fair Time (Scenic)
Paramount
J
real
Last Hops, The (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. .. .Sept. 3
Sheriff of Mojave, The (Wes. Dr.), T. Sanchi. Pathe
2
reels. . .June 3
Let's See the Animals (Educational) Kineto Review .... 1 reel May 21
Skipping
the
Pen
(Cartoon)
Affiliated
Distr.
...
1
reel.
. . .July 9
Life History of Frogs and Toads (Educ.) ... Kineto Review 1 reel June 11
Spirit Wrestlers (Scenic)
Kineto Review .... 1 reel. ... Aug. 6
Liquid Gold (Educational)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Stratford
on
Avon
(Scenic)
Hepworth
Lochinvar of the Line (Drama), Edgar Jones. Pathe
2 reels
Strolling Minstrels (Scenic)
Educational
11 reel.
reel.. .June
Oct. 2529
Long Live the King (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon). Fox
1 reel
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel ... .June 11
' Swat the Fly (Educational)
Lorraine of the Timberlands (West. Dr.),
Sweet Heart (Western Drama), Billy West.. Joan Film
218 reels
... ....
Tom Sanchi
Pathe
2 reels. .. Oct. 8
Terror Trail (Serial), Eileen Sedgwick Universal
episodes
1 reel
Educational
Lost a Yodel (Educational)
Texas
the Mounted (Drama)
Texas Guinan 2 reela
Major Jack Allen Wild Animal Pict. (Adven.) Pathe
1 reel
... . Thrills of(Sport
Topic)
Review 1 reel
1 reel Aug. 20
Mountain Lion (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
Too Much Overhead (Educational) Kineto
Educational
1 reel
24
.Sept.
..
reel.
1
Tooth
Carpenter
(Cartoon)
.
Ex
Urban-Nat'nal
)
(Educational
40
No.
Chat
Movie
T.
Sarg
Almanac. 22 reels.
reels. .. .Aug.
.July 227
25
eachjune
ree
1
Movie Chat Nos. 49 and 56 (Scenic) Urban
Tricked
(West.
Drama),
Irving
Cummings..
1 reel July 16
Movie Chat No. 52 (Educational) Urban
Trip
of
U.
S.
S.
Idaho
(Scenic)
Kineto
Review
1
reel
17
1 reel Sept.
National Ex
Movie Chats, Ninth Series
Turkish Bath (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Fox
1 reel
1 reel Aug. 20
Educational
Music in the Air (Scenic)
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes (Scenic)... Educational
1 reel
2 ree s. . .Sept. 10 Vegetarians
Pathe
(W. Dr.), Mary Astor. Kineto
My Lady of the Pines The
(Educational)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Review 1 reel May 28
(Scenic)
Naturalist's Paradise,
Venice
(Scenic)
Kineto
Review.
...
1
reel. .. .June 25
2 reels. . .Oct. 8
Ne'er to Return Road (Dr.), Wallace Berrey . Educational
Village Life in Switzerland (Scenic) Kineto Review 1 reel
1 reel. ... Sept. 24
Pathe
Animal) Educatio
(Wild (Educational)
Wanderlust
(Scenic)
the inLeopard
Netting
Educational
1
reel
nal
Old Bottles
New Wine
Educational
1 reel
Wanted, an Elevator
1 reel . ..Oct. 1
Paramount
Nice and Cannes (Scenic)
Was Darwin Right? (Educational) Kineto Review 1 reel
1 reel
Educational
No More Gasoline (Scenic)
Water
Babies
(Educational)
Review 1 real
....... ... White Mouse, The (Drama) Lewis Stone Kineto
Educational V*2 reel*.
(Drama)
Northern Trail,ButThea Wife
Educational
.2 reels Nor. 5
reel. . .Aug. 27
(Cartoon) Fox
Not Wedded
Wild
Men
of
Borneo
(Adventure)
State
Rights
reel
1
l
Educationa
Old and Mew England (Scenic),
Wings
of
the
Border
(Western
Drama)
Pathe
2 reels...
Educational ..••.•••1 reel. .......... . Winners of the West (Serial), Art Accord... Universal
Ola Moose Trails (Scenic)
18 episodes Oct 1
Official Gov. Pict.2 ree s. . .July 1620
Nary)
Our Navy in Action (U. S. and
Woolly
Bits
and
Monkey
Hits
(Educational)
.
Educational
1
reel .... June
1 reel. .. .Aug.
Jeff Cartoon) Fox
Painters* Frolic, The (Mutt
June 218 ,
Yellow Arm, The (Serial), Joenlta Hanaea . . Pathe
Kineto Review 1 reel
Panama (Scenic)
THE WILLIAMS PBrHTUfO OOlfPAWT. WWW TO»K
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Arthur

S. Kane

presents

Charles Ray in "P. S. V. P."
A Rob Wagner story which
Fits Ray
Charles
Able

like a dress glove.
Ray directed with the

assistance

of Albert

Ray.

George Rizard was assisted by
Ellsworth H. Rumer at cameras.
Charles Van

Deroef, Harry Decker,

Robert Bennett and Edward
And

a delightful group of players

Rendered
We

Withers,

admirable

recommend

Charles Ray
in
R. S. V. P.

support.

that you book

"R. S. V. P." NOW
through nearest
First National Exchange.
Screen —
Insured with Rothacker Prints.

by

There
Come

are
and

reasonssee them.

Founded 1910
Watterson K. Rothacker
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24,
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IT

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

—And
Anyone
Can Prove
It!
The exhibitor (paid-in-advance) circulation of Motion
Picture News is greater by several thousand subscriptions than that of any other trade paper in this field.
The owners and managers of over 13,000 theatres
take the publication on its merit alone.
That's why Motion Picture News, to date, this year exceeds
all other trade papers in paid advertising pages carried.
It leads
Moving Picture World by 563%
Exhibitors Herald by 911J4
Exhibitors Trade Review by 1129^
The

OL.

XXV

No. 1
Los Angeles

News

Covers

the

Field

Entered as Second Class Matter, October 13, 1913, at the Post Office at Sen York, V. l
under the Act of March 3, 18T9
Published Weekly — $2.00 a year
—

7'20 Seventh Avenue,

New

York

—

LARRY.

THE

SEMON

SAWMILL

This new Larry Semon Comedy is like other Larrv Semon Comedies in just
two particulars:
1. It was written and directed by Larry Semon.
2. It has hilarious comedy, thrills and production class.
In all other respects it is different.
It was filmed in the inaccessible Lake Hume region
of California. Larry has a new leading woman. He
introduces a new type of comedy role — he appears as a
lumberjack. The lumberjack has been seen on stage
and screen in dramatic action. But never before in a
comedy.
\
Audiences are waiting for this
I TV
comedy, for they have read about
it in the newspapers. Thousands
of front pages announced, several
weeks ago, that Larry Semon and
his company

stopped work on their

new comedy, " The Sawmill," to
assist in fighting the biggest forest
fire in California for twenty vears.

Now Helping to Lengthen the
Line Before the Box-Office:
LARRY

SEMON

BELL

in "THE

HOP"

Adolph

Xukor

Slsie

^Presents

Jerguson

^Wallace

7{eid

-^Forever"
Hjeor&e
Fitzmaurice
OpRODUCTION
"Based

on the novel

*Veter
ibbetsorv
by George Du TYlaurier
and the play oif John Mathan Raphael
Photoplay

Ct

bij Ouida

(paramount

'Bergere

Qicture

Adolph Xukor
Slsie

'Presents

Jerguson

^Wallace

7{ezd

^Forever"
OpRODUCTION
^George
Fitzmaurice
Hased on the novel
*Peter
iWetsort
by George Du Yflaurier
and the plaif by John Hathan Raphael
Photoplay bif Ouida T5ergere

llar show.
a two-do
"JP OREV
For ER"
eight isweeks
it played
to capacity at the Criterion on Broadway,
with all seats reserved, at two-dollar top.
Its fame has already spread to every
corner of the United States. Every man
and woman in the country is looking
forward to the time when he can see
this production which marks the ultimate
in beauty and thrill and heart interest.
The critics have unanimously said that
it is Mr. Fitzmaurice's best production,
and the best work ever done by Miss
Ferguson and Mr. Reid.
The exhibitors who show it will not
only break records; they will build prestige and patronage.
(X (paramount

Elsie
Ferguson

Qidure

FOREVER"
is one of those pictures which break records
for exhibitors, make audiences happy, and make the public in
general think better of the screen.
But, great as it is, it is only one of the many
Pictures

which,

week

build business
Look

and

after week,

year after year, continue

to

create prestige.

at this list of pictures.

No

other company

can deliver such a reliable, uniform
ductions.
These

great Paramount

are just current

It isn't the occasional
supply.

in the world

supply of really great pro-

releases — not once-in-a-while

specials.

great picture that counts; it is the steady

And only Paramount can give you
that steady, dependable supply !
.
.
.
. CECIL
"The Affairs of Anatol"

B. DEMILLE'S

'THE SHEIK"
with Agnes Ayres and Rudolph
Valentino. A George Melford
Production
WALLACE REID, GLORIA SWANSON and ELLIOTT
DEXTER in
"Don't Tell Everything"
"GET -RICH -QUICK WALLINGFORD"
Created by Cosmopolitan Productions
ELSIE FERGUSON
in "Footlights"
.
.
.
. BETTY COMPSON
in "The Little Minister"
a Penrhyn Stanlaws Production
.
.
. CECIL
'Saturday Night"
.
.GEORGE
'Three Live Ghosts"

B. DEMILLE'S

FITZMAURICE'S

.
. Lulu
. Bett"
. WILLIAM
"Miss
with Lois DEMILLE'S
Wilson, Milton Sills, Theodore
Roberts and Helen Ferguson
. . . .
GLORIA
in "The Great Moment"
.
.
.
. CECIL
"Fool's Paradise"

SWANSON

B. DEMILLE'S

.
.
.
. "BOOMERANG BILL"
with Lionel Barrymore.
Created by Cosmopolitan Productions
BETTY COMPSON
in "The Law and the Woman"
.
.
.
. THOMAS MEIGHAN
in "If You Believe It, It's So!"
"BACK PAY"
by Fannie Hurst
Created by Cosmopolitan Productions
WILLIAM S. HART
"White Oak"
Ain William
S. Hart Production
"MORAN OF THE LADY
with Dorothy Dalton
A George Melford Production

The exhibitor has only one choice —
a few

good

pictures

(paramount

a year — or

Q>ictures

LETTY"

Don't
a

Judge

Picture

Its

by

Length

Many

of the greatest showmen among motion picture

exhibitors

are

today

enter-

taining audiences everywhere with programs made
up exclusively

of short

sub-

ject features.
With

diversified

programs

— well-balanced
Invariably

these

programs.
short

sub-

ject programs list several
Educational Pictures, because— Educational Pictures
are the

recognized

by which quality
jects are judged.
Look

in theatre

posters

and

Educational
When

you

It's

standard

short

sub-

entrances

cards

showing

pictures

for
the

trade-mark.

see it — go in!

the

Sign

of

a

Well-Balanced
Program
Educational Film Exchanges,
E. W. Hammons. President
Executive Offices — New York

Inc.

"THE SPICE OI; THE PROGRAM "
This message will be read by over 9,000,000 persons in the Dec. 24th issue of "The Saturday Evening Post"

Cffie

Sxhibitofs

Dollar

To

the

so-called "producer"
who employs
the
creator and operates the
Distribution Company

EXHIBITORS are showing exceptional interest in the
method of operation of Wid Gunning, Inc.
I don't blame them.
It's about time the exhibitor began to ask, "Where does
the dollar I pay for film rental go ? How is it divided in
New York ?"
It is a vitally important question — for, as sure as black is
black and white is white, where that dollar is wasted, where it is
diverted from those who rightfully earn it— sincere, constructive
business methods are barred at the threshold of the picture industry, creative, enthusiastic, ambitious production ideals are
KILLED.
That is as eternally true as gospel.

Jtiow

is

Split

It

?

Read it over again and let it sink in deep.
Three months ago I could have answered the exhibitor's
query about his dollar without a second's hesitation.
"Seventy cents of your dollar," 1 could have told Frank
Rembusch, for example, "goes to a lot of swivel chair
warmers in New York who have no harder work to do
than Le-Paging themselves to their titles. About fifteen
cents more goes to actually pay the sales force. The other
fifteen cents goes to the actual creator of the film you are
showing — and this poor individual is probably being pursued day and night by his banker because it is so much
trouble to get money out of a distributor that no producer
can ever stay on the same side of the street with his
banker.
"The producer can't even claim independence and works
with the enthusiasm of a sweatshop laborer being scared
to death he might put into his task a new idea which he
would prefer to save for the day when he will be producing independently."
That is the answer I could have given three months ago.

ExtCLTTVE Offices 1S40 Broadway. New York
Film836 Bldg.,
Su
KansasAnceles
Cm
South 17th
OliveandSt Main, .
Los
Atlanta
■ . , 146 Marietta St
Boston
19 Piedmont St
16 North Fourth St
. Minneapolis
Buffalo
2S7 Franklin St
729=Seventh Aveoue
New Yori Crrr
CtcvzLAJfD
Film Exchange
r «X>X 1235 Vine St
Philadelphia
Chicago ... 804607 South
Wabash Ave.Bldg.
Ftttsbuhch
Avc
Cincinnati , . . Pioneer St and Broadway
l,"'r,v
I
1201
Ujiu.lL/V.
Fhancisco
San
Seattle
......
Ave.
Third
2024
^A.
bunninti
StTurk
284
Dallas
1 B I 2 Commeroe St
rtvuufirV^
Denyeb . . , i . . 1714 Broadway
3617525 Washington
Ave.
...
Sr. Loits
Thirteenth
St,
N.
W.
Washington
Dm* OFT a . . 143 East Elizabeth •<

In sum and substance I could have said — Your dollar does
every thing but encourage the creator of better motion pictures
everything but foster more efficient operation, everything but inspire real showmanship brains.
And you know it !

Giving

Jwrts

To

the

share

the

actual
creator
for

the

making
of Better
Films

to

the

{tons

WHEN
Wid Gunning came East to take over the reins
of his distributing organization I heard something
about his plans to let the workers share the profits
which they created.
I didn't enthuse much — five years as managing editor
of Motion Picture News had made me just about twice as
callous and cynical as the average exhibitor when it came
to policy announcements.
Then 1 heard the message from Wid Gunning personally,
I met the men who compose his organization, 1 journeyed
into the field and saw the men on the firing line
AND 1 MADE A STARTLING DISCOVERY
I found a new division of the exhibitor's hundred cents,
of your dollar
Seventy cents of every dollar you pay Wid Gunning.
Inc., goes back to the man who inspired and made the
picture that flashes on your screen. It is his just reward,
and it is his inspiration to go out and make finer, better,
greater motion pictures — for your screen.
Not a cent goes to a swivel chair warmer
Every penny of the balance goes to the men who create
the exploitation and build showmanship value around the
production, the men who actually do the work of selling
and distributing it.
Every resident manager for the Wid Gunning organization, every salesman who calls at your box-office, has it
within his own power to determine the share of profis that
shall be his.
Every man who talks Wid Gunning to you is a partner
of Wid Gunning. If he can't measure up to that position
in ability and integrity — he doesn't belong with Wid Gunning.
Inc., and he won't be there tomorrow.
Is it any wonder that the leading production brains of the
industry are discussing the future with Wid Gunning today?
Is it any wonder that the most able exploitation effort of
the industry is allying itself with Wid Gunning productions ?
Is it any wonder that the top notch managers and salesmen are seeking an opportunity to become partners with
Wid Gunning?
If all the field knew the dollars and cents which that partnership means the doors wouldn't hold the onslaught.
And is it any wonder that exhibitors, as they finger that
dollar before it starts on its way to New York, are saying
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" My present and future depend on a stable supply of
better motion pictures, at prices based upon efficient distribution. I'm paying my money where I make my money — out
of the picture on the screen and the exploitation with it.
I'm quitting the furniture business — and I neveT did like
swivel
chairs
"
Neither
do anyway
I.
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IN STUART
MADE FROM
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TREMENDOUS
THRILLER
THE NOVEL by CLARENCE B.KELLANtt

HARRY

CAREY
in/

The First Super-^festem,ever
Directed by Robert Thornby

Screened

Mabel
JulienneScott^
Stuart
Holmes
IN THE BIGGEST HEART- PICTURE OF THE YEAR,

It

NO

from Edna Ferber^s famous "FANNY UERSELP
Directed by TOD BROWNING, who made "OutsideThe

WOMAN
UNIVERSAL-JEWEL
PRODUCTIONS
DE LUXE

Law"
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Mary

eCittCe

Pickford
in

jCord
TRANCED

{Jaunt

WODGJDN

DU^NETTT

^famous* ^rtoz^y
fvOTXi
SCENARIO BY BERNARD MCCONVILLE
PNOTOGRAPUY BY CWARLES ROSUER
DIRECTION BY JACK PICKPORD AND
ALrRED E GREEN

r/f supreme picturization
of an aff-sacrifncf motfierfowe — the perfect duafrofe
that charms - — a Boy a/ho
wins the hearty of an

UNITED ARTIJTJ CORPORATION
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SIN

FLOOD

Directed By Frank. Lloyd.
A Goldwyn Picture
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New
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Six
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more
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gems

greatest

MUTUAL

of

the

same

quality

success,

FRIEND

Did you ever read more glowing newspaper and trade reviews? Did you ever see more delighted,
responsive audiences than this picture classic drew on its New York premier? Do you want another
like it that will please and satisfy every class of picture-goers everywhere?
mean business — investigate these new productions :
THE

FLYING

If you do — and you really

DUTCHMAN

In six or nine reels — Captain Maryatt's world-famed story that has been read by millions, played
for years on the dramatic stage and is one of the favorite international grand operas. A mystery
tale of the sea — has tremendous
THE

advertising possibilities.
BOOKS

OF

SATAN

An amazing departure from the usual. A most unique and beautiful production — one that
Roy L. McCardell, newspaper and magazine writer of international repute, who wrote the first and
many of the greatest scenarios ever produced in this country, declares to be "the most perfect and
the most engrossing picture I have ever seen."
THE

HOUSE

OF

FATAL

LOVE

A mystery-love story that grips you tight from start to finish. Hopp Hadley, who edited it, says
"This picture is a model of continuity.

Its photography

and acting are a treat — "

DISARMAMENT
A peace propaganda picture that will have the enthusiastic support of the Red Cross and other
great organizations. Figure for yourself what can be done now with a picture of such extraordinary
timeliness.
TWO

OTHERS,

just received, titles soon to be announced.

All of these pictures are enriched

by that luminous photography, natural acting, fidelity and detail which have soundly established
NORDISK FILMS KOMPAGNI as the supreme producers of all Europe.

CHESTER

BEECROFT

501 Fifth Avenue

New

York

City
VANDERBILT

5599—7416

A mere suggestion of the
dazzling variety of scenes
and situations in this
mammoth production.
. v..

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK
present,

"CONCEIT

Jf '
a titanic drama
which sweeps you
across vast distances,
through cities and
over snow-capped
mountains.

A

hard
Is

nut
the

this

mystery

to

cnacK

concealed

* LEWIS
comedy
presented
J. SELZNICK

by

in

Motion

18

Picture

News

L

R-C

Feb.

(JUEEK

5th

to Feb.

12th

R-C Week will do two things
for you.
1st. It will bring immediate extra profits— real super2nd. It will answer the
profits.
question, What shall I show
my audiences that will increase their good will for

A

^1

my Week
theatre?
R-C
is a special occasion designed to make
known to millions of people the fact that R-C
Pictures are always clean, well staged, well cast productions with novel "natural hit" stories.

Special Exploitation Free
A $1000 cash prize contest Free to your patrons.
Double page advertisements in the 11 leading "fan"
magazines — reaching nearly 9,000,000 movie lovers.
Free posters, slides, heralds and snipes.
Ready for you now are six of the b3st pictures that
will be released in 1922.
All our series of 26 features directed by the R-C
directors and played by R-C stars and R-C casts are
available for you to play in R-C Week.

CAB

CHRISTY
ANNE

LOUIS

J GASHESR.

-^b-llth.

THE CALL OF HOME'
directed by LoUlS J. GaSTXier
"Home," Geo. Agnew Chamberlain's novel dramThe story of
heartedA hit.
man's love
for the oneatized.woman
anda great
his home.
i "whale of a money maker." Full of the thrills
hat come from following the life story of a
Follies" chorus girl.
!

R-C

PICTURES

December
Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald,
417 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, 111.

12, 1921.

:)

Copy of letter sent to Mr. Quigley.
The Contents should interest you.

Dear Mr. Quigley:
I wish that you would
Picture News in future.

refrain from making statements as to the circulation of MOTION

The figures published by you in your issue of December

17th, 1921, are incorrect.

I judge that these figures must have been compiled from reports of subscription salesmen whose figures you were unable to check personally; otherwise they would never have
been used.
For your information the paid-in-advance exhibitor circulation of MOTION PICTURE
News in New York State outside of New York City and Brooklyn, is 414. Of these 198
are two year paid-in-advance subscriptions.
These figures have been checked by the Audit Bureau of Circulations. They can be
conclusively proved by you or any one else.
If you wish the News circulation in any other territory we will be glad to supply it
to you or to any of our advertisers.
Call up or come in any time.
Another

point which may interest you —

The NEWS

obtains its subscribers solely on the merit of the publication.

Our only method

of securing circulation is direct from this office through the mail.

Don't forget that our circulation files are open to you at any time.
Very sincerely

WAJ

President.

:MM

(Now

turn to page 24)
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film

STEREOPTICON

HAS

AMAZED
OF

THE

E. M. Porter and W.

THE

LEADERS

INDUSTRY

E. Waddell,

PORDELL
announce

DOLLAR

inventors

! !

and manufacturers

PROJECTOR

that with the newly

developed

Pordell optical system, combined

an ordinary flashlight battery, it is possible to produce upon
ground aremarkable screen picture ranging in size from
ONE

INCH
Just

TO

Think

NINE

!!

single " frame " views are projected with
an astonishing light and remarkable
definition.

ITS PRACTICAL
MERABLE.

USES

IN
THE
OWN
A
ARE

FEET
A

Instead of lantern slides, film clippings or

EVERY
INDIVIDUAL
INDUSTRY
SHOULD
PORDELL.

INNU-

for

prepaid to
MR
STREET
CITY
STATE

Pordell.

IN

any white

with
back-

WIDTH!!!

Christmas

Suggestion

Why not give your friends a Pordell, which
so
appropriately represents the spirit of the
industry.
Special quotations on dozen lot orders.
By ordering on the coupon, a Pordell will
be on its way to you one hour after receipt
of order.

When Battery is required add 50c. to remittance
PORDELL PROJECTOR, Inc., 317 East 34th St., New York
Enclosed please find _jjec^

of the

Send same

Pordell
Projector
Including 50
Film
Views

Battery 50 cents extra
o

$g.o
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NEWS,
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9,000,
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BY
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OUR

WHICH

OF
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IS

OF

PUBCIRCU-

RECORDS,

WELL-NIGH

TRADE-PAPER

THE

CIRCULATION

IN

FIELD.

It is a simple matter for any advertiser to determine

the circulation

volume

and value of any trade paper.
VOLUME — and
Bureau

soundness

of Circulations.

That

advertisers and advertising
VALUE

meaning

but only need

one),

also — are shown

is the only proof.

by the reports of the Audit
It is accepted

agencies in the United

States.

reader interest (an exhibitor

can

be gauged

by the leading

may

take several papers

by a post card test, by reports from

ex-

changes and salesmen.
THAT,
quotations
becloud

briefly, is all there is to it. Attempts
of circulations

to concentrate

not verified by impartial

and

authoritative

publisher's

reports

to be audited, are available

from MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS,
Moving Picture World
Trade Review.
Ask for them — and get the truth!
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COMPARE

VOLUNTARY,

THE

SOUND
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CULATION OF MOTION

WHY
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OTHER
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CLAIM
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Harold

Lloyd

Spe

AT J

With
Through

Associated

on

Exhibitors

Harold

No

Limitations

Laughter

Lloyd

in

A

Sailor-Made
Distributors

Man

A

HAROLD

LLOYD

SPECIAL

Harold

Llo

in
A

Sailor-

Made

"Lloyd is always good for several brand new stunts
does not disappoint in this one. His comedy is straight,
clean and decent."
,
Wids.
"It is very likely to result in an avalanche of dollars at the box
office and will widen the smile on the face of the wise
exhibitor.
Exhibitors Trade Review.
"All's well in this rollicking comedy. A sure laugh-gelter.
Fresh, novel, mirthful innovations and an honest-to-gocdness
story background.

Certainly a gem."

Motion Picture News.

"The picture is expensively made and looks it. It is
continuous fun, well presented, most amusing and a thorough,
complete and satisfying entertainment."Moving Picture World.

ft

Every

element

that makes

ture BIG is found

Friend."
The drawing
thousands
had

in

"Our

Mutual

power

that

brought

to the Lyric in New

York

never entered a picture theater
fore will do the same in your town.
The

that

a big pic-

all-around

caused

Wid

entertainment
Gunning

who
be-

values

to place

his

personal O. K. on it will send your regulars away boosting as they never boosted
before.
Think
of

of it. Melodrama

thrilling

stories,

praise

of

this picture.
the

Charles

romance

by

Dickens;

humor by the wizard
acterization, Charles Dickens.

Dickens;

the idol of lovers, Charles

Say— that's SURE

"Book

by the genius

of char-

FIRE!

It deserves

highest order."
— Motion Picture News.
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cowpuncher
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in pictures

SERIES

TWENTY-

SIX

Tv?o-Reel Photoplays
Directed by
W.
Produced

A.

S. DOUGLAS

at me W. M. Smifn Studios, Tulsa, Oklahoma
"In the heart of fhe real West"

THE

FIRST

SIX

PICTURES

"THE RUNT"
"PONY BOY"

ARE

"PEP"
"SAND"

Bromberg of Atlanta, Underwood

of Dallas, Coleman

YOUR

ORDERS

Distributed by
McGOVERN

READY

"LET-'ER-GO GALLAGHER"
"RIDE-'EM COWBOY"

have bought on wires

RUSH

NOW

& EGLER

130 West 46th. Street
Telephone Bryant 1335
New York City

of Washington

"It's about

time

the movies

woke

up

and did something like this/' wrote one
prominent New Yorker to us during the
run at the Lyric Theater.
And
"mash"

the
notes

THERE'S
YOU.
And
town.

The

same

mail

brought

to the pretty blonde

star!

GENUINE

FOR

APPEAL

you'll tell the same

fans

eight

story in your

will say, "IT'S

GREAT!"

And you'll see new faces pass through
the lobby every night; warm words of
approval from neighbors who have just
discovered the delights of your theater;
new

patrons who'll come back again because they've had the treat of their lives.
That's

why

picture."
GETS
big IT

We

Wid

Gunning

THEM

says, "It's a

ALL!

guarantee satisfaction."
— New York Tribune.

A Hit." — New

York Telegram.

Exceptionally

good

produc-

tion."— New York Times,
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WRONG!

M
MR.

Read

Mr.

Bowes'

Letter

aim to give you the facts. This

time we slipped up.
* d9»r J.D. .

We said "The Lotus Eater" opened
at the Capitol Theatre, New York,
to 12,547 paid admissions
day.

As

a matter

admissions
were

on

17,547.

the first

of fact the paid|

the first day

We

a. '

*» w«u.

" ■< i.

said the to-

tal receipts for the first day
were

$11,473.

They

were

tually $12,647.21. We
to thank
managing
Capitol,

Mr.

Edward

acwish

Bowes,

director of the
for calling

our

o u,.

it

7011

re

attention to the real facts.
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"The

Lotus
Eater"
e's
Terhun
From Albert Payson
Story in the Cosmopolitan
Personally directed by

Marshall

Neilan

A John Barrymore Production
and a First National Attraction
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SO
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THE

Hepworth

Picture

Play

with

LESLIE
England's
and

HENSON
foremost

Alma

Comedian

Taylor

From

the novel by W. A. Darlington; adapted by Blanch Macintosh;
produced by Cecil M. Hepworth

A

First

The
You

National

Funniest
Ever

Attraction

Comedy

Did

See!

Motion

It'll Send

Thrills

Up

and
Wait

Down
'til they

Their

Picture

N e TV

Spines!

see

WRECK — Ship pounding
DROWNING— Crew
death.

to pieces on the rocks.

battling with the waves against

RESCUE — The powerful Sea Lion swimming
white foamed surf to save a drowning girl.
SHANGHAIED— A woman
on board a ship.

kidnapped

MAROONED — A man, woman
the sea on a lost island.

through

and hidden

and child cast up by

MUTINY — Ship's crew battling with the officers with
belaying pins.
STORM — A vessel lost at sea, driven by waves mountain high.
BECALMED — A ship on a dead sea, the crew dying
of thirst.
MAD — Crazed men fighting for the last cask of water.
Hobart

WHALING

Bosworth

Productions,

—

Sea

spearing whales
ocean.

Inc.

hunters
in mid-

ROMANCE— Girl brought
up on lost island rescued by

presents

ship's mate — and both fall
in love.

HOBART

ADVENTURE— The wonderful happenings aboard

BOSWORTH

the ship of a half-mad
captain, who sails the Seven
Seas from the arctics to the

in

tropics.
"THE
By
Scenario

SEA
Emilie

by Joseph

Directed

LION"

Johnson
Franklin

by Rowland

Photographed

small boat only to find she's
his own daughter.
Poland

V. Lee

by J. O. Taylor

Distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.

Released

On

PATHOS— A captain sending a girl to her death in a

The

Open

CHARACTER— The rough
and rugged men of the
northern seas, tamed by a
beautiful girl.
BEAUTY— All the beauty
of the seas in storm and
calm — a wonder

picture.

Market — Available

To

All

Exhibitors
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That's what
continuing:

" The

Her

the Cincinnati

best in which
peared. Adramatic

Enquirer

Starring

Vehicle

*

says, and

Anita Stewart has ever apstory in which the star rises

to greater dramatic
One

Best

heights than

ever before.

of the chief features is a realistic and highly

thrilling hurricane. "

A

" Miss
work.
Ledger.

HIT

IN

Stewart
Capable

PHILADELPHIA

does a notable

piece of good

cast." — Philadelphia

Public

" Anita Stewart is charming and good to look
at. An interesting story. A blizzard and a tornado furnish real thrills." — Philadelphia
ing Ledger.

Even-

A

" A good plot. Wonderful scenic features."
— Philadelphia North American.
" Full of suspense.
thing. Thrilling."
Bulletin.

—

A

storm

Louis

that is the real

Philadelphia

B. Mayer

presents
ANITA

Evening

STEWART
" Startling scenic effects. Miss
lightful. Little Dicky Headrick
— Philadelphia Record.

Stewart

is de-

in

is splendid."

"Playthings

of

" Miss Stewart gives a realistic and fascinating portrayal. Delightful acting by little Dicky
Headrick. Exquisite
delphia Inquirer,

scenic

By Jane Murfin and Larry Trimble; Directed
Kelly.
by Edwin De
Carewe; Scenario by Anthony Paul
stiny"

effects." — Phila-

A

First National

Attraction

Released on the Open

Market

Motion

Picture

News

A Picture So Novel
They'll hi ever Forget It

PROTECTING

HIS

HOME!

Strongheart, half dog, half wolf, quits civilization for the forests at the mating call, and
turns savagely against man to protect his
mate and their cubs.

H.

O.

"The

DAVIS

Silent

Call"

From "The Cross Pull," a story that thrilled millions
in the Saturday Evening Post, written by Hal G,
Evarts, an internationally famous author.
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are keenly in sympathy with the newly projected Association of producers and distributors, particularly with its object of affiliating
with the organized exhibitor so that on all outside
matters the industry, at last, may have a united power
and speak with one voice in its defense and for its general good.

are censored — the first and only medium of expression and form of entertainment in the country to
bear the stigma and severe restriction of official censorship.

The advantages, too, of heading the Association
with an outside man of high standing in the public eye
are manifest; although the premature announcement
of the scheme by the daily press was certainly unfortunate in that it gave the impression for one thing, that,
like baseball, we needed a strenuous moral reform and
for another that we can afford to pay prodigal salaries.
Whatever is done in this connection, however, even
if the new Association is headed by a whole cabinet of
men of public affairs, the one great fundamental and
pressing need remains.

And we lack both because we've lied fatuously about
ourselves, because, unintentionally, we've painted ourselves as black as could be, and because on the other

WE

That is PUBLICITY — Judicious, constructive
publicity.
We make the suggestion with all the emphasis and
sincerity at our command.
And we hasten to explain just what we have in mind
by — publicity.
We have always had a lot of publicity; we still
have. But much of it has been extremely ill-advised
and unfortunate and the sum total of it has, to say the
least, failed dismally to set right the motion picture
and the industry in the public mind.
is a fact, a broad and true one; and we've got
to This
face it.
We are largely known today for stars1 salaries and
scandals, for commercial greatness and daring, for
lavishness, exaggeration, stock-jobbing, censored pictures, sensational advertising, legislative struggles, government suits and what not.
We

are the ready target for the sensationalist.

We

are overtaxed. (The writer was gravely informed, the other day, by a Congressman that the industry was the richest in the country. We countered

by calling his attention to the fact that last year's output of butter in the United States exceeded in value
the box-office intake from pictures — which were taxed
eighty million dollars. Our own lies about our bigness are terrible boomerangs!)
Vol. xxv
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We

All this, gentlemen, and it's enough — because the
public isn't with us. We have neither its sympathy
nor understanding.

hand we've never told a clear true story about the motion picture, its mission and potentialities and how
and why it is made.
Not one hundred people today outside of this industry know what censorship means; nor how good pictures are; nor how difficult and expensive and speculative itis to produce; nor how modest and poor this industry really is; nor how decent and generous its impulses are; nor that stars' salaries are the result only of
supply and demand ; nor that the industry is taxed into
the last ditch of self-preservation.
That's what we mean by publicity — not propaganda,
nor specious or false or manufactured publicity but —
just facts, the facts that have never yet been told.
We mean, by publicity : to go to the people, to lay
before the eternal bar of public opinion the true and
basic facts about the motion picture, its mission and its
industrial functions, its place in the community, its
rights and privileges under the constitution.
It is the voter, not the legislator, who is going to
decide censorship; and whether pictures shall be
shown on Sundays ; and whether pictures shall be taxed
to destruction. The millions of men and women in
this country will render these decisions — and they deserve and we deserve that they go on facts.
True, the legislator must decide these matters right
now; that's the extremity we are in, our usual eleventh
hour struggles against oppression must go on with renewed energy; but there'll be no decision right or final
until the public makes it.
It's a big job — this public appeal. It takes wisdom
and work. But it was done for Suffrage; and we can
do it with our screen alone. And the demand for the
beginning of it is ringing aloud — above all other
considerations.
WM. A. JOHNSTON.
24, 1921
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Convention
Preparations Being Made for Albany

Meeting
by which
Managers
The ball
will come *as Association
the culminfalo. Every piece of mail which goes out
THE first meeting in perfecting plans
ating event of the week will be held in of these exchanges between the last of
for the coming convention of the
this month and February 14, will carry a
Motion Picture Theatre Owners
the State Armory four blocks distant
message which will call attention to the
of New York state, which will be held
from the hotel. The Armory has about
convention.
49,000 square feet of floor space and can
in Albany, February 14, 15 and 16, was
accommodate at least 3,500 couples. It
held at the Majestic theatre in Albany
Mr. Roberts, in outlining his preliminlast Sunday afternoon. The details of is expected by Mr. Roberts that all theary plans at Sunday's meeting said that
motion picture stars working in the east never had the theatres in this state been
the convention will largely rest with the
so closely affiliated with the exchanges as
in February will be in position to attend
Albany Managers Association, of which
at the present time, and that in connection
George Roberts, manager of both the the ball.
with the convention he desired the coAlbany is already in an expectant mood
Hudson and Colonial theatres, is presioperation ofall ends of the industry.
dent. The sister cities of Troy and
for the convention. Mayor-elect William
Hackett
has
already
promised
to
turn
over
Schenectady have already assured the AlDelegates to the convention will be inbany association that they will join the keys of the city to the delegates, while
vited to the Capitol where they will have
hands toward making the convention the Roy Smith, secretary of the Albany
the opportunity of seeing the Legislature
Chamber of Commerce, has promised the
biggest and best affair of its kind in the
in session. The General Electric ComAlbany managers that he will leave no
motion-picture history in New York state.
pany, of Schenectady, which has a buildstone unturned to cooperate with them to
Mr. Roberts left Monday for New
completely equipped for the taking
the fullest extent. Everything points to and ing
York where he is spending two or three
printing
of films, will tender an ina most successful convention. Business
days conferring with Sydney S. Cohen,
vitation to the delegates to visit and inmen have assured the association that they
president of the national association, and
spect its entire plant.
will decorate during convention week.
Charles L. O'Reilly, president of the state
The
New York State Motion Picture
As aides to Mr. Roberts, there will be Commission
association. As soon as he returns to Alwill have at least one of its
bany another meeting will be held in Fred Elliott, owner of the Clinton Square
heads from the New York office, on hand
carrying forward convention plans.
theatre, and vice-president of the Albany
in meeting the exchangemen and deleManagers Association; Sam Suckno,
All business sessions of 'the convention
owner of the Albany, Regent and other
will be held at the Hotel Ten Eyck. The
The matter of speakers is to be left entheatres, treasurer; and O. H. Stacey of
banquet will also be held there, probably
tirely in the hands of Presidents Cohen
in the roof garden where the Legislative
the Majestic, secretary. William Beringates.
stein,
of
the
Colonial
theatre,
will
also
and
O'Reilly.
correspondents dinners always take place.
It is expected that at least
lend a hand.
a thousand delegates will attend the conThe exchanges will have their booths on
vention. This time the convention comes
President Roberts will name on his
the mezzanine floor of the hotel, and
earlier than in past years, thereby avoidprobably also in the tea room which is committee on arrangements, exchange
ing any conflict with the Lenten season.
off the lobby.
manager in New York, Albany and Buf-

State

Organizations^
M.

P.

Share

in

Proceeds

T. O's " Movie Chats" Plan Provides for State
Bodies Sharing in Rental Receipts
of this one-reel subject which Mr. Urban
the
to
tance
impor
in
Additional action on "Movie Chats,"
SECOND only
is producing for the M. P. T. O. A. After
of importance to the industry, was taken
initial announcement concerning the
Official Urban Movie Chats which
all, it is their own reel, produced to serve
last week at the meeting of the executive
committee of the New York State M. P. their best interests, and the sentiment in
the M. P. T. O. A. will release through
every city we visited was unanimous in
Hodkinson, is the announcement made
T. O. A. held in Utica. Every theatre
favor of booking Movie Chats solidly
public this week to the effect that all owner present at the meeting signed a conthrough the year. I had an opportunity
tract to show the productions, and it was
proceeds accruing to the M. P. T. O. A.
indicated that the series will be booked
from rentals in each state will be first
to discuss not only Movie Chats, but general business conditions with leading theby
more
than
eighty
percent
of
M.
P.
T.
al quota
ed toover
credit
the and
state'sabove
nationthe
and
atre owners in the four cities we visited
O. A. members in the state.
all
sums
individual
and
it
was gratifying to hear the better
ned
s,
A.
W.
Smith,
Jr.,
sales
manager
of
the
state quota
will be retur
to the
industry.
of their sizing up conditions in the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, has just tone
treasuries of the states having exceeded
their quotas. Taking into consideration
returned to New York from a week's tour
"Business seems better in every section
the fact that practically every member of through the middle west in company with
of the country. Our own branches in the
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion
the M. P. T. O. A. will book "Movie
first six weeks of their operation, broke
Picture Theatre Owners of America,
Chats" the individual state revenues from
all
records for contracts and when you
Senator James A. Walker, counsel of the
the sale of the productions may eventuconsider that this covers a period during
ally, it is pointed out, prove to be the
organization
in the which their offices were in the chaotic
interests
of and
the Michael
Official O'Toole,
Urban Movie
largest source of income that the state
state of moving, it speaks well for the
Chats of the M. P. T. O. A.
organizations will have.
They visited Toledo, Peoria, Milwaukee
At the New England convention of the
completeness of their organizations."
M. P. T. O. A. held last week in Boston,
and Chicago, in each of which cities enthusiastic meetings were held with memwhich was attended by Sydney S. Cohen,
Dallas Exchange District
bers of the organization who pledged
Has Disastrous Fire
and Senator Walker, "Movie Chats" were
their support to the new Movie Chats to
booked for more than 100 days on each
A disastrous fire in the film exchange
issue. Additional bookings continue to appear as a weekly release on January
district of Dallas, Tex., has wiped out five
15th, through the Hodkinson exchanges.
be received and the original number of
exchanges, according to late despatch from
bookings in the New England territory
" My experience on this trip," said Mr.
Dallas. The loss, it is estimated, will reach
Smith, "convinces me that the exhibitors
will probably be doubled by the time the
over
a million dollars.
of the country will stand squarely back
"Movie Chats" are scheduled for release.
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First

National

Franchise-

Holders

Together s"
" GetLocal
Conduct
Meetings Held in Western
Pennsylvania,
Iowa, Oklahoma
and Oregon
here
and
glad
to
he
in touch with such a
holders
FIRST NATIONAL franchise
Rapids, Mrs. Steen of Atlantic, Mr. Dunbunch as we have, and I feel that our
,
lvania
rn
Iowa,
Pennsy
of Weste
kel of Iowa City and Mr. Moore of Centroubles are in shape to be ironed out. In
Oklahoma and the Northwest con- terville.
the meantime we must all get together and
The following resolution, passed at the work for the betterment of
ducted local "get-togethers" in their reAssociated
spective territories. At each of the meetafternoon session of the Iowa "getings advisory boards were elected in purtother," indicates the confidence of the First
A heart-to
National."
-heart talk
franchise holders in that territory in the conditions throughout about various local
suance of the policy adopted at the recent
the territory ensued,
happy solution of all the problems now
national convention in Chicago. The deleand franchise holders, one after the other,
gates to the Chicago meeting submitted
confronting the organization and its memarose and frankly stated their problems,
bers and,
;
in fact, that First National is explaini
their reports, following which resolutions
ng in each case how they had grapprecisely the kind of an organization they
were adopted endorsing the policies and
pled
with them and in many instances
need to bring them, as exhibitors, through
activities of First National and expressing
overcome them.
nce
ve
board and offi- the present trying period in business readin the executi
confide
The Northwest franchise holders met at
cers of the organization.
justment :
Portland, Ore., November 29. A. H. McThe Western Pennsylvania franchise
"Be it resolved, that we, the sub-franDonald, of the Rex and Castle theatres in
holders met in Pittsburg at the Fort Pitt
chise holders of the Des Moines Exchange
Eugene,
was the official delegate who repDistrict, composed of the State of Iowa,
Hotel. Messrs. Smoot, Scherer and Mcresented Oregon franchise holders at the
Closkey, the delegates to Chicago, reported
assembled in local get-together meeting, do Chicago conventio
n. His report was supon the national meeting and expressed their
hereby to
'unanimously
sincere
plemented byreports of Dr. Howard Clemthe executiveextend
board our
and officers
approval of the methods employed and the thanks
decisions reached.
of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., mer of Spokane, not an official delegate,
but who also attended the Chicago convenThe morning was given over to these refor the highly efficient manner in which
tion. Both reports told in detail the methports and to discussions of general topics
they have handled the affairs of our comods
which the Associated First National
by
by the franchise holders. The advisory
pany in the past ;
Pictures. Inc., a co-operative organization,
board was elected as the first business of
"Be it further resolved, that we assure
and marketed pictures. Discusthe afternoon session, with the following
them of our utmost faith and confidence in purchased
sion in which each person present was
membership : Michael Rosenbloom, C. M.
their plans for the future and that we go privileged to ask any question concerning
McCloskey, M. Manos, John P. Harris.
on record as against any investigation of salaries of officials employed, original proTowards the close of the meeting' Mr.
the affairs of our company by non-franduction costs or overhead expense, folShirella, an exhibitor with considerable exchise holders, endorsing to the fullest the lowed.
perience in the banking world, expressed
great accomplishment of the delegates to
Mr. and Mrs. Public of to-day insist
his opinion of First National in a few imtheThe
Chicago
get-together."
pressive words. He said :
having "big" pictures, according to
Oklahoma
franchise holders met in upon
the discussion which took place. A big
"I have heard arguments to-day, pro
Oklahoma
City
at
the
Stirvin
Hotel.
At
picture, according to the First National
and con, and I think the best thing we have
this meeting equal care was taken to ob- franchise holders present, consists not only
done is to elect an advisory board. For
tain as representative an advisory board as of a photoplay starring famous actors or
eleven years previous to my entering the
actresses or a drama built around a thrilmotion picture business, I was in one of possible by selecting them from towns
widely different in population and location
ling plot. A big picture has both these
the biggest businesses in the United States
from one another.
qualifications. It also has much attention
— the banking business. Every week or
The board chosen consists of A. B. paid to detail, as convincing, does not sactwo the board of directors met to take up
rifice art to lower cost of production by
Momand of Shawnee, G. F. Roetzel of
the details that come up day by day, and
Okeene, Albert Jackson of Pawhuska, and
substituting paper sets for genuine article,
you have done the same thing by electing W.
T. Blair of Poteau.
an advisorj' board here to-day.
and is from every standard " a good, finished production from the box office
Eveiy member of the board immediately
"I think this will satisfy all franchise
after
the
election
pledged
himself
to
a
holders and that all arguments that come
The most important action taken during
whole-hearted attention to the duties of the
up will be settled. As a franchise holder,
the conference from the standpoint of exI never appreciated our proposition until a board.
hibitors throughout the State was the apfew months ago. I never knew what it
Said Mr. Momand : "I assure you that I
pointment of an advisory committee to
value."
will devote my time and attention to the
meant until competition became keener and
meet four or five times a year and settle
keener. The reason is that I do not have
questions and problems of any franchise
to go out into the open market and bid for holder. I will work as hard for you as I individual problems.
The committee is composed of C. H.
would for myself. It is going to entail
pictures. I know about pictures of other
some hard work, as anything else will that
concerns, and you will find bad pictures
Phillips, Portland; A. H. McDonald, Euis worth while, but whatever is required I
with them, the same as with First National.
gene ;Cy Danz, Astoria ; Frank Bligh,
Salem, and C. S. Jensen, Portland, with C.
You have to take the good with the bad.
am The
going
to
give
you
the
best
I
have."
H. Feldman, manager of the local First
feeling among the franchise holders
"Another thing — this- is a co-operative
National offices, to serve as secretary.
organization, and you must get behind the regarding the personnel of the advisory
people at the head of it and back them up. board for Oklahoma wras expressed by B.
Two new departments in the First NaT. Stubbs of Erick when he said, amid
If you do not, you are going to lose out
tional distributing offices for the Northwest were announced by Manager Lukan.
absolutely. We will be one of the greatest
applause :
A special department for sales promotion,
organizations in the world if we play the
"I don't believe I could pick four men,
with Guy G. Maxey of Seattle in control,
just
by
looking
at
their
faces,
knowing
game
square." holders met in Des
The fair
Iowaand franchise
has been created, and in the near future
what kind of men they are, that I would
there will be organized a special comedy
Moines at the Savery Hotel on November
rather have on the advisory board. I don't
30. A. J. Diebold of Cedar Rapids acted as
feel that I will have any trouble in adjustdepartment, which will handle only ■ the
chairman. The advisory board elected for
ing any difficulties that we have with these
Charles Chaplin, Mack Sennett, Buster
Keaton and Ben Turpin comedies.
four men. I am certainly glad that I came
Iowa comprises Mr. Diebold of Cedar
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Motion
New

Deny
Break Between
Alabama
Exhibs and
M. P. T. O.
TIE following telegram was received
by the NEWS from E. T. Peter, of
Dallas, Tex.:
" Statement
carried
trade expapers to the effect
that inthesome
Alabama
hibitors at a meeting held in Birmingham, Ala., last week refused to affiliate
with Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America is an absolute error. There were
only six exhibitors present and they did
not deem it their prerogative to speak
for the whole state. The meeting was
called by Mr. Hackworth, of Huntsville,
who was first vice president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Alabama, organized a year ago and affiliated with Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. There was no resolution
passed at the meeting nullifying this affiliation.
" While theit meeting
was solicitation
called by Mr.of
Hackworth
was at the
Sydney S. Cohen and myself. I personally called on Mr.Hackworth and the
national headquarters sent out notices to
the exhibitors to be present. There were
four out of town exhibitors, two from
Birmingham and myself present at the
meeting. We did not deem it advisable
to endorse the official Urban ' Movie
Chats ' with so few present.
(Signed) " E. T. PETER."
F.I.L.M.

Meet in Conference Albany
A delegation from the F. I. L. M. Club
of New York City met with the members
of the Albany F. I. L. M. Association in
the Capital City last Friday for the purpose
of bringing about greater co-operation and
more clearly outlining boundary lines, it
being claimed that Albany is invaded by
both New York and Buffalo. The meeting
was held at the Pathe Exchange. Those
from New York present were : Arthur
Abeles of Metro, Lester Adler, of Realart,
Sam Zerler of Commonwealth, Heriry
Siegel, assistant manager for Selznick, and
a Mr. Byer, representing the independent
producers. Those from Albany present
were Bert M. Moran of the Pathe Exchange, president of the Albany F. I. L. M.
Club ; R. C. Halligan of the Universal Exchange, Marie Wheeler, Merit; B. F. Gibbons, Vitagraph ; Louis Green of Fox,
Charles Walder of the R-C. Corporation,
Earl Cramer, Select.
First

Clubs

National

to Release

Selig-Rork's (tRosaryf "
Selig and Rork's first big independent
production, "The Rosary," has been accepted by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., for release January 16.
The all-star cast includes Lewis Stone,
Jane Novak, Wallace Beery, Robert Gordon, Eugenie Besserer, Dore Davidson,
Pomeroy Cannon, Harold Goodwin, Mildred June, Bert Woodruff, Ann May,
James Conway and Walt Whitman. The
picture was directed by Jerome Storm.
The screen continuity was written by
Bernard McConville from the stage play
by Edward E. Rose.

York F.I.L.M.
Elects Officers

Premiere

Mr. S. Eckman, Jr. (Goldwyn), president; Mr. Samuel Zierler (Commonwealth), vice-president; Mr. W. E. Raynor (Pathe), second vice-president; Mr.
L. Rosenblun (Fox), treasurer; Mr.
Henry Siegel (Select), secretary; Mr.
Joseph
Klein (Robertson-Cole), masterof-ceremonies.
The installation of the new officers will
take place on December 28th or on January 21st, the latter date being the occasion of the annual club dinner and dance
at the Hotel McAlpin. W. E. Raynor,
chairman of the entertainment committee,
reports that the entire reservation for the
evening of January 21st has been sold out,
insuring complete success for the affair.
President Chadwick, declaring- that he
wished to devote himself more thoroughly
to business and personal affairs and pointing out that he had already served five consecutive terms, declined another term in
the presidency.
Sam Zierler, chairman of the committee
to confer with the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce on arranging a joint
arbitration committee, reported that he
hoped for the establishment of complete
harmony between the committees within a
few days. He also announced negotiations
were under way with Charles O'Reilly to
have a representative of the state exhibimittee.tors' organization on the arbitration comNational

Closes

for

Jackie Coogan's Picture
" My Bov." starrine Jackie Coogan, is
to be released through Associated First
National Picture, Inc., according to an
announcement made this week by that organization. The completed print of the
production was shown to the First
National officials in New York last week,
and it evoked so much enthusiasm that
negotiations were begun immediately, and
the releasing arrangements entered into
within twenty-four hours.

Realart

Exchange

to Cease

News

Club

At its last meeting the F. I, L. M. Club
of New York elected the following officers
for 1922 :

First

Picture

System
Operations

THEare report
exchanges
to closethatandRealart's
the Realart
product is to be distributed through the
Famous Players - Lasky exchanges has
been admitted as true by J. S. Woody,
general manager of the Realart Pictures
Corporation.
Except noforother
Mr. statement
Woody's
admission,
however,
could be secured from any of the officials
of the organizations involved.
It is understood that certain of the
Realart executives will continue to
function in their present capacities until
the transfer of the Realart product to the
Paramount exchanges is completed and
the new arrangements perfected.

for "Ten

Nights

in a Bar

Room"
Staged
tation and advertising campaign,
HERALDED by a city-wide exploiNights in a Bar Room"
opened "Ten
to record business at the
theatre in Providence, R. I., thisVictory
week.
The house packed to the last seat was
obliged to turn hundreds away, according
to a dispatch from Providence. Capacity business has continued at every performance, and it has been found necessary to open at 9 A. M. to permit two
additional performances
being given.
The star, John Lowell, appears in person at the showings.
On last Sunday night, Mr. Lowell
visited the state prison, where the picture was shown, and created a furore
among the prisoners. The Providence
dailies which included comments on the
picture's premiere at the Victory characterized the production as a faithful picturization of the play version.
The great success of the opening performances issaid to be due in large measure to the title and advertising and exploitation campaign as well as to the
presence of the star in person. The
laurels for the smashing exploitation and
advertising drive, accompanying the
Bar Room,"
in aextent
of " Tento Nights
opening
are credited
a large
to J.
Charles Davis, 2nd.
Censor

Board May Review
at Albany, N. Y., Office
If the New York State Motion Picture
Commission finds it possible to accede to
the requests of Buffalo, N. Y., producers
it is probable that the Albany bureau of
the commission will become the reviewing
headquarters for producers in the Western
part of the State. Claiming that too much
time is lost in delayed shipments, producers
in Western New York are seeking to
either have a branch established in Buffalo,
or failing in this, to make the Capitol office
a halfway point. At present the Albany
bureau is not equipped with projection
rooms, although it is the intention of the
commission to keep on hand a supply of
the seals and serial numbers for use in
emergency.
Mr. Ansel W. Brown, in charge of the
Albany office, has been spending a good
part of his time around the State inspecting
the theatres and exchanges. A week was
spent in Buffalo and vicinity, and while in
une or two instances Mr. Brown lound that
exchanges were failing to supply the required licenses and permits, conditions as a
rule were most satisfactory, and there was
a general disposition on the part of exhibitors to comply with the law in every
respect.
Canada's New Premier Is
Friend of Industry
Honorable W. L. Mackenzie King,
whose recent victory in the Canadian elections places him at the head of that Government, is described as a man who is
strong for closer trade relations between
all countries and favorable to all forms of
wholesome entertainment.
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Exhibitor

Chicago

Meetings

Hear

Toledo

in

Cohen

and

Perfected; Senator Repeats
Organization
of press of producers. Cohen stated his ort
SYDNEY S. COHEN, presiden tor
ganization was conducting a survey into
the M. P. T. O. of A., and Sena
the methods and usefulness of certain
James W alker, organization counsel,
trade papers and would as requested by
appeared before two exhibitor gatherings
in the Middle West this week and dis- producers give report to them for use in
cussed problems of the industry and the placing advertising.
Cohen took a strong stand against payindependent exhibitor. On Monday and
ment in advance for pictures as required
two hundred motion-pic-d
over
Tuesday
ture theatre owners of Ohio assemble
by Hiram Abrams of United Artists and
called on exhibitors to unite to resist,
at the Waldorf Hotel in Toledo and perr
niza
bito
orga
e
pointing
out success of New York exhibexhi
fected an Ohio stat
tion affiliated with the M. P. T. O. of A.
itors in forcing Abrams to recede. Cancelitis was the operation needed, he deOn Wednesday, at Chicago, President
clared.
Cohen and Senator Walker appeared beHe voiced his approval of organization
fore the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
by producers and distributors as exhibiof Chicago, assembled at the Hotel Shertors then can get together with them and
man, and again addressed the exhibitors.
iron out differences.
A feature of both meetings was the adCohen's introduction of Walker as
dress of Senator W'alker, who repeated
the attack on First National, which
" the greatest fellow in these United
marked his recent speech in Charlotte,
States " was applauded. Senator WalN. C.
ker, after a plea for correction of playdate evil from within exhibitors' own
Exhibitors crowded the Gray Room,
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, to capacity at ranks so that claims could be pressed
with clean hands, declared the Paraluncheon tendered Wednesday by Motion
mount controversy had resulted in good
Picture Theatre Owners of Chicago to
President Cohen and Senator Walker of and that he hoped this would be the case
with regard to First National, adding
the national organization. The local
that it was not the desire of the organipresident, John Silha, introduced Cohen,
zation to drive them from the stage but to
who spoke on conditions in the industry
get
fair
contracts and fair dealing for all.
as they affect the M. P. T. O. A. Walker
He declared the fair dealing accorded to
went into controversy between exhibitors
franchise holders in Minnesota showed it
and First National, analyzing the concould
be done, but he added that under
tract, which he declared lacks mutuality
present
contract it was only charity and
and equity, and covered charges brought
First
National
could not be forced to acagainst First National in recent speeches.
cord it. He then went into an analysis of
Strongly urging the need of organizathis document and detailed certain alleged
tion to protect the interests of exhibitors,
abuses as in recent talks.
Cohen pointed out reformers might be
He called for a financial statement and
using censorship propaganda as camoustated that Mr. Mandelbaum of Cleveflage to a flank movement aimed to deland at the Toledo, Ohio, meeting held
stroy the entire industry. Seeing the need
earlier in the week had declared he would
of a counter offensive rather than being
go to New York and get a statement as
continually on the defensive, he urged the he was entitled to. Senator Walker also
use of thehibitors" bothUrban
Movie Chats
" by exas a source
of revenue
to quoted Mandelbaum as saying he would
have other differences adjusted.
state and national organizations, and
Following the luncheon a large party,
means of putting propaganda favorable
including the national officers, left for
to the screen before the public.
Peoria where a state convention was held
Thursday.
Mr. Cohen warmly commended WilThe Ohio state unit of the Motion Picliam A. Johnson's editorial in the December 17th issue of Motion Picture News
ture Theatre Owners of America was
on the reported reorganization of the formed in Toledo, O., at the largest and
N. A. M. P. I. He also declared the story
most enthusiastic meeting of exhibitors
about the offer to Postmaster General
yet held in the Buckeye State. Over two
Hays would have prevented the repeal of hundred of the leading picture theatre
the five per cent tax if it had appeared
owners were present and most pronounced
earlier. Cohen praised the support given
interest marked every stage of the proceedings.
by Motion Picture News and the ExThe meetinsrs were held on Monday and
hibitors' Herald to exhibitors in the
campaign to put the industry right with
Tuesday at the Waldorf Hotel, Toledo.
the public and for fair reports of trade
The convention dinner at the Elks' Club
happenings. He condemned distorted
was an exceedingly interesting function.
articles appearing in certain trade papers
Arrangements were perfected for the comwhich appear, he declared, to be the kept
plete solidification of the state organizaOhio

and

Walker

Attack on First Nat 'I
tion. Officers were elected, and lines of
direct co-operation with the national exhibitor association established. It is the
belief of those who attended this meeting
that the Ohio state organization will within
comparatively a few months become one
of the strongest exhibitor bodies in the
nation. Martin G. Smith, the well-known
Toledo exhibitor, opened the meeting, and
James A. Maddox, president of the Southern Ohio exhibitors' organization, presided
during the sessions.
Instructive addresses were made by Sydney S. Cohen and National Secretary Sam
Berman, M.
J. O'Toole
of Scranton,
Pa.,
chairman
of the
Public Service
Committee
of the national body. He asked for complete co-operation of the Ohio exhibitors,
and as the meeting progressed it was made
evident that this would be forthcoming.
A number of the officers of the Michigan
and other state bodies were present and
aided in the unification of the Ohio exhibitor organizations.
Senator Walker, following Mr.
Cohen's speech, was introduced to the
meeting.
address and his
discussion The
withsenator's
Mr. Mandelbaum
of
Cleveland, who is one of the original First
National franchise-holders, dealt with
the activities of the First National organization. During the course of his speech
he repeated the attack on First National
which marked his recent address at
Charlotte, N. C, and which he later on in
the week gave expression to before the
Chicago exhibitors.
In a lengthy discussion, in which Senator Walker, President Cohen, and Mr.
Mandelbaum
participated,
First statements
National's
methods
of making
financial
and the distribution by First National
franchise-holders of products other than
First National's were brought up for consideration. In reply to Senator Walker,
Mr. Mandelbaum declared that while
First National producers get a financial
statement its franchise-holders do not receive such a statement. Mr. Mandelbaum
added that First National's present limited office force made such practice prohibitive. Mr. Cohen then cited some instances of First National franchise-holders who, he claimed, distributed in their
territory products other than First National's. Mr. Mandelbaum agreed that
such practice as described by Mr. Cohen
was not to be approved of. Tbe discussion closed with Mr. Mandelbaum's
promise to Mr. Cohen and Senator Walker that he would go to the New York
office of First National, secure a statement of the company's business, and submit this report to the M. P. T. O. of A.
officials.
(Continued on page 50)
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Sees

Advent
of
Specialization
in
British Producer Takes Stand for Exhibition

g of a movement tobeginnin
THE
ward the specialising of motion
picture theatres in the same manner that legitimate houses specialize in
drama, vaudeville, musical comedy and
other forms of spoken entertainment is
the most encouraging sign for the future
of the industry noted by Cecil M. Hepworth, the leading producer of England,
on a tour of this country which he has
just completed. He spent considerable
time in studios on the West Coast prior
to a stay in New York studying distribution methods. Some of his impressions
he summarized in an address before the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers ab
follows :
"The most encouraging sign I noted
on my trip is the fact that in Los Angeles
a theatre has been established with a
definite policy of showing but one style
of picture," he said. "It is quite some
time ago that I came to the conclusion
that the coming of the day when motion
picture theatres would assume definitely
established strata in relation to the kind
of entertainment they offered was inevitable.
"That is the result that every other art
has reached in its development. Motion
pictures have grown so rapidly that we

of Certain Styles of Pictures
have quite lost sight of the necessity of
orderly progress if success is to be attained. In seeking a guide it would seem
but right that the progress of other established arts should be accepted. Music
offers an inspiration. Jazz as well as the
most beautiful of the accepted classical
pieces has its place in the musical world.
However, each particular kind of music is
offered in its own temple. Music lovers
know where to fiind the kind they like.
Lovers of jazz, for instance, can go into
a cabaret with a surety that they will not
be disappointed.
"The trouble is that we producers and
dispensers of motion picture entertainment have gotten into the fallacy of regarding the entire world as a potential
audience. Your beloved martyred president well illustrated the fallacy of being
able to do anything concerning an entire
people in regard to fooling them. We are
not attempting to fool them; our efforts
are to please them, and I think a paraphrase of Lincoln's famous saying points
out the truth. You can please all the
people some of the time, and you can
please some of the people all the time,
but
you can't please all the people all of
the time.
"That is why I am

so enthusiastic

M. P. T. O. of A.
Reply Picture
to Educator's Attack
on Makes
the Motion
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS OF AMERICA, in reply to
articles recently appearing in the Wisconsin State Journal of Madison, Wis.,
has addressed a letter to the editor of that publication, refuting the claims
of Professor M. V. O'Shea, of Madison, that motion pictures are only for illiterates;
that they are designed mainly to entertain those of fourteen years of age; and that
appeals are made to the emotions, which are artificially stimulated.
After declaring that school room theory is not infrequently found to be at variance with the practicalities of life, the statement points out that the Professor's
deductions are equally applicable to newspapers, " our history and our literature
generally."
" Professor O'Shea may conclude that the picture plays come too close to realism," continues
the statement,
nothingto can
emotions
and impart
knowledge
than an " as
approach
the more
real. properly
If that isexcite
a defect
then
the school master who illustrates a lesson in botany by an examination of real
plants, one in biology through an inspection of insect and other forms of life, ornithology by a review of living birds, or manual training by a direct application of the
mind and hand of the students to the lathe and other mechanical devices and domestic sciences by dissecting the humble potato and the formation of the bread
and the pie, is indeed a follower of a realism that may be considered too dangerous
by
esteemed professor's friends, as nothing is more calculated to excite emotions
thanourthese.
" The motion picture depicting events in ancient chronology or taking its substance from the present and in its dramatization and picturization of the same add
the human elements and the artistic embellishment on the screen, cannot be said
to cater to the illiterate, much less being the product of the illiterate. The motion
picture teaches the highest and most advance of lessons. It brings the whole world
to the feet of the beholder. It binds in mental harmony all visible elements of life
and as an aid to educational processes has no peer.
" No greater service can be rendered the school than close, efficient association
with the motion picture. Scientists declare that the lessons absorbed through the
eye constitute at least eighty per cent of the store of human knowledge, allowing
twenty per cent for all the other senses. A direct application of the motion picture
in the teaching of lessons in the school room will serve to advance popular education, according to eminent teachers, at least twenty-five per cent. In that event the
motion picture can reduce the graduation term from four to three years, or increase the efficiency of the four-year term twenty-five per cent.
" In either case it will add to the total of human knowledge. It will give to our
nation and other nations vast additions to its greatest form of wealth — education,
mental advancement."
enlightenment
The statementandconcludes
with an announcement of the Public Service Department established by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America to co-operate
with schools and other public institutions in the exhibition of educational and patriotic films throughout the country.
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Theatres

about this one theatre in Los Angeles.
The management has accepted the dictum
that he can't please all the people all of
the time, but that he can please some of
the people all of the time. Therefore he
has started on the policy of letting the
people who enjoy the kind of entertainment he is to offer know that they can
always find it at- his house. It is a
definite step toward the establishment of
a permanent clientele.
"As soon as the majority of theatres
adopt such a policy the betterment oT
pictures is bound to come. The producer
or director who has the talent to produce
a certain kind of picture will be able to
do hismise best.
He won't
have those
to comproin the effort
to please
people
who don't
his particular
of production forlike
he will
know that kind
his audience
wants the very stuff that he best knows
how to do. The makers of pictures comparable tothe
Beethoven's
sonnatas
be
relieved of
necessity of
injectingwilljazz.
The change must come to the industry
through the exhibitors for they are the
ones that must decide upon their policies.
The theatres in the larger cities will specialize in but one style of production.
Those in the smaller cities will establish
definite days of the week for a certain
kind of production.
"Such a condition will show a marked
improvement in every branch of the industry. Distributing organizations will
be relieved of the necessity of selling the
world on each production. Advertising
men will no longer have to carry every
appeal in every page he prepares, and the
publicity-man won't have to inject a strain
of logic into slap-stick comedy.
"Motion picture patronage will immeasureably increase. So many people
whom I have asked as to the kind of pictures they are making use a very expressive gesture in answering. With a motion of the hand they indicate that they
are catering to a class whose head stops
at their eye brows. They have been successful at it, in fact so successful that
there are a great many people who have
been alienated from pictures. These can
be brought back and the) are of a class
that is well worth winning back."
Exhibitors

Act

Against

Daylight Savings Plan
The Western New York unit of the M.
P. T. O. A. has started a movement in
Buffalo to kill the daylight savings measure, which, it is claimed, is detrimental to
business during the time that the law is in
force. A bill has been introduced in the
City Council. Howard J. Smith, president,
and Samuel Carver, secretary, are active
in the movement. The co-operation of
stores is being sought.
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More

Theatres

Prohibitory

Forced

to

Close

Ordinances and Arrests Agitate
in Various Parts of Country

past
DEVELOPMENTS during the
week in various parts of the country brings the question of Sunday
motion picture shows once more to the
fore. In Minnesota, the Supreme Court,
reversing a decision of a county district
court, held that municipalities are invested
with the power to prohibit Sunday picture
shows. The decision grew out of the
action of the North Branch village authorities in prohibiting C. E. Power a local ex hibitor from showing films on Sunday.
The Minnesota division of the M. P. T. O.
of A. and the Minneapolis Film Board of
Trade may appeal the case to the United
States Supreme Court. The aldermanic
executive council of Montreal issued an
order requiring the closing on Sundays of
all theatres offering vocal or dramatic presentations. Picture houses, however, are
not affected unless their programs include
vocal, dancing, or acting units.
Leon E. Goetz of Monroe, Wis., was arrested last week on the complaint of the
W. C. T. U. at Monroe on the charge of
operating a place of public entertainment
on Sunday. Mr. Goetz, it is understood,
will not plead guilty but will demand a jury
trial to test the sentiment of the community as to the application of Sunday
blue laws. J. Gable, owner of the Lyric
theatre at Beloit, Kans., was also arrested
last week on the charge of operating a
theatre on Sunday. Mr. Gable at once appealed to the Kansas state exhibitors
organization, and plans are being made to
fight the case to a finish as there are many
other picture theatres in the state that are
at present kept dark on Sundays.
From Rome, N. Y., comes word that the
common council has adopted by a vote of
four to two a measure legalizing motionpicture shows on Sunday. Unless Mayor
Mickle of Rome vetoes the proposed ordinance itwill become a law within the next
few days. Petitions bearing the names of
over 3,000 persons were submitted to the
apcouncil bearing evidence of the public's
proval of Sunday picture performances.
A despatch from Minneapolis, Minn.,
describes in detail the events leading up to
the decision of the Supreme Court holding
that the municipalities are invested with
the power to prohibit Sunday picture
shows. The ruline was made when the
court reversed the decision of the Chicago
county district court which, early this year,
declared invalid the ordinance passed by
the village of North Branch in prohibiting
Sunday shows. The North Branch case
attracted widespread attention and it is expected that many other municipalities will
pass Sunday closing ordinances following
the Supreme Court ruling.
The case may be appealed to the United
States Supreme Court, according to the
Minneosta divis;on of the M. P. T. O. A.
and the Minneapolis Film Board of Trade,;

which organizations have been working on
the case for a long time. At the North
Branch election in March, however, two
townspeople may decide the Sunday closing question. Before then it is not likely
that an appeal of the case will be taken.
At the time the North Branch ordinance
was passed secret petitions are reported to
have been circulated and the same day the
ordinance was passed. The following day
was Sunday and the Power theatre, C. E.
Power, owner, was forced to close. He secured an injunction restraining the village
from enforcing the ordinance. Upon expiration of the injunction Mr. Power applied for a new one and the district court
held the ordinance invalid.
The decision of the Supreme Court
states that "Such an ordinance is not aimed
to secure the observance of the Sabbath
day, but to regulate a business and is not
in conflict with the general law of public
the state." Sunday closing order
policy
The of
long-awaited
became a fact in Montreal, Quebec, on December 9when the aldermanic executive
council of the Municipal Administration
issued an order to Chief of Police Pierre
Belanger to notify owners and managers of
theatres offering vocal or dramatic presentation to close every Sunday until further
notice. Enforcement of the order is to be
made
throughstatute
the Lord's
Day Act which
is
a Federal
in Canada.
It is very interesting to note, however,
that the important exception has been made
in this regard : It is permitted to operate
a moving picture theatre on Sundays in
Montreal and to charge regular admission
Companies

Issue

on

Film

Sundays

Circles

for Sunday performances in such theatres,
providing no vaudeville, ballet numbers,
solos, prologues or other specialties are
staged in conjunction with the screening of
pictures. Orchestral or organ accompaniment isnot considered a specialty and there
can be as much music as desired, providing
no songs are sung or dances staged and
there must be no acting. In other words,
the local administration has decided that
straight moving picture shows with musical accompaniment for the pictures
and overtures, are to be allowed on Sunday
throughout Montreal.
Boston

Gives

Charles

Ray

Big Reception
Boston, Mass., gave an enthusiastic reception this week to Charles Ray when he
arrived at South Station. The star, accompanied byMrs. Ray, Arthur S. Kane,
Richard Willis and Albert A. Kidder, Jr.,
found a tremendous crowd awaiting him
as a result of advance notices in all Boston
newspapers. The reception accorded the
star on his first visit to Boston was heartwarming. After cordial welcomes by Governor Cox of Massachusetts, Mayor Andrew J.Peters of Boston, and Mayor Edward Quinn of Cambridge, followed by
three full days of activity in and around
Boston, the star has returned to New
York. According- to present plans Mr.
Ray will remain in the metropolis until
Saturday December 17th, when he leaves
for a brief tour of the South with stopovers at Baltimore, Washington, Atlanta
and New Orleans.

Statement

on

Proposed

New

Producers' and Distributors' Organization
STATEMENT issued by the executive officers of the Vitagraph Company,
Pathe Exchanges, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, Fox Film Corporation and
Universal Film Manufacturing Company follows:
" Within the past few weeks representatives of some of the most important producing and distributing companies met for the purpose* of bringing into
existence a new and important organization in the moving picture industry.
Representatives of Vitagraph Company, Pathe Exchange, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, Fox Film Corporation and Universal Film Manufacturing Company
were the originators of the idea.
" The chief purpose of the proposed organization which would include practically all of the producing and distributing companies of the United States was to
effect a better understanding of those interested in the production and distribution
branches of the business and to work in harmony with the exhibitors. The general
scope and plan called for much of the same work that is now being handled by the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
" One of the outstanding features of the plan submitted was to secure the
services of a man of national reputation to head this proposed trade organization,
and one who was in no way directly or indirectly interested in the motion picture
business. Many names were suggested, but no final choice has been made.
" A premature publication appeared in a New York newspaper on Thursday,
December 8th, and indicated in the headline that this was a combine of various
producing and distributing companies. This is absolutely untrue, and outside of
the facts. No combine of any kind has been or is contemplated by those interested
in launching the new organization, which is intended to function solely as like
organizations in other industries.
" In addition to the above named the following companies indicated a willingness to join the proposed new association: Metro Pictures Corporation, Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, Associated First National Exhibitors, Inc., Triangle
Film Corporation, United Artists Corporation, D. W. Griffith, Realart Pictures
Corporation, R-C Pictures Corporation."
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Editor, Motion Picture News,
Dear Sir:
It was gratifying to read in today's press that
the National Association of Motion Picture Industry is considering inviting Mr. Hayes, Mr.
Hoover, or some other big man to head the
organization.
Much good will result in this:
Those who have served in the past, are deserving of the greatest commendation and glory,
and it is hard to believe that even a big man
from the outside will understand our problems
or handle them as well as they have, but the
crux of the situation is this :
The public have been advised by fanatical
that this industry " just runs wild."
findersbetter.
fault know
We
We know that every year,
better and more wholesome motion pictures
come to the screen, in fact, the professional
reformers by their criticism have created almost
a panicy condition, so that some producers are
making pictures that are more of preachment
than amusement. Are we about to get things
mixed up? At this rate, may I ask— will we
some day go to church for our amusement, and
to the motion pictures for our religion?
The "big man" idea will satisfy the public
that we have a united Industry with a guiding
hand. The great mass of people are with us.
don't
They are not complaining, however, they
thrills, romance,
want "just pictures," they want
and to live their dream life in the screen stories.
The next step would be to add all the Exhibitors organizations to the National Association under the same big leadership. This will
allow the Industry to do those big things that
neither the Producers, Distributors or Exhibitors can,do alone.
This movement would help us commercially,
for the present system of trade in the Motion
Picture Industry is more or less a civil warfare.
We need more fair play, so that Exhibitors may
make a good profit, and also the good pictures
receive big rewards from Exhibitors in rentals.
I believe the rewards of this Industry belong
to those who have built up the Industry and the
time is coming when tlys needed spirit of fair
play will prevail, and Producers, Distributors
and Exhibitors will all help each other and
stand together against outside drains.
When I was placed at the head of the Patterson Movement in Chicago, about two years ago,
there was involved a principle in which there
was to be a union between Exhibitors and Producers to enforce a given movement. From my
many years of experience as an official, or the
head of organizations in our Industry, I felt
that only a big outside man would be able to
put that movement over fairly and impartially.
Results since, have proven this.
In the short time between the Chicago and
Cleveland Conventions, I found out it was possible to have a big man, and went so far as to
send our Attorney to see Hon. William H. Taft
personally, at Sioux City, Iowa, to present the
proposition of becoming the head of Exhibitors,
and found same was agreeable.
Baseball took up the "big man" idea and
placed Hon. Judge Landis at the head of organized baseball, and although they have had a
scandal in baseball, the public feel that all now
is in good hands, and the former evils will not
be repeated.
The " big man " movement could, perhaps
should, have come from the Exhibitors. I

READERS

TOPICS

brought Hon. Franklin S. Lane to Cleveland,
hoping that the Exhibitors would catch the inspiration.
I believe if we had put over the "big man"
idea at that time there would now be no legalized censorship in New York.
I believe that much of the criticism, mostly
undeserved, that the Motion Picture Industry
has received would never have occurred.
I believe that the workers in this industry
would have found some way to help each other,
and that
chopping
at have
each lessened.
other's necks,
within
the this
Industry,
would
The Chicago and Cleveland Conventions cost
me thousands of dollars personally, and a lot
of time.
These Conventions of Exhibitors promised to
pay this expense, but within an hour after the
close of the Cleveland Convention a movement
was on foot, and even at the Executive Committee meeting that night, it was planned never
to pay me. This is the usual results of political
battles.
Some good friends who believed in my sincerity, personally came to the rescue seme time
after the National Exhibitors organizations had
turned down my expense bill, and made a donation, for which I am grateful.
(I am not a politician, but as my experiences
will certainly prevent me from ever getting
mixed up again, and I have made money attending to my own business since that time. I
have no complaint to make.)
I feel just a little elated and flattered to see
the " big man " idea was worth while, and still
lives. It was ridiculed at first, but as usual, an
idea if right zvill in time, like truth, prevail.
Very cordially,
Frank J. Rembusch.
P. S. — The public is interested and took immediate notice of the press reports. I attended
Rotary this evening and five men made mention
of the good of a big man leadership of the
Motion Picture.
Cohen

Has

No

Comment

Picture

News

Added Impetus to "Clean
Up Week"
Campaign
"Clean Up Week," December 24 to 31,
has been given added impetus by the appointment ofthe
a committee
by the Theatre
executive board of
Motion Picture
Owners of New York state to complete
arrangements with the F. I. L. M. Clubs
of Albany, Buffalo, and New York City
for equal representation on all Grievance
Committees so that the work of adjusting
out delay. disputes may go forward withall trade
The "Clean Up Week" Committee,
headed by William Marsh, reports great
co-operation from both exhibitors and exchangemen in the campaign to settle all
old grievances during the week of December 24-31 so that the new system can
go into effect January 1st without any old
entanglements to hamper it. Under the
plan, every exhibitor is urged to settle up
all questions at issue between himself and
any exchange
ments or service.regarding play dates, pay-

New

York

Audience

Votes

Against Censorship
An overwhelming vote against legal and
state censorship of motion pictures, as
indicated by ballots already received, was
recorded at Town Hall, Saturday evening,
December 10th, when at a private showing
of two films held by the National Board of
Review of Motion Pictures, questionnaires
were filled out by the audience and indicated an almost solid vote against mutilation of the pictures by censors.
" The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," a picture
chosen as an Exceptional Photoplay by the
Committee on Critique of the National
Board was
lastlikewise
March,
and as" exceptional,
Shattered "
which
ranked
were the two pictures screened.
to Make

on

Proposed

Pro-

ducers-Distribu
tors'
Organization
OLLOWING a statement
by Sydney
S. Cohen,
president of the M. P. T. O. of
A.,
to
the
effect
that
he
had
no
comment
to
make on the report that a new
F
producers' and distributors' organization was being contemplated with Postmaster General Will H. Hays at the head, the daily papers of Wednesday, December 14, carried a dispatch that Mr. Hays had definitely declined to officiate as the
head of the proposed organization.
In his statement, issued prior to the publication of the newspaper dispatch, Mr.
Cohen declared:
" The only information we have on this subject is what appeared in the newspapers. The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, comprising practically
all of the motion picture theatre owners in the country, have not been consulted
in this matter, and I have naturally no comment to make on the situation until it
assumes more tangible shape.
" Meanwhile, we are glad that the campaign for clean, wholesome pictures has
met with a pleasing reception everywhere, and we are gratified at the success already attained in this direction as evidenced in the excellent pictures now being
to The
say: newspaper report carried in Wednesday morning's dailies had the following
produced."
" Postmaster General Will H. Hays has definitely declined the post as ' high
arbiter ' of the motion picture industry of this country. It was learned yesterday
the offer of the Chairmanship of the newly organized national association of film
men, with a salary of $150,000 a year and a three-year contract, had been formally
rejected by him with his thanks to the film representatives who had conveyed the
proposition personally to him in Washington within the last few days.
" It is the belief of persons in the motion picture industry in New York, who
also are closely in touch with the affairs and aspirations of the cinema leaders, that
Mr. Hays's decision came as a result of his conviction that such a move by him.
should he step out of the cabinet or attempt to manage the film affairs while still
retaining his Government position, might reflect a shadow of collusion between
motion picture industry and the Republican Administration."
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To

Arbitrate
Exhibitor-Exchange
F. I. L. M. Club and Theatre Owners Chamber

of

Disputes

Commerce
Agree on Non-Partisan Body
hed
reac
mand
of any Exchange made pursuant to said that he considered the Joint Arbitrabeen
has
NT
A SETTLEME
tion Board the greatest achievement of
the
terms
of its contract, and tb the rule
by representatives of the New
his administration. Already requests
York F. I. L. M. Club and the of the F. I. L. M. Club, for additional
security not exceeding the sum of $250. have been received from other Film CenTheatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
ters for a copy of these rules, so that
to
insure the safe return of its film, with
e
esthe
renc
to
of New York with refe
other
key cities can operate under a simithe
provision
however,
that
the
F.
I.
L.
M.
tablishment ofa non-partisan body to adlar arrangement.
Club
as
a
body,
on
behalf
of
their
respecjust all differences arising between exhibitive members, shall guarantee the carry"President Brandt paid special tribute
and exchangemen in the Metropolito I: E. Chadwick, President of the Film
tantorsdistrict.
ing out of the decisions against individual
Club, for his courteous manner, for his
A statement issued by the Theatre
exchanges, handed down by the Joint Arbitration
Board
and
that
no
judgment
tact and for his readiness and ability to
Owners Chamber of Commerce concernshall be taken by default, except after a serve in having the rules adopted.
ing the arrangements follows :
"The Theatre Owners Chamber of
"The Theatre Owners Chamber of judgment is allowed by the Joint Arbitration Board after a hearing of the parties.
Commerce at their last meeting, ratified
Commerce and the F. I. L. M. Club of
the adoption of a resolution whereby each
New York City after several weeks of
"No. 5. The Board of Arbitration shall
of the Theatre members, will contribute
conferences and discussions, finally came
deem existing contracts and unpaid acthe equivalent of the tax saved under the
to an amicable agreement with reference
counts, binding upon the new owner, assignee of lease or purchaser of stock in new tax law which will become operative
to the appointment of a non-partisan body
the corporation, in any theatre, but shall
to hear and adjust all the differences that
on Jan. 1, 1922, for the week starting
might arise between the exhibitor and the not be binding upon the new owner of a Jan. 1st to Jan. 7th, inclusive, to the Motheatre which has been closed for a period
tion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
exchangeman in that territory, last Wednesday.
of more than thirty days, where such
in recognition for their services rendered
"The new rules and regulations provide
sale, transfer of lease or assignment of in eliminating this 5% tax on film rentals.
that three members of the Theatre
stocks has not been made by the former
The members expressed themselves as beOwners Chamber of Commerce and three
members of the F. I. L. M. Club, shall operator of the theatre.
ing jubilant at an opportunity to show
constitute a Board of Arbitration, with
their appreciation and their enthusiasm
"President William Brandt of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce exa chairman appointed by the Film Club
was reflected by the fact that they rose
to preside, who shall only vote in case of
en-masse and cheered when the resolution
pressed himself as being exceedinglv
a tie. When the chairman votes, his act
happy over the adoption of the idea and
automatically leaves ground for an appeal
was adopted."
to the Appeal Board, which shall consist
of three members from the Chamber of
Commerce and three members from the
Prominent Banker Is Appointed Chairman of
F. I. L. M. Club, however, with no chairman.
Famous Players-Lasky Finance Committee
"The Joint Arbitration Board was pro(HE Irving National Bank announces that Mr. Frederic G. Lee has resigned
vided with the following set of rules for
as vice-chairman of the bank to accept the active chairmanship of the Finance
their guidance, and a copy of these rules
Committee of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, but will continue his connection with the bank as one of its valued directors.
were mailed to every exhibitor and exMr. Lewis E. Pierson, chairman of the board, Irving National Bank, in comchange in the territory over which the
menting, said:
Board shall have jurisdiction.
" We shall all miss Mr. Lee very much. We have known for some time that
his T
services
have been sought by Mr. Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous
"No. 1. The right of the Home Office
!
of the Exchange to reject any application
Players-Lasky Corporation. Mr. Zukor has finally induced Mr. Lee to enter his
company actively in order to contribute a trained and expert judgment upon its
for contract within fourteen (14) days,
financial matters. Mr. Lee, in leaving his splendid banking position with us, has
shall not be abridged or denied.
entered a field not in the least new to him as his study of the moving picture indus"No. 2. That written contracts shall be
try, and particularly the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has been most intibinding on both parties ; that oral evidence
mate and has extended over a period of years.
may be introduced and considered by the
" Mr. Lee's services to our stockholders and to the banking community have
been most valuable. We believe that his brilliant career as a banker may be but a
committee in all cases where the comforecast of the success which awaits him in his new enterprise. When we first
mittee finds that oral evidence is necessary
became acquainted with Mr. Lee he was secretary of the Broadway Trust Company
to explain the terms of the contract, but
at Broadway and Eighth street, an institution then possessing resources of about
$4,000,000. Later he assumed the presidency of the Broadway Trust Company, in
not to change the price of protection exwhich capacity he served until the merger of tbe Broadway Trust Company, whose
cept in case of fraud or duress.
name had been changed to the Irving Trust Company, by this time an institution
possessing resources of over $80,000,000,with the Irving National Bank. During
"No. 3. Any involuntary breach of a
contract with respect to one picture in a
this entire period of about fourteen years, the history of Mr. Lee's administration
contract for several pictures, shall not be
is
one of success and popularity."
deemed to constitute a breach of the en
Mr. Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, in
confirming the announcement of the election of Mr. Lee as chairman of the
tire contract.
Finance Committee of his corporation, said:
" Mr. Lee's acceptance of this chairmanship makes me very happy indeed. Mr.
"No.
4.
The
Board
of
Arbitration
shall
not deem it a breach of contract for an
Lee has been my valued friend for years, indeed, ever since I first became
interested in motion picture production. He was the first banker in the United
Exchange to fail to deliver a motion picStates to make a study of the motion picture business and to recognize it as a
ture to an exhibitor in the event said exsound investment, and he welcomed the business of picture producers long before
other bankers had come to recognize the sound business possibilities of the screen.
hibitor has failed to comply with the de" Mr. Lee is particularly valuable to Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and
to the entire industry since he knows both picture business and finance. His
financial
experience has been unusually thorough. He was president of the
Plain Facts and Figures
Irving Trust Company until it was merged with the Irving National Bank and has
Speak for Themselves
been a very important factor in the success of the latter."
Turn to pages 20 and 24
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This contest, instituted with the purpose of aiding exhibitors everywhere
through mutual interchange of ideas,
closed Dec. 14. All articles submitted
prior to that date will be considered as
eligible to the prizes that will be awarded
those adjudged best.
Raised Standard — and Prices
Having been an exploitation man and
theatre manager for big exhibitor interests
during the past ten years, including the
advertising managership of the Finkelstein
& Ruben interests in St. Paul and theater
manager for the Southern Enterprises,
Inc., of Atlanta, I decided at length to get
a house of my own. My financial status
did not allow of me taking over the sort
of theater I had been used to managing,
so I struck out for the small towns. And
I certainly picked an excellent year for the
test.
This town, of 3,000 population, has a
theater more befitting a city of 35,000. In
the six years of its existence it has never
made money, except possibly an occasional
spurt. Naturally, it was largely dependent
on the farmers. We were not getting 20%
of the farmers we generally do in ordinary
times. I was up against it. Running but
thixe nights a week had been tried before I came. It didn't work. Anyway,
I abhor the idea. My predecessor, who
decided he would go back to the occupation
he came from, was running five changes
a week, four of which were ordinary
program pictures, with the Friday-Saturday picture being the only real feature.
That made everything depend on Friday
and Saturday. Tf it rained it always
meant a big loss on the week. The only
thing to do was interest the town peopleparticularly those who seldom attended the
movies. We immediately booked all big
features and ran everything two dayssome even three. This did not make our
film rental a bit more — nor did we
" fudge," — we put every cent they had
been paying for the two pictures into the
one— and WE RAISED THE ADMISSION PRICE. (Don't tell Paul Brunet
or Elmer Pearson.) We now are playing regularly to 60% more people on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
than the house has EVER played to, times
good or bad. We are not getting any
more farmers. It's no use trying. They
simply haven't the money — but we are
getting 60% more of the town people and
can't go down the street without having
some one stop us and thank us for giving
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Cresco big pictures. We are not giving
them any bigger pictures than they were
getting on Friday and Saturday before we
came — but we are giving them to them
ALL THE TIME— and at not a cent of
additional cost to us.
Though this is our first experience in a
small town, we've learned that the thing
to do is give up trying to get the farmers,
who haven't the money, and go after those
who have. There's enough in every small
town — if they can be properly educated- —
and good pictures all the time are the only
necessary lessons.
I cannot possibly understand why exhibitors close certain nights per week when
they can run the night they are closed at
verv little expense, by running fewer and
better features. We put the high priced
features to a very vigorous test here. Not
only did they get us the extra money we
were paying for them, but more than 200 ' ,
additional profit (over what we were previously getting). It sounds like stretching
things to give them " The Affairs of
Anatol," Nazimova and Wallace Reid in
one week — with no others, but it has put
the profit on the right side of the hooks
here — and a worth-while profit.
I think the reduction of prices is a great
mistake. It tends to cheapen the industry
and the public is more than getting its
money's worth at present prices. Cheaper
admissions mean cheaper rentals. Cheaper
rentals must mean cheaper productions and
cheaper productions mean less people at
the theater. Where is the gain? I refer
strictly to small towns in this, where your
drawing capacity is so greatly limited. We
cautiously tried out a higf reduction in price
here and didn't get an increase of one
patron. We raised the price 30r; . the
standard of pictures 80% and we have
increased profits (not attendance) 200%.
The attendance has, of course, increased
in proportion, in spite of the raise in admission prices.
There are not as many people attending
the theater as did in the " boom " times
and there's no way. in our opinion, of
getting that many back until times adjust
themselves. The thing to do is go after
the people who have the money, charge
them what your offering is worth and give
them the very best in pictures the market
affords. It costs no more when pictures
are run long enough and the decrease in
these times in attendance makes for much
longer runs — even in small towns.
Frederick C. Hinds,
Cresco Theatre, Cresco, Iowa.

Operates Economically
We have a cozy clean theatre, with a
seating capacity of five hundred persons,
and depend entirely on neighborhood patronage— transient patronage being so limited as to be practically nil.
" Seeing it through " has been as trying a problem with us as it has been with
others ; but the lessons we have learned
through experience will in future be
worth many times what it has cost in
dollars and cents — we have learned that
economy in operation is not only a good
precept in dull times, but a tremendous
asset in more prosperous periods when
practiced to fortify one for just such occasions as we are passing through and
which we hope will soon be in retrospect.
As an eminent statesman once remarked :" The way to resume is to reMime, " and the only way to reduce expenses isto reduce. Our problems were
no greater nor more difficult than those
of our fellow exhibitors, but only seemed
so from being our own.
Early we appreciated that the malignant conditions required heroic treatment,
and without wasting time finding out
what " the other fellow " was going to do
about it we set to work in an effort to
cure our own ills. Of course, we could
have cut the quality of our entertainment
— but what folly to drive our remaining
business away. Instead we raised the
standard of our pictures, showing them
three days, rather than two as formerly,
thus reducing our film cost. Then we increased our advertising, using newer
methods and better mediums, and invading territory we had practically neglected
before. In addition, we advertised and
made a feature of better and higher class
music, giving a double feature show on
zero days, with an occasional night of
vaudeville or amateur stunts and contests
and a serial at the Sunday matinee.
The question of entertainment disposed
of, came consideration of the price of admission. We decided to assume the war
tax and advertised the even prices of ten.
fifteen and twenty cents, eliminating the
odd pennies of change and facilitating the
work of the box office; this was a winning
teature from the first with our patrons,
and attendance began to improve until it
lias now reached almost or quite normal,
depending entirely on the attraction.
Relying, as we do. entirely on neighborhood patronage we had groups of congenial neighbors who preferred sitting together night after night, practically in the
same locations, thus dispensing with the
necessity for ushers, so we had a competent doorman to direct strangers anil
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transients to available seats and cut off
the cost of ushers from our pay roll.
Other incidental work about the theatre
was divided between those interested with
the result that the only salaries we now
have are for operator and musicians. We
reduced our light and fuel bills by advancing the time of each show by fifteen
minutes.
Our patrons seem to like what changes
we have made, and we are all happily
awaiting the return of normalcy.
A. W. Kaufman, Manager,
H. A. Burke, Advertising Dept.
Kaufman Amusement Company,
Cleveland, O.
Shifts His Bills
This is a town of about 8,000 people,
with three shows, two first class and one
shooting gallery. We have not made a
crop in two years and have had no rain
for nearly a year. Prospects are FINE.
But we are holding our own and making alittle money and this is how we do it.
Experience has taught us that we can't
play only straight program pictures and
make any money. We must have the big
ones. We first tried two big pictures a
week, playing each of them two days, but
found this was too much big pictures.
Now we play program pictures on Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays of each
week and outside of a small space in the
newspaper, on playdate, we do no more
advertising on these subjects.
On Thursdays and Fridays, one week,
we play a special at regular prices and
the following week play an extra special
at advanced prices. We advertise the first
special about a week before date of exhibition and on the extra special announce
it two weeks in advance and go the limit
in advertising it.
We contract for three days on the big
pictures and on Saturday morning give a
special matinee for school children. We
pack them in at reduced prices, usually at
15c. on a picture which would have cost
them 25c. to see on the two previous days.
This picture is taken off at 2 P. M. and
the program changed.
We make the rounds of the schools and
by giving a pass to each teacher, reach
every child in the schools, announcing the
bargain matinee. This is the only possible way we can line up the kids. Heralds
and Newspapers will not get them in.
We have a perambulator which is
moved around town on an auto truck.
Each side will hold a six and two threesheets. From the bed of the truck we
hang banners and a boy sits inside the
perambulator, singing a song. It costs
about $20 a day to move this around town
but it's more than worth the money. We
put it out only on the Thursdays and Fridays on which we run the super specials.
On the Saturdays on which we do not
have the children's matinee we open at
eleven in the morning and grind all day,

giving a bargain matinee from eleven to
two, at which time the price of admission
is only about half of what it is after 2
P. M. They are eating this up and there
is a mad scramble to get to the box office,
the last few minutes before two.
We employ no one not actually needed.
Business, good or bad, we try not to neglect anything about the appearance of
the house, inside or out. The brass is
kept polished, flowers mopped, glass
cleaned, burned out globes replaced and
we open for business RIGHT whether
we take in one dollar or a hundred.
E. J. Heaslip,
Lyric Theatre, Brownwood, Texas.
"Let 'Em Hear You"
In accepting your kind invitation to contribute something from the exhibitor's
point of view on the many problems that
now confront us, I am influenced more
by a desire to participate in the benefits to
be derived from this interchange of experience and opinion among us than by
any hope to win one of the prizes you so
generously offered.
This little town has a population of approximately 1200; our little theatre (motion pictures only) furnishes about the
only form of indoor amusement outside
of an occasional ball, so it would be nothing
short of a calamity if it was forced to
close its doors.
When I took over the management of
this theatre I " Bit off a mouthful," never
having had any experience with the movies
except as an ardent fan.
I found myself confronted by the same
problems that confront so many exhibitors
in small towns, several houses having
closed down because they could not afford
to operate at a loss. (Who can?)
But I am aware that every business has
its problems, so does the small boy realize
that every properly constructed doughnut
has its hole in the center; he is also wise
to the fact that no great amount of nourishment can be gotten by gazing at that hole,
furthermore, he knows if he treats that
doughnut as a real healthy boy ought to
treat a real doughnut, the hole will disappear. Does he hesitate? I'll sav he
don't.
My problem, or doughnut, was a trifle
more difficult than the boy's in that it had
two holes, i.e. expenses too high, receipts
too low.
I put or divide the expense in three
items, viz, overhead, film rental and advertising. The overhead is still overhead
and will be as long as the roof stays over
head. Now I differ very much with the
man who says we should not expect the
distributor to reduce rentals, he's the bird
I'm shooting at; let him pass it along to
the producer and the producer can trim
off some of fabulous sums paid to stars ;
stars could twinkle for a little less and still
twinkle brightly.
But the problem to which I devoted my

thought and energy was how to increase
the receipts via the box office.
The most prominent factor to be
reckoned with in the proper solution of
this problem is the third item of expense
mentioned, i, e, advertising.
While I have been successful in securing
substantial reductions in fibn rental, this
saving has been more than expended in
additional advertising.
bless and
you surrounding
! I don't only
advertise
in Why,
this town
country
but
in two neighboring towns, both larger than
this one and both having fine opera houses.
I do not know how true is the old saying
that " All the world loves a lover " but I
am quite certain the world cottons to an
advertising man.
When I buy a super-special, I do superspecial advertising ; I don't buy them often,
but put them across when I do.
While the profits for this theatre for
the three months I have managed it are
still within the first million, it is on the map
as a paying institution. Let exhibitors exercise the greatest care in the selection of
pictures, then, having satisfied themselves
that they have something worth advertising, then, brother, go to it, ADVERTISE,
EXPLOIT, HOLLER, do any old thing
to let the people know that you are alive,
alive to their interests as well as your own.
ABOVE ALL, QUIT LOOKING AT
THE HOLE IN THE DOUGHNUT.
Peter Bylsma,
Mgr. Victory Theatre, Napoleonville, La.
Has Five Principles
Having been in the picture business for
the past 15 years, I believe I'm qualified
to enter this contest, more especially considering that the past nine years have
been spent in a cotton country, where the
fleecy staple has sold for as low as 3c. per
lb., middling basis, and as high as 40c.,
and during these years some of the most
depressing conditions have prevailed. But
at no time has it found the firm of Gwynn
& Byar without a comfortable cash balance in the bank. The worst season we've
ever experienced is now on us, and while
we feel the pinch, we are managing to
" keep out " of the red," and attribute
our success to having built up a reputation of square dealing, honest advertising; a single admission price and conservative buying of film. This, in conjunction with the five great principles that
make anv business a success, i. e., cleanliness, quality, courtesy, comfort and conservative and judicious advertising. The
first is a pleasure to a theatre owner, as
well as to his patrons. The second is an
assurance within itself. The third is of
utmost importance, as a pleasant " I thank
you " from the ticket seller is a valuable
asset to any business, but the rummies that
stand like statuary at the front door to
say " Good evening, sir," is an abomination.
(Continued on page 50)
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The front door is the manager's place
as the folks file out of the theatre. That's
where he feels his patrons' pulse, and
learns the greatest percentage that the
different class of picture appeals too. As
to comfort, I refer to seats and ventilation. A twelve or twenty dollar seat that
cramps the patron cannot exist, even
against a competitor that would use cane
bottom chairs and makes his patrons comfortable. Ventilation is an essential feature in comfort. Lastly advertising. We
spread it on too thick sometimes regarding certain pictures that do find favor
with the majority of our patrons, thus
they leave our houses disappointed. The
next time we have something big to advertise, Mrs. Smith will phone Mrs. Jones
and ask if she has ever seen the. picture
and . what she thinks of it, which indicates
we have, through over-advertising, lost the
confidence of one of our good patrons.
I've always found it to be an excellent
ide,a to dispense with the much abused
word " best " altogether. If any man who
operates a theatre that is losing money will
adapt himself to the principle ,of putting
himself in his patron's place, he will immediately see much of a change in his
business.E. L. Byar,
Lyric Theatre, Terrell, Texas.
Ten Suggestions
In order to make a theatre pay under
present business conditions, especially one
that is situated in a small town, I offer the
following ten suggestions:
1. Be careful when dealing with companies that want you to buy a lot of their
pictures in order to sell you one of their
big specials. Nine times out of ten, although the special may bring you money,
the other pictures will not. So what's the
use? Either get the special alone or
nothing.
2. Get out of the habit of paying the
leading film corporations big prices for
features that you know are only program
pictures, just because their reputations as
producers are big. You can get the same
class of pictures from smaller companies
at lower prices.
3. When you get hold of a real big picture play it at least two days at advanced
admission prices. And, by the way, every
small-town theatre should play a big picture at least once a month in order to
keep up its prestige with the public.
4. Let the merchants in your town advertise on your theatre programs. Try to
get enough advertisements to cover the entire cost of the programs.
5. Run matinees on Saturdays and
Holidays for the women and children.
It's a paying proposition.
6. If you have no competition and are
keeping open six nights a week and do not
make out exceptionally good, cut down
your schedule to four nights a week. You
will find that the total of the week's receipts on the four-night-a-week policy is
just about the same as the six-night, and
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then you save two picture rentals and cut
down overhead expenses quite a little.
y. Always be on the lookout in the
News and other trade papers for new
ideas in exploitation and lobby displays.
You will discover many great stunts in
putting over pictures. Some of the stunts
8. Always remember that " advertising
pays
in the frequent
long run."personal talks with
g. Have
exhibitors of other towns. Tell them your
ideas, and they in return will tell you
theirs. In this way, you will learn a lot
of little things you never knew before that
you should have known.
io. Vary your program. Arrange your
bookings so that you have a different kind
of picture each night during the week.
Give the short subjects consideration.
Good short subjects mean something these
days. Run double features and " all
comedy nights " once in a while. Variety
of program means as much to the exhibitor as variety of diet means to the
stomach. Jack Kaplan, Manager,
Royal Theatre, South Fallsburgh, X. Y.
Million

Dollar

Finance

Corporation on Coast
National Motion Picture Finance Corporation capitalized at one million has
filed articles of incorporation with the
California commissioner of corporations.
Lawrence A. Lambert, Canadian Pacific
executive, is president ; Karl Merris, first
vice-president ; William W. Damron, second vice-president ; Alfred G. Roberts,
third vice-president; R. L. Caruthers, secretary ;R. J. Schroeder, secretary ; and
R. C. Milard, former comptroller of Universal City, auditor.
The new corporation plans to finance
productions for the independent market.

Senator Walker's statements supplemented bythose of Mr. Cohen, and the interesting controversy in which Mr. Mandelbaum participated, produced the very
best of feeling among the exhibitors and
the next business was the election of
officers, which resulted as follows:
President Martin G. Smith, Toledo;
Vice-President, at large, A. G. Hettesheimer, Cincinnati ; First Vice-President,
D. S. Schumann, Cleveland ; Second VicePresident, Wm. James, Columbus ; Treasurer, John Kumler, Toledo ; Secretary, AL
G. Kinzler, Dayton.
Board of Directors : Judge Foster,
Marion; W. H. Price, Norwalk; John
Bieverson, Jr., Delaware; Fred Tynes,
Portsmouth. Two additional directors are
to be elected at a meeting in the southern
part of the state next month as well as an
additional Vice-President.
Resolutions were adopted indorsing the
public service work of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America and condemning the imposition of distributing
companies overcharging for advertising
and other accessories and demanding that
this practice cease for the benefit of the
Raymond
Cavanagh Joins
Russell Clark Sales
Russell Clark, of the Russell Clark
Sales Syndicate, Inc., presenting independent productions in the state rights field,
has selected Raymond Cavanagh, for a
number of years with the Universal, to
handle the advertising and publicity of
the syndicate.
The Russell Clark Sales Syndicate is
shortly to offer on the state right market
" The Love Slave," an European production, starring Lucy Doraine, last seen
here in " Good and Evil." The story has
for its setting the Orient and Paris.
Although not yet formally offered, the
sale of the New York rights to the First
National Exchange is already reported by
Russell Clark.
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FAMOUS PLAYERS
The SheikKnocked 'em dead, especially the
women and younger set. Good for
two weeks at good prices. (Middle
West.)
Drew capacity houses for two
weeks. Critics proclaimed action
dragging at times, but public liked
it and clamored for more. (Middle West.)
Hundreds saw the picture twice.
Second week as big as first runs on
ordinary plays. (Middle West.)
nem
vxi) well
<
Held up very
on third week
of run. (West.)
Drew splendidly. (East.)
One of the best box office attractions in months. Played to 55,000
persons the first week. (Middle
West.)
Don't Tell Everything —
Good picture with strong drawing power owing to popularity of
Wallace Reid and Gloria Swanson.
Played to such big business we are
holding it second week. (Middle
West.) .
The stars in this picture, Wallace
Reid, Gloria Swanson and Elliott
Dexter, made exploitation unnecesA good week's business.
(Middle sary.West.)

Big
FROM

The Great Moment —
A big campaign on this picture
to produce more than average business. Good picture. (West.)
Exit the Vamp —
Good picture with more than
usual business. (West.)
The Bonnie Brier Bush —
Fell down at the box office. Business was way below average.
(East.)
White and Unmarried —
Meighan has made better pictures.
Added attraction helped business
considerably. (Middle West.)

Get-Rich-Quick WaUingford—
Pleased some — disappointed
others. Receipts pleasing, especially latter part of week. (East.)
Under the Lash —
Because of the popularity of
Gloria Swanson, this picture pulled
them in, but patrons did not care
for the story and the star is miscast. (East.)

V t

IV E E K

RUN

to enjoy
the spirit
liked it.
distinctly

W hite Oak —
William Hart is popular here, but
inclement weather reduced the attendance. Only
an average week's
run. (Middle
West.)

Woman s Place —
Constance Talmadge is always
certain of good support here. A
West.)
lively week's business. (Middle

Found this quite a good bet.
Business very good. (West.)

The Invisible Fear —
Fairly good entertainment. Average box office value. (West.)

The Call of the North —
Very good feature and business
held up well during its run here.
(Middle West.)
Went over big at my house.
Splendid
production. (Middle
West.)
Typical Northern picture, with
numerous thrills and beautiful
scenery. Holt does excellent work
and the film pleased. Good box office value. (Middle West.)
Experience
Did extra —fine business with this
feature. Great picture. (East.)
The Great Impersonation —
Pleasing. Receipts fair. (East.)
Poor picture. Lacks continuity.
Couldn't follow it at all if you had
not read the book. Mediocre business. (Middle West.)
A Prince There Was —
overpep.
very Gets
well.tiresome.
Picture
tooDidn't
mild.go No
(Middle West.)
FIRST NATIONAL
ToVable David —
Very good picture with fine box
office value. Business better at
every showing. Think this is the
kind dleofWest.)
picture people want. (MidWonderful picture with strong
dramatic moments relieved by clever
humor. Played to excellent busiand pleased audiences. (MiddlenessWest.)

it, but those who caught
in which it was intended
Opinion of patrons was
divided. (Middle West.)

One Arabian Night —
results on two.
run.Satisfactory
(W^st.)
. , weeks'
Foolish Matrons —
Went over great. Larger box ofWest.)
fice receipts than usual. (Middle
UNIVERSAL
As full of thrills as a serial.
Conflict
Played to— big houses without added
attractions. (Middle West.)
This one went over well. Pleased
patrons and did a good business for
a week. (Middle West.)
The
—
FairFox
Western
picture. Appealed
to the less critical. Good business.
(Middle West.)

Say

THEATERS
Doubling for Romeo —
Was one of the sensational successes of the year. Packed 'em in
at every show. A wonderful picture, exceptionally well directed and
West.) consummate art. (Midacteddle with
The
Night picture
Rose — and one that
A good
seemed
to please. (West.)
FOX
Over
the more
Hill-favorable comment
Created
than any picture ever played here.
dle West.)
Packed
houses first week. (MidWest.)
Second week hit strong. Public
still talking aiout it. (Middle
Closed a seven weeks' run here,
playing to over 150,000 at 50 cent
price. (Middle West.)
A weak
endingon tothea five
weeks'
run.
Opinions
picture
divided. Good audience picture, howespecially West.)
for neighborhood
house. ever,
(Middle
Broke ofallSheba
records
Queen
— and is being
used for third successive week. Capacity audiences have signified unqualified approval of this feature.
(Middle West.)

Moonlight Follies —
Fairlyium.good(Middle
picture,
West.)business med-

PerjuryPicture
and business both only
fair.
(East.)

Went over big. Had good business on it. (Middle West.)

The Mysterious Rider —
Goodusual.
picture(West.)
with better business
than

Red Courage —
Business not very good, pretty
good picture. (Middle West.)
The Millionaire —
Fair (West.)
picture writh average busi
ness.
GOLDWYN
Poverty of Riches —
Good picture though business was
not as good as usual. (West.)

Well liked in many quarters and
in some hailed as a masterpiece.
Receipts O. K. (East.)

Went over great. Business fine.
(West.)

Her Social Value —
Not up to the standard of this
star's productions, but drew well
because of popularity of star here.
(Middle West.)

The Old Nest—
Second run here and did fairly
well, but not quite as well as had
been hoped for. Elaborate lobby
display, probably the most elaborate
ever staged here, helped much, but
did not pull it over for the full
week. (South.)

good — business bad.
dieNot
West.)

RELEASES

Houses

Good story, poor character work.
Gloria Swanson entirely out of
place. Forced to pull picture off
on fourth day. (Middle West.)

Very good picture. (South.)
Three Word Brand —
A fine production. Had dandy
business with it. (East.)

ON

A Poor Relation —
The Lotus Eater —
Will Rogers is popular here. The
id
(M
picture drew a good attendance for
Not a very big success. People
the
week. (Middle West.)
who took it seriously did not appear

REALART
Hush
—FairlyMoney
good picture.
Business just
so-so. (Middle West.)
Dawn
East extra.
—
Fair, of
but the
nothing
It was
helped by the reputation of Miss
Brady who is right popular with our
fans. The picture did pretty good
business, taken all in all. (South.)
One Wild Week—
Mediocre
withWest.)
business about as production
usual. (Middle
(West.)picture with fair busFairly iness.
Morals
—good
WW

GUNNING

Pretty good business on reshowing.
Vadis — be too strongly recQuo Cannot
ommended. (Middle West. 'I
Girl
God's
—
FineFrom
feature
and Country
fine business.
(Middle West.)

Motion
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PROGRAMS

With
WIRE

NEW

FOR

First

REPORTS

YORK

CITY

j\lark Strand Theatre —
Overture — selections from "Carmen " by Strand Symphony
Orchestra.
Educational
Kineto. — Washington 1 rving —
Current
Events — Mark Strand
Topical Review.
Prologue — Sung by Richard Bold,
tenor, and Ethel Best, soprano.
Feature
Ray.— "R. S. V. P." — Charles
Instrumental
''Hejre
Kati,"
played by —Marta
de la Torre,
violinist.
Comedy — The Vagrant — Mermaid.
Next
Week — Vendetta — Pola
Negri.
Rivoli Theatre —
Danse — Dutch Dance by Myrtle
Immel and Felicie Sorcl.
Production — The Bashfid Suitor —
Triart Productions.
Instrumental — The Ampico Reproducing Piano-Concerto, first
movement by Henry Souvaine,
also Rivoli Concert Orchestra.
Feature
— Don't Tell Everything —
Paramount.
Comedy
— Snooky's Fresh Heir —
Chester.
Next Week— Miss Lulu Rett—
Wm. DeMille.
Capitol Theatre —
Overture
Orpheus " by Capitol
Grand— "Orchestra.
Scenic — A Fast Life — Chester.
Danseby— "Mile.
Whispering
Flowers,"
Gambarelli,
Doris
Niles, Thalia Zanou, Misses
Repelski, Kitson, Dell and
John.
Current Events — Capitol News.
Special — Selections from " San
Toy " with Capitol Grand Orchestra, Capitol Double Quartette, and Capitol Ballet Corps.
Fea t u re — Foot f al 1 s — Fox .
NextSelznick.
Week — A Man's Home—

Simple but effective hand drawn ad on
"1\ The
of thedirector
Forest"of by
< ndt, Man
publicity
the Harold
Riroli
theatre, Toledo, O.

THE

fT

E

E

K

Run

FROM

Criterion Theatre —
Special
— " In Krigher
a Doll Shop
with
Victorina
as the" Fairy
Doll, assisted by the Criterion
Ensemble and Criterion Orchestra.
Current
zine. Events — Criterion Maga-

OF

Rendered as tenor solo with artist in costume of Indian and
special tranceset
showing an ento a cave.
Feature — Wife Against Wife — First
National.
Next
Week — The Wonderful
Thing.

DEC.

11

N e wg

TH

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS

Vocal — Soprano soloist renders
" Sunrise and You."
Feature
— The Face of the World
— Hodkinson.
Next Week — Morals.

Overture
Light Cavalry.
Superba— Theatre
—
Current
Events — International
Novelty
— A Border
News.
Criterion
Ensemble. Cantina by
tury.
Comedy
— The Muddy Bride— CenFeature
— Fool's Paradise — Cecil B.
DeMille.
Feature — The Fox — Universal.
Hi alto Theatre —
Presented with prologue in which
a vocalist made up as Harry
" Peter
Ibbetson " transferred
from the Criterian theatre.
Carey sings " Old Pal Why
Don't You Answer?" in front
Central Theatre —
of drop showing a desert
" Molly O " continued.
scene.
Astor Theatre —
" Theodora " continued.
Tally's Theatre —
Third week of " Heedless Moths."
Lyric Theatre —
" Our Mutual Friend " continued. Mission Theatre —
Second week of " Molly O."
Grauman's Rialto Theatre —
LOS ANGELES
Third week of " Don't Tell EveryKinema —
Overture — The Chocolate Soldier.
Current Events— From Sinograms
and International News.
Novelty
Pathe.— Topics of the Dav —
Special — Community singing,
chourses of old songs being
used.
Cartoon — Tong Sarg's Almanac.
Vocal — Soprano solo.
Comedy — The Boat— Buster Kcaton.
Vocal—
The Land of the Sky Blue
Water.

Picture

California Theatre —
Special
— Symphony concert by new
orchestra.
Featurething."
— What Do Men Want?
Lois Weber Production.
Special — Personal appearance of
Clair Windsor in fashion review showing two-reel picture
of film stars and models attired in 1922 gowns and furs.
Current Events — International and
Fox News.
Next Week — A Poor Relation.
Loew's State Theatre —
Overture — Beautiful Galatea.
Current Events — International
News.
Feature
— The Hole in the Wall —
Metro.
Five acts of vaudeville.

Liberty —Theatre
Overture
Driel. —
Current Events — Liberty News.
Comedy — In for Life.
Feature — The Silent Call.
Next Week — Fightin' Mad.
Winter Garden Theatre —
Current
News. Events — International
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Comedy — That Night.
Feature — The Affairs of Anatol.
ST. LOUIS
Missouri Theatre —
Overture — Missouri Symphony Or-1
chestra.
Missouri News Weekly.
Literary Digest, Topics of the Day.
Special Comedy Feature.
Special Presentation with Missouri
Chorus.
Feature Picture—" Get Rich Quick
Fox-Liberty
Theatre
Wallingford."
Overture — Liberty Harmony Orchestra.
Mutt and Jeff Comedy.
Liberty News of the Day.
Feature Picture — " The Queen of
Sheba " (third week. In the
first week this picture played to
34,247
week topersons,
36,800). in the second
Guv Cook Comedv Feature.
Next Week— "The Son of WalNew Grand Central Theatre —
Overture
— Gene Rodemich's Orchestra.
lingford."
New Grand Central News Review.
A Johnny Hines comedy.
Special Presentation.
Feature Picture—" What Do Men

SEATTLE

Grauman's Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Organ — Selections with slides and
voice on choruses at the Zoo.
Fducationals
Kineto. — Furs and Feathers —
Special — Imperial Opera Trio in
three numbers.
Educational — Pathe Review.
VocalHouse
— WhenRings.
the Bell in the Light
Rendered as basso solo.
Feature — A Prince There Was —
Thomas Meighan.

Coliseum Theatre —
Overture — Piqua Dame.
Current Events — Pathe and KinoWant ?"
Scenicgrams.
— Beauty.
Cartoon — Checkmated.
Vocal — Male trio singing " When
Shall— All
We for
Meeta Woman.
Again."
Feature
Next Week — Her Social Value.
Clemmer Theatre —
Overture
— The Rosary and other
selections.
Current
Events — Interna t i o n a 1
Symphony
News.
Current
EventsTheatre
— Fox —News.
Novelty— The Call of Duty.
Educational — Pathe Review.
Comedy — Now or Never — Harold Feature
Comedy —— False
Mamma's
Cowpuncher.
Kisses.
Lloyd.
Feature — The Primal Law — Dustin Next Week — A Parisian Scandal.
Farnum.
Strand Theatre —
Next — " The Chauffeur " and " I Third week of "The Sheik."
Next — Don't Tell Everything.
Blue Mouse Theatre —
Chine's Theatre —
Current Events — Kinotirams.
Current Events — Fox News.
Organ— "Old Pal Why Don't You Educational — Cafe Revue.
Tiro Los Angeles displays adrcrtisiii;'
Answer
? " played in five Cartoon — Mutt and Jeff release.
different Me
ways.
Feature — Thunderclap.
" Porcrty of Riches " at the Californ n
Do."
theatre and " The Lure of Jad^ " at
Educational — Ford Weekly.
Next Week — The Foolish Age.
Miller's.

December

S3

24, 1 0 2 1

y— "Friday
Comed
Boys. , the 13th"— Hallroom
Speed Girl"—
"The
Week—
NextBebe
.
Daniels

—
Palacee—"
Her Winning Way " —
Featur
Mary Miles Minter.
Comedy — " Brownie's Goat " — tury.CenCurrent Events — International
News.
Shea's North ParkFeature— "Don't Tell Everything."
nctt.— " Be Reasonable " — SenComedy
INDIANAPOLIS

MtftC VI ARC ON THC SAME PftOORAM
BUSTER KEATON
THE PLAYHOUSEr
\r IKc choriMbb*oLthe bvjuL^v
*udi«K4
Ho tiling —ftfnnicr .initlia
u> >>.- 1vkola
- udHbv Sci-mm of "Getter Ccwcdie*.
US 1£. JoknBon
]
football is suggested all over this one
in •' Tiro Minutes to Go " by the Rialto
of Omaha.
BUFFALO
shea's Hippodrome —
Overture — (A) "Rienzi" — Wagner.
(B*) " Traumcrei " — Schumann.
Played by the Hippodrome symphony orchestra, under the direction of Creatore.
wagein Setting
— " Night
study
black and
white " —byA Harold
B. Franklin.
special — Personal appearance of
Mildred Harris.
Feature — " Don't Tell Everything "
— Dexter, Reid and Swanson.
"omedy
nett. — •" Be Reasonable " — ScnCurrent Events — Hippodrome Review.
I^ext Week — Charles Ray in " I\.
S. V. P."
Shea's Criterion —
re " Samson and Delilah "
Dvertu
Saint— Saens.

Current Events— Rialto News.
Comedy—
The Stork's
Feature — The
InvisibleMistake.
Fear.
Sun
Theatre
—
Overture
— Orchestral
selections.
Current
Events — International
Weekly.
Comedy — A Circus Sideshow.
Feature — Poverty of Riches.
Strand Theatre —
Overture
— " II —Trovatore."
Current Events
Pathe News.
Comedy — The Skipper's Last Resort.
Feature — Don't Tell Everything.
Moon Theatre —
Overture
— " Czarda's
Scene."Weekly.
Current Events
— Universal
Comedy — A Flivver Flivved.
Feature — A Virgin Paradise.

Circle Theatre —
Current Events — Sinograms
and
Circle Localette.
KANSAS CITY
Novelty— Literary Digest Topics._
the
Song Slides — "Remember
Liberty
—
Comedy— Torchy a la Carte.
Overture —Theatre
Selections.
Feature— The Lotus Eater.
News — Pathe.
se." — The Invisible Fear
Next RoWeek
Comedy
— "Aesop's
Fables"
and
and Alia Axiom, psychist.
" The
Goat " — Buster
Keaton.
Organ Selections — Miss Susie Goff
Colonial Theatre —
Bush and Miss Golden EvisCurrent Events— Selznick News.
ton,
organists.
PolSnub
—
Hustler
The
—
Comedy
Brady.
Feature
— Dawn of the East — Alice
lard.
Feature— A Wife's Awakening.
Week — Pilgrims
of the
American Harmon- Next
Special Music—
ists and Liberty Entertainers.
Next Week— Chivalrous Charlie.
eatre —
ric— Th
Do
News
International.
Loew's State Theatre —
Current Events— Pathe News.
Comedy — " The
Joys
and the
Night."
tury. The Muddy Bride— CenComedy—
s
Organ Selection — P. E. Stevens,
Soloist— Peter Grant.
organist.
Glooms."
Feature — The Conquering Power.
Special
— " Kol
and " Number
Eili Eili,"
sung byNidre"
male
Next Week — Ladies Must Live.
quartette
in
conjunction
with
Ohio Theatreatmospheric prologue.
Current Events — International
News.
Feature — " The Golem."
Next Week — " A Wife's AwakenNovelty — Christmas Cartoon.
Special
Music
—
Brown's
Original
Newman Theatre —
Saxaphone Sextet.
O v e r t u r e — Personally conducted
Feature — The Sheik.
by Victor Herbert, Newman
Next Week — The Sheik — Third
Concert Orchestra — Selections :
week.
1. Overture to Mile. Modiste.
2. "ing."
Devotion." 3. Selections
OMAHA
from " Natoma." 4. Dream
Melody from " Naughty MaRialto Theatre —
riet a." 5.Czardas from " The
( >verture — Norwegian Rhapsody.
Fortune Teller." 6. Overture
Organ — "I Wonder If You Still Newsto— Irish
opera,News
" Eileen."
Newman
and Views.
Care for Me?"

V'ocaldano.
— Selections by Mile. Avefeature
— •" Exit the Vamp" — Ethel
Clayton.
Remedy
— " A Perfect Villain " —
Sunshine.
JUrrent Events — Criterion Pictorial.
MextJohn
WeekBarrvmore.
— "Boomerang Bill" —
Loew's State —
Feature- — " Passion Fruit."
In connection with this production, Manager Al Beckerich
presented Doraldina, the star,
in person. There was also a
new comedy and the Loew
News.
Mark-Strand —
Overture — " The Music Box RcPatest Pathc
Current
MIC." Events
News.
Feature — "Why Girls Leave
Home "—Anna Q. Nilsson.
For the first time in many years,
the Strand held over this picture for four more days, after
a record-breaking week run.

This,
The Rough
Diamond," theatre,
display
is the " work
the Symphony
Losof Angeles
staff
Organ
— Gerald F. Bakists. Selections
er and Q. Landwehr, organSpecial Number — Lloyd Garrett,
tenor,
singing
Manila," in
conjunction
with "prologue.
Feature — Disraeli — George Arliss.
Next Week — Ladies Must Live —
Betty Compson.
OvertureTheatre
— Popular
Royal
— selections.
News — Royal Screen Magazine.
Comedy — Doggone Torchy.
Organ Selections — Milo T. Harte,
organist.
Feature
— Miss Lulu Bett.
Next Week — Her Social Value —
Katherine MacDonald.
Twelfth
Theatre —
Overture — Street
Selections.
News — Screen Magazine.
Comedy — Stick Around.
Short Subject — The Spirit of the
Lake — Tom Santschi.
Feature — The Night Horseman —
Tom Mix.
Next Week— The Call of the
North— Jack Holt.
BALTIMORE
Overture
" Mile. Modiste " — VicRivoli —tor— Herbert.
Current Events — Rivoli News.
Specialty — Topics of the Day, accompanied on organ by Ernie
Cooper and Henry Boehme.
Vocal — Colin O'Morc, lyric tenor.
(a) Mavis Craxton.
(b)
bert.Ireland, My Sireland — HerFeature — The Lotus Eater — John
Barrvmore.
Comedy — Saving Sister Susie — ■
Dorothy Devorc.
Century —
Overture Events
— " William
Tell." News.
Current
— Century
Vocal — Cesare Nesi, tenor.
(Operatic Selections.)
Feature — A Prince There Was —
Thomas Meighan.
ton. — Vagrant — Lloyd HamilComedy
Parkway —
Overture — "Blue Danube" — Straus.
Current Events — Parkway News
and Special Review.
Feature — The Son of Wallingford.
Comedy— Vagrant— Lloyd Hamilton.
Overture — Operatic Selections.

One of the ads which the Superba theatre, Los Angeles, used to exploit
Millionaire."

Th(

Specialty
Kineto.— The Four Seasons —
Feature
The Iron Trail — Wyndham — Standing.
New-

Motion
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New Wizard —
Overture — Classic.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Specialty — Screen Snaps.
Feature — The Son of Wallingford.
Strand —
Overture — Medley.
Feature — The Fall of Babylon.

Blackstone
—
Current
Events
— International
News.
Novelty —— Without
Aesop's Fables.
Feature
Benefit to Clergy.
Comedy — Trolley Trouble.
Next Week —
Liberty —Events — International
Current
News.
Feature — Tol'able David.
Comedy
— For
Land's
Sake.Eater.
Next Week
— The
Lotus

PHILADELPHIA
Stanley —
News — Fox
News— Pathe News— Pathe.
Topics
of the Day— Literary Digest
— Fathe.
Comedy—
less. " The Playhouse "—Peer-

Comedy—
Electric. "As Old as the Hills " —
Must Live " —
— " Ladies
Feature
t.
Paramoun
Musical Feature — Wassili Leps as
guest conductor of Stanley Orchestra in varied program.
Week— "A Man's Home"—
NextSelect.
Stanton —
Feature — " Queen of Sheba " — Fox.
Karlton —
—" A Fool's Paradise "—
Feature
DeMille.
Arcadia —
News— Pathe News— Pathe.
— Burton Holmes — ParaTravel
mount.
— " Saving Sister Susie " —
Comedy
Electric.
—" Bits of Life "— Neilan—
Feature
Peerless.
Next Week— "The Bonnie Brier
sh."
PegeBnut —
— " Somewhere in Turkey "
Comedy
—Pathe.
Feature — "Desert Blossoms" — Fox.
Next Week— "The Infamous Miss
Revell " — Metro.
Palace —
News — Pathe News— Pathe.
Topics
of the Day— Literary Digest
— Pathe.
Comedy— The Happy Pest— Fox.
Feature— Playthings of Destiny —
Peerless.
Week — The Sheik — ParaNext mount.
Victoria —
News — Pathe News — Pathe.
Comedy— The Stolen Snooze— Fox.
Feature — Shame — Fox.
Next Week — Intrigue — Metro.

Regents Events
TheatreCurrent
— Kinograms.
Feature — Pilgrims of the Night.
Comedy — A Pair of Sixes.
Next Week — Shame.
Current— Events — Fox News.
Savoy
Feature — The Primal Law.
A very well put together display is Comedy — The Stork's Mistake.
shown in the above on " Datrn of the Xext Week — Shame.
East " and " The Bell Hop." The display is by the Temple theatre, Toledo.
Cameraphone
Current
Events —— Selznick News.
Feature
—
For Those Who Love
News
— lPathe
News — Pathe.
—
and the Ace of Hearts.
Capito
—DeMille.
Feature
— " Don't Tell Evervthing " Special Attraction — Madame Cliford — Mental Marvel.
Next First
Week Love.
— Hush Money and Her
DES MOINES
Des Moines —
Topical Review. — International.
Chrisie Comedy- — Saving Sister Sue.
Special music, Amedio, dean of the
accordian, with numbers classical to popular.
Feature — Charles Ray in R. S. V. P.
Coming — Mother of Mine.

Loew's Lyceum —
Weekly.Events — Loew's News
Current
Feature — Garments of Truth.
Next Week — First Love.
Current Events — Selznick News.
—
Duquesne
Feature
— Camille.
Coming — Little Lord Fauntleroy.

Strand
News — —Educational Kinograms.
Comedy — A Pair of Sexes, with
Vera Stedman and Bobby Vernon.
Special Music — George Getsey singing "When
Francis Dances
• with Me."
Feature
Lois Weber's What Do
Men — Want?
Coming — The Lotus Eaters.

Strand Theatre —
FeatureNE
— Disraeli
— George
Arliss.
LEANS^
W OR
Special Educational Comedy —
Could Columbus Discover an
American ?
Comedy — I Do — Harold Lloyd.
Pathe News.

Garden
—
News
— Schetchogram.
N
Comedy — Torchy's Promotion.
Feature — Pearl White in The Virgin Paradise.
Coming — Constance Binney in The
Case of Beckv.

Liberty— Camille
Theatre— —Nazimova.
Feature
Fox
Comedy
Pathe News. — Bus Is Bus.
International News.
Trianon Theatre —
Feature
Everything for Sale —
Mae — McAvoy.
Fox
PatheCorned}-—
News. Merry Christmas.

Palace-— Harry Sweet in The CowComedy
puncher's Hero.
Feature — Claire Adams in The Mysterious Rider.
Coming — Dustin Farnum in The
Devil Within.
Sherman
—
News — Pathe.
Serial — Miracles of the Jungle.
Feature — Bessie Love and Sessue
Hayakawa in The Swamp.

Globe Theatre —
Feature — Made in Heaven — Tom
Moore.

LAVENDER ^OLD
THE CLASSIC CLASVKT

LACE

URG"by UmOverture
——ISpecial
TTSBmusic
Olympic P
bardo Ugizi.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Novelty—
burgh. Who's Who in PittsSpecial Added Attraction — Cowboy
Feature — Don't Tell Everything.
Jazz.— Snookeys Labor Lost.
Comedy
Next WeekCurrent
— Events — Grand
Weekly.
Grand
This one bit the Princess theatre, Toledo, tells the reader that " The Girl in
the Taxi " is farce comedy.

Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — Tol'able David.
Comedy — For Lands Sake.
Next Week — The Lotus Eater.

News
Another of Harold F. Wendt's unusual
ads,
billing
" Lavender
and Old ToUdo,
Lace "
recently
playing
at the
Rivoli theatre,

Picture

N e wA

M

WHY GlltL/ LEAVE HOME
A decided novelty it this small Htpla\
by the Majestic theatre Colvmbni
billing " Foolish Matrons," " The Lam
of Hope " and a local picture
Tudor
—
Feature —Theatre
The Lure
of
Pauline^CFrederick.
HICAG
Comedy
— In Wrong. O
The
Gumps.
Keaton Comedy — The Hauntee
House.
Pathe News.
Jade —

W'ayangs. Theatre —
Woodlawn
Woodlawn
Grand
Organ — "Out I
Screen
Travels — W atching
the j
Woodlawn Pictorial Review.
Comedy — Selected.
Overtu
re — Mansaniello.
Lady.
Featur
e — Ladies Must Live.
Intermission — Weep No More My
Coming KisFeature
— What Do Men
s."
Want.
Roosevelt
TheatreTell.
—
Overture — William
News Review.
Color Picture— Scenes of Spain. |
Topics of the Day.
Tony Sarg Cartoon.
Specialty — Mandy and Me.
Feature
Don't Tell Everything —
2nd — week.
Specialty
Prince andCharming,
Marie— Sweet
Joel Ray. with
Coming Feature — A Prince There
Was.
Ziegfeld
Theatre
—
Feature — The
Conquering
Power—
3rd week.
Pathe News.
Literary Digest.
Comedy — Charles Chaplin in " The
Coming Feature
ther's Cub. — The Black PanIdle Class."
Randolph
Theatre —
Organ Selections.
Feature — Way Down East — 4tM
week.
Coming Feature — Over the Hill.
Chicago — Theatre
Overture
Orpheus. —
Specialty — Anvil Chorus from " H*
Topical
Scenic. Events.
Trovatore."
Specialty — The Love Boat.
OrganMeansSoloto— Be
I Lonesome.
Know
What Im
Literary Digest.
Comedv — Larrv Semon in " The!
Feature — The Lotus Eater.
Coming
Feature — Hail, the WonvL
Saw-Mill."
an.
Tivoli TheatreOverture
— II Guarany.
Literary Digest.
Specialty — Amanda Brown singinJ
the Doll Song from Tales of :
Hoffman.
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}uarter page novelty ad on " The Foolsh Age" by Harold F. Wendt, publicity
\lirector of the Rivoli theatre, Toledo.
opical Events,
cenic.
rgan Solo — Selected. Milton
Charles at the organ,
'omedy — Charles Chaplin in " The
Idle Class."
ipecialty — Bartram & Saxton in
harmony duel,
'eature — Marion Davies in " Enchantment."
ijoming Feature — Mabel Normand
in " Molly O."
arbee's Theatre —
eature — Dempsey - Carpentier
Fight — 5th week,
oods Theatre —
eature — The Queen of Sheba — 5th week.
CLEVELAND

tate —
Werture — Light Cavalry — Suppe.
Current Events — Pathe NewsTopics of the Day.
artoon — Mutt & Jeff in " Stolen
Snooze."
'omedy — Free
maid comedy,and Easy — Meripecial Music — State Theatre
Quartet singing " Wyoming,"
Shubert's Serenade, Sextette
from " Lucia."
'eature — The Child Thou Gavest
ext Me."
Week — The Branded Woman, with Norma Talmadge.
en —
verture — The Bamboula, by Coleridge Taylor.
Current Events — Allenette News,
taken from various news reels,
rizma — The Sacred City of the
Desert.
artoon — Aesop's
Fables,
" The
Wolf and the Kid."
iolin Special— Sasha Jacobson in
regular concert program,
eature — What Do Men Want,
ovelty — Allen Ensemble of thirty voices in " Songs of the
South,"
with appropriate
plantation setting arranged by
Managing Director S. Barrett
McCormick.
Stillman —
Overture — A Scotch Fantasy.
Comedy — The Stork's Mistake —
Vanity comedy.
Feature — Alan, Woman, Marriage.
IINext Week — Continued.
IPark—
IOverture — William Tell.
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — Saving
Sister Susie —
Christie comedy.
Cartoon — Mixing
Business with
Pleasure — Gump cartoon.

Feature — Her Social Value, with
Katherine McDonald.
Next Week— The Idle Rich— Bert
Lytell.
Overture—
Circle — Mile. Modiste.
Current Events — Pathe Review—
Pathe color reel.
Comedy — Cissy's Economy, with
Cissy Fitzgerald.
Feature — Queenie,
with Shirley
Mason.
Next Week— A Pair of Silk Stockmadge. ings, with Constance Tal-

Current
Strand —Events — Pathe 99.
Topics of the Day — Literary DiComedy — The Boat — Buster Keaton.
Feature
gest.— The Way of a Maid.
Next Week — My Lady Friends.
Current Events — Fox News.
Feature—
O'.
GiftsNext
WeekMolly
— Same.

Current
— Kinograms.
Palace —— Events
Feature
Nobody.
Next Week — Bonny Brier Brush.
Standard
—
Current
News. Events — Interna t i o n a 1
Mile. Modiste (HerComedy — A Family Affair — Cen- Overture ——bert)— Capitol
Symphony
tury comedy.
Capitol
chestra, Theodore
Hahn, OrJr.,
Feature — The Fox — Harry Carey.
director.
Next Week — the same.
Capitol Combination reel :
a. International News.
b. A sport review — Goldwyn.
MILWAUKEE
c. Daffy movies.
Solo — Remember the Rose — SoStrand Theatre —
prano, accompanied by Capitol
Weekly — Kinograms — Topics.
Syncopated Orchestra. Rose
Musical — Violin solo by George
bower setting.
Feature — The Grim Comedian.
Pipschultz,
" KissLeave
Me Again."
Feature
— Why Girls
Home.
Organlogue,
with picture — VisualAlhambra Theatre —
ization of Rachmaninoff's PreOverture — Alhambra Orchestra.
lude in C Sharp Minor — Edward
Weekly — Pathe — Topics.
Benedict, Capitol Master OrMusical — Henry Taylor, tenor.
Comedy
—
Johnny
Hines
—
A
La
Comedy
Skipper's
Last ReCarte.
ganist.
Toonerville
Trolley.
roy. —sort— The
Feature — Miss Lulu Bett.
Next Week — Little Lord FauntleButterfly Theatre —
Overture — Butterfly Orchestra.
Music — Eddie Lazarus, soloist.
BROOKLYN
Weekly
— Butterfly Weekly — Fox
News.
Strand Theatre —
Feature — " Get Rich Quick Wal- Mark
Overture — Introduction of Hungarian gipsy instrument — the
Merril
rd."atre —
linlgfoThe
cymbalom — played by Bela
Weekly — International.
Nyary, Hungarian marvel. Solo
Screen Snap Shots.
was Liszt's " Second HungarFeature — The Sheik — 2nd week.
ian Rhapsody."
Sport Pictorial
Alusical
Illusion.— " Stamina."
WASHINGTON
Interior set. Huge portrait on
wall drop. Soloist at table in
Metropolitan
—
twilight sings " Dreaming Alone
Overture
— La Forza
del Destino.
in the Twilight " with eyes on
Current
Events — Pathe
News —
portrait.
Portrait suddenly takes
Topics of the Day.
life and girl subject, soprano
Comedy — Never Weaken — Pathe.
operatic star, sings second
Feature — Her Social Value — First
verse.
National.
Pantomime.
Next Week— The Vendetta— Pola
" One Rainy Day." Outdoor cut
Negri.
outset. Girl dances among trees
with youth wooing her. She
Palace
Overture— — The Evolution of Dixie.
does not notice him. Storm
Current
Events — Pathe
News —
comes. Youth returns with umTopics of the Day.
brella and girl joins him. A
Feature — Get Rich Quick Wallingnovelty pantomimic dance.
ford — Paramount.
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Columbia
—
Excerpts
Mile.operatic
Modiste."stars
Interiorfrom
set "with
Overture— William Tell.
Feature
— Don't Tell Everybody —
giving etta.
quickMark Strand
version orchestra
of operParamount.
Comedy — Country Chickens.
plays opening chorus, Edgar
Rialto
Special —Attraction — Elias Breeskin
in concert program.
Current Events — Fox News.
Comedy — Torchy's Frame Up.
Feature — Playthings of Destiny.
Next Knows.
Week— What
No Man
CINCINNATI
Walnut—
Current
Events — Fathe 98.
Topics of the Day — Literary DiCartoon
Aesop's
gest.—— The
Feature
LotusFables
Eater.— Pathe.
Next Week— A Prince There Was.

^Criterion

Here is an unusually well balanced ad
for " Daun
of the
East"Denver
by the
Princess
theatre,

Auxiliary Features
Here is a nice looking display for " The
Buitorby" theandCriterian
" The Foolish
used
theatre, Matrons
Oklahoma"
City, Okla., which is within the reach
of any exhibitor who uses newspaper
space to advertise his bills.
Kiefer, Ibaritone,
sings " II Want
Want
What
Want When
It," Raymond Metz, tenor, is
heard in " The Time, The Place
and and
the Girl,"
MileactSerova
Mildredwhile
Marsh
in
pantomime. Eldora Stanford,
soprano, sings with dance accompaniment. Conclusion is
ley)
^7* of the Troop,"
" The Mascot
by Mark Strand Ensemble.
Featured Film — "All for a WomClyde Cook Comedy — " The ToreaOrgan

Solo — "Fan

Fare" (Shel-

Next Week — Pola Negri in " VenATLANTA
Howard Theatre —
Overture dor."
—News
" Chimes
of Normandy."
Howard
and Views.
detta."
'Cello
Solo — "End of a Perfect
Day," played
an." by Enrico Leide,
on his Stradivarius 'Cello.
Disarmament Pageant —
Organ Solo — " Danse Macabre,"
played by Edwin Sawtelle.
Feature — Don't Tell Everything.
Metropolitan Theatre —
Overture
— " Carmen."
Kinograms.
Kineto Review.
Solo — Mrs. Edwin Sawtelle.
Comedy — Nick of Time Baby.
Feature — Pilgrims of the Night.
Organ Solo — George Lee Hamrick.
Rialto Theatre —
Overture —to Special
— RialOrchestra,selections
conducted
by
Frank Turner.
Selznick — News Weekly.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Feature — May McAvoy in Morals.
Criterion Theatre —
Kinograms.
Kineto Review.
Comedy — A Nick of Time Baby.
Feature
— Richard
Tol'able
David. Barthelmess in
sr. PAUL
Capitol
Theatre
Von —Suppe.
Overture
" Poet — and Peasant,"
Capitol Digest : Including Current
Events,
al News. Pathe and InternationOld and New England — Educational Films.
Topics of the Day.
The La Valle Four — Musical Novelty— Special Set.
Norma ful
Talmadge
in The WonderThing.

I

Plunkett

Originates

Distinctive

Prologue

Numbe)

Illustrating the story concerning the prologue number
"All For
a Woman,"
by Managing
Joseph L. Plunkett of the Xczc York
Mark onStrand
theatre,
appearingstaged
on the
following Director
page
Thomas D Soriero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Harold B. I'ranklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
George J Mi nude. Schade theatre, Sandusky,
H C Uoral r, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Hark Gate*, Dayton theatre, Datyon, O.
Bdward L. II » man Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo 1 Kayo, Gen. MgT. Finklestein St Knbln,
Minneapolis.
Bid Laurence. Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Leo K UndsD. Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee.
Jmrb Rnhn l/oew theatres, Cleveland
Paul <iu»danovic. Strand, Cleveland, O
C. YMkvlt Nomand, Strand theatre, Flint, Mich.
8. theatre.
Barrel Cleveland.
HK'urmlrk, Manuring Director, Allen
W 8. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson. Mich.

Advisory Board
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
Wlllard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta,
K. B. Wilby, Supervisor of Southern Enterprises,
Lac, Birmingham, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen. Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. Li. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,
on Branham, Famous-Lasky, Ltd., Toronto,
Chas.

Lowell W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capital
theatre. St. Paul. Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Q nimby.
Managing
Director,
theatres.
Fort Wayne,
Ind. Strand III
A. H Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewtston, Idaho.
George
E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
E. J. Myrick, Rlalto theatre, Butte.
Eugene
cisoo. H. Roth, California theatre,
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San San FranSidney K.Grauman,
Grauman't. Director,
theatre, William
Los Angeles.
Louis
Sidney, Managing
Fox
theatres, Denver.
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fta.
Herbert J. Thatcher, Strand theatre, ftallna,
Francis A. Mangan. Munaging Director,
theatre, Montreal, Canada
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1

Girls Leave Home"
fWhy
Exploited in Novel
4
Fashion
' Leave Home " was ex1 " Whyind Girls
novel fashion by Managing Diite
Ilo
Harry L. Greenman of the William
ector
■ox-Liberty theatre in St. Louis.
Securing the consent of the mothers of
he girls, Manager Greenman had three
oung women disappear. The fact of
leir disappearance was widelv heralded
1 the newspapers and great interest in
leir cases was aroused.
Then Greenman issued a public appeal
) the ministers of St. Louis to preach on
le subject of " Why Girls Leave Home."
le next appealed to the clubwomen and
ie leading city officials to take an active
terest in the campaign against the inducg of young girls to leave their homes.
When interest had thus been kindled
ar and wide through the St. Louis terriory, Manager Greenman advertised the
ngagement of the picture.
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Views of the prologue and interlude for " The
Queen of Sheba,"
when this
picture played the
Allen theatre,
Montreal
Mangan

1

Stages

Prologue

for "Queen Qf Sheba"
An original prologue and interlude for
" The Queen of Sheba " was one of the
features of the showing of the picture recently at the Allen theatre, Montreal.
The number, staged by Francis A.
Mangan, utilized the services of Florence
Rogge, danseuse ; an ensemble and ballet
corps, and Noel Traverse, basso.

*
■a

The prologue was entitled " The Triumph of Sheba " and the interlude " Less
Than
Dust."
In the latter number Mr. Traverse rendered "Less Than Dust " on a side stage
and on the finale of the last verse a tableau with a girl driving two white horses
to a chariot was revealed. The stage setting represented an ancient Roman amphitheatre.
I
WhyGirisTpjueHoopF
«?ty scaur

EVERY
MOTHER-FATHERDOY OP GIRL
SHOULD SEE
WHY

%

1

LEAVE

GIRLS
HOME

FOX- LIBERTY

Some "Why Girls Leave Home" exploitation put over by the Liberty theatre, St. Louis

Plunkett

Stages

Classic

Prologue Number
" Place de la Revolution " was the title
of a most appropriate prologue which
Managing Director Joseph Plunkett originated for the recent showing of " All for
a Woman " at the New York Mark
Strand theatre. Mr. Plunkett took the
most impressionable bit of action from
the film — the guillotine scene — and by
providing a stage setting, props, lighting
effects and music, and securing the services of a talented cast, costumed appropriately, reproduced it in every practical
detail.
" Robespierre " (Litolf) was played
by the Mark Strand orchestra and when
the music describmg the stirring scenes
of the French revolution was reached the
curtains were parted showing the stage
setting illustrated by the cut appearing on
the opposite page. An announcer, guarded
on each side by a soldier, made an entrance and read the death proclamation.
As he neared the last sentence, the lights,
which had been dimmed, went up, revealing a property guillotine and a mob about
it as a victim was led out for execution.
The number was extraordinary in conception and execution and a distinct embellishment tothe screening of the picture.

Motion
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Greenman
Stunts

Picture
Uses

on

News

Clever

" Queen

Some clever ideas were utilized
Managing DirectorSheba"
Harry Greenman
of
the William Fox-Liberty theatre of
Louis in advertising and exploiting

Lobby display by the Crystal Palace theatre, Sydney, Australia, for "Mother O' Mine''

"Molly

O"
Prologue
S. Barrett McCormick's Latest Pleases
Number Rich in Atmosphere

" all-Irish " prologue under the
title of " An Irish Cinderella " is
S. Barrett McCormick's latest prologue number staged at the Allen theatre,
Cleveland, of which Mr. McCormick is
managing director. The picture for which
this number served was " Molly-O."
Following is Mr. McCormick's own description of " An Irish Cinderella " :
" An Irish Cinderella " was a little fantasy in song and color with an intent at
the whimsical, a little humor and a lot of
beauty. The curtains open upon a fairyland setting done entirely in various tones
of green, with green lights, playing upon
the modernistic design. A young Irishman enters and then a colleen. There is
a little flirtation between the two during
which the young Irishman sings the
chorus of " The Top o' the Mornin'."
There is a little coquetry on the part of
the colleen, who exits after the song, and
the orchestra takes up the opening strains
of
" Mother AtMachree,"
by he
the takes
younga
Irishman.
the finish sung
of this
AX

seat on an*old stump when a little child
rushes in saying : " Oh, Uncle Dinty ! Tell
me a story, a fairy tale." " Sure and it's
a fairy tale ye'd be after having me tell
ye," with which he takes the little child
up on his lap and starts the story, " Once
upon a time there was a little Cinderella,
an Irish Cinderella, Molly — Molly O'Dair
was her name," and just at this time, as
though in a vision, the little Cinderella
walks into the scene. The man is of
course oblivious to this action, which is
supposed to be the vision seen through the
eyes of the child. An old witch enters
and the man continues his talk. " Little
Cinderella was verv sad because she could
not go to the grand ball where the King
of Ireland and all the grand ladies were to
be," and tells of the witch's promise to
make her a grand lady, with which Cinderella follows her off-stage. Then comes

by
of
St.
the

" Queen of Sheba."
First of all — and perhaps most important from a publicity standpoint — Manager Greenman invited and had as hfl
guests every newspaper man in the city
of St. Louis at a private showing of the
picture. Cigars and cigarettes in abundance were passed around and the newspaper men were permitted to smoke an4
thoroughly enjoy themselves during the
showing of the picture.
A young woman of pulchritude and
stage ability was selected to impersonate
the Queen and in a downtown store window she held forth. Co-operation of one
of the leading women's stores was secured
through permitting the woman thu> at-<
tired to advertise hair nets. Great crowds
were attracted bv this novel stunt.

a drum call and the grand procession [
starts, all of which is described by the
man to the child, the coming of King
Michael O'Flannigan, the beautiful ladies
of the court all dressed in green and
shamrocks, the coming of Prince Charming— Prince Patrick O'Brien — who fell
in love with the Irish Cinderella and carried her away to his castle in Killarney
where they lived happily ever after. The
procession starts moving off the stag*e, the
lights are dimming, the child struggles up
into Dinty's arms and goes to sleep and he
starts to sing an Irish lullaby, and just
as the last characters of this dream have
faded away he carries her off the stage,
the curtains close and the picture " MollyO " starts upon the screen.
Cut showing the stage setting and
characters appearing in Mr. McCormick's
prologue appears on the opposite page.

This cut shows some of the exploitation -which Harry Greenman, manager of the Liberty
theatre, St. Louis, used to put ozer "The Queen of Sheba"
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Football Players Guests
of Strand Theatre
One of the exploitation ideas used in
klition to a special showing for minisrs for the run of " Over the Hill " at the
rand theatre in Iowa City, Iowa, was
e inviting of the now famous Iowa (until squad to see an evening performance
the picture.
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Lowell Cash, Fox exploitation man, ised a special invitation to the captain of
team, and Mr. Devine accepted for the
uad. The letter of invitation was printin the college paper, the Daily lowan,
d is said to be the first bit of picture
blicity ever given in this paper.

lath's Mechanical Lobby
for "The
Display
Girl"
Speedautomobile
[A hand-painted
with a picre of Bebe Daniels cut from a threepet placed in the driver's seat and
peels that were kept spinning by means
I a motor placed back of the cut-out was
t centre of interest recently in the lobby
I Hugo
txas.
, Plath's Gem theatre, Palestine,
[The stunt was pulled as exploitation for
rhe Speed Girl " and it attracted a lot
I attention. The accompanying cut
pws
a view of Mr. Plath's ingenious
Mitraption.

Picture
of Gem
Hugo theatre,
Plath's Palestine,
mechanicalTexas.
lobby The
display
Speedin Girl"
when this picture
played the
stunton is"The
described
the accompanying
story
Snell

Gets

Attention

of

American
Legion Post
Assistant Manager Snell, of the Imperial theatre, Gadsden, Ala., tied up effectively with an American Legion Halloween banquet to boost " The Birth of a
Nation.'' The dining-room was darkened
as the guests entered, with the exception
of candles inside of the pumpkins, and one
large light at the head of the table which
blazed over the largest pumpkin at the
feast, on which Mr. Snell placed his card
announcing the attraction. Using the lone
spot of light in the room was effective, but
if any of the 350 guests did miss it they
found the magazine of the same on the
back of every chair. And the chairman
of the post spoke a few words in commendation of the film, so no angle was overlooked.

Tack Cards with Novel
Catch Line Used
on that
" Conflict"
Red cards
had as a catch line
'■ Don't Mutilate This Tree," with advertising for " Conflict " following, were
tacked on all available trees by Manager
Howard J. Smith of the Palace theatre,
Buffalo, during the recent engagement of
the above-mentioned picture.
It was the first time that such a stunt
had been pulled in Buffalo and it attracted
a lot of attention.
Another good stunt was a tie-up with
the Buffalo Times through which Mr.
Smith used a lot of space at the display
rate and in return got a lot of free stories
and cuts of the star. Mr. Smith also put
over a front-page story, under a NewYork date line, to the effect that Miss
Dean had almost lost her insurance polifor her daringherald,
in " Conflict."
Ancies attractive
with a striking
photo of Miss Dean on the front page,
was distributed throughout the city.
A doubling up of the usual newspaper
advertising and in eye-catching lobby, display brought in the best business since last
winter.

1 ■

View of the prologue which S. Barret McCorinick, managing director of the Allen theatre, Cleveland, staged in connection
with his shozving of "Molly O"

Motion
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Showing some of the exploitation on " The
Sheik " used at Grauman's
Angeles Rialto theatre, Los
Above — Ballyhoo which paraded the streets.
Left — Lobby display, rich in oriental atmosphere
Altoona

Charters

Street

Car

to

Bill "Three Musketeers"
Many novel exploitation ideas were
used during the engagement of " The
Three Musketeers " at the Mishler theatre, Altoona, Pa. A week before the
showing the City of Altoona and the surrounding country were thoroughly 24sheeted and many hundreds of windowcards distributed in the most advantageous
show windows.
On the day of the opening of the picture a street car was chartered. It was
completely circled with banners and
streamers. Inside the car was a brass
band. The car made a two-hour circuit
of the city, taking in both the West and
East side.
An artistic book display taking the entire window of a department store was
another attractive feature of the advertising campaign inaugurated.
A dollar day with the slogan " All for
one and one for all ! " was used in all the
newspaper advertising, prominently mentioning the Fairbanks production. On
that same day another department store
had several thousand shopping bags with
a cut and descriptive matter printed on
the bags, which were distributed among
the hundreds of shoppers who were attracted to the stores for the dollar-day
campaign.
Five thousand circulars appealing to
the school children were printed and distributed among the elementary and high
schools by a corps of men, during the noon
recess and the letting out of school in the
afternoon.
Artistic cards were placed in the various stores of the city.
The usual number of bill boards were
covered throughout the city and hundred?
of smaller sizes of paper distributed in
advantageous places.

Campaign

for

"Over the Hill"
"Read a Book" Week, in conjunction with an essay contest conducted by
one of the leading department stores of Altoona, Pa., was the salient feature of the
exploitation of " A Connecticut Yankee at
King Arthur's Court " during its run in
that city at the Capitol theatre, under the
management of Anast N. Natopoulos.
The plan was one of reciprocal interest,
and the expense of that part of the exploitation campaign which included the department store was borne entirely by it.
With the assistance of a Fox representative, arrangements were completed for an
elaborate indoor and window display of
Mark Twain's works — single volumes and
sets. Large placards in the windows urged
people to " read a Mark Twain book, this
week, and see ' A Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court ' at the Capitol the-

Picture

Me

Gerbracht's Presentatio
of "Old Nest" Goes Bj
Joe Gerbracht, manager of the P.I
cess theatre, Ames, Iowa, put on a mi U
cal presentation for " The Old NeB
which will repay careful study on U
part of other small-town exhibitors.
Two singers were used in mus li
numbers that fitted the spirit of the pH
toplay and they "certainly supplied
mighty kick to the whole presentation
says Mr. Gerbracht in his account of I
matter. The program was opened vtl
"Timely Topics" and "Screen Snl
shots," Mr. Gerbracht feeling that I
comedy subject should be shown w U
" The Old Nest." Then a \ oung man I
about twenty, with a fine tenor voil
sang " Little Mother of Mine " z I
" Mother of My Heart."
Then, with amber spotlight play I
upon him, the scene faded into I
Hughes film. When the picture had p
gressed to the scene in which the motl
says, " Don't take on like that; just w
until
make youanda cup
to theI window
sees ofa tea,"
bird and
with g<1
young in the nest, Mr. Gerbracht stopf
the picture and faded a spot on a violit
who
Shubert's
back toplayed
the picture
withoutSerenade,
a pause. a
Then close to the final scene, wh<
the lawyer son returns home and sits
his mother's lap, the singer at one si
of the stage and the violinist at the oth
without spotlights, played " Mother '
Mine," finishing as the last fade-c
clears.

An advertising campaign was arranged
by the department store for school children
of the town. Prizes were to be awarded
toatre."
the children writing the best essays
on Mark Twain's novel from which the
motion picture was adapted. The prizes
were to be copies of the book, and passes
to see the picture. The entire plan was
put into operation several days before the
" Yankee " was presented at the Capitol.

Two views of the lobby display for

The
Fox,"Seattle
arranged by William Cults of the Clcmmer
theatre,
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Hyman's "Lotus Eater"
Prologue Is Atmospheric
John Barrymore was impersonated in
A prologue staged to precede " The Lotus
Cater " when it was played at the Brookvn Mark Strand, Managing Director Edvard L. Hyman arranging a typical South
Sea festival for the novelty which inand a
luded opera singers, dancers
dvealth of stage scenic art.
J The prologue opened with the orchestra
iMaying a quiet amorous piece, revealing
vji cut-out South Sea scene with liquid
Itretches of water with a ruddy moon
nirrored in the waves and with waving
malm trees set against the highly tinted
due sky. Walter Smith and Charlotte
iergh, coloratura soprano, appeared and
Jr. Smith sang to her Von Tilzer's "If
{ou Only Knew."
Then there appeared
he Mark Strand Ballet Corps as water
prites. They carried wreaths of roses,
during an esthetic dance they crowned
She then
he woman singer their queen
ang " The Bell Song " from
"he number closed with an ensemble
and
Lakme."
ance effect. The lighting effects were
'•lue, amber and dull gold, from stage and
•ooth.
^lebourne
up with

Merchants TieYale Theatre

Three men's furnishing stores of Cle•urne, Texas, joined with the management of the Yale theatre in putting over a
>age advertising tie-up in the Morning
Sezvs for " What Do Men Want? "
The Yale itself took the centre seventyive inches to advertise the picture. At
ither side and across the bottom, under
lie tie-up title line, appeared the advertiselents of the stores, listing their specials in
len's furnishings. Each of the three
tores advertised that they would give
away tickets to the first 100 customers
f the morning, good for a free admission
the Yale when accompanied with one
aid admission.
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Lobby decorations for "Over the Hill" used by the Alhambra theatre, Canton, O.
Jarmuth

Used

Street

Cars

for "Anatol^ Banners
One of the most effective and sensational publicity campaigns in conjunction
with the showing of " The Affairs of
Anatol " was that initiated by Douglas
Jarmuth, manager of the Bakersfield
string of West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
houses. Jarmuth got in touch with the
officials of the street car company in
Bakersfield and arranged for a display on
five city and interurban cars. He carried
four banners, two on each side and one
at back and front, while all the windows
of the street car were placarded with the
handsome half-sheet litho paintings of the
individual stars appearing in the production.

Simple Lobby Display
Gets Results for Bainaiver
Manager M. Bainaiver, of the Alhambra theatre, Canton, Ohio, executed a
novel double lobby display in connection
with his recent extended run of " Over
the Hill," which attracted attention not
only of those who passed into the theatre,
but of those who passed by.
Not lending itself particularly to unusual embellishment, the exterior of the
house was neatly adorned with American
flags draped about the marquis. Over
these was placed a canvas sign 43^x20
feet, which bore an " Over the Hill " message in large letters discernible at a distance of three blocks. Stills of the production, in cases, were used at the sides
of the entrance.
The most novel bit of decoration was
used on the interior of the lobby and
added a welcoming homelike atmosphere.
A large arch of lattice-work, festooned
with vines, was erected directly in front
of the box office. Hanging beneath the
arch of the frame was an artistic placard
The of
Road
to ' Over the Hill'."
Areading.
wicker " vase
chrysanthemums
rested
on the floor in the center of the pathway
to the ticket window and was flanked at
a short distance on either side by two art
posters framed in brass.
On either side of the lattice work stood
a white pedestal bearing a white pot of
flowers. The entire scene blended well
with the tile floor of the lobby.

Illustrating the- accompanyingby story
relative toMark
the prologue
on " The Lotus Hater," presented
the Brooklyn
Strand theatre

A cut showing Mr. Bainaiver's lobby
display appears above.

Motion

Mother

Parties

Used

Again

for "Mother O' Mine"
C. B. Davis, manager of the Norwood
theatre, Xorwood, Ohio, evolved several
interesting exploitation stunt- for hh

Three views of the prologue for " Fool's
Paradise " presented at the New York Criterion theatre, under the title of "In a Doll

Fair

Young

Uses

Ballyhoo

for

" The Sheik "
E. Forrest Young, now publicity director of the Majestic and Rialto theatres,
Louisville, Ky., put on a successful campaign at the Rialto on " The Sheik." An
Arab ballyhoo in royal purple satin, turban and all, was used on the main streets
in advance and during first exhibition
days. A large special electric sign was
hung up with only the title of the feature,
in addition to the regular signs and paper.
Very large display ads were run in the
dailies.

Theatre's
H ouse " Exploitation of "Old Oaken

Sullivan and Levy, managers of the
" gave " The
Bucket
Fair theatre. Amarillo,
Texas,
Old Oaken Bucket " consistent and appropriate exploitation during their recent
engagement.
A lobby display of a moss-covered well
and old oaken bucket was a feature of the
campaign.
In addition, a float decorated with a
well curbing of 'the orthodox type, a
bucket that looked moss covered, big banners announcing the showing and containing a quartette appropriately attired and
singing the old familiar songs, including
of course " The Old Oaken Bucket." paraded about the streets, attracting no end
of attention and coaxing many an elusive
dollar into the Fair's box office.

recent engagement of " Mother o' Mine."
In his newspaper advertising Mr. Davisuggested that' citizens of Norwood makeup " Honor Your Mother " parties and
entertain their mothers by taking them to
see this picture. In addition, he announced in the advertising, newspaper
readers and in special heralds that even
mother over seventy year- of age would
be admitted free with her family and th«-ingle family having the largest number
of mothers attending together would Ix
admitted without charge.
The heralds were in the form of neat
cards which gave the title of the picture,
dates of showing and called attention to
the theatre's plan for honoring the mothers of the neighborhood. On the reverse
side of the card was printed Kipling's
poem, " Mother o' Mine." These heralds
were distributed to the homes of the city,
were passed out to school children and
tossed into automobiles about the city. 1
In addition, Mr. Davis interested se»
eral Sunday school teachers and had diem
make the picture the subject of a lectin?
on honoring mother, in their classes.
The first night of the showing eight
mothers over seventy were admitted and
were seated together in a special section
well up in the front of the auditorium.
One family with five mothers, a grandmother, her daughter-in-law and that
mother's three married daughter- registered as the single family having the largest number of mothers.
All of these facts were duly recorded
at the theatre and in publicity.

December
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24.1921

a
Doll
New York Criterion
Elaborate
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Shop"
Riesenfeld's
Latest
Riesenfeld group. Paul
Oscard, balletTheatre Special Number
master of the Riesenfeld theatres, has the
Musical

a presentation number on the bill
Paradise " playing an
with Fool's
indefinite engagement at the New
York Criterion theatre, Managing Director Hugo Riesenfeld has not attempted
what has come to be know n as an atmospheric prologue, but instead has created an
independent music-dance feature that helps
entertain and does not trespass on the domain of the stellar picture.

A}

" In isa romantic
Doll Shop,"'
as the number
titled,
and fantastic
in its ideais
blending the beauties of the ballet with solo
and chorus singing, with dolls of all nations and temperaments bustling in and
out of the shop. Mine. Victorina Krigher,
prima ballerina of the Moscow Grand
Opera, plays the leading role in the production, that of a fairy doll, the prize of
the little shop. Harlequin, Columbine,
Polichinelli and a Baby Doll, all favorites with the children, also have important parts to play.
When the curtain rises the shopkeeper
is >een bustling about his shop while prospective customers walk around to inspect
the different goods. A farmer and his
wife are seeking a gift for a little one. An
old woman and an inquisitive bov are in
another part of the shop and an English
gentleman and two charming ladies form
another group.
Columbine with her powder puff is the
first doll to be broiight in by an assistant.
The little doll powders her nose with much
vigor until she sees Polichinelli with his
cymbals. She leads him into a dance, and,
when she tries to powder his nose, is
banged over the head with a cymbal, to the
delight of the customers. Drums beat and
in marches a drum major with his army
of two tin soldiers with drums, and the
trio marches about with great pomp.
More dolls are brought in — a Baby Doll,
followed by three others, and the quartet
sings and dances, while the shopkeeper
strikes the bells on the dolls' shoulder in
harmony with their voices. The quartet
is interrupted when the leading Baby Doll
runs down. The shopkeeper hastens to her
side, re-winds her strenuously with the
result that she escapes from his hands,
rushes wildly about the stage and is recaptured with great difficulty.
Harlequin is the next doll to be brought
in to perform athletic feats and dances to
delight the customers, and finally the shopkeener goes to a special niche where he
keeps his prize doll — the Fairy Doll. She
dazzles the customers with her light and
beauty. She is jealously guarded by the
tradesman while she dances before the
delighted customers and is affectionately
put back in (he niche at the end of her
dance.
The dolls are all put back in their places,
the customers file out and, after putting
out the lights, the shopkeeper locks up the

Fantasy

shop and goes home. But he has forgotten Harlequin, and, no sooner does this
lively villain find the coast clear, than he
romps wildly about the shop. He peeps
about and goes to the niche where the
Fairy Doll is hidden. She is his especial
delight and when she steps out, he leads
her through a grotesque dance. He calls
to all the other dolls and again they enter
— first Columbine with her puff, then Poi
lichinelli with his cymbals, the four Baby
Dolls, the Chinese and Spanish dolls — ■
until the stage is full of toys. It is a
festival of their own, there are no human
beings to watch them, and they sing and
cut capers in lively fashion.
The Fairy Doll, leader of the festivities,
dances a brilliant pizzicato, and, at its conclusion, all begin a lively jazz. This modern dance attracts other dolls and soon an
American Indian, a Puritan, a cowboy and
finally an Uncle Sam doll, join the party.
When two negro Mammy dolls and a pair
of Southern beauties join the party, all
join in a joyous ensemble.
The music of " In a Doll Shop " is
chiefly from Bayer's pantomime ballet,
with special selections from Grieg, some
Russian composers and original compositions interwoven. The production was
staged and arranged for Mr. Riesenfeld
by Josiag Zuro, with special choreography
by Paul Oscard. Herbert Schulze painted
a lively toy shop setting for the production.
In the cast supporting Mme. Krigher
are some of the finest solo dancers of the

part of Harlequin and other important
dancers are Grace Eastman as Columbine,
Ruth Matlock as Polichinelli, Vera Myers
as the Baby Doll, Lillian Powell as the
Spanish Doll, Felicie Sore! and Myrtle
Immel
the Dutch
girlA.andYagoda
boy dolls'
Mollie asDodd
and T.
as and
the
Chinese girl and boy dolls. Fred Burgstaller plays the shopkeeper. The company of singers and dancers numbers
about thirty, the largest cast ever assembled by Mr. Riesenfeld for a stage production at any of his three Broadway theatres.
School
"The

Teachers

Gives

Blot"

Big Boost
Looking to the local school teachers for
a big .boost on " The Blot " was not without results during the showing at the
James theatre, Columbus, Ohio.
A number of teachers were invited to a
special showing and the suggestion was
subtly made that if they liked the picture
they induce their friends and others interested toattend. The result was a landslide of business, and the good-will of
every teacher who came, as evidenced by
the great numbeB'of letters written to the
management of. the James.
The James backed up the picture
strongly with advertising, winding up its
campaign with four-column fifteen-inch
hand-drawn and lettered ads in all the
Columbus dailies.

This lobby dress ivas used recently at the Parkville theatre, Brooklyn, to exploit
"Gypsy Blood"

(A

Motion
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Holds
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News

Children's

Party for " Fauntleroy "
The orphans' party which nearly every
showman has put over at least once was
used by G. E. Brown, manager and publicity director of Loew's Palace theatre]
Memphis, Tenn., as one of the exploitation mediums employed during the engagement of " tied
LittleupLord
Mr. Brown
with Fauntleroy."
the Memphis
Press and for ten days landed publicity
on the front page of the paper, often with
illustrations. The paper was tied into the
party so tight that to it was left the task
of getting the 100 automobiles needed to
carry the kiddies to the theatre and home
again. The paper felt its responsibility
and jazzed things up until there were
more cars offered than the orphans
needed.
Two views of the prologue number for
"The Sheik" presented by Ray Grombacher of the Liberty theatre, Spokane,
Wash.
Coogan

Doll

Stunt

Wins

Again Jackie Coogan
With an after-school
doll party for children, Mrs. Emma
Shakespeare, manager of the National
theatre, Cincinnati, put over " The Kid "
in her suburban house for its two-day run.
She obtained four Jackie Coogan dolls,
which she announced a week in advance

Grombacher's
Exploitation and Presentation
of "The Sheik 1
The recent engagement of " The Sheik"
at the Liberty theatre, Spokane, Wash.,
saw the culmination of one of Manager
Ray Grombacher's best exploitation campaigns.
A week before the picture opened Mr.
< irombacher lined the lobby of the theatre
with oriental rugs — insured for a valuation of several thousand dollars — and a
tent was placed in the center of the lobby
where a girl representing the dancing girl
of the picture reclined on a couch. Burning incense added to the oriental atmosphere.
A prologue, under the title of " The
Bride Market," with a cast of fourteen
people, was presented.
The prologue opened with a dancer
placed on the auction block with a slave
seller forcing her to dance for the Sheik.
The Sheik sang the song featured in the
picture and the girl rendered a sequel to
the Sheik's ballad. Then they rendered
* Allah's Holiday " as a duet, with the entire company joining in on the chorus.
The set provided is shown by the illustration. Atmospheric lighting effects were
used throughout the number.
During the run of the picture the Liberty's girl ushers wore oriental costumes.

would be
at theshowing
children's
inee. given
The houraway
of this
was matset
for 3.30 p. m., and dodgers announcing the
party were distributed among school children at the gates of one of the public
schools a half-block distant from the theatre.
As soon as school was out on the afternoon of the party, the children burst
through the schoolyard gates and ran to
the theatre, lining up in front of the box
office.

Lobby decorations on

All the cars, filled with children,
gaily decorated with Mowers and banners
and headed by a brass band, paraded
through the city for a half-hour before
turning into the theatre. Thousands of
people saw the parade and crowded the
street to watch the kids have a good time.
A symphony orchestra of thirty pieces
was enlisted to play for the kiddies and
barrels of apples, boxes of oranges, buckets of candy and other delicacies were
sacked up by willing hands and given to
the little guests as they came out of the
theatre.
Each child not only enjoyed the automobile ride, the show and the music, but
went away from the theatre thinking it
was Christmas.
In all, Brown landed more than fifteen
columns of free publicity and the cost of
the party to the theatre was only a few
dollars.
Orphans' parties are always good and
should be put over with a bang to get
maximum results.
This was the first party which Mr.
Brown has promoted in two years and it
went over with a bang.

Conflict," including
attractive cutout used by Keith's Prospect
theatre, an
Brooklyn
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Toledo

Blade
Ties
Up
With
"Doc"
" What Do Men Want? " Essays Make Fine
Exploitation for the Picture

ATER, managing director
HC. of HOR
the Pantheon theatre, Toledo;
• Paul Gray, of the Wid Gunning
forces, and the Pantheon publicity staff
found hundreds of ways ot bringing the
MentregWan
at edo
Do thea
ofn "Wh
agemen
engthe
.
oerst?"
to
attetntio
of Tol
The campaign began with teaser ads on
the title, "What Do Men Want?" in
one column by 21 lines space appeared
live times in each daily paper, on the first
da\ of the campaign.
The next morning, the c a m p a i g n
showed a second development. Each
newspaper carried the ad in the same position as the day before, but the mysterious question this time was addressed to
particular people — and each person was
one well known in the life of the city. A
bank president, the mayor, the president
of a federation of women clubs, the
sheriff , the chief of police, and a big merchant were first asked to answer the question. On the next day, the prosecuting
attorney, a popular judge, the leading
minister, a county commissioner and a
leading woman social worker had the
poser shot at them. All those named
were chosen because they were most
widely known, either in their official capacity or for personal reasons.
The exploiteers had in the meantime
hooked up their campaign with the To-

Horater

and inside — printed by the newspaper,
the name of the production, the producer
and the theatre and play dates were given
prominent places.
While the contest was being carried on,
other angles of exploitation were being
taken care of by Mr. Horater and his
staff.
Scores of the leading stores had been
tied up with the picture. They displayed
eye-filling window cards and stickers
reading : " What Do Men Want ? Step
in. We Have It," followed with a mention of the theatre and play date.
However, it was the contest that
brought the greatest amount of attention
to the engagement of the picture.
Although women alone were permitted
in the contest, many men wrote in to the
newspaper and the management of the
theatre, indignantly taking issue with
some of the women, and giving their ow n
point of view.
Small
Clever, although inexpensive lobby display, arranged by the Princess theatre, Eastland, Tex.,
for the engagement of " Cappy Ricks"
ledo Blade and on the following morning
the paper carried a box on the front page
in which a contest based on the title was
announced.
Prize, $25 as a first and 200 others in
the form of tickets, were offered to persons who would give the best answer to
the question of the title, " What Do Men
Want ? " in a 200- word essay.
Questions raised in the picture were
given publicity in the Blade as aids to
the contestants. " Is love the greatest
desire a man feels? " ran one article. " Is
it wealth he wants above everything else
on earth ? " read another.
Then, two days before the picture
opened, there was a big newspaper smash.
The Blade on that day carried on its first
page, in the most prominent news space, a
three column layout, with the pictures of
three pretty shopgirls, who, it was announced, had been selected to judge the
letters which were pouring into the Blade
office at the rate of hundreds a day. A
three column streamer head read :

Towner

Big
A practical
holes, built of
by a local boy
a brush, made

Puts

Over

Time Stunt
ship, with five real portbeaver board and painted
with a knack for handling
an effective lobby display

for the showing of " Cappy Ricks " at the
Princess theatre, Eastland, Texas.
The total cost of the job, including the
hiring of the artist, was $6.80. The five
windows in the cabin were illuminated by
an equal number of small electric lights,
attached to a flasher.
From a lighthouse a bright spot was
focused on the ship, making a very pretty
effect at night. And all for $6.80.

" They'll Decide What Men Want." The
story and pictures took up a quarter of
the first page.

Novelty cut out doll used in the interests of
"Over the theatre,
Hill" Boston,
at the Mass.
Tremont Temple

In addition, another story on the photoplay page of the paper told of the number of essays sent in, gave a summary of
the
classes into which the answers were
falling.
In every one of the stories — front page

This cut shows the mechanical ballyhoo which
the Grand theatre. Rochester, divided for the
showing of the first episode of " The Adventures

Motion
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' Lure
Pegler

Exploits

of

Jade" at Lawthe rence,
Mass.

Noble Hearne, manager of the Frolic theatre, San Francisco, Cal, used a local military band
as a Prologue to " The Fox." There are 30 men in the band. And they proved no small
attraction. The cost was trivial. The bandmaster is L. A. Yost, the band is from the 11 th
Infantry, Presidio, Cal.

Latest
Unemployed as Sandwichmen Tried Out Again
Sandwichmen recruited from local unemployed, a favorite exploitation stunt
these days, was used by the Queen theatre, Dallas, for the recent engagement of
" Salvage."
The inscription on the banner was as
follows :
" There are several thousand unemployed men in Dallas. The Queen theatre
has pledged its support to help relieve this
condition. Their first step was to hire us
to carry this banner advertising Pauline
Frederick in " Salvage " at the Queen
theatre. This is a good job. " Salvage "
is a great picture. It's a worthy cause."
"Rip

Van Winkle" Children's Matinee Goes
The management of the Jewel Big
theatre,
Troy, Ohio, got a lot of verbal publicity
for " Rip Van Winkle " by holding a special morning matinee for the children of
the city.
When the picture started every seal in
the theatre was filled and when the picture was over every little shaver started
out to tell the grown-ups of the family
how much they enjoyed it.

Is Alphabet
Fortnight
Yonkers, N.
Y., Theatre and
Paper

Make

Advantageous Tie-up
over two weeks.
LPHABET FORTNIGHT " is
the name of the stunt that the
The stunt did not drain their complimentary lists as the tickets were good
Broadway theatre, Yonkers, and
the local paper, the Statesman, worked for only the day they appeared in the paper.
" Ladies Must Live " and " Under the The theatre guarded against imposition
by having the ticket-seller politely ask for
some mark of identification such as a
Every day a coupon appeared in the
Yonkers Statesman with two consecutive
business or visiting card, or watch inscription.
letters
Lash." of the alphabet in it. Persons
The inquisitiveness in asking for full
whose last names began with either of the
name, address and date of birth is exletters could clip the coupon, fill out the
blanks which asked for the name, address
plained by another stunt the theatre has
up its sleeve. It is perfecting a plan
and date of birth, present it at the box
whereby it will know the birthday of
office that evening with fifteen cents and
even body in town and on that day will
receive an admission to the theatre. Fifmail the celebrant a birthday greeting and
teen cents is one-half the regular admisa genuine present of two admissions, war
sion price.
tax paid.
Only two letters of the alphabet were
printed a day, which strung the stunt out
The, only possible improvement in the
alphabet stunt is not to print the pairs
of letters consecutively but at random.
As the stunt was conducted in Yonkers
figure out on what day your
initial would appear
cut-price
you could
tickets be available.

A
1

I11 putting over " The Lure of the
Jade " in Lawrence, Mass., Jack A. Pegler, exploitation representative for R-C
pictures, assisted John Dineen, manager
of the Modern theatre, not only on advertising of productions for the currenl week
but also executed a campaign for permanent advertising that will undoubtedly
pull large returns for the theatre.
Special exploitation on " The Lure of
the Jade" consisted of a teaser campaign
which ran for several days in advance of
play dates, in the local newspaper.
In most instances they were slugged in
between news stories. Special copy for
the day before opening closed the campaign and had the town talking.
One sheets were sniped in the best windows, and around the mill district. Three
thousand programs were given out the
week preceding play date and cut-outs
were used in the lobbies and special banners made for the front of the house.

By printing at random you could sustain the curiosity with an element of uncertaintv.

View of a children's matinee which the Jewel theatre, Troy, Ohio, used in exploiting "Rip Tan Winkle"
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Sheik"
a Small
Town
Hit
Paramount Feature Duplicates Its
Box Office Success in Big Cities

A scene from " Cheated Hearts,"
Universal's picture
starring Herbert
Rawlinson
1 Only Four

Characters
in Metro's "Hate"
Four
maketo up
tire list principals
of characters
be the
seen en-in

Alice Lake's new Metro picture,
" Hate," a Maxwell Karger production from the story by Wadsworth Camp.
Miss Lake is the only woman in
the cast. The men are Conrad Nagel, Harry Northrup and Charles
Clary. Mr.
were
obtained
by aNagel's
special services
arrangement
with the Famous Players-Lasky
company for this production.
Over

500 Real

Indians

in "White Eagle"
The bigness of Ruth Roland's
newest serial for Pathe distribu- ■
tion, " White
can be best
imagined
by theEagle,"
announcement
that
more than five-hundred real Indians were employed throughout
the fifteen episodes. A typical Indian pueblo was built for part of
the action.
That the new serial thriller is
meeting with the approval of the
exhibitors is shown by the heavy
bookings following the trade showings in the different parts of the
country, according to a report from
the Pathe home office.
Dorothy Dalton to Star
in Melford's Next
George Melford's next special
production, it is announced by Paramount, will be an adaption of the
sensational story, " The Cat That
Walked
Alone," will
by be
Johnstarted
Colton.at
The
production
the Lasky studio January 3 following the return of Mr. Melford
from his vacation.
It is further announced that Dorothy Dalton will be featured in the
new Melford picture.

producRD'S
GEORGE tionMELFO
unt, "The
for Paramo
ing
in the smaller
is duplicat
Sheik,"
in the
records it created
towns the
metropolitan centers immediately
following its release, according to
a statement by S. R. Kent. Paraof distrimount's general
says
a day passes,
bution. Hardly manager
Mr. Kent, that does not bring a
telegram or letter from some exhibitor praising the production and
extolling its merits a-s a box-office
attraction.
Among the messages received is
the following from Joseph Angros,
Jr., manager of the Palace theatre,
Leechburg, Pa.: "Wish to congratulate you on your wonderful
production, 'The Sheik.' It is one
of the year's biggest pictures. It
is a knockout. It is the best Paramount picture ever played in our
house and should be one of the
year's best box-office attractions.
Unfortunately for us it rained the
biggest part of the evening, therespoiling a record."
fore probably
Frank
Panoplos, manager of the
Lyric theatre, McKeesport, Pa.,
wired as follows: "Opening day of
'The Sheik' marred by rain but it
did not stop crowds. Second day
crowds greater than ever. Turned

hundreds away. Opposition, 'Three
Musketeers,' 'Perjury,' 'Her Social
Value' and others. Greatest boxoffice attraction I have ever run."
W. L. Brown, manager of the
Palace theatre, Tarentum, Pa., a
town of less than 9,000, telegraphed :
" 'The Sheik' went over big in our
town. Should have booked it six

days
of four." business in
Newsinstead
of tremendous
Connecticut is contained in the following wire from J. D. Powers,
manager of the Paramount New
Haven
Sheik'at
playing Exchange
to S. R. : O." 'The
business
Majestic theatre, Hartford; Fox A dance scene is to be executed by Theodore Kosloff and Betty Compson in Miss
theatre, New Britain, and Cowan
theatre, New London, exceeding Compson's next starring picture for Para'Anatol' records by wide margin.
mount, "The Noose "
Patrons proclaim it greatest picSpecial Aids for " A
ture of thephenomenal
year."
" This
business on
Sailor- Made
Associated
ExhibitorsMan"
have pre' The Sheik " in the smaller cities,"
pared anvertising
augmented
of adsaid
Mr.
Kent,
"
is
no
surprise
to
materials onarray
the Harold
us. It is our intention to continue
this policy of advertising the big, Lloyd special, " A Sailor-Made
worthwhile attractions in a big way, Man,"
which
cember 25th. is released on Dealways backing our promises with
A special sixteen page campaign
complete fulfillment. Only in that book contains an entire section deway can we hope to maintain the
voted to exploitation ideas and
confidence of our exhibitors and stunts designed to afford the exhibitors with plans for street and
lobby displays.
the public."
In addition to this, the exhibitors
can secure a stock one, three and
twenty-four sheet on Harold
I' Lloyd.
The lobby
photographs include
8 — 11display
x 14 colored
"Little
Minister"
Finished
stills, a special 22 x 28 colored display and ten black and white photographs. Two attractive slides, a
Vitagraph's Adaptation of James
*
thumb nail and a one column star
M. Barrie Story Finished on Coast
cut of Harold Lloyd, as well as a
company
—
"
Over
the
Top
"
VITAGRAPH has completed its graph
and two column eyeand " Black Beauty." As Gavin supply glassofslugone
production, "The Little Minis- Dishart,
cuts are among the spethe little minister of
faadapted
from the worldter,"
cial items of available material. '
mous story by James M. Barrie. Thrums, he gives one of the best
The film was produced in California performances of his career.
under the direction of David Smith,
Among the other members of the Big Cast in Support of
and in settings, costuming, acting cast are Henry Hebert, as Lord
William Farnum
and in those little directorial Rintoul ; Alberta Lee as Mrs. DisAbout the biggest screen cast
hart; William McCall as Rob Dow;
touches which can hardly be classified, reflects the quaint Scotch at- Dorothea Wolbert as Nanny Webs- that has been assembled recently is
ter ;Maude Emery as Jean ; George supporting William Farnum in a
mosphere" of the piece.
picture he is making at the New
as Dr. McQueen; Richard York
Alice Calhoun, fulfilling all pre- Stanley
studio of William Fox. The
dictions, has proved an ideal Lady Daniels as Micah Dow, and Charles feminine leads are divided between
Babbie, declares Vitagraph. Whether Wheelock as Captain Halliwell. In
addition there are hundreds of Peggy Shaw, late of the Ziegfeld
appearing as Lady Babbie, or mas- minor characters, townspeople, Frolic,
and Myrta Bonillas. Others
querading as the Gypsy, Miss Calinclude Holmes Herbert, Mario
houn is reported to display an art gypsies, soldiers and the like.
Carrillo, Paul McAllister, Etienne
mellowed beyond any comparison to
Big tions
sets,
including
several
secGerardot,
Bernard Seigel, Hal Deher youth.
of the village of Thrums, Forrest, Edward
Kipling, Augustus
The title role of "The Little were built especially for " The Lit- Balfour, Jack Collins, Culer C.
Minister " is played by James Mortle Minister," and the costumes and Supplee, Edward Boring, Paula
rison, one of the best known of backgrounds,
as well as the sets Shay, ball,
VivaFlorence
Verone,
Florence
KimAshbrook,
America
the younger leading men on the themselves, are said to breathe the
screen. He has been identified with
Chedister, and Ruth D. Goodwin.
There are several characters,
many big successes, and played lead- spirit of Barrie. "The Little
" will be presented in six moreover,
that have not yet been
ing role in two of the biggest suc- Minister
reels.
cast.
cesses ever put out by the Vita-
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Metro
Buys
Big
French
Picture
ment in an effort to surpass foreign
HARD A. ROWLAND,
RICpresi
competition. This effort led to a
dent of Metro Pictures
lavishness of production that has
Corporation, who cabled from
astonished the Parisians. The critic
Paris several weeks ago that he
had obtained the American rights
of that grave old paper, "Les Debats," says : "It makes a new date
tion this
of Europ
" the
toretur
ned screen
on
week e,"
York
to Newsensa
i:i the cinema history of our country. It makes France once more
s'
ania,
month
three
a
after
Aquit
the
stay in Europe and announced that
'the
country
cinema.' "of an
"L'Atlantide"of isthea romance
the picture is " L'Atlantide."
" L'Atlantide " is said to be the
imaginary country in the midst of
biggest spectacle ever attempted by
the Sahara Desert. The country was
a French producer. It has been
founded when Neptune banished
jamming Paris theatres for months
his well-beloved Clito there in a
and arousing great enthusiasm
legendary mountain. Qito was the
mother of Atlas and the ancestress
among the reviewers, who say that
with this picture the French motion
through millions of years of Anpicture industry has again obtained
tinea, who is queen and despotic
world leadership. The picture is
ruler of the land when the story
an adaptation of the romantic novel
by Pierre Benvit, which was
opens.
Antinea is a national sister of
crowned two years ago by the
Cleopatra;
beautiful, wise and
French Academy as the best novel
amorous. Sixty explorers, crossing
of the year and which has broken
the
desert
at
various times, have
sales records for modern books in
ccme to her palace and have been
France. It has had hardly less pop- Margaret Loomis, who has an important recipients of her favors. But none
ularity in this country, as transTurnproduction
to theforRight,"
Rex In- of the sixty has returned to civililated, and issued under the title of role in " gram
Metro arelease
zation.
" Atlantida."
"The story," said Mr. Rowland,
was
the
guest
of
Sir
William
Jury,
In addition to purchasing " L'At- head of Jury Imperial Fictures, "indicates the wonderful possibililantide," Mr. Rowland, during the Ltd., exclusive distributors of Metro
ties for unusual scenic display. I
three months he spent abroad, introduced the Rex Ingram production Pictures throughout Great Britain. don't recall anything that nearly approaches these settings in imaginaof Ibanez's "The Four Horsemen Indorsing the popularity of these
tive beauty. Each scene is a work
pictures,
Sir
William
renewed
his
of the Apocalypse" to Europe.
Showings were given before selected contract to release them before Mr. of exquisite art. I don't think anything quite like it has ever been
audiences of statesmen, writers, Rowland left for France.
artists and theatrical leaders in
In France, the Metro president achieved before."
London, Paris and Rome. The en- found keen competition from other
thusiasm it aroused was even American organizations that were
greater than that when it was first seeking to get the American rights
shown in New York.
Swanson Reto "L'Atlantide." The production Hart and leases
for Dec. 18
While in England, Mr. Rowland was made by the Aubert establishParamount release
the
domina
ember
LLduleS for
Decte
THRIsche
18, when William S. Hart in
Chicago
Is Twenty-four
"White Oak" and Gloria
Swanson in " Under the
Hours
Nearer
Lash" are released.
American Laboratories serve the most particular buyers
A typical
Hart
Western
drama "Bill"
is " White
of film printing in America and abroad, because they
Oak,"
full
of
the
kind
of
stuff
give you the benefit of quicker service — the finest equipthat made Hart famous. This
ment— and the most experienced organization in the
is "Big Bill's" own story,
country.
with scenario by Bennett
No matter where you may be located there is direct
Musson. Lambert Hillyer
directed and Joe August, A.
express-train service from Chicago to you. Your
prints come quickly to our plant and as quickly return
S. C, was the cameraman.
to you.
Vola ing
Valewoman
is Mr.
leadand Hart's
Alexander
There
reason why you should try " American "
Gaden play, the principal
on youris every
film printing.
heavy role. Others in the
And
the price is right!
Developing
support are Bert Sprotte,
Printing
Robert Walker, Helen Holly
Tinting
Toning
and Chief Standing Bear.
Editing
" Under the Lash," which is
American 10 Points:
Titling
Miss Swanson's second starOrdinary film reduced to
1. — brilliancy
QUALITY. and Prints
known
for
ring picture for Paramount,
clearness. Expert
American Standard Safety
was directed by Sam Wood,
staff, trained by years of experiSize.
ence, assures highest quality
who also directed Miss Swan(Absolutely fireproof film
prints
obtainable. Gained in 10
in " The Great
Moment."
2.
—
REPUTATION.
underfire
all
by
passed
The sonscenario
was written
by
writers.)
years of experience.
3. — RESPONSIBILITY.
A concern
ry Capacity One
J.
E.
Nash
and
is
an
adaptaLaborato
of strong financial standing.
Million Feet Per Week.
tion of the noted novel, " The
4. — LOCATION.
In the proper
geographical location, assuring
Shulamite,"
Alice
and
Claude Askewby and
the play
American Film
quick delivery anywhere.
5. — EQUIPMENT.
All of the most
by Claude
Askew Russell
and Edmodern obtainable.
Company
ward Knoblock.
6. — CLEANLINESS.
Within two
Inc.
blocks of Lake Michigan. Away
Simpson gives a remarkable
from dirt and dust.
Laboratories
portrayal of a brutal Boer
7. — SAFETY.
Plant approved by
husband, while Mahlon Hamcity of Chicago and Board of
6229 Broadway
Fire Underwriters.
ilton proves a most satisfac8.
—
PROMPTNESS.
Accustomed
to
Chicago, 111.
tory hero in the leading role
serve
exacting
requirementsand London, England
opposite the star. Lillian
9. — PRICES. Reasonable and comSamuel S. Hutchinson
Leighton, Lincoln Steadman,
President
petitive.
10. — GUARANTEES.
Write for our
Thena Jasper and Clarence
unique guarantee of quality
Ford round out the cast
work.
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New Ince Special Is
"Skin Deep"
nounces that the title,
" Skin Deep," hasE defiAS
been seleH.ctedINCfor anhis
THOMnitely
second production to be distributed by Associated First
National Pictures, Inc. The
picture was produced under
the working title "Lucky

The picture, which will follow "Hail the Woman," is
Dama
now ge."
in the cutting room at
the Culver City studios
where Mr. Ince is editing the
negative. No definite date
for release has been determined, but it will probably
reach the theatre late in
February.

"What Do Men Want?"
in Force in Ohio
" What Do Men Want? " the successful Lois Weber picture distributed by Wid Gunning, Inc., was
well represented in the theatres of
Ohio during the weeks of December
11 and December 18, according to
announcement from the Gunning
home-office.
The advance extensive advertising
and publicity campaign aroused
great interest, and the production
opened to good business in Cleveland, Columbus, Toledo, Akron,
Canton, Youngstown, Lorain and
Norwalk.
One of the most magnificent theatres in Ohio has honored " What
Do Men Want ? " by choosing it as
the feature for its opening bill, according to information received at
the Wid Gunning offices. This house
is the big new Lorain Fulton theatre, a million-dollar edifice on the
West Side of Cleveland, which
opens the week of December 25.
The bookingc'at
the Lorain-Fulton
, picture at S.
follows a run mofonthe
Barret
McCormick's Allen theatre
in
Cleveland.
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Pathe

Plans

during the
issuednces
ent annou
a statem
INweek
special
Pathe
preparations for the coming
year in the field of short-subjects.
in comedy and sePrograms strong es
rial episode featur are being given
ion,
al
according to the
especi attent
Pathe announcement, which follows
in part :
" Special
preparedness
the
needs
of exhibitors
duringto meet
the year

An artistic scene from *' The Unfold•nent," abyGeorge
Kern production
Associated
Exhibitors released
Non-Theatrical Bookings for Ghas. Ray
The development of non-theatrical bookings, in addition to the
vast theatrical circulation already
enjoyed by the Charles Ray subjects, is cited by John C. Ragland, General Manager of the Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corp., in a
statement this week as indicative
of where the modern high grade
productions are being shown outside of the regular theatres, and
how a vast undeveloped field awaits
the distribution of good dramatic
features.
fact athatrecognized
the motionform
picture
has" The
become
of
entertainment in schools, clubs,
army posts and in private homes
equipped with projection apparatus
opens up a great field for film distribution outside of the regular
theatres," says Mr. Ragland's statement. "This does not refer alone
to the educational films proper, but
extends more and more to the
straight
narrative
photoplay."
day we can
gain some
idea of Tothe
tremendous undeveloped field of
non-theatrical exhibition of pictureplays by taking as an example the
circulation of the Charles Ray productions outside of the theatres.
Out of an entire department devoted to this field I take representative booking from many phases
of life which show how wide is
the appeal of Charles Ray, the star,
and his productions.
Ship Sunk for Thrill
in " Power Within"
One of the most realistic and
thrilling shipwreck scenes ever portrayed on the screen is reported to
be included among the dramatic
punches in " The Power Within,"
produced by Achievement Films,
Inc., which Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
is distributing.
The actual sinking of a fivethousand-ton passenger vessel was
staged off the New Jersey coast, according to the Pathe home office,
and provides a screen sensation that
will not soon be forgotten by any
audience seeing it.
The ship was piloted into deep
water, where the crew, before deserting it,opened all the cockpits,
it is explained by Pathe, and while
the boat slowly foundered, three
cameras were trained on it so that
not a single incident in connection
with the sinking was lost.

1922 is announced by Pathe. Acting upon convictions which have
remained unchanged through many
months past, and which are now
cordially supported by leading exhibitors in all parts of the country,
this organization declares itself
abler than ever before in its history to provide theatre owners with
the means of stimulating increased
attendance without increased expenditure, with the result of a
quicker turnover, and the consequent solution of problems most
pressing at this time.
" In this connection Pathe places
special emphasis on the increasing
value of the program made up
mainly of the best class of short
subjects. In a statement published
more than a year ago, Paul Brunet
announced that this tendency was
foreseen, and that Pathe Exchange
was concentrating on short subjects and serials — the episodic character of the latter placing it in the

Selznick

for

the

New

Year

reel comedy following the feature,
Special
Attention Is or contained in a short subject program. And they will be stimulated
Given to Comedies
to come back again sooner than had
been
their
intention.
and Serials
" An audience is a gathering of
brought together by different
same classification. The present people
motives. A certain percentage come
announcement declares that enerto see the ' Feature,' but there is
getic action under this policy en- also
a large number who attend
ables Pathe to face the new year through
desire to see Pathe News.
with confidence in keeping with the Others aconsider
their mony best
variety and richness of the mateinvested
in '' Aesop's
Fables,'
rial on its lists, and the timely value or
a ' Snub
Pollard Film
comedy,
and
of which enterprising exhibitors al- still a great many others attend the
ready have attested.
theatre only when Harold Lloyd is
" The claim is made of having the attraction. It takes all these
very ture
satisfactorily
solvedto the
fea- different groups of people to make
problem so vexing
a large
paying audience. And unless
class of exhibitors — meaning the aeverybody
audience gets
picture of from five to eight reels something heinor the
she especially likes,
that is attractively exploited and the habitual attendance at that thearelied upon to fill the house. The
tre is not to be counted on.
problem hibitors
is who,
that
of theto many
" Out of recognition of this situin order
meet exthe
ation, has come the discovery that
expense of playing such a feature,
subjects, properly anfeel it necessary to omit from their certain short
have all the drawing
program standard short pictures, power, andnounced,are
just as logically
although aware that these are es- featured as any pretentious five or
tablished favorites with their patrons. Everi if the feature is a sure eight-reel feature. All of the multiple reel Harold Lloyd cdmedies,
fire hit it does not lessen the need
for a diversified program, but if it as is well known throughout the
is lacking in broad popular appeal, motion picture world, are constantly
many in the audience will regret taking the place of the usual feature on the programs at the big
their admission investment who
would have gone away quite satis- New York theatres, and in many
fied after a hearty laugh over a oneother cities."
Special

Lewisspe-J.
present
THESelznic
k ofation
second
his by
cial feature for this season
is bringing "Conceit" into early
Select's booking
prominence on
sheets according to information
that comes from Sam E. Morris,
vice president in charge of distribution. "A Man's Home" has made
an auspicious start as the first of
six specials promised among the
"Forty from Selznick" for this
season.
"A Man's Home" is the offering

Under
Way
Maurice
Costello,
one of the vet" Conceit," Second of
erans of the screen, is another name
that will add to the public appeal
Specials, to Run at
of the Selznick special. In the
earlier days of moving pictures
Capitol Theatre
Costello was a screen idol when
Vitagraph was booming him as a
at New York's Capitol theatre for star and the presence in the cast
the week before Christmas, the en- of Betty Hilburn, Charles Gerard,
gagement starting Sunday, December 18, and with this verdict Selz- Warren Cook and Patrick Hartinick's specials are effectively gan give further assurance of good
"Conceit" is just getting
launched for the season. "Conceit" acting.
is ready for immediate release, fol- under way with the entire Select
lowing its recent showings to rep- sales organization behind it with
resentatives of the trade news- active enterprise.

"Conceit" is admittedly a differ- More People Than Ever
papers.
ent type the
of photoplay
than "A special
Man's
Now Go to Pictures
Home"
second Selznick
being more sensational and picturesque, according to the reviews
of ofthetheCra
es
atrnl rchain
and Selznick announcements, than
dalne
• ow
stallin'r the domestic drama now so gener,
on
nds
sou
D. C,
in Washingt CRAN
,
LL
. note of optDA
Mong
imism in
str
aH
ally in service on the screen. "Cona recent letter to Charles R.
ceit" was photographed in the
Canadian Rockies, the players makRogers, general manager of
ing headquarters at Banff, and into
distribution for R-C Pictures.
the action, that largely transpires
" With the exception," writes
out-of-doors, is woven the wonderMr. Crandall, "of the great
ful scenery for which that section
prosperity we had during the
is famous.
war, business is as good today as it ever was. There are
The cast of "Conceit" commends
itself to both exhibitor and public
re people attending picmo
because William B. Davidson and
n ever. Untures today thanatel
Mrs. De Wolf Hopper are names
fortu y, however, there
Leather
are more houses than ever,
familiar to hosts of theatregoers.
Davidson has been leading man in
and large ones, therefore it is
necessary to go out and dig
numerous screen productions and
Pushers
in "Conceit" is featured now for
ss, doo
sn'e.t
asr it
for
mor
any doe
toinethe
come bus
the first time. Hedda Hopper has
" I truly believe that every
in a series
won her way to great popularity
exhibitor who realizes this
on both stage and screen and as
of 2 round
and gets out and hustles will
leading claredwoman
in
"Conceit"
is
deto have the best opportunity
do quite
satisfactory
wallops !
ness, anda will
make a busigood
the screen has ever given her to
develop her native gifts as an actress.
margin of profit for himself."
Stop

Motion
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Cabanne
Stage

Jackie
of First
National's
entertaining
distinguished
EnglishCoogan,
guests star
at the
Brunton
studio." MyTheBoy,"grown-ups
are : some
Stanley
Ball, R.
Atkinnson, Hugh Turtle, and F. E. Adams
Exploiteer

on

Gunning

Staff

Harry McDonald, Former Fox Theatre Manager, Engaged by Gunning
HARRY MCDONALD, for the River, he was able to give a conpast several years associated
cise report on existing conditions
with the Fox Circuit of Theatres, in the principal cities of the Middle
has joined the Wid Gunning or- West:
ganization at their home office in
" The exhibitors making money
New York City. While with the tcday
are the exhibitors who will
d
tion,
McDonal had make monev always in the motion
Fox organiza
n
directio of theatres starting in picture business; in fact, they
Springfield, Mass., and covering
in any business beevery territory where William Fox would causesurvive
they are discriminating, hardwas represented, as far West as
working individuals, who select picDenver, Colo. The intimate knowltures carefully, giving full consideredge gained during these several
ation to every element in a pictureyears is expected to prove highly
brought before the pubvaluable to exhibitors throughout thatlicwhen
will attract patrons to the box
office.
asthe country because of his close
sociation with the motion picture
" Discriminating exhibitors are
public.
Returning just a few days ago not giving up big money today for
contracts, realizing that
from a trip which covered the star-series
certain percentage of the pictures
greater part of the United States amust
be of only average value to
as far West as the Mississippi
them and that it is not good business to pay a high price, based on
a single picture, for a series of pictures of unknown quality.
Stop
" Representative managers were
very enthusiastic over the announcement of Wid Gunning's
into
field. entry
Gunning
stallin'/ the distribution
started a long time ago by laying
down a sound foundation upon
which to build a new organization.
This foundation consisted of exhibitor confidence. The result is
that a representative of the Wid
Gunning organization finds a cordial reception awaiting him when he
calls on these exhibitors throughout
the United States.
Leather
Pushers
in a series
oF 2 round
wallops

I

"Such pictures as "The Blot"
and "What Do Men Want?" directed by Lois Weber, and " Our
Mutual Friend," a splendid screen
version of Charles Dicken's famous
novel, are the strongest box-office
attractions for the exhibitor because of their varied appeal. " Our
Mutual Friend" has the finest
characters ever seen on the screen
and is the sort of picture that
patrons go out and talk about to
their neighbors and friends."

and

Picture

Assembles
Screen

Veterans

News

Cast
in the

Line-Up for " Beyond
thebeauty
Rainbow
national
contest, "who has
been
in
constant
demand by proCAted
STY
has
BANNE
comple
the
CHRI
M
WILLIA
ducers since her beauty became
casting
of be
" Beyond
Rainbo
tionw,"to known; Diana Allen who has had
which will
his next the
produc
amazingly successful stage
be presented by R-C Pictures and an
has already begun to shoot some of career, and who appeared also in
the scenes at studio at 3 West 61st "Over the Hill" and other successful pictures ; James Harrison,
street.
This is an all-star cast, and the who had an important role in
production will be invested with " Lessons In Love," and Macey
splendid scenery and lavish effects, Harlan who appeared in the R-C
it is declared. The scenes are laid Picture, " Shams of Society," a
for the most part in New York, Walsh-Fielding production, also
and the action is said to be fast are included.
and engrossing.
Rose Coglan, known to probably
The story itself is an interesting every patron of the speaking stage,
one. In its adaptation a newcomer is cast in a role that will give her
to the ranks of screen writers has a splendid opportunity to display
had an important part. She is Miss the ability that won her countless
Leila Brooks,
of whom Mr. Ca- friends on the stage. Maurice
banne says:
Costello, with a long list of successful roles behind him, also has a
" Miss Brooks shows remarkable adaptability for film work. She big part. Helen Ware who appeared on the speaking stage with
possesses a peculiar sense for Maude Adams,
Rose Stahl, Blanche
scenic effects and dramatic values.
She assisted me materially in the Bates, Robert Edeson and others
of the first magnitude, and who
adaptation of ' The Price of Fine has had an equally successful
Feathers " by Solitan Solano, and
"The Mirage" by Eustace Hale screen history, is another notable
Ball, for screen use. She con- member of this all-star cast.
Marguerite Courtot Edmund
stantly surprises me by her sug- Breese
and Walter Miller have also
gestions and appreciation of the
points which usually only a veteran been assigned to good roles.
in screen work would be capable Charles Craig who appeared with
success
in " Gordon
At the who
Stageappeared
Door "
Huntly
Those who have been selected and
for the cast include Harry Morey, in the same production, again appear in the same cast. Clara Bow,
screen veteran, who has a fine fol- winner
of the Brewster Beauty
lowing among the fans; Lillian
" Billie " Dove, who appeared in Contest completes the cast.
" Beyond
the Rainbow
" is middle
schedDirector Cabanne's latest R-C Piculed for release
about the
ture, "AtLee,
the recent
Stage winner
Door," ofanda of February.
Virginia
of."

Lauds
Press
Cosmopolitan
by Press

"
"Wallingford
Production
Praised

as Highly Entertaining
Wallingford and Blackie convincingly, while the character parts of
newspaper reYORK
NEW
viewers received " Get-Rich- the small town men are well cast
Quick Wrallingford " at the Rivoli throughout. No opportunities for
and Rialto theatres with enthus- comic situations — and there are
iasm. They proclaim the Cosmo- many — twere allowed to pass. . . .
politan production as one of the
funniest pictures ever seen, and as If you want entertainment with
many hearty laughs, by all means
a great American production.
The " Sun " says : " With no see this American picture. . .
other pretensions than to afford
The excellence of the characterlight and amusing entertainment, it
izations appeals to the " Evening
succeeds in its purpose excellently. World " thus : " ' Get-Rich-Quick
. . . It is in addition well acted Wallingford,' with Sam Hardy as
and well directed. What more the suave promoter, is the feature
picture this week at the Rialto and
could you ask ? "
Rivoli theatres, and the casting diThe : reviewer
the " Globe
rector of Cosmopolitan should be
writes
" The filmofversion
of this"
play offers an excellent argument awarded a vote of thanks from picture fans for the true-to-life types
for those who are constantly pleading for better titles in the moving he has placed in the George M. Cohan play, for it will be recalled that
pictures.dience. responded
. . Yesterday's
au- Georgie cleaned up with the legitto them eagerly
imate production of the same
and furnished the best proof that
the most subtle sort of humor can
be gotten over in the movies if the
According
the "well
Evening
"It is to
extremely
cast,
proper material is provided. The Mail:"
title-role was well played by Sam well directed and well played, and
Hardy, and Doris Kenyon furnished creates much enjoyable foolery, ilas charming an ingenue bit as it
lustrating ina highly amusing manname."
has been our privilege to see in
ner
the
author's conception of
some time. The other players were small town gullibility. . . Usually
competent and the production well a screen version of a stage production is only a distant relative of the
staged throughout. It is our opinion that you will find this film good original, but in this instance the
film picturizes the play more faithentertainment."
fully than any motion picture withThe and
" Evening
: " " Sam
Hardy
Norman PostKerry
play
in our recollection."

Here's a picture with the sure-fire pull
of a magnet to bring new patrons to your
house.
And,
times !

boy, what

Here's

that means

a picture

that

in these

crashes

home

with every one of the "regulars":
The ones who want mystery.
The
The
story.

ones who
ones who

The ones
lots of it.

like thrills.
delight in a sweet

who

demand

love

humor — and

Here's an all-around showman's picture that Wid Gunning will stake his
bottom dollar on to satisfy, please and
thrill the fans while it creates class, prestige and new patrons for any house.
And, boy, how
them these days!

"Strike

doesn't

pictures

off your

tainment list if 'Our

Mutual

please

hard

it is to please

enterFriend'

you."— The Daily News.
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E.M.Porter

Motion

Has
Simplex

Baby

Projector

Official Introduces the

" Pordell "

E. M. Porter, President of Pordell
Projector, Inc.
f ( a-|-\HE
everniftiest
seen" —little
"Selldevice
me I've
one
of
them
right
now,"
the
way that hundreds of men is and
women in the industry have followed up their first look at the
Pordell Projector. This is the machine which has had the film industry in New York talking, and
surely it is worth while talking
about, for who would have dreamed
that one would see an ordinary
pocket flashlight project a beautiful, clear and sharply defined nine
foot wide picture on a white wall?
But it is done nevertheless and in
an astonishing manner, and not
only does this little wonder machine
lend itself admirably to dozens of
purposes to all in the business, but
as a high-class toy it truly represents the progress of the industry,
coming as it does as the first worth
while toy from any recognized
source in the motion picture business that we are thus far aware of.
The Pordell Projector derives its
name from the composite syllables
of the last names of the Messrs.
E. M. Porter and W. E. Waddell
who are the inventors of this newest device that has seemingly become popular over-night. The machine consists of a regular pocket
flashlight mounted upon nickel
standards which are in turn fastened to an ebonized base board,
thus forming a regular small stereopticon. In place of the usual
flashlight
"bulls-eye,"
on the
end
of the
flashlight
therelampis
mounted a silver optical unit and
slide carrying mount contained in
which is the new devised light intensifier lamp and lens. The lenses
by the way are manufactured in the
Simplex lens plant at Morris Park
and are made of a regular quality
of optical glass highly polished and
are of a quality that has not yet
been discovered in a machine of
such nominal cost.
A small metal slide carrier is
also part of the equipment, this
carrier being so arranged that instead of projecting the usual glass
slide pictures, one inserts three
little "frames" of movie film into

the carrier which is pulled across
the lens and projected upon the
screen. The system of intensifying the light is one which will greatly interest all who are acquainted
with projection illumination, for
the Pordell method is merely a
miniature form of light multiplication which when applied to the
commercial field will result in over
turning and rendering obsolete the
present means of screen illumination.
To one who first sees the Pordell
pointed at the screen, and expecting to
see
ordinary
" results,with
it isa
quitethe
a shock
to be" toyconfronted
clear bright perfectly defined picture
about 18 inches in width, but this amazement quickly resolves itself into absolute
astonishment when the person holding
the machine begins backing away from
the screen until there is a picture fully
nine feet in width, and this is where one
wonders how such astonishing results
can be mentaccomplished,
but this
astonishis further increased
when
it is
made known that the entire machine
ready to use will be sold at retail for
$5.50 or without the battery at $5.00.
The amazing screen results are explained by the fact that the Pordell intensifier flector,
consists
of a semi-spherical
rewhich resembles
the unbroken
half of an egg shell in the narrow end
of which is located the small lamp. The
curves of the reflector are so developed
that everjr possible lijrht ray that is
produced in the lamp is picked up by
this reflector and concentrated into one
magnificent beam of light which is so
formed jas
to render
ecting afilm
view atita capable
distanceofofpro-12
to 14 feet, this being accomplished without condensers of any kind which in itthe optical
unit of the Pordellselfas astamps
distinct
achievement.
E. M. Porter, who by the way is secretary andMachine
general
the wellPrecision
Co., manager
builders of
of the
known Simplex Projector, and who is
also vice-president
of thePicture
NationalIndustry
Association of the Motion
and the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, respectively,
greatly
pleased
at the showing
whichis the
Pordell
has
made
in
this
brief
time.
"
Many
people,"
said Mr. Porter, are under the impression that the Pordell _ is being built by
the Simplex organization, which impression is due perhaps to the fact that_ we
are_
Simplexprinciple
building.as
It isoccupants
true that ofthethelighting
used in a Pordell is being developed for
Simplex use later on ; the results that we
are obtaining with our Pordell unit of
lighting,
clearlyprojection
that tremendous
strides inindicates
commercial
lighting
may be expected within the next several
years. Together with my associate,
William E. Waddell, who for several
vears has been heading the Division of
Films of the American Red Cross, and
who has been prominently identified with
the Edison Company in the development
division of talking pictures and home
projectors in the past, we have worked
upon the Pordell for the past several
years and
the fact
that complete
the resultsmodel
obtained through
our first
practically swept men off their feet
through diits
amazing
efficiency,
incated to us
that we
had a clearly
big thing
and then the question narrowed itself
down to producing this machine in such
quantities as to make possible a retail
price that would be poppular with all.
Today we are turning out on an average
of 2,500 complete Pordells daily which
production of course necessitates day and
night work, and the fact that the holidays quires
are soour working
close at hand
of course
at high
speed, re-in
order to take care of the thousands of
orders that are practically swamping our
office.
" The leading directors and camera
men
haye used
are
highlywho
enthusiastic
overourthe Pordells
results that
they_ obtain
and
an
indication
of
the
popularity of the Pordell in our own circles
is indicated by the fact that I gave one

0

r -

W. E. Waddell,Projector,
Vice-President
Inc. of Pordell
to a trade paper editor friend of mine at
luncheon the other day and he called me
up this morning and informed me that
he had sold 30 of them to as many employe s on his solicitation
paper, and these
made without
of anysales
sort.wereIt
seems that every person who gees the
Pordell apparently finds some individual
use for it and we are confident that in
this element alone there lies a great cause
forTheits Pordell
popularity."
will find its greatest usefulness in those circles in the industry
where an intimate examination of film
subjects is called for, while its entertainment value is greatly enhanced to
those in the motion picture business who
have access to the volumes of motion picture subjects
are produced
and dis-A
tributed in thethatindustry
every day.
box of 50 views is included with every
Pordell machine while additional views
are retailed at 20 cents for 50 and it is
not a very hard matter to visualize the
joy which will accompany the showing
of these views by thousands of children
and movie fans throughout the country.
For those whose work calls for the
close inspection of film, the Pordell Is
recommended, for with a special slotted
unit which is part of each Pordell a film
may be passed through the optical head,
and each view in the film may be examined at leisure in an enlarged form. The
fact that no wires, electric current, or
connections are required makes the Pordell asence
most
toy, while
abof thepractical
open flame
lamp the
usually
found in the average magic lantern completely eliminates the fire hazard, thereby
making it a particularly desirable toy
that is to be handled by children who
can safely make the Pordell their bedtime joy which will in a quiet and restful
maner carry them into the arms of Morpheusuponwith the
theirnursery
favoriteceiling.
fairy story outlined
Special Accessories on
"The Sin Flood"
Goldwyn has had its advertising
and publicity departments busy for
the past four weeks preparing a
great line of accessories for the
release, early in the new year in
its third group of fifth year pictures,
of "The Sin Flood." This is the
photoplay which Goldwyn officials
are united in declaring to be the
best thing it has yet done.
Under the direction of Howard
Dietz, director of advertising and
publicity, a service book and a great
line of accessories that will compare with those gotten up for "The
Old Nest" and " Dangerous Curve
Ahead," is being prepared.

Picture

News

Selznick Tells Plans
for O'Brien Pictures
ization declare that full
been
provision has orga
TH
sixCKpresentan-theZNI
madeE for SEL
ned O'Br
ien
Euge
tions withanno
unce
as that
that were
star's share of the " Forty
promised
" on.
Selzn
from
entickseas
of
Some for
the curr
this half-dozen have already
been released, but the bulk of
O'Brien's offerings are still
to
s. ributed by Select
angedist
exchbe
" Clay Dollars," first of the
lot, was released in October
and is well circulated by this
time. " Chivalrous Charley "
was released early in December and critical reviews are
appearing in current issues of
the trade papers. Alan Crosland prepared for the screen
"Prophet's Paradise," the
production now completed
and in progress through the
Selznick laboratory.
Sigrid Holmquist, being
now advertised in conjunction with " Just Around the
Corner," the only feature she
has ing
appeared
in sincewillcomto America,
be
O'Brien's leading woman.
After she had finished her
appearances in " Just Around
the Corner" she began her
engagement at the Selznick
studios, then in Fort Lee,
N. J., as O'Brien's leading
woman in " Prophet's ParaRalph Ince, who directed
"A Man's Home," for Selznick, isnow directing
in " Charming
of the O'Brien
Northwest." C.B.Lancaster's
story,also" The
Law Bringers,"
will
be directed
by Ralph
Ince and a selection will be
dise."from several scenarios
made
already procured to complete
the set of six attractions in
which O'Brien will star before the current season ends.
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What
present

a grand
a picture
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glorious feeling to

that will satisfy all of
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women

love story — and
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— mystery
All
demand

who

a captivating

who

and

want

want

heroine.

their melodrama

thrills, and

a manly

of them — the kiddies,
their laughs,

wonder

Wid

hero.

too — who

rich, delightful

mor such as only Dickens
No

their pretty

could

Gunning

hu-

provide.

will stake

his reputation on "Our Mutual Friend"
being the most all-around satisfying picture you have

offered

this season.

And while it tickles the regulars —
what a host of new patrons it is going to

pull!

Should

prove

money-makers

one

of

the

big

of the coming year."
— Moving Picture World.
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Assd.
Exhibitors
Making
Good
Exhibitors
ASSOCIATED
glad,
indeed,
to
feel that his comeLloyd
Comedies
Well
have issued a statement by
dies contributed in no small measJ. E. Storey, sales manager,
Received During
ure
to
the
offsetting
of bad busiin which he expresses himself as
ness for a great many exhibitors
Past Year
grateful to the exhibitors of the
during the past summer. It is with
country for the manner in which
pleasure that we anticipate the
they have supported the Associated
wonderful profits which await the
Exhibitors features and the Asso- our Harold Lloyd comedies. Start- exhibitors who play the Harold
ciated Harold Lloyd comedies durwith ' Nowlastor March,
Never,' Harold
which Lloyd special, " A Sailor-Made
ing the year which is just closing. was ingreleased
Man." which we have scheduled
Lloyd
has
steadily,
1
might
even for release on Christmas Day.
In
part
Mr.
Storey
says
:
"
When
you consider the fact that during say phenomenally, risen in box-of- Not only is this production
the past summer the exhibitors
fice value and in popularity with longer than any previous Lloyd
were handicapped not only by a the general public. In May, we re- offering, but its quality and
protracted hot period, but by a
its box-office value is increased
leased hailed
'Among Those
as onePresent,'
of the in comparison to its length. When
business depression which reflected which was
the general situation in all of our finest comedies Hal Roach ever
say most
that 'carefully
A Sailor-Made
Man '
is the
and lavishly
industries, it is gratifying to real- produced. In July, came Harold we
ize that the product of Associated Lloyd's ' I Do,' a tremendously ap- made comedy which ever came out
Exhibitors made as splendid a
pealing comedy, based on married of an American studio, we but rerecord as any organization com- life, which proved a big winner.
iterate the opinion of every qualiparable to ours.
Following this offering, came
fied authority who has seen the picture, all of whom unanimously
" Associated Exhibitors set out ' Never Weaken,' which proved a
with the sole purpose of distribut- veritable triumph for Harold Lloyd agree that it is one of the biggest
ing feature attractions of consist- and is acknowledged to be one of money makers ever released.
the most sensational comedies ever
good box-office
" As we have proven the value
businessently which
we havevalue.
done The
and made.
of Harold Lloyd to exhibitors, so,
the expression which we have re" It is gratifying to say that our we feel that we have proven the
ceived from hundreds of exhibitors predictions
that each Harold Lloyd
of our Associated Exindicate that we have not fallen comedy in turn would be better adaptability
hibitors features to the usage of
short of our expressed intentions. than its predecessor has been actually proven in practice. We are the biggest theatres of the coun" We are particularly proud of
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Mae Murray Feted as
New Metro Star

coming aMetro star, Mae
beherained
celebr
INMurra
y ation
was of
entert
at luncheon at the Hotel
Claridge Monday, December
rs oftion,
12, by tures
officeCorpora
Metro
budistriPictors of her specials; executives of Tiffany Productions,
Inc., makers of them, and the
district and branch managers
of the Metro exchanges
Congratulations
were extended to Miss Murray
for
her splendid achievement in
the first of the photoplays to
be released through Metro,
"Peacock Alley," which those
present at the luncheon had
seen a few days before.
Mae Murray sailed from
New York Tuesday, December 13, for West Indies, to
begin her second Tiffany production for Metro release,
titled,
"
Fascination."
With
her went Robert Z. Leonard,
director general of Tiffany
Productions, M. H. Hoffman,
vice president and general
manager ization;
of theEdmund
sameGoulding,
organauthor of
cameramen
and " aFascination,"
company of

Fox
Anniversary
Week
Coming
players.
centers
key
from
S
"
Over
the Hill,' " A Connecticut
REPORT
throughout the United Many
try."
Bookings Re- Yankee
in King Arthur's Court,"
States, Canada, Europe and
ported
for
Week
of
"
A
Virgin Paradise,' " Thunder- Realart Engages George
points in Mexico and S.outh Americ
l
a
p
,
"
"
Shame,"
" Queen of Sheca show that thousands of exhibiba," "Perjury," "Footfalls," and Seigmann as "Heavy
Jan.
29-Feb.
4
tors are booking Fox Film CorZane
Grey's already
" The Lastmade
Trail."public
poration productions solidly for the
George Seigmann. whose mulatto
Reports
week of January 29th to February tive of the popularity of the plan show that these specials have
governor
" The Clansman
and
of
the
assurance
that
when
the
still
standsrole
as in
a classic
of villainy,1
4th inclusive, which has been desigbroken records for long runs in
nated as Fox Anniversary Week. smoke of the campaign is over ne- hundreds of theatres. In many lo- and Casson Ferguson, have bees
Reports are confidently awaited,
gotiations will have been consumcalities they have set a pace which cast for important roles in the ne
also, from the Orient.
mated with more than ninety-five
Wanda Haffron
Hawley haspicture'
whic
is difficult to comprehend. " Over Thomas
just started.
Although less than a month has per cent of the exhibitors who have the
has
enjoyed
runs ofwhich
two
shown Fox pictures at any time, and Hill"
three
weeks
in
theatres
passed since the initial announce- and
Special
interest
attaches
to
this
atwith a host of others beside heretofore never played pictures
ment concerning the ninth birthday
traction, because it is the first origcelebration of the organization believe that exhibitors will " make longer than three or four days.
inal story to be written direct foi
headed by William Fox, branch it unanimous."
Many small towns in the middle the screen by Will Payne, noted
managers have reported more than
Exhibitors will be specially inter- west programs have been changed novelist,nomicshort
authority.story writer and ecoeighty-five per cent of the large
thrice weekly have given several of
ested
in
the
current
year's
producAmerican circuits already lined up
tions of Fox super-specials, all of these super-specials profitable runs
with Fox features for the big which either have had or will have of
seven and eight days.
week.
pre-release runs on Broadway, New
Mark
Twain's " A Connecticut
The contracting with these large- York City, to demonstrate their
Gents /
Yankee
in
King byArthur's
Court
strings of chain houses is indica- worth. Among these specials are has
been received
critics and
pub-" the
lic alike with enthusiasm. So sucwinner/
cessful has the run of this production been that Harper Brothers, the
well-known publishers, volunteered
to tie-up their sale of Mark Twain
volumes with the showing of the
picture in various localities.
" Footfalls," the result of Charles
J. Brabin's writing and direction,
was acclaimed by New York reviewers as embodying an "absolutely new idea in motion pictures."
Edith

Clyde Cook in " The Chauffeur." a William Fox comedy

Roberts Opposite
Wallace Reid
Edith Roberts, one of the leading
players in Cecil B. DeMille's " Saturday Night," will be leading woman for Wallace Reid in " Across the
Continent," his new Paramount picture written and adapted to the
screen by Byron Morgan. Philip E.
Rosen is to direct. Theodore
Roberts, grand old man of the
screen, is cast in a prominent role
and Walter Long, Betty Francisco,
Lucien Littlefield, Jack Herbert and
Guy Oliver are others to appear.
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Otis Skinner Scores 011
Tour of Big Cities
ExNNER,Picthe
SKInal
OTIS
t ures
ceptio
Corporation star, whose
next motion picture will be a
film version of Booth Tarkington's play, " Mister Anhas ently erstarted
on a tourtonio,"of rec
the larg cities
of the country, using as his
vehicle, " Blood and Sand,"
the colorful drama of a Spanish bull fight, in which Mr.
Skinner played at the Empire
theatre in New York.
Mr. Skinner is playing limited engagements, and after
two highly successful weeks
at the Hollis theatre, Boston,
he transferred the production
to the Broad Street Theatre
in Philadelphia, opening to a
crowded and fashionable
audience. The dramatic critics were distinctly laudatory
in their remarks, complimenting Mr. Skinner on his remarkable powers of diverse
characterization.
4 'Ruse of the Rattler"
Playgoers Release
" The Ruse of the Rattler " is
the current J. P. McGowan feature being released by Playgoers
Pictures. This is the second of a
series of five reel features made by
Herald Productions, Inc., in which
J. P. McGowan is the star as well
as director. The first was " Discontented Wives," in which Mr.
McGowan
lian Rich. was supported by LilIt is understood that the third
McGowan feature will be released
in January, the title being " Fighting Chances," a railroad story of
many thrills and a big heart-interest. The fourth feature of the series has been temporarily given the
title of the " Hills of Missing
Men." This
will probably be a
February
release.
N. Y. and Newark First
Runs for Educational
Five first run pictures in New
York and Newark is Educational's
record for the week beginning December 12. The two houses in
New York City and two in Newark
running Educational subjects are
all pre-release houses.
At the Strand in New York
" The Vagrant," featuring Lloyd
"Ham"
Hamilton
'andof theMermaid
second
of the new
series
Comedies, was shown. " Snooky's
Fresh Heir," with " Snooky, the
Humanzee," was at the Rivoli.
In Newark the policy which
Loew had followed recently of
having an Educational Picture on
the program at the opening of each
of the new houses, was carried out
at
the opening
new Loew's
State
theatre of
on theBroad
Street
where " The Love Egg," a Punch
Comedy with Louise Fazenda.
Chi ^ter Conklin and Baby John
Henry, Jr., was shown. The Branford ran two of Educational's pictures, besides Kinograms. " The
Northern Trail," a Selig-Rork
Photoplay with an all-star cast, was
an added feature, and " The Vagrant " was the comedy.

Two scenes from " The Power Within,"
by Achievement
Films and
for release
Tooker, produced
Pauline Garon,
Rober t Kenyon
Robert through
Bently Pathe.
Fine

Program

for

Middies

Educational Preparing Entertaining Bill for Annapolis Showing
EDUCATIONAL is to provide a used for this picture.
The program will open with an
evening's
entertainment
s in overture by the Academy musicians.
for fine
the middies
at Annapoli
connection with its special showing A Robert C. Bruce Scenic Beautiof the short feature " The Battle
ful,ject"Strolling
a subthat lends Minstrels,"
itself particularly
of
on Jutland
January " 7.at the Naval Academy to musical accompaniment, will folWith the cooperation of Admiral
low. Then the current issue of
Wilson, superintendent of the Na- Kinograms will present for the stuval Academy, Educational has ardents and naval officers present the
ranged a program of short subjects news of the week.
such as Broadway theatres in New
White Mouse," the latest
York have been running more and of" The
the Selig-Rork Photoplays in
more frequently in the last year
two reels, with an all-star cast
for the entertainment of the dis- headed
by Lewis Stone, Wallace
criminating Broadway audience.
From the pictures available at Beery and Ethel Grey Terry, will
provide the dramatic part of the
the Washington branch of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., pic- program, and then " The Battle of
tures of all types that are typical Jutland" will be shown.
The program will be closed with
of
Educational's
product around
have been
A Barnyard Cavalier," in which
selected and arranged
the "Bobby
Vernon is featured.
presentation of "The Battle of
Jutland." Music will be provided
Educational is also to show "The
by the band at the Academy, the Battle of Jutland " at the Marine
score arranged and used by Dr. Barracks in Washington for the
Hugo Riesenfeld at the Rialto for benefit of naval and army officers
the first American showing of unable to attend the showing at
The Battle of Jutland" being Annapolis.
Universal

Completes

Four

Harry Carey, Gladys Walton, Marie
Prevost and DuPont Films Finished
have Clarence Badger directed the filmionsl City,
feature atproduct
FOUR
been finished
Universa
ing. The cast includes T. Roy
and are going through the editorial Barnes, Roy Atwell, Daisy Robinrooms on the way to the screen.
son, George Nichols, Del Lorice,
Gordon, Ralph McCullough
The first of these is " Man to Sadie
and
Alida
B. Jones.
Man," Harry Carey's UniversalJewel dramatization of Jackson
Gladys Walton's latest completed
Gregory's of
novel,
filmedPaton.
under The
the production is '' Playing with Fire."
direction
Stuart
Harold Miller, Hallam Cooley,
leading woman is Lillian Rich, a Kathryn McGuire, Hayward Mack,
young British actress. Alfred Allen, Eddie Gribbon, Sydney Franklin.
Charles Le Moyne. Willis Robards Lydia Knott, Harriet Laurel. Flinor
and Nick de Ruiz, Fontaine La Hancock and Danny Hoy are in the
Rue. little May Giraci, Harry Car- cast. Dallas Fitzgerald directed.
ter, Eugene Durr, Harley Chambers,
The last scenes on " The Golden
Harold Goodwin, Lorimer Johnstone and Boris Karloff complete Gallows," starring Miss du Pont,
the cast.
have been taken. Jack Mower, Edwin Stevens, Barbara Tennant,
Miss Prevost has just concluded
her stellar characterization in George B. Williams, Douglas Ger" Cupid Incog " from a story rard, Eve Southern, Elinor Hancock, and Oliver Cross are in the
evolved by Irving G. Thalberg, general manager of Universal City ; supporting cast.

In the cast are William

Fox Announces Releases
for Christmas Day
ration comes
that Clyande
nouncement the
poCor
m
Fil
,
Fox
ure
edy
k's
t
com
Coo
FROMnex feat
eur," will be re" The Chauff
leased on December 25, as a
the hunto who
holidaydreds ofspec
bitors
have
exhiial
ready filled requests for early
bookings. Christmas Day also
will mark the release of
" Fool Days," Al St. John's
latest comedy production, according to the announcement.
Thefeur " release
" Thea run
Chauf-of
comes of
after
more than two months at the
New York Hippodrome in
connection with the current
reason's bill there, " Get To-

Fox lease
also
announces Day
the reon Christmas
of
William Russell's latest starvehicle, "Charles
The Roof
Tree," ring
written
Neville
Buck andby directed
by
gether."
Jack Dillon. It is a romance
of life in the South in which
the title is applicable to a
great tree, the spreading
branches of which are traditionally believed to exert a
protective influence over an
old homestead. Sylvia
Breamer plays the leading
female role.
5,000 Theatres Playing
Harold Lloyd Reissues
Five thousand theatres, large and
small, are playing the re-issues of
Harold Lloyd's best single reel
comedies, according to an announcement made this week by Pathe Exchange, Inc.
In its selection of these re-issues,
Pathe has been particularly careful
to release only those productions
which
meetTt is
with
today's screen
standard.
a remarkable
fact,
that, out of the considerable number of comedies from which i'athe
has made its choice of re-issues, not
more than three have failed to meet
the severest test of current production values.
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Representative Houses
Book Wistaria Film
T from
AT
A ST
ers EN
goEM
Pictures
Play
lays much emphasis
upon the manner in which
the Wistaria production,
" Anne of Little Smoky," is
eived by the exhibibeing recs.
tor Although released as
ly
alrecent as November 20, ve
ready a very representati
es
ry
atr
t
exin eve
lis of the
change center have arranged
ed,
ish
,
ve
their
fin
for or ha
showings.
In part this line-up includes
the following houses: Westchester, Strand, Yorkville
Casino, Empress, West End,
New 125th Street, New Atlantic Garden, and more than
35 other houses in New York;
Plaza, Salem, Mass.; Strand,
Gloucester, Mass.; Orpheum,
Amsterdam, N. Y.; Strand,
New Kensington, Pa.; Fulton, Union Hill, N. J.; Academy, Jersey City; Orpheum,
Youngstown, Ohio ; Palace,
St. Louis; Lyric, Cincinnati;
Lyceum, St. Joseph, Mo.;
Mission, Los Angeles; Hippodrome and Circle, Portland, Ore.; Loew's State, Sacramento, Cal.
The cast includes Winifred Westover, Joe King,
Frank Sheridan and Dolores
Casinelli.

R-C "Foolish Age" Vies
with "Idle Class"
H. L. Davidson of the Lakin
theatre, Great Bend, Kan., recently
played duced"by The
Age,"
proHunt Foolish
Stromberg,
starring
Doris May and presented by R-C
Pictures, for a run of three days.
After he had checked in his returns, he wrote the following letter to the Kansas City branch
which supplied the service saying:
" We ran Doris May in ' The
Foolish Age ' for three days with
Charlie
Chaplininterest
in ' TheyouIdleto Class,'
and
it might
know
that ' The Foolish Age ' received as
many comments as the Chaplin picture.The
'
Foolish Age ' is a very
clever picture, and we hope that
your future Doris May pictures will
be as good."

Goldwyn

Lists

Big

Pictures

Strong
Players

Stories With
Featured
in
Fifth
Year Group
GOLDWYN believes that the Mason Hopper and is a very human
day of the big picture with comedy with a strong dramatic
featured players is here, as is situation.
evidenced by recent productions
Other big Goldwyn pictures with
by that corporation and by new featured players now nearing completion or in preparation at the
photopla
release. ys being prepared for early
Culver City studios are " A Blind
The company has already re- Bargain " with Lon Chaney and
leased, in its fifth year product, five
Logan; "Hungry Hearts"
or six such productions and has Jacqueline
Bryant Washburn; "Yellow
that many more almost ready for with
Men
and
Gold
" with Helene Chadrelease with more to come.
wick and Richard Dix; "Sent For
"The Old Nest,' by Rupert Out," with Colleen Moore ; " What
Hughes, with Mary Alden in the others.
Ho, the Cook," with Jack Abbe and
role of the mother, was the first of
Goldwyn's
year productions. Thisbigwasfifth
followed
by the
to Play in
same author's " Dangerous Curve Valentino
Ahead " with Helene Chadwick and
Richard Dix featured.
"Beyond the Rocks"
In the second group of releases
Rudolph Valentino has been especially engaged to play opposite
for the fifth year were "Poverty of
Gloria Swanson in " Beyond the
Riches," duction,
a Reginald
Barker
profrom a Leroy Scott story Rocks," which Director Sam Wood
with Leatrice Joy and Richard Dix has just started for Paramount at
studio.
featured ; Charles Kenyon's " The the Lasky
ment was made
this This
week announceby Jesse
Invisible Power," directed by Frank L. Lasky,
who stated that Mr.
Lloyd, featuring Irene Rich and
House Peters ; and Katherine New- Valentino is unquestionably one of
lin Burt's first original screen play, the big features in the screen world
his work in George Mel"House
The Man
Peters.from Lost River," with today,
ford's production, " The Sheik,"
In the six pictures comprising having
placed him in a high position
the third group of fifth year releases among screen players. He also
are several productions that will played opposite Dorothy Dalton in
rank, in the belief of Goldwyn ex- Mr. Melford's recently completed
ecutives, with the biggest pictures " Moran of the Lady Letty," and
that firm has ever made.
Mr. Lasky, who has seen parts of
picture, predicts that it will add
Stress is laid upon " The Sin the
Flood," directed by Frank Lloyd still more laurels to the brow of the
handsome
young leading man.
and featuring Helene Chadwick and
Richard Dix. Albert Payson Ter" Beyond the Rocks " is from a
hune's " Grand Larceny," directed story by Elinor Glyn.
by Wallace Worsley, has two
featured players — Elliot Dexter and
Claire Windsor, " Doubling for Author's Approval for
Hodkinson Release
Romeo " is Will Rogers' greatest
comedy, and promises to surJoseph C. Lincoln, author of
pass in popularity Goldwyn's
than a dozen Cape Cod stoother great comedy, " Scratch more ries,
including such well known
My Back." Rupert Hughes' new
novels as " Captain Eri," " Cape
picture, rected
"The
Wall
Flower,"
diby himself, features the Cod Folks," " The Woman Haters,"
charming young actress, Colleen " Galusha the Magnificent," " Shavings," The
"
Rise of Roscoe Paine,"
Moore. " His Back Against the
many others, has been in close
Wall," featuring Raymond Hatton, and
is a new kind of western comedy, attendance during the past week at
the Estee Studios in New York
directed by Rowland V. Lee.
Mary Roberts Rinehart's story, where Director Edwin L. Holly"The
Glorious
Fool," has
is producing " The Rise of
Chadwick
and Richard
Dix Helene
in the Roscoe woodPaine,"
Castle, for release starring
through Irene
Hodkinson.
leading roles. It was directed by E.
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Selznick Provides Four
Attractions for Jan.
Two of the Talmadge revivals
and new offerings by Conway
Tearle and Elaine Hammerstein are
announced by Selznick for distribution through Select exchanges during
Although
De Luxe
Annie "January.
is released
as of " December
30 it is, practically, a January issue
and should be included with
" Shadows of the Sea," " Good
Night, Paul" and "Why AnYour Marriage?"
as the
Selznick nounce
quartette
that begins
the
new year.
Norma Talmadge is star of " De
Luxe Annie " and Eugene O'Brien
is leadingConway
man in aTearle,
"Crook"in
drama.
"Doris
Shadows
of
the
Sea,"
will
Kenyon as his leading have
lady
in a sensational drama directed by
Alan Crosland. January 10 is set
as the release date for " Shadows
of the Sea." Constance Talmadge's
revival
" Good Night,
Paul "lateis
set forof January
20. The
Walter Edwards produced this Roland Oliver and Charles Dickson
play for the screen.
Elaine Hammerstein's newest offering, Why
"
Announce Your
Marriage?" is set for release January 30 with Niles Welch in the
position of leading man. " Why
Announce
Yourinspired
Marriage?"
carries a theme
by Fanny
Hurst's views of married life as set
forth, with great resulting interest,
some months ago. Arthur Houseman, James Harrison, Huntley
Gordon, Frank Currier, Florence
Billings, Emily Fitzroy, Marie
Burke, and Elizabeth Woodmere
are included in Miss Hammerstein's
support.
Exhibitor Lauds R-C
Service and Films
F. M. Barrus, manager of the
Gem theatre, Clinton, Wis., pays the
the following tribute to R-Cs servand pictures.
R-C icehome
office: He writes the
" Commercing Wednesday, December 7,we will use your service
w eekly instead of on alternate Sundays, and we trust this will meet
with your approval.
" We are making this change for
the reason that we feel that R-C
features merit a weekly showing
in our theatre. Thank you for an
unexcelled service."
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Producers

Active

Los Angeles. He will start work
81
will Coast Studios Run at about the time Norma Talmadge
er tion
of Decemb
month picture
THEsee motion
produc
ndent
studios rein the indepe
begins
Duchess
of Langeais"
Full Speed During
at the "The
Brunton
studio.
Marshall
leasing their photoplays through
December
Associated First National Pictures,
Neilan will this week "shoot" the
Inc., at its height.
final scenes of "Penrod" with Wesley Barry in the stellar role.
At the Thomas H. Ince studios, Mr. Tully will commence work
Production activities at the Mack
J. Parker Reid, Jr., has started upon his arrival on "The MasSennett studios are now at their
work on "Pawned" and Maurice
maximum, with all companies
Tourneur will shortly begin proThe Ince production plans in- working a top speed, turning out
duction of a big feature. At Bruncrease in scope each week. The the famous comedies for Associquerader."
ton's Constance . Talmadge has big
ated First National release.
Culver
City plant
started " The Divorcee " under Sidming its busiest
by thewill
firstbe ofhumthe
Encouraged by the success of her
ney Franklin's direction. Allen Holu- year when "Finding Home,"
"Molly O," the little comedienne,
bar
begins Phillips
"The Soul
Seeker"
Dorothy
in the
title with
role "Wooden Spoils," "The Hottentot," Mabel Normand, has started on
William Russell, Wm. Fox star, appearing at the same studio this week. At "Jim," "The Desert Fiddler" and her next production, the working
"The Brotherhood of Hate" as well
in " The Roof Tree "
the Louis B. Mayer studio John as
the J. Parker Read, Jr., and title of which is "Suzanna."
Maurice
Tourneur productions, all
M.
Stahl
is
just
beginning
"One
Print of "By Heck," featuring
Convicts Deeply Moved
will be on the tapis.
Billy Bevan and Mildred June,
Clear
Call."
Katherine MacDonald under Chet
With Richard Barthelmess finish- were shipped to New York this
Hill"
the the
by^'Over
As
evidence of
emotion Withey*s direction has just started
ing "All At Sea" up in Maine there week, and work was begun almost
aroused in the 2,300 male convicts "Domestic Relations" at the Pre- is only one independent producing immediately on "The Blockhead,"
ferred Pictures studio. Charlie organization in the East releasing
of the Michigan Penitentiary, dur- Chaplin also
"joy-makers"
has begun another big its productions through First Na- with
playingthose
the favorite
leads. The
illness of
ing the recent screening there of
Miss
Phyllis
Haver
has delayed
comedy,
but
its
character
is
a
dark
tional which is beginning a new pic- completion of her latest
"Over the Hill," the Fox super- secret. Charlie intends that it
picture,
ture. That is Hope Hampton which
special, Warden Henry L. Hulbert
sent to the Fox offices more than shall be greater even than "The
"Bright
Eyes,"
but
she
has
now
recovered, and it is expected that the
from just
the started
William "White
Dudley Faith"
Pelly
50 of the several hundred letters Kid." Out at Brunton's they are has
prints
will
be
ready
for
shipment
written voluntarily to him by the daily awaiting the arrival of Rich- novel. Dick Barthelmess' next
ard Walton Tullv from New York. picture probably will be made in East within a week.
men in praise of the photodrama.
One letter signed 12,439 (the convicts are known by numbers) read
in part:
" Words cannot express the
thanks we boys feel toward the
interest
to all who see an
the picture
B'way billHouse
producer
the the
Hill.'
for
Cosmo
polit
n
motio
e sses of
could not of
help ' Over
but notice
tearsI A GALA
or to those who have lived in Batre doubl
pictu
succe
has
been
"
Wallingford
"
and
of some boys who sat near me, in
tlesburg or similar towns. This
lic theput42ndonstree
at ttheandRepub
whose hearts I felt no tenderness
" Humoresque " at
atre,
Broadway,
newspaper was distributed broadexisted. You would be surprised
cast without charge in the Times
to see what an effect it has taken New York, by Cosmopolitan ProRepublic
on us. There seems to be a warmer
Square district
ductions. The pictures are " GetRich-Quick Wallingford," fresh
A large crowd assembled in front
feeling amongst everybody here."
from a week's big run at the Rialto
of the Republic theatre before the
The
taking
over
of
the
Republic
and Rivoli theatres, and " Humordoors were opened and soon filled
Additions to Gunning
esque," the gold medal winner of theatre and its preparation for motion
pictures
was
a
triumph
of
e
.
res,
1920 Thes two pictu
surthe house to capacity. "Get-RichH Field Sales Force
rounded by a fine musical comedy
Quick Wallingford" was greeted
and
energy.
At
eleven
o'clock
A number of important additions program, are being shown at pop- speed
Saturday night, December 10th a with gales of laughter and hearty
to its field sales force is announced
ular prices, a unique entertainment spoken drama closed there. From
by Wid Gunning, Inc. Joseph for the city's holiday crowds. A that hour until seven-thirty Sunday applause.
During the day numerous inBloom, for years Hodkinson Divi- big symphony orchestra under the night, when the doors were requiries came to the producing comopened, alarge force of men was
sion Manager throughout the Mid- direction of Ludwig Laurier propany regarding the possibility of
vides the musical setting for the at work. A platform was built in
dle West, has joined the Wid Gunthe balcony and a projection booth reviving "Humoresque." Because
ning offices as Kansas City Man- productions and Miss Jean Tell, a was
built. Two machines were of the interest in Borzage's preager. Charles Schwerin, one of the well-known soprano, sings.
vious picture stimulated by the rebest known film men in the East, is
brought from storage and set up.
lease of "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingnow Pittsburgh manager for the
The exterior and the interior of the
ford" it was decided close to midGunning organization.
house were draped with American
J. F. Flarity, who ranked as one knock em
day and
Sundaytheto following
add "Humoresque"
flags. Lobby displays were put up to thenightbill
of the most popular exchange manand announcement signs painted to make the run of the show conagers in the New Orleans territory, for a
for the front of the house. The
tinuous from noon to 11 :30 p. m.
returns to that zone as representadaily. Immediately orders were
large
orchestra
was
assembled
hurtive of Wid Gunning, Inc.
o>al !
riedly but not in time to afford a
rehearsal of the musical score. Miss issued for the changing of the ads in Monday's evening
Tell went over her selection quickly newspapers tovertisementinclude
the second
Wm. DeMille'to Make
with the orchestra leader.
picture and
a
new
half-page
tisement was made up for theadverearly
"Bought and Paid For"
The original intention was to editions of
the New York Evening
Jesse L. Lasky announced Thurspresent " Get-Rich-Quick WallingThis double screening afday that William
de Mille'swillnext
ford " as the only feature picture Journal.
production
for Paramount
be
fords motion picture fans an opporand half page advertisements anGeorge Broadhurst's play, " Bought
nouncing that picture were made
tunity of seeing Frank Borzage's
and Paid For." Clara Beranger is
up
with
the
greatest of speed and two masterpieces.
now completing the scenario and
inserted in the Sunday morning
work on the production will be
newspapers.
started at the Lasky studio about
December 20.
In the early morning hours of "From the Manger to
Sunday a four-page newspaper —
" Bought and Paid For," origin- Leather
ally produced on the stage by WillCross" in Demand *5
the " ten,Battlesburg
was writset up in typeBlade
and " printed
by
iam A. Brady a dozen years ago
Increased
bookings for the sixthe thousands. This newspaper anand presented on the road for sevmotion-picture, " From the
eral years after, proved one of Pushers
nounces in bold type the arrival of part
Manger to the Cross," are reported
the most successful dramas ever
J. Rufus Wallingford in the town by
Vitagraph. This production was
in a series
launched on the American stage.
made
several years ago in Palestine
of Battlesburg. It contains an inThe play is now enjoying a successand
Egypt. The bookings on this
terview with the world-famous prooP 2 round
usually multiply around the
motor and dilates upon his smash- picture
ful house
revivalTheatre,
at Mr.
Playwith Brady's
Mr. Richman
smashes !
ing big plans for the development Christmas and Easter seasons, but
and Miss Nordstrom in their origthis year's
set a bookings
record. are reported to
inal roles.
of thecarries
community.
The " Blade of" have
also
much information
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Blackton

Finishes

Picture

New*

Feature

" The

Chas. R. Rogers, general-manager of
distribution of R-C Pictures Corporation
First National Has 24
Ready for Release
Twenty-four big photoplays are
now ready for their First National
releasing dates. Charles Ray has
turned over " The Barnstormer,"
"Gas, Oil and Water" and "The
Deuce of Spades " to First National's New York offices. The editing of Katherine MacDonald's
latest plays, " The Beautiful Liar "
and
" The Infidel," also has been
finished.
Mack Sennett has two short subject comedies, "Be Reasonable"
and " By Heck," completed ; J. L.
Frothingham has shipped " A Bride
of the Gods" east and is finishing
the editing of " The Man Who
Smiled." John M. Stahl has completed the editing of "The Song of
Life " at the Louis B. Mayer plant
and at the same studio Anita Stewart's "A Question of Honor " recently received its final finishing
touches and was shipped east. Anita
completed her engagement in " The
Woman He Married" this week
and the picture is now being edited.
At the Thomas H. Ince studio
the editing of " Skin Deep " was
recently completed. Norma Talmadge's two plays, "Smilin'
Through"
and "Love's
Redemption,"
which
she finished
in New
York, are
now ready for a release date. Buster Keaton has two comedies scheduled for distribution to theatres
throughout the country in the near
future. They are " The Boat " and
" The Paleface."
R. A. Walsh's " Kindred of the
Dust " is in the final stages of its
editing. Three foreign productions.
"A Sentimental Bloke" from Australia :a re-issue of " Cabiria," the
famous Italian production; and " All
for a Woman " are also ready for
a release date. Selig-Rork's " The
Rosary " and " The Lotus Eater,"
a Marshall Neilan production starBarrymore, complete the
list. ring John
Dorothy Woods To Play
Opposite Art Acord
Dorothy Woods will play opposite Art "Acord in " The Days of
Buffalo Bill," Universal announces.
Robert Dillon prepared the story
of Buffalo Bill for filming, following history and weaving the whole
the romantic advenplot around
tures of a young pioneer.

Glorious Adventure " Produced Abroad, in Natural Colors
white film.
[• STUART
picA pioneer in practically every
ture, " TheBLACKTON'S
Glorious Advenbranch of screen progress, Mr.
ture,"
produced
in
England
in
natural colors with Lady Diana Blackton began considering someManners and an all-star cast, was years ago how a -color photo-play
recently privately shown in the might be made. The Prizma proBritish capital, prior to its being
cess cessful
appeared
him efforts
the moston sucof all tocolor
the
offered in a large London theatre,
and has been declared to be a mag- screen, and he entered into negotiations with the Prizma company
nificent production that marks a
new epoch in screen art and ad- with a view to having perfected a
vances film standards in many process by which the rapid action
ways.
of a screen play could be photoThis is said to be the first photographed in color. Van Dorn Kelley,
Mr. William
play to be produced in natural colors, and the result of this special inventor of the Prizma method of
Prizma process devised and devel- color photography, started his experiments, which have now been
oped for Mr.
use ingreat
this
film has
been Blackton's
awaited with
proved successful.
interest by those identified with the
" The Glorious Adventure," according to the London reports, will
film art in many countries. It is,
in addition, a massive production attract world-wide attention bethat from many standpoints of
cause of its being the first color
technique and artistry takes a high photo-play ever made, because it is
rank, according to the London re- one of the most lavish film productions yet offered to the public, beFor some time, the great world
cause of its compelling dramatic
ports.
audience of the screen has been story laid in the time of Charles II,
awaiting the color film. It is a and because in all it is a distinctly
part of human nature to admire the artistic production, offering an allrich tints of nature. The real star cast, headed by a celebrated
beautj' of a stage production has beauty who has distinguished herself for her acting in this picture,
been, to a marked extent, lost in
the drab monotone of the black and Lady Diana Manners.

Richard Dix and Colleen Moore in
" The Wall Flower," a Rupert Hughes
picture for Goldwyn release
Triart Film Used for
Classroom Study

The faculty of Columbia University introduced an innovation
last week when actual films were
incorporated in the studies of the
class on motion picture technique
and production. The first film
used in the class studies was Triart's " Beggar Maid," first of the
scries of Great Masterpiece productions being distributed by Hodkinson. This is the production
based on the painting by Sir E.
Burne-Jones which ran two weeks
Metro
Studios
Close
Jan. 1 at
the Rivoli and Rialto theatres
in New York, three weeks at the
to
Close
for
90
Hollywood Plant
Park in Boston and is now in the
second week of an indefinite run at
Release Schedule
Days; Ahead of
Grauman's Rialto in Los Angeles.
O. Price, a representative of
program eight day Evening Post Story, " The theA. Triart
ion of
product
ITS
office, was present at
months ahead
the release Right That Failed," scenarized by
schedule, Metro Pictures Corpora- Lenore Coffee; "The Phantom the showing of " The Beggar
tion will, January 1, suspend the Bride," Miss Coffee's screen version Maid " in Columbia and afterwards
making of photoplays in its Holly- of Justus Miles Forman's story, dwelt on the technical points inwood studios for a period of ninety "Alice
volved in the production of picTommy
Danger."
LakeCarteret
already;" and
has "completed
days.
tures, and of "The Beggar Maid"
these Maxwell Karger productions, in particular.
distribupicturethelisted
Every
year whose scenarios were written by
of the
first for
tion between
and the beginning of September has June Mathis: "The Golden Gift,"
Metro Sets " Peacock
been completed, according to Metro. '' Kisses," from May Tully's story;
This includes not only the actual and " Hate," by Wadsworth Camp.
Alley" for Jan. 23
The following George D. Baker
Metro will release its first Mae
the action but prac- productions for S-L (Arthur Sawof
phy
photogra
tically all of the cutting and titling,
yer and Herbert Lubin) Pictures, Murray picture, " Peacock Alley,"
it is stated.
a Tiffany Production, January 23.
A partial list of finished pictures starring Garcth Hughes : " Little "Peacock Alley" is presented on
includes the following, which have Eve Ascends," from Thomas
Beer's Saturday Evening Post the screen by Robert Z. Leonard,
been definitely titled :
The Rex Ingram productions of story ; " Stay Home," by Edgar the director General of Tiffany
Productions, Inc., and director of
" The Prisoner of Zanda," a spec- Franklin ; and " The Adventures the
picture. It is by Edmund
tacular motion picture version of of a Ready Letter Writer," another Goulding
and based on a story by
Post story, by Blanche Brace.
Ouida Dergere.
Anthony Hope's romantic novel,
and pho- Shirley Mason Received
Mary
adapted, by tographed
byJohn O'Harar
F. Seitz.
William Duncan Starts
at White House
special productions starMetro
ring Viola Dana, Bert Lytell and
"Man Hunters"
Shirley Mason, the Fox star,
Alice Lake. The Viola Dana fea- dropped
in to pay her respects to
tures whose titles are made public
William Duncan started producare " The Fourteenth Lover," a President Harding and Mrs. Hardtionters,"
earlyhisthis
on " ManproducHuning while stopping over at Washnextweek
Vitagraph
Harry Beaumont production of
ington, D. C, enroute to Hollywood
tion.
It
is
being
filmed
at
the
West
Alice* D. G. Miller's story, as from Charlotte, N. C, where she
of " Man
Edith Kennedy ; " Glass had attended the Southern Motion Coast
adapted bywritten
Huntersstudios.
" is laidThein story
the Northwest.
by Clara Genevieve Picture Exposition.
Houses,"
Edith
Johnson
appears
opposite
d
Kennedy and sccnarize by her sisWhile at the White House, Miss Duncan.
Mason
was
introduced
by
President
Cobb's
S.
ter, Edith Kennedy; Irvin
Dollar nBaby,"
Five productio
story,
a number of governof Rexa Hardingment to
Beaumont
Harry "The
officials. Miss Mason de- New Production ManaBeparted
for
Hollywood
via Chicago,
Seeing's
"
;
n
Taylor's ladaptatio
ieving," athird Beaumont producger at "U" City
she remained several days
J. M. Yoshell, a motion picture
tion, for which Mr. Taylor wrote where
for
personal
appearances.
Among
executive
with
a wide acquaintance
the story and Miss Kennedy the new productions planned for the
in the industry, has been appointed
and " Like
script,
Presenting
Bert 'Em
LytellRough."
in stellar little Fox star is " Little Miss a production manager at Universal
Smiles," in which she appears as a City. He succeeds Harry Schenck,
roles are the Bayard Veiller pro- "little
who recently resigned.
mother" of the Ghetto.
ductions ofJ. P. Marquard's Satur-
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Backer) Insists Stars Be
F5rst*SaleJ Reported on
Brandt-Davis Feature
Immediately following the announcement last week of the opening of the sales campaign on " Life's
Greatest Question," George H.
IDavis, Joe Brandt features. Dave
I Mundstock, President of Strand
!Features of Detroit, made a special
trip to New York for the purpose
Iof viewing the picture and securing
rights to it in his territory. Immediately following a special screening. Mr. Mundstock purchased it
for the Michigan territority.
His interest in the feature was
I occasioned by the fact that he holds
territorial rights in Michigan to
"The Heart of the North," the first
of the Davis-Brandt features, and
reports that it is one of the biggest
jbox-office attractions there.
Mr. Mundstock, after seeing
"Life's
proI nounced Greatest
it an even Question"
greater picture
than "The Heart of the North"
and said that the combination of
(Davis and Brandt as producers,
IHarry Revier as director, Roy Stewjart as featured player, and the
IICanadian Northwest as the locale
Iof the action, was a hard one to
(beat.
Advertising

Aids

for

"Oh, Mabel, Behave"
The advertising accessories to
1"Oh. Mabel Behave!" the five reel
Mack Sennett comedy starring
Mabel Normand, Owen Moore,
Mack Sennett and Ford Sterling,
the first offering of Photocraft
I Productions, Inc., are reported to be
very complete and quite out of the
ordinary. The posters, ranging in
size from several styles of 1 sheets
to 24 sheets, are eye compelling and
iartistic. The scenes for these posters were selected with the idea of
presenting some of the most humor|ous episodes of the picture. One
jof the six-sheets is said to be
something entirely new in litho|graphs, it being a cartoon reprejsentation of the four stars, this
poster in particular called forth
jmuch favorable comment from all
Ithose w-ho saw the line.
There is a great demand for the
souvenir mirrors and "Put and
Take"
many
of whichgames,
Mr. for
Hirsh
had thousands
to place
an additional order. The tie-up with
the music stores throughout the
country for the song entitled "Oh
Mabelit Behave
" is well
way
and
is predicted
that under
this very
catchy piece will be one of the
I popular musical hits of the screen.

Neal

Hart

on

New

Picture

Completes " Tangled Trails " for
Wm, Steiner and Begins Another
was Sheriff of Manaville, WyomPROD
NER
STEI
WM.
cingUCnow produ
TIONS,
the
ing, and during his office there, he
new Neal Hart series of five-reel broke up several rustling gangs, infeatures, have completed the first
cluding the " DethatFord
" gang that
had terrorized
community
for
release " Tangled Trails,'' a thrill- some time. Hart was also brand
ing story of the Great Northwest. inspector for Converse County,
It is said to be the strongest story
that Mr. Hart has ever appeared in, Wyoming, and has had many thrilling
plotters.experiences
Wishing towith
see brand
the outside
and is packed with stunts and startful, big, out- world, he joined the Miller Bros.
wonder
;
ling incidents
door, winter scenes, teeming with 101 Ranch, and toured with that
atmosphere of the wilderness on show for several seasons ; when the
before pic- 101 boys were released for picvirgin territory never
tured. The company covered from
tures, Neal Hart was among those
west
to New York present, and it was not long before
the far North
City, to take the last shots of his earnest and natural work atenough attention to become
Trails," and as soon as listed astracted
" Tangled ny
a star.
could pack up, Mr.
the compa
Neal is an expert roper. With
Hart and his principals took the
train for San Antonio, Texas, to the Miller show, he gave exhibitions
get the exterior scenes for the next not only in roping but bulldogging
Steiner Production.
and riding bucking horses. His
It will be a big story dealing with work in pictures is sincere and he
the cattle country, where Neal Hart has a large following among the
will feel at home as he is an old fans, who like the red-blooded sons
ex-cowpuncher.
At one time he of the plains.
Russell

Production

Sold

Equally Advertised
Of the several novel features
introduced by Franklyn E. Backer,
President of East Coast Productions, in the new franchise method
of handling pictures by which the
productions of Amalgamated will
be distributed through independent
exchanges, none has caused more
comment than his insistence that
the clause of the contract with
Amalgamated artists which agrees
to co-star all of the well known
players, all of whom are said to be
stars of recognized starring ability,
shall be carried out to the letter in
all advertising done by the exchanges and the exhibitors.
Mr. Backer has held conferences
with Franchise Holders in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Chicago, and
expects to continue his present
swing around the circle until he
covers every territory east of an including Minneapolis.
"Pasteboard Grown" Is
Well Built Picture
" Permanent success is usually
based
uponmade
a firm
" was
the reply
by foundation
the producers
of
" The Pasteboard Crown," when
being congratulated upon its many
merits, following a private showing to interested parties and representatives of well known distributors. Messrs. Nathan & Semerad, who
sponsored the Travers Vale production, also stated that while deeply
gratified, they were not at all surprised. Theythey
expected
good picture because
made acertain
the
requisites were there, before it was
put into construction.
" To begin with," said one of the
gentlemen, "we knew the story was
rattling good screen material. Miss
Eve Unsell, who in collaboration
with Garret Elsden Fort, made the
original adaptation, assured us of
that and we do not know of anyone in a better position to pass such
judgment
than Also,
the had
well-known
scenario expert.
Travers
Vale not been certain of its screen
value, he would not have held on
to the rights for such an extended
length of time — until he could produce it upon a scale he knew would
make it one of the leading pictures
of the year. Then came the assignment of thebyworking
which
was done
Thomas'script,
F. Fallon,
followed by the selection of a cast
which everyone agrees, is para-

" Shadows of Conscience " Bought
by Geo. Levy for Denver Territory
The Pioneer Corporation of Chithee anFOLLOWING nouncemenclosely
t ofthe purchas
of
cago is likewise preparing an immense advertising campaign which
the Russell Productions, " Shadows will break as soon as the first loop
nce,"
of Conscie
by
the
Pioneer
Corporation, for the states of New booking is closed. In Chicago, particularly, the feature offers a splenYork, Northern New Jersey, Indidid field for exploitation.
, comes the anana and Illinois
nouncement from the Russell offices
that the rights to Southern Mis- 40 Independents Form
souri, the entire states of Kansas,
St. Louis Association
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and New
Mexico, have been bought by
Representatives of forty indepenGeorge Levy, head of the Supreme
dent producers, with headquarters
Photoplay Company, with offices in in St. Louis and operating in
Denver, Col.
Missouri and Illinois, have formed
Mr. Levy will open an exchange the Exhibitors Direct Service Exin Kansas City to assure the best
change, capitalized at $50,000 with
possible service for the territory of Sidney Baker as general manager.
Kansas and Southern Missouri, the Baker has been identified with the
release in that territory being made motion picture industry in St.
shortly after the first of the year. Louis for several years.
The new association announces
The far Western territory will be
handled through the offices of the that it has contracted for and will
Supreme Photoplay Company, in be ready to deliver on release the
Denver, Col.
following productions, four CurMr. Levy, appreciating the mag- woods, four Peter B. Kynes, four
nitude of the feature, and the un- Neva Gerbers, six Tack Hoxies, 52
usual combination of thrills with
comedies, a serial, "The Man of the
The
players
ref ered
to are Evelyn
: Robcomedy and tensely dramatic sit- North," in which Ann Lytle will
ert Elliot.
Eleanor
Woodruff,
uations, cunningly contrived by Di- star
and four Grace Davidson productions.
Greeley, Gladys Valerie, Al Rocrector John P. McCarthy, is plancardi,
Jennings, Dora Mills
n i n g an advertising campaign,
mount."Jane
The stock is all sold. They an- Adams,
New Superior Salesman which, from the standpoint of actJ.
H.
Gilmour,
John Hopnounce that their intention is to
kins and others.
In addition
the
ual expenditure and broadness of place independent productions in as heralded work of Jacques Bizuel,
Clarence W. Phillips has been
added to the City Sales force of scope will equal anything that has many houses as possible at once in at the camera recommends the
1 the Superior Screen Service, Inc., been appropriated for exploiting Western Illinois and Eastern
\ of Chicago, 111.
Missouri.
feature released this year.
photographic value of "The Paste
Board Crown,"

Motion
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Kirkpatrick Enthuses
Over "His Nibs"
A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president
and general-manager of Exceptional
Pictures Corporation, whose production, Charles (Chic) Sale in
"the
Hisstate
Nibs rights
" is being
marketreleased
by L. on
L.
Hiller, President
of " His Nibs "
Syndicate,
Inc., states:
" The interest which is being displayed in ' His
Nibs has
" during
period when
everyone
appeareda
too willing to cry depression, is a
revelation to me, and it is surprising to note the keen competition for the rights to the picture
in various territories.
" Thetheusual
number
of inquiries
from
theatres
throughout
the
entire country for the booking of
"His Nibs " insures the buyers of
success. In fact, the picture could
be booked for a greater amount
of first and second run, and circuit
booking alone, which more than
totals the selling price .to the State
Right buyers. This encouraging
condition convinces me conclusively
that there is every reason, not only
for Exceptional, but for every factor
in the business, to be optimistic for
the present and for the future."

Shorty

V

CHARLES
'his

(Chic) SALE

#

nibs'

24-Sheet prepared by Exceptional Pictures for " His Nibs," starring Charles
(Chic) Sale

Special
"His
Nibs"
Posters
Unusual Paper Ready for Exploitation of Chic
Sale Feature
T N THEIR endeavor to give the and young Elmer Bender, the gawky
*■ Exhibitor one hundred per cent, son of " His Nibs," champion marble player of the town.
cooperation, Exceptional Pictures
The six-sheet is one of the finest
Corporation, producers of " His lithographs
ever sent out, and is
Nibs," the five-reel comedy novelty
in which Charles (Chic) Sale makes sure to meet with great approval.
his first appearance as a screen star, It was prepared from a specially
has provided an unusually striking taken photograph of Mr. Sale as
set of posters.
"His Nibs," the photograph havThe twenty-four sheet shows Sale
ing been made by Strauss-Peyton of
in each of these seven characters he Kansas
City. In the upper leftportrays, and also features the hand corner, in an oval, is a straight
"Heart of the North"
handsome "Chic" in a straight por- picture of Mr. Sale made in the
trait. These pictures were specially same studio, showing the interestSold for Europe
by Strauss-Peyton, of KanForeign rights were sold last posedsas City.
ing contrast
the ofveryhis young
The largest figure of this artist,
and one
most protean
notable '
week on " The Heart of the North," poster is that of Theo. Bender, com- rural characterizations.
the George H. Davis-Joe Brandt Inmonly known ascharacter
" His Nibs,"
the
dependent feature which has proved predominating
There are two three sheets, both
in the
showing scenes from the play. One
one
of
the
season's
biggest
sellers
picture,
and
Mr.
Sale's
beloved
"old
on the States Right Market.
man" of 'the vaudeville stage.
depicts the exciting moment when
In one single deal the entire UniThere are three one-sheets, each Chic Sale as " The Boy " fights with
ted Kingdom and all Continental of them showing a different charac- the swindlers who have robbed him,
Europe, including Egypt and Turter portrayed by " Chic " Sale in and who are about to rob the father
key were purchased by John Carl- " His Nibs " — one a bust picture of of the girl he loves, the other being
Mr.
Percifier, the proprietor of the
son, with offices in the Times Building, New York and representative The Weekly Bee, who acts as the a love scene, Chic Sale as " The
local censor, Wally Craw, the local Boy," with Coleen Moore, who plays
of some of the largest and most in- weather
prophet, who never smiles. the part of his sweetheart.
fluential film organizations in foreign countries.
Phil Selznick, head of Phil SelzPicture
Davison
Grace
nick Productions of Ohio, who was New
in New York this week on a short
Charles Horan Writes Story of
trip, paid a special visit to the offices
of George H. Davis and Joe Brandt
"The Splendid Lie," New Feature
to compliment them on their feature
States, is the star of " The Splendid
" The Heart of the North " and to QRAC
w r i t te n and directed by
SON,
DAVI
E
beautiful
picture,
"Love, whose
Hate Lie,"
tell them how enthusiastic he is
Charles Horan.
and
a
Woman,"
is
a
marked
success
The story of this picture is well
over the way it is going over in in New York, Philadelphia and
his territor.
other large cities in the United within the understanding of most
people.
It truth
is based
the simple, home
thatupon
a pretty
girl
NEW BUSINESS FOR NEIGHBORHOOD THEATRES
cannot be too careful in her dealings
with handsome, strangers of the
other sex.
People who visit the motion picture theatre for purposes of entertainment and excitement will certainly get it in this picture. Mr.
Horan writes good picture stories
and directs them well and Miss
Davison always looks beautiful and
always gets over well. In this picture
she has gathered around her a very
strong supporting cast, including
Noel Tearle, who plays the villainous step-brother; J. Thornton Baston, who plays Dean De Witt, the
wicked young husband of another
woman who tries to lead Dorris
Delafield into a bigamous marriage ;
Jere Austin plays James Holden,
the young bank president whom
Dorris finally marries.
The picture has many fine bits of
characterization supplied by studies
STATE
J- w- *1LM CORP.
"WIRE
of
and rooming
hotel life.house life, church life
""^
8. Manheimer,
RIGHTS
46th Street Gen.NewM*r.)
York
NOW
Jl^ ^i^ ISO(E.West
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Hamilton
Is Offered

Series

of 130 West Fortysixth street, &New
ER,
EGLYork
VERN
Mc
, have
contracted with
CityGO
W. A. S. Douglas, of Tulsa,
Okla., to distribute a new sety -urin
- reel
six gtwoShor
ries of twenfeat
ty
Westerns
Hamilton. Six pictures are
— r "The
ple
com
" ted
Galla,"- Go Runt
" Let'e
" Pep,
" SandThe'*
Cowb"oy."
'Em Boy,
and "Ridghere," "Pony
pictures have been directed
las M.andSmit
pro-h
DougW.
by W. A.duced atS.the
os
a,
studi at Tuls Okla.

Many Buyers Inquire of
Charles Ray Reissues
Inquiries have been piling in during the past week from States Right
buyers throughout the entire country on the series of Charles Ray
two-reel features which were announced last week as available for
release to the States Right Market
According to Joe Brandt, President of Art Brand Productions, the
new company formed for the purpose of handling the distribution on
these featurettes, with scarcely a
single exception every territority in
the field has already been heard
from at least once, and several of 1
them two or three times, asking for 1
full particulars on the series.
Contracts

Closed

for

Big German Pictures
It was announced this week that
the Hamilton Theatrical Corporation, an American concern, has con>ummated negotiations for the distribution of the larger part of the
biggest German photoplays with the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
The announcement was made by
Ben Blumenthal, president, and
Samuel Rachmann, vice-president
of the
der theHamilton
terms of Corporation.
the contract Unthis
company retains the distribution
rights of the pictures for Great
Britain, its colonies and dependencies while the Famous-PlayersLasky Corporation will release the
great
array of German features in
this country.
Amongrectorsthe
foreignin stars
and diwho figure
the contract
are Pola Negri. Ernest Lnbitsch,
Professor Max Reinhardt, Joe May.
Emil Jannings, Paul Wegener and
other notables.
Three Territories Sold
on Hamilton Westerns
McGovern & Egler announce the
sale of Shorty Hamilton Series
in three territorities. W. G. Underwood of the Federated Film Exof Dallas
Texas for Texas.
Arkansas and Oklahoma.
The Seaboard
Film Corporation of Washington
for Maryland, Delaware, Virginia
and District of Columbia. The
Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions
of Atlanta. Ga. for the six Southeastern states.

December
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Reissues Rumors Denied by Nathan Hirsh
MBER of exhibitors
A NU
throughout the country and several buyers
of territorial rights are under the impression that " Oh,
Mabel Behave!" the five-reel
Mack Sennett comedy, starring Mabel Normand, Owen
Moore, Mack Sennett and
Ford Sterling, which is being placed on the state right
market bv Photocraft Productions, Inc., is a reissue.
Nathan Hirsh, president of
Photocraft Productions, Inc.,
authorizes the announcement
that he will pay $1,000 to anybody who can prove that
"Oh, Mabel Behave!" is a
reissue or a recreated picture in any manner or shape.
Fred. J. Ireland Joins
Fabric Studios, Inc.
Frederick J. Ireland, author and
moving picture director, has assumed the direction of the Production Department of the Fabric Studios, Inc.
The new department is instituted
for the sole purpose of giving practical aid and assistance to the moving picture theatre managers in
conceiving and producing their prologues and presentations.
Mr. Ireland will be at all times
pleased to confer with theatre managers, and advise them on any idea
which they may have in mind relative to prologues, lighting effects
and novelty presentations.
New

Feminine Lead for
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film Corporation announces that Evelyn Nelson has
been selected to enact the feminine
lead with Jack Hoxie in his latest
Western under the direction of Ro;"
Clements.

iNew

Kineto

Reto ugh
Kinethro
s of sed
be relea
THE nextviews toserie
the National Exchanges will
be the fourth, each series comprisen
ects of one-reel
each. ing thirte subj
The contents of the series are as
follows :

" New York America's Gateway."
A sight-seeing trip on the Island of
Manhattan, which was the original
City of New York. The audience
is taken into the city by airplane,
passing over the Statue of Liberty
and landing at the Battery.
"Fortune Builders." — The lifestory of the lowly silk moth which
weaves and spins for mankind. A
fascinating
of howin these
insects createstory
fortunes
America
and in the Orient.
" The Game of Golf." — Golf is
rapidly becoming a game of the
masses. This picture illustrates the
proper uses of the many different
golf clubs and in the illustration it
becomes a lovely sport reel.
" How the Swiss Boy Scou.
Spends
His on
Vacation."
— Swiss work
Boy
Scouts even
their vacation,
much more than they play. An intensely interesting reel to the Boy
Scouts of America and that means
about every family.
" Rambles 'Round Rio."— A travel
picture with visits to Tiajuca, Sylvester, Nicheroy and Paquata
Island and other beauty spots near
Rio de Janeiro, the capital of Brazil.
"Liquid Air."«-Here is a subject
that has been lectured upon for
years; has proved one of the most
popular subjects on all the lyceum
circuits.
" A Day's Fun at Blackpool." —
Blackpool is a great pleasure resort
in Lancaster, forty miles north of
Liverpool, and has been called the
" Coney Island of England."
" Rejuvenated Mexico." — Since
the revolution, Mexico has made
great strides and this picture shows
it. Beauty and history are inter-

Thirteen

Review
Single

Subjects Announced
for Release
twined in this picture of our Southern neighbor who is just now coming into her own.
" Childhood." — A picture of many
kinds of children, so sympathetic,
so understanding that one might believe it was written by children.
" Giants of Industry." — This is a
study of ants and flies. Ants, particularly, are giants of industry.
" In Gypsyland." — A lovely travelreel that tells of the romantic nomads who are famed in music and
song and story- The gypsies are
chiefly of the Orient and of the
Announce

FOLLOWING the previous preof Gus Edwards'
"School Days," sentations
featuring
Wesley
Barry, at the Sherman Hotel (Chicago, and the Astor Hotel, New
York, many
inquiries
have Brothers
been received at the
Warner
offices in New York as to the disposition of their latest productions.
Harry M. Warner is authority for
the
that " by
School
Days "
will statement
not be handled
any organization other than the Warner
Brothers, and it will be sold on a
state right basis.
" We are more than pleased with
the favorable comments that have
been accorded ' School Days' by the
trade
press,"
Warner,
"and
feel sure
thatsaid
our Mr.
latest
production
will also meet with the approval of
exhibitors and their patrons. It
is not my purpose to argue the merits of the attraction, but if I may
be permitted a word I should stress
the
fact pleases
that ' School
Days ' ifin for
its
entirety
us because,
other purpose, it will help to maintain the dignity of the screen.
" We have long been harassed by
so called reformers who are constantly seeking an avenue to wage

ALL EPISODES
READY

WEEK

Balkans — that's where the finest
gypsy music
and insimilarly, those comes
are thefrom,
places
the
world that give the pictures of the
" Friends of Man." — The sagacity
and usefulness of animals and birds
has
understood and apgypsy.long been
preciated, but never so much has
after
tures. it has been illustrated in pic" Willing
animals
whenCaptives."properly— Most
cared wild
for
and fed are quite content with their
lot. This picture shows many kinds
of fierce beasts under conditions of
captivity that seem to make them
as happy as they were in their
jungle homes. It is one of the famous Urban series on the "Wild
Animal Kingdom."

Release

WarnerBe Broth
State
a ers'
Will

A FIFTEEN

"Shorty" Hamilton,
in a new
twenty-six
2-reel Westerns,
distributed appearing
to independent
buyersseries
by Mcof Govern
and Egler

Reel

Series

Method

'School Days "
Right Release
propaganda
against
picture industry.
Thisthetomotion
a certain
extent jeopardizes the business of
the picture theatre owner. In other
words, he ductions
is that
hard
prowillpressed
at oneforstroke
make money for him, and also gain
the good will of his patrons.
" If our latest picture will help
to counteract the influences of the
Blue Law advocates, and others
whose creed is a direct slap at the
most sion
marvelous
medium
expresthat has ever
beenof invented
by man, then I say truly we will
have been more than repaid for
our efforts in placing it before the
motion picture theatre-going public.
Certainly if we cannot fight our
antagonists with the proper screen
material, then this entire industry
will go to the dogs. Our motto
has been and always will be: clean,
wholesome,' entertaining productions
that
will be a credit
to the of
screen,"
Prominent
members
the
" School Days " cast include Francis
X. Conlan, J. H. Gilmore, Margaret
Seddon, Arline Blackburn, George
Lessey and Jerome Patrick. Harry
Rapf produced the picture, and
William Nigh directed it.

PROFIT-TAKING
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Motion

"The Great Alone" Is
Nearing Completion
As the West Coast Films Corporation's new super-picture, "The
Great Alone," ' nears completion,
Isadore Bernstein, the managing director, isbecoming more enthused.
In a wire to the Producers Security
Corporation, who will handle the
releasing arrangements Mr. Bernstein states: "Monroe Salisbury
and ' Draga,'
supported
by Laura
Anson
and Walter
Law are
doing
the most remarkable dramatic work
I have ever seen. Jacques Jaccard,
the director, is putting over the
greatest picture of his entire career. It is a hundred per cent, production."

Director Sidney Olcott
Sails for Europe
Sidney Olcott, responding to a
call to Europe by cable for the purpose of a consultation with one of
the big film organizations there, relative to the adoption of American
methods of direction and studio
production, left Tuesday.
Mr. Olcott's long experience in
directing both in the United States
and fourteen countries abroad, will
undoubtedly be of value to these
enterprising interests, whose intention it is to give their productions
a safe footing when they introduce
them into America.
The pioneer director left on the
Aquatania and before his return the
latter part of January, he will visit
Rome, Berlin and London.

Marshal Foch Visits
Warner Bros. Studio
Marshal Foch was the guest of
honor at the Warner Brothers studio in Hollywood recently. The
French hero witnessed the filming
of one of the thrilling scenes in the
new serial " Shadows of the Jungles," in which
Philo are
McCollough
and Grace
Darmond
starred.
Sam and Jack Warner were congratulated bythe Marshal on the
realism of the incident. Monty
Banks acted as interpreter.

Two

Picture

More

News

Territories

Soldng on
"Tarzan"
Marki
the final
sales drive in
the interests of "Adventures of
Tarzan," the serial starring Elmo
A scene fromproduction
the Pete released
Morrison bypicture,
GatesSales
of Hell,"
Western" The
Classic
Companya Bob Horner Lincoln, announcement
was made
this week of the disposal of two
more territories to state right disHarry' Lande, of the
New
Pola Negri
Production
Lande Film tributors.
Distributing
Company,
with offices in Pittsburgh, CleveCommonwealth's "Vendetta" to Run
land and Cincinnati, purchased
at New York and Brooklyn Strand
"Adventures of Tarzan " for the
state of Ohio. The second buyer
the terrible blood oath of Corsica.
ZIERLER, president of
"Nature's Babies" Con- SAMUEL
It has previously been acted in of the week is Lee Goldberg, First
Commonwealth Film Corporaon the European con- National Exhibitors circuit of
tion, announces that the week be- the legitimate
tinues B'way Run
tinent
and
the
screen version was Louisville, Ky., who acquired the
ginning December 18 his Pola
" Nature's Babies," the Urban
states of Kentucky and Tenprepared
from
Leo
Lasko's play by nessee.
special which has been on Broad- Negri special production, " Ven- George Jacoby. Mr.
Jacoby also
way so long, continues there this Strand detta,"
will
play
at
both
the
Mark
has directed the picture.
week, having moved from the Cri- Brooklyn.theatres in New York and
" Vendetta " is the, first of Com- Jimmie Adams Appears
terion to the Rialto along with
" Vendetta " has two big stars,
monwealth's big list of 1922 spein Hallroom Comedy
" Peter Ibbetson."
cials to be released. Mr. Zierler
Pola Negri and Emil Jannings.
" Nature's Babies " is also playing The latter starred at the Strand. in has another Pola Negri picture
The first of the Hallroom Boys
a special engagement in the Carlton
own right only recently. The ready to follow it. The name is Comedies in which Jimmie Adams
Theatre, in Philadelphia, at the spe- his
cial request of Frank W. Buhler, of last time Pola Negri played in the '' Intrigue," in which she plays the appears as Ferdie in support of Sid
Smith who featured as Percy in
the Stanley Company.
two theatres was in " Gypsy Blood."
" Vendetta " takes its name from role of an alluring, heartless ad- this series of two-reel gloom-chasers
It will be released nationally very
Federated Film Exsoon and will probably go out by the action of a story laid in Bagdad
venturess. The setting of " In- distributedchanges ofby
America, Inc. is on the
trigue "is entirely in Paris.
itself. It is a one-reel Urban Pop- and Monte Carlo, and is based on
ular Classic.
way, according to word that has
just been received from the West
Coast production centre
American Authors Picture at N. Y. Strand
Louis Weiss on Trip
"Torchy"
in the Prize Ring
Louis Weiss, secretary of Adven"Battling Torchy " Will Have
" Washington Irving," one of the
tures of Tarzan Serial Sales Cortwelve links in the " Great American
Prize Fight
Comedy
Thrilling
poration, will leave New York
Authors " series, published as FINDING that automobile racing
Torchy''
Urban Popular Classics by the Kig from
" Battling
his Monday of this week for a flying
Hines .is Indepartin
Mr.
the situations
thrill
proper
the
bring
not
does
neto Company, is making its bow that should enhance the red blood regular line of work, but for a trip in the interests of " Adventures
at the New York Strand this week.
versatile comedian like Johnny
starring
Lincoln.
James A. Fitzpatrick directed the of youth, Johnny Hines, in his next Hines — a Benny Leonard stunt only of
Mr. Tarzan,"
Weiss will
first goElmo
to Toronto,
don
to
decided
has
picture,
Torchy
entire series and he is now engaged
Canada. Following the completion
t
those
of
merrimen
the
to
adds
padded mitts, and in one of
of his business in Canada he will
on a series similar in style and the
the scenes he demonstrates how who really love Mr. Torchy.
based on Great American states- swiftly and neatly he can place a
visit Detroit, New England and
Washington, D. C.
men.
Detective Series Shown
right cross.
So for " Battling Torchy "
at Scotland Yard
Western Classic First
Sunset Comedies Ready
Johnny Hines is training for this
A screening of the Sherlock
Release Jan. 15
prize ring bout. In " Battling
J. A. Fitzgerald, Director for the
" Johnny Hines has named Holmes series of two-reel subjects
The announcement of the release Torchy
a good lively title, and will give was held before Scotland Yard, in Buckeye Pictures Corporation of
date of the first of the Bob Horner his thousands of juvenile admirers
Youngstown, Ohio, has just comLondon, recently, under the direcpleted the first four of a series of
series of two-reel Western produc- a thrill that comes with every boxtion of William Alexander, presi- single reel Sunset Comedies, which
tion is contained this week by
ing bout.
dent of Alexander Film Corporato be released by Forward Film
In Central and South America the
Western Classic Sales Company in
tion, which company will distribute are
Distributors, Inc.
Torchy
comedies
have
taken
hold
in America. Mr. Alexa statement revealing that " Bullets of the photoplay public by storm. these pictures
ander recently went to England to
and
" willState
introduce
the new
seriesJustice
to the
Righters
on The Latin Americans look upon bring to this country Eilly Nor- C. C. Burr's Review for
Johnny Hines in the same capacity
wood, who plays the title role.
January
and and
Justice"
feature 15.
Tom "Bullets
Pickford
Bill as a drawing attraction as Fairbanks
Capitol Theatre
The screening before the London
Patton.
and other stars of long standing. detective bureau afforded the picThe Elk Photoplays report that
The second subject of the series His " Burn 'Em Up Barnes " has
tures considerable publicity in Eng- they have placed the color and
proven that Mr. Hines is a comedian
land. Mr. Alexander also pre- fashion part of the Burr Review
is
"The
Gates
of
Hell,"
featuring
sented the British Museum with a at the Capitol Theatre and several
Pete Morrison, one of the few of the very first rank, and that in
screen players who has retained his a feature picture he is even better print of the detective episode se- big Circuits are interested in this
lected as favorite in Scotland Yard, high class reel for purpose of
popularity throughout his entire than in the " two reelers " where
career. Ten subjects have been he has to work at high speed at to be preserved as an exhibition houses.
booking it on their entire chain of
all times in order to get in all and subject for presentation.
completed.
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Roach

Hal

Comedies

that
on

sparkle

a frosty

like

the

stars

night

Snub
First class one reel comedies
things in the market today.

Pollard

are the scarcest

But if they were as thick as flies in summer, the
Hal Roach comedies would still be doing what
they are doing now, — playing more
any comedies made.

theatres than

Hal Roach, the man who discovered and developed
Harold Lloyd, knows how to make comedies that
sparkle like the stars on a frosty night.
November 26, 1921

And

EX

they are getting better all the time.

REVIEWS OF CURRENT
SHORT SUBJECTS
"PENNY IN THE SLOT" (Hal Roach
comedyuled for featuring
"Snub"Nov.Pollard
sched-is
release by Pathe
20. — This
a really good comedy. It brings bScTTTo
memory the days of old when you could
visit a penny arcade and by dropping a
coin in the slot see bathing girls or
mothers-in-law,
havewith
youronefortune
told ar-or
listen
to a record
of those
r
a
n
g
e
m
e
n
t
s
t
h
a
t
resembles
a
physician's
sethescope. Pollard plays the part of the
idler with a few pennies, Marie Mosquini
the blecashier
Horace," and
a badNoah
man. Young is "Horri-
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ACHIEVEMENT

FILMS,

INC

PRESENTS

THE

POWER
Story

by

Robert

WITHIN
Norwood

A Drama
of A Soul's Awakening
How many men do you know who have achieved great
success and who give credit to anything or anybody,
save their own sagacity?
How many men do you know who have come to great
power, yet who remain modest and unspoiled?
If anyone had told Job Armstrong that his soul was
sleeping and that he was bloated with his own importance he would have thought him crazy.
Yet it took disaster after disaster and a young and inexperienced girl to rouse him to his better self, to teach
him the power within.
A picture that really thrills and inspires.

Distributors V!±>
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COMPANY

PRESENTS

LIGHT

E'CLE

IN

ARING

04

T.HAXES

HUNTER
Production

IRVING

BACHELLER'S

Story
Greatest
^
"^KHODK
INSON

\

THE

STORY

"The Light in the Clearing" is
a story of a great American
statesman, Joseph Wright; of
"Roving Kate," a harmless soul
who, cast out by her father many
years previous to the opening of
the story, spends her time in searching for the child she lost twenty
years before; of Bart Bayne who
under the guiding hand of Wright,
is destined to become a great political
figure; *of Ben Grimshaw, a selfish,
tricky, wealthy man in this small
New

England

town;

of Amos

Grim-

shaw, his son, who due to his father's
bringing up becomes a ne'er-do-well,
and of Sally, the girl for whose love
there is strong rivalry between the
two boys.
How
were

the lives of these characters
interwoven with one another

presents one of the most powerful
stories ever adapted to the screen.

INTERESTING
ABOUT
T. Hayes

THE

FACTS

PRODUCTION

Hunter, who will be remembered for his wonderful pro-

ductions, "Earthbound" and "Desert
Gold," and who staged that great
Belasco success, "The Girl of the
Golden West," spent one year and
one month, and shot eleven hundred and eighty-seven scenes before
he was satisfied that he had done
justice to Mr. Bacheller's greatest
novel.
Mr. Hunter's directorial
genius is shown further in the cast
to whom he entrusted the portrayal
of the characters in the story.
Eugenie Besserer as "Roving Kate"
gives one of the most finished
performances seen this year.
Under Mr. Hunter's guiding
hand, this simple but powerful
story of American
ideals
comes to the screen as one
of the finest
ever made.

productions

■

DIAL

COMPATSTV^
FILM
presents

^PRODUCTION
Hunter's
T. Haues

m

LIGHT

in
Irving

the

//.

CLEARING

BacTieller

Greatest

t

s

Story

WHAT
THE
CRITICS
SAY
A GOOD PICTURE THAT WILL HOLD EVERY KIND OF HUMAN BEING IN EVERY KIND
OF AUDIENCE. The screen can use more such stories, filmed as notable authors write
them. Irving Bacheller's story Is one of these. Mr. Hunter has sacrificed nothing of his
abilitiesestingas picture
a director
in holdingis toalmost
tm author's
yet the result
is a Ithighly
whose suspense
unvaryingplan,fromand beginning
to end.
is a intermelodrama,ations.
but melodrama
of
a
finer
sort,
with
a
real
plot
and
several
unusually
thrilling
situEugenie Besserer as Roving Kate, the crazed outcast daughter, registers brilliantly
the most difficult part of the play. It is a great characterization of an unusually exacting
role. Frank Leighton as Ben Grimshaw is close to Miss Besserer in achievement. The
photography is excellent. Tne titling is good and the direction corppares with the best of
the year. The audience that is not pleased with this entertainment will be difficult to
please with any picture.
—EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW.
POWERFUL MELODRAMA; SUPERIOR ENTERTAINMENT
There
are reasons farce
more having
definitefaded
than into
the insignificance
"moralizing" when
trend itofcomes
the times
for sex plays
and objectionable
to pictures.
Such
offerings
as
"The
Light
in
the
Clearing"
are
more
or
less
responsible.
It
is
to forego one enjoyable form of entertainment if another, more interesting andnotof difficult
greater
purpose, is substituted. A worthy esample of this has been accomplished in the dramatiIrvingkeenBacheller's
heralded
story evident.
in the hands
of the
genius, T.another
Hayes
Hunter.zation of His
visualization
is plainly
He has
givendirectorial
picture followers
production
his listit.of HEprizeSELECTED
winners. AIf CAST
anything
the "atmosphere"
were
missing,thatwe will
did add
not tonotice
THATto hold
IS SECOND
TO NONE,
^nd one of the best things about the offering is the excellent photography.
—MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
This
Irving Bacheller's
well-known
of the same
name, and ofis
easilypicture
ONE OFis adapted
THE FEWfromREALLY
BIG PICTURES
OF THEstoryYEAR.
The production
this
picture
is
a
masterly
achievement.
T.
Hayes
Hunter's
direction
showing
akin
to genius. Every member of the cast is deserving of individual praise, the fine wol flashes
L of George
Hackathorne, in a very difficult role, being especially noteworthy. "THE LIGHT IN THE
CLEARING" SHOULD MAKE A BIG IMPRESSION EVERYWHERE.
— HARRISON REPORTS.
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A faithful and interesting photoplay has been made from Irving Bacheller's "The Light in
the
by T.of Hayes
The cast
production
is correctsettings.
in local The
color most
and dramatic
generous
in itsClearing"
employment
a largeHunter.
and capable
and Impressive
figure in the cast is Eugenie Besserer as Roving Kate, a part requiring fine dramatic skill.
This is furnished by Miss Besserer to the full.
—MOVING PICTURE WORLD.
T. Hayes
Hunter
has developed
the storyyoulogically
manneras tothatthe holds
the attention because
through
a clever suspense
are keptandin inthea dark
relations
of the
characters to each other until well on in the story. Clever characterizations are among
the production's good points and a capable cast portrays Bacheller's —people
in
splendid
fashion. Eugenie Besserer offers an unusual pantomine in the role of theWID'S
insaneDAILY.
"Kate."
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IT WAS about a year and a half ago that
The Dial Film Company was ready to start
work on a new picture. Our first search of
course was for suitable story material. We eventually
chose Irving Bacheller's " Light in the Clearing,"
first, because the story is a good clean story with
plenty of punch and the human element throughout. Second, because it is one of the most popular
novels of all times by a novelist of wide popularity.
The book to date has been read by some 4,128,000
people and is soon to appear in its tenth edition.
After this, we next searched the field of available
directors and after careful consideration we obtained T. Hayes Hunter, who will be remembered
as being the creator of such successes as " The
Border Legion," " Desert Gold," " The Cup of
Fury " and that never-to-be-forgotten masterpiece
" Earthbound." Next we obtained the services of
William R. Lighton, the Saturday Evening Post
writer and well known scenarioist, to transform
" The Light in the Clearing " into continuity form.
Mr. Hunter then chose a cast, which in the words
of several reviewers, " is second to none " — a cast
in which are Eugenie Besserer, who will be remem-

Frank Leigh, dainty little Clara Horton, John
Roseleigh, Arthur Morrison, Andrew Arbuckle,
Alberta Lee, and others. In the making of the
production neither money or time was spared to
create the atmosphere which has been so highly
commended upon by all who have seen the p;cture.
The photography was placed in the 1 ' - .jf Abe
Svholtz and one need only look c.t : iv one
.scene of the picture to be assured cr it; beauty
and excellence. The picture was then titled by
none other than Wells Hastings, formerly with
D. W. Griffith and now supervising title editor for
Realart. Many months were spent on the cutting
of the production which has made the picture the
wonderfully smooth flowing production that it is.
The picture was then brought on to New York and
placed in the hands of the Hodkinson organization
for distribution. Special paper of real exploitation
value has been prepared, together with all the
other accessories which go so far in aiding the exhibitor to put the picture over right. The title
itself has great box-office value, and will mean real
money to the theatre owner who takes full advantage of its endless exploitation possibilities.

bered as " Rose Nell " in D. W. Griffith's " Scarlet Days " as well as in leading character roles with
every big producer in the business; George Hackathorne, the well known character heavy, who has
appeared in so many successes and who imme
diately after the completion of our production ob

Business Manager Dial Film Company

tained the title role of " The Little Minister " .

Producers of " The Light in the Clearing."
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Special

"

The

Light

^rpHK
LIGHT IN THE CLEARI ING " is a New England story
adapted from the novel of the
same title by Irving Bacheller, a hook that
has been a favorite with millions of readers, one of the most popular of the " best
Sellers " and a standard work ot fiction
to be found in all public libraries.
The picturization is faithful to the original. No liberties have been taken with
the plot, no new characters have been introduced and none of the important ones
of the novel have been eliminated. Therefore the feature is one where those who
have read the book and liked it, may be
counted upon to be pleased also with the
rilm version.
Director T. Hayes Hunter has selected
his cast with due regard for types; as the
author pictured them in his description
and he has dressed his sets and costumed
his players to follow out the same idea.
*' Roving Kale " is played by Eugenie
Besserer; "Sally Dunkelberg," ingenue
leading woman by Clara Horton ; "Barton Baynes," juvenile lead by Edward
Sutherland ; " Squire Fullerton," character lead by J. Edwin Brown.
In filming the picture care has been
taken to secure correct locations. The
photography is clear and the direction
painstaking as to details. As a whole it
is a character study of New England life
as it was indramatic.the
8o's. The
plot is meloThe romance
is incidental
and
interwoven is a theme to be summed up
in the sentence: "Follow the still small
voice."
The picture screens in seven reels and
is presented as a T. Hayes Hunter Production with no star given the billing.
SELLING

THE

PICTURE

IN theselling
" The should
Light first
in theconsider
Clearing,"
exhibitor
the
fame of the book and its author, the
theme and its moral angle and figure on

Service

m

Section

the

s

on

Clearing

Things You

Should Know About
the Picture
by Irving
of theof novel
adaptati
AN Bacheller
, onauthor
well
such other
known novels as " Eben Holden,"
" D'ri and I," " Darrel of the Blejsed
Isles," " Keeping Up with Lizzie," the
made into* a picture. Dilatter already
rected by T. Hayes Hunter, producer of
" Earthbound," " The Cup of Fury,"
" The Border Legion," and " Desert
Enacted by an all-star cast in wh.ch
Eugenie Besserer, Clara Horton, Edward
Sutherland, George Hackathorne, Frank
Gold." and J. Edwin Brown, have about
Leigh,
equal opportunity.
Screened in eight reels with character
development at first and melodramatic
climax terest
prior to ending.
a satisfactory heart in-

getting the moral and where possible the
actual support of that cla>s of people who
are to be found in the churches, women's
clubs, library associations and other civic
enterprises of it > kind, disregarding especially in the early part of the campaign
some of the well established exploitation
ideas, as applied to the average picture.
Immediately on booking the picture
make your plans and be ready at lea.-t two
weeks before your showing to start your
campaign.
Your newspapers should carry your announcement of the booking to be followed with sufficient information from
time to time, as to identify the book, itauthor and the dates the feature will play.
For a definite line of procedure we suggest the following: Announce that the
picture will play certain date-. Make arrangements to furnish the libraries with
enough extra copies of the novel to -upl>lv an increased demand from readers

and then proceed to make the demand
equal to tne supply, by advertising what
you have done and why and urge people
to read the book before seeing the picture. It i- probable that if you are judicious that you can get the librarian's help
in thi-.
See all your Ijook store> for tie-up win-^
dows and other advertising based on a
cooperative basis. Get inter the newspapers with >tories of what the book storedo for you and what you do for them.
Arrange for a special -bowing for the
clas-e> of people to be found among the^
civic -ocietie- mentioned above. Make
this a time when the " uplift " people can
net together all in a bunch and then arl
range for opinions from the leaders, to be i
used in your new-paper advertising. I'lay
up the moral part of the story to them ami ]
carry the idea that you need their help
in putting over a picture of this sort.
NEW

SP \PER

ADVERTISING

IX ersyour
regular
displaypartspace
andpicture]
read- j
stress
the moral
of the
less, and pay more attention to the regular fan.-.
Describe the offering as a Xew England
drama, promising action by mentioning
the threatened lynching of the murder- I
er and the defense of the jail by the hero]
and heart interest by an outline of the]
character of " Roving Kate."
Use -tills
that will show some of the characteri/.a- \
tions and compare the feature with " Way
Dow n hast," '* The Old Homestead " and
other famous " dow n east " plays and pictures.
In selecting your head line:-, give the
title and the author the best end of it w Ith
nothing much for the players, except to
list them, unless one or mo'e happens to
be popular with your fans.
Catch lines and selling talk should bo
of the homely, heart interest type with no
attempt to be clever or jazzy.

Scene stills showing some of the big punches of " The Light in the Clearing." presented with an all star cast

If " Earth-
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There are bits of comedy as well as drama in " The Light in the Clearing "

Don't

Forget

Author's

bound " made friends among your fans,
let them know that this is by the same
director and promise a picture as carefully produced as was the above.
OUTSIDE

EXPLOITATION

WINDOW -displays aside from the
book store tieups should sell the
rural atmosphere and bring the title to
the fore.
Suppose with sand, a water color sky
and horizon line, some twigs of evergreen
trees, you construct a miniature forest,
the idea being to leave a clearing in the
center. Then with a light bulb or flash
light throw a ray of light into your "clearing." This idea could be used as a teaser
or identified by cards.
A good lobby display could be evolved
from the same idea by increasing the
size of the trees, the amount of sand and
the woods perspective on canvass. The
box office could be made into a cabin and
thereby carry out the clearing idea still
further. The light in the clearing would
be easy in this instance by the use of a
baby spot shooting down from among the
trees. If you desire to play up the melodramatic angles of the offering, the crazy
womanbe of
the picture, " Roving Kate."
could
imitated.
PRESENTATION
AND
ATMOSPHERE

HOUSE

PRESENTATION of "The Light in
the Clearing " is important. An atmospheric musical score is essential. This
score should have a generous number of
old fashioned tunes woven in and steer
clear of popular numbers.
For a prologue, a number of different
anles are offered. You can carry out a
rural comedy idea, work on the spiritual
side of the feature, make your number a
tribute to the author of the book by quoting from the novel itself.
Of the three, it is probable that the
rural comedy idea, with music would
please the greatest number of fans, especially as there is little humor in the picture itself

Name

in

Billing
This
Picture
ing job, he puts on his coat, brushes his
hair and prinks up, playing up the coYnedy
Highlights of the Production
angles, grabs his cornet, lectures his players, etc., and forms them into line for the
and
phere
atmos
AND
ENGL
NEWtypes faithfully portrayed. Theme
march. .Music is given out and then they
founded on the principle of doing
pass out playing " There'll Be a Hot Time
right regardless of the material consein the .Old Town Tonight," the music
ions'
Dramtic
the
from
situat
quences.
murder episode, the attempt at lynching
gradually
growing fainter to give the imthe prisoner and the defense of the jail.
pression that marchers have gone up the
g Kate
iliation
" Rovinendin
The
g to"
street to the new governor's home.
and ofa happy
her father
with reconc
Use can be made of the town fool and
the romance.
the checker players, again to cover the
The character acting of the entire cast
and the attention to detail in the developband's exit and a country street backing
ment of the story.
previously not visible can be lit up to
imitate a country town, election night
celebration.
Suppose you were to build a set to represent arural barber shop w ith the idea
STUNT AND NOVELTY
of having the village band meeting there
prior to forming a parade to celebrate the
SUGGESTIONS
"Squire's" election as governor?
You will need one barber chair of an"D ALLYHOOS for this picture under
ordinary circumstances do not seem
cient style, a mirror to hang on the wall
advisable but for those who get results
in front of it, a narrow shelf for the barfrom this form of exploitation perhaps
ber's tools, etc.
Let your curtain rise on the village barthe best opportunity lies in the character
ber shaving a customer, with a number
of "Roving Kate." A woman made up
of the " band boys " in startling colored
represent " Kate " could be sent out to
uniforms, sitting around. Your barber is to
wander around the streets, offering to
to be the leader of the band (this was a
tell fortunes, and giving out cards to passusual thing among rural bands of a few
ersby
or when she has collected a cro^'d.
years past) and preferablv be a cornet
A selected mailing list of novel reading
player. Dress him in the band uniform
but at the time of discovery he has on his
people, civic organization members, memwhite barber coat with his uniform coat
bers of churches, etc., should be effective
hanging on the wall.
advertising. The message sent to this
Work up some comedy gags for your
sort of residents should follow the same
angles as the newspaper advertising and
barber and his " patient " along the lines
of cold lather, dull razors, overhot towels,
sell the picture from the standpoint of the
etc., and let your " band boys " display
theme,
the fame of the author, the direcimpatience to get the parade started and
thereby inform your audience of what you
tor and his previous production, " Earthare shooting at. You might work in the
bound," etc. No attempt at teaser stuff or
alleged personal letters should be used unvillage " Hi Holler," the ubiquitous checker players, the small town sport, etc.
idea. less it is the " personal recommendation "
After the barber has informed his band
that there will be no parade until he has
Another stunt which has been used
finished his tonsorial efforts, certain of
with success on other New England locale
your " band boys " can be formed into a pictures is special matinees for people who
male quartette with a guitar accompaniwere born "Down East" with appropriate
ment, rendering old time favorites. Solos
exercises and attention paid to the event
by various members of the band would
fit in all right and the checker players and .so it becomes good newspaper copy. For
the town fool could l)e used for gags.
you might have a "Maine Night,"
After the barber has finished his shav-. instance
a "New Hampshire Night" and so on.

Motion
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areer
NIE BESSERER
EUGE
had one of the most difficult roles ever attempted
by an actress for the screen in rportraying the pivotal characte of
'Roving Kate' forlayin this she
not
only had to disp
emotions of
y
t
many differen types necessar to
high light the story but back of
all that she had to keep before the
attention of the viewer the fact
that she was insane. Her role was
emotional plus, and necessarily
tic." is a statement by T.
symp
Theatheabove
Hayes Hunter concerning Miss
Besserer'sProduction.
work in thisThat
T. Hayes
Hunter
Miss
Besserer was equal to this display
of emotion is not surprising to
those who remember her work as
Rosey Nell in " Scarlet Days " and
Mrs. Hilton in " The Greatest
Questionduced "by D.bothW.of Griffith.
which were proMiss Besserer was born in Marseilles, France, of French parentage. Her mother was the one convent-bred daughter of a large family, and her father an aristocrat.
The strength of character which
enabled these two people of distinct
classes to marry in defiance of a
custom generations old is the same
indomitable spirit which has enabled their daughter to achieve her
ideals, in the face of adverse circumstances.

When little " Jennie," as Miss
Besserer was called, lost her
mother, the farm in France was
left behind and the child was

brought to Canada, to another
farm. Later she went to New
York and there her life-long desire
to be an actress was first attained
when she met McK.ee Rankin who
persuaded her to play " Little
Georgie
the " Danities."
that she" incontinued
on the After
stage
permanently with only a few interruptions, until her picture work
began.
At seventeen Miss Besserer was
the author and star of her own
play; a one-act drama which she
had based on fencing. A wide
melodramatic experience has been
hers. With the Pike Stock Companychester
of Cincinnati
the ManStock Companyandduring
long
engagements Miss Besserer was
called upon to portray roles ranging from queens to ragged urchins, traveling all over the world.
The most notable of these tours
was as study,Margaret
Anglin's
in Australia.
When underMiss
Anglin returned to America Eugenie Besserer became the leading
woman.
Ten years ago Miss Besserer began her picture work with the

Selig Company, and since then her
screen characterizations have ex- McKaye in R. A. Walsh's " Kinthe Dust." versatility seems]
Missdred ofBesserer's
ceeded even her success in legitimate work. In these ten years she almost unbounded, both in acting!
has appeared in films for all of and make-up. She is so skillfull
the leading
making
fea- that even those about the studio I
tures on the producers
W est Coast.
In recent
who know her best are often deceived.
months she played in "The Gift
The two roles played by Missl
Supreme, " Her Story," " The
Fighting
Shepherdess
"
with
Anita
Stewart, took the part of Jezobel Besserer for Griffith, " Rosie Nell "4
in " Scarlet Days " and " Mrs. Hil- |
with Hayakawa in " The Brand of ton " in " The Greatest Question 1 i
Lopez."
Clara "Kimball
Young's and the part she has just played in
" Soul ofIn Rafael
Miss Besserer
" The Light
the out
Clearing
she
will in
stand
as her" best
appeared as " Dona Luisa," was a believes
lead in " The Scoffer " made by work for the screen.
Allan Dwan and appeared as the
Miss Besserer has a wonderful
fortune teller in " What Happened home in the foothills where she
to Rose." She played opposite Jo- spends all of the time not engaged
seph Dowling in " The Sin of in picture work serving in the capaMartha
" for Allan
Dwanin
city of architect and landscape
and
was Queed
the adventurous
mother
artist for her beautiful estate.
" Forty-five Minutes From Broadway" for Charles Ray. L. J. Gasnier cast Miss Besserer for an important part in " Good Women," Elinor Glyn to Assist in
she played in " Seeds of VenProduction
Ollieimportant
Sellers production,geancetook" an
a most
part in
Arriving from London last TuesSelig-Rork's
new the
" Rosary
and
day, Elinor Glyn, noted author,
recently
completed
role of" Mrs.
who is writing for Paramount pictures, stayed in New York only a
day before hurrying on to the Lasky
Sunlight Arc Used to Fine Effect
studio in Hollywood, where she
will assist in the production of her
THE Sunlight Arc was used to supply the excellent
lighting effects which characterize " The Light in the
story, Gloria
" Beyond
the will
Rocks."
which
Swanson
star. in
Clearing." And, as usual, the use of Sunlight is
Mrs. Glyn reached Los Angeles
easily seen in the fine photography and delicate shading in each of the individual scenes.
Sunday afternoon and was scheduled to begin work immediately
The Sunlight Arc company deserves the credit for installin collaborating with Sam Wood,
ing the lights which were used to photograph the arms conference in Washington.
the director, who already has taken
a few scenes in the production.
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Paper
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Artistic

T-HAYES HUNTER'S Production
THE LGHT -THE CLEARING
Irving BacKellers

DIAL FILM COMPANY
PRODUCTION
T.HAYES HUNTER'S
THE LIGHT
IN THE
CLEARING
IRVING
GREATESTBACHELLERS
STORY

e attractive lithographs prepared for exhibitors who pi
the Clearing "

Hackathorne
in
Difficult
Role
A MOST difficult role in the on nothing has been able to swerve Benjamin Hampton Production of
film production of •" The George from the then formed am- Stuart Edward White's store "The
Dawn " he enacted the part of
bition to become a great actor. In- Grey
Light 10 the Clearing" is
Calhoun Bennett, a sympathetic
the portrayal of the character of
stead of playing footlxdl and mon- character
role,. Recently he played
Amos Grimshaw, which hecausc of
keying with mechanical toys as
the nature of the characterization is otber boys did, little George spent the name role opposite Betty Compboth a heavy and a sympathetic his time in the library pouring over son in the Paramount Production of
role. The youth is bad because of books of drama and reading end- '..The Little Minister" and he is
heredity, environment and the need
less plays, studying the stage with jv.st now finishing the part of a
of good motherly and fatherly care. all the avidity that his schoolmates dual characterization of Jamie Logan in the Universal special all star
Because the youth failed to receive bestowed upon dime novels. When
the paternal advice he became bad he was but fifteen he had written production of "Human Hearts."
following in the footstep* of his and produced tWo successful oneand DeCasseres
father, the rotter of the story. To act plays, and has ever since re- Milne
make all possible of this part it
garded study and writing witli an
in
Titling
Business
was necessary the player should so interest second only to that of his
Peter Milne and Benjamin Deinterpret the role that it would draw profession as an actor.
who were formerly with
sympathy from the audience. In
Nature endowed George Hacka- the FamousCasseres,Playcrs-Lasky
at
thorne with a splendid baritone the Long Island studio, have staff
such a manner has George Hackajoined
thorne played this part and Direc- yoke, and a very musical speaking forces and established themselves
in
tor J. Hayes Hunter believes it is voice, which he has carefully debusiness of free-lance editing
the greatest youthful characteriza- voleped into a great asset. Even the
and titling. Mr. Milne has had
Hackathorne's screen since he has become so enthusiastic wide experience in the film busicareer. tion of
about his photoplay work. Mr.
ness, and Mr. Ca^seres before enGeorge Hackathorne first fo- Hackathorne has kept in trim for
tering the picture field has had an.
cussed the attention of photoplay the stage -by volunteering his serv^
extensive career " as a newspaperlovers upon himself by his clever ices for numerous war benefit per- man.
formances, and by playing with
impersonation of Sid Sawyer,
success in many of the
Tom's brother, in " Tom Sawyer " marked
sketches and plays produced by the Arthur Rankin in Sup•and
"Huck and
younghi Community
Hackathorne
wasFinn"
well but
known
Theatre Flayers in
port of Viola Dana
vaudeville and stock circles, in spite Hollywood.
The engagement of Arthur RanA
juvenile
man
who
can
play
of hi<5 youth, long before he bckin to appear in support of Viola
cafnej-.euthusiastic about the possi- characters ranging in age from fif- Dana in " The Five. Dollar Baby,"
teen to fifty with equal ability is . a Harry Beaumont production for
bilities "p,f havingAlso,
a camera
only audience.
George for
was hisa indeed exceedingly 'rare, and Metro, brings another member of
successful author, producer and sol- George Hackathorne is just such an ! the Barrymore-DrcV-Rankin famcist before the world of picture individual. He played the sympaily to the theatre.
thetic juvenile character role in Lois
•fan* discovered him.
.^MjjuRankin begms his career
Tn fact, George Hackathorne's Weber% *' What -Do Men Want:" wrtrr the organization that spon-"
career started upon the night- when the character part r>R- Arhts*1 the. sored
Ethel Barh •more and Li6nel
his mother took him to see his first hunch back in Allan Dwan's " The activities.
Barrymore in their motion picture
Shakesperean play. From that night Sin of Martha Queed."
Tn the

Unique Lighting Effects
in Hodkinson Special
The many thousands of feet of
him which were used by the Dial
Film Company in making the pic- '
turization of " The Light in the
Clearing" were all developed by
Chines Studios in Hollywood. Quick
and good work was vitally essential in the developing and printing
of
day'sandwork
order could
that
Mr. each
Hunter
Mr. in
Scholfz
see the finished work on the screen,
and give their approval on the
previous
work.
Thismanner
work
was done day's
in a very
efficient
by Chines and it has added much to
the excellent photography which is
one of the outstanding features of
" The Light in the Cle-inng."
Many scenes in " The Light in
the Clearing " called for unique
lighting effects. Xight scenes of
Urge street sets, long shots of
wooded roads, and silhouette effects had to be lighted to give
moonlight effects. In talcing these
scenes Mr. Hunter found the Sun
Light Arc to be the best suited
light. The shots in many instances
were so long that the powerful Sun
Arc was the only light capable of
throwing a strong enough light, and
it is due to this light that the remarkable effects in " The Light in
the Clearing" were. made possible.
Henry O. Bollman, the business
manager of The Dial Film Company has the executive,
distinction*tj ofthe"being
the youngest
motion picture business. Aftel: leaving Ceriien*AIr.. BollmaU ^ent to
the
West*Coast
assist
his' father.
Otto Bollman, into the
production
of
Dial features.
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CORPORATION
distributors
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Picture

Dial Film Company
BSvJNTON STUDIOS
LOS ANGELES CAL
HERBERT YATES
OTTO BOLLMAN

Nov.- 15,

Clune's Studio
807 Knickerbocker Bldg.
Loe Angel es, Cal .
3entiemen:T want to take this opportunity

to express

ny appreciation for the laboratory work 'hich you
did on our last production "The Light in the Clearing".
The negative hao been very carefully inspected and
approved as excellent. Fine laboratory work is very
essential to big productions and your work is certainly
way above the average.

He

MAR

Your Service was also very prompt and the
interest you showed in doing everything in the best
manner is most assuredly going to show in the finished
oreduct. It eieans a lot to a producer to know that hie
"rushes" are going to be delivered as
be wished and means much to us in the
expense. In closing let me say that I
the pleasure of having more work done
in the near future.

promptly as could
saving of tine and
hope we nay have
at your laboratory

Sincerely yours,
m

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE COMPANY

Modern

Equipment

including all the newest improved

Devices, Efficient Management,

and the

Expert Staff of Clune's Laboratory, assures all patrons of the same satisfaction as we gave the
Dial Film Company, in the making of their super -feature— "THE LIGHT IN THE CLEARING"
At Clune's Laboratory every foot of film developed or printed is PERSONALLY SUPERVISED by the individual head of each Department. This personal work by our experts insures
the best possible results for each individual scene or "take" handled, insuring our customers
an even egative all through their production from which any Laboratory can make an A-l
release print.
QUALITY FIRST, IS OUR MOTTO AT ALL TIMES.

CLUNE'S
FILM
Laboratory — 5356 Melrose Ave.
Phone Holly 2700
LOS ANGELES

LABORATORY
Business Office — 807 Knickerbocker Bldg.
CALIFORNIA

New

TELEPHONE
MURRAV HILL 8730

W. W. HODK1NSON
, 5

f

527

CORPORATION

FIRTH AVENUE
.
: MEW YORK

"

Koverabar I7thj 1921,

Sunlight Arc. Co., Inc.,
. 1G00 Broadway,
.•Tew
■ York City,
3-entlenen:In our forthcoming T. Hayes Hunter
nroduction "Tba Light in the Clearing" we had
many; night scenes, long shots of streets, and
woods which called for flood lighting and
occasionally silhouette effects which required,
an even, strong back light.
We found in taking these scenes that
the sunlight arc is by far most efficient and
practical form of lighting to use, and I know
that the results can be readily seen in our
finished product.
Also for anyone who really
studies lighting your arc becomes adaptible to
almost every form of lighting required in the
making of big productions today.
In closing let
me say that we owe you many thanks for the results
that we have been able to obtain through the use
of your light.

Cordially yours,
TEE DIALPILLI COMPART

HOB: EG

Business Manager.
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Chicago
and
the
H.
MASON,
REPRESENTATIVE,
910
!arl Silverman, brother of Eddie,
le popularat manager
Selznick's
xchange
Chicago, of
is now
concerted with the booking department
f First National.
Ralph Bradford, one of the most
/idely known and popular exchange
len in Chicago, has been appointed
ales manager of Celebrated Players
y President J. L. Friedman, and
lready has assumed his new duties.
Ir. Bradford was formerly manger of Famous Players-Lasky exhange and has held other imporant positions in the Windy City.
,[r. Bradford has a sales staff of
ine men to look after, and a large
,st of feature nd short releases to
ffer theatre owners.

S.

Mid-West^
MICHIGAN
AVENUE

man to his staff. They are J. J.
Lynch, who is a brother of E. T.
Lynch, of the Tiffin, and who is
just entering the exchange field as
a salesman, he having been connected with the Western Electric
Company for ten years ; and Charles
Dingman, formerly with First National and Famous Players-Lasky
Chicago exchanges. Both will cover
Illinois territory.
Fred Oilman Jopp, well known
magazine feature writer, is now
located in Chicago and it is understood will get material for stories
featuring the motion picture industry in various national magazines.

C. L. Filkins, veteran Chicago
film salesman, has joined the Pathe
short subject stall, and will cover
northern Illinois, for that department of the Pathe exchange.
Eric Schey, treasurer of the
Goldwyn Film Corporation, was a
Chicago visitor this week, making
change.
his headquarters at the local ex-

The Pathe trade showing at
Aryan Grotto on Monday of this
w eek, was a success both in point
of attendance and interest. Two
Harold Lloyd comedies, " Never
Weaken," and " A Sailor Made
Man," the latter of which made a
G. E. Cummings, one of the big hit with exhibitors, and several
Famous Players-Lasky directors, reels of " White Eagle," the big,
Manager Cljde Eckhart, of Fox's and a brother of Irving Cummings, new Pathe serial . were screened.
Chicago exchange, has made a re- is in Chicago for a visit and will Manager Martin made an interesting address on the wider use of
narkable record in booking " Over remain over the holidays. Mr.
The Hill," which will go into forty Cummings is seeing Chicago in real serials and Victor M. Shapiro, exploitation manager of Pathe, made
Chicago
a solid week's
tourists' museums
style, and and
has parks
the leading
un shortlyhouses
after for
the holidays.
This theatres,
a
trip
on
from New York to tell
on
his
vill be the first time that a picture schedule of sight seeing expeditions. the assembled
exhibitors about the
las appeared in such a number of He will return to the coast to reexploitation
possibilities
of " White
louses and where forty prints will
sume work on Paramount pictures Eagle." Another feature of the
>e used at the same time. The con- early in
showing was the appearance on the
the new year.
racts, according to Air. Eckhart.
Deane, publicity director stage of Chief Little Chief, a full
jire on a percentage basis and he of Albert
Paramount in Australia, passed blooded sioux indian, who was atHieves a tremendous business will
tired in warrior regalia and rode a
>e done as the cumulative publicity to
through
Chicagowhere
'this he
weekwillenremain
route " Bill Harte
New York,
" pinto cow pony. In■Pen by the forty theatres' adver- for sometime. Mr. Deane comdian and pony are one of the exising, as well as the additional admented on the fact that Australian
ploitation features which exhibitors
ertisin.a which will probably be motion picture fans are more can obtain from the Pathe exdone by Fox during the week, will avaricious
thon those in America
to help them put over
nead the motion picture public of, and demand two full features at " White change
Eagle."
hicago towards these theatres. every show. He also states that no
Over into
The nine
HillMilwaukee
" has also
been Sunday performance are held as the
Charles Phillips, of Robertsonlooked
theatres
entire population of the cities and Cole organization, has arrived at
for a hart
week's
run additional
and Managertheatres
Eck- towns go to the country on that day the Chicago office from New York
states that
it is impossible to get them to to act as exploitation and publicitv
n Chicago may be booked between and
attend the theatres.
representative in this territory and
now and the date fixed for "Over
will aid exhibitors in advertising
The Hill" Week in Chicago.
I [. A. Gundling has sold his hand- and exploiting Robertson-Cole pictures, which they have booked.
some 785 seat theatre, the Bryn
Manager Sid Goldman, of Wid
Mawr, located the street of the
Gunning's
local
exchange,
is
anLouis Laemmlc, of Universal
other manager who is putting them same name, to Abe Gumbiner, who
over and reports that he will work alreadyment has
exchange, is at home, ill with
of the taken
house.over the manage- Film
tonsilitis. He hopes to be back at
thirteen prints of " W hat Do Men
the ten
office,
Want?" in the Chicago territory,
or
days.however, within a week
beginning next week. This picture
"
Conflict,"
the
Universal
Jewel
made an exceptionally tine box office leature, starring Priscilla Dean,
ecord at its down town run in the broke all attendance records at the
The joint grievance committee of
Bijou Dream.
Orpheum Saturday, according to the Chicago Film Board of Trade
Ralph Kettering, of the Jones, Lin- and the Motion Picture Theatre
E. W. Johnson, who has a wide ick & Schaefer organization. It is Owners of Illinois, has held two
acquaintance in Chicago territory, stated that the Orpheum took in meetings to date, at which a number
has joined the staff of W. W. Hod- four hundred dollars more with this of controversies between exhibitors
feature on Saturday, with an ad- and exchange men were arbitrated
kinson's exchange as a salesman.
mission price of thirty-nine cents, and according to reports, the decisions arrived at were satisfactory
than
the
Randolph collected with
Managerexchange,
Given, of has
Paramounl's
Chicago
received a fifty cent rate and playing one to all parties concerned. The Chicago
branch of the Hoy Agency,
word from Sam Katz that the first of the biggest pictures of the year.
which operates in conjunction with
One
of
the
features
of
the
Orpheum
four Riviera
days' attendance
the
and Centralrecords
Park, at
at lobby was the mechanical picture of the National Film Association, for
Priscilla Dean in her wild ride on the benefit of exchanges and exhibwhich
"
The
Sheik
"
is
being
shown,
indicated that it would break all
itors, will be opened immediately
the
plunging
logs down shows
the river"
house records. Reports coming in gorge.
The contrivance
the after the first of the vear and Secrefrom key centers throughout the water rushing down the river and
tary I. R. Lesserman, of the Chicago Film Board, which is assoterritory show that " The Sheik " is the logs tumbling about in wild conciated with the National Associafusion, and constantly drew crowds
one of the biggest, if not the greattion, is looking for quarters for
est, business getters of the year and into the lobby. The picture is
has made money for exhibitors playing to such splendid business the agency. It is understood that
wherever shown.
that Jones, Linick & Schaefer have Mr. Hoy, himself, will come on to
get the work started and install a
Manager Gallas, of Robertson- arranged for an indefinite run at local
manager.
Cole, has recently added two sales- this house.
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Magazine readers who got a kick out
of
the "Get
RichbyQuick
ingford"
stories
written
Ge-rgeWal Randolph
Chester will get a whale of a wallop
I
out nia
of Theater
the picture
play at the Califorthis week.
The picture
is "The production
Son of Wallinrrford,"
a Vitagranh
made
under the
personal direction
of George
Randolph Chester himself, with the
able assistance of Mrs. Chester.
In time it carries the vie er further
along in the years of the life of J. Rufus Wallingford
and with
"Blackie"
Daw,
dealing,
it doe*;,
the theadventures of as
.limmie
WaHingford,
son
of J. Rufus, and "Toad" Jessup. the
ward mie.ofclosethe10 two
when driven
.limman m shomers,
estate and
to
desperation
by
his
father's
fear
of
his "lobeless"
ear itandbetokens,
the potential
rrlminal
tendency
leaves
home and starts out on his own account.FAMILIAR CHARACTERS
All the familiar characters are there,
with a few not in the original stories
but added for romantic and photodramaticcat schemes,
interest
J. Rufus.
wild- THE
in spite
of theirwhse
nefarious
intent, had a habit of turning out all
to the whogood,looksis a*;acted
North,
thoughby heWilfred
might
M
have stepped out of the original illus- -The Fl
t
r
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
printed
story.
"Blackie"
Daw. his partner in doing others
"■good," always the optimist with the It is
"The
unfailingphone, issmile
saxobroughtandto inevitable
life by George
Webb, whomarkablegives
tin
portrayal.the character a re- but
tached
Fannie
let Bonnie(Mrs.
(Mrs.Wallingford)
Blackie) areandin Viothe first
capable hands of Florence Hart and
L.yla Leslie, respectively. The familiar I The t
bald
of "Onion"
JonesMack.
is found
on thehead
shoulders
of Bobby
iter.
Tom Gallery is Jimmie Wallingford
and Antrim Short is "Toad" Jessup. operu-d
fitted for
their parts
and look justwellas J l,n,auV
Both
players
are particularly
one
two youngsters
wouldwould
look imagine
as youngthemen.
j story
TYPICALLY WAXLINGFORD
fatoctava
The interpolated characters are Mary opporti
ory
Curtis,
appealingly
played
by
Priscilla
y
Bonner, with whom Jimmie falls in 1 oung
love when he sets out to seek his |
fortune, while Andrew Arbuckle -is her jithnes cah
father, on whose land Jimmie strikes
thro
om
whati)
Thei Itt
an 4 happy,
course.
oiH^and
makesexcept,
the ofwhole
town Henry
r:<~h 1 ol
d rr
Regoode,
the
local
'magnate
and
tightwad (played by Van Dyke Brooke),
and his who
son through
Bertram their
(Sydney
hrook>,
own D'Algreed
/ell victim to the scheming of J. Rufus. arid h.
The siory as screened is full of the
typical vrallirigford comedy, plus-a de. ; miser
lightful romance between Jimmie and "risis.
°f blaMary and the biggest kind of a thrill j le^- lo1
with which it is climared when a ' threate 'Th
e
lake younge*"
of oil threatens
nfe|d«*ermi
ofburning
the three
characters,thewhile
lh(> sar
the hands of a mob. frenzied by the.) B€CTfU
hls
b«r
man's
heart,
supposed loss of their money, are at . l^56 a "Th.
the
J. Rufusto the
and rescue.
"Blackie." rtie aft
with throats
"Onion"of Jones
104 PEE CENT PICTTJRK
The
pictureand isit billed
100 billper realist
cent picture
lives that
up"as toaa the
the gir
ing.
It
has
everything
picture
should have to gain the enthusiastic save
Thehi?alM
• The
ai.d
approval
of thebrows
"90 per
cent"
asa savwell
as those
high
who
have
s*inse ofA humor
rise to ata of their
real ingthrill.
laTigh, and
a sobcanclutching
the throat, a pull at the heart strings, TT\er<
shorj a thrill — what more could a attract
a shudder,
the lat.
film
fan want
in a inpicture"*
Andat they
can find
all those
many fold
the of Desii
California this week.
\\ith th
On the music program Henn Ijc
Bonte, a splendid tenor, is singing "On
the Road
to Me."
Mandalay"
and "I Heir
You
Calling
Herman
conducts the California
orchestraHeller
through
selections from Varmen" (Bizet) and whi.h
theThepopular
"Bimim andBay."other ,+nd
usual Yoxnewstrot.weekly
horj reel subjects are also screened.
'The Barricade9 Fea
at Portola Is Tens
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:ial photograph of the conference being held
Thinking that it might be of interest to the motion picture trade to have in their possession a reproduction of th
in Washington on the limitation of armament, we are running herewith a reproduction of this photograph.
It is interesting to note that the picture was taken by the Sunlight Arc Corporation under the supervision of Mr. C. G. Nesbit, Sales Manager. Notification was
sent
to
the company
November
18. pictures
Full illuminationn
was installed and ready at eleven o'clock Monday morning, November 21. The actual
time allowed
for takingonofthethe evening
motion of
pictures
and still
was 2 54 minutes.
The object of taking this picture was in order that the people of the country might have a definite idea of this gathering through the medium of the motion
picture screen.
"Wall Flower" Is New
Rupert Hughes Story
Among toGoldwvn's
big early
new special
pictures
be released
in the
new year is Rupert Hughes' original
screen
" Theofficials
Wall Flower,"
said by story,
company
to be in
the same vein of comedy-drama of
American domestic life so successfully mined by Mr. Hughes in " The
Old Nest" " Dangerous Curve
Ahead " and "Scratch My Back."
Mr. Hughes, who has kept in
close touch with every phase of
production of his photoplays has,
in
the casethe
of directorial
"The Wall Flower,"
assumed
reins in
addition to writing the scenario and
preparing the continuity.
Colleen Moore, one of the most
charming screen personalities recently discovered, was engaged by
Goldwyn to play the chief role in
'
Flower."
Wallopposite
"The
Playing
Miss Moore is
Richard Dix, Goldwvn's featured
leading man usually seen heretofore opposite Helene Chadwick.
Others in the cast are Gertrude
Astor, Laura Laplante, Tom Gallery, Rush Hughes, son of the
author, Dana Todd. Fanny Stockbridge and Emily Rait.

Ince Special Premiere
Early in 1922
" Hail the Woman," the Thomas
To Distribute " Leather Pushers "
H. Ince special which will be distributed by Associated First NaTwo-Reelers of Prize-Ring Stories
tional Pictures, Inc., will have its
New
York
premiere soon after the
TTNIYERSAL has acquired a Harry Pollard is directing the sefirst of the new year. No definite
ries, which stars Reginald Denny in decision has yet been reached as
w strong addition to its release
schedule, by arranging for the ex- the role of the young college man tc the Broadway presentation but
it is known that it will play, soon
clusive distribution of " The and football star, who seeks his after
January 1.
fortune
in
the
prize
ring,
when
his
Leather Pushers," a series of twelve
two-reelers which immortalize, 4or father's finances are swept away in
Prints of "Hail the Woman" are
the screen, the popular prize ring Wqll street. H. C. Witwer, him- now in the exchanges of First National, and a nation-wide exploitaself, is supervising the screening of
characters from the pen of H. C.
tion campaign conducted from the
his stories.
Witwer, one of America's leading
Universal is not ready to anhumorists. " The Leather Pushers ''
nounce its plans for the release of Educational Product in
recently appeared as a series in Collier's Magazine, and was hailed as " The Leather Pushers " series, but
Big Detroit Circuit
the best prize ring novel ever writ- it is understood that every possible
ten. G. P. Putnam & Sons are pub- effort will be made to put the series
The bulk of Educational's
lishing the series in book form.
over in a way never before at- product has been contracted for by
tempted with two-reelers. Two of the big Miles Circuit in Detroit. In
" The Leather Pushers " is being
put into screen form by a special the series already have been com- announcing its coming short subpleted, and Universal executives
ject attractions on the one sheet
company, organized solely for this
who have seen them, unite in as- stands- at the Miles theatre, the
purpose. It is known as the Knickserting thatmost
Witwer's
series will
erbocker Photoplay Corporation, one of the
outstanding
screenbe
management
novelties
of
the
coming
year.
subjects almost gave
all of Educational's
the space.
and is headed by H. L. Messmore.
New

Series

for

Universal
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Construction
projection
ALEX.

CAMERA
TECHNICAL

-

Richmond,

Va.,

Home
New

Equipment

Department

G. CRUIKSHANK

Wells'

&

of

Colonial

With the recent opening of Jake Wells'
beautiful new Colonial theatre at Eighth
and Broad Streets, Richmond, Va., this
city is now boasting of what is said to be
one of the South's prettiest playhouses
and a triumph in modern theatre construction, combining both beauty and
comfort. Located on the same site was
the old Bijou theatre, Jake Wells' first
venture into the theatrical business following his success as manager of the
Richmond team in the old Atlantic
League.
The building covers an area of 30,000
square feet and was erected at a cost of
nearly a half million dollars, is constructed of Tavernell Italian marble with inlaid tile floors while the doors are of
plate glass with brass trimmings. Leaving
the entrance through the colonade and
lobby, which is finished in imported Italian marble, wainscoating and ornamental
decorations, the visitor is impressed with
[the classical design of the magnificent
foyer and lounging room. The colonade
is parallel with Broad Street, off of which
is the pretty box office. Adjoining this
is a lobby and passing from the lobby one
enters the foyer then direct to the auditorium. In the foyer are inclines leading
to the upper portion of the building which
is of the one-floor type and having a seating capacity of two thousand. The rear
portion runs up on such an angle that

Theatre

Has

EDITOR

Wonderful

Photodrama
One

of

South's Prettiest Houses
in three minutes. Every seat has full
view of the screen, while the furnishings
of the various rest rooms have attracted
unusual attention. The auditorium is decidedly Georgian in design and the color
scheme blends very artistically. Practically all of the lighting effects are from
concealed sources of light and art glass
panels, the feature electric display being
placed in the main ceiling where the lights
change in color as the artist blends his
colors. The oval dome represents a beautiful sunburst and receives unstinted

Exterior of Wells Colonial theatre, Richmond,
Va., erected at a cost of $500,000

praise at every performance. The electrical equipment occupies considerable
space at the rear of the stage, the huge
switchboard and dimmers requiring a special gallery. There are several sources of
current supply. On the front at the top
of the building there is a large electric

ihey pass over the foyer and lobby and
at the extreme front of the building, allow enough space in which to place the
executive offices of Jake Wells and Harry
Bernstein, who is Mr. Wells' resident
manager for all the Wells theatres in
Richmond.

sign
bearing theis theatre's
Ventilation
effected name.
by a combination heating and ventilating system, automatically controlled, which gives the
auditorium four changes of air per hour.
The New Colonial's projection room is
one of the best in the South, the equip-

There are six entrances to the auditorium from the foyer which gives the
patrons easy means of ingress and in addition to the above there are six additional
exits, making a total of twelve in the entire building. The house can be emptied

consistingSimplex
of two special
type "with
S "
motor mentdriven
projectors,
double speed control handles, double
motor snap switches, 3,000 foot magazines, asbestos heat shields, shutter
shafts, film measuring devices and speed
(Continued on page 118)

Left — Auditorium of Wells Colonial theatre. The oval dome represents a beautiful sunburst. Center — Partial view of foyer of the Richmond
house. Right — View showing classical design of the magnificent foyer and lounging room
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Strand, Schenectady, Open
The Strand theatre, Schenectady, N. Y., remodeled from the former Palace and was
opened to the public on November 23. The
interior decorative effects are of buff, blue,

silver and gold, a scheme which has been carried out in every detail, not only in the
upholstery and the carpeting but in the wall
decorations and the curtains. The ceiling itself
being in a combination of gold and buff that is
at once restful and at the same time pleasing to

News

Theatres Bein
for St. Louis

Announcement is made of the plans for
four new theatres in St. Louis, three of
which will play vaudeville and pictures
and the other first-run pictures only.
The Selznick interests are understood
to be behind the project to erect a theatre
costing $1,500,000 on the site of the present Midway theatre on Grand avenue, the
" White Light " district of St. Louis. It
is announced by its manager, Charles
Thimmig, that the new building will be
fourteen stories in height and will include
either a hotel or an office building in addition to the picture theatre.
The Martin Beck circuit announces the
purchase of a site in the downtown district
for a new theatre costing $1,500,000 and
to be theatre
known will
as the
The
new
seat" Mississippi."
4000 persons and
will show Junior Orpheum vaudeville an3
first-run pictures.
The Shuberts have announced plans for
the erection of a million dollar vaudeville
and picture theatre in the downtown district, showing Shubert vaudeville and
William Fox pictures.
Marcus Loew has completed plans for
his new theatre which will seat 4500 persons and which will be erected near the
Hotel Statler in the downtown district.
In addition to Loew vaudeville, first-run
pictures will be shown.
$2,000,000

Orpheum

The Junior Orpheum
theatre, costing more
Opens
than two million dollars,
and one of the finest
theatres west of Chicago, was opened at Kansas City, Missouri, recently with Martin Beck,
president, Mort Singer, general manager, and
many Orpheum theatre people in attendance.
The theatre is strictly fire proof and modern
in every respect. Among the many features
are: a refrigerating system that lowers temperatures 20 degrees in the summer; spacious
lobbies so waiting patrons will not be exposed
to inclement weather ; elevator for sixty to balcony and upper boxes; playground and nursery
with attendant for children of patrons; rest
rooms and a first aide station; smoking rooms
with card tables; washed air and latest ventilation appliances; barrel backed chairs. — Noble.
Opens

Entrance of the Lyric theatre, Manila, P. I. The house was built in 1916 by Frank H.
Goulette, who also runs a supply service and the Lyric Film Exchange. The house was
equipped by Howells Cine Equipment Co. Projection equipment consists of two Simplex
machines, a Westinghouse generator, and two Peerless arc controls

»

ihe eye. The bouse has a seating capacity of Tabout 1,500, divided between a main floor of
900 seats and a balcony which will accommodate about 600 persons.
The organ is one manufactured by the Mart
and Colton company, equipped with 27 stop
controls, the action being electro-pneumatic
—TheGRANT.
house will also support a large orchestra.
Four New
Planned

How's this for a portable p owcr plant? 160 H. P. cylinder Winton marine engine, with a
6lA inch bore and 9 inch stroke; 75 K.W. direct current Westinghouse generator, a direct connected
cooling system consisting of a radiator 4^ feet wide by 5 feet high, with a 2 inch centrifugal
circulating pump. Complete switchboard governor, gasoline, and oil tank mounted on a 5 ton
Fageol truck, altogether weighing 20,000 lbs.
This outfit is said to be one of the most perfect pieces of apparatus in the industry. It will
develop 1000 amperes or sufficient electricity to light 4000 25-zvatt incandescent lamps, and will run
constantly without the addition of water. The cooling system pumps water through the engine at
the rate of one hundred gallons per minute. The air propellors shoot through the radiator at the
rate of thirty thousand cubic feet per minute. The generator can be operated while the truck itself
is moving. The truck is a seven speed Fageol, and will navigate on about any kind of grade or
travel over any kind of road. The apparatus was first used at Monterey with the von Stroheim
company and has been in operation for six months.

Picture

House in Carthage,
N. Y.
Edward Colligan has opneed a new theatre
in Carthage, N. Y. The building is of two
stories and of brick construction, and has a
capacity of 950. Mahogany finish has been used
in the interior, set off with cream trimmings.
The side curtains are light blue. The screen is
—14 Grant.
by 18 feet and of the Gardiner gold velvet
type. To Simplex machines have been installed.
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by J. E. Williamson

In these clear waters the fish attain the most
gorgeous colors and the most beautiful and fantastic
forms.
In the shipyard at Nassau the Williamson boys had
constructed a vessel suitable for the operation of the
chamber. In form this vessel was a barge about
forty feet long by eighteen wide. In its bottom an
opening was cut large enough to lower the chamber
through and this opening was built around with heavy
timbers to a height of three feet above the water
line, ingmaking
a well.
hoists, above
capabletheof well.
lifteight tonsit each,
wereChain
suspended
One of them was made fast to the large end of the
cone and the other was used to lift and lower the tube,
being attached to the upper flange of the topmost section by a across
steel yoke.
A collar
of timber
steel
was built
the well.
This collar
could and
be fitted
close around the upper flange of the top section when
it was desired
section
of tube. to disengage the yoke and add another
The Williamson brothers had charge of the entire tion.
outfit —Theyitssecured
preparation,
and opera-as
Carl L.construction
Gregory, regarded
being one of the most expert photographers in the
country, to make the first photographic film ever taken
beneath the ocean, and to these three young men is
due the wonderful success of the undertaking.
Photographing under water through water is something new. Density and light values had to be studied
carefully to avoid improper exposure and faulty focus.
Besides,
the problem
finding togood
" locations
was
a troublesome
one.of Prior
starting
work " with
the camera Mr. Gregory and the writer cruised around
the waters near Nassau, carefully scanning the bottom

Diver
at
work
on wreck,
coral
reef in
background

and

Carl

Newt

Solved

Photograph

S.M.P.E.

(The second and concluding part of this
article is printed here. — Tech. Ed.)
PART II
It was the original intention that the first pictures
be taken on the Pacific Coast near Southern California, but upon the advice of Dr. Townsend, curator
of the N. Y. Aquarium, who has spent the best part
of his life in oceangraphic study all over the world,
the Bahama Islands were selected as being richest
in varied forms of marine life and variegated coral,
and the water of unexcelled clearness at Nassau, N. P.,
was selected as the central point about which the
expedition was to work. Nassau is a splendid winter
resort with which American tourists are unfortunately
but little acquainted.
Not only are the Marine Gardens there more beautiful than any others in this part of the world, but
there are many wrecks strewn along the treacherous
coral reefs which extend for thousands of square miles
among these islands. Here in the old days many a
Spanish galleon and treasure ship, many a Spanish
conquistadore and many a rich merchant ship came
to grief, and in the lagoons and inlets famous pirates
found their refuge — Black Beard, Sir Henry Morgan,
the infamous Teach, Captain Kidd, and many another
notorious freebooter, beached their boats and scraped
their hulls, and sought the wood and water.
Here in later days thrive the beach combers — many
of them descendants of these old pirates — none the less
savage and avaricious in their greed for ill gotten
salvage.

Deep

Picture

j

L. Gregory

through plates of glass inserted in the bottom of thdt
boat. Whenever a spot of unusual beauty was seea
it was buoyed. So were the old wrecks that could
be discerned resting against the very reefs that de>
stroyed the fine ships they once were. The pretties!
stretches of coral reefs were similarly marked aa|
so were several deep caves in the bottom that wen;
the abodes for thousands of brightly colored fish.
With this preparatory work completed the barge,
loaded with the chamber and a hundred feet of tube,
was taken in tow by a powerboat and actual photo*
graphic work began.
The first film was made in the celebrated Marine
Gardens at a depth varying from fifteen to twentjrhve feet, according to the surface of the bottom
These
in a narrow
between
the At^H
-nit
ern endgardens
of HogareIsland
and thestrait
western
end of
Island, and through this strait there is always a vcsB
strong current running estimated at about seven knots
an hour. It was just the place to give the tube a
severe test at the very beginning of the work and the
result was eminently satisfactory. By mooring the
barge to four anchors across the tide and then slacking the itcables
on one side
and ittaking
thosetheon tide.
the'
other,
was possible
to let
swing inwith
While it was swinging, Mr. Gregory, down in the
chamber, turned the crank of his camera and photographed a panorama of sea bottom, wonderful in the
luxuriant growth that makes the Marine Gardens so
beautiful and unlike anything that can be found
above the surface of the waters. The clearness otj
the water and the perfect illumination afforded by the
sunlight coming through it and striking the white
coral
bottom
was itremarkable.
In unusual
the deep torecesses
of coral
caverns
was not at all
secure
perfectly
exposed
negatives
at
1/75
of a second with
a lens opening of f6.3.
The barge was named the Jules Verne, in honor of
the writer whose imagination saw what the camera
has now taken for the whole world to see, and it was
a strange coincidence that the power boat that towed ik
was named the Nautilus. Superstitious ones in the party
at once decided it to be a good omen and Colonel
Governor Haddon-Smith of the Bahamas was struck
by the two names the day he came out to the barge
to go down in the tube and take a first look at some
of the territory over which he presides. He was
amazed by the beauty of the spectacle revealed and
■ their
would not be contented until Lady Haddon-Smith,
who accompanied him, also went down. Captain Haddon-Smith of the
English army
and Colonial Secretary
Hart-Bennett
also and
werehisinwife,
the party,
so was American Consul Doty. They all took hett to
in descending into the chamber and were loathe^ to
leave the beautiful view that was unfolded before turns
y, andoft
eyes.
In looking down through the water by means
a water-glass the vegetation in the sea gardens
ndu-is
Colomuch foreshortened and the greatest height is, seemingly, about three feet. Through the glass of the
chamber, however, all of this foreshortening is lost
and the beautiful ferns, sea palms and other species
of subaqueous growth are seen in the full dignity of
their real height. Looking at them from the bottom
theytenwave
or
feet. and sway in the tide to a height of eight
every one who has toured in tropical waters
One
seen the native black boys dive for coins. which
hasNearly
that
of the most interesting of the films is the
surface
beneath
are
they
shows these boys while
Somesilver.
the elusive
fightingtimeseach
three ofother
themforwere
caught bit
at ofonce
struggling
twenty-n-re
at a depthwasof taken
of money photograph
at a
to get Atheverypiece
remarkable
feet.
of these
one appeared
andandcaught
second
of a his
ofat 1/300
speed
shoulders
head
instant
divers thethesurface
beneath
when he was diving.
photographs were
world
the
For the first time in
Near
working on a wreck. runner
taken of deep isseathediver
hulk of an old blockade
Nassau there
harthat
in
safety
grief while seeking
that borcame
during tothe Civil War. She lies at a depth areof
her
near
bottom
feet and scattered on the
fifty
balls.
some rust-encrusted cannon and many cannon and
a
George Williamson volunteered to be a diver
from the Colonialthegovernment.
suit was borrowednever
surface tn
been beneath
Although he had
gamely went
this sort of garb before, Mr. Williamson
up canpicking
wreck,,
the
about
strolled
and
down
non balls and sending them aloft in a wire oasJte1
attached to a line. While he was so engaged Mr.
Gregory, safe and dry in the chamber, was photographing him.
show the
film was made .to ihe
Another very interestingsponge
neet
industry
entire workings of the sponge
filmed
was
s
schooner
of a hundred or more
towed
was
barge
the
Then
Nassau.
at the quay in
and the chamber lowered
out to the sponge bottomssponges
the
of
view
where steada offull
a be had. inuse could
spongers
the
diving,
water
throughdownintoa the
they look
glass bottom,
long poie
they pushtwist
a sponge
seewhich
theyiron
When
into
hooks
the
end,
its
on
hooks
with two
(Continued on page 112)
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Motion
Seven

Simplexes

at

Chicago Theatre
It affords us great pleasure this week
to have the opportunity of taking our readers on a visit through the medium of these
columns, to the wonderful projection room
of the new Chicago theatre, Chicago, 111.

of the theatre and are used for pre-reviewing.
The installation of projection equipment
was made by the Exhibitors' Supply Company, Inc., of Chicago, 111., exclusive distributors ofSimplex projectors. This concern also equipped some of the other wellknown Balaban & Katz theatres located in
and around Chicago.

Picture

News

remodeled. The entrance to the theatre
is made attractive by the canopy which
spans the sidewalk. The glittering electric sign of a myriad of lights displays the
word " Majestic " in the form of a pheasant. Along the canopy are a row of white
lights used in displaying the feature attraction. There are about seven hundred

New Dixie Theatre
One of the most recently constructed
small up-to-date houses is the New Dixie
theatre, at Coalport, Penna., of which
Nathan Kaufman is the manager. It is
constructed of brick and tile, is two
stories high, and is equipped with modern
heating and lighting and is scientifically
ventilated. The New Dixie will run moving pictures, vaudeville and road shows.
MUSIC
Open Remodeled
Majestic
The Majestic theatre at Streator, 111., a
First National Franchise holder, was reopened recently by C. V. Day, owner, and
Bradford Brayton, after being completely

The theatre
Type "S"
Simplex inmachines
Chicago
are finished
battleshipin gray

View of projection room of the Balaban and
Katz house, showing switchboard

seats on the main floor, and patrons can
get an uninterrupted view of the screen as
the balcony is supported by two large
spans of steel, making pillars unnecessary.
The floor of the main floor is of concrete with a special surface treatment.
This is carpeted. The roomy balcony has
the seats centered so that a clear view of
the screen may be had. Another feature
attached to the balcony is the fact that on
either side runways afford safe emergency
exits into the alley, thus in case of danger
eliminating possibilities of a jam at the
front exits.

This theatre is an unusual one and represents an investment which is said to be
$4,000,000. Messrs. Balaban & Katz are
the owners of this new theatre which can
truly be called a palace.
The projection room is "spick and span"
as you will note from the illustrations
which were made from photographs that
had not been retouched or arted. It is
twenty-five feet in length and ten feet deep
and is finished in battleship gray like the
three Type " S " Simplex projectors, cinema spotlight, stereopticon and Peerless
Arc Controls which adorn the floor of the
projection room.
The three Simplex projectors project
what is probably one of the largest motion
pictures in use by any permanent motion
picture theatre today in the United States
or Canada. It is twenty-four feet in width
and is projected a distance of one hundred
and forty-eight feet with direct current
through Snaplite lenses onto a flat white
screen.
The Simplex projectors in the projection room of the theatre are equipped with
double motor speed control handles, film
measuring devices, arc reflectors, speed indicators, while under the lamphouse of
each there has been installed boxes into
which can be placed the discarded ends of
hot carbons when making a trim, a "safety
first" feature, which is indeed a projection room necessity.
To care for the high standards set by
Messrs. Balaban and Katz four other Simplex projectors are installed in other parts

The decorating is exceptionally attractive— decorative art was given full sway
in tan, old rose and cream. Two double
doors open from the foyer into the theatre proper; these are paneled, the indirect lights have globes of old rose and the
seat covers are in tan. Another feature of
the Majestic was the installation of a pipe
organ, this
witha chimes
are concealed behind
screen and
whichharp
carries
out

Mitchell camera and tripod in charge of its
new owner, C. J. Van Enger, cameraman for
Maurice Toumeur. Van Enger was the first
purchaser of a Mitchell motion picture outfit,
having placed his order while camera was still
in process of being perfected. He has just
finished
photographing
" Kindredandof is
the now
Dust at"
for
R. A.
Walsh productions
work on Lorna Doon for Maurice Toumeur

the color scheme. The orchestra pit will
accommodate thirty musicians. The management is also expanding their chests
with just pride over the ventilating system. The air is drawn in from the outside— passes over a network heating pipes
and is then forced into the theatre
through the use of the pipe system which
has openings into the main floor and balconys. The system assures the patrons
of the place a constant temperature.
Two latest model Powers have been installed in the projection room. This is
•thoroughly fire proof and equipped with
all the automatic devices to insure safety.
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Rose

Film

Tester Eliminates Waste
In these days of outcry against extravagance
and waste in the making of motion pictures it is
interesting to note that a cameraman, and a
member of the American Society of Cinematographers, has made an important contribution
to efficiency and conservation by the invention
of a developing and fixing device for the purpose of making a test of the film while still in
the camera, thereby eliminating the necessity for
retakes and checking faulty camera work at the
start.
The inventor, is Jackson Rose, a cameraman
of long and honorable service and high repute in
his profession, and his device was brought to
perfection in the shop of Charles F. Jones, 923
Cole Avenue, Los Angeles. The device will be
demonstrated at an early meeting of the American Society of Cinematographers.
The Rose Film Tester, as it has been labeled
by the inventor, is a small receptacle made of
machined aluminum that may be easily carried
under the arm. It may be attached to any style
camera and by its simple and ingenious construction the whole operation of testing the film
may be accomplished in less than five minutes.
Fancy the convenience of such a device on
location, for night scenes, double exposure work,
filter photography, lens testing, etc. It can be
operated and loaded in bright sunlight without

wasting more than three inches of film. It works
automatically; the cameraman simply inserts film
and turns the crank.
It is always ready and as much as two feet
of film may be tested at one time without a
dark room. By retaining one-half of the test
and sending the other half to the laboratory
with the exposed roll it acts as a guide for
proper development of the entire roll. The
device may be mounted upon a regulation tripod
or set upon any flat object for operation. It is
equipped with a case and chemical containers,
which act as a measure for the liquid to be
used, and the bath may be used over and over
again at the will of the operator by merely
opening a valve and permitting the liquid to
flow back into the containers.
It can be used either with negative or positive
films and is micromically adjusted to be used
with all styles of camera magazines. Made
almost entirely of Bakelite, it is light, accurate
and non-corrosive. It is light and liquid tight
and may be inverted without leaking. A cutter
device enables the operator to cut the film as
desired.
The use of such a device might almost be
termed negative insurance. It is like having a
laboratory constantly with the camera, and why
should not the cameraman have a rehearsal
with his lights, his camera, his focus, his lenses,
his filters, his trick mats, atmospheric conditions, etc., especially when so much responsibility rests with him; when at times he has

The Vista theatre, the latest house of the Bush theatres of San Diego. Located at East
San Diego, a fast growing suburb, is proving a big success. It has a seating capacity of 600
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hundreds of people and expensive sets that are
to be photographed, or maybe the company it
on location, hundreds of miles away from the
studio, and when one slight miscalculation
might spoil the scene and necessitate a retake
that would probably cost thousands of dollan?
When one realizes the responsibility that resto
with the cameraman, who has to rely sole^
upon his experience and judgment to make
beautiful pictures, and who sometimes errs in
his judgment, it would seem that such a device
as the Rose Film Tester would be acclaimed bf
the cameramen of the world.— The Americm
Cinematographer.
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Many many feet of film were made of the hunt
dreds of different kinds
of fish that abound in th*
Bahama waters. Some were
caught as they swam,
about in their natural haunts among the
coral reett,
and others, by means of a baited line were
close up to the chamber. Color plates draw*
taken to be used as a guide in coloring the filmwer»
by
hand so that the world may
in their natural tini
the fish, the wrecks, the reefs see
and
the
marine
gardens.
Also these plates will afford an authentic record of
what was seen on the first step toward robbing thotropical waters et
seaAsofinitsallse
1
the sea s.
around the
hamas abounds in cr
sharks
a film that has Ban<*
counterpart in the annals of and
photography was secure*
of a battle between two of these monsters. SpecimensIK it. and 20 ft. long are common and no ordinary
sized
bait would them.
of photographi
ng last long enough for the purposeAfter, however, unwinding many miles of British!
red wantonly
tape, for killed
the law
an "animal
tobe
no does
matternothowpermit
incapable
of work'
it may be, a lame horse was secured
and
put
to
death
by a special agent from the Police Department, at a
convenient
place on the shore from
it wa*
towed out to sea, and anchored in the whence
water near the
apparatus. The carcass was slashed with
a knife s<
that the blood might flow out on the outgoing
tide
and in less than an hour after
there
were
20 to 2S
of these huge fish milling around the bait. They
the natural scavengers of the sea, but some
-eemed to tell them that the carcass anchoredinstinc
augured no good for them, but they swam around ther
am.
around it several at a time and swallowed eagerlj
barge.
the
from
huge chunks of meat which were thrown overboar'
The crew caught half a dozen of these monster
with large hooks attached to chains. After losing .
several hooks which were used with heavy woven
wire, but which snapped between their serrated teeth j
like pack threads, one of the largest of these freshly
hooked monsters was drawn close to the chamber]
to permit the taking of a good view of his LeviathanH
struggles. A portion of the hunch of meat which was-J
used for bait still protruded from his jaws and while
he struggled thus, another huge shark swam in view
and wrested it from his jaws.
He swallowed it a"
one
and seemed
infuriated
that there
He gulp
swerved
about like
an angry
bull, was
swamno morawa
for a few feet, then turned and with open jaws darte
like
an arrow at
at one
the fish
still huge
imprisoned
the hoo*
He snatched
of the
fins andbv tore
it t
shreds in his razor like teeth. The imprisoned ani
mal,
not struggled
much atat the
up t"o
now. which
becamehadinfuriated.
Appalled
the hook
danger
the man in the chamber, for should one of these huge
animals have
the glass
at full
tilt itdrowned
woul"
certainly
have struck
been broken
and the
operator
beneath the deluge of tons of water, the men on deck
slackened away on the line and the two huge animals
engagedwithin wide
battleopened
royal,mouth,
each tearing
plungingone toward
other
another th-at
every available point, each bite tearing the flesh
and streaming blood, and finally despite the hook
which
still off
hungthe tenaciously
shark beat
other one. to his jaws the wound
All of this is faithfully recorded in the film up to
the last moment when the vanquished shark swam
bleeding away and the other churned the water into
foam, battling with the barbed death in its mouth.
There have been many fish films taken in tanks at
aquariums, and from the surface, but the tank has
never been built that could stage the spectacle made
by those sharks. The ocean is their home, thei
hunting ground and their battle field, and to photograph them you must go to them in their own doMany stories
have been
written
hand-to-hand
conflictsmain.with
maneating
sharks,
but ofwhen
it comes
to finding a native diver who will actually go down
armed with nothing but a _ short knife and engage
in a single-handed combat with one of these brutes, it
means considerable more effort than an exercise of a
fertile imagination with a pencil and paper. Such
a man was at last found, and motion pictures made
of a naked diver meeting one of these kings of the
deep in his own element, and with a long sweeping
stroke of his keen knife disemboweling an immense
shark who darts toward him with open mouth, escapes the yawning jaws as a matador dodge? a bull,
and with one swift thrust of quivering steel lands a
death stroke in the monster's vitals.
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Columbia

Projector Carbons
Columbia Silvertip Combination
From the beginning of the motion
Carbons for Direct Current: The
picture industry, every notable
narrow diameter of the silvertip
improvement in projector carbons
has been a Columbia achievement.
negative lower compels it to burn
with a sharp point, holding the
Columbia White Flame Carbons
arc steady and keeping the shadow
off the lens and screen.
for Alternating Current: The only
carbons yielding a sharp and pureWe invite correspondence with a
white light, steady and silent, with
view of bettering your projection.
alternating current.
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio
San Francisco, Calif.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto
American

Behlen's

Film

Signal

Carbons

for American

Warning Device
Warns the operator that
the end of the reel is at hand,
allowing ample time to
change chine
over
another part
mawithoutto showing
title or white on the screen.
It does away with punch
marks, scratching or pasting
paper
on the running
film. Insures
a smooth
show
which is the pride of all real
projectionists.
Anyone can attach it and
the cost is small. Made for
Simplex, Powers and other
machines. Works electrically
and never fails.
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Send for particulars today
C. C. Rush Enterprises
Greenville, S. C.
The

and

successful

Noiseless
Positive
Foolproof
Economical
Guaranteed

E. J. Vallen Electrical Co.
85 So. Canal St.
Akron, Ohio

planned

the engineer-

ing of a hundred — and
more — picture houses that
in every feature have proved
workable. Among them the

Vallen Automatic
Curtain Machine

Necessary equipment, including track, for a
straight draw curtain installation, furnished
with machine without additional charge.

theatres

picture

That

Stanley Theatres.

is the surest proof

of practical work.
Hoffman-Henon
Co., Inc.
Architects and Engineers
Finance

Building

Philadelphia,

Pa.
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New

Motion

Motiograph
in

Several

De

Luxe

Large

The new Motiograph De Luxe, which was
put on the market by the Enterprise Optical
Manufacturing Company within the last few
weeks, has quickly gained recognition from
exhibitors of the country as a remarkably fine
projector and already is installed in many of
America's leading theatres where it is throwing splendidly bright, steady pictures and
winning praise of projectionists and patrons
alike.
In Chicago, the home of the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company, batteries of the
new Motiograph De Luxe have been installed
in Balaban & Katz's magnificent Tivoli; Lubliner & Trinz's big northside house, the Pantheon; Jones, Linick & Schaefer's Orpheum and
Lyric; Sig Faller's Bijou Dream and Ascher
Brothers'
a number of
other
housesCrown
are ontheatre,
the list and
for installations
in
the near future.
The installation at the Tivoli, which was completed under the personal supervision of Charles
Hahn, of the Enterprise Company, gives the
new Motiograph De Luxe the severest possible
test, and the high praise given the efficiency of
the projector and the picture it throws by
Messrs. Balaban & Katz is very gratifying to
General Manager Spahr and other officials of
the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company.
Projection conditions in this house are the
hardest to meet of practically any theatre in
the country, as the angle of projection is almost
21°, while the throw is approximately 208 feet.
The picture projected is 28 feet wide and in
order to get screen efficiency in the balcony, as
well as on the main floor and the sides of the
house, it was found that a perfectly flat white
screen with no reflective properties would have
to be used.
Tivoli booth equipment consists of three of
the latest type Motiograph De Luxe projectors,
each machine being equipped with Dual Speed
Controllers, while the mechanisms have especially designed starting clutches to permit

Installed

Chicago

Houses

mechanisms to come instantly to set speed when
thrown into the motors.
Special pilot lights were installed in the
Motiograph De Luxe Mechanism, they being
located directly behind the film at the aperture plate, to completely light the film to enable
threading of the machine in frame without possibility of error. The pilot light works automatically and burns only when mechanism door
is open. Focusing device for objective lens is
equipped with micrometer adjustment to facilitate cleaning of lenses and refitting them in the
mechanism at the point of focus. An attachment is also furnished to enable immediate
change of shutters, they also snapping into
place without the necessity of resetting.
Mechanisms are also equipped with very ingenious automatic switching devices that
operate from automatic shutter governor and
control the fading in and changeover of reels,
operating in conjunction with a shunted foot
switch in the machine pedestal.
Equipments are furnished with special G. E.
High Intensity Arc Lamps upon which several
changes were made by the Enterprise Optical
Manufacturing Company to enable lamp to burn
at from 90 to 115 amperes. Specially ground
condensers and mounts to meet optical conditions had to be furnished.
The current for the arc lamps is furnished
by two 300 ampere G. E. Motor Generators
that were specially designed and built for this
theatre.
The Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company has also installed one of their De Luxe
Stereopticon Dissolvers, having a lens carriage
that is instantly adjustable for any foci lens,
with sets for focusing points. This feature
makes it possible to change lenses and bring
them into position for perfect focus without
the necessity of lining up or trying out on the
screen.
In the Grid Room the equipment consists of
multiple unit rheostats for amperage adjust-
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ment with suitable rheostats for generator voltage adjustment. Projectors are equipped with
two step switches, so that arc lamp when first
lit can be warmed up on 50 to 60 amperes and
then thrown into running amperage of approximately 110 when changeover between reels is
ready to be made. Volt and amperemeters are
mounted on the switchboard, indicating line
voltage to motor of generator, voltage of generator, voltage of arc, amperage of arc, etc.
Open Buffalo Branch Office
Announcement of the opening of a new
branch office of the Independent Movie
Supply Company, Inc., at 464 Pearl street,
Buffalo, N. Y., is made by W. H. Rabell,
president of the company.
Fotoplayers Exhibited
Convention

at

At the recent Southern Motion Picture
Exposition, Charlotte, N. C, F. H. Andrews Piano Company, representatives of
the American Photo Player Company in
Charlotte, exhibited photoplayers on their
demonstration floor. F. K. Ricksecker,
manager of the Robert-Morton organ and
Fotoplayer department of the Arthur Jordan Piano Company of Washington, D. CJ
was among those present at the convention.

Bridgeport

Protecting

Against Fires
Bridgeport, Conn— The first step of precaution against fire in the theatres of Bridgeport
has been taken by the Fire Department placing
a fireman in each theatre. Inspection of the
theatres by the city authorities is proceeding.
The Chamber of Commerce committee have volunte red toassist in any way possible and have
secured the expert advice of the New England
Insurance Exchange.
The principal items which the public and all
theatre
with. owners should know are outlined hereSignature of fire commissioners that theatre
is lawfully safe, and photographic copy displayed
in each theatre; fire proof curtains tested at each
performance; 12 inch brick walls between stage
and auditorium; proper electrical equipment
certified by illuminating company; code stairways, fire escapes, and passages from foot of
fire escapes; double water supply, one to
sprinklers and one to sand pipe; skylight over
stage with automatic opening device; wide
aisles; non-combustible scenery; proper fire escape doors ; fireproof curtains for vaudevillemovie theatres; six three-gallon chemical extinguishers in each theatre; moving picture
booth must conform to law.
Requirement of Bridgeport Building Code
Sec. 39. In all public buildings, or buildings
of a public character, such as hotels, churches,
theatres, restaurants, railroad depots, public
halls, and other buildings used or intended to
be for purposes of public assemblage, amusement, or instruction where large numbers of
people are congregated, the halls, doors, stairways, seats, passageways and aisles, and all
lighting and heating appliances and apparatus
shall be arranged as the Board of Fire Commissioners shall direct to facilitate egress in
cases of fire or accident, and to afford the
requisite and proper accommodation for the public protection in such cases. — Agard.
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AUTOMATICKET
ACCOUNTING
MACHINES
arc giving perfect service in al!
Theatres that use them. The new
LOEWS STATE THEATRE
What
ASCHER THEATRES
of ChlruRo
THE NEW
MARK STRAND THEATRES
of New York
Have just been equipped with our latest models which are helping them
handle the large daily audiences. Let us help you.
GIVE YOUR PATRONS THE SERVICE THEY WANT and at the same
time make it possible for you to keep accurate, unchangeable records.
THE FLUSH COUNTER AND THE DROPPED KEYBOARD help the
cashier to make quicker change and prevents congestion around the ticket
booth. Easily installed in any bo> office.
TICKETS
of all kintlt. ami color with or without coupon run be printed by us ill u price
occonfl to none. H::t','t service anil the best <|ii;ility.
AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORPORATION
1782 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Have

Gundlach

Projection Lenses

Done for The Motion Picture Industry ?
They have transformed the poor picture of about ten years ago
into the perfect picture of today.
They have raised the standard of quality and illuminating power
to the highest degree.
They have supplied lenses in three sizes to provide the exact focal
length with the utmost illumination for every possible condition
of projection.
They made the No. 2 size Projection Lenses available YEARS AGO
which removed the limitation formerly upon the distance the picture
could be projected and the size of theatres.
They
ment.have standardized the mount and Jacket with spiral adjustThey have set a standard for optical quality, illumination and
uniformity which may be equalled but not excelled.
Better look for the name GTJNDLACH and be sure you are getting
lenses with a reputation. There is no better value.
Send for booklet of Information
B&g] GUNDLACH- MANHATTAN
853 Clinton Ave., So.
vlens;

OPTICAL COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

SAVE

MONEY
I NSTALL
1" MAZDA
REGULATORS
HALLBERG
"4 in
AND
SAVE
PROJECTOR
LAMPS
THEY CONSERVE THE FILAMENT—
CURRENT to CORRECT INITIAL VALUE for
BY LIMITING THE INITIAL CURRENT RUSH
each new lamp, and you can use the MORE EFBY MAINTAINING EXACT CURRENT VALUE
FICIENT LOW VOLTAGE PROJECTION LAMP;
BY FURNISHING MEANS FOR ADJUSTING namely 25 to 30 volts; 20 to 30 amperes.
BRANCHES IN ALL LARGE CITIES
United
H. T. EDWARDS
Pres. and Treas.

Theatre
25 WEST

Equipment
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
45th ST., NEW YORK

Corporation
J. H. Vice-Pre«.
HALLBERGand Secy.
CITY

A NEWMAN

Let the theatre
'/1RN5
P
1heating
1 r at i Klr~ PN

specialists
f

MQHZVPH

One of 28 exclusive designs in our
line

i ventilation

v/eNtilatins
1

MARQUEE
LENDS DISTINCTION

SPPLINS

Made right and
reasonably priced

howfor —
tell
Sendyou
Today
Booklet 7

SYSTEM,

nc.

THE

for catalog "N"
NEWMAN
Write MANUFACTURING
715 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Chicago Branch, 68 W. Washington St.

CO.
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Motion

National

Anti^Misframe

League

NATIONAL
ANTI-MIS FRAME
LEAGUE
PLEDGE
A S motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is
-^-4 willing to assist in eliminating some of the evils practised in the operatingroom, I promise that I will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the film which I receive and in this way
co-operate with my brother operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up
the motion picture audience by showing films that are free from such defects. I also
promise that I will not make punch marks in film, and when film is received by me,
with punch holes, I will notify the exchange to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.
Lancaster Theatre, Boston, Mass.

Dear Ed. ;
Some time ago I became a member of the
league and now my two buddies in the projection room are applying for membership. Our
slogan is no breaks, no mkframes or bad patches
that will cause the film to jump. One thing we
are proud of and that is that we consider that
we have the best projection room in Boston. The
three of us will send some articles in for the
discussions column soon.
S. Messinger,
Colonial Theatre, Belfast, Maine.
Dear Sir;
In the days when I was a projectionist, I
was a member of the N. A. M. L. and tried to
live up to my pledge. As I always thought that
it was one of the best things of the game I am
having my projectionist, E. C. Bagley, send in
his application. I am anxious for him to become
a member of the league.
W. J. Clifford, Manager.

current. The throw of ihe picture is 76 ft. to a
11 x 12 gold fibre screen. I am getting a clear
and steady picture with my equipment. At any
time I will be glad to help any member who is
having trouble if I am able and help make the
N. A. M. L. projectionists one hundred per
cent perfect.
Johnnie G. Butts.
Dear Sir:
Seeing the great
strides that the N. A.
M. L. has taken is
very gratifying to an
old timer. I was one
of the first projectionists to join; your
records will show
that 1 am number
eight. I am now
business manager of
this
stonecompany
Theatre(BlackCo.)
. . . My advance
I attribute to the
fact that I was interested inmy work at all times.
Once in a while it is necessary- for me to do
some projection work . . . and I never forget the good old N. A. M. L. pledge.
Harold R. Alger,
Rantoul, 111.
/. G. Butts

Glasgow, Ky.
Dear Ed.;
Am dropping a few lines briefly describing my
projection room. My room is equipped with
two Simplex Type S machines. I use 8^2 condensers which are 21 inches from aperture
plate ; use conpensarcs type A form 4 with AC
$1
PROJECTIONISTS
$ 1
SHOW YOUR PHOTO ON THE SCREEN A
with
Your name and NA.M.L. or Local Number
We will mail slide complete upon receipt of Photograph and
One Dollar Bill.
THE THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
124 West Forty-fifth Street
New York

OLD MEMBERS
Send in Address
so we can put
you
on M.
newL.
N. A.
mailing list

Dear Sir :

Picture

N e wm

Forum
Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada.

. . . . the Motion Picture News shoul
be congratulated upon the news and discussior
column that is now running . . . with all
operating, it will be a great help to all of
As a member of the League I shall supply
share of material for the column. Let's all g«
together for the betterment of working conditions, equipment, and in fact for the motic
picture industry as a whole.
Milton O. Field,
Empress Theatre.
Dear H.Sir;K. Greevers' Theatres, Vernon, Tex.
I have been a projectionist and would like
join the league .... some of the
I have been received have been in bad shape
I have always fixed them and have tried to help]
the other fellows. If a man learns right how to I
patch there should be no excuse for misframes. I
.... I think that the league is a great!
thing. . . .
Leonard Sneed,
Hastings, Mich.
Dear Sir;
Having been forced to work out of doors
and give up my job as a projectionist, I have
not been in touch with the league for the past
year .... But I am now going back to
my line, and am anxious to hear of what the
members are doing. I start in at Battle Creek |
about the first of the year .... I wanted ,
to let you know that I am still on deck and
that you will hear from me soon again.
Lyle Wilcox, No. 818.
t

i.:iiiiniiiiuuiuiiiiiuiiiuiiui;iuuui! iiuumB
HONOR ROLL
1 (1532) Charles Branner, Jr Los Angeles, CaL 1
§ (1533) Frank Pulliam
Ft. Collins, Colo. |
g(1534) George Van Bocken Silverton, Colo. I
I (1535) J. D. Worthington
Griffin, Ga. i
g (1536) James Calamari
Rockford, 111. |
= (1537) James Langman
Coal Bluff. Ind. i
1 (1538) Leland Bradney
Coal Bluff, Ind. I
1 (1539) Herbert Kirkdorfer Goshen, Ind. 2
1 (1540) T. I. Marshall
Hammond. Ind. I
1(1541) Fred KnoU
Ames, Iowa I
I (1542) L. E. Witcraft Ft. Dodge, Iowa |
1 (1543) Bailey J. Rose Junction City, Kans. g
g(1544) Layhmond Robinson Abbeville, La. =
i (1545) J. Adolphe Buisson, Jr. .Convent P. O., La. |
I (1546) J. E. Atwell
Baltimore, Md. |
= (1547) Samuel Messinger Boston. Mass. =
I (1548) Arthur C. Miller
Dundee, Mich. |
= (1549) John J. Schmock Ludington, Mich. =
1 (1550) Morris GilfiUan Red Lake Falls, Minn. |
= (1551) F. M. Robinson
Starkville, Miss. =
= (1552) Harry Watts
Lumberton, N. C. g
1 (1553) Charlie Porter N. Wilkesboro, N. C. g
1 (1554) Alfred Kupperberg Brooklyn. N. Y. g
1 (1555) John Koestner, Jr New York City, N. Y. g
1 (1556) Francis E. Baker
Warsaw. N. Y. g
1 (1557) Charley Wright
Watertown. N. Y. i
1= (1558)
Harold B.J. Brown
O'Neil Watertown.
(1559) Byron
Eaton, N.OhioY. |=
I (1560) A. T. HiU
Findlay. Ohio |
1(1561) E. Drexel Otis
Hicksville. Ohio g
1 (1562) Lloyd E. Yoder
Salem. Ohio g
1 (1563) Albert White
Wadsworth. Ohio g
1 (1564) Otto H. Tanner Fort Reno, Okla. g
1 (1565) Earl Boyer
Heavener. Okla. g
= (1566) Bouce Neeland
Salem, Ore. =
1 (1567) Harry C. Hohl
Allentown, Pa. |
1 (1568) Andrew Gmitter E. Mauch Chunk. Pa. g
1 (1569) J. D. Smouse
Windsor, Pa. g
1 (1570) Anthony Forcina Thornton, R. LI
1(1571) William McCune
Charleston, S. C. g
Dallas. Texas =
1 (1572) A. J. Vineyard
11 (1573)
G. Thomson
Texas =|
(1574) E.
Frank
M. Gonzales Honeygrove.
San Diego, Texas
1= (1576)
(1575) Lloyd
Engle
Provo,
Utah g=
Geo. Rissberger, Jr
Yakima. Wash.
Va. I
W.
I (1577) Ralph I. Villers Weirton.
.WiiiiiiiiimiiiiinHiimmiiiimiimiimimiimtinniiim™^
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PROFESSIONAL
FREE

COPIES

Balcony
fPAUCE THEATRE
i« .17
Balcony
[frALACE THEATRE
037659
(Palace thmhF

TWO
Melodious

Themes

Balcony
03765BJ"?
fj»AUCE
theatbe■",
037657
ffrALACE THEATRE
Balcony MHi .17is
^ Balcony
037656
(PALACE THEATRE

I WANT

WHEN

MY

SWEETHEARTS

MAMMY

WALTZ
BALLAD
By Louis

]—■ .is
f^ABalcony
LACE THEATRE
"PALACE
THEATRE
Balcony
■lefts'" "*—

BALLAD
By Cal DeVoll

Breau

"03765™
Balcony
f^ALACE_ THEATRE

037653° I*1
PALACE THEATRE

Improved
Book One-Hand
Strip

TICKETS
Sell tickets with one hand — make
change with the other
The fastest selling, most convenient
and safest ticket on the market.
These tickets are \yi x 2" printed
ten on a strip, consecutively numbered, perforated, notched and bound
500 tickets to the book.
Cash with order prices
ing.
10M
$6.50 50M
$12.06
20M
8.00 100M
20.00
30M
9.60 500M
90.00
— Printed to order any one form of wordFor each change of wording or price add
$2.00
above50c.prices. For each change
of
colorto add
— Samples and further information on
request.
These tickets are printed to comply with
Internal Revenue Regulations.
World's Largest
Book Strip Ticket
Printers

037651 •".
701 Seventh
BELWIN
INCORPORATED

THE

MARR

&

New

York,

Ave.
N. Y.

WELDOK-WILLIAMS&LICK
FORT SMITH, ARK.
ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS • KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
This orchestral pipe organ is bringing
the very highest class of organ music
into the theatre.

COLTON—

ASK ANY
Concert
Organ
THE
MARR
&
COLTON
COMPANY,
Inc.,
Also Builders of The NEW ERA ORGAN

BAY

STATE

Positive - RAW
Manufactured

STOCK

by BAY STATE
Sharon, Mass.

OWNERS

WARSAW,

N.

Y.

FILM
- Negative
FILM

CO.

Distributors:
Bay State Film Sales Company, Inc.
Room 1114
Phones: Bryant 6808
220 West 42nd St
Made in America

1 TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
TYPHOONS
104* CAMP ST., NEW ORLEANS. LA.

OF THE MANY

Built by a policy that stands today,
tomorrow and all the time for the best
expression of what human science
knows about projection screens.
Samples and literature upon request
World's Largest Producers^./
potion Picture Screens

\rf 345 WEST 39™ ST. I
NEW YORK LATE
CITY
?
C00L*VENTI
255 NO. I3T- ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.
64 W. RANDOLPH ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

M
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A

MERRY

A HAPPY
nEiff
WW
READ

CHRISTMAS
and

& PROSPEROUS

sh
r wi
is ouALL
7AR FOR
I £ii\£\
WHO
V1
THIS ADVERTISEMENT
We take this opportunity to thank you
for your kind favors
in the past and look
forward with pleasure
to serving you often
during the new year.

PLASTIC RELIEF ORNAMENTS,
ORNAMENTAL LIGHTING FIXTURES
PROMPT SERVICE
A-l QUALITY AND WORKMANSHIP
PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT
Write for Our Catalogues
Gty* National piasttr SU>lt*f
328 MAIN ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO
MOVING PICTURE MACHINES
REBUILT GUARANTEED
Powers 6A Motor Drive
- - $190.00
Powers 6A Hand Drive
- - 170.00
Powers C Hand Drive
- . 135.00
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
228 Union Avenue
Memphis, Tenn.
THEATRE MANAGERS ATTENTION
When
need of first data organists or piano soloists,
call or Inwrite
CHICAGO MUSICAL SERVICE BUREAU
Specializing In Organists and Pianists for Motion
Picture Theatres only.
We have the largest list of high class experienced
wganlgts In the country.
20 East Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO
Phone Wo&ota Sill
FOR

COLOR

EFFECTS

USE

o Hoods

For 5-10 W. and
25-40 W. Lamp*

Mads of Naloral Colored Glau
Colors show Beautiful and
Brilliant and are Permanent
for Ahead of Dip mnd
Lea* Cottly
REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
2650 W. Csnfrsis St, Chiciis, 111

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rant lists of or address contemplated of
wri«H"g theatres, exchanges, state rights owners.
selected as te
■abUdtT medlams and producers,
thousand changes
territory, class, Inetc.ourTwenty
list last year. Its use
were recorded
means a earing of from 20 to 60% In postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 Wast 42nd St. ftenc Btgent II it New York
Print**
A<Uretti*o

Milwaukee to Have 3,000
Seat Playhouse
Evincing its faith in the future, the Saxe
Amusement Enterprises, holder of the First
National franchise in Milwaukee, is perfecting
plans for the construction of a new theatre in
the Cream City, to seat 3,000 and to be one
of the largest and most perfectly appointed in
the northwest. The name of the proposed
addition to the Saxe string of houses has not
been determined upon.
The theatre building will be eight stories in
height, the upper floors to be devoted to business purposes. The structure will be built in
conjunction with Oscar Brachman, and will
cost in the neighborhood of $2,000,000. The
designs are now being completed by Martin
Tullgren & Co., and it is planned to start actual
construction early in the spring.
The site of the new house is on the corner
of Grand Avenue and Sixth Street, on which
a 99 year lease has been obtained. It has more
than 31,000 square feet of ground floor space
and the building, which will occupy approximately a quarter of a block, will be one of
the largest in the city.
The main entrance will be on Grand avenue,
with another box office in the Sixth street lobby.
Dressing rooms and stage equipment will be
built in for vaudeville or grand opera, should
occasion demand that the house ever be used
for either of these purposes. Particular attention isbeing paid to the acoustic properties
of the theatre. There will be one balcony.
One of the largest arcades in the country
will occupy the basement. The plans call for
a restaurant, barber shop, pool and billiard
rooms, bowling alleys and soda fountain, cigar
and fruit stands in the arcade.
Simplex

Distributor Reports Business Better
B. F. Porter, of 729 Seventh avenue,
distributor for Simplex machines in
Greater New York, Northern New Jersey
and Long Island, reports business picking
up. This well known distributor believes
there will be far better business throughout the country after New Year.
Wonderful Home of Drama
{Continued from page 105)
indicators.
A Simplex spotlight and a
Simplex stereoptican complete the equipment.
An American Photo-Player, costing
$30,000 has been installed and a twentypiece orchestra gives concerts both afternoon and evening. The latest improved
orchestra chairs are being used.
Carneal & Johnston, architects and engineers, designed the building. J. W. Atkinson was the general contractor, while
Claude L. Batkins, plastering and stucco
contractor, was responsible for the beautiful cain stone and ornamental work,
plastering and stucco.
FOR

BETTER

ion Picture

N ewm

usiness

1

fe rings

i

YOUNG MAN, 26, experienced and trained In theatrical line, desires position as manager or asslstaot
to theatre manager. Well educated and hard worker.
Box 65, Motion Picture News, New York city.
FOR SALE — Motion Picture Camera equipped wltk
all the latest improvements.
Chronlk Brothers,
73 Gold St., New York.
FOR each,
SALEF.O.B.
— 250 theatre
20" oak,
ply.
$1.75
Chicago.chairs,
J. Bunce,
4725 5 Park
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
EXPERIENCED FILM SALESMAN, 26, good address,
to travel. Box 40,
Motion desires
Picture position.
News, NewWilling
York City.
AGENTS WANTED
We have
side-line that sells readily te
theatre
ownersa splendid
and managers.
It consists of brass railings and door hardware,
metal andsigns,
wooden
marquise,
etc., lobby
etc. frames, ticket choppers,
Liberal commissions and exclusive rights In your
territory if you
qualify.for particular*.
«■
Writecan to-day
THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
717 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
"MOTSCO"
The
perfect Mazda Adapter and current
reducer.
best.
Demand the "Motsco" If you want the
Write for fall Information
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago. III.

Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22166 Moving Picture by States, par M. $5.00
1219
Exchange*, andfor Studio*
List
7.50
196 Film
Manufacturer*
3.50
419 Machine and Supply Dealer*
4.00
3674 Legitimate
Theatre* U. S, and 25.00
Canada
810 Vaudeville Theatre*
1M
A. F. WILLIAMS
(66 W. Adams Street Chicago

To Rebuild Albany House
Fred Elliott, owner of the Clinton Square
theatre in Albany, N. Y., has just had drawings
made by Architect Webber for a 1,200 seat
house which he plans to erect. The house, as
planned, will be of brick and steel construction with a semi-colonial front. It will occupy
the present site of the Clinton Square theatre,
which Mr. Elliott has owned for the past seven
years. The contemplated house will not be a
new one, for it is Mr. Elliott's plan to utilize
the present side walls. The new house will be
equipped with a balcony and will be most
modern in every respect. The present theatre
occupies a remodeled church which was built
a century or so ago. — Grant.

MUSIC

PLAYER
TO
FO
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER CO.
1OTc%L?o N GATE AVENUE
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
IG00 BROADWAY
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
.%
CHICAGO, ILL.
NEW YORK CITY

THE
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EFFICIENCY

AND

FABRICS

SERVICE

We
For Highest Standard Projection
SCREENS

AND

FRAMES

For All Purposes
Write for Lists
THE ALPHA MOTION PICTURE CO.
23 Grant Street
Stratford, Ontario, Canada

COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY
form SUPERIOR QUALITY.

production. Uni-

SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring SCIENTIFIC knowledge,
we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire

Laboratories,

Inc.

SCENERY

are "Specialists" in settings
for Moving Picture houses

Our New Shops and Studios in our own
building are the most complete in the country
and embrace the following departments:
SCENERY PAINTING STUDIO
DRAPERY MAKING
SHOPS
UPHOLSTERING
SHOPS
CARPENTER
SHOPS
PROPERTY
MAKING
SHOPS
PAPIER MACHE SHOPS
LAMP AND LAMP SHADE STUDIOS
FIRE PROOFING DEPARTMENT
With such an organization, we are able to
offer you
MODERNISTIC

FOR THE MOTION
THEATRE

DESIGNS

and ideas perfectly executed
and absolutely assure you
QUALITY,

SERVICE AND SATISFACTION
in the highest degree.

THE FABRIC STUDIOS, INC.
Executive Offices and Display Rooms
177 NO. STATE ST.
Studios
SO. KEDZIE Shops
AVE. and
AT W.
VAN BUREN ST.

723 Seventh Ave., New York City
Bryant 5417
.
.
Cor. 48th Street

EVERYTHING

PAINTED

CHICAGO,

ILL.

PICTURE

Where do you buy your supplies?
Are you satisfied with what you buy?
Are the PRICES RIGHT and the SERVICE QUICK?
Are you always able to get what you want when you want it?
We sell service as well as merchandise.
Our motto " Your Money's Worth or Your Money Back."
For quick service and reliable goods
SEND YOUR ORDER TO
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
We are the oldest Supply House in the motion picture trade
746 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, HI.
Write today for our latest bulletin
A STANDARD
UNIVERSAL
and trick crank, forward
regular
lens,
8.5
F:
ft. capacity,
400 reverse
1 and
rachet
three guaranteed
all aluminum
magazines,
.
latest model, direct,
like new,
olivetake-up,
drab finish,
HEBE IS A BASE BARGAIN
e per «p^OO
WIREdeposit
IOUE andORDER
with twenty-nv
flJoeieS.OO
ation.
cent
balanceNOWon examin
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
1M Wo. Dearborn Street
Dept. Ill
Chicago, Illinois
P.
8.
—
Write
Bass
your
motion
picture
needs
now.
Most
complete
stock in the
country and any information yon might want at your disposal.

"Care and Operation
of
Motor Generators"
COMING
SOON

For Perfect
MAZDA PROJECTION
"MOTSCO" ADAPTER and REDUCER
Is what you need.
Write for prices and full Information
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago. III.

of Field —
Flatness
brilliant
illumination, greatest contrast between
black and white, with sharp definition right to the
edges — perfect projection by the
BAUSCH

&

LOMB

CINEPHOR
The

New

Projection

Lens

The quality is the highest and absolutely uniform —
no need of testing to select your lens.
Write for interesting literature.
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
New York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco London
Leading jection
American
Makers
of
Photographic
Lenses, Microscope*,
ProApparatus (Salopticons)
Ophthalmic
Photo-Micrographic
Apparatus, ,Range
FindersLenses
and and
Oun Instruments,
Bights for
Army and
Bearchlight Reflectors,
Stereo-Prism Binocular: Magnifiers andNavy,
other High-Orade
Optical Products.
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The augmented orchestra at the California theatre, Los Angeles, which Managing Director Fred H. Miller has determined shall not be excelled t
by any organisation in the country

^Me?o£4&f,e'
Suggestion
Prologue
y
Holida
Holiday Week Number Originated by New
iJISSS^ISa^^^^
theatre
of picture
the matter study,
York Concert League Decidedly Worth While
exhaustive
decided
that presentation
people came aitc I
THE New York Concert League, Inc., has UNIT 5
the larger houses not only for the picture oil
prepared a Christmas prologue in which
DANCE
pictures but also in a large measure to hear thtappropriate Yuletide music is suggested Toy Specialty — Toy March from Babes in Toy- music, especially the better class of music, pre-'
and a light plot mapped out. It is presented by
land
Herbert sented by artists.
Motion Picture News for the use of all ex- UNIT 6
In consequence. Mr. Miller issued instruchibitors, with acknowledgment and thanks to
FEATURE PICTURE
tions to Carli D. Elinor, the talented director of
the author.
UNIT 7
the California orchestra, to augment his or-]
UNIT 1
CHRISTMAS DIVERTISSEMENT ganization to fifty pieces and to spare no pains j
OVERTURE
Time — Midnight — clock chimes twelve.
or expense to make it a musical body that
Merry Wives of Windsor
Nicolai Setting— Nursery— Conventional Christmas set- would take first place in its field.
or
tings, clock on mantelpiece.
Mr. Elinor, whose experience in presenting
Raymond Overture
Thomas Decorations— Center Fire Place, hanging stock- music in the motion picture theatre is a wide
or
ings. Christmas tree, child's bed.
one and whose knowledge of the art of synDance of the Hours
Ponchielli Action— After twelve chimes, Santa Claus chronizing the photoplay to music, has been
(Light Plot in Christmas Atmosphere) comes out of chimney (LITTLE DANCE demonstrated if in no other way, by the scores
(a) Early Evening
OR SONG NOVELTY) and leaves his gifts arranged for "The Birth of a Nation," " Ra(b) Drawing Toward Midnight
and h'des. Child awakens. Surprised, con- mona," "Hearts of the World," and lately
(c) Midnight
*use*; ™c„V,?flil0™?
DANCE « The Qld Nest » scoured th count
f instru.
(d) Midnight to Dawn
OR PANTOMIME SPECIALTY.)
Mother menta, ardsts
(e) Dawn
preferable, or father comes in when ch.ld The resuU of hjs search . tQ be found Jn ^
(f) Dawn to full light
awakens
DUET OR DIALOGUE.
announcement of the engagement at the Cali(g) Full Light for final gallop.
Fmale-Chnstmas
dance-Parent,
Ch.ld and fornia q{ such soloists as ^ £lsa
on all house and staSe l«ghts) UNIT 8
' , ~
concert
SamuelGenter,
Kalinowsky,
UNIT (Turn
2
. N
and
cello violinist;
virtuoso : Tack
trumpeter ;violin
HuSCENIC
COMEDY (Children s Comedy)
bert Graf h ; Hobart McK
clarinet
cScenes cfrom tt
j
Children . comedies
, ■ . Ar
. Rubertis,
t> . J t?
Holyi tLand
,
, , or Educational
. comedies or and. saxophonist:
Vincent«. de
French.
J
animated
modelsi ora cartoons.
,horn, and, •»«■
,
t,
,
or
.
n
j
r
t
Melville
Berry,
trombone.
.. ,
tt- .
, t -r c r*.
4.
Music
Popular One Steps and Fox Trots
Educational Historical Life of Christ, etc. UNl-p 9
Music for these pictures: Jerusalem the Golden
oppam pptt ttttp
^>
(For organ solo, Vox Humana or orchestra) .
f,.^ j|ejSj^,
°E
HOW
tO Get English
Opera
Handel
Largo
vocal
The First Noel
Old French
#~
~~
In The Saturday Review an argument is
made by Francis Toye to the effect that, if EngOil
Working
PuCCini
or
Silent Night, Holy Night . (Plus Organ Chimes)
vr
Cir\t*ra
lish opera is ever to be developed, it must come
or
rNCW
v^ipCld
through the lighter forms of opera. He gives
While Shepherds Watch
Puccini is working on a new opera, called a rapid historical review, from which he Conor " Turandot." The first act is completed and the eludes that " dramatic music in England, when
Ring Out Wild Bells
Gounod work far advanced. Busoni has also composed a it has been successful, has always been gay
(Organ chimes or orchestra bell effect on last musical comedy, a " Turandot," which was per- rather than sombre. . . . Any attempt to
strain)
formed last spring, a fable called Chinese, which build up a permanent opera will fail unless we
or
was used by Gozzi, the Italian dramatist, and recognize this fact."
Come All Ye Faithful
was introduced to Germany by Schiller. Weber He continues with special reference to the
(These
numbers
can
be
sung
by
soloist,
trio,
wrote
an overture
the play,
there have at
CarlCovent
Rosa Garden.
company's performances now given
male or mixed quartet)
been many
German for
operas
on theandsubject.
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Feature

Subjects

" The Bashful Suitor "
Triart Productions — Through Hodkinson Exchanges)
1 ORGEOUSLY mounted, telling a sweet and
J' simple love story, and capably acted, this
akes as wholesome and fascinating a short
ibject as an exhibitor could want. It is anher of the series of two reel subjects inspired
f famous paintings. Josef Israels' work, "The
ashful of
Suitor,"
in the ItMetropolitan
luseum
Art inhangs
New York.
is a Dutch
•tstoral scene. In the foreground are two
gures — a fresh, pretty, Holland country girl,
id beside her a half-hesitating, rustic swain,
rom this picture they have made a story; not
very dramatic story, nor a very original one,
ut one of sufficient interest. And so perfect
re the detail, the settings, the acting, that an
jdience can feel themselves in that fertile land
simple-living lace makers and dairymen,
uch heart interest, such a tale of pure emotion,
ich a romance' so enchantingly told, outweighs
1(iie punch of the melodrama, the wild action of
thriller.
For refreshment after a diet of melodrama,
?x stories, and slapstick, try "The Bashful
uitor." We believe that an audience will welome such a short subject; that it will win an
xhibitor staunch friends among a class of
eople who are now unfriendly to the screen,
or a simple love story, if it can be kept from
le pathetic, and free from the gush the sentilentalist, is never old or never wearying.
The picture was directed by Herbert Blache,
nd the art work was executed by Lejaren
liller. Mary Brandon and Pierre Grendron
lay the leading parts.— MATTHEW A.
AY LOR.

" A Barnyard Cavalier "
(Christie Comedy-Educational)
much is expected when a comedy director
satirizes or burlesques a popular play or
00k or movie, that one is apt to become disppointed if the exaggerations are not as broad
s the anticipations. Mack Sennett set the style
1 this brand of comedy and his ridiculous
okum is remembered months after. It strikes
s that the Christies could have obtained more
urlesque from " The Three Musketeers," what
dth the wealth of ideas employed in the story.
it is it is a first rate offering and likely to get
ver anywhere. There has been a deal of
loney lavished in the undertaking. Costly set?
ave been erected and the study given it in makng it an exceptional comedy calls for commendable praise. But the burlesque is too
aithful.
If one wants to go back into the files of
nemory it is our opinion that "Falling for
anny," and "Oh ! Buddy," were much funnier
—carried more invention and ingenuity. Here
Bobby Vernon is a farm-hand who falls asleep,
rle is reading "The Three Musketeers" as he
Irops into slumberland, and the ensuing scenes
xploit him as a D'Artagnan wielding a vicious
word and cutting up capers according to Hoyle
md Dumas. A big set is employed to put the
omedy over. Bobby Vernon dashes about and
jverpowers every opponent. Before the buresque is introduced, he is up against it because
lis sweetheart's father does not like him. But
as D'Artagnan he has sweet revenge.

of

Short

We wish that the Christies had employed all
the farm paraphernalia — chickens, cows, freak
horses, donkeys, pitch-forks and what not in
satirizing the plot. It is a painstaking effort
however and one calculated to be appreciated
because the story is so widely popular. It
moves with creditable speed and the company
interprets the various roles with plenty of dash
and spirit. And one is really carried into the
Dumas atmosphere. — Length, 2 Reels. ■—
LAURENCE RE ID.

" Childhood

" and 44 A Day's Fun

at Blackpool
(Kineto Reviews
— One Reel" Each — Released Through National Exchanges)
TF particularly desirous of pleasing a juvenile
* audience, don't overlook the two Kineto Reviews, the sociologic one reel, entitled "Childhood," which depicts a living example of every
kind of youngster known, showing them engaged in their favorite pastimes, then illustrating what eacl' child wants to be when grown
up, for which fitting costumes have been provided for the individual dream of the young
mind. The first would be the "Belle of New
York," and wear smart clothes, be entertained
and sought after. Another would be a "General" and one lively boy aspires to become a
"Jockey." The winner, however, is the manly
little fellow who states that he always wants
to be a good American.
"A Day's Fun at Blackpool" is another that
will appeal especially to the younger folk, as
well as amuse the grown ups. It depicts a
typical Lancashire family (enacted by English
comedians) who decide to spend a day at the
great ride
English
Amusement
Park,
"Blackpool."
They
the donkeys,
do the
Tower,
attempt
roller skating, try the scenic railway and the
"chutes," overlooking no concession on the
grounds. At last they return to Liverpool, by
boat. Aside from being mirth provoking, the
last subject has more or less of educational
value. — LILLIAN R. GALE.
" Heart Breakers "
(Star Comedy-Universal)
HERE is a study in a domestic masquerade
which carries a flavor of the triangle
broadly burlesqued. There is a "heavy" who
because of his royal blood is much sought after
by the heroine's father. The latter forbids the
girl to encourage the hero. And this clever
youth immediately adopts the costume or disguise of the fair sex. Such a startling appearance does he make that the girl's parent and the
Count MacAroni forget her in their attentions
to the gay masquerader. The scene shifts to
the beach (as all comedies have a way of doing
if they are made near the water) and when
the heroine gets a cramp while swimming, the
Count refuses to rescue her and the hero loses
his toupee in the excitement. He pulls the gag
that he saved the girl from "taking the count"
and is forgiven for his deception. It's a snappy
enough one-reeler. Cliff Bowes, Rex de Rosselli, Florence Gilbert and William Irving
furnish their personalities to the triangle or,
rather quadrangle. — Length, One Reel. —
LAURENCE REID.

Length

The Smith
Heritage
of Hate "
(Cyclone
Westerns-Universal)
HE latest of the Cyclone Smith series of
T Westerns featuring Eddie Polo are up to
the forerunners in point ot spectacular action,
there being a full quota of hard riding, shooting, and rescue work to please the patron in
search of primitive adventure. Cyclone falls
heir to a ranch and inherits a feud with neighboring ranchmen which centers about that tried
and true formula — cattle rustling. When Cyclone saves the life of the ranchman's daughter
he earns the enmity of the villain who would
like to be the favored one. The feud develops
with the two ranches sharply divided. Each
group accuses the other of being rustlers. The
girl is torn between love for Cyclone and filial
devotion. But her parent revives after a shooting scene to clear the picturesque cowboy. Are
the rustlers corraled? Well Cyclone has never
been known to fail. The action is crisp, and
Eddie Polo adds color to the role of the hero.
—Length, 2 Reels.— LAURENCE REID.
"Teddy's
Goat"
(Century Comedy)
NOVEL little picture with Teddy, the
A Dane, and a goat supplying the plot with
real humor, makes this Century a snappy number for any house, anywhere. Teddy is a Jack
or rather Dane-of-all-trades. It is his duty to
awaken his master in time to deliver milk; he
must pull the little milk wagon over its route,
and to round out a complete life for the day —
he must take care of the goat that gives up
forty quarts of "milk without a prescription.
Teddy is constantly on the job. He frustrates
the villain's plan to sour the milk with a lemon
and changes the bottles before any harm can
come to the master. Teddy, furthermore, saves
the goat from being kidnapped — and he is finally
commissioned to pull the wagon in which his
master and his sweetheart are seated. Teddy's
"goat" never strays. He does everything asked
of him without a grunt or bark or complaint.
This comedy will certainly please the younger
set.— Length, 2 Reels.— LAURENCE REID.
44 A Family Affair "
(Century Comedy)
THIS is one of the light, domestic comedies
which revolves around the trials and troubles of courtship. Incidental to the business of
getting married and living scrappily ever after,
Charles Dorety and Louise Lorraine are engaged on a flivver jaunt. Charlie has invited
Louise along, never dreaming that she would
invite the family. But the girl has asked dad,
and dad asks mother, and mother invites grandpa and grandma, and they in turn invite the
children. Teddy, the dog is not invited, but he
follows along just the same.
In their effort to dodge the household the
lovers take refuge on a yacht, but are surprised
to find the family pests are there ahead of
them — the yacht being the property of a friend
of the family. It is later that Charlie overpowers adangerous wrestler and wins the girl.
This is a pleasing enough comedy — quite up
to the Century standard and snappy enough to
excite favorable comment. — LAURENCE
REID.
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by
Months in which Released in order that the
Exhibitor may have a short-cut toward such
information as he may need. Short subject and
I

Colorado Pluck
Wild Goose, The

comedy releases, as well as information on pictures that are coming will be found on succeeding pages. (S. R. indicates State Right release.)
MAY
Star
Distributed By
William Russell. .. Fox
Mary McLaren. ... Famous Players

Length Reviewed
6 reels May 28
5 reels . . . . May 21

JUNE Distributed By
Feature
Star
Length Reviewed
Beach of Dreams Edith Storey Robertson-Cole 5 reels. .. .June 11
Beautiful Gambler
Special Cast
Universal
5 reels. .. .June 11
Beyond Price
Pearl White
Fox
5 reels May 21
Big Town Ideas Eileen Percy
Pox
5 reels. . ..May 28
Black WiU
Panther's
C*b Will
Florence
Reed Equity
Pic. — S. R 75 reels
reels June
Boys
Be Boys
Rogers
Goldwyn
May 1128
Butterfly Girl, The Marjorie Daw Pathe
5 reels. . ..June 4
Charge It
Clara Kim. Young . Equity Pic.-S. R. 6,900 ft. . .June 11
Cold Steel
Special Cast Robertson-Cole ... .. 6 reels. . ..June 4
Fighting Lover, The.. ..Frank Mayo Universal
5 reels. . ..June 18
Fine Feathers
Special Cast Metro
6 reels. . ..June 25
Get Your Man
Buck Jones Fox
5 reels. . ..June 4
Girl fromBlood
Nowhere, The. Elaine
Ham'rstein . .Selznick
Gypsy
Poli Negri
First National 56 reels
reels. . ..May 21
Heart Line, The
Leah Baird « .Pathe
6 reels June 4
Home Stuff
Viola Dana
Metro
5 reels. . ..June 18
Idols of the North Dorothy Dal ton Famous Players 5 reels May 28
If Women Only Knew.. Robert Gordon Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..June 4
Keeping Up With Lizsie.Enid Bennett Hodkinson
5 reels... .May 21
King Queen Joker Sydney Chaplin .... Famous Players 5 reels. . ..June 11
Kiss in Time, A
Wanda Hawley Realart
5 reels. . ..June 25
Last Card. The
May Allison Metro
5 reels. . ..June 4
Lessons in Love
Constance TTmdge . First National 5 reels ... .June 18
Live and Let Live Harriet Hammond. Robertson-Cole 6 reels. . ..June 4
Lest Romance, The Conrad Nagel Famous Players 7 reels. . ..May 28
Love's
First National
Lure of Penalty
the Orient, The. Hope
SpecialHampton
Cast Aywon
Film — S. R...65 reels.
reels. ..June
May 284
Man of the Forest Special Cast Hodkinson
6 reels. . ..May 28
Man Tamer, The
Gladys Walton. .. .Universal
5 reels ... .June 4
Message from Mars Bert Lytell Metro
5 reels. . ..June 18
Mother Heart, The Shirley Mason Fox
5 reels. . ..June 18
Mother
O' Mine
Betty Blythe
AssociatedPlayers
Prod 57 reels.
reels. ..June
June 18
18
One a Minute
Douglas
Mac Lean... Famous
Private Scandal, A
May McAvoy Realart
5 reels. . ..June 25
Rider of the King Log. .Frank Sheridan Pathe
7 reels May 28
Ridin' toRomeo
Tom Mix
Fox
S5 reels.
Road
London, The.. .Bryant
Washburn... Pathe
reels. .. ..June
..June 1111
Sacred and Profane Love. Elsie Ferguson Famous Players 5 reels. . . April 30
Salvage
Pauline Frederick. .Robertson-Cole 5 reels. . ..May 28
Scarab Rine. The Alice Joyce Vitagraph
5 reels ... .June 4
Scrambled Wives Marguerite Clark. .. First National 6 reels ... .June 4
Scrap Iron
Chas. Ray
First National 5 reels ... .June 11
Sham
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5 reels. . ..May 28
Sheltered Daughters Justine Johnston. . .Realart
5 reels. .. .May 28
Silver Car, The
Earle Williams Vitagraph .
6 reels June 4
Snow Blind
Russell Simpson, .. Goldwyn
6 reels. .. .June 4
Straight
fromRaise,
Paris
Clara B.Kim.Kyne
Young. Associated
Equity Pic. Prod.
— S. R. .. 66 reels
reels. .. .July
Ten
Dollar
The.. Peter
May 23
21
Too Much Speed Wallace Reid Famous Players 5 reels. . ..June 18
Two Weeks With Pay. ..Bebe Daniels Realart
5 reels June 4
Two Wise Wives Louise Calhern Famous Players 6 reels. . ..June 4
Voice in the Dark, The.. Ramsey Wallace. . .Goldwyn
5 reels. . ..June 18
Whistle, The
William S. Hart. .. Famous Players S reels April 9
White and Unmarried. . .Thos. Meighan Famous Players 5 reels. .. June 11
Wise Fool. A
James Kirkwood. .. Famous Players ( reels. . ..Jane 11
Worn. God Changed, The. Seena Owen
Famous Players 6 reels ... .June 4
Appearances
Special Cast
Famous Players. ... 5336 ft. . ..July 2
Behind Masks
Dorothy Dalton. .. Famous Players. ... 5 reels. .. .July 16
Big Town Round Up... Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels. .. .July 16
JULY Distributed By
Feature
Star
Length Reviewed
Broken Doll
Special Cast Associated Prod. ... 5 reels. .. .June 25
Bronze Bell, The
Special Cast Famous Players
5902 ft July 9
Carnival
Special Cast United Artists 6 reels. .. .July 9
Children of the Night. .. William Russell... Fox
5 reels July 9
Closed Doors
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels. ... May 28
Dangerous Paths Neve Gerber Arrow — S. R
5 reels
Desperate Trails Harry Carey Universal
5 reels. .. .July 9
Devotion
Hazel Dawn
Associated Prod. ... 5 reels. .. .July 16
Don't
Call Me Little Mary M. Minter. .. Realart
Girl
5 reels. .. .July 2
Face of the World Special Cast Hodkinson
6 reels. .. .July 30
Foolish Matrons Hobart Bosworth. .Associated Prod 5 reels. .. .July 2
Golden Snare
Special Cast
First National
6 reels. .. .July 23
Greater Profit
Edith Storey Robertson-Cole
4200 ft July 2
Heart to Let
Justine Johnston ... Realart
5249 ft. . ..Aug. 6
Home Talent
Ben Turpin Associated Prod 5 reels. .. .June 25
I Am Guilty
Louise Glaum Associated Prod Wit ft.... May 7
I Am the Woman Texas Guinan Victor Kremer-S. R
Journey's End, The W. Standing Hodkinson
7 reels. .. .July 9
Judge The
Her Not
Pauline Myers
Curley .... Universal
Merit Film-S. R 55 reels.
reels. .... .July
.July 99
Kiss,
Carmel
Land of Hope
Alice Brady Realart
4964 ft . ..July 9
Live Wires
Edna Murphy Fox
5200 ft. . ..J«ly 9

Length
Feature
Distributed By
Love Time;.
ShirleyStarMason Fox
4800 ft
Man Who, The
Bert Lytell Metro
6 reels.
Mask, The......
Hedda
Nova
Export-Import-S.
R.
6
reels.
Money Maniac, The Special Cast
Pathe
5 reels
Salvation
?V,"Jhe Nell
WVie
£Uce
Metr°
PaulineLakeStarke First
National
55 reels.!
reels
Sheriff of Eternal Hope. Jack Hoxie Federated
Film
5 reels
Straight From Paris
Buck Jones Fox
Such a Little Queen. .. Constance Binney. Realart
4942 ft
Ten Dollar Raise
Cast
Prod
Thunder Island Special
Edith Roberts Associated
Universal
4279
ft
Unwilling Hero, An Will Rogers Goldwyn
5 reels
Where
LightsShadows
Are Low. Sessue Hayakawa. Robertson Cole
S
reels.
Whispering
Without
Benefit of Lucy Cotton
Clergy
Virginia B. Faire. . Pathe
5200 ft.
Women Who Wait Special Cast
Pathe
5 reels.
AUGUST

■
Reviewei
■ July 21
■ July f
. .June
2S
July §J
..■•July
Ju
38
• July •
• July •
May 21
■ ■June
July n2S
•July t

•July t ■
*

.'.Angl'tf
Feature
star
Distributed By Length Reviewei
..Aug. 2*.
Big Game
May Allison
Metro
5 reels..
Blue Blazes
Lester Cuneo Capital Film — S. R..5 reels.
Crazy
Marry
Roscoe Arbuckle ... Famous Players 4,693 ft.
Cycloneto Bliss
lack Hoxie
Arrow Film— S. R
Dangerous Toys
Special Cast
Federated— S. R. ...7 reels..
Daughter of the Law... Carmel Myers Universal
5 reels.
Dead or Alive
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film — S. R
Aug. 11
God s Country and Law. Special Cast Arrow Film — S. R. . .6 reels. . ■•Jury SS
Greater Than Love Louise Glaum Associated Prod 7 reels. . Aug. «
Great
The Milton Sills Famous Players 6,372 ft. ■jury SI
HeedlessMoment,
Moths
Midrey Munson Equity
6 reels. . ..Aug. f
Her Sturdy Oak
Wanda Hawley Realart
4,590 ft.
■July II
Life's Darn
Funny Gladys
Viola Dana
Metro
6S reels..
Luring
Lios
Walton Universal
reels..
Man Trackers, The Geo. Larkin Universal
5 reels..
Moon Gold
Special Cast F. B. Warren 3 reels..
■ Aug. I
Moonlight and Honeysuckle Mary Miles Minter. Realart
4,294 ft. ..Aug. f
Mystery Road, The David Powell Famous Players 5 reels..
Old Nest. The
Mary Alden Goldwyn
7,889 ft. .Oct. 1
Peggy Puts It Over Mice Calhoun Vitagraph
S reels. .
2t
.Aug.
Pilgrims of the Night. . .Lewis Stone Associated Prod 5 reels.. ..Aug.
July 26SSli
.Nov.
Playthings of Destiny/. . .Anita Stewart First National 6,200 ft. ..Aug.
Remorseless Lore E. Hammerstein. . . . Selznick
5,000 ft. '.'j*iy"»IS
Shams of Society Barbara Castleton. .
6 reels..
Sign on the Door, The.. Norma Talmadge .. First National 7 reels.. ..Aug.
Singing River
.William Russell Fox
5 reels. , • July S»i
They Shall Pay
Special Cast Pathe
5 reels..
Wealth
Ethel Clayton Famous Players 5,141ft. ..Aug. 27
IS
Wedding Bells
C. Talmadge First National
Wet Gold
Special Cast Goldwyn
■reels..
Who Am I?
Special Cast Selznick
5.SSO ft
Feature
Ace of Hearts
Action
Affairs of Anatol
After
After Midnight
Your Own Heart.
At the End of the World
Beating the Game
Bar Nothing
Beyond
Bits of Life
Black The
Sheep
Blot,
Broken Spur, The
Burn
'Em Up Barnes ...
Camille
Cappy Ricks
Certain Rich Man, A...
Child Thou Gavest Me..
Courage
Crossing Trails
Cupids Brand
Cup of Life
Dangerous
DiscontentedLove
Wives
Disraeli
Even as Kve
Experience
Family Closet, The
Fighter, The
Fighting Breed, The...
Forever
For Those We Love...
Fountain of Youth, The.

SEPTEMBER
Distributed By
Star
Lon Chaney
GoldwynLength Reviews*
Nov. S
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5 reels. . .Sept. IS
Special Cast
Famous Players ... 8 reels. .. Sept. 24
ConwayMix
Tearle .... Fox
Selznick
reels .Aug.
Oct. 20IS]
Tom
55 reels.
Betty Compson ..Famous Players . . . 6 reels. . . Aug. 27
Tom Moore
Goldwyn
6 reels. .. Sept. IT
Buck Jones
Fox
5 reels. . ..Oct. 22
Ethel Clayton ... Famous Players ... 6 reels. . . Sept. ltT
Wesley Barry ....First National
Oct 2S|
Neal Hart
Indep.Gunning
Film Ass'n. . 56 reels.
Special
Cast
Wid
reels. .. .Sept.
.Aug.
Tack Hoxie
Arrow-S. R
5 reels. . .Sept.
Johnny
Hines Affiliated
Dist. — S. R.57 reels.
reels. ....Sept.
Nazimova
Metro
.Sept.
Thos. Meighan ...Famous Players ... 6 reels. .. Sept.
Special Cast
Hodkinson
6 reels. . .Oct. 15
Barbara Castleton. First National
Naomi Childers ....First National 6 reels. . ..Nov.
Pete Morrison ...Associated Prod. . . . 5 reels
Jack Hoxie
Arrow Film-S. R
Hobart Bosworth. Associated Prod. ... 6 reels. . .Sept.
Pete
Morrison
.
.
.
C. B. C. Film-S. R
Special Cast Pathe
Geo. Arliss
United Artists
Sept.
Betty Compson ..Goldwyn
R. Barthelmess ..Famous Players . . . 6 reels. . .Aug.
Special Cast Pathe
Conway Tearle ...Selznick
5000 ft. ..Sept.
Snowy Ferguson
Baker . ...Famous
. . . Agavon Film-S.
R. . 5 reels. . .Aug.
Elsie
Players
Oct.
Betty Compson ..Goldwyn
5752 ft
Special Cast Graphic
C reels
(Continued on page 124)
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'TOOL'S
"DON'T

TELL
EVERYTHING"
(Paramount)

A Live Little Story Built to Suit Three Stars
CCr\
EVERYTHING," would
have been
success
I 1 ON'T
even ifTELL
the Reid-Swanson-Dexter
combination
were a lacking.
1 J It has not the theme one might expect from its title, and it
may be branded as improbable because of some sudden
twists in its development, but its individual incidents ride along with
a goodly amount of humor, its stars are afforded the type of roles
which suits them best, and therefore impress most favorably, and
the titles talk in a piquant strain, philosophizing of love and satirizing the lovers. Added to this is a bit of spice in the ending.
The love story is of the triangle variety but it is never heavy drama.
A wealthy, sporting young man (Wallace Reid) chooses for his bride
a dainty, one hundred per cent feminine girl (Gloria Swanson), who
loathes the sports her sweetheart adores. The third party is a "pally"
sort of girl (Dorothy Cummings) who fishes, rides, hunts, and golfs
most proficiently.. Elliott Dexter plays a steady old bachelor who
tries to guide the couple to happiness and steers off the other girl
from the man-hunt.
This romance is developed with polo and golf scenes which give
Reid an opportunity to qualify as the most versatile exponent of
American sports on the screen. He need only round out his career in a
tennis picture. There is comedy here when the lover tries to lie out of
many of his past flirtations. The two are married secretly, and the
young husband wants to spend the honeymoon at the hunting lodge
of the other girl. The bride refuses, a quarrel follows, and the husband goes along to the lodge. Perhaps we lose a little sympathy for
the man since he prefers his sports to his bride. It is a weak spot in
the story. At the hunting lodge, the " pally " girl tries her methods
of vamping. Then the bride suddenly arrives on the scene to continue the battle, and the climax is not of great strength. The two
schools of feminine attraction are pitted against one another. And
sex appeal wins over the good chum. The story has therefore little
to
do withtouches
a man'sherepast,
is simply
of a man-hunt
with
satirical
andbutthere
which the
livenhistory
it considerably.
Wallace
Reid and Gloria Swanson will satisfy perfectly all their admirers.
Elliott Dexter's role is convincingly handled by him. Dorothy Cummings has been well cast for the important part she plays. There are
attractive sets, especially in the hunting lodge, and the polo scenes
are unusual. — Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Cullen Dale.
:
Wallace Reid
Marian Westover
Gloria Swanson
Harvey Gilroy
Elliott Dexter
Jessica Ramsey
Dorothy dimming
Mrs. Morgan
Genevieve Blinn
Cullen's
neice
Baby
Morgan twins
The de Gloria
Briac Wood
twins
Directed by Sam Wood.
Story by Lorna Moon.
Adapted by Albert Shelby LeVino.
Supervised by Thompson Buchanan.
PRESS NOTICE—
the STORY
theatre announces the
As its feature attraction on
newtheParamount
picture,
Tell Everything,"
which includes
in itsof cast
three
of
most popular
names" Don't
in filmdom.
They are Wallace
Reid, star
numerous
fascinating comedy dramas, and idol of thousands of picture fans ; Gloria Swanson,
the
beauty and
who Elliott
won soDexter,
many who
admirers
in "Why
YourParamount
-Wife? "
and appealing
other features,
has been
leadingChange
man in
pictures for years.
" Don't Tell Everything " was written especially for this notable trio by Lorna
Moon,
a sparkling
satiresporting
on engaged
It tells and
of theis love
that is in comedy
the heartsandof aa fascinating
young wealthy
man; a couples.
dainty,
fragile society girl, and a pally sort of girl, an expert with rod, gun, and on
horseback.
this last togirlher.
sees Sohersheoldtriespal to" won
she the
discovers
how
dear heWhen
has become
win by
him another,
back, and
story
that follows is one of great interest and rollicking comedy. The scene shifts from
polo field to a hunting lodge in the mountains, and furnishes a delightful background for the action.
The picture was directed by Sam Wood, who created a number of Wallace Reid
features and also " The Great Moment," starring Gloria Swanson. None of the
three stars has shone to greater advantage than in this sparkling comedy. " Don't
Tell Everythingdays." will remain as the feature at the
theatre for
PROGRAM READER
Which kind of a girl do you suppose the sporting man would prefer — the dainty,
fragile, entirely feminine sort ; or the pally, rough-and-ready kind of girl who is
as proficient with the gun and rod and as clever on horseback as he? Cullen
Dale had his choice and he picked the society girl. But his old pal was not to
be defeated.
And attraction
so the trouble
arose. In "theatre
Don't on
Tell Everything , "Wallace
which
will
be the feature
at the
Reid, Gloria Swanson and Elliott Dexter share the honors. It is a delightful
comedy, and a keen satire on engaged couples. It was written especially for this
trio by Lorna Moon and directed by Sam Wood, who has been responsible for
many previous Wallace Reid and Gloria Swanson pictures. It will remain at the
theatre for
days beginning
.
SUGGESTIONS
There is little need to urge any exhibitor to make the most of the trio of stars
who appear in this picture. Wallace Reid is the greatest matinee idol of the
screen and Gloria Swanson is a favorite among the men for her beauty and among
the women for her ability to wear fine clothes. Elliott Dexter, by consistent high
class work, has won his own following. Emphasize the fact that these three are in
a light comedy which satirizes engaged couples. Use the catchy title for teasers
and in all catch lines. And try to start a discussion in the local papers on which
kind of girl is preferable, the pally " sort, or the shy feminine type.

(Cecil De

PARADISE
Mille-Paramount)

Appealing to the Eye If Not Always Impressive
CECIL B. DE MILLE will either put over a Barnum and Bailey
show in his screen documents or pull down the tent and rent
out the land for pasture. The director, highly imaginative
and ever keen to bewilder the eye with dazzling scenes, has
concocted a fascinating picture in " Fool's Paradise," in spite of the
fact that his story goes astray while he puts on an after-show. The
idea suggested from a popular novel by Leonard Merrick carries all
the earmarks of sound story interest. The plot is unusual since it
presents
a youthherlosing
his eyesight
through
a woman's
and marrying
thinking
her the ideal
of his
fancy. playful prank
Here is rich food for thought and De Mille brings the drama forth
in eloquent
scenes.
eyesight
slightly
impaired,
having served his
colorsThein hero's
France.
Over isthere
he had
met hishe ideal
and he constantly worships her. The scene is El Paso and he is
dabbling in oil with fair success. He journeys over into Mexico and
wins the admiration of a primitive woman, who chagrined over his
failure to respond to her passionate entreaties, gives him a trick cigar
to smoke and the result is blindness. Having met the ideal of his
dreams in France and El Paso, it is illogical that he should confuse
her identity with that of the Mexican girL There is a rip in the
pattern when the passionate senorita, now conscience stricken and
married to the youth, suffers herself to have his sight restored and
the young man realizes for the first time that she is not the woman
of his fancy. He looks around the house searching for the French
girl,
yet the Mexican
girl's
voice isherthetheonly
he has heard
during
his blindness.
When he
upbraids
storyonelogically
ends, though
the finale would be unhappy.
However, De Mille becomes the spectacular director again. He
takes the spectator on a journey to Siam — and the story starts all
over again. His purpose, undoubtedly, is to show the real character of the French girl, who possesses no real womanly virtues whatsoever. These scenes are lavish in the extreme, but they serve no
purpose in advancing the story. They merely dazzle the eye. The
simple structure of the early sequence is lost in a maze of Oriental
trappings. There are some few scenes which merely register an
expenditure of money. Still they dazzle by their brilliancy of setting. The crocodiles provide an uncanny touch as they creep forth
to devour the unfortunate prince. And the youth of El Paso who
has blossomed forth wealthy returns a sadder and wiser man — returns
to the Mexican girl whose romance has gone through the crucible.
This after-show is an anti climax. But it has its box office value.
Certainly with such a title and such a cast and such expenditure and
a director whose name stands high in film circles — with such a picture the exhibitor should pack his house. There are some highly
inventive scenes — one of which shows a fantastic grouping on a
magic carpet. The De Mille atmosphere is always suggestive. The
production is always artistic. And the acting of Dorothy Dalton,
Conrad Nagel, Theodore Kosloff and John Davidson is registered as
vital and sincere. — Length, 8 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Poll Patchouli
"
Dorothy
Rosa
Duchene.
Mildred Dalton
Harris
Arthur Phelps
Conrad Nagel
John Roderiquez
Theodore Kosloff
Prince Talat-Noi
John Davidson
Samaran, his chief wife
Julia Faye
Manuel
Clarence Burton
Pedro
George Fields
Briggs
Guy Oliver
Kay
Kamuela Searles
Girda
Jacqueline
Logan
Suggested bybyBeulah
Leonard
The Laurels and the Lady."
Scenario
MarieMerrick's
Dix andstory,
Sada "Cowan.
Directed by Cecil B. De Mille,
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Fool's Paradise " is the name of the new Cecil B. De Mille picture which
comes to the
theatre next
with a cast comprising such
talented players as Mildred Harris, Dorothy Dalton, John Davidson, Conrad Nagel,
Theodore Kosloff, Guy Oliver, Julia Faye and others. This eloquent picture which
is saturated with marvelous backgrounds and which tells of a story of deep romance
and self-sacrifice is one of absorbing appeal. The production in point of direction,
setting and acting is far above the average. It presents a succession of surprises,
dramatic moments that grow in intensity as they follow one another on the screen.
The story deals with the love of an American soldier for a French dancer who
later meets a Mexican girl in a Mexican cantina whose love he spurns. Through
blindness which later comes to him because of a silly act on the part of the latter girl,
he marries her in his belief she is the French girl. He recovers his sight, annuls
the marriage and eventually learns that the French girl is characterless. Thus he
returns to the wife who brought him so much pain and happiness.
PROGRAM READER
A compelling, absorbing drama, rich in its spectacular appeal and finely staged
and acted is Cevil
De Mille's picture,
" Fool's
Paradise,"
the
theatreB. next
. See
the flight
on thewhich
magiccomes
carpetto over
the world. See the thrilling triumph of love. See a dream of fair women as only
De Mille can adorn them. See the lawless underworld life on the Texas Border.
See the beautiful temple maidens perform strange heathen rites. See the gorgeous
ice ballet and marvelous skating dancers. See the fight for the queen of the Mexican
dance hall. See " Fool's Paradise." The picture sensation of the year.
CATCH LINES
A dance hall queen in a Mexican oil town. A penniless youth, blinded. A petted
dancer Seewith" Fool's
EuropeParadise,"
at her feet.
A gambling
" greaser
whose dagger was his
law.
the picture
sensation
of the "year.
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Distributed By
Feature
Star
Length Reviewed
Ghost City
Helen Holmes . . . Asso. Photo-S. R... 5000 ft
F.
B. Warren
Girl from God's Country Nell Shipman .... Rainbow
Film-S. R 76 reels.
reels. .Sept.
. Sept. 243
Girl's Decision Helen Gibson
Hodkinson
God's
Crucible
Special
Cast
Famous Players . . 76 reels.
Golem, The
Paul Wegener
reels. .Sept. 17
.Oct. 2
Great Impersonation ..James Kirkwood.. Famous Players . . , 6 reels. . .July
Great Moment, The. ... Gloria Swanson... Famous Players . . 5 reels. . .Aug.
Selznick
6
reels.
.
..Oct. 15
Handcuffs
or Kisses
Ham'rstein..
Heart
of the
North Elaine
Roy Stewart
Joe Brandt-G.
S. R Davis . 6 reels. . .Sept. 10
Means and Masks Special Cast Federated— S. R .5 reels.
Hell Diggers, The
Wallace Reid
Famous Players . . . 5 reels. . Sept. 3
Her Winning Way Mary Miles Minter Realart
Oct. 81
.55 reels.
reels. .. . Oct.
Home Keeping Hearts. .Thos. Swinton Pathe
6 reels. . Oct. 8
Indiscretion
Florence Reed ... Pioneer
Inner Chamber, The. ... Alice Joyce Vitagraph .6 reels. . ..Oct. 22
reels. . .Aug. 27
Jack Rider, The
Big Boy Williams. AyMetro
won Film-S. R .56 reels.
Match Breaker, The.... Viola Dana
. Sept. 3
4600 ft. .Sept.
Moonlight Follies
Marie Prevost .... Universal
24
Moral Fibre
Corinne Griffith .... Vitagraph
.6 reels. . ..Aug. 27
Fox
Night Horsemen, The.. Tom Mix
5
reels.
.
Universal
Sept. 17
No Woman Knows. ... Special Cast
10 reels. .Sept.
Pioneer
5 reels. . .Oct. 8
Oh Mary Be Careful. .. Madge Kennedy... Realart
One Wild Week
Bebe Daniels
. 5000
5 reels.ft. , .Sept.
.Aug. 2710
Open Shutters
Edith Roberts .... Universal
. • Sept. 17
Famous Players . . ,., 5S reels.
-Passing Through
Douglas MacLean. Fox
..
-Play
Square
Walker...... Famous Players . . . 5 reels
17
reels. . .Sept.
iPrincess
of New York.. Johnnie
David Powell
.. Sept.
F.
B.
Warren
Sept. 33
.
8
reels.
.
Quo Vadis
Special Cast
Realart
, 5 reels. . .Sept. 10
Room and Board Constance Binney. Universal
, 5 reels. . ..Nov.
Rowdy, The
Gladys Walton . . .
.5 reels. . .Sept. 17S
Secret of the Hills, The. Antonio Moreno... Vitagraph
Serenade
Miriam Cooper . . . First National .... . 6 reels. . .Sept. 17
Robertson-Col* .6 reels. . .Aug. 27
Sting of the Lash Pauline Frederick. Metro
Trip to Paradise, A
Bert Lytell First National .... . 6 reels. ..Aug. 27
Two Minutes to Go Chas. Ray
.Nov. S
Fox
Virgin Paradise Pearl White
7 reels . , .Aug.
20
Way Down East
R. Barthelmess .. United Artists
115 reels.
reels. .Sept. 18
Where Men Are Men.. William Duncan — Vitagraph
.Sept.
Why Girls Leave HomeAnna Q. Nilsson... Warner Bros.-S. R. 7 reels. . .Sept 2410
Wife's Awakening, A...Wm. P. Carlton... Robertson-Cole .... 6 reels. , .Sept. 10
OCTOBER
Length Reviewed
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Across the Divide Special Cast Pathe
15
After the Show
Special Cast
Famous Players 6 reels ....Oct.
All's Fair in Love. ... Special Cast
Goldwyn
5 reels, ..Nov. 12
Amazing Lovers, The. .. Special Cast
Jans-S. R
5 reels
Barricade, The
Special Cast Robertson-Cole 6 reels . ..June 25
Be My Wife
Max Linder
Goldwyn
6 reels ...Oct.'
...Nov. 155
Blind Hearts
Hobart Bosworth. .First National 6 reels ...Nov.
12
Bring Him In
Earle Williams. .. .Vitagraph
5 reels ...Oct. 22
Case of Becky
Constance Binney. .Realart
6 reels
.
..June
11
Charge It
Clara K. Bedford.
Young. . .Fox
.Equity-S. R
65 reels
reels ...Nov. 5
Cinderella
of the Hills. . Barbara
.Selznick 5 reels. . ..Nov. 26
Clay
Dollars
Eugene
O'Brien.
...Oct. 15
6 reels ...Oct.
Dangerous Curve Ahead. Helene Chadwick .Goldwyn
Realart
6 reels ...Nov. 225
Dawn of the East Alice Brady ..
Doubling for Romeo. ... Will Rogers
Goldwyn
5 reels ...Oct. 8
Everything for Sale May McAvoy .... Realart
5 reels.
...Oct. 2215
Foolish Age, The .. ..Doris
May . . . .Famous
Robertson-Cole
Footlights
Elsie Ferguson
Players S6 reels.
reels. ...Oct.
..Nov. 26
Fox, The
Harry Carey Universal
6 reels. ....Oct.
8
Four Seasons, The
Kineto Review Urban
4 reels.
From the Ground Up ...Tom Moore Goldwyn
5 reels. ...Oct. 22
Garments of Truth Gareth Hughes. . . .Metro
5 reels. ...Sept. 10
Good and Evil
Lucy Doraine ....Warren
.
..Sept. 24
Go Straight
Frank Mayo Universal
5 reels. ...Oct. 15
Grim Comedian, The. ... Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels.
Her Social Value
K. MacDonald ....First National 6 reels.
High Heels
Gladys Walton. .. .Universal
5 reels. ..Oct. 22
I Accuse
Special Cast United Artists 8 reels.
Infam. Miss Revell, The. .Alice Lake
Metro
6 reels. ..Sept.
Invisible Power, The.... House Peters Goldwyn
6 reels. ..Oct. 17108
Jackie
Shirley Mason ....Fox
5 reels. ..Dec.
.'.Oct. 8
Judgment
Special Cast
World-S. R
6 reels. ..Oct.
Lady fingers
Bert Lytell Metro
6 reels. ..Oct. 22
Lady from Longacre, The William Russell ...Fox
.....5 reels.
Man's
Home,
A
Special
Cast
Selznick
'.Ocptt.. 298
Man and Woman
Diana Allen
Jans.-S. R
56 reels.
reels. ■ Se
Matrimonial Web, The. . Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels. ..Nov. 5
..Oct.
29
Mysterious Rider, The.. Special Cast ... Hodkinson
6 reels.
Night Rose, The
Soecial Cast . ... Goldwyn
6 reels.
Nobody's
Marie Negri
Prevost ....Universal
One
ArabianFool
Night Pola
..First National Steels..
10 reels ..Oct. 1
Orderly, The
Special Cast
Pathe
5 reels.
Pardon My French Special Cast
Goldwyn
6 reels. .Oct. 29
Parted Curtains Henry Walthall. .. .Warner Bros. — S.R..S reels.
Peter Ibbetson
Elsie Ferguson ...Famous Players
.Oct. 29
Poor Relation, A
Will Rogers
Goldwyn
6 reels.
Poverty of Riches Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels.. .Dec. 10
Primal Law, The
Dustin Farnum . . . .Fox
5 reels. .Oct. 1
Queenie
Shirley Mason Fox
S reels. .Oct 1
Rage of Paris, The ....Miss Du Pont Universal
5 reels.
Red Courage
Hoot Gibson .. Universal
5 reels. .Oct.
.Oct. 83
Rip Van Winkle Thos Jefferson... Hodkinson
.Oct. 29
Rough Diamond. The. ..Tom Mix
Fox
5 reels. , .Nov.
Shadows of Conscience. . Russell Simpson. ...Russell
7 reels. .Oct. 1512
Shadow
of Lightning
Ridge.Master,
The
Snowy Mayo
Baker
Aywon-S.
R
55 reels.
reels. ..Sept. 24
Shark
The Frank
Universal
10
Son of Wallingford. TheSpecial Cast Vitagraph
8 reels. ..Sept.
..Dec.
..Oct. 1729
Stranger
Than
Fiction.
.Catherine
M'D'nald.
First
National
6
reels.
Speed Girl, The
Bebe Daniels
Realart
6 reels. .Nov. 26
Swamp. The
Sessue Hayakawa .. Robertson-Cole 6 reels. ..Nov. 12
Theodora
Rita Jolivet
Goldwyn
Three Musketeers
Douglas Fairbanks . United Artists 12 reels ..Sept.
.Oct. ?o10
Three Word Brand William S. Hart.. Famous Players . . . . 6 reels. ..Oct.
Thunderclap
Special Cast
Fox
8 reels. ..Aug. 31«
Tropical Love
Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
5 reels.
Vengeance Trail
Big Boy Williams Aywon-S. R
5 reels.
What Love Will Do
Murphy-Walker . . Fox
5 reels.
Woman's Place
Constance TalmadgeFirst National
5 reels. ..Oct. ?o
Wrong Woman, The Olive Tell
Graphic — S. R
6 reels. l.Sept *24
NOVEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Alf's
Button
Special
Cast
First
National
reels
Anne of Little Smokv. . Special Cast
Asso. Exhib
56 reels
Bonnie Briar Bush. TheSoecial Cast
Famous Players
6 reels. . ..Dec. 10
Bucking the Line
M. (Lefty) Flynn.Fox
5 reels. . ..Nov. 19

Motion

Picture

News

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length lUvi.wro
Call of the North Jack Holt
Famous Players 6 reels. . ..Dec. 10
Conflict
Priscilla Dean .. Universal
7 reels. . ..Nov. J
Conquering Power, The. Special Cast
Metro
7 reels July II
Dr. Jim
Frank Mayo
Universal
5 reels... .Dec. 10
Enchantment
Marion Davies ....Paramount
6 reels. . ..Nov. 12
False Kisses
Miss duPont Universal
5 reels. . ..Nov. It
Father Tom
Special Cast
Asso. Ex
Fidelity
Special
Cast
Aywon
—
S.
R.
57 reels
reelsSept. .-24
Fox
Footfalls
Special Cast . .
.Nov. It
.Oct. 22
ForSake
Your Daughter's Grace Darling.
L W. Film— S. R
Realart
5 reels. .Dec. It
Her Face Value
Wanda Hawley
•
Metro
6
reels.
Hunch, The
Gareth Hughes
Realart
6 reels. .Nov.
.Oct It2t
Hush Money
Alice Brady ..
Iron Trail, The
Special Cast
United Artists 7 reels .Nov.
26S
.Nov.
Jane Eyre
Hugo Ballin Prod. Hodkinson
7 reels.
Jolt, The
Walker-Murphy ...Fox
5 reels. .Dec. 3
Knight Must
of theLive
West, A. . Special
Olin Francis
W.B.M. P'play — S. R. 75 reels
reels.
Ladies
Cast Paramount
Last Trail, The
Special Cast
Fox
6 reels
Light in the Clearing,
The
Snecial Cast
Hodkinson
7 reels. . ..Dec. 3
Love Never Dies
Special Cast
First National 7 reels. . ..Dec. 3
Love, Hate and a Woman. Grace Davison Arrow — S. R
5 reels
Lure of Jade, The
Pauline Frederick .. Robertson-Cole .... 6 reels. . ..Nov. it
Man From Lost River,
The
Special Cast
Goldwyn
7 reels
Man of Stone, The
Conway Tearle Selznick
5 reels. .. .Nov. 26
Millionaire, The
Herbert Rawlinson . Universal
6 reels. . ..Nov. 13
Molly O
Mabel Normand First National 6 reels Dec. 8
Old Oaken Bucket, The. Special Cast
Warren
5 reels. . ..Nov. S
Our Mutual Friend Special Cast Warren
5 reels. . ..Dec. 10
Possession
Special Cast
R-C
6 reels. . ..Nov. 12
Rainbow
Alice Calhoun Vitagraph
5 reels. . ..Dec. 24
Riding With Death Buck Jones
Fox
5 reels Nov. 26
Right Way, The
Special Cast Produc. Sec. — S. R... 6 reels Nov. 12
Sheik, The
Agnes Ayres Paramount
6 reels. . ..Oct. 2t
Silent Call, The
Special Cast
First National 7 reels Nov. 26
Silent Years
Special Cast
R-C
5 reels. . ..Dec. 3
Sin of Martha Queed,
The
Special Cast Associated Exhib
Dec. 3
Single Track. THe. . Corinne Griffith .... Vitagraph
5 reels..
Ten Nights In a Barrom
Arrow — S. R
J
There Are No Villains. . Viola Dana
Metro
6 reels. . ..Sept. 3
Twice Born Woman, The
Asso. International.. 6 reels
J
Sure Fire
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5 reels. . ..Nov. 1
Steelheart
Wm. Duncan
Vitagraph
5 reels. . ..Sept. 24
Tol'ble David
Rich. Barthelmess .. First National 6 reels. . ..Dec. 10
Way ofDoa Men
Maid, Want?
The. ......Elaine
reels Nov. 26
What
Special Ham'rstein
Cast .. Selznick
F. B. Warren 65 reels
The Wonderful Thing. .. Norma Talmadge. .First National
6 reels Nov. It
DECEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
All For a Woman Special Cast
First National
Dec. 17
Ashamed of Parents .... Special Cast
Warner Bros. — S. R. 5 reels
Ashes
Special
Cast
East
C'st
Prod.-S.R-5
reels
At the Stage Door Special Cast
R-C
5 reels Dec. 24
Bashful Suitor, The Special Cast
Hodkinson
5 reels
Better Man, The
Snowy Baker Aywon-S. R.
5 reels. . ..Dec. 24
Bride's Confession,
A. . Rita Jolivet Graphic — S. R
6 reels
Cameron
of the Royal
Mounted
Special Cast Hodkinson
Cheated Hearts
Herbert Rawlinson . Universal
5 reels ... .Dec. 10
Chivalrous Charley Eugene
O'Brien. . ..Selznick
Conceit
Special Cast
Selznick5 reels. . ..Dec.
Dec. 1017
Desert Blossoms
Wm. Russell Fox
5 reels- ■ ..Dec. 24
Devil Within, The Dustin Farnum .... Fox
6 reels. . ..Dec. 3
Don't
Everything.
Cast
Famous Players
Dec.
Duke ofTellChimney
Butte. .Special
Fred Stone
R-C
Dec. 2410
Eden and Return Doris May
R-C
Every
Price Grace
Burton King
— S. R. . . 55 reels
reels
Exit theMan's
Vamp
Ethel Darling
Clayton ....Famous
Players
Fifty Candles
Special Cast
Hodkinson
Fightin'
Wm. Desmond
Metro
55 reels
Nov. 12
Fire
Eater,Mad
The
Hoot
Gibson Universal
reels
First Love
Constance Binney .. Realart
S reels
Flower of the North Henry B. Walthall Vitagraph
7 reels
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford Special Cast
Famous Players
Dec. 17
Golden Gift, The
Special Cast
Metro
Dec. 17
Guilty Conscience, A.... Antonio Moreno. ...Vitagraph
5 reels
Hail the Woman
Special Cast
First National
Hardest Way, The
Fannie Ward
Joan-S. R
5 reels
Hole in the Wall, The.. Alice Lake
Metro
5 reels. . ..Dec. 10
Homespun Vamp, A.... May McAvoy Realart
5 reels
Idle Rich, The
Bert Lytell
Metro
6 reels Nov. 12
Infidel,
The
-ath'rine
M'Donald. First
6 reels
Last Payment.
The
Pola
Negri
FamousNational
Players
Little Minister. The Betty Compson ...Famous Players
••
Lotus Eater, The
John Barrymore. .. First National 6 reels Dec. 10
Love Charm, The
Wanda Hawley ...Realart
5 reels. . ..Dec. 24
Lucky Carson
Earle Williams Vitagraph
5 reels
Man Who Paid, The Special Cast
Produc. Sec.-S. R
Marry
the Poor
Girl.... Special
Carter De
Haven.. Famous
Asso. Ex
5 reels
Miss Lulu
Bett
Cast
Players
Morals
Mav McAvoy Realart
5 reels
National
Jackie
Boy
My
•
h
Vitagrap
Duncan. .. First
WilliamCoogan
No Defense
5 reels Dec. 3
Marie Prevost Universal
A
Scandal,
Parisian
Paste Board Crown, A.. Special Cast
m"'im
• Nov. zo
Mae Murray
Peacock Alley
5 reels Dec. 24
Gladys Walton . . . Universal
Playing with Fire
Levinson-S. R
Pola Negri
Polish
Power Dancer,
Within. The
The Special Cast
Pathe
•
Nov. ze
Meighan. .. Famous Players 5 reels
Prince There Was. A... Thomas Ray
• Dec. 24
National
First
Charles
P
R. S. V.
5 reels
Corinne Griffith Vitagraph
Received Payment
6 reels
Romavne
Special Cast .. Asso.
o
Rigolett
5 reels
Ex
P. MacGowan.
Rattler. The. J.Hobart
theThe
of
Ruse
Bosworth. .. First National
Sea Lion.
reels ..Dec. 17
R...6
Bros.-S.
Warner
Barry
Wesley
Days
SchoolFlood.
........
Special Cast Goldwvn
The
Sin
reels
5
R..
S.
Inter.—
Asso.
Cast
Soecial
Sea
the
of
Tears
Special Cast Produc. Sec.-S. RTrail of the Law
Turn to the Right Special Cast Metro
de Renter Pasha Film C rp.-S.K.. •••
Unconq'red Woman, The.Rubv
Gloria Swanson Famous Players 5 reels. . ..Oct.
Under the Lash
5 reels
Realart
McAvoy
May
A..
Virginia Courtship,
5 reels. . . ..... ••■
R.
Western Firebrands Big Bov Williams.. Aywon-S.
5 reels gee. 24
Fox
Whatever She Wants. .. Eileen Percy
William S. Hart ... Famous Players 5 reels. ..Nov. iz
White Oak
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"R. S. V. P."
(First National)
Ray Turns Farceur in Slender, But Entertaining Story
for him, the bashful
new departure
is a being
latest
RAY'S ed
CHARLIE
discarded for the time being
youth
and unsophisticat
in favor of a role in which he plays the highbrow nephew of
art's
— forproud
way unassisted
his another
to makewith
aunt, who
a
poor but
attic, along
in anchooses
sake. Herichpaints
disciple of the masters, Harry Myers, and finally turns out the
classic, besides winning the girl of his choice.
Mr. Ray, with the able assistance of Mr. Myers, succeeds in making much of a half dozen comedy situations and fits his personality
into a role that has likeable qualities, by stressing bits of business
and becoming a farceur of the Harold Lloyd type.
The picture as a whole would stand some judicious cutting in the
middle reels, but a good start and a strong finish, for farce comedy,
probably will disguise the evident necessity of everplaying some of
the gags to make a feature length production.
With so popular a star in so likeable a role, with which an audience is not able to make comparisons, the average Ray fan is going
to be satisfied with undenied moments of entertainment and overlook
places that have a tendency to drag. The production is better than
" Two Minutes to Go," even if it falls short of some of the Ray
classics of the past.
Besides Mr. Meyers, Mr. Ray is supported by a good cast that
includes Jean Calhoun as the heroine.
The scenes
photography
is excellent
the detail
artist'r.
studio
commendable.
The and
picture
is fromin anstaging
originalthestory
by
Rob Wagner and was directed by Mr. Ray, assisted by Albert Ray. —
Length, 6 reels. — J. S. Dickerson.
THE CAST
Richard Morgan
Charles Ray
Mrs. Morgan, his aunt
Florence Oberle
Benny
Fielding
1
Harry
Myers
Augustus Jonathan Plimpton
Tom McGuire
Betty, his daughter
Jean Calhoun
Private
Detective
'.
Grey
Butler
WilliamRobert
Courtright
Minnie Meadows
Ida Schumaker
Story by Rob Wagner. Directed by Charles Ray and assisted by Albert Ray.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Charles Ray, popular juvenile star of the silver sheet, is billed in his latest feature photoplay, " R. S. V. P." for the
theatre, beginning
.
" R. S. ends
V. P."
Rayhe plays
poormasterpiece.
but highbrowTheartist
whois has
hard
timeIn making
meetMr.while
paintsa his
picture
farcea comedy and presents the star in an entirely new character. In his support is a strong
cast, among which is_Harry Mayers, star of " The Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's
a talentedTheblonde
beauty
othersby ofMr.
equalRayability,
carefully Court,"
selected Jean
as toCalhoun
types, appear.
picture
was and
directed
from
an original story by Bob Wagner whose Saturday Evening Post yarns have pleased
so many people.
PROGRAM READER
" R. S. V. P." is the title of Charlie Ray's latest picture booked for a
days'
engagement
beginning
In this
productionat the
Mr. Ray turns to theatre
farce comedy,
discarding for the. time being
the role of the unsophisticated and bashful youth for a highbrow but poor artist
who struggles to paint the masterpiece that will make him famous.
In support of the star is a strong cast that includes Harry Meyers, star of
" A others
Connecticut
Yankee
Kingpopularity.
Arthur's Court," Jean Calhoun, Ida Schumaker
and
of equal
abilityin and
The feature is from an original story by Bob Wagner of Saturday Evening Post
fame. It was directed by Charles Ray with the assistance of Albert Ray. The
feature is a First National Attraction and is offered as one of the most entertaining pictures of the season.
SUGGESTIONS
Exploit this along the usual Ray lines, giving the star the best of the billing
but do not forget Harry Meyers who is popular with film fans and whose work in
" A Connecticut
Yankee angles
" is well
newspaper
advertising
stress
the farce comedy
givingremembered.
a general ideaInof your
the plot.
Use light
catchy
selling talk and scene stills showing Meyers and Ray in the studio. For a prologue the studio scenes offer suggestions. An artist painting with his model, both
vocalists, is being used by Joseph L. Plunkett of the Mark Strand theatre, New
York. A lobby display founded on the same idea would be out of the ordinary.
Have easels and unfinished pictures about, an artist working on a canvas, etc.
CATCH LINES
Charlie Ray as a high-brow but hungry picture dauber, Harry Meyers ditto, one
dress suit
an invitation
to dine,
a girl together
supposed intoproper
be onlyfarcean comedy
artist's
model,
an for
iratetwo,
parent,
a rich aunt,
all mixed
proportions
and
with
sufficient
ingenuity
to
make
"
R.
S.
V.
P."
equal
S.
R.
O. at
the box office and B. P. (Picture) O. E. to the fan who likes comedy.
The story of two artists who had rather eat than paint, who owned one dress
suit
invitation
R. S.Mostly
V. P. fun
and and
a girlfoolishness
who was but
an artist's
modelbetween
by daythem,
and aan society
bud tobydine,
night.
entertainment with a big " T."
a newto make
role, that
of a way
high asbrow
artist who
forsakes the ■'s
homemostof popular
a doting juvenile
and rich inaunt,
his own
an artist.
The
story is developed in a light comedy vein and is exceedingly entertaining. The
star is supported by a strong cast that includes Harry Meyers of " A Connecticut
Yankee sentedinin some
King time.
Arthur's Court " fame. The best story that Mr. Ray has pre-

"THE

LOVE

CHARNT

(Realart)
Peg O' My Heart Story C arries Interesting Qualities
THIS
picture
is a variation
of the slavey story with the country
cousin
emerging
successful
in the love stakes by being oldfashioned. Written by Harvey O'Higgins it details a familiar
plot in a conventional manner but still manages to exude a
sufficient amount, of appeal and charm through the characterization
and effective incident. The simple and unaffected cousin is willing to
be the drudge. She is even willing to efface herself in the background so that her part relative may have a clear field for the youth's
affections. Wanda Hawley can do the old-fashioned
stuff to perfection. She makes an appealing figure in her quaint attire. But so
much in contrast is she with her jazzy cousin that her appearance
and manner make a decided impression with an equally old-fashioned

The heroine, according to the conventions, is satisfactorily deyouth. mure and she instantly wins sympathy
because you are made to
feel that she is unjustly persecuted. It is a light story which contains no plot of consequences, but it succeeds in telling its story
with sufficient color and charm. The
star, the title, and an oldfashioned heroine make the offering quite up to the Hawley standard. The girl imagines herself more or less in the way. But she
knows something about the appeal of romance.
She knows that her
old-fashioned ways impress the youth simply because she is properly
demure and registers the " clinging-ivy " type of femininity. She is
a very good little girl, but when she tries to be bad she is certainly
not naughty. In her attempt to steal some of her jazzy cousin's
thunder, she appears in modern attire and dances on a table. This
scene is not convincing because Miss Hawley cannot play the part
with real sincerity.
There are a few improbabilities present,
they don't intrude to
mar the story interest which certainly isbut
intriguing enough in a
modest way. The picture is valueless regarding suspense. But it is
safe to say that it will please many screengoers because of the contrasts and the old-fashioned flavor of the characterization. The modern girl is treated in a rather scornful manner — much as the city
boy loses out when compared to the country bumpkin. But the*
public is eager for triumphant virtue as expressed in the simple, unaffected gentry of the open spaces or the by-ways of the homespun
world. The humor is well established, and the romance is highly
effective in registering charm. It is not a picture of any depth. But
it tells its little " Peg O' My Heart " story in straightforward fashion. Mae Busch lends vivacity and pep to the offering in her study
of the gay cousin. The settings and photography are good. — Length,
5 reels — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Ruth Sheldon
Wanda Hawley
Hattie Nast
Mae Busch
Julia Nast
Sylvia Ashton
Thomas Morgan
Warner Baxter
Harry Morgan
Dick Rosson
Housekeeper
Carrie Clark Ward
Maybelle Mooney
Molly McGowan
By Harveyby O'Higgins.
Scenario
Percy Heath.
Directed by Thomas N. Heffron.
Photographed by William Collins.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
In the role of a shabby poor relation Wanda Hawley will be seen at the
theatre next
in " The Love Charm." This is an original screen story
prepared
by relation
Harvey who
O'Higgins,
shortthestory
writer.
has oftaken
up
the poor
makes aupwell
her known
mind that
spoiled
youngHe lady
the
house in which she toils without thanks shall not have all the beaux and good
times.
Miss Hawley shines in this picture. She creates two distinct types. First, as
aof sweet,
old-fashioned
girl, when
she wins
a young
man'sboy.
love Then
by forcibly
reminding
him
the mother
he recalled
he was
a little
when she
learns that
her aunt and cousin are displeased, she promises to alienate his affections in
the same way, by making herself typical of something he hates. She accordingly
assumes
the inrole
of abare
noisy,the " human
jazzy " soul.
young The
person.
O'Higginssupported
makes use
of his skill
laying
star isMr.excellently
by
Warner
charming Baxter,
picture.a newcomer to the screen. " The Love Charm " is a delightful and
PROGRAM READER
She was just an old-fashioned girl. She did not believe in jazz. She was content to sew ! Yet she wanted to have good times. In fact she was a country
cousin — just a poor relation in other words. No one gave her a chance to win
the attractive hero. But she picked up a magazine and discovered an article entitled "ThetoLove
Charm."
with succeeded
the idea ofin winning
man.despite
She put
its
philosophy
work.
And sheIt dealt
certainly
winning ahim
all the
jazz that surrounded him. If you want to see the neatest kind of modern roping
based
an ancient lovetheatre
charm next
be sure and seewith
" Thethe Love
which
comes upon
to the
prettyCharm,"
and talented
Wanda Hawley as the star.
SUGGESTIONS
Wanda
getting over.
Make that
no mistake
about that.
type of
tures are Hawley
in wide isdemand.
Tell them
the attractive
star isHercoming
in picher
latest romance — one that is quite unusual of plot and incident. Make mention that
Harvey O'Higgins
is theUseauthor
and he
to be one catch
of thelines
leading
fictionists
of the day.
a snappy
lineisofacknowledged
exploitation, featuring
and
readers in throwaways. Make your prologue attractive and symbolic of the theme.
A group of pretty girls attired in the modern clothes can dance and sir'*'. Then
for contrast present an old-fashioned girl dressed in crinolines singing an oldfashioned song. This will put it over. Play it up as a delightful, charming picture
of youth and romance.

Motion
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COMING

PRODUCTIONS

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Ten Nights in a Bar Room
A Yankee Go-Getter (Neva Gerber)
5
Devil-Dog Dawson (Jack Hoxie)
5
The Star Reporter (Billie Rhodes)
5
A Motion to Adjourn (Daw-Stewart).
5
SPEED COMEDIES
(Om Relented Every Week)
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
ARROW-GERBER PRODUCTIONS
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
SERIALS
Th* Blue Fox (Ann Little)
IS episode*
Nan of the North (Ann Little)
IS episodes
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
A Bailor If ad* Man
Never Weaken
FEATURES
Jan. 1 —With
The Care
Unfoldment
Handle
(Grace (Playgoers)
Darmond)
Dec. 11 — Marry the Poor Girl (Playgoers)
Dec. 4— The Ruse of the Rattler (Playgoers)
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Soul of a Woman (Jane Novak)
grossingCityTrails
(PeteHolmes)
Morrison).Ghost
(Helen

55

GEO. H. DAVIS
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart)
EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS, INC.
F*b. — The Greater Duty
t
gh
Ni
tan.
s
he
As
)«c. —— Any
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
SHORT SUBJECTS
A Barnyard Cavalier (Christie comedy)
2
Distress (Mermaid comedy)
2
Dec. 25 — No Parking (Christie comedy)
2
Dec. 25 — Assorted Heroes (Campbell comedy) 2
Dec. 18 — Torchy Takes a Chance (Torchy comedy).. 2
Dec. 18 — As Old as the Hills (Bruce scenic) I
Dec. 11 — Kiss and Make Up (Christie comedy) 2
Dec. 11 — Free and Easy (Mermaid comedy) 2
Dec. 4— The Skipper's Last Resort (Toonerville) . . . 2
Dec. A— What's the Limit (Sketchografs) 1
Dec.
4— Let's Go — To the South Seas (World 1
Wanderings)
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
MERMAID COMEDIES
PUNCH COMEDIES
TORCHY COMEDIES
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
CHESTER COMEDIES
VANITY COMEDIES
GAYETY COMEDIES
SKETCHOGRAFS
BRUCE SCENICS
CHESTER OUTINGS
CHESTER SCREENICS
CINAL FILMS — SLOW SPEED
KINOGRAMS

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
(Raiaasing Arrangements to 6e Announced Later)
Mister Antonio (Otis Skinner)
Grumpy

KIPLING ENTERPRISES
The Lone Hand
The
Midnight Riders
Outlawed

FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
The Woman He Married (Anita Stewart)
My Boy (Jackie Coogan)
Stardust (Hope Hampton)
The Cave Girl (Special Cast)
White Faith (Hope Hampton)
R. S. V. P. (Charles Ray)
The
(Katherine MacDonald)
PenrodBeautiful
(WesleyLiar
Bar
ry)
The Lotus Eater
Slippery McGee
The Half Breed
All For a Woman (Special Cast)
The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart)
Wife Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.)
TolT>le David (Richard Barthelmess)
Alf'* Button (Special Cast)
The Infidel (Catherin* MacDonald)
The Sea Lion (Hobart Bos worth)
Hail the Woman (Ince)
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Ths Pal* Face
t
The Boat
2
The Blacksmith
2
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Footfall*
Shame (Special Cast)
Thunderclap (Special Cast)
Over th* Hill (Special Cast)
A Connecticut Yank** (Special Cast)
The Last Trail (Special Cast)
Queen of Sheba (Special Cast)
FEATURES
The Roof Tree (William Russell)
Trailin' (Tom Mix)
The Devil Within (Dnstin Farnam)
The Rough Diamond (Tom Mix)
Desert Blossoms (William Russell)
Jackie (Shirley Mason)
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
The Last Trail
COMEDIES
Fool Days (Al St. John)
The Happy Pest (Sunshine)
The Chauffeur (Clyde Cook)
The Toreador (Clyde Cook)
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
FOX NEWS
(Twice a trees)
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
SEASON 1921-1922
SECOND GROUP OF GOLDWYN PICTURES
What Ho! The Cook! (Special Cast)
Sent Far Out (Colleen Moore)
The Blind Bargain (Lon Chaney)
Remembrance (Special Cast)
Hungry Hearts (Bryant Washburn)
The City Feller (Cullen Landis)
Grand Larceny (Elliot Dexter)
The Wall Flower (Special Cast)

LISTED

HODKINSON CORP., W. W.
The Rise of Roscoe Paine (Irene Castle)
The Luxury Tax (Mabel Ballin)
Feb. 12, 1922 — Hope (Tnart Pictures Corp.;
Feb. 5,Prod.)
1922 — The Grey Dawn (Benj. B. Hassstos
Jan. 22,
1922 — Heart's Haven (Benj. B. Huatu
Prod.)
Jan. 15,Corp.)
1922— The Young Painter (Triart Picture*
Jan. 8, 1922 — French Heels (Hol-tre Picture*, Inc.). .
Dec. 25Productions)
— Cameron of the Royal Mounted (Winnipeg
Dec. 11 — The Bashful Suitor (Triart Pictures Corp.)..
Dec. 11— Fifty Candles (Irvin V. Willatt Prod.)

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES
12 WITWER COMEDIES (CHAS. DELANEY I

C. B. C. FILM SALE CORP.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
(!•*>• Seel* Tteise a Month)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(On* Reel Twice • Month)
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
(One Tice—Reeler Every Two Weeks)

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
What No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Young)

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO.,
INC.
The Jungle Goddess — Selig serial IS episodes
Starring Elinor Field. and Truman Van Dyke

SS
5
S

AYWON FILM CORPORATION
Th* Master of Beasts

News

The Glorious Fool (Helene Chadwick)
His Back Against the Wall (Raymond Hatton)
Doubling for Romeo (Will Rogers)
The Sin Flood
Oct. — The Grim Comedian (Lloyd)
Oct. — The Man from Lost River (Lleyd)

Jan., 1922— His Nibs (Charles (Chic) Sale)
Jan., 1922 — Jangle Adventures (Martin Johnson)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT
(January Release*)
Just Around the Corner
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
The Romance Booster (Will Rogers, Lila Lee)
Fool'i Paradise (Cecil De Mille)
The Lane That Had No Turning (Agnes Ayres)
Love s Boomerang (Ann Forrest)
The Law and the Woman (Betty Compson)
Three Live Ghosts (Ueo. Fmmaurice Prod. J
(December Releases)
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. de Mille)
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
White Oak (William S. Hart)
The Last Payment (Pola Negri)
Don't
Everything
(Special Cast)
Exit theTellVamp
(Ethel Clayton)
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan)

4
3

Picture

KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Right Basis)
The Stampede (Texas Guinan)
I Am th* Woman (Texas Gsinan)
BERT LUBLN- WESTERN P. CORP.
Lady Luck (Allene Ray)
Partners of the Sunset (Allen* Ray)
METRO PICTURES CORP.
The Phantom Bride (Bert Lytell)
Mar. 20 — Stay Home (Gareth Hughes)
Mar. 13 — The Prisoner of Zenda (Special Cast)
Mar. 6— Glass Houses (Viola Dana)
Feb. 20— The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell)
Feb. 6— The Golden Gift (Alice Lake)
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)
Jan., 1922— Little Eva Ascends (I.-L.— Oaxsth H*ch*a)
Jan. 8, 1922 — The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana)
Dec. 12— The Hole in the Wall (Alice Lak*)
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Special Cast)
Shadows of th* West (Hedda Nova)
The Lotus Blossom
KINETO REVIEW
(Ons Real Issued Weekly)
SERIALS
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
Doubl* Stakes (Qlady* Brockwell)
$
Th* Abl* Minded Lady (Henry B. Walthall)
J
Th* Call From th* Wild (Franki* Lee)
I
Th* Fatal 30 (Special Cast)
I
Th* Impossible Boy (Special Cast)
)
eaah) COMEDIES
FOLLY
(Starring Om. Or ay and Tarmom Daw*) — Osm fast

2

PATHE EXCHANGES
FEATURES
Die 18 — Th* Power Within
I
SERIALS
White Eagle
(Pifteen
— Starring Ruth Roland)
The YellowEpisodes
Arm
(Fifteen
— StarringCourtot)
Warner Olsmd, Juamtta
Hansen Episode*
and Marguerite
The Sky Ranger
Caprice)Episodes — 8 tarring Goo. B. Beit* and Jams
(Fifteen
ton)
Hurricane Hatch
(Fifteen Episode Serial — Starring Charts* Bmtehm
SHORT SUBJECTS
Jan. IS — The Dog and the Flea (Aesop's Fable*)
J»n. 8 — The Canadian Lynx (Bill and Bob series) .. .
Jan. 8— The Dog and the Mosquito (Aesop's Fables). .
Jan. 1 — The Cat and the Mice (Aesop's Fables)
Dec.
2S— TheDollars
Wayward
Dog (Aesop's
Fables)
Dangerous
(Holman
Day Prod.)
Dec 18 — The Wolf
and
the
Kid
(Aesop'*
(Continued on page 130) Fables)
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"TANGLED
TRAILS"
(Wm. Steiner Productions-State Rights)
Northwest Mounted

Formula Is Fairly Satisfying
who " always
runs true to form. The red-coat
THIS
gets photopla
his many " bobs up
and accomplishes his mission.
Neal Hart carries on thehere
task of the intrepid officer
of the
Canadian Northwest, and the plot takes him on an adventurous journey from the outposts of civilization to Broadway before he
:ls able to say to his superior — ". the job is finished." It iss an obvious
.ale, but that is to be expected To satisfy the customer nowadays
:he author must inject enough detail, enough variation on an old
:heme to provide the necessary stamp of approval.
I The writer of this story has fulfilled his mission in a fairly creditable
(fashion. His villain may not be a genuine product of reality, but
at least there is enough primitive action revolving around him to get
over. It is hardly logical that this villain would be his " own cook
and bottle washer." The hunted criminal is usually found working
for someone higher up. In this case he operates an office in New
York and overseers the job in the Northwest at the same time — the
scheme being to fleece the gullible public of fake mining operations.
There is not much variation to the chase. The villain is pursued to
iNew York and a hectic fight takes place in his office with the minion
bf the law. It is a healthy fight, there being a hefty quality of ' give
and take ' about it. The hero encounters the family of the heroine
who has been brought up North by her father, who has run away
through some misunderstanding he had with his wife. This note of
[coincidence does not take away any of the crisp action. The hero
loses his man but catches up with him again in a Bowery dive. And
some more fistic encounters are presented.
The villain cannot be accepted in any other light than as a crude
individual. The mere fact that he selects the Bowery as a " gettogether " place is sufficient to indict him as quite below the strata of
the usual scheming promoter. He eludes the red-coat again and
doubles back on his track. Eventually the officer catches him in
the vast spaces and the story is over. It is a simple plot which
never varies in a single detail. The hero meets with an accident
in the early pursuit and the heroine aids him in his distress. Thus
the romance is expressed. The director has staged the story amid
appropriate backgrounds — these revealing a wealth of mountainous
landscape and considerable snow. Neal Hart gets his man through
an ability to overpower him while Violet Palmer makes an appealing
heroine. Ed Roseman, as nifty a " heavy " as there is for this type
of story, is ever dominant. The exteriors and the punch scenes will
doubtless put it over with the state rights exhibitors. — Length 5
Reels.— Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Jack Borden
Neal Hart
Robert Kingston
Jules Cowles
Mildred Kingston
Violet Palmer
Phil Lawson
Edward Roseman
Blanche Hall
Gladys Hampton
By Charles E. Bartlett.
Directed by Charles E. Bartlett,
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A vivid story of the Canadian Northwest with one of the vital figures of the
Royal Northwest Mounted Police as the hero — " who always gets his man " —
that is " ofTangled
introduces
Neal Hart, .called
the
patrons
theTrails," which
theatre
next
The America's
star enactsPal,theto part
of Jack Borden who is assigned to the task of capturing Phil Lawson, a crooked
promoter, who is also wanted for murder. The pursuit takes Borden from the
Northwest across the border, straight to the financial heart of New York.
In the metropolis the Mounted catches his man only to lose him again. The
criminal doubles back on the trail and returns to the wilderness. But Borden
catches up with him and succeeds in his quest. There is a pleasant romance
attached to the story which balances its dramatic moments. Neal Hart is a rugged
figure as the red-coated figure and his support includes the charming Violet Palmer
and Ed Roseman who, as the villain, enacts a picturesque part. Charles E. Bartlett
wrote and directed the feature.
PROGRAM READER.
They always get their man. They never have been known to fail, unless they
were killed in the attempt. When " Tangled Trails " comes to the
theatre
patronsin are
goingthe toindomitable
see America's
Pal, Neal
Hart,man.in
a vivid next
story of the Northwest,
which
red-coat
gets his
He
is
put
to
some
difficulty
in
his
task
—
the
chase
takes
up
an
adventurous
flight
across the border and straight to the metropolis before he succeeds. The picture
unfolds many thrills, fistic battles, and plenty of adventurous action and is enacted
against
backgrounds
of the Come
big outdoors.
" Tangled Trails " is an interesting
picture vivid
well acted
and staged.
and be entertained.
SUGGESTIONS
This is a Northwest Mounted Police story in which the red-coat gets his man.
While the formula is an old one and has been used time and again on the screen,
it always manages to impress patrons if there is enough action and incident provided.
provides Soallplay
the upnecessary
contains
picturesque"Tangled
scenery andTrails"
vivid action.
that it is_ qualities.
a picture It
which
is certain
to entertain. Your lobby can be dressed up to represent a log cabin — that is
if you go in for sensational atmosphere. It should not be hard to get the correct
uniforms. With this done some figures can represent the Police of the Northwest
in song and setting.
CATCH LINES
See
"
Tangled
Trails."
A
picture
A picture
presents
the colorful and adventurous lives ofofthedaring
Royalcourage.
Northwest
Mountedwhich
Police.
America's
of See
adventure
and Pal,
action.Neal Hart in the vivid story, " Tangled Trails," a picture
Did he get
man? Come -and see " Tangled Trails." A picture tense with
-excitement
and histhrills.

"AT
(Wm.

THE
STAGE
DOOR"
Christy Cabanne-R-C Pictures)

A Delightful, Absorbing Story of Theatrical Life
PERHAPS the chief fault of many past pictures of theatrical life,
is that they take the audience through the back door of a show
shop and then give them an unsatisfactory and often improbable story of the chorus girl who rises to sudden stardom and
national fame. Mr. Cabanne does differently. Not only does he
establish the atmosphere of the stage by scenes from inside the theatre, back-stage, and in a theatrical boarding house, but he goes in
for characterization. And he avoids the hackneyed situations.
There
is no cigar-chewing managing offering employment only on one condition. And the small-town girl is not a star in a few months.
" At the Stage Door " has all the piquancy of theatrical life to
fascinate the picture public, and it has also wholesome and at times
gripping drama, and plenty of human interest touches. The story
opens with a child sequence and then follows a small-town romance,
fifteen years later. The younger girl steals the sweetheart from her
sister and this girl, her dreams shattered by the injustice of it, obtains
a position in a New York chorus. She refuses to join in the revels
and parties of her companions, and leads an exemplary life. Her
only stage door admirer is a comedy character whom she will not
even tolerate.. One night when "the gang" are trying to force her
into a midnight party, she is forcibly rescued by a wealthy and wellbred bachelor. This friendship develops into a romance which is
nearly broken by the man, who, taunted by his friends that " all
chorus
girls are alike,"
proposal.
things
are straightened
out andmakes
he is ato dishonorable
bring the wedding
ring Then
on a certain
evening. But his society fiance returns unexpectedly from Europe
and his doting mother announces the engagement prematurely. So
the chorus girl, utterly broken, is about to give up all her ideals when
she is rescued by her lover. This chorus girl character is well developed, and made extremely sympathetic, largely through the work
of Lillian (Billy) Dove, an actress with exactly the wistful, appealing
expression needed for such a part. Somehow as the story develops
we feel for her as her second romance seems to burn into ashes and
somehow we understand the despair that grips her heart and makes
her ready for any kind of relief.
Each of the cast is well-nigh perfect in his or her part, unless the
comedy parts might be considered overdone. And the theatre interior scenes could not have been better done. " At the Stage Door "
is a credit to Mr. Cabanne. It rings true to life; it interests, especially toward the end; and it is very well acted. — Length, 6 reels —
Matthew A. Taylor.
THE CAST
Helen Mathews (prologue)
Frances Hess
Mary Mathews (prologue)
Miriam Battista
Mrs. Mathews
Margaret Foster
May
"Billie" North
Dove
Helen Mathews
Mathews
Elizabeth
Arthur Bates
William Collier, Jr.
George Andrews
C. Elliott Griffin
Grace Mortimer
Myrtle Maughan
John Brooks
Charles Craig
Mrs. Reade
Vivia Ogden
Harold Reade
Billy At
Quirkthe
Philip Pierce
Huntly "Gordon
Alice Vincent
Katherine Spencer
Betty
*.
Written and directed by William Christy Cabanne.Doris Eaton
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
For the feature attraction at the ————— theatre on
Stage Door," a tale of little old Broadway, is announced by the management.
" At inthetheStage
describedworld.
as a vivid,
originaf
of a chorus
girl
New Door
York" is
theatrical
At thetruesameand time
it is story
far different
and
more original than the usual story of the chorus girl who rises to stardom. The
story
close tohuman
life's verities.
There iswith
nothing
Instead
it
is asticks
thoroughly
story, crammed
heartmoviesque
interest, about
tense it.
drama
and
sweet romance.
The picture was produced by William Christy Cabanne, who also wrote the story.
It has what has been termed the most perfectly balanced cast that has been seen
in a picture in considerable time. It includes Lillian Dove, a former Follies beauty,
who is seen in the leading role, William Collier, Jr., Huntly Gordon, Miriam Batthe little
favorite
Humoresque,"
Vivia Ogden,
Billy ItQuirk
and intimate
Charles
Craig.tista,The
story
is oneofof" simplicity,
yet unusual
strength.
presents
views of behind-the-scenes life, and of theatrical boarding house life. A great
many scenes were filmed in New York theatres.
" At the
Stage Door " will be. given a
days' run at the — — — — —
theatre
beginning
PROGRAM READER
Pretty Mary Mathews might have looked the typical New York chorus girt
But she was far different. A dull life and a broken romance in a small town
had brought her to the stage. But her life was passed between the theatre and
her boarding house. Then for a second time, a great love came into her heart.
She welcomed it— she was more, woman than artiste. When the man seemed false,
she changed. She was on the verge of despairing of rising above her environment.
Shattered faith makes such a difference.
" At the
Stage Door,", iswhich
willofbeNewthe York
featuretheatrical
attraction
theatre
on
a story
life atthatthe
rings true. It
has been produced by William Christy Cabanne as a story of human interest
In the all star cast are such capable players as Lillian Dove, Huntly Gordon,
Vivialittle
Ogden,
Craig, William Collier, Jr., Elizabeth North, Billy Quirk
and
MiriamCharles
Battista.
CATCH LINES
A story of New York theatrical Hfe that rings true. Glimpses behind the scenes
that convince. A picture of a Broadway show shop that interests every moment.
" At the Stage Door " at the
;— - theatre on
.
An all star cast in a clean wholesome picture of the New York theatrical world.
Aassociations.
sweet love story of a chorus girl who rose above her environment and her
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Comedy

Motion

and

Short

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Adviser, The
Lloyd Hamilton Educational 2 reels. . ..Nov. 19
Alter the Dough Sid Smith
Federated Film 2 reels Aug. 20
Among Those Present. .Harold Lloyd Pathe
3 reels May 4
Applicant, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Assorted Heroes
Educational 2 reels
At the Ringside Snub Pollard Pathe
2 reels July 23
Baby, Baby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
Back Yard, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Bang
Lloyd Hamilton. ... Educational
Barnyard Cavalier, A.... Bobby Vernon ....Educational 2 reels
Barrel of Trouble Denver Dixon Plymouth Pict 2 reels
Bashful Lover, The. .. .Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Be Reasonable
First National 2 reels
Bell Hop, The
Larry Semon
Vitagraph
Blacksmith.
The
Buster
Keaton First
National 22 reels
reels
Blizzard, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Blue
Sunday
Lyons
and
Moran.
.
Universal
2
reels.
. ..Aug. 13
Bride and Gloom
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
Boat, The
Buster Keaton First National 2 reels
Brown Derby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels. . ..Sept 24
Brownie's
Baby Doll.... Baby
reel
Burglars Bold
Eddie Peggy
Boland Universal
Pathe
21 reels
.. ..Aug. 13
Chauffeur, The
Clyde Cook
Fox
2 reels
Chick,
Chick
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2
reels
Sept. 10
Chicken Hearted
Educational
1 reel
Country Chickens Louise Fazenda .... Educational
2 reels
Custard Nine, The
Pathe
2 reels
Dead Easy
Earl Rodney Educational
2 reels.. .Aug. 27
Decorator,
The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
22 reels
reels
Devilish Romeo
Fox
Dog Doctor, The
Harry Sweet Universal 2 reels
Dull Care
Larry Semon Vitagraph
1 reel
Bat and Be Happy
Educational
1 reel Sept. 5
Edgar's Country Cousin. Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Feast Day Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Hamlet Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's theJonah
Day .. .Johnny
Johnny Jones
Jones Goldwyn
Goldwyn
22 reels.
reels
Edgar
Detective.
. ..June 18
Edgar the Explorer ...... Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Exit Quietly
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..Oct. 8
Falling For Fanny Helen Darling Educational
2 reels. . ..Aug. 6
Family Affair, A
Century
2 reels
Fast and Furious Al. St. John Fox
2 reels
Fireside Brewer, A
Louise Fazenda. . ..Famous Players 2 reels. . ..Nov. 27
Fly Cop, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Fool Days
Al St. John
Fox
2 reels
Free and Easy
Educational 2 reels
Fresh From the Farm.. Bobby Vernon ....Educational 2 reels
Game Lady
Lloyd Hamilton. . ..First National 2 reels. . ..July 23
Get Rich Quick Peggy...
Century
2 reels
Going Through the Rye. Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels
Gone to the Country Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Oct. 8
Grocery Clerk, The Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels
Guide, The
Clyde Cook Fox
2 reels June 11
Handy Husband Teddy Sampson. . ..Educational
1 reel . . . . June 25
Happy Pest, The
Al St. John
Fox
2 reels Nov. 5
Hard Luck
Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels
Haunted House, The. .. .Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels ... .July 9
Head Waiter
Larry Semon Vitagraph
....2 reels
Hick, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
High Life
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels. . ..Oct. 8
His First Honeymoon. .Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
His Handsome Butler. . .Eddie Barry Arrow Film
His Home Sweet Home. Larry Semon Vitagraph ,.2 reels
His Jonah Day
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
His Unlucky Berth Bert Roach Universal
1 reel Sept. 3
Hold Your Breath Chas. Dorety Universal
2 reels
Hound of Tankerville. . .Otis Harlan Educational
Idle Class. The
Chas. Chaplin First National 3 reels. . ..Oct. 1
I Do
Harold Lloyd Associated Exhib 3 reels. . ..Aug. 8
In and Out
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
It Pays to Exercise Sennett
Paramount
2 reels
It's Your
Move
Kiss
and Make
Up
Earle Rodney Educational
Educational 12 reel
reels
Late Hours
Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Nov. 19
Little, But Oh My
Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Love and Doughnuts. . .Ben Turpin Associated Prod 2 reels
Love and War
Johnny Savo Fox
2 reels
Love Egg, The
Louise Fazenda. .. .Educational
2 reels. . ..Sept. 10
Love's
Ben Turpin
reels July 14
Made inOutcast
the Kitchen. . .Special
Cast Associated
Associated Prod
Prod 22 reels
Messenger, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Mother's
Billy Quirk
Reelcraft
reels ....
MysteriousLamb
Stranger ...Jimmy
Aubrey ...Vitagraph
22 reels...
Name the Day
Snub Pollard .... Pathe
1 reel. .. .Aug. 27
Never Weaken
Harold Lloyd Associated Exhib. .. .3 reels. . .Oct. 29
Nick-of-Time Hero Special Cast Educational
2 reels. . ..Nov. 5
No Clothes to Guide Him. Bert Roach
Universal
1 reel. .. .Sept. 17
No Parking
Neal Burns Educational
2 reels. . ..Dec. 17
Nuisance. The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
On Location
<?nub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Nov. 19
Qne Stormy Knight Dorothy Devore. . ..Educational
Pale Face, The
Buster Keaton First National 2 reels
Pals
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
2 reels... ....
Pair of Sexes, A
Educational
2 reels
Passing the Buck
Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels
Peaceful Alley
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
Perfect Villain, A
Fox
2 reels
Pinched
Harold Lloyd ....Pathe
2 reels. . .Sept. 10
Playhouse,
The
Buster
Keaton . . . F;rst
National
22 reels...
Playing Possum
Harry Sweet
Universal
reels ....
Pure and Simple Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..Oct. 29
Rainbow Island
Pollard & Lloyd.. Pathe
1 reel ...Aug. 13
Rambling Romeo, A Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels
Reckless Sex
Earl Rodney
Educational
2 reels. . .July 19
Rent Collector, The. ...Larry Semon
Vitagranh
2 reels
Hot, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Robinson's
Trousseau
..Lee Moran
Universal
22 reels
. . . Aug. 27
Rural
Cinderella,
A
Educational
reels
Saving Sister Susie
Educational
2 reels
Sailor Made Man, A. . . . Harold Lloyd Asso. Ex
3 reels

Picture

News

■

Subject

Releases
Beviewe*
• Nov.
2t i
Feature
Star
Distributed By Length Sept. 24
Sand Man, Ine
Eddie Boland . . . . Educational
2 reels
M
Sawmill, The
Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels
Say It With Flowers. .. Special Cast
Fox
Creels. Oct. S
Scnool Days
Larry Semon ....Vitagraph
2 reels.
Sea Shore Shapes
Universal
1 reel.. • Oct. m
See America First Mack Swain
Herald Prod
2 reels.
Should Husbands Do
.
.
Universal
1
reel. .
Housework
Harry Gribbon . . Educational
2 reels. .June
Sept. 21MM
Simp, The
Lloyd Hamilton
reels. •.July
Simple Life
Larry Semon . . . . Vitagraph
Sept. I
22 reels.
Small Town Stuff Al. St. John... Fox
Sneakers
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels.
Snookey's Blue Monday Snookey
Educational
2 reels.
Snookey's Fresh Air. ... Snookey
Educational
2 reels.
Snookey's
Twin
Troubles
Snookey
Educational
22 reels..
Society Dogs
Brownie (Dog) . . Universal
reels. Sept. It
Solid Concrete
Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels. Sept. ft
Speed
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels.
Spot Cash
Snub Pollard ....Pathe
1 reel. .
Stage Hand, The
Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels.
Star Boarder, The Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels. Oct 1
Stealin Home
Harry Sweet
Universal
2 reels.
Stick Around
Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels. Aug. a
Stolen Glory
Educational
2 reels.
Storks Mistake
Educational
2 reels.
..Nov. 12
Strikes to Spare
Bcbby Vernon ...National Ex
Sunless Sunday
Educational
2 reels.
Sweet Daddy
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels.
Torchy a la Cart
Johnny Hines ....Educational
2 reels.
Torchy's Frame-Up lohnny Hines Educational
2 reels.
Torchy's Takes
Promotion
. ....luhnny
Hines ....Educational
...Educational
22 reels.
Torchy
a Chance.
Johnny Hines
reels
Torchy Turns Cupid ...Johnny Hines ...Educational
2 reels. .Oct 1
Toreador. The
Clyde Cook
Fox
2 reels. .Sept 1J
Tourist, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reel*.
Trouble Doctor, The...Neely Edwards ..Arrow Film
Trouble Hunter, The... Jimmy Aubrey ...Vitagraph
2 reels.
Two Faces West
Sid Smith
Federated
2 reels.
Vacation
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels.
Vagrant, The
Lloyd Hamilton... Educational
2 reels.
Wanted — A Girl
National
Watch Your Neighbor. . Sennett
Paramount
2 reels .Oct 8
Week Off, A
Chas. Dorety ....Universal
2 reels. !oct/fl
Well Hero
I'll Be
Larry
2I reel.
reels. .
Zero
GaylordSemon
Lloyd ....Vitagraph
...Pathe
Jiiuiiimiuimiiuuuiiiiuiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiimimui^
Short

Subjects

.Oct. l"

riiwiiimiimimiiiniiNnminiiinmiimiiiniraMiinmiimnmimmimiM^
Distributed By
Feature
Length Beriewei
Title and Star
Star
Adventures of Tarzan i Serial i. Elmo Lincoln State Rights
As Old as the Hills (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel Jm
At the Wailing Wall (Scenic)
Paramount 1 reel
„
Babyhood (Novelty)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo, W. Dr.) . . Universal
2 reels M
Bear Hunting in California (Adventure) Kineto Review 1 reel
Beauty Spots of America ( Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Beggar Maid, The (Drama), Mary Astor Triart Film
1 reel.... Oct 8
Beyond the Trail (Wes. Drama), Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels
Bible. The (Serial), Special Cast
State Rights 12 Episodes
Biology
and Its(Novelty)
Use (Educ.) . Kineto
National
. . .Sept. 17
Birds of— the
CragsMicroscope
and Marshes
Review 11 reel.
reel
Bonnie Scotland (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
«
Boy Scouts of America (Topical) Kineto Review 1 reel
I
Breaking Through (Serial). Carmel Myers. ... Vitagraph
1
By the Side of the Road (Scenic)
Educational 1 reel
.j
Capturing
Lions
by
Aeroplane
(Novelty)
....
Pathe
1
reel
Nov.
12
Circulation of the Blood and Botany
Field Flowers (Educational)
National
% reel ea.Aug. 20
Code of the West, The (West Drama) Texas Guinan 2 reels Nov. S
Collectors of Craniums (Educational) Educational
1 reel
J
Combatting
the Elements
(Novelty)
Could Columbus
Discover America?
(World Kineto Review 1 reel
Wanderings)
. Educational
1 reel .... Sept 24
Cow Puncher's
(W. Dr.), Art Acc. Universal
.. Sept 24Ml
Creation
(SacredComeback
Films)
42 reels.
reels
Crowning King Blizzard (Scenic) Educational
1 reel
.1
Cupid, Registered Guide (Drama) Edgar Jones.Pathe 2 reels
Cvclone
Smith's
Vow
CWest.
Drama)
Universal
2
reels
..
Sept.
24
Dangerous Dollars (Drama)
Pathe
2 reels Ml
Death Trap, The (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi. . Pathe
2 reels
Ml
Down in Dixie (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
M
Dreams Come True (Educational) Educational
1 reel
I
Eden
(Scenic)
Prizma
.. .Sept. S \
Emeraldof the
Isle.Pacific
The (Scenicl
Kineto Review 11 reel.
reel
Fairy Foreland, A (Scenic)
Paramount
1 reel
Feathers (Scenic)
Selznick
1 reel. ...Aug IS
Great American Authors (Kineto Series)
Nov. If
Heart of Doreon, The (Drama) Tom Santschi. Pathe
2 reels
Heritagetheof Alps,
Hate, with
The the
(Eddie
Hiking
SwissPolo,
Boy W. Dr.). Universal 2 reels
Scouts (Kineto Rev:' v)
National Ex
1 reel Sept. 24
Holy City, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Honor of Rameriz (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels
Hope
Mystery
Grace DarmondState
HuntingDiam'd
the Sea
Wolf (SerT),
(Educational)
Kineto Rights
Review 115 episodes
reel
Hurricane
Hutch
(Serial),
Chas.
Hutchison
..
Pathe
eni'dee .Aue. 12
Imposter. The (West Drama), Tom Sanchi .. Pathe
215 reels
In the Bonnie Brier Country (Scenic) Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug. 6
laoan (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel July 2
Japanese Judo (Educational) Educs»:onal
1 reel
(Continued on page 130)
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"PLAYING

WITH

FIRE"

(Universal)
Brilliant Comedy-Drama — Will Burn 'Em Up
•w- *-w- ERE is a screen production incorporating that same brand of
I— I humor, heart interest and colorful situations which go to
make comedy dramas of the spoken stage Broadway successes, relying upon general appeal. It is light entertainment for the elevated mind, and not over the heads of the less
fastidious. If the plot isn't new in its entirety, it is told in the latest
style, being modern throughout. Make no mistake, this picture will
please a large majority.
Aside from the direction, by Dallas M. Fitzgerald being much above
the average, the photography plays an important part in earning
success. The cast, without exception, is splendid.
The best way to get an angle on the general merits is a short resume of the happenings:
Gladys Walton, in a life-like characterization of a great hearted,
yet semi-illiterate beautiful girl, never loses sight of her identity in
the role. She gives a most satisfying performance, as Enid Gregory.
Enid plays the piano in " Melody Shop," a kind of music store,
where the principal item of sale is popular music, mostly " jazz."
Account of her apt ability at " tickling the ivory," she has an established following, delighting the owner of the shop, and permitting
her to indulge in the tawdry finery she craves.
In love with Enid is a true-to-type plumber. His line of talk is
second only to that of the " jazz artist," whose keen wit and sharp
tongue makes possible the scintillating spoken titles, each a surefire
laugh. To Enid's
comeshera former
girl of evident
breed-of
ing, in distress.
She isboarding
trying to house
hide from
set account
her
father's
misappropriation
of funds,
subsequent
suicide.
The supposed
heart of Enid
goes out to her.
They and
become
friends,
the society girl self-supporting as a " song booster " in " Melody
Shop." Eventually, together, they splurge, going to a smart resort
for
two a days.
the plumber's
sweetheart
meets the
plumber's
doom,
young, There
attractive
man, of fine
familv, mutual
friend
of the
society girl and her ex-fiance.
A glimpse of life as well bred people live it, teaches the clever
pianist that her greatest fault is ever-dressing, and that her manner
of speech might stand improvement. At the same time, her girl
friend learns that her sweetheart has been searching for her, wants
her
helps toan prove
her which
dead father's
innocence.
There
is a regardless
villain, whoanddelivers
affidavit
clears the
muddy waters,
then makes his exit to Alaska.
The production is marked with decidedly interesting plot development, smooth continuity, terminating in an enjoyable picture from
a point of entertainment value, making no attempt at anything more.
5 reels. — Lillian R. Gale.
THE CAST
Enid Gregory
Gladys Walton
Janet Fenwick
Kathryn McQuire
Bill Butler
Eddie Gribbon
Bruce Tilford
Hayward Mack
Jack Taylor
Harold Miller
Kent Lloyd
Hallam Cooley
Pat Isaacs
Sydney Franklin
Miss Seraphina
Lydia Knott
Maggie Turner
Harriet Laurel
Mrs. Taylor
Elinor Hancock
Rats
Danny Hoy
Star — Gladys Walton.
Directed by — Dallas Fitzgerald.
Story
J. U. Schroeder.
Clesy and Wm. M. Clayton.
Scenarioby—— Doris
Photography — Milton Moore. '
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Playing With
Fire,"
which is scheduled
for special,
the feature
at the
theatre on
is a Universal
starringattraction
Gladys Walton.
The story is a rapid-action, mirth-provoking comedy-drama of great general appeal.
It is about
a piano
player,
who earned
playingin "thejazz."
knowstore,
the
type,
the kind
of girl
one finds
playing herherliving
life away
5 & You
10 cent
building up a following all her own. This type, characterized by Miss Walton, is
true-to-life. She has absorbed all the ear-marks of the girl who means well, dresses
with
poor there
taste, bychews
who gets
and gum
bye. and longs to be " of society," whose heart is gold, and
PROGRAM READER
The
role
of
Enid
Gregory,
" jazz
artist,"in in
Playing With
was theatre
madeto-order for Gladys Walton, who
appears
the " Universal
SpecialFire,"
at this
. It is said to be the most life-like characterization of Miss Walton's
career, yet she has been highly commended for her interpretation of " flapper "
roles.
The story
one about
a girlthat
who the
playsMelody
" jazz Shop
" frombecomes
morninga until
night,
for a living.
Sheis does
it so well
rendezvous
for
"jazz
hounds;"
business
booms.
With
the
money
earned.
Enid
buys
clothes
of exaggerated styles, wears cheap jewelry and chews gum. Accidentally coming
in contact with a girl of good family and breeding, the comparison gives Enid
aclothes
" closeandup imitate
" of herself.
She endeavors
to improve
her so,
English,
wear themore
the better
class of girl.
In doing
she wins
heartquietof
an ideal young man, proves her mettle by saving the life of a bad man, a good
girl from self-destruction, and setting things right, generally.
CATCH LINE
" Never
judgewasa book
by itsincover."
See "OnPlaying
With Fire
knowas why.
Enid
Gregory
a diamond
the rough.
the surface
she "wasandhard
flint,
but her heart, soft as gold.

(<

(Fox)

"
IN'With
AIL
Mix in a ComplicatedTR
Story
Filled
Typical Action
THE TOM MIX followers are certain to be well satisfied with
of
different isvariation
slightly
is athe
opus, whichSince
latest Western.
the
doing the
Fox luminary
regulation
the star's
unexpected these days in furnishing his audience with more
or less novel exploitation of the Western ideas, those who look for
the variations will surely find them in " Trailin'." Mix pulls the unexpected here by not making an appearnce until the beginning of the
second reel, there being some mystery planted in a prologue. This
incidentally
mystery
finish. in suspense because it isn't
up untilthethespectator
cleared keeps
satisfactorily

. A subtitle states that, " He looks like a tenderfoot and he talks
like a tenderfoot, but he ain't no tenderfoot." Thus you have planted
that he is a product of culture though capable of adapting himself to
the wild and wooly ways of the West. The plot is quite complicated
because the onlooker is compelled to link up the mystery of the prologue with the denoument. The hero has gone West to hunt down
the man supposed to have killed his father. The romance is introduced when he meets the girl presiding over the village restaurant.
She comes to his rescue when she discovers that the villains are planning to eliminate him. All this action is punctuated with the typical
Mix thrills. He is again the superb horseman and he undertakes
several stunts which may be catalogued as dangerous escapes and
rescues. The story is incoherent at times, due to the mystery planting, but the Mix atmosphere is ever dominant. And the average
spectator never tires of seeing it.
The hero is endeavoring to clear up the mystery of his parentage.
He escapes from the villains and eventually confronts the man who
he believes responsible for his father's death. But this man is his
own father and the explanations inform you that the hero, when
a child, was kidnapped. There is a vein of crisp action which brings
Mix into clear and steady focus as a horseman of the first order.
Like the well known cat he seems possessed with nine lives. He
performs several dare devil stunts which take the breath away. In
some of these he takes Eva Novak with him. The story is one which
will be followed from opening reel to closing scene. It contains a
fair sample of humor, a note of heart interest, a touch of pathos and
a satisfying romance. The backgrounds are first rate, and the direction of Lynn Reynolds is highly creditable. He has kept the action
snappy and snapped it against some splendid exteriors. — Length, 5
reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE
CAST
Prologue
William Drew
Jay Morley
Story
John Bard
Cecil Van Auker
Piotto
J. F. McDonald
J oan
Carol Holloway
Anthony Woodbury
Tom Mix
Sally Fortune
Eva Novak
John
Woodbury
■
Bert
William Drew
James Sprotte
Gordon
Steve Nash
Sid Jordan
Deputy
Glendon
WilliamDukeDuvall
Butch Conklin
Lee
Sandy Ferguson
Harry Dunkinson
Lawlor
Al Fremont
Doctor Young
Bert Hadley
Joan
Carol Holloway
By Max by
Brand.
Scenario
Lynn Reynolds.
Directed by Lynn Reynolds.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
What is called a clever and highly interesting western is Tom Mix's latest pic"Trailin'," which
to the
theatre because
next of his: skilll
■ as ina
featureture,attraction.
The comes
star who
has become a favorite
the
saddle
and
his
expert
knowledge
of
lariat-throwing
and
gun-play,
has
a
story
which is conceded to be one of his finest contributions. It is packed with exciting
moments from opening reel to the finish.
A note of mystery is revealed when a man shows up at an Eastern home and
kills the father of the boy in a duel. The son has never known anything concerning
his mother, but seeing a picture of Western home he goes forth to investigate.
From this point to the conclusion the picture unfolds dramatic complications which
are punctuated with plenty of adventure and excitement. The intrigue is cleared
up, the identities become known and the picture ends with the culmination of
romance. The star is surrounded by a large and capable company.
PROGRAM READER
Who
do
you
think
is
coming
to the
theatre anext
—?
No other than Tom Mix, the Fox
star, who has become
universal favorite
through
his
skill
in
and
out
of
the
saddle.
It
is
said
that
"
Trailin'
"
is
the
best
picture in which he has ever appeared. Certainly it contains all the necessary
qualities which have endeared Mix to his followers. It packs a healthy wallop.
There is mystery and melodrama — sentiment and romance — and a fine collection
of thrills. The star has a large company suoporting him — a company including
Cecil
Van Auker,
Dunkinson
and Al Carol
Fremont.Holloway, Eva Novak, Bert Sprotte, Sid Jordan, Harry
SUGGESTIONS
You know how to put over a Mix picture by this time. Any exploitation scheme
you may map out for your house must be centered upon the star and_ his ability.
that the
emphasize
— solarge
of westerns
is suggestive
title Mention
up big.
So play
star
has him
another
winnerThehere.
the members
of the
and competent
cast. Tell that Eva Novak and Carol Holloway are in the cast. Both of these
young women have been stars. Describe the picture as a snappy western which
mystery, action, suspense and romance —
thrills,
of melodrama,
contains
with
plentyplenty
of photographic
appeal
to boot.
CATCH LINES
See Tom Mix the popular favorite in his latest and greatest picture, " Trailin .
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RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
FRANK BRAIDWOOD SERIES
AL JENNINGS SERIES
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
FRITZI RIDGWAY SERIES
CAPITOL FILM COMPANY
NEAL HART SERIES
LESTER CUNEO SERIES

COMEDIES
Jan. 15 — Loose Change (Parrott)
1
Jan. IS — The Bashful Lover (Ernest Truex) 2
Jan. 8— Lose No Time (Snub Pollard)
1
Jan. 1 — Beauty Contest (Harris-Dixon) 2
Jan. 1 — Try-Try Again (Parrott)
1 SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
Dec.
The Corner
(Snub Pollard) 12 The
Referee (Conway Tearle)
Stick 25—
Around
(Ernest Pocket
Truex)
Dec. 18—Lloyd
Shake Reissues
Em Up (Snub Pollard)
Channing
of theTown
Northwest
O'Brien)
A Wide Open
(Conway(Eugene
Tearle)
Harold
Love's
Masquerade
(Conway
Tearle)
NEWS REELS
Jan.Hammerstein)
30 — Why Announce Your Marriage? (Elaine
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Jan.
10
— The Shadows of the Sea (Conway Tearle)..
Wednesdays — Pathe News
REVIVALS
Saturdays— Pathe News
,
SELECT PRODUCTIONS
PHOTOPLAY SERIALS CORP.
SHORT SUBJECTS
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES
TheBen Mysterious
15 episode serial starring
Wilson and Pearl
Neva— Gerber
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
PIONEER FILM CORP.
KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
The Crimson Cross (Van Dyke Brooks)
REPUBLIC FEATURES
Beyond the Crossroads (Ora Carew)
SERIALS
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
A Millionaire for a Day (Guy Empey)
UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came
6 A Doll's House (Nazimova)
The Right Way
8
The Soul of Man
.
7
Squire Phinn
5 UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
Welcome to Our City
5
Mr. Bimgle
5 SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Mr. Potter of Texas
6 Wild Honey (Priscilla Dean)
Inrinf Camming* Series
2 Man to Man (Harry Carey)
Cissy Fitzgerald Series
2
Jan. 2 — Shattered Dreams (Miss du Pont)
5
Dec. 26— The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
5
Dec. 19— Playing with Fire (Gladys Walton) 5
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
Dec. 12— Cheated Hearts
5
The
Toreador
'
Rigoletto
SERIALS
The Secret Four
REALART PICTURES CORP.
(Eighteen
Episodes — Starring
Eddie Polo)
Terror Tra
il
South of Suva (Mary Miles Minter)
{Eighteen
Episode*
—
Featuring
Eileen Seda*oic*)
Nancy from Nowhere (Bebe Daniels)
Do or Die
V?.
Homespun Vamp, A (May McAvoy)
(Eighteen
Episode*
—
Starring
Eddie
Pels)
First Lore (Constance Binney)
Winners
of
the
West
Ths Lore Charm (Wanda Hawley)
(Eiyhteen Episode* — Starring Art Accord)
Morals (May McAvoy)
Dec. — A Virginia Courtship (May McAvoy) . . .
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Jan. 1, 1922 — Foolish Wives (Stroheim)
R-C PICTURES CORP.
Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne)
COMEDIES
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
Shipwrecked Among the Animals (Century) 2
Dec. 25 — Eden and Return (Doris May)
Westward Whoal (Star)
i
Dec. 11 — At the Stage Door (Cabanne)

SHORT
SUBJECTS
(Continued from page 128)
Feature
Star
Juggernauts of the Jungle (Educational)
King of the Circus (Serial), Eddie Polo
Land of Chu Chin Chow (Scenic)
Last Hops, The (Scenic)....
Let's
Go — To oftheFrogs
SouthandSeas
(Scenic)
Life History
Toads
(Educ.)...
Liquid Gold (Educational)
Lochinvar of the Line (Drama), Edgar Jones.
Long Live the King (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon).
Lorraine of the Timberlands (West. Dr.),
Tom Sanchi
Lost a Yodel (Educational)
Major Jack Allen Wild Animal Pict. (Adven.)
Mountain Lion (Bill and Bob Series)
Movie Chats
Music in the Air (Scenic)
My Lady of the Pines (W. Dr.), Mary Astor.
Ne'er to the
Return
Road (Wild
(Dr.), Animal)
Wallace Berrey.
Netting
Leopard
New Wine in Old Bottles (Educational)
Nice and Cannee (Scenic)
No More Gasoline (Scenic)
Northern Trail, The (Drama)
Nu Wedded But a Wife (Cartoon)
Old and New England (Scenic)
Old Dynamite (Special)
Old Moose Trails (Scenic)
Our Navy in Action (U. S. Navy)
Painters' (Scenic)
Frolic, The (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon)
Panama
Pkthe Review No. 120
Pigs and Kava (Educational)
Play Ball (Sketchographs)
Policeman and the Baby, The (Drama)

Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Educational
1 reel
Universal
18 episodes
Kineto Review .... 1 reel. ... Aug. 20
Educational
1 reel . . . . Sept. 3
Educational -1 reel
Kineto Review. .. .1 reel. .. .June 11
Kineto Review 1 reel
Pathe
2 reels
Fox
1 reel
Pathe
2 reels. . . Oct. 8
Educational
1 reel
Pathe
1 reel
Pathe
1 1reel.
. . .Aug. 20
National Ex
reel
Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug. 20
Pathe
22 reels.
Educational
reels. .. .Sept.
. Oct. 810
Pathe
1 reel Sept. 24
Educational
....
Paramount
1 reel. . . . Oct. 1
Educational
1 reel
Educational 2 reels
Fox
Vz reel. . .Aug. 27
Educational 1 reel
Universal 2 reels. . ..Dec. 3
Educational 1 reel
Official Gov. Pict. 2 reels. . .July 16
Fox
1 reel. . . .Aug. 20
Kineto Review 1 reel
Pathe
1 reel Sept. 10
Educational
1 reel
Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug. 13
Educational 2 reels

Picture

News

Oh Nursie (Star)
Chums (Century)
Fur Coats and Pants (Star)
A Monkey Bell-Hop (Jewel)
P. D. Q. (Lee Moran) (Jewel)
UNIVERSAL WESTERNS

i
%
1
2
S

Deputy's
Double-Cross
(La Plante-Shumway) . . . .22
ATheBattle
of Wits
(Eileen Sedgwick)
Ned of the News (Percy Pembroke)
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Tuesdays — International News
1
Fridays — International News
1
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
FEATURES
Received Payment (Corinne Griffith)
A Guilty Conscience (Antonio Moreno)
The Prodigal Judge (Jean Paige)
Flower of the North (Henry B. Walthall)
No Defense (William Duncan)
Lucky Carson (Earle Williams)
The Rainbow (Alice Calhoun)
COMEDIES
The Sawmill (Larry Semon)
Ths Messenger (Jimmy Aubrey)
SERIALS
Breaking Through
(Starring Camel Uyert and Wallace Mac Donald*
Fighting Fate
(Fifteen
Episodes — Starring WUUam Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
WARNER BROS.
Her Daughter-in-Law (Vera Gordon)
Ashamed of Parents (Special Cast)
School Days (Wesley Barry
SERIALS
Miracles of the Jungle
15 episodes
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
(One relented every month)
WTD GUNNING, INC.
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
Nov.— What Do Men Want
Nov. — Our Mutual Friend
POST NATURE SERIES
(One Every Tk» Week*)
WESTERN FEATURE PROD., INC.
A Western Demon (Wm. Fairbanks)
Hell's Border (Wm. Fairbanks)
Fighting Hearts (Wm. Fairbanks)

Feature
Star
Distributed Br
Lse*th BerVwea
Polo (Educational)
Educational
1 reel
Purple Riders, The (Serial), Joe Ryan
Vitagraph
15 episodes. May 7
Pyrenees and Wooden Legs (Educational).. Educational
1 reel
Quaint Holland (Scenic)
Educational
1
reel. .. .Aug. 20
Ride on a Runaway Train (Novelty)
1 reel. .. .June 18
Roaring Waters (West. Drama), Geo. Larkin Educational
Universal
2 reels. .. Sept. 27
2 reels. . ..Nov. 26
Ropin'
A (Will
Rogers,
Dr.) . . .
Roping Fool,
the Black
Panther
(WildW. Animal)
Pathe
1 reel
Rural Java (Scenic)
:
Paramount
1
reel
Santa Fe — The City Different (Scenic) Paramount
1 reel
Science at Home (Kineto Review)
National
Ex
1
reel
.... Sept. 10
Secret of Butte Ridge, The (W. Dr.), T. Sanchi .Pathe
2 reels
Seeing San Marino (Scenic)
Paramount
1
reel
Seven League Booters (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time (Scenic)
Paramount
1 reel
Skipping the Pen (Cartoon)
Affiliated
Distr.
...
1 reel. .. .July 9
Spirit Wrestlers (Scenic)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. ... Aug. C
Strolling Minstrels (Scenic)
, Educational
1
reel Oct. 2*
Swat the Fly (Educational)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .June 11
Sweet Heart (Western Drama), Billy West.. Joan
Film
2
Terror Trail (Serial), Eileen Sedgwick Universal
18 reels
episodes
Texas of the Mounted (Drama)
Texas
Guinan
2
reels
Thrills (Sport Topic)
Review 1 reel
Too Much Overhead (Educational) Kineto
Educational
1 reel
Tooth Carpenter (Cartoon)
T.
Sarg
Almanac. 22 reels.
reels. .. .Aug.
.July 227
Tricked (West. Drama), Irving Cummings. .
Trip of U. S. S. Idaho (Scenic)
Kineto
Review
1
reel
Turkish Bath (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Fox
1 reel
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes (Scenic)... Educational
1 reel
Vegetarians
(Educational)
Kineto
Review
1 reel
Venice (Scenic)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .June 25
Village Life in Switzerland (Scenic) Kineto
Review
1
reel
Educational
1 reel
Wanted,
Wanderlustan Elevator
(Scenic)
.'
Educational
1 reel
Was Darwin Rieht? (Educational) Kineto Review 1 reel
Watching the Wayands (Scenic)
Paramount 1 reel
Water Babies (Educational) Kineto Review 1 reel
White Mouse. The (Drama) Lewis Stone Educational 2 reels. . ..Nor. 5
State Rights
Wild Men of Borneo (Adventure)
Wings of the Border (Western Drama) Pathe
2 reels
Winners of the West (Serial), Art Accord... Universal
18 episodes Oct. 1
Woolly Bits and Monkey Hits (Educational). Educational
1 reel. .. .June 18
Yellow Arm, The (Serial), Juanita Hansen.. Pathe
June 2
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"RAINBOW"
(Vitagraph)
Story Role in Pleasing Little
IAlice Calhoun Has Sympathetic

PLACE a wistful personality in an orphan role, surround her with
three doting old daddies who will take especial care that she
will not come to harm, saturate the story with a pleasant vein
of sentiment and romance, and you have a sure-fire pleasing
little picture. The heroine will always exact sympathy from any
audience through the pathos of her lonely life. But when that same
heroine is protected at all hazards by three aged characters, and finds
romance in the bargain with a youth who is a model of virtue — you
can make up your mind that such sentiment expressed will find a
responsive chord everywhere — especially with the Yuletide season
upon us.
The story has its limitations, but the director and the star have
made the most from the scant material — so that it really seems a
better product than an outline of the plot would indicate. It is a
snug little picture — well produced and charmingly acted by the star
and her capable assistants. Exploited for its heart appeal, with the
star featured for her fragrant personality — there should be no complaint that it fails to register as a good box office bet. Such a story
carried here is always certain of appreciation in spite of the fact that
very little
foundation
exposed.
patron's
picture
diet dramatic
well balanced
a tastyissalad
should Tobe make
served the
along
with
the melodramatic stews. The story moves along gently like the
waters of an old rustic mill. It is stimulating because its theme is
based upon kindly sympathy and love.
The girl is attached to the three daddies and is unspoiled even
when she comes in contact with the outside world. This Pollyanna
touch will ever intrude in song and story and play. The exhibitor1
knows what he is booking in " Rainbow." He knows he is not getting a spectacular product, but just a simple little slice of sentiment
and romance. It is a picture that won't be talked about extensively
but its little message will inspire a feeling for old-fashioned romance
in the heart of anyone blessed with imagination. The wistful-eyed
orphan falls heir to a mine and the three foster-fathers are engaged
in working it for her. This mine, incidentally, is under dispute and
the facts are established that it rightfully belongs to the son of her
father's former partner. She gives up her claim long enough to
fight the wealthy girl who is determined to marry him. In the end
she posseses the mine by winning the youth. The picture carries a
punch scene which introduces a fire and a rescue or two. The types
are good and the atmosphere is suggestive of the simple, homespun
life. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Rainbow Halliday
Alice Calhoun
George Standish
Jack Roach
Shang Jordan
William Gross
Andy MacTavish
Charles Kent
Denny
Farrell
Tom A.O'Malley
Rufus Halliday
George
Lessey
Estelle Jackson
Cecil Kern
Kid Short
Tammany Young
Joe Sheady
Ivan Christie
By Harry Dittmar.
Scenario by C. Graham Baker.
Directed by Edward Jose.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The attractive Vitagraph star, who since her elevation to stardom has portrayed
a variety of characters, will surprise her followers by appearing in the role of a
little girl. In this picture written especially for the star, the early scenes show
her as a happy short-skirted youngster who develops into a charming girl of
society. The picture affords Miss Calhoun an opportunity to rise to emotional
heights such as she has never expressed before. The story releases many pleasing
twists which revolve around the human interest of home life.
The heroine is brought up by three doting self-appointed daddies. While much
of the action takes place around a mine, there is an abundance of society scenes
in
star dispute.
strives to The
makeyouth
it highly
entertaining.
the which
mine istheunder
who owns
the mine The
comesheroine's
to claimclaim
it, andto
after numerous complications the girl finds he is the rightful owner of the property.
The three daddies refuse to let her give up her claim. However, she and the
youth
compromise
at the
climaxbackgrounds
by forming and
a life-long
_ Thethe picture
is prettily
told against
effective
is highly partnership.
interesting in
varied
portrayals of the cast.
PROGRAM READER
The
piquant,
dainty
star,
Alice —Calhoun
— the who
girl whose
fragrantsentiment
beauty and
has
been flashed in a score of features
the actress
can express
romance in such appealing form, is coming to the
theatre next
in " The
Rainbow,"
which
considered
by personality
many as herin most
dramatic picture.
attractive
star has
has been
flashed
a magnetic
light
romantic roles. Here her talent is called upon to display a depth of emotion. And
it must be said that she acquits herself exceptionally well. It is a picture which
charms and interests through its vein of drama as well as through its vein of pleasing
romance. You will like Alice Calhoun in " Rainbow." Come next
.
SUGGESTIONS
This romance
Vitagraphand star
has established
a popularity
through
express
sweet
sentiment
in her stories.
She is well
calledherthe-ability
girl of toa hundred
moods — so varying are her expressions. Her stories feature romanc in all its
appealing charm. You might tell here that she has a more dramatic role than any
in which she has heretofore appeared. Mention that it is a pleasing little romance
of an orphaned girl who is placed in many stirring adventures, not the least of
which is a thrilling fire. A prologue might feature a vocal number with a single
back drop painted in impressionistic fashion representing a rainbow as its scheme.
CATCH LINES
See
Alice
Calhoun
in
"
Rainbow,"
a pleasing
who finds happiness through experiencing
stirringromance
episodes.of an adventurous girl

'WHATEVER

SHE
(Fox)

WANTS"

Eileen Percy Has Better Luck With This One
EILEEN
PERCY'S
dash up
intoto the
of farce-comedy
not
been very
satisfactory
her realm
present
vehicle. Therehas have
been several occasions when she has appeared unsuccessful in
trying to achieve something out of nothing. In "Whatever" She
Wants,"tional andthefamiliar
personable
star,outline,
has a furnishes
story which,
convenin its Fox
general
first while
rate entertainment when the film finally unwinds its spool. The role she assumes
here of a rich girl who wants to accomplish something in the business
world contrary to the wishes of her fiance is well suited to her personality and to her style of acting.
The introductory scenes do not indicate anything extraordinary in
the shape of novelty, plot or characterization. In fact it gets off to
a slow start, but soon picks up momentum and reveals before the
finish is reached, a snappy vein of farce-comedy which contains good
humor, and crisp action. The story develops real farcical speed, and
things happen so quickly that one has no time to realize that it is
quite exaggerated. The heroine confronts her fiance with the
proposition that she should have a business education. She makes
such a good impression in his office that he becomes jealous and
discharges her. The other employees become unionized in her
behalf. If she is compelled to leave, they will also follow. Then
follows some good comedy business in which a Mr. Lott invites her
out to dinner notwithstanding that he has a wife and six children.
Lott's wife makes occasion to reveal some snappy titling and acceptable comedy. The woman demands explanations and receives
them. And the heroine begs forgiveness.
The idea is clever enough after it gets started and the director has
furnished some surprises in making it snappy when it carries on the
surfaces all the earmarks of a story devoid of humor. The scene in
the cafe will make more than one married man thing twice, and if he
takes his wife along she might gather the hint that her husband is
given to fibs when he stays out too long o' nights. Miss Percy makes
a good type with her bobbed hair and her manner of registering the
impression — " I'm able to take care of myself." This is the star's best
bet. And your folks will appreciate it. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
Enid North
Eileen Percy
Henry North
Herbert Fortier
John
Barr
Richard
Wayne
Amos Lott
Otto Hoffman
By
EdgarbyFranklin.
Directed
C. R. Wallace.
Photographed by Otto Brautigam.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A merry little picture is this mix-up of wives and sweethearts entitled " Whatever She Wants,"
which Percy
comes astothethe
^ — theatre
next
and
with Eileen
star. The Fox
comedienne
has a vehicle here
which
furnishes
a
goodly
amount
of
humor,
which
crackles
along
in
a
farce-comedy
fashion and which reveals many deft touches which are certain to be appreciated
by sweethearts and married couples.
The dainty star plays the role of a rich society girl who has ambitions to enter
the business world. This idea is not encouraged by her fiance, who- attempts to
have her remain in her own sphere. However, she obtains a position in the
youth's
office Toandtorment
proceedshimto and
get allow
him jealous
by inviting
the admiration
her
co-workers.
herself some
spirit from
the occasionof she
accepts a dinner engagement with a married man who is blessed with six children/
The upshot of it is considerable explanation before a reconciliation takes place.
The picture is well titled, releases effective comedy and is creditably acted.
PROGRAM READER
If
you
were
a
respectable
— onewanted
of theto " enter
white-collar
" gentry,world,
and
you were engaged to a rich workingman
girl, and she
the business
would you object? Suppose that after she found employment in your very office
that she started on a flirtatious campaign, and became the recipient of admiring
glances, would you object? Suppose in your attempt to have her discharged you
found that the entire office force would walk out in sympathy. What would you
do?
and comes
see Eileen
Percy in " Whatever
Wants," a sparkling
comedyCome
which
to the
theatreShenext
. Infarcethis
picture are revealed several human touches and considerable humor. Come and
see the pretty Fox star in her best picture.
SUGGESTIONS
You need have no fear that this picture won't get over with the majority of your
crowd. Simply state that it is a merry little mix-up of wives and sweethearts
which every spectator will recognize as genuinely real. Tell that it concerns a
rich girl who found a peck of trouble when she entered the business world. Start
a teaser campaign.
catchcomelines.
Treatforallsome
yoursnappy
copy exploitation.
in a semihumorous
fashion. TheUsetitlesnappy
itself can
in handy
Such
leaders
as
"Whatever
She
Wants
Can
Be
Found
Here."
This
can
out very satisfactorily with merchants in advertising Xmas gifts. Billbeitworked
as an
entertaining farce-comedy which will captivate any kind of audience.
CATCH LINES
The
best
way
to
keep
ycur
sweetheart's
love oris gifts
to satisfy
her every
whim.to
Whatever she wants in the line of
entertainment
or ambitions
be sure
agree with her. See Eileen Percy in " Whatever She Wants."
Eileen Percy in " Whatever She Wants," a sparkling little mix-up of wives
andSeesweethearts.
Pretty Eileen Percy in a story rich in humor and romance. A picture you cannot
afford to miss. Should the modern girl have everything she wants?
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"DESERT

BLOSSOMS"
(Fox)

Familiar But Absorbing Picture with Several Thrills
WITH
such a virile star as William Russell as an exponent of
Western life, it is safe to say that he must have stories which
are based upon stirring adventure — which are saturated with
such
qualities
as ruggedness
and itvitality.
" Desert
" may
follow a familiar
line of action;
may detail
a seriesBlossoms
of adventures
which have been used before, still there is such picturesque appeal
about it — such a pleasing sample of physical action that it is certain
that most people are going to accept it as first-rate entertainment.
Russell may have appeared to better advantage in so far as acquainting the spectators with his versatility is concerned, but he has never
appeared in a more pleasing role than that of Steve Brent, the construction engineer, whose object is to rescue young women in distress.
The story is enacted in the big outdoors — with a number of engineering tasks occupying the foreground. One sort of appreciates that
the protagonist is a He-MAN because he is in a LIFE-SIZED job.
The action doesn't wait in disclosing the scene wherein he rescues his
employer's daughter from an excavation blast. The foreground of
the action with its dams and bridges indicates a rugged document despite its familiar theme. When the hero rescues the girl, her father
is so grateful that the youth is placed in the office and treated as a
son. The melodramatic conflict revolves around a weakling brother
of
the girl,
who is
placedcement
under toSteve's
charge. The
A villain
dispose
of some
faulty
the company.
hero appears
condemnsto
it but the brother champions the product through his being under
obligations to the villain. Of course the poor cement is exposed when
the abutment in which it is used fails.
The hero still extracts sympathy because he shoulders the burden
of the brother. He has the secret locked up in his heart. Still working at a disadvantage he obtains employment at another construction
plant and is promoted to foreman. The same villain attempts to unload his poor cement, and assert his unwelcome attentions upon the
daughter of the new employer at the same time. The hero frustrates
him in a scene which carries a stirring thrill. Russell displays his
athletic ability in a score of scenes. And when he punishes his enemy
it is certain that more than one spectator will feel like shouting —
" Atta-boy, give it to 'em!" "Desert Blossoms" is decorated with
Helen uousFerguson's
attractive
personality,
others
who Cooper,
are conspicfor their good
work are
Wilbur and
Higby,
Dulcie
and
Gerald Pring. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Steve Brent
William Russell
Mary Ralston
Helen Ferguson
Lucy Thornton
Dulcie Cooper
Thornton
Wilbur Higby
Bert Thornton
Charles Spere
Ralston
Willis Robards
Joyce
Gerald Pring
Directed by Arthur Rosson.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
William Russell, the popular interpreter of Western roles which have to do with
mining camps — but who is equally at home in society dramas, is coming to the
— — — — ^ theatre next
in " Desert Blossoms," a vital and vivid picture
the western
— a appeared.
picture which
be one
of the
most interesting
inof which
the starcountry
has ever
It isis asaid
virileto role
he has
in Steve
Brent, the
construction
engin'eer,
who
struggles
to
save
himself
and
others
in
a picture which calls upon the star to exert himself to the utmost. despair. It is
There and
is much
actionwhich
revealed
— action
to do with several
novelis
thrills
a linephysical
of action
offers
a full which
note has
of adventure.
The star
surrounded by a cast that has been chosen for its adaptability. Among the players
are Helen Ferguson, Dulcie Cooper, Wilbur Higby, Willis Robards and others.
The picture carries a pleasant love interest which is appealing and dramatic at
the same time.
PROGRAM READER
The rugged, virile star, William Russell, who has established a reputation for
deeds of daring — who has demonstrated that he is one of the best romantic actors
on the screen — who has shown his versatility in a score of pictures, is coming to
the
theatre next
in a vital and picturesque drama of the western country
" Desert
Blossoms."
this exacts
feature a the
takes the star
through
manyentitled
stirring
adventures
in whichIn he
dealaction
of admiration
and
sympathy. He is involved in a pleasant romance and in registering this dramatic
quality, Mr. Russell is thoroughly at home. So come next
and see him
in " Desert Blossoms." You will vote it a very interesting feature.
SUGGESTIONS
This is a William Russell picture. He has had his share of pleasing offerings.
You can mention
" is star
up towho
the MUST
high standard
which stories.
he has
established.
Bringthat
forth" Desert
that heBlossoms
is a rugged
have rugged
Tell that his virility calls for expression of much vital and vivid action. So play up
his personality. Feature the story as a crisp melodrama of the West country. Tell
that the star is a true representative of the West. Mention the cast, featuring
the fact that Helen Ferguson is the leading woman. Bill the story as a pleasing
romance which satisfies because it is packed with adventure. Any Western setting
will do for a prologue if you don't feature cowboys.
CATCH LINES
See
theatre next
Desert
Blossoms
"
is
coming
to the
William Russell in the vivid picture
of the West country.
Love Come
blossomed
" Desert Russell
Blossoms."
Come and
see of
howaction
the West
makes its
sons.
and seein William
in a pleasing
picture
and romance.

"THE

BETTER
(Aywon-State

Picture

News

MAN"

Rights )

Here Is Snowy Baker With Another Good One
SNOWY BAKER made such a favorable impression with his two
previous releases, " The Fighting Breed," and " The Shadow of
Lightningto Ridge,"
that the picturegoing
public
to look
forward
any document
which features
him.is certain
This versatile
artist from the Antipodes is so gifted at horsemanship and gun-play
— he is so capable an athlete that the most ordinary story imaginable
would appear exceptional with him lending his personality for expres ion.The
"
Better Man " may be called a Western because it
contains the vital qualities which have characterized this brand of
production. It may be fairly obvious and written to present the star
in as favorable light as possible, but when all is said and done, it
is a picture which is far above the average of the ordinary Western.
Wilfred Lucas, who directed the other features, has caught some
of the Baker spirit. He has injected plenty of melodramatic high
jinks which keep the spectator at strict attention throughout. Baker
will not need to take a back seat for any American star. Blessed with
magnetism, possessing a million-dollar smile, and an adaptability for
any kind of hazardous work, he is the kind of stuff from which stars
— real stars are made. He makes " The Better Man " a document
filled with exploits — filled with crisp action and thrills. Made in
Australia it offers novel scenery for those who have become accustomed to California backgrounds. You catch the open country
and that far-off continent has its share of colorful scenery.
The role assumed by the star is that of a fighting rector. Need
more be said? Isn't it safe to say that he will command the utmost
sympathy? It is a vital role. Make no mistake about it. The parson
is transferred when his attentions to a certain girl becomes too
obvious. Her guardian is mismanaging her ranch and she encounters
the rector again though identifying him as a coward. This is because
he is of the type of hero who will strive to pacify his enemies according to the ethics of his profession. He discovers that the arch-villain
is a cattle thief. And here comes the Baker punch. Trick riding, fist
fighting, broncho busting and other stunts come before the eye.
Through the action is disclosed the star's physical prowess. He saves
the girl on two occasions. The finish introduces a genuine thrill—
the shot revealing a racing stage coach and an exciting punch when
Baker and the girl dive off a high bridge. Lucas also plays the villain
and his portrayal is as effective as his direction. Brownie Vernon
makes an attractive heroine. The atmosphere is well recorded, there
being a fine display of the open country punctuated by clear photography.— Length, 5 reels. — Laurence
THE CASTReid.
John Harland
Snowy Baker
Muriel Hammond
Brownie Vernon
Martin Giles
Chas. Villiers
Red Jack Braggan..
Wilfred Lucas
Directed by Wilfred Lucas.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" The Better Man " is the latest picture featuring the star of the Antipodes,
Snowy Baker, who has demonstrated in previous offerings that he is quite in the
same class as Tom Mix and our own representatives of the West who feature horsemanship, expert
skillful
lariat anthrowing.
Thisathlete,
Australian
all-around
man — a man
whogun-play
can layandclaim
to being
exceptional
possessed
with
unbounded magnetism, and equipped with dramatic talent — has in " The Better
Man,"
storyrevolves
which permits
to exercise
the full play
his versatility.
The astory
around ahimminister
who because
of hisof modern
ideas is unliked
by his congregation. He is transferred, but becoming interested in Muriel Hammond, owner of a neighboring ranch, he elects to protect her at all costs. Muriel
is being
defrauded
out ifof heherattempts
property.to In
is threatened
by
a vicious
element
holdHarland"s
services.newButtown,
the he
minister
quietly
goes ahead. The girl looks upon him as a coward, because he dismisses the congregation on account of the women, but eventually he triumphs over the vicious
enemy,
thus proving himself the better man. The picture is packed with thrills
and
action.
PROGRAM READER
An adventurous picture of action and suspense — with the inimitable Snowy Baker
as the star isIn" The
Better Man."
comes a tochance
the
next
this offering
patronswhich
will have
to see one theatre
of the most
skillful riders and athletes in the world. Snowy Baker comes from Australia, and
has been brought up in the saddle. He is expert at lariat-throwing, and performs
hazardous
stunts in
his stories.
Better his
Man magnetic
" offers
areally
full quota
of thrills.
Youthewillexploitation
like Snowyof Baker.
His The
good " humor,
personality, his ability in whatever he undertakes — these qualities are assuring him
a host of friends. Come and see " The Better Man."
SUGGESTIONS
You should make it your business to exploit the star of this picture in every
manner possible. Tell that he has no equal in the saddle — that he is one of the
most -versatile athletes in the world. Make a play of his athletic feats. Bring
fortha crisp
that hemelodrama
always gives
spectator
his money's
the If
picture
is
whichthe carries
a full
quota of worth.
thrills Tell
and that
action.
you
played
a
previous
feature
then
'
your
crowd
is
familiar
with
his
talents.
For
prologue you can put over some cowboy atmosphere — with a set and the ensemblea
being dressed appropriately. Your best line of campaign is the Snowy Baker
publicity. Acquaint ycur crowd with his talents.
CATCH LINES
See
Snowy
Baker
in
"The
Better
Man."
a picture of startling adventure and
action. A picture of suspense and many
thrills.
See the picturesque Snowy Baker in the thrilling picture, " The Better Man."
A virile story with a virile star. A picture of thrills, action and adventure.
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DREAMS"
"SHATTERED
(Universal)
Conventional Story of Parisian Underworld
Parisian underworld featurTHIS is a conventional story of the
na restless longing for unconve
ing a sculptress who has
tional romance. While she belongs to the upper strata, there
is indication that the author has pointed out the similarity
between " the Governor's Lady and Judy O'Grady— that they are
; sisters under the skin.' For contrast some colorful dives are exposed which reveal a group of grisettes playing at an unholy love
with treacherous Apaches. The heroine is engaged to a young dandy
I of little character. But he offers her no stimulating romance. It
is when the velvet-coated, tarn o'shantered esApache attempts burglary
are after him but she is
that she feels the first thrill. The gendarm
quick-quitted enough to save him by advising his pursuers that he is
her model.
Through the inspiration of the moment the design upon which she
is working is rapidly completed. Yet the girl is not sure of herself.
She has moments of cflfcscience when she would stay in her own environment. The title writer gives the character of the hero away
through a colorful line of speech. He speaks an exceedingly good
vocabulary. So one mistrusts that he is not an Apache born and
bred, but rather a victim of circumstances — possibly a victim of the
< war through shell-shock distorting his brain. This conclusion is correct when the final scene discloses him to be a son of the aristocracy.
Thus the characterization is conventional. A girl of breeding and refinement who falls in love with derelict in an out-of-the-way place is
certain to discover that he is O. K. socially before the final scene.
There is some gooi atmosphere here — the outstanding feature of
the offering The Apache dive, the social gathering, the studio of
the heroine — these settings do much to bolster up the story. There is
' some
drama
and that
incident
— one
or two
scenes revealing
punch effective
in a hectic
brawl
occurs
in the
underworld
den of in-a
iquity, the other showing the heroine shooting the hero and then
registering sorrow over the act. Through the settings, the characterization and the colorful costumes of the figures — one catches the
spirit of the story and is able to feel an actual participant, although
the plot limitations brings one up short in time to feel that it is quite
artificial. Miss du Pont is surrounded by a capable cast. For a
neighborhood house the picture makes a fair program offering.
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Marie Moselle
Miss du Pont
Theophile Grusant
Bertram Grassby
Louis du Bois
Herbert Heyes
Police Commissioner
Eric Mayne
By Maude Annesley.
Scenario by J. Grubb Alexander.
Directed by Paul Scardon.
Photographed by Ben Raynolds.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
The feature attraction at the
theatre next
is " ShatDreams," which
featuresand Miss
du Pont the
as star.
In this
colorful
the
Parisianteredstudios,
boulevards
underworld,
attractive
actress
has astory
role ofwhich
enables her to show her gift for romantic expression. She plays the part of Marie
Moselle, a young girl of the aristocracy, who is searching for romance the while
she models in clay. She is disillusioned with her fiance, but fate intervenes and
throws her in contact with an Apache from the underworld. He has entered her
studio to burglarize it, but she saves him from the pursuing gendarmes by explaining that he is her model. She learns to love him for he expresses manly courage.
Ultimately she discovers him to be the son of the aristocracy. It is a romantic
Story well told, punctuated with enough details of atmosphere and incident to please.
Miss du Pont lends a quality to her role and she is capably supported.
PROGRAM READER
Imagine a girl longing for real romance. Imagine her ekeing out a living modeling in clay. Imagine her dissatisfied with her cringing fiance. Then permit her to
find the big thrill of her life in the shape of a burglar. Her intuition told her that
here was her MATE. She befriended him and saved him from the police. He came
from a world much inferior to hers. But he was a man. Eventually she discovered
him to be a victim of shell-shock and learned that he was a member of her social
sphere. See Miss du Pont, the beautiful Universal star, in her latest picture, entitled "Shattered Dreams." To be shown at the
next
.
SUGGESTIONS
Miss du Pont is a newcomer to the screen. She has made three or four features.
It is still a trifle early to discover new personalities. And if you played her up
as a new personality you might stimulate interest in her. Make a spread in the
lobby of her photographs. Tell that she has a leading role in the big spectacle,
" FoolishestingWives
" soon
be released.
that and
the is
picture
presents
an interromance, is
filled towith
picturesqueMention
characters
colorful
in atmosphere
and incident. A prologue might feature Apache dancers dancing the dances of the
Latin Quarter in Paris. Costume the act in the correct regalia.
CATCH LINES
Her dreams were shattered by disillusionment. Did she find romance and
happiness? See Miss du Pont in " Shattered Dreams."
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"SHATTERED"
(Rexfllm)
Stark Tragedy in This German

Picture Without Titles

THERE
has been
deal of experimenting
elimination
of thea subtitle.
The Germans of
are late
the with
latest the
to
take up the novelty — which was to be expected since they
have established several innovations regarding the screen.
They have taken a story which is marked for its stark tragedy — which
is saturated with gloom and unhappiness — which is a reminder of one
of Poe's
short itstories
or a documentreality.
from It
theis Russian
school, story
and
have
presented
with characteristic
not a pleasant
for the mass mind of the picturegoing public. One must simply appreciate the idea that it is offered as a study in realism, and the
exhibitor who books it must take into consideration that it carries
little box office value because there is little happiness expressed in it.
The noticeable feature of the production is the almost total absence
of subtitles. In this respect it is a different picture. It is a novelty
in other respects, too. For instance, the characters seldom converse,
but rely almost entirely upon pantomime. The impression is conveyed that the drama is told in five days, and the spectator is told
the time with the introduction of each reel. The picture will not
arouse the comment of " Dr. Caligari " or " The Golem," the other
two novelties. Insofar as technical arrangements are concerned it
falls short. The continuity is interrupted on several occasions. Day
follows night too frequently or vice versa. While the drama is told
in five reels you gather the impression that it could be reasonably
shortened if the director had not stressed unimportant detail. But
in the main he has told his tragedy effectively.
You understand that it is a story of crime, disillusionment and:
vengeance. You see the four characters, a track-walker, his wife,,
daughter, and the inspector, involved in a tragedy which swoops over
them as if guided by fate. The inspector comes to inspect the records and discovers the daughter scrubbing the stairs. The mother
acquainted with the situation attempts to break down the door of the
inspector's room, but finds it locked. She smashes it down with an
axe. Horrified over the shame of her daughter who has been victimized, she wanders away and perishes in a storm. The trackwalker returns and misses his wife, but locates the body and
prepares it for burial. The girl pleads with the inspector who is deaf
to her entreaties, and she gives violent utterance of her betrayal to
her father who chokes the inspector to death. Then he gives himself
up todemands
the authorities.
Werner
Kraus offashion,
" Dr. Caligari
fulfills
the
of the story
in creditable
although" fame
his skill
at
real pantomime is more or less limited. In many ways the picture
is unduly graphic. The intense realism will make the offering remembered.— Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
The Track Daughter
Werner Kraus
His Wife
H. Strassman-Witt
His Daughter
,
Edith Poska
The Inspector
P. Otto
Directed by Lupu Pick.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Shattered
" ishasthebeen
titledescribed
of the feature
which comes
the
next
. This
as a European
novelty.to In
the cast are such
talented players as Werner Kraus, who will be remembered for his sterling performance of Dr. Caligari and his portrayal of Robespierre in " All For a Woman."
The story is one which carries a deep sombre dramatic note — one which calls for
theIthighest
emotional
concernssorttheof lives
of fourexpression.
people, a track walker, his wife, daughter and the
inspector — four people who become involved in tragedy which swoops upon them
as if guided by fate. It is a story that will be compared to a work of Poe's or to
the
schoolOneof ofwriters.
It is a story
of love's
vengeanceof
and Russian
conscience.
the outstanding
features
of the betrayal,
picture iscrime,
the absence
subtitles — which gives the drama a well-knit sequence of scenes. The acting is
realistic since the stark horror ot the story stands out in bold relief. This is made
possible by the keen understanding of the plot by the players.
PROGRAM READER
is a picture
entersbut thebecause
class ofit exceptional
featuresstory
— notenacted
only because
of This
its total
absence which
of titles,
tells a dramatic
by the
most capable players in Europe. Werner Kraus, famous for his " Dr. Caligari,"
and his memorable work as " Robespierre " in " All For a Woman," takes a prinpart annd gives
a noteworthy
Shattered life.
" comes
screen cipalnovelty.
It unfolds
a story performance.
which registers" everyday
And to ityou
mayas bea
called something exceptional in a day when the screen is trying to give its best.
So come next
and see " Shattered."
SUGGESTIONS
If the foreign product is getting over in your house (provided you have booked
pictures) then there is no doubt about the reception of this picture.
European
the
It is a German-made picture, but if you are afraid to mention its source simply
with Europe's
from Europe pictures.
novelty straight
a sensational
it as The
describe
should
they players
And best
to the foreign-made
public is receptive
the cast.
in
which feapictures
few
very
the
of
one
is
It
novelty.
a
is
it
because
accept turesthis
an absence of titles. Perhaps Werner Kraus means something to your crowd.
and "All
in "Dr.YouCaligari"
performance
actor. His upon
principal
He is the has
Woman
been commented
very highly.
might feature
him.ForBilla
it as a "novelty.
CATCH LINES
See " Shattered," the European screen novelty. Come and see the DIFFERENT

picture.
A story unlike
theatre anything
. ever seen before. See " Shattered " at the
next you have

The European screen novelty is coming soon.

Wait for " Shattered.
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CANADA
A crisis has been reached at Hull,
amusethe theatre
Quebec,ment taxover
collectedoffrom
whichtheis division
10 per cent
basis oftickets.
on theofnew
patrons
The
admission
of the value
arranged
Government
QuebectimeProvincial
cent
per
SO
back
hand
to
ago
some
of the revenue derived from the various
the amusement
municipalities through
to be used for local
tax, this portion
charities. The government, however, has
withheld this share from Hull, the third
in the Province, however,
largest city
charity
because there is no established
being sent to
institution in Hull, casesneighboring
city.
a home in Ottawa, the
for the
of Hull pays Quebec
Although theof city
the
charges,
these
maintenance
the
Government refuses to hand backon the
share of the tax to cover the cost
charity is not conducted
ground thatThethecivic
authorities are up in
in Hull.
arms over the matter and claim that the
a techadvantagetheof theatre
takingmeantime,
government nicalitisy. In the
patrons are paying the heavy tax.
one of the pioneer exVance,
Harold hibitors
of Eastern Canada, has once
as the manager
more become established
in Ottawa after an
of the Casino theatrea year
during which
about
absence of control
of the Strand theatre,
he assumed
Ottawa
to the interest
later went
Ottawa, and
Russell. Vance has acquired an
opully
successf
he
which
in the Casino
erated for many years. The Casino is
still a very popular house.
After less than two months as a stock
Russell theatre, Ottawa, Ontheatre,tario,the
has reverted to its original policy
of presenting dramatic road shows as well
s at frequent infilmJamesattraction
as special tervals.
T. Moxley has resumed
the theatre.
of
personal management
picin ,moving
band ofconcerts
Sunday
Manitoba,
Winnipeg
ture theatres
have become the popular feature and the
not been
holding of these concerts has es.
Last
hindered by the local authoriti
concerts
four
than
less
no
Sunday,in as many different cities. were
The
held
Canadian
Patricia's
the Princess
of Infantry
band
entertained a packed
Light
house at the Capitol theatre, while the
United Veterans' Band appeared at the
The Winnipeg Light InWalker theatre.
fantry Band was at the Pantages and the
Band gave an entertainArmy mentand
at theNavy
Alhambra.
The Montreal Daily Star, in a short
urged the oreditorial on December 10,
ganization of a board of exhibitors to
Piccensor the Quebec Board of Moving
ture Censors. " They need it," declared
the paper.
OKLAHOMA
CITY

IN

Picture

day-closing law is charged,
have been
reset for December
15th. Much
interest
is beingtained inmanifested
in
the
results
obthe trials of the six untried
cases.
L. tresL.for Southern
Dent, district
managerof Atlanta,
of theaFnterprises
Georgia, transacted business in Dallas,
Texas, last week.
At a meeting of the ministerial alliance held in Tulsa, Okla., Monday, resowas adopted
to wageBillya fight
Sunday lutionshows
in Tulsa.
Sunday,on
the noted Evangelist, is holding a revival
in Tulsa, and is behind the movement.
The annual Methodist conference at
Pine Bluff, Ark^ adopted resolutions Saturging Congressoperations
to pass ofthetrains
proposedurday,law forbidding
and newspapers on Sunday and requiring
closing of all business, including moving
picture
and other places of
amusementtheatres
on Sunday.
P. K. Johnston has been appointed
branch manager for the Fox Film ExDallas, sales
Texas,
and -A. Coe
Buchanan,change atbranch
manager.
W. A. Gibson, formerly of the Electric
Sales Co., has opened an office at Dallas,
Texas, ductsand
distribute Aelectrical
in thewillSouthwest.
part of prohis
line will include items used by motion
picture theatres.
The Trouco Theatre Supply Co., representing R. D. Thrash of Dallas, Texas,
has opened an office in Enid, Okla., and
will handle a complete line of projectors,
screens, signs and lobby equipment.
MINNEAPOLIS
The sensational foreign picture, " The
Cabinet much
of Dr.
Caligari,"
which has
caused
comment
throughout
the
country, is showing at the New Lyric
this week. The New Lyric was leased
by Goldwyn from the Finkelstein and
Ruben
interests
the week's
showing.
Newt Davis,
localforGoldwyn
manager,
has
charge of the presentation.
The Auditorium theatre and two adjoining shops in Superior, Wis., were
totally destroyed by a fire which is said
to have
beentheatre.
due to The
an overheated
furnace in the
estimated loss
is $18,000.
E. E. Reynolds, well known film man
in the Kansas City territory, this week
succeeded C. A. Gordon as manager of
the Minneapolis Hodkinson branch. Mr.
Gordon, the retiring manager, will be a
special
for the Hodkinson
companyrepresentative
in this territory.
One of the biggest state-rights deals
ever put nounced
over
in this
was an-of
this week
with territory
the formation
the Pyramid Film Company of Minneapolis. Harry Rathner, Carl R. Michel
and Guy
W. district,
Dawson, areall associated
well-knownin film
men
in this
the
company.
The Pyramid Company has secured exclusive rights to distribute Western Exploitation Pictures Company,
Anhave ofalsoLostaken
geles, products. Theyof the
pictures conover thetrolleddistribution
bv De Luxe Pictures Company
and the Masterpiece Film Company.

theatre,
Buffalo, last
whenthat" Man.
Why
jirls
" wasweek
sh> the
wn
ager Leave
E. O. Home
Weinberg,
for
first time
in the turehistory
the house,
the The
picover forof four
more held
days.
Strand will put on " Little Lord Fauntleroy " for a two week run at Christmas
Dave Warner has arranged for the time. Mr. Weinberg is advertising the
presentation
of "Why Girlstheatre,
Leave Detroit,
Home" attraction as " The Strand's Christmas
at
the Fox-Washington
to Buffalo."
starting some time in January. The en Gift
T. W. Brady, former manager of the
gagement is to be indefinite.
Uuffalo F. B. Warner exchange, and in
the past head of the Queen City of the
Johnat H.
will start
the New
Year
the Kunsky
Adams theatre,
Detroit,
with Lakes' Select and A. P. offices, has accepted the sales management of the Buf" The Four Horsemen " and will follow
falo Hodkinson exchange, 145 Franklin
with " Theodora."
street, succeeding Howard Boyle. Mr.
Rex Beach has agreed to come to De- Brady took office December 12.
troit for three appearances, December 18,
Harry Buxbaum, S. R Kent and F. V.
19 and 20, in connection with his pic- Chamberlain
of the Paramount home
ture, "Theat the
IronMedison
Trail," theatre.
which opens
on office were in Buffalo
last week to attend
the 18th
It will
be the first time Mr. Beach has ever ap- aOrchard
dinner
Thursday
night
Park, N. Y., givenat byStein's
the ex-in
peared before the Detroit public.
ecutives for Allan S. Moritz. Buffalo manager and his sales force, who turned in
Eddie Murphy, former manager of the
Gladwin Park theatre, has joined the a record breaking amount of business
sales force of Wid Gunning, Inc., Detroit during " Buxbaum Week."
branch, and will look after city sales.
Solber ofMannheimer,
who> has sales
been staff
a memthe Buffalo Goldwyn
for
J. Nugent,office
former
salesmanhasoutbeenof
theF. Cleveland
of Metro,
several years, has resigned to accept a
position
as
general
manager
of
the
reappointed manager of the Detroit Metro
cently acquired Robbins Amusement Comoffice, succeeding Clair Townsend, repany
houses
in
Watertown,
N.
Y.
Mr.
signed.
W. C. Bachmeyer,
district man- Mannheimer will look after the Olympic,
Metro,
announced
while agerinforDetroit
last
week. the changes Antique and Palace, formerly owned by
the Papyanakos Brothers. Nate Robbins
The Pittsburg branch of the Famous will formally open the three theatres on
Day. He has invited members
Players-Lasky Corp., recently presented Christmas
H. A. Ross, division manager with head- of the F. T. L. M. Club of Buffalo to
quarters in Detroit, with a beautiful lov- Watertowntending thetoopening.
join in the celebration atcup. The
adorns
his Detroit
officeing and
Mr. cup
Rossnowprizes
it very
highly.
The
presentation
made while
Fred M. Zimmerman, Nu-Art president,
salesmen
of the was
Pittsburg,
Detroittheand35 represented
the F. I. L. M. Club of BuiCleveland
branches
recently
convened
in falo at the meeting
the latter city.
mittee of the state ofM.theP.executive
T. O. A.com-in
Utica ardlast
week.
Howard
J.
C. Fox, M. A. Chase Smith.
and M.Rich-H.
Markowitz
were
other
Buffalo
film men
FLORIDA
in Utica during the meeting.
troit looking
the resident
situation manager,
and conferring with over
Detroit
H. W. Travers. Mr. Trowbridge speaks
encouragingly of business, saying it is
country.
showing improvement all over the

The merchants of " Upper Franklin
Street " in Tampa,
formedAt ana
association
to boost Fla.,
that have
section.
recent meeting a resolution was passed,
to work
for, inandthatsecure,
ture theatre
section.a motion picIf they will show Manager C. D.
Cooley
Amusement
Co. that oftheythewillConsolidated
support a house
in that
neighborhood,
he
will
no
doubt
give them
one pronto.
Charles A. Price, manager of the Park
theatre, Brooksville, Fla., whose house
was damaged by the hurricane, is making
a tour of South Florida with a stateright feature while his house is being
repaired.
WESTERN
NEW
YORK

KANSAS

CITY

J. J. Milstein, formerly with the F. B.
Warren
Corporation,
has taken
management
of the Kansas
City over
W. the
W.
Hodkinson branch, succeeding Ralph
Simmons,
who
was
transferred
to
Chicago. Mr. Milstein came to Kansas City
from Denver.
The following new houses, changes in
management
improvements
thetres
have beenandannounced
in the in
Kansas
City
territory
in
the
last
week
:
Dunbar theatre (colored) Kansas City,
Kan., owned by R. Finklestein, undergoing improvements
amounting
to $20,000, including
a balcony
and new
pipe
organ; merly
Starmanaged
theatre,
Altoona.
Kan.,
forKing,theatre,
taken
over by H. M. bv
WelkC.; D.
Kansas
Wichita, Kan., owned by Charles Barto public;
house ron,inopened
Carthage,
Mo., new
being1,500-seat
erected
by G. W. Bays and Cy Crane.

Harold B. Franklin, managing director
of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, discussed
the evils of censorship before the congregation of Oak Grove Community church,
The controversy that has been existing
last Sunday evening.
between
First
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit and Associated First National has
SPOKANE
Fred M. Zimmerman, president and
been settled.
general manager
of
Nu-Art
Pictures
CorAccording
to
Tom
H.
Boland
of
Okporation, and proprietor of the Avondale
lahoma City, the whole slate has been
Three hundred and fifty children,
theatre, North Tonawanda, N. Y., is ofwiped clean by the purchase of the First
fering
his patrons some great holiday brought from Spokane orphanages as the
Nationalciated First
Exhibitors'
Circuit
by
AssoNational with consolidation
MICHIGAN
programs at his picture house. " The guests of the Clemmer management, saw
effected December 3 subject to existing
Sheik," " The Queen of Sheba." " The the
premiere run of " Little Lord FauntThree Musketeers,"
and appreciated
pictures of like
contracts. From then on Associated
calibre,
are certainly
by lerov " on a recent Saturday morning.
First National
distributes
all
First
NaThe"
Knights of Columbus supplied transhave
state
the
over
amusement
seekers
in
the
lumber
city.
all
from
Telegrams
tional pictures.
portation for the children from St. JoexMich.,
Lansing, to
into sympathy
been pouring
Claude
Masonic
for thethechilheartfelt
tending
dren seph's,
from thethe
Huttonlodges
Settlement,
G.
Frank
E.
McAvoy,
brother
of
May
McC. A. McFarland, manager of the
thea- Avoy, Realart star, has resigned from the E. K.'s for the Church Home for ChilColonialPicture
and Motion
the Gladmer
Queen theatre, was acquitted at Houston, Cady, tres,ofand president
the
of
exchange
to
accept
a
poTexas, December 1st, of violating the Theatre Owners of Michigan, over the BuffalositionRealart
dren,
the
Rotary
club
for
crippled
chilon the Select staff in the same city.
state Sunday-closing law. The case was sudden death of his wife.
drendren's
and thehome.Elks
for thepolar
Spokane
W.
C. Bissell has also resigned from
A baby
bear, Chilonly
tried in the Corporation Court before a
Realart.
jury of six men.
general
16
inches
long
and
weighted
down
witk
assistant
ge,
Trowbrid
S.
C
Six cases against other moving picture
Business was so good at the Strand long white hair, was a special stage atof the United Artists Cormanagers in which violations of the Sun- sales manager
traction for the children's matinee.
poration, isspending a few weeks in De-

December

24, 1921

Jesseri

s

METRO
George Bakers' next production
has been retitled " Don't Write Letters." It stars Gareth Hughes and
Bartine Burkett plays the lead.
Harry Beaumont is editing "The
Five Dollar Baby" and will next
direct Viola Dana in " Daphne's
Disposition." William Lawrence
will play the male lead.
Fred Kelsey has been engaged
for the detective role in Maxwell
Karker's " Hate" starring Alice
Lake.
FOX
The studio will resume complete
activity by January 15th. Sets are
now being built for four companies
to begin at that time. Dustin Farnum will play in " When Iron Turns
Gold." Jones resumes production
to Charlie
of " The
" on January
20th.
ThisFast
was Mail
interrupted
by an
accident to Jones.
Edgar Lewis is preparing the
continuity of a picture for William
Farnum, who will arrive on the
Coast on January 10th.
Lynn Reynolds, Tom Mix, Eva
Novak and company are back from
three weeks at Truckee where snow
and ice scenes were made for
" Arctic Trails."
Director George Marshall is
making a comedy subject with
Harry Depp. Six other comedy
units are working.
LASKY
George Melford is on his way to
New York for a vacation.
June Elvidge has been added to
the cast Gloria
of " Beyond
Rocks,"
starring
Swansontheunder
the
direction of Sam Wood.
An entire stage is needed for the
reception room set in the interior of
a French Chateau for the Betty
Compson subject directed by William D. Tailor. Its temporary title
is "The Noose." Soldiers and
emissaries from all parts of the
world people the set during the
dance known as " Death of the
Amazon Warrior," executed by
Theodore Kosloff and Betty Compson.
Thomas Meighan, Director Al.
Green and company have gone to
Arizona for exteriors for " The
Proxy Daddy."
UNIVERSAL
Marie Prevost is beginning " Dangerous Little
Demon
by Mildredof
Considine,
under
the " direction
Clarence Badger. Robert Ellis
plays the lead.
Two small towns are being built
on the desert near Newhall for the
Hoot Gibson picture " The Land of
the Lost."
Paul Scardon is directing Miss
DuPont
in " The Vernon
Rat Trap,"
story
laid in Africa.
Steel,a Ethel
Ritchie, Boyd Irwin and Landers
Stevens are the principals.

Studio
King Baggott is completing
" Human Hearts."
Reginald Barker, who has cast for
"The Storm," is leaving this week
for the Yosemite.
Tod Browning will direct Rawlinson in " The Peterman " by Louis
Eltinge, a life term prisoner.
Stuart Paton will direct Harry
Carey
in " Kull,
Lynn director,
McLean."has started
Edward
filming
With Stanley
in Africa,"
starring " George
Walsh and
Louise
Lorraine.
Edward Laemmle is directing " In
the
Dayscovers
of Buffalo
Bill,"of The
first
episode
the death
Lincoln.
It stars Art Accord.
HERE
AND
THERE

Two companies are producing at
the Mayer Studio for distribution
by Franklin Backer, of Amalgamaton the independent
mar"is
ket.ed Pictures
The Reynolds
Productions
making " The Trail of Kisses,"
starring James B. Warner.
Metropolitan Productions is casting for the first subject starring
May Collins under the supervision
of Cliff Elfelt.
SELIG-RORK
Selig and Rork will film "Debonnair " Lewis
by William
Payson
with
Stone Farquhar
in the title
role.
It is a romantic drama. The continuity isbeing written by Bernard
McConville. The director is to be
selected later. It will be made in
seven or eight reels.
release
date January
of "The 16th.
Rosary"
hasThebeen
set for
"The Jungle Goddess" serial
company, headed by Eleanor Field
and Truman Van Dyke and directed
by James Conway, is now on the
fifth episode.
HAL

ROACH

Harold Lloyd will finish " He
Who Hesitates " before Christmas.
The Pollard comedy " Stage
Struck " has been shipped, and a
comedy
laidmade.
in a dentist's office is
now being
The Paul Parrott company has
finished a satire on the gambling
craze. The cast supporting Parrott
includes Ethel Broadhurst, Eddie
Baker, and Sunshine Sammy.
Now being edited are " Scatter
Man."
Your Shots " and " Rich Man, Poor
UNITED
STUDIOS
Three new companies began activities recently. The Norma Talmadge company to be directed by
Frank Lloyd is ready to make "The
Duchess of Langeain " from Balzac's novel. Richard Walton Tully,
with James Young as director, is
beginning " The Masquerader."
Alan Holubar is starting a new production.

News

by

Wire

Ben Turpin's next release is titled!
" Bright Eyes."
Mabel Normand's " When You
Leave Home
" isand
nowCarl
being
edited.
Walter
McGrail
Stockdale
Mason Hopper has finished are the principals.
" Hungry Hearts " and has been
J. Parker Reid is finishing
assigned to direct " Brothers Under " Pawned."
Their Skin," a Peter B. Kyne story,
The cast for John Stahls producwith Claire Windsor in the lead.
Clear Call " includes
A Charles Kenyon original oper- Henrytion "One
Walthall, Claire Windsor,
atic stage story will be put into Milton Sills,
Irene
Rich, Nick Cogproduction shortly.
ley, Annette DeFoe and three other
Claude Gillingwater has been principals
to be selected later.
added to the cast of " The Dust
Fred Niblo is to direct Anita:
Flower," a Basil King story directed
Stewart
" Rose ando' the
Frank in
Keenan
LloydSea."
Hughes
by Rowland Lee.
Carey Wilson has been added to have been selected for the principals
the scenario staff.
in "The Brotherhood of Hate" to
be directed by Lambert Hillyer for
Ince.
R-C PICTURES
James Home will direct Leah
Baird in her next subject.
Hayakawa, directed by Norman
Screen Writers Guild
Dawn, has completed " The Vermilion Pencil," a spectacular
Chinese story.
Have Large Evening
Hunt Stromberg Productions is
The first annual event of the
completing
Boy Crazy,"
starring
Doris May "under
the direction
of Screen Writer's Guild known as
William Seiter.
" The Writer's Cramp," held on.
the evening of December
1st stands
A preview of Hayakawa's picture out as the biggest social event of
" Five Days to Live," originally the
West Coast film colony because
titled " The Street of the Flying of the
exceptional attendance of the
Dragon " will be given this week.
L. J. Gasnier has completed his most prominent people of the film
industry,
of Los Angeles
contract with the finishing of "The social and members
business world and the
Theof continuity
Call
Home." of the William J. exceptional program that was given.
The spoken title of welcome was
Locke story " The Glory of Clemenby President Frank E,
tina " now being prepared for given
Pauline Frederick, will be started in Woods. There was a pantomimic
dance of the royal fandango by
January.
Margaret Loomis and a bevy of
eight. George Ade was there and
FIRST
gave a fable. Rupert Hughes gave
his first silent after dinner speech.
NATIONAL
The Denishawn dancers presented an original number and then the
Marshall Neilan announces that hit of the evening was " Lo the
"Penrod " will be in eight reels.
Writer," or "Buchanan,
A Father's Sin,"
Maurice Tourneur is now casting Poor
by Thompson
with
Theodore
Roberts
as assistant difor " Lorna Doone."
rector, Tully Marshall as the diBuster Keaton's fifth comedy has
rector, Ben Turpin property man
been titled " Cops."
and a truly all-star cast presented
an
day sceneStudio
in Anybody's
Filmevery
Corporation
any day
in the year. The members of the
cast were Sylvia Breamer, Enid
Bennett, Bert Lytell, Herbert Rawlinson, Roy Atwell, Lionel Belmore, Mayme Kelso, William H.
Crane, Noah Beery, Wanda Hawley and others.
Bert Lytell refereed a four round
boxing bout between champion
amateurs of Hollywood and San
Francisco and there was a battle
royal to decide who wrote the first
motion picture scenario between
Frank Woods, William H. Clifford
David Wark Griffith, C. Gardner
Sullivan and an unknown unheraldAll were in their burnt
corked writer.
makeups.
The dinner dance committee was
m
the
m
composed of Miss Marion Fairfax,
chairman; Mrs. Thompson BuchanLeather
an. Mrs. Albert Shelby Le Vino,
Miss Teanie MacPherson, Mis*
June Mathias, Miss Mary H.
Pushers
O'Connor, Mrs. Rob Wayner, Mr.
George Foster Piatt, and the list of
in a series oP
patronesses numbered more than
one hundred including practically
2 round upper cubs
all ofindustry.
the prominent women of the
film
GOLDWYN
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Pathe

Names December
25th Releases
for reanntheounces
PATHE lease
week of December 25 an interesting array of short subjects.
The title of the "Aesop's
Film Fables" offering is "The
us
a hum
Dog,"
Wa
s oro
of the
method
irearond the
satyw
Ku Klux Klan with the setting in Dogland. The Topics
of the Day release is No. 139.r
Both these subjects are eve
y, dein popularit
increasingthe Pat
he home office.
clares
"Fireman Save My Child"
is the title of the Harold
" The
Lloyd one-reel reissue.
" is the title of
Pocket
Corner
the
latest
Hal Roach comedy
" Pollard,
Snuba dual
featuring
who
is seen " in
role of
a policeman and a crook.
" The Secret of the Flame "
is the title of the fourteenth
episode of the " Hurricane
HHutchison.
u t c h," starring Charles
Pathe Review No. 135 contains such subjects as
" Luncheon a la P u e b 1 o,"
showing Hopi squaws preparing dinner in New MexiToes," a slowco; "Eucated
motion
demonstration
of
football tactics; and " Sunday
in
Alsace," a Pathecolor presentation.

Christie Comedies Show Variety
An example of the variety that
Christie is putting into the comedies he is making for Educational
release is seen in four being made
or planned at the Christie studios.
Dorothy Devore is appearing as a
knight in armor. Bobby Vernon
is cook and bottle washer in a
country town hotel. Viora Daniel
is a New York flapper. Neal
Burns is a romantic Romeo.
The titles of the four pictures in
which these players head the casts
are, respectively : " One Stormy
" By Hook or Crook,"
Knight," Ever
"'Twas
Thus" and "A
Rambling Romeo."

Coming

Paris Legion Post Sees
R-C's French Picture
Members of Paris Post No. 1, the
American Legion, were entertained
recently by Louis Mercanton,
"The Griffith of Europe," at a
showing of Mr. Mercanton's picture, "Phroso," based on the novel
of the same name by Sir Anthony
Hope. The production which has
been purchased by R-C Pictures,
will be shown soon all over America under the title " Possession."
Commenting on the showing, the
Paris Edition of the New York
Herald said :
"The picture 'Phroso' (Possession) is the second film illustratnew method
ing Mr. Mercanton's
of filming direct from nature and
dispensing entirely with studio or
artificial lighting, and proved to
success. The producbe a tiongreat
is a splendid example of the
work of the French film industry
and when shown in America should
do much to encourage the importation of French films."

Picture

News

First Nat'l Has Rapid
Growth in Australia

Tom Mix in a scene from his newest
picture for release by William Fox,
" Trailin' "
Renco Expects to Repeat Past Success
Features that made Renco Film
Company's production of " Lavender and Old Lace," released by
Hodkinson, one of the most valuable box office attractions of the
past summer, may be said to be
more strongly emphasized, it is declared, in Hodkinson's forthcoming
Renco production " At the Sign of
theSentiment
Jack o' Lantern."
as opposed to sex
problems for the basis of motion
picture stories is gradually receiving the recognition from producers
that has long been its due, states
Hodkinson. It was the simple
charm and sentiment of Myrtle
Reed's " Lavender and Old Lace "
that made this production one of
the outstanding attractions of the
past season and earned for it the
unqualified admiration of the press
of both England and America.
The success of this Myrtle Reed
story practically insures the success
of "At the Sign of the Jack o'
Lantern." tionalismThe
picture
sensaand there
is nolacks
sex appeal
in it.

Pushers
in a series
of 2 round
smashes !
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ratnionfor
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THE
Pictures, Inc., its commanding position in the United
States, has met with similar
response in the Antipodes.
On March 26, 1921, First
National Exhibitors of Australia, allied with the American body, began operations,
obtaining during the first
week the signatures of three
per cent of the showmen of
Australia to the First National franchise.
Twenty-six weeks later it
had enrolled a total of 85 per
cent of the exhibitors, including the two largest circuits on
that continent, and a large
proportion of the remaining
15 per cent was expected to
" sign up " within the near
future.
At the head of the company
acccredited with this momentous achievement is Harry
G. Musgrove, one of the
pioneers in the film game in
Australia and who is thorof in
conditions inoughly
the cognizant
industry
the
entire world. He is governing director of First National
Exhibitors of Australia.

"R.S.V.P." Opens at
New York Strand
In its initial showing at the Strand
Theatre, New York, Charles Ray.'s
latest First National attraction, " R.
S. V. P." proved that the public,
wearied of upset world conditions, is particularly receptive
to
good,
clean
comedies.
The he
star'sis
newest production
in which
again presented by Arthur S. Kane
was well patronized as usual and
the Sunday opening found every
seat in the Strand occupied, with
indications that business would continue excellent throughout the week.
The reviews of the Xew York critics
in the Monday morning newspapers
bore out this indication by their
praise of the star's latest effort in
the comedy field. The comic siturtions
Rob for
Wagner's
singledof out
mentionscript
andwere
the
reviewers were particularily pleased
that " R. S. V. P." furnished constant opportunity for Mr. Ray to
appear before the camera.

Cullen Landis and Patsy Ruth Miller in
a scene from " The City Feller," a Goldwyn picture
Norma Shearer in
Eugene O'Brien Cast
Norma Shearer, the talented
young ingenue, whose work in leading and featured roles during the
past few months, has brought her
to the front as a stellar possibility,
has been engaged to support Eugene O'Brien, the Selznick star, in
"hisChanning
of theoffering
North now
West,"in
latest screen
process of production under the direction of Ralph Ince.
The story, which is from the pen
of Edward J. Montagne, will afford Miss Shearer unusual opportunities for the display of her winsome personality and distinctive artistic talents, qualities which have
brought her well to the fore in
filmland in little more than a year.
Urges Place in Hall of
Fame for Vignola
Robert
Yignola's
Enchantment " hasG.drawn
forth " from
the
critics unstinted praise for the director's work. The latest crown to
be
placed
upon Mr.
Yignola's head
is by Robert
E. Sherwood,
the
famous critic of " Life." In the
currentwoodissue
Life " about
Mr. Sherwritingofat " length
Mr.
Yignola's
work,
said
"
When
the
Hall of Film Fame is erected, some
wall space must be reserved for a
tablet in honor of Robert G. Vignola. There will be many occupants of the hall writh less legitimate claims to distinction."

Calls "Miss Lulu Bett"
Paramount's Best
The early predictions made by
Paramount officials that William
Broadside Issued for
De Mille's production of Zona
"Enchantment"
Gale's play, " Miss Lulu Bett,"
the finest are
atA four-page broadside has been would provetractionsone
of theof season
sent to exhibitors by Cosmopolitan
strengthened by the following wire
productions
on " Enchantment."
shows the widespread
advertisingIt received from E. L. Reed, manager of the Strand theatre. Provicampaign that marked the pre-release presentation of this latest of change. dence, R. I., who saw the picture
at the Boston Paramount ExMarion Davies' pictures.
The broadside calls attention to
" The writer has just witnessed
the success the picture made on its
presentation at the Rivoli theatre, a run-off of ' Miss Lulu Bett' My
that it is the best picNew York, reproduces the beauti- opiniontureisParamount
has released this
ful engravings made for the advertisements and contains excerpts
" Missso Lulu
from the many favorable press re- season
far." Bett ' is scheduled
for general release January 1.
views.
THE WILLIAMS FRIVTING COMPANY. NEW YORK
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How often is your Simplex mechanism on the repair hench ?
A MAN SELDOM EXPECTS HIS MOTOR CAR TO RUN AT HIGH SPEED FOR
YEARS WITHOUT SOME SIGNS OF WEAR.
day
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that the projector geared-up higher than a motor car is usually run on "high for
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year arter year
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Do you cuss about "poor material when a sprocket DOES need replacing ?
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Rothacker- Aller Laboratories, Inc.
Hollywood, tSalttomia

Louis B. Mayer presents
Anita Stewart in a screen
Story of unusual

character

Entitled "Her Mad Bargain. "
An Edwin Carewe Production—
A First National Attraction.
Scenario

by Josephine

Quirk —

Wallace

Fox, assistant director-

Miss Anita Stewart
in

William Darling, art director —
Robert Kurrle at the camera —
An excellent supporting
Prints by Rothacker.

"Her Mad Bargain."

cast —
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Better

Prints

HE

success of a motion

picture largely de-

pends on the quality of the printing.
fine picture has been

o

UR

laboratories

are fully equipped

a

spoiled by poor prints.

at Flushing,

Long

Islam

with the latest type of devel-

oping and printing
guarantee

Many

machinery

and

we

can

prints of the highest qualit/ at the

lowest price.

\^/e have recently reorganized and are now
in the film printing and developing business
exclusively, and

intend

to make

high class printing and speedy

a specialty of
deliveries.

^HE insurance rates on negatives stored at
our laboratories are lower than at any other
laboratory

in the business.

about this; it will be worth

Ask

your

broker

while.

'HONE Bryant 1939 and let us talk to you
about it, or if you wish, we will be pleased to
have a representative

THE

ASSOCIATED

LABORATORIES:
Flushing, Long Island
Phone Flushing 2211

call upon

SCREEN
OFFICE:

you in person.

NEWS,

Phone
120 West
41st 1939
St., New York
Bryant

INC.

Why

I

Show

Paramount

Pictures

By CLAUDE
CADY
Manager Gladmer Theatre, Lansing
Pres. Mich. Motion Picture Exhibitors Ass'n

I started in the theatre business some years
WHEN
ago I discovered, and discovered it quickly, that if
I didn't give
just as well step out
in which I might be
game and believe I
extent.

the public what it wanted I might
and get myself a job doing something
useful. I had my lesson early in the
have profited by it to a considerable

The public today wants 100 per cent entertainment in its
motion pictures. It wants a good story, a strong cast, finished direction, and a whole lot of attention to detail. That
is why the public wants Paramount pictures. Paramount
pictures have all of these qualities and then some. An exhibitor doesn't have to see a Paramount picture to know
that. He can judge by the crowds that come into his doors,
CLAUDE
Here

Are

CADY

Some

^paramount

Current

and the happy, smiling faces that go out. It doesn't make
one bit of difference what you or I like in our entertainment, itis what Mr. and Mrs. Public and the little Publics
want that count at the box office.

(pictures

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S " The Affairs of Anatol "
GLORIA SWANSON in ELINOR GLYN'S "The
Great Moment "
"THE SHEIK," with Agnes Ayres and Rudolph
Valentino, a GEORGE
MELFORD Production
"GET-RICH-QUICK WALLINGFORD," a Cosmopolitan Production
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER'S "Ladies Must
WALLACE
Live " REID, GLORIA SWANSON and ELLIOTT DEXTER in " Don't Tell Everything "
ELSIE FERGUSON in "Footlights"
WILLIAM deMILLE'S " Miss Lulu Bett " with Lois
Wilson, Milton Sills, Theodore Roberts and
Helen Ferguson
WILLIAM
S. HART
in "Travelin'
On"
A WILLIAM
S. HART
Production
BETTY COMPSON in " The Law and the Woman"
CECIL B. DeMILLE'S " Fool's Paradise "
JACK HOLT in "The Call of the North"
THOMAS MEIGHAN in " A Prince There Was"
CECIL B. DeMILLE'S "Saturday Night"
ELSIE FERGUSON and WALLACE REID in
"Forever,"
a GEORGE FITZMAURICE Production
BETTY COMPSON in "The Little Minister"
POLA NEGRI in "The Last Payment"
" MORANthy Dalton.
OF THE
LADY LETTY,"
DoroA GEORGE
MELFORDwithProduction
GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S " Three Live Ghosts "

MY

PATRONS know when they come into my theatre to see a Paramount production that their full

money's worth waits for them. It may be the star
that attracts some, it may be the director or the title that
attracts others, but all of them know that the familiar sign,
" It's a Paramount Picture," is a guarantee, with a red seal
on it, that they're going to be pleased with what they see.
First the product, then the national advertising system.
Those are the two big reasons why I am showing Paramount
pictures, and I believe that every other exhibitor who studies
it from that angle will appreciate the path that lies open to
him, too. The pictures released by Paramount are made
from the standpoint of mass appeal, and the appeal in each
of them is gauged by experts. I get the benefit when I
show Paramount and do not have to worry over the class
of my pictures, simply because they are made for the majority, and the majority in every instance rules.
IF I FEEL that I need assistance in putting over a certain production, I know that I can obtain the full cooperation of an exploitation department and an exchange full of men with good will toward my theatre and
me. With all of these factors in mind, is it any wonder
that I am showing Paramount pictures, and, further, that I
am mighty well satisfied about it ?
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MIAMI
The

Coming Motion Picture
Producing Center

The first of the stages of the Miami
Studios, Inc., will be ready for the production of motion pictures about the
third week in January.
Here the producer will find
Wonderfully climatic conditions
Beautiful tropical scenery
Magnificent estates and homes
A laboratory
perfectly equipped studio and
The " South Sea Island " scenes are
the most picturesque in America.
The tropical scenes are far more beautiful than any others in this country.
Producers are assured of the cooperation of the local citizens, and it is the
plan of this company to assist the producer in making fine pictures at a low
cost.
For the convenience of those producers
who are in or near New York, we have
opened an office with F. L. Faurote, at
677 Fifth Avenue, where information
may be obtained, and photographs of
locations seen.
Miami

Studios, Inc.
iami, Florida

New
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Straight
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Film

Ask

from
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the

President

Manufacturing

your operator not to make

OFF!

Shoulder
of the

Talk

Universal

Company

any change in the main

title of our Gladys Walton

picture, "Playing With Fire."
We are trying out a new main title plan. Under this new plan, all the preliminary
and explanatory matter which generally appears BEFORE THE PICTURE will appear
AFTER THE PICTURE.
All producers have been sharply criticized for many months because of the large
amount of matter which the audience has to read on a main title before the picture itself
appears.
In answer

to this criticism, the Universal has exploded a bombshell

problem in the Gladys Walton picture.
We

in the main

title

It has simply "busted up" the old order of things.

think the public will be pleased with the innovation.

Instead of telling what wig-maker curled the villain's false whiskers, who painted the
scenery, who wrote the story, who drew up the continuity, who made the art titles, who
directed the picture, who released the picture and who everything-elsed the picture, we start
the Gladys Walton picture with a very brief, informal talk about Miss Walton and then
jump right into the story.

After the story is ended, we then run the matter mentioned above. Those in the
audience who want to know all the details can wait and read it. Those who don't care a
rap can walk out.
Your operator may
old-fashioned form.

think this was done by mistake.

He

may

want

to run it in the

Please ask him not to do it, not to change our own arrangement in any manner.
Let him read what I have written here and he will instantly appreciate what we are driving
at. His complete co-operation is necessary in order to bring about this radical change
successfully.
Look at the picture yourself!

Nine out of ten companies

would charge you extra for
a gem like "Playing With Fire." But it goes to Universal customers as one of our regular
"Special Attraction Releases"— AT NO EXTRA COST TO YOU!
our customers
a superfine quality of pictures at a live-and-let-live price.
WHO We're
ELSE giving
IS DOING
AS MUCH?
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that

WILL

This is our first Christmas as an organization. The Motion
Picture Industry Has Been Good to Us. We have done our
best to be good to it.
We have improved QUALITY of release prints. The work
turned out by our members stands head and shoulders above
the work of others.
We

have

forced

others

to pay

MORE

attention

to

QUALITY.
We have improved laboratory standards.
unequalled the world over.

Our

prints are

We

have aided the entire Motion Picture Industry by supplying aquality service to the screens of the country that
make others in our business envious.
And

this Yuletide we are glad to say that
ing money for star, director and producer
done our utmost to reproduce as perfectly
great work they have performed upon the
So it's a Merry, Merry
Happy,

ALLIED

FILM

Biograph Company,
807 E. 175th St., New York City.
Burton Holmes Laboratory,
Chicago, 111.
Claremont Film Laboratory, Inc.,
430 Claremont Parkway,
New York City.
Craftsmen Film Laboratory, '
251 W. 19th St., New York City.
Cromlow Film Laboratory, Inc.
220 W. 42nd St., New York City.
Dobbs Laboratory,
315 E. 48th St., New York City.

Christmas

Prosperous New
We Wish You

LABORATORIES
Eclipse Film Laboratory,
523 W. 23rd St., New York City.
Erbograph Company,
203 W. 146th St., New York City.
Evans Film Mfg. Co.,
416 W. 216th St., New York City.
Film Developing Corp.,
216 Weehawken St.,
Hoboken, N. J.
Lyman Howe,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Kessel, Nicholas Laboratory,
Fort Lee, N. J.
Kineto Company of America,
71 W. 23rd St., New York City.

instead of spendpublicity we have
as is possible the
screen.
and a

Year

ASSOCIATION,

Inc.

National Film Laboratory,
Hudson Heights, New Jersey.
Palisade
Laboratories,
Palisades,
N. J.
Republic Laboratories, Inc.
128 W. 52nd St., New York City.
Rex Laboratory, Inc.
Cliffside, N. J.
Tremont Film Laboratories, Inc.,
1942 Jerome Ave.,
New York City.
William Horsley Laboratory,
6060 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
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Production

A. Seiter

In "Eden and Return" the popular
screen comedienne Doris May is repeating the smashing

hit she made

in "The

Foolish Age." The latest R-C Pictures
comedy success is a screen adaptation of
Ralph
the sameRenaud's
name.

popular

stage farce of

A Hit on the Stage — W atch It Go o
the Screen.
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The

Screen

Beauty

Whom

All

Adore

There is no surer way to run up your profits than
to play the screen beauties, who are riding on the
top wave of public popularity.
Doris May is the darling of young and
They spend their money when you hill her.

In "Eden
role.

and Return"

old alike.

she has a corking comedy

Her supporting cast has extra box-office value.
Emmett King, Margaret Livingston, Earl Metcalfe,
Margaret Campbell, Gerald Pring, Frank Kingsley
and Buddy Post.
PLAY
THIS PICTUREIT WILL GET
THE
MONEY

R-C

PICTURES
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FAITH
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and the public knows

that

all pictures are not the "greatest," the
"grandest,"
CJ When
not

the most

etc.

the quality of a picture does

warrant

talk about
service

"stupendous,"

the use of these adjectives,
your theatre, its comforts,

towards

civic betterment;

its

talk

about yourself.
IJ The

unwarranted

use of superlatives

is destructive of the public's confidence
in motion pictures.
{^ KEEP

FAITH — with your audience.
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A MERRY CHRISTMAS
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Denver,

STATES

RIGHTS

Colo.

GOING!

The great American classic, "Shadows of
Conscience," the picturization of a story
that will drive a message into the hearts
and minds of all who see it — is under way.
It can be booked from two of the biggest
states rights operators in the country.
With a star and supporting cast equal to
any that have appeared — or will appear —
in a feature attraction, this picture is
scheduled for a winner, not alone for the
states rights man, but also the exhibitor.
Get aboard now ! Write for territorial
quotations.

V

°f

Shadows

Conscience
Jai American

Classic
WITH

RUSSELL
Supported

Russell Production

SIMPSON*
by

a J/otable

Gastr

Story by Francis Powers S> <J.fiMcCartku
Directed
by John
BMXarthq
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A story of characters recognizably real, told
against the most impressive backgrounds ever collected from the Canadian Rockies, makes this picture
stand out as something really conspicuous.
— Laurence Reid in Motion Picture News.

For superb setting "Conceit," a Lewis J. Selznick
production, leads them all. * * * "Conceit" gets
away from the beaten trail * * * effectively acted by
an excellent cast.

►

— Edward Wetzel in Moving Picture World.

♦>-

-«

If we were an exhibitor we would book "Conceit,"
give it first-class exploitation and then sit back confidently and watch its effect on patrons. It is a picture
which will appeal to nearly everybody for the very
good reason that it contains stuff of real appeal and
it has been splendidly produced. * * * "Conceit" is an
exceptional picture.
— Exhibitors Trade Review.

The story is told with conviction. * * * It is revolutionary. ** * The characters are conservative, believable creatures who act like people. And they look
like people, too.
— Helen Rockwell in The Morning Telegraph.
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Eflxvctrd Clark?
Roland Idlest

IE"

ANN

sensation

wyn'

Gold

Chicago

" The ofsplendors
of the Byzantine
stupendous
cist
25,000 people,
the terrificEmpire,
rain oftheclimaxes,
the
under current ot a ireuzied love tragedy will lui nie jailed
movie fan out of his lethargy into the seventh heaven of
attention.
— Herald Examiner
Boston
"
" It Is taclesa of picture
that willart.
liveThere
as oneis ofa gorgeousness
the great spec-of
motion picture
pageantry which surpasses anything that has ever been
shown."
—Boston Globe

s
immortal
Sardou'
romance

3j

TT

ft>.

Produced
Unione

hy

Cinematografica
Italian a
~~

New York
' Collect
all your
' Ohs ! 'and
yourprepare
'Alls ! 'toandutteryourtheminterjec:ions
of acute
gaspology
when
you see ' Theodora ' at the Astor Theatre. It was a peritual feast for the eye."Cleveland
— Alan Dale in N. Y. American
' One cannot
in fact,anything
cannot that
adequately describeover-praise
or criticise this
it. film
It is; beyond
II expected from producers of— Archie
films forBell,
yearsCleveland
to come."News
Detroit
I" Anding ifsuccession
it cost ofthree
million dollars
to achieve
trip-hammer
punches
such as theoneamazsees
in this production, all I can say is that it looks like a full
moneys' worth."
— Detroit Journal
Pittsburgh
"describe
Gorgeousdramatic
is a word
frequently
used
by
those haswhopleased.
would
scenes whose magnificence
The word is much too weak to adequately fit the settings
of this production." — Chronicle Telegraph

world
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ever
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FROM
For

EVERY

the

series

SOURCE
of

nine

THE

HIGHEST

master

dramas

FRANKLYN
FARNUM— FRANCIS
AL HART— VIRGINIA LEE
What

The

the Critic Says —

Clipped from the
Exhibitors Herald of November 5.
FRANKLYN FARNUM IN
SO THIS IS ARIZONA
(W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS)
The first of a series of western pictures
being made for the state right market.
Good cast and story. Should prove
strong box office attraction and satisfy.
There is more action and laughs compressed into six reels than many western productions contain in an entire
series. Many remarkable outdoor shots
were obtained in Colorado — in a section
which apparently had never been caught
by a motion picture camera previously.
What stamps the picture as out of the
ordinary is the wealth of genuine humor
which saturates it. It is not comedy
relief. It is an integral part of the plot
development. And in addition there is
a series of thrills, a display of real
horsemanship and one or two free-forall fights which should bring spectators
out of their seats.
Franklyn Farnum in the featured role
is compelled to divide honors with
Shorty Hamilton, Genevieve Berte, Al
Hart and a half dozen other players
who contribute greatly to the picture.
If W. M. Smith continues the pace he
has set for himself, the state right market is to be enriched by a series of
productions which will give new prestige to independent distributors.
Francis Ford is the director.

"SO

PRAISE
starring

FORD— "SHORTY"
HAMILTON
AND
GENEVIEVE
BERTE
Reviewer

Says

" Will you please accept my sincere congratulations on
the quality of this production and extend same to Francis
Ford for the excellent picture he turned out? I THINK
IT IS THE BEST WESTERN COMEDY DRAMA I
HAVE EVER WITNESSED or at least as good, and
I have been carrying on this line of GEO.
work for
years."
W. eight
LEES,
Censor Reconstruction,
Philadelphia, Pa.

AND

What

THE

BOX

the picture

OFFICE

TEST—

did for me

The White Masks (W. M. Smith Productions), with
Franklyn Farnum. — Excellent. First of this series. If
balance are as good I'm satisfied. — L. A. Parsons, Dixie
Theatre, Abbott, Tex.
From Exhibitors Herald, issue Dec. 3rd.

ARIZONA"
IS
THIS
Taken from the Argosy Magazine Story

Now

Booking

At

Merit Film Co., N. Y.
Merit Film Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Merit Film Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Arrow Photo Plays Co., Denver, Colo.
Arrow Photo Plays Co., Seattle, Wash.
Arrow Photo Plays, Salt Lake, Utah.
Specialty Film Co., Dallas, Texas.

W.

Picture

M.

SMITH
TULSA,

The

Following Exchanges
Exhibitors Direct Service Exchange, St. Louis, Mo.
Specialty Film Co., Little Rock, Ark.
Oklahoma Specialty Film Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Greater Features, Des Moines, Iowa.
Mid West Photoplays, Milwaukee, Wis.
All Star Features, Detroit, Mich.
Columbia Film Service, Pittsburg, Pa.

PRODUCTIONS,
OKLAHOMA

Inc.,

News

December
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GLEAM

O'

DAWN

^stirring tale of romance
and adventure
in
the Jforth Woods
Directed by
JACIC
DILLO-N
from the story by
Arthur

Goodrich
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Corporation,

earned for Fox the reputation of being the World's largest
independent producers of highest quality motion pictures.
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join in this monster Fox birthday party — share the prosperity"
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London Daily Graphic :
All lovers of Mark Twain — and I should
advise all who love a good humorous
story to do likewise — will be in their
element at the Alhambra. For the cinema season there the picture is "A
Yankee at the Court of King Arthur."
It is a wonderful production worthy of
the book.

WM

NEW

YORK'
ALL

LONDON
- LOS ANGELES
HAVE
ACCLAIMED

TWAIN'S

MARK
v?

CONNECTICUT

YANKEE
IN

KING
A

ARTHUR'S
WILLIAM
FOX

SUPER-

COURT

Alan DaleAmerican
in the New
York
:
Certainly a lively picture. Something doing every minute, and
something worth doing, too. I
never closed an eye — which is a
record for me. In fact acute insomnia seized me as I sat through
athebitlong
too film,
long. that didn't seem
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SELIG

&

RORK

Present

THE

ROSARY

An original story by Bernard McConville, inspired by the theme of the famous stage play
by Edward E. Rose.
Directed by Jerome Storm.

Released

ASSOCIATED

FIRST

by

NATIONAL

EXHIBITORS,

Inc.

An all-star cast in this famous seven-reel classic — Lewis Stone, Jane Novak, Wallace Beery,
Robert Gordon, Eugenie Besserer, Dore Davidson, Pomeroy Cannon, Bert Woodruff,
Mildred June, Harold Goodwin, Ann May, James Conway and Walt Whitman.

Book these four new sensational Selig-Rork two-reel
dramas released by Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.
" The Northern Trail," by James Oliver Curwood
" The Policeman and the Baby," by Clarence L. Cullen
" The Ne'er-To-Return Road," by Mrs. Otis Skinner
" The White Mouse," by James Oliver Curwood
All-star casts headed by Lewis Stone, Wallace Beery,
Ethel Grey Terry, William Desmond, Jack Mulhall
Directed by Bertram Bracken

In

Preparation

DEBONNAIRE

by

SNOWY

BAKER

The Australian champion all-around athlete

WiUiam Farquhar Payso
n

SLEEPING ACRES
Adapted by Bernard McConville
by
All-star cast featuring
Brayton Norton
Lewis Stone
Adapted and directed by Bertram Bracken
The greatest wild animal serial ever made— THE JUNGLE GODDESS— by Agnes Johnston
and Frank Dazey. Directed by James Conwav. Featuring Elinor Fields and Truman
Van Dyke.
Released by Export and Import Film Company.

Producers

Read

This

Make your next production have
box office value to justify sending
it out as a road show.
Make

it have exploitation possibilities tohold it on Broadway
for an indefinite run.
Make

it play in every first run

theatre and a full quota of the
small theatres.
Your

production

YVidescope

made

Camera

with the

u-ill do this

for you, and more — it will break
all Box Office records, and reduce
production costs in many
This service is now
Producers.

ways.

ready for

For details

Write or Wire
WIDESCOPE

CAMERA

& FILM CORPORATION

Newark,

N. J.

CHARLES

SALE
(CHIC)
LIVING SEWN DIFFERENT CHARACTERS
IN

AN

EXCEPTIONAL
*

PICTURE
-■ -

Distributed on Stale Right Market by
"HIS NIBS" SYNDICATE, Jlnd
L. L. HILLER, President
Longacre Building
42nd Street and Broadway
New York City
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make d"
Qu
MarthaExhibitors
"The Sin of
money with "The Sin of
*
Martha Queed" is a picture
Martha Queed". It is a picyou will want to play. Patrons will
ture that your patrons will

Sinof
ALLAN
DWANPS

leave your theatre completely
fied with their evening's
rank

satis-

entertain-

ment. Dwan's latest offering will
with his best. An excellent

cast and a gripping
handled.

Distributed

story correctly

by Associated

advertise
for you by" word of
mouth.
They will leave the theatre impressed with the story
and the sincerity of its interpretationFrom
.(
the EXHIBITORS Herald j

ticklbicorSjnc. through PatAe&cJia/l^e/iic

foreign Representative fir Associated* Schzhiors Sidney (^arrett
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THE

"HUMANZEE"

IN

Chester

Means

ALL

a

Merry

THE

CHESTER

Comedies

Audience

GLAD

OUTINGS—

and

a Happy

NEW

CHESTER

Exhibitor

YEAR

SCREENICS

THE

LITTLE

filmed by Vitagraph from the world-famous
breathes the very spirit of Barrier

MINISTER

story of the same title,

Barrie's book contains several spectacular scenes which have never been
visualized except in the minds of
the millions of readers of
"THE

LITTLE

MINISTER"

In the role of Lady Babbie, Alice Calhoun
has found real scope for that gift of naturalness
which has been remarked by every trade paper and fan
magazine reviewer.
James Morrison proves an ideal
little minister.
A big picture made in a big way, yet with studied simplicity,
A screen classic. Six Reels.

See

This

Picture

and

Judge

for Yourself!

Adapted, from the story by

JAMES

M»

BARRIE

Directed by DAVID

ALBERT

E. SMITH

SMITH

president

Motion
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FILM
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CORP.

ALL

AND
9
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Npim

ffrflapmiUH
fear

LABORATORY OF
FILM DEVELOPING CORP.-CAPACITY 1.000.000 FEET
DEVELOPING— PRINTING— TITLING

AND

TONING— TINTING— CUTTING

FILM

DEVELOPING

HARRY HOUDINI, Pres.
T. W. HARDEEN. Sec'y and Treas.
NATHAN SALAND, Vice Pres.

RELEASE

PRINT

WORK

ROOMS—

CORPORATION

216-222

Weehawken

Street
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HOBOKEN,

N.

J.

4800
UNION 4801
4802
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LUCY FOiC
im an original Story by
MONTE BLUE

Anthony

Paul Kell^

Produced under the personal direction of

KayC.Smdlwood
v

. flGRID HOLMQUIST [

ARTHUR
CAREW
■«y")f"»//...
cJULIA SASZAYNE
"V
CURSOR1
Matthew ^
SETZ
(ALL

STAR

CAST

FRANK- ''7s!„„^
Currier^
PYRAMID PICTURES 33
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AMERICAS

PREMIER

LABORATORY

Specializing
Negative

Developing

Sample

NOW

DOING

RELEASE

m

Prints

THE

WORK

FOREMOST

and

NEGATIVE

FOR

AMERICA'S

PRODUCERS

Claremont

Film

W. E. GREENE

H. J. STREYCKMANS

President

430

Laboratories,

Gen'l Manager

Claremont

AND

Parkway, N.
Telephone, Tremont 3766-3767

Y. City

PAUL

inc.
L. RIPLEY

Tech. Director
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EXHIBITORS-BOOK
The

Foremost

Independent

Picture

News

NOW!

Attraction

Speeding
Gold

thru

Mine
ELEANOR

Scenes

PARRY

Tense

For

with

Your

Box-

Office

Emotion

The Dramatic ffensa tion
of Two Continent?
A Thrilling fitonj of Love,
and Adveniure.
Presented by
L.&H ENTERPRISES inc
81/ arrangement with Jsscph P LAiir
LL 1482 B'WAY, NEW YORK

The

above

is the

opinion

of

the

following

exchanges

CAPITAL FILM EXCHANGE, 1314 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey
FAVORITE FILM CORP., 143 E. Elizabeth Street, Detroit, Mich
State of Michigan, including Upper Peninsula
FAVORITE PLAYERS FILM CORP., 726 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111
No. 111., So. Wisconsin as far as Oshkosh and Indiana
LANDE FILM DIST. CORP., Cleveland Film Exc. Bldg., Cleveland, O
Northern Ohio
LANDE FILM DIST. CO., 201 Broadway Film Bldg., Cincinnati, O
S. Ohio and Kentucky
QUALITY FILM CORP., 414 Pennsylvania Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia
SUPREME FILM CORP., 732 So. Olive St., Los Angeles, Calif
Southern California and Arizona
SUPREME FILM CORP., 86 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Calif
Northern California and Nevada
PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS, INC., Film Bldg., 17th and Main Sts., Kansas City, Mo
Kansas and Western Missouri
PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS, INC., 3318 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis, Mo
Eastern Missouri arid Southern Illinois
PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS, INC., 1900 Commerce St,, Dallas, Tex
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
ALEXANDER FILM CO., 130 W. 46th St., New York City
Greater New York and Northern New Jersey
State

Right

L
1482

&

Buyers!

H

Write

or

Wire

for

ENTERPRISES,

Broadway

Suite

708

Open

Territory

INC.
New

York

I

*
City
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Just

Name

Your

the

Kind

Company
and

we

finished
and

shall

submit

story,

ready

your

directors

energy and enterprise which producers are applying to the organization
of capable companies and the assembling of
mechanical apparatus is being duplicated by
THE

the Palmer Photoplay Corporation in the selection and preparation of screen stories.
Expertly selected originals — magazine fiction,
stage plays, and novels dramatized for the
screen — a collection of stories chosen by rare
judgment of picture values, is available for examination upon a moment's

notice.

With every ounce of its energy directed
toward the creation of a better grade of screen
stories; and each story judged upon its merits
as picture material, the Palmer organization has
grown in three years to be the largest clearing
house for photoplay material in the world.

of

Requires—
it —
for

a
you

to start

complete
to read

work

You have had experience searching for the
right sort of story through a mass of material
submitted by untrained writers — most of whom
should never have tried in the first place to write
for the screen. Every studio has had its scenario
department filled with efforts of that sort. And
every producer knows that the search for an idea
from sources of that kind is like hunting for the
needle in the haystack.

parts of the world. And in continually increasing volume comes a supply of original stories by
writers whose ability we have discovered, and
whose technique was acquired through the
training course of our Department
tion.

I. W.

Hellman

before you

see it

flow of material

To this clearing house comes a constant flow
of ideas and stories of every description from all

PALMER

upon.

That is the purpose of the Department of
Education — first to discover, then to train the
kind of people who are naturally gifted for
screen writing. Ours is the only training school
in the world operating by the correspondence
method, which requires applicants to pass a
psychological and literacy test before admission
to training.

Tested
Constant

Scenario

of Educa-

Try

the Palmer

way

next time you need a
good story for your companies. Nothing will
be shown you that has not already been judged
upon its screen merits by our own expertly
trained readers and scenarists.

The

cost of this service to the producer is
nothing. The author pays our commission —
straight 10 per cent, never more, never less.

PHOTOPLAY

Building

CORPORATION

Los Angeles,

California

Motion
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Is Our

We

New

emphasize
because

reduced
around

Rate

York!

Offering

rate

Insurance

to

our

the

low

it means

all fire

Industry

insurance
we

hazards

have

in

and

our laboratory. The producer or distributor who entrusts

his negatives

to us gets the maxi-

mum security against

fire with-

out paying for it.
Our

satisfied

customers

quently of the
in our

Evans

quality

speak

elo-

produced

plant

Film

Manufacturing

Co.

Developing-Printing-Title Specialists
1907

416-24 West 216th Street, New York City
Members Allied Film Laboratories Assn., Inc.
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Audit
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Circulation
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Buy

advertising

If any

by

paper
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can't
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accountants

employed

of Circulations.
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are

the
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published

basis

produce

are

work.
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an

for guess

Audits.

audit —
THERE'S

A

REASON

A PICTURE TO
THINK ABOUT.
"
JUDICE
RE
"P
A SPECA SUPERB DRAMA.
ONE
THEY
WILL
ALL
WANT TO SEE !
TACLE OF TWO AGES !

FACTS

FACTS
AS

Beginning with its
premier screening this

A STARTER,

i here are a few
New

production CREATED A SENSATION!

York houses

that booked and

Practically booked
solid in Greater New
York WITHIN
TWO WEEKS
AFTER ITS
RELEASE.

cleaned up BIG!
WATCH

THIS

iRECORD

GROW

A

COLD
ANALYSIS OF ITS BOXOFFICE VALUE
IS BASED NOT
ON WHAT
WE

Sid Cohen's Empire
The Elsmere
The Fifth Avenue
The

SAY, BUT ON
WHAT
THESE
EXHIBITORS

Regun

The Majestic

SAY.

The Florence

ASK WHAT
THE
OTHER
FELLOW
DID WITH IT!

The

Stadium

The

Lyceum

The

Star

AND

The Supreme

MEANWHILE WIRE
FOR YOUR
OWN
TERRITORY.

Many other first class
theatres.

STATE RIGHTS
WILL GO FAST.

WHEN

YOU

SEE

THEM

ASK

WHAT

THEY

DID

WATCH
RECORD

WITH

JUbiCXr
>ft£Our
next releases— Zeena

ARISTA

FILM

Keefe

in "WHEN

LOVE

CORPORATION,
130 West
Phone Bryant 8352

IS YOUNG"
46th

and

Street,
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GROW!

"I DEFY"
New

York
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MARY
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Art Director
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courtesy

will

GOOD

other

given

of Warner

in Germany,"
and

be

"Why,

great

an

Bros.,
Girls

and

CONTEST

opportunity

producers
Leave

in pictures

of "My

Home,"

Four

"School

successes.

TIME

FOR

ALL

Motion

Can

You

Beat

Peter Theophelis, who

This

runs the Pantheon

"Molly

O"

Picture

News

Record?

theatre, Lorain,

Ohio, a city of 37,500, where 3 days is a good run for top
notch pictures, saw " Molly O."

He
He

played it.

He liked it, so

Booked
The

It

3

Days

crowds were so big and it scored so

heavily, that

He

Booked

It

Another

Against strong counter-attractions he says it drew
mustard plaster, so

He

Speaking

Booked

It

3

Days

3

Days

like a

Another

of

MACK

SENNETT'S
presentation of

"MOLLY
with

MABEL

O"

NORMAND

Directed by F. Richard Jones
Distributed
First

And
It

by

National

Pictures,

They're

Back

f or

Released

Associated

a

Inc.

Going
Later

to
Play

on the open market — available to all exhibitors

Bring
Date
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Watch

for

New

Her

Series!

They're going to be bigger and better even than
her past pictures.
We've seen the first one !

There's a beautiful romance; it's chock full of
laughs; it's la\)ishlj) produced — and how the
health of wonderful gov?ns and millinery creations will delight the women.

It'll pay pou to keep pour eye open for NEW
ones !

B. P. ScKulberg presents

K

AT

Mac

H

E

R

IN

E

DONALD
in the first of
her new series

"The

Beautiful

Liar"

A Comedj) Drama by George Marion, jr.; Directed by
Wallace Worsley; Scenario by Ruth Wightman;
Photographed bp Joseph Brotherton; Art Direction bp
Floyd Mueller; Art titles by Renaud.

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

Therel!

be a Franchise

ATTRACTION

everywhere

ing the obvious.
A PICTURE THAT
are brief
and to theAnd
pointthe titles he has written
Word
for
Word,
The
only
important
fault with the photoplay is
IS DIFFERENT
that it does not maintain any one mood consist
e
n
t
l
y
.
I
t
tends
to
melodrama
sometimes, someNew York Times
times to heavy tragedy, and, in its best moments,
it is lightly satiric. This is disturbing to the
spectator, but the good parts of the picture are so
" The Lotus Eater " is different. It is jollily
heretical.
enjoyable
its less satisfactory portions leave
no
feeling that
of annoyance.
Imagine a movie with a plot like this:
The hero falls in love with a beautiful woman
who turns out to be selfish and extravagant after
he marries her. She loses interest in him when
she learns that he is not as rich as she had
ONE PICTURE IN 400,
thought he was. So he goes away from her. disillusioned
and
somewhat
bitter,
on
an
airship,
atSAYS HEYWOOD
BROUN
tempting to fly across the Pacific. He is wrecked
near a remote island, where he finds a millenial
New York World
colony of strange folk living in perfect peace and
happiness. They have abolished the usual social
By Hey wood Itroun
conventions,
clothes, caste,
money
Will Rogers remarked the other day that audiand the like, uncomfortable
and also the destructive
human
inences
are
getting
so critical
motion
stincts
to
selfishness,
jealousy,
pugnacity
and
tures that the producers
have about
to make
one picout
such. And the first person the hero meets on the
island is a girl, a simple, true-hearted maiden,
of
every
four
a
good
one.
"
The
Lotus
now playing at the Capitol, is the one in Eater,"
four.
just the opposite of his over-civilized wife He
Indeed, it seems to us more likely that it is the
loves her, of course, and she loves him — and how
should the story go from there?
one in four hundred. We have seen no picture
one-eighth as amusing in a season
There are two, and only two, orthodox ways for
John Barrymore being absent from our theait to go. The island and everybody on it may be
tres, it is pleasant to have him with us even in
simply
hero'sto dream,
learned,
shadow. It is, of course, generally only half a
he may the
go back
his wife and,
and its
tell lesson
her that
pure,
Barrymore which one sees in the films, for the
unselfish, back-to-the-best-in-human-nature love
actor is not ignorant of the advantages which his
is " all that counts, and won't you try it with me,
profile presents over any other approach to his
dear?
"—which.,
..of course,
she
does,
and That's
" they
countenance.
He edges into the pictures, then,
both
find
the
happiness
they
had
missed."
like a beautiful paper knife.
one decision permitted by the rules.
It is also permissible, however, for the island
But
so
sharply
and easily does he cut into the
and its people to be real. The movies are timid
attention of the spectator that one is never conabout
becoming
fantastic
—
that
is,
intentionally
—
any face
effortinto
on the
the proceedings.
actor's part toComing
insinbut they try it sometimes, so the precedent is
uatescioushis ofside
established. But they must be fantastic according
into the picture originally as a tragic old man.
to the constitution, which in this case would reand a little later as a Byronic youth, there is no
quire the hero to wake up suddenly to the fact
hint at first that Mr. Barrymore is to carry the
story
into realms of extraordinary jovial fantasy
that
he
was
shirking
life's
stern
responsibilities
among
the
Lotus
Eaters.
Then,
his
wife
being
The
early portions of the films are in the manner
disposed of in an automobile accident or someof the traditional tales of high life with the wife
thing else as thorough, he would take his little
who yearns for luxuries beyond the compass of
island girl back to civilization, and, legally marher those
husband's
income.
Her friendliness
one
ried, of course, they would prove that true love
of
familiar
stock brokers
leads the foryoung
could thrive in a New York apartment as well as
husband
the
Pacific.to risk his life in a dirigible trip across
on an island of the southern seas. The proof
would consist of a cradle into which they would
There follows a reel or so of thrilling sky adboth gaze lovingly, or perhaps of a waddling little
ventures with a remarkable parachute jump from
fellow to whom they would stretch out their arms
on
high into the ocean. Jacques Lenoi, the charin the final fade-out.
acter
played by Barrymore, sticks to the airship
These alternatives, it is submitted, are the only
and
island.is dumped upon what appears to be a lonely
endings of the story permitted by movie tradition,
which is law to nine out of ten producers.
Suddenly and without warning the mood and
But "the
The island
Lotus in
Eater
defies the
Its hero
manner of the story change into extravagant
leaves
the " South
Seas,law.
which
is a
foolery.
The island seems to be one of the Filreal island, to make one conscientious try at civilibert group discovered by Captain Traprock. It
zation
again,
and
when'
he
compares
life
in
New
has
been
Utopians ofrestaurant
the most where
winYork with life on his island he packs up and goes
ning sort.colonized
There is bya marvelous
right back to the island and stays there. Lotus
everything
is
free.
Particularly
fine
are
the
eating is good enough for him. He and his lady
salads, which are arranged by a New York finanlotuswelleater
— civilization
must get along
cier, who formerly gave only his leisure to this
as
as itarecanhappy
without
them.
art, but is now able to embrace the making of
Isn't
different?
it jollily
salad dressing as a career. No charge is made
But, that
of course,
it allIsn't
depends
on heretical?
the way in
at the well stocked bar, and the young women
which such a story is told, so it is pleasant to rewho inhabit the island are emancipated.
port that the manner of its telling is, on the
The transition from heavy and stern faced melwhole, satisfactory. The most important thing is
odrama to light-hearted foolery is sudden, but
the acting of John Barrymore. As the hero he
without irritation. Marshall Neilan, the direcis a whimsically eager fellow, just human enough
tor, has made up his mind that while a little sudto be a little bit like many human beings, just odd
denness may be disturbing, the way to put the
enough to be refreshingly peculiar. He makes his
spectator at his ease is to educate him into tolercharacterpressive
definitely
too, others
by accurately
exance by a succession of quick changes and marpantomine. vivid,
Also, the
in the cast,
velous happenings.
Anna Q. Nllsson, Colleen Moore, J. Barney Sherry,
We expressed a longing the other day for plays
Frank Currier, Ida Waterman, and Wesley Barry,
which transcend all judgments based upon reality
do all, or nearly all, that is required of them.
by an audacious thumbing of the nose at probThe picture is also pictorial. That may seem a
strange thing to say about a photoplay, but it
ability. This is the successful gesture of " The
Lotus
Eater."
landeda
isn't,
because
so They
few ofare them
arenarratives
substantially
upon his
island A hemoment
sees a after
tiger Lenoi
amble has
through
motion
pictures.
verbal
with
group
of
young people and playfully push one of
animated illustrations. But Mr. Neilan has made
them out of the way. In the bar he turns and
" The Lotus
Eater,"cinematographic.
with the exception
some
finds a sporting kangaroo eager to try a bit of
scenes,
essentially
Thatof means
sparring with him. There is a commotion in the
that it is often pictorially expressive, and so gives
jungle
and a small elephant walks down the main
the spectator the fun of exercising his powers of
street of Utopia.
perception. And the best thing to be said about
George Ade, who wrote the subtitles, is that he
After timesallone of
this,ourlovesticking
at first points,
sight, which
is somewas plausible
has had the artistic restraint to put words only
where they are needed. Unlike most writers re
enough. Mavis, fairest of the younger set in the
island, falls into a violent passion for the visiting
cruited to the screen, he has refrained from label-

profile. This, we feel sure, can hardly be classed
among the improbabilities of the picture, for
BarrymoreHere's
has seldom seemed so glamorous aa in
his pictured life along the beaches of the Island.
His is a countenance which can accept the
emphasis of a rippling sea as a background. Indeed, there is no striking bit of scenery shown in
the picture which does not fall naturally into the
role of acting as a frame for the face and the
figure of Barrymore. And the settings are worthy
of the portrait. The photography is exquisite.
The camera man seems to have been patient
enough to wait for days which would give him a
rousing breeze. He has not fired at the ocean
until he could see the whites of its waves.
Lenoi is lonely in Utopia in spite of the devotion of Mavis. He prevails upon the islanders at
last to let him return to New York. They agre'and he comes home on a bleak day with the snow
at least seventy-two hours ahead of the Street
Cleaning Department. His taxicab becomes
stalled. His bill at a cabaret is $72. He sees
cheap and vulgar love-making all about him. His
wife, he discovers, has married in his absence,
believing him dead. Finding him alive, she runs
away with still another man.
So Lenoi goes back to Mavis and the tropic
island. The return of the wanderer is an exceedingly charming and imaginative piece of film acting and directing. Barrymore receives capital
support from Colleen Moore as Mavis.
Since the picture is chiefly fantastic, we should
not expect a moral, but there seems to be one
for all that. It is a moral for marrying men, and
it was: " If at first you don't succeed, try. tryMELODRAMA
AND
DELIGHTFUL
COMEDY
again."
New York Evening Post
The Capitol
" The with
Lotus John
Eater,"
Albert
Payson presents
Terhune story,
Barry-an
more and directed by Marshall Neilan. This comis almost and
as good
as it sounds.
The most
exteriorsbinareation artistic
Mr. Neilan
makes the
of every situation. John Barrymore is go*d as
Jacques Lenoi — both senior and junior — and plays
the part convincingly.
The picture opens with melodrama and without
warning becomes a delightful comedy.
Jacques Lenoi is warned against women and is
kept
on his
father's
He steps
ashore
in Newyacht
Yorkuntil
and hefallsis intwenty-five.
love with
Madge Vance. After a short-lived happy married
life, he joins an expedition to cross the Pacific In
a dirigible.
drift forparachute
days andleap;
his Lenoi,
companion makes They
a sensational
however, goes on until he sights as Island. It is
inhabited by charming people, who have been
shipwrecked. Tigers are as playful as kittens
and food and liquor are free for all. Mavis, a winsome
falls inandlovediscovers
with Jacques.
returns tocreature,
New York
that hisHe wife
has married
a
rich
broker.
After
a
day
he
becomes disgusted with the civilized world, and as
his wife has conveniently eloped with a third man.
he returns
to hisby Paradise
Island.
John Anna
Barry-Q.
more is assisted
a good cast,
including
Nilsson, Collen Moore, J. Barney Sherry, and
Wesley Barry.
M
CONTAINS

EVERY ENTERTAINING ELEMENT
Nezv York Evening Telegram
John Barrymore returns to the screen at the
Capitol
Theatre
week serves
In " The
Lotus together
Eater."
In addition,
the this
occasion
to bring
Marshall Neilan as director of the production.
Albert Payson Terhune as author of the story and
George Ade
of theColleen
subtitles,
withAnna
a sup-Q
porting castasthatwriter
includes
Moore,
and Wesley
Barry. circles.
The event Is indeed
aNilsson
momentous
one in screen
" The Lotus Eater " tells a story which oomtains

B

JOHN
In

"The
From Albert Lotus
Payson Terhnne's story in theEater"
Cosmopolitan

Hhere'Il

be

a Franchise

everywhere

A

What

the

every
humor, element
adventureofandentertainment
romance. — tragedy, love,
Jacques Lenoi is born in a villa on the Mediterranean during hehisfinds
father's
absence.
When the
father returns
his wife
in compromising
circumstances. He takes his infant son and flees
with him aboard his yacht, where the child lives
until he is twenty-five.
Thehisbroken-hearted
old man thought
thusthatto
save
son from the disillusion
and sorrow
was
his.
On
his
twenty-fifth
birthday
the
man lands in New York and falls in love withyoung
the
first woman to whom he is introduced.
From that moment the story moves rapidly and
without loss of action or footage to its startling
donouement on an uncharted island in the South
Seas.
MOST DIVERTING
IN MEMORY
New York Telegraph
By Suzanne Sexton
If the South Seas are a state of mind, as Frederick O'Brien, our best known authority on those
elysian
most theof wanderlust
New York's complex
masculine fields,
populationputs
will it,have
before S. L. Rothafel changes the bill at the
Capital Theatre.
' Johnin Birrymore,
Byronic,
s tuere
this
week
" The Lotus the
Eaters."
Marshall
Neilan's
screen
translation
of
Albert
Payson
Terhune's
story.
It is oneductionsofwithinthememory.
most divertingly satirical proAnd
most
insidious
propaganda for the South
Pacific clime.
As the neurotic Jacques Lenoi, pere, the great
Barrymore is beyond criticism. And as the lovable, poetic visionary, Jacques Lenoi, fils, who
never saw a woman until he was 25, he will be
understood and applauded by the sophisticated,
the tired business man and the effervescent matineegeousgirl.and artistic.
Mr. Neilan's
tropical
gorColleen
Moore,ensemble
Wesley isBarry
and Anna Q. Nilsson are among the capable playport.ers that he has included in Mr. Barrymore's sup" The This
Lotusis aEaters
" has
an wealthy
Enoch Arden
motif.
heritage
in the
Lenoi
family. It is handed down from father to son
with the private yacht and the oil stocks. The
elder Lenoi, neurasthenic invalid, haunts the resorts checked off in the Ponce de Leon guide
books. He leaves a beautiful young wife and a
child he has never seen to wait alone. Another
steals thehis truth
wife'she love.
finds
carriesWhen
off hisLenoi
youngreturns
son to and
his
yacht and never thereafter sets foot on land.
Before his death he pledges the boy never to
court
foot onwine,land.women or song until he is 25— or to set
At 25steps byyoung
Jacques
follows inLikehis many
father'sanother
footmarrying
unhappily.
discontented Benedict he takes to travel. An unlucky attempt to cross the Pacific by aeroplane
lands him in a socialistic paradise. This is the
point at which all of the masculine necks in the
audience begin to crane interestedly. For in this
picture at least the Greek toga seems to have
something on attire.
the Arrow collar as an article of
conventional
The particular isle on which Lenoi landed also
had other
selling
points —byforgifted
the tired
ness man.good
It is
inhabited
men busiand
women of all stations who have left civilization
through ennui or shipwreck. The cuisine is
excellent. There are no covert charges or
lengthy checks. There is a fine wine cellar and
no local Volstead. The tailor is not a man of any
consequence. And the girls are all tropical
Helens.
Just as he gets used to this idyllic state and
falls in love with a South Sea beauty Lenoi begins
to think about the wife back home. He returns
to New York. She has believed him lost and
married a broker. When she finds her first husband alive she solves the knotty problem for
both of her husbands by eloping with a third.
Which is both ingenious and obliging.
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Critics

So Lenoi returns ecstatically to his South Sea
paradise,
the location
of which And
he keeps
dark,
like
all South
Sea enthusiasts.
he marries
the Pacific belle with the nutbrown curls.
" The tion.Lotus
Eatersto " itsis aother
First virtues,
Nationalit attracIn addition
has a
coherent story forcefully told.
MADE
NOTABLE
BY
GREAT ACTOR AND
DIRECTOR
New York Journal
Marshall
Neilan,
general excellence and who
who directs
appears pictures
to haveof slight
regard for screen conventions, has gone and done
it. He has taken John Barrymore, a Terhune
story
made start
a travesty.
" The
Lotus and
Eatersa camera
" has a and
Griffith
and a Sennett
finish.
The Capitol theatre yesterday was crowded with
people who sat complacently through the first
two or three reels of the picture, finding just
what they expected — plenty of dramatic tensity
and Barrymorish personality — only to have their
playgoing dignity smashed to smithereens in
Reel
4 by and
Neilan's
daredeviltry.
takes
Barrymore
transplants
him toNeilan
a mythical
isle somewhere in the South Seas. Audacious,
indeed, with Barrymore having the time of his
life apparently.
" The Lotus Eaters " is about a woman named
Mavis,
a regularand" put
takegeneration
" when itofcame
to matrimony
the and
second
the
male side of the House of Lenoi, Frenchmen who
were most unhappy in their matrimonial cruises.
It is a screen production notable for its frequent
glimpses of a great actor transmitting his art to
the cinema. Also for three distinct characterizations from this same actor — further notable for
the quips of story and action given it by its diThe pair who share its honors are Barrymore andrector.Neilan.
BEST FILM WE
HAVE EVER SEEN
Nczv York Globe
Just when the despondent film critic decides
that there is no hope of justice in this world and
that the best thing to do is to touch a match to
all the
celluloid
in theblaze,
worldalong
and comes
go up atopicture
paradise in the
resultant
like
'
'The
Lotus
Eater,"
and
the
aforementioned
critic is transformed into a belligerent guardian
of everyoffoot
tialties
fun. of film with such delightful potenWe
consider
The seen.
Lotus Eater
" one of the gives
best
Aims we have "ever
John Barrymore
one of the best performances of his screen career
as the star, and Marshall Neilan has directed the
production with consummate skill.
The story is a fantastic affair by Albert Payson
Terhune, fit to be known as a screen classic. We
trust that in the foregoing superlative praise we
have
made
that without
" The Lotus
Eater
is a itfilmsufficiently
that shouldclearbe seen
fail.
The " Capitol
the
rendezvous
of Theatre
all thosethiswhoweeklikeshould
their be
humor
straight and followed by a smooth chaser of romance.
The story of this delightful film concerns a
strange
five
yearsyoung
of hismanlife who
on aspends
yacht.theHefirst
has twentyknown
no women
during
that
time,
except
as
they
before himat onthetheendpages
books.
On aphis
first visitpearedashore
of hisof sea
penance
he
naturally clothes the first woman he meets with
all the ideals inspired by his literary charmers.
The lady, however, does not completely fulfil his
ideals,
and we see
lover undertaking a dirigible
flighta disconsolate
across the Pacific
in search
of a thrill that may perhaps bring forgetfulness.
The dirigible develops feminine characteristics at
sea, however, and fails him.

M

Said!

The trans-Pacific adventurer thereupon falls into
the sea,lated but
near enough
an isoisland tois fortunately
reach the safety
of that tosmall
but
dependable
strip
of
land.
We
suspect,
if
sex
vails in the vegetable and mineral worlds, that prethe
island was masculine.
There is on this island a delightful colony of
wrecked and supremely happy castaways. There
is no fortmoney
Every
the comof every there.
one else,
and one
the works
result foris universal
happiness.
One
may
do
there
whatever
desires. An Italian count had for years aonesecret
desire to be a cook. His position forbade such
common labor. On this Utopian island he is the
master chef
and one
of the happiest
premely contented
inhabitants.
There isof a the
bar su-at
which spiritous liquors are dispensed without
charge and the happy victims taken home on
stretchers.
audience
into wild
applause whenYesterday's
this ultimate
featurebroke
of Utopia
was
disclosed. The island is, in short, the sort of
place
we
would
all
live
in
if
we
weren't
such
human human beings.
Our hero passes a perfect year on this island,
but feels that it is his duty to return home. He
finds that there is a way of getting back to his
alleged vinces
civilization
short stayandcon-he
him that heandhasreturns.
made a A mistake
returns again to the island to live irresponsibly
ever after.
to mention
" Thein Lotus
on Wethisexpect
page and
to consider
greaterEater
detail" again
than
is possible in this hurried review more of its many
charms.
t
It is sufficient here to say that " The Lotus
Eater tures" of is
the without
year. question one of the best picDELICIOUS PICTURE;
BEAUTIFUL
VIEWS
New York Sun
" TheJohnLotus
Eater " anat opportunity
the Capitol tothisplayweekan
gives
Barrymore
unsophisticated youth, to marry a sophisticated
girl, to try a flight across the Pacific in a dirigible,
to fall into a South Sea island, with consequent
romanticeverything,
trimmings,in toshort.
box a kangaroo — to do
almost
But then, in this extremely variegated adaptationmoreof Albert
PaysonhasTerhune's
Barry-so
quite evidently
a good story,
time, and
does the audience, though the spectator has a
constant feeling that either he or the star is going
to wake up suddenly. The feeling of a dream is
carried out by all sorts of bizarre happenings,
and just as there is a menagerie of animals on
the Pacific
island, so the photoplay has a menagerie of sensations.
But Marshall Neilan has woven it into an interesting semblance of continuity, and his sense of
humor keeps one right side up while tobogganing
about over the map in the fashion of a Coney
Island scenic railway. The travesty on Utopias in
the island is delicious, and beautiful views,
matched with the loveliness of Anne Q. Nilsson
and Colleen Moore, assist Barrymore in an enjoydespitehimtheup fact
hero's
father ablehaspicture,
brought
on athat
yachtthesecluded
from women, and — fill in the details from memory.
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Personally
Directed by
Marshall

Neilan

A John Barrymore Production and a First National Attraction
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The wolf dog who quit civilization at the call of his savage
wolf mate hears the cry of
his mistress and rushes to rescue her from the man — beast.
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It

has been, as always, an interesting year in
THIS
motion pictures, but a different one. There
has been less revolution within the business,
and more underneath it.

office and exchange business. This has slumped off
somewhat, and today we face the usual pre-holiday
off season.
*
*
*

Like every other business under the sun, and paramount to all individual and internal experiences,
the industry has been subject to the one great common economic disturbance — namely the reconstruction period after the greatest of all wars.
*
#
*

What does the year's business career mean?
does it portend?

The development of
covered in this issue by
from the trade and one
We are content, here,
and industrial year.
*

the motion picture itself is
two capable reviewers — one
from the public viewpoint.
to speak of the commercial
*

*

From January till June this business held its own
to a remarkable degree. The government tax reports
on all so-called luxuries showed that sales began declining in 1920. We refer to automobiles, furs, jewelry, musical instruments, cigars, tobacco and cigarettes (all included with motion pictures in the special luxury taxes). Motion pictures not only did
not experience the general decline, but, on the contrary, kept up the ascending sales of the war period.
Proving, pretty conclusively it seems, that the
public has come to look upon picture entertainment
as a family necessity — not a luxury. A most important fact— if we realize the everlasting truth that
only a low price will keep this entertainment out of
the luxury class, and within the great volume demand of the masses.
*
*
*

Then came a sharp break, resulting in the closing,
at the peak of the Summer season, of fully 35 per
cent of the picture houses. Producers and distributors, over-expanded and under-capitalized, felt
keenly the sharp reduction in the inflow of cash
from the exchanges. A sort of a crisis impended.
Then September brought a general revival in boxVol. xxv

DECEMBER

We

What

thought at first that the sharp break that began

in June was the regular Summer slump made extreme by exceptional heat. But looking back we
can see that it was an accumulated result of widespread business distress. The theatre is always last
to feel general business depression. The box-office
went merrily on in the Fall of 1920 and the Spring
of 1921 ; but all the time things were cracking underneath. The great industries of agriculture, automobiles, rubber, woolens, cotton, metals, hide and
leather, railroad equipment, oil, building materials,
exports— each, in turn, came tumbling down from
the giddy heights of false war prosperity. And as
each fell, in its turn, localities faced unemployment
that in the aggregate reached an army last Summer
of six millions or more wage-earners. People continued to spend, however — out of savings, and the
recklessness born of high wages; so that, actually,
slump.
the picture business was the last to feel the general

When the slump did come, last Summer — it came
hard. It was an accumulation. And the exhibitor
— his expenses and his own state of mind still geared
up to war days (when, as one exhibitor puts it, people would crowd in a theatre with a smallpox sign
over the entrance) wasn't prepared to meet it. And
the pessimism of the producer and distributor didn't
cheer or steady him a bit. So he either closed up
or made hectic aand often ill-advised attempts to
regain falling patronage.

Happily — very happily, this period is over with.

On the one hand, the country's business is over its
sickness and* decidedly and hopefully on the mend.
31, 1921

NO. 2

Today

only the stabilization of international exchange (and this situation is far better right now
than in two years) remains to give us a period of
sound prosperity heretofore unequalled. There is
no question about this; and we look for a fine,
healthy revival as early as next Spring.
On

the other hand, exhibitor, producer and distributor are out of their war daze and sanely and

we want rather a solidification of the present trade
structure.
*
*
*
By industrial organization we mean that unity of
effort which will promote and defend the welfare of
the industry at large.
This need is supreme.

resolutely meeting the new and normal business situation. The plush trimmings have got to be cut

Because the picture, today, reaches at least onetenth of the population daily, and at least half the
population at intervals we have to do in a very large

out of the theatre program, the waste and extravagance out of production and the duplication and

way with public opinion. And therefore public
opinion will have, in a very large way, to do with

lost motion out of distribution.
right. The motion picture dollar
be an American dollar only, worth
cents. This situation has often
Today it is here.
*
*
*

us. There is no way to escape the very large responsibility the motion picture bears toward almost every
family circle in this country. The man with his

" Got to be " is
from now on will
just one hundred
been prophesied.

eye glued to his own balance sheet is apt to overlook
this very large fact, but it is none the less large.
And it's a business fact.

There are some who believe, and we agree with
them, that the strenuous period the industry is just
emerging from will prove a blessing. It will make

The point is simply this: if we don't present ourselves in the right way to the public, the public will
form its own conclusions. The worst of it is the

a house-cleaning; and it will result in sound economics. Ifso, it is worth while.

public has already done so, and its conclusions are

This is an exceptional business — but, exceptional
only because of its tremendous hold on the public.
There's a wonderful opportunity in it for men of
business ability willing to work hard. But there's
no velvet for anyone, and there's no secure place for
the fakir.
There are two great, outstanding needs today, as
we see the industry in prospective.
One is capital: the other is industrial organization.
The whole industry is under-capitalized. It has
grown furiously, and invested capital has never kept
pace with expansion. There is every incentive to
spend and little thought to put by. The consequence
is that a surplus is always lacking when a stringency
comes. Depreciation isn't considered. And there's
always a tugging at the purse-strings. Money, because it's needed quickly and without forethought,
costs too much to borrow.
The answer is that the bank is needed in this industry. Not the promotion bank, not the private
bank, but the commercial bank. We need, and
surely this business has grown to the size where it
deserves, regular commercial banking credit, the
same credit that is a fundamental and integral part
of every established business. There 'will be, we
believe, more of this finance, and less of the promotion variety, from now on. We need new enterprise
in production only; for distribution and exhibition
Holiday

Number

so wrong that we are censored, and taxed and generally spat upon.
We've got to begin to speak out and in a broad,
constructive way.
We've

got to speak with one voice.

And to do this we've got to have one industry —
united on all questions of public relations.
We

have today a large and efficient exhibitor organization. And there is promised a new Association of producers and distributors. The first and
foremost duty of these organizations, in the true
interests of their members is so to affiliate that this
solid unity of the industry may be had, and a wise
and constructive publicity campaign launched to put
right this industry in the public mind.
This need, we repeat, is supreme.
Nineteen hundred and twenty-two looks good.
The theatre business while slower to recover because
it was slowest to decline, cannot help but reflect the
solid prosperity that is surely facing this country.
The outlook calls for sanity only. If we were to
express a Christmas wish it would be: that the New
Year see a cessation of all civil warfare and politics
and emotionalism and the same good
pended in cool constructive business.
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"See
Here

It
are a

Through"
score of exhibitors who

The third installment of the " Seeing It
Through " contest articles appear on this
and the following pages.
The contest, which closed Dec. 20th,
has brought forth a grist of contributions^
that can not be handled in this issue.
However, they will appear in succeeding
numbers, selected in the order in which
they were received.
All articles submitted will be judged
shortly and as soon as possible the prizes
awarded.
Clean Policy Wins
Three theatres in a town of ten thousand
;and making money ! If that isn't a record
[it is something near it. Two of these thejatres run every day, matinee and night.
jThe third, a large combination house, plays
!only the larger pictures and the few road
Ishows that venture on the one night stands
[this year.
If I were asked to name the chief reason for our prosperity in the face of trying financial conditions, I should readily
say: " Good will."
Showmanship has its value. Exploitation is a faithful friend and modern equipment is a positive requirement, but for a
^dependable prop in times that are hard,
[commend me to " Good will."
To begin with, many exhibitors who are
[facing rocky travelling now can trace it to
Itheir greed during flush times.
In the face of big business during the
" mad " days, we steadfastly resisted the
temptation to raise our prices beyond a
sane and fair level. Result? We have
not had to reduce in the pinch.
But, surest route of all, we have never
ceased to feed our public with the
choicest entertainment that the film market affords. We have never lowered the
standards of our houses. Our equipment
is of the best. Our music superb and unfailing courtesy is as much a part of our
service to the public as the picture itself.
Any exhibitor can build up " good will "
for his houses by being what every man
should be, a good citizen. By keeping our
pictures clean, and it has taken some vigorous censoring in the past to do this, we
have bridged the gap that ordinarily exists
between the theatres and the churches in
a small town.
When the storm of criticism directed
against the film industry was raging at
its highest we were sitting calm
and unruffled. There was no
agitation for censorship in our

in
1922!
have succeeded

town because we had never resorted to the
" No Children Admitted," " Ladies Only
Matinees," nor any of the other " sure
fire " methods that many showmen seized
upon with so much avidity.
We knew there was a temporary profit
in making a sexual appeal, but we also
knew that it was only temporary7. I can
name two of the finest pictures of last
year that never had a showing in our
houses, because their principal appeal was
sexual.
Naturally, we have had to trim our sails
in spots to meet the slump. We studied
long and earnestly over this. Was it better to cut salaries or discharge superfluous
employees? We did the latter. We retained only those men who were needed
urgently and have, so far, continued 'to
pay them the same wages they have received for the past three years. They are
more efficient because of this and we feel
we have one of the best organized -business
forces in the South.
We did cut down some on our advertising, because, like many others, we were
not getting results commensurate with the
expenditure. By carefully checking up on
every avenue of publicity we arrived at the
smallest minimum with which we could
operate this department. Sixty per cent
of our appropriation goes to the newspapers, twenty per cent to the billboards
and the other twenty per cent is used for
mailing, stunts, heralds and incidental
publicity.
A further saving was effected when we
abandoned the policy of changing our pictures daily and substituted a four-picturea-week policy. The result was a slight decrease in our gross, but this decrease did
not equalize the saving in film rental and
advertising.
We have rigidly adhered to the policy of
selling the motion picture to the public.
Not selling an individual picture nor any
brand of pictures, but the industry itself.
We remind them continually of our service to the government and to the State,
and we continue to render that service as
freely as we find it possible. We make
our theatres public institutions that operate for public good, even at the sacrifice
of a momentary profit.
In this way we have robbed the
" knocker " of his chief weapon and disarmed the "reformer." We have convinced our public that the motion picture is worthy of their patronage and we
are securing that patronage.
We believe

our policy will work anywhere for any
man, but more especially in smaller cities
where there is an opportunity for the exhibitor to get close to his patron.
E. W. Collins,
Grand Theatre, Jonesboro, Ark.
" Get Down to Normal "
Above the hue and cry of small profits,
dwindling patronage and even losses in
the motion picture exhibiting field, can
be heard the strident appeal from theatre
managers for a panacea, a remedy for
their retrograding profits. I have come
to the conclusion, after many disappointments and a battle with myself to throw
off my luxurious war-profit frame of
mind, that the only profitable way to " see
it through," as you have phrased it, is to
approach the moving picture business in
the same frame of mind as one did before the war. By this I don't mean that
a theatre manager has to disregard the
many lessons he has learned in the past
few years.
May I say at the outset, however, that
any suggestions I may have to offer in
helping my brother managers see it
through are wholly the result of personal experience and are offered for what
they are worth.
The next few months, and even the
next year, will necessitate the exertion of
every bit of showmanship ability available in a motion picture theatre manager.
Incidentally, out of the next year's melting pot will step the managers who are
not only managers but' showmen. There
will be no war profit public to compensate for real ability as snowmen. So much
for them. It will be the old story of the
survival of the fittest.
Concrete suggestions and solid figures
are our next consideration. Does economy
in the theatre pay? The most successful
showmen say that it doesn't, and when I
say economy I mean a rigid, relentless
economy that robs the product you are
offering the public of any real worth. I
believe, however, that economy intelligently practiced in the theatre helps. To
cite what I mean, I will relate a personal
experience. At my Lowell, Mass., theatre, the Strand, I established open shop
conditions among the employes after a
:ly battle with the unions. Instead of
seeking long-term contracts with my musicians at practically Avar time
prices. I obtained short time
(Continued on page 222)
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We gave the man who
public an opportunity
By E. J. WALTON
Rivoli and National Theatres, Ybor City, Florida
THE past year has been bad. It opened with the Cigarmakers on strike and this condition continued until spring.
With the opening of the factories there was a little improvement
in our business. With people at work again I increased my advertising. am
I
spending an average of $100 a week. This is
quite a sum for a city the size of Ybor, but it has paid and I
feel that it, with the careful selection of pictures that please
my patrons, is what saved me from having to charge off a loss,
instead of having a small profit, for this exceptionally bad
year.
I am confident that things will be better from now on. We
have another strike in the Cigar Industry, but I do not think
it will last, as most of the workers see there must be some- reduction in w ages. I am booking my shows just as though there
was no strike and shall continue my advertising as usual.
Regarding the closer harmony between Exhibitor and Distributor, feel
I
there should be more consideration given to local conditions by the Exchanges, as well as the fact that the
Exhibitor must have a profit too. To illustrate : I have been
buying service from a large company. Every picture they
made, that stood a chance of pleasing my patrons, I have bought
and I never tried to beat them down on a fair price. It so
happened they produced an exceptional picture, one that 1
felt would be a money maker for me and which I would have
willingly paid a real stiff price for. They offered me this picture upon a percentage basis. That would have been satisfactory but the conditions they tacked on made it impossible for
me to accept.
First they dictated the admission prices, which would have
been such a marked advance that it would have taken me some
time to recover from the bad effect. They demanded 70 per
cent of the gross receipts. I was to do my usual advertising,
about $15 a day, and the excess of that amount would be taken
from the gross.
Now, I figured it all out. If I played to capacity at their
prices and terms I could make around $200 profit, but there was
another condition in their contract. I had to agree to buy
three other pictures at about four times the rental I had been
paying for their other pictures. So, if they let me make $200
on their big picture, they would collect it later, with interest,
on the other three.
If the Distributor is going to handle the Exhibitor in such
a manner it is only a question of time until there will be fewer
theatres than there are pictures, and then the Distributor will
realize that they were the ones who killed the Golden Goose.

By HOWARD J. SMITH
Manager of the Palace Theatre, Buffalo, and President of the Western
New York Unit of the M. P. T. O. A.

THE year just closing has been a bad year in the picture
business in Buffalo. After two months of very good attendance, aslump came in March which has persisted into the
fall and winter.
While it has been complicated with other causes,
such as hot weather in the summer and the opening
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should know his
to tell his story

of a large new theatre, still it is clear that there has been a drop
of at least 30 per cent in the regular business in this section.
Such a drop in business can be met with difficulty if at all,
by the average theatre, as profits have not averaged 30 per
cent of gross income. The only way to meet such a situation
has been, of course, a decided cut in expenses. This has been
very difficult as regards the house expenses of most theatres
on account of the labor situation; the unions having fixed a
high scale during prosperous times and now are unwilling to
take any reduction. The only feasible cut in most houses has
been in the price of film, and this could only be applied where
the theatre was not loaded up with franchises and long contracts.
One other cut that could be made and has been made in some
houses has been a cut in the musical acts which have come to
be put on as part of the show in so many theatres.
The possibility of economy, therefore, narrows down in most
theatres to a possible cut in film prices and in music. These
economics have not been generally applied, owing to existing
film contracts and to fear of competition.
As a result, many if not most theatres in this section have
been operating either at a loss or at no profit for many months.
An additional factor of loss has come in from the new censorship. The film manufacturers have evidently been afraid
to make anything which has even a remote kick, and have put
out the greatest collection of mother love and Northwestern
outdoor pictures that the screen has ever seen. These pictures
are as a rule poor box office attractions and exploitation has
failed to attract a weary public to these mediocre productions.
The final liquidation of the picture show business thus involves three factors; the cancelling of long contracts and substitution oflower priced films ; the doing away with unnecessary music costs, and the production by manufacturers of
pictures with a real kick. Such a kick, of course, does not
need to be at all suggestive but must have box office in it.
After these corrections are made, if the cost of shows is still
above the power of the public to buy, there must be a reduction in price. That should not come until the government removes the unjust and unfair seat tax. The position of all picture show men should be, in regard to price reduction, that the
first action must be taken by the government.
By EDWARD L. HYMAN
Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre
\\7 ITH war conditions gradually disappearing the business
" » been
aspectclinging
promises
new abnormal
picture in war
1922.policies,
Many have
exhibitors
have
to athese
been
loath to relinquish them, but the time has come when a new
basis of operation must be established.
1922 will find exhibitors everywhere facing the inevitable,
which is this :
With the abnormal war condition eliminated, if prices are to
remain the same, a new stimulus for business must be found.
solutely.
That stimulus is— presenting a show that will satisfy, abHardly a motion picture theatre anywhere that
today hasn't plenty of competition. In order to divert the public from the more than 110 motion pic-
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ture theatres in Brooklyn to the Brooklyn Mark Strand, there
must be a good reason. The same condition applies to almost
every community in the United States and will be felt more
than ever in 1922.
There must be a good reason why the public will pass by the
increasing number of theatres to pick out a certain one for their
favorite, especially when the same pictures may often be seen
a few weeks later for a fraction of the admission price at the
neighborhood theatre. That is a problem 1922 will bring before the exhibitor more pertinently than ever.
192 1 has educated the public to expect a perfect musical
setting. This is an element of 1921 progress that makes a
theatre distinctive and lifts it above the mediocre class. 1921
has also educated audiences to crave the atmospheric prologue,
tabloid versions of grand and comic opera, miniature presentations of musical comedies, special lighting effects, and all short
film subjects carefully cut and scored. These things became
part and parcel of 1921, and 1922 will find them even more important. This is my prediction.
1921 has found and 1922 will practise it— that when business
slumps the chopping-down process is out of date and has been
replaced by the determination behind which lies hard work
and a desire to build up. Go ahead, not backward, is the neworder of things.
All theatres are not situated that they are able to use soloists, prologues, etc., but every manager can do his utmost to
sell his product. 1922 will call for a more sincere kind of
theatre salesmanship in the motion picture industry. Some
houses are of the type that can ballyhoo with productive result.
Others of the more dignified type, especially neighborhood
houses, can use the community mailing list to extreme advantage. Reference is made to names taken in the theatre, who
through mailed programs, etc., are kept in direct touch with
the activities of the theatre.
Competition in 1922 will be so keen that the wise ones will
use every stimulus to make 1922 what it should be in net result.
1 921 rewarded fighters and workers. So will 1922 reward
fighters and workers.
These are the days when one may view a feature after five
acts of vaudeville, and such a condition of necessity calls for
a stimulus that will make the best minds work overtime.
By EDWARD WEISFELDT
Manager, Strand Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
BUSINESS

during the past year has been bad, very bad, especial y ifwe use last year as a criterion. Labor conditions
have been the principal reason for this as the thousands that
have been out of work have just refused or were unable to go
to the theatre. Then too the public has been so educated to
expecting to pay a high price for a good picture that they have
actually gone shopping and very often we have had the paradoxical situation of playing to more people at fifty-five cents
than we did at forty cents. They thought that if we boosted
our price to fifty cents that the picture must be good. The
future looks good, very good, though I think that the return
will be gradual.
The public want human interest pictures, no costumes. Never
mind the star. Give them a good story and a good
title. Too many producers overlook the value of
titles. The title is oftentime the handle that brings
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the public into the theatre. The good old barnstorming plays
with their real stories and better titles are what we need. A
little more showmanship and a little less high finance and we
will have real pictures. If the exchanges would do less auctioning of their real pictures it would make for better harmony
between
the exhibitors and "the exchanges. Any one who has
booked
I mean. pictures especially for a first run house knows what
By BRUCE FOWLER
Manager, Elmivood Theatre, Buffalo, A. Y.
HE business year just closing contained three distinct
T phases. The three phases were as follows: Opening to
big business, a summer with a slump and finally closing, a fall
ently.
with a weak opening but building up splendidly and consistA survey of the general market condition shows a steady
strengthening in practically all groups. Individually this business will prosper likewise providing the exhibitor will give the
same thought to his reconstruction program as has so-called
" Big Business."
,
The public is on a purchasing diet. Patrons have become
careful, shrewd amusement buyers. They go where the best
value is received for their money. It does not matter whether
the admission is ten or fifty cents providing they get what they
consider " good measure."
More intelligent construction of programs, more and better
advertising and improved presentation is expected and demanded.
" Movie fans " are literally " fed up " on " canned goods "
and routine manufactured productions. The public as a whole
is demanding a more liberal display of art in pictures, for example, the directorial genius of Griffith, the acting of George
Arliss, the comedy of Lloyd. Art is stories, scenarios and
settings should be forthcoming. It is sadly lacking in the
majority of releases.
A closer understanding of values will help a great deal toward bringing harmony between distributor and exhibitor. To
determine properly the true value of any article and to sell or
to purchase it for its true worth is a tremendous problem, but
it can be solved by applying Facts and Truths where the} are
conspicuous by their absence."
By R. E. HICKS
Cabrillo Theatre, San Diego, Cal.
I WILL have to say that I have found the quality of pictures
to have been generally poor. The future looks uncertain
to me, and I think it will depend upon the quality of the pictures which are offered and the disposition of producers to cooperate with the exhibitors by making lower prices to meet the
ex! "ing conditions. The business will take care of itself if the
producers are reasonable in this regard. The public is showing
an increased demand for comedy-dramas, with well-known
stars in the cast.
Taboo heavy drama and make prices to fit local conditions.
Distributors have been insane on price questions too
long. They must wake up or all concerned will suffer as a result.
(Continued on page 225)
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By Robert E. Sherwood of
Life Magazine
else may be said of
ER
EV
WHAT
1921 (and I have heard several
people say some pretty darned
harsh things about it), it's been a great
year for the film fans.
The motion picture industry itself has
been subjected to a series of body blows
which have been pretty close to knockouts in a number of cases. What is more,
the industry was not prepared for the
rough handling that it has absorbed. During its career of unprecedented prosperity
it had little experience in taking punishment, and therefore every wallop that it
has received from Old Man Eate has hurt.
But the fans have sat back in their ringside seats and enjoyed the spectacle. Like
the crowds at a Spanish bull-fight, they
have yelled for blood. And they have been
getting it.
To its eternal credit, be it said, the
motion picture industry has stood up
gamely. And while it was being buffeted
about by business conditions, it has developed itself, and improved to a greater
extent than in any previous year of its
existence.
The fans, then, have won out at both
ends of the line: they have seen the film
industry go into the financial slump which
it was bound to face sooner or later; and
at the same time they have been treated
to a better run of pictures than ever before. Incidentally, since they themselves
have been suffering from acute anaesthesia
of the bank-roll, they have been more careful to pick their pictures.
Two years ago they went to the movies
without caring much what they saw. As
long as their local exhibitor gave them the
requisite number of reels of animated photographs they didn't complain. The result
was they became so satiated with mediocre
material that when a really good picture
make
came
it. along they didn't know what to
of
Now, however, they can't afford to go
to the movies every night. And when they
do go, they are anxious to make sure that
the evening is not wasted. So
they select only those photoplays
that have proven themselves
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both
came
back
strong
in
"
The
Sign
on
worthy of patronage. Fortunately there
have been many such to pick from.
the Door " and " Woman's Place," respectively. George Arliss made an auspicious
There have been few startling upsets.
as a screen
star in " The Devil '' and
'*start
Disraeli,"
and Elsie
Ferguson materially
The favorite stars have all held their own,
strengthened
her
position
with " Footand, in many cases, have climbed to
lights "and " Peter Ibbetson." Richard
greater heights than they knew before.
Also, the number of new stars who have
Barthelmess made one fine picture, '' Tol'able David," but the Gish sisters were conrisen from the ranks and burst into sudspicuous bytheir absence from the field of
den prominence is negligible.
action. They were evidently marooned
In the latter group, the most sensational,
out in Mamaroneck, waiting for the snow
without question, is Jackie Coogan. His
to fall, so that Mr. Griffith could shoot
performance of " The Kid " was electrifyexteriors of " The Two Orphans."
ing, and was sufficient to put him in the theThomas
Meighan did consistently good
very front rank of screen artists — old and
work,
his
"
City of Silent Men " being a
young, large and small. But a Jackie
masterpiece. Wallie Reid performed acCooean does not happen more than once
ceptably ina number of productions, and
in a life time, and we need hardly look
received more mash notes than ever. Will
for a similar achievement in this generaRogers made his best picture, " Doubling
tion, at least. The only others who have
succeeded in establishing themselves as le- for Romeo," and then went back to the
Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic — leaving Holl)
gitimate stars this year are May McAvoy
wood cold. Priscilla Dean had a good
and Gareth Hughes, in " Sentimental
year, with " Outside the Law," " ReputaTommy " ; Agnes Ayres in " Forbidden
tion "and " Conflict," but Eric von StroFruit," " The Sheik," etc. ; Pauline Starke
heim was not represnted, except by the
in " A Connecticut Yankee in King Aradvance
publicityeffected
for " Foolish
Wives."in
thur's Court," Salvation Nell," etc. ; Betty
Mabel Normand
a come-back
Blythe in " The Queen of Sheba " ; Gloria
Molly O." The two Barrymores. Lionel
Swanson in " The Affairs of Anatol,"
and John, dabbled in pictures with their
" The Great Moment," etc. ; Gladys Walusual success, and the three Moores, Tom,
ton in " Shirt Skirts," etc. ; Betty CompOwen and Matt, kept up a consistent averson in " At the End of the World " and
age. Pearl White provided some stalwart
" The Little Minister " ; and Rudolph Valaction
in "films
A Virgin
Paradise," but the
entino and Alice Terry in " The Four
rest of her
were flivvers.
Horsemen of the Apocalypse " and " The
Of the stars who neither gained nor lost
Conquering Power." Mr. Valentino's submuch ground, I might mention Conway
portrayal
of of" The
Sheik " was
one of thesequent
high
spots
the year.
Tearle, Mary Miles Minter. Tom Mix,
Of the established stars who have in- Constance Binney, Alice Joyce, Bert Lytell, Marion Davies, Elliott Dexter, Alice
creased their prestige in 192 1, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, and Charlie
Brady, Dorothy Dalton, Sessue Hayakawa. Wanda Hawley, Corinne Griffith,
Chaplin, as always, stand out. Miss PickWilliam Desmond, Edith Roberts, Clara
ford was at her best in " Little Lord
Kimball Young, Monte Blue, Bebe DanFauntleroy," and Mr. Fairbanks reached
iels, Harry Carey and Shirley Mason.
the top level of triumph in " The Three
Certain stars have not featured as promMusketeers." " The Kid " is unquestioninently as of yore, among them Nazimova,
ably the greatest Chaplin picture, combining, as it does, his unconquerable comedy
William Farnum, Pauline Frederick. Aniwith an intense human interest.
ta Stewart and May Allison. Theda Bara
Charles Ray produced two notable pho- has gone into a state of voluntary eclipse.
Honorable mention must also be made
toplays, The
"
Old Swimmin' Hole " and
" Scrap Iron," and Bill Hart, jogging
of the " unfeatured " players who have
along steadily as ever, did nothing specdistinguished themselves in pictacular except get married. Norma and
ture after picture, although their
(Continued on page 232)
Constance Talmadge, after weak starts,
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to make
money. Certain sections of the
By Laurence Reid
ham and eggs to pati-de-foi-gras. Grantcountry
demand
westerns, others want the
ing that there is no cultural background in
THAT old hue and cry — Whatn is the their lives, they are constantly striving tc simple romance, and some others want the
matter with the Motio
Picartistic
There is no change— just
ture?— which has been raised since see the light. The telephone, the talking- an even picture.
current.
Broadway successes and
machine, the macadam road, the flivver
the birth of the first photoplay, has
failures are bein? adapted, and so are the
—
these
and
other
elements
are
bringing
bounded forth again. Like the Republiworks of famous authors and some not so
them a new perspective. That the Amercans when they sweep into power conwell
known. Literary celebrities are much
ican public is not decadent in its taste is
demning the Democrats for permitting
in demand. Once they scoffed— and it is
the country to go to the bow-wows, or proven in the literary quality of '' best our impression that manv are scoffing yet
when the Democrats are successful and
sellers " over ten years ago. Minstrel— but it is money makes the mare go.
sho^s and even circuses are becomupbraid the Republicans for making a mess
With our ear to the
and our eye
ing passe. Ample proof that the intelli- on the silversheet we ground
of government, this irresistible, reverberathave reached the
gence isimproving. They will leave their conclusio
ing clamor will go on unceasingly, for it is
n that a goodly share of them will
toilsome struggles of the day or the dull
given to man to express an opinion. His
never reach the pinnacle that they held in
monotony of their homes at night — to bask
reasoning faculty and his gift of speech
their fiction world. Perhaps the screen has
demand an outlet. But where the Demoin the sunshine of illusion. And the pic- frightened
them, or perhaps they have not
ture
theatre
catches
them.
crats and Republicans, and even the parlor
accustomed themselves to its demands, but
Like Gaul this public may be divided
Bolshevists, occasionally declare an armthe fact remains that the original scenario
into three parts — those who prefer the writer still dominate
istice— to rest their vocal chords preparas the scene, because,
tory to renewing the conflict, the battle is average picture similar to the average
through experience, he has gauged the
story found in the average fiction magaever being waged against the poor, downessentials of picture drama. There has
trodden motion picture.
zine— those who worship at the artistic been
a depression the past year in the
They have backed the decrepit old shrine, and those who go to see their be- financia
l world, which prevented proloved favorites regardless of the theme or
FIGURE against the wall and are giving
ducers, with a purpose, from realizing
no quarter — they have riddled him full of title. That the producers, taken collectively, have their hands on the pulse of the their ambitions. Some of them have gone
holes and shot him full of poison gas, but
right ahead and produced successes.
situation, is proven in the mass of average
with all this concentrated warfare he reBroadwa
y may have a disastrous season
pictures
produced
for
the
average
patron,
mains a very active corpse. Being charged
in regard to poor attractions, but the hits
with an excessive nerve force, he is able balanced by the star system for those who
demand them and the artistic production
to withstand any intensified song of hate.
are packing them in and some are " holdovers "from the previous year.
which
appeals solely to the intellect — there
Certain pallbearers suffering from " bacilli
The tendency the past season has been
being
no
commercial
taint
connected
with
literati " would group about his invisible
to produce the simple story of country life
bier. But like one of his transparent dis- it. There is no trend of motion picture
or
the light domestic comedy-drama. We
solves or an allegorical exposure, he exists production beyond providing the patron
entertainment
for
the
hour.
DouDtless
submit for your inspection " Tol'ble
in the shadow world — above and beyond
David " and " The Old Nest." Westerns
the torments of the flesh. He is the most
many years hence the producers will arrive
have
taken on a form of burlesque insofar
grossly maligned FIGURE on earth. He
at the high artistic plane. But the enteras
Tom
Mix is concerned. Lately there
has been painted as spineless, commercial,
prise or industry or what you will — is too
appeared
a western novelty — a satire on
new.
There
must
be
experiment.
A
pot
mercenary — a thing without heart or soul.
of gold cannot be wasted haphazardly in " The Three Musketeers " entitled
But he goes on singing his romantic song
" Fightin' Mad." Others worth mentionwith unbounded health and enthusiasm.
creating a demand for artistic achievement
This vituperation has only succeeded in when the picture public is not. ready to
ing are "The Fox," "The Iron Trail,"
strengthening his character. His simple leave the wilderness- — when that public i? " The Testing Block," " The Sky Pilot "
mission is to enable everyone (even his not ready to see beyond the horizon of its and " The Man of the Forest." It must
circumscribed existence.
be said that many stars featuring the cowtormentors) to find the Road to HappiThere is a handful of stars who have
ness.
boy 'drama are relying solely
stunts.
This is an advance because upon
the western
created a wide following. When they have
The would-be mourners or the potential
plot does not offer many variations from
pallbearers are eternallv asking — What is fulfilled their destinies a new constellation
an old theme. There have been some imthe matter with the Motion Picture ? They
will appear. In the meantime the public
is
hungry
for
pictures
just
so
long
as
they
pressive adaptations. What of " The
haven't cried " Wolf ! " Thev have barked
entertain. So countless stories are being Affairs of Anatol," " The Heart of Mary" Woof ! Woof ! " For their papers are
land." "Black Beauty," "Little Lord
nothing but a woof of words. They will ground through the movie mill. The mills
of
these
movie
gods
grind
auicklv
without
Fauntlerov,"
" Peter Ibbetson," " The
point out statistics showing- that the intelligence of the picture public is being exceeding fine. But they are showSheik," " Sentimental Tommy "
men first and artists afterward. And one
that of a child of twelve. As wel!
and {Cont
" Youinued
and Ion? " page 234)
condemn them for preferring of the principles of the picture industry is
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Audiences for the most part no longer
By Joseph Plunkett of the
the gullible lot that was wont to
nd
comprise
Stra
Mark
York
New
anything that was offered them distor's point of view, accept guised as inaudible drama; no more will
FROM
y ibi
be more qualified to
I maexh
since the
for the helpless inspeak from that angle, there is they make allowances
fancy
of
the
screen's
product
and let it go
is
ch
t
t
whi
ugh
an
in
tho
om
one pred
the producer's or
will
Neither
that.
at
on
pic
ti
mo
ce
the
an
to
rt
po
of infinite im
exhibitor's apologies for the film's crude
ture industry. I am not enough of an
state of being suffice to abate the displeasbe
ion
to
uat
ial
sit
anc
fin
the
ity
ure incited. What is to be done ? . . .
on
author
s
the
ion
on
d
tat
able to give first-han quo
Now that audiences can distinguish for
to themselves the good pictures from the
passing year's prosperity, but rI wish
t
the
tha
the
fur
y
g
an
in
t
go
hou
say wit
poor with infallible accuracy — and have
instructive
it in their power to act accordingly, and
past year has been theionmost
t
es.
Tha
tur
pic
one in the history of mot
is usually in a way that is- injurious
valuable to us in the that
ve most .
should prou
to
both
producer and exhibitor — it is
n
g
.
lon r
wholly dependent upon the former to
a
ly
vident
continue to stand in the valuable good
The foregoing is so self-e
truism that it might be said that I could
graces of an outraged but splendidly
faithful public. So much for that, but
stop right here and assume that I have
not all.
covered the subject completely, but my
main purpose is not to prove how prosSince the question of the star system
perously the industry has fared or how
has
a direct bearing on what I have just
My
been.
instructive the past year has
written and may therefore be looked
fellow exupon from a vantage point, I can only add
purpose is to explain toofmy
retrospects of with a certain amount of deference that
hibitors, through the aid
course, the whys and wherefores on which
it is still in vogue with, however, this prorviso: that the picture in which the star
my assertion is based. My objectof furthe
motion
more is to prove that the trend
appears is a good one. In the event that
our friend the star is so unfortunate as
with condipictures has everything to do
tions in general. Whether conditions will to have a poor vehicle, the picture will
in any way affect or swerve the trend of have a good opening, but the remainder
motion pictures is of little consequence
of the week will suffer visibly from the
right now. What should interest us most
tell-tale effects of the picture's inferiority.
is " What has Which leads us to cognizable conclusion
ular moment es
at this partic
past
the
in
pictur
motion
of
the trend
that " the photoplay's the thing " after all.
" and by knowing that much
year been?
Still, I grant you, the producer cannot
we can continue with our analysis.
attempt to dispense with the stars ; that
From all appearances combined there
(the star) is at least some advance asresults at least one forceful diagnosis that
y
surance of the picture's merit and induveracit
its
value,
face
its
at
may be taken
bitably serves as a valuable attraction.
being imminent, and that is the motion
The most logical thing for the propicture's trend toward stories of vitality
ducer to do in the present circumstances
and vastness; namely, toward the classics
is
to
secure
the great copyrights which are
literaour
of literature. The majority of
ry classics in the last few years have for adaptable to the screen. And there isn't
a shadow of a doubt that the generally acdetailed reasons been of the historical subknowledged literary masterpieces can be
ject matter, and the public has learned to made into successful
pictures which will
has
public
the
uently
Conseq
like them.
learned to like the historical drama also ultimately prove to be the greatest money
makers. The reason is probably obvious,
and has a greater appreciation for it now.
but
despite my fear of being redundant
pical
emotion
the
likes
it
that
means
This
I
shall
state that the widely-read story is
upon
ture, which was at one time looked
most suitable since it is already familiar
with a certain disfavor. In short, it takes
the good story to make the good to the inveterate picture-goer and others
and is subsequently most popular in
picture, as the public has learned
screen form. Secondly, what book-loving
to believe implicity.

to

Good
person can deny himself the pleasure of
seeing the characters as he imagined
them, come to life on the screen ?
Moreover, suggest a costume picture
to a good many of the exhibitorial fraternity and they will reply to you with
thumbs downward. Now in my estimation, the exhibitor should no more be
wary of the costume picture than any
other. If it is a good picture in every
other respect, there is no reason why costumes should lessen its general appeal.
This much must be borne in mind continually: that the spectator is impartial in
so far as type is concerned, and that he
will consider favorably any style of picture, irrespective of location, costumes,
nationality and etc., as long as intrinsic
quality is represented therein.
The case of Douglas Fairbanks' production of " The Three Musketeers " may
be utilized as one notable example in the
illustration of my point.
When the exhibitor considers the subject of nationality, he invariably takes into
serious consideration the value and effect
of foreign pictures in this country. Foreign pictures have proven even to the contrary minded that competition, to give it a
new twist, is the spice of the film industry.
To the exhibitor some of them have been
a godsend, particularly since they came at
a time when the market here was lagging.
To the producer they have been a stimulant for which everyone, including the layman, may be thankful. Spurred by foreign
example to make finer pictures, the producer must of a necessity make them or
become trampled upon in the art. As a
result of this oppression we shall within
the period of a year again be able to hold
up an American film as a criterion.
I have learned that we must put aside
our prejudices when studying the work
of our neighbors, because the only logical
way to excel them is to improve upon their
example as they have improved on ours.
... It is quite true that there are foreign
films of inferior rank, but what is of the
utmost importance to us is that they also
have good pictures to offer competition to
our good pictures; and our chief aim
should me to surpass them, because we
can. We have done it before
and certainly can do it again.
(Continued on page 234)
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Exhibs

Urged

to

Adjust All Grievances
When the old year passes out the exhibitors and exchangemen in the New
York State and Northern New Jersey
territory will know the results of the first
" Clean-Up " Week in the industry.
It has been urged that every exhibitor
and exchangeman settle all pending grievances during the week December 24-31 so
that the newly appointed official " Joint
Grievance Committee " can operate efficiently under the new standardized rules
without any old adjustments to handicap
it.
President Charles L. O'Reilly of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York
State has completed arrangements with
the F. I. L. M. Clubs of both Albany and
Buffalo for a " Joint Grievance Committee " in both zones with equal representation of theatre owners and exchangemen.
President William Brandt of the Theatre Owners Chamber of" Commerce has
already seen his committee in action jointly with an equal number of representatives
from the F. I. L. M. Club of New York
City in settling all trade grievance affecting Greater New York, Long Island and
Northern New Jersey.
There will be a sort of a " Supreme
Court " where appeals can be taken but
none are expected to be taken if the present work of the Joint Grievance Committee continues to be so satisfactory in its
decisions.
"Clean Up Week" finds all the exchange men pledged to meet all the exhibitors more than half way to clean up
all pending arguments anent playdates,
service and claims, so that the industry can
start the new year right in its most important territory.
Minneapolis? Film Board of
Trade Elect Officers
With every member in attendance and
with much enthusiasm displayed, the Minneapolis Film Board of Trade held their
annual business meeting the past week
and elected officers for the ensuing year.
A. H. Fisher, Metro manager for Minneapolis, succeeds Ben Freidman as president; J. S. O'Toole of Select is vicepresident; C. W. Stombaugh, Pathe, is
secretary, and Tom Burke, Midland, is
treasurer.
Artcolor Has Produced in
Natural Colors
A letter received from C. Lang Cobb,
general sales manager of Artcolor Pictures Company, Inc., contains a correction
of a statement which appeared in the
Motion Picture News recently concerning »J. Stuartcolors.
Blackton's
recent production
in natural
The Artcolor
Pictures
Company has been producing pictures in
natural colors since 1916. states Mr. Cobb,
and Mr.
neer Avork.Blackton's production is not pio-
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ISTMAS
CHR
By GEORGE
D. GOULD "STORY"
gBmMMB|M[w|BmBMmB^
I
1 JUST

A

ARMED and protected with a triple
nerve, we vensteelforthplated coat ofays
and slyways
into the highw
tured
of Broadway's film rows a few days ago
with the stern and unswervable determination NOT to fall foul of Christmas statements and prognostications for the coming year, emanating from executive or
press agent. Disguised as we were, in
film salesman's garb, we entertained a
reasonable feeling of security against button-holing prophets.
But to what avail are the plans of the
editorial scribener when the wily word
stringers of publicity departments sharpen
their pencils and plant their gas bombs?
Scarce had we bucked the Godfrey Building Front for a scant three yards, and
gasping and winded were about to yell
" Down " when we were grasped by a
smaller edition of Fairbanks' " D'Artagnan " — that able representative of United
Artists yclept Charles Moyer.
" Gone," we whispered to ourself, hopelessly, as we were led to the modern day
cafe and regaled with a malted milk. But
not so. For to our dumbfounded ears
came the following:
" Glad to see you. Just want to tell
you we will have no publicity matter for
the Holiday issue. Going to dispense with
that trite custom. No, no, not a line will
I send
Dazedout."
and grief stricken ( ?) we wandered out — and into the path of Metro
Jack Medeor.
" Probably won't have any advertising
this week," bustled Jack, " and I am not
sending out any publicity. Mr. Loew has
nothing to say to the trade, Mr Atkinson
has less. So you will have to pardon us
if we don't issue Holiday announcement?
and forecasts."
Shortly we felt like one of the " Foolish
Wives," for within the Universal sanctum, Henry Bates read the riot act to us,
set his foot down with stern emphasis,
and delivered an ultimatum to the effect
that so far as Mr. Laemmle and Mr.Cochran were concerned, all predictions
on the future of the industry could be
left up to the famed Parisian seeress,
Madame Thebes.
Three blows in an equally short space
of time left us hanging to the ropes.
" Sunk without warning," began to be
more than an idle phrase to us.
Our feelings may better be imagined
than described when modest Sam Palmer
of Paramount, who deservedly earns the
soubriquet of " Fifty Story a Week Sam,"
and the retiring Joe Reddy of Pathe
fame, stopped a moment, gave hearty assurance of Mr. Zukor's, Mr. Lasky's and
Mr. Brunet's best wishes for a Merry
Christmas — and passed on their way,
without even the twitch of a typewrite
finger to betray any repressed longings.
Surely, we reflected, pro-&i/>-ition has

ma

wrought strange changes. Could we not
look back to yonder year when a welloiled typewriter- — and operator — could
produce oleogenious phrases of prophetic
tenor with the speed and directness of a
machine-gun ? V raiment.
The surprises of the day, augmented by
lack of even a drop of the revivifying
tonic banned by the 18th Commandment,
found us in weakened condition as we
entered the Educational sanctum where
Major ment,
O'Mahoney
holdsby sway.
Astonishdeadened already
the repulses
of
the hour, was beyond manifestation as we
listened to the dictum:
" Unaccustomed as I am to seeking — ■
or finding — publicity in the trade magazines, itshould be apparent to you it is a
waste of time to seek or expect Holiday
announcements from this office. In fact
the publicity department has been given
the week off. Don't slam the door on the
* * *
Denoting a lapse of time and the pasof some six bits wherewith to varout."
way sage
nish our nerves and somewhat restore
their equilibrium. And we find ourself
in the denBob
of the
" Curly
the
amiable
Welsh
of Wolf,"
Motion once
Picture
News. Here for a certainty, we felt sure,
we would be boiled to a five minute hardness, loaded with manuscript and sent on
our way. We weren't sure of his title —
for whatever Wid Gunning isn't, in his
organization, it appears the former editor
is— but we bravely advanced, only to be
forestalled with :
Nix, no,
nothing.
to "adhere
to the
beliefs I I am
heldcompelled
while a
slave to copy. I don't believe in trying
to grab publicity space in the shape of
pretty holiday prognostications. Am utterly and finally opposed to it. And that's
A hasty exit, then with lagging steps
but a lightened heart we wafted our presence into the " spirituous " atmosphere of
First National, and following the scent
shortly encountered Lin Bonner as the
that!" and Les Mason close at hand.
source,
" A Christmas statement from J. D. ?"
queried Mason in astonishment. " What
do you think we are, publicity seekers?
Nothing doing. We have plenty of
Christmas cheer around and within us —
but not in the shape of statements."
And so it went. At Fox we found
Vivian Moses adamant. Howard Dietz
at Goldwyn was extremely busy writing —
but it was a poem for the Sun Dial berating Don Marquis' educated cock-roach.
A few more visits and we turned officewards, tired, but happy in the findings
of the afternoon.
And on our desk we found two foothigh stacks of New Year predictions, and
learned again of the youth of the industry.
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"SEEING IT THROUGH"
(Continued from page 2J5)
agreements which would provide later for
a revision downward.
When business slows up and the box
office profits are meagre, the average
manager, including myself, of course,
has an instinctive desire to reduce the
prices on films, that is, by buying pictures cheaper in price and, I am sorry to
say, cheaper in quality. Instead of doing
this, however, I did just the reverse and
went after the big features, paying considerably more than I have ever done before, but taking my programs as a whole
and averaging for the season the prices
that I pay for pictures are less than a
year ago, as I saw to it last July that I
got a reduction from the exchanges that
are now in force. I was rewarded almost
immediately with increased business and
better satisfied patrons. And speaking of
features, I found that there was considerable difference in the quality of the socalled big specials. Advertising may
often help a weak picture, but it will
never lead me to buy one. My patrons,
no less than those of a score of New
England theatres, no longer dash madly
into the foyer, buy their tickets and are
in their seat before they know what the
program is. They are showing a fine discrimination in pictures; they want the
best, and if I haven't it to offer they will
go to my competitors. Fortunately, I believe Iam giving them the best, and their
loyalty assures me that they believe it is
the best.
My advice to the exhibitor is, charge
smaller prices and give bigger and better
programs, and swallow your smaller profit
like a gentleman. Although the locality
and the temperament of your patrons
often plays a big part, I have found to my
satisfaction that it is the best policy to
reduce the cheaper seats still further. The
average working man, who a few months
ago was a war god of the best orchestra
seats, is now the gallery god if he can afford to get into the theatre at all, and
Mr. Working Man constitutes a larger
portion of the average audience; and just
now, we all know only too keenly, he must
needs count his pennies very carefully.
In closing, please do not think I am a
pessimist when I say that the manager
who refuses to set aside his big profit ideas
and his wartime successes will never see
it through. He must set his house in order to meet new conditions, bringing with
them greater effort on his own part and
less return. The manager who doesn't
yield to some such belief as this has my
entire sympathy. He'll need it, and more,
too. May the Lord have mercy on his
soul.
Thomas D. Soriero,
Strand Theatre,
Lowell, Mass.

Shops for Pictures
I saw it through by taking myself into
a corner and giving myself a little talking
to. I made many investigations and
studied each angle and department of my
theatre and amongst other things made
one startling discovery — THE PEOPLE
WERE NOT ENTERING MY LOBBY
AND MAKING A BEE-LINE FOR
THE BOX OFFICE, THEY WERE
STUDYING
THE ANNOUNCEMENTS AND FIGURING THE ENTERTAINMENT POSSIBILITIES IN
THE PROGRAM OFFERED— this told
me that the public were shopping. Much
has been said of $35,000.00 pipe organs
gorgeous lounging rooms, and beautiful
foyers, but I became convinced that the
people wanted pictures, good pictures, big,
colossal, timely, interesting pictures, sold
to them truthfully and at an admission
proportionate to their value.
I am doing business. I am satisfied.
I did not cut a wage or reduce a force,
and the answer is the public are showing
and the exhibitor must do the same thing.
This is an age of specialism, if one becomes ill he does not consult the old time
bleeder, he repairs to a specialist immediately, who in most cases effects a cure.
I specialize in pictures, of the biggest sort,
of through.
the better kind, and that's how I saw
it
I am not discounting the labor and industrial situation, but I absolutelv do know
that people want recreation, want amusement and entertainment, and we who are
to supply them must guard our trust,
sacredly, and procure the best, present it
properly (not necessarily elaborately) and
the
will come,
but once
you "you
cheatare"
and people
slip over
a cheap
picture,
killing the goose that lays the golden egg,
destroying movie fans instead of creating,
and digging your own grave. Results, not
theories, count.
R. G. Peltier.
Bijou Theatre, Mt. Clements, Mich.
How We Met Adverse Conditions
To begin with, we were both new in the
picture business ; when my father and I
invested our savings in The American.
We had no idea of the expenses, but soon
found that it took money to run a picture
house.
Everything was against us, when we
took over the house in August. A poor
season to begin with, competition with a
modern house, a store front on our own
house and only one machine. But we had
the best in location.
Of course, we made a few changes in
the house itself and had a fairly successful opening. Imagine our dismay when
we found that we were running to a loss
each night. Wre began to look around.
We found that we were getting our
share of the crowds. The people simply
were not coming.
It was useless to ad-
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vertise heavily, for while the advertising
might pull for one show it would not continue to pull ; besides the town was almost
over-advertised, if you know what I
mean. Our salvation lay in cutting
expenses.
This is where we started.
About the time we purchased, a salesman of one of the big exchanges called,
and being enthusiastic, we took a contract
booking expensive pictures almost solid.
At that time we were changing program
nightly with the exception of Thursday
and Friday. On those nights we ran a
" super
production."
Our first
attack at expenses was to cancel some of these big pictures and book
cheaper ones. Then our troubles began.
The exchange came after us for canceling their productions, the cheaper pictures
were cheap and the cheaper film kept
breaking. Naturally the attendance fell
off, it couldn't help it.
It wasn't long before the salesman called
to see our reason for making so many cancellations. When he saw our condition,
he made a cut in prices. That helped a
whole lot, for we stopped using so many
of the cheaper pictures and gradually
pulled our patrons back. But we were unable to put
the "towards
supers." our prices.
Then
we over
looked
The same prices were charged for the
" supers " as for the regular program picture. We had been told that our competitor had been in the habit of changing his
prices for different productions, with the
result of a very dissatisfied public. Nevertheless, we decided tc raise the price for
those
supers."we started a slide to the
One " night
effect that on a certain night, and on certain nights thereafter, we would have
what we called Feature Nights. On these
special pictures would be shown to an
advance in admission. That advance admission was called Feature Prices.
Did it work? It did. Net one complaint, and several favorable remarks.
Feature Nights are now established, the
people expect them, and the surprising
thing about it is that our other nights began to show a small increase in attendance. Of course, we lost on the first
Feature Night, but not as much as we
would have under the old system. We
would be afraid to discontinue these
" Nights " for fear that we would get no
attendance on Thursday and Friday, and
that our patrons would think we were
showing cheaper pictures.
During this time we were working on
our advertising.
Our predecessor used very little advertising, no newspaper at all. We increased
the amount of posters, and used the
newspaper. Now we are using the €ame
amount and less of posters and
no (Continued
newspaper. on page
On 223)
Feature
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Nights we increase the amount of posters.
Our attendance is holding the same.
Our biggest streak of luck came a few
weeks ago.
One day a commercial artist and sign
painter mentioned to us that he was
looking for a place to use as a shop. As
we had a room that he could use, you
may be sure that we were not long in
making an agreement with him that he
was to do our painting for the use of the
room.
I told you before that our theatre was
a store front. We decided to utilize the
big window, so some oilcloth frames were
made at a small expense. On these
frames we had him paint scenes relative
to the picture and put them in the window. You can see that these scenes were,
to us what lobby display would be to a
modern house. Needless to say these displays help the attendance, though we use
them only for Feature Nights.
To return to the program.
We found that there were very few
patrons who came every night, so we decided to run one less picture a week. Our
program for the week now is— Monday,
a serial (two episodes and a news reel) ;
Tuesday and Wednesday, a regular program picture with some good star ; Thursday and Friday, feature nights ; Saturday,
a western, some out-door picture or a
comedy and a two-reel comedy or tworeel western.
Although we have several contracts of
cheap pictures, we are not using them.
For us. it is more profitable to run fewer
good pictures than it was to run the cheap
ones. For that reason we are not even
trying to run the pictures to get out deposit back.
No changes were made in the music.
We have a violin and piano and try to
play to the pictures. Our competitor has
a seven piece orchestra two and three
nights a week. Last night we had a
larger attendance for our second Feature
Night than he did with his orchestra and
a new picture starring a very popular
young lady.
Our experiments must have made good.
A. H. Dearinger & Son, Mgrs.,
The American Theatre, Carthage, Illinois.
Economy Now the Watchword
Motion pictures of the present are the
finest in the history of the industry, but
they are no longer a novelty. It requires
merit to attract and the fittest showman is
he who presents his patrons with dollarfor-dollar values in the most attractive
manner. Despite what cynics may say,
the motion picture business of today is
normal. Certainly none are so artless they
will compare the money-mad era of '18,
'19 and this
'20 with
latter day
conditions
to
refute
statement.
Those
were not
normal times.
It was during this golden era
that many exhibitors erred. Expensive prologues, mammoth or-

Service

Wins
Lindell

at the

to
things
just two
t, the
ainmen
is entert
One has
sell.TRE
A THEA
other is service. A theatre that
t with poor servsells ispoor entertainmen
ice a poor theatre. But a theatre that
t with excellent
ainmen
sells good entert
e is a first-class theatre. Radiate '
servic
the spirit that each new guest is just as
valuable as an old guest. For each new
guest is an old guest in the making and
we should all do our part in making this
old guest want to come back.
Any manager can fill his house when
he has an " Old Nest " or " Over the
Hill," but what will keep him open when
he has nothing out of the ordinary.
Give them service and they will come
to see the bad ones as well as the good
ones.
I believe in exploitation when you have
something out of the ordinary, but to
exploit a picture that will please only
fifty per cent and do a nice business is
really hurting your house, because perhaps the next time you want to tell them
about
really good picture they will not
believe a you.
CULLEN ESPY,
Manager Lindell Theatre, Grand and
Hebert St., St. Louis, Mo.
chestras, elaborate programs and costly
souvenirs were dispensed with lavish
hand — a tribute to the management's generosity, but soon forgotten.
The evil effect of this extravagance is
now making itself felt.
Today, when patronage must be fought
for, these exhibitors find their ammunition
exhausted.
unnecessary. They " shot their bolt " when
Regardless, however, of the financial
condition of a theatre, the watchword
today is ECONOMY, and by this is meant
sane saving. The process of retrenchment
is limited to certain lines. Some luxuries
can be cut off, labor bills reduced to an
extent and bonuses discontinued. The
wage of some employes is fixed by contract and naturally cannot be affected immediately, nor is it wise to economize in
a way that is apparent to the patronage.
Attractive illumination must be maintained, proper advertising sustained or
even increased and exploitation ideas that
are novel rather than expensive must be
brought into play and in new fields of endeavor.
There must be no letting down in the
element of attraction, but rather a " buckling down " to hard work to pull them in.
Rentals must be reduced and the foisting of inferior products on exhibitors, because the latter s contract calls for so
many releases, must stop.
We are not blinded to changed conditions, but we think business today is normal and prospects for greater success
brighter. Those who erred in thinking the
inflation of the past three years a normal
standard most naturally will suffer, as will
those who erected theatres during that
period with an idea the condition zvas a
stable one. For those, however, who have

provided for the change, strict attention to
business will bring in big reward. Competition of the weakling is certain to vanish.
I have made it a rule to use the two
hands the Lord provided me with in the
management of our theatres. One hand I
have kept on the quality of the entertainment Ioffered and the other on the pulse
of the public. I have always found that
an
eye on the box office receipts is sufficient.
Optimism I possess and insist upon my
employes, advertising and exploitation radiating it. A manager's pessmism is felt
by a patron on entering a theatre and it
evidences itself elsewhere. I have made it
my litany that hard times are not here, but
easy times have passed. The possibilities
of the motion picture industry have just
been scratched on the surface. Like the
gold-hunters of '49, for those of us who
have the hardihood and will power to dig
deeper, great shall be the prize. To those
of us who are not afraid of hard work has
been given the privilege of " carrying on "
and we shall live to see an exemplification
of the real showman's motto, " Every
crowd has a silverStanley
lining." Chambers,
Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kan.
Play a for
the Feminine's
Give
woman
something forFavor
nothing
and you'll be surprised!
The middle of last September I was
transferred from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to
the Strand in Waterloo, Iowa, a quarterof-a-million-dollar theatre and the newest
of the string owned by the Ford-DieboldBlank syndicate. It was less than a year
old, had every modern equipment, beautiful lighting effects and the best service
money could buy.
Waterloo had a population of 36,000
before the industrial depression; a manufacturing city with 198 factories making
farm machinery and accessories almost
exclusively. Naturally, when the farmer
stopped buying, the factories closed. All
the idle who could leave the city conveniently sought employment elsewhere;
those who remained curtailed their luxuries, and those with jobs were asked to
contribute one per cent of their monthly
wages toward the support of those less
fortunate.
In the face of these conditions I was
sent to Waterloo with instructions : " Get
the nut down or increase receipts."
I looked the theatre over. An expensive
orchestra had been retired by my predecessor and pipe organ alone was being
used. All employes whose services could be
dispensed with. or whose duties could be
performed with extra effort on the part of
a smaller staff had been dismissed. There
was no possible chance to save on current
or film rentals. It seemed everything had
been done to get the cut down before I
took charge, so 1 chose the alternative of increasing receipts.
(Continued on page 224)
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My first effort was to build a beautiful
atmospheric lobby with expensive furniKill the Bunk and
ture and toys borrowed from merchants.
Wake
Up
Citizens hadn't seen anything like it before; they didn't understand what it
game
that the
to the
up the
WAKE
y never
— probabl
samefact
is
willnotbe.
meant. They didn't pass inside. When
the luxurious lobby failed to attract, 1
Obtain the biggest productions that are
tried another kind. I burlesqued a kitchen,
available to you.
using dilapidated furniture. One kindly
Raise the price of admission for great big
old lady looked at a boiler of clothes
production — don't be afraid.
steaming on the stove and asked what kind
Keep
up
quality ofseeyourthatshowyou
— don't
let
yourthe patrons
are
weakening.
of soap I was demonstrating. I even tried
to appeal to the artistic and the cultured
Large ads will bring large returns, if
by having an artist do an oil painting in
your program backs up your ad.
the Strand lobby of a famous actress. The
Incite comment about your theatre and
• show, in every legitimate manner.
public didn't seem to get the idea. But the
fire chief and building inspector did — to
Kill all your old time " bunko " ideas —
the extent of reducing my space for lobby
they won't go nowadays.
Evade exaggeration in your publicity or
display to an area so small that further
sure death will follow.
effort in this direction was discouraged.
I tried Saturday morning dime matinees
Hospitality should be preached and
drilled, more than ever before, to
endorsed by the Woman's Club but didn't
every employee.
gross enough to pay the express on the
Examine closely every invoice for supfilms.
them.plies— see if you can't economize on
Newspapers were filled with the Arhuckle case. Several other sensational
Lead your community in everything that
is public-spirited and patriotic.
deaths, divorces and scandals in the movie
Last but not least — DO NOT LOSE
colony broke at the same time. People
YOUR NERVE— face the music!
grew disgusted; receipts took a sudden
LEO A. LANDAU,
slump instead of an increase. At this
Managing Director,
juncture the preachers took up the scandal
Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee.
end of the industry, hired some evangelists
and reformers and began agitation for '
Coupon Books Did It
Sunday closing. Theatres were termed the
I one day stood at the window of my
origin of vice and crime and pictures the
Portland office and looked out with unagent of the Russian bolshevists. People
were ashamed to patronze a playhouse. A
" J. and V. H."
Reports
houses seeing
all eyes.
showed
that from
business
conditions
special election was called to close theatres
on Sundays. And receipts continued to were not as fine as speakers of the Rotary
or Ad club declared. Business was deslump.
cidedly off.
It looked as though one couldn't even
give his show away. I determined to try
" There must be a way out," I thought
it. But I had a mercenary motive; I to myself.
" I've got the theatres, I've got the picwanted my act of charity to carry a profittures. Our prices are reasonable and our
sharing coupon. First, I boosted my prices
success has been made through the efficient
from 30 and 35 cents to 35 and 40 cents.
Then from a telephone directory I got a. service and business system which is
already installed in every house.
dandy mailing list. To every home that
boasted a telephone I sent a pass good for
" I must have more patrons. But how
am I going to draw them in when all these
one, addressing same to the lady of the
qualifications of pictures, houses and
house. I knew few women cared'to attend
service are o.k. ? "
a theatre alone and I didn't use a mailing
list from the city directory because I
Just then my brown study was interargued any one able to support a telephone
rupted bya voice and I turned to see enunder present conditions could afford to
tering the office a man whose sample cases
buy an extra ticket for a friend. A letter
immediately identified him as a traveling
salesman. Conventional introductions folwent with each pass telling the good
points about the Strand. Did the invitalowed and then: "I've got a sweetheart
tions work ? They did !
and I've got a mother," the man was exEighty-two per cent of those who replaining.Now,
"
I'm on the road a good
ceived passes bought one or more addideal, and even when I'm in town I'm so
tional admission.
busy that I don't always manage to take
Hundreds who had never been in the
those two girls to the movies as much as
they would like. Of course, they can
house before used the passes. The theatre
and the pictures were found to be high
always take themselves but they're mv girls
class; new customers were won; receipts
and I want them to feel that it's my treat.
Now, can you fix me up with some tickets,
nearly doubled and the good will thus
established went far in winning the elecalready paid for and good for any time? "
tion for the open Sunday, which carried
The result of that inquiry was the issuby a majority of 1250.
ance of 1000 Jensen and Von Herberg adArthur E. Wet.de,
mission books and the return to normalcy
Manager Strand Theatre,
of the Portland houses where the experiment was tried.
Waterloo, Towa.

The admission books sell for $5 each.
Their value is $5.35 as an extra bonus is
given when after all coupons are torn out
the book cover is presented. This bonus
may be exchanged for one or more tickets
not to exceed 35 cents in value.
To be in 100 per cent harmony with the
federal income department it was necessary to label the coupons " good for " 25,
10 or 5 cents according to the denomination of the coupons.
To be strictly honesB
the word " ticket " does not once appea«
for the coupons are in reality exchanged
at the cashier's for the regulation ticket^
which are dated and stamped as the govM
ernment requires.
Four pages of pink 25 cent coupons, sin
pages of green 5 cent coupons and fouJ
pages of yellow 10 cent tickets fill theB
books. On the last page of tickets the last!
coupon
is labeled
" thecover
special
couponthe"■
and it with
the book
entitled
holder to the 35 cent bonus.
Sale of the admission books which are
to be used at any time, is being launched]
as a Christmas gift campaign. An attrac-1
tive holly wreathed envelope with holiday
to be used at any time, is being launched as I
a Christmas gift campaign. An attractive 1
holly wreathed envelope with holiday greet-]
ings and space for the donor's and receiver's I
names, is being given with each book.
The books and their gay envelopes are
being advertised by three slides appearing
at each show on each of the five Portland
houses where the tickets will be honored
and by a short line or note carried at the
bottom of everjr theatre newspaper ad.
The house organ, Screenland, will carry!
stories concerning the little booklets.
Every time a book is sold, the money
received is placed in a central trust fund
and when a house exchanges regular
tickets for coupons, they are entitled to
money from the trust fund. The books
were placed on sale the last week of November and are selling much faster than
was anticipated owing to several weeks
yet before the Christmas shopping activ- ]
ities. So keen is the Portland interest in
these books that A. H. McDonald of the
Castle and Rex theatres of Eugene. Ore.,
is having a similar enterprise launched as
is J. G. Von Herberg for the Seattle,
Jensen and Von Herberg theatres. San
Francisco theater men also contemplate
putting similar books on the market prior
to the yuletide holidays.
Admission books, C. S. Jensen believes,
will do much toward stimulating theatre
business. In the first place, admission
books instead of a box of candy or handkerchiefs will be found on many a Christmas tree. In the second place, in selling
an admission book, the theatre and its use
has been sold and thereupon theatre going
no longer is a haphazard affair for owners
of admission become regular patrons and
°agerly consult ad and amusement
boxes to see what shows they are en- I
titled to. Thirdly, many books
will be sold and either lost or
rarelv used.
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EXHIBITOR

TELLS

HIS STORY

(Continued from page 217)
" There have been two notable examples of producers making a clean picture out of what might have been very lurid material. refer
I
to ' The Affairs of Anatol,' and ' The Sheik.' In
both instances the producer steered clear of passages in the
books which were susceptible of positively vulgar interpretation
and rewrote the story so as to substitute something clean and
beautiful."
By CHAS. SWEETON
Majestic Theatre, Evansville, Ind.
IF the depression had not come or had been delayed for a
few years the motion picture industry would have suffered.
In the first place the methods of producers and exhibitors
alike were wasteful. They were killing the goose that laid the
golden egg with their disregard for expense and their lack of
attention to what the public was demanding.
Producers were wasteful and tacked the cost onto the films
and exhibitors, raising their prices to meet the ever-mounting
costs took little cognizance of the increasing murmur of discontent on the part of the patrons of the motion picture houses.
The public was tired of paying high prices to see pictures
that did not increase in quality. Any sort of a plot was slapped
together and the producers depended on statements of what
they had spent to produce it and on the name of the, star to
get it over.
That condition has been undergoing a rapid change in the
last few months. Noted authors have been engaged and today
the leading producers have adopted a policy, " the story is the
thing." That means the exhibitor will benefit.
Then in former days the exhibitor, did nothing in the way of
pushing a picture except to advertise, perhaps in his local newspapers. He had the patronage, anyway, and did not need to
worry. You cannot blame the exhibitor for this situation, it
was natural.
However, with the depression, the art of exploiting a picture
is coming into its own. As a result the motion picture theatres
of the country are building up an entirely new clientele, a new
-class of patrons, and this new class of patrons will mean much
to the theatres when normal days return.
I believe the depression period is practically at an end. Reports from industrial concerns, of Evansville, at least, show a
rapid resumption of work. As men go to work they will begin
patronage of motion picture houses again.
But, I want to warn the exhibitors and the producers, the
men who go back to work are doing it at decreases in salary.
As a result they will demand better pictures at prices they can
meet than they did during the boom years.
Speaking from the angle of a town or city of less than 100,000 inhabitants, I do not believe the country is ripe for $2 motion picture features. For one thing the exhibitors in the small
towns do not give the proper presentation. They do not offer
prologues or make special efforts, as a rule, to give real musical programs with the big features.
By GEORGE DUMOND
Loew's State Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
THE trouble with the picture business today is the pictures.
We don't have any trouble at all filling our house to the
gunwales when we have a good picture. But we play to empty
benches when we have a mediocre picture. What's the answer?
Why it's simply this: there are too few good pictures and too
many mediocre pictures. Of course someone will say that
more so-called big pictures have been released this
than ever before in the history of the industry. But
what happens to those big pictures? They are labeled

super-specials. They go out either as road shows or they play
only those houses which will run two shows a day at advanced
prices. There isn't a look-in for the house with a set policy of
playing one picture a week at an established set price for admission like the State. These super-specials of today are nothing
more than the excellent program pictures of yesterday. Yesterday, however, the regular movie houses showed those pictures.
Today they are shown only in super-special houses at super-special prices. That's the biggest trouble with the motion picture
industry today, and the remedy is to go back to yesterday's
policy of showing good pictures at popular prices, according
to motion picture policies.
Good pictures have always brought good business to the State
theatre. Give us more good pictures and we'll continue to do
good business.
There's another reason why the big
picture theatre of
today neds the biggest pictures on themotion
market in order to be
profitable. With an unalterable policy as to admission and
bookings, we are forced to resort to volume of business for our
profit. These big super-specials cost more than the regular re_ We can't make up the difference between the
All right.
cost of lease.the
special
and the ordinary picture by cutting down
either in our service or in our efficiency. Overhead remains
just as high. Our only chance to make any money, then, is
to have the big attractions which draw volume. We have had
good weeks this fall. But every one of them marks the showing of a special. I know I am voicing the sentiments of every
exhibitor when I claim a prior right to the so-called superspecials.
By P. E. ESSICK
Manager of the Rialto Theatre, Cleveland
ON

the whole, business has been pretty good. Some weeks
have been bad. But just as many have been good, so take
it all in all, the average is on the sunny side. What's been the
matter with the bad weeks? Well, to tell the truth, I think it
was bad booking judgment in many cases. But of course hind
sight is much easier than foresight. On looking over the bookings Ican see where I booked pictures for four days that would
have stood up fine for a whole week. Again, I see where, on
split weeks, I played the wrong picture the wrong half of the
week. Of course, our patrons are discerning, these days. They
know the good pictures on the market. And they know when
we have the big pictures. It isn't the admission prices that our
patrons watch, but our features. Lower admission prices of
competitive houses have never affected our business when we
had the right attraction. So, to my way of thinking, the remedy
for present conditions is greater attention on the part of the exhibitor tothe kind of attraction he offers his audiences. There
is more need for expert showmanship in the motion picture industry today than ever before.
By FRANK L. NEWMAN
Owner of the Newman Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
CONDITIONS at present are undoubtedly bad. The year,
however, has been fair, but the future does not look exceptionally bright. The trend of public desire in pictures seems
to lean more towards the " human humor " side ; more suspense
and conditions that the audience knows to be true to life. Directors should see to it that pictures appeal more to the masses
than to the select few. To bring about a closer harmony between distributors, exchanges and exhibitors, I would suggest
that all three parties strive more for a better understanding of each other — work together for a common
cause for the betterment of the industry.
ft
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Statement
of Ohio
"Who

Won
5% Film Rental Repeal?" Controversy Brings Answers from Both Sides
IN connection with the controversy as to who is really responsible for winning
the repeal of the five per cent rental tax, there is submitted by the headquarters
of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry a letter from
Senator Reed Smott in which the Senator, addressing William A. Brady, president
of the National Association, acknowledges the assistance rendered in securing
the repeal of the rental tax. The letter reads as follows:
"DEAR MR. BRADY:
" Itbearing
has just
to myandattention
that onecommunications
of the several which
hundredthank
formal
letters
my come
signature
acknowledging
me
for my work in bringing about a repeal of the five per cent film rental tax, is being
given wide publicity, apparently for personal advantage or for the purpose of
furthering factional advantages, by one of the several hundred individuals to
whom the same letter was sent.
" The assistance I received from you and your associates in the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry was invaluable, and the facts and convincing reasons you set forth assisted greatly in winning the very close fight in
Committee.
" I do not recall any detailed information received from anyone representing
the motion picture industry, other than yourself, Mr. Saul Rogers and Mr. Jack
Connolly, either before or during the hearings and final "action
on this
tax.
Sincerely
yours,
(Signed)

"REED

SMOOT."

From the offices of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, the following statement, Committee
designated of
as the
a " Motion
StatementPicture
issuedTheatre
by M. Owners
J. O'Toole,
member
of the Legislative
of America,
and
associated with
with the
the controversy:
Comerford Circuit of theatres at Scranton, Pa.," was issued
in connection
" Relative to the statements made by William A. Brady in connection with the
repeal of the Five Per Cent Film Tax in the special session of Congress, I secured
permission personally from Senator Reed Smoot on November 23 to have our
National Organization use his letter to President Sydney S. Cohen, in a public
way, and I immediately wired the permission to our National Headquarters. This
letter to Mr. Cohen expressed the gratification of the Senator at being able to
serve the Motion Picture Theatre Owners in the repeal of the tax. President
Cohen called me by telephone at Washington and asked me to see Senator Smoot
and secure his permission to use the letter. I met Senator Smoot in the reception
room for visitors on the Senate Floor of the Capitol shortly before the adjournment of the Special Session and he readily tendered his permission to have the
letter used.
"Sometime
this, I mettheWilliam
A. Brady
in the said
officethere
of National
President
Cohen,previous
and intodiscussing
situation,
Mr. Brady
was no
further use for him or other producers going to Washington to make any moves
in the matter of tax repeals, as the members of Congress and the Senate would
not pay any attention to them, as they want to know all the time what the exhibitor wants. Then addressing Mr. Cohen direct, Mr. Brady said, ' Sydney, the next
time I go to Washington you must come with me. There is no use going there
for any of this work without being able to speak for the exhibitor and you must
come with me.'
" Mr.
mentioned
thattaxes
he didon not
there and
was expressed
any chanceutter
to
repeal
the Brady
Film then
Tax or
any other
thethink
industry
inability again to make any moves in the matter. He said that he wanted Mr.
Cohen to take charge of the situation as he (Brady) and his associates could do
nothing.
" Then Mr. Cohen showed Mr. Brady some confidential letters from some of
the members of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America throughout the
country relative to this taxation matter and Mr. Brady (after looking at them
curiously for sometime) addressed Mr. Cohen and myself, saying, ' Well, it looks
as if there will be a repeal of the tax.'
" It is plain that Mr. Brady nor his associates were in no position to secure
any favor from Congress as was evidenced in the debate in the Senate on November 1,when Senator Smoot, Senator McCumber and others expressed a disposition
to place any tax that would stick on the producers, if they could prevent it being
passed on to the exhibitor, declaring that they wanted to save the exhibitor from
this tax burden. (Editorial Note: An excerpt from the Congressional Record
containing this conversation was submitted with this statement.)
" Yet this controversy lacks real point in the fact that results are what we are
after. As expressed by Mr. Cohen in recent meetings of exhibitors at Toledo,
Chicago, Milwaukee, Peoria and Boston, we are not particular who or what interest accomplished the repeal of the Film Tax as long as it has been repealed and
the exhibitors saved this burdensome war tax. It seems utterly absurd in the face
of the facts, evidenced in Mr. Brady's statements to myself and Mr. Cohen, expressing his hopeless feeling over the repeal of any tax and his lack of knowledge
of what had already happened in the Senate, as well as the statements made in the
Senate
1, and
finally inwith
Senator
to Mr. for
Cohen,
for
Mr. debate
Brady oforNovember
any person
associated
him Smoot's
to claim letter
any credit
the
repeal of this tax. If, however, in the face of facts they insist they were parties to
it, let their empty claims stand. Results mean most to the exhibitor and industry
as a whole and bickerings of this kind on Mr. Brady's part simply serve to confuse
and have no constructive value."
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The following statement has been issued by Martin G. Smith, president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Ohio, in connection with the Ohio exhibitors' convention held on December 12th
and 13th at Toledo, where a merger ol
the two zations
former
Ohio exhibitors' organiwas effected:

"The exhibitors of Ohio answered the call for an
received
all Ohio State organization. Every exhibitor
two letters at intervals descriptive of the object and
purpose
hand. were familiar with
business at They
the detailsof ofthetheconvention.
"Almost two-thirds of the theatres of Ohio answered
on two separate postcards giving authority to proceed
with plans as outlined. One negative answer only was
received. The balance were "yes," and most of them
emphatically
the same tread.so. Many supplementary letters were of
"Fourteen
the twenty from
two
in Ohio were Congressional
represented in districts
person byof exhibitors,
as far away as the Northeastern border and down along
the Ohio River, two hundred and fifty miles away
from Toledo. It was a representative gathering, with
no outside entertainment attractions as are usually
staged at such gatherings — it was purely a business
proposition.
"The exhibitors
mail, interpret
or in person,
this
elected
officers by
meant business andwhotheresponded
delay by
without
function
to
mandate
a
as
attitude
deeds and not with words.
"I personallyresponsibility
so interpretasthat
mandateof the
and Motion
feel a
corresponding
President
Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio, honored as the unanimous choice of the Toledo convention of December 12th
and 13th, 1921, when the merger of the two former
State
was accomplished
without
a discordant
note. bodies
This mandate
I also interpret
means
that past
differences, both personal and sectional, must be forgot en— there must be no north, no south, no east, no
west ; our problems are State wide. Ohio must be
solidly organized from Cincinnati to Conneaut — and
from Bridgeport to Bryan — including every intervening county and legislative
district — President
thus insuring Ohio'sS.
hearty
withofNational
Cohen co-operation
and the officers
the Motion PictureSydney
Theatre
Owners of America, and thus assist materially in finishWashington. of
1 Wewhat
takehasit
that ingnothe business
exhibitor incanhandbe atunappreciative
been recently accomplished at Washington in the rePer Cent
Filmcents.
Tax and the ten per
cent pealtaxof theon Five
admissions
of ten
"In conclusion, to the exhibitor who asks "What are
you going to do for me?" we simply say — first, enroll
your theatre as a member, and our slogan being 'AN
INJURY
TOto take
ONE care
IS ofTHE
ALL,'
we
will try
you CONCERN
as onewillof betheOFknown
exhibitor
family.
Conditions
of membership
to
every exhibitor shortly, and in the meantime, all inquiries will receive prompt attention from this office.
We are working
hard toincidental
clear up tothethemassconvention
of correspondence and details
and soon will be able to function one hundred per
cent for every exhibitor."
Texas
Elect

Franchise
Advisory

Holders
Board

The local " get together " of the First
National franchise holders of Texas —
one of the most important of all the regional meetings on account of the difficulties confronting the Southwestern exhibitors— was held at the Adolphus Hotel,
Dallas. Texas, on Dec. 15. So delighted
were the franchise holders present with
the conduct and results of the " get together "that several suggested a quarterly
meeting of the same kind.
The election of an advisory board was
the signal for a display of enthusiasm that
halted the proceedings for a few minutes.
Five men were elected, with F. R. Newman of the Crystal Theatre. Greenville,
as chairman. His four associates are W.
R. Fairman, of the Queen, Bryant ; C. J.
Musselman, Grand Theatre, Paris; Abe
Levy, Strand.
and L. A. Holton,
Pierce
Theatre, "Waco,
Port Arthur.
Meetings will be held on the third Wednesday in even' month, at Dallas, beginning with January- 18.
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to

Head

New

According

to

IN a dispatch to the Hearst newspapers on
Tuesday of this week, the Universal Service
office in Washington, D. C, declared that
a close friend of Postmaster General Will Hays
had confirmed the report that Mr. Hays had
accepted the offer to head the new producers
and distributors' organization which will succeed the National Association of the Motion
Picture

Industry.

Mr.

Hays

National

Association,

Despatches
The

Universal

Service

dispatch

follows

in

" Confirmation of reports that Postmasterpart:
General
Will Hays will resign from the Cabinet
to head a big motion picture concern was given
to
Universal
friends.

Service by one of Mr.

Hays' close

" Mr. Hays is taking a brief rest. It was
stated at the Post Office Department that he
will not return to Washington until after the
Christmas holidays. It is expected that on his
return he will make formal announcement of

will resign from

the Cabinet to enter upon his new office, according to the dispatch. The contract, it is understood, calls for Mr. Hays presiding as chief

his resignation

executive of the new motion-picture organization for a period of two and a half years.
Efforts to reach the Postmaster-General by
long-distance telephone from the M. P. News
office brought the reply that Mr. Hays was not
in Washington at present, having departed on
a two-weeks vacation. No confirmation of the
report could be secured from within the
industry.

from

the Cabinet.

" Mr. Hays and his assistants in the Post
Office Department have consistently refused to
confirm or deny the rumor of his resignation,
which has been going the round of official
Washington for the past two weeks. It was not
until now that one of his close personal friends,
in touch

with

the

Postmaster-General,

con-

firmed the report."

Perfecting

Details
Chairmen

of

for

Various

New
Committees

York

Convention

for Exhibitor

Gathering Named
at Managers* Meeting
The
convention
will devote all three
will preside. The list of speakers will be
the coming annual ConvenPLANS tion for
of the Motion Picture Theatres
days to business matters between 9 and 4 made up by President O'Reilly and his
Owners of New York State, in Al- o'clock. The entertainment features will associates. There will be at least a dozen
come in the evenings. It has been decided
bany, February 14, 15 and 16, are rapidly
of these including Sydney S. Cohen, president of the National Association ; Dr.
assuming definite shape. A meeting of the to eliminate the proposed trip of inspection
to
the
General
Electric
Works
in
Francis Holley, of the Bureau of ComAlbany Managers' association was held
mercial Economics, Washington, D. C. ;
Friday afternoon of last week, at which
Schenectady, it being figured that this
time President George Roberts announced
Senator
James
J. Walker, and others.
would consume at least seven hours' time.
the following chairmen of the respective
The motion picture ball will be held on
Wives of members of the Albany Mancommittees : Entertainment, O. H. Stacy ; the second evening of the Convention.
agers' association will next week be named
There will be music furnished by sixty as a committee to entertain all women atprogramme, Harry Helman; printing,
Fred Elliott; ball, Samuel Suckno; music,
tending the convention. There will be
pieces, playing thirty at a time, in order
automobile rides, luncheons as well as a
that there may be no intermission between
Harry Lazarus; banquet, William Berinstein; publicity, Fred Elliott. The re- dances. This will be the largest combined
dinner on the second day of the convenmainder of each committee will be made
tion.
history.
band and orchestra at a ball in Albany's
The committee on arrangements has
up of all of the members of the Albany
named
Samuel I. Berman, secretary of the
Managers' association.
At least $1,500 will be spent in decoratstate association, to have charge of the all
ing
the
State
Armory
for
the
ball.
There
Friday's meeting followed the return to
exchanges, at the convention. These
Albany of George Roberts and Samuel
will be a feception committee of twelve
booths
will be placed in the tea-room imSuckno, from a three days' conference in persons. Mae Murray, Eugene O'Brien
mediately offthe main lobby of the hotel.
and
other
stars
in
the
East
have
already
The convention will be opened by
New York with Charles O'Reilly, president of the state association; William
promised to attend.
Mayor-elect William Hackett. It is now
Brandt, of the Motion Picture Theatre
The banquet will be held on the roof
expected that the attendance will reach
garden of the Hotel Ten Eyck on the
at least 900. Business sessions will be
Owners' Chamber of Commerce, and
evening of February 16. Reservations
others on matters relating to the Convenheld in one of the private ball rooms of
tion.
the Hotel Ten Eyck.
will be limited to 450. President O'Reilly
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Million

Dollar
Will

Corporation

Finance Stars and Directors of Repute
Have Definite Releasing Contracts

FILM production on the West Coast
so far as independents are concerned
is to receive a substantial stimulus
as the result of the formation of a million
dollar corporation organized for the purpose of financing stars and directors of
recognized standing, having releasing contracts with distributing organizations.
Facts concerning this latest cinema project were given out this last week from
the offices of the California Commissioner
of Corporations where papers were filed
with a capitalization of $1,000,000.
The new organization will be known
as the National Motion Picture Finance
Corporation. While no Los Angeles
bankers appear as officers or directors on
the official records, it is reported that not
less than two Southern California banking
institutions have agreed to lend their support to the proposition.
Canadian, Eastern, Middle West and
Pacific Coast capital apparently heads the
enterprise for Laurence A. Lambert, for
many years an executive of the Canadian
Pacific Railway is named as president ;
Karl Merris, former general manager of
the Decatur Fountain Company, owned
and operated by a million dollar company,
is vice-president; William W. Damron,
president of the Industrial Manufacturing
Company of Kansas City, is vice-president Alfred
;
G. Roberts, retired president
of Gillette, Gibson & Company and vicepresident of the Sunkist Candy Company
of Los Angeles, is another vice-president ;
R. L. Garuthers, former secretary of the
Green Ridge Coal Companv of Oklahoma,
is secretary, and R. J. Schroeder, more recently vice-president of the Farmers' and

Illinois

Finance

Merchants'
treasurer. Bank of Independence, Mo., is
President Lambert has been recently
identified with Los Angeles business circles as the president of the Financial Loan
and Investment Company.
R. C. Millard, for several years comptroller of Universal City, and recognized
as one of the country's most adept cinema
accountants, has been chosen auditor. F.
D. R. Moote and E. S. Patterson have
been retained as legal advisors.
With the formation of this newest organization the picture industry will have
two fiscal allies in the financing of independent production. The success made
by the Cinema Finance Corporation is said
to have made it possible to interest capital
in another such project. The former organization which has done much toward
keeping Los Angeles the center of the
screen world had associated with it such
men as John E. Barber of the First National Bank of Los Angeles; John B. Miller, president of the Southern California
Edison Company; Motley H. Flint; Dan
Murphy, wealthy oil operator, and others.
According to President Lambert, the
new organization will not encourage wild
cat production. An advisory council is to
be formed that will pass on the merits
of every proposition before a penny is
advanced. This will be made up of experts in production, exhibition, exploitation, story- values, and other necessary
lines to estimate in advance the possible
returns from every picture.
In no instance will more than seventyfive percent of the cost of a production
be advanced, and then only when the pro-

Exhibitors

Hold

Picture

News

Formed

Who

ducing company has a specific contract
for the release of its pictures.
The National Motion Picture Finance
Corporation is not an overnight organization. For several months Mr. Lambert
and his associates have been in Los Angeles making an exhaustive canvass of the
field and holding conferences with studio
executives, directors, stars, and exhibitors,
as well as local bankers, and the formation
of the N. M. P. F." C. is the result of exhaustive study and careful thought.
In discussing the proposition, Mr. Lambert said:
" I believe that when the moneyed men
of America awaken to the possibilities of
large profits with absolute safeguards for
their investments in the financing of motion pictures under proper supervision,
that the independent producer who is on
the level and has a picture to make for
which there is a national demand, will
have no difficulty in securing the necessary
financial assistance.
" When you consider that the motion
picture industry is the first largest here,
with an annual production of $150,000,000.00 and the fourth largest industry in
America with a gross volume of $800,000,000 annually — and look at the profits that
have been made — it is surprising that
money should be scarce at this time. The
condition is the result of the extravagance,
inefficiency and often dishonesty of the
unsupervised wild cat producer and the
recent lull we have had I am inclined to
believe has weeded out most of his ilk
and made the motion picture world safe
for profit seeking capital."

Lively

Convention

Among
the Most Successful of Organizations
History as to Attendance and Enthusiasm

ure TheaIllinois s Motion Pict
tre Owner Convention, held last
week at the Hotel Jefferson, Peoria, was one of the most successful in the
history of the organization both in point
of enthusiasm and attendance.
President Sidney S. Cohen of the national organization, and Senator James J
Walker were on hand to address the
meetings and were given warm welcome
by exhibitors, who passed resolutions of
confidence in these leaders and thanked
them for their personal sacrifices and
work, which they are doing so well for
the organization.
Mayor Michels, of Peoria, personally
appeared before the convention and v
corned the exhibitors to his city, giving
high praise to Dee Robinson and the
other theatre owners of Peoria, and declaring himself opposed to censorship,
blue laws, and Sunday closing.

THE

Responses to the address of welcome
were made by "Joe Hopp and Mike
O'Toole, of Scranton, Pennsylvania.
President Cohen made an interesting
address at the morning session, and at
the afternoon meeting Senator Walker
was the principal speaker.
At the first session the following committees were named: Resolutions committee, W. D. Burford, chairman; organization, W. W. Watts, chairman;
ways and means, K. Fitzpatrick, chairman, and constitution and by-laws, B. McElroy, chairman.
ing:
Resolutions passed included the followThat the next convention of the Illinois
Motion Picture Theatre be held at Chicago in April ;
That the executive committee be authorized toinvite the Motion Picture Thea-

tre Owners of America to hold that ornational convention in Chicago in May,ganization's
1922;
A resolution which declared the playing
discouraged
; percentage basis should be
of
pictures on
A resolution approving of the action of
the officers and executive committee of
the M. P. T. O. A. in instituting an investigation of Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., and pledging the moral and
financial support of the Illinois Motion
Picture Theatre Owners to such an investigation.
Plans for an active campaign to increase the membership and strengthen the
efficiency of the organization were outlined by the committee on organization,
which is headed by W. W. Watts and
which
Rubens. includes D. Robinson and J. J.
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Independent

Screen

Organized

To

Establish

Direct

Relations

TYPIFYING the spirit of cooperation
between the producers and the exhibitors of motion pictures, which
has been gaining ground lately with gathering momentum, the Independent Screen
Artists' Guild was organized Thursday
night of last week at a meeting in the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles.
The charter members of the new organization consist of forty-five independent
producers, stars and directors, headed by
Norma Talmadge and Charles Chaplin,
and it has for its object the establishment
of direct relations between the Los Angeles studios and the eighteen thousand
theatres in the United States.
The formation of the new association
has evoked much comment and discussion.
It
hailed' unanimously
as the
forerunner
of iswidespread
and needed
improvements
in the machinery of picture making and
picture showing, and it is predicted that
the results will be revolutionary and
highly beneficial.
The guild is composed exclusively of
stars and producers who own their studios
or have their own studio organization, and
plans are now being made to perfect direct
contact with the theatre owners in order
to eliminate the costly middlemen and
Wall Street interests. The charter is
based on those of the craftsmen's guilds
of the Middle Ages.
The guiding motive in the formation of
the guild was the prevalent belief that the
threatened cheapening of the quality of
photoplays through the forced lowering of
production costs could be obviated by a
concerted action for more efficient production methods.
An appeal has been issued by the new
guild to the independent theatre owners of
the United States to set aside the week of
February 18 for the simultaneous presentation throughout the country of the latest
big photoplays of the independent stars
and producers. The members of the organization have pledged themselves to appear in person in as many of the theatres
of the country as possible for the purpose
of " appearing before our friends and express the gratitude that is our? for the
manner in which the kindly world has received our humble efforts."
Immediately following the meeting
formulation of plans was begun, with the
object of making the week of February 18
a huge success and of interesting the exhibitors throughout the country in the association.
The charter members of the guild will
extend invitations to other independent
stars and producers to join the organization as soon as it completes its future
plans.
H

in

Artists9

Los

Between

Angeles

Coast

At the initial meeting in the Guild Hall
of the Ambassador Hotel the following
producers, stars, directors and other persons prominently identified with the motion picture industry were present :
Producers: Joseph M. Schenck, Thomas H. Ince, Mack Sennett, J. L. Frothingham, Allen Holubar, J. Parker Read, Jr.,
Maurice Tourneur, Jack Coogan, Sr.,
Marshall Neilan R. A. Walsh, Louis- B.
Mayer, John M. Stahl, Col. William N.
Selig, Sol Lesser, Al and Charles Christie,
Sam Rork, Richard Walton Tully, King
Vidor, B. P. Shulberg, H. O. Davis and
Gus Ingliss.
Stars : Norma and Constance Talmadge,
Charles Chaplin, Katherine MacDonald,
Anita Stewart, Dorothy Phillips, Jackie
Coogan, Buster Keaton, Miriam Cooper,
Florence Vidor, Carter De Haven, Flora
Parker De Haven, Colleen More, Mabel
Normand, Marcia Manon and Phyllis
Haver.
Directors : James Young, Sidney Franklin and Hobart Henley.
Some of the other prominent invited
guests were Al Lichtman, Mrs. Margaret
Talmadge, Natalie Talmadge Keaton,
Rudolph Cameron, Jack Morrell, M. C.
Levee, John McCormick, E. V. Richards,
Julian Saenger, Lou Anger, Motley H.
Flint, vice-president of the Los Angeles
Trust
liams. and Savings Bank, and J. D. WilThe purposes and aims of the Guild are
explained in the following proclamation
proposed by Mr. Schenck and unanimously adopted at the meeting:
" Be it known by these presents, that we,
independent producers, directors and stars
of that mystic realm of filmland, do hereby
issue to the great American public our
most hearty Christmas greetings and best
wishes for a Happy New Year.
" Furthermore, by this proclamation we
desire to inform all good patrons of the
new art of the cinema of our earnest desire to provide for them during the coming new year, amusement feasts greater
than any they have ever enjoyed before.
" There be those among us who wear
cap and bells ; there be those who seek to
entertain while they instruct. Others
there are who sit at the feet of the mighty
and are known to the far corners of the
earth. One and all we bespeak the kindly
attention and consideration of the public
during the coming year 1922.
" In the court of the arts of painting,
sculpture, music, literature and drama, we
of the cinema are comparative newcomers. We seek to usurp none of the older
arts, but to call them to our aid in order
that the public may profit. The great public
which has succored the older arts can aid
our newer art, too.

Guild

Studios

and

Exhibitors

" We appeal to the public to continue
their patronage of this new art so that it
may progress and not retrograde. We
appeal that the worthy may survive. That
the photoplay of moral theme and artistic
merit may reach greater heights.
" In return, we, independent producers,
directors and stars, on this fifteenth day of
December, in the year of Our Lord nineteen hundred and twenty-one, have
formed an organization which shall be
known as the Independent Screen Artists' Guild, whose purpose shall be an
undying effort to please the public and
justify the confidence which has been re-

posed in us.
" Let all be appraised that it shall be the
sincere endeavor of the Independent
Screen Artists' Guild to make bigger and
better photoplays during the coming twelve
months, and to aspire in all we do to surby. pass that which we already have done, to
the end that our public shall benefit there" As evidence of the desire of the Independent Screen Artists' Guild to give of
its best, its members therefore do propose
to the Independent Theatres of America
the national, co-operative exhibition of
Guild's finest motion pictures.
" It is the Independent Theatre Owner
in every city who makes it possible for us
to further advance the art of the cinema
by allowing us to produce our photoplays
in our own studies, unhampered by any restriction. Itis our public which makes it
possible at the box office for theatre owners to so support the producers, stars and
directors.
" We wish by our direct relations with
the theatre owners to eliminate the profit
of the middleman and Wall street, with
the result we may be able to put our entire
effort into making finer pictures with a
saving to the public at the box office.
" The Independent Screen Artists'
Guild, therefore, proposes as a tribute to
the Independent Exhibitors and our public who have so nobly fostered our desire
to advance the art of the sen en, that the
week of February 16 be set aside for the
purpose of presenting simultaneously
throughout the United States our greatest
screen efforts, upon which we have toiled
unceasingly many months.
" The Independent Screen Artists' Guild
announces to its public that it has accepted the offer of co-operation extended
by J. D. Williams, manager of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., an organization composed of thirty-five hundred independent exhibitors, which, since its inception, has faithfully and successfully
(Continued on page 232)
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Ballot— Big Battle Shaping in Kansas
of the labor law will be consolidated in
The outlook for Missouri exhibitors,
variIrom
s
advice
to
ACCORDING
ous sections of the United States
one
case Mr. Van Praag believes.relative to blue-law agitation and censorand Canada the fight against the
ship, never was brighter than at the pres" The labor law, passed in 1886, when
ent time. What had the appearance of there
blue-law movement is steadily growing in
were no motion picture houses, does
strong factors of opposition only a few
intensity. With two victories already won
not apply to the theares today," said Mr.
weeks ago now has dwindled to virtually
in Missouri for the Sunday opening
Van Praag. It states that no person shall
nothing. Charles D. Morris, editor and
cause, the interest of the trade is now
work or cause any persons to work, except
publisher of the St. Joseph (Mo.) Gazette,
centered on Springfield, where on Decemin cases of necessity, on Sunday. It is an
a strong supporter of the exhibitors, has antique law and does not apply to the modber 27th a referendum will be held to decide whether or not motion pictures are to been nominated as one of the fifteen deleern motion picture house. If it does, the
be permitted on Sundays. In Kansas the
gates-at-large to the Missouri Constituwould affect street cars and other in- 1
law
tional convention at which a new state
dustries which are necessary to operate on
exhibitors' state organization is preparing
charter
will
be
written.
to carry their offensive against the advoSunday. No date for a hearing on the
This fact in itself is insignificant enough,
cates of Sunday closing and censorship to
case, which probably will be before a jury,
the United States Supreme Court. In but, with self-appointed reformers making
has yet been set, but the Kansas exhibitors
a desperate effort to obtain sufficient repMontreal, the aldermanic executive counplan to throw their entire strength into the
cil has canceled its order to close all thearesentation to" put over " a state censorfight and feel confident of victory."
tres except those presenting straight picshipencetheat importance
of Mr.
Morris'
presThe aldermanic executive council of the
the convention
cannot
be overture programs, and a permanent modificaMontreal civic administration has recontion of the original drastic arrangement is
estimated. It is the delegates-at-large
sidered its order to close all theatres on ,
looked for.
who will virtually control the convention.
The
other
fourteen,
selected
with
Mr.
Sundays
with the exception of those preA real fight between Missouri exhibitors
senting straight moving picture programs,
Morris, are believed by exhibitors to be
and " Sunless Sunday " advocates is on at broad-minded men too interested in the
with the result that the order has been
Springfield, a town of 60,000 population.
welfare of the state to be bothered with
entirely canceled. The civic officials held
It is an expensive battle for the exhibitors,
the whims of an obscure few. An edi- several conferences with local theatre manwho are leaving no stone unturned in an
agers, after which it was decided on Detorial published by Mr. Morris on censoreffort to forever wipe out the radicalism
cember 15to pry the lid off once more, the
ship recently attracted state-wide attention in exhibitor as well as reformer
now prevailing. The eyes of every exhibionlybeprovision
beingto that
theatres
were 1
circles.
to
careful not
offertheany
vaudeville
tor in Missouri are turned toward Springspecialty or film production that might
field as a victory there means the third
If necessary, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Kansas will carry their fight
consecutive triumph of the theatre owners
offend the feelings of Sunday theatreagainst advocates of Sunday closing,
goerss. The situation was cleared, it is
in the last two months. Misrepresentaunder the Kansas labor law, to the United
understood, by the voluntary offer of the
tions and false viewpoints of the Sabbath,
States Supreme Court according to Mr.
outlined from the pulpit, are being comGayety Theatre management to discontinue burlesque performances on Sundays,
Van Praag, president of the Kansas exbatted by the exhibitors through an extenand the managers of moving picture and
hibitors' organization. In several instances
sive advertising campaign in the newsexhibitors have been arrested for showing
vaudeville theatres also gave their promise
papers. A referendum will be held Dethat they would not offer anything
cember 27 to determine whether or not on Sunday, but are continuing to operate
their theatres on Sunday, pending a hearmotion picture houses shall remain open
" noisy " or of a burlesque type in the Suning in their cases. All alleged violations
on Sunday.
day performances.
Voices

Brighter
Outlook
for
Export
John Cecil Graham
Discusses Effects of the
Washington

opean exIMPROVEMENT in Eur
e
and fury
mad
ead
change rates alr
ther development which is contingent
upon the successful solution of some of
the important problems now beforegtothe
Disarmament Conference at Washin n
promise much for the future of the film
industry, not only in Great Britain butn on
the Continent as well, in the opinio of
John Cecil Graham, General Foreign
Representative of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, who reached New
anYork Friday, December 9th, on his ral
nual business trip. He will spend seve
weeks at the home office of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, in a series of
conferences on the European film situation with E. E. Shauer, director of the
foreign department.
" While there is no immediate proms?
of speedy improvemen* in the European

Conference

on Film

Business

Exports

film industry as it affects the American
export business, there is a promise of better things to come within the next two
years," said Mr. Graham. " Inasmuch as
the depressed condition of the various
European money values has served as a
big handicap to American exporters, the
rapid improvement in British, French and
other European exchange should be accepted as an encouraging sign for the future. Should the Washington c6nference
be successful in relieving European and
other governments of some of their great
armament burdens; business undoubtedly
will be stimulated and the exchange of
those countries hardest hit by deflation
undoubtedly will make more rapid strides
toward recovery.
" Physical changes in the British industry have not been numerous. Except
for the completion of those theatres for

which licenses are obtained before the
war, there has been little theatre building.
I do not believe the problems brought
about by the shortage of theatres will be
solved in fewer than three to five years.
This applies also to France, Germany and
other European countries.
" The British exhibitor is confronted
with about the same problem as that facing the American exhibitor. Indiscriminate booking of pictures during the wild
scramble for pictures during the last few
years has brought him face to face with
the necessity of supplying better entertainment for a more discriminating public.
" The advance booking problem is not
so acute as it was a year or more ago, due
in a large measure to the fact that the
peak of the great film load which poured
in upon Great Britain was passed some
(Continued on page 232)
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"Foolish

Wives"
Opens
in New
York
Will Not Be Road • Showed ; Arrangements Under
Way for Openings in 33 Big Cities

" will
WIVES
OOLISH
the Central
Theatre,
Newopen
Yorkat
City, on January 8th. The release date of January 15th has been set
by Universal Film as the official one. The
picture will not be " road-showed," and
arrangements are now being negotiated in
thirty-three cities for first-run showing of
the picture in the regular motion picture
houses. Following these runs, the picture
will be offered to the smaller houses. Except for the showing at the Central Theatre, New York, the picture will not be exploited further. Universal executives are
convinced that the production has already
received an unusual measure of exploitation and that further efforts along these
lines would simply retard the submission
of the picture to the country's exhibitors.
Carl Laemmle, in a statement issued this
week from "the Universal headquarters,
declares that Universal will stand by its
promise made last August to the exhibitors
of the country through Vice-President R.
H. Cochrane that " Foolish Wives " will
not be " road-showed," but will be offered
to exhibitors as direct and as soon as possible. Mr. Laemmle says :
" I have determined to renew and confirm the promise made by Mr. R. H. Cochrane and for reasons that have seemed
good to hundreds of very big exhibitors,
who have both told me personally and
written to me, I have decided to forego
the pleasure of exploiting " Foolish
Wives "stanceourselves
exceptTheatre
in the in
oneNew
inof the Central
York City. The lease of this theatre was
secured for the express purpose of showing this super-jewel picture, and it has
been thought wise to follow out our own
original plan in this case.
HY^
H

" In regard to all the other cities, we
have determined to give the biggest exhibitors in each city the opportunity to
book " Foolish Wives " in preference to
giving it to legitimate houses, where it
might be played for longer runs and be
kept away from the great body of exhibitors for months and months.
WeUnited
have States
selected
thirty-three
in "the
in which
to offercities
the
first showing
" Foolish
Wives
picture houses. ofNot
until the
run " isin over
there will it be shown in the lesser theatres. We have a special corps of men
who will call on all the first run exhibitors
in these cities at once and arrange dates
and exhibition problems. We have virtually accepted several offers where the dates
were satisfactory to us.
" Foolish Wives " in its final form will
be in fourteen reels. We have tried various other lengths and since we have waited
so long for the picture we have not been
in a mood to take any chances on a cutting which did not preserve all the virility
and smoothness of the wonderful story
and atmosphere. The picture I have just

Wire

Briefs

from

Coast

completed
ELLIOTT HOWE, r who "Wild
fire"
of
recto
co-di
as
work
for Ben Hampton, died of heart
failure last Saturday night.
Ferdinand Earle has sent notice to exhibitors that he owns the copyright on
"The Rubaiyat" and that he has brought
suit to enjoin the Rubaiyat, Incorporated,
from releasing, distributing, or exhibiting
a motion-picture of that name.
J. D. Williams left Los Angeles for
New York on Friday of last week.
Realart has been merged with Famous
Players-Lasky, according to telegram to
H. G. Ballance, sales-manager of the Famous Players-Lasky organization. Mr.
Ballance was called East, making it necessary for him to abandon his tour of the
country at this time.
Producers and artists affiliated with
First National met on December 15 at the
Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles, and
made tentative plans for the organization
of an indepenedent screen artists' guild.
The purpose of the new association is declared to be to bring the producer, exhititor, artist, and public closer together.
Joseph Schenck acted as chairman of the
meeting. Tentative plans are being made
for the holding of an Exhibition Week
during the week of February 18.
R. J. Tobin, vice-president and generalmanager of the Robertson-Cole studios
on the Coast, left for New York on Monday of this week. Mr. Tobin before his
departure stated that production activities
at the R-C plant will be increased during
January, when Pauline Frederick, Sessue
Hayakawa, Doris May, and two all-star
companies will begin production of new
subjects.
Heavy rain Saturday night, Sunday,
and Monday did severe damage to sets
all ready for the start of production work.
seen is so rippingly smooth in its development, so gorgeously exquisite in its artistry, so powerful in its character analysis,
so gripplingly full of suspense and so
smashing in its climaxes that I take the
utmost pride in offering it as the best answer to those carping critics who recently
declared moving pictures to be a failure
as a vehicle of artistic expression.
" The release date of January 15th has
been set as the official one but the picture
will be shown at the Central Theatre on
January 8th.
The determination not to exploit " Foolish Wives " any further except in the case
of the Central Theatre showing is said to
have been reached as the result of arguments against further exploitation by a
number of prominent exhibitors. These
men have all been against having the Universal exploit the picture before they had
it. They argue that " Foolish Wives " has
exploited itself for almost two years.
There is scarcely a man, woman, or child
who does not know about it, they declared.
Since Universal has promised to give
" Foolish Wives " direct to exhibitors,
they argued, why not give it without any

Jan.

8th

strings at all? As it is universally admitted that exhibitors are making money today only on big productions, why not let
them have an unembarrassed opportunity
to make this exploitation money in addition, even though it is necessary to charge
more
the picture
?"
Thesefor personal
arguments
and the many
letters he has received have had the effect
of convincing Mr. Laemmle that " Foolish Wives " has actually had all the exploitation that is necessary and that there
is therefore no reason why exhibitors
should not get " Foolish Wives " as direct
and as soon as possible.

Realart-F.P.-Lasky Consolidation Going Forward
Consolidation of Realart with Famous
Players-Lasky, begun last week, is expected to be completed by the end of the
month. All of the Realart sales staff,
except the managers, have been released,
and most of the sixty men are reported
already to have re-established themselves.
Famous Players-Lasky has assumed
charge of sales and contracts, and the
booking records of Realart are now being
incorporated with those of the parent organization.
Several of the home-office departments,
including those of the supervisor of contracts, the purchasing agent, the advertising manager and sales statistics, have been
moved from 469 to 485 Fifth avenue.
Some of the employees also having been
temporarily transferred.
One of the managers, Walter R. Scates
of Boston, has been given a place in the
Famous Players-Lasky organization. He
will have the Boston office. Messrs. Levine and Bullwinkle, his oldest salesmen,
have entered the employ of First National
in Boston territory.
President Morris Kohn is delaying development of his future plans until after
the transfer of Realart has been completed.
Report has it that J. S. Woody, general
manager, is contemplating the formation
of a partnership, the details of which will
be announced after the first of the year.
Dario L. Faralla, assistant treasurer,
expects to be busy for some time closing
the Realart books and will not do his planished. ning for the future until that work is finJay A. Gove, assistant general manager,
says exhibitors are co-operating enthusiastically with January bookings which are
expected to make next month's rentals
among the largest in the history of Realart.
John N. MacMeekin, special representative, isreported to have signed up for special work in connection with the sale of
" Foolish Wives."
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A Fan Critic Says
(Continued from page 218)
names are not mentioned in the electric
lights. Typical examples are, Lon Chaney,
Richard Dix, Wallace Beery, George Fawcett, Theodore Roberts, Raymond Hatton,
James Kirkwood, Joseph King, Theodore
Kosloff, T. Roy Barnes, William Mong,
Marguerite de la Motte, Nigel de Brulier,
Helene Chadwick, John Bowers, Cullen
Landis, Harry Myers and Leatrice Joy.
The directors who have been responsible for exceptional productions are Rex
Ingram (who ranks first for 1921), Marshall Neilan, Thomas Ince, Cecil de Mille,
John Robertson, Emmet Flynn, Robert
Vignola, Hugo Ballin, George Fitzmaurice, J. Gordon Edwards, Penrhyn
Stanlaws, Maurice Tourneur and Fred
Niblo. D. W. Griffith fell down terribly
on his one offering, " Dream Street." Other directors who deserve citations are,
Messrs. Barker, Brenon, Webb, Withey,
David Smith, Baker, Leonard, W. deMille, Sennett, Browning, Beaudine, Melford, Forman, Walsh, Roach, Trimble and
Hopper.
The leading figures in the comedy field
in my opinion, are Buster Keaton and the
bespectacled Harold Lloyd, both of whom
have done consistently fine work throughout the season. Others who are not far
behind are Clyde Cook, Larry Semon, Eddie Barry, Bobbie Vernon, Ben Turpin,
Al St. John, Neal Burns, Lloyd Hamilton,
Johnny Hines and Snub Pollard.
The literary celebrities include Rupert
Hughes, Rita Weiman, June Mathis,
Gouverneur Morris, Edward Knoblock,
Gertrude Atherton, Mr. and Mrs. George
Randolph Chester and, of course, John
Emerson and Anita Loos. The last two
have successfully maintained their position as the greatest scenario writers in
the movies.
There is ho doubt that the most important and the most interesting feature of the
year has been the sudden influx of foreign
films. Regardless of their commercial
value, these pictures have exercised a profound influence on our producers, and they
have materially affected the quality of the
more recent American productions. They'
have taught us a great deal about composition, emotional acting, costuming and,
particularly, the handling of mob scenes.
Of all the European nations, Germany
has shown the most complete mastery of
the art of motion picture making. " Passion," "Deception," " Gypsy Blood," " All
for a Woman" and "One_ Arabian
Night " have possessed a pictorial beauty
that is all too rare in our native films.
Two other German pictures, " The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari " and " The Golem "
— both of them harsh, brutal dramas — introduce a new dimension to the screen,
and open up a train of possibilities that is
well nigh limitless.
Sweden has given us an excellent production, Our
"
Mutual Friend," and another not nearly so good, " You and I."
Denmark's contribution consists of one
ambitious film, " Hamlet," which possesses
certain great merits, and certain grave de-
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of
Entertainm
THE the Grand
es ent
Allied Ball
FilmandLaboratori
Association, Inc., will be held New
Year's Eve, December 31, at the 12th
Regiment Armory, Columbus Avenue,
61st Street, New York City. A special
feature of the program will be a beauty
contest, the winners of which will be
given an opportunity in pictures through
the courtesy of the Warner Bros. The
"movie" stars in the metropolitan district
are expected in force. "A good time for
all," is the advance word sent out in heralding the function.

Ernest
with

Lubitsch
New

Arrives

Spectacle

Ernest Lubitsch, director of " Passion "
and " Deception," arrived in New York
from Europe this week. He was accompanied by Paul Davidson, whose theatrical holdings extend throughout Germany,
Italy, France, and Holland.
Both Mr. Lubitsch and Mr. Davidson
are coming to America under the auspices
of the Hamilton Theatrical Corporation
to study American production methods.
They brought with them a new Lubitsch
production titled " Pharaoh's Wife." Some
of the scenes are said to have 126,000 persons in them.

fects. The same may be said of " I Accuse," which comes from France.
Italy has been more fortunate. " Theodora," asumptuously spectacular production which bears a strong resemblance to
" Quo Vadis " and " Cabiria," is one of
the most successful pictures of the year.
England has shown very little to date,
but " Carnival " and " The Bonnie Briar
Bush "from
givethis
promise
come
source. of better things to
China has not been heard from as yet,
but reports are expected at any moment.
The European actors who have established reputations for themselves on this
side of the Atlantic are, Pola Negri, Emil
Jannings, Werner Krauss, Ernest Lubitsch and Paul Wegener, all in German
productions; Asta Nielsen in the Danish
' Hamlet"; Catherine Reese in "Our
Mutual Friend " ; Romuald Joube and
Severin-Mars in " I Accuse " ; and Mary
Glynne in several of the Famous Players
British films.
The ultimate conclusion is that 192 1 has
seen three photoplays which, in my opinion, are the best that have ever been produced—namely, "The Kid," "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse and " The
Three Musketeers " ; it has seen at least
thirty more that rank well above the average; and it has seen a number of foreign
importations of undeniable merit.
So that the fans have no kick coming.
Let us hope that, in 1922, the producers
themselves will be similarly fortunate.
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Better Export Outlook
(Continued from page 230)
months ago. Beginning next September
British releases will be practically stabilized on a basis of a twelve months interval between trade show and release dates.
During the period of the excess film supply this interval has been a's long as
eighteen months or more.
" Conditions in Germany are still in a
chaotic state as the result of the collapse
of the mark. No one seems to know just
what will happen next. At the present
very few American pictures are finding
their way into Germany as the result of
the embargo. There is the possibility
that the German government will take
some action next spring to remove this
embargo, along the lines of reciprocity in
commercial dealings.
" The recently organized French Paramount company, known as Societe Anonyme Francaise des Films Paramount, is
making splendid progress. Since the first
release on October 21st, Paramount
bookings have increased four hundred
per cent. An extensive advertising and
exploitation campaign was used to launch
the beginning of releasing activities.
Central offices are maintained in splendid
quarters in Paris at 63 Champs Elysees
and a Belgian branch has been opened at
Brussels. Later offices will be opened at
Lille, Lyon, Marseilles and Bordeaux."
Screen Guild Formed
(Continued from page 229)

fostered the efforts of the independent
producer, director and star.
" Besides these thirty-five hundred theatres, welded in First National's great chain,
we invite every independent theatre owner
in the United States to assist us to join
personally with them in the desire to simultaneously lift its burden from a careworn world.
" We the Independent Screen Artists'
Guild, do hereby pledge ourselves to devote the week of February 16th to our public, and throughout the United States we
will appear before our friends and express
the gratitude that is ours for the manner
in which the kindly world has received
our humble efforts."
Will

Prevent

Juggling

of

Censors ' Serial Numbers
In watching out that exchanges do not
attach a serial number of some film which
has been passed by the New York State
Motion Picture Commission to some old
film, on which a permit was not sought,
Ansel W. Brown, head of the Albany bureau of the commission, is checking up
every film which he sees presented on his
trips of inspection about the state these
days. Duplicate records of all films
passed by the Commission in New York
have been sent on to Albany.

December
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How

to Win

Over

Church- Going Movie Fan
At the weekly luncheon of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers held
it the Cafe Boulevard in New York
recently, an interesting talk was given
by the Reverend Dr. William Carter, of
the Throop Avenue Presbyterian Church
n Brooklyn. Dr. Carter endeavored to
joint out how to put motion pictures over
among church people. He explained that
imore than half of the population of the
United States were church-goers.
Dr. Carter declared there were two facors which should be followed to win the
confidence of the church-goer. The first,
tie stated, would be to take higher classical
iterature and capitalize upon it. Dr. Carter also impressed the fact upon his hearrs that a producer should be true to the
;reat basic thing in a story and not insult
the public's intelligence by changing it to
suit a star or to inject clap-trap situations
0 cause sensationalism.
Joint

Arbitration

•0"

Board

of Buffalo Completed
Archie W. Moses, manager of the R-C
'ictures Corporation exchange in Buffalo, has been appointed chairman of the
new joint arbitration committee of the
I. L. M. Club of Buffalo.
The other exchange men on the new
committee, which was named at the meeting in the Hotel Iroquois last Monday, are :
ienry W. Kahn, Metro ; George Hickey,
Goldwyn, and Fred Myers, Jr., Fox.
The exhibitor members are Howard J.
Smith, manager of the Palace, Buffalo,
and president of the Western New York
unit of the M. P. T. O. A. ; J. H. Michael,
manager of the Regent in Buffalo, and a
member of the executive committee of the
state exhibitors' league, and Judge John
W. Schatt of the Opera House in Gowanda, N. Y.
The club ratified the working agreement
entered into in New York city recently
)etween the F. I. L. M. Clubs and the
M. P. T. O. A.
Manitoba Exhibitors ReElect President
At the luncheon of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Association of Manitoba, in
the Manitoba Hall, Winnipeg, on Thursday, December 15, Mr. R. Kershaw, a veteran exhibitor of Winnipeg, was reelected president of the organization for
the coming year, his selection being unanimous. W. S. Jones of Winnipeg, manager of the local branch of the Associated
.?irst National, was the unanimous choice
for the vice-presidency, replacing Milton
Milligan, who had retired. F. R. Hyde
was re-elected treasurer of the association.
The exhibitors decided to hold the general convention for 1922 on February 22,
this being one date during the annual winter carnival in Winnipeg. This assembly
will be held for the purpose of discussing
>usiness developments and also for enter-

A photograph of the guests who attended the farewell dinner tendered George E. Kami, export
manager for Universal, by the Universal home office force. Mr. Kami resigned from Universal to
head Goldwyn' s foreign department
Few
N. Y. Federation
Protests

of Labor

Censorship

t mo-d
agains
protes
shipt was
adopte
tion pictureingcensor
THE follow
ng of the Execumeeti
recent
a
at
tive Council of the New York State Federation of Labor:
" Whereas, Despite the protests of organized labor of this State and libertyloving citizens generally, the Legislature
of 1921 enacted a law creating a board of
State censors and empowering them and
their subordinates to approve and disapprove motion picture films and printed
and other advertising connected therewith; thus defying the constitutional provisions guaranteeing freedom of press and
publication of fact and opinion and thereby menacing the liberties of the people
by establishing tyrannical control of the
means of communication; therefore be it
Executive
Councilof
of "Resolved,
the New By
YorktheState
Federation
Labor in annual meeting Tuesday, December 13, 1921, at Albany, that a bill be
introduced and supported in the Legislature of 1922 repealing the Motion Picture
Censorship law of 1921."

Buffalo House Manager
Killed in Accident

Is

Charles Lodge, house manager at Shea's
Hippodrome, Buffalo, was killed in an
automobile accident in that city Saturday
evening, December 17. Mr. Lodge was
promoted to assistant to Harold B. Franklin from a house detectiveship at the big
Buffalo theatre.

New Incorporations
New York State

in

While seven companies incorporated in
the motion picture business in New York
state during the past week, the records in
the Secretary of State's office at Albany
show that the capitalization in each instance was so low that the aggregate
amount reached only $37,500.
Batavia Theatre Corporation, Batavia,
$500, H. H. Chapin, J. R. Osborne, Nikitas Dipson, Batavia ; Seiden Industrial
and Educational Film Corporation,
$10,000, Joseph and Jack Seiden, Samuel
V. Heimberger, New York ; Roamax
Films, Incorporated, $500, New York, Lillian Ward, Dorothy Chappell, New York;
Charles Stebbins, Cambridge, Mass. ; Circle Dramatics, Incorporated, $1,000, R. T.
Lingsley, M. P. Breen, R. S. Mazzola,
New York ; E. H. C. Amusement Corporation, $5,000, Emanuel H. Cansor,
Walter Herzbrun, Grace B. Wiley, New
York; Singer Pictures Corporation, $500,
Harriet C. Lindgren, Rhea Finn, Anna
Rosenthal, New York citv ; Castleton Theatre Company, New York, $20,000, Ole T.
Koenvik, Alfred and C. V. Huttar.

The Motion Picture News extends to all its readers and friendits best wishes for a Merry Christmas and a prosperous New Year.
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The Trade Critic Says —
{Continued from page 219)
What of the snug home sermon which is
treated dramatically in " No Woman
Knows," " Why Girls Leave Home " and
" A Man's Home," and satirically in
"Dangerous Cur,ve Ahead?" What of
the character sketches — " Disraeli," " The
Devil" and "The Ten Dollar Raise"?
What of these fine melodramas — " The
City of Silent Men," " Reputation " and
" Conflict " ? What of the ornamental
pictures—" The Gilded Lily," " Queen
of Sheba " and " Forbidden Fruit " ?
What of the dramatic novelties — " Deception,"The
"
Golem," " The Lotus
Eater," " The Journey's End," and " Dinty " ? What of the quaint studies — " Our
Mutual Friend," " Lavender and Old
Lace," "Jane Eyre," "The Old Oaken
Bucket," " Scrap Iron," " Rip Van
Winkle," and " The Old Swimmin'
Hole " ? What of the comedy novelties
—"Doubling for Romeo," "His Nibs,"
" Little Eva Ascends," " Seven Years
Bad Luck," and "Molly O"? What
of the light romances — " Ducks and
Drakes," " Oh, Lady ! Lady !" and " The
Love Special"? What of Chaplin's
masterpiece — " The Kid " ? What of
the fantastic novelties — " A Connecticut
Yankee" and "One Arabian Night"?
What of that giant among pictures— " The Four Horsemen " ? What of
" The Three Musketeers " ? What about
these pictures for entertainment? What
of that wonderfully human document —
"The Conquering Power?" What of
the Harold Lloyd, Buster Keaton and
Clyde Cook comedies?
Some of these attractions possess better
box-office values than others— some are
highly artistic. All of them have been produced with the utmost sincerity to accomplish something worth while. Indeed, the
year of 1921 in picture production has
CARRIED ON exceedingly well. There
have been dozens of mediocrities to support them. This was to be expected. The
American producers need have no fear
from the German or Swedish entries with
such a list. We cannot be surpassed in
technical equipment — lighting, photography, settings and other essential details.
However, we can learn much from Sweden. In that far-off country are assembled
a group of realists and idealists. It may be
that they have already discovered the ART
of the motion picture. They believe in
simple truths. The Germans and Scandinavians will teach us pantomime. Their
players simulate life because they are
deeply in earnest — and they are highly
talented. They seldom employ dissolves to
display emotion. No scene is cut for the
effect of showing some previous episode
which brought sorrow or pathos in its
wake. The actor portrays it all and the
imagination is stimulated.
The modern story and the modern treatment of it will belong to America. We are
play-children and possess a sense of
humor. And there is a place for the light
domestic comedies, the snug little studies
of romance and sentiment. The screen is
(Continued in last column)
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Nat 'I Ass'n Issues Fire
Prevention Booklet
The Fire Prevention Committee of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry has forwarded to exchange
managers' associations throughout the
country a bulletin containing ten fundamental rules for preventing exchange fires.
Managers have been requested to read the
rules to all employees and to post them
conspicuously as a constant reminder that
good exchange housekeeping is the only
kind of insurance that really insures
against destruction by fire.
The ten rules for fire prevention contained in the bulletin are :
1 — Keep plenty of water handy. 2 —
Keep film in containers when not actually
in use. 3 — Throw film scraps into selfclosing metal cans, never into open waste
basket. 4 — Keep the cutting rooms, etc.,
well swept. 5— Have a professional electrician do all your wiring, in accordance
with every city ordinance. 6 — Box your
radiators and steam pipes. 7— Enforce
the " no smoking " rule. 8 — Banish the
" strike anywhere " match. 9 — Keep only
enough cement, gasoline and collodion on
hand
day'sas fire
work.
10 — Appoint
one manforor the
woman
monitor.

To

Enforce Clause on Purchase of Lithos, etc.

year,
of the
first es
BEGIN
Los NING
Angeles theexchang
willnewenforce
the clause of the rental contract providing that all lithos, photographs, slides,
accessories be purchased of the exchange
renting the film. According to the resolution adopted by the members of the
Film Exchange Board of Trade, all exhibitors not adhering to this clause will
be placed on an undesirable list.

Picture

News

An
Exhibitor
Says
(Continued
from page
220)—
There is yet another phase — the presentation of motion pictures in legitimate
theatres and making them accessible at
legitimate theatre admission prices. Frankly, Ibelieve that this method is overdone,
especially since some of the pictures presented in this fashion are no better in
quality or otherwise than the average.
There is such a thing as attempting departures, making them and overdoing thei
idea. We have attempted it, so much to
our credit; we have done it successfully,
for which we deserve so much praise. Let
us not overdo the thing, for there is absolutely nothing in store for us other than
unnecessary competition, dissension and
disaster. In the first place, legitimate
theatres are not adapted to picture presentation ;they cannot accommodate large
audiences as spaciously as the picture
palaces, and most of the seats are not
ideally located for the movie-going patron.
Rather, they are better suited for the ear
than for the vision. This is a handicap
that will go a long way toward influencing
the spectator. Then, too, the patron realizes as well as the exhibitor that he is paying an exhorbitant price for a commonplace production which is not presented
above the average style.
Nevertheless, the producer has still a
greater prize in view by his legitimate
theatre presentation. His object is to place
a greater valuation on his picture on the
strength of its "run," whether protracted
or shortlived.
It may almost be considered bromidic
to reiterate that the film industry is still in
its infancy, but it is sophistry to assert
that it is very far beyond that stage. But
I firmly believe that the year 1922 must
decide whether it shall remain in its infancy or whether it shall take its place as
the greatest asset in the amusement world.
True,
we appreciate
producer's
efforts
and realize
that notheproducer
wants
to
make a poor picture. If the best motive is
there theoretically, why can it not be the
same way practically? We must progress.
The destiny of the motion picture is in
the hands of the producers, and it is entirely dependent upon them whether there
shall be a famine in our field or whether
the harvest shall be greater than ever before. Their opportunities are unending.
going forward. At present it is trying to
find itself. It must furnish all kinds of
stories to please a public of widely varied
tastes. That public demands youth and
beauty, romance and sentiment, in preference to a school of drama expressing unstinted realism. We have not suffered yet
as a race to absorb the foreign ideas. What
is the matter with the motion picture?
Nothing that we can see. It has a definite
place in the scheme of entertainment. At
present it is an industry. Some day it may
be an art. That day will come when, taking
a tip from Secretary Hughes, we scrap the
superfluous elements — and create a demand for real expression not tainted with
the muck called gold.
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Season
for the Christmas
Suitable
(As Listed by the Na onal Board of Review)
DRAMAS POSSESSING CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
RELIGIOUS
Homespun Folks — 6 reels, Associated Producers.
Behold the Man— 6 reels, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sign of the Cross, The— 4 reels, Famous Players-Lasky.
From the Manger to the Cross— 7 reels, Vitagraph ComBluebird, The — 6 reels, Famous Players-Lasky.
pany of America.
Humoresque — 6 reels, Famous Players-Lasky.
Eternal Light, The— multiple, Catholic Arts Society, New
Cinderella — 4 reels, Famous Players-Lasky.
York City.
Seven Swans, The — 5 reels, Famous Players-Lasky.
Film
Educational
Servant in the House, The — 8 reels, Film Booking.
Star of Bethlehem, The— 3 reels, Atlas
Corporation, Chicago.
Jack Knife Man, The — 6 reels, First National.
Kid, The — 6 reels, First National.
Birth of Our Saviour, The— 1 reel, Atlas Educational Film
Passing of the Third Floor Back, The— 6 reels, First NaCorporation, Chicago.
tional.
First Christmas, The— 1 reel, Atlas Educational Film
Over the Hill — 11 reels, Fox.
Corporation, Chicago.
Cinderella Man, The — 5 reels, Goldwyn.
Rip Van Winkle — 7 reels, Hodkinson.
Non-Theatrical Motion PicNational
reel,
1
Holy Night—
tures, New York City.
Spender, The — 5 reels, Metro.
Little Orphant Annie — 6 reels, Robertson-Cole.
Holy Land and Jerusalem Scenics— 1 reel each, Famous
Nobody's
Kid — 5 reels, Robertson-Cole.
CorporFilm
Educational
,
Corporation
Players-Lasky
Everybody's Sweetheart, 5 reels, Select.
Co. of America, National Non-Theatrical
Kineto
ation,
Motion Pictures, Inc.
Right to Be Happy, The— 5 reels, Universal.

Pictures

Texas Exhibitors Conduct
Police Say Man Arrested Is
Enthusiastic Meeting
Head of Film Crooks
The most enthusiastic gathering of exWilliam Pearson, one of the owners of
hibitors inthe history of exhibitor organization in Texas was held at the Oriental
the Washington Light Company 186 West
Lake Street, Chicago, and declared by the
Hotel, Dallas, Texas, December 13th and
police to be the brains of the gang of
14th. Mr. E. T. Peter, Executive Cominternational film thieves, which they hold
mittee Member of the Motion Picture
responsible for the theft of millions of Theatre Owners of America, and former
dollars worth of motion picture films, was
president of the Texas organization, presided at the meeting.
arrested by agents of the W. J. Burns
Detective Agency, and Chicago detectives
The Texas organization was originally
in Chicago this week.
where
Buffalo,
in
known
as the " Texas Exhibitors' Circuit,"
Pearson is wanted
Resolutions were unanimously adopted
there is a warrant out for him, and
former Governor Edward F. Dunne, rep- at the convention, endorsing "Official Urban Movie Chats," and pledging every exresenting motion picture interests, has aphibitor member of the Texas organization
plied for extradition papers.
to run them.
Pearson, according to police officials,
Resolution was adopted to contribute the
has been named in a confession made at
first
two weeks' film rental tax in January,
Buffalo last week by Morris Taitus, formin consideration of the repeal of the Five
erly of 1739 Washburn Avenue, Chicago,
Per Cent Film Rental Tax.
who was arrested at Sweet Water, Texas,
and brought back to Buffalo.
The following officers were elected:
Brenon and Wm.
Farnum
C. J. Musselman, Paris, president ; J. A.
Others under arrest, and said to be involved in. the international operations of Holton, Port Arthur, first vice-president;
Address Students
the gang, include T. Shima, owner of a
At Columbia University on Monday
second vice-presifilm exchange in San Francisco, and Joe J. J. Hegman,
dent; Ed Foy, Austin,
Dallas, treasurer,
and Joe
night of last week Herbert Brenon, direcKubey,
arrested
in
Honolulu
as
he
was
Philips,
Fort
Worth,
secretary.
tor for William Fox, delivered a lecture
about to sail for Japan with prints of
on "The Art of Motion Picture Direct"The Three Musketeers."
ing" before the students of the class in
Government, state and private agencies
Motion Picture Production. William FarEngaged
are said to have trailed members of the Herbert Kerman
num also talked to the class and gave some
alleged
international
film
thieves
for
six
The engagement of Miss Ruth Weiss,
interesting experiences of his career on
months, and the stories of their operadaughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. Weiss, of
the stage and screen. Columbia inaugutions form an amazing swindle tale, it New York to Herbert Kerman was anrated the course this fall in connection
is declared.
nounced recently. Mr. Kerman is well
with the class on Scenario Writing.
^
known throughout the trade and holds an
important post in the Alexander Film CorWar

on Express Shipments Revoked Jan. 1
The public will save approximately
$1,500,000 a month as a result of the elimination of the war tax on express shipments according to George C. Taylor president of the American Railway Express
1921on"
" Revenue
The war
Company.
eliminates the
tax df Act
one ofcent
every twenty cents and fractions thereof
1 in transportation charges on all express
shipments. The elimination of the tax will
virtually amount to a decrease in rates of
a little over five per cent.
Inasmuch as the Revenue Act becomes
i effective January 1st 1922, the tax on all
shipments forwarded " prepaid " on or before December 31st, will be collected. On
shipments forwarded " collect " and arriving on or after January 1st the tax will
not be assessed.

]
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Tax

Watch 'Em!
"Enclose you check for renewal of our
subscription and Booking Guide, "Is the
?
picture suited to my audience?" and "No
e
more booking in the dark." Watch the
subscriptions pour in from the little fellows who are unable to get to the exchangesTruly
and see the
new releases run off."
S
yours,
t
H. S. RUSSELL,
Crescent Theatre, N. Chelmsford, Mass.
t

Movies to Supplant Sunday
Evening Sermons
The Rev. Wellington C. Holmes, pastor of the Universal church at Logansport,
Ind., has announced that he will show motion pictures of a religious nature instead
of preaching sermons on Sunday evenings
throughout the winter. He tried the plan
last winter and filled his church with it.

poration.
Value Recognized
" Kindly find enclosed 50 cents in
stamps for copy of Booking Guide. I
want this Guide as often as it is issued.
"Very truly
" W. yours,
H. HAIN,
"Box 393, Cleveland, Tenn."

Motion

European

Chester

Beecroft,

j MPORTED Films will be
the salvation of the IndeA pendent Distributor during
the current season, and will do
more to revive the flagging interest
of the picture fans throughout the
country than anything that is likely
to be done by our habit-bound proin this country."
This ducers
statement,
which is likely to
stir up comment and stimulate
some thought, was made by Chester
Beecroft of 501 Fifth Avenue, in an
interview with a Motion Picture
News reporter recently.
What Mr. Beecroft says merits
serious consideration, for he has
had broad experience and enjoys
high standing in the trade. During
the war he was one of the largest
independent exporters of American
films to Europe, and since then has
brought over some of the best European productions which have been
shown here. Back of all that he
knows the picture game thoroughly,
having been prominently identified
with it since 1909, through such
mediums as the then all powerful
Motion Picture Patents Company.
The General Film Company, Chaplin-Mutual Company, the halcyon
days of David Horsley, and Famous
Players-Lasky.
For the last five years he has
specialized in export and import and
is personally as well known to the
important people of the film trade
in the various Capitols of Europe
as he is in America. It was Chester
Beecroft who, more than two years
ago, published double page advertisements in the motion picture
papers warning the industry here
that unless certain definite things
were done it would lose its marvelously lucrative foreign business
in which, during the war, it had
gained a virtual monopoly. His
warning was not heeded, but his
prophesy has been borne out with
disastrous exactness.
Mr. Beecroft went on to say: —
"The sure fire value of the imported
film has already been definitely
established by such powerful distributors as Famous Players-Lasky
(Deception) First National (Passion— Gypsy Blood — Quo Vadis —
All for a woman — Caberia, Goldwyn (Calagary — Theodora) United
Artists (Carnival) so that the Independent now realizes that they are
the safest form of investment.
Every picture man knows that
there must be a deeper underlying
cause for continual bad business
than financial depression. Heat,
which was the cause generally
ascribed during the summer, no
longer answers for any of the
empty seats. Commercial conditions seem to be generally on the
mend, or at least the populace is
becoming used to it and is attempting to readjust itself. Why then
doesn't come
business
the picture
houses
back toinnormal?
Circulate among those who used
to be habitual fans and ask that
question. Never mind New York —

Films

Are

a

Picture

Boon

New

to

I
Independent"
Survey, Declares
They Will Increase Business
trade comes with it as a natu
course, but what the exhibi
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF MOTION PICTURE FILMS.
needs is his old dependable coi
10 MONTHS ENDING WITH OCTOBER, 1919, 1920, 1921.
munity
trade, the regulars — the p
IMPORTS
1919
1920
1921
Feet
Dollars
Feet Dollars Feet Dollars
Asked whether there was
Sensitized, but
,
not exposed. 11,184,000
241,000
71,559,000 1,275,000 146,803,000 2,735,000 danger of the foreign film crowNegatives
711,000
328,000
1,580,000 577,000 2,741,000 864,000 ing out or hurting the home pr<
Positives
1,522,000
88,000 EXPORTS
3,527,000 162,000 10,397,000 2,274,000 uct, Mr. Beecroft was most ei
;n his statement of a awj
Not exposed. . 104,321,000 2,321,000
56,108,000 1,474,000 34,268,000 941,000 phatic
peaters."
Exposed
110,414,000 6,376,000 143,723,000 6,580,000 121,796,000 5,574,000 trary belief.
EXPORTS OF EXPOSED FILM TO PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES
"I cannot imagine a more hel]
Feet
10 MONTHS OF 1921
ful influence," he said. "T8
Great Britain
15,886,000
tendency
of these
Australia
■•
14,909,000
pean pictures,
is to'different'
rouse upEuwth
Canada
14,264,000
American
producer
and
pull hit
Argentina
• 11,479,000
France
6,195,000
out of the fatal rut he has gotti
Japan
5,947,000
into. We have more great direcBritish East Indies
5,339,000
Cuba
4,506,000
tors here than they have in all the
(The above figures are presented through courtesy of the National City Bank of rest of the world, but they haw
New York and O. P. Austin, statistician of that institution).
gone a I ttle -tale. The foreifl
film will be like medicine to then
They'll come back strong, but fa
tain nights to their favorite local the next season or two they wil
that's never a safe gauge for the
amusement business — -but go to theatre. Now they go irregularly have to be content with secon<
Stamford, to Paterson, to Wor- and only when some special appeal place. As to crowding out th
cester, to Dayton, to Dowagiac, to is made and their interest in some
home
product,1000
that's
foolish.
Ou
Salt Lake, or to the thousand other particular thing has been aroused.
of every
films
produce
live towns that form the real backRight here is where the foreign abroad there are but two or thrt
bone of the business and you will film comes in. It has novelty or of the magic kind. Terns of tras
find that the fans don't go back appeal to rouse and attract them are sent over and peddled aroun
every Tuesday or Thursday or and novelty of expression when
will never, and should neva
whatever their regular picture they see it. It gives them a fresh that
find a market. Furthermore, then
night used to be, because the habit and a new view point. It breathes are but three or four concerns i
has been broken ; they will tell you life and so stimulates a business all Europe capable of turning ot
that they are 'sick of the same old that is poor and uncertain only be- high-class stuff. But when they d
cause it has grown stale. It gives make a good one, man dear!
thing'- — the society drama — the formula made productions — the pretty to the regular who has grown pes- looms up like the sun over th
simistic and cold, hope and promise horizon.
star ble
andsameness
poor that
company
the horrihas —bored
them and will do more to revive the
"Last year I looked at over 30
stiff for the last two years. These movie habit than any move the ex- films
were highly recoflj
hibitor can make at this time ! New mendedwhich
folks used to go religiously on certo me in various parts
Europe. I selected five. One _
them was Our Mutual Friend
which has just been released bj
Wid Gunning. It is clean, beauti
ful and inspiring.
It took the
jaded critics by storm and is certain to be the biggest money makDuring 1922 Motion Picture
ing success of the year, foreign 01
domestic.
"And right here I would like t<
correct the erroneous impression
News
Will, From
Time
to
that Germany is the great producing center of Europe. It is not.
say this only after the most care!
ful stud}', made on the groundj
Time, Carry Special Articles
and with a full knowledge of pr«
ducing conditions in all court
tries :— Our Mutual Friend ani
other scheduled events of the curand Other Data of Timely
rent season will prove beyond question that the finest pictures, wit|
the most consistent quality and sus>
Interest, on Film Conditions
tained high standard, are made b]
the Nordisk Films Kompagni of
Copenhagen, Denmark. I hav
now in hand five of these photoAbroad
as They
Affect the
graphic gems which will soon be OH
the market, and with which, while
proving my pointj hope to do mj
share toward winning back th
American
Producer.
wayward fan and to help the exhibitor to restore his old time continuously profitable week in, week
out business. That will mean prosperity for the Distributor, th
in

Producer — Everyone."
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REPORTS

YORK

Capitol Theatre —
Novelty — Creation — Sacred Pictures, Inc.
Instrumental — "The Spirit of
Christmas," rendered by the
Capitol Orchestra.
Special — Christmas Greeting, presented by Miss Aida Armond.
Current Events — Capitol News.
Special — sented
" Moszkowskiana,"
preby the Capitol Orchetra,
a company of vocalists solo
dancers and ballet.
Feature
nick. — A Man's Home — SelzBallet — Dutch dance, presented by
Mile. Gambarelli, Alexander
Oumansky, Doris Niles and
Thalia Zanou.
Novelty — Such Is Life in Volendam — Hy Mayer Travelaugh.
Organ — "Christmas Evening in
Sicily," from " Sicilian Suite."
Mark Strand Theatre —
Overture — "Sixth Hungarian Rhapwith czimbolom cadenza,
by Belasody,"Nyary.
Novelty
the Coyote —
Bob —andTrailing
Bill Series.
Current Events — Strand Tropical
Review.
Feature — ■ Vendetta — David P.
Howells. Presented with prologue under the title of "Mattinata," with Richard Bold,
tenor soloist, and Joseph Martel, with special stage setting.
Vocal — " While You're Away,"
sung by Estelle Carey, soprano.
Comedy — The Bell Hop — Larry
Semon.
Next Week — My Boy.
Central Theatre —
Current Events — ■ International
News and selected strips from
other weeklies.
Comedy
— The Straphanger — Lee
Moran.
Feature — The Fox — Harry Carey.
Presented with a prologue
adapted from " The Chocolate
Soldier," with the Weber
Quartette, Misses Emira Sesing. sions and May Walker, appearRivoli Theatre —
Overture — La Forza del Destine
Current Events — Rivoli Pictorial.
Vocal— To a Wild Rose.
Duet by Betty Anderson, soprano, and Fred Jagel tenor.
Feature — Miss Lulu Bett — Famous
Players-Lasky.
Instrumental — Serenade.
Violin solo by Willy Stahl.
Comedy — The Bell Hop — Vitagraph.
Next Week— The Little Minister.
Rialto Theatre —
Novelty—
A Movie Trip Through
Film Land.
Ballet— Dutch Dance.
Presented by Myrtle Immel
and Felicie Sorel.
Special— The Bashful Suitor— Triart Productions.

THE

WEEK

OF

Run

FROM

DEC.

18TH

Theatres

CORRESPONDENTS

Musical — Ampico Reproducing Pi- Instrumental — Jans Rubini, violinist.
ano, rendering
movement,
with"Concerto,"
orchestra first
ac- Special — A Christmas week number,
with 25 children made up as
companiment.
dolls, is presented.
Feature
—
Don't
Tell
Everything
—
Famous Players.
(Two sets are used, one a street
and the other an interior.)
Vocal — Visions of Spring.
Rendered by Grace Hoffman, Feature — The Little Minister — Paramount.
soprano.
Next
week— The Call of the North.
Comedy
— • Snooky's Fresh Heir —
Chester.
Grauman's
Rialto Theatre —
Next Week — Rent Free.
Current Events — Pathe News.
Criterion Theatre —
Organ — I Want My Mammy.
Rendered with voice accomFool's Paradise (continued).
Astor Theatre —
paniment. Pathe Review.
Educational
Theodora (continued).
Instrumental — Cornet duo.
Novelty — Novagraph Strip — Pathe.
LOS ANGELES
Vocal — Tenor soloist, singing I
Hear You Calling Me and On
the Road to Mandalay.
Symphony
— — Bob and Feature — Get Rich Quick WallingNovelty — The Theatre
Cibit Cat
ford — Paramount
Bill Series— Pathe.
Mission Theatre —
Comedy — The Chauffeur — Fox.
—Pathe.
Dramatic
— The Honor of Ramerez Third week of Molly O
Loew's State Theatre —
FiveFoolish
acts ofAgevaudeville and The
Comedy — I Do — Harold Lloyd.
Next Week — Trailing.
Superb
Theatre
Second aweek
of The— Fox.
SEATTLE
Tally's
Theatre
—
Current Events— Fox News.
Comedy — The Monkey Bell Hop — Coliseum Theatre —
Overture — Selections
from "The
Joe Martin.
Feature — False Kisses — Universal.
Current
Events
—
From
Pathe and
Pink Lady."
Chine's Theatre —
Kinograms.
Scenic— Through the Adirondacks. Scenic— As Old as the Hills.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Comedy — The Adviser.
Educational — Ford Weekly.
Feature
— Her Social Value — Wanda
Hawley.
Special
—
Child
singer
in
special
numbers.
Next Week — Tol'able David.
Feature — Morals — May McAvoy.
California Theatre —
Clemmer Theatre —
Current Events — Fox and local Overture — Selections
from "Chu
events.
Chin Chow" and "I Just Want
Novelty — Sport Review — Goldwyn.
Events — International
Musical — Concert by orchestra, with Current
News.
II Guarany, A Song of India,
Selections from Sweethearts Scenic — Some Speed to Surygua.
and Bimini Bay rendered.
Comedy — A Monkey Bell Hop.
Feature — A Poor Relation — Will Feature — A Parisian Scandal.
Next Week — Cheated Hearts.
Rogers.
u."
Novelty
—
Topics
of
the
Day
—
StrandYo Theatre —
Pathe.
Overture — "The Glow Worm."
Comedy
— • Edgar, the Detective — Current
Events — Kinograms.
Goldwyn.
Comedy
— Pure and Simple.
Next Week — Theodora.
Vocal— "Song of the Province" and
Kinenia Theatre —
"Mighty Lak a Rose," Soloist,
Vivian Hart.
Overture — If I Were King.
Current
Events
—
Kinograms
and
Feature — Don't Tell Everything.
International.
Next Week — Same bill.
Novelty
— Topics of the Day — Blue Mouse Theatre —
Pathe.
Overture—
"The— Firefly."
Special — Community singing.
Current
Events
Fox News.
Cartoon — The Wolf and the Kid — Educational
— Pathe Review.
^Esop's Fables — Pathe.
Comedy — A Perfect Villain.
Vocal — Trio sings selections from Feature
— The Foolish Age.
Rigoletto.
Next Week — Morals.
Feature — The Wonderful Thing —
Norma Talmadge.
Liberty Events
Theatre
—
— Liberty
News.
Comedy
— The Adviser — Hamilton- Current
White.
Comedy — Free and Easy.
Next Week— My Boy.
Vocal — Deacon
Jones Harmony
Four in selected songs.
Graunian's Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe Weekly.
Feature—
Mad. Made Man.
Next
WeekFightin'
— A Sailor
Organ— April Showers.
Special — Four girls in a whistling Winter Garden Theatre —
act.
Scenic — Land of Pardons.
—Pathe. — Petrograd of Today Comedy — An International Sneak.
Educational
Feature — Cappy Ricks.

CLEVELAND
Overture — Excerpts from " The
Fortune Teller," by Victor
Herbert.
State
— Events — Pathe NewsCurrent
Topics of the Day.
Cartoon— Mutt and Jeff in " Getting

— Norma
Feature—
"TheTalmadge
Branded
. Woman"
Attraction Extraordinary — Pallay
Anna, international premiere
. danseuse
Ahead.", in Rose, Butterfly
Whirlwind dances and in a and
descriptive Gypsy dance to the accompaniment of Brahms Nos.
by Ballet En4, 5, 6. sembleAssisted
of Arts. of 15 from Ohio School

Nextwith
Week—"
Little
Compton
Betty The
. Minister,"
Overture — " Russland and Ludmila," by Glinka.
Allen- Events — Allenette— selecCurrent
tions from various news reels.
Prelude— Allen ensemble of thirty
voices
s, with " EliEli " aswith
mainsoloist
theme.
Soprano Solo— Leonara Sparkes,
member Metropolitan Opera
Compan
of New York., three
concertsy, daily.

Feature— "No Woman Knows."
Next Week—" School Days."
Overture——A Scotch Fantasy.
Stillman
Comedy— "The Stork's Mistake."
Featur
e—" Man-W
second
week. oman-Marriage "
Next Week—" Little Lord FauntleOverture—" Fling of the Highlanders "with violin arias by Musical director Maurice Spitalny.
ParkScotch Dancers featured.
Current Events— Fox News.
Comedy— Chester Conklin in "The
Perfect
Villain."
Feature
—roy"."Courage."
NextwithWeek—
David,"
Richard" Tol'able
Barthelmess.
Overture
— " Apple
Blossoms."
Current Events
— Pathe
News.
Circle
—
Comedy—"
Beach Nuts "—The Hall
Room Boys.
Feature— "A Pair of Silk Stockings "— Constance Talmadge.
Added Attraction — De Lando and
his company of mystics. Special
mind reading sessions, and legerdemain exhibitions.
Next Week—" Molly O."
Current Events — International
Standard
News. —
Comedy
— "AComedy.
Family Affair " —
Century
Feature — " The Fox " — Harry
Carey — Second week.
Next with
WeekMarie
— " A Prevost.
Parisian Scandal,'*
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Roosevelt Theatre —
Overture — Selections from " The
Fortune Teller."
Review—"of the
Speed."
Topics
Day.
Specialty — Lindsey McPhail playing "Kitten on the Keys."
Specialty — Louis Gilbert, lyric soprano, singing, " Don't You
Remember the Time," and
opera selection.
Pathe News.
Feature — " A Prince There Was."
Coming feature — "The Iron Trail."
Woodlawn Theatre —
Organ selection — " Maiden American March."
Screen Travelogue—" In Old
Granada."
Woodlawn
Pictorial Review.
Comedy — " Saving Sister Susie."
Overture — " II Guarany:"
Feature — "What Do Men Want?"
Intermission — " Crystal Gazing."
Coming feature — Mary Pickford in
" Little Lord Fauntleroy."
Ziegfeld
Pathe News.Theatre —
Literary Digest.
Comedy — " Sink or Swim."
Feature — Bert Lytell in " The Idle
Rich."feature — " The Little MinComing
ister." Theatre —
Barbee's
Feature — The Dempsey Carpentier
Fight. Sixth week.
Randolph Theatre —
Organ selections.
Feature
week.— " Way Down East." Fifth
Coming feature — " Over the Hill."
Woods Theatre —
" The Queen of Sheba." Fifth week.
MILWAUKEE
Merrill Theatre —
Weekly — International.
Scenic — Sunset Buird.
Comedy — Mack Sennett Love Taps
and Hard Knocks.
Feature — A Man's Home.
Butterfly Theatre —
Feature — Arnold Daly The Man
Without a Country, American
Legion Benefit for the entire
week.

Strand Theatre —
Feature — Why Girls Leave Home
— Second week.
Alhambra Theatre —
Overture — Alhambra Orchestra.
Weekly — Pathe News — Literary
Digest.
Topics — Educational.
Guy. — Larry Semon The Fall
Comedy
Feature — Corinne Griffith The
Track.
INDIANAPOLIS
Circle Theatre —
Current Events — Kinograms and
Circlette.
Novelty — Literary Digest Topics.
Comedy — Free and Easy — Mermaid.
Special Feature — Alia Axiom —
Psychist.
Feature — The Invisible Fear.
Next Week — The Beautiful Liar.
Colonial Theatre —
Current Events — Selznick News.
Comedy — Sink or Swim — Pollard.
Special Music — American Harmonists and Liberty Entertainers.
Feature — Chivalrous Charlie.
Next Week — All's Fair in Love.
Loew's State Theatre —
Current Events — Pathe News.
Comedy
— Fresh from the Farm —
Chester.
Soloist — Elsie Cole, soprano.
Feature — Ladies Must Live.
Next Week — Disraeli.
Ohio Theatre —
Current Events — International
News.
Comedy — Saving Sister Susie —
Christie. (Second week).
Special Feature — Brown's Saxaphone Six.
Feature — The Sheik. (Third week)
Next Week— The Call of the
North.
CINCINNATI
Walnut
Current —Events — 99.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Two-reel Feature — The Policeman
and the Baby — Paramount.
Feature— A Prince There Was.
Nextthing.
Week — Don't Tell EveryStrand
Current —Events- — Pathe 100.
Two-reel Feature — The Ne'er to
Return Road — Paramount.
Feature — My Lady Friends.
Next Week— The Little Minister.
Palace
Current — Events — Kinograms.
Topics of the Day — Literary Digest.
Feature — The Bonnie Brier Bush.
Next Week— Rip Van Winkle.
Current Events — Fox News.
GiftsFeature
— Molly
O'.
Next Week
— Same.
Capitol —— Intermezzo from "Jewels
Overture
of the Madonna."
Atmospheric
Prologue to Feature
— Group of songs by John
Barnes Wells : a. Wishin' and
Fishin'.
Kitty, c.
Eggs. d. b.Lightning
Bug.Crow's
Feature — Little Lord Fauntleroy.
NEW

Three column ten inch ad on "R.S.V.P."
used by the Rivoli theatre, Baltimore

ORLEANS

Strand Theatre —
Feature — Ladies Must
star.

Live — All

Mistake. Comedy — The Stork's
Educational
Prizma — Garden of Normandy.
Pathe News.
Liberty — Theatre
—
Feature
Mille. After the Show — De
Keaton
Comedy — Hard Luck.
Pathe Review.
International News.
Trianon Theatre —
Feature — Her Winning Way— Mary
Miles Minter.
Stolen Magic.
Pathe Review.
Globe Theatre —
Feature
Comedy.— Home Stuff — Viola Dana.
Pathe News.
Tudor Theatre —
Feature — The Swamp — Sessue Hayakawa.
Comedy
— Put and Take — Sid Smith
BROOKLYN
Mark Strand Theatre —
Overture- — "Orpheus (Offenbach)

Picture

News

Cartoon Comedy — Getting Ahead,
with Mutt and Jeff.
Overture
—— " Kamenoi O s t r o w,"
Madison
Cloister
scene, by Ruben stein.
Current Events — Pathe News and
Topics of the Day.
Special
— Ogden and Benson in
songs.
Special — Rex Beach in person.
Feature
— The Iron Trail — United
Artists.
OMAHA
Strand Theatre —
Overture—— No
" Pique
Dame."
Comedy
Parking.
Feature — Ladies Must Live.
Sun
Theatre
—
Overture—
Orchestral
selections.
Comedy
—
Edgar's
Feast
Day.
Feature — The Love Charm.
Rialto Theatre —
Overture — " Masaniello."
Organ — " Somewhere in Naples."
Novelty — Picturized demonstration
of Annette Kellermann diving.
Comedy — Fresh from the Farm.
Feature — The Call of the North.
Moon Theatre —
Overture — " Scene de Ballet."
Comedy — Stars and Stripes.
Feature— Riding with Death.

Sport
Pictorial — "Picture
Form." " Believe
Musical
Me IfStage
All Those —Endearing
Young Charms" (Moore), by
Eldora Stanford, soprano. Garden set with arbor with singer
in crinoline grown.
Mark Strand Topical Review.
BUFFALO
Tony Sarg Almanac — " The First
Solo — " Maria-Mari " (Russo-di Shea's Hippodrome —
Capua),
Edorado Albano, bari- Overture- — " The Evolution of
tone.
Vamp."
Musical
Shadowgraphy — White Vocal — " Macushla " — Rowe. Song
cyke. House lights down. Two
by Edmund Northrup.
amber and two magneta spots
ford.
Broadway.''
from back throwing forms of Feature
— Get Rich Quick \\" ailingVenetian String Quartette in
By Heck — Mack Sennett.
shadow. Quartette played Comedy
view.— Events
Current
— Hippodrome ReTschaikowsky's " Andante CanNext Week — The Little Minister.
Pola Negri in " Vendetta."
Shea's
Criterion —
Comedy — " Robinson-Crusoe, Ltd."
Overture
— " The Rainbow Girl " —
(Mermaid.)
Hirsch.
tabile."
Organ Solo — " Pilgrims' Chorus " Vocal — Selections by Herman
from " Tannhauser " (WagGahwe.
ner). John Hammond and
George Crook, organist.
Feature —ionThe
Davies. Bride's Play — MarNext Week — Jackie Coogan in "My
Comedy
shine.— Love and War — SunCurrent
DETROIT
torial. Events — Criterion PicNext Week— Over the Hill.
Adams
Overture— — Excerpts from the
" Messiah,"
by Handel.
Boy."
Current Events — Pathe News and
Topics of the Day.
Special — Emmons and Colvin in
popular songs.
Feature—
What Do Men Want —
Wid Gunning.
Comedy — A Pair of Sixes, with
Bobby Vernon — Educational.
Broadway-Strand —
Current Events — Kinograms and
Topics of the Day.
Comedy
— The Love Egg-— Educational.
Special — Sunshine Kiddies in
Melodyland.
Feature — The Call of the NorthParamount.
Fox-Washington —
Overture — " Hungarian Fantasia,"
by Tobain.
Current
Events — Fox News and
Fox Newsetts.
Comedy — The Toreador, with
Clyde Cook.
Feature — Trailin', with Tom Mix.
Educational — Eccentricities of a
Xovelty
"Miss
Lulu Baltimore
Bett," the
Wasp and Bee.
work ofadtheonXeir
theatre,
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Loew's State —
Feature — The Rough Diamond —
Tom Mix.
Current Events — Loew News, made
up of excerpts from the leading news releases, including
views of Doraldina in Buffalo.
A new Federated comedy and
a Mutt and Jeff cartoon subject
close the film bill.
Mark-Strand—
Overture — " The O'Brien Girl."
Current Events — Latest Pathe
News.
Feature — The Speed Girl — Bebe
Daniels.
Comedy — In and Out — Monty
Banks.
Special — Screen Snap Shots.
Next Week— Little Lord Fauntleroy — Mary Pickford.
Palace —
Feature — Everything for Sale —
May McAvoy.
Olympic —
This house put on an all-comedy
week, including Chaplin in The
Idle Class, Lloyd in Never
Weaken, and a Snub Pollard
subject.
Shea's North Park —
Feature
ford.— Get Rich Quick WallingComedy— By Heck — Mack Sennett.
KANSAS

CITY

Liberty Theatre —
Overture — Voice of Caruso singing
" Largo "■— Handel.
News— Pathe.
Comedy — " Country Chickens " and
" Aesop's Fables."
Organ Selections — Miss Susie Goff
Bush and Miss Golden Eviston,
organists.
Feature
of the Night,"
all —star" Pilgrims
cast.
Next

Week — " For Those We
Love " — Betty Compson.
Doric Theatre —
News — International.
Comedy — " Shake 'Em Up " — Snub
Pollard,
and
" Joys and
Glooms."
Special Number — " Scenes of Old
Prague,"male
atmospheric
with
quartet prologue
singing,
" Kol Nidre," " Eli, Eli."
Organ Selections — P. E. Stevens,
organist.
Feature — "The Golem" — Second
week.

Combination display for "A Sailor Made
Man" Century
and "Enchantment,"
used by the
theatre, Baltimore.

NextThomas
Week—"Jefferson.
Rip Van Winkle "—
Newman Theatre —
Overture- — Selections.
Current Events — Newman News
and Views.
Organ Selections — Gerald F. Baker
and Q. Landwehr, organists.
Special Number — Sherry Louise
Marshall, vocal solo.
Feature — " Ladies Must Live " —
Betty Compson.
Next Week — " Little Lord Fauntleroy " — Mary Pickford.
Royal Theatre —
Overture — ■" Stars," a musical novelty, by Royal orchestra.
News — Royal Screen Magazine.
Comedy — " The Custard Nine."
Organ Selections — Milo T. Harte,
organist.
Feature
— " HerMacDonald.
Social Value " —
Katherine
Next Week—" Get Rich Quick
Wallingford " — Special cast.
Twelfth Street Theatre —
Overture — Popular
selections —
Webb's orchestra.
News — Screen Magazine.
Comedy — " The
Vagrant " — Lloyd
Hamilton.
Feature — " The Call of the North "
—Jack Holt.
NextAllWeek
star. — " The Iron Trail " —
BALTIMORE

ATLANTA
Howard —
Overture —News
-"Martha."
Howard
and Views.
Comedy — To be selected.
Violin
Solo" (Massenet)
— "Meditation
'Thais'
playedfrom
by
Charles Gesser, of the Howard
Orchestra.
Feature
ford.— Get-Rich-Quick WallingMetropolitan
— Modiste."
Overture
— "Mile.
Kineto Review.
Kinograms.
Comedy — Saving Sister Susie.
Violin Solo — Drdla's "Souvenir,"
played by Lloyd Bemus.
Feature — Charles Ray in "R. S.
Extra Added Attraction — Personal
appearance evening.
*of Mr. Ray on
Thursday
Kineto
Review.
Criterion
V. P.—"
Kinograms.
Comedy — Saving Sister Susie.
Feature — James Kirkwood in Allan
Dwan's "The Scoffer."
Overture—— " Jazz and More Jazz,"
Rialto
played by Rialto Orchestra,
conducted by Frank Turner.
Selznick News.
Burton Holmes Travelogue.
Comedy- — Bride and Gloom.
Feature — Ethel Clayton in "Exit —

Rivoli — — " II Trovatore," by
Overture
the Vamp."
Verdi.
MINNEAPOLIS
Current Events — Rivoli News.
Specialty — Literary Topics of the
Day, accompanied on the organ State Theatre —
by Ernie Cooper and Henry Overture — "Plantation Melodies,"
by Al Hays.
Boehme.
Weekly
— State Digest composed of
Vocal — Mile. Sonia Rozano, lyric
Pathe and International news
strips.
soprano.
Feature— R. S. V. P.— Charles Ray.
Comedy — The Boat — Buster Kea- Comedy — Buster Keaton in "The
ton.
Novelty — The La Valle
Next mand.
Week— Molly O— Mabel Nor- Musical
Four, vocal and instrumental
quartette in repertoire.
Feature — Richard Barthelmess in
Century —
"Tol'able
Overture — ■" Martha," by Flowtow.
Boat." David."
Current Events — Century News.
Organ
Solo — Played by E. J. DunVocal — Caesar Nesi.
streater.
Feature — ■ Enchantment — Marion Organ
Davies.
Hix. Recital Played by R. M.
Comedy
—
A
Sailor-made
Man
—
Next Week — Norma Talmadge in
Harold Lloyd
" The Wonderful Thing."
Parkway —
New
Garrick —
Overture — Medley of Popular Airs.
Current Events — Parkway News Feature — Charles Ray in "R. S.
and Special Review.
Comedy — "The Skipper's Last ReSpecialty — Prizma.
sort," a Toonerville comedy
Feature — The White Mouse.
with Dan Mason.
Comedy
—
A
Sailor-made
Man
—
Weekly — Kinogram News.
Harold Lloyd.
V. P."
Overture
" Sally," by Kern.
New- —Events
Current
— Pathe News.
Specialty
Christy
Stanley
—
Kineto.— The Four Seasons — Comedy
' —
ELPH
— Fresh
theIAFarm
ILADfrom
PH
Feature — Miss Lulu Bett — Lois
News
—
Pathe
News
—
Pathe.
Wilson.
News — Fox.
Organ Solo — Roy L. Frazee.
Topics
of the Day — Literary Digest
Pathe.
(a) Quartet from Rigoletto.
Strand —— Classic.
Overture
Feature — Camille — Nazimova and
Valentino.
Specialty — The Madcap — Jane and
Katherine Lee.
New Wizard —
Overture — Operatic Airs.
Current Events — Kinograms.
Specialty — Screen Snaps.
Feature — The Invisible Fower —
House Peters.

Screen Snapshots No. 15 — MasterScenic — Wilderness — Masterpiece.
Feature
— A Man's Home — Select.
piece.
Dancing
Feature
— Desiree .Lubovska and
her company.
Next— Week
— A Prince There Was
Paramount.
Feature
Stanton— —Queen of Sheba — Fox.
Next Week — A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's Court — Fox.

Feature — Little Lord Fauntleroy.
AldineWeek
— — Disraeli.
Next
News — Pathe News — Pathe.
Arcadia
Travel
— —Burton
Holmes — Paramount.
Comedy
— Kiss and Make Up —
Electric.
Feature — Beside the Bonnie Brier
Bush — British- Paramount.
Next Week — Exit the Vamp — Paramount.
Comedy — The Corner Pocket —
Pathe.
Feature
The Infamous Miss Revent——Metro.
Regell—
NextMetro.
Week — Garments of Truth —
Mille.
Feature
Karlton—— A Fool's Paradise — De
NextMille.
Week— Peter Ibbetson— De
—Pathe.
News—
Pathe News— Pathe.
Topics
Palace of
— the Day — Literary Digest
Cartoon — Getting Ahead — Mutt
Jeff — Fox.
—and—Masterpiece.
Scenic
Sacred City of the Desert
Feature — The Sheik — Paramount.
Next Week— The White Oak— Paramount.
News — Pathe News — Pathe.
Victoria— —The Playhouse — Peerless.
Comedy
Screen Snapshots No. 14 — MasterFeature — Intrigue — Goldwyn.
Nextpiece.
Week— The Midnight BellPeerless.
Comedy — The Happy Pest — Fox.
Kinograms
— Electric.
— Electric.
Capitol
—
Scenic — Let's
Go to the South Seas
Feature—
The Mysterious Rider —
—Hodkinson.
Goldwy
n.
Next Week — F rom the Ground Up
PITTSBURG
Olympic Events
Theatre
—
Current
— Kinograms.
Cartoon — Aesops Fables.
Specialty — Cowboys Jazz.
Novelty — Pathe Review.
Tell— Everything.
Feature
Second week of "Don't
Comedy — Back to the Woods.
Next Week— The Little Minister.
Liberty Theatre
Current
Events —— International
News.
Feature — The Lotus Eater.
Comedy
— The
Skippers Bosom
Friend.
Next Week — The Invisible Fear.
Current
— Fox
Regent Events
Theatre
— News.
Feature — -Shame.
Comedy Week—
— A Rural
Next
The Cinderella.
Call of ' the
North.
Current
Events — —Fox News.
Savoy Theatre
Feature — Shame.
Comedy — Torchy's Promotion.
Next Week — Rough Diamond.
Grand
Theatre
Weekly.
Current
Events —— Grand News
Novelty — Topics of the Day.
Feature — The Lotus Eater.
Comedy
— A Rural
Cinderella.
(Continued
on following
page)
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EXHIBITORS'

What
EARLY

REPORTS

the
RETURNS

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Dont Tell Everything —
An extraordinary picture which
did splendid business throughout
week. (Middle West.)
Business only fair, in spite of
added personal appearance of a
well known star.
Those that did see the picture,
however, liked it. (East.)
Good enough to hold over for a
second week. Very pleasing.
(East.)
Exit the Vamp —
Failed to draw them in. Stiff
competition and personal appearances of stars at other houses, the
cause. (East.)
Miss Lulu Bett —
The play of the same name appeared on the legitimate stage during the week of the picture, and as
the former received favorable press
comment the picture profited. A
good
West.) week's business. (Middle
The Golem —
A strong appeal was made to the
Jewish population and the picture
drew the largest attendance in several weeks. (Middle West.)
A Prince There WasEnjoyed very well,
pleasing. (East.)

Receipts

Forever —
The kind of a picture that appeals to a higher mentality. May go
over in the larger theatres. Small
theatre will not do good. (East.)
The Sheik—
Played three weeks to good business. (West.)
Third week held up so good that
we think we made a mistake in not
holding it on for the fourth week.
(Middle West.)

s of Anatol —
Affairwas
The
Business
fair though it was
a real nice picture. (West.)

Ladies Must Live —
'Very
poor(East.)
picture and business
only
fair.
business. Not up to ParaPoor mount
standard. (Middle West.)
ASSOCIATED FIRST
NATIONAL
Tol'ble DavidBest picture in months, with exHeld auditremely good business.
ence in suspense.
(East.)

Destiny —
Playthingsandof business
only fair.
Picture
(East.)

ON

Big
FROM

N

E

JV

Picture

RELEASE,

Houses
WEEK

RUN

New

Say

THEATER

I

tor Herbert along with this pictu*
greatly aided in attracting gooi
houses all week. (Middle West.)

Average

GOLDWYN
The Grim Comedian —
A ing
good
interesttwist picture
at the with
end. anHolt
does
West.) work as the star. (Middle
good

The Silent Call —
An average picture with business
about as usual. (West.)

Made in Heaven —
Fairly enjoyable photoplay and
business kept up to about the average. (South.)

The Lotus Eaters —
Went across pretty fair. Criticised for too much exaggeration
and not enough of technique. Receipts fair. (East.)

Poverty
ofhold
Riches
— a full week;
up for
tooCouldn't
much drama.
(Middle
West.)

A very entertaining picture with
plenty of laughs. Good box office
value. (Middle West.)

The
VeryBlotgood production and good
business. thused.
Audience
very much en(East.)

Way
Down Eastproduction
—
A wonderful
and a
sure fire box office attraction
Pleased greatly. (West.)

The Invisible Fear —
Good for only three days ; business just ordinary. (Middle West.)
Fair business and a fair picture.
(Middle West.)

What Do Men Want?—
A fair picture. Not so good as
heralded. Business fairly good for
the time of year. (Middle West.)

SELZNICK

Bits of Life —
Interesting picture but only fair
business. (East.)
AllFair
for aentertainment,
Woman —
business. (West.)

Molly
O—hit which is drawing
A big
throngs. (Middle West.)
The Child Thou Gavest Me —
Fine picture,
but Too
it didn't
any
business
for me.
near doXmas
West.)
for
anything to go over. (Middle
Man-Woman-Marriage —
Very good picture. Interesting
always. Pretty good business for
the week before Xmas. (Middle
West.)

WID GUNNING

UNIVERSAL
The Fox —
Just as good as it's cracked up
to be. Live stuff. Something doing all the time. Big business. Had
to put barriers up in the lobby to
keep crowds lined up for the opening performance. (Middle West.)
False Kisses —
A fair picture which drew fairly
good business. (West.)
REAL ART
Dawn
the East
—
Alice ofBrady
is popular
here and
the picture did a good business for
the week. (Middle West.)

Her Social Value —
Not much of an attraction, but it
did fairly well. Katherine MacDonald has a following here. Everything for Sale —
Picture was right good. Noth(Middle West.)
ing extra, but business good probablv on account of holiday season.
FOX
(South.)
METRO
The Night Horseman —
Tom Mix has a certain following here which supports him well. Passion Fruit —
Jammed them in because of the
The picture drew a good attendappearance of Doraldina,
West.) ance for the week. (Middle personal
the star. (East.)
A Virgin Paradise —
Didn't appeal to the higher class
of patrons; business better than
fair. (Middle West.)
Thu ndercla p —
A dandy picture, full of interest.
Had fine business on it. (West.)
Shame
—
Mediocre
picture and business
only fair. (East.)
Pretty
good picture. Better
e —average.
Queeni
than
the
Business only
medium. Lav this to the season.
(Middle West.)

Camille
—
Fair picture.
Reputation
zimova did much to put
(South.)
VITAGRAPH
The Son of Wallingford
Not a box office title.
few who saw it. (East.)

of Nait over.

—
Pleased

GRIFFITH
The Fall of Babylon —
Fair (East.)
as regards receipts and
show.
UNITED

ARTISTS

Disraeli
—
The personal
appearance of Vic-

Fair. Makes strong appeal ti
Jewish element of our fans. Am
diences were mostly of Jewish faitf
and it is believed most of our Jew*
saw and raeli."
thoroughly
enjoyedto "loveo
DisAlso, made appeal
of history and biography. (South.)
The Iron Trail —
Title and material much against
success.
Receipts terribly punk
(East.)

The
Maidpicture.
—
VeryWay
littleof toa this
The
best thing on the bill was Buster]
Keaton
in " funniest
The Boat."
This see*
wasone
of the
comedies
here in months. (Middle West.) J
HODKINSON
Light in the Clearing —
Extremely good entertainment
Theatre used this picture to real capacity business. (East.)
STATE

RIGHTS

Why Girls Leave Home —
Held over after a seven-day run,this picture came back with excek*
lent box office figures, for the added
four days. (East.)
Desert Blossoms —
Mediocre picture and
fair. (East.)

business

First Run Houses
(Continued from preceeding page)
Next Made
Week—ManDouble
Sailor'
and Bill—
The AInvisible
Fear.
Loew's Lyceum Theatre —
Current
News. Events — International
Feature — First Love.
Next Week — There Are No Vil-I
lains.
Duquesne
Theatre
—
roy. Events
Current
— Selznick
News.
Feature — Camille.
Next Week— Little Lord FauntleBlackstone Theatre —
Current
Events — International
News.
Feature — Exit the Vamp.
Novelty — Jules of the River.
Cartoon — Aesops Fables.
Next Week— Not announced.
Minerva Theatre —
Double Bill — Morals and Light of
Western Skies.
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Honor

EXPLANATORY: The Honor Roll is a list of exhibitors whose deeds of exploitation have been related
in the Exhibitors' Service Bureau of Motion Picture News during the year 1921. It has been compiled with two
major purposes in view.
First, to give credit where credit is due and to express our appreciation to the showmen who have made
possible the publication of some 2000 different exploitation stories during the year.
Second, as a service to be used by producers, distributors, exploitation men and all those who are interested in the selling of pictures.
These 700 exhibitors are live wires. They have sold their attractions to the public in 1921 and can therefore be expected to continue doing things during 1922. They ought to have the preference when bookings
are made and contracts submitted. The exploitation department that doesn't make use of this list is neglecting one of its opportunities.
Alabama
A. B. HOOPER, JR
JOHN B. SNEIDER
G. M. PHILLIPS
FRANK WARFEL
J. A. KENNEDY
C. A. SNELL
E. J. CREW
C. M. WATSON
Arkansas
O. C. HAUBER
MRS. EVA VERNON
C. B. WOODS
J. FRANK SHEA
J. C. HAUBER
Arizona
RICHARD AND NACE
JAMES ALEXANDER

Princess Theatre, Albertville
Grand Theatre, Bessemer
Strand Theatre, Birmingham
Majestic Theatre, Florence
Galax Theatre, Birmingham
Imperial Theatre, Gadsden
Lyric Theatre, Huntsville
Diamond Theatre, Tuscaloosa
Hauber Theatre, Camden
Grand Theatre, Texarkana
Palace Theatre, Fort Smith
Palace Theatre, Little Rock
Hauber Theatre, Pine Bluff
Rialto Theatre, Tucson
Lyric Theatre, Yuma

California
DOUGLAS JARMOUTH
West Coast Theatres, Inc., Bakersfield
SYLVIA GROGG, Pub. Dir
California Theatre, Bakersfield
GEORGE F. SHARPE
Liberty Theatre, Fresno
F. VESEY
Lodi Theatre, Lodi, Calif.
MR. STRAIN
Liberty Theatre, Long Beach
FRED A. MILLER
California Theatre, Los Angeles
E. R. JARMUTH
Alhambra Theatre, Los Angeles
ROBERT E. WELLS
Mission Theatre, Los Angeles
FRANK
L.
BROWNE
Clune's
Broadway
H. S. MASSEY
Symphony Theatre,
Theatre, Los
Los Angeles
Angeles
ED. SMITH
....Kinema Theatre, Los Angeles
W. L. NEWBERY
Alhambra Theatre, Los Angeles
RALPH WINDSOR
Superba Theatre, Los Angeles
J.CLEM
A. HAAS
Clune's Symphony
Broadway Theatre,
Angeles
POPE
Theatre, Los
Los Angeles
NAT HOLT
Loev/s State Theatre, Los Angeles
SID GRAUMAN
Grauman's and Grauman'sMission
Rialto Theatre,
Theatre, Los
Los Angeles
Angeles
HARRY
DAVID
T. L. HARRY
Tally's Theatre, Los Angeles
ROY MILLER
Miller's Theatre,
Angeles
EUGENE
INGE
Ambassador
Theatre, Los
Los Angeles
JAMES FOGARTY
Rosemary Theatre, Ocean Park
W. W. WALKER
Bell Theatre, Pasco Robles
Clint Pedrick
Belvedere Theatre, Pomona
JACK RETLAW
West Coast Theatres, Pomona
}. W. DE STASSIO
Liberty Theatre, Sacramento
J. G. KNAPP
Strand Theatre, San Bernardino
J. B. MASON
California Theatre, San Diego
DWIGHT L. HILL
Pickwick Theatre, San Diego
NICK AYER
Pub. Dir. Roth & Partington Theatres, San Francisco
L. M. STUART
Tivoli Theatre, San Francisco
MERWYN W. JACKSON
Pub. Dir. Strand Theatre, San Francisco
E. G. BERG
Rialto Theatre, San Francisco
ROBERT F. ABRAHAM
Frolic Theatre, San Francisco
FRANK COSTELLO
Tivoli Theatre, San Francisco
EUGENE N. ROTH
California Theatre, San Francisco
J. A. PARTINGTON
Imperial Theatre, San Francisco
J. F. CHURCHILL
California Theatre, Santa Barbara
HARRY T. BROWNE
T. & D. Theatre, San Jose
G. H. NUTTER
Kinema Theatre, Scotia
CARL MARQUARD
California Theatre, Venice
J. W. DAVIS
Virginia Theatre, Vallejo
Colorado
KOHN
&
FAIRCHILD
Theatre, Boulder
J. E. TOMPKINS
Liberty Curran's
Theatre, Colorado
Springs
PAT ARGUST
■
Princess Theatre, Colorado Springs
H. E. ELLISON
Rialto Theatre, Denver
WM. BROUN
Rivoli Theatre, Denver
L. K. SIDNEY
Strand Theatre, Denver
AL. BIRCH
Princess Theatre, Denver
OLE NELSON
Majestic Theatre, Grand Junction
E. M. QUIBELL
America Theatre, Longmont
ED. MARQUAND
Isis Theatre, Longmont
CHAS. H. ERNEST
Palm Theatre, Pueblo
R. C. M'CONNELL
American Theatre, Sterling

Connecticut
JAMES ROURKE
Empire Theatre, Bridgeport
JACK SANSON
Bristol Theatre, Bristol
W.
MOORE
Theatre,
B. G.A. SALVINI
LyceumPoli's
Theatre,
New Meriden
Britain
O. C. EDWARDS
Palace Theatre, New Haven
W. E. SPRAGG
Olympia Theatre, New Haven
JACOB ALPERT
Victory Theatre, Putnam
FRANK QUINLAN
Rialto Theatre, Waterbury
Delaware
OSCAR GINNS
Majestic Theatre, Wilmington
ELIAS WETSTEIN, Pub. Dir
Majestic Theatre, Wilmington
District of Columbia
HARRY CRANDALL
Metropolitan Theatre, Washington
TOM MOORE
Rialto Theatre, Washington
JOHN MITCHELL
Strand Theatre, Washington
SIDNEY B. LUST
Leader Theatre, Washington
FALLAS BROCHE
Metropolitan Theatre, Washington
ROBERT LONG
Rialto Theatre, Washington
EMANUEL J. STUTZ
Columbia Theatre, Washington
LAWRENCE BEATUS
Palace Theatre, Washington
Florida
CLARENCE ROLLINS
Capitol Theatre, Clearwater
HENRY M. TITUS
Lyric and Crystal Theatres, Daytona
PHIL GERSDORF
Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville
FRANK BURNS, Pub. Dir
Phillips Theatre, Orlando
N. R. JONES
Bonita Theatre, Pensacola
MR. JONES
Isis Theatre, Pensacola
C. E. DAFFIN
Daffin Theatre, Tallahassee
Georgia
WILLARD C. PATTERSON
Criterion and Metropolitan Theatres, Atlanta
FRANK HAMMOND
Forsyth Theatre, Atlanta
RALPH DE BRULER
Rialto Theatre, Atlanta
JACK KALISKA
Vaudette Theatre, Atlanta
MR. DARLEY
New Alpha Theatre, Atlanta
JAMES F. JACKSON
Tudor Theatre, Atlanta
GEORGE SCHMIDT
Alamo No. 2 Theatre, Atlanta
N. C. DARLEY, SR
Savoy Theatre, Atlanta
FRANK MILLER
New Modjesko, Rialto, Imperial Theatres, Augusta
MR. SHIELDS
Rialto Theatre, Augusta
A. J. WOOD
Grand Opera House, Brunswick
F. L. GRIFFIN
Strand Theatre, Carrolton
ARNETTE M. AIKEN
Colonial Theatre, Commerce
A. H. COBB
Rialto Theatre, Griffin
JOE BURTON
Star Theatre, Tocco
W. G. SCHAEFER
Vaudette Theatre, West Point
Idaho
W. A. MENDENHALL
Pinney Theatre, Boise
J. B. GARDNER
Gem Theatre, Sand Point
Illinois
M. M'CLAINE
Star Theatre, Barry
G. W. MARTIN
Irwin Theatre, Bloomington
L.
Randolph
Theatre, Chicago
R. J.E. JONES
HARMEYER
Ziegfeld Theatre,
Chicago
ANDREW KARZAS
Woodlawn Theatre, Chicago
JOHN BALABAN
Tivoli Theatre, Chicago
HARRY MARX
Chicago Theatre, Chicago
EMMA COHEN
Casino Theatre, Chicago
WM.
S.
BARBEE
Barbee's
Loop Theatre,
A L CRISTY
Elmo
Theatre, Chicago
Chicago
CHARLES H. RYAN
Garfield Theatre, Chicago
MRS. O. WERNICKE
La Salle Theatre, Chicago
WILL MORRISON
Adv. Mgr. Pantheon Theatre, Chicago
SCHWARTZ AND RICE
Riviera Theatre, Chicago
R. C. M'MULLEN
Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago
FRANK FORD
Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago
MAX FLOTT
Stratford Theatre, Chicago
H. G. REDMON
Majestic Theatre, East St. Louia
ELMER RAMSEY
Central Theatre, Fairbury
MARVEL HOMER
Rex Theatre, Fairfield
G F BORDERS
Airdome Theatre, Flora
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J. F. DITTMAN
Strand and Majestic Theatres, Freeport
JOHN MARLOW
Hippodrome, Herrin
M. A. FISCHER
La Salle Theatre, La Salle
VERNER HICKS
Family Theatre, Marion
JOSEPH RICKLI
Eagle Theatre, Pana
WALTER FLUEGEL
Empire Theatre, Pekin
DEE ROBINSON
Madison Theatre, Peoria
HERBER
D. M'NALLY
Edison Theatre,
Theatre, Peotone
Peoria
J.
J. HOFFER
Victory
HAL OPPERMAN
Crescent Theatre, Pontiac
J. C. HEWITT
Strand Theatre, Robinson
EVERIT E. CUMMINGS
Fort Armstrong Theatre, Rock Island
BRADFORD BRAYTON
Majestic Theatre, Streator
M. M. SPARR
Village Theatre, Wilmette
JOSEPH LYMAN
Princess Theatre, White Hall
Indiana
FRANK HELLER
Starland Theatre, Anderson
A. W. FORREST
Forrest Theatre, Boonville
HARRY KORNBLUM
Criterion Theatre, Evansville
B. F. BRENTLINGER
Victory Theatre, EvansviUe
W. C. QUI MB Y
Jefferson and Strand, Fort Wayne
CHAS. C. DAVIS
Why-Not Theatre, Greenfield
RALPH LIEBER
Circle Theatre, Indianapolis
LEMWOOD AMUSEMENT CO
Rialto Theatre, Indianapolis
JOS. D. KENNEDY
Isis Theatre, Indianapolis
FRANK KOCH
Ohio Theatre, Indianapolis
CIRCLE THEATRE
CO
Mister
Smith's
VALENTINE
CO
English
OperaTheatre,
House, Indianapolis
Indianapolis
FRANK REMBRUSCH
Ohio Theatre, Indianapolis
MRS. CHAS. DU WAN
Colonial Theatre, KendallvUle
M. F. GRUENEWALD
Victory Theatre, Kokomo
HERB JENNINGS
Luna Theatre, Lafayette
A. LEAVITT
Arc Theatre, Lafayette
HERBERT H. JOHNSON
Luna Theatre, Lafayette
A. E. BENNETT
Strand Theatre, Muncie
WALTER CURL
Kerrigan Theatre, New Albany
W. C. MELOY
Strand Theatre, Shelbyville
Iowa
ARTHUR E. WELD
Strand Theatre, Cedar Rapids
O. E. WELLS
Lincoln Theatre, Charitan
S.
Armory Theatre,
D. O'HARE
J. SMITH
A-Muse-U
Theatre, Clarinda
Clinton
PAUL GOSSMAN
Family Theatre, Clinton
BEN HARDING
Liberty Theatre, Council Bluffs
E. Metzgar
Strand Theatre, Creston
HARRY BLANCHARD
Capitol Theatre, Davenport
GEORGE CLARKE
Sherman Theatre, Des Moines
DAN BURGUM
Garden Theatre, Des Moines
A. G. STOLTE
Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines
E. H. HELMTS
Rialto Theatre, Des Moines
JESS DAY
Palace Theatre, Des Moines
F. L. MC NAMEE
Majestic Theatre, Dubuque
FRANK BURLINGAME
Strand Theatre, Dubuque
C. J. LATTA
Lyric Theatre, Harlan
THOS. A. BROWN
Strand Theatre, Iowa City
WEST & DAVIS
Grand Theatre, Knoxville
JOS. J. JACOBY
Strand, Marshalltown
TOM ARTHUR
Cecil Theatre, Mason City
B. W. SHEPARD
Strand Theatre, Pomeroy
E. P. WILSON
Auditorium, Mt. Pleasant
PAULINE BECKWITH
Auditorium Theatre, Mount Pleasant
JOHN J. FRIED
Royal Theatre, Sioux City
WALTER F. DAVIS
Crystal Theatre, Waterloo
ARTHUR WOLD
Strand Theatre, Waterloo
A. J. DIEBOLD
Strand Theatre, Waterloo
Kansas
Howard G. Ramsey
Royal Theatre, Eldorado
W. R. Rowell
Gem Theatre, Eldorado
W. C. Robertson
Royal Theatre, Hutchinson
M. B. Shanberg
Midland Theatre, Hutchinson
Varren & Broun
Hippodrome Theatre, Leavenworth
Miss Hazel Woody
Brinkley Theatre, Moran
H. J. Thacher
Strand Theatre, Salina
Harriet Ruth Wright
Cozy Theatre, Topeka
J. H. Cooper
Wichita Theatre, Wichita
Stanley Chambers
Palace Theatre, Wichita
O. K. Mason
Regent Theatre, Wichita
Kentucky
R. S. Masters
Capitol and Princess Theatres, Bowling Green
C. M. Setter
Diamond Theatre, Bowling Green
S. B. Sparks, Publicity Director
Ben Ali Theatre, Lexington
George A. Maur
Strand Theatre, Louisville
R.
Keith
Keith's Mary Anderson
Theatre, Louisville
Louisville
Mr. P.Firnkoess
Majestic Theatre,
Edwin Forrest Young, Publicity Director. . Rialto and Majestic Theatres, Louisville
A. E. Bamberger
Bleich Theatre, Owensboro
Louisiana
Saenger & Strand Theatres, Alexander
Bill Jones
Saenger's Theatres, New Orleans
Maurice Barr
Pantages Louisiana Theatre, New Orleans
A. Leopold
New Orleans
Theatre, New
Trianon Theatre,
Saenger's Liberty
B Morant
Thomas M.
Orleans
Ryan
Elmore
Orleans
Strand Theatre, New Orleans
Aubrey E. Chadwick
Trianon Theatre, New
Marion Ferrera
New Orleans
Tudor Theatre, New
Frederick W. Clapp
Orleans
Globe Theatre,
Dominick Olister
Majestic Theatre, Shreveport
Ehrlich Bros
Shreveport
Theatre,
Saenger
W. L. Swain
Maine
E. J Clifford

Colonial Theatre, Belfast
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Massachusetts
Mr.
Loew's Orpheum
Theatre, Boston
N. H.Morris
Gordon
Majestic Theatre,
Boston
Samuel Pinaski
park Theatre, Boston
Frank Broscketti
Broadway Theatre, Lawrence
Andrew J. Cobe
Rialto Theatre, Lawrence
Thomas D. Sororio
Strand Theatre, Lowell
James Dineen
Modern Theatre, Lawrence
Kelton T. Miller
Majestic Theatre, Pittsfield
J. A. Cooney
Union Square Theatre, Pittsfield
Arthur L. McCory
Opera House, East Weymouth
J. D. Hutchinson
Stoneham Theatre, Stoneham
J.Charles
W. McDonald
Fox's Nelson
Springfield
R. Black
QuincyTheatre,
Theatre,
Quincy
Maryland
G. L. Wonders
Rivoli Theatre, Baltimore
Louis A. De Hoff
Century Theatre, Baltimore
H. S. Jefferson
Parkaway Theatre, Baltimore
W. E. Stump, Jr
New Theatre, Baltimore
Bernard Depkin, Jr
Strand Theatre, Baltimore
L. Schichter
Bridge Theatre, Baltimore
Benjamin Caplon
Clover Theatre, Baltimore
Bernard D.
A. Depkin,
Jr
Ford's Theatre,
Theatre, Baltimore
Baltimore
Thomas
Goldberg
Garden
Martin J. Porter, Publicity Director
Hippodrome, Baltimore
Guy L.Bryant
Wonders ■
Rivoli
Mark
PalaceTheatre,
Theatre,Baltimore
Denton
Michigan
Boggett and Bowne
Majestic Theatre, Battle Creek
G. A. Cross
Post Theatre, Battle Creek
Mr. Schreiber
Blackstone Theatre, Detroit
Francis A. Mangan
Broadway Strand Detroit
H. R. Pfeifle
Priscilla Theatre, Detroit
M. D. Shafer
Washington Theatre, Detroit
Sid Laurence
Grand Circus Theatre, Detroit
Thomas D. Moule
Madison Theatre, Detroit
Phil Gleicnman
Broadway Strand Theatre, Detroit
Clyde Wixom
Adams Theatre, Detroit
J. W. Goodspeed
Isis Theatre, Grand Rapids
Consolidated Theatres Co
Powers Theatre, Grand Rapids
Charles L. Davis
Rivoli Theatre, Grand Rapids
W. G. Mitchell
Majestic Gardens Theatre, Kalamazoo
Claude E. Cady
Gladmer Theatre, Lansing
Walter Hoffman
Fuller Theatre, Kalamazoo
W. S. Butterfield
Strand Theatre, Lansing
Roy Tillson
Strand Theatre, Lansing
Charles H. Cowles
Neptune Theatre, Port Austin
Minnesota
P. F. Schwie
New Lyric Theatre, Duluth
P. F. Schwie
New Garrick Theatre, Duluth
J. B. McCauley
McCauley Opera House, Glenwood
L. L. Devereaux
Loyalty Theatre, International Falls
J. D. Johnson
Auditorium Theatre, Minneapolis
Howe and Silberman
Blue Mouse Theatre, Minneapolis
William Koch
Garden Theatre, Minneapolis
G. C. Johnston
New Lyndale Theatre, Minneapolis
John Prescott
New Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis
James A. Keough
Strand Theatre, Minneapolis
Charles C. Perry
Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis
B. C. Ferniss, Publicity Director
Finklestein and Ruben, Minneapolis
C. P. Murphy
New Garrick Theatre, Minneapolis
E. Iwerks
Grand Theatre, New Ulm
H. N. Tunner
Family Theatre, Pine City
Lowell W. Calvert
Capitol Theatre, St. Paul
J. M. McClure
Astor Theatre, St. Paul
Colonial Amusement Co
Opera House, Winona
Montana
Arthur Hile
Ansonia Theatre, Butte
H. A. Albright
America Theatre, Butte
A. H. West
Babcock Theatre, Billings
Otto Schmidt
Ellen Theatre, Bozeman
L. V. Johnson
Alcazar Theatre, Great Falls
Will Steege
Capitol & Sexton Theatres, Great Falls
C. B. Hartwig
Antlers Theatre. Helena
O. W. Lambert
Orpheum Theatre, Roundup
Missouri
Tom Wrigler
Park Theatre, Hannibal
H. E. Jameson
Doric Theatre, Kansas City
Samuel Harding
Liberty, Doric, World Theatres, Kansas City
Charles Travis
Lyric Theatre, Liberal
Frank L. Newman
Newman Theatres, Kansas City
G. E. Eyssell
Newman Theatre, Kansas City
A. M. Eisner
Palace Theatre, Kansas City
R. R. Richard
Royal Theatre, Kansas City
A. Karf
Twelfth Street Theatre, Kansas City
M. W. Reinke
Orpheum Theatre, St. Joseph
George T. Myers
Capitol Theatre. St. Louis
James L. Sweeney
Centraf Theatre, St. Louis
Hector Pasmezoglu
Delmar & Congress Theatres, St. Louis
Seymour Wneat
Delmonte Theatre. St. Louis
William Goldman
Del Monte Theatre, St. Louis
Walter D. Shafer
Liberty Theatre, St. Louis
Robert T. Smith
New Grand Central Theatre, St. Louis
Skouras Bros
New Grand Central and Lyric Theatres, St. Louis
William Goldman
Missouri Theatre, St. Louis
Barney Fagan
Odeon Theatre, St. Louis
Louri Cleveland
West
End
Lyric Theatre, St. Louis
Mississippi
G
O.
D.
A.

F.
L.
W.
B.

McCormick
Saenger Greenwood Theatre, Greenwood
Anderson
Strand Theatre, Hattiesburg
Wolverstein
Majestic Theatre, Jackson
Cook
Istrione Theatre, Jacksoa
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Nebraska
A. L. Hepp & Co
Idylhour Theatre, Greeley
R. E. Falkenburg
Majestic Theatre, Lexington
Edgar E. Duncan
Colonial Theatre, Lincoln
R. K.A. Brandies
Graman...
Keith's
Theatre,
North Omaha
Platte
J.
Brandies
Theatre,
John Loveridge
Rialto Theatre, Omaha
Julius K. Johnson
..,
Rialto Theatre, Omaha
Harry Watts
Strand Theatre, Omaha
Harry Goldberg
Sun, Moon, Muse Theatres, Omaha
Ralph Moon
Sun Theatre, Omaha
W. H. Ostenburg, Jr
Orpheum Theatre, Scottsbluff
L. D. Halstead
Tecumseh High School, Tecumseh
New Hampshire
L. L. Willey

Colonial Theatre, Rochester

New Jersey
Mortimer Leurs
Bijou Theatre, Atlantic City
Karl A. Suelke
Liberty Theatre, Cape May
Joe Cox
Palace Theatre, Cape May
R. F. Woodhull
Baker Theatre, Dover
Thomas K. Lancaster
Apollo Theatre, Gloucester
D. J. Shepard
Branford Theatre, Newark
Jacob Fabian
New Branford Theatre, Newark
Sidney Ascher
Halsey Theatre, Newark
Sid Lawrence
Newark Theatre, Newark
F. L. Smith
Rialro Theatre, Newark
Mr. Drake
•
Strand Theatre, Newark
Aaron Shusterman
Strand & Empire Theatres, New Brunswick
Jack Allen
Strand Theatre, Perth Amboy
George W. Lederer
Rialto Theatre, Passaic
A. W. Sobler, Publicity Director
U. S. Theatre, Paterson
Harry
B.
Sheridan
Proctor's
Joseph Stern
Rivoli Theatre,
Theatre, Plainfield
Roseville
Mr. Blumenthal
Lincoln Theatre, Union Hill
New York
Uly S. Hill
Mark Strand Theatre, Albany
Fred Elliott
Clinton Square Theatre, Albany
De Witt Mott
Rialto Theatre, Amsterdam
John J. Breslin
Jefferson Theatre, Auburn
Joseph D. Swartz
Universal Theatre, Auburn
March Burns
Family Theatre, Batavia
Fred Gillen
Strand Theatre, Binghamton
David Schaefer
Manor Theatre, Brooklyn
Joseph E. Brown
Electra Theatre, Brooklyn
Edward L. Hyman
Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn
David Schaefer
Fifth Avenue Theatre, Brooklyn
Harold
Franklin
Shea's
Hippodrome,
Howard B.Smith
Palace
Theatre, Buffalo
Buffalo
Arthur L. Skinner
Victoria Theatre, Buffalo
E. O. Weinberg
Mark Strand Theatre, Buffalo
Harry Dixon
Rivoli Theatre, Buffalo
Bruce Fowler
Elmwood Theatre, Buffalo
William J. MacFarlane
Liberty Theatre, Canandaigua
John Maloney
Regent Theatre, Corning
H. L. Walter
Amusu Theatre, Elmira
George
Tooker
Regent
Theatre,Fredonia
Elmira
C. H. Landers
Opera House,
Ross A. McVoy
Temple Theatre, Geneva
Charles Sesonsche
Glove Theatre, Gloversville
Mrs. Marie Cummings
Gowanda Opera House, Gowanda
Robert
Shea's Albert
Opera Theatre,
House, Jamestown
Robert C.
B. Harming
Albert
Lancaster
Robert Kane
Hi-Art Theatre, Lockport
D. H. Finke
Bellevue Theatre, Niagara Falls
Howard Caroll
International Theatre, Niagara Falls
Alba W. Root
Haven Theatre, Olean
Claire Meechum
Grand Theatre, Rochester
Clifford
A. Carroll
'
Rome
Bill
Shirley
PalaceCarroll
Theatre,Theatre,
Schenectady
Charles
Goulding
Proctor's
Schenectady
Theatre,
Schenectady
Fred Fout
Plaza Theatre, Syracuse
Phil Smith
Crescent Theatre, Syracuse
J. M. Griswold
Savoy Theatre, Syracuse
Emmett Cornell
Eckel Theatre, Syracuse
L. G. Barger
Avondale Theatre, Tonawanda
Harry
Hall
Rand's
Theatre, Utica
Troy
N. Robbins
Avon Theatre,
Fred Hathaway, Publicity Director
Alhambra Theatre, Utica
J. P. Papeyanakos
Olympic Theatre, Watertown
Mr. Cole
Broadway Theatre, Yonkers
Hugo Riesenfeld
Criterion, Rialto, Rivoli Theatres, New York
Joseph
'. Mark Capitol
Strand Theatre, New York
Samuel Plunkett
Rothafel
Andrew
J.
Cobe
.'
Central
Theatre, New
New York
Al. Harslen
Regun Theatre,
York
M. A. Gilbert
Regent Theatre, New York
D.
N.
Robinson
Proctor's
125th
Street
Theatre,
New
York
M. Jacobson
Pastime Theatre, New York
H. H. Frazee
Lyric Theatre, New York
H.
Loew's Long
AvenueAcreB Theatre,
Ben Dolinsky
Boyer
Theatre, New
New York
York
Ben H. Jackson
Fox Audubon Theatre, New York
C. B. McDonald, Publicity Director B. S. Moss Broadway
Theatre,
New
York
Crotona Theatre, New York
New Mexico
C. N. Williamson
C. G. Salter
Max Kohn

Ideal Theatre, Albuquerque
Liberty Theatre, Roswell
Coronado Theatre, Las Vegas

North Dakota
Goldsman
&
Bronde
* Strand
F. M. McCarthy
Metropolitan
Theatre,Theatre,
Grand Fargo
Forks
J. C. Snyder
New Grand Theatre, Williston

North Carolina
A. B. Cooper
Majestic Theatre, Asheville
R. F. Newton
Imperial Theatre, Charlotte
H. Somerville
Broadway Theatre, Charlotte
R. D. Craver
Broadway Theatre, Charlotte
Mr. Nichols
Paris Theatre, Durham
R. A. Boone
Bijou Theatre, Greensboro
Ernest G. Stellings
Grand Theatre, Wilmington
S. S. Stevenson
Henderson
Ohio
Feiber and Shea
Waldorf Theatre, Akron
A. T. Simmons
Allen Theatre, Akron
Arthur L. Fish
Pastime Theatre, Akron
R. L; Hertzer
Southern Theatre, Bucyrus
A. Bernower
Alhambra Theatre, Canton
J. D. Kessler
Strand Theatre, Canton
F. Reed Hass
McKinley Theatre, Canton
M. Bainaiver
Alhambra Theatre, Canton
Myers Brothers
Majestic Theatre, Chillicothe
McMahon & Jackson
Lyric Theatre, Cincinnati
I. Libson
Walnut Theatre, Cincinnati
Eugene Quigley
Capitol Theatre, Cincinnati
Phil
Gift's Theatre,
Theatre, Cincinnati
Cincinnati
L. H.Honeyman
Beattie
Palace
Mrs. Emma Shakespeare
National Theatre, Cincinnati
J. F. Carle
Metropolitan Theatre, Circleville
C. L. Taylor
Doan Theatre, Cleveland
Fred E. Walters,
Publicity Director Loew's
Cleveland Theatre,
Theatre, Cleveland
Cleveland
William
Freedman
Metropolitan
Tom Carroll
Standard Theatre, Cleveland
S. Barret McCormick
Allen Theatre, Cleveland
George Dumond
Loew's State Theatre, Cleveland
Jack Kuhn
Loew's Stillman Theatre, Cleveland
William
Smith
Loew's Circle
Park Theatre,
Theatre, Cleveland
George Ryder
Cleveland
John Gusdanovic
Strand Theatre, Cleveland
Norman Pyle
Standard Theatre, Cleveland
William James
James Theatre, Columbus
J. W. Swain
Pastime Theatre, Columbus
Will D. Harris
Grand Theatre, Columbus
Howard Frankel
Majestic Theatre, Columbus
H. M. Rouda
Auditorium, Dayton
Arthur
E. Smith
Theatre, Defiance
Dayton
W.
A. Thomas
New '....Loew's
Valentine Theatre,
H. E. Mickey
Majestic Theatre, Fostoria
Carl F. Miller
Strand Theatre, Fremont
S. G. Horn
Jewel Theatre, Fremont
A. J. Paul
Royal Theatre, Galion
Nick McMahon
Marlow Theatre, Hamilton
Fred S. Meyer
Palace Theatre, Hamilton
George A. Rea
Forum Theatre, Hillsboro
Nick McMahon
Marlow Theatre, Irontown
C. C. Deardourff
Sigma Theatre, Lima
R. M. Emig
Regent Theatre, Lima
H. F. McGovern
Lyric Theatre, Lima
C. B. Davis
Norwood Theatre, Norwood
Foster & Sharpies
Orpheum Theatre, Marion
W. E. & E. A. Keen
,
Oxford Theatre, Oxford
Fred M. Tynes
Columbia Theatre, Portsmouth
George Schade
Schade Theatre, Sandusky
Nat Chakeres
Majestic Theatre, Springfield
H. T. Lederer
Utopia Theatre, Painesville
Eddie Zorn
Temple Theatre, Toledo
Nat Charnas
Strand Theatre, Toledo
Christian Phister
Jewel Theatre, Troy
H. C. Horator
Alhambra Theatre, Toledo
Harold F. Wendt, Publicity Director
Rivoli Theatre, Toledo
C. W. Diebel
Liberty Theatre, Youngstown
Oklahoma
B. S. Galisha
Electric Theatre, Coyle
Ollie Bronlee
Palace Theatre, Muskogee
Tom H. Boland
Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City
William Jacobs
Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City
Jones & Camack
Cozy Theatre, Shawnee
Oregon
S. Danz
Star Theatre, Astoria
Steve Willitt
Liberty Theatre, Astoria
Thomas C. Grindley
Liberty Theatre, Astoria
K. L. Burk
Baker Theatre, Baker
W. H. Poole
Liberty Theatre, Klamath Falls
A. C. Raleigh.
Columbia Theatre, Portland
Paul Noble
•
Liberty Theatre, Portland
Frank Lacey
Majestic Theatre, Portland
A. A. Bruce
.Peoples Theatre, Portland
F. W. Teufel
Peoples Theatre, Portland
Gus Metzgar
Rivoli Theatre, Portland
Milton Grostein
Star Theatre, Portland
Ralph Winsor
-Star Theatre, Portland
Frank Bligh
Liberty Theatre, Salem
Clarence Hill
Antlers Theatre, Rosenburg
Pennsylvania
A N Natopoulos
Capitol Theatre, Altoona
Michler Theatre, Altoona
ler
J.
M C.H Mich
Russell.
Strand Theatre, Altoona
J.F FP Dunmore!
'.
Butler
House, Carlisle
Opera Theatre,
CarlisleMajestic
t
Hil
William Penn Theatre, Chester
Thomas Promt
Danville
Theatre,
Luna
Heim. . . ; s
Joseph Bus
Strand Theatre
C D
Third Street Theatre, Easton
Harlan E. Woerhie
Plaza Theatre, East Stroudaburg
H. A. Schuermann & Son
Grand Theatre, Greensburg
R Jennings
Colonial Theatre, Harnsburg
Fioyd Hopkins
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O. B. Feldser
Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg
Mr. Hopkins
Victoria Theatre, Harrisburg
H. A. Gilbert
Elite Theatre, Homestead
L. W. Barclay
Nemo Theatre, Johnstown
George Krupa
Hamilton Theatre, Lancaster
Charles Eggers
Lyric Theatre, McKeesport
Harry E. Davis
Bijou Dream, Milton
George Gravenstine
Carman Theatre, Philadelphia
Louis Hirsch
Forrest Theatre, Philadelphia
Ray C. Brown
Locust Theatre, Philadelphia
Jack Feasel
Arcadia Theatre, Philadelphia
Martin Wolf
Victoria Theatre, Philadelphia
J. Mastbaum
Palace Theatre, Philadelphia
Joseph Martin
Regent Theatre, Philadelphia
Jack
Feasel
.'
Capitol
A. G. Forbes
Stanley Theatre,
Theatre, Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Frank Buhler
Stanton Theatre, Philadelphia
Fred D. and M. E. Felt
Aldine and Ambassador Theatres, Philadelphia
Thomas E. Brown
Duquesne Theatre, Pittsburgh
J. Smith
Savoy Theatre, Pittsburgh
Thomas J. Schroeder
Olympic Theatre, Pittsburgh
William Mason
Grand Theatre, Pittsburgh
Sam De Fazio
Blackstone Theatre, Pittsburgh
Peter Demas
Minerva Theatre, Pittsburgh
John Donovan
Regent Theatre, Pittsburgh
Nathan Friedberg
Alhambra Theatre, Pittsburgh
H. B. Kester
Cameraphone Theatre, Pittsburgh
William Mason
Lyric Theatre, Pittsburgh
Charles Hausmann
Hippodrome Theatre, Pottsville
J. Clyde Fisher
Temple Theatre, St. Marys
W. Larned
Victoria Theatre, Tamaqua
William Woodin
Keystone Opera House, Towanda
George Bubb
Majestic Theatre, Williamsport
J. W. Kelly
Wizard Theatre, York
C. H. McCloskey
Penn Theatre, Union Town
Rhode Island
E.
G.
McGuire
Theatre, Providence
Riverpoint
W. M. Strong, Publicity Director Thornton's
Rialto Theatre,
South Carolina
P. C. Osteen
Anderson Theatre, Anderson
P. C. Olson
•
Strand Theatre, Anderson
R. Glen Ray, Advertising Manager
Opera House, Abbeville
L. T. Lester
Rialto Theatre, Columbia
L. T. Lester
Rivoli Theatre, Columbia
Phelps Sassen
Lyric Theatre, Easley
Mr. Kistler
Strand Theatre, Gaffney
J. R. Hannon
Liberty Theatre, Greenwood
J. H. Ziegler
Bluebird Theatre, Orangeburg
C. L. Henry
Rex Theatre, Spartanburg
South Dakota
8. A. Goethal
M. A. Pay

Lyric Theatre, Huron
Colonial Theatre, Sioux Falls

Tennessee
B. R. Rogers
Rialto and Tivoli Theatres, Chattanooga
W. H. Stevenson
Moneta Theatre, Cleveland
W. E. Drumbar
Riveria Theatre, Knoxville
G.
Brown
Loew'sMajestic
Palace Theatre,
Memphis
PaulE. Evers
Theatre, Memphis
J. B. Amis
Majestic Theatre, Memphis
G. E. Brown, Publicity Director
Memphis Enterprises, Inc., Memphis
Bert Jordan
Princess Theatre, Memphis
Charles A. McElroy
Princess Theatre, Memphis
Crescent Amusement Co
Elite Theatre, Nashville
Tony Sudekum
Knickerbocker Theatre, Nashville
J. C. Bradley
Strand Theatre, Nashville
J. H. Adams
Strand Theatre, Nashville
Texas
lulliTan and Levy
Fair Theatre, Amarillo
W. E. Paschell
Majestic Theatre, Austin
Hal Whitfield
Liberty Theatre, Beaumont
M. A. Barr
Peoples Theatre, Beaumont
L. E. Franseen
Tivoli Theatre, Beaumont
Joe Doherty
Palace Theatre, Cleburn
Mr Musselman
Grand Theatre, Corsicana
Charles R. MitcheU
Queen Theatre, Dallas
Eddie
Foy's Theatres,
Dallas
MershallFoy
Stuart
Palace
Theatre, Dallas
Mgrs. Lewis 4 Andrea
Grecian Theatre, El Paso
Henry J. Gould
Hippodrome, Fort Worth
Barry Burke
Palace Theatre, Fort Worth
E. J. Barnette
Tremont Theatre, Galveston
Southern Enterprises
Queen Theatre, Galveston
G. G. De Wolfe
Dixie Theatre, Goldthwaite
E. H. Collins
Grand Opera House, Greenville
J. D. Hughes
Queen Theatre, Hillsboro
Ed. A. Greenblatt
Isis Theatre, Houston
E. M. McDavit
Key Theatre, Houston
J.
Shea
Shea's
H. Frank
A. Brownlee
Queen Theatres,
Theatre, Houston
Houston
Hudson B. Scollard
Queen Theatre, Houston
H. A. Daniels
Rialto Theatre, Laredo
Willis Adams
Palace Theatre, McAlester
Hugo Plath
Gem Theatre, Palestine
Robert France, Publicity Director
Pearce Theatre, Port Arthur
Ernest Weldon
Jewel Theatre, Rusk
R. P. Whitfield
Lyric Theatre, San Angelo
M. G. Tinney
Grand Theatre. San Antonio
Vernon
Saenger Theatre, Texarkana
Strand Theatre, Waco
Abe Levy
F M Ferguson
Hippodrome Theatre. Wolfe City
Robert Sparks, Publicity Director
Palace Theatre, Wichita Falls
W. D Harwell
Empress Theatre, Wichita Falls
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Utah
Noble Peterson
Lincoln Theatre, Delta
B. G. Thatcher
Lyric Theatre, Logan
H. E. Skinner
Alhambra Theatre, Ogden
H. W. Perry
Ogden Theatre, Ogden
J. B. Ashton
Columbia Theatre, Provo City
Mr. Stallings
Kinema Theatre, Richfield
George Mayne
American Theatre, Salt Lake City
George E. Carpenter
Paramount-Empress Theatre, Salt Lake City
William Cutts
Kinema Theatre, Salt Lake City
Cort & Pyher
Salt Lake Theatre, Salt Lake City
Vermont
Peter Latchis
Latchis Theatre, Brattleboro
Virginia
Barrett
Wells
Wells
Caraco
Washington
F. B. Walton
Ed. Taylor
George W. Turner
Edwin S. James
J. W. Sayre, Advertising Manager
H. B. Wright
Claude Odem
John H amrick
William Cutts
Leroy V. Johnson
James Q. Clemmer
Ray Grombacher
Charles F. McManus
C. C. Pratt
Guy
Jake
Otto
Mrs.

West Virginia
J. & E. Carrier
George Kyros
C. G. Beecker
E. Kochert

Isis Theatre, Lynchburg
Olympic Theatre, Portsmouth
Isis Theatre, Richmond
Lyric Theatre, Richmond
New Park Theatre, Roanoke
American Theatre, Bellingham
Rialto Theatre, Bremerton
Everett Theatre, Everett
Wintergarden Theatre, Seattle
Jensen-Von Herberg, Seattle
Strand Theatre, Seattle
Clemmer Theatre, Seattle
Blue Mouse Theatre, Seattle
Clemmer Theatre, Seattle
Liberty Theatre, Seattle
Winter Garden Theatre, Seattle
Liberty Theatre, Spokane
Colonial Theatre, Tacoma
Strand Theatre, Tacoma
Kearse Theatre, Charleston
Virginia Theatre, Charleston
Virginian Theatre, Charleston
Colonial Theatre, Wheeling

Wisconsin
J. Disch
New Majestic Theatre, Cudahy
M.
O'Klare
Theatre,Fond
Eau duClaire
F. R.O'Klare
Smith
Bijou Theatre,
Lac
F. L. Koppelberger
La Crosse Theatre, La Crosse
William Friese
New Majestic Theatre, La Crosse
F. J. McWilliams
Grand Theatre, Madison
Louis St. Pierre
Majestic Theatre, Madison
H.
M.
Rouda
Ascher's
Merrill
Theatre, Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Leo A. Landau
Alhambra Theatre,
Ralph Wettstein
Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee
Charles Hart
Butterfly Theatre, Milwaukee
Leo Landau
Butterfly Theatre, Milwaukee
Mr. Perlowitz
Rialto Theatre, Milwaukee
Edward
J. Weisfeldt
Saxe's
Strand Theatre.
Theatre, Milwaukee
Milwaukee
O.
L. Meister
Whitehouse
H.
Buchanan
People's
Theatre,
L. G. Rosener
Colonial Theatre, Superior
Winona
Wyoming
G. R. Stewart
G. R. Stewart
Rae Barnes
M. H. Todd
Canada

..American Theatre, Casper
Casper Theatre, Casper
Hub Theatre. Casper
Princess Theatre, Cheyenne

Allen Theatre, Calgary
J. C. Belmont
Empress Theatre. Calgary
Ralph Ruffner
Capitol Theatre, Vancouver
Dominion Theatre, Vancouver
G. C. Brooker
Opera House, Neepawn
McClure
Allen Theatre, Winnipeg
Dominion Theatre, Winnipef
Oral D. Cloakey
Lyceum Theatre, Winnipeg
Eddie
Benson
"
Walker Theatre,
Theatre, Winnipef
R. S. Miller
Starland
Winnipeg
E. Maule
Temple Theatre, Brantforn
S. W. Candy
Regent Theatre, Edmonton
John Minhinnick
Grand Opera House. London
J. A. Morrison
Star Theatre, Medford
J.Harry
T. Moxley
Allen's
Regent Theatre,
Brouse
Imperial
Theatre, Ottawm
Ottawa
J. D. Elms
Loew Theatre, Ottawa
M. Rosenthal
.'
Allen Theatre. St. Catherine
R. J.
M. Small
Howe
Thorold
A.
GrandGriffin's
Opera Theatre,
House, Toronto
N. K. Miller
Pantages Theatre, Torontn
Regal Films, Ltd
Regent Theatre. Toronto
M. C. Robson
Strand Theatre. Toronto
H. A. Bercovich
Allen Theatre. Regina
Francis A. Mangan
Allen Theatre, Montreal
Mr. Rotsky
New Grand Theatre, Montreal
Louis Garand
Holman Theatre, Montreal
William Howe

Australia
New South Wales Olympic Theatre, Bondi Junction, Sydney
Britannia Theatre. New Zealand
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PLAYING

Theatres"

EDITOR'S NOTE: This summary of Motion Picture News' "With First Run Theatres" department is published principally for the benefit of the small town exhibitor who wishes to play only
assured box office attractions and distrusts his own judgment for one reason or another.
Listed in the following twelve pages are the pictures that, during the last year, have played in the
leading theatres in the larger cities for one week or more.
The reader is advised that no theatre's attractions are given in full for the reason that copy for
this department often arrived too late for publication and that in certain citiea we unavoidably have
been.without correspondents over a Varying period.
How the big pictures of the year or at least the pictures which the theatres which set the pace for
the industry have played are all represented.
RIVOLI— To Please One Woman, The
Charm School, The Passionate Pilgrim,
Polly with a Past, Paying the Piper, Forbidden Fruit (2 weeks), O'Malley of the
Mounted, The Easy Road, Straight Is the
Way, What Every Woman Knows, The
Gilded Lily, Beau Revel, The Love Special,
Ducks and Drakes, The City of Silent Men,
The Woman God Changed, A Wise Fool,
Too Much Speed, A Private Scandal, Life,
The Bronze Bell, The Conquering Power,
The Conquest of Canaan, Little Italy, The
Great Moment (2 weeks), Experience (2
weeks), The Hell Diggers, Room and Board,
Beyond, The Affairs of Anatol (2 weeks),
Three Word Brand, Footlights (2 weeks),
Camille (2 weeks), Enchantment, The Sheik,
A Prince There Was, Ladies Must Live, The
Bonnie Brier Bush, Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, Don't Tell Everything.
RIALTO— Oh, Lady, The Rookies Return,
The Bait, The Frontier of the Stars, Something Different, Brewster's Millions, The
Kentuckians, Forbidden Fruit (2 weeks), The
Inside of the Cup, She Couldn't Help It, The
Witching Hour, Chickens, The Plaything of
Broadway, The Dollar a Year Man, The
Whistle, The Little Clown, Two Weeks with
Pay, The Woman God Changed, One a
Minute, A Kiss in Time, Appearances,
Wealth, Behind Masks, The Conquering
Power, The Conquest of Canaan, The Mystery Road, Crazy to Marry, The End of the
World Cappy Ricks (2 weeks), Passing
Thru, The Affairs of Anatol (2 weeks), The

Thomas D, Sortero, Strand theatres, Lowell.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
George J. Srhade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
H. 0. Horalir, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
Hark Gates, Dayton theatre, Datyon, O.
Edward L. Hyman, Strand theatre, Brooklyn.
Theo. L. Hays, Gen. Mgr. Finklesteln & Rubin,
Minneapolis.
Leo A. Landau, Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee.
Jack Kuhn, Loew theatres, Cleveland
Paul Gusdanovtc, Strand, Cleveland, O
8. Barret HeCormlck, Managing Director, Allen
theatre, Cleveland.
W. 8. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres,
Jackson. Mich.
E. R. Rogers, Managing Director, Tivoli and Rialto
theatres, Chatanooga, Tenn.

—NEW
YORK
CITY—
Great Impersonation, After the Show, The
Case of Becky, Under the Lash (2 weeks),
White Oak, The Sheik (2 weeks), Fightin'
Mad, La Tosca, Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford,
Peter Ibbetson.
STRAND— Isobel, or the Trail's End,
Nineteen and Phyllis, The Last of the Mohicans, The Great Adventure, The Devil,
Mamma's Affair, The First Born, The Kid
(2 weeks), Black Beauty, The Old Swimmin'
Hole, The Nut, My Lady's Latch Key, Jim
the Penman, Man, Woman, Marriage, The
Passion Flower, Scrambled Wives, Scrap
Iron, Lessons in Love, Dream Street, Sowing the Wind, Salvation Nell, Cabiria, The
Golden Snare, The Sign on the Door, Nobody, Mother o' Mine, A Midnight Bell,
Wedding Bells, Disraeli (2 weeks), Serenade.
Way Down East, Idle Class, One Arabian
Night, I Accuse, Woman's Place, Two Minutes To Go, The Iron Trail, The Wonderful
Thing, Little Lord Fauntleroy, Three Musketeers (2 weeks), All For a Woman, R. S.
V. P.
CAPITOL— Passion (2 weeks), Why Girls
Leave Home, Bunty Pulls the String, The
Love Light, Prisoners of Love, Hold Your
Horses, Godless Men, Just Out of College,
The Saphead, The Concert, Guile of Women,
Lying Lips, A Tale of Two Worlds, Without
Limit, Roads of Destiny, The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari,
Blind,
Panther's
Cub,
VoiceSnow
in the
Dark,TheTenBlack
Dollar
Raise,

Advisory

Board

Exhibitors' Service Bureau
C. theatre,
E. Brown,
Managing
Memphis,
Tenn. Director, Loew's Palace
Stanley Chambers, Palace theatre, Wichita, Han.
Harold Wendt, Pub. Dir., Rivoli theatre, Toledo, O.
Wlllard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta.
R. B. WUby, Supervisor of Southern Enterprises,
Die, Birmingham, Ala.
E. V. Richards, Jr., Gen, Mgr., Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans.
F. L. Newman, Newman, Royal and Regent
theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Arthur
Iowa. G. Stolte, Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,

Without Benefit of Clergy, Carnival, The
Northern Trail, An Unwilling Hero, The
Journey's End, Don't Neglect Your Wife,
Where Lights Are Low, Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's Court, A Virgin Paradise,
The Old Nest, Charge It, Beating the Game,
I Do, The Queen of Sheba, The Invisible
Power, Dangerous Curve Ahead, From the
Ground Up, Peter Ibbetson, Doubling for
Romeo, Shame, The Ropin' Fool, Perjury,
The Poverty of Riches, The Lotus Eater
(2 weeks), Footfalls.
CRITERION — (Indefinite engagements)
— The InSide of the Cup, Buried Treasure,
The Faith Healer, Sentimental Tommy, The
Lost Romance, White and Unmarried, The
Golem, Peter Ibbetson.
LYRIC — (Indefinite engagements) — The
Four Horsement of the Apocalypse, Shame,
The Old Nest, The Three Musketeers, What
Do Men Want? Our Mutual Friend.
SELWYN — (Indefinite engagements) — A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court.
. ASTOR — (Indefinite engagements) — The
Old Nest, Theodora.
CENTURY — (Indefinite engagements) —
Thunderclap, No Woman Knows.
PARK — (Indefinite engagements) — The
Virgin Paradise, Perjury, Footfalls.
APOLLO — (Indefinite engagement) — Little Lord Fauntleroy.
CENTRAL — (Indefinite engagements) —
Moonlight Follies, The Rage of Paris, Conflict, Molly O.
Can. Branham, Famous-Lasky, Ltd., Toronto,
Chas.
Lowell W. Calvert, Managing Director, Capitol
theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
W.Jefferson
C. Q nimby,
Managing
Director,
theatres,
Fort Wayne,
Ind. Strand and
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre.
Salt Lake.
Eugene
cisco. H. Roth, California theatre, San FranJ. A. Partington, Dnperlal theatre, San Franelsee
Sidney
Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles
Louis
K.Grauman,
Sidney,
theatres,
Denver.Managing Director, William Fax
Phil. Gersdorf, Arcade theatre, Jacksonville, Fla,
Herbert J. Thatcher, Strand theatre, Sallna, Kan*
Francis A. Mangan, Managing Director, ADoa
theatre, Montreal, Canada.
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KINEMA THEATRE— Twin Beds, Love,
Honor and Behave, The Furnace, Dangerous
Business, Nineteen and Phyllis, The Devil's
Latch Key, The Truth
Garden, My Lady'sPassion
(3 weeks), The
About Husbands,
The Old
Affair,
Mamma's
Kid (4 weeks),
Swimmin' Hole, Trust Your Wife, Not
Guilty, The Passion Flower, Sowing the
Wind, One Man in a Million, Peck's Bad
Boy (2 weeks), Man, Woman Marriage (2
weeks), Lessons in Love, The Sky Pilot, The
Golden Snare, Bob Hampton of Placer, The
Oath, The Girl in the Taxi, Scrap Iron,
Mother O'Mine, God's Country and the Law,
on the Door, The Black Panther's
The Sign
Cub, The Child Thou Gavest Me, Wedding
Bells, Way Down East, The Son of Wallingford, The Speed Girl, Bing, Bang, Boom,
Serenade, Playthings of Destiny, Bits of
Life, One Arabian Night (2 weeks), Wife
Against Wife.

GRAUMAN'S— The Charm School, Idols
Pat, Brewster's Millions, The
of Clay, Flying
Rookies Return, The Jucklins, The Frontier
the Piper, What's
Stars, Paying
of the While,
The Passionate Pilgrim,
Worth
O'Malley of the Mounted, Chickens, The
Kentuckians, The Easy Road, The Love
Special, The Dollar a Year Man, Straight is
the Way, The Witching Hour, What Every
Woman Knows, The Home Stretch, The
City of Silent Men, The Traveling Salesman,
Sentimental Tommy, Two Wise Wives, The
Wild Goose, Sham, White and Unmarried,
Too Much Speed, Beau Revel, One a Minute,
The Bronze Bell, Life, Crazy to Marry, The
Conquest of Canaan, The Hell Diggers, At
the End of the World, Footlights, Gasoline
Gus, The Great Impersonation, Cappy Ricks,
Passing Thru, After the Show, Three Word
Brand, Under the Lash, Ladies Must Live,
Bett, EnchantDangerous Lies, Miss Lulu There
Was.
ment, White Oak, A Prince
Rosa,
to
Happened
CALIFORNIA— What
The Guile of Women, Prisoners of Love,
Blind Wives, Bunty Pulls the String, The
Love Light (2 weeks), Hold Your Horses,
Roads of Destiny, The Greatest Love, Boys
Will Be Boys, Billions, The Nut, The Concert, Tale of Two Worlds, The Mistress of
Shenstone, The Spenders, Don't Neglect
Your Wife, Kazan, The Little Fool, An Unwilling Hero, The Education of Elizabeth,
Wet Gold, Salvage, Made in Heaven, Snowblind, Pardon My French, Cold Steel,
Proxies, The Ten Dollar Raise, I Am Guilty,
A Wise Fool, The Sting of the Lash, For
Those We Love, Beating the Game, The Old
Nest (3 weeks), The Invisible Power, Dangerous Curve Ahead, Ace of Hearts, From
the Ground Up, Camille (3 weeks), The
Grim Comedian, The Man from Lost River,
The Lure of Jade, Poverty of Riches, What
Do Men Want.
MILLER'S— Godless Men (2 weeks), A
Yankee in King Arthur's Court (10 weeks),
The Nut (3 weeks), The Killer, Straight
from Paris (2 weeks), Behold the Man (2
weeks), The Money Changers (2 weeks), A
Certain Rich Man (2 weeks), Man of the
Forest (2 weeks), Down Home (2 weeks),
Pardon My French (2 weeks), Shoulder
Arms, and Haunted Spooks (2 weeks), A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
Dempsey-Carpentier (4 weeks), Doubling for
Romeo (3 weeks), The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (3 weeks), Thunderclap.

Los

Angeles Leads
Runs

in First

of this
casualceinspec
EVENwill a convin
Los
that page
reader
the tion
Angeles is truly the home of monot only so far as produc
tion pictures,rned
but in the number of
tion is conce
s.
big theatre
It is here naturally that occur many of
the premieres and perhaps what is more
important, many of the notable extended
runs. There is food for thought in the
facts this list of pictures discloses. The
first run copy for Los Angeles is furnished by West Coast Representative J.
C. Jessen.
AUDITORIUM— Way Down East, Over
the Hill (8 weeks), Queen of Sheba (6
weeks).
GRAUMAN'S RIALTO— Heliotrope (4
weeks), Midsummer Madness (4 weeks),
Inside of the 'Cup (5 weeks), Forbidden
Fruit (2 weeks), Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse (4 weeks), The Faith Healer (2
weeks), The Gilded Lily (3 weeks), Buried
Treasure (2 weeks), The City of Silent Men
(2 weeks), The Woman God Changed (5
weeks), The Whistle (3 weeks), The Great
Moment (5 weeks)> Experience (2 weeks),
The Affairs of Anatol (5 weeks), The Sheik
(4 weeks), Don't Tell Every Thing (3 weeks).
MISSION— The Mark of Zorro (7 weeks),
Small Town Idol (4 weeks), The Woman in
His House, Polly with a Past, The Four
Horsemen of Apocalypse (9 weeks), The
Devil (2 weeks), The Kid (4 weeks),
Through the Back Door (4 weeks), Heartbalm (2 weeks), Dream Street (4 weeks),
The Conquering Power (4 weeks), The
Three Musketeers (8 weeks), Dempsey-Carpentier, Little Lord Fauntleroy (5 weeks),
Molly O (2 weeks).
TALLY'S— The Misleading Lady, The
Jack Knife Man, Passion Fruit, Kismet (6
weeks), Cinderella's Twin, The Marriage of
William Ashe, The Stealers, The Greater
Claim, Message from Mars, The Off-Shore
Pirate, The Devil, Lessons in Love, Extravagance, Uncharted Seas, Black Beauty (2
weeks), Hearts Are Trumps, Puppets of
Fate, The Last Card, Over the Wire, Some
One in the House, Sacred and Profane Love
(2 weeks), Lavander and Old Lace (2
weeks), Home Stuff, Wealth, The Golden
Trail, The Fighter, The Lone Wolf, Moonlight Follies, Poppy, The Rage of Paris, Who
Am I, Gypsy Blood (3 weeks), Deception (2
weeks), Heedless Moths (3 weeks).
CLUNE'S BROADWAY— Little Miss Rebellion, Oh, Lady, Lady, The Furnace, Her
Beloved Villain, Blackbirds, The Sins of Rasanne, Eyes of the Heart, The Law of the
Yukon, The Daughter Pays, Her First
Elopement, The Romantic Adventuress, She
Couldn't Help It, All Soul's Eve, The Snob,
The Plaything, of Broadway, Out of the
Chorus, Ducks and Drakes, The Little
Clown, The Outside Woman, The Magic
Cup, Two Weeks with Pay, Don't Call Me
Little Girl, The House that Jazz Built, Sheltered Daughters, The Land of Hope, A
Private Scandal, Such a Little Queen. A Kiss
in Time, The March Hare, Moonlight and
Honeysuckle, Little Italy, Keeping Up with
Lizzie, The Scarab Ring, Her Sturdy Oak,
One Wild Week. Girl from God's Country
(3 weeks), The Blot (2 weeks). Quo Vadis
(2 weeks). Our Mutual Friend, Blind Hearts,
The Old Oaken Bucket, Clay Dollars, Every-
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thing for Sale, The Love Charm, Exit the
Vamp, The Face of the World.

SYMPHONY — The Scuttlers, Prairie
Trails (2 weeks), The Riddle Woman, Hush
(2 weeks), Isobel (2 weeks), Up In Mary's
Attic, Lying Lips (5 weeks), The Forbidden
Thing, The Road Demon, The Last of the
Mohicans (3 weeks), Love, A Thousand to
One, A Perfect Crime, Without Limit, The
Cheater Reformed, Hands Off, Seven Year's
Bad Luck, A Daughter's Strange Inheritance, Foolish Matrons (2 weeks), Ridin*
Romeo, A Dangerous Pastime, For Husbands Only, Miracles of the Jungle, Without
Benefit of Clergy (2 weeks), Charge It (2
weeks), The Night Horsemen, Headin'
Home, Never Weaken (6 weeks), The Rough
Diamond, The Mysterious Rider (2 weeks),
The Primal Law.

SUPERBA— Outside the Law (5 weeks),
The Torrent, Tiger True, Rich Girl-Poor
Girl, The Fire Cat, Colorado, The Mad Marriage, If Only Jim, Society Secrets All Dolled
Up, The Magnificent Brute, The Unknown
Wife, The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, Smart Set, Dangerous Moments,
Reputation (4 weeks), The Wallop, Cheated
Love, The Blazing Trail, The Man Tamer,
The Wolves of the North, Desperate Trails,
The Beautiful Gambler, The Fighting Lover,
Thunder Island, The Man Trackers, Beating
the Game, A Daughter of the Law, Luring
Lips, Danger Ahead, Action, No Woman
Knows (2 weeks), Go Straight, High Heels,
Nobody's Fool, Red Courage, Conflict (2
weeks), The Millionaire, The Fox.
PANTAGE'S BROADWAY— One- Shocking Night, Skyfire.
LOEWS STATE— The Match Breaker,
The Hole in the Wall, Garments of Truth.
NEW
PANTAGE'S
THEATRE — The
Fatal Hour, See My Lawyer.
AMBASSADOR— The Woman in His
House, The Kid, The First Born, Scrambled
Wives, The Great Adventure, Not Guilty,
Sowing the Wind, The Passion Flower.
ALHAMBRA— Unseen Forces, The First
Born (2 weeks), Scrambled Wives, The Kid
(7 weeks), Peck's Bad Boy (3 weeks), The
Man Who, When Dawn Came, Courage.
TRINITY AUDITORIUM— When Dawn
Came.
GARRICK — Madonnas and Men (3
weeks), The Chicken in the Case, The Trareling Salesman.
—BROOKLYNBROOKLYN
STRAND — The Truth
About Husbands, The Great Adventure, Passion, The Last of the Mohicans, Nineteen
and Phyllis, Mamma's Affair, The First Born,
Isobel or the Trail's End, Black Beauty, The
Old Swimmin' Hole, My Lady's Latch Key,
Jim the Penman, Lying Lips, Man. Woman,
Marriage, The Passion Flower, The Oath,
The Sky
Pilot, Peck's
Boy, Scrap
Bob Hampton of Placer,
Gypsy BadBlood,
Iron,
Lessons in Love, Not Guilty, The Woman
God Changed, Sowing the Wind, Salvation
Nell, Cabiria, The Sign on the Door, Wedding Bells, Experience, The Hell Diggers,
Disraeli, 'Way Down East, Serenade. The
Child Thou Gavest Me, One Aragian Night,
I Accuse, Woman's Place, Bits of Life. A'
Midnight Bell, Two Minutes to Go, The
Wonderful Thing, Little Lord Fauntleroy,
The Lotus Eater, All for a Woman.
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STILLMAN THEATRE— The Life of the
Party, Conrad in Quest of His Youth, Billions, The Misleading Lady, Oh, Lady, Lady,
Heliotrope, Bunty Pulls the String, The
Great Lover, The Frontier of the Stars, With
Out Limit, She Couldn't Help It, The Concert, The Passionate Pilgrim, What Every
Woman Knows (2 weeks), The Gilded
Lily (2 weeks), Sentimental Tommy, The
Witching Hour, Deception (2 weeks), Good
IWomen, The Lost Romance, The Woman
God Changed, A Wise Fool, A Divorce of
Convenience, Sham, Over the Wire, The Man
Who, The Wild Goose, Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse (6 weeks), The Three Musketeers (4 weeks), 'Way Down East (2
weeks), Over the Hill (4 weeks), Man,
Woman, Marriage.
EUCLID — Idols of Clay, Kismet (3
weeks), Midsummer
Madness
(2 weeks),
The Penalty (2 weeks), Inside the Cup, Forbidden Fruit (2 weeks), Madonnas and Men,
ir- The Mask, To Please One Woman, The
ei Bait, The Lure of Youth, Keeping Up With
fa Lizzie, The Golem (2 weeks), Experience,
o- At the End of the World, Thunderclap, The
ti, Affairs of Anatol (2 weeks), After the Show,
td The Conquering Power, Perjury, Shame, A
et, Virgin Paradise, The Last Trail.

Cleveland Boasts of Many
Picture Palaces
cities,st Clevel
big greate
all thethe
OF shown
the
of has
gain and
year in the matter of picture palaces. It is an exacting fan indeed who
can not find somewhere in the neighborhood of Euclid avenue's downtown section, the picture he especially desires to
see. There are twelve houses in the city
devoted to week-run programs, made up
of
bers.pictures and elaborate musical numPractically every worth while feature
produced during the year has been given
a showing at one of the various houses,
and perhaps no city represented in the
" with first run theatres " department is
so complete; for which the News is indebted to Elsie Loeb, our Cleveland correspondent.
Her Lord and Master, The Light Woman,
Black Beauty, The Clodhopper, Sentimental
Tommy, The Heart of Maryland, Rider of
the Purple Sage.
HOFFMAN-PALACE — The Broadway
Bubble, Money Changers, Heritage, A Beggar in Purple, Her Unwilling Husband, Dead
Men Tell No Tales.

PARK— Burglar Proof, Hold Your Horses,
I ! STRAND — Old
Dad,
Dinty, Unseen
Pleasure Seekers, The Rookies Return, The
Dj Forces,
Love,or,Mythe Lady's
Mark of Zorro, The Greater Fame, The Song
Key, TheWomen
Devil, Men
Isobel;
Trails Latch
End,
of the Soul, The Snob, Broadway and Home,
M One Man in a Million, Lying Lips, Hush,
The Price of Possession, Ducks and Drakes,
,|j The County Fair, The Woman in his House,
Paying the Piper, The Mistress of Shen|j |Not Guilty, His Own Law, The Man Who
stone, The Stealers, The Little Clown, The
Had Everything, Trust Your Wife, Sowing
Miracle of Manhattan, The House That Jazz
the Wind (2 weeks), Jim the Penman, I Am
Built, Two Weeks With Pay, The Home
tit- Guilty, The Sky Pilot, The Oath, When
Dawn Came, Bob Hampton of Placer, Mother
Stretch, Don't Call Me Little Girl, Poor
Dear Margaret Kirby, The Idol of the
e[ o' Mine, The Girl in the Taxi, Love's PenNorth, Sheltered Daughters, Black Roses,
I, alty, The Man from Funeral Range, The
One a Minute, A Kiss in Time, The Little
Hired Man, Stranger Than Fiction, The
Fool, Uncharted Seas, Little Italy, Live
Cup of Life, The Moth, Greater Than Love,
and Let Live, One Wild Week, Lessons in
They Shall Pay, The Fighter, The Girl from
•
Love, Passing Through, A Trip to Paradise,
God's
Country, The
Ten-Dollar Raise,
Scrap Iron, The Kid, The Sting of the Lash,
y Shams of Society, Cinderella of the Hills,
Passion, the Conquering Power, A Midnight
||. 'Ever Since Eve, Why Girls Leave Home.
Bell, Bits of Life, Charge It, Woman's
METROPOLITAN— Old Dad, Dinty, UnPlace, Two Minutes to Go, Gypsy Blood, The
Great Impersonation, Her Social Value.
iril seen Forces, Women Men Love, My Lady's
fid Latch Key, Isobel; or, the Trails End, HelioSTATE— Polly With a Past, The Mark of
ft( trope, One Man in a Million, Lying Lips,
Zorro, Always Audacious, The Love Light,
Hush, County Fair, The Woman in His
Brewster's Millions, Prisoners of Love, GodHouse, Not Guilty, His Own Law, The Man
less Men, The Nut, The Charm School, A
Who Had Everything, Trust Your Wife,
Message
from Mars, Kazan, The City of SiSowing the Wind (2 weeks), Jim the Penlent Men, Sacred and Profane Love, The
(J man, I Am Guilty, The Sky Pilot, The Oath,
Ghost ofYesterday, Through the Back Door,
v- When Dawn Came, Bob Hampton of Placer,
The Love Special, The Easy Road, Salvage,
! Mother o' Mine, The Girl in the Taxi, Love's
Carnival, The Traveling Salesman, Up the
Penalty, When a Man Sees Red, Stranger
Road With Sally, White and Unmarried, Too
H Than Fiction, The Night Horsemen, PlayMuch Speed, The Girl from Nowhere, The
i things of Destiny, Remorseless Love, The
March Hare, Crazy to Marry, The Miracle
uli Whistle, Salvation Nell, The Kid.
Man, The Journey's End, The Great Moment,
et„ ALHAMBRA— Panthea, Blackbirds, The
Burn 'Em Up Barnes, The Hell Diggers, The
Sign on the Door, Footlights, The Kid, Dan:a Mutiny of the Elsinore, Idols of Clay, Conriiij rad in Quest of His Youth, the Misleading
gerous Business, Disraeli (2 weeks), Peck's
>, Lady, Cinderella's Twin, The Marriage of Bad Boy (2 weeks), The Wonderful Thing,
Ladies Must Live, Don't Tell Everything,
,311, William Ashe, A Full House, Brewster's Milath, lions, The Chicken in the Case, Her Husr- band's Friend, Worlds Apart, Her Winning
Way, Miracle Man, Her Sturday Oak, The
Omaha
Late Addition to
- Hell Diggers.
First Run List
KNICKERBOCKER— A Thousand to
e One, Honest Hutch, Love, Honor and Obey,
Runs is" ap" First
listaboveoffor
ocOmaha
THE modestpearing
casioned by the fact this city was
;;■ Officer 666, When We Were Twenty-one,
ment
until late in
not added to the depart
' Daddy Long Legs, The Great Adventure,
the season.
- "> The Truth About Husbands, Big Happiness,
J. W. Kennebec represents the News
,,;1 A Perfect Crime, Its a Great Life, Scrambled
in Omaha.
fOii Wives, The Inner Voice, The Passing of
the Third Floor Back, Sitting on the World,

—CLEVELAND—
The Sheik, A Prince There Was, The Child
Thou Gavest Me.
ALLEN — The Greatest Love, Black
Beauty, Blind Wives, A Small Town Idol,
The Heart of Maryland, Reputation, Made in
Heaven, Straight from Paris, Dream Street
(2 weeks), The Road to London, Wet Gold,
A Tale of Two Worlds, The Man of the
Forest, An Unwilling Hero, The Right Way,
A Private Scandal, The Foolish Matrons,
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, The Rider of
the King Log, Snowblind, Dangerous Toys,
Black Panther's Cub, The Old Nest (2
weeks), Beating the Game, Dangerous Curve
Ahead, The Blot, Why Girls Leave Home,
The
Invisible
Power,
Never
Weaken, Molly
All's
Fair in
Love, The
Son of
Wallingford,
OMen(2 Want.
weeks), Doubling for Romeo, What Do
STANDARD— Wolves of the North, Desperate Youth, The Wallop, Reputation, The
Blazing Trail, The Man Tamer, Thunder
Island, The Fighting Lover, The Kiss, Desperate Trails, Short Skirts, Man Trackers,
The Danger Man, Danger Ahead, A Daughter of the Law, Open Shutters, The Shark
Master, The Rowdy, Action, Moonlight Follies, Red Courage, Go Straight, High Heels,
Dangerous Love, The Woman Who Waits,
Sure Fire, Nobody's Fool, The Millionaire,
False Kisses, Dr. Jim, The Fox.
CIRCLE— Cup of Life, The Moth, Greater
Than Love, What Woman Will Do, They
Shall Pay, The Fighter, Girl from God's
Country, Ten-Dollar Raise, Shams of Society, Even Since Eve, Handcuffs or Kisses,
Why Girls Leave Home, The Primal Law,
After Midnight, Queenie.
—OMAHA—
RIALTO— Sacred and Profane Love,
Beau Revel, The Idol of the North, One a
Minute, Lessons in Love, The Witching
Hour, Wedding Bells, The Golden Snare,
The Whistle, A Midnight Bell, One Wild
Week, Passing Thru, Cappy Ricks, Salvation Nell, Bits of Life, Two Minutes To Go,
Three Word Brand, One Arabian Night,
White and Unmarried, Under the Lash, The
Invisible Fear.
STRAND— The City of Silent Men, What
Every Woman Knows, Two Weeks with
Pay, Too Much Speed, Peck's Bad Boy, The
Woman God Changed, The Easy Road,
Charge It, The Great Moment, The Child
Thou Gavest Me, The Affairs of Anatol (2
weeks), Experience, The Lost Romance,
Woman's Place, The Three Musketeers, The
Sheik, The Wonderful Thing, The Sheik,
Don't Tell Everything.
MOON — Kazan, Reputation, The Big
Town Round Up, Wet Goods, The Silver
the Shoulder, The InCar, StraightThefrom
Invisible Power, Parentage,
visible Fear,
The Old Nest, The Night Horsemen, One
Man in a Million, The Primal Law, To a
Finish, God's Country and the Law, The
Rough Diamond, The Mysterious Rider, Bar
Nothing, The Fox, Conflict, A Virgin Paradise.
SUN— The Offshore Pirate, Skirts, Boys
Will Be Boys (2 weeks), Blind Wives, Puppets of Fate, The Moth, Life's Darn Funny,
The Ace of Hearts, The Old Nest, For Those
We Love, Dangerous Curve Ahead. Salvage,
Mother O'Mine, The Speed Girl, The Son of
Wallingford, The Grim Comedian, Ladyfingers, Over the Hill, Poverty of Riches.
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Motion

ARCALIA— To Please One Woman (2
weeks), Midsummer Madness (3 weeks), Heliotrope (2 weeks), Paying the Piper (2
weeks), The Gilded Lily (3 weeks), Beau
Revel, What's Worth While, The Faith
Healer, Buried Treasure, Straight is the
Way, Lying Lips, Ducks and Drakes, The
Home Stretch, Too Wise Wives, Straight
from Paris, Two Weeks with Pay, Sham,
The Broken Doll, A Message from Mars,
The Wise Fool, The House That Jazz Built,
The Little Fool, The March Hare, The
Great Lover, Wealth, The Bronze Bell,
Moonlight and Honeysuckle, The Wild
Goose, One Wild Week, The Snob, Footlights, The Truth About Husbands, Mamma's
Affair, The Man Who, Scrambled W'ives, Beyond, The Case of Becky, The Speed Girl,
The Last Door, Bunty Pulls the String, Enchantment, Handcuffs or Kisses, Morals, Bits
of Life, The Lure of Jade.
VICTORIA— The North Wind's Malice, A
Slave of Vanity, Forty-five Minutes from
Broadway, While New York Sleeps (4
weeks), The Sin That Was His, Idols of
Clay (2 weeks), The Great Redeemer, The
Greatest Love, The Kid, The Price of Redemption, Twin Beds, The Kentuckians,
Earthbound, His Own Law, Man, Woman,
Marriage, The Branding Iron, Outside the
Law, The Star Rover, The Nut, A Small
Town Idol, Not Guilty, The Wakefield Case,
Gypsy Blood, Idols of the North, Salvage,
Reputation, The Big Town Round Up, A
Voice in the Dark, Love's Penalty, The Ten
Dollar Raise, World's Apart, Wet Gold,
After Your Own Heart, Tale of Two
Worlds, The Great Impersonation, The
Night Horsemen, Scrap Iron, The Primal
Law, Jim the Penman, Nineteen and Phyllis,
To a Finish, The Golden Snare, The Invisible Power, Out of the Dust, Why Girls
Leave Home, The Rough Diamond, Thunderclap, Perjury, Shame.
PALACE — Always Audacious, The Testing Block, The Mark of Zorro, The Life of
the Party, The Inside of the Cup (2 weeks),
The Furnace, The Branded Woman, Forbidden Fruit, Passion, The Love Light, The
Kid, Nomads of the North, Kismet, O'Malley of the Mounted, The Gilded Lily, The
Love Special, The Plaything of Broadway,
The Passion Flower, Godless Men, I Am
Guilty, Straight from Paris, Hold Your
Horses, The Traveling Salesman, The City
of Silent Men, Dream Street, Deception, Too
Much Speed, Peck's Bad Boy, Man of the
Forest, White and Unmarried, Carnival, The
Wrhistle, The Journey's End, Crazy to Marry,
Conquest of Canaan, Charge It, At the End
of the World, Footlights, The Old Nest,
The Sky Pilot, Woman in His House, The
Affairs of Anatol, Cappy Ricks, The Sign on
the Door, Three Word Brand, Song of Souls,

What Philadelphia
Atlanta Played

and

appeari
Philade
THEthe left
is lphia
anotherlist
record
of ng
faith-at
ful representation on the part of a
correspondent. Miss Margaret Martin
has beaten the dead line most of the
time.
Miss Pearl Gaddis, correspondent at
Atlanta has also come through with her
" First Run " copy in a commendable
way. A mailing point a long way from
New York
the reason' that Atlanta is not explains
more complete.

Why Girls Leave Home, What No Alan
Knows, The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, Camille,
Playthings of Destiny.

REGENT— The Amateur Devil, Flying
Pat, Her Beloved Villain, The Bait, Passion's
Playground, Something Different, Silk Hosiery, Love, Honor and Obey, So Long Letty,
Milestones, A Splendid Hazard, The Education of Elizabeth, Are All Men Alike, The
Ghost in the Garret, Some One in the House,
It's a Great Life, Cinderella's Twin, Chickens, Officer 666, Extravagance, The Call of
Youth (2 weeks), The Great Day, The Heart
of Maryland, King, Queen-Joker, Puppets of
Fate, Uncharted Seas, Dream Street, Guile
of Women, Bucking the Tiger, The Silver
Lining, Divorce of Convenience, Such a Little Queen, The Last Card, One a Minute,
The Little Clown, Sheltered Daughters, My
Cousin, Ever Since Eve, Don't Call Me Little Girl, Princess of New York, Passing
Thru, The Scoffer, Her Winning Way, Habit,
Courage, Dangerous Lies, The Lady from
Longacre, Queenie, Love, Hate and a
Woman, Why Girls Leave Home, Desert
Blossoms.
CAPITOL— Stop Thief, Behold My Wife,
Restless Sex, Conrad in Quest of his Youth,
Eyes of the Heart, The Jack Knife Man,
The Saphead, The Girl with the Jazz Heart,
Body and Soul, Midsummer Madness, The
Rookies Return, Heliotrope, The Stealers,
Paying the Piper, The Price of Possession.
The Marriage of William Ashe, The County
Fair, The Devil, The Pleasure Seekers, The
Off Shore Pirates, The Ghost of Yesterday,
What Every Woman Knows, Bob Hampton
of Placer, Proxies, Poor Dear Margaret
Kirby, The Highest Bidder, Dream Street,
Through the Back Door, Homestuff, The Lost
Romance, Behind Masks, The Mystery Road,
The Moth, Little Italy, Life, Made in Heaven,
The Great Moment, Gilded Lies, Experience.
Mamma's Affair, Every Thing for Sale, The
Sting of the Lash, The Rider of the King
Log, Dangerous Curve Ahead, Wedding
Bells, Is Life Worth Living, After the Show,
The Match Breaker, The Barricade. A Certain Rich Man, Don't Tell Everything.
STANLEY — Forbidden Fruit, Passion,
The Frontier of the Stars, The Kid, Kismet,
Polly with a Past, The Love Special, Man,
Woman, Marriage, The Devil. The Easy
Road, The Passion Flower. The Dollar a
Year Man, What Every Woman Knows,
Bob Hampton of Placer, The City of Silent
Men, Sentimental Tommy, Peck's Bad Boy,
Deception, Through the Back Door, Too
Much Soeed. The Lost Romance. White and
Unmarried. The Concert. The Woman God
Changed, The Great Adventure, Lessons in

News

—ATLANTAHOWARD— so Long Letty, Forbidden
Fruit, The North Wind's Malice, The Frontier of the Stars, If I Were King, Prisonerg
of Love, Hold Your Horses, The Devil, The
Gilded Lily, Without Limit, the City of
Silent Men, Straight from Paris, Madonnas
and Men, The Mistress of Shenstone,
Through the Back Door, Two Weeks with
Pay, White and Unmarried, Deception,
Dream Street, The Lost Romance, The
Woman God Changed, The March Hare, The
Ten Dollar Raise, Life's Darn Funny, The
Great Moment, At the End of the World,
Disraeli, The Hell Diggers, The Old Nest,
Beyond, The Affairs of Anatol, Dangerous
Curve Ahead, Experience, The Three Musketeers, Little Lord Fauntleroy, After the
Show, Under the Lash, Cappy Ricks, The
SpeedEverything.
Girl, The Sheik, Over the Hill, Don't
Tell

— PHILADELPHIA —
STANTON— Conrad in Quest of His
Youth, The Mark of Zorro, The Charm
School, The Jucklins, The Branded Woman,
Harriet and the Piper, The Penalty, A Perfect Woman, The Love Light, Curtain, Billions, Peaceful Valley, The Passionate Pilgrim, Brewster's Millions, Hush, Good References, The Witching Hour, Broadway and
Home, Black Beauty, The Nut, The Misleading Lady, Prisoners of Love, Dinty,
Sacred and Profane Love, The Devil's Garden, Dangerous Business, The Old Swimmin' Hole, A Private Scandal, Just Out of
College, My Lady's Latch Key, Roads of
Destiny, Over the Hill (3 weeks), Queen of
Sheba.

Picture

CRITERION— Dinty, Dangerous Business, Lying Lips, Passion, Nineteen and
Phyllis, The Offshore Pirate, Scrambled
W ives, Forbidden Thing, Mamma's Affair^
Man-Woman-Marriage, Peck's Bad Boy,
Gypsy Blood, Trust Your Wife, The Truth
About Husbands, Jim the Penman, The
Golden Snare, Playthings of Destiny, The
Road to London, A Midnight Bell, Habit, A
Trip to Paradise, Salvation Nell, The Match
Breaker, Serenade, The Night Horsemen,
Garments of Truth, Wrhen Lights Are Low,
The Invisible Fear, There Are Xo Villains,
The Child Thou Gavest Me, Clay Dollars,
The Mysterious Rider, Jane Eyre, Rip Van
Winkle, Quo Vadis, Tol'able David.
FORSYTH— The Inner Voice, An Amateur Devil, Broadway at Home. Silk Hosiery,
Blackbirds, All Soul's Eve. The Jucklins, The
Passionate Pilgrim, The Ghost in the Garret,
Playthings of Broadway, Her Beloved Villain, Pleasure Seekers, Too Wise Wives, Appearances, Little Italy, The Great Day, Good
and Evil.
•

GRAND— Are All Men Alike, The Great-^
est Claim, The Romance Promoters, A Desperate Hero.
TUDOR— Outside the Law, The Fox.
RIALTO — The Sins of Rosanne, Cinderella's Twin, Inside the Cup, Idols of Clay,
Skirts, O'Malley of the Mounted. Beau Revel, The House that Jazz Built, Home Stuff,
Sham. Polly with a Past, Made in Heaven,
A Kiss in Time, Kazan, The Golem, Her
Winning WTay, Ace of Hearts, Footlights,
The Invisible Power, The Sting of the Lash,
The Great Impersonation. Three Word
Brand, The Night Rose. From the Ground
LTp. The Lure of Jade. Morals.
METROPOLITAN — Scrap Iron, Good
Women, Foolish Matrons, Without Benefit
of Clergy, The Sign on the Door, The Child
Thou Gavest Me, The Match Breaker, Nobody, Bits of Life, One Arabian Night,
Woman's Place, Two Minutes To Go. Why
Girls Leave Home. Her Face Value. Camille,
The Wonderful Thing, Lady Fingers, A
Man's Home. Star Dust, Pilgrims of the
Night.
Love, glect
TheYour Conquest
Canaan,
Don't The
NeWife, The ofGreat
Moment.
Old Nest, Experience. The Affairs of Anatol (2 weeks). The Sign on the Door. Cappy
Ricks. Dangerous Curve Ahead. The Case of
Becky. The Hell Diggers. After the Show,
One Arabian Night. Under the Lash, Camille,
The Sheik (2 weeks). Ladies Must Live.
GARRICK— The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse.

December
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—BUFFALOSHEA'S HIPPODROME — Conrad in
Quest of His Youth, An Old-Fashioned Boy,
The Mark of Zorro, The Love Light, The
Testing Block, The Charm School, The Misleading Lady, Passion, The Penalty, Prisoners of Love, Cinderella's Twin, The Frontier
of the Stars, The Nut, Hush, O'Malley of
the Mounted, The Kid, The Love Special,
Man, Woman, Marriage, The Easy Road,
The Passion Flower, The Life of the Party,
Through the Back Door, Polly with a Past,
Gypsy Blood, The Woman in His House,
The City of Silent Men, Too Much Speed,
Straight from Paris, The Man Who, The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, The Whistle, The
Conquest of Canaan, The Hell Diggers, The
Old Nest, Footlights, The Affairs of Anatol,
Cappy Ricks, After the Show, The Three
Musketeers, One Arabian Night, Two Minutes To Go, For Those We Love, The Wonderful Thing, .Camille, The Sheik, Under the
Lash, Don't Tell Everything.
SHEA'S CRITERION — Deep Waters,
Midsummer Madness, The Devil (2 weeks),
Forbidden Fruit (2 weeks), The Passionate
Pilgrim, Bunty Pulls the String, Paying the
Piper, The Inside of the Cup, Brewster's
Millions, Straight is the Way, The Faith
Healer, The Gilded Lily, What Every
Woman Knows, Buried Treasure, The
County Fair, Sentimental Tommy, What's
Worth While, Proxies, Deception (2 weeks).
The Lost Romance, The Idol of the Nortr
The Woman God Changed, The Traveling
Salesman, The Wild Goose, Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse (2 weeks), Experience,
The Golem, At the End of the World, The
Affairs of Anatol, The Great Impersonation,
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court, Charge It, The Sting of the Lash, A
Wise Fool, Enchantment, White Oak, Miss
Lulu Bett, The Bonnie Brier Bush, Exit the
Vamp.
MARK— STRAND — The Wonderful
Chance, Kismet, Harriet and the Piper, Dangerous Business, Prairie Trails, Nineteen and
Phyllis, The Notorious Miss Lisle, Earthbound, Broadway and Home, Dinty, Hold
Your Horses, Curtain, The Road Demon,
Worlds Apart, Mamma's Affair, The Old
Swimmin' Hole, My Lady's Latch Key,
Black Beauty, The Oath, Hands Off, Gilded
Lies, Lessons in Love, Her Lord and Master,
Peck's Bad Boy, Bob Hampton of Placer,
Trust Your Wife, Scrap Iron, Made in
Heaven, The Last Door, Courage, The Big
Town Round Up, Playthings of Destiny, The
Midnight Bell, After Your Own Heart,
Dream Street, Carnival, Dangerous Curve
Ahead, Is Life Worth Living, The Ace of
Hearts, Disraeli, The Fighter, The Girl from
Nowhere, Bits of Life, Woman's Place, The
Child Thou Gavest Me, Why Girls Leave
Home (2 weeks).
PALACE — Food for Scandal, Something
Different, Forbidden Fruit, Man's Plaything, Outside the Law (2 weeks), Whispering Devils, The Last of the Mohicans, Love,
The Plaything of Broadway, Eyes of the
Heart, Out of the Chorus, Down Home,
Honor Bound, Lying Lips, Dead Men Tell
No Tales, Small Town Idol, Without Limit,
A Perfect Crime, I Am Guilty, Reputation,
The Mistress of Shenstone, The Wallop,
One Man in a Million, The Man of the
Forest, Sheltered Daughters, Partners of the
Tide, Blind Wives, Freeze Out, Magnificent
Brute, The Journey's End, Keeping Up with

Buffalo

andPage
San

Francisco

the Buffalo and
contains
THIS
San page
Francisco
"First Runs." The
ely
year'
los
record, forme
thankr s istoappro
the ximat
fact that athefullBuffa
sentative, Charles B. Taylor,
News' repre
is always under the wire with his copy.
San Francisco has not been represented for a number of weeks, owing to
the loss of a correspondent in the Golden Gate City. The record of pictures
played is complete for the first weeks
of the year.

Lizzie, No Woman Knows, Moonlight
Follies, Uncharted Seas, One Wild Week,
The Fox, The Girl from God's Country,
Madonnas and Men, Remorseless Love, Conflict, The Inner Chamber, Her Winning Way.
EMPIRE— The Woman Untamed, She
Played and Paid, Some Wild Oats, DempseyBrennan Pict, Cleopatra, Humoresque, Up
in Mary's Attic, The Hoodlum.
•LYRIC— A Full House, The Fourteenth
Man, Dangerous Hours.
SHUBERT-TECK— A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court, The Kid.
OLYMPIC— Good Woman (2 weeks),
The Kentuckians, The Stealers, It Isn't Being Done This Season, Beau Revel, Three
Sevens, Just Out of College, The Charming
Deceiver, Moral Fibre, Heart Lines, The
Scarab Ring, The Silver Car, The Matrimonial Web, The Single Track.
SHEA'S NORTH PARK— Too Much
Speed, The Conquest of Canaan, The Hell
Diggers, Cappy Ricks, After the Show, The
Three " Musketeers, Enchantment, Camille,
Don't Tell Everything.
LOEW'S STATE— Mother O'Mine,
Night
The The
BlackPrimal
Panther's
The TenHorsemen,
Dollar Raise,
Law,
Silver Lining, The Cup of Life, Hearts
Trumps, Passion Fruit.

The
Cub,
The
Are

—MONTREALCAPITOL THEATRE— Sacred and Profane Love, The Gilded Lily, The Idol of the
North.
ALLEN — Scrambled Wives, Man, Woman, Marriage (2 weeks), Made in Heaven,
Earthbound, Trust Your Wife, Over the
Hill (2 weeks), Dangerous Curve Ahead,
Wedding Bells, The Queen of Sheba.
IMPERIAL— Billions, Small Town Idol,
Heliotrope.
REGENT— Isobel, or the Trail's End.
—TORONTOALLEN
THEATRE— Not Guilty, Boys
Will Be Boys, The Concert.
REGENT— Sacred and Profane Love,
Polly with a Past.

—SAN
FRANCISCOSTRAND— a Child for Sale, The Untamed, The Last of the Mohicans, Drag
Harlan, A Thousand to One, The Thief,
The Texan, Love, Lying Lips (2 weeks), The
Scuttlers, A Small Town Idol (2 weeks), A
Perfect Crime, Blind Wives, The Nut (2
weeks), Prairie Trails, Skirts, I Am Guilty,
The Mountain Woman, Through the Back
Door (2 weeks), Madonnas and Men, Man
of the Forest, Home Talent, The Road
Demon, Foolish Matrons, Worlds Apart,
Mother o' Mine, The Sacrifice.
CALIFORNIA— The Life of the Party,
The Bait, Polly With a Past, The Charm
School, Prisoners of Love, The Mark of
Zorro, The Jucklins, Paying the Piper, The
Frontier of the Stars, Brewster's Millions,
Chickens, The Snob, Pleasure Seekers, The
Easy Road, The Witching Hour, Straight is
the Way, Straight from Paris, The Love
Special, The Dollar a Year Man, Proxies,
The City of Silent Men, Sacred and Profane
Love, What's Worth While, Charge It, The
Traveling Salesman, The Lost Romance, A
Private Scandal, Billions, Salvage, Too Much
Speed.
IMPERIAL— The County Fair, Idols of
Clay (2 weeks),
To Please
One Woman,
summer Madness,
The Inside
of the MidCup
(2 weeks), The Passionate Pilgrim, O'Malthe Mounted,
What'sForbidden
Worth While,
Beauley ofRevel,
Black Beauty,
Fruit
(2 weeks), The Gilded Lily (2 weeks), The
Faith Healer, What Every Woman Knows,
Sentimental Tommy, Too Wise Wives, The
Little Fool, Deception (2 weeks), The Wild
Goose, White and Unmarried, Snowblind,
The Ten-Dollar Raise, The Woman God
Changed (2 weeks).
TIVOLI— The Heart of a Fool, Everybody's Sweetheart, Peaceful Valley, Nomads of the North, My Lady's Latch Key,
Kismet, The Devil's Garden, Love, Honor
and Behave, Dinty Outside the Law, The
Kid (3 weeks), Passion (3 weeks), Nineteen
and Phyllis, Mamma's Affair, Kazan, The
Passion Flower, Proxies, The Woman in
His House, Peck's Bad Boy (2 weeks), Man,
Woman, Marriage, The Great Adventure,
A Message from Mars, The Old Swimmin'
Hole,Wind.
God's Country and the Law, Sowing
the
RIALTO— Out of the Snows, Bunty Pulls
the String, The Guile of Women, The Misleading Lady (2 weeks), Passion, Hush, Girls
Don't Gamble, Held in Trust, Isobel ,2
weeks), Isobel, The Sin That Was His, Boys
Will Be Boys, The Greatest Love, The Devil
(2 weeks), The Offshore Pirate (2 weeks),
The Servant in the House, Gilded Lies, What
Women Will Do, East Lynne, The Mask, A
Man There Was, Dangerous Pastime, A Tale
of Two Worlds, The Golden Trail, The
Mother Heart.
FROLIC — Beautifully Trimmed, Honor
Bound, The Torrent, Two Kinds of Love,
Hearts Up, Rich Girl, Poor Girl, Tiger
True, The Fire Cat, If Only Jim, Society
Secrets, Colorado, Outside the Law (2
weeks), All Dolled Up, The Smart Sex, The
Freeze Out, The Magnificent Brute, The Big
Adventure, Dangerous Youth, Reputation (2
weeks), The Blazing Trail, Cheated Love,
The Wallop, Wolves of the North, The
Fighting Lover, The Girl in the Saddle, The
Beautiful Gambler, Desperate Trails.
MISSION— The Nut.
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—CINCINNATIWALNUT— Behold My Wife (2 weeks),
Dinty, Idols of Clay, Love, Honor and Behave, The Bait, While New York Sleeps (3
weeks), Passion (2 weeks), Earthbound,
The Life of the Party, The Jucklins, The
Charm School, Heliotrope, Kazan, Man,
Woman, Marriage, Forbidden Fruit, The
Passion Flower, Sowing the Wind, Paying
the Piper, The Passionate Pilgrim, The Old
Swimmin' Hole, The Love Special, Bob
Hampton of Placer, The City of Silent Men,
Lessons in Love, The Dollar a Year Man,
Peck's Bad Boy, Too Much Speed, Scrap
Iron, White and Unmarried, Among Those
Present, Sentimental Tommy, Wedding
BeUs.'The
Journey's
End,on The
Great Moment,
The Sign
the Oath,
Door, The
The
Lost Romance, The Hell Diggers, The Child
Thou Gavest Me, One Arabian Night, Camille, Serenade, After the Show, The Wonderful Thing, Two Minutes to Go, Ladies
Must Live, The Conquering Power, The
Sheik (2 weeks), The Lotus Eater.
STRAND— Nomads of the North, Curtain, What Women Love, Dangerous Business, The Penalty, Conrad in Quest of His
Youth, The Inside of the Cup, The Forbidden Thing, The Kid (2 weeks), Billions,
Peaceful Valley, My Lady's Latch Key, The
Frontier of the Stars, Now or Never, Nineteen and Phyllis, Brewster's Millions,
Mamma's Affair, Straight is the Way, The
Easy Road, The Truth About Husbands,
The Greatest Love, The Witching Hour,
Trust Your Wife, Hush, Two Weeks With
Pay, Handcuffs or Kisses, Now or Never, The
Golem, Woman's Place, At the End of the
World, Bits of Life, Her Social Value, The
Great Impersonation, The Invisible Fear, The
Call of the North, The Way of a Maid.
GIFTS— Oh, Lady Lady, Ali Baba and the
Forty Thieves, The Forbidden Thing, The
Last of the Mohicans, Down on the Farm,
The Mark of Zorro (2 weeks), Love, Lying
Lips (4 weeks), The Love Light (2 weeks),
The Furnace, The Man Who Had Everything, She Couldn't Help It, Once to Every
Women, The Small Town Idol (2 weeks),
The Love Flower (2 weeks), One Thousand to One, The Nut (2 weeks), Through
the Back Door (2 weeks), Good Women, A
Perfect Crime, The Barbarian, Made in
Heaven, The North Wind's Malice (2
weeks), The Heart of Maryland, The White
Moll, The Right Way (2 weeks), Godless
Mother o' Mine (2 weeks),
Devotion,Matrons,
Men, Foolish
The
The Cup of Life (2
weeks), Over the Hill (7 weeks), Molly O.
PALACE— Children of Destiny, The Scuttler, The Sap Head, The Palace of Darkened Windows, The Great Redeemer,
Scratch My Back (2 weeks), Dice of Destiny, Her Unwilling Husband, Old Dad, The
Misleading Lady, Pleasure Seekers, Unseen
Forces, The Road of Ambition, Chickens,
Worlds Apart, If I Were King, Poor Dear
Margaret Kirby, The Testing Block, Society
Snobs, Message from Mars, Partners of the
Tide, The First Born, The Girl in the Taxi,
Remorseless Love, Passing Through, The
Fighter, The March Hare, The Sting of the
Lash, Her Sturdy Oak, Don't Call Me Little
Girl, A Private Scandal, Charge It, The
Foolish Age, Beyond, Ladyfingers, Without
Benefit of Clergy, Everything for Sale, Nobody.
CAPITOL— Hold Your Horses, O'Malley
of the Mounted, Kismet, Outside the Law,
Prisoners of Love, What Every Woman
Knows, The Gilded Lily, Boys Will Be Boys,

Motion

Milwaukee,
Indianapolis,
Cincinnati and Des Moines

prizetowinhis
Beutel
is aprior
ner. L. C.'S
list and
CINCINNATI
engagement, Correspondent Adams
have enabled us to give this city almost
a perfect score.
Our Des Moines representative, Miss
Magdalene Phillips, has an intermittent
movement. She runs all right for a while
and then stops for a spell, all of which
does
not give Des Moines a very good
showing.
Milwaukee has lately been added to the
" First Runs," accounting for the abbreviated list given. J. W. Martin, Milwaukee correspondent, is always ahead of the
deadline
and his copy needs no blue pencil.
Sacred and Profane Love, Wet Gold, Beau
Revel, The Wild Goose, What Happened to
Rosa, The Highest Bidder, Guile of Women,
Bunty Pulls the String, Snowblind, Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari, The Bronze Bell, For Those
We Love, The Whistle, Footlights, The Old
Nest, The Affairs of Anatol (2 weeks), Dangerous Curve Ahead, 'Way Down East (2
weeks), Doubling for Romeo, Experience,
Beating the Game, The Three Musketeers
(2 weeks),
A Man's Home, Disraeli, The
Grim
Comedian.
GRAND — Midsummer Madness (2 weeks),
What's Worth While, Isobel, Gypsy Blood,
What Women Will Do, The County Fair,
The Mask, Too Wise Wives, Without limit,
The Traveling Salesman, The Man of the
Forest, Deception, Burn 'EM Up, Barnes,
Sky Pilot, The Golden Snare, The Conquest
of Canaan, The Magic Cup.
KEITH'S— The Devil's Garden, Scrambled
Wives, The Outside Woman, Ducks and
Drakes.
—MILWAUKEE—
ALHAMBRA— Oh, Lady, Lady, What's
Worth While, Sham, White and Unmarried,
Lost Romance, What's Your Reputation
Worth, Experience, Wealth, The Conquest,
At the End of the World, The March Hare,
The Inner Chamber, Over the Hill (2 weeks).
Perjury, Queen of Sheba (2 weeks). Miss
Lulu Bett.
MERRILL — Wet Gold, The Scarab
Ring, The Heart of Maryland, The Bronze
Bell, The Old Nest, The Whistle, For Those
We Love, Dangerous Curve Ahead, The
Three Musketeers (3 weeks), Carnival, Beating the Game, Little Lord Fauntleroy (2
weeks), The Sheik (2 weeks).
STRAND— Playthings of Destiny, The
Last Card, Gypsy Blood, Stranger Than
Fiction, Salvation Nell, Camille, Ever Since
Eve, The Affairs of Anatol (3 weeks), The
Child Thou Gavest Me, Gappy Ricks, One
Arabian Night, Two Minutes to Go, The Invisible Fear, Her Social Value, The Wonderful Thing, The Conquering Power, Why
Girls Leave Home.
BUTTERFLY— The First Born, Keeping
Up With Lizzie, Crazy to Marry, The Wild
Goose, No Woman Knows, Two Weeks With
Pay, The Foolish Matrons, The Great Impersonation, God's Country and the Law,
After the Show, The Golem. The Swamp,
Ladies Must Live, Conflict, What Do Men
Want, The Lure of Jade, Get-Rich-Quick
Wallingford.
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—INDIANAPOLIS—
LOEWS STATE THEATRE— White and
Unmarried, Deception, Dean Street, Sacred
and Profane Love, Carnival, His Greatest
Sacrifice, Seven Years Bad Luck, Salvage,
Black Roses, Uncharted Seas, The Mother
Heart, The White Moll, Crazy to Marry, The
Great Moment, 'Way Down East (2 weeks),
Over the Hill (2 weeks), The Three Musketeers, Footlights, Queen of Sheba, Camills, Don't Tell Everything (2 weeks), The
Conquering Power.
CIRCLE— Trust Your Wife, Man of the
Forest, Wedding Bells, The Girl in the Taxi,
Sowing the Wind, The Golden Snare, The
Great Adventure, The Sky Pilot, Stranger
Than Fiction, Nobody, The Midnight Bell,
Playthings of Destiny, The Sign on the
Door, Courage, The Child Thou Gavest Me,
Woman's Place, Burn 'Em Up Barnes, The
Idle Class, Cappy Ricks, Her Social Value,
Two Minutes to Go, The Wonderful Thing,
The
Eater.Cup of Life, Tol'able David, The Lotus
COLONIAL— Bucking the Tiger, Miracle of Manhattan, The Last Door, A Divorce of Convenience, Dauntless Men, The
Girl from Nowhere, Officer 666, Is Life Worth
Living, A Message from Mars, The Fighter,
Mid-Channel, Remorseless Love, Who Am I?
The Man Who, Handcuffs or Kisses, After
Midnight, Dangerous Curve Ahead, Fine
Feathers, The Foolish Age, The Concert,
Clay
ening. Dollars, A Man's Home, The Man of
Stone, The Way of a Maid, A Wife's AwakOHIO — The Woman God Changed, Sentimental Tommy, A Wise Fool, One a Minute, The Lost Romance, The Bronze Bell,
The Mystery Road, Life, The Conquest of
Canaan, I Do, Girl's Don't Gamble, Reputation, The Courtship of Miles Standish, Passing Through, At the End of the World,
Greater Than Love, The Affairs of Anatol (2
weeks), Rip Van Winkle, The Great Impersonation, Son of Wallingford, The Black
Panther's
(2 weeks). Cub, Under the Lash, The Sheik

—DES
MOINES—
DES
MOINES
THEATRE— The Old
Nest, The Ace of Spades, One Arabian
Night, Two Minutes To Go, Way Down
East (2 weeks). The Wonderful Thing. Tol'able David, R. S. V. P.
STRAND— At the End of the World, Experience, The Three Musketeers, Cappy
Ricks, After the Show, Serenade, Ladies
Must Live, Over the Hill, Her Social Value,
What Do Men Want.
PALACE— The Night Horseman. Some
Wild Oats, The Girl from God's Country,
Three Word Brand, The Mysterious Rider.
RIALTO— The Four Horsemen of the
of the Apocalypse (2 weeks).
SHERMAN— The Sting of the Lash, Garments of Truth, Lady Fingers, The Swamp.
GARDEN — Beating the Game, No
Woman Knows, The Virgin Paradise.
FOX— Don't Tell Everything.
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—CHICAGO—
WOODLAWH THEATRE— To Please
One Woman, North Wind's Malice, Squandered Lives, Alid-Channel, The Charm
School, The Mark of Zorro, The Frontier of
the Stars, Midsummer Madness, The Riddle
Woman, Brewster's Millions, Lying Lips,
The Passionate Pilgrim, What's Worth
Wliile, Straight is the Way, The Inside of
the Cup, Her Lord and Master, Outside the
Law, Hush, Kismet, Proxies, Forbidden
Fruit, Black Beauty, The House that Jazz
Built, Cheated Love, Through the Back
Door, I Am Guilty, Wild Goose, The Bronze
Bell, Sham, White and Unmarried, The
Mask, Too Much Speed, Straight from Paris,
The Conquest of Canaan, Crazy to Marry,
The Blot, The Match Breaker, The Old Nest,
Disraeli, No Woman Knows, Dream Street,
Camille, There Are No Villains, The Bonnie
Brier Bush, The Three Musketeers, The Call
of the North, Ladies Must Live.
BARBEE'S LOOP— The Song of the
Soul, The Great Lover, Godless Men, The
Highest Bidder, The Spenders, The Guile
of Women, Immortality, Lying Lips, The
Servant in the House, Outside the Law (2
weeks), The Small Town Idol (2 weeks),
The Hidden Light, The Devil (2 weeks),
Black Beauty (2 weeks), The Big Adventure, What's Worth While, Some Wild Oats
(10 weeks), The County Fair, The Wakefield
Case, Headin' Home, The Blot, Without
Benefit of Clergy, The Wandering Jew (2
weeks), The Journey's End, Moral Fibre, No
Woman Knows, The Rider of the Old King
Log, The Foolish Age, God's Country and
the Law, The Swamp, Love, Hate and a
Woman, Dempsey-Carpentier (5 weeks).
RIVIERA— Nomads of the North, Dinty,
Habit, The Rookies Return, The Frontier of
the Stars, Nineteen and Phyllis, Midsummer Madness, Dangerous Business, Isobel,
The Old Swimmin' Hole, The Child Thou
Gavest Me, The Affairs of Anatol.
ZIEGFELD— The Mark of Zorro (3
weeks), The Riddle Woman, The Greatest
Love (3 weeks), Kismet (5 weeks), Hush (3
weeks), The Nut (3 weeks), East Lynne (2
weeks), Boys Will Be Boys (2 weeks), The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (3 weeks), You'll
Find It Everywhere, Salvage (3 weeks),
Dream Street (13 weeks), Camille (4 weeks),
Woman's Place, One Arabian Night (4
weeks), The Conquering Power (3 weeks).
RANDOLPH— Ireland in Revolt, The
Charm School, Midsummer Madness, The
Kid (7 weeks), The Inside of the Cup (2
weeks), Forbidden Fruit (2 weeks), The
Love Special, Buried Treasure, The Passion
Flower, The Gilded Lily, The City of Silent
Men, Sentimental Tommy, The Idol of the
North, What Every Woman Knows, White
and Unmarried, Wedding Bells, One a Minute, Too Much Speed (2 weeks), The
Woman God Changed, Peck's Bad Boy, The
Foolish Matrons, The Conquest of Canaan,
Crazy to Marry, The Ten Dollar Raise, The
Three Musketeers (8 weeks), Little Lord
Fauntleroy (3 weeks), 'Way Down East (4
weeks).
CENTRAL PARK— Isobel, The Passionate Pilgrim, The Easy Road.
PANTHEON— The Jucklins, The Branding Iron, The Furnace, The Mark of Zorro,
The Snob, The Great Lover, Lying Lips,
Paying the Piper, The Price of Possession,
The Kentuckians, Outside the Law, The Inside of the Cup, Kismet, A Small Town Idol,

What

They Ran at Chicago and Seattle

, in charge of the
Mason
L. H. Chica
go office, we are inNews,
debted for a representative list of
the pictures which have played the Wines.
dy City's
run theatr
The
billsfirstreported,
however, have not
all been for the same theatres and in consequence the list is variegated.
Seattle " First Run " wires from W. A.
Prager are as regular as they are expensive. They arrive each week well in advance of the dead line and the list presented herewith admits of some interesting deductions, among which is that Seattle theatres are not following the lead
of any other city in selecting attractions.
For instance, the inquisitive person
will find missing from the Seattle list
many pictures that Eastern exhibitors
have considered real box office bets. Also
that if any producer has a string on any
of these theatres it is not apparent in the
bookings. Famous Players-Lasky pictures play one house, one week and another the next. Ditto, First National.

TO

The Home Stretch, A Message from Mars,
The Devil, Good Women.
TIVOLI— Isobel, Not Guilty, One Man
in a Million, The Kid, The Easy Road, Beau
Revel, Old Swimmin Hole, Mamma's Affair,
Love Special, Jim the Penman, The Passion
Flower, Courage, The Gilded Lily, Bob
Hampton of Placer, What Every Woman
Knows, The City of Silent Men, Passion,
Peck's Bad Boy, Wedding Bells, The Foolish
Matrons, Mother O' Mine, Stranger than
Fiction, Man, Woman, Marriage, Ten Dollar
Raise, The Child Thou Gavest Me, Sowing
the Wind, The Hell Diggers, The Cup of
Life, Footlights, A Midnight Bell, The Sign
on the Door, Woman's Place, Pilgrims of
the Night, The Sheik, Enchantment.
ROOSEVELT — Prisoners of Love,
Through the Back Door, Bob Hampton of
Placer, Straight from Paris, Reputation,
Snowblind, Scrap Iron (2 weeks), Wet Gold,
Mother O' Mine, Carnival, The Affairs of
Anatol (2 weeks), Beating the Game, The
Old Nest (2 weeks), The Hell Diggers, The
Invisible Power, Dangerous Curve Ahead,
A Midnight Bell, Cappy Ricks, Doubling for
Romeo, Experience, The Poverty of Riches,
The Sheik (2 weeks), Don't Tell Everything
(2 weeks).
CHICAGO THEATRE— Two Minutes To
Go, After the Show, Under the Lash, Torable David, The Lotus Eater.
LA SALLE— Theodora (3 weeks).
WOOD'S— the Queen of Sheba (5 weeks).
Beauty (2 deeks), Without Limit, The
Leopard Woman, Ducks and Drakes, The
House That Jazz Built, Through the Back
Door
(2 weeks),
Jerry,Foolish
MotherMatrons,
o' Mine,A
Two Weeks
With Pay,
Private Scandal, The Outside Woman, The
Ten-Dollar Raise (2 weeks), I Am Guilty,
The Birth of a Nation, A Kiss in Time, One
Wild Week, Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse (3 weeks), A Virgin Paradise, The
Cup of Life, The Queen of Sheba (3 weeks),
Queen of Sheba, Everything for Sale, The
Man from Lost River, The Speed Girl, The
Night Rose, Thunderclap.

—SEATTLE—
CLEMMER THEATRE — Occasionally
Yours, The Mark of Zorro, The Misfit Wife,
U. P. Trail, The Stealers, The Love Light,
The Whisper
Misleading
Lady,BigCinderella's
The
Market,
Happiness, Twin,
Polly
with a Past, The Greater Claim, The Nut,
The Magnificent Brute, All Dolled Up, The
Saphead, The Off-Shore Pirate, Reputation,
Cheated Love, The Man Tamer, Christmas
Eve at Pilot Butte, Billions, The Fighting
Lover, The Kiss, The Last Card, Short
Skirts, Luring Lips, A Daughter of the Law,
Opened Shutters, Extravagance, The Rowdy,
No Woman Knows, The Silver Lining,
Moonlight •Follies, Camille (2 weeks), The
Fox, The Rage of Paris, Nobody's Fool, Conflict (2 weeks), The Millionaire, False Kisses.
LIBERTY— An Old-Fashioned Boy, The
Testing Block, Godless Men, The Charm
School,lions,Hold
Horses,SilkBrewster's
The Kid Your
(2 weeks)
Hosiery, MilThe
Fighting Schoolmaster, The Killer, Paying
the
The OldKazan,
Swimmin'
Pullspiper,
the String,
The Hole,
Easy Bunty
Road,
One Man in a Million, The Love Special,
Proxies, Bob Hampton of Placer, The Home
Stretch, Snow Blind, Scrap Iron, Lessons in
Love, Too Much Speed, Sham, The Whistle, The Conquest of Canaan, Made in
Heaven, Crazy to Marry, The Midnight Bell,
The Hell Diggers, The Blot, Beating the
Game,
TheThe
GirlIdle
fromClass
God's
Country,A Passing Thru,
(2 weeks),
Trip
to Paradise, Pilgrims of the Night, The Great
Impersonation, Two Minutes to Go, My
Lady Friends, Woman's Place, The Son of
Wallingford, The Silent Call.
COLISEUM— Dinty, The Gilded Lily,
What Every Woman Knows, The Oath,
The Passion Flower, The City of Silent
Men, Gypsy Blood, The Sky Pilot, Hush,
Trust Your Wife, Salvation Nell, The Great
Moment, One a Minute, The Sign on the
Door, A Daughter of the Law, At the End
of the World, Nobody, Stranger Than Fiction, Cappy Ricks, Dangerous Curve Ahead,
After the Show, One Arabian Night, Three
Word Brand, Little Lord Fauntleroy, Footlights, Bits of Life, The Wonderful Thing,
Wealth, The Invisible Fear, All for a Woman.
STRAND— The County Fair, Idols of
Clay, Isobel, Midsummer Madness, The
Truth About Husbands, Outside the Law,
The Inside of the Cup, The Devil, The Greatest Love, The Passionate Pilgrim, The Affairs of Anatol (2 weeks), The Three Musketeers (2 weeks), Disraeli, 'Way Down
East (2 weeks), Ladies Must Live, The Iron
Trail, The Sheik (3 weeks).
WINTERGARDEN
THEATRE — The
Stealers, A Slave of Vanity, The Nut, The
Price of Marriage, East Lynne, What
Women Will Do, The Spenders, The Price
of Possession, Dangerous Pastime, The
Mask, Dream Street (2 weeks), The Girl
from the Marshcroft, Through the Back
Door, The Rider of the King Log, The Servant in the House, Dangerous Toys, The
Red Demon, East Lynne, The Man Who,Over the Wire, Lavander and Old Lace, Quo
Vadis, Life's Darn Funny, Hearts Are
Trumps, After Your Own Heart, Over the
Hill (2 weeks), The Case of Becky, Dream
Street, Dempsey-Carpentier (2 weeks),
Shams of Society, Beyond the Law, Her
Winning Way, Where Lights Are Low. The
Affairs of Anatol.
BLUE

MOUSE — Lying
Lips, Black
{Continued in center column)
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GRAND— Idols of Clay, The Master Mind,
Hush, Good References, My Lady's Latch
Key, Passion, Peaceful Valley, What's
Worth While, The Nut, The Faith Healer,
Man, Woman, Marriage, Isobel, Bob Hampton of Placer, The Old Swimmin' Hole, Lessons in Love, Sowing The Wind, Peck's Bad
Boy, My Lady's Latch Key, Scrambled
Wives, The Sky Pilot, Not Guilty, Courage,
Scrap Iron, The Scoffer, The Devil's Garden,
Stranger Than Fiction, In the Heart of a
Fool, Mamma's Affair, Unseen Forces, The
Woman in His House, The Sign on the Door,
The Love Light, Playthings of Destiny,
Habit, The Child Thou Gavest Me, Bits of
Life, Serenade, Golden Snare, Wedding Bells,
Cappy Ricks, The Wronderful Thing, Two
Minutes
To Go, Her Social Value, Tol'able
David.
OLYMPIC— To Please One Woman, The
Jucklins, Heliotrope, Forbidden Fruit (3
weeks), Inside of the Cup (2 weeks), Paying
the
Piper,The
BeauGilded
Revel,Lily,
O'Malley
of the
Mounted,
The Witching
Hour, What Every Woman Knows, The
Home Stretch, Sentimental Tommy, Too
Wise Wives, Buried Treasure, The Passionate Pilgrim, Sacred and Profane Love, Deception, Proxies, A Wise Fool, Woman God
Changed, The Lost Romance, Behind Masks,
Appearances, The Wild Goose, Life, The
Whistle, The Great Moment (2 weeks), Princess of New York, Crazy to Marry, At the
End of the World, Footlights, Affairs of
Anatol (2 weeks), Experience, After the
Show, Ladies Must Live, Three Word Brand,
Under the Lash, Enchantment, The Sheik,
Don't Tell Everything.
CAMERAPHONE— Something Different,
A Child For Sale, All Soul's Eve, What Happened to Rosa, Godless Men, North Wind's
Malice, The Snob, Out-Side the Law, Dynamite Allen, Sin That was His, The Devil,
Ducks and Drakes, Blind Wives, Roads
of Destiny, Prisoners of Love, Headin' Home,
Two Weeks With Pay, Blind Love, Don't
Call Me Little Girl, Don't Neglect Your Wife,
A Private Scandal Reputation, Tale of Two
Worlds, The March Hare, Such a Little
Queen, Gilded Lies, The Fighter, Moonlight
and Honeysuckle, One Wild Week, Little
Italy, Keeping Up With Lizzie, The Old Nest,
Everything for Sale, Dangerous Curve Ahead,
Dawn of the East, The Speed Girl, Charge It,
Sting of the Lash, Morals, Conflict, The Case
of Becky, The Invisible Fear, For Those
We Love.
MINERVA— The New York Idea, County
Fair (2 weeks), Panthea, The Sin That was
His, Godless Men, Up in Mary's Attic, Everybody's Sweetheart, Madonnas & Men (2
weeks), Blind Wives, Hard Luck, Out of the
Chorus, The Heart of Maryland, East Lynne,
The Marriage Gamble, The Silver Car, Closed
Doors, Dangerous Pastime, Hunger of the
Blood, If Women Only Knew, Beach of
Dreams, The Mask, The Thinker, Marayna,
Home Stuff, Silver Lining, That Something,
The Raiders, The Journey's End, Manhattan
Madness, The Old Nest, The Cup of Life,
The Midnight Riders, The Fox, Dawn of the
East.
LIBERTY— The Charm School, Kismet,
Testing Block, Midsummer Madness, The
Kid, To Please One Woman, Passion, Forbidden Fruit, The Nut, Lying Lips, ManWoman-Marriage, Isobel, The Passion Flower, The Oath, The Old Swimmin' Hole, Bob
Hampton of Placer, Through the Back Door,
Easy
Sowing the Wind, Peck's Bad Boy, The
Road, Too Much Speed, Not Guilty, Courage,
The Traveling Salesman, White and Unmar-

The

List
and

from

Pittsburgh

Minneapolis

PITTSBURGH has a lot of first run
theatres and a long list of " First
copy, thanks
ndent. to E. A. Wheellocal "correspo
er,Run
More than a dozen houses in the down
town district play the pick of the pictures and besides some noteworthy indefinite engagements have been put over
in other theatres.
Pittsburgh is one big city where feature pictures and the shorter lengths are
still counted on as the box office magnet, with music and the ballet not billed
above the film part of the show. In
other words, in Pittsburgh a picture show
is still a picture show, and not half given
over to grand opera and the ballet.
—MINNEAPOLISNEW GARRICK THEATRE— Oh, Lady,
Civilian Clothes, Nineteen and Phyllis, Held
by the Enemy, The Devil's Garden, My
Lady's Latch Key, She Couldn't Help It,
Conrad in Quest of His Youth, Officer 666,
Passion, Billions, The North Wind's Malice,
Women Men Love, Kazan, Trust Your Wife,
The Frontier of the Stars (2 weeks), Paying
the Piper, Jim the Penman, The Oath, Playthings of Destiny, His Friend and His Wife,
The Little Lady of the Big House, The
Road of Ambition.
NEW LYRIC— Behold My Wife, The
Furnace, The Woman in His House, Heliotrope, Kismet (2 weeks), The Love Flower,
Passion, Godless Men, Black Beauty, Forbidden Fruit, What Every Woman Knows,
Man Woman Marriage, Gilded Lily, Reputation, Deception, The Lost Romance, Midsummer Madness, Sowing the Wind, The
Great Moment.
BLUE MOUSE— The Mark of Zorro (2
weeks), To Please One Woman, The Life of
the Party, Mid-Channel, The Greatest Love,
Panthea, The Love Light, Hush, The Last
of the Mohicans, Brewster's Millions, The
Ghost in the Garret, Madonnas and Men,
The Dollar a Year Man. Through the Back
Door (2 weeks), Are All Men Alike.
STRAND — Dangerous Business, So Long
Letty, Cinderella's Twin, An Old Fashioned
Boy, The Kid, Something Different, Fickle
Women, The Truth About Husbands.
STATE— Isobel, or The Trail's End, The
Old Swimming Hole, Hold Your Horses,
The Mistress of Shenstone, Duck and
Drakes, The Charm School, Bob Hampton
of Placer, Made in Heaven, Gypsy Blood,
The Sky Pilot, White and Unmarried, Two
Weeks with Pay, Scrap Iron, Too Much
Speed, Wedding Bells, The City of Silent
Men, The Midnight Bell, Stranger Than
Fiction, Beating the Game, Child Thou
Gavest Me, The Serenade, The Hell-Diggers,
The Sign on the Door, The Conquest of
Canaan, One Wild Week, Burn 'Em Up
Barnes, From the Ground LTp, The Sheik (2
weeks).
AUDITORIUM— The Three Musketeers
(3 weeks), Little Lord Fauntleroy (2 weeks).
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PITTSBURG— Cont'd
ried, Stranger Than Fiction, The Devil's Gar-i
den. In the Heart of a Fool, The Ten Dollar
Raise, The Journey's End, The Woman in
His House, Burn 'Em Up Barnes, Playthings
of Destiny, Habit, The Child Thou Gavest
Me, Bits of Life, Serenade, The Golden Snare,
Wedding Bells, Cappy Ricks, The Wonderful
Thing, Two Minutes To Go, The Sheik.
REGENT— Idols of Clay, The Master
Mind, The Life of the Party, Peaceful Valley,
Rookies Return, Good References, My Lady's
Latch Key, Brewster's Millions, Nineteen
and Phyllis, Heliotrope, The Faith Healer,
Inside the Cup, Paying the Piper, Small Town
Idol, Polly with a Past, Straight is the Way,
His Greatest Sacrifice, Straight from Paris,
Lessons in Love, The Dollar a Year Man,
The Passionate Pilgrim, Scrambled Wives,
The Sky Pilot, Kazan, Idol of the North,
Scrap Iron, The Scoffer, I Am Guilty, Life,
One a Minute, Mamma's Affair, Lavander
and Old Lace, Crazy To Marry, The Sign
on the Door, Mother O'Mine, The Northern
Trail, Passing Through, The Golem, The
Foolish Age, The Girl From God's Country,
Jim the Penman, Poverty of Riches, The
Man from Lost River, Her Social Value, Pilgrims of the Night.
SAVOY— The Iron Rider, Kismet (2
weeks), The Thief, Just Pals, Number 17, I
Prairie Trails, Cheaters Reformed, Two
Moons, Dynamite Allen, Lying Lips (2 1
weeks), The Road Demon, Small Town Idol,
Bare Knuckles, Hands Off, His Greatest
Sacrifice, Straight from Paris, Through the
Back Door (2 weeks), Colorado Pluck, Skirts,
Riders of the Purple Sage, A Ridin' Romeo,
Kazan, Wet Gold, I am Guilty, Big Town
Round Up, Snowblind, Rainbow Trail,
Straight from the Shoulder, Man of the Forest, After Your Own Heart, Burn-Em-UpBarnes, The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, When a
Man Sees Red, Over the Hill (9 weeks), The
Primal Law.
BLACKSTONE— The Charm School, She
Couldn't Help It, The Testing Block. The
Rookies Return, The Frontier of the Stars,
Price of Possession, Brewster's Millions, The
Kentuckians, The Devil, Ducks and Drakes,
The Love Special, What Women Will Do,
Truth About Husbands, Straight is the Way,
Reputation, The City of Silent Men (2 weeks),
Prisoners of Love, Dollar a Year Man, Two
Weeks With Pay, The Easy Road, Too Much I
Speed (2 weeks), Sham, The Traveling Sales- i
man, White and Unmarried, Salvage, The
March Hare, One a Minute, Wealth, One
Wild Week, The Foolish Matrons. The Conquest of Canaan,
It, Mother
Dangerous
Curve Charge
Ahead, No
Woman O'Mine,
Knows, ]
The
Speed Conflict,
Girl, Beyond,
The ofGirlRiches,
from God's
Country,
Poverty
Man
from outLost
River,
The
Ace
of
Hearts,
WithBenefit of Clergy.
COLUMBIA— A Thousand to One, Danger
Valley, Man from Nowhere, The Kid (4
weeks), If Only Jim, Outside the Law.
LOEW'S LYCEUM— The Misleading
Lady, All Soul's Eve, Hearts are Trumps,
Cinderella's Twin, Poor Simp, The Marriage
of William Ashe, Offshire Pirate, The Outside woman, The Lure of Youth (2 weeks),
Extravagance, The House that Jazz Built,
Puppets of Fate, The Star Rover. A Message
from Mars, The Little Fool, Unchartered
Seas,
Coincidence,
Card.
Me Little
Girl, TheThe
ManLast
Who,
LiveDon't
and Call
Let
Live, The Greater Profit, Fine Feathers, Big
Game, The Case of Becky, Over the Wire,
Poppy, The Match Breaker. Her Face Value,
A Trip to Paradise, The Infamous Miss
Revell. Garments of Truth.

Dec? m her 31, 1921
—KANSAS
CITYNEWMAN THEATRE— Forbidden Fruit,
H Lying Lips, The Passionate Pilgrim, MaraI ma's Affair, The Witching Hour, Not Guilty,
II What Every Woman Knows, The Love
I Special, Bob Hampton of Placer, Man, Wom\ an Marriage, The City of Silent Men,
[1 Two Wise Wives, The Passion Flower, The
I Woman in His House, Too Much Speed,
The Lost
Love,Gilded
LI) Lessons
Bad Boy,in The
Lily, Romance,
The Oath,Peck's
One
I) a Minute, Playthings of Destiny, The Great
-|| Moment, The Sign on the Door, Nobody,
l The Hell Diggers, Wedding Bells, The End
T| of the World, Experience, The Child Thou
|: Gavest Me, The Affairs of Anatol, FootI lights, The Idle Class, The Three Mus|l keteers, Bits of Life, One Arabian Night,
I, Cappy Ricks, After the Show, The Wonder-|i
ful Thing,
Under Disraeli.
the Lasfi, The Sheik, Don't
I Tell
Everything,
NEW ROYAL— The Kid (2 weeks), Midr. Channel, The Price of Possession, The Easy
s i Road, What's Worth While, Ducks and
; Drakes, Education of Elizabeth, Scrambled
k Wives, The Old Swimmin' Hole, Trust Your
I Wife, Hush, Two Weeks With Pay, Small
Town Idol, Sentimental Tommy, White and
1; ■ Unmarried, Courage, The Wild Goose, Peck's
i; Bad Boy, Scrap Iron, A Perfect Crime, The
rt Woman God Changed, The March Hare, A
|| Private Scandal, The Snob, Stranger Than
0| Fiction, The Conquest of Canaan, Sacred and
is) Profane Love, One Wild Week, The Blot, A
\, Midnight Bell, Affairs of Anatol (2 weeks),
The Invisible Fear, The Three Musketeers
tA (2 weeks), Everything for Sale, The Great
n Impersonation, Over the Hill (3 weeks),
all i The Speed Girl, Woman's Place, Miss Lulu
or. ^ Bett.
NEW
TWELFTH
THEATRE — The
I,; I Last of the Mohicans, Love, Honor and
Behave, Chickens, Jesse James
Under the
Black Flag, O'Malley of the Mounted, The
Dollar a Year Man, The Kentuckians,
!i Straight is the Way, Playthings of Destiny,
:': The Devil's Garden, Kazan, The Home
Stretch, The Faith Healer, A Small Town
,t: Idol, The Traveling Salesman, The Mask,
k} A Tale of Two Worlds, Sham, The Sky Pilot, Scrap Iron, Life, Sheltered Daughters,
' Appearances, Proxies, A Wise Fool, The
, Idol of the North, Crazy to Marry, Snow, blind, The Girl in the Taxi, The Northern
,es'
Whistle,Wealth,
PassingA Through,
The
! ITrail,
OutsideTheWoman,
Virgin Parao' dise, Three Word Brand, The Golden Snare,
A Kiss in Time, Two Minutes to Go, Be^ yond, White Oak, The Night Horseman.
* ■ LIBERTY— Blackmail, The Devil, The
|jD I North Wind's Malice, The Furnace, Body
tlr and Soul, The Nut, Out of the Chorus, Polly
With a Past, Reputation, Through the Back
eer i Door, The Magic Cup, Isobel, Uncharted
(4 Seas, Land of Hope, The Little Clown, Wet
• Gold, Such a Little Queen, The Greater
inj Claim, Home Talent, I Am Guilty, Don't
ip!| i Call Me Little Girl, The Ten-Dollar Raise,
age I Carnival, Little Italy, Devotion, The Road
mt- to London, Foolish Matrons, The Old Nest
(s), (2 weeks), Moonlight
and Honeysuckle,
:ilt, No
Dangerous
Curve
Ahead,
Mother
Mine,
Woman
Knows,
Room
ando' Board,
Greater Than Love, A Certain Rich Man,
Y| ; Dream Street, Never Weaken, Burn 'Em Up
Let Barnes, Conflict. Dawn of the East.
Big
DORIC — Prisoners of Love, Eyes of the
Heart, Honest Hutch, Panthea, Blind Wives,
The County Fair (2 weeks), A Message from
I Mars, Going Some, All Soul's Eve, Boys
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What

Detroit,

and

Boston

Kansas

City

Played

cors City
g.
FRANK C. TRUE,
showin
a fine
respondent, makesKansa
ed
He has report the bills at five theatres with a regularity that equals clockwork. The Kansas City list is a notable
one in that it contains an extra large
number of real box office bets and an exr ofanshi
" flops,"
p of
ps small
the showm
to numbe
thanks perhaceedingly
Frank L. Newman and his staff.
In Detroit, we had a good man but we
lost him. Then we got another good
man, Frank Heffernan, and now the Detroit "First Runs " are coming through
again.
Boston's representation is not so much.
Correspondents have come and gone —
mostly gone. The result is an incomplete list that shows nothing that tfie
Boston theatres have played in recent
months. Here is another point where a
newspaper man is desired. Boston
exhibitors please recommend someone.
Will Be Boys, Hold Your Horses, Puppets
of Fate, Without Limit, The Saphead, The
Barbarian, The Price of Redemption, The
Rider of the King Log, Home Stuff, Guile
of Women, The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, The
Misleading Lady, Don't Neglect Your Wife,
Live and Let Live, Life's Darn Funny, An
Unwilling Hero, The Man Who, Over the
Wire, Beating the Game, Shams of Society,
The Old Nest, Moonlight Follies, Dangerous Curve Ahead (2 weeks), The Face of
the World, No Woman Knows, The Red
Viper, Where Lights Are Low, The Invisible
Power, From the Ground Up, The Mysteriour Rider, A Poor Relation, The Golem.
—BOSTONBEACON THEATRE— The Misleading
Lady, Cinderella's Twin, Something Different, Midsummer Madness, The First Born,
All Soul's Eve, The Snob, The Passionate
Pilgrim, The Inside of the Cup, Passion
Fruit, The Kid, The Plaything of Broadway,
Straight is the Way, Ducks and Drakes, The
Greater Claim, Out of the Chorus, The
Haunted House, Without Limit, Extravagance, Number, Please, Colorado, The Outside Woman, Hard Luck, Idol of the North,
Puppets of Fate.
PARK — A Thousand to One, The Sin
That Was His, Risky Business, Heliotrope,
Honor Bound, Pay the Piper, Beautifully
Trimmed, Outside the Law, A Shocking
Night, Lying Lips, The Unfortunate Sex,
What Happened to Rosa, Officer 666, A
Small Town Idol, The Torrent, The Mistress
of
Shenstone,
Girl,Crime,
Poor The
Girl,Haunted
What's
Worth
While, ARich
Perfect
House, Forbidden Fruit, Tiger True, The
Parish Priest, The Fire Cat, Luxury, The
Kentuckians.
GORDON SCOLLAY SQUARE OLYMPIA — Dinty, Nineteen and Phyllis, The Kid.
BOWDOIN SQUARE— Ireland in Revolt.
FENWAY— The Love Light.
TREMONT— Passion.
MAJESTIC— Kismet.
LIBERTY — Last of the Mohicans, Passion.

—DETROITADAMS THEATRE— The Cradle of
Courage, An Old Fashioned Boy, Habit, Kismet, Isobel, Earthbound, 19 and Phyllis, The
Charm School, Passion (2 weeks), The
Devil's Garden, Mama's Affair, The Old
Swimmin' Hole, Hold Your Horses, ManWoman-Marriage (2 weeks), The Love
Special, The Oath, Jim the Penman, What
Every Woman Knows, Lessons in Love, The
Girl in the Taxi, Gypsy Blood, Scrap Iron,
Beyond, One Arabian Night, Cappy Ricks
Wife Against Wife, The Three Musketeers,
Little Lord Fauntleroy (2 weeks).
BROADWAY STRAND— The Jucklins,
Midsummer Madness (2 weeks), The Passionate Pilgrim, The Frontier of the Stars,
Paying the Piper (2 weeks), Forbidden Fruit
(2 weeks), The Inside of the Cup, The Life
of the Party, The Gilded Lily (2 weeks), The
Testing Block, The Faith Healer, The Easy
Road, Proxies, Sentimental Tommy, Sacred
and Profane Love, The City of Silent Men,
Too Wise Wives, Deception, The Idol of the
North, Sham, At the End of the World, Affairs of Anatol, Experience, The Great Impersonation, The Sheik.
MADISON— The Truth About Husbands,
Billions, Hush, The Great Moment, The Love
Light, My Lady's Latchkey, The Kid (2
weeks), One Man in a Million, Not Guilty,
The Woman in His House, The Nut, Lying
Lips, Kazan, The Mask, The Witching Hour,
The Kentuckians, The Passion Flower, Sowing the Wind, Straight from Paris, Sky Pilot,
Bob Hampton of Placer, Through the Back
Door, Scrambled Wives, Footlights, The Blot,
Dangerous Curve Ahead, Carnival, The Wonderful Thing, The Invisible Fear.
WASHINGTON— The Plunger, Prairie
Trails, Dead Men Tell No Tales, The Scuttlers, Blind Wives, Number 17, The Last of
the Mohicans, The Mountain Woman, A
Thousand to One, The Road Demon, Outside
the Law, The U. P. Trail, Godless Men, The
Cheater Reformed, Know Your Men, Hands
Off, His Greatest Sacrifice, East Lynne, The
Heart of Maryland, Colorado Pluck, The
Wakefield Case, Beyond Price, Reputation,
Over the Hill (7 weeks), Queen of Sheba (2
weeks).
MAJESTIC— Love, Brewster's Millions,
Prisoners of Love, A Small Town Idol (2
weeks), The Home Stretch.
STRAND— The Truth About Husbands,
Nineteen and Phyllis, The Last of the Mohicans, Passion, The Great Advanture, Mamma's Affair, The First Born, The Trail's End,
The Inside of the Cup, Black Beauty, The
Old Swimmin' Hole, My Lady's Latch Key,
Jim The Penman, Lying Lips, Man Woman,
Marriage, The Passion Flower, The Oath,
The Sky Pilot, Peck's Bad Boy, Bob Hampton of Placer, Gypsy Blood, Scrap Iron, Lessons in Love, Not Guilty, Sowing the Wind,
Salvation Nell, Cabiria, The Golden Snare,
The Sign On the Door, A Midnight Bell,
Wedding Bells, Experience, The Hell Diggers, Disraeli, Way Down East (2 weeks)
Serenade, The Child Thou Gavest Me, One
Arabian Night, I Accuse, Woman's Place,
Bits of Life, Two Minutes To Go, The Wonderful Thing, Little Lord Fauntleroy, The
Three Musketeers.

Motion
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—BALTIMORENEW THEATRE — Madonnas and Men,
The Great Redeemer, Kismet, Cinderella's
Twin, The Charm School, The Love Flower,
Romance, The Rookies Return, The Greater
Claim, Silk Hosiery, Greatest Love, Outside
the Law, The Love Special, Beau Revel,
What Every Woman Knows, Buried Treasure, The Witching Hour, Puppets of Fate,
Black Roses, Reputation, Sacred and Profane Live, 'Way Down East (2 weeks), The
Affairs of Anatol (2 weeks), The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse (3 weeks), The
Three Musketeers, The Conquering Power,
The Queen of Sheba (2 weeks), 'Way Down
East, The Iron Trail.
PARKWAY— Idols of Clay, Hearts Arc
Trumps, To Please One Woman, The Sin
that Was His, The Life of the Party, Midsummer Madness, The Kentuckians, The
Jucklins, Forbidden Fruit, The Ghost in the
Garret* What's Worth While, The Passionate Pilgrim, Paying the Piper, The Easy
Road, Straight is the Way, The Dollar a
Year Man, Proxies, Made in Heaven, A
Voice in the Dark, Bunty Pulls the String,
A Message from Mars, See My Lawyer, The
Bronze Bell, One a Minute, Appearances,
The Wild Goose, Fine Feathers, Uncharted
Seas, Wealth, The Journey's End, Life's
Darn Funny, The Wakefield Case, Footlights,
Over the Wire, Passing Through, Is Life
Worth Living, Home Stuff, Garments of
Truth, The Infamous Miss Revell, Beyond,
Ladyfingers, The Affairs of Anatol, Her
Winning Way, Dangerous Lies, Exit the
Vamp, The Sheik, The Son of Wallingford.
WIZARD— Idols of Clay (2 weeks), To
Please One Woman, The Furnace, The Life
of the Party, Midsummer Madness, The
Kentuckians, The Jucklins, Forbidden Fruit
(2 weeks), What's Worth While, The Passionate Pilgrim, Paying the Piper, The Easy
Road, Straight is the Way, Ducks and
Drakes, Plaything of Broadway, The Outside Woman, The Little Clown, The Magic
Cup, Two Weeks With Pay, Sheltered
Daughters, A Private Scandal, Don't Call
Me Little Girl, The Faith Healer, The Land
of Hope, The March Hare, The House That
Jazz Built, Such a Little Queen, A Heart to
Let, A Kiss in Time, Moonlight and Honeysuckle, Footlights, One Wild Week, Quo
God's
Nest, The Girl from Benefit
Vadis, The OldSturdy
Oak, Without
Country, Her
of Clergy, Dangerous Curve Ahead, The
Golem (2 weeks), The Unpardonable Sin,
The Son of Wallingford.
RIVOLI— Go and Get It, Dangerous Business, Forty-five Minutes from Broadway,
The Mark of Zorro, Dinty, The Nut, The
Devil, Nineteen and Phyllis, Passion, The
Woman in His House The Passion Flower,
My Lady's Latch Key, Jim the Penman, The
Oath, Through the Back Door, Bob Hampton of Placer, Straight from Paris, Man,
Mamma's Affair, Peck's
Woman, Marriage, Blood,
Scrap Iron, The
Bad Boy, Gypsy
Girl in the Taxi, The Sky Pilot, Stranger
Than Fiction, Playthings of Destiny, Lessons in Love, The Golden Snare, Salvation
Nell, A Midnight Bell, Nobody, The Sign on
the Door, Scrambled Wives, Serenade, Wedding Bells, The Invisible Fear, Bits of Life,
Her Social Value, Two Minutes to Go, Woman's Place, One Arabian Night, The Wonderful Thing, The Child Thou Gavest Me, Torable David. The Lotus Eater.
STRAND— Out of the Chorus, The Song
of the Soul. All Soul's Eve, East Lynne,
Something Different, The Nut, Prisoners of

From
Denver, Baltimore
and New
Orleans

E. Cooptot C.showin
E, thanks
g.
a perfec
er, has almost
BALTIMOR
W. T. Morris, correspondent at
Denver, was faithful until two or three
months ago. Then he fell by the wayside, failing even to answer inquiring letters. Some Denver newspaper man in
need of a little extra jack and willing to
do a little work for it, please write.
From New Orleans, home of the Saenger Amusement Co., and our correspondent, W. A. Green, we have a complete record back to the time when this
city was added to the service, some six
months
Love, The Other Women, The Little Fool,
Milestones, A Small Town Idol (2 weeks),
A Perfect Crime, The Passionate Pilgrim,
Foolish Matrons, Home Talent, Little Italy,
Good Women, The Great Moment, The Old
Nest, Hold Your Horses, Isobel; or, the
Trails End, Good and Evil, The Mask, The
Great Impersonation, The Fall of Babylon.
NEW
weeks).

LYCEUM

— Over the Hill (3

FORD'S— Without Limit, A Small Town
Idol, The Woman Untamed, Dream Street
(2 weeks), Black Beauty.
CENTURY— The Gilded Lily, Deception,
Sentimental Tommy, Too Wise Wives, White
and Unmarried, Polly With a Past, The
Lost Romance, The Woman God Changed,
Too Much Speed, City of Silent Men, A
Wise Fool, Haunted House, Salvage, Life,
The Conquest of Canaan, The Hell Diggers,
The Great Moment, Experience, Cappy
Ricks, At the End of the World, The Great
Impersonation, After the Show, Disraeli,
Now or Never, Under the Lash, The Match
Breaker, Camille, Thunderclap, Ladies Must
Live, Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford, A Prince
There Was.
BOULEVARD— A Man's Home,
Foolish Age, Handcuffs or Kisses.

The

LOEW'S STATE— The Three Musketeers (3 weeks).
—NEW
ORLEANSSTRAND THEATRE — Prisoners of
Love, The Faith Healer, Lessons in Love,
Bob Hampton of Placer, Now or Never,
Nineteen and Phyllis, Trust Your Wife,
Sacred and Profane Love, The Furnace,
Gypsy Blood, Two Wise Wives, The Great
Moment, Deception, The Nut, Playthings of
Destiny, The Child Thou Gavest Me, Wedding Bells, The Old Nest, The Foolish Matrons, The Affairs of Anatol, Through the
Back Door, At the End of the World, Footlights, Experience, The Sheik, Don't Tell
Everything, Disraeli.
LIBERTY.— The Testing Block, The
Gilded Lily, The Oath, The Passion Flower,
Peck's Bad Boy, Trust Your Wife, Scrambled Wives, The Woman God Changed,
Mamma's Affair, The City of Silent Men,
O'Malley of the Mounted, Old Swimmin'
Hole, The Sign on the Door, Mother
O'Mine, I Am Guilty, The Whistle, Wet
Gold, What Every Woman Knows, Scrap
Iron, One Arabian Night, Woman's Place,
Why Girls Leave Home, Dangerous Curve
Ahead, Dream Street, Two Minutes To Go,
Dream Street, Camille.

Picture

News

TRIANON— The Riddle Woman, The
Frontier of the Stars, The Outside W oman,
The Girl in the Taxi, The Mask, The Idol
of the North, Don't Neglect Your Wife, The
Great Adventure, The Witching Hour, King,Queen.-Joker, Traveling Salesman, To Please
One Woman, The Golden Snare, The Land
of Hope, The Man Who, What's Worth
While, White and Unmarried, The Souls of
Men, A Kiss in Time, The Scoffer, Bucking
the Tiger, Too Much Speed, A Wise Fool,
The Old Nest, Everything for Sale.
PEARCE'S TUDOR— Black Roses, Women Men Love, Salvage, Blind Love, The
Woman Above Reproach, The County Fair,
Dangerous Toys, Women Who Wait, Reputation, Play Fair, Neglected Wives, A
Daughter of the Law, Up the Way with
Sally, Open Shutters, Where Lights Are
Low, The Sting of the Lash, The Foolish
Age, A Wife's Awakening, A Child for Sale,
The Fight of the Century, The Polish
Dancer, A Certain Rich Man, The Black
Panther's Cub, The Lure of Jade.
GLOBE— The Charm School, Off Shore
Pirates, Straight from Paris, The Love
Special, Extravagance, Out of the Chorus,
The March Hare, Behind Masks, Miracle of
Manhattan, The Easy Road, Too Much
Speed, Divorce of Convenience, The Greater
Claim, Two Weeks with Pay, Is Life Worth
Living, The Woman in His House, The Girl
from Nowhere, Life's Darn Funny, Scrap
Iron Dangerous Pastime, Remorseless Love,
Dawn of the East, Made in Heaven.
—DENVERWINTER GARDEN THEATRE. Blackmail, The Mark of Zorro.
AMERICA— Hold Your Horses, The
Riddle Woman, Just Out of College, The
Guile of Women, The Saphead, Godless Men,
The Kid (2 weeks), Prisoners of Love, Boys
Will Be Boys, Bunty Pulls the String, Dinty,
AHole,
VoiceScrambled
in the Dark,
Wives,TheA Old
Tale Swimmin'
of Two
World.s The Little Clown, Seven Years Bad
Luck, Prisoners of Love, Fickle Women,
Snowblind, An Unwilling Hero, Made in
Heaven, Bob Hampton of Placer, Peck's Bad
Boy, Wet Gold, Scrap Iron, Kazan, Wedding
Bells, The Sky Pilot, Playthings of Destiny.
RIALTO— The Charm School, The Jucklins, The Furnace, Brewsters Millions, The
Frontier of the Stars, The Furnace, The In- i
side of the Cup, Paying the Piper, Forbidden !
Fruit (2 weeks), The Easy Road, Beau Revel, The Witching Hour, Outside the Law,
The Gilded Lily, The Dollar a Year Man,
The Love Special, Polly with a Past, What
Every Woman Knows, The City of Silent
Men, Sentimental Tommy, Sacred and Profane Love, Deception, The Traveling Salesman, Through the Back Door, White and
Unmarried, The Woman God Changed, The
Man of the Forest, Too Much Speed (2
weeks), The Lost Romance, The Great Moment.
RIVOLI— Go and Get It. Blind Wives,
Peaceful Valley, Dead Men Tell No Tales,
The County Fair, Dangerous Business, The
Master Mind, Isobel, or the Trail's End, The
Thief,
Billions,
19 andLying
Phyllis,
Affair, The
Nut, Hush,
Lips,Mamma's
Chicken
in the Case, Small Town Idol, Black Beauty,
The Passion Flower. Skirts. The Face at
the
OtherWindow,
Woman.Don't Change Your Wife, The
theTABOR—
Snows. Something

Different.

Out of

December

31, 1 p 2 1

—ST. LOUISNEW GRAND CENTRAL— Dangerous
Business, Kismet, The Love Light, Nineteen
and Phyllis, The Woman in the House, The
Kid, Mamma's Affair, Lying Lips, Not
Guilty, Passion, Hush, Black Beauty, The
Nut, Trust Your Wife, The Old Swimmin'
Hole, Man, Woman, Marriage, Passion
Flower, Bob Hampton of Placer, Peck's Bad
Boy, Straight from Paris, Through the
Back Door, Lessons in Love, Playthings of
Destiny, Habit (2 weeks), Scrap Iron, Courage, Gypsy Blood, Wedding Bells, Foolish
Matrons, Stranger than Fiction, The Sign
on the Door, Experience, A Midnight Bell,
The Child Thou Gavest Me, Disraeli, Charge
It, Affairs of Anatol, One Arabian Night,
Pilgrims of the Night, The Golden Snare,
Her Social Value, What Do Men Want.
WM. FOX LIBERTY— Dice of Destiny,
The Thief, Blind Wives, Prairie Trails, The
U. P. Trail, Wing Toy, The Road to Ambition, The Mountain Woman, Forbidden
Fruit, The Road Demon, Madam X, The
Golden Trail, Know Your Men, Hands Off,
His Greatest Sacrifice, One Man in a Million, Dream Street, Over the Hill (3 weeks),
The Night Horsemen (2 weeks), Thunderclap, Perjury, Why Girls Leave Home, Birth
of a Nation, The Queen of Sheba (3 weeks).
MISSOURI— Conrad in Quest of His
Youth, Bunty Pulls the String, Midsummer
Madness, The Testing Block, Forbidden
Fruit, The Frontier of the Stars, Polly with
a Past, Paying the Piper, Brewster's Millions, Chickens, Ducks and Drakes, O'Malley of the Mounted, The Witching Hour,
The Gilded Lily, The Devil, The Love Special, One a Minute, The City of Silent Men,
The Dollar a Year Man, Inside the Cup, The
Concert, Deception, Small Town Idol, The
Easy Road, Two Week's Pay, Now or Never,
The Woman God Changed (2 weeks), Too
Much Speed, A Private Scandal, Among
Those Present, Proxies, The March Hare,
Wealth, The Whistle, The Old Nest, The
Great Moment, The Hell Diggers, One Wild
Week, I Do, At the End of the World, Cappy
Ricks, Footlights, Under the Lash, Conquest
of Canaan, The Sheik (2 weeks), Get-RichQuick Wallingford.
DEL MONTE— What Happened to Rosa,
The Jucklins, Midsummer Madness, Prisoners of Love, Godless Men, The Great Love,
The Ghost in the Garret, The Bait, Forbidden Fruit, All Souls' Eve, The Frontier of
the Stars, The Outside Woman, Polly with
a Past, The Highest Bidder, The Price of
Possession, His Own Law, Out of the
Chorus, East Lynne, The Plaything of
Broadway, The Gilded Lily, Paying the
Piper, Buried Treasure.
WEST END LYRIC — Kismet, Black
Beauty, Mamma's Affair, The Love Light,
Cinderella's Twin, You Can't Kill Love, The
Woman in the House, The Kid, Lying Lips,
The Golden Snare, Not Guilty, Passion,
Hush, The Nut, Trust Your Wife, The Old
Swimmin' Hole, Man, Woman, Marriage,
Passion Flower, Bob Hampton of Placer,
Peck's Bad Boy, Straight from Paris,
Through the Back Door, Lessons in Love,
Dream Street, A Divorce of Convenience, A
Message from Mars, Salvage, Gypsy Blood,
Wedding Bells, Foolish Matrons, Carnival,
The Sign on the Door, Experience, A Midnight Bell, The Child Thou Gavest Me, Disraeli, The Last Card, The Speed Girl, Her
Face Value.

—WASHINGTON—
St. Louis,

CRANDALL'S
METROPOLITAN —
Dinty, Dangerous Business, Passion (2
weeks), Peaceful Valley, Isobel, or the
Trail's-End, The Kid, My Lady's Latch Key,
The Offshore Pirate, The Scoffer, Old Dad,
The Greater Claim, Nineteen and Phyllis,
The Devil, Mamma's Affair, Bob Hampton
of Placer, The Passion Flower, Man Woman
Marriage, Peck's Bad Boy, Lessons in Love,
Jim the Penman, The Old Swimmin' Hole,
The Sky Pilot, Boys Will Be Boys, Courage,
Scrambled Wives, The Golden Snare, Wedding Bells, Over the Wire, The Midnight
Bell, Gypsy Blood, Stranger than Fiction,
Salvation Nell, The Child Thou Gavest Me,
The Old Nest, The Sign on the Door, Scrap
Iron, Dangerous Curve Ahead, Serenade,
Bits of Life, The Poverty of Riches, Idle
Class, Why Girls Leave Home, One Arabian
Night,
A Man's Thing.
Home, Two Minutes To Go,
The Wonderful

Washington,

St. Paul

cameA.
"First yRun"
LOUIS regularl
ST.through
fromcopy
Paul
Yawitz, now writing exploitation
stories for the Fox Film Company. His
resignation made it necessary to break
in a new correspondent, G. E. Bell. The
result is a St. Louis list not quite comWashington is represented 49 weeks of
plete.
the 52, thanks to W. A. Pollock, correspondent at the Capital City. With a
five-hour mail delivery, perhaps he is not
entitled to any more credit that other
correspondents who made the dead line
a smaller number of times.
St. Paul has only one theatre in the
" First Run " column, the Capitol. L. C.
Calvert, managing director, furnishes us
with a copy of his program.

LOEWS COLUMBIA — Earthbound,
Midsummer Madness (2 weeks), Inside the
Cup (2 weeks), Forbidden Fruit (2 weeks),
The Gilded Lily (2 weeks), What Every
Woman Knows (2 weeks), The Faith
Healer, The Witching Hour, Lying Lips (2
weeks), Buried Treasure, Through the Back
Door, Woman God Changed, Dream Street
(2 weeks), The Wild Goose, A Wise Fool,
The Lost Romance, The Bronze Bell,
Proxies, The Great Moment, The Golem,
The Affairs of Anatol (3 weeks), The Three
Musketeers (2 weeks), Camille (2 weeks),
Ladies Must Live (2 weeks),. Way Down
East (2 weeks).

CRITERION— The Jucklins, Midsummer
Madness, Prisoners of Love, Godless Men,
Hold Your Horses, Hearts Are Trumps,
Something Different, The Saphead, She
Couldn't Help It, The Song of the Soul, The
Branding Iron, All Soul's Eve, Conrad in
Quest of His Youth, The Silver Lining.
STRAND— The Broken Gate, East Lynne
(2 weeks), Partners of the Tide, The Other
Woman, Sex.
KINGS— The Snob, The Girl Montana,
Her Lord and Master, The Home Stretch,
What Every Woman Knows, Such a Little
Queen, Behind Masks, Appearances, Fine
Feathers, Beating the Game, Life.
SHUBERT-JEFFERSON — Way Down
East, Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, The
Haunted House, Good Women, I Am Guilty,
Lessons in Love, Love, The Three Musketeers.

LOEW'S PALACE— The Mark of Zorro,
The Charm Girl, The Love Light, The
Rookies Return, The Marriage of William
Ashe, The Education of Elizabeth, The
Ghost in the Garret, The Price of Possession, The Nut, The Frontier of the Stars,
Brewster's Millions, Message from Mars,
The Love Special, The City of Silent Men,
Billions, Without Limit, The Home Stretch,
The Easy Road, Black Roses, The Traveling
Salesman, Sham, Carnival, White and Unmarried, The Idol of the North, Too Much
Speed, Salvage, The Foolish Matrons, I Am
Guilty, The Conquest of Canaan, Wealth,
Disraeli, Crazy to Marry, Passing Thru, A
Trip to Paradise, The Hell Diggers, The
Match Breaker, Cappy Ricks, Footlights,
The Great Impersonation, Ladyfingers, Exit
The Vamp, Enchantment, The Foolish Age,
There Are No Villains.

EMPRESS— Is Life Worth Living.
ROYAL— Two Wise Wives, The Faith
Healer, Temptation, Buried Treasure.
PERSHING— Idols of Clay, The Faith
Healer.
—ST. PAULCAPiTOL THEATRE— Civilian Clothes,
Nineteen and Phyllis, Kismet, My Lady's
Latch Key, Isobel or the Trail's End, Always Audacious, Old Swimmin' Hole, The
Devil, Off Shore Pirate, Lying Lips, Ducks
and Drakes, The Charm School, Midsummer Madness, The Passion Flower, Bob
Hampton of Placer, The Love Special, What
Every Woman Knows, The Sky Pilot, Lessons in Love, White and Unmarried, Two
Weeks with Pay, Scrap Iron, The Eternal
Miracle, Wedding Bells, The City of Silent
Men, The March Hare, Midnight Bell, The
Great Moment, The Child Thou Gavest Me.
Cappy Ricks, The Wonderful Thing.
The Hell Diggers, Conrad in Quest of His
Youth, The Conquest of Canaan, One Wild
Week, Footlights, Camille, The Cup of Life,
Woman's Place, From the Ground Up, Experience, Two Minutes To Go, The Sheik.

j Exhibitors
Will

Service Bureau

appear

next

week
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MOORE'S RIALTO— Once to Every
Woman, Milestones, Something Different,
Hush, Outside the Law, She Couldn't Help
It, Silk Hosiery, The Plaything of Broadway, Officer 666, The Concert, A Perfect
Crime, Black Beauty, Ducks and Drakes,
Kazan, Straight from Paris, Good Women,
Reputation, The Little Fool, Two Weeks
with Pay, The Scarab Ring, Hearts Are
Trumps, If I Were King, Uncharted Seas,
Private Scandal, Beau Revel, Charge It, The
March Hare, A Heart to Let, Ten Dollar
Raise, One Wild Week, At the End of the
World, Mother O'Mine, Without Benefit of
Clergy, Experience, Sowing the Wind, A
Yankee in King Arthur's Court, The Speed
Girl, After the Show, The Night Rose, Judgment, The Sheik (2 weeks), Under the Lash.
MOORE'S GARDEN — The Passionate
Pilgrim, East Lynne, the Untamed Woman,
Madonnas and Men.
CAPITOL— A Private Scandal.
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Exhibitor—
an
Were
By J. S. Dickerson
I'd:

In One of the Big Towns
I'd:
Play the good ones for extended runs.
Lay off the bad ones.
Keep an eye out for real melodrama and
farce comedy that was good enough to make
even the newspaper men laugh.
Be willing to play along with the chap who
has an entertaining independent picture that he
wanted to get off to a good start.
Look twice before I booked a foreign picture,
especially if it was a costume bill.
Try to keep my features down to five and six
reel lengths.
Book every good short reel subject I could
get and then give it its share of the billing.
Tell the producers to keep their twenty-four
sheets and spend the same amount of money in
exploitation that somebody might notice.
Get acquainted with all the newspaper boys
myself and see that my employees treated their
" Annie Oakley's " with respect, not with distain.
Fire any usher I ever caught taking a tip —
or getting fresh — or up stage — or too big for
his job.
Let the other fellow play the toe dancers —
unless I could pick up a celebrity for a week
or so.
Go as easy as I could on the grand opera
and still keep the music nuts coming.
Be around the house often enough and long
enough and unexpectedly enough, so I would
know who was earning his money and who
wasn't.
Listen to my scenic artist rave about the art
of the futuristic stuff and then tell him to paint
the set so people would know what it was supposed to be.
Never let my specialty artists take a curtain
call. They get paid for doing their act — not
bowing.
Watch my projection. A lot of people have
bad eyesight.
Refuse to book a picture that was mostly subtitles. Lots of people can't read and a lot more
don't like to.
Hire a ticket seller who didn't look like a
wax figure and who could smile once in the
while — raise her wages if she would do it.
Have a room where mama could leave the
baby with a motherly old lady.
Advertise my shows consistently but leave
out the bull.
Play Mary Pickford, Doug. Fairbanks,
Charlie
Chaplin, Norma Talmadge, if I didn't
make a cent.
And a lot of other things I can't think of
now.

I'd:
In One of the Middle Class Cities
Play the good ones a week — maybe.
Lay off the bad ones.
Think twice before I educated my patrons
to a fifty-piece orchestra.
Play stars as much as possible so long as the
price was right.
Make my theatre as homelike as I could.
Use local talent whenever I could find some
one who had something.
Dominate the movie section by being a good
advertiser and a friend of the guy who had
charge of it.
Never miss a bet when it came to helping
along in local charities or other popular movements.
Know the city officials, the newspaper men,
the sky pilots, etc., by their first names — but
be chary about using them.
Get up a mailing list that was more than a
jumble of names and then print a house organ
with the help of local merchants that would
be a movie magazine by itself.
Use a lot of hokum exploitation when I had
the right kind of picture, but go slow on the
serious dramas.
Use plenty of display space in the newspapers
with scene cuts and considerable about the bill
I was playing — not just the feature alone.
Never tell 'em I had a knockout when I knew
it was a flop.
Never quote New York — it's a red flag.
Never let any long-haired musician get the
idea he was running the show — when he got
temperamental
I'd break his heart by getting
him
his hat.
Hire a nice old granddaddy as door man —
dress him up in tuxedo, evenings — no brass buttons.
Fix up a nice lobby display once in the while
and get a two column front page story in both
the morning and evening paper on what a clever
guy I was — also a lot of free advertising for
the show.
Keep the house clean — warm in the winter —
cool in the summer if possible.
Change my admission price according to the
attraction- — maybe — if it worked out well.
Give 'em good music but not so good that the
sheriff
the
key.began to think about coming around for
Be on the job myself so much that the help
would wonder which one I had my eye on.
Play Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Norma
Talmadge and Doug if I didn't make a cent.
And do a lot of things I can't think of now.

In One of The Burgs
Playoutthe good ones long enough to get 'em
all
Lay off the bad ones — positively
Never book a costume bill — unless it was
something that couldn't fail.
Fire the pianist or organist about once a
month and get a new one who knew some different tunes.
Figure on doing capacity about once a week
with a special at advanced prices.
Pay regular money for the good stuff, but
be tight on any of the ordinary features.
Never miss a picture that I could get the
schools, the churches, the lodges, etc., to help
put over.
Play no benefits — help one organization and
you can never stop.
Know every patron by name, where he likes
to see, and the kind of pictures he enjoys.
Keep the house above reproach along moral
lines.
Tolerate no bums, drunks, questionable characters or rouch necks.
Yank the first kid who started to get noisy
out of his seat, escort him to the door, give
him back his ten cents and invite him back when
he thinks he can behave.
Listen to all the small town belles relate the
details about what a good picture they saw at
the city — explain when I intended to play it or
lie plausably the reason I wasn't.
Be a part of the town — a booster for the base
ball team — a donator to its charities, etc., but
no aspirant for its official honors.
Help the editor get out the paper and incidentally make up all the odd spaces with movie
stuff.
Stay sober and be respectable whether I
wanted to or not.
Take the Motion Picture News and knowmore about what was in it than the gang that
gets it out.
Have a copy of the Booking Guide on tap
whenever a film salesman came along. Convince him that I knew more about the picture
business than he did.
Never write a letter to a film exchange asking
for a price. It's useless.
Play Norma Talmadge, Charlie Chaplin, Mary
their
dates. and pray that it wouldn't rain on
and Doug
And a lot of other things I can think of but
haven't space to relate.
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Producers
ABOUT

PICTURES

Goldwyn
Releases
Due
Soon
tion. Itwas founded upon a magayear " The Sin Flood " and
IN carrying out its new
zine story by John Frederick and
policy of "Big Pictures with
was directed by Rowland V. Lee
red Players " Goldwyn is
Featu
Virginia Valli, Will Walling, Gor«
" Grand Larceny "
preparing six big new productions
don Russell, Raymond Cannon,
Head List
for release to exhibitors early in
Shannon Day, Virginia Madison,
the new year.
Gordon Russell, Fred Kohler and
These six photoplays will com- attention. Elliott Dexter and the Jack
Curtis are in the cast.
prise the third group of releases of
the Goldwyn fifth year product.
beautiful Claire Windsor are fea"The Wall Flower," Rupert
"The Sin Flood" heads the six.
tured, with Roy Atwell, Tom Gal- Hughes new photoplay, directed by
lery and Richard Tucker in the himself, in which Colleen Moore is
Theonestory
"Thedramatic
Sin Flood"
is
of told
the in
most
and cast. Wallace Worsley directed.
featured, is in the list of six new
soul-searching that the films have
"Doubling
for
Romeo"
is a Goldwyn pictures. It is another
screen
comedy
that,
while
totally
Hughes portrayal of everyday
yet produced and the cast is announced as the most perfect that different from Goldwyn's great American home life. Richard Dix,
Goldwyn has ever assembled for fourth year comedy, "Scratch My Gertrude Astor, Laura Laplante,
any production. Helene Chadwick
mayhigh
yet position
be compared
with Tom Gallery, Rush Hughes, son of
and Richard Dix are featured in Back,"
it for the
it is going
the author, Dan Todd, Fanny
the production. James Kirkwood, to hold among the year's screen the
Stockbridge
and Emily Rait are in
cast.
Ralph Lewis, Will Walling Wil- comedies. Will Rogers has the
liam Orlamond, Otto Hoffman, L. comedy role of his screen career as
Mary Roberts Rinehart, one of
H. King, Darwin Karr, John Step- the Arizona cowpuncher who America's most popular novelists
Marie Prevost, Universal star, appearpling and Howard Davies are seen breaks into the "movies." "He and playwrights, turned original
in excellent roles, each giving a gives a great performance in a scenario writer for the occasion, is
ing in " A Parisian Scandal "
carefully etched character por- great comedy" is the word from
trayal. Frank Lloyd directed the the Goldwyn office. Clarence represented by "The Glorious
Veiller to Screen Own
a comedy with a strong
picture, J. G. Hawks adapted the Badger has directed the picture Fool,"
situation. Helene Chadfine sense of humor. Sylvia dramatic
Story for Metro
wick and Richard Dix are featured
story from the drama, "Synda- with
floden,"
by the Henning
Swedish Berger.
novelist Breamer and Sydney Ainsworth in the production with Kate Lester,
Bayard Veiller, stage producer and
playwright,
head the supporting cast. Elmer L. Otto Hoffman, Theodore von
and playwright, is about to produce
Rice fashioned the original story — Eltz, Vera Lewis, John Ince and
Albert
Payson
Terhune's
drama
one of his own original stories for of modern marriage and some of with the aid of Will Rogers and others
in the cast. E. Mason HopMetro. Bert Lytell, star of the the modern ills that afflict it, Will Shakespeare.
per directed. There is in this
Metro producing unit of which Mr. "Grand Larceny," is a thrilling
"His Back Against the Wall" is photocomedy the strongly romantic
Veiller is director, will play in the photoplay about everyday, natural a new sort of western photo- twist which has made Mrs. Rhinehuman beings placed in a false and comedy in which Raymond Hatton, hart so popular with readers and
stellar role.
De Witt Jennings and Sylvia difficult situation through a the featured player, gives an un- theatre patrons.
usual screen comedy characterizaBreamer will appear in prominent woman's love for admiration and
parts.
In the new story Mr. Lytell will
be seen as a whimsical amateur de- 12 Weeks
Pictures
of Hodkinson
tective who, because of his efforts
lieved by Hodkinson to be the first
bookingsis Francesca Theatre, in one in the history of the industry
in his avocation, stumbles upon an ONEever ofnoted
the inlongest
the industry
important government problem and
in which the production of any one
one announced this week
'Frisco, Books for
solves it.
whereby' the Francesca theatre in
company
have weeks
playedrunning.
an engage12 Solid Weeks
ment of twelve
This
The story has been prepared for San Francisco, under the management of R. E. Sharbara, will show
the screen by Lenore Coffee of
definitely establishes Hodkinson
Hodkinson released productions for
product in the San Francisco field,
Metro's scenario staff.
a period of twelve solid weeks. The "At the Sign of the Jack O'Lan- a territory in which the releases of
tern," "Heart's Haven," and "The the Hodkinson Corporation, are ably
contract provides for an extensive
exploitation campaign which will be Grey Dawn" have not yet been re- handled by S. Vogel and J. P.
leased. "Cameron" will be red by the Hodkinson branch
Lon Chaney Completes conducte
in San Francisco.
leased late in December, "Jack Meehan, Division Managers.
in January and "Heart's
Fourth for Goldwyn
Beginning with the week of De- O'Lantern"
Haven" and "The Grey Dawn" in
cember 10th, with "The Breaking February. The remaining produc- Katherine MacDonald
Lon Chaney has recently comtions in the schedule have all been
the productions included in
pleted the fourth Goldwyn picture Point,"
the
engagement,
and the dates, are
Films Near Finish
in which he has had a leading role as follows : Week
released
since last April, with "Rip
of December
Van Winkle" and "Fifty Candles"
— "A Blind Bargain," made from 17th, "The Other Woman ;" week of October
directionat
and December releases re- camera
Chetis Withey's
Underwork
nearly finished
Barry Pain's novel, " The Octave December 24th, "A Certain Rich
spectively. The latter attraction,
the
Preferred
Pictures,
Los
Anof Claudius." Chaney has long Man;" week of December 31st, an Irvin V. Willat Production, was
been known as a wizard at making "Lavender and Old Lace ;" week of released as late as December 11th.
MacKatherine
on
studios
geles
Donald's newest Associated First
up for his parts, but in "A Blind January 7th, "The Journey's
The Francesca theatre has reEnd
;"
week
of
January
14th,
"Rip
Domestic
on.of "the
cently
changed
hands
and
under
National
Bargain," it is said, he has surRelations "producti
is the title
photopassed anything that he has accom- Van Winkle ;" week of January new management has been reselected
play
by
B.
P.
Schulberg,
plished in the past in the art of 21st, "God's Crucible;" week of
modeled and refurnished to an ex- president of the company.
William P. Carleton plays the
tent that places it on a plane with
make-up. He has a dual role in January 28th, "Fifty Candles;"
the new photoplay, that of a phy- week of February 4th, "Cameron of houses.
San Francisco's
leading
down-town
masculine
lead with Miss MacThe Francesca caters to Donald. Barbara
sician who conducts his experiments the Royal Mounted ;" week of FebLaMarr, who reruary
11th,
"At
the
Sign
of
the
the highest class of patronage, and
upon human beings, and that of a
cently
scored
with
Fairsince
its
recent
change
in
policy
the
banks and MargueriteDouglas
de La Motte
hunchback who is a sort of assis- Jack O'Lantern;" week of Febru- theatre has come to be recognized
ary
18th,
"Heart's
Haven"
and
in
"The
Three
Musketeers,"
and
tant to the physician and who had, "Dawn."
as serious opposition to the largest Frank Leigh, a character actor of
at one time, submitted to being exOf this list, four productions, houses in the City.
note,
perimented upon.
roles. are also engaged in important
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted,"
The Francesca booking is be-
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Film

Version
Surpasses
Play
der
if
such
a
success
could be dupliSo
Aver
Metro
t"
Righter
the
cated.
"Tu
THAT
vern antoeve
n grea
will pro
success as a photoplay than
" And the first thing I am shown
Officials of " Turn
as a theatrical production is the
upon my return to New York is
opinion expressed by Metro officials
' Turn to the Right.' It is entirely
after witnessing a special showing
"
Right
the
to
different
from "The Four Horsescenes
that
put
the
play
over,
and
en
ram
of the new Rex Ing
scre promen.' It is American in setting,
that
he
has,
by
reason
of
his
imagd
which
,
pte
duction
was ada
from
ination and the broader scenic scope where the Ibanez story was South
n ayGolden's record-breaking of the screen, been able to include American and Continental, but it
Johadw
ess.
t
Bro
succ
The first prin
bears the same masterly Ingram
of the new picture was received at big stuff the theatre could not think touch. If there is any picture that
ers
art
ro
dqu
the Met
hea
in New of handling. I believe that ' Turn
York from the Metro studios in to the Right' as a photodrama is a can be a bigger box-office success
more smashing production than any than ' The Four Horsemen ' it is
Hollywood last week.
Turn to the Right.' When the
Among the audience at the special stage presentation could hope to play
ran in New York a few seashowing were John Golden, who
sons ago, I saw it several times,
Richard
A. Rowland, president
make
it."
presented the play on the stage ; of Metro Pictures Corporation, who partly because every time I saw it
Marcus Loevv, Richard R. Rowland, saw the picture, said :
I enjoyed it as much as the first
time; and partly because I hoped
president of Metro; William E. At"
I've
just
come
back
from
kinson, general manager of the mo- Europe, where I have had oppor- some day we might be able to do it
in pictures. Now that we have done
tion picture company; E. M. Sauntunity to show Mr. Ingram's ' The it, and done it even better than I
ders, general sales manager, and the
district and branch managers of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse ' thought it could be done, I am willto persons highly prominent politiMetro system of exchanges.
ing to predict that it is going to
cally and socially in London and
Much had been heard of the merit Paris, and to the author of the take the country off its feet with
of Mr. Ingram's photoplay succeed- novel, Senor Ibanez, himself ; and its popularity. And it's going to
ing his " The Four Horsemen of the the unrestrained enthusiasm of put the exhibitor very solidly on
Apocalypse " and " The Conquer- everyone who saw it made me won- his feet with its box-office returns."
ingturePower,"
but notflashed
until the
was actually
on picthe
screen in New York was its ex- Metro
Officials
Are
Dined
cellence actually appreciated.
Executives of Tiffany Productions
Mr. Golden himself, who still retains half-interest in the screen verand
Metro Join in Festive Evening
sion of " Turn to the Right," said :
" Aside from the splendid way OFFICERS of Metro Pictures which
The motion
merit of
"Peacock
picture
critics Alley,"
hail as
Mr. Ingram has caught the spirit
Corporation and Tiffany ProInc.,
sales
district
and
ductions,
Miss
Murray's
most
splendid
of
to theof Right,'
let me assaya
what' Turn
I think
the picture
heads of the Metro forces, dis- photodramatic achievement, and the
tributors and makers, respectively, high anticipation of its box-office
money-maker.
I
think
it's
the
biggest thing in sight. I am not a of a new series of pictures starring success prompted a final get-together before the Metro district
motion picture man — at least 1 Mae Murray, attended in a body
managers left New York for their
haven't been until now. But when the performance of Al Jolson's several
territories and members of
show "Bombo," in New York
I put ' Turn to the Right ' on the Tuesda
y evening, December 13, the Tiffany production staff destage, both Mr. Smith and Mr. Haz- and
later were entertained at
zard and myself regretted in a way
parted with the star and her company for Cuba, where the next Mae
the limitations of the stage and Healy's restaurant, 66th Street, by
their necessitation of leaving out M. H. Hoffman, vice-president and to
be made.picture, "Fascination" is
some of the biggest stuff indicated general manager of Tiffany Pro- Murray
The star and Robert Z. Leonard,
in the dialogue. The race track ductions.
scenes, for example, where Joe BasThis was a second event to sig- director general of Tiffany Productions, Inc., who supervises all
com plays Firefly to win — and loses.
nalize the agreement upon a conMae Murray photoplays, were so
tract
for
Metro
to
release
"PeaThey're
wonderfully
spectacular,
and, when one knows the story of
engaged in preparations for
Alley," Miss Murray's first busily
the West Indian trip that they
what loss will mean, big dramatic Tiffanycockpicture,
and others forth- could
not
attend the theatre party,
situations. In the picture, these
coming. A few days previous the
are shown, where they could not be star herself was the guest of the but found time only to drop in for
in the play. Hence, knowing that officials of Metro and Tiffany at a a moment at the supper at Healy's.
Mr. Ingram has lost nothing of the luncheon at the Hotel Claridge.
Mr. Hoffman's
guestsMetro
included:
William
E. Atkinson,
general
manager; E. M. Saunders, Metro general
sales manager ; and T. J. Connors, his
assistant; George Perry, treasurer of
Tiffany Productions ; J. E. D. Meador.
director of publicity and advertising for
Metro; the following Metro district man
*agers
Kessnich,
Atlanta ;ofE.ChiA.
Golden,: C.of E.Boston;
S. A.of Shirley,
cago; W. C. -Bachmeyer, of Cincinnati;
H. Lustig, of Los Angeles ; A. Abele>.
of
the Metro
New Chicago-Record-Herald
York exchange ; FrankCarson,
of the
and Examiner;
and Edward E. Pidgeon.
Southard Brown, press representative of Tiffany Productions, assisted Mr. Hoffman in arrangements
for the entertainment.

A scene from the new Pearl White feature " Any Wife " to be released by Fox

Elaborate Set Built for
Torchy Comedy
An elaborate set, representing
street scenes on the lower East Side
of New York, is being used in the
making of the forthcoming Torchy
Comedy, featuring Johnny Hines
as
"Torchy" of the Sewell Ford
stories.
The set is the biggest ever built
for
any picture of the Torchy
series.

Picture

News

Biggest Circuits Book
"The Lure of Jade"

of cirvolume already
upon the
cuit bookings
ent
NG his judgm
BASI
ed
for Pauline Frederrecord
ick's most recent R-C production, "The Lure of Jade," it
is the opinion of Charles R.
Rogers, general manager of
distribution for that organization, that the popularity of
Miss Frederick is right now
at its highest peak
Practically every big motion picture theatre circuit in
the country has booked the
Frederick production, which,
was released on November 13.
Not only have the leading
chains of theatres booked it
but virtually all of the smaller
ones as well and the prediction is freely made that " The
Lure of Jade " will receive the
benefit of wider selling than
any other R.-C. production in
which the star has ever appeared
Ince and

Sullivan

Have

Won Fame as "Team"
The production of "Hail the
Woman," Thomas H. Ince's special
for First National release is another result of the close collaboration which has existed for manyyears between that producer and
the noted
screen dramatist, C. Gardner Sullivan.
Their "team work" has had a
far-reaching influence on the dement ofthe
motion out
picture
'—dustry, and velopit
is pointed
that the
present production is the outcomc
of a joint survey and diagnosis, on
the part of producer and dramatist,
as to just what constitutes a "good
picture" in
the opinion of the
American
public.
Sullivan, who is a former newspaper writer of note, has written
stories for the Thomas H. Ince productions ever since the producer
becameture industry.
a factor in the motion picc'mon.
cmon,

mix

it up .'

Leather
Pushers
,if* in a series
of 2 round
knockouts !
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Three views from the " Pathe Playlets," a revival of former Pathe features edited down to three reels. At left — " At Bay," starring Florence Reed. Center — " The
Midnight Stage." starring Frank Keenan. At Right — scheduled
" The Hunting
of ' The29thHawk,'
" co-starring
Marguerite
for January
release,
will inaugurate
the seriesSnow and William Courtney. " The Midnight Stage,"
New York "L" Set for
DeMille Production
One of the scenes in Cecil DcMille's production- of "Saturday
Night,"
for release
by
Paramountscheduled
in February,
shows an
elevated railway train thundering
past the windows of a tenement in
New York. Since it was impossible
to transplant the Lasky studio
alongside of a New York "L," DeMille's
ingenuity
to the Lasky
studio.brought the "L"
The cars were made of a single
thickness of building board and
painted
to resemble
coaches.
These were
coupled "L"
together
and
suspended from an overhead carriage. Two of these overhead tracks
were constructed each carrying a
train of three cars. Motion was
supplied by a gang of workmen,
two large drums and the necessary
cables.
The story of "Saturday Night" is
by Jeanie Macpherson and the picture boasts of an all-star cast
which includes Leatrice Jov. Conrad
Nagel, Edith Roberts, Julia Faye,
Edythe Chapman, Theodore Roberts, Sylvia Ashton, John Davidson
and James Neill.

Old

Favorites
to
Be
will
nces that it
HEsueannou
PATre-is
its greatest features Pathe Editing Former
edited down to three reels.
Features Down to
Frank Keenan*s "The Midnight
Three Reels
urate
the rseries
will beinaug
Stageh " will
n unde
the
know
whic
name of " Pathe Playlets." " The
George Fitzmaurice directed
Midnight Stage " will be released Kane.
this, and, in the cast supporting
January 29th.
Some of the screen's foremost Miss Kane, are Bruce McRae and
actors and actresses appeared in Paul McAllister.
■ the pictures already placed on the
February 19th — " The Hunting
" Pathe Playlet " schedule, and of the Hawk ", co-starring Marthey were directed by eminent artguerite Snow and William Courtists of cinematographic construc- maurice.
ney, and directed by George Fitztion, including George Fitzmaurice,
Ernest Warde, Edward Jose and
26th — " At stage
Bay ",success
from
Theodore Wharton.
theFebruary
famous Broadway
Among the starred and featured by George Scarborough. Florence
players are Frank Keenan, Irene Reed had the starring role in this
Castle, Florence Reed, Warner production, which was the work
Oland, Elliott Dexter, Eric Von of George Fitzmaurice. The cast
Stroheim, Helene Chad wick, Gail includes Frank Sheridan, recently
Kane, Bruce McRae, Paul McAl- seen in " The Rider of the King
lister, Marguerite Snow, William Log ", Lyster Chambers, and DeCourtney, Frank Sheridan, Made- Witt Jennings.
laine Traverse, Antonio Moreno,
March 5th — " Sylvia of the SeJ. H. Gilmour, Ethel Grey Terry,
cret Service." This is another
Creighton Hale, and William Rilev George Fitzmaurice production
Hatch.
starring Irene Castle. Miss Castle
Included in the list of " Pathe was supported by Elliott Dexter,
Playlets " will be several Baby now a star; Eric Von Stroheim.
cmon,
Marie Osborne attractions, the noted producer and actor; J. H.
titles of which will be announced Gilmore, Suzanne Willa and T.
c'mon,
later.
Wigney Percival.
Under the present arrangements,
It is proposed by Pathe to re.'
lease fifteen pictures in the first
mix it up
the initial releases will be as follows :
series. These all have been seand while the schedule is
January 29th, "The Midnight subject lected,
to alteration, in its present
Stage
",
starring
Frank
Keenan,
adapted from .the famous stage status it is as follows :
March 12th— Baby Marie Ossuccess,includes
"The Lyons
The
cast
JosephMail".
Dowling,
borne
nouncedfeature
later). (title to be anMignon Anderson, Maude George,
Thomas Guise, Wadsworth Harris,
March Frank
19th—"Keenan
Loaded
and Charles Gunn. It was directed starring
in aDice
story",
from
the
book
by
Ellery
Clarke.
by Ernest Warde.
March 26th — "The Closing
February
"Convict
starring
Irene25th—
Castle,
playing 993",
the Net", adapted from the book bv
tie
part of a high class woman detec- H enry V. Rowland, the original
tive who, in order to catch a gang version of which appeared in the
of crooks, goes to jail to meet the Saturday Evening Post. Madelaine
Leather
woman member of the gang, and Traverse is a featured player in
thus get in touch with them. In this offering, which was directed
the supporting cast is Warner by Edward Jose.
Pushers
Oland, Helene Chadwick, J. H.
April 2nd — "The Mark of
Gilmour, Paul Everton, and Harry Cain," starring Irene Castle.
in a series
Benham. It was directed by Will- Adapted from the book by Carolyn
iam Parke.
Wells,
and directed by George
of 2 round
Fitzmaurice.
knockours I
February
12th
—
"
Via
Wireless
",
from the famous stage play of the
April 9th — Baby Marie Osborne
feature (title to be announced
same name, by Winchell Smith and later).
Paul
Armstrong,
starring Gail

Re-Issued
April Frank
16th— Keenan
" More andTrouble",
-tarring
directed
by Ernest Warde.
April 23rd
nounced later.— Feature to be anApril 30th— Baby Marie Osborne
later).
teature (title to be announced
May 7thIrene
— "Vengeance
starring
Castle in is
the Mine",
story
adaptedThis
from
Morosco's
novel.
was John
also directed
by
George man
Fitzmaurice.
Castle's
leading
is AntonioMissMoreno.

Ass'd Exhibitors

to Re-

lease "Lady Godiva"
Word^ciated
from
the states
offices that
of Assonxhibitors
plans
are being made to release Wistaria
Productions' big spectacle film,
" Lady Godiva," during February.
Much interest is being shown by
the exhibitors over the great possibilities of this production proving
one of the outstanding features of
the year, and Associated Exhibitors
declare that it will be preceded by
a smashing big advertising camFounded upon the poem of Lady
Godiva,
paign. by Lord Alfred Tennyson,
the film version is said to be perfect in its delineation of England
in the early feudal period. The
titles of the production are said to
be
illustrated by art and
colorbeautifully
work.
Russian Scenes Taken
in Face of Death
Ariel Varges, the International
News cameraman in Russia, who
now is supplying International
News Reels with astounding pictures of life and conditions in the
starving land of the Soviet, daily is
taking his life in his hands to get
these pictures, it recently became
known by cable news dispatches to
American papers recounting his
narrow escapes at the hands of Red
troops.
At a recent anniversary of the
Chika, the blood-thirsty Extraordinary Commission
of was
the counterrevolutions, Varges
roughly
handled
while
filming
the
celebration in front of the Kremlin.
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during
Educ
distributed nal'
s Begin
Var
HAVING atio
theied
New
1921 — its first full year as a To
national and international
distributing organization — a large Year with High-Class
Short Subjects
number of high quality short subjects— Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., will begin the new year with
Twenty-four comedies are to
enough short pictures of various
constitute
the year'sThe
output
of the
types ready for distribution, in Christie Studio.
thirteenth
production, or planned, to supply a picture of the series, " One Stormv
big share of the short subject re- Knight," featuring Dorothy Dequirements of American exhibitors vore, has just arrived in New York,
in 1922.
and three other pictures are in
With the several brands of two- varying stages of production on the
reel comedies released by Educa- coast. " By Hook or Crook," with
tional, an average of at least hall Bobby Vernon ; " 'Twas Ever
of the pictures called for in the Thus," featuring Viora Daniel, and
1921-1922 contracts have been de- " A Rambling Romeo," With Neal
livered to Educational or completed Burns as the featured actor, are
ready
for
early delivery and re- the pictures that will follow " One
lease.
PictureKnight."
No. 6 in the series of
These comedies have maintained Stormy
twelve
Torchy Comedies, is to be
a higher average of fun and quality
than has ever been shown in any called "Battling Torchy." The
Mermaid Comedies have won
large group of short comedies be- greater applause than ever before.
fore. From the standpoint of production, sums of money have been "Robinson Crusoe, Ltd.," and " The
spent on many of these pictures Vagrant " have showed in many of
that exceed the cost of some fea- the biggest theatres of the country,
tures of greater length. Expensive and have won unanimous praise.
Other pictures in the Mermaid
sets, large casts including many
comedy stars, really entertaining series have included all-s'.ar casts.
and worth while stories, all have Among the actors of note who appear in these pictures are Lige Congone to put these comedies on a
ley, Jimmie Adams, Hap Ward,
new high level of quality.
Elinor Lynn, Jack Lloyd, Otto
The beginning of the 1921-1922 Friese and Frank Coleman.
production season also has seen the
William S. Campbell has produced
introduction through Educational for Educational a whimsical group
of an entertaining and instructive of comedies featuring children and
novelty that has met with unani- animals. This series of Campbell
mous approval — the series of Sketchografs by Julian Ollendorff. The Comedies began with " The Stork's
new year will see the presentation Mistake," which has made a big hit
of the country's finest theaof a new type of scenic picture by in some
Robert C. Bruce, creator of the York. tres, including the Capitol in New
famous Bruce Scenic Beautiful.
Ollendorff's
have inHis new pictures are to be called
cluded such Sketchografs
popular subjects
as
"Wilderness
Tales,"little
andstories
present
simple
but attractive
of " Eve's Leaves," a review in
men in the great outdoors, with sketches of the history of women's
styles; "Play Ball!" "Seeing
beautiful scenic backgrounds.
Greenwich Village" and others.
Among the two-reel comedies the His latest release, "What's The
Christie Comedies furnish a fine Limit,"
has been approved by the
example of a fine high level of Council for Limitation of Armaquality consistently maintained.
ment as one of the strongest of arguments against the international
" Nothing Like It," " Falling For
armaments which the naFanny," " Saving Sister Susie," race in
world are now trying
" No Parking " and the recently to findtionsaof the
way of stopping.
completed " A Barnyard Cavalier "
Six Toonerville Comedies by Fonare outstanding examples of elabtaine Fox are to be released. The
orate production and uproarious
fun.
first of these, already available to
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Metro Expects 1922 to
Be Its Biggest Year
Because of its big productions —
the only real stimulus to dispel the
Pro
gra
mLast industry's lethargy and pessimism —
theatres,
is "The
Skipper's
Metro expects 1922 to be the most
During 1921 Educational has re- signally successful in its life as a
leased, in addition to the pictures
mentioned
and the occasional producing and distributing comResort."
pany, is the declaration this week
World Wanderings, showing in pic- of William
E. Atkinson, general
tures unusual scenes of unusual
places and people, several specials manager of Metro Pictures Corthat have
the These
year's poration.
" The Metro organization feels,"
most
popularbeen
shortamong
subjects.
Mr. Atkinson, " that it has a
have included " The Race of the said
running start in the current triAge," " Modern Centaurs," " The
umphs of the big productions it alRunaway
Trainbe '' continued
and others.during
This
service will
ready
has released.
Rex Ingram's
'
The
Four
Horsemen
of the
1922, the first of such specials being
Apocalypse
'
and
'
The
Conquering
the three-reel super-special " The Power' show no signs of having
Battle
of Jutland."
Among
the finest pictures made spent even a fraction of their boxavailable to theatres during the Fall office power; and Metro has
of 1921 were the Selig-Rork Photo- scheduled two forthcoming Inplays, splendid dramatic subjects in
gram pictures,
' Turnof toZenda.'
the Right
' The
Prisoner
The '
two reels, based on stories by fa- and
mous authors and played by casts new series of Tiffany productions,
including such well-known actors starring Mae Murray, and beginas Lewis Stone, Ethel Grey Terry,
ning with ' Peacock Alley;' and the
Wallace Beery, Walt Whitman and acquioition of the most extraorothers.
dinary screen play France has produced,L'Atlantide
' schedule 'onemake
the
Metro 1922
of more
than brilliant promise.
New Franchise Holding
Theatre in Kentucky
Special Lobby Display
on for twoof imcorporaticles
inarti
E lefiling ofporta
nt companies
THsvil
in
marks a notable
Loui
addition to the motion picture
interests of Kentucky, and
the building of a theatre in
be one
Lexington which will
of the handsomest picture
houses in the South.
It means also a fine addifamily.tion to the First National

The Lafayette Amusement
Company was incorporated
here with $250,000 capital
stock. It is building the new
Lafayette theatre in Lexington, near the New Lafayette Hotel. Prominent Louisville and Lexington men and
one Columbus (Ohio) man
are the incorporators.
The Elless Realty Companyrated.
has This
alsois abeen
incorpo-to
company
hold property in Lexington
purchased by Colonel Levy
and M. Switow adjoining the
new Lafayette theatre.

for "Sin
Flood"
Goldwyn
has prepared
a special
screen
lobby
display
for
"The
Sin
Flood." The screen consists of five
panels which may be used together
or detached. Each panel measures
27 x 45%
inchesof and
a portrait of one
the contains
five principal
players. ductions
These
portraitsof are
reproof drawings
J. Henry
Bracker, the prominent artist. The
five players whose portraits are used
are Helene Chadwick, Richard Dix.
James
Kirkwood,
Otto Hoffman
and L. H.
King.
Bartine Burkett Opposite Gareth Hughes
Bartine Burkett, the little bathing beauty who made her dramatic
debut in support of Gareth Hughes
in
"Stay has
Home,'*been
his latest
Metro
picture,
selected
by
George D. Baker for an even more
important part Mr. Hughes's next
S-L production, "The Adventures
of astorv
Ready
Letter-Writer,"
the
by Blanche
Brace. from

On the left is Jeane Paige, who plays in the from
Vitagraph
special, picturization
" The Prodigal
and Minister,"
on the right
is aJ. scene
from the picture.
Vitagraph's
of " Judge,"
The Little
by Sir
M. Barrie

In the center is shown a scene

December

Issues Exploitation Booklet
magazine
d ekbyly the
ANE
blishewe
puW
Big U
tosm create exExchange
hibitor enthusia in the exon of Universal productionploitatis in the New York
territory, made its debut on
Monday, Dec. 12th.
The new publication is
called " The Big U Exploitation Weekly," and it is written and edited by Marc Lachman, exploitation representative of the Big U Exchange.
Exploitation suggestions,
new stories on what the other
exhibitors are doing with Uniproduction, exhibitors'
notes, versal
illustrations
showing
the exploitation possibilities
of Universal products and
other interesting features are
to be printed weekly in the
new publication.
The Big U Exploitation
Weekly will be distributed
gratis, upon request, among
exhibitors in the Metropolitan territory.
Universal
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English

Comedian

Lupino Lane to Make
Series of Comedies
for Fox Release

with anews
dance
IN accorcasted
more than
ago,
year foreWilliam Fox announces the accession of Lupino Lane, one of
England's favorite comedians, to
the ranks of Fox Stars. Lupino
Lane has completed his theatrical
engagements in the East and has
left for California, where he will
start work on his first William Fox
production January 1. This idol of
Drury Lane and the London Hippodrome will be presented by Mr. Fox
in two-reel comedies to be known as
Lupino Lane Special Comedies.
In October, 1920, Mr. Fox sent
out a message to exhibitors and motion picture patrons promising that
the screen will be enriched by special comedies presenting this longstanding king-pin of the London
music halls and the London patomime stage to American audiences
as a star on the screen. In accordance with this announcement, a contract was entered into with Lupino
Lane at that time; but this contract was subject to the completion
• ' Sailor-Mad eMan " toBe
certain theatrical engagements to
Xmas Week Attraction of
which the English star was bound
by agreement then existing, and
Harold Lloyd in " A Sailor-Made William Fox had to wait more than
Man" will be the big Christmas a year before he could put Lane
week offering at the Capitol Thea- to work in his West Coast Studios.
tre, starting on Sunday, Dec. 25th.
Lupino Lane for many years has
S. L. Rothafel is planning an un- ably
borne the weight of his crown
usually attractive presentation for
his Yuletide program, of which this as the king of English comedians
Associated Exhibitors-Harold and pantomimists. Over there he
Lloyd production will be the big
feature attraction. It was selected
because of its superb excellence as
a comedy feature and will be ex- Paramount
ploited accordingly. Being the first
feature production which Harold To Issue " Little MinLloyd has made, " A Sailor-Made
ister " and Pola
Man " was afforded elaborate settings by the Hal Roach organizaNegri Feature
tion, which surpass any yet employed in so-called comedy productions. It has aroused much en- PARAMOUNT
ous Christmas makes
gift to athegenerpicthusiasm, which will undoubtedly
ture public of America when it
be greatly strengthened by this releases on December 25th Penrhyn
showing in one of the largest of all Stanlaws production of Sir James
photoplay theatres.
's "The onLittle Minister,"
M. Barrie
with
Betty Comps
in the stellar
role, and Pola Xegri in the UFA
New Pathe Serial Will
production, "The Last Payment."
Be Released Jan. 1st
The matter of choosing the players for the roles of Ladv Babbie
Pathe Exchange, Inc., announces and Gavin in "The Little Minister"
that the first episode of " White received long and careful attention
Eagle," the new Pathe serial star- from Mr. Stanlaws. The selection
ring Ruth Roland, will be released of a young woman- to play Bablve
the week of January 1st. " The presented an especially difficult
Sign of the Trident " is the title of problem, for the people of America
the opening chapter, and no time particularly the lovers of Barrie,
is wasted in plunging the onlooker had come to think of her only as
into the mystery and fast action of Maude Adams, America's foremost
Ruth Roland's ninth chapter play.
stage star, had portrayed her. Tho
The same formula has been fol- selection
of Miss Compson is said
lowed in the production as used to have proved to be the idral one
in " Hands Up " and " Ruth of and her portrayal, Paramount says,
the Rockies." The serial is censor- is certain to rank with the greatest
proof and not a shot is fired in the artistic achievements in all the hisfifteen episodes. A large cast of
screen. George Hackaexcellent players appear in support thornetory ofastheGavin,
the little minister,
of Miss Roland, including such is said to give such a splendid pernames as Earl Metcalfe, Harry Giformance as to cause him to share
rard, Virginia Ainsworth, Otto the honors almost equally with the
Lederer, and others. In addition, star.
five hundred Indians and a small
The story, so well known
army of cowboys were employed through America, deals with the
for the production.
romance between Ladv BirbTn

a
Fox
Star
he is descended from a long aristocracy of stage folk. He is a member of the famous family of Lupino
whose name was famous at old
Convent Garden, where it long held
a principal place on the pla^-bills.
On his mother's side he is a nephew
of Mrs. Sarah Lane, celebrated actress and conductor of an equally
celebrated theatre — the Britannia in
London, well known for its great
pantomimes and at which most of
the leading English stars appeared
from 1850 to 1900.
His father, grandfather, greatgrandfather, uncles and others for
generations back made fame as
comedians and pantomime artists.
His tutelage for the stage began at
the age of three under the direction
of his father, Harry Lupino, then
the most noted pantomime comedian
of the London music halls. This
apprenticeship was a thorough one
and continued until finally, in the
full maturity of his ability, a few
years
ago,father.
the son took the crown
Lupino dian,
Lane,
the
famous
English
comefrom his
who is a new William Fox star
In September, 1920, at a Broadway theatre in New York, he made
is known as " the English Fred
Stone," but those of the American his American debut when the faaudiences and newspaper critics who
mous English production of
saw his work as the principal com- " Afgar " opened there. With his
edian of " Afgar " during its tour original and screamingly funny
of the United States, have referred pranks and acrobatic work he broke
to him as being a Fred Stone, Al through the toughened shell of the
one.
Jolson
and Will Rogers rolled into blase first nighters and made them
hold their sides in laughter. After
Lupino Lane was not a " sudden the New York run he went on tour
" Afgar," remaining with it
find " or a comedy genius discov- with
ered overnight. He was dedicated until he recently received word to
to his career as a fun-maker at begin work for Fox as the star of
three years of age. In keeping with a new series of Lupino Lane
English and Continental tradition. comedies.
Christmas
Rintoul, daughter of a Scottish
lord, who secretly impersonates a
gypsy, and the young minister in
the quaint village of Thrums.
With a most delightful background
designed by Robert M. Haas, who
was responsible for the settings ot
"Sentimental Tommy," "The Little
Minister" offers a great variety of
quaint and colorful costumes. English soldiers of the period of 1830.
constables, Scotch weavers and
peasantry, lords and ladies, mingle
11 a most picturesque medley of
color and design, so far as costumes go. Miss Compson for the
most part wears a most becoming
HackaGeorge
whilehis
gypsy garb,
thorne,
with
tight-fitting
trousers, high hat and frock coat
is a quaint figure indeed.
An admirable scenario was provided by Edfrid Bingham and much
credit is also due Thompson
Buchanan, who supervised the production. The members of the supporting cast, all seen in character
roles, include Edwin Stevens, Nigel
Barrie, Will R. Walling, Guy
Oliver, Fred Huntly, Robert Browcr,
Joseph Hazelton and Mark
Wilkinson.
Much interest centers in the
Pola Negri production from UFA.
"The Last Payment," in that it presents thte famous Polish star in the
first modern role in which she has
been seen in America. Magnetic
to an extraordinary degree, she is
here seen as a beautiful, ruthless
frivolous woman who, after causing

Releases
great trouble in the lives of others,
pays the inexorable penalty. It is
described as a most subtle screen
characterization in a story of unusual strength.
The story was written by John
B
nert and George Jacoby.

knock

em

for a

goal -'

Leather
Pushers
in a series
of 2 round
smashes
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On the right is Mae Murray in a scene from

Four

Assd.

productions are on the
FOUR
Associated Exhibitors line up
for January. The first production of the newtorsyear is an Associated Exhibi
feature in six
reels, entitreled "The d Unfoldment."
The featu is bille as a George
Kearn production, and is said to be
a powerful drama of tremendous
public appeal, based upon the power
of faith. The cast of " The Unfoldment "includes Barbara Bedford, Florence Eawrence. Wm.
Conklin. Chas. K. French and
others. It is said to be genuinely
good entertainment, gripping from
first to last, heart interesting in its
developments and superb in its inspirational climax. It will be released on January 1st.
On January 15th. Playgoers Pictures will offer one of the J. P. McGowan features entitled, " Reckless
Chances."
five reels, who,
and
was
directed Itby isMr.in McGowan
in taking the stellar role, is supported by a new leading woman,
Miss Dorothy Wood, as well as
Andrew Waldron and Robert Walker. The title, " Reckless Chances,"

Picture

News

Peacock Alley," to be released by Metro, and on the left is the star being entertained at a luncheon tendered her by
Metro and Tiffany productions, the producer of " Peacock Alley "
Exhibitor

Features Announced
for Distribution
During

January

conveys a suggestion as to the daredevil stunts and heart-stopping
thrills which characterize this production. It is a rousing railroad
story, to which Mr. McGowan has
given the best of his railroad
thrills, gained through long experience in directing productions
of this sort.
On January 22nd, Associated Exhibitors will present as an Associated feature, the Al. and Ray
Rockett production, " Handle With
( are." Associated Kxhibitors, Inc.,
has particularly
directed
the drama,
attention of exhibitors
to this
-which is declared to be one of the
finest produced features of the
month. Particular care was taken
in the production details and, as a
result. " Handle With Care " h?s a
high-class tone in its settings and
atmosphere, which distinguish it as
an unusual attraction. The cast is

Releases
large and includes many names of
distinct box-office value, such as
Grace Darmond, Harry Meyers,
Wm. Courtleigh, James Morrison,
Lander Stevens, Harry Todd, Ruth
Miller and Eugenie Ford. As suggested by its title, " Handle With
Care " isliveneda by much
delightful
drama,
enclever
comedy
and by brilliant titles.
On January 29th comes the Playgoers Pictures attraction, " Sunshine Harbor," in which Margaret
Beecher is starred. A story' of a
girl's
estrangement
from ashera
father, and
her experiences
newspaper woman in New York, is
the foundation of this feature,
which has a climax of sympathetic,
heart-touching appeal.
Ray Touring South
After more than three weeks of
continuous activity in New York
City, Charles Ray left the big city
Saturday of last week for a brief
tour of the South. Mr. and Mrs.
Ray, lis,accompanied
by Richard
WilAlbert A. Kidder,
Jr., Arthur
S. Kane and George Rizard, camera
man, will make short stop-overs in
Washington, Baltimore, Atlanta
and Xew Orleans. The star plans
to return
to his
on
December
2Sth.Los Angeles s'.udio

Gunning Press Book on
"White Hands" Ready
The exploitation department of
Wid Gunning, Inc., has just issued
on the new Hobart Bosworth release, "White Hands," a press book
alive with 'exploitation suggestions.
The strength of this title for exploitation purposes is shown in all
articles in this press sheet A
number of novelties with pull are
being made for this picture, including a stiff paper herald in the shape
of a cutout hand, and a white hand
sticker. The herald, it is suggested,
may well be used in making up a
white hand lobby display in conjunction with compo board cutouts
of a white hand and of the paper.
An unusual teaser campaign is suggested, and there are many other
angles of exploitation laid out for
the use of the live exhibitor.
Universal - Jewel Bookings in Record Speed
Joe Friedman,
of has
the
Detroit
Universal manager
Exchange,
established a record for quick booking on the three latest UniversalJewel production?. Within four
weeks after receiving prints on
" Conflict," " The Fox," and " No
Woman Knows," Mr. Friedman
closed contracts for the three pictures in all of the key towns in
Michigan, Universal reports.
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of Review

Lists

First Nat'l Pictures
First
ate
ocirac
THRE
tiod ns are
NatEionalAssatt
included in "the five
most significant photoplays
of 1921 which forms the
basis of an article by James
Shelley Hamilton in "Exl Photoplays," rd
National Boathe
organ of theceptiona
of Review of Motion Pictures.
The three pictures are "All
for a Woman," "The Kid"
and "A Small Town Idol." In
addition, a fourth First National attraction, "Gypsy
Blood " is termed a better
rendition of Merimee's story
of "Carmen " than the opera
or the other two picturizations of it.
Review

Board

Honors

" Enchantment"
Marion Davies' latest release,
'Enchantment," has been named by
the National Board
of Motion Picture Review, one of the five exceptionial pictures of November. After
briefly outlining the story, the
reviewe continues:
"The story is pleasantly told and
Miss Davies, besides wearing the
usual lavish wardrobe, acts a part
eminently suited to her, with sincerity.
is a partperformance
of the plot of
to give
.an"Itamateur
the
story of the princess who falls into
an enchanted sleep from which the
one and only prince is destined to
awaken her with a kiss. This is the
best part of the picture. The sets
■are by Urban and succeed in creating a fairyland atmosphere. The
scene of the enchantment is done in
black and white and shows the
fai ries in silhouette hovering over
the cradle of the princess, an excellent medium for this subject. Someday, perhaps, Mr. Urban will do an
entire picture in silhouette for us."
Griffith'Changes Title
of "Two Orphans"
D. W. Griffith has changed the
title of his new film production
from "The Two Orphans" to
"Orphans
that title itofwillthebe Storm."
exhibited Under
at the
Apollo theatre, New York, opening
Friday night, December 30.
Although costly and disturbing,
the change, it is explained, is made
to avoid even greater confusion
with three other films bearing the
title "The Two Orphans," which
various promoters are now offering
to exhibitors.
Pauline

Frederick

in

* 'Two' Kinds of Women"
The film editors at the R-C
studios in Hollywood are working
on Pauline Frederick's latest picture, a film adaptation of Jackson
Gregory's novel, " Two Kinds of
Women." The Frederick company
is said to have
obtained some beautiful scenic effects in the wooded
mountainous slopes of the California Sierras. The picture was
■directed by Colin Campbell.

Elaborate
prepar
E and
ORAT
ELAB
been
made
areations
being have
put
into effect by R-C Pictures for
the national observance of R-C Pictures Week, which this year falls
in the week beginning February 5,
and ending February 11.
Co-operating with Charles R.
Rogers, general manager of distribution, and his staff, is the entire publicity and advertising department of the organization, which
will put forth its best efforts to obtain nation-wide publicity that is
designed to be of direct aid to the
exhibitor participating in the week's
showings of R-C Pictures.
R-C Pictures announce that it will
purchase the fifty best stories or
essays of not more than 200 words
each, dealing with R-C Pictures,
that are offered to the organization.
The amount to be paid for these
manuscripts, which will be available
lor use in advertising and publicity
text issued by the organization, will
be $1000. For the best manuscript
submitted, $200 will be paid; for
the second best, $150; for the third
best, $100; for the fourth best,
$50; for the fifth, $35 will be paid;
the price to be paid for the sixth
is $25, and forty-four others ranking next in merit will be purchased
at $10 each.
Slides will be issued to the exhibitors announcing the details, for
use long in advance of R-C Pictures Week, in order that the information may be widely disseminated.
Other slides will be supplied to
exhibitors, to be shown just ahead
of R-C Pictures, advising the pub-

<<T ORNA DOONE"
will be
eur
Tourn
Maurice Tourneur's initial
production for Associated
First Xational release. Putting an
end to more than a year of rumors
and unofficial reports, a definite announcement tothis effect was issued
this week from the producer-director's headquarters, Culver
Cal.
For the past ten months City,
preparations have been actively under wav
for the screening of R. D. Blackmore's classic. Many of the most
spectacular scenes of the story have
already been filmed, several thousand feet for the prologue having
been made early this summer. Arrangements for the filming of the
remainder of the drama are so far
perfected that Mr. Tourneur expects to complete the entire picture
within the next two months or ten
weeks.
Frank Keenan, noted dramatic
star of both silent and spoken
drama, will return to the studio
stages after an absence of manv
months as "Sir Ensor Doone," the
picturesque chief of "those Doones
of Bagworthy Forest, the awe of
all _ Devon and Somerset, outlaws,
traitors, murderers."
Madge Bellamy has been selected
for the title role of "Lorna Doone."
Miss Bellamy, recognized as one of
the most beautiful and talented
young players on the screen, has
appeared in leading roles of a number of recent Thomas H. Tnce productions, and will soon be seen in
a featured part in "Hail the Wo-

Aids

for

R-C
Week
by a corps of expert exploitation
men, who have devised many new
Pub- ways of attracting attention and
Country-Wide
money— to the theaters that will
licity Planned to
have
of thepart
week.in the general activities
Help Exhibitor
In addition to the general adverlie that the picture to be shown is
tising which is carried in the varian R-C Picture, and that it may be
ous
fan
magazines in their Decemdescribed in the manuscripts to be
ber issues, which already have been
submitted for purchase. These slides distributed, and are on the stands
willcharge.
be given to the exhibitors free and in the hands of their subscribof
ers, a two-page spread has been
Heralds outlining the details of prepared
to be run in the February
the story tributed
purchase
plan quantities
will be disMarch issues of a large numfree in large
to and ber
of magazines. These will be
the exhibitors, for general distribu- on the stands and in the hands of
tion to the public without charge. subscribers in January and in the
The slides and heralds have already
of February. These disbeen forwarded to the R-C Pictures first week
plays will call attention for the fans
exchanges and now are available to to R-C Pictures Week in a graphic
exhibitors.
urging them to see R-C
One-sheets announcing the story manner,
Pictures. The magazines that will
purchase plan, for use in lobby dis- carry this advertising are Photoplays and on billboards, also have
Shadowland,. Mobeen placed in the exchanges and Play tionMagazine,
Magazine, Motion Picture
will be supplied to exhibitors with Classic,Play Movie
Weekly, Motion
other advertising accessories and Picture Magazine, Moving Picture
aids.
Stories, Picture Play Magazine
Window cards carrying the same Film Fun, Film Play Journal and
message now are going forward.
Photodrama.
Snipes are being distributed to
Additional aids will be given free
all exchanges, for use on all bill- of charge to exhibitors booking a
board displays for R-C Pictures, solid week of R-C Pictures, includtying up with the manuscript puring all advertising accessories. This
chase plan. Exhibitors will be in- will apply to all theaters except first
vited to snipe all their regular run houses that run R-C .Pictures
poster displays.
for a week. First run houses that
A special edition "Ye Towne run R-C Pictures for a solid week,
Cryer
the exploitation
organ
R-C ",Pictures,
suggesting
manyof with a solid week either immediately preceding or immediately folnovel and practical means of putlowing R-C Pictures Week also
ting the pictures across during R-C will be supplied with such accesWeek — and every other week, is besories free of charge.
ing issued. This has been prepared

The production
will be released
"
Doone
"Lorn
Starts
Production of
Classic a
by Associated First National,
probably in the late Spring, as a
Will Be His Initial
special. While it will not be definitely decided until "Lorna
First Nat'l. Release
Doone" is completed, Mr. Tournem
is planning to release it in not
For the hero
role of
Ridd," the more than eight reels.
stalwart
of "John
the novel,
Mr.
Tourneur has chosen John Bowers,
one of the most popular leading
men of the silent drama and the the
Gents /
featured player of numerous successful productions.
Mr. Tourneur is actively direct- winner/
ing every scene of the story and
exercising close personal supervision over the costuming and construction of the many enormous
sets.
Scott R. Beal, president of tinAssistant Director's Association, is
acting in the assistant capacity to
the director. Mr. Beal is regarded
as one of the most capable aids on
the West Coast, having assisted
John Griffith Wray with "Hail the
Woman" and other Thomas II.
Ince productions.
Milton Menasco, who for several
years has been associated with Mr.
M
the m
Tourneur as art director, has de- Le
ather
signed the settings for "Lorna
Doone," in collaboration with Mr.
Tourneur. Among the gigantic settings designed by Menasco are a re- Pushers
plica of the vestibule of Westminster Abbey and the picturesque
in a series of
Doone Village. The working continuity of the story was written by
2 round upper cuts
Mr.
Gittens.Tourneur and Wyndham
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News

United

Record

Run

in Indian-

apolis for "The Sheik"
picture
on
moti
ANEW
n set up in
bee
record has
Indianapolis by George
Melford's Paramount producing
tion, "The Sheik," accord
am reto the following telegramo
c e i v e d at the Par unt
home office from J. B. Dugger, branch manager at Indianapolis:
" 'The Sheik,' now on second
week at Ohio theatre, Indianapolis. Still doing capacity
business and will be held over
for third week which is the
first time in the history of the
city that any picture has run
three consecutive weeks in a
motion picture theatre. Receipts haveprevious
passed record
'Anatol,'at
which held
the Ohio."
A similar necessity for an
extended run was created in
Baltimore, wnere " The
Sheik
at the Century
theatre," played
Baltimore.

Studios Co-operates with Producers
As a demonstration of the sinStudio"Exteriors"Growing
cere desire of the United Studios
Outstanding
in Feature of 1921 Is
to
fully
with its producerDecrease in Outdoor Locations
tenants, cooperate
M. C. Levee, President of
trated.
A
street
intersection
of
a
United, has inaugurated a series of
FEWER outdoor locations and
more made in the studio — this modern town was built at the weekly conferences which are bewas one of the outstanding art de- Lasky ranch, showing the principal
ing attended by Mr. Levee and his
velopments inmotion pictures dur- business section of the town. The department managers and the reping 1921, according to Max Parker bank, hotel and butcher shop were
resentatives of the organizations
and Robert M. Haas, art directors so built that when the exterior which make their productions under
for all Paramount pictures made in scenes were "shot" the company the new United plan of cooperative
the United States.
could move into the buildings and
control.
There has been a marked increase photograph the interior scenes with- production
The newly adopted rental propoin the sets themselves.
in the tendency to build exteriors
sition, under which the producer is
This combination makes the con- charged a flat fee per picture, is a
in the studios during the last year
tinuity better, it was explained, and radical departure from the former
and do less location work. Excellent examples of this can be found saves money in transportation and Brunton cost-plus method, and Mr.
lighting. It gives the director Levee has arranged the regular
in George Fitzmaurice's production much
more latitude in filming his
of "Forever," an adaptation of story than
"get-together"
the smooth
logical
under the old plan where weekly
means of
assurance ofas the
"Peter Ibbetson" where all of the
French exteriors were built in the the company was transported to a working-out of the plan through the
Paramount Long Island studio; in location and then brought back to medium of the open forum.
The first of these meetings, which
"Miss Lulu Bett," a William De- the studio for interior work.
Absolute realism is another de- was presided over by Mr. Levee,
Mille production, in which the exterior and interior of the Deacom
velopment in motion picture set- was attended by representatives of
tings, Robert Haas points out, the Mary
home were built on the stage at the
Douglas Fairbanks.
Lasky studio in Hollywood ; and in tendency being not toward more JosephPickford,
M. Schenck, who controls
beautiful
settings
but
more
expres"Is Matrimony A Failure?" a spe- sive.
the Norma Talmadge and Concial James Cruze comedy started at •
stance Talmadge units; Mme.
the Paramount West Coast studio
"Settings must live up to the
Nazimova,
Jackie Coogan Produclate in November.
drama," he said. "There is no extions, Allen Holubar, Richard Walcuse for a setting unless it
In this latter picture the modern
ton Tully, Chester Bennett Profurnishes the proper kind of backductions, Benjamin B. Hampton,
tendency in
ground for the characters in the
"Mcombining exteriors
Lewis J. Selznick, J. L. Frothingand interiors probably is best illusham, Emory Johnson Productions
and Hamilton-White Comedies.

Exchange Staff Dined
by Paramount Heads
The executives and salesmen of
the Famous Players-Lasky New
York Exchange were the guests of
Paramount home office executives
at a dinner given Thursday evening
of last week in the Blue Room of
the Hotel McAlpin. The affair was "Molly
picture."
O"
Open
s
on Starts
Coast
Mabel
Normand
Feature
in honor of the success scored by
the exchange during the week endExtended
Run
at
Mission
Theatre
ing December 10, when the largest
volume of bookings as well as the
like thrill stuff get that, and everylargest cash collections in any single
Mission theatre, Los Angebody gets that
good was
measure.
It's anto
week in the history of the Exchange
les, November 30, for an extended ideal part
tailor-fitted
were recorded.
run. E. M. Asher, personal repre- Mabel, and she's winsome and pert
Among those who were present
sentative for Mack Sennett, now in and animated after the fashion that
and spoke were E. E. Shauer, as- New York, received a telegram
her first
renown."in Examiner :
Lawrence
sistant treasurer ; S. R. Kent, gen- from Harry David, managing direc- wonFlorence
eral manager of distribution; G. B.
tor of the Mission theatre, as fol- " In ' Molly O ' Mr. Sennett has
lows :
J. Frawley, G. E. Akers, H. E. Elgiven the world a dainty wholesome
der, Jerome Beattv and F. V.
"
'
Molly
received the greatest story of humanity. The picture
Chamberlin from the home office opening theO 'Mission
theatre has
sets, excellent phoand H. H. Buxbaum, Harry Danto ever had. Crowd greater than shows beautiful
tography and many novelties in way
and Paul Swift from the Exchange. ' Four Horsemen or ' Three Musketeers.' Picture went over to a flyGrace
"It
action."
just
holdsKingsley
you and inyouTime:
laugh and
ing start. You have no idea of of
George Baker to Direct
cry and pay strained attention to
the
tremendous
applause
and
apGareth Hughes Again
preciation shown it. Mr. Sennett
thrilling moments, that's all. To
Preparations for the filming of is the happiest man in the world to- the
try to dissect it would be like tearnight.
Critics
give
it
longest
and
to pieces to find the
Gareth Hughes's next Metro star- best reviews ever obtained by any secreting a flower
of its beauty and perfume.
ring picture, an adaptation of
It is a comedy that lies at the heart
Blanche Brace's Saturday Evening picture
here. received
Best regards."
Mr. Asher
another wire of human nature. Everybody is goPost story, " The Adventures of a December
13th
from
Mr.
David
Ready Letter Writer," have been
ing to like ' Molly O ' this latest
started at the Mero studios in Holly, stating that " Molly O " has broken and assuredly best picture in which
wood.
all records of the Mission theatre Miss Normand has ever played or
George D. Baker who has di- and that it would be held on 'till which Mack Sennett has ever prorected Mr. Hughes in his four after the first of the year, which
previous productions to be filmed means that the picture will have
in Herald : "gathering
When I
sayGuythatPrice
the distinguished
by S-L Pictures for Metro, will over a month's run.
at
the
Mission
theatre
last
night
Excerpts
of
criticisms
of
the
Los
produce
the youthful star's new
duced."
story.
was
pleased, understand me I am
Angeles papers are as follows :
Monroe Lathrop in Evening Ex- putting it mildly. No more appreThis is Mr. Hughes's fifth starciative crowd was jammed into an
ring picture since he was signed by
"The new
film islikejustto the
kind
thatpress:
Mabel
admirers
see enclosure. There may be better
Metro a vear ago. "Garments of
in. She's funny and pretty Mabel Normand photoplays than
Truth," " The Hunch," " Little Eva her
Ascends" and "Stay Home" are and mischievous and abused. Those " Molly O " but they haven't been
those already produced.
who like romance get it— those who
made yet."

Goldwyn Film at Capitol Christmas Week
The attraction at the Capitol
Theatre Christmas week will be a
Messmore Kendall production, released by Goldwyn, starring Vivian
Martin, called " Pardon My
French," a snappy farce-comedy.
The picture is a film version of
a story by Edward Childs Carpenauthor other
of " stage
The Cinderella
Man "ter,and
successes,
entitled " Polly in the Pantry."
Sidney Olcott, who directed
" Scratch My Back ' for Goldwyn,
directed Miss Martin in this breezy
comedy. The titles were written
by Irvin S. Cobb and are in his
happiest humorous style.
Ray.
The supporting cast includes
Thomas Meegan, Xadine Beresford, Ralph Yeasly, Grace Studiford, Walter McEwen and Wallace
Pathe News Shows ExEmperor in Exile
Striking
the Ex-Emperor scenes
Charles ofof Austria
are
among the important world events
exclusively pictured by Pathe News
in current issue No. 101. The scene
shows you the arrival of Charles
and Zitta at Funchal, their visit to
the cathedral, and many views of
the island where they will have a
chance of forgetting that they ever
wore a crown.
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Pathe Names Releases
for January 1st
ounces an atPATHE ann
tractive list of short-subjects for release the week
of January 1. The opening
episode of Ruth Roland's new
s
tele.EagThe
le," titl
serial,
Whiedu
head
ase "sch
e of
rele
e
the initial episod is " The
Sign of the Trident."
"The Beauty Contest" is
the second comedy adapted
for the screen by Harris Dickson from his original story
recently published in the Saturday Evening Post. The
Dickson stories have become
famous for their humorous
characterization of the Southern darkey.
" Before Breakfast " is the
title of the Harold Lloyd onereel comedy reissue. " Try,
Try
thecast
latest
Roach Again,"
comedy,isthe
of
which includes Sunshine Sammy, "Paul" Parrott, Ethel
Broadhurst, George Rowe,
and Mark Jones.
" The Cat and the Mice " is
the "Aesop's Film Fables"
subject.
" The
Duel and
" is
the title of
the Last
fifteenth
last episode of "Hurricane
Hutch," Hutchison.
the serial starring
Charles
Included in Pathe Review
No. 136 are such subjects as
" Holidays in Holland," " The
Coming Speed Kings," a
slow - motion novelty; " The
Fires of a Nation," a glimpse
of the match industry, and a
Pathe color presentation,
titled, " The Kings of the Bazaars."
Clara Beranger Returns
to Lasky Studio
Clara Beranger, who has written
three original stories for Paramount picture, " The Gilded Lily,"
" Exit the Vamp " and " The Husband's Trademark,"
returned
to the Paramount
WesthasCoast
studio to adapt William de Mille's
forthcoming production, " Bought
and
whichYear.
willMiss
be
startedPaid
beforeFor,"
the New
Beranger has been in New York
for several months on a vacation
and in search of material for more
stories for Paramount.
Fannie Hurst Story for
Cosmopolitan
Cosmopolitan Productions has
begun the filming of another Fannie Hurst story. As yet the picture is unnamed and is known as
Production 34. Frank Borzage,
who directed " Humoresque " and
"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford," is
directing.
Those chosen so far for the picture are Dore Davidson, Vera
Gordon and Miriam Battista, all of
whom became famous through their
work in " Humoresque," Blanche
Craig and James Devine. Mr.
Devine recently had an important
part with Holbrook Blinn in the
stage production of "The Bad
Man."

Bright s
Outlook
for
Production
"Arthur Sawyer of S-L Pictures
s
ele
m
g
e
s
Rothacker
Back
from
n
e
o
will move production headquarters
in L ing A
s st, to bde
e
to United studios or Universal City
le t as thryu,e hoaft wytnhhere pa re anuCoast With Cheery
when the Metro studios close down
whi
i of i tvritto t ld t
ad r,x
for the short period as announced.
Xmas Tidings
io mors acMtei
tnagn rioFdo
Gor
d
i
r
y
u
o
s
l
stere in
pe "Finis Fox has completed an undi fo a crseha
a
e
usually fine picture of Northwestern
th
is ucation on stther otsi.n
pro
cessors.
Selig-Rork
expect
to
start
d o
l
soon on a big feature based on the Mounted Police atmosphere. President Schullberg is greatly en"The general opinion is that 1922
thused over the picture just finished
will prove the banner year in Los book 'Debonnaire.'
"Sam
and
Jack
Warner
have
Angeles production circles, and the greatly enlarged the Warner serial by the beautiful Katherine MacDonald.
indications certainly point that
program, having under production
"M. C. Levee, head of United
.
an
enormous
serial
in
which
most
That's the ChristmasTlmessage of the animals of Barnes Circus studios, formerly Robert Brufiton
studios, has inaugurated a period
Watterson R. Rothacker brings
back from the West Coast. After are being used. They have built a of exceptional activity. Virtually
large
and
really
realistic
jungle
back
way." eleven hours at his Chi- of their dark stages.
every stage in this great production
spending
center is engaged, among those
cago headauarters, Mr. Rothacker
"Production is at its height at operating there being Norma and
completed his trans-continental trip
Mack
Sennett
studios.
Everybody
Constance Talmadge, Allan Holuby "rothackering" to New York.
With him he brought a whole there is keyed up in the determin- bar, Pimmy Young and Hamilton
ation to follow up the success of White Comedies. One of the outsheaf-full of newsy items, which
standing figures in the Coast
we'll give you in his own words. "Molly O" with productions of
Colony at present is Joe Schenck,
Speaking of Marshall Neilan's new equal calibre.
picture, Mr.
"Penrod,"
nowsaid:
virtually
"They are very much on the job who has expressed the intention of
finished,
Rothacker
at Garson studios where, under the remaining until late spring, person"This picture will no doubt be the direction of Harry Garson, Clara
ally to supervise the Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge and
screen sensation of the year," pre- Kimball Young is finishing a big
dicted Mr. Rothacker. "It will be feature which will be exploited in Buster Keaton companies which he
the East soon by Herbert Somborn.
something admirers
even bigger
than of
Neilan's
greatest
expect
him,
which means the box office attraction of the year.
controls."
"John Stahl is giving inspiration
to a new picture which promises to Hunt
Stromberg
Unit
Busy
be one of the best that has appeared
under the Mayer-Stahl banner.
Two Doris May Vehicles Ready in
Louis B. Mayer is forcastine
srreat things for it. In the cast
Time
for Release
Early in
in 1922
are Claire Windsor, Milton Sills
form
of
modern
business. Underand Henry Walthall. As I was ADVICES from the R-C Pictures ■
lying the central idea and big situaStudios on the West Coast inleaving Anita Stewart was about
tions is a swiftly moving meloto begin another production for activity dicated a hum of productional
dramatic plot which deals with
for the Hunt Stromberg
Louis B. Mayer.
mystery, suspense and thrills in a
unit, with "Boy
Crazy"
and
"Gay
"Raoul Walsh at our Coast lab- and
altogether new to screenfare.
Devilish" starring Doris May, way
oratory isdoing the final editing of
The character of the plot clears the
on
in
course
of
producti
and
prepa"Kindred of the Dust" which will
rations for their release along the way for innumerable comedy exappear soon on the First National early months
ploits and Hunt Stromberg and
of the New Year.
program. All of the film colony
Director William A. Seiter have
were predicting a sensation for
"Boy Crazy,"
nearing
most of the opportunipletion, is an now
original
storycomby made ties.the
American audiences in H. O. Davis.
In the cast with Miss May are
Beatrice
Can.
Exploring
into the
"The Silent Call," an Associated
Harry Myers, Otto Hoffman, Fred
Producers picture.
new fields of farce-comedy, the Gamble,
Gertrude Short, Frank
"Robertson-Cole confidence in the forthcoming picture, to follow
ward
Brady.
future is reflected in a most tangible "Eden and Return" in order of dis- Kingsley. "Billy" Elmer, and Edmanner at the R-C lot, various units
tribution, narrates the exciting ex"Gay and Devilish," the fourth
periences of a little lady who opens release
buzzing with activitv under the suof the Doris May attractions
pervision of Mr. Tobin.
a haberdashery shop for men — just
is
an
original
story from the versaprove to a certain young man,
"Selig-Rork are working over- to
tile pen of Charles A. Logue, whose
time and Sundays on an animal who operates a style salon for
and stage successes are numserial which promises to be bif^er ladies, that her home town and its screen bered
by the dozens. It is being
and more exciting than any nrede- home talent can compete with any adapted for the screen by Garrett
Flsden
"Gay up-to-date
and Devilish"
refers toFort.
a sfrictly
girl
whose blunders that it requires a
stout-hearted and iron-fisted lover,
one perfectly aggravated uncle, and
a flock of other interested ones to
extract her from the wreckage.
Negotiations are now under way
which
bring who
"Bull
Montanaso
and Otiswill
Harlan,
appeared
successfully in 'The Foolish Age"
cast,
back in Miss
support.
Mr. Montana,
it isMay's
reported
will
assume the role of an athlete who
poses in gold and, bronze, for the
benefit of Tackie's art career.

A tense moment in

Grand Larceny,"
Goldwyn's
Terhune's
story presentation of Albert Payson

Paula Shay and Via Verone in Fox Roles
Paula Shay and Via Verone in
stage and screen productions are
playing important roles in a special production Herbert Brenon
is directing at the William Fox
New York studio with William
Farnam as the star.
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J. D. Williams Busy
Los Angeles

"Confl
box-office during
the originalrsal
run of wrote Hart,
Unive
Succe
sscon4 4 s^t ONFLICT,"ict"
the Priscilla Big
"and always
I
Dean
super - production the film.
sidered
her
one
of
America's
foreAmong the theatres which have
— from George Budington
most screen artists, but I never
Kelland's popular Red Book Novel, played " Conflict " for a week or knew that she was the versatile performer she is. I saw her play in
has proved to be the most successare the "Palace, Buffalo;
ful Universal-Jewel picture in many more,
'
Outside
the Law,' which I conRialto,
Rochester;
New
Auditomonths, announces that company.
sideredgreat
'
' — I saw her play
rium, Dayton; Walnut, Cincinnati;
The Universal sales department re- Express, Denver; Majestic, Grand ' Reputation ' in an entirely different character, and after seeing
ports that the picture had had re- Rapids; Colonial, Detroit; Liberty,
markable runs in every theatre Kansas City; Grand, Topeka; Im- her play ' Conflict,' in an entirely
where booked, and has broken house
role. I must say that the
perial, San Francisco; Butterfly, different
records all over the country, in the Milwaukee;
F & R, Minneapolis; Universal Film Company has a
face of unusual opposition pro- Sun, Omaha ; Strand, Washington ; masterpiece in this picture.
grams.
" I feel duty bound to tell you
Majestic, Wilmington; Locust,
Since its initial run of a month Philadelphia; Hippodrome, Balti- that I think this picture will be one
of
best box-office attractions
at the Central Theatre, New York,
more; Blackstone, Pittsburgh; evertheexhibited
in a theatre, and
" Conflict " has been shown in lead- Blue Mouse, Portland; Kincam, nothing but the elements of the
ing houses in almost every key city Salt Lake ; Clemmer, Seattle ; Libweather, which we cannot control,
in the country. In New York City
erty, St. Louis ; many leading Can- will prevent me from having a big
alone, it has played to more than
adian theatres and scores of others
120 days over the U. B. O. Circuit. in the United States.
At the Clemmer Theatre, Seattle.
Its aggregate run in Chicago has
Evidence of the surprising box- "Conflict"
profit week."did the biggest business
closely approximated the same office
results exhibitors have had
in the history of the theatre, durlength of time. In more than a
with " Conflict " is shown by the
hundred cities, the film has been letter
ing the worst snow-storm in the hisof
appreciation
written
to
tory of the city, it is said. During
shown for runs of a week or George D. Levine, manager of the
the midst of the blizzard, there was
longer.
Universal exchange in Milwaukee, a line-up half-a-block long all afterOfficials of the Universal sales by Harry Hart of the Butterfly
noon in front of the Clemmer, it is
force
pointanout unusual
that " Conflict
one of Milwaukee's lead- stated by Universal, on authoritaachieved
record" has
for Theatre,
ing photo-play houses. It is said
tive reports from the West Coast.
itself in playing five, six, and seven- to be a sample of countless other
During
thethefirst
week's the
run picture
of the
letters
and
telegrams
received
by
days runs in theatres which heretopicture at
Clemmer,
fore have held strictly to split-week Universal since " Conflict " was re- played to more than 30,000 persons,
bookings. This has occurred in ceived.
despite the fact the Clemmer has a
most cases by the exhibitor holding
seating capacity of less than a
" I have seen every picture that thousand.
the picture over after watching his Miss Dean has made heretofore,"

"Man's
Home"
Scoring
oppositeHea
William vil
B. Davidson
y in
cement
ason J.announ
the pre-se
IN'made
ck he Next Selznick Special,
Selzni
by Lewis
leading
the
cast
of
"
Conceit."
William
B.
Davidson
has
been
a
promised, in addition to his "Conceit," Scheduled
four-star series and the Talmadgc
screen lead in many important profor January
reissues, six specials to complete
ductions and with Selznick previously
played opposite Elaine Hamk
that
"
Selznic
from
Forty
"
the
were to come to the screen during
merstein in " The Girl from Nothe current season. Two of the fluence business during a prowhere." Maurice Costello is cast
verbially hard week for theatricals. for an important part, and W arren
specials have been completed — " dA
Man's Home " has been release
" A . Man's Home," meanwhile, Cooke, Charles Gerard and Patrick
are also in the cast.
Conceit " is ready sto be had played all of the larger cities "Harrigan
and "ed.
Conceit " is now in the various
Two more special have throughout the country (with the
launch
been definitely decided upon and exception of Philadelphia) and on Select exchanges and the sales
decision will be made as to their the same date the picture opened at drive is on for showings early in
production when Myron Selznick, the New York Capitol the Stanley January.
vice-president in charge of produc- Theatre opened the Selznick special
The production of John Galstion, returns from his present Euro- at the theatre which is the pride of
worthy'sJustice
"
" and a new prepean trip.
the circuit — the Stanley, Philadelsentation of " The Easiest Way "
" A Man's Home " the first of the
phia, Boston, Chicago, San Fran- are promised as to the four Selznick special still to be distributed.
Selznick six, and a Ralph Ince procisco and other big cities had prevduction, was given its Broadway
Myron Selznick, now in England,
iously
initiated
the
run
of
"A
opening at the Capitol theatre, Man's Home " in the great sur- is playing special attention to the
rounding territories so that Ralph
subsequent to showings in most of
of correctness in "atmosthe larger cities throughout the Ince production may be now ac- details phere"
that is to be created for
cepted
as
going
full
speed
ahead
Home " across screens of the land.
Man's
A
"
When
country.
the
screen
version
Artists
are
with of
him" Justice."
making
was ready for release the schedule
Now comes the Selznick drive to sketches of London's famous court
at the Capitol was completed
several weeks in advance and that put " Conceit " across as a successor
rooms and
will visit
is why the first opportunity to play to " A Man's Home " in theatres prisons
and there
sketch England's
interiors
the Selznick special came the week that are unfettered by producer that will supply production details
with authenticity.
before Christmas.
or ownership.
Conceit a"
is the second
Selznick "specials,
In the dullest week of the theat- control
Ralph Ince has been decided
rical year, when theatre-goers were feature directed by Burton George
thinking more of Christmas shop- and produced almost entirely in the upon as the director to produce
ping than they were of their cus- Canadian Rockies. Myron Selznick " Justice " and the same director
sent Mr. George and his company will doubtless make the production
tomary amusement, " A Man's to Banff, Alberta, and there several of the famous Eugene Walters
Home " opened at the Capitol, Sun- weeks
were spent in photographing play, " The Easiest Way," in which
day, December 18. A sensational
hold-up of the theatre treasury on the dramatic action with the gran- David Belasco is now presenting
deur of the mountains and the wilds Frances Starr on tour in a revival
the opening night attracted uncommon attention to the largest theatre of the forest serving as nature's of the great stage success that
Selznick presented on the screen
in the world and $10,000 was men- back-grounds.
Mrs. De Wolf Hopper, known on when it was originally offered by
tioned as the proceeds of the raid.
Showmen were of the opinion that the dramatic stage as Hedda Hop- Belasco. There will be an entirely
per, and now leading woman in new screening of " The Easiest
as anries in" all
attractor
" front-page
stothe New
York papers
"season
Six Cylinder
Love,"Theatre,
running plays
this Way " — and not a reissue of the
at the Harris
first Selznick presentation.
might be expected to favorably in-

in

J. D. Williams,
manager Pictures,
of Associated First National
Inc., returned to Los Angeles
recently from San Francisco,
where heferencespent
three owners
days inin conwith theatre
the
Golden Gate district. Upon his return, Mr. Williams conferred with
Producers Marshall Neilan and K.
A. Walsh and viewed the latest
photoplays made by those directors.
Both Mr. Neilan's recently completedof"Penrod"
and Mr.created
Walsh'san
"Kindred
the Dust"
excellent impression upon First
National's general manager. " Penrod
"beand
Kindred
of the
will
shipped
to New
YorkDust
in a"
few days.
During his stay in Los Angeles
Mr. Williams had interviews with
all the independent producers releasing their photoplays through
First National.
Richard

Walton

Tully

in "Masquerader"
Richard Walton Tully has returned to Los Angeles to begin
preparations for the production of
his famous stage play, " The Masquerader," infilm form for release
by Associated First National. In
this play Mr. Tully is so fortunate
as to have the assistance of Guy
Bates Post, one of the most famous
stars of the speaking stage, who
will make his advent in the world
of cinema in the famous dual role,
in which he has consistently broken
all theatrical records on the stage.
"The Fox" a Success
"The Fox," a Universal-Jewel
production starring Harry Carey,
is being heralded by exhibitors
throughout the country as one
of filmed,
the greatest
"westerns"
ever
Universal reports.
The
picture is now playing some of the
biggest theatres in the United
States and Canada, and, according
to information received by the
Universal sales department, is filling these houses in the face of
stiff opposition programs.
" The Fox " opened at the Central Theatre, Broadway and 47th
street, Sunday, December 19, for
an indefinite run. Due to a previous booking
for "Molly
O" at
the Central,
it was
not possible
to
show " The Fox " there immediately after its release date.
It is receiving a Broadway presentation in keeping with its success in other parts of the country.
Manager
Cobe, ofa the
Central
Theatre is staging
unique
prologue
for the lively super-western.
" The Fox " is the first " superwestern " picture ever attempted
by Universal. All the care and expense put into the production of
any Universal-Jewel special was
given
to the making
" TheUniverFox.''
In addition,
it is theof first
sal-Jewel in which Harry Carey
has ever appeared.
Already " The Fox " has been
shown in many V. B. O. houses in
and around New York City, inpickMoss
of the
Keith. Proctor and cluding
B. the S.
circuits.
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It was shown in New York
for tw«lve months to 2,500,000
persons, and the receipts were
approximately $769,000, according to the Fox home
office. It played in Chicago,
Philadelphia, Boston, Pittsburgh, and Milwaukee altogether for 27 weeks, and the
receipts are reported to have
totaled nearly $350,000. The
attendance in Chicago during
a nine weeks' engagement
was approximately 300,000,
and nearly a million persons
are stated to have seen it in
Philadelphia.
In 18 other cities in the
country nearly 3,000,000 paid
to see the picture, according
to Fox Film reports, and it is
still running in many of the
principal cities. Thus far the
total receipts have been over
$2,500,000, declares a statement issued by the William
Fox headquarters during the
week.
"A Man's Home" in
Play Form for Stock
Anna Steese Richardson and
Edmund Breese, authors of Selznick's
special, " with
A Man's
Home,"
have arranged
the Century
Play Company to place their original play, on which the photodrama was based, in dramatic stock
repertoires for the winter and
spring season. Because the photoplay has attracted so much attention, and because it will be generally shown during the coming
months, the Century Play Company expresses great faith in the
dramatization for stage revival
among stock companies.

Wallace Reid at work at his latest vocation in " Rent Free," a new Paramount
picture

Campaigns
( ( T T THAT Do Men Want?"
yy the Lois Weber picture,
released by Wid Gunning, is being provided with unusual exploitation and advertising
campaigns throughout the country,
with extraordinary cash-register results as a consequence, declare a
statement from the Wid Gunning
headquarters.
In St. Louis, a particularly timely
and effective tie-up with merchants
was put over by the exploitation
forces or Skouras Brothers, in connection with the showing of that
drama simultaneous!}: at the New
Grand Central and West End Lyric
theatres.
Taking advantage of the fact that
Christmas was approaching, and
that thousands of women were asking themselves, " What do men
want?" with reference to the purchase of Christmas gifts, the management of the theatres got in touch
with a number of establishments
selling goods suitable for men.
These were asked, in making up
their advertising copy, to apply the
phrase of the title of the Lois
Weber film.
The response was immediate, declares the Gunning statement.
Clothing, furniture, automobile,
men's furnishing establishments,
even a transportation system, en-

for

Gunning
Picture
fronts on probably
one of the busiest
streets
the world. The stunt
"What Do Men Want" drew vast in
crowds, which were increased by having the girls disWest Cities
Exploited
in Midtribute Christmas cheer money coubune. pons, supplied by the Chicago Trisign in front of the house, which
In Indianapolis, interest was
tered enthusiastically into the plan aroused
by placing a huge sign on
of cooperative advertising. The re- the side of a street car, and sendsult was a full page of advertising,
ing it over the city transportation
with the streamer head 'What Do svstem,
which covers all the main
Men Want?" and the theatre ad- streets. The car stopped as long as
vertising in a prominent position
in the center. Most of the adver- possible in front of the Alhambra
tisements around it started with the theatre, where " What Do Men
Want?" was playing,
really
question
"What
Do Men
Want?"to extending the theatrethereby
lobby right
then went on to give
an answer
it, each according to the product it out into the middle of the street.
was boosting. The title thus was This modification of the street-car
repeated half a dozen times, and the stunt proved extremelv effective,
picture was hooked up securely with and resulted in excellent business.
the livest shopping.
subject of the day —
When at"What
Do Men Want?"
Christmas
played
the Lyric
theatre, New
York
City,
a
ballyhoo
An automobile parade of twenty- the streets consisted that blocked
in having a
five cars through the principal
streets of the city, with each car man and a woman, dressed in evening clothes, parade up and down
flaunting a large banner giving the
name of the production and the Forty-second street and on Broadway. The woman wore a fur opera
theatres playing it, was arranged
around her shoulders, but
by the house management with sev- wrap
every now and then it would slip
eral motor-car agencies, and at- down,
revealing the low cut of her
tracted considerable attention.
gown in the back, and the fact that
In Chicago, at the Bijou Dream on
her shoulders were printed, in
theatre, a couple of girls in overalls were put to work on a scaffold, Mack letters the words " What Do
painting a big 18 x 16 foot muslin
Men Want? "

Selig-Rork
Completes The Big
Prisoner of Year
Zenda,"
" At this writing, the two-reel Stone will
With the completion of their
begin work in the Lewis
leaddramas
released
through
the
Educafirst year of association, Colonel
tional Film Exchanges, Inc., have
William N. Selig and Sam E. Rork
ing
of
"
Debonnair
role
e."
Snowy
Baker,
the
Australian
have helped to make motion-picture not only scored a tremendous hit champion all-around athlete,
history. Three big feats are to their throughout the entire country, but his American debut under the makes
credit.
have definitely re-established this Rork banner in a big productioSelign of
Greatest of these is their super- form of screen entertainment."
" Sleeping Acres," by Brayton Nor" The Northern Trail " by James
ton, in the spring of 1922. His
production
of " The
Rosary,"
which
will be released
January
16, by
the Oliver Curwood, was the first of three Australian pictures are rethese.
Lewis
Stone,
Wallace
Beery
Associated
First
National
Pictures,
Inc.
ported to be meeting with great
and Ethel Grey Terry are the stars. success throughout the
United
" ' The Rosary,' " states Selig- The second is " The Policeman and States.
Clarence L. Cullen,
Rork, " is destined to take its place the Baby" by Beery,
William Desas one of the finest and biggest with Wallace
mond
and
Elinor
Fair in the cast.
pictures in production, story and
cast that has ever been created, Mrs. Otis Skinner's famous Lambs'
Stop
according to the critics who have Club one-act prize play, " The
stallinV
previewed the picture in New York. Ne'er-To-Return Road " made the
third hit, with Wallace Beery, Mar" This seven-reel feature proMcWade, Walt Whitman,
duction isan original screen story MargaretgaretLandis
and Jack Mulhall.
written by Bernard McConville and And the fourth of this series is one
inspired by the theme of the
famous stage classic by Edward E. of James Oliver Curwood's most
Rose. It was directed by Jerome unusual stories, " The White
starring Lewis Stone, WalStorm, the man who directed Mouselace"Beery,
Ethel Grey Terry, WilCharles
Ray
in
many
of
his
suclard Louis and Bessie Wong. Bercesses.
tram Bracken adapted and directed
" Imagine this all-star cast : Lewis all of these successes.
Stone, Jane Novak, Wallace Beery,
The third Selig-Rork feat is the
Robert Gordon, Eugenie Besserer,
Dore Davidson, Pomeroy Cannon, production of a big wild animal
"The Jungle Goddess"
Mildred June, Bert Woodruff, Har- serial
be released by the Exold Goodwin, Ann May, James which portwill
and Import Film Company. Leather
Conway and Walt Whitman!
Elinor Field and Truman Van
" The most unusual sensation of Dyke are the featured players, and
the past year was furnished by James Conway is directing.
Selig and Rork when they revived
Pushers
Of paramount importance is the
the old and popular two-reel drama Selig-Rork
announcement
for
1922.
— and put it over.
in a series
" Instead of making the mistake A monster production of that
of
2 round
which cost two-reelers their old world-famous romance, " Debonnaire," by William Farquhar Paypopularity, that of relegating them son,
has been started. Bernard
wallops !
to mediocre stories, production and
players, Selig and Rork secured McConville is adapting the book for
stories by world-famous authors the screen. Upon the completion of
and cast them with all-star players. Rex Ingram's special production of
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The

Serial

in
By

the
A. A.

HighSchmidt,

Class

News

House

Short-Subject Sales-Manager, Universal Films
tfp HE -Last Shall Be First up Good Will because he has eightLet me point out that in the Coco- point out the Good-Will building
A
?
»
C
iFru
Sti
CEn
chances
to
his
customers'
Cola
where the product is com- value of the historical serials as
Last
:
Which means—
money.
5. A picture on which pletelyCo.consumed
at the time of the against the other product shown in
you never can tell!
'word
of mouth"
advertising sale, there is a " Good Will " value theatres today.
Serial pictures have been the ex- grows
with each showing.
almost equal to the total capitaliza- The serial picture will be used
elusive property of the smaller theIn exploiting feature pictures, tion. On the other hand, the Crane more generally in the better theatres
atre. the larger theatre has felt you can induce a person to see a Co. with a capitalization
almost the this winter.
that its policy could not be bettered picture but once. If he is crazy same as that of the Coco-Cola Co. The large house can seat enough
by running a serial.
about it he might see it twice. On has a Good Will of slightly over a People to make a highly advertised
It is different now. Today more a serial you sell him eighteen shows, million. The reason for this big picture profitable,
and more high class houses are He comes back seventeen times af- difference is apparent when you The better class of people that
booking serial pictures. The reason ler seeing the first episode. On or- consider that the product that is want their
children to see " Winfor this is the slump in theatre at- dinary advertised lines, the big sold by the Crane Co. is very heavy ners of the West " are insisting on
tendance. People are not going to value received from advertising is duty machinery, a product on which better houses running them,
shows as they did. The exhibitor the repeat orders. The Good Will there are very few repeat orders The better house can present a
has got to have something big to- created by advertising a serial while Coco-Cola is bought every picture to better advantage and is
day on his screen to make money.
makes this type of picture the most day.
more alive to the possibilities of
During the war days with every- valuable.
This leads us to this conclusion, 'ocal tie-ups with Boards of Educabody spending terrific sums of Good Will is what you have left The best product for a dealer to tlon. Women's Clubs, etc. Censormoney, many of us thought every after you have sold something to a handle is one that must be replen- shiP has no terrors for this serial
day was Christmas. Any old pic- person, gotten his money and he has ished constantly and on which there Picture.
ture made money. It wasn't neces- left your store. It's your good are many sales to the same cus- The day of the serial picture has
sary to advertise. A one-sheet lob- chance of his coming back again tomer.
arrived. They will do for the big
done for this
years
for what
the small
by did the trick.
for more.
The only pictures produced today exhibitor
winter
they have
exI oday, you ve got to have a real
When You consider what Good that correspond in general business
product and you've got to tell every- Will means to a serial, you realize lines to soft drinks, breakfast foods. hibitor; bring his audience back
body in the world about it before that when you
induce people to candies, soaps, etc., are serials. aga,n week after week, month afyou can make any money. This is see the first episode by your adver- When an exhibitor sells a serial to ter month.
as it should be.
tising, you have really sold him his patrons, he doesn't sell them
■
lhe new type of serial inaugu- eighteen shows instead of one. one picture, but eighteen, for in Mae
neit
ome in GlVPn
MuiTaV
HavanaRid
rated by Universal the Winners Many firms charge from sixty to selling them the first, he creates a
I it
«*
of the West, which has the back- ninety per cent of this advertising desire in their minds to come in and - YV,>W
ing of educators far and wide, of- money to Good Will.
see the other seventeen. And in Havana
gone wild over Mae
fers a type of serial picture that
Here are a half a dozen well fact the customer must see the en- Murray, whohas arrived
recentlv in the
even the better house will break known companies with their total tire eighteen episodes to get the Cuban'capital to make scenes for a
their time-worn policy for The capitalization and the Good Will complete story.
forthcoming picture, "Fascination"
New York City Board of Educa- value of their names:
Now, this is plain logic. The a Tiffany production for release
tion hrough Ernest L. Crandall
Firm Name
Capitalization Good Will writer has heard many exhibitors through Metro.
The crowds at the dock when the
film men,
manyhouses
and inandfactsuch
^0°^
" Whiner
ha^eCndorseda
InsTructW ^'.»
rend0/SeWm.
Wngley Co.,&$i7,000,000 $12,000,000 such
cannotsayrunthat
a blonde star's steamer was warped
of" the Vfr
West
for
showing Wlnn"s
to ch.lJr
.. 16,500,000 6,000,000 serial etc etc.t and it is not his in were so dense that not onlv the
to "keep
upon companies
inisffr
is ?S
a Dig^astep
lorwaran in
police inwere
Cola Co
to advance
25,010,000 24,050,222
arguments
aim in this asarticle
to what
houses any
"ijftS
can them
t&Z
check,called
but two
cSnl^.^Uf
in Coco
enTorwa3
"Thi
motion
picture production
I feel B. F. Goodrich Co. 99,600,000 57,798,000
*
serial and what houses can- of the military.
that you are to be congratulated on murnat. M o t o r
It is merely an attempt to On account- of the high pitch of
the insight and vision which enabled
' '
'
■ public interest in her presence in
your concern to treat a subject of
"
Havana, it is not unlikelv that Miss
genuine historic interest and imporA 7"
O .
J
A/Iisiwi
T71
n
Murray
and Robert Z. Leonard, her
tance and yet to retain all the ele- ./ \ CZV
I U U I i)
U7
1V1 1 U>7f& I m A1 lUm husband and director,
who is to
ments of human interest and even
^
*~ v J
*
supervise the filming of "Fascinahair raising thrills that are so es- 'TAHE name of Miami for the The dynamos will be driven by a tion," will seek out some quieter
sential to the serial form of picI past decade has been associ- Maclntosh-Seymour-Diesel
engine. placc nf ahode than one of the
turization.
ated with some big commer- The first units of the electrical plant principal hotels.
"There is no use closing your cial enterprises, arid the erection, will be set up immediately upon
eyes to the fact that our boys and on 140 acres at the western suburb completion of the first stage buildgirls are bound to have the thrills of Hialeah, of a complete plant for ing.
and that any protracted showing of picture production by the Miami
The laboratory building will be
|
' j|i ' — a
pictures which lack them and w hich Studios, Inc., crowns the efforts of 40 by 75 feet and a full equipment '* ' vWWit -^^slf 9%OJJ
does notemotional
link itself
progressive
citizens. having di- will
for developing
and printing
of films \
■ StHlllTl'/
nascent
life upin with
some their
way, itsSix
stage buildings
be installed.
The laboratory
1
falls flat.
mensions of 80 feet by 250 feet, will will be for the use of studio ten" To bein able
to that
give isthem
each carry
two stages
60 by 125 feet
calculated
elements
a form
clean these
and and
complete
accommodation
for ants
to takeexclusively,
care of allandthe isfilms
which
wholesome and with a background two producing companies at the twelve producing companies, workof interest in their own country and same time.
ing at one time, can turn out.
the struggle involved in its develop- Special attention has been given The workshop, 60 by 200 feet, also
ment, is not only a new but a big to the accoustics of these buildings, shown in the picture, in which will
achievement.
in order that these can produce sim- he manufactured all scenic sets and
sincerelyofhope
this is only
ultaneouslv without fear of inter- special
furniture required
picthe"I augury
morethatexertions
of ruption.
ture production,
will be from
equipped
§
this commendable character."
Adequate dressing rooms with
The better class house was the private baths, offices, projecting
last house in the world to buy a rooms,
editorial rooms,
camera
serial, twelve months ago —today it men's headquarters and fireproof
is The
the first.
film vaults
are building.
part of the equiphistorical serial offers the ment
of each
following advantages to exhibitors :
Each stage is to be supplied with
1. A picture that appeals to chil- eight-tube Cooper-Hewitt lights in
dren, because they like thrills. 2. A addition to a complete equipment of
picture that
appeals
to educators,
and electrical
spotlights.plantA 75 kilowatt
because
it shows
American
history * arcs
portable
be proin the making. 3. A picture that vided for the use of will
companies
appeals to -parents, because it car- Staking scenes on locations.
ries lessons in every reel valuable I An Edison plant, 35 by 80 feet
to children. 4. A type of picture Iwill furnish a powerful direct curon which a theatre owner ran build rent for the entire groun of studios,

with the latest wood-working ma^TtlG
chinery.
^
A warehouse, 50 by 200 feet, for B j| aJLL^
the storage of' scene sets, props. ^^m^EV9^L^^m^&m^
decorations andbuilding
costumes,where
'and an
"#ff
^ J
administration
tin
M.
executive offices of the Miami MJmm&m&M^
Studios, Inc., will be located, will f
|fjff
|*f J
complete the group of buildings. .
^m^W
W
The
entire
^construction
work
is
jf)
d
S6r*l6S
under the personal supervision of
*\
J
Ted J. Bevis, formerly of Los OrC JL
rOUflO
Angeles
now aThe
permanent
dent of and
Hialeah.
Miami resiStu- \A/9llor\C
wVOIl\JyJ9 I
dios will be ready to receive cornpanics early in 1922.
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Review
"Finest

Committee
Year's

Picture

News

Lists

Group"

IN its bulletin
for the
of Dceember,
1921, theBoard
National Committee
for month
Better Films
of the National
of Review lists the following productions as representing what it considers to be from the viewpoint of entertainmentthe
"
finest year's group since the photodrama was created." The list includes only those pictures
which began their runs in 1921.
The Bonnie Briar Bush — five reels, All-Star. Famous
Players-Lasky.
Enchantment
ers-Lasky. — seven reels, Marion Davies. Famous PlayA scene
" The and
Bashful
with
MaryfromBrandon
PierreSuitor,"
Gendrom. Released by Hodkinson
Big Publicity Tie- Up
for Witwer Comedies
In anticipation of its early release of " The Leather Pushers," a
super-series of two-reelers made by
H. L. Messmore from the series of
prize ring stories by H. C. Witwer,
Universal has arranged several excellent publicity and exploitation
tie-ups by which the series will be
popularized all over the country.
The main tie-up is with Collier's,
the National Magazine which recently published the series as the
outstanding feature of the magazine. The series is to be known
as the Universal - Jewel - Collier's
Series. Beginning almost immediately, every news stand handling
Collier's will become a booster for
the two-reelers. In addition, every
house-to-house canvasser for Collier's will be instructed to bring to
the attention of all persons interviewed, the moving picture adaptation of the Collier story. Each will
have literature to distribute concerning the film. Both news-stands
and house-to-house agents will be
used in tie-ups with local exhibitors
who show the series.

knock
for a

em

(foal !

Leather
Pushers
in a series
of 2 round
smashes !

The
Sheik — eight reels, Agnes Ayres. Famous PlayersLasky.
Cappy
Ricks — six reels, Thomas Meighan. Famous Players-Lasky.
The Hell Diggers — five reels, Wallace Reid. Famous
Players-Lasky.
The Conquest of Canaan — seven reels, Thomas Meighan.
Famous Players-Lasky.
The Golem — six reels, All-Star
Famous Players-Lasky.
O'Malley of the Mounted — six reels, W. S. Hart. Famous
Players-Lasky.
All for a Woman — seven reels, All-Star. First National.
R. S. V. P.— six reels, Charles Ray. First National.
One Arabian Night — seven reels, Pola Negri. First National.
A National.
Woman's Place — six reels, Constance Talmadge. First
Thetional.
Idle Class — two reels, Charles Chaplin. First NaPeck's
tional. Bad Boy — five reels, Jackie Coogan. First NaBob Hampton of Placer — seven reels, Kirkwood, Daw &
Barry. First National.
The Sky Pilot— seven reels, Bowers & Butler. First National.
Scrap Iron — eight reels, Charles Ray. First National.
The Kid — six reels, Charles Chaplin. First National.
Dinty — seven reels, Wesley Barry. First National.
Trailin' — five reels, Tom Mix. Fox.
Sky High — five reels, Tom Mix. Fox.
Jackie — five reels, Shirley Mason. Fox.
A Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur's Court — eight reels,
H. Myers and All-Star.
Over the Hill — eleven reels, Mary Carr. Fox.
Theodora — ten reels, Rita Jolivet. Goldwyn.
The Old Nest— eight reels, All-Star. Goldwyn.
The Old Oaken Bucket— five reels, All-Star. Wid Gunning, Inc.
What Do Men Want?— seven reels, All-Star. F. B. Warren Corporation.
Our Mutual Friend — eight reels, All-Star. Hodkinson.
Jane Eyre — seven reels, Mabel Ballin. Hodkinson.
A Certain Rich Man — six reels, Claire Adams. Hodkinson.
Rip
Van Winkle — seven reels, Thomas Jefferson. Hodkinson.
Thekinson.
Man of the Forest — six reels, Carl Gantvoort. HodLavender
kinson. and Old Lace — six reels, Marguerite Snow. HodThe Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse — eleven reels, AllStar. Metro.
The Sage Hen — seven reels, Gladys Rockwell. Pathe.
Nobody's Kid — five reels, Mae Marsh. Robertson-Cole.
One Man in a Million — six reels, George Beban Robertson-Cole.
The Iron Trail — seven reels, All-Star. United Artists
Little
Lord Fauntleroy — ten reels, Mary Pickford. United
Artists.
The Three Musketeers — ten reels, Douglas Fairbanks.
United Artists.
Through the Back Door — seven reels, Mary Pickford.
United Artists.
The Conflict — seven reels, Priscilla Dean. Universal.
The Fox — seven reels, Harry Carey. Universal.
No Woman Knows — eight reels, All-Star. Universal.
Once
to Every Woman — six reels, Dorothy Phillips. Universal.
Black Beauty — seven reels, Jean Paige. Vitagraph.

Conway Tearle as he appears in his latest
Selznick picture. " Shadows of the Sea "
"Eden

and Return1' Released Christmas Day

" Eden starring
and Return,"
Doris
second
vehicle
for .May's
R-C
Pictures, is scheduled for release
by that organization on Christmas
Day, after which date it has been
booked by many of the important
circuits of the country.
Miss May's second production,
supervised by Hunt Stromberg and
directed by William A. Seiter, is
based upon the stage comedy of the
same name which was written by
Ralph E. Renaud and produced in
and other big cities sevNew eralYork
years ago.
Laughs are the main idea in
'^Eden
and cast
Mr.
Strombergand
choseReturn"
the following
to develop the comedy: Emmett
King, Earle Metcalf, Margaret Livingston, Margaret Campbell, Buddy
Post, Gerald Pring and Frank
Kingsley. Beatrice Van adapted
the Renaud comedy to the screen,
paying particular heed to the development ofthe many comic situations.
To Extend Facilities of
Fox News Abroad
Don Hancock, director-in-chiet
of Fox News, and Russell A. Muth,
the star camaraman of the Xew
York staff, sailed for Europe
aboard
ber 14th.the steamship Paris DecemThe purpose of the European
trip of Messrs. Hancock and Muth
is the execution of plans by William Fox for an extension of facilities for filming European news
events. W ith this object in view,
i.- 'lirected Mr. Hancock to inspect
the iort:gn offices and to reorganise and ei 'arge the overseas staff
wherever it is possible to improve
on the already high level efficiency
ization.
of
the Fox News gathering organThe exclusive filming of Ex-Emperor Charles of Austria, while under arrest and on his way to exile
was a recent example of the wisdom of Mr. Fox in maintaining a
large force of staff correspondents
in Europe. This force now will be
expanded to include every centre
of importance.
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United

Studios

erative
of co-op
plan contr
THEprodnew
ol adopted
uction
by the United Studios, Inc.,
which is taking over the immense
Robert Brunton plant in Los Angeles, has not only proved a great
stimulus to production, but has
aroused interest of the Los Angeles
banks to the extent that they have
indicated they will be more willing
to negotiate with producers who
seek capital to produce under this
policy.
The producer, through the new
plan, is charged a flat fee per picture, which is determined in advance by negotiation and is based
on the class of production and the
number of pictures to be produced.
Labor is provided on an hourly basis, at cost, and material is furnished at wholesale cost at twentyfive per cent, under the market because of the cooperative buying
power of the studios. Under such
a policy the producer knows before he commences production
within a few dollars of how much
his picture is to cost him.
The United plan has attracted
such big Eastern producers as
Joseph M. Schenck and Lewis J.
Selznick. Mr. Schenck recently
closed his New York studios and
came West with Norma Talmadge
and Constance Talmadge, and work
was immediately begun at United
Studios on the Constance Talmadge production of Edgar Selwyn's "The Divorcee," under the
direction of Sidney Franklin.
Mr. Selznick is sending to the
Coast a special unit which will begin its series with the picturization of Eugene Walter's "The
Easiest Wav," and shortly afterThe

Popularity

On the Roster of the
United Studios
MARY PICKFORD
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
Norma Talmadge
Constance Talmadge
MME. NAZIMOVA
JACKIE
COOGAN PRODUCTIONS
ALLEN HOLUBAR
Dorothy Phillips
RICHARD WALTON
TULLY
Guy Bates Post
CHESTER BENNETT PRODUCTIONS
Jane Novak
B. B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
LEWIS J. SELZNICK
Elaine Hammerstein
Owen Moore
Eugene
O'Brien
Special Unit
J. L. FROTHINGHAM
PRODUCTIONS
EMORY JOHNSON PRODUCTIONS
HAMILTON
- WHITE
COMEDIES
ward Elaine Hammerstein, Eugene
O'Brien and Owen Moore will establish themselves at the United
Studios with their production units.
Richard Walton Tully is still another Eastern producer who will
make a series of pictures at United
Studios.
In discussing the newly adopted
plan, M. C. Levee, President of the
United Studios, Inc., said:
"The reorganization of these studios is being met with hearty ap-
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Grows
proval, as is demonstrated by the Early Western street, New York
class of independent producing City dock street, New York or London tenement district ; London
units actually operating in our
studios. The Los Angeles financial alley and side street, street of India,
institutions, after carefully scrutin- large French Chateau, concrete tank
izing the new United Studios plan of 200,000 gallon capacity and all
to companies opof operation, have indicated that settings erabelonging
ting inthese studios;
they will be more willing to nego"Stock scenery units, including
tiate with producers who seek cap- office
sets, bank sets, library sets,
ital to produce .under this policy.
sets, jail partitions, ship
"Here is a summary of the or- bedroom
ganization and production facilities beams and cabins, wainscoting, Hats,
which are included under the pilasters, columns, newel posts,
stairways, balusters, balustrades,
blanket charge to the producer :
"Services of department heads, door frames and doors, fire places,
including the exclusive services of Western bars, window frames and
an art director of the regular studio windows, arches, openings, ornastaff, also the Art and Technical
mental period hardware, miscellaneous backings, diffusers, parallels,
Director and assistant ; the Property
canvasses
and velvets, reflectors,
Superintendent, Chief Electrician,
Transportation Manager, Casting rope nets, rain effects;
"Draperies, including portieres
Director and assistant : Location
Manager,
Agent and and curtains of every description;
Storekeeper Purchasing
;
"Properties, including period,
modern and character furniture,
"Janitor and general watchman
s, pictures, electrical fixservices; office accommodations, in- tapestrie
tures, hand props, palms, plants and
cluding telephone service ; stage
fire engines, gonspace, projection room, including flowers,dolas,boxcanoes,cars,
period vehicles;
service of operator; cutting rooms,
"Electrical equipment, including
concrete vault for negative and
film ; dressing rooms for cast and arc lights, spot lights, overheads,
extras ; special suites completely special 120 Amp. spot light, special
baby spot lamps, domes, Cooperfurnished for stars; storage facili- Hewitt
banks, wind machines, lightties for props, scenery, etc. ;
ning
machines, generator trucks,
"Studio grounds, including ap- cost
transfor
; mer wagons, cables, feeds,
proximately thirty- three and one- switchboards and plugging boxes ;
half acres for exterior settings;
"Labor on an hourly basis, at
"Mechanical devices in mill, electrical, blacksmith and tin shops, ino'f machines;
"Material at cost, obtained
cluding over twenty different kinds
through co-operative buying power
saving of about 25 per cent
"Permanent exterior street scenes with
under the market;
and settings belonging to this com"Miscellaneous equipment includpany, including the Mexican street
ing fire hose, hose carts and fire
with patio and hacienda adjoinment;
New England or Southern street,
extinguishers."

Need
for
the
Big
Picture
:
:
:
By S. R. Kent, General Manager of Distribution, Famous-Players-Lasky Corporation
enough of what they really want.
before in the history is, people have learned that, where- smashed records right and left. We Except in the big downtown houses
NEVER
as a short time ago the really big followed it up with Mr, DeMille's
of this industry has the
the larger cities where audiences
American public been shop- pictures were as rare as wild flow- "The Affairs of Anatol," with its in
ers in December, today they are twelve stars and lavish production are transient, it is a waste of
ping for good pictures to the extent
of a great story. Released day and money for an exhibitor to try to
numerous.
it is now. The day of "Let's go to actually
This
shopping
for
pictures
has
date, immediately following a tre- run a glorified vaudeville show.
a movie !" has gone. "Let's go and
mendous smash of national adver- Picture fans want good pictures
on as a habit to the exhibisee 'The Affairs of Anatol,' or 'The passed tors.
They
have
found
that
little
tising,
in
more than two hundred and that is the primary reason for
Sheik,' or 'Fool's Paradise' is takpictures will no longer attract big leading theatres, it has set up new their patronage of the picture the"
its
ing
place.
atre. If they wanted vaudeville
The public of today is a wiser audiences. So they, too, are shop- records of attendance and receipts
in hundreds of houses. Then came they would seek a vaudeville house.
public than it was a few years ago
"The Sheik," which in nearly every If they wanted opera they would
or a year ago. It has learned, ping.
Thus
problem
of the
tor hasthe
become
at the
sameexhibitime instance is surpassing the remark- go to an opera house.
through experience, that some pictures are great, some are good, both simplified and complicated. It
I venture to say that in 95 per
some fair and some bad. And it has become simpler, because in the
Nowable record
and of
then"Anatol."
an exhibitor has cent of the cases where exhibitors
has learned also to separate the picture market he is being offered written in that he failed to make are not eretting a proper return on
wheat from the chaff.
an ever-increasing supply of big money with one or another of these their investments it is on account
Some people unthinkingly de- pictures to satisfy the growing de- big productions. Granting that he of the conditions I have cited above.
clare that this is due entirely to the
mands of his patrons. It has be- had good weather and other local As to the other 5 per cent, I bow
come more complicated for the plain conditions were favorable — did he
fact that money is tight. This is
knowledge of local condinot altogether correct, for last year reason that the big picture — the advertise properly? Did he apply 1o their
tions which I do not possess.
— in a "period of depression," mind picture that the public now demands sufficient, sound exploitation? Did
The day of the big picture is
you — more box-office records were — costs more money to produce than he raise his admission prices to a here.
There are a lot of them and
established than ever before. These the little one, and consequently it figure that the public would gladly
box-office records were made by big necessarily costs the exhibitor, more have paid, even expected to be asked there are going to be more. We
seen "The Affairs of Anatol,"
pictures, and the only conclusion to money in rentals.
to pay? Did he create the proper have
"The Sheik" "Get-Rich-Quick
Let us look for a moment at what public respect for his big picture?
draw is that the public would rather
see one big picture— and will pay some of our big pictures have done
If he can answer those questions Wallingford," "Deception," "The
more money to see it— than it would at the box-offices during the past
Great Moment," "Experience." And
to see three weak pictures. It is a few months. I mention, of course, honestly in the affirmative there is we have on hand "The Little
question of how much they can get only Paramount pictures, for they something wrong with that exhibi- Minister," "Saturday Night."
I think
for their money; if they get their are the only ones I am directly in- know tor's
what management.
his chief And
trouble
is. HeI "Fool's Paradise," "Miss Lulu
terested in or of which I have
money's
worth
they
will
pay
for
is
carrying
too
much
overhead.
He Bett," "The Husband's Trademark,"
their entertainment gladly and in definite knowledge. Cecil B. De"Just Around the Corner," "Boomgreat numbers.
Mille's "Forbidden Fruit," one of is giving his people too much stuff
erang Bill," "The Law and the
But there is another reason for the finest,
biggest and most costlv that they don't care about, and as Woman," "Forever," "The Chama
result
he
is
not
giving
them
(Continued on page 268)
this "show me" disposition. That productions we have ever released,
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pion," "Three Live Ghosts,"
"Moran of the Lady Letty," "The
Wan from Home" and others.
W ith the public demanding big
pictures, and with a truly remarkable supply of big pictures ready to
satisfy this demand, the question
naturally arises as to what the exhibitor plans to do for the distributor who does not want to put his
big productions into legitimate
houses.
It is obvious to all that the backbone of the picture industry is the
motion picture theatre, and unless
the picture theatre is prosperous
the rest of the industry must suffer
But in the coming year the prosperity of the theatre will depend
on the manner in which it handles
the big pictures.
Is the exhibitor doing the right
thing by himself, the producer and
his public if he handles a picture
like "Fool's Paradise" on the same
He is not — for a number of reasons. In the first place, the public
doesn't hibitor
expect
to. pictures
If the and
exrespects him
his big
shows that respect through increased prices, increased advertising and a longer run his public will
reflect that tendrespect
by increased
atance. Ifthe exhibitor
does not
get the money, through increased
admission prices and a longer run,
he is not offering encouragement to
the producer to make more big pictures. And at the same time he
himself is losing actual money at the
box-office.
Underselling one's product to the
public is just as fatal as over-selling
it. And underselling not only affects a distinct loss at the box-office, but it also means loss of
prestige to the picture before it has
a chance to establish its worth in
the public mind.
If the motion picture exhibitor is
to get the maximum of benefit from
the big pictures offered him this
coming year he must have a pliable
policy both as to admission prices
and as to length of run. If exhibitors have a policy which will
enable them to get the full benefit
from big pictures, they need have
no fear of distributors putting the
big attractions into legitimate
houses, for then the picture theatre
will be able to absorb the biggest
picture ever made.
I am not an exhibitor and never
have been one. Neither have you
exhibitors ever been picture disbut weareare
bothbusiness
salesmen and wetributors,
both
in the
of selling pictures. All I have had
to say has been confined strictly
to the subject of salesmanship, and
the big picture is what we both
have to sell from now on. My
ideas are offered merely in a spirit
of helpfulness, not of criticism, and
they are based on a knowledge of
what can be done, has been done
and must be done.
Fox Builds Drury Lane
Theatre Set
A set which will be a duplicate
of the old Drury Lane Theatre in
London, is being built at the William Fox New York studio. It is
in a picture William Farnum is
making, and more than 200 extras
will be used in the interior scenes.

Pathe

Serials

for

1922

"White Eagle" Due Jan. ist; Two
New
Serials Already Under Way
LS figure largely in the they inhabit the mysterious canyon
SERIA
plans of Pathe Exchange, Inc. country, where the molten golden
for 1922. At least four big new hoard becomes the object of such
ones are promised for release dur- plottings
and of
counter-plottings
'as
few heroines
fiction have had
ing the coming year. Charles to
contend
with.
In
addition
to
Hutchison is the strenuous " stunt the intrepid devotion of the hero,
star " of one which is now well
has also the capable protection
on
prepara-. she
in allproducti
along tions
of a mounted figure of seemingly
its successor
made for with
" White Eagle ", starring Ruth supernatural powers — the mysteriRoland in her tenth Pathe serial, is
ous "White Rider." The continuity is by Bertram Millhauser and
announced for release on January
the production throughout is said
1st. " White Eagle " was produced to
be highly efficient.
by Hal Roach.
Ruth Roland's new serial to folThe Pathe heads are emphatic in
low "White Eagle " is now being
their declaration that Pathe serials
filmed in the timber regions of the
never were in greater public de- Pacific. Fred Jackman is directing
mand than at the present time. from a story by Val Cleveland.
" Hurricane Hutch " booked its full Bertram
Millhauser did the conquota in nearly every section of
tinuity. The new Charles Hutchithe country before release date.
chapter-picture is also under
The same situation is reported in way.sonThe
story and continuity
the case of " White Eagle."
were supplied by Frank Leon
The story of "White Eagle", by Smith. George B. Seits is the
Val Cleveland, makes the three- director.
fold appeal of romance, mystery
and intense dramatic action. In
the beginning the typical Western
American girl heroine of cultured Stanley's Circuit Books
breeding and education finds her- Goldwyn's "Caligari"
self the adopted white chieftainess
" The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,"
of an Indian tribe which possesses the futuristic importation released
incredible secret riches in gold dis- by Goldwyn, has been booked in
covered by her dead father, whose the entire Stanley circuit in Philadelphia, following a sensational
dying pact with the Indians makes
them guardians of her future. two-day booking at Elliott J. GoldThe tribe is of Aztec origin, and
man's Bluebird theatre in that city.

Storey

Looks for Consistent Betterment

manager, declares that
, rs sales
REY
bito
anExhi
Associat
E.ed STO
JOHN
conticipatestagrad
increaseualof and
business
sisten
for 1922. After reviewing the
general situation from a national point of view and enumerating the underlying economic and political reasons leadimproveing upment,toMr.the
ey ent
that
declares
Storpres
certainly business is on the
upward swing. He states that
the leaders in our industrial
and commercial life do not
anticipate that a tremendous
spurt will come all at once,
but, nevertheless, they are
agreed that the return of
perity
ted and will
starease
pros
during
consistentlyhas incr
the year 1922.
Mr. Storey enumerated the
following productions to be
offered by Associated Exhibitors:
First, the spectacle film,
" Lady Godiva," a Wistaria
production, founded on the
poem by Lord Alfred Tennyson; an Al and Ray Rockett
feature,
" Handle
With and
Care,"
with Grace
Darmond
an
all-star cast; a big outdoor
lumber story, " Clansmen of
the North," which was recently completed under the
direction of John W. Noble;
a new Arthur Beck feature
entitled " Don't Doubt Your
Wife," in which Leah Baird
is starred.

" What Do Men Want"
in Great Demand
GOOD
WON'T

PAY

IT IS DEEDS

WISHES
YOUR
THAT

RENT
COUNT

What Are You Doing
To Fill Your House ?
Wise Exhibitors Are Boosting Business

Big bookings on "What Do Men
Want?" the Lois Weber production, continue to pour into the offices
of Wild Gunning, Inc., through
which organization the picture is
being distributed.
In New York City and the East,
three of the most important chains
of theatres, the Keith, Proctor and
Moss circuits, have booked or begun to playthe"What
Men Want?"
Among
other Dobookings
which
have been reported to the home office are runs of a week apiece at
three important Loew theatres outside of New York — the Baltimore
theatre, the Palace theatre, in
Washington,
falo theatre. D. C, and Loew's Buf-

By Booking Strong Extra Attractions.
VICTOR HERBERT
America's Conductor
Leading Composer

SASCHA JACOBSEN
Foremost Violinist of the
Land

JOSEF HOLLMAN
COLIN O'MORE
The Young John McCormack
World's Greatest Cellist
AND OTHERS
^oltbap

(greeting*

NEW YORK CONCERT LEAGUE, INC.
1664 Broadway
New York City

R-C

Attractions Suitable for Christmas

Aiming
to give
exhibitors
the utmost service
during
the holiday
season, R-C Pictures have arranged
to offertions athat group
of special
produc-to
will have
big appeal
theatregoers during Christmas
week, according to Charles R.
Rogers, butiongeneral
manager of distrifor R-C Pictures.
The array of Christmas subjects,
the stories of which are full of the
Yuletide spirit and have special interest for children, include " The
and " Nobody's
Fraid
Little
Kid" with Lady
Mae " Marsh,
"Seven
Years Bad Luck," with Max Unand " OneBeban.
Man in a Million."
with der,George
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What

F. C. (Wid) Gunning, an
WHEN
nounced last October that he had
not been connected for some time
with the daily which bore his name, but
that he had been devoting his time to production affairs, and had taken a controlling interest in the F. B. Warren Corporation, the industry generally, and exhibitors
throughout the country who knew him as
one of the hardest workers on their behalf
as sales executive, editor and publisher,
and producer, expected big and unusual
things to be forthcoming.
They have not been disappointed. The
name of Wid Gunning, Inc., the new firm
name, has since that time become associated with a steady stream of big specials
— pictures which have assumed a place
among the leading productions of the season from the point of view of high artistic
standards, mass appeal, and cash-register
value.
One thing all of the Gunning productions have possessed in common they have
had that warm, human quality which is so
easy to talk about, but. so difficult to attain, and so well rewarded by the people
when it is attained. " The Blot," a Lois
Weber production, " Quo Vadis," a new
edition of the famous Italian spectacular
drama; " Good and Evil," a foreign production, starring the dazzling Lucy Doraine ; " The Girl from God's Country,"
a stirring melodrama, written and directed
by Nell Shipman, its star ; " The Old
Oaken Bucket," a supreme human-interest picture ; " What Do Men Want ? ", Lois
Weber's masterpiece depicting American
home life, and "Our Mutual Friend," a
fascinating, colorful transcription to the
screen of Charles Dickens' last complete
novel, followed each other in rapid succession— each production a different type of
picture entertainment — each one the best
of its class.
The exhibitor has come to know that a
Wid Gunning picture can be depended
upon one hundred per cent.— that it has
been chosen by a man who through long
experience in the industry and the closest
of contact with actual exhibitors in the
field, has come to know absolutely what
will appeal to the mass of the people, and
how that appeal can be exploited and
brought to the attention of every man,
woman and child.
On the producing end, Mr. Gunning
gained an invaluable insight through active association with the late George Loane
" The Miracle Man."
producer
Tucker,
and
has acted
in anof advisory capacity with
independent producers with whom he has

It Is— What

To Be-

lts Service — Its Quality

Pictures

" Better Pictures " is Mr.
Gunning's slogan.
his organization

is

bringing forth just that kind.
The

following pages

tain descriptions and
from

a number

News

ORGANIZATION
It Aims

And

Picture

con-

scenes

of produc-

tions which have

already

registered solidly with

the

public.

had substantial interests. More recently,
Mr. Gunning has had a share in Lois
Weber productions, the output of the leading woman director in the industry, who
has built up a tremendous following because of the human appeal of her pictures.
It was also known by many in the trade
that Mr. Gunning was an important factor
in the organization of Associated Producers. Taken together with his five years
at the helm of Wid's Daily, which he
founded, Mr. Gunning can be said to be
the possessor of experience and information equal to that of any man in the industry, as far as the producer, the exhibitor
and the public are concerned. Theatre
owner, publicity and exploitation expert
are some of the other roles he has played.
In announcing his connection with the
new distributing organization which bears
his name, Mr. Gunning made it clear from
the start that he was working on the simple, but hitherto untried plan, of seeing
that the reward of the workers in the organization and the industry generally,
went to the workers, and not to swivelchair warmers, " prospectors " or other
parasites.
Mr. Gunning pointed out particularly —
and the plan has been received with the
greatest favor by exhibitors — that each
production is sold strictly on its merit,
and each production is sold separately, it
being a definite policy that at no time shall
various productions be grouped together

and listed under the heading of the corporate name.
Another innovation of the company
which has worked out to the entire satisfaction of the exhibitor is the form of contract with the producer, Wid Gunning,
Inc., in no case giving to the producer advances of any character or guarantee or
financial commitments of any kind.
As for product to handle, Mr. Gunning
has discovered, he asserts, many times the
amount he had expected to be available
in the first year for such an independent
organization, and is of the opinion that
the pictures finally decided upon represent
a standard of higher quality than any
product ever held by a new company in
the history of the film industry.
In selecting product for distribution, Mr.
Gunning has followed only one consideration, and that was the quality of the product submitted, the only requirement being
that the product be worthy of a high-powered orgamzation. " Better pictures " has
been his constant watch-word, and he believes this ideal attainable only through
an efficient independent market.
" Better pictures," Mr. Gunning believes, are attainable only through rewarding the efforts of the director, the exploitation man, and the showman who create the
picture, sell it to the public and see that
the public comes to see it. He has followed
that plan in Wid Gunning, Inc.
Most of the exhibitor's dollar spent in
Gunning pictures goes to the director —
the creative brains back of the picture.
Then, through an elaborate form of profitsharing evolved for the branch managers
and salesmen, the entire organization is
really a partnership, with the earnings
of those men entirely depending upon their
individual efforts, which means for the
first time the absolute elimination of unearned profits, leaving the three real factors— director, salesman and exhibitor —
the only factors entering into the negotiations.
The Wid Gunning organization forms a
direct, efficient service contact between the
producer and exhibitor, with the elimination of all parisitic elements or middlemen. Exploitation is the most important
element in the sale service of the organization, and over eighty per cent, of the
organization consists of exploitation men
or salesmen with exploitation experience.
The warmth of the reception accorded
the new organization by the exhibitors for
whose benefit it was started, is the best
sort of evidence that it supplied a want
of long standing in the industry.

Every film year has its big clean-up. Lois
Weber's'greatest production, "WHAT DO MEN
WANT?", is speeding along to prove the big
1922 whirlwind, just as she gained the honor
in other years with "Hypocrites", "Where Are
My Children?", "Price of a Good Time", "For
Husbands Only", "Jewel" and "Shoes".
All through the country the million dollar
question is blazing a trail of profits. It swept
Ohio off its feet. The newspapers in Cleveland, Akron, Toledo and Columbus were veritable "What Do Men Want" extras. The
magical title copped more free publicity than
any other picture ever shown in the Buckeye
State.
And in California, Los Angeles and other
cities accorded this dramatic sensation an ovation that will add a page to picture history of
1922. Everywhere exhibitors are juggling play
dates, and from those who have played it comes
the word, "Give us MORE

like it."

Get on the band-wagon. Get in the swim.
Ride along with the biggest clean-up of the
year. But don't wait until "tomorrow" and
be sorry — Get your name "on the line" today
and be glad.
Executive
Omen
1S40 Broadway.
New York
Main Sis. » ■". -9 a s"'. I.os
KansasAnceles
City
Vtlanta
146 Marietta
Si. Jnw^L Film838 Bldg.,
South lTih
OliveandSt.
Boston
19 Piedmont St. JBfrffL
16 North Fourth St. ■, . . ., 0 . . Minneapolis
Buffalo
257 Franklin St Jf\F \t>V
729 Seventh Avenue ...... a . New York City
Cleveland
607 Film Exchange Bldg. Misfit »V/V
123S Vine St . ■>
Philadelphia
Chicaco
804 South Wabash Ave. M*W UIIAXlTV
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"Your production opened at the Pantheon Theatre to the biggest Sunday business of the season.
Whole

town

of Toledo

talking about

dollar question."
HARVEY C. HORATER,

The

million-dollar

the million-

Managing

Director.

question — A few weeks

ago

that's what we told you it would be. Today,
scores of the shrewdest exhibitors in the business
are telling us it is!
One of the greatest pictures of all time, with
a sure-fire title that collects free advertising with
the force and certainty of a rolling snowball.
Book

this picture,

you'll play it to the

boost
biggest

this

picture — and

crowds

that

ever

swarmed into your theatre. It's more than a
million-dollar picture — it's^the biggest clean-up
in years!
What

What

will yourkshare

be?

Do

"As a result of the splendid business done at the
Broadway Theatre we are hooking "What Do
Men Want" over the entire circuit."
B. S. MOSS.
Right on Broadway,

where

swarming

thous-

ands "hand pick" their entertainment, "What
Do Men Want" went over with a smash that will
repeat throughout the entire Moss circuit!
"Patrons more than satisfied," "audience
thrilled," "give us more like it," "standing room
only" — and scores of other words of exhibitorpraise flashed from Cleveland, Akron, Toledo,
Columbus, Los
and other towns
Gulf, from
How

many

hit home
one that
to see.
Book

Maine

Angeles, Santa Ana, Atlanta —
and cities from the Lakes to the
to California.

pictures have you

ever played that

to every person in every seat? Here's
every person in your city will want

it for extra days.

Men

You

can't go wrong!

Want

?

Critics acclaim this production as one of the greatest ever made by Lois Weber

toe

ttsands

And
; ~

* *

the regulars

never

saw

such

snorting melodrama, such delightful
such a pretty love story.
But think what

those new

a riphumor,

patrons

mean

this year of all years, when "filiums" are
failing to draw and near stars are dying
dismally.

Think

production
newspaper
FRIEND"
thousands
theatres.

that

what

it means

enlists

the

to have

a

widespread

interest given "OUR
MUTUAL
and that brings hundreds and
of new faces to moving picture

Every element needed to hold
patrons and attract new people to

old
the

screen is contained in Charles Dickens'
"Our Mutual Friend"— the screen sensation
that jolted blase'' New
appreciation of better
Never

before

in the

industry — has there
appeal
hunger

m

-0

the

Charles

Our

history of the film

been

a picture

with

an

so broad as to satisfy the fan's
for melodramatic action and whet

interest

attend

York into a keener
pictures.

of

"the

people

who

never

the movies."

Dickens'

Mutual

Friend

Praised

by

Every

Tradepaper

Boosted by every trade paper — that's
a record to shoot at. Some of the reasons why you'll want

"Book

this picture.

to play it follow:

It is the best that has

ever been made froi.. a
Motion Picture News.

famous

story." —

A
"Action, drama, comedy, suspense, mystery— well, all the ingredients for what is
A

known
Daily.

as good movie

material

today." — Wid's

"It should prove a big box-office attraction. A rare treat, and to miss it is to cheat
yourself of something
tors' Herald.

"All the elements

worth

while." — Exhibi-

of a corking good MELO-

DRAMA. 'Our Mutual

Friend' will prove one

of the big money-makers of the coming
— Moving Picture World.

Charles

OUR

year."

Dickens'

MUTUAL

FRIEND

Boosted

hy

Every

Newspaper

Never before has any picture presented to a critical New York audience
received

such

unanimous

approval

of

all papers as Dickens' "Our Mutual
Friend." In space that costs a small
fortune per line, the press hammers
home the suggestion to book it!
"More melodramatic action than anything
Dickens ever wrote. It is surprising that no
one thought of 'Our Mutual Friend'
screen before." — Evening Sun.

for the

" We will guarantee satisfaction: The
characterizations are marvelous, and the applause attested that they were duly appreciated."— Tribune.
" 'Our Mutual
"You

can

Friend' is a hit."— Telegram

go to a good

many

photoplays

without finding as much to enjoy as you'll
find in 'Our Mutual Friend.' " — Times.
"Shining example of something
the movies." — New York Daily News.

Charles

OUR

good

in

Dickens'

MUTUAL

FRIEND
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A trio of scenes from Wid Gunning's " Our Mutual Friend," which is duplicating its New York iucce«s throughout the country

The

"Our
Mutual
Friend"
Production — What
the Critics Have
Declared

The Production
tt/AUR
FRIEND,"
I I the MUTUAL
last complete
novel
from the pen of Charles
Dickens, transferred to the screen
without loss of character, atmosphere or story, has been nailed as
" the perfect movie." Everyone
knew that Dickens was the supreme
master of warm, human stories,
filled with delicious humor and satire, and was the greatest creator of
whimsical, lovable characters the
world has ever known.
Few people knew, until they saw
"that
Our heMutual
the screen,of
could Fried
write" aon scenario
misers and haunted houses, hidden
wills and mystery, quaint romance
and virile melodrama. That is just
what he did in " Our Mutual
Friend,"
and out
thatinisthejust
has
been
brought
filmwhat
version,
which, wisely, followed the novel
with extraordinary care and faithfulness. The effort was not to improve or change, but to preserve the
spirit of the romance intact.
That this effort was entirely successful was apparent from the greeting of the hard-boiled critics. Frederic North Shorey, the critic of the
Los Angeles Times, seeing the picture at a trial showing at the West
Coast, said:
" Silas Wegg and his ' weal and
hammers,'
Noddy
Boffin, theacquired
Golden
Dustman and
his suddenly
fortune, and beautiful and capricious Bella Wilfer are living again.
Seldom is it possible to see a literary classic so faithfully reproduced
on the screen as done in ' Our Mutual Friend.'
" The scenes are those of Dickens, the atmosphere is Dickens, the
plot is that of the greatest fiction
writer
the lastwhocentury."
Wid of
Gunning,
was associated
with George Loane Tucker, and
also with Lois Weber, worked for
months on " Our Mutual Friend "
in the same manner as on the remarkably successful production,
" The Miracle Man," to transfer the

Evening Telegram summed up the
whole production in the words :
" an achievement seldom seen on the

" OUR MUTUAL FRIEND "
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Bella Wilfer. Catherine Reese
As for the trade-papers, their
John Rokesmith
critical
praise was of the highest.
screen."
The
Motion Picture News said :
.#. . .Peter Walton
Eugene Wrayburn
" Whoever is responsible for
Albert Fenton
' Our Mutual Friend ' deserves
Mortimer Lightwood
praise of the highest order. He
Elvin Milton
has taken the salient episodes, the
Gaffer Hexam
.moving incidents and fashioned
••
Peter Anderson
them into a highly interesting picGaffer Hexam's
Daughter...
ture— a picture which reveals
Katherine
Casper
clearly defined characterization,
Rogue Riderhood
some samples of quaint humor, and
Rostrup
"Ma" BoffEvan
in
bits of incident — which flow along
Joan Nethersole through a plot and several counterplots, releasing a fine breadth of
" Pa " Boffin. . . .Alfred Miller
Mr. Venus. . .Charles Wilkens
sentiment, captivating charm, susSilas Wegg
Bertram Cross
pensive melodrama, eloquent atmosphere and what must be regarded
" Pa " Wilfer . Charles Withey
as exceptional photography. Truly
this last mentioned quality must
true atmosphere of Dickens to the command
special attention by itself.
motion picture screen.
" It's our opinion that the picture
is the best that has ever been made
The Critics' Greeting
And this was what every critic, from a Dicken's story. So book this
without exception, picked out to picture. It is fragrant with romance, unique in characterization,
praise in the production — that the
whimsical humor, the marvelous and quaint and colorful in costume
and
setting.
And the photography
characterization, the dramatic plot,
had been brought from one medium
Moving Picture World said :
to another, without a loss of a is The
exquisite."
" A film version of ' Our Mutual
single one of the qualities which had
made the author famous.
Friend ' is one of the pictures that
When " Our Mutual Friend " was should, by right of its artistic and
shown at the Lyric theatre, New entertaining qualities, prove one of
York, the New York American en- the big money makers of the coming year. This story of the famous
thused over its " splendid character- English
novelist turned out to be
izations." The Illustrated News one excellent
material for a moving
went on record and called the picture "a bright and shining ex- picture and should serve as a guide
ample of something good in the to the American directors who persist in photographing life just bemovies," while to the Times' recause they are making a moving picviewer the
"
characters seemed to
ture. It is a mystery story and has
come
to life."Underhill characterized all the elements of a corking good
Harriette
the picture, in the Tribune, as melodrama.
" Perhaps the impersonation in
" Dickens transferred intact to the
present cast that is the»greatest
screen," while the Evening Journal the
said it had " charm and interest." single hit is the Bella Wiifer of
The Evening Post referred to its Catherine Reese. Anything more
"quaint charming" and added it charmingly feminine and lovely
was " well acted throughout." The than this demure little English ac-

tress hasn't been shown the
"'Our Mutual Friend' contains
action, drama, comedy, suspense,
mystery — well, all the ingredients
for
what is known as "<->od movie
screen."
material today," said Wid.
You have a lot of material to
work with here. You have the
nameest writers,
of oneandof the
the name
world's
greatof one
of
his best known works — "Our Mutual Friend." There are thousands
and hundreds of thousands of
Dickens lovers all over the country, and added to this is the fact
that regardless of whether or not
ycur people know or love Dickens
they have in this mighty fine picture entertainment. It's far out of
the ordinary, far different. You can
also talk about the beauty of Cathchance erine
to Reese,
tell and
yourdon't
folksneelect
about the
the
fine comedy characters of Mr.
Venus and Silas Wegr. Get stills
or cuts of these three and use them
all over the lobby. Stills of the
quaint comedians will be sure to
tickle your folks and Catherine
Reese is so fresh, so beautiful and
" love " her.
so new your people can't help but
Its New

York

Opening

premieres of the year
ble
most nota
the ord
E
ONual
wasof
nd " ed
whe"n Ourit
Frieacc
Mut
Lyric theatre
opened at the
in New York. In the case of
the numerous Dickensonians,
comit was to an fexample ofain"ing
—
ing scof and rem
e
of
piec
a
to admire." As
tertainment itpleased theen-m
all, and was to be declared a
faithful picturization of the
fiction-master's work.
The daily press of New
York was no less enthusiastice.
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Three scenes from " The Blot," Lois Weber's dramatic gem released by Wid Gunning, Inc.

"The
The

Story — The

Director — Critics'

The Story

a picture
first rank
of Loisin
f 4 rpHEthe BLOT,"
ns,
Weber's
big nproductio
is a drama
of America
life with
a human-interest story equal to that
sque." It is a timely,
of
vital"Humore
and human drama,
and one
which illustrates well Miss Weber's
uncanny
genius for
intimate phases
as nopicturing
one elselife's
on
the screen does.
Miss Weber makes her players
act and speak as real people would,
and she gives them parts in stories
which make the beholder exclaim,
"That happened to me," or "That
might have happened to my father."
"The Blot" takes its place among
her great pictures — a story of tremendous and nation-wide scope,
with a heart throb in every reel.
It tells an appealing story of love
and loyalty, sacrifice and pride, and
will arouse an overwhelming sense
of shame and pity in the hearts of
every man, woman and child who
sees the picture.
Everyone knows that teachers,
college professors and ministers
are shamefully underpaid. But it
was left for Miss Weber to see the
human consequences of such shabby
treatment dealt to what should be
the highest classes of activity. She
has seen it, not in the form of a
sermon, but in powerful drama,
scenes at once heart-rending and
tellint.
She takes a typical college professor, struggling on the pittance he
gets, to support a wife and daughter while rich men's sons, lolling in
his classroom, squander on a single
debauch as much as he gets for a
year's service. She shows what
this desperate plight forces all three
to do, and what happens when the
daughter meets some of the rich
young idlers. There is suspense in
every scene, and a piling up of
incident and detail, done as only
Miss Weber can do it.
Lois Weber, Director Extraordinary
Born in Pittsburgh, Lois Weber
spent her early career in concert

Blot"

"THE BLOT"
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Professor Griggs
Philip Hubbard
His Wife. Margaret McWade
His Daughter Claire Windsor
His Pupil. .. .Louise Calhern
The other Girl
• . Marie Walcamp
Written and Produced by
Lois Weber.
and legitimate stage work. Her
husband, Phillips Smalley, assisted
her in her work on the speaking
stage. Then the movies came into
their own, and Miss Weber
answered the call.
Through a long training, Miss
Weber arrived at the producing of
pictures, and some of her most famous productions include "Forbidden," "Shoes," "To Please One
Woman," and "What's Worth
Miss Weber today is a unique
figure
While."in the motion picture world.
She is the foremost woman producer and gained the distinction of
being the first woman to enter the
ranks of the industry. Only those
few men producers who stand at
the very top notch of the profession
are her equals.
Miss Weber not only produces
pictures. She writes her own
stories, selects her own casts, directs, assembles, cuts and edits her
films. Like all Lois Weber pictures
"The Blot" has a heart-throb in
everystory
reel,which
a naturalness
acting'
and
will get anof instant
response.
What the Critics Said

Comments — Selling

the

Picture

with the showing. One »f the
mediums effective in this campaign
will be the distribution of a beautiful illustrated card, which will be
displayed nationally by the Parker
agencies from coast to coast, wherever "The Blot" is showing.
An essay contest is worked into
this tie-up. On the card is the
sentence "What is the greatest blot
on
in our
yourAmerican
answers life
at today?"
once toSend
the
Blank theatre, where the great
American drama, 'The Blot' is now
showing." If your local newspaper
will take up the contest, giving
prizes of money and tickets, the interest in it will be greatly increased.
Variety calls the picture "a good
The newspaper tie-up has been used
market
bet,"
adding:
"It
should
clean up a tidy sum of money. It successfully a number of times, and
touches the heart. It is sensibly is entirely possible of accomplishand intelligently put together. Its ment.
technical qualities are high in
"The Blot" is a splendid example
of Miss
powersability,
of direction and Weber's
her technical
said
Matthew A. Taylor, in the Motion
Picture News. As to the story,
the reviewer thought there was
"real depth to the theme," and
stated that it was ''skillfully
handled." Miss Claire Windsor, as
the daughter, was picked out as
"perfect as the wistful, frail and
childlike young girl." In conclusion, the review read : "The Blot"
should make a perfectly satisfactory audience picture. It is very
well acted and directed, and its
story has an appealing theme.

"It should appeal to theatregoers
standard."
and
a goodHerald
box-office
bet."
said prove
Exhibitors'
reviewers.
The story was called "up-to-theminute in theme" and "admirably
worked out by contrast and closeups that tell a story in themselves."
Wid's unreservedly called it a
play
human interest,"
tellingof "a"splendid
good everyday
story of
life." The reviewer states "it is
interestingly presented" and ex"an existing
condition
should posesprove
interesting
to a which
good

Selling the Picture to the Public
majority."
Teasers, tie-ups and contests are
all practicable to use in connection
with the
showing of
"The Blot."
The
exploitation
department
of
Wid Gunning, Inc., has prepared a
series of teaser ads, which will be
furnished free to exhibitors booking the picture. The teaser-campaign has proved its merit in cities
The human quality of "The Blot,"
the universal appeal of the produc- where it has already been used. It
tion, and the excellence of the di- will prove the same results for you.
rection and acting were unanimousArrangements have also been
ly commented on by trade and made
with the Parker Fountain
newspaper reviewers who saw the
Pen Company for a national pubpicture.
licity tie-up stunt in conjunction

papers
Blot"
in tisin
the News
g "The
Adver

lowed the service section of The Motion
folte News wh
turOS
Pic
duroing hav
thee pas
TH
eral E
sev
months will have
noted the reproduction of
many fine newspaper advertisements on "The Blot" on
the News' pages.
These advertisements are
selected weekly by an expert
from newspapers throughout
the country, and may be
taken as examples of the
highest class motion picture
advertising in the country.
It is affords
the title,
The Blot,"
which
the "opportunity
for newspaper advertisements
which catch the eye immediately. These hand-drawn ads,
all of which demand attention, are only one phase of
the excellent exploitation
campaign which can be, and
has been, carried on in behalf
of the picture.

1
A

Big

Money

Maker

!

Lois Weber has produced more successful pictures than any individual in the
history of the film industry.

"Where

Are

My Children," "The Price of a GoodjTime,"
and "To Please One Woman," made "movie
history"
powerful

and a big pile of money for exhibitors who caught the significance of its
title, and

realized the box-office

value of Lois Weber's
And

now

comes

name*

"The

Blot" — another

Weber triumph that's delivering dollars
to hundreds of showmen right this very
minute!

We

call it an audience

picture,

for every single reel is full of the elements
that bring forth the "Ahs" and "Ohs"
that reflect dollars at the box-office.

It's a big picture with an appeal that
will touch both heartstrings and purseCO-OPERATION

strings of all your
will draw big.

patrons.

Book

it — it

■

"Bear
theme

down hara on the
of this story. It has

a powerful appeal to the public." _ MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD.
n
"The fertile mind of Lois
Weber has turned from marital and sex problems, and
'The Blot' is a splendid

ex-

ample of her powers." —
MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
"There is a splendid human
interest in 'The Blot', and a
great deal of heart interest
besides."— WID'S DAILY.

fi. B ox"

Office

Picture

Romance, pathos, humor, back-fence gossip and real folks woven around a theme as
big and vital as life itself. Briefly this is
the story of "The Blot", Lois Weber's
dramatic sensation that has packed 'em in
for hundreds of shrewd showmen including:
S. Barret McCormick, Alfred Black,
[2^ M. Dunlevy,
L. and Dan Markowitz, James
Bill Mahoney, John H. Kunsky, Felt
Brothers, and a long list of others.

"A real chapter out of many
lives, and a piece of film work

£ Never in a blue moon will a big picture
with such powerful mass appeal escape the

done." —
well
remarkably
CHICAGO TRIBUNE.

"box office eye" of real showmen

like these.

f Check up your play dates — make room for
this one. It will make the old B. O. look
like the Bank

of England.

And the title opens the way for exploitation that will stand 'em in line. Get your
press sheet now.
Exhibitors

who

didn't already book it are

now following "What Do Men Want?"
"The Blot" — and cleaning up.

with

EnEClTrvT. OmcES
1540 Broadway. New York
Film Bldg.. 17th ami Maid Sts
KaMaI City
Ahanta
. 146 Marietta St.
838 Soutb Olive Su
Los Angeles
Boston
19 Piedmont Si
16
North
Fourth
St.
Minneapolis
iftaio
2S7 Franklin Si.
729 Seventh Avenue
New Yons Cirr
Cleveland
607 Film Exchange Bide
_ _
1235 Vine St
PHILADELPHIA
Chicago
804 South Wabash A>e. JPW (t\\\
1201284 Liberty
Ave
Cincinnati . . Pioneer St. aod Broadway AV#piiuuiuf»
Turk St.
Sam PrrrsBUBCB
FbancUCO
Dallas ....
1812', Commerce St.
2024 Third Ave
. SEATTLi
Dt-SlR
1714 Broadway
3617
Washington
Ave
St. Lout*
Detroit
. ^ 143 Eait Elizabeth St .atMB>afci*fcJ**i*i
525 Thirteenth St, N. W. , Wasbincton
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The

Picture

"What
Do
Men
Want?"
Picture — Its Possibilities — Its Selling Points — What
Critics

The Picture
ec t x THAT DO MEN WANT?"
ed as L°is ^yeb"
heraid
W
" * er's
greatest picture, is a
virile and compellling production of
American life — a spectacular drama
whose human problems of everyday existence touches a responsive
chord in the experience of the average man and woman. Its drama
is duplicated thousands of times in
thousands of homes throughout the
land, but through the wizardry of
Lois Weber, it assumes hundredtold appeal, and the answer which
she puts forward, if it does not meet
with agreement, will at least arouse
a veritable storm of discussion — the
surest sign that it has struck home
and that it is not "just another
movie."
The hunt for happiness, the big
theme in this powerful melodrama,
is always a factor in the life of
every man, woman and child. The
answer to the question of the title
is one »f the biggest problems of
the day, and it has been presented
on the screen in a big, simple waybig and impressive because of its
simplicty.
In every large city the newspaper
stories of divorce and separation
give proof that women do not understand men, and that men do not
understand themselves. Lois Weber
understands both, and in " What Do
Men Want?" she supplies the answer to the biggest problem in the
life of every woman of today. And
she supplies it in a series of soulstirring scenes that will not be forgotten easily.
" What Do Men Want " is a big
picture, with a big theme for men
and women in all walks of life.
Love, pleasure, children — all these
enter itno the plot of the play and
contribute towards the solution of
the problem. It is a " picture with
anewspaper
powerful critic
mass acclaimed
appeal," as
one
it, and
one whose characters are absolutely
true to life.
Selling the Picture to the Public
The title of the production is one
of tremendous pull in getting people into the theatre, and it can be
used in a variety of ways to arouse
interest, according to local conditions. Some of the exploitation
ideas, however, are simple, inexpensive and effective enough for use
almost anywhere.
There is the newspaper advertising tie-up that any live advertising
manager will literally grab, for example. Suggest to the newspaper
managers of your local papers to
make a concerted drive on every
store in town for stunt copy with
theHave
" WhathimDogroup
Men Want?
tie-up.
all the " ads
of
merchants featuring the title,
"What Do Men Want?" on the
center spread of the paper, and
you'll
" smash
a smileseea amile
wide. " that will bring
And what a chance for window
displays ! Every store in your town
can work a tie-up with this milliondollar title that means business to
both of you. Cigar stores, shoe

What the Critics Said
" WHAT DO MEN WANT "
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Hallie (The Girl)
Claire Windsor
Frank (The Youth)
••
J. Frank Glendon
Arthur (His Brother)
.... ...George Hackathorne
Yost (The Evil Influence) . . .
Halan Cooley
Bertha (The Unforunate) . . .
..Edith Kessler
Written and produced by
Lois Weber.
stores, hat shops, clothing and haberdashers— all kinds of mens shops
will jump at the chance to tie-up
with the picture. And don't forget
the ladies' establishments — hair
dressing parlors, beauty shops,
ready-to-wear stores, millinery
shops, etc.
Contests are always popular, and
a good essay contest, run in conjunction with your local paper, for
prizes of money and tickets to the
picture, should be conducted on the
question, "What Do Men Want?"
Have a jury of women, well-known
ones if possible, act as judges of
the contest.
A good teaser campaign preceding the contest would help in arousing interest, and should be used, at
any rate, for several days preceding
the
of teaser
the picture's
run.announcement
First run the
ad in
several places in each paper ; then
follow it the next day by addressing the question to prominent peo, as answer
" Mayorto Jones,
can Men
you
give plethe
What Do
Want?" The theatre announcement should come the next day.

Current

"What Do You Men Want?"
received the highest praise when it
was shown at the Lyric theatre,
New York. The simplicity of its
treatment, the universality of its
appeal, the splendid acting — all
these came in for favorable attention from newspaper and tradepaper reviewers.
Wid's daily said that it was "very
simply constructed and vividly pictured; agood deal of humanness in
it." Further along the reviewer
said Miss Weber " makes thoroughly real people of the characters;
effective
small-town
touches,"
of the players
made this
commentand :
" Claire Windsor an appealing
heroine and J. Frank Glendon a
suitable hero ; George Hackathorne
contributes a good performance, as
does
Edith Kessler."
Summing
it all up, the reviewer
said: "In this you have a title that
seems
'Box Office.'
" Hereto isspell
a picture
with a" lesson
which should make a strong appeal
and prove a big box-office attraction," said the Exhibitors' Herald.
" It is beautifully staged, well acted
and photographed and has exceptionally strong exploitation possibilities. All in all, the picture is
different from the usual, and the
excellence of the story, direction
and photography should make it an
exceptionally popular play."
The Motion Picture News reviewer asserted that the picture was
sure " to hold the interest of both
sexes." Not only that, but, taking
the production up in detail, the reviewer said it is " interest-compelling entertainment, skillfully directed, wonderfully staged, well acted,

Wid

Gunning

Releases
" Quo Vadis," the second appearance of this
European sensation on the American screen.
" The Girl from God's Country,"
reels, starring Nell Shipman.

in seven

" Good and Evil," starring Lucy Dorraine.
" The Blot," with a special cast. Directed
by Lois Weber.
In six reels.
"What Do Men Want?"
Another Lois
Weber production. Her biggest and most
powerful

picture.

" Our Mutual

Friend," with a special cast.

" The Old Oaken
a special cast.

Bucket," in five reels, with

Coming releases include
starring Hobart Bosworth.

" White

Hands,"

News

Think

and without
beingfrom
" preachy,"
delivers a sermon
the screen
that might do honor to any pulpit."
Joseph Mulvaney, in the New
York American, commented on the
" powerful mass appeal " of " What
Do Men Want?" and states that
Miss Weber has drawn her types
" remarkably true to life." Claire
Windsor is described as " altogether
appealing " with a dignified beauty.
" Her picture is immensely interesting. Ienjoyed every minute of
it," said McElliott, in the Illustrated
Daily News, while Harriette Underbill, in the Tribune, said Miss
Weber's players " act just as they
do
in real
life." commends
The New York
Times
reviewer
Miss
Weber's work as having " the spark
of life,"
has athegood
word to
say
for theandacting,
photography
and the direction.
A Producer of Big Picture*
Lois Weber, producer of " What
Do Men Want?"
is universally
acknowledged as the
most notable
woman director of motion pictures
and has gained an immense following by her work, among men as
well as among women. She is credited with having produced more
successful photoplays than any
other person in the film industry.
"What Do Men Want?" is considered her best production. The
significance of this is realized
when it is stated thatt she wrote
and directed, such masterly production as " Where Are My Children?"
"The Price of a Good Time," "To
One" Woman,"
" Scandal,"
"Please
The Blot
and numerous
other
big-time hits that have thrillled
country. of picture fans all over the
millions
4 'What Do Men Want?"
in Force in Ohio
" What Do Men Want? " the successful Lois Weber picture distributed by Wid Gunning. Inc., was
well represented in the theatres of
Ohio during the weeks of December
11 and December 18, according to
announcement from the Gunning
home-office.
The advance extensive advertising
and publicity campaign aroused
great interest, and the production
opened to good business in Cleveland, Columbus, Toledo, Akron,
Canton,
Norwalk. Youngstown. Lorain and
One of the most magnificent theatres in Ohio has honored " What
Do Men Want ? " by choosing it as
the feature for its opening bill according to information received at
the Wid Gunning oces. This house
is the big new Lorain Fulton theatre, a million-dollar edifice on the
West Side of Cleveland, which
opens the week of December 25.
The booking at the Lorain-Fulton
follows a run of the picture at S.
Barret
McCormick's Allen theatre
in Cleveland.
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QuestionnaireReleased
Used in by
Revival
of " Quo Vadis,"
Which Is
Wid Gunning,
Inc.
Good old Edison put over some live publicity when he published his famous questionnaire. The idea seems to appeal to
men and women, boys and girls. So it is being used to exploit
the revival of " Quo Vadis," the massive Roman spectacle that
made $2,000,000 and ran for twenty-six weeks at the Astor theatre in New York. Some of the questions which may be used
(with
the reward)
are: year
"Who
Empire passes
did he asrule?
During what
did was
Rome Nero?
burn? What
Who
was Ursus? Who was Tigellinus? Who was the first person to
bulldog a bull?" Questions like these get into the papers, and
help to sell the picture.

Chamber of Commerce Boosts
" Good and Evil "
" Can a, Woman
Make or Break
a Man? "
The six teaser
ads, mats or electros of which are
furnished by Wid
G u n n i n g Exchanges, using
catch questions
printed above,
are proving their
value in making
the till in the box
office tinkle.

An Aeroplane Trip as Draw-Prize
In Los Angeles it was possible to offer
an aeroplane trip as a lucky-numberdraw prize at one showing of " The Girl
from God's Country," starring Nell Shipman. Any theatre can do this, because
if there isn't an aeroplane in town, there
usually is one within 100 miles, or so,
and the prize may be a trip in the aeroplane to be made when the winner
chooses
to claim
It's the
sort
of thing to
thatgo gets
over, it.
because
in most
communities aeroplane rides are out-ofthe-ordinary enough to be something
very much coveted.

Singing Ballyhoo Works for " Old Oaken Bucket "
Brings back memories of kid-day happiness, loves, aches, pains,
and mother-soothings; touches the heart strings, and sends patrons home wreathed in tender smiles — quite a big job for one
movie, but May Tully's "The Old Oaken Bucket" (Wid Gunning, Inc.) does it. Fred W. Falkner of Strand theatre, Newark, N. J., said so. He ran it the week of December 13. The
audience applauded after every performance.
The most appropriate ballyhoo for the picture is naturally and
obviously a singing ballyhoo, with " The Old Oaken Bucket " as
the starred selection. Harmony quartettes of high school boys,
dressed in outgrown young boys' clothes, singing on corners,
walking up and down streets, a few days before, and again during the showing, make high-class advertising, get publicity, and
bring in the stuff that buys bread for the baby.

Cities, towns and hamlets have had
clean-up weeks, paint-up weeks, but only
lately have they been having " Good and
Evil Weeks." As publicity for "Good
and Evil " (Wid Gunning, Inc.), starring
the beautiful European sensation, Lucy
Dorraine, this week stunt is strong! The
Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce
has its members use these lines on store
cards: "This is GOOD AND EVIL
WEEK. We want your advice. Give
us suggestions as to good and evil around
The Secretary gets after the newspapers
himself.
our store."
Thrills
in
"Ten
The Big Girl
from
God's Country"
Lone fight of a girl;
rescue of drowning
man; death of
Pierre theft by aeroful earthquake;
plane; frightdeath by fire; race
of a hundred aeroplanes; flight of the
blind pilot ; smashof plane
midaid; ingfight
within death
in
all
and the
morewaves
in —this
exciting
Shipman
(WidNell
Gunning,
Inc.) special.
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no debate regarding the matter, the direcBy Joe F. Lee
are the screen stars of
tor was instructed to " go ahead and
WHERE
shoot," and he did. The picture finished,
yester years?
Those stars that
there was the usual screening for the enshone brightly in the heavens of
tire staff of the organization and it was
filmdom and then flopped like a falling
noted that the $20,000 scene was cut to an
meteor. Are they still in the land of liveleven-foot flash, but the picture as a
ing? If they are where are they?
whole was voted a knockout by those in
It wouldn't be necessary to ask these
the
projection room. The advertising
questions had they exercised any business
director of the company was all hopped up
judgment regarding their greatest asset —
regarding the production and that night
popularity with the public. That was
he laid out a corking campaign to put the
their stock in trade and had they only
picture over with the exhibitors and the
known it was up to themselves never to
public. He took the campaign plan to the
let it get shopworn by laying on the shelf
same executive that settled the director's
too long. The answer is that they didn't
$20,000 question in a few seconds, but
blow their own horn loud enough where
the advertising question was not settled
it would do them the most good.
as quickly as that.
One of the greatest examples of blowThe executive raved and ranted, the
ing a horn the right way in the proper
place is herewith related, in the hope that
production was so great it didn't need to
be advertised, was his contention and finit may strike home to some of those that
ally the appropriation that the advertising
have arrived and others that are now on
director was cut in half and the picture,
Joe
Lee
the way up in pictures.
Billl ttniaBinimnimmimif |m|nmBimm"M" 111 miiiiitniiiiiiminiiiimiiiiiiiiimmininiiiniiiiiimmiiiiiiii^
instead of being a countrywide knockout,
Not so many years ago an advertising
The answer is that advertising is one
slipped into the class of the ordinary prosolicitor on a theatrical publication
of the certain roads to eventual success
dropped into a vaudeville theatre where
gram productions.
in any field, but there are very few indiToo much projection room praise and
small-time acts were playing. It was one
viduals among the players in pictures that lack of advertising have killed many a
.of those houses where the actor does one
take advantage of the road.
picture that was good, for many an exshow more than the Pathe Weekly. A
Only recently I met a theatre owner and
ecutive like the one mentioned above is
young man appeared on the bill doing an
he
remarked
to
me,
"
What
has
become
prone
to
think that because he is aware
act that at the time was thought crazy
of Miss So-and-So and that fellow Blank.
of the fact that he has a good picture that
and ridiculous by the majority of manI never hear or read anything about them
all the world will know it simply by gazagers. Cancellation usually followed his
anymore?"
He
was
right,
he
did
not
first or second performance in the greater
ing at him. But he's wrong, for the world
read or hear of them even though they are
at large is too busy looking out for itself
number of the theatres, in fact this had
still active in pictures and playing now
to look at the producer and read the mesbeen so regular an occurrence that on and again in some of the big productions,
sage in his face. The guy that coined
occasion when he was permitted to play but they are stars no longer. At one time
" I'll tell the world " had the right idea,
they were on the top, but they have slipped
out aalmost
full week's
engagement the combut he took in a lot of territory to do his
dian
went insane.
simply because they failed to blow their
The advertising solicitor saw the act horn in advertising while they were pertelling in
it takes
printer's ink to
deliver
the and
message
properly.
and figured that it was out of place on
sonages of note, and the pity of it is that
the small time. He paid a visit back
Were it true that "the better the prothey will keep on slipping until finally they
duction the less need of advertising," then
stage to the dressing room of the actor
will go into the discard altogether, unless
and suggested that advertising might be they wake to the fact while there is still D. W. Griffith with " Wav Down East,"
William Fox with " Over The Hill," and
time to capitalize on the glory that was
the means of getting the actor an opportunity to play the bigger houses. The
once theirs and advertise that they are
Samuel
Goldwyn with
" Theto throw
Old Nest
must be exceedingly
foolish
away"
alive.
sales talk of the solicitor made an impression and the actor decided that he
What is the good of being a success if the amount of money that they did in advertising those productions. These picwould set aside a small amount of his you keep it a secret. Many a star could
tures
are
acknowledged
as among the foreearnings each week for a campaign of increase their salary, many a director
most productions of the year, but it is
advertising. At the beginning there was
could keep working instead of waiting
no noticeable result forthcoming but the months between productions, and many a barely possible that the thousands of
dollars that these producers spent in
actor kept up his campaign and then as player of small parts might achieve bigger
parts and eventually stardom if they acquainting the trade and the public rehis salary grew so did his advertising
garding the pictures through advertising
would only advertise.
space and today he is probably the most
is
in
some
measure responsible for the
Not only are the great majority of
consistent individual advertiser in vaudefact that the pictures are acknowledged
ville as well as being a headliner of in- players and directors in pictures are short- among the best, and incidentally for the
ternational reputation.
sighted in regard to advertising, but a tremendous box office returns that they
His name? That isn't a secret, it is number of producers are equally foolish
polled. To add further force to the arguat times in regard to the greatest necesFrank Van Hoven. You've undoubtedly
ment it would be right to note right here
sity for their productions after they have
seen him time and again in vaudeville
that
those
selfsame producers are continbeen
filmed.
with his cake of ice act. He plays the
uing their advertising in behalf of these
I recall an instance where a director
big time now and has done so for a numproductions and thus keeping them with
ber of years now, but even though he stepped into the office of the producer and the acknowledged best.
stated
that
he
would
have
to
add
a
scene
has achieved the top of the ladder in
It is well enough for the individual in
to the production that was not in the
vaudeville he does not neglect to keep
pictures
to express himself in regard to
on advertising, for he has made up his script. The producer wanted to know
what the addition would cost and the personal advertising with " That is a
mind to stav at the top and he knows
matter that my management takes care of
that advertising is one of the means to director informed him that it would be in
(Continued on page 298)
this end.
the neighborhood of $20,000. There was
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Independent
Productions
By Matthew A. Taylor

er and better picDOES "fewtures,"
the cry that was
raised several years ago and
that has been raised so often since
that it will go down as one of the
famous slogans of history, mean
anything to the independent market ?
er and better" — the shout of
"Fewrm
refo
that has been roared from
a thousand throats until to the outsider it brought forth only a laugh
of derision — is it applicable to the
past year? It is probable that the
number of independently distributed pictures produced in 1921
is not smaller than the number
issued in the year preceding.
There occurred, with the smaller
producer as with the larger companies, a mid-summer depression
which slowed up production considerably. But it was simply a lull
and not an annihilation. Demand,
and demand alone, should determine the amount of production, and
the fact that independent production is, at the tail end of 1921, in
full swing once more, is as encouraging a sign as the state right
market could seek.
During the past year, fewer pictures with longer runs seems to be
the trend of some of the program
companies. To do this they have of
necessity, dispensed with stars —
stars whom painstaking effort and
expensive publicity had raised to a
point of popularity with the public.
These stars, whose followers are
numerous, must continue to produce. But the large producers are
turning
out "specials"
withMr.a wily
eye to longer
runs. If
and
Miss Star are to produce, they must
do so independently, and they must
market independently. And the
"fewer pictures" policy of the program company, reacts for "better
pictures"
on the independent
market.
Nineteen-twenty saw some notable state right pictures reach the
screen. There was ''Isobel" and
there was "The County Fair," and
there were such pictorial masterpiecesaasnumber
"When Dawn
Came,"
besides
of good
reliable
series of Westerns and a host of
others. Are they excelled by the
1921 product? Is the state right
market sinking back into a degraded condition — a dumping
ground for pictures which can find
their only market through state
rights? Is the label "state right
picture" to mean trash? Or are we
progressing, slowly and consistently
progressing to a plan which will
command the respect and attention
of every exhibitor?
The state right market has always been in a precarious position.
Poor pictures have been made, are
being made and always will be
made. These pictures, if they are
produced independently, cannot find
a place on the program of a national distributing organization.
Competition there is too keen, reputation too valuable. If they are to
be distributed at all, it must be via
state right. There is no third
course. And so the independent
market is in danger of receiving,
unjustly so, an unwholesome reputation for offering nothing but the
lowest sort of pictures.

Looking

Backward

and

Peeping

Ahead

{( \I 7"HEN the exhibitor begins
to understand that it is
impossible to thrust poor pictures down the throats
W
of the public simply because these pictures are
made by a big national producer; when he appreciates the fact that the independent exchange offers him
pictures of better quality, then will come the day when the
independent
will dominate the
industry."
When Dr. market
W. E. Shallenberger,
president
of Arrow Film
Corporation, wishes to emphasize any statement, there is no
mistaking his sincerity or earnestness. There was no doubt
of the strength of his conviction or his faith in the independent market when he gave this New Year message to the
exhibitors through a representative of the Motion Picture
News. He does not plead or beg that the exhibitor keep
more open dates for independent pictures. He asks it as a
right. He sees no justification in the exhibitor booking unmade pictures for a year in advance and refusing to acknowledge the existence of worthy pictures in the independent
exchange.
Nor does Dr. Shallenberger faint-heartedly look forward to
the coming of that day. The recognition of the independent
producer is not, to him, something desirable, but unattainable. Poorer business in the theatres which show the product of one company only are making recognition daily more
imminent. Economic conditions are forcing the issue. The
public has gone a-hunting — a-hunting for the picture that entertains, and they are refusing to accept poor pictures, even if
these pictures are offered under the brand of the largest
producer.
" September, the independent month," said the man who
heads the powerful state right organization, and who preaches
and practices independence, " helped the cause. Perhaps we
did not receive the exhibitor co-operation we expected or
deserved. But it was a success simply because the men in
the field worked as they had never worked before. They
hustled ; they were filled with the enthusiasm that comes to a
man when he realizes that in back of him is the strength and
support of the crowd. In doing this they brought in new }
business. And these exhibitors became acquainted with the
work of state right picture. They learned what the service
and co-operation of an independent exchange means. September, 1921, did its work, and its effect will be felt in the. .
future, for the good will that was built up, the confidence that
was created or restored, will never be wasted."
Dr. Shallenberger will continue to produce pictures for the
independent exchange. His activities have increased. Not
one of these pictures will ever reach the screen through any
other channel than the independent market. Such is his confidence,oneandthat
half he
an hour's
Dr. Shallenberger
vinces
is too talk
goodwith
a business
man, with contoo
shrewd a business mind, to misplace his confidence.
Such a reputation must be lived
down before the state right market can regain that honored position. Not all the combined press
agents, writing with the fury of the
possessed, can do this. But better
state right pictures will help. If
we can prove that high-class pictures, which have won undoubted
success, have reached the independent exchangemen during 1921, we
are certain that the state right has
taken one step forward.
We introduce "His Nibs." Alexander Beyfuss, president of Exceptional Pictures, announced this
feature
several
"Chic"of
Sale we knew. months
His was ago.
a name
box office value. But the skeptical
had to be shown. And they were.
"His Nibs" was shown at the Astor
hotel in New York before all the
doubting Thomases in the film industry in New York. And the verdict was unanimous. It was a picture that would make money — one
of the most distinctive offerings of
the year. Exploitation possibilities
that are almost unlimited go with
it. The sales campaign is now on
and from reports the Motion Picture News is able to gather, it is

"on" with a vengeance. This is not
"fly-by
the ge.
the picture
-night"
exThe
exchan
indepe
ndent for
changeman who offers it enhances
his reputation with his exhibitors.
"His Nibs" inspires confidence in
the independent exchange and by
so doing, increases the confidence
of the exhibitors in the entire state
right list. And confidence is an
acute need of the independent
market. The picture is in reality
a 1922 release, for it will be issued
in January. Its progress will be
watched by the trade.
Coming to another notable offering we find "Burn 'em Up Barnes,"
which C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, produced with
Johnny Hines in the lead. Mr. Burr
decided that "Torchy" Hines was
capable of bigger things than two
reelers. "Burn 'em Up Barnes," a
melodrama farce, with a really representative cast, was the result. We
understand that the feature is now
one hundred per cent sold. Its
opening in Cincinnati helped the
whirlwind selling campaign. It was
another case of the "show me" attitude of the state right buyer in
regard to independent pictures.

of

1921

And it helped the cause — the
strengthening of the faith in the
state right producer. Put down
Charles Burr as the type of state
right producer most needed.
That reliable "old line" company,
Arrow Film Corporation, has had
a notable year. If that day dawns
when the exhibitor is willing to
acknowledge the state right market
as containing pictures which are not
only desirable, but absolutely essential for their houses, it will be
largely due to the zealous work and
far-sighted policy of Dr. W. E.
Shallenberger, president of Arrow
Film Corporation. Probably no
company has so consistently furnished the independent market with
good pictures. During 1921 the Arrow program was widely diversified.
The Ben Wilson forces on the
Coast are turning out reliable
features, and supplied, in the past
year some Jack Hoxie westerns,
and Neva Gerber features. In the
serial line there was "The Blue Fox"
and "Thunderbolt Jack." Arrow
produced for the independent exchange. The state right market is
not
as " the releasing
only way with
" in
lieu accepted
of a satisfactory
the national companies. Mr. Shallenberger knows his field and understands the position of the independent exchange. He is willing to
help them. And during the past
year Arrow Film, under his guidance, has strengthened the confidence of the industry in the state
right market; has helped to stabilize conditions by a consistent flow
of worth while pictures. To start
the new year right, Arrow is offera Barroom."
Thoseing in"TentheNights
industryin who
criticized
with such sarcasm as "the same old
sob stuff," or "rehashed and demelodrama,"Forhave
had a
sudden crepit
awakening.
this feature
has had an opening in Providence,
R. L, and has been twice as successful as was expected by even the
Arrow officials. It held up its
record not only on the first two
nights but was as popular on Friday night as on Monday. Great
things are expected from "Ten
Nights in a Barroom" in 1922. It
gives the state right market an
auspicious start in the new year.
In March came the news that the
World Film Corporation planned
an invasion of the state right field.
Milton C. Work, president of
World announced at that time, that
his organization had disposed of its
distributing organization and would
specialize in state right features.
Its _ features in 1921 included
'Whispering Shadows," with Lucy
Cotton, "The Wakefield Case" with
Herbert Rawlinson, two good profeatures, and
foreigngrampicture,
rich "Judgment,"
in spectaculara
scenes.
Equity opened the new year with
the first of its Clara Kimball Young
pictures, "Hush." This star might
be called one of the old stand-bys of
the independent market. Her pictures find a consistent demand. No
greater proof need be offered than
to cite her personal appearance
tours during the early part of 1921.
(Continued on page 287)
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Arista Film Offering
Elaborate Picture
will
PRIZMA color effects ,"
ice
jud
Pre
"
n
in
be see
drama of Russia and
the
Greece, which is offered on
the state right market by
Arista Film Corporation, of
130 West 46th street, New
York City. " Prejudice " has
been sloganed " A picture to
think about." It is a story of
Russia, and tells the tragedy
uted and enof a race, persec
slaved throughout the ages,
deprived of justice and peace.
A modern and elaborate allegorical story are combined.
A compact and useful book
of campaign suggestions has
been issued by Arista on this
picture. It contains suggestions of lobby displays, school
contests, tie-ups and teaser
campaigns.
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NEWS

"The
Love
Slave"
Offered
Russell Clark Syndicate Releases
Feature Starring
Lucy Doraine

LAST
week's was
list of
state rights
As a production " The Love
production
augmented
by Slave
" is said to outdo other rethe release through the Russell
cent pictures with an Eastern setting, inasmuch as such scenes were
Clark Svndicate, Inc., of " The
Love Slave," produced by Sascha, actually filmed in the Orient where
from whom came " Good and Evil," the story opens, which it is said,
and " The Prince and the Pauper." gives the gratifying result of fidelLucy Doraine, whose exotic beauty
ity of detail which follows the use
made so strong an impression in of authentic locations. The story
her initial presentation in this has to deal with the clash of temcountry, heads a strong cast in a
perament which follows the transstory with the East against West
planting of the Arabian slave girl
to
the
strange
environment of
theme recently popularized by " The Western civilization,
Paris, to be
Made independently, thousands exact, where unconventional relaofSheik."
miles apart, it is curious to note,
tions take on a far different aspect from that in Arabian desert
states Russell Clark, that while "The wastes.
While the theme is daring
Sheik '' presents the East-West
theme through an Arabian hero and the picture is said to meet all censorship standards, the emotional
an English heroine, in " The Love scale covering
the whole range of
Slave " the racial differences are
reversed as to sex, the hero being human passions with what is rea white man and the dominating
ported to be a surprise climax and
First of Margery Wilstar part that of a beautiful Ara- a most satisfying, though not unson Features Ready
bian slave girl. The drama is based,
adulterated, happy ending. Press
Russell Clark Sales Syndicate, not on a studio-prepared story but matter and exhibitor aids are said
Inc., announces for early release upon a book by the famous French to be on a par with the production,
Margery Wilson in " The Offend- novelist, Georges Ohnet, whose .and will shortly be issued to those
ers," the first of a series of four powerful play, " The Iron Master," interested by the Russell Clark
become a stage classic.
Syndicate, Inc.
Margery Wilson Productions — new has
features — independently produced
to be handled by the Syndicate in
the state rights field. The story
by Katherine Eggleston first ap- Names
Franchise
Holders
in Munsey's
where itspeared
screen
qualities Magazine,
attracted
Miss Wilson.
Franklin Backer, of East CoastFollowing this initial production
Amalgamated,
Returns from Trip
there have been scheduled for early
release in the order named, " Miss RETURNING from his first the personnel of the following exchanges who hold the franchises
swing around the circle in the
" Woman's Woman."
interests of the new East Coast- for their respective territories;
Amalgamated producing and dis- Harry Segal of Boston for New
tributing organization, Franklyn E. England; Warner's Exchange of
Author Praises TreatBacker, president of East Coast New York for Greater New York
ment of Series
Productions, Inc., which is handling and Northern Jersey; GrandJack Levy and Harry Thomas the pictures of Amalgamated Pro- Warner Exchange of Buffalo for
have just hung over the desk of
ducing Company, produced under Northern New York ; Skirboll
William Alexander, president of the the personal supervision of Gilbert Brother's Gold Seal Productions
Alexander Film Corporation, of M. Anderson, made his promised Company of Cleveland for Ohio
which they are associate executives, announcement of franchise-holders and Michigan; and Samuel Spitza letter received ten days ago by east of the Mississippi as soon as he er's Reelcraft Film Corporation of
Mr. Alexander from Sir A. Conan reached his New York office.
Chicago for Northern Illinois and
Indiana.
Doyle. The head of the Alexander
On his trip, Mr. Backer took
firm went to London a month ago three Amalgamated pictures with
Lester M. Scott, Jr., who has until
recently represented C. C. Burr, has
to arrange for a tour of this coun- him so that they could be screened been
selected as field manager by
try, beginning next month, by Eilly for the salesmen in each territory,
Norwood, well known English and the most effective methods of East Coast Productions, Inc., for
player, who starred in the British exploitation and booking for that the territory west of the Mississippi where he will acquaint the
" Sherlock Holmes " film features. territory fully discussed. As the
While in London, Alexander ob- pictures are to be booked in series franchise holders with the importained audience with the author of as well as separately, and the array
tance of the Amalgamated Producthe famous detective stories, and of stars in the first three, including tions.
showed him the American treat- such notables as Robert Edeson,
ment of fifteen subjects that the William Courtleigh, Myrtle SteadAlexander firm will release, com- man and Tully Marshall, give an
excellent idea of their quality, it Sells "The Blue Fox"
mencing January 1.
The author wrote that the treat- was thought wise to let those reD. J. Mountain, the export manager for the Arrow Film Corpoment of the " Sherlock Holmes "
sponsible for their proper exploitaration, has just disposed of throueh
films in sub-titles and the re-artion see at least three of them bethe Interocean Film Corporation,
rangement of scenes to intensify
fore
the
first,
"Ashes,"
was
released. Mr. Backer states that they the Arrow-Ben Wilson-Ann Little
suspense astonished him with the
Hded interest obtained.
were viewed with enthusiasm by serial " The Blue Fox."

Field
AND
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" So this Is Arizona "
Ready for Release
W. M. Smith Producof the
relea
Is
" Sose This
tions, Inc.,
THE " first
se
relea
Arizona, is ready for
and will be in leading State
Right exchanges by January
ona story
" is
Ariz
ThistheIspopu
1. "n Sofrom
lar
take
that ran recently in the
Argosy All-Story Magazine.
It is the first of a series of
nine pictures to be made by
Smith Productions in which
the stars will be Franklyn
um, " Shorty " Hamilton,
Farncis
Ford, Virginia Lee
Fran
and it is said to be one of the
pict"ures he ever made.
best zona
"Ari
is in six reels and
is crammed with action from
start to finish. "The White
in the seMask," the second
ries, will be ready soon.

Chicago Distributor to
Renew Activities
A decided renewal in activity is
planned by Commonwealth Pictures
of Chicago, immediately after the
first of the year, according to President Harry A. Spanuth, who states
that he is about to offer a very
novel international picture to the
state right buyers, a production
that he believes compares favorably
with the best now on the market.
This picture now is in the process of cutting and will be ready
shortly for showing. Mr. Spanuth
further says that it is the biggest
proposition he ever participated in
and that he will lay more stress in
putting this feature over than he
has on any of his previous cam-

Master Advertisers' Corporation,
of
Chicago, have been engaged to
paigns.
handle the publicity and now are
preparing a very elaborate press
book for exploitation of the production. Al Dezel and Jo Fischer,
of the Master Advertisers, are also
making plans for an effective trade
showing in the near future.
Foreign

Sale Reported

on
Goddess"
The "Jungle
Export & Import
Film Company, Inc., owning the world rights
to "The Jungle Goddess," the fifteen episode animal-jungle serial
which Colonel Wm. N. Selig is
making for that company, has closed
another big foreign sale on the production.
The Australasia Film Company
purchased the rights for Australia.
New Zealand. Philippines, India,
Ceylon, Burmah, Japan, China,
Dutch East Indies, Straight Settlements and Siam. The sale was consumated immediately after the third
episode of the serial arrived in
New York.
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Enthusiastic

Joan

Film
FILM SALES CO. just
JOAN ted
negotiations for the
comple
six-reel special Western feature
production " Nine Points of the
ng Helen Gibson, EdLaw," starri
ward Coxen and Lee Maloney and
picked cast. This feature was first
titled " A Girl's Decision." It was
directed by Wayne Mack from an
original story by L. V. Jefferson. It
will be distributed beginning immediately on the State Rights market,
with some territory already sold
even before the negotiations were
completed.
It is said to be a pulsating western
melodrama with splendid suspense,
and punch throughout with a genuine "he-man " fight that compares
with anything seen on the screen in
a long time. Of this picture when
leviewed under the title, "A Girl's
Decision," the Moving Picture
World said : " Well acted, well directed, tells story in a manner that
grips interest ; several slight inconsistencies are easily overlooked by
the general excellence of the production."
Of it The Motion Picture News
said : " Good State Rights bet — a
money maker — type of picture which
is ever in demand — story cleverly

Buys

New

Feature
picture will live as long as the
" Nine Points of the movies exist and still be popular
with all classes, first because it is
clean, fine, and gets right down to
Law," Western Specfirst principles of playing square
ial, Is Offered
with your fellowmen. There is no
worked out — the suspense is admir- ranting nor outbursts of uncalledable." The Exhibitors' Herald de- for melodrama — it is done in a way
that gets under the skin of the
scribed this picture as " Picture with average
person, and after all if a
plenty
of
action
—
picture
that
will
excite children to shouts and cheers picture can do that, it has every
— good states right picture." The element of success. It held my inExhibitors' Trade Review said :
terest from the opening panel to the'
" Acting throughout is praise- last fade out, and when a picture
worthy— Helen Gibson makes hero- can grip you for six full reels it's
to have something in it and this
ine that one cannot help but ad- got
mire— difficult role portrayed with
The deal for Rainbow was
realistic vividness — action is rapid
— fistic combat between McLeod handled
one
has." by Fred T. Robert, who
and Cullum a humdinger. The assisted in the supervision of the
story is that type which never fails production in the process of filming.
Exhibitors who have solicited on
to delight every class of patron. It
is a story of a mysterious girl, a the value of the title have stated
that the title " Nine Points of the
brave, square dealing, square shoot- Law
" fits the action and drama in
ing man of honor, but to whom fate
has dealt a bitter blow ; another this film to perfection while its box
man also brave but unscrupulous, office possibilities are magnificent.
Elaborate advertising campaign
and two little children whose tiny
hands guide the woman through books are now being prepared to
back up this picture, also a wide
theAsdepths
to happiness."
one exhibitor
stated who was variety of exploitation and advertising accessories by the Joan Film
present when a private showing
Sales Co., Inc.
was bring given : " This type of

Reports

Continue
on 1enthusiastic
'His Nibs"reFavorable and
ports from purchasers of territorial
rights to Charles ("Chic") Sale in
" His Nibs " continue to flow uninterruptedly into the offices of L. L.
Hiller, president
Nibs"
Syndicate,
Inc., whoofis "His
handling
the
sale of this picture on the state
rights market, and are being received regularly at the headquarters of Exceptional Pictures Corporation, producers of the picture,
it is announced.
Not only are the buyers themselves and their organizations
highly pleased and enthusiastic
over the acquisition of the rights
to " His Nibs," but also the reception accorded the production at the
various pre-views arranged by the
purchasers have been gratifying and
decidedly fruitful. The independent exchanges are finding it an easy
matter to interest first runs in their
respective territory, and it appears
certain that by January 1st, whert
" His Nibs " is scheduled to be released generally throughout the
country, first runs will be definitely
arranged for in every exchange and
key city in the United States.
Charles McGovern Will
Tour Country

Charles F. McGovern of McGovern & Egler, who are distributing the new series of Shorty
Hamilton two-reel Westerns, left
New York this week for an extensive tour throughout the country.
Independent
Productions
Mr. McGovern expects to visit all
I
(Continued from page 285)
I the independent exchanges, and will
i iniiuwMiunnmniiiiinimniiiiiiiiN
irmmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiranmiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ stop to look over things at the W.
M. Smith Studios in Tulsa, Oklahoma, where the new series is being
enjoyed a run at the New
She was received everywhere with a
Space does not permit us to re- which
produced under the direction of W.
welcome that could be envied by the
view all the state right productions York Hippodrome.
A. S. Douglas.
The above are only mentioned in
highest public officials and was of the past year, classify them, and
given publicity rarely equalled by tell their effect on the state right the hope that the}' will aid in proving that 1921 has certainly seen no
International Success
any star.
"Hush"
followed
by market, for better or for worse. retrogression
in the quality of the
others
of the
Clara was
Kimball
Young
Ivan Abramson made "The Mother
for Warner Feature
right picture. There were one
series, "Charge It," and "Straight Eternal" and afforded it a Broad- state
way run. Aywon Film Corpora- or two occasional flashes to reach
from Paris." Equity also offered in
Reports continue to pour in contion, headed by Nathan Hirsh, the screen during the twelve
May, "Thefeature,
Black Panther's
Cub," a
cerning the record breaking career
Ziegfeld
starring Florence
month, while the bulk of the offerhave
made
"Big
Boy"
Williams
Reed. This last may be counted as popular and offered some high
ings (and the state right field must of the Warner production " Why
Girls Leave
another of the notable state right class thrillers in the "Snowy" be judged by these) were consis- section
of theHome,"
United from
Statesevery
and
Baker series. Brandt-Davis came
pictures of the year.
tently good. The remainder, the very now the remarkable success of the
Another company to contribute forth with a Northwest feature of small minority, were the features
worth-while features to the inde- the highest class. It was "The of poorer quality which will always picture promises
ternational affair. to become an inpendent market during 1921 was Heart of the North," starring Roy glut the independent market, but
should never be taken as the about
" Why
" is
to letGirls
our Leave
CanadianHome
brothers
Warner Brothers. "Why Girls Stewart and Louise Lovely, and it which
standard.
found a ready market and a popuacross
the
line
in
on
the
question
Leave
Home"
is
practicaly
the
only
one of their bigger features which
The coming year and its produc- that has aroused unprecedented inlar reception. "The Supreme Pastions are still shrouded in mystery.
may be classed as a 1921 release.
sion," released by Robt. W.
terest wherever the picture was
We
know the quality of only a shown in
Priest, of The Film Market, was
this country and the big
The
Motion
Picture
News'
reports
from first run houses tell its story. welcomed as a clean, interesting few, such as "School Days" and Allen theatres in all the Canadian
feature.
Russell
Productions
are
These reports are unbiased. They
Nights in a Barroom." But cities are preparing to go the limit
tell the unvarnished truth. And icsponsible for a number of worth "Ten
it seems probable that the stan- on an exploitation campaign that
while features.
dards of 1922 will certainly not be will set some new box-office records
these reports have all been — "exceptional picture. Strong box office
In addition there were "Honey- below, and possibly very much for the Provinces.
moon Ranch" and "West of the above, those of 1921. The exattraction." Keen showmanship
In England, Pearl Films, Ltd.,
changes demand only the higher have fired the first shot in their
gave a title certain to attract a par- Rio Grande," fast-moving Westclass
pictures.
ticular class, to a strong dramatic
erns offered by Bert Lubin, "The
And the attitude of the leaders campaign with advertising that
story equally certain to send an- Parish Priest," released by Herof
the independent field is, at the reads, " ' The Kid ' is the record
"Black
Sheep,"
other class home happy. Warner's offered manbyGarfield,
for 1921 and 'Why Girls
Pinnacle
Productions,
beginning of the new year, a re- breaker
"School Days," with Wesley
markably sane and reasonable one. Leave Home' will maintain the recBarry, which had its review early and other reliable program features from smaller companies They are not shouting optimism
in December of this year, promises
ords for 1922."
to be a picture that will bring which contributed one of two with their mouths wide open and
credit not only to the independent features to the independent market their eyes shut to actual condi- Hoxie Completes Work
market as an attraction able to during the year.
tions. Neither are they in a blue
on Arrow Picture
Producers Security .released funk tieing crepe about their arms
compete with any feature made,
but it will also serve as an argu- "Diane of Star Hollow," "The and strings about their pocketJack
last week completed
ment for the screen as the medium Soul of Man," "Squire Phin," and books. They see the need of co- his workHoxie
on the Ben Wilson Prooperation, they are beginning to
for clean, and instructive enter- "The Right Way," the Thomas
tainment. No reformer, be he Mott Osborne picture. Malcolm understand each other's difficulties. started preparations
duction,Under
"
Orders.''
and
for his next
rabid and wild-eyed, can raise even Strauss re-entered the production They are settling down to work out picture, title of which has not yet
the faintest outcry against this field and offered "The Twice-Born their business problems in a busi- been selected. Hoxie is directed by
ness-like method.
production.
Woman,"
an artistic production
Roy Clements.
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"Chic" Sale Starting on
Long Vaudeville Tour
HIC)
S Exc(C
LEthe
CHAR
eptional
SALE,
Pictures star, who has
been playing vaudeville en
gagements about New York
for the past few weeks, will
spend Christmas week headlining at the Colonial theatre, and will then start for a
tour of the Middle West,
playing Pittsburgh the week
of January 2. This tour will
last until early spring, when
Mr. Sale's second motion picture will probably be photographed.
There has been no decision
as to ture,
Chic
Sale's
secondof picbut the
success
his

Exceptional^
Exceptional

Pictures

Progress
Accomplished

Short Time
a
in
Things
Big
l record of comedy characterizations of the
unusua
A MOST
achievement is that put forth
Immediately after the picture was
by the Exceptional Pictures Cor- shown
Exceptional Pictures Corporation, of which Alexander Bey- year.
poration received a flood of offers
fuss is the president, and A. S.
distribute the picture, but it was
Kirkpatrick, vice-president and gen- to
eral manager. This is one of the thought best to accept the offer
newer production units, an organi- from Mr. L. L. Hiller, who desired
zation of progressive young men to buy the picture and form a special company for its distribution.
who stand for the new art of the
motion picture, pictures that are This company is known as "His
carefully conceived, which entertain Nibs" Syndicate, Inc., and in less
than thirty days contracts were
and enlighten.
One of the first duties of Excep- closed for more than 30% of the entire country, so great was the intertional Pictures Corporation, which
est shown by the trade. In summing
started business on September 1,
up the motion picture progress of
1921, and
' is,
accordingly,
four
first
picture,
"
His
Nibs,"
has
months
old,
was
to
take
over
the
the year, Marion Russell, in "The
been so great that it is very
remarkable film photographed in Billboard," places "Chic" Sale, in
possible his second will also
the wilds of British North Borneo "His Nibs," in the class of picture
have a small-town setting. At
that unhesitatingly reaches the
by Martin Johnson, and exploiting American
any rate, it will again give
public. Miss Russell
this film under the title of "Jungle calls them "pictures of the quiet,
Mr. "Chic" Sale the opportunity of displaying his
Adventures," demonstrate by a heart-interest type," and mentions
showing at the Capitol theatre that
protean art, which has made
Mr. Sale a great vaudeville
the public at large was greatly con- as in this class, "The Old Nest,"
cerned with the daily life of men "Over the Hill," "Disraeli," "Little
and musical comedy favorite,
and beasts at the far ends of the Lord Fauntleroy" and "His Nibs,"
and which allowed him to
transfer seven of his rural
as "Humoresque."
earth. In this pre-release at the as Inwelladdition
to this, Exceptional
characters to the screen in
largest and most important theatre Pictures
Corporation has signed
in
the
country,
the
New
York
City
" His Nibs."
with Otis Skinner to apnewspapers were lavish in their contracts
pear in a film version of Booth
praise of the picture, and the house
was crowded through the run. Tarkington's
play,"Mister
Mr. Skinner
playedAntonio,"
on the
Numerous Inquiries An- Photoplay, one of the representa- which
stage for three successive seasons.
tive
"fan"
magazines,
classed
The picture is to be made as soon
ent "PasteboardCrown' '
"Jungle Adventures," as one of the as Mr. Skinner completes his pressix
best
pictures
of
the
month,
"While it was expected- that the
ent tour in "Blood
and been
Sand."signed
•screen play "The Pasteboard while "Life," a severe critic of the
have also
picture industry, said it was forContracts
another picture starring Charles
Crown," adapted from Clara motion
Morris' heralded novel by Thomas a picture for all the family.
(Chic)
F. Fallon, would occasion a great
Martin Sale.
Johnson is at present in
Incidentally, Martin Johnson's British
deal of interest, yet Messrs.
East Africa, making another
"Jungle
Adventures"
was
the
first
Nathan & Semerad were not pre- film to be licensed by the New York motion picture of life in the tropipared for the onslaught of inquiries State Board of Censorship, being
cal wilderness, and the forthcomreceived concerning the distribution praised by that body as a perfect
ing events are made additionally inof their production, directed by
teresting by the fact that ExcepTraverse Vale. It was only pos- picture.
tional Pictures Corporation has
The second great achievement
sible to screen " The Pasteboard
when "His Nibs," with purchased the screen rights to
Crown " through courtesy of the was
Charles (Chic) Sale as the star, "Grumpy," the comedy-drama sucwell known director, who pur- was
exhibited at a private showing
cess in which Cyril Maude, the fachased the rights many years ago,
and held on until it was possible to at the Hotel Astor Ballroom, and country.mous English actor, played in this
give the book the production he proved to be one of the greatest
was convinced it deserved.
The past week was a busy one,
indeed, for the executive staff of
Series
Is Announced
the organization, everybody on the New
alert. The distribution was pracLee and Bradford Offer Three
tically settled and about to be announced, when an unanticipated request by wire to hold negotiations
Josephine
Earle
Productions
pending the arrival of a prominent
and intend passing them on
film factor, en route to New York. IN addition to handling two super to the chase
independent exchanges.
productions, the office of
Therefore, it is not yet possible to
definitely state what disposition will Messrs. Lee & Bradford announces
This series has just been combe made, nor can it be stated when that they now have ready for displeted, and the following territories have already been disposed of ;
tribution on the state right market
interested parties may hope to
Greater
New York and Northern
a series of three Josephine Earle
see it.
New
Jersey
to the Capital Film
productions entitled " Branded ' ; Exchange; New
York state the
Beautiful Scenic Shots " Serving Two Masters " and Webster Pictures Company; New
" Way
of
a
Man."
These pictures are society England States to the Pioneer
dramas of the highest standard, Film Corporation of New Engin "Tangled Trails"
land; Eastern Pennsylvania to the
Jacob Badarraco, camera man well cast and photographed, it is
for Neal Hart of the William said. It is to be remembered that Screen Art Pictures ; Western
Steiner Productions, secured some Miss Josephine Earle was formerly Pennsylvania and Western Virginia to the S. & S. Film Exstar. Having comphotography for " Tangled a Vitagraph
very fine under
pleted the above series, she has
change; States of Ohio and KenTrails"
most trying circumstances. The company struck a gone back to the legitimate stage
tucky to the W. A. Kaiser Enterprises;
State of Michigan to the
which
and
is
now
appearing
in
musical
t,
blizzard in the Northwes
comedy.
Minter United Amusements ; the
kept up for many days, then came
These pictures were made at a Northwestern territory to the Inleaden skies, and strange to relate
ter-State Film Exchange; Louissome of the very best photography cost of approximately $40,000 each,
iana and Mississippi to the S. T.
was taken under this condition. The it is announced, but due to the fact
reflected light from the snow was that the producers were in need of Stephens Film Distributing Company. Additional sales will be
per- cash, Messrs. Lee & Bradford were announced
in the near future.
means
fect results.of getting the most
able to make a remarkable pur-

Picture

News

Storey Pictures Offers
Comedy Series
I I first of a series of
OMELE
que T,"
Photothe
tlyjAMBurles
plays featuring ced
Elsie Davenport, is announ
for the
State Rights market by
Storey Pictures, Inc.
" No Darn Yeast," " Little
Lord
o' Joy,"
'Salami
Peter'sFond
Pants"
and ""Let
Her '
Rip Van Winkle " are others
of the series of twelve tworeelers, released one a month.
Miss Davenport is supported by Edward Anthony,
Jack Costello, Jack Walters,
Matt ris,
Welcome,
EstelleGladys
HarRuth Young,
Davis, Genevieve Cassidy,
Billie Davis and John Hendricks.
" Shadowland Screen Review," the single reel, every
two weeks of Stars and Stage,
Dance and Arts at Home, at
Work and at Play, is also offered in a series of twenty-six
on the State Rights market,
by Storey Pictures, Inc.
A series of two-reel draPany.
mas, one a month, will shortly be offered the independent
market by this same comAffiliated Studio

Sets

Speed
Record
Affiliated
Distributors,
Inc., broke
some speed records recently. In
the two-reel comedy " Torchy's
Luck," with Johnny Hines in the
title role, the picture had to be finished on Friday at the latest. It
was Thursday night when the filming was completed. Between that
time and the next morning the picture was edited, cut and titled and
ready to be delivered on time.
While it took all night to do the
work, everybody pitched in and
helped to the limit.
Russell Clark Syndicate
Shortens Name
In the independent field Russell
Clark announces the dropping of the
word " Sales " from the corporate
name of his firm which will hereafter be known as " Russell Clark
Syndicate, Inc." A broadening of
the scope of the activities of the organization is responsible for the
lic
change,
and detailed announcement
of these will shortly be made pub-

A scene
from" Adventures
" The Berylof Coronet,"
one
of the
Sherlock
Holmes " dramas, distributed in the
United States by the Alexander Film
Corporation
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Harry M. Warner, of Warner Brothers

ry's Need
Competition Is ofIndust
Warner Brothers, is firm in
M. WARNER,
HARRY
the belief that the greatest need of the motion picture
industr
owners,y is keen competition among the picture theatre
" The very life of the industry is competition, because only
through competition can the art of the motion picture reach
its highest pinnacle. Without competition the industry would
become stagnant.
" Now while the producer — the conscientious producer —
whose aim is to bring forth only the best productions for
the entertainment of the masses fulfills to the best of his
ability every requirement to materialize his cherished ideals
he finds the theatre owner a stumbling block to his progress.
Let me stress right here the fact that there are exhibitors
throughout this country who control many of the small and
big towns. Their attitude is that of the magnate who has
cornered let us say the wheat market.
" And in having this control, this monopoly of showing
whatever they think fit for their respective communities, they
jeopardize the producer. For the producer cannot get his
product into that town unless he comes down and meets the
order of the exhibitor. In other words, the producer is up
against a tough proposition in order to realize a fair profit
on his product.
" If the exhibitor controlling a town sees fit to ignore the
producer's
it takes can
no stretch
of the
see that he product
(the producer)
never hope
to imagination
get very muchto
for his brain child. And if he can't get a requisite amount
of money out of a good box office production, then he can't
ever hope to produce money-making pictures. In the final
analysis it simply means that the market will be cluttered
with inferior productions.
"A eral
glaring
recently
sevprominentexample
showmenof this
after fact
one was
of our
picturesmade
was byunanimously praised by both the trade press and newspaper critics
as being one of the finest pictures ever produced, suitable for
all classes of people in every town and hamlet throughout
the world. But they can't kid us into the belief it is not a
winner. They can't refute the statements of others in the
hope of getting the picture for a song. They've got to stand
on both feet and play the game like men — play it so that both
the producer and the showman can carry on in their respective enterprises.
"The sum and substance of the entire matter is this: If
there is more than one theatre in a town — that is to say, if
they compete with each other for the best product available
— then and only then will this industry progress to its natural
growth, because the producer can feel assured that his productions will receive their due reward."

Press Hails Skinner's
Return to Screen
The announcement from the office
of Exceptional Pictures Corporation
that Otis Skinner was to appear
again before the motion picture
camera, under the supervision of
this company, brought forth a
shower of comment from the exhibitors and the newspapers. Mr. Skinner's first picture proved that this
favorite star of the speaking stage
was also a great pantomimist, and
that his art of subtle characterization was heightened by his work before the camera.
A majority of the motion picture
editors of the largest papers in the
country have made considerable
comment regarding the signing of a
contract between Mr. Skinner and
the Exceptional Pictures Corporation, calling to attention Mr. SkinFilms
ner's work in " Kismet " and com- Torino
Enters
Field
paring it with his work for the
Harry Raver Heads New Company;
stage. " Mister
the Booth
Tarkington
playAntonio,"
which will
serve
Will Make One Feature a Year
as Mr. Skinner's second motion picture story, was used by Mr. Skinner
of exploitation, with a corps of
for three successive seasons, and COMMITTED to a policy of not assistants.
Bert Wheeler, will head
more than one production each
is nationally popular, adding that
department.
much more interest to the forthcom- year, Torino Films, Inc., has been theThesalesbusiness
affairs will be in
ing production, which will be chartered by the State of New
started as soon as Mr. Skinner York, with an authorized capital of charge of John L. Dudley, member
one million dollars. The officers of
Y. Chamber of Comfinishes his tour in " Blood and the new company are : Harry of the merceN.and formerly
trustee of the
Sand."
Raver, president ; Bert Wheeler, City Savings Bank.
Absorbing the business of Harry
vice president ; John Dudley, secSpecial Stunts Devised
retary and treasurer. Associated Raver, Inc., Torino Films takes
d'Annunzio's " Cabiria " and all the
with these men on the board of di- additional
for Selig Serial
films contracts of the
rectors are Robert H. Davis, editorWith the first four episodes of in-chief, of the Frank A. Munsey former company. " Cabiria " is being offered to the picture theatres
fiction magazines, Larry Giffen,
"New
The York
JungleandGoddess
" already
the fifth
and sixthin
for the first time, followin? its bigauthor's
and
publisher's
representapractically completed, work on this
tive, Fred McClelland, well known theatre run, by Associated First
new animal-jungle serial which Col. showman and Dr. Charles Perilli, National Pictures. The films has
been revised to run an hour and
Wm. N. Selig is making for the a noted physician and surgeon.
Export & Import Film Company,
three-quarters, as against the three
The
plans
of
Torino
Films
inInc., is now practically caught up
clude the production of not more hour running time of its original
to schedule, it is said.
than one picture annually and the presentation.
Colonel Selig is taking extra pre- exploitation of such additional procautions to pack the serial with as
ductions as the company may decide to purchase in its own right,
manyble and
" stunts
"
scenes
as
is
possiat the same time keep the or distribute as agent for other pro- New Eddie" Barry" ^Comedy for Arrow( Release
story realistic and logical. To this
ducers. The activities of the comend, according to a statement from
"Whose Husband Are You?" is
pany, in any case, will be confined
the title of the latest Morris Schlank
the Export & Import Film Com- to films of the super class.
A literary committee, consisting Broadway Comedy, starring Eddie
pany he has engaged a staff of
three technical experts who are con- of Larry Giffen, Robert H. Davis Barry and featuring the diminutive
centrating on devising original and Harry Raver will select the and clever Vera Reynolds. It is offered in the brightest and most vi" thrillers " for " The Jungle God- company's
story material.
vacious Broadway manner.
Fred McClelland
will be in charge

Elsie Davenport, featured in a series of
burlesque photoplays,
by Storey
Pictures, released
Inc.
Franklin Backer Closes
for Foreign Rights
Through a contract negotiated by
Franklyn E. Backer of East Coast
Productions, Inc., the entire foreign rights to the series of twelve
Amalgamated Production presenting Broadway favorites under special co-starring agreements have
been acquired by the Export and
Import Company of Nevv York.
These pictures are to be delivered
at the rate of one. each month.
Other contracts with exchanges in
the United States who will handle
the Amalgamated product as franchise holders are now being consummated and the announcement of
the
date.principals promised at an early
Chas. not Elmer McGovern, in New Company
Charles F. McGovern , of McGovern and Egler, who are distributing the new Shorty Hamilton
Series on the State Right Market,
wishes to correct an impression that
is prevalent throughout the trade,
that Elmer J. McGovern is the
" Mac " who is connected with the
above mentioned combination.
" Charles F." is a brother of
" Elmer J." and has been connected
with him for the past two years as
an assistant editor and also special
sales representative for " The
Woman
Untamed " which " Elmer
J."
controls.
New

York
" School

Critics Laud
Days"

WesDays," feay,turing but
ley Barr distri hooedl
"Sc
rs,
the
S' has
Bro
by
RD
WA
USner
G War
ted
tin
the uns
of
praise receivedED
both the trade paper and
newspaper critics, following
the preview presentation in
Chicago and at the Astor
k. The lauHotel, New Yor
datory comments fired at
ry
f,
the producer,
Rap
Har
and William Nigh, the director, are unanimous in the
t tio
" Sch
thaduc
opinio
ty.
lari
n ool
thatDayswill"
a n pro
is
sweep the country in popu-
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Motion

Giving

Quality

and

in the independent market and feels
that this field is particularly fitted to
make films go over for all they are
Success in 1922,
worth by reason of the fact that
they are not tied up with series of
Says Russell
weekly releases. In consequence,
ACCORDING to W. D. Russell, they can give proper and persistent
president of the Russell Pro- attention to special feature attracductions, Inc., of Chicago,
tions. They are in a position to intensify sale or booking campaigns
just two things are necessary for
t producer's success in a more positive manner than is
enden
indep
the
during 1922. These are the quality possible through the channels of national distributing organizations.
of his production and the fairness
of his selling price. With these
" With all these facts in hand,
there is no danger of failure.
Russell's Production, Inc., believes
" We are in the independent pro- that the prospect for its outlet in
ducing field," states Mr. Russell, 1922 is the open market. Through
"and have completed our first big our experience as individuals, members of the corporation have been
feature, ' Shadows of Conscience.'
Immediately on its presentation in able to combine valuable knowlthe market, it was bought by sev- edged in the field of purchasing
eral of the largest state rights ex- talent, for making pictures. This is
a matter of natural mutual interest
changes in the country. ' Shadows
of Conscience ' is the first of a se- to buyers because it predicates a
ries of worth-while productions to guide to sales prices. The waste
be released as Russell Productions. experienced by the producers on the
We have our own studio in Califor- Coast in this one vital portion of
their business during the year 1921,
nia which is under the personal di- is
astounding.
rection of Bernard D. Russell, a
stockholder of the corporation and
" Buying professional talent may
likeneli to purchasing literary
an expert in getting the biggest re- be
sults at the lowest outlay. The next matter. Estimated values mean
picture will deal with the much ex- nothing in this regard as they are
ploited social problem in a big way apparently intangible. Here is
and from an entirely new angle. An where the experienced editor or
all star cast will be used.
producer gets results. He knows
what he wants and where to get it
" This
corporation
believes
absolutely in the future of its operations at a fair price, just as an experiTwo

Essentials

Arrow
" Ten

for

Special

Nights in a Barroom "Opens with
Huge Success
RECORD after record continues to be made by Arrow's
sensation " Ten Nights in a
h,
Barroom,'' membered
whic
reis a Blazited will
Trailbe Production, starring John Lowell and
Baby Ivy Ward. It was written
for the screen by L. Case Russell,
who took as the ground work of
the story the stage version attributed to W. W. Pratt on the
novel by T. S. Arthur.
The sixty-year record of " Ten
Nights
in great
a Barroom
" asappeal
the
theme of
popular
culminated at Providence, R. I.,
last week, where it was presented
at the B. F. Keith's Victory Theatre, by the Arrow Film Corporation, under the supervisory exploitation of J. Charles Davis, 2d.
During the week the picture
broke all records of the Keith
House in Providence, as a show
town, financially and numerically.
Never before had so many people
been attracted to a Providence
theatre; never before in a single
Week had so much money been
paid into a Providence theatre.
Then again, not only all the motion picture records for this town
•were broken but also all prece'dents
the Victory
which of
insisted
upon a Theatre,
second
v eek's booking for the picture.
What Providence does todav the rest of America will do to-

Proves

states Arrow,
dence is amorrow,"
tough
town to" Provibreak
into, as it is purely industrial and
hard working, and at these times
money is not too plentiful there.
While ' Ten Nights in a Barroom
was attracting its scores of thousands, setting the town aflame,
drawing record money, other national attractions were starving to
death. These are cold facts.
"What is the cause of all this?
In the first place, you have a sixtyyear-old theme in ' Ten Nights ' of
world-wide appeal. Almost every
man, woman and child on the
North American Continent, not to
say all other parts of the world,
has heard of ' Ten Nights in a
Barroom.' In the language of the
show business it will pack them in
where other themes will fail even
to cause an elevation of the public eyebrow. Then you have the
intensive exploitation methods put
out by a master of the game, with
the magnificent co-operation of the
authorities of the city, public characters, personal appearances of the
great star, John Lowell, and the
heart interest human story.
" Day after day the interest of
the offering increased, the theatre
was crammed, side walks were
crowded, the police were called
out simply because when all is said
and done, when all the exploitation
methods had been exhausted, and
all the personal co - operation
available
for heart
' Ten interest
Nights ' story,
as a
great
human
magnificently directed and produced and well acted by John
Lowell, Baby Ivy Ward and a

Fair

Picture

News

Play

enced buyer in one department
store, can put goods on his shelves
at a much lower price than his competitor who lacks experience. Of
course, in consideration of questions of economy, we never allow
expense to interfere with the artistic quality of our productions.
" The outlook for 1922 is not
very encouraging from the viewpoint of conditions at the close of
1921. If nobody moves, however,
things must remain stationary.
Progress
ness men means
in everymovement.
line must Busishow
vision and urge things along. The
moving picture business more than
any other is dependent upon good
times. There is plenty of money in
the
Let's help
cause With
it to
flow banks.
in industries
of alltokinds.
Russell Producteam work I am satisfied this will Bernard D. Russell,
tions, Inc., ofof Chicago
be a more prosperous year for the Bible Pictures in Final
industry as a whole.
Cutting Stage
" The public is realizing the fact
that ' The Play's the Thing ' more
Adolph Weiss, of Artclass Picand more every day — a star is losing
tures Corporation, at present superhis or her ascendancy. In consevising the cutting and editing of the
quence,
has beenof a stars
gradual
re- Italian production of the Old Tesduction oftheresalaries
which
tament controlled by this organizameans a much lower cost of production, reported this week that the
tion. The ultimate ends will be final stages
of this work were now
lower prices for bookings, lower being entered upon. It is undercosts of admission, and in the final
stood that the tremendous quantity
analysis more extensive patronage of film exposed to produce this film
for the individual exhibitors and has now been brought down to
more diversified satisfaction about fifteen thousand feet. The
final cutting will whip this footage
throughout the trade."
to the confines of a ten-reel feature.
Many scenes of spectacular value
and scenic beauty have been sacrificed for the purpose of reducing
the
Bible
offering to the length reSensation
quired for theatre entertainment.
When the work of editing and
splendid cast, the story goes titling has been completed a conwill be held between Weiss
straight to the heart of the people." and his ference
associates and a corps of
" Ten Nights " is a triumph for
the Independent cause in motion- laboratory experts for the purpose
picture production and exploita- of laying out the color continuity
tion. It is a smack in the eye to which forms an important part of
the film.
monopoly and the program.
SEASONS
from PERCY

GREETINGS
FERDIE

HALLROOH

December

31,
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Tiffany's
Plans
for
1922
Production Policy to Remain Unchanged with Increased Activities
following statement has was received upon its first presenTHE
beeri received from M. N. tation.
Hoffman, president of Tiffany Pro" Our second production, with
ductions, in which he explains the Mae Murray as the star, will be
present and future policy of that known as ' Fascination,' and our
company is now in Havana, Cuba,
company :
engaged in taking the first
" The basis upon which Tiffany busily
Productions, Inc., formulated its scenes. The same lavishness in
producing plans was the result of a production and cast which marks
careful survey of the field as it ap- ' Peacock Alley ' as a remarkable
peared almost a year ago. In spite production will be equalled if not
of the pessimistic view held at that excelled in our new picture.
time and maintained since by many
" Following Robert Z. Leonard's
of the leaders of the industry, upon usual
custom, six weeks of intensive preparation was expended upon
the subject of independent production, the directing heads of the Tif- ' Fascination,' and every point of
J. Picker and Chas. Penser, who control the destinies of the Arista Film
fany organization were convinced the new production has been
Corporation, releasing " Prejudice "
that quality and merit was an in- worked out down to the last detail so that every penny put into
vestment which would justify itself
from the standpoint of dollars and it would bear fruit in the finished
Pyramid
Formed
in
1921
cents.
production.
Walter
Greene
Heads
Growing
As
time
goes
on
it
is
the
inten" The production of ' Peacock
of our company to bring into
Alley ' was started. Money was being tionone
or two more production
Company; New Picture Under Way
lavishly but wisely spent, and we
had the satisfaction of seeing our units with stars of the calibre of
New Orleans (La.) completing exwho
contention overwhelmingly justified Miss Murray, in productions hav- HEAD
teriors for this super-feature.
haveEDmade byan executiv
enviable esreputaMonte Blue, Sigrid Holmquist,
in the generous and unstinted acing all the ' ear marks ' of Tiffany
tion for themselves, Pyramid Pic- Lucy Fox, Julia Swayne Gordon,
tures, Inc. was organized during the Frank Currier, Matthew Bets,
claim with which ' Peacock Alley ' excellence."
current year. At the time of its Arthur
I
Carew, Billy Quirk, Pat
organization, Walter E. Greene,
who was one of the organizers of Hardigan and Francis Grant are
Educating the Exhibitor in the
Famous Players-Lasky, and who at the players making up Pyramid's
present is president of Pyramid all-star cast. The feature will be
Motion Picture Art
Pictures, Inc., openly declared that ready by February 1st.
Now that "My Old Kentucky
Pyramid's inception in the motion
is almost complete, Pyrapicture field would be a guarantee Home"mid executives
are working day
«r\NE of the most vital prob- Nigh. " I do not mean to imply for a bigger and better product.
v-J lems of the motion picture that the commercial side of the ex- That Pyramid has kept its promise and night preparing for the secindustry today is the education of
hibitor's enterprise should be with the field is best proven by the
ond story. Paul M. Potter's big
ignored. To the contrary, that class and calibre of its first pro- Broadway success "The Queen of
the exhibitor."
That is the contention of Wil- factor must be taken into considerthe Moulin Rouge" has been purduction "My
Old Kentucky
Home,"
ation, but we must not get away which was
y produced
chased by Mr. Greene for Pyrapersonall
for
liam S. Nigh, author and director
mid's second all-star vehicle. Monte
from
the
fact
that
in
order
to
bring
of " Why Girls Leave Home," the art of the motion picture to a Pyramid by that master director, Blue yesterday affixed his signature
d, from an origi- to a Pyramid contract assuring this
" School Days," and other film suc- higher estate we must be able to Ray nalC.storySmallwoo
from the pen
of Anthony
cesses.
Mr.
Nigh's
contention
is
Paul
Kelly.
recently-formed corporation of a
founded on a personal observation discern good screen values.
star who is in popular demand by
" If we ignore the screen play as
of picture conditions since the earli"My most
Old complete.
Kentucky
is al- every motion picture producer. A
At Home"
the present
est days of the motion picture, and an art and merely take it purely
standpoint, then time, Mr. Smallwood, his technical cast in keeping with Mr. Blue will
he has discovered that before the from a commercial"S
screen play can reach its highest this industry will peter into obliv- staff and his all-star players are in be engaged.
ion. For no creative work can long
estate the exhibitor has got to be
educated to a point of appreciation survive if its primary purpose is
of the artistic value of a given pro- monetary reward.
Second
National
Releases
duction.
" By
the education
the exhibiSound Commercial
tor is meant
that he ofmust
be big
" David and Jonathan " to Be First
enough to realize the true worth (Basis Our Great Need
Release;
Other Specials to Follow
of a production as entertainment
OUND commercial
Edge O' Beyond," by Gertrude
is made by Page ; "The Night Riders," by Zane
for his patrons," continued Mr.
NT Pictures
NCEME
ANNOU
basis" should be the
Second
National
Corcatchword of the moPirn Passes By," by
poration, of plans for the early re- Gray, and "Mr. Other
notable piclease of several new pictures. The A. A.turesMilne.
tion picture industry, accordbased
on
stories which have
first of the series, now ready to go won fame as serials
ing to Nathan Hirsh, presiand in book
dent of Aywon Film Corpoto the exhibitors is "David and form are in preparation.
ration, and Photocraft PicJonathan," a picturization of the
tures. "It is no longer
popular novel by E. Temple Thurston, featuring Madge Titheradge.
possible to tolerate ' wildElaborate Posters for
cat 'methods, such as are the
It is a story of a friendship becurse of the oil fields today,"
two
tween
young
men
under
diffiBrandt-Davis Feature
cult circumstances, and continuing
states Mr. Hirsh. "Just as
after the pair are cast away on a
soon as the industry is estab" Paper " and advertising acceslished upon strictly business
desolate
island
with
aareyounf
wowith
man
whom
both
in
love.
soriesQuestion,"
are completed
on "George
Life's
lines, minor considerations
the new
Coincidental with the release of Greatest
will automatically adjust
H.
Davis-Joe
Brandt
special
feathemselves.
ture— and are announced as more
"David and Jonathan," the publishers of the book have arranged elaborate and complete than those
" During the past year
producers, distributors and
to bring out a fourth edition, in which accompanied the first feaexhibitors have made a brave
anticipation of a stimulated demand
ture, "The Heart of the North."
The accessories were prepared
fight against adversity and it
for Mr. Thurston's work as a reis still necessary to show a
sult of the presentation of the under the personal supervision of
united front. The coming
screen version throughout the coun- Mr. Brandt, who passed finally on
year will be an endurance
every detail of the campaign betry. It ishasstated
the author's
narrative
been that
followed
closely
test in which only the fit will
fore leaving on the special tour of
survive, and there must be
the key cities where he is seeing
in preparing the film version.
closer co-operation between
Other productions scheduled for important State Rights buyers who
asked for the chance to see
distributors and producers."
early release by Second National have
this feature first.
Pictures Corporations are : "The
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Hope Hampton and Lon
Chaney in "The Light in
the Dark," now being produced at the Paragon
Studio, and which will
serve
as Miss release.
Hampton's
next featured

Hope Hampton and James
Rennie in a scene from
"Star Dust," Miss Hampton's latest First National
starring vehicle.

"Star Dust" is now being
"Star

shown in leading theaters and is

Dust"

meeting with the wonderful success predicted for it.
'The Light in the Dark"
FIRST NATIONAL

"The Light in the Dark" will
be ready for release after the
first of the New Year, work of

ATTRACTIONS

STARRING

HOPE

production being pushed rapidly at the Paragon Studio, Fort
Lee.

HAMPTON

Hope Hampton in the
role of
a scenein
from
this "Thais,"
famous opera
"Star Dust" being one of
the many which press and
public have praised highly.

Hope Hampton and Dorothy Walters in a scene
from Miss Hampton's next
feature, "The Light in the
Dark."

Hope
Hampton
as
"Lilya
Becker"
in "Star attraction
Dust"
First National
which is meeting with
splendid success.

December

31, 1 p 2 1
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Some

Professional

Throughout the year, when occasion demands any kind of essay
upon accomplishments of a number of participants in varied fields
of endeavor, each is usually presented alphabetically, in his turn.
Fortunate is the one whose name
begins
This with
being"A."
the season of good
cheer, the time when standard
methods are apt to be temporarily
discarded, let us begin with nearest
the end of the alphabet, giving
those who usually bring up the
rear, an opportunity to lead the
procession :
Robert G. Vignola has closed his
year's activities in a blaze of glory
in presenting the artistic Cosmopolitan production " Enchantment,"
starring Marion Davies. His artistry was further proven in his delicate handling of " The Woman
God Changed," and again, on its
Straight
is the drama.
Way,"
apredecessor,
delightful " rural
comedy
For 1922 — well, watch him.
A half dozen productions come
to mind as the achievements of
Anita Stewart during the fading
year. It will be difficult indeed
for her to exceed in the future the
dramatic delineations presented in
" Her Mad Bargain," " Playthings
of Destiny " and " The Invisible
Fear." Nor can " Harriet and the
Piper," " Sowing the Wind," " A
Quest of Honor," " The Fighting
Shepherdess " and " The Yellow
Typhoon
" soon ispass
memory.in
Miss Stewart
nowfrom
working
" The Woman He Married."
A short while ago we met
Charles Ray — in the flesh — for the
second time. His has been a busy
year — and years. And we bank he
will pay for his recent brief vacation from the studios, with a 1922
chock full of work. Perhaps we
will see another " The Old Swimming Hole," or a winsome " Nineteen and Phyllis," or some prototype of the many simple, rural characterizations he has enacted in a
score of photoplays. Trust Arthur
Kane's guiding hand for that. And
so — we look forward to the production which will follow " R. S.
P." some years a familiar figure
V.For
and name was missed from the
ranks of directors. But Harry A.
Pollard is back again — and Universal is to be congratulated. It
was in 1910 he waded into film
waters with Marguerita Fisher's
"Then
There,
Little leads
Girl,under
Don'this Cry."
he played
own
direction, and followed with some
years at Metro. Now he is starting
on " The Leather Pushers " series.
He has the stories — he has the
titling ability (s'sh— we saw those
for the first picture) and he has
the directorial sense. The public
will
tion. get the benefit of this prescripWilliam Nigh has been a long
time in the game. We doubt if he
has ever done better work than in
the past year. Look upon " Her
Daughter in Law."
" School Days " with Wesley
Barry (why
christen him
"Freckles" for good, Neilan?) and
" Why Girls Leave Home." Quite

Achievements

a pretentious trio of successes for
a director with a " past " and a
" future."
Ever think life is short? Well,
Charles
says Leaving
it isn't.
And he Hutchinson
ought to know.
out the million or so of times he
has chanced his neck for serial
thrills in the past, consider the past
twelve months. Thirty-one onethousand reels of " The Double Adventure." The same for "Hurricane Hutch." Add 'em together
and, knowing the Hutchinson love
of pulling thrilling stunts, consider
he is still with us — and will bob
up strong next year.
Two years — four pictures accomplished. Also the accomplishment
of being a success. That's Hope
Hampton's record. In " Star Dust "
she has surpassed any of her previous work. Just as in each former picture she succeeded in bettering her claims to stardom. In
1922 Miss Hampton will be seen in
" The Light in the Dark " first of
all. Looks like a " Happy New
Year " for this star.
A writer of real scenarios as
proven
by "vehicle,
Disraeli tentatively
" and the titled
present Arliss

work during the past season includes "Clay Dollars," with
Eugene
O'Brien,
"Salvation
(Whitman Bennett
and Nell"
with
Constance Talmadge in " Good
for Nothing." Quite pretentious
for a youngster. And we can't forsuccess
in " The
Hero get" his
withstage
Richard
Bennett.
They do say Reginald Denny
may find his name in electric lights
next season. Be that as it may, he
has an excellent chance as the amateur boxer in Witwer's " Leather
Pushers " stories. He should feel
at home in the role, being an amateur boxer of note in real life. His
recent pictures include " Footlights," Paying
"
the Piper," " The
Iron Trail," etc.
It will be " George Randolph
Chester Productions," Inc., next year
for the noted authors of " Get Rich
Wallingford
" and
internationally known
storiesother
plan to
make
two elaborate screen attractions a
year. They will write, scenarize,
cast, direct, edit and title as they
did in the case of " The Son of
Wallingford," their last big picture
for Vitagraph. Both George Randolph and Lillian Chester have unlimited confidence in their ability
to " deliver the goods." Their past
record entitles many others to share
this confidence.
We watched William Christy Cabanne directing his latest Robertson-Cole feature " At the Stage
Door." Later we saw the completed production. Certainly despite years of celluloid success behind him Cabanne keeps ever a
fresh directorial viewpoint. To
date he has created or written plots
for over ninety photoplays. His
latest R-C successes include " The
Beloved Cheater," " What's a
Wife Worth," " Lifes Twist," "The
Barricade " and " The Stealers."
And more good ones to come next

" Idle Hands," is Forrest Halsey's
claim to distinction. Looking backwards we find him responsible for
" The Wonderful Thing " adaptation, also " Ashes of Embers " and
" Flames of the Flesh." Next success?
Even the trade hears little of a
D. W. Griffith production until it
is completed and launched upon
world audiences. And after that,
while the picture is being extolled,
he drops from sight and is lost for
months on a new piece of artistry.
His New Year offering " Orphans
of the Storm " was made under the
title of " Two Orphans " — the story
of which is known to everyone. After that — who can tell? We, in the
meantime, look forward to " OrFrom the old Vitagraph Comphans of the Storm."
pany Charles Beyer has had many
Joseph Depew has many " New affiliations
and his rapidly develYears " in the offing — for he is year.
oped screen talent has brought him
but nine years old. His picture

in

to the limelight — and real parts.
You'll see him in " Ten Nights in
a Barroom " next, Oscar Apfel's
big production. He has been associated in pictures with such stars as
Anita Stewart, Clara Kimball
Young, Edith Storey and Ina
Claire. 1922 looks like a busy year
for him.
Corinne Griffith! Wins
Popularity Test j|
Corinne Griffith, the Vitagraph
star, was declared the winner in
a star popularity test completed last
week by the George J. Wehner chain
of theatres, in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fatrons of the ten Wehner theatres
voted. The star's production which
won her the greatest number of
votes and the honor of being the
first on the list was " What's Your
Reputation Worth?" A close second was her most recent picture,
" Moral Fibre."
Corinne Griffith is now on location in Florida, where exteriors are
being filmed on her forthcoming
feature, " Island Wives." This will
follow
lease. " The Single Track " to reBert Adler Associated
with Art Brand, Inc.
Announcement comes this week
of the expansion of Art Brand Productions, Inc., and the association
therewith of Bert Adler, well
known in the motion picture industry as a producer's representative.
Mr. Adler, it is announced, has
affiliated himself as Treasurer with
the new company, of which Joe
Brand is President, this affiliation
going hand innouncementhand
the has
anthat Artwith
Brand
expanded its activities to include
not only the handling of the series
of two-reel featurettes starring
Charles Ray, but that other importantmarket
acquisitions
dent
have for
also the
been indepensecured
and will be announced as ready for
release shortly. No definite announcement ismade at present regarding these pictures, but it is said
that there are scheduled several
features that will prove important
box-office pictures.
The C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation will act as the distributing
medium for the Art Brand Productions.
"The

AFranklyn
scene from
" So Shorty
This is Hamilton,
Arizona," Alreleased
by W.Francis
M. Smith
Farnum,
Hart and
Ford Productions.
are featured

1921

Soul

Seeker"

to

Be Holubar's Next
Allen Holubar has contracted to
make six productions starring Dorothy Phillips at the United Studios
in Los Angeles. It is planned to
release the first of these photoplays,
" The Soul Seeker," through Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
" The Soul Seeker " has been
adopted from a story by Harvey
Gates and is described as a dramatic outdoor story in which Miss
Phillips has a most unique characterization to portray, the most unusual, in fact, of her career.
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Appears
By Robert

Robert G. Vignola, director of special
productions for Cosmopolitan Productions
Cosmopolitan Reproduces East Side Factory
A study in realism on the screen
is afforded by "Just Around the
Corner,''
Cosmopolitan
newest release
through Productions'
Paramount.
In this picture, based on a Fannie
Hurst story, there is a scene in an
artificial flower factory. The direcwas not contor, Frances Marion,
tent with a conventional factory
scene; she wanted a factory from
life so she scoured the lower East
Side of New York in company with
her assistant, Stewart Heisler.
After several days' wandering
through narrow streets and into
loft buildings, Miss Marion and
Mr. Heisler eventually discovered
miserable and dirty basein a dingy,
ment the artificial flower factory
as havthat impressed the directorere.
The
ing the proper atmosph
place was completely photographed
from several angles and the photographs were laid before Joseph Urban, the production manager, and in
a short time Mr. Urban had the
setting complete.

Fox Luminaries Hold
Impromptu Reunion
The New York studios of Fox
Film Corporation were the scene
of an impromptu reunion of Fox
stars and directors this week when
a number of these from the West
Coast studios dropped into the big
Manhattan production plant.
Shirley Mason, who had reached
en route back to CaliforChicago
nia after personal appearances in
weeks' visit
and awastwothere
SouthYork,
the New
to
met by
Bernard Durning, Fox director on
the West coast; Sol Wurtzel,
studio manager for William Fox
in California, and William Russell, whose latest picture, " The
Roof Tree," will be released
Christmas Day. With them she
returned to New York.
Emmett J. Flynn, the director,
had arrived in the metropolis a few
days before, and soon after him
came Charles Jones — this Fox star
paying his
largest
city.first visit to the nation's
The stars will visit most of the
theatres and a big Christmas party
is planned for their entertainment;
but they will all be back at the
coast plant ready to begin work
on new productions by the first of
the vear.

used eleDESPITEments thatthe
havenumero
attempt
to
drag down the screen during the
year 1921, I am firmly convinced
that the twelve months just passed
has done the motion picture at least
one great good. This great good
.s in the production end of the
business. Far from deploring the
growing strength of censorship sentiment Ibelieve it has been of immense benefit to the motion piclure from an artistic point of view.
It has forced
a change in production methods which I advocated a
long time ago. Whatever else it
may do it is bringing the motion
picture into its own. There is no
doubt that censorship must be
stamped out because a fettered
screen isandlike a fettered
giant — less
helpless ridiculous. Neverthe
the censorship agitation has brought
the directorial fraternity to a realization of the true psychology of
the screen.
With the restrictions placed by
the various censor bodies upon certain scenes of high dramatic values
which in the past have been depicted in infinite detail, the director
has had to turn to a different
method of telling his story and at
the same time satisfy the censors.
He has been forced to leave a
great deal to the imagination, to
leave a great deal unpictured and
yet so picture what he was permitted that the unpictured could
easily be imagined. Thus he has
not
only complied
censor's
requirements
but hewithhastheraised
the
artistic standards of the screen.
Some time ago I advocated this
very thing and as evidence of my
faith in the idea I put it to use in
my own productions. It is plain to

to

a^Director

G. Vignola
be seen that the secret of human
enjoyment is in imagining things.
Every individual likes to imagine
what he pleases independent of
everybody else. Nobody wants to
be deprived of this individuality.
And I maintain that the motion
picture cannot become ideal until
it stimulates imagination. If it is
to become a genuine art it must
appeal to the mind's eye as well as
the body's
eye. This
very about
development is being
brought
by
the wave of censorship. Unable to
show certain scenes in detail,
directors have been forced to take
recourse to the imagination and
leave much unpictured that under
ordinary circumstances would have
been flashed upon the screen in all
completeness.
Then, another thing which the
past year has done for the screen
has been to arouse interest in the
real motive of the motion picture.
We have, and for that matter still
are, laboring under the handicap
of being judged wrongly. During
the year just ended we have awakened to the fact that what really
troubled the screen was a lack of
aicism.
definite basis or canons of critWhat is needed most to-day is to
educate the public to know and
realize that the motion picture is
neither literature nor stage drama,
nor music, nor painting, nor sculpture, nor architecture, but an art
in itself, distinct from those arts
though affiliated with them.
The biggest handicap we have to
contend with to-day is the public'
misunderstanding of what the motion picture really is or what it is
trying to accomplish in the arts.

Picture

News

Selznick Tender Luncheon to Ladies of Press
In celebration of the success of
" A Man's Home," in honor of the
author, Anna Steese Richardson, a
luncheon was tendered ladies of the
newspaper and trade press at the
Hotel Pennsylvania, on December
14. It was most unique and unusual, in that it is the first time anything like a representative body of
New York newspaper women have
been assembled in conjunction with
such an affair.
Motion pictures were taken of the
gathering while luncheon was being
served. In less than two hours a
print was shown the guests, many
of whom remained to witness the
screening
of the
film " A
Man's Home,"
whichmajor
followed.
The Selznick organization was
represented by Agnes Johnston, who
acted as hostess ably assisted by
Bessie Mack of the Capitol theatre.
Grace Valentine and Margaret Seddon, of the cast, were among the
guests; a part of them follows:
Mabel McElliott, Illustrated Daily
News ; Martha Coman, New York
Herald; Margaret Rohe Howard,
representing the United Press ;
Helen Bullitt Lowry, New York
Times; Ada Patterson, New York
American ; Jane Dixon and Florence Smith Vincent, Evening Telegram ;Virginia Barrows, Evening
Globe; Mrs. William Johnston,
Sunday World; Sophie Irene Loeb,
Evening World; M. Bruening, Evening Post; Grace Wynden Vail,
Journal and American. Some of the
Brooklyn dailies were represented,
and the theatrical and trade press
by; Helen Rockwell and Susanne
Sexton, Morning Telegraph ; Alice
Carroll and Frances Weller, New
York Review ; Miss Fergus, Picture
Flay; Dorothy Moran and Ruth
Rosenberg,
DramaticMovie
Mirror,Weekly;
Dorothea B. Herzog,
Mrs. Sime Silverman, Variety;
Mary Kelly, Moving Picture World
and Lillian R. Gale, Motion Picture
News.

"The
Western
Will
-Carey
which Live"
the ultra-civilization
of the
"is the east will spread as it creeps further
query dramas
the oft-repea
TO demand
for ted
Western
west. In the western drama men
dying out," Harry Carey, Universal are men and women are women
star, who has for years been identified with virile outdoor roles, em- the
and chance
they actforashuman
such. interest
This gives
and "
phatically negatives the question.
He says :
heart appeal which the eastern so- Gents /
ciety drama denies both artist and the
" The Western drama will never director.
winner/
die because
tive type. it is America's distinc"The motion picture fan demands
"Yet Western drama, especially human interest touches and only
as we have seen it on the screen, stories of that type will be the successes of 1922.
has been most bitterly neglected by
producer, actor and director.
"Because society drama offers
"The year 1922 will see the true only class appeal and western
type of western come into its own drama appeals to the heart I preand it will be a far better and more
dict that the coming year will see
appealing drama than the film fan the human-interest-western rise to
has expected.
the high water mark in popular
"Dramas founded on society and
business have become dramas of detail but the western has been compiled largely of thrills and lawless Montagne's
Record for
favor."
situations.
Scenarios
"Tales of the great American
Edward J. Montagne, who made
west will live just as the tales of
Greece and Rome have lived after the adaptation of " A Man's
the fall of those nations. Society Home," the Selznick feature at the Leather
drama is built on the sham of Capitol theatre this week, can perhaps lay claim to have written more
social decorum and the mad strife
for wealth to the almost total original stories and picturizations Pushers
eradication of human interest and than any other scenarist. During
heart appeal. Instead we have his ten year's connection with the
in a series oP
Motion Picture Industry, he has
satire and cynicism.
had
produced
over
three
hundred
"But the great open heart of the
1 round upper cubs
west is as yet uncovered with the original stories and almost as many
thin veneer of social convention adaptations.

HARRY

A.

POLLARD

who is scenarizing and directing
"THE
LEATHER
PUSHERS"
from the H. C. Witwer stories,
which the Knickerbocker Photoplay Corporation
is producing for UNIVERSAL

tEfje Reason's;
MABEL

(greetings
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Production

Trend

By J. C, JESSEN

THERE is reason to believe the
pendent
uccrop of
much
1922 will beprod
tions forinde
greater than during the present
year.
At the present time the several
announcements of management of
the large producing distributing
companies plans to curtail production points to a smaller number of
program pictures being made in and
about Los Angeles during the coming year.
Efforts are being made by producers to cut the cost of production and in some studios a limit has
been placed on the price to be expended for a picture which means
that the production cost will be reduced materially. In one instance
the maximum to be spent on a picture is $110,000, in another the
maximum is $90,000. The heads of
these producing companies expect
to hold the quality of their pictures
to the same level as of the past.
They propose to do this partially
by reducing salaries, partially by
preventing waste and partially by
adding efficiency that will prevent
loss of time and the taking of
scenes that are never used.
Generally speaking the producers
who heretofore spent money like

drunken sailors fully realize that So much money has been expended
they must meet the demand of the in the past on what might be termed
exhibitors for lower rentals and super-pictures that did not hit that
they are trying to produce pictures goal in distribution that the men
suitable for lower rentals without of money are skeptical. In other
reducing the quality.
words the men with dollars for inIf history repeats itself there are
vestment have analyzed the situation and come to the conclusion that
going to be some mergers. In the
past rumors of a merger always there are two classes of pictures,
precede the actual announcement of one that will gross from one hunthe merger by many months. For
dred to one hundred and twentymonths there have been rumors of five thousand and one that will
gross
more than four hundred
mergers and when the announcements come, as they mrely will thousand. In other words an inwithin the next few months, they
dependent picture to make good
will be no surprise to people of the must sell for less than the regular
producing field for the mergers program picture and the super production to make good must go way
have all been talked over and the
above the average program picture.
result predicted.
At the present time there are no
The coming year will see far
more independent productions made less than eighty independent companies in and about Los Angeles.
in the West than in previous years.
The people who are attempting to Probably half of this number have
bring new money into the film in- the finances to go ahead with the
dustry by the organization of com- making of pictures and the other
panies capitalized by people outside half is in the state of financing.
the industry are of the opinion that Probably one-third of the number
the industry needs features that will plan to make one and two-reel subjects, some comedies and some
gross something like one hundred
to one hundred and twenty-five western, while there are one or two
thousand. Such promoters find that that think there is a place for a twothey cannot induce capital into the reel drama that contains a good
business unless there is a ready story well filmed but not of an exmarket for the product to be made.
pensive nature.

Picture

It is doubtful if there has been a
time in the past three or four years
when the film industry was bringing
as small an amount into Los Angeles as at the present time and with
the curtailment of production that
several of the studios has announced
this weekly sum will be greatly reduced during the first two or three
months of the coming year. The
employment agency officials say
" things are very quiet." The rental-house owners say they could
take care of more business and professionals greet each other with
" when are conditions going to imOn the other hand it is pointed
out that theatre admissions have
materially increased over a month
or two ago and rental totals amount
to a greater sum. The pessimistic
mental attitude of the East is reprove."flected throughout the producing
industry and some voice the opinion that distributors found they can
secure pictures at low prices if
conditions look dark and so continue painting the outlook as dark
as possible in the hope of regulating prices by their predictions.
The Sheriff has not placed a padlock on any studios nor are conditions asbad as talk makes them appear. Interviews with studio executives brings out the fact that the
production end is merely marking
time until the exhibiting and distributing departments catch up.
Heads of Los Angeles studios believe the coming year will see the
industry back in the flourishing
condition of a few months back.

Producers of

Pictures,
Storey
A. D. V. STOREY, President
OFFERS

inc.

Quality

Short

Stuff Jor

17 West 42nd Street, New York
LONGACRE 8825

BURLESQUE
PHOTOPLAYS
with
ELSIE
DAVENPORT
One a Month
Two Reels
"HAM OMELET"
"NO DARN
YEAST"
"SALAMI"
"LITTLE LORD
FOND O'JOY
"LET HER RIP
VAN WINKLE,"
Etc.
Series of 12

State
Rights

"Shadowland
Screen
Review"
A SINGLE
DE LUXEREEL
EVERY TWO WEEKS
STARS
STAGE
of tie
SCREEN
DANCE
ARTS
At Work
At Home
At Play
ANY MORE
IN
"NO DARN YEAST"

ELSIE DAVENPORT

News

ORPHELLIAR
IN
Series of 26
'HAM OMELET'

"SHADOWLAND SCREEN REVIEW" IS PRODUCED IN COOPERATION WITH THE BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS
"SHADOWLAND" "MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE" "MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC" "BEAUTY"
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ANTONIO

Now

MORENO

Appearing
in

Vitagraph
Special Productions

FORREST

HALSEY

Adapter of
THE

AKLISS

PICTURES

"DISRAELI"

and

"IDLE
(WorkingHANDS"
Title)
CHARLES BEYER
Leads, Heavies and Characters
Recent Productions :
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM"
ARROW
"THE MAN WHO PAID"
"THE TRAIL OF THE LAW"
Oscar Apfel Productions
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Selznick Stars Busy at
New York Studios

the
ck duc
diosn inatEast
THAT
Selznipro
stutio
hth
Forty-eig
street,
New York City, is going
d
steadily forwar in the same
highly efficient manner which
d the scompany's
charac
k ter
dio in Fort
wor
at ize
the stu
Lee is indicatednt that by the announceme two of the
Selznick stars are to begin
work almost immediately
upon the completion of their
last picture.
Owen Moore, who is just
finishing the biggest picture
the Selznick company has
ever made, is scheduled to begin another big production
almost immediately. The new
Owen Moore picture will be
directed by Victor Heerman.
Director Henry Lehrman, who
is finishing up the shots on
the present Moore picture,
will have a great deal of work
to do with this production
before it is released some
time in February.
Elaine Hammerstein, whose
"Why Announce Your Marriage?" has not yet been released from the film editor's
hands, will be back on the job
at the studio before another
week has passed. The title
of the forthcoming Elaine
Hammerstein picture has not
been announced. Ralph Ince
will direct it, with only a few
days of elapsed time between
his finishing with Eugene
O'Brien in " Channing of the
Northwest"
and his taking
up
the
next Hammerstein
release.

Picture

News

"Where is the Star ?"
(Continued from page 284)
for me." That is well enough, but
there is no individual effort directed
in behalf of one person on the part
of the staff of any of the big companies and the work is for the
greater part a matter of routine. In
this regard it is well for the individual to reflect on the possibility
that he is leaving in the hands of his
management the power to unmake
as well as make him, and one does
not have to delve too far in the
past to recall instances where this
actually took place.
In advertising there are varied
methods and one of them is that
which is employed by Henry Ford.
Nathan Hirsh, president of Aywon Film You can call Henry what you will :
Corp. and Photocraft Productions, Inc.
" a smart man," " a crazy man " or
" a fool,' but nevertheless he is
without doubt America's best little
agent for Henry Ford. Rest
Louis Weiss Cuts Short press
assured whatever the big topic of
the day is Henry is right there in
Trip to Exchanges
the midst of it in the public prints.
Louis Weiss, secretary of adven- Even the world war wasn't big
tures of Tarzan Serial Sales Cor- enough to keep Henry off the front
poration, returned to New York pages. War news was the news of
unexpectedly this week, cutting the moment, so Henry spent a
short a trip which was to take him couple of million dollars on a peace
around the country to visit the va- ship and a plan to " get the boys out
rious exchanges which are handby for
Christmas."
Thatthe
wastrenches
advertising
Henry,
ling "Adventures of Tarzan," star- of
ring Elmo Lincoln. Weiss was only instead of buying so much
called back to the New York offices
he spent the money on someto affix his signature to an impor- space thing
would get the space. His
tant contract relative to the series railroad that
investment was another of
of all-star author pictures which his space grabbing stunts, and
Clarion Photoplays, Inc., will pro- within a few weeks he crashed into
duce during the coming year.
the disarmament conShortly after January 1st he will the newsferenceofby offering
to buy the batleave New York to complete his
tleships that the Govarnment was
itinerary around the country. Dur- going to scrap.
ing the short period he was on the
Surely Henry Ford has a lot of
road Weiss visited Toronto and
Montreal, Canada and Detroit, money and he is at the top of the
Michigan. He reports conditions heap in the auto game, but he is
in these two territories as vastly still spending his dough to keep
improved and the various state Henry Ford in the limelight by advertising himself.
right distributors are looking forward to increased business early in
He
isn't
to slip
disthe New Year.
card if he going
can help
it.into
He the
knows
that it is just as easy for a big one
to slip as the fellow that was never
known at all.
"His Nibs" Is Sold for
Speaking of slipping, have you
Missouri and Kansas J heard of Hood's Sarsaparilla
The Liberty Theatres Corpora- lately? There's an instance of "it
tion, operating in Kansas and West- doesn't pay to advertise yourself
ern Missouri, with a home office in or your product."
You can't sell clams without
Denver, Colorado, has just an- blowing
your horn ! Blowing a
nounced that the first big feature
arranged for distribution by this horn is just one way of advertising
you've got 'em for sale ! By
organization is " His that
newly formed
the same token you, Mr. Mrs. and
Nibs,"
theof Exceptional
Production
which Charles Pictures
(Chic) Miss Picture Player, should use the
Sale is the star, the rights to which trade papers of your profession as
horn and advertise unless you
were secured by this company from your
His Nibs Syndicate, Inc., L. L. want to be one of those who are
Hiller, president.
spoken cameof
as ";I one
wonder
whathears
beof them
never

Serial Market Booming
Says Manheimer
Backing his convictions that the
present demand for pictures that
will stimulate business for the many
large theatres that have been built
during the last few years, will create a new field for the booking of
high class serials, E. S. Manheimer
of Photoplay Serials Corporation,
has released the new Ben Wilson
and Neva Gerber chaptered photoplay, "The Mysterious Pearl," to
State Rights exchanges and announces the immediate sale of the
latest thriller from the pens of J.
Grubb Alexander and Harvey
Gates to several well-known exchanges in important territories.
Every one of the fifteen chapters
of the new serial was completed
and the complete line of advertising matter, including a special advance press sheet, made ready for Two Unsold Territories
immediate delivery before the rein "Heart of North"
lease of the production to indepenWith the selling of an additional
dent buyers was announced.
territory this week on " The Heart
of the North," the feature of the
Jack Hoxie's Latest Ben Canadian Northwest which George
H.
Davis and Joe Brandt produced
Wilson-Arrow
and are State Righting — this sale
Arrow Film Corporation an- being to Columbia Film Service of
nounces the title of the Ben Wil- Pittsburgh for the Western Pennson-Arrow-Jack Hoxie feature resylvania and West Virginia territory— this feature is sold solid with
cently completed to be " Two Fisted
the
exception
two territories.
Jefferson." The direction and story The territories of
still left open are
are by Roy Clements. Besides
Jack Hoxie, the cast includes the Ohio, and the Eastern Missouri
Evelyn Nelson, Claude Payton, and and Southern Illinois, for which
E. La Neice.
negotiations are already under way.

anything about them any more."
Jungle Serial Started
by Warner Brothers
Warner Brothers have started
production of their new animal serial, "Shadows of the Jungle," at
the west coast studios under the direction of Frank Grandon. Philo
McCullough has been engaged to
play the leading male role, and Jack
Richardson will play the " heavy."
The
lected.heroine has not as yet been se-

Warner Brothers
Harry Rapf,for producer
of "School Days"
Film

Author

Addresses

ft
Women's
Clubs
Coincident
with its
engagement
at the Capitol Theatre, New York
City,
big Selznick
"A
Man's the
Home,"
opened special,
for a week
at the Stanley theatre, Philadelphia,
Monday afternoon, December 19th.
At the instance of the Selznick
company Anna Steese Richardson,
author of the photoplay, in collaboration with Edmund Breese, went
to Philadelphia the Thursday before the picture opened at the
Stanley, and on that day and the
day following made six separate
appearances
before leading
women's
clubs
in the Quaker
City where
she
had been invited to speak on the
subject of " Better Motion Pictures." "A Man's Home " was
given a prominent place in Mrs.
Richardson's remarks.
Ceiling as Screen for
Hospital Patients
" Penrod," Marshall Neilan's
latest picture in which Wesley
Barry is starred was screened before the bed-ridden patients of the
recently.
California hospital, Los Angeles,
The method of projection was on
the ceiling and an unfinished print
of the picture was used for the
purpose. Wesley Barry acted as
host inment and
theexplained
program the
of entertainaction of
the missing scenes of the picture.
The idea proved a big success and
a plan is being prepared by Mr.
Neilan in which all theatres playing
" Penrod " may show this film at
local hospitals at little expense. The
presstainsheet
on this
" Penrod
details on
stunt. " will conWeiss

Brothers

Receive

Many Offers
According to the offices of Artclass Pictures Corporation, which
organization controls the massive
film spectacle based on the Old
Testament, and which occupied the
time of the foremost producing
company in Italy for more than five
years, Weiss Brothers are in receipt of many inquiries relative to
the ultimate disposition of this film
for the American market.
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REGINALD

DENNY

Starring in "The Leather Pushers'

William

"Why
JOSEPH

Nigh's

Girls

Bulls

Leave

Eyes:

Home"

DEPEW
"School

Prominent Child Actor
Recent Release:
EUGENE O'BRIEN in "CLAY DOLLARS"
Played Andrew Lane, Jr. with RICHARD BENNETT in
•THE HEKO"

"Her

Days"

Daughter-iivLaw"
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Jessen

s

Studio

News

SOUTH

Wire

FIRST
NATIONAL

H. Hoffman, vice-president and general manager Tiffany Productions, and
Robert Z. Leonard, director general for Tiffany Productions
Africa. Vernon Steele will play lead for Wallace Reid in "Across
the lead. Paul Scardon is the di- the Continent." Philip Rosen will
rector.
direct the production, and Betty
Francisco is to play the ingenue
Lloyd Ingraham is engaged to lead.
direct "Second Hand Rose." He is
now selecting members of the cast.
GOLDWYN
HAL
ROACH
Stuart Paton will direct Frank
J. Rupert Hughes has completed Mayo in "The Way Back." MemThe next Harold Lloyd comedy,
bers of the cast are now being sethe direction of his own story "Re- lected.
"He Who Hesitates," will consist
membrance." The cast includes
Reginald Barker and company of four reels. The filming of this
Claude Gillingwater, Kate Lester,
subject is completed. Mildred
Patsy Ruth Miller, Cullen Landis, have gone to the Feather River Davis,
her mother, and Harold
Nell Craig, Dana Todd, Richard district for opening scenes for "The Lloyd will spend the Christmas
Tucker, Esther Ralston, Arthur Storm." The leading roles are be- holidays in New York. Miss Davis
ing played by House Peters and has renewed her contract with Hal
Trimble, Lucille Ricksen.
Richard Butler Glaenzer has Virginia Valli.
Universal has purchased from Roach otherasyear. lead for Lloyd for anjoined the scenario staff.
the
Union Pacific Railroad great
Victory Bateman has been added
"Snub" Pollard is making a
of rolling stock of the comedy based on a monkey gland
to the cast of "The Dust Flower," quantities
Civil
War
period.
This
will
be
by Basil King. Rowland Lee is dioperation. Players include Marie
used in the filming of the historical Mosquini,
recting.
Tom Kennedy and Noah
Wallace Worsley denies that he serial, "The Days of Buffalo Bill," Young. Charles Parrott is directing the subject.
has signed a contract with Univer- being directed by Edward Laemmle
sal Film.
Subjects in production include
"Some Baby," a "Snub" Pollard
M. D. Gardner, the assistant gen- "The Dangerous Little Demon," comedy has been shipped East.
eral-manager of studios has been starring Marie Prevost under the
elected to the board of trustees of direction of Clarence Badger; and
METRO
Culver City.
"The
Peterman," starring Herbert
Rawlinson.
Maxwell Karger will direct a
won the
president's
cupRichard
in the Dix
California
Country
Club
special production upon
golf tournament.
sumption of activities.
LASKY
Victor Hotel has been added
the re-to
the
cast
of
the
George
BakerUNIVERSAL
Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt, and
Walter Hiers are in the cast for Gareth Hughes picture, "Don't
Hobart Henley will direct Pris- William DeMille's film version of Write
Bert Letters."
Lytell will make an original
and Paid For." Clara Bayard Veiller story under the dicilla Dean in "That Lass O'Lowry." "Bought
Wallace Beery and Beatrice Burn- Beranger is doing the adaptation.
rection of the author. It is titled
Director Paul Powell and "Sherlock Brown," and the cast inham are included in the supporting
cast.
Dorothy Dalton with her supportcludes Ora Carewe, Sylvia B reamJack Conway is directing Hoot
ing cast have left for the Yosemite
er, DeWitt Jennings, Milton Taydistrict
to
film
exteriors
for
lor, and Hardee Kirkland.
Gibson in "Land of the Lost."
Harry Beaumont is completing
Servant's
Wife"
is the Ittitleis "Tharon of Lost Valley." Jack
of "Thy
the next
DuPont
vehicle.
Mower plays the leading male role. Rex Taylor's "Daphne's Disposia story of British life in South
Mary MacLaren will play the
tion," starring Viola Dana. In the

ARGENTINE

by

News

cast are William Lawrence, who
plays the male lead ; Arthur Rankin, Hardee Kirkland, Myrtle
Rachelle, Knute Erickson, Elsa
Lorimer, Snitz Edwards, Colin
Nose" Murphy.
Kenny, Bradley Ward, and "Broken

UNITED
STUDIOS
Director Frank Lloyd made the
first scenes for Norma Talmadge's
picture,
"ThethisDuchess
by Balzac,
week. of Langeais,"
Sidney Franklin will complete
Constance Talmadge's "The Divorcee" this week.
The second Jackie Coogan subject is still untitled.
Allen Holubar will begin the production of "The Soul Seeker" with
Dorothy Phillips on January 2nd.
Director James Young is selecting the members of the cast for
"The
Masquerader," starring Guy
Bates Post.
Chester Bennett has completed
"The
Novak. Starveling," starring Jane
Nazimova has finished work on
"The Doll House."
J. L. Frothingham is titling "The
Man Who Smiled."
Emory Johnson and company are
at present in San Francisco filming
exteriors for "The Midnight Call."

Picture

Ince is casting for "Bell Boy
Thirteen,"
starring Douglas McLean.
Recently finished pictures are
"Jim," having a cast headed by Milton Sills, Marguerite DeLa Motte,
and John tentot,"
Bowers;
and "The
Hotwith Douglas
McLean,
ton.
Madge Bellamy, and Ravmond HatProduction has been started on
"The Brotherhood of Hate" under
the direction of Lambert Hillyer.
Maurice Tourneur is now filming
"Lorna Doone."
John atStahl
finishing "One
Clear"
Mayer'sis studio.
Fred Niblo is beginning "Rose
of the Sea," starring Anita
Stewart.
FOX
A two reel novelty comedy in
which all the parts are taken by
ducks has been completed by Del
Lord.
Eternal
Triangle"
serves "The
as the theme
of the
story.
One big scene shows the interior
of a miniature theatre with ducks
in the audience, orchestra, and on
the stage.
Sol Wurtzel arrived this week
from New York accompanied by
Emmett Flynn and Bernard Durning. Dramatic production will not
be resumed until in January.
Curleywed

Comedies

Popular Series
The Cruelywed Comedies under
the
direction
of S. M. Herzig general
are fieuring
prominently
just
now onchise.Arrow's
Comedy
The two stars,
Mr. FranPaul
Wiegel, who plays Mr. Cruelywed
and Miss Lily Leslie, who plays
Mrs. nent
Cruelywed,
throughout. are most promiMiss Leslie is well known on
Broadway. So too is Mr. Wiegel,
both having played in big Metropolitan successes like " The Boom" a Mason
Stairs? "andAs Down,"
"Are Youerang," Up
screen
celebrities they are also well
known, both having been identified
with Vitagraph. Theda Bara, Otis
Skinner and other great screen attractions.

AMERICAN
FILM
CORPORATION
(CORPORACION ARGENTTNO- AMERICAN A DE FILMS)

AMERICA'S LARGEST MOVING PICTURE DISTRIBUTORS, CONCESSIONARY
Associated Producers, Inc. and W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
Main Offices: Corrientes 1715 BUENOS AIRES. Cable Address: ROMTJLONAON
NEW YORK OFFICE: Edward T. Ricci, Representative, 30 Broad Street.
BANKERS: NATIONAL CITY BANK OF NEW YORK
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THEATRE

Construction

&

Equipment
CAMERA

p r o JECTION

Department
TECHNICAL

P. M. ABBOTT

Installation

and

Proper

Theatre
Exhibitor

Should
BY

Study

Care

EDITOR

of

the

Organ
Needs

Before

Selection

H. J. WERNER

pert installation men and an operator
a close observation of the diffiproperly
trained
for organ playing.
culties in properly conducting a
Valuable Information
The instrument itself must be a theatre
motion picture house the ideal exfor
Exhibitors
hibitor must possess the qualifications of
organ and not a church organ. The church
Ignorance of the proper care necesan extensive education in the liberal arts,
organ has its mechanism and various sets
sary to keep a large organ in good conof pipes arranged and voiced so that a
finances and diplomacy in addition to condition, has cost many exhibitors large
siderable executive ability.
composition of pure organ literature can
sums. The NEWS has received many
Theatre patrons are determined that
inquiries concerning this phase of theabe
adequately rendered. The church ortre management. We have made effort
everything presented to them must be
gan has its various tonal divisions arto
answer
the
inquiries
at
various
times.
worthy of their consideration including
ranged so that each one is complete in itWe asked Mr. W. J. Werner, president
self and measures up to a standard that
of the American Photo Player Co.
music, photo-drama, decorations, lighting
and other necessities essential to their
tradition has imposed upon organ builder
to prepare an article on the installation and care of the organ. His article
physical comfort.
and
composer alike. The church organ conis presented here. The American
tains the dignified diapasons and sufficient
Unlike Caesar's Gaul the motion picPhoto Player Co. manufacture the
reed tone to make the effect homogeneous ;
ture public are divided into three unequal
Robert-Morton Organ.
has certain solo voices, a brilliant ensemparts. First there is the plain " fan " who
ble and a few extra fancy stops. The
goes to the theatre because he thoroughly
church organ has certain mechanical features for combining
enjoys it ; second there is the patron whose interest is served by
pictures and music and third is a more sophisticated class who
stops and " coupling " manuals rendering conditions which
make it impossible for the organist to use stops on the differtake a keener delight in the concert and the musical interpretaent manuals simultaneously.
tion of the photo-drama. In view of the fact that the latter
A theatre organ is designed so that the organist can play
classes are assuming greater proportion, it is well for the proanything that has ever been written for the organ and in fact
gressive exhibitor to give greater consideration to the quality of
any music that it is physically possible to play. The tonal
music he is offering his patronage.
character of the manuals on the theatre organ are arranged
Economic conditions throughout the country 'have affected the
motion picture industry to an appreciable extent and theatre
differently. One keyboard should contain all the suitable accompanimental voices and certain rhythmic traps or effects
overheads have necessarily dropped. However, the fundamentals
which are used in conjunction with the accompaniment.
of rent, light, heat and film expense are being maintained so that
The next most important manual should contain all the solo
the orchestra pit alone bears the brunt of lower overhead. Oras well as the accompanimental voices so that every possible
chestras have been curtailed or entirely eliminated and the organ
has come into its own not alone from its economic and adequate
voice may be blended together by the organist in order that
artistic results but because of the disquietude resulting from
he may vary the tone quality of his melodies as much as postemperamental and labor difficulties proportionally incidental to
sible. Bythis arrangement the organist's work is greatly simthe number of musicians employed.
plified as he does not have to continually change the position
The majority of picture patrons will concede that the organ
of his hands from one keyboard to another to blend solo voices
for picture purposes seems to be the instrument that furnishes
which unfortunately are not placed on the same keyboard.
the music most of the time in the greater number of medium and
The tone of the church organ is of course dignified and
high class theatres. It is therefore necessary that the condition
sonorous and of a quality suitable for ecclesiastical use and
in which the organ is maintained should be of vital importance
for polyphonic music. The theatre requires not only certain
to the management and finally to the public.
tones which are fitted for church use but also every shade of tone
Ordinarily when Mr. Exhibitor purchased his organ he did
found in a symphony orchestra that the organ builder can
not hesitate to inform the world that it was the " largest and
reproduce.
In addition to the proper arrangement of the various stops
grandest " and probably boosted the price over its actual cost.
However, the regular patrons will lack enthusiastic appreciation
and pipes to render everything as available and convenient as
of the music if an inferior organist is retained at the console or
possible to the organist, we must consider such matters as the
the instrument itself fails to live up to expectations.
speed and rapidity of the organ action; the depth and weight
The selection of specifications suitable in size and
of the manual and pedal touch, the wind pressure used and
design for the house or the purchase of the instruthe resulting tone, scale and diameters of the various pipes,
ment from a reputable manufacturer is only a start
reliability of the action and a thousand and one other details
in the right direction. The continued success of the instruwhich go to make up a good theatrical instrument.
ment requires proper
chambers
for its reception, exSpace will not permit our going into these very vital points
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Note comparison in sice of this pipe.

Its lone is very deep and is used Only in large organs
as exhaustively as they deserve. Very brief only should the wells, floors and ceiling be
thought will show how absolutely essential each
strong enough to withstand the very considerable bombardment of sound waves without tone
and every point is to a successful organ. The
question has often been asked, which is the leakage, but the shades or fronts must be instantaneous inoperation and of sufficient area
more important in an organ, the action work
to allow the unobstructed egress of the tone.
or the tone. Some say one and some the other,
These chambers should be absolutely dry and
but the fact remains that they arc both equally
essential. Good tone is useless if the action
clean and if the organ is placed in more than
one room, the chambers should be of the same
is so imperfect that the pipes fail to respond
height if possible so that the temperature is
properly and a perfect action is of little use
if the tone that it presents to the ears of the even, which results in the organ staying in tune
much longer and a consequent reduction in
audience is crude or unpleasant. Thus everymaintenance costs.
thing has to be right and working efficiently
Organ chambers can generally be planned in
all the time if Mr. Exhibitor is going to enjoy
the best music that his organist can offer to his one of several locations in a theatre, according
to the particular house. The plan most frepatrons. The health of the organ is as necesquently adopted is to use the space usually
sary as is the health to the organist — both must
occupied by the boxes on a level with the first
be in the pink of condition to do their best
work.
balcony. Frequently one or both sides of the
Chambers and Installation
wings are used with the tone either speaking
Properly designed organ chambers should be on to the stage itself or being projected through
built of hollow tile or concrete coated inside
grilles on either side of the proscenium arch.
with hard, smooth finish plaster, which will
In the former plan the tone usually mixes better and has a chance to blend before reaching
properly confine the tone when the swell shades
are closed and efficiently reflect it out into the
the audience, but is sadly dampened if the curtains be lowered. In the latter plan, obviously,
auditorium when the shades are opened. Not

curtains do not interfere and the brilliancy of
the tone is not impaired, but the effect would
possibly be unpleasant to members of the audience seated close to the sound outlets in the
event of the balcony running right up to the
sides of the proscenium.
Probably the very best place and the one
least frequently used is what is known as a
proscenium installation, — the organ being brackctted on either side of and over the arch, a
grille being built, which has the effect of making
a very massive and handsome proscenium. The
organ is entirely screened,— is easy of access
and in large theatres can be practically on one
level,— and with possibly a small work shop and
entrance from one of the upper lobbies.
A word to architects might not be amiss.
Consultation with an organ expert before the
building is actually in construction may be the
means of easily obtaining a good installation
which will redound to the credit of everyone
concerned. An undersized grille or a sound
pocket may reduce the organ's efficiency as much
as 50%. Most organ builders will be glad to
cooperate in the design of the theatre and are
really interested in having things right.
A case is quoted wherein the sound opening
was placed close to a large ventilator which
worked on the exhaust system with the result
that a large percent of the tone went not only
over the heads of the people but clear out of
doors.
Maintenance
The action of the modern organ consists of
an enormous multiplication of a few very simple
parts, contacts, cables, magnets, primaries, relays, etc. While the component parts are in
themselves very simple and not liable to derangement, the fact remains that the simples*
mechanism if multiplied a thousand fold is certain to require some adjustment and regulation.
The blower and motors must be regularly
oiled and the bearings and commutators attended to. The blower room kept neat and
free from dirt and dust, which would blow into
the organ and might possibly cause ciphers by
lodging on the armatures or valves. In any
event the dirt will pass into the pipes themselves and lodge in the nicks and windways or
even get beaten into the metal of the rapidly
vibrating brass tongues.
In addition to the motors, the low voltage
electrical system, which controls the action has
also to receive attention. A moderate sized
modern theatre organ contains probably upwards of ten thousand separate make and break
contacts. It is true that great thought and
care have been exercised in their design and
manufacture but. still it is only to be expected
that some attention is required.
Again there is the tonal side of the organ.
The pipes must be kept in tune and in proper
regulation regarding power, promptness of
speech and pitch. Dirt from the blower and
ordinary dust affect the power and promptness
and also indirectly the pitch, and differences of
temperature change the pitch of the pipes in
The actual
functioning
of the different kinds
varying
degrees.
'
of pipes is a subject worthy of deep study and
one which cannot possibly be treated in an even
partially comprehensive manner in a brief
article such as this.
Suffice it to say that the tone of a given pipe
has three attributes, quality, quantity and pitch.
These attributes are present as a result of the
use of certain scales, i. e., lengths and diameters
of the various pipes in a set. The height and
width of the mouth, treatment of the windway
or, in the case of a reed pipe, the thickness and
treatment of the tongues and also the quantity
of wind admitted to the pipe all affect the tone.
A change in any one of the above quantities
(Continued on page 314)
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Reddish Brown mottled Terra Cotta with darker toned base course

Great!—
"What

do

said

you think

A.

of Terra

P.

Lyons

Cotta

as

a facing material for theatres?" we asked
Mr. A. P. Lyons, Managing Director of
the Peoples Theatre.
thusiastic reply.
We

then asked

"Great!" was his en

tions Did
:
he regard the attractive appearance of his theatre as a valuable advertise-

customers?

If building

that it attracted
a

new

To all of these questions his answer
—

an emphatic

rr yes. "

TERRA
Vermanent

initial cost, an almost

maintenance

cost, beauty,

negligible

and

ease of

cleaning — these are the features of Terra
Cotta that have made Mr. Lyons an
Numerous

complimentary

marks concerning the appearance

re-

of his

theatre, as well as an ever increasing patronage, have convinced

Mr.

Lyons

business-getting value of a handsome
Cotta exterior.

of the
Terra

building

would he specify Terra Cotta ? Would he
recommend it to other theatre owners?

the same

Low

enthusiast.

him several other ques-

ment? Did he consider

PEOPLES THEATRE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
C. W. SC G. I . Rapp, Architects

was

Perhaps you plan to build a new theatre. Or perhaps you are considering the alteration of your present
one. In either case we can send you information
which may save you time and money. Address
National Terra Cotta Society, 1 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

COTTA
^Profitable
^Beautif
ul

Motion
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Theatre

Built

on

Pueblo

Style
Herford Tynes Cowling, photographer
for the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel
pictures, discovered the El Onate theatre,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, which he says "Is
the only theatre on the Indian Pueblo
Tyne in this country— or in any other
country I know of — and is unique in
design."
"The people of Santa Fe are building
a lot of their homes on this type of architecture— which is the only truly American
architecture."
type
Theof photograph shows the theatre
draped for Paramount Week. The ladder is decorative and not a necessary
means of progressing from one part of
the building to another. Santa Fe is a
town of 3,500 and has a large Mexican
population. The unique architecture
gives Manager John H. McManus a decided edge on two competing houses.
Diamond Theatre Opens
The handsome Diamond Theatre recently
built at Bowling Green, Ky., would be a credit
to a city many times the size. It is thoroughly
modern and fireproof, of brick, concrete and
steel, and is a structure of beauty and refinement.
It has a seating capacity of 1100 — 750 downstairs and 350 in the balcony ; a length of 160
feet and a width of 56 feet ; three stories high ;
proscenium ; eight dressing rooms to accomodate fifty people for occasional vaudeyille.
There are four boxes and narrow loge balconies on both sides.
The theatre is provided with a modern cooling system that changes the air every threeminutes in summer and every seven minutes in
winter; also a refrigerating plant, heating and
lighting systems, independent of the city. The
lobby is wide and splendid, with double glass
doors of handsome design ; mirrors and potted
plants' add beauty here. Rest rooms are provided off the foyer for men and ladies.
The projecting room is a model, of brick and
concrete, with two Simplex machines, stereoptican and spotlights. It is exceptionally large
and roomy and cool. It is a 120-ft. throw to
the screen.
The interior is of quiet tone, with plaster walk
of ground-in tints, green gold and tan being
the general color scheme. A three-color lighting control gives wide effects of beauty. Special
staff relief work ornaments the fronts of balconies and boxes. Silk draperies add luxury
and finish. A beaded screen is used. A Robt.
Morton organ and a six-piece orchestra furnish the* music.
The Diamond, built at a cost of $150,000, is
owned by the Setter Amusement Co., Inc., of
Cattarragus, N. Y. C. A. Setter is local manager. A certain novelty about the theatre is
that Mr. Setter was his' own architect, contractor and decorator, having had years of experience in this line in New York. He superintended the wiring, too, and planned some original designs in electric fixtures, and added some
of his own ideas to the cooling and heating
systems.
Seats were furnished by Haywood Bros. &
Wakefield, Chicago, 111.; millwork by Forbes
Mfg. Company., Hopkinsville, Ky. ; tile by
Hagan, Magruder Company, Louisville, Ky. ;
brick by T. L. Herbert Sons, Nashville, Tenn. ;
electric fixtures by Burdoff Bros., Louisville,

English
30,000

Picture

Camera
Exposures

News

to Make
a Second

At a recent meeting of English scientists Sir Robert Hadfield, the famous steel
maker,
gave with
a description
of a new up
cine-to
ma camera
which photographs

The El Onate theatre, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
said to be only house built on Pueblo style of
architecture
Ky. and Swanson Electric Company., Evansville,
Ind. ; relief work by National Plastic Relief
Company, Cincinnati, O. ; and stone by the
Whitestone Quarries, Bowling Green, Ky.
Bigger

and Better
for 1922

Business

Joseph Hornstein, vice president and
general manager of the Howells Cone
Equipment Company, New York, predicts
better business throughout the motion picture industry for 1922.
" We have all felt a decided tightening
of the purse strings during the past twelve
months," states Mr. Hornstein, " but
there is every indication that conditions
will be better before 1922 gets under way.
Our business has been picking up steadily
and reports from our salesmen indicate a
large volume of orders following the New

Dan
Year."

Barton

Reports

as high as 5,000 per second have been
taken. This is very nearly at the rate of
four miles a minute.
According to reports the camera
weighed well over three tons and required
a special housing that in itself was twelve
by six feet in dimensions.
The inventor, supported by able technicians, consider it quite feasible that the
same camera with slight modifications
can be constructed to record over thirty
thousand exposures a second. This
means that the film would be carried past
the aperture at the unheard of rate of
twenty-five miles a minute, or at about the
speed of a bullet from an express rifle.
Texas

House

Leased

Eaton & Glenn have leased the Olympic theatre at Lockey, Texas, from C. R.
Wilkinson. The new owners will add a
number of improvements in the near
future.

Selling Many Tanks
A. J. Corcoran, of Jersey City, manufacturer of developing tanks, is fast becoming the leader in that field. The tanks
manufactured by A. J. Corcoran are of a
quality that demand repeat orders. The
motion picture industry has become one
of their chief lines and experts have been
secured to design the tanks to fit the exacting requirements of this industry.
Good

Business
for Past Twelve
Months
Some
of
the
Bartola
Musical
Instrument
Actual business conditions in the motion picture industry were not as bad as estimated
Company's
installations
made
during
1921 were
as follows :
during 1921, is the statement made by Dan BarPalace, Antigo, Wis. ; State Theatre, Brookings, S.
ton, of the Bartola Musical Instrument ComD. ; Bijou Theatre. Battle Creek, Mich. ; Garden Theatre, Columbus, Ohio; Main Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio:
pany, after
a survey
the which,
last twelve
months'
business
done
by his offirm,
he says,
has Lucier Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio: Five Points Theatre.
Cleveland,
Ohio; Tibbets Theatre, Coldwater, Mich.:
been very good.
Atlas Theatre, Cheyenne. Wyo. ; Amus Theatre, CheyMr. Barton has exceptional facilities for obenne, Wyo.
: FoyMich.:
Theatre,
Dallas,; Strand
Texas: Theatre.
Oakman Cloquet,
Theatre. Minn.
Detroit,
servation as he is in personal touch with exCastle Theatre, Detroit, Mich. : Dixon Theatre. Dixon.
hibitors in all parts of the country through his 111.; Doric Theatre, Duluth, Minn.: O'Klare Theatre.
Eau Claire. Wis. ; Grove Theatre, Elgin, 111. ; Orpheum
continual contact with his customers, this being Theatre.
Fond du Lac, Wis.: Egypt Theatre. Fort
one of the fixed policies of the Bartola ComWorth. Texas. ; Majestic Theatre, Grand Island, Neb.
Grand Theatre, Cary, Ind.; Palace Theatre, Hampany.
ilton, Ohio ; Homer Theatre. Hibbing, Minm. ; Temple
The best argument as to the present condiTheatre.
Howell, Mich.; Lyric Theatre, Huroa. S. D. ;
tion of the industry and the excellent outlook
Cozy Theatre, Iron River. Mich. ; Orpheuim Theatre.
for the future, is based on the great number of Kenosha. Wis. ; Majestic Theatre, Madison, Wis. ; Cap
new theatres where the Bartola Musical In- ital Theatre. Manitowoc. Wis. ; Iris Theatre, Milwau
Wis.; Oak Theatre, Minneapolis. Minm. : Mascot
strument Company has placed musical in- kee,
Theatre. Mobridge, S. D. ; Orpheum Theatre, Menasha.
struments, and the territory covered by these
Wis.; Muskegon Heights Theatre, Muskegom. Mich.:
installations which shows that motion picture
NTew Arion Theatre, Minneapolis. Minn.
Strand Theatre, Oconomowoc, Wis. ; MiHer Theatre.
theatre men have made progress even though
Omaha, Neb. : Strand Theatre, Pontiac, Mich. : Royal
there have been some setbacks.
Theatre. Royal Oak. Mich.; Tower Theatre, St. Paul.
The Bartola Company has placed many organs
Minn. : Oxford Theatre. St. Paul, Minn. ; World Theatre, Toledo. Ohio: Eastwood Theatre, Toledo, Ohio:
in theatres already completed but a great many
Baldwin Theatre. Royal Oak. Mich. ; Victory Theatre,
of their contracts have been in new theatres,
Tampa, Fla. ; West End Theatre, Winona, Minn. ;
and the many orders on hand for 1922 installaPalace Theatre, Waupaca. Wis.: Hess Theatre, Yankton, S. D. : Mahoning Theatre. Youngstowm. Ohio.
tions indicate another good year.
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Chicago Theatre, Balaban
& Katz, owners.
C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp,
architects.

All

Are

MAJOR

Systems

Sheridan Theatre, New York.
Reilly & Hall, architects.

The Major System of Pre-Selective Remote Control is very flexible in construction, as well
as in operation. It fills every lighting control requirement of motion pictures, vaudeville or legitimate theatres better than any other type or kind of switchboard, old or new. Theatres equipped
with a Major System can change from photoplays to vaudeville
Mainstreet Theatre, Kansas City.
Orpheum Circuit.
or legitimate without change of apparatus. In case an expansion
C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, architects
is desired, it is much easier to add to a Major Switchboard than
to any other type.
All of the above advantages are in addition to the primary
advantage of Major Control, such as Pre-Selection, Cumulative
Control' and Extended Remote Control. Major Systems do away
largely with fire and panic hazards. They cannot be injured, or
do injury by careless meddling, and they can be locked against
unauthorized handling.
If you do not know fully the advantages of the Major System it will pay you to get complete details before making a decision. The Major System can be used in modernizing an old
theatre as well as equipping a new one. Write for the " Theatre
Lighting Questionnaire."

Sran/c

DISTRICT OFFICES:
Detroit, Minneapolis, New York, Dallas,
Kansas City, Cincinnati, Chicago, New
Orleans, San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Seattle.

*?ic/am
S/ee/r/c
General Offices, St. Louis, Mo.

Co.

MANUFACTURERS ALSO OF:
Triumph Panel Boards, panel boards and
cabinets, knife switches, safety switches,
fan hanger outlets, reversible cover floor
boxes, and A. C. and D. C. Distribution
Switchboards.
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Kerasotes
Moving

Brothers
Picture

Open
House

Their
in

Third

Springfield

Strand Theatre, Transformed from Old
Bank Building, Is a Splendid Show Place
veniences for the operators, and houses
The Strand, Springeld, Illinois, newest
motion picture theatre, opened its doors
two of the new Powers' machines. The
booth is located in the balcony.
recently. The Strand is owned and operA special Gold Fibre Minusa screen was
ated by Louis and Gus Kerasotes, two
installed in the new theatre.
men who have been in the film business
The new Strand boasts of a promenade
here for the past twelve years. The
Royal, one of their houses, was abandoned
under the balcony, with the managers' ofwith the building of the new house ; the
fices and ladies rest rooms also placed under the balcony seats. Two wide stairSavoy, a second run theatre, is still operating.
ways, one on either side, lead to the chairs
upstairs. The view from any seat in the
The new Strand occupies a splendid
Strand is good, as there is neither pillar
nor post to spoil the line of vision.
The box office is built close to the walk,
so that it is very easy to handle the crowds.
An inner lobby of no small proportions is
able to accommodate quite a large number of people in case of waits. At the
rear of the theatre is a standing room
space sufficiently large enough to permit
easy access at all times.
One of the most striking features of the
new Strand is the beautiful marquise.
This was from the E. T. Barnum Company of Detroit. Attractive by day, it is
doubly beautiful at night. It adds greatly
to the smart, trim appearance of the cozy

Picture

News

gold, rose and blue, together with the hamonizing lighting effects and interior equipment, proment. duces an atmosphere of simplicity and refineThe theatre has a terra cotta front. The
main auditorium consists of a closed vestibule
and a large foyer, from which broad stairs
lead on each side to the artistically arranged
mezzanine floor and promenade, where are to
be
found Inthethewomen's
men's 10
smoking
rooms.
front ofresttheandbalcony,
loges
are located, entrance to which is from the
mezzanine floor.
I. Sarge Taffae of New York, designed the
attractive stage setting, which is arranged for
staging prologues. A large Robert Morton
organ is concealed behind handsome grills on
each side of the proscenium arch, with the console located in the orchestra pit. A seven-piece

playhouse. — Dag on.

Gus Kerasotes
location at Sixth and Washington streets,
which for years housed the First National
Bank. The building was purchased last
spring by the Kerasotes for $125,000. It
occupies a lot about 40 x 110. More than
$75,000 was spent in transforming the
building into a modern show house.
Helmle & Helmle, builders of the new
Lyric here, designed the new Strand. In
general appearance it resembles the Lyric,
but has several features used by the Capitol theatre, St. Louis. It is the most beautiful of local theatres. The seating capacity is around 800 — 500 seats being on the
ground floor and there are 300 more in the
spacious balcony.
The theatre front is of pulsichrome
terra cotta, which gives a pleasing appearance. The foyer is lined in beautifully
matched marble and is decorated in ivory
and gold. The plastering is particularly
rich in ornament and the decorations are
in old gold, ivory and polychrome. The
proscenium arch is exceptionally fine and
is an open filigree of gold, back of which is
located the $12,000 Hope-Jones Wurlitzer
pipe organ. Ventilating is by the Typhoon
Fan system. The theatre is heated by
steam, with radiation so placed that no
cold air ever strikes a patron even when
doors and exits are opened.
The largest and finest booth in the city
is built into the Strand.
It has all con-

Dawe, Bridgeport, a
Modern
House
Credited with being the last word in movieplayhouse construction and general appointments, the new Dawe theatre at State and
Lafayettte streets, in the heart of the business
section of Bridgeport, Conn., was opened recently.
The $300,000 house has a seating capacity of
1,500—800 on the main floor and 700 in the
balcony. It was designed by Charles W. Walker and built by Marsh Brothers, general contractors and engineers. The color scheme of

Louis Kerasotes
orchestra^ including harp soloist, will be furnished, in addition to the organ.
The lighting effects, designed by Black &
Boyd of New York, are novel, the various conbeing locatedareinused.
the operator's booth.
Powerstrolsprojectors
Ventilation of the theatre has been given
especially careful consideration, with a result
that the patrons are sure of obtaining warm and
healthful air in winter and cool in summer. The
especially-designed ventilation system was constructed and installed by the W. P. Kirk Company of Bridgeport.
Peter F. Dawe of Bridgeport, also proprietor
of the Palace and Bijou moving picture houses
in that city, will give his personal attention to
management of the new theatre. He is vicepresident of the M. P. T. O. A., and is one
of the organizers of the Connecticut division.
He will be assisted by Martin A. Heanue. who
has been first vice-president of the M. P. T.
O. A. in Connecticut and who is now chairman
of the executive committtee. — AGARD.

Film

View of the Strand, Springfield, III., on the
opening night

Developing Corporation Expanding

floor space and inng their
By enlargi
modern equipment, the
stalling the most
Film Developing Corp. is now ready to
to their patrons. All ingive real service
dications, as reported by this company,
are for a prosperous 1922.
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DISTRIBUTORS
New

York

Howells Cine Equipment Company
729 Seventh Ave.
New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia
Williams Brown and
Earle Company
918 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Kansas City
Cole Theatre Supply
Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

of

Westinghouse

for

Motion

Picture

Electrical

Equipment

Projection

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company announces the appointment of these
dealers in Motion Picture Theatre Equipment as
distributors of their electrical equipment for motion
picture projection:
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Denver
The Denver Theatre
Supply Company
Denver, Colo.
>an

1 rancisco

Theatre Equipment
Supply Gate
Co- Ave.
134 Golden
San Francisco, Calif.
Boston
Exhibitors'
CompanySupply
49 Church St
Boston, Mass.
Seattle
The Theatre Equipment Co.
1927 Third Ave.
Seattle, Wash.
Pittsburgh
The S. & S. Film &
Supply Co.
Penn Ave.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dallas
Lucas Theatre Supply
Co.
Dallas, Tex.
// there is no distributor
in your vicinity, tvrite our
nearest sales office for complete information on W "siinghouse equipment for
motion picture projection

se

Westinghou
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Motion

National

Anti-Misframe

Liberty Theatre, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Dear Ed:
Here I am again. This time keeping my
promise to send in some material to the
N A M L column. The drawing is a diagram
of my electric rewind.
I took a large gear of my rewind and put a
grove for a belt on it and placed my motor on
a shelf under the rewind table. I think that

DESIGNED BY
the diagram is self explanatory — but one word
about the motor. Don't use a large one. I have
a 1/8 H. P. 1720 r. p. m. This is all right if a
loose belt is used, but the best motor is a variable speed motor like the Fidelity 1/10 H. P.
Charles L. Dynes. N AML 1491
I A T S E 52
Omaha, Neb.
Dear Ed:
I read with great interest the discussions in
the N A M L Forum each week, and get a
lot of help from them. ... I would like to
Tiear with what success any of the members
Tiave met in using Paramount condenser lens.
I have heard about them and was wondering
how they were. . . . Soon I will drop some
drawings of several devices which I believe will
Tielp N A M L members.
J. F. S.
A little comment on the lens about which
J. F. S. inquires is published on page ??? of
this issue. — Ed.

League

The
Greetings
At the Season's
completion of the
year in which
such enthusiastic interest in the Forum
has been shown by projectionists the
Editorings to wishes
to offer
the season's
the League
members
and to greetoffer
them best wishes and his assurance of
full co-operation in their fiaht for better
projection.
The Forum supplies these needs and in
takine interest in the League and helping his brothers, the projectionist is helping the whole profession, and will also
benefit himself.
Again the best wishes are offered to
all the N. A. M. L. members in their efforts for better projection during the
coming year

News

Forum

I find that the proper distance and the easiest
to adjust is at the point where the ray of light
from the lens is the narrowest. By using a
blade of the shutter and moving on shaft forward and backward this point can be found.
At this place I find the ghost on top and bottom
is easily chased away !
Will thank you to publish this for many of
the members have written and asked me why
I went into the detail without telling the proper
distance. I am sure it was just a mistake of
the printer, and with very best of wishes to
you and all members,
believe
Most truly
yours,me,
Merritt H. Schaub.
Dear Ed. ;

Victor Theatre, Abbeville.

Some time ago a little argument arose between me and one of my mates, another old
timer at the projection game, as to what caused
film scratches. " A " says that it is caused by
tightening film on the reel while rewinding or
pulling by hand, while " B " maintains that it
cannot be done that way. Who is right? Lets
have some discussion on this from some of
the members of the League.
B. C. Harrington
N. A. M. L. 1459.

Strand Theatre,
Winder, Georgia.
Dear Ed:
Ever since becoming amember
of the league, I
have carried out
my
thinkpledge.
that theI
N A M L Forum
is about the best
move ever put
across, certainly
every istprojectionwho takes
any interest in
his work should
Arthur Nally
read it.
My projection is as nearly perfect as possible.
Arthur Nally,
N. A. M. L. 1008.
Douglas, Ga., Dec. 16, 1921.
Dear Sir:
In regard to the letter you printed for me
in the Dec. 17 issue of the News, permit me to
call y-our attention to the error you made in
omitting the part of my letter telling the proper
distance to place the shutter from the lens.

$ -I
PROJECTIONISTS
$ 1
A SHOW YOUR PHOTO ON THE SCREEN A
with
Your name and N.A.M.L. or Local Number
We will mail slide complete upon receipt of Photograph and
One Dollar Bill.
THE THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
124 Wert Forty-fifth Street
New York

Picture

OLD MEMBERS
Send in Address
so we can put
vou on new
N. A. M. L.
mailing list

La Salle Theatre, South Bend, Ind.
Dear Ed:
Am enclosing application for membership in
the N A M L. About a week ago we had a
seven-reel picture with about 200 ft shy on the
end of the last reel. The exchange accused
me and my partners with cutting the missing
part off. So I think that it is best that I join
the League. I will also have my partners join.
Charles E. Yollmer,
L A. T. S. E.
Member Local 187.
Projectionists:
The News will solve any technical problems, gratis.
NATIONAL ANTI-MISFRAME
LEAGUE PLEDGE
j£ S has
a motion
picture ofoperator
who
the interest
his profession at heart and is willing to assist
in eliminating some of the evils
practised in the operating-room, I
promise tliat I will to the best of my
ability return films to the excliange
in first-class condition. Furthermore,
I will when it becomes necessary
remedy all misframes. bad patches,
etc., that may be in the film which I
receive and in this way co-operate
with my brother operators and give
greater pleasure to those who make
up tlie motion picture audience by
showing films tliat are free from
such defects. I also promise that I
will not make punch marks in film,
and when film is received bv me,
with punch holes, I will notify the
exchange to that effect so that they
may
evil. use their efforts to correct this
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BARTON

Mr.

John

ORGAN

FIVE

Kalaf at, Owner

POINTS

Five

THEATRE,

Points

CLEVELAND,

Theatre,

OHIO

Cleveland,

The Barton Organ has beautiful tone quality,
the new musical combinations from the divided
manual

are

certainly
many

is an

of my

The Barton
theatre.

BARTOLA

beautiful

almost

attraction

patrons
Organ

MUSICAL

313-316 Mailers

in

speak

will

beyond
the

belief.

theatre

It

which

about.

be an

attraction

in your

INSTRUMENT

Building

Chicago,

CO.
111.

Says—
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Motion

Any

film

will

print

light—it's the tones
positive

its

a

in

shadow

between

and

that

a

Picture

high-

give

the

quality.

EASTMAN

POSITIVE

FILM

Has

the

long

scale

of

ductive quality that
halftones

of

lightings.

the

It

gradation—

registers

softest

carries
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quality

the

repro-

all the

delicate

most

brilliant

through

to

screen.

Eastman

Film,

identifiable

both

regular

throughout

words "Eastman"
film marvin.

EASTMAN
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"Kodak'''*

KODAK
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Have

Optimistic Outlook
For 1922
Evidence of the fact that the Bell & Howell
Company are optimistic of the future is reflected
in the large capital outlay which has been made
for increased factory facilities, and for new experiments and development work embracing
machines and appliances for all branches of the
Industry. Contrary to the accepted belief that
most manufacturing establishments have had to
contend with idleness in the recent depression,
the Bell & Howell Company have been unusually busy, and have welcomed an opportunity of getting even with production, which
has been heretofore retarded, making only long
time deliveries possible. In the near future deliveries of major equipment will be made from
stock. The slump in business has really been
a welcomed period to the Bell & Howell Company, if for nothing more than what it has
enabled them to accomplish in the perfection of
tooling methods. It has resulted in their being
able to manufacture parts cheaper, and with
methods which tend to make possible the interchangeability of all parts and with consequent
improved precision and accuracy.
The new developments projected for the
coming year — models for which are now completed, or in course of construction — include a
new super-step Printer, entirely dissimilar from
anything heretofore attempted ; it is fully automatic, with provision for any number of light
changes from one to infinity. A full line for
the amateur and semi-professional — including
Camera, Projector, Printers, and other laboratory equipment — has also been perfected, and
will be well into production in the early part
of 1922.

organ mechanics who are capable of rendering
such services, and usually the cost of making
frequent short visits to an organ is little more
than would be the case were the visits further
apart and each one longer. The former plan
keeps the organ right and prevents things going
wrong and the latter corrects things after they
have gone wrong.
First, purchase a good organ.
Second, install it right.
Third, keep it right.

Abbott Now
with
News
Starting this week P. M. Abbott assumes the technical editorship of Motion
Picture News. Mr. Abbott is a graduate
engineer who has devoted a number of
years
to the
of the
projectionists'
problems
andstudy
to the
construction
and
equipment of motion picture theatres.
A. G. Cruikshank will take over the
advertising and service end of the Construction and Equipment section.

Open Oxford at St, Paul
Diamond Theatre
The New Oxford, the largest single floor
house in the middle west, was recently opened
at St. Paul, Minn. Tom Burke, manager of
Midland Films, Inc., and George Grandstrom
are .associated in the ownership of the theatre.
Construction work on the Oxford was started
last July.
The house is of red pressed brick and harmonizes with the architectural style of the
neighborhood. The building is of fireproof
construction and has 10 fire exits. All of its
1,200 seats are on the ground floor, which simplifies greatly the handling of the crowds, and
also eliminates the necessity of patrons climbTheing stairs.
box office is constructed of Tennessee
marble and dark wood. Artistic display windows are provided on either side. A handsomely decorated arch extends the entire length
of the front of the building above the ticket
office.
The beautiful foyer is separated from the
auditorium by a partition curtained with silk.
The modern Italian decorative style has been
followed throughout the entire house. Amber,
mauve and peacock relieved by gold are the
colors used in the decorative scheme.
Large dome-like spaces filled with filagree
work are to be found at the top on either side
of the screen. Cherubs, symbolizing music and
art adorn the corners with silken curtains at
the sides to emphasize the rich beauty of the
interior.

La
and

Care

of the Organ JtMM
(Continued from page 303)
always results in a consequent change in the
remainder. It must not be supposed for a
moment that the action of organ pipes is
mysterious and can only be comprehended by a
few. Any one who has the necessary musical
ear and mechanical brain and hand can quickly
learn to make the requisite tonal adjustments
which may become necessary. Obviously the
chambers should be clean, dry and of an even
temperature so as to prevent things going
wrong.
A good organ mechanic keeps things right
and does not allow things to go wrong and so
the organ is always efficient, the organist is
enabled to do good work and the public gets
its money's worth at a minimum maintenance
cost to the owner. A large organ should be
inspected at least every two days, — a medium
instrument once a week and every theatre organ
at least once a month.
Every large city has several independent

News

A richly
decorated
room floor.
is situated
over
the ticket
office onladies'
the second
The
men's smoking room is on the first floor. A
large orchestra pit is provided. A Barton
organ is one of the features of the hou^j. The
organ is at the left of the pit. The console is
fitted with three manuals finished in mahogany.
Two large rooms over the proscenium grill
houses the pipes. Special sound shutters have
been installed to regulate the volume of the
music. This organ is the second of its type in
the Twin Cities. The other was installed in the
new Tower theatre, which recently opened.
WISE.

P. M.

Installation

Picture

Voicing 32 foot pipes
the exterior of RobertMortonon factory

Vine* s Riviera' Simplex
Equipped
Every now and then, we hear of semeone
who does something in an unusual way, and
which reflects much credit and causes favorable comment on their ability. This is what
happened, when on December first, S. C. La
Vine opened the beautiful Riviera theatre, St.
Johns Place and Kingston avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y., and gave to the Bedford section of
Brooklyn a new and finely appointed theatre.
The name Riviera was suggested, Mr. La Vine
states in his program, by the garden spot of
the world — the Riviera — and as one views the
theatre he finds that every effort has been put
forth to realize the ideal behind it.
The policy among the modern theatres of
today of installing three projectors, te insure
an uninterrupted performance at all times, has
been adopted by the Riviera management. Three
of the latest type " S " Simplex motor driven
projectors, two sopt lights and a generator are
part of the splendid equipment installed in the
projection room.
Several organizations of merit — The Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and B. F. Keith
Vaudeville Circuit have been selected to provide the entertainment that will be presented at
the Riviera Theatre.
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TANKS

the PATENTED

JOINT

INSTALLED
D. W. Griffith Co.
Vitagraph Co.
Gaumont Co.
American Film Mfr. Co.
Kineto Co.
Goldwyn Corp.
Lyman H. Howe Co.
Burton Holmes
Fox Film Corp.
Famous Players
United States Government
Universal Film Co.

LOPMENT
CORCORAN FILM
TANKSDEVE
KAMUFACTU«0 0«W »"
AJ.CORCO«»N INC.
JERSEY CITY. N.J.

BY US
L'Star Laboratory
Pathe Freres
Rothacker Film Co.
Craftsmen Laboratory
Republic Laboratory
Colorcraft Co.
Cromlow Film Co.
Film Developing Co.
G. M. Film Printing Co.
Pathescope Co.
Paragon, Inc.
Quality Film Post
Co.
Washington

A.

J. Corcoran,
Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES
Office and Factory
753 Jersey Avenue
Jersey City, N. J.
TELEPHONE MONTGOMERY 238
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By JAMES

Promptly Made

R. CAMERON

Is Endorsed find I sed By:
United States War Dept.. Washington. D. C.
United States Army Dept.. Washington, D. C.
United States Navy Dept.. Washington, D. C.
United States Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
United States Treasury Dept.. Washington, D. C.
United States Public Health Dept.. Washington, D. C.
United States Dept. of Public Instruction, Washington, D. C.
Dept. of Education. New York
Dept. of Education. Newark, N. J.
Dept. of Education. Chicago, 111.
Dept. of Education. Detroit, Mich.
Dept. of Education. Boston, Mass.
Dept. of Education. Philadelphia. Pa.
Dept. of Education. Montreal. Canada
Dept. of Education. St. Paul. Miun.
State Education Assn., Pennsylvania
State College, Iowa
University of Kansas
Dept. of Commercial Economics. Washington, D. C.
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Rankin School of Mechanical Trades, St. Louis, Mo.
Dakota Agriculture College. N. Dakota
Darlington Seminary. Westchester. Pa.
American Library Association
Dept. of Visual Instruction, Detroit, Mich.
National Committee on Conservation, Chicago
U. S. Soldiers Home. Washington, D. C.
Libraries Throughout the World
Mound Consolidated Schools, Mound, Minn.
New York State Educational Society
Methodist Episcopalian Convention Committee
Community M. P. Bureau
American Institute of Cinematography. Chicago, 111.
American Bed Cross
Knights of Columbus
Statler Hotels
Y. M. C. A.
Baltimore Sun
Motion Picture News
New York Times
Boston Transcript
Exhibitors Trade Beview
Screen Magazine
Exhibitors Herald
Moving Picture Age
Beel Journal
Morning Telegraph
Powers Machine Co.
Simplex Machine Co.
Eastman Kodak Co.
Acme Machine Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. Co.
Hertner Electric Co.
Gundlach Optical Co.
Ansco Co.
National Cash Begister Co.
Wm. Fox Theatres
D. W. Griffiths Corp.
Capitol Theatre. N. Y. C.
Marcus Loew's Theatres
Rivoli Theatre. N. Y. C.
Rialto Theatre. N. Y. C.
Hundreds of Churches, Schools. Colleges. Educational Societies.
Universities, Architects and Commercial Concerns Throughout the United States and Canada — 3500 Moving Picture
Operators and Managers — 236 Moving Picture
Operators Locals
The Opinion of Them All:
'THE BEST BOOK EVER WRITTEN
THE SUBJECT OF PROJECTION "
Price S3.50
THEATRE
SUPPLY
124 West 45th Street

FILM

CASES

Fibre Lined Film Shipping and Carrying Cases at Greatly Reduced Prices
ALSO

A FULL
OF

LINE

Film Laboratory Equipment. Rewinding and
Assembling Tables, Film
and Poster Racks, Sheet
Metal and Asbestos Projection Booths. Film
Cabinets and Slide Carrier?
SHARLOW
BROTHERS
440-442 West 42nd Street
439441 West 41st Street
NEW YORK CITY

CO.
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England

Claims

Most

Artistic
Recently

Opened

Hithertofore we have rested securely confident that no country could approach ours in
Motion Picture Theatre design and the general
elegance and completeness with which our
houses stand forth. However, we must now
give consideration to the latest creation of our
neighbors across the ocean. Robert Atkinson —
considered by many as England's most eminent
theatre architect — accompanied by several other
noted men in this industry, has favored us by
a tour of inspection during which he visited
the leading motion picture theatres in this
country. Mr. Atkinson, while greatly impressed
by our grandeur in theatre construction, claims
that the Regent, recently opened in Brighton,
England, by the Provincial Cinematograph Theatres, Limited, surpasses all in its artistic
beauty and completeness.
In quoting extracts from the pamphlet distributed for the introduction of this theatre, a
general impression may be gained of the many
commendable features of this house.
"Not only is 'The Regent' a theatre which
embodies every modern improvement, both in
planning for the convenience of patrons and in
the methods employed in its construction, but
it is revolutionary in the novelty of its design
and decoration. Color, as such, is very seldom
employed in theatre decoration, but nowhere
more than in buildings dedicated to the public's
amusement is it so necessary to create an atmosphere of lightness and caref reeness. At 'The
Regent'
color, and pure color, is the guiding
note.
From whatever angle the building is approached, the exterior presents an imposing appearance. The Queen's Road front is encased
with colored marbles and colored panels in
terra cotta, and on either flank are resplendent
lanterns of Venetian design. The whole building is well proportioned, elegantly simple and
symmetrical in design, with stately character as
the predominant note in the scheme of architecture.
The marble scheme which begins on the
front of the building is continued in the en-

A most pleasing view presented to the audience.
oil paintings

at

Beautiful

News

and

Theatre

Brighton,

Costing

Criticism Valuable
Would it not be profitable for us to
listen attentively to the criticisms by
England's leading theatre men? Do our
houses give a general impression of glitter and show? When we spend millions
of dollars on some theatre designed to be
second to none, do those millions bring
forth real artist beauty, cheerfulness,
good taste and character?
More and more the first class Motion
Picture theatre must cater to a discriminating public, the people that appreciate
real art and will show their appreciation
by patronage. We tire of plain show, but
the more often we gaze upon beauty the
stronger its attraction.
Regent
is apparently
and" The
at the
same" time
artistic. luxuriant
Its total
cost was slightly under $2,000,000; however, with which sum, which represents
less than one-half our maximum expenditure, a theatre was designed and constructed which is now held forth as the
leader of the world.
trance hall, with its attractive dado. Its walls
and ceiling are of Caen stone. The brilliant
mirrors and rich fittings, arranged with artistic
skill, give a decidedly aesthetic effect, which
is considerably enhanced by the great antique
vases used to carry the lighting. The old period
antique white marble candelabra — these, by the
way, secured from the famous Hope Collection— which arc placed at each side of the main
stairway are particularly fine, and will well repay close examination.
The spacious promenades, providing ample
freedom of movement, which will be found at
the rear of each level of seats, are also a new
and pleasing feature in picture-house construction. The wide gangways and staircases,
which are divided to assist up and down traffic,
are a necessity in a building of this capacity.
No fewer than nineteen separate exits have

Hand decorations in

Picture

$2,000,000

been provided for the safety of the public. By
means of these exits and ■ the skill shown in
placing them, the entire auditorium can be
emptied at a normal rate in less than three
minutes.
In this connection it may be added that the
entire building is constructed of fireproof materials. The projection room is absolutely fireproof and replete with all the latest improvements in machinery.
The Box Foyer is a bizarre series of vaulted
and domed chambers serving the two-fold purpose of a corridor and a tea room, connecting
directly with the box seats in the theatre and
practically on a level with the street. The
decoration here is whimsical in character, unquestionably original, but in whichever direction the eye roams good taste will claim its full
measure of appreciation. Everything here is of
so quaint a character that one hardly needs to
be told that the scheme itself sprang from the
mind
true than
artist ordinary
and thatsskill
craftsmen's
hands ofof a more
gave it
definite shape. As a meeting place for friends
before and after the performances, this section
will soon become well known, and once known,
much frequented.
From the Box Foyer the three great allegorical pictures of " Carnival " by Walter Bayes
may be seen.
The plan of the Auditorium is the latest fanshape type, employed in the most modern theatres, and which gives a perfect sight-line from
every seat in the theatre. There are no pillars
to obstruct the view. The balcony, constructed
entirely of steel, is the largest theatre balcony
in the Kingdom. It has a clear span of 110
feet and a projection of over 50 feet, a feat
of no small engineering skill on the part of
Dr. Oscar Faber, O.B.E., the consulting engineer. The auditorium itself, in which nearly
."000 people can be comfortably seated, has many
strikingly beautiful and noteworthy features.
The general color scheme, principally yellow
and orange, gives beauty, brightness and liveli(Continued on page 320)

The artistic design in which the color plays an all important part
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ALPHA MOTION PICTURE CO.

Efficiency and Service

ALPHA

Screens

SCREEN!

and

Frames

for all Purposes

Write for Prices of:
Stereo — Radiant
Excel — Silver

N
I
Screens

Brom — Silver

|

Superfine — White,
ALPHA
MOTION
PICTURE
CO.
23 GRANT STREET
STRATFORD, ONT., CANADA

lran^ferteK
^Produces a Perfect
qAyc and a Steady,
In retrospect of the past year, we find that we
have many things to be thankful for, and in
that spirit of thankfulness, we feel at this, the

Brilliant

White

Light
(Double Arc Type) is a
series arc motor generator, having automatic voltage regulation.
No more amperes used than actually
required for the light or dark pictures.
Only such voltage is generated as is
used).
used in the arc itself (no ballast being
TRANSVERTER

"(ErjrtBtmaH ©imp"
that it is opportune to wish our many
the heartiest
^Maoris
AMUSEMENT

friends

(&mtm$a

SUPPLY

COMPANY

746 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Write

TRANSVERTER produces better results
and uses less current than any other
device.
TRANSVERTER gives better light and
better pictures. It is easy to operate,
thoroughly reliable, and is an important
factor in drawing full houses, by reason
of superior projection.

Your
Supply
House!
for information concerning
Behlen's Film
Signal Device
Warns the operator the end of
the reel is at hand, allowing ample
over to another matime tochinechange
without showing
part titles
white on the screen. It does awayor
with punch marks, scratching or
pasting paper on the film. lasures
a smooth running show which is
the pride of all real projectionists.
Anyone can attach it and the cost
is small. Made for Simplex. Powers
and other machines. Works electrically and never fails. When writing please
mention
jectors you are
using. make of proC. C. Rush Enterprises
Greenville, S. C.

Ask your dealer.
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Hertner
1900 W.

Electric
112th St.
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Beautiful Theatre
(Continued from page 318)
ness which in combination with novel lighting
effects spreading their radiant tones in all directions will complete a scene of royal splendor.
Visitors to " The Regent " will discover new and
delightful harmonies in the witchery of light
and iridescence which produce an amazing
variety of charming hues and tints — a scheme
of almost bewildering enchantment. What
wealth of coloring, what exquisite detail, what
magnificent artistry are here! In the more
telling positions there are plaster relief orna-

Flood lights bring forth the exterior decorations
for the
organ Hill
especially
this the-&
atre bygrand
Messrs.pipeWilliam
& Sonsbuilt
andforNorman
Beard, Ltd., of London, at a cost of over £8,000.
(Continued on page 324)
Paramount

Condensers

Proving Successful
Reports from various sources indicate that the
Effectiveness in simplicity
imported Paramount condenser lenses, which
ments of striking and unusual design.
The great arch of the Proscenium, very beautifully
decorated in color by Lawrence Preston, A. R. C. A., have only recently been placed in use here in
the Painting Master of the Brighton School of Art, is this country, are giving very satisfactory servof majestic proportions, and will be greatly admired
ice. A thorough test of the practicability of
by all who appreciate good taste in theatre construction.
The Proscenium Boxes and their arched backgrounds these condensers has been their continued use
cover the front of the great organ chamber, the two
halves of which provide the required accommodation in the Rialto, Criterion and Rivoli theatres,

Broadway, New York. Mr. Harry Ruben, chief
projectionist of this circuit, states that he has
found these lenses superior to any previously
tried under his supervision.
It appears that the superior merits of these
condensers lie in the fact that they are ground
and polished and are also made of high grade
?lass. When care is taken in finishing condenser lenses, it is possible to secure less loss
of light through surface reflection and, in some
cases, spherical aberration. It seems logical then
that these imported condensers should prove
more satisfactory than the ordinary pressed
condensers.

Reduce Condensor Breakage !
Special Trial Order Blank
SEND
NO
MONEY
PARAMOUNT LENS CORPORATION,
2059 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gentlemen: — Please send C. O. D.
dozen
sets
IMPORTED FLINT PARAMOUNT CONDENSORS, postage FREE.
f Piano Conrei 1
f
diameter
I am using — j[ Meniscus
Bi Convex J
'■ condensors with j[ focal length
Name
Address
Theatre
City
State
PRICE LIST
Meniscus Bi Convex, per set, $6.00.
Piano Convex Condensors, per set, $4.00.
Piano Bi Convex, per set, $5.00.
We claim that the Paramount Condensors
will give better light and definition of any
condensor in the market today or purchase
money will be refunded.

ORNAMENTAL

ORGAN

PIPES

Suggest that musical environment, and give
that desired decorative effect to your theatre.
Many designs carried in stock.
Write for Prices
J. B. MEYER & SONS
Milwaukee, Wis.

NO. 7176 IRIS LILY BOUQUET,
24 x 30 inches, in lavender, pink,
yellow, or red with natural prepared
foliage, including vase, as illustrated,
each $1.75, per dozen $18.00.
MY SPRING CATALOGUE NO. 7,
containing illustrations in colors of
Artificial Flowers, Plants, Vines, etc.
MAILED FREE FOR THE
ASKING.
FRANK

NETSCHERT

No. 61 Barclay St., New York, N. Y.
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SYSTEMS

FOR THEATRES
A PUSH OF THE BUTTON AND THE CONNECTION IS MADE
TEE QUICK WAY TO TALK THINGS OVER

AUTOMATICKET
ACCOUNTING
MACHINES
arc giving perfect service in al!
Theatres that use them. The new
LOEWS STATE THEATRE
ASCHER THEATRE?
of Chlt'ilKo
THE NE^
MARK STRAND THEATRES
of New York
Uave just heen equipped with our latest models which are helping them
handle the large daily audiences. Let us help you.
GIVE YOUR PATRONS THE SERVICE THEY WANT and at the same
time make it possible for you to keep accurate, unchangeable records.

No. 40

THE FLUSH COUNTER AND THE DROPPED KEYBOARD help the
cashier to make quicker change and prevents congestion around the ticket
booth. Easily installed in any box office.
TICKETS
of all kind- ami color with or without coupon can be printed by us at a price
wood to none. HiJI'^ service and the best qimlity.
AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORPORATION
1782 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

MAKE

THE

NEW

YEAR

A

H. T. EDWARDS
Pres. and Tr«»s.

Theatre
25 WEST

COUCH
COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS

Inc.

Homroffiee} NORFOLK DOWNS, MASS.
Chicago Office, 337 W. Madison St.
Boston Office,
170 Purchase St.
ESTABLISHED 1894
Sales Agencies in New York, San Francisco, Seattle, Los Angeles,
St. Louis, Philadelphia, Montreal

SUCCESS

BRANCHES
United

S. H.

BY

COOPERATING

WITH

US.

IN ALL LARGE CITIES

Equipment
Corporation
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
45th ST., NEW YORK CITY
itW <r%*%

A STANDARD
UNIVERSAL
400 ft. capacity, F: 8.5 lens, regular and trick crank, forward
and reverse direct rachet take-up, three all aluminum magazines,
latest model, like new, olive drab finish, guaranteed.
pBB
HERE IS A RARE BARGAIN
IWWL
WIRE TOUR ORDER NOW with twenty five per ffioee OO
mHPk*?*
cent deposit and balance on examination. »P
*'*Vv
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
108 No. Dearborn Street
Dept. Ill
Chicago, Illinois
P.
8.
—
Write
Bass
your
motion
picture
needsat now.
Most complete stock in the
country and any information yon might want
your disposal.

f*»W »J N% »i

VWN3WN
■ 1 r- at i KirHeating

Let the theatre
ventilation

v/eNtilatins
PROJECTIONISTS! Do you need someone to solve your projection difficulties ?
The News is prepared to help you. It's
part of the Motion Picture News service.

1
i

specialists
Booklet 7
tell you how —
Send Today for "
AlPNSPPN <:t?(7L!N<3 SYSTEIA • N c.
I47r6 Brcadwav
Mew Ydrk., rt.V.
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Harmony of detail followed throughout the Regent theatre, Brighton, Eny
S. S. Cassard

Distributor

Philadelphia

House

The newest picture house opened in Philadelphia is the Sixty-ninth Street theatre situated in a new settlement at the extreme end
of West Philadelphia, right opposite the Sixtyninth street terminal, and just on the edge of
several new suburbs which are growing rapidly.
The place is on the ground floor of one of
the largest apartment houses of the city. It
is very large and the decorations are very conservative but beautiful. An elaborate heating
system and ventilating system has been installed
insuring the comfort and health of the patrons.
• " I am going to have ' dealers,' " Mr. Cassard
Everything about the projection room is up to
said, " but they will be analogous to the ordate and the best obtainable. Lawlor and
ganizations that are now misnamed ' distrib- . Company are the architects. The house is givutors ' by the other manufacturers. I shall
ing the first run in West Philadelphia of the
make no change in territories which are nowbeing properly covered by a competent dealer.
big
pictures
Jules Mastbaum, head byof arrangement
the Stanley with
company.
The
Rather, it will be my idea to give real assistance to the dealer so that he will redouble his musical features are also an important part
efforts. My office will temporarily be at 839 of their programs.
East Nineteenth street, Brooklyn."
Mr. Cassard became associated with the
Nicholas Power Company about nine years
ago. On Nov. 1 of this year he decided to
enter the portable field. Not feeling free to
do so he resigned his position with the Powers
company. When this news reached the Baird
company, Mr. Cassard's appointment followed.
S. S. " Dick " Cassard has taken over the
sole distributorship of the Baird Motion Picture projector. Mr. Cassard will build up an
organization of distributors throughout the
United States and Canada. In turn these distributors will appoint dealers.
Announcement of Mr. Cassard's appointment
came after a series of conferences between
President Emory, Secretary Ruth, of the Baird
Motion Picture Machine Co. of Newark, and
Mr. Cassard.

All prices are substantially reduced.
Many new developments embracing
distinctive features and improvements, covered in latest literature.
BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
Manufacturers of Standard Cine-machinery
for Studio, Theatre and Laboratory
1801 Larchmont Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.
New York
Los Angeles

For Perfect
MAZDA PROJECTION
"MOTS CO"
ADAPTER
and REDUCER
Is what
you need.
Write for prices and full Information
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago. III.
COLOR
eco HOODS
Instead of Dipped Lamps
Infinitely Better, More Lasting
and Cheaper in tbe Long Run
Made of Natural Colored Blown Glass
Do Not Fade or Wear Out
Stftf.LS REYNOLDS ELECTRIC CO.
26S0 W. Congress St.
Chicago, 111

Opens

Bonham, Tex., Opens
Construction of the R. & R. American theatre at Bonham, Tex., was novel in that it is
possible in a small town to erect a house with
all the material furnished by local men. The
American was nearly entirely Bonham constructed. The house is 50 feet wide, two and
one-half stories high. The interior is furnished in old ivory, with white walls, mahogany woodwork and ultramarine blue
draperies.
The projection room is 12 by 16 ft. with high
ceiling. The resistance devices are located in a
separate room. The ports are arranged so that
spot lights and animated prologues can be
handled without interfering with the projectors.

5. 5. Cassard
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Reserved

Seat

for BIG

Automatic

CONTROL

Tickets

PICTURES

Tbere are a great many really big productions
available today by exhibitors. These are productions that in the past would have been road shows,
either not playing your town or playing the opposition
combination house. You can give these special productions the proper presentation right In your own theatre. The secret is RESERVED SEATS. " The Birth
of a Nation," " 'Way Down East," " The Four Horsemen," "Over thebigHill,"
" Themust
Old beNest,"
other unusually
pictures
playedandwithmany
reserved seats. They are too long for a grind show.
They must be presented at advanced prices, and be
put on in real showmanship manner. Are you able
to handle the big pictures? The Reserved seat policy
will make for success.
Advise us your seating capacity and
we will be glad to quote you prices
and send you samples.
Write for our leaflet " Reserved Seats and Big
Pictures."

" The Watch Dog of the Arc ".
—AND OF COURSE—
America's Finest Theatre —
the new four million dollar
CHICAGO THEATRE
uses PEERLESS Automatic Arc Controls
Essential to perfect projection
Write for circular
MANUFACTURED BY

WELDON
WILLIAMS
& LICK
JTOKTSMim,
AMUC.

World's Largest Two-Color Reserved Seat Ticket Printers
Camera

and

Lenses,

Prisms, Mirrors, Condensers
and everything else optical
Remember

THE
J. E. McAULEY
30 N. Jefferson St.
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M. H. Schoenbaum
220 West 42nd Street
New York City
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Mailing
Lists
MOVING PICTURE AND
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22166 Moving Picture by State*, per M. $5.00
1219 Film Exchanges, for List
7.50
196 Manufacturers and Studio*
3.50
419 Machine and Supply Dealers
4.00
3674 Legitimate Theatres U. S. and
Canada
25.00
810 Vaudeville Theatres
7.50
A. F. WILLIAMS
166 W. Adams Street Chicago

HOW

TO

BECOME
A
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING $35 TO $125 A WEEK
An interesting illustrated DooKlet
ilreej kl cnoosing a vocation, tie
exceptloiraphy of era
al opportunities
you and how Photogto avail
yoursel' of these advantages.
MOTION PICTURE — COMMERCIAL — PORTRAITURE
Three to six months practical course. Modern
equipment.
or EveningNo,classes.
Easy terms.
Oall or write Day
for Catalog
41.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY
141 W. 36th St.. N. Y. or 505 State St., Bklyn.
WHY PAY MORE?
THE BEST RESULTS ARE OBTAINED
Rebuilt Simplex Moving Picture Machines
Motor Drive
....
$195.00
Hand Drive
....
175.00
Large Magazines, Complete, guaranteed
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
228 Union Avenue Memphis, Tenn.

1044 CAMP ST., NEW

ORLEANS, LA.

Beautiful Theatre
(Continued from page 320)
The stage effects are produced by an entirely new
and elaborate system of multi-colored lights worked
from side galleries, and capable of giving to each story
as it is presented a distinctive and appropriate setting
suitably expiessed in color. Light and color will play
new and important parts in Regent Picture House
presentations, thereby adding immeasurably to the
beauty and dramatic power of the productions screened
for the amusement and delight of patrons.
The orchestra, with its seating capacity of 60 perers, is so be
arranged
that covered
when a large
stagea isstage
requiredfiortmcan
practically
over and
of the usual dimensions secured.
The main foyer, leading to the North street entrance
is very simply vaulted and relies largely on generous
proportions for its effect. The color scheme is much
more subdued than in the great Auditorium, and so
gains value and effectiveness by contrast. The Ship
Cage, which leads off the Main Foyer, is a free rendering of the Ward Room of an eighteenth century threedecker in all the glory of its pristine magnificence, without the "press-gang"
the so
"rope-end"
an accom-in
paniment. Here is aandroom
unusuallyas original
conception, so homelike in the luxurious ease of its
furnishings, so warm and cheerful in tone and coloring,
it is safe to assume that from the earliest days it will
rank high
the befavor
patrons. Theof
Ship
Cafe inwill
openof to"Thethe Regent's"
public (irrespective
whether a visit is paid to the theatre) from 10 a. m. to
11 p. m. daily. All kinds of refreshments and meals
will be daintily and quickly served at moderate prices,
and licensed beverages will be obtainable. Mr. Louis
Lewis' orchestra
will give a program of music in the
"Ship"
every afternoon.
The Restaurant on the first floor, on a level with the
Balcony Foyer
overlooking
the Queens
Road, ofis
decorated
in the and
manner
of the Italian
Renaissance
the sixteenth century, when Italian art was at its zenith.
The ceiling is richly coffered, colored, and gilded, and
the walls hung with plain saffron colored hangings.
The furnishings and equipment of this room are on a
most lavish scale. It is the determination of the management to make "The Regent" Restaurant a place in
which ened
theby an
pleasure
of diningof with
friendshospitality,
will be heightatmosphere
genuine
good
cheer, and an unexcelled service.
It is interesting to note that including the theatre,
winter gardens, restaurants, cafes and staff rooms,
the building has accommodation for nearlv 4,000 people. A staff of 300 people will be regularly employed.
In every respect the programmes will be as complete, as attractive, as up-to-date and as comprehensive
as at the New Gallery Kinema in Regent street, London, and other big theatres under this company's convisitors.
trol, many of which are well known to Brighton's
Open Grand
View,
Vancouver
The Grandview theatre has been opened by
Thomas Shiels on Commercial Drive, Vancouver, B. C, replacing an older theatre of the
same name which was operated by Mr. Shiels
for many years. The seating capacity of the
new theatre is 900 which is exactly double that
of the former structure. It is of brick and tile
construction, 55 by 105 feet in dimensions, with a
front faced with tapestry brick and stone trimmings. It was designed by Architect H. H.
Simonds. — Gladish.

255 NO. 13 - ST., PHILADELPHIA

New

Congoleum Company, Inc.
Philadelphia
New York Chicago Boston
San Francisco Minneapolis
Dallas
Kansas City
Pittsburgh
Atlanta of Montreal
Manufacturers
Gold-Seal Battleship Linoleum
Gold-Seal Cork Carpet
Gold-Seal Inlaid Linoleum

.1600 BROADWAY
j»EW YORK CITY

and Old Films

CLEANED CONSERVED
A. TEITEL
804 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
FOR

THE

PA.

BETTER

Picture

News

usiness
fe

rings

A-l man
or Assistant
Motion
Pictureas orManager
combination
theatre; Manager
am also anof
expert operator
years' Box
experience;
anywhere;
state and
all booker;
in first 15letter.
70, Motiongo
Picture News, New York City.
FOR SALE — Modernly equipped commercial film
plant buildings site, good will and substantial clientele. Reasonably priced. For Immediate action.
Owners going into production moving pictures. Wonderful opportunity, located Florida City. Address
J. S. B., care of Daily Times, Tampa, Fla.
Power's 6B Cameragraph Projector, absolutely
new and Inductor
unused, for
with60 heavy
Power's and60
ampere
cycle arc
110 lamp.
volt current,
6'sellx to9' close
Johns outManville
asbestos
booth,
cost
Will
business for 1400. Address $860.
Colorgrapb
Laboratory, New Rochelle, N. Y. or call New Rochelle
3966.
FOR SALE — 5 K. W. Martin Converter. J. Bunce.
4725 Park Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
FOR

SALE

Aliability)
company's
five year
leasein(with
personal
on large
theatre
city ofno St.
John,
N. B. Population 55,000. Excellent location,
low rental. Owner unable to give it personal
attention. Has been very successful in the
past. Will sell for reasonable figure to cover
cost of equipment and renovations. Fully
equipped and suitable for vaudeville, road
shows, stock company, motion pictures or any
amusement whatever. To reliable purchaser
will leave part of purchase price for payment
one year after sale. Only parties able to put
up $15,000.00 In cash need apply. Write to
MR. ROY
144 Queen St.. Halifax, N. S.

Theatre and Exchange Mailing Lis! Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated of
existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners.
►ubUclty mediums and producers, selected as te
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded In our list last year. Its use
Means a saving of from 20 to 60% in postage, etc
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St. Ph.nt. Btivi SI Si fi» w York
AAdretfing
PrinH*t

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

"IWOTSCO"
The
perfect Mazda Adapter and current
reducer.
best.
Demand the "Motsco"J If you want the
Write for full Information
MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
724 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago. III.

MUSIC

PLAYER
TO
FO
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER CO.
64 E. JACKSON BOULEVARD
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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31, 1921

Trip Through

Subjects

Film-

(Industrial Shortland " Length)
T"\(jquestions
your neighborhood
patrons ofoften
ask
regarding making
pictures
that you are not sufficiently informed to answer?
Are they interested in the commercial product,
film, negative and positive, responsible for the
motion pictures they see on the screen? Then,
show them " A Movie Trip Through Filmland,"
answer all their inquiries and entertain them
at the same time.
This informative reel radiates information.
It begins with showing film in the making,
process through which the cotton must go, then
the working of nitric acid on silver, the combined ingredients, and the application of the
" dope," properly known as emulsion, finally the
film ready for use in the movie studio.
Then the " shooting " is shown, the camera
man high in the air, in order to be able to get
the proper focus for the subject he is photographing. Follows, footage illustrating the results. It is not about movie folk nor does it
tell the secrets of making pictures. Instead, it
educates the uninformed as to how it is possible
to get the effects we sometimes see on the
screen. Decidedly interesting. — LILLIAN R.
GALE.
" The Yellow Streak "
(Cyclone Smith Series — Universal)
EDDIE POLO proves to the satisfaction of
his fellow-workers in the plot of latest opus
written around the Cyclone Smith Series of
Westerns that he is not streaked with the yellow color. That is what this picture proceeds
to prove. That is the plot in a nutshell. " The
Yellow Streak" is the fourth of the Series and
tells of the picturesque Westerner who saves
the girl in a runaway and finds a job on a
ranch. Merely because he is good-natured or
slow to register anger, the boys have amusement
with him. And because he takes their pranks
without any display of anger they accuse him
of possessing a yellow streak. The action pilots
him through some true-to-form incident with
plenty of gun-play, riding, kidnapping, rescuing
and what not. The ingredients are all there
and running neck and neck for the honors. The
hero pursues the horse thieves, captures
them and rescues the girl. A shappy enough
Western and up with the rest of the Cyclone
Smith documents. — Length 2 reels. — LAURENCE REID.
" Unknown Switzerland "
(Bruce Scenic — Educational)
THE traveler, the reader or spectator is never
tired of taking a journey to Switzerland.
This wonder-spot of Europe has been described
in illustrated form and through charming word
pictures. Scenic artists have brought it out
on the silver-sheet a score of times, but it offers so many varied and truly picturesque backgrounds that the field is limitless. There are
always enough vistas around the bend of a river
or beyond a towering mountain or alongside of
some Alpine hut — that it always seems like virgin territory that is being explored.
Robert Bruce has taken his time in collecting as enchanting a series of views as has ever

of

Short

been recorded. He has scaled glacier streams,
caught huge vistas from towering crags, and
taken the spectator on a jaunt, the beauty of
which must be seen to be appreciated. Truly
it is an unknown country. For no single journey can record its magnificent impressions. The
long shots are richly eloquent. And the photography, always a feature of a Bruce scenic, is
exceptionally well tinted and as clear as crystal.
The picture conquers one with its old-world
atmosphere and the handiwork of nature. —
Length, One Reel.— LAURENCE REID.
" Rolling Stones "
(Mermaid Comedy — Educational)
THIS comedy contains a full share of ridiculous hokum, so ingenious in its way, that
there is no gainsaying the fact that it records
a deal of humor. Lloyd Hamilton, who is
adept at playing the simpleton, has a great time
in carrying on a masquerade party of his own.
He is up to various tricks which gather force
and which spell amusement even though there
is no semblance of plot visible. The comedian
is " in cahoots " with the heroine, who takes a
job as " come-on " agent in a men's hat store.
The juvenile is perched upon an awning. His
duty is to knock off the hats of the various masculine pedestrians that saunter by. What becomes
of the head-pieces? Well Hamilton is guiding
a steam roller up and down the asphalt and
flattens out the various designs so that they are
unable to be worn again. Hence the wearer is
forced to go to the shop and purchase a new
one.
~7ne entering
idea runsa its
length and Hethe has
star secreted
is next
seen
restaurant.
the boy in his great coat, so that he resembles
a short ton of coal. And as he looks over the
dishes on the counter, the boy's hands being
near the pastries and things, picks them up —
dishes et al — and stores them away. Hamilton
hangs up the coat and when the dishes tumble
down and break the proprietor discovers the
boy hidden in the folds. It is exaggerated tomfoolery that is offered in " Rolling Stones." The
star offers moments in a hall-bedroom when he
is avoiding his rent, and scores over, several
unique incidents. — Length 2 Reels. — LAURENCE REID.

"The Chauffeur"
(Clyde Cook Comedy — Fox)
WHETHERman, toreador
it is or
as chauffeur,
a guide, sailor,
huntsit makes
no
difference to Clyde Cook. This able pantomimist, whose comic expression knows no limit in
his ability to burlesque various trades and occupations, has scored another ten-strike with "The
Chauffeur." The comedian is taking up the
lowly professions just at present. He is satirizing the servant class. Those who belong to the
white-collar gentry may have occasion to duck
their heads, when he assumes their identities.
He gives indications that no profession or occupation might be sacred. He could find humor
by putting on the cloth peculiar to the clergy
and getting away with it. And there would
probably be no indictment of the burlesque.
He does not wear the same trick suit or suspenders. He actually adopts the livery of the
type he is portraying. Which is further indica-

Length

tion that he is a comedian of the first order.
With his new comedy he has a lot of fun
with a trick car which is balky. He is unable
to inspire passengers to ride in the vehicle because he has a desperate rival. The customers
are either walking the other way or being victimized in riding with the opposition. The
wheels of the car are full of tricks because
he -can guide them to run horizontal with the
cross-town traffic. The plot finally reaches the
denouement which details the grand chase of
the enemy taxi-driver with Cook as the victim.
Over fences — in and out of buildings, rooms,
doors, windows, vats, barrels and what not —
the two chauffeurs take up the pursuit. Finally
the star discovers that he is up against a grand
kleegle of some sort, for they are preparing tar
and feathers for him. He escapes and doubles
in brass as a rooster. A black boy is endeavoring in one scene to chop his head off, thinking
him an over-fed chicken. But Cook is caught
after all in a vat of tar as he makes a secondstory jump for safety. The comedy is filled
with invention and humor. In only one or two
places does it become repetitious or indicates
that the gag has been used before. — Length,
2 Reels.— LAURENCE REID.
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" Vendetta "
(Howells — Commonwealth — 5 Reels )
ON the heels of such successful pictures as
have made the name of Pola Negri indicative of productions worthy of embodying the
fine acting with which the star is credited, it is
regrettable she is now presented in an inferior
offering. Unfortunately, there is little to say
in favor of " Vendetta," aside from some pleasing photography.
The direction would seem mostly at fault,
although the glaring absence of continuity, absolute disregard for logic and abstract attention
to detail may have their bearing on the failure
of the picture to hit the average mark.
Do not confuse this " Vendetta " with the
story
famous byThis
Marie
Corelli's
novel.originally
They aremade
not related.
picture
tells
of a young Corsican woman, whose villainous
guardian endeavors to force her hand in marriage. She does not respond and it happens in
the course of events she falls in love with an
English officer, whose name she does not know.
He escapes death as a result of her nursing
through a fever, an epidemic in which the girl
and her unworthy guardian are quarantined.
They
upon
" Vendetta,"
sworn
by the are
sister
of the
a mantrailwhoof purposely
instigated
a quarrel with a splendid English fellow, then
challenged him to a duel, with a view to killing
the innocent Britisher. Instead, he got his own
medicine, just before the sister appeared on
the scene in hope of diverting the tragedy.
Account her brother's death, she swears to
avenge him, and it develops the young Englishman she is in love with is the man she is looking for. Two unlikely villains plan to see her
married to him, then inform her of his identity.
Follows an attempt at dramatic climax, which
— LILdevelopsLIAN R. only
GALE.in an expected ending.
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Comedy

and

Short

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Adviser, The
Lloyd Hamilton Educational
2 reels Nov. 19
After the Dough Sid Smith
Federated Film 2 reels Aug. 20
Among Those
Present. .Harold Lloyd Pathe
3 reels May 4
*j>plicant.
The
Jimmy
Aubrey
Vitagraph
reels ;
Assorted Heroes
Educational 22 reels
At the Ringside Snub Pollard Pathe
2 reels July 23
Baby, Baby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels
Back Yard, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Bang
Lloyd Hamilton. ... Educational
Barnyard Cavalier, A Bobby Vernon ....Educational 2 reels Dec. 24
Barrel of Trouble Denver Dixon Plymouth Pict 2 reels
Bashful Lover, The Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Be Reasonable
First National 2 reels
Bell Hop. The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels. .. .Dec. 31
Blacksmith. The
Buster Keaton First National 2 reels
Blizzard, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Blue Sunday
Lyons and Moran .. Universal
2 reels. . ..Aug. 13
Bride and Gloom
Monty Banks Federated 2 reels
Boat, The
Buster Keaton First National 2 reels
Brown Derby
Billy Quirk Reelcraft
2 reels Sept. 24
Brownie's
Baby Doll Baby
reel
Burglars Bold
Eddie Peggy
Boland Universal
Pathe
21 reels.
. ..Aug. 13
Chauffeur, The
Clyde Cook
Fox
2 reels Dec. 31
Chick, Chick
Tweedy
Reelcraft
Sept. 10
Chicken
Hearted
Educational
12 reels
reel
Country Chickens Louise Fazenda .... Educational
2 reels
Custard Nine, The
Pathe
2 reels
Dead Easy
Earl Rodney Educational
2 reels.. .Aug. 27
Decorator, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Devilish Romeo
Fox
2 reels
Dog Care
Doctor, The
Harry
Sweet.". Vitagraph
Universal
reels
Dull
Larry Semon
1I reel
Eat and Be Happy
Educational
1 reel Sept. 5
Edgar's Country Cousin. Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Feast Day Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's Hamlet Johnny Jones Goldwyn
2 reels
Edgar's
Day Johnny
Jones Goldwyn
Goldwyn
reels
Edgar theJonah
Explorer
Johnny Jones
22 reels
Exit Quietly
Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels Oct, 8
Falling For Fanny Helen Darling Educational
2 reels Aug. 6
Family Affair, A
Century
2 reels Dec. 24
Fast and Furious Al. St. John Fox
2 reels
Fireside Brewer, A
Louise Fazenda. . ..Famous Players 2 reels. .. .Nov. 27
Fly Cop, The
Larrv Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Fool Days
Al St. John
Fox
2 reels
Free and Easy
Educational 2 reels
Fresh From the Farm. . Bobby Vernon ....Educational 2 reels. . ..Nov. 26
Game Lady
Lloyd Hamilton. . ..First National 2 reels July 23
Get Rich Quick Peggy...
Century
2 reels
Going Through the Rye. Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels
Gone to the Country. .. .Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Oct. 8
Grocery Clerk, The Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels
Guide,
Clyde Cook
Fox
21 reels.
11
Handy The
Husband Teddy
Sampson. . ..Educational
reel . ..June
June 25
Happy Pest, The
Al St. John
Fox
2 reels ... .Nov. 5
Hard Luck
Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels
Haunted House, The. .. .Buster Keaton Metro
2 reels July 9
Head Waiter
Larrv Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Hick, The
Larry Semon Vitagraph .»
2 reels
High Life
Harrv Sweet Universal
2 reels Oct 8
His First Honeymoon .. Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
His Handsome Butler ... Eddie Barry Arrow Film
His Home Sweet Home. Larry Semon Vitagraph 2 reels
His Jonah Day
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
His Unlucky Berth Bert Roach Universal
1 reel Sept. 3
Hound of Tankerville. • .Otis Harlan Educational
Idle Class. The
Chas. Chaplin First National 3 reels Oct. 1
I Do
Harold Lloyd .Associated Exhib. .. .3 reels. . ..Aug. 8
In and Out
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
It Pays to Exercise Sennett
Paramount
2 reels
It's Your
Move
Educational
reel
Kiss
and Make
Up
Earle Rodney Educational
21 reels.
. ..Dec. 3
Late Hours
Snub Pollard
Pathe
1 reel Nov. 19
Little, But Oh My
Ernest Truex Pathe
2 reels
Love and Doughnuts. . .Ben Turpin Associated Prod 2 reels. .. .Dec. 10
Love and War
Johnny Savo Fox
2 reels
Love Egg, The
Louise Fazenda. .. .Educational
2 reels. . ..Sept. 10
Love's
Ben Turpin
reels July 14
Made inOutcast
the Kitchen ... Special
Cast Associated
Associated Prod
Prod 22 reels
Messenger, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Mother's
Billy Quirk
Reelcraft
reels
MysteriousLamb
Stranger ...Jimmy
Aubrey ...Vitagraph
22 reels
Name the Day
Snub Pollard .... Pathe
1 reel. .. .Aug. 27
Never Weaken
Harold Lloyd Associated Exhib.... 3 reels... Oct. 29
Nick-of-Time Hero Special Cast Educational 2 reels Nov. 5
No Clothes to Guide Him. Bert Roach
Universal
1 reel. .. .Sept. 17
No Parking
Neal Burns
Educational
t reels. . ..Dec. 17
Nuisance, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
On Location
Snub Pollard Pathe
1 reel Nov. 19
One Stormy Knight Dorothy Devore. . ..Educational
Pale Face, The
Buster Keaton First National 2 reels
Pals
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
2 reels
Pair of Sexes, A
Educational
2 reels
Passing the Buck
Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels
Peaceful Alley
Monty Banks Federated
2 reels
Perfect Villain, A
Fox
2 reels Dec. 10
Pinched
Harold Lloyd
Pathe
2 reels ... Sept. 10
Playhouse, The
Buster Keaton ...First National
2 reels
Playing Possum
Harry Sweet Universal
2 reels. . ..Dec. 3
Pure and Simple Bobby Vernon Educational
2 reels. . ..Oct. 29
Rainbow Island
Pollard & Lloyd.. Pathe
1 reel .... Aug. 13
Rambling Romeo, A.... Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels
Reckless Sex
Earl Rodney
Educational
2 reels. . .July 19
Rent Collector, The.... Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels
Riot, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Robinson's
Trousseau
..Lee Moran
Universal
22 reels.
Rural
Cinderella,
A
Educational
reels. .. .Aug.
..Dec. 2710
Saving Sister Susie
Educational
2 reels. . ..Nov. 12
Sailor Made Man, A.... Harold Lloyd Asso. Ex
4 reels. . ..Dec. 3
Sand Man. The
Eddie Boland
Educational
2 reels. . .Nov. 20
■Sawriv'1. The
Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels

Subject

Picture

News

Releases

Feature
Star
Distributed By
Length Reviewed
Say It With Flowers. .. Special Cast
Fox
i reels. . .Sept. 24
School Days
Larry Semon ....Vitagraph
2 reels
Sea Shore Shapes
Universal
1 reel
See
FirstDo Mack Swain
Herald Prod
2 reels
ShouldAmerica
Husbands
Housework
Harry Gribbon ..Universal
1 reel .... Oct. 8
Simp, The
Lloyd Hamilton. . Educational
2 reels. .. Oct. 30
Simple Life
Larry Semon ....Vitagraph
2 reels
Small Town Stuff Al. St. John Fox
2 reels
Sneakers
Neal Burns
Educational
2 reels. . .June 25
Snookey's Blue Monday Snookey
Educational
2 reels. . .July 30
Snookey's Fresh Air. ... Snookey
Educational
2 reels ... Sept. 3
Snookey's
Twin
Troubles
Snookey
Educational
.. Sept. 10
Society Dogs
Brownie (Dog) ..Universal
22 reels.
reels
Solid Concrete Larry Semon Vitagraph
2 reels
Speed
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels
Spot Cash
Snub Pollard
Pathe
1 reel Sept. 10
Stage Hand, The
Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels
Star Boarder, The Larry Semon
Vitagraph
2 reels
Stars and Stripes Sid Smith
Federated
2 reels. . ..Dec. 3
StealinAround
Home
Harry Sweet
Universal
... Sept. 17
Stick
Ernest
Truex Pathe
22 reels
reels
Stolen Glory
Educational
2 reels Dec. 10
Storks Mistake
Educational
2 reels ... Oct. 1
Strikes
to
Spare
Bobby
Vernon
..'.National
Ex
Sunless Sunday
Educational
2 reels
Sweet Daddy
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels. . .Aug. 13
Teddy's
Goat
Universal
2
Torcny a la Cart
Johnny Hines ....Educational
2 reels.
reels . .. ..Dec.
. . Nov. 2412
Torchy's Frame-Up Johnny Hines Educational
2 reels
Torchy's
Promotion
....Johnny
Hines ....Educational
...Educational
2 2 reels
Torchy Takes
a Chance.
Johnny Hines
reels
Torchy Turns Cupid ...Johnny Hines ...Educational
2 reels
Toreador. The
Clyde Cook
Fox
2 reels. .. Oct. 1
Tourist, The
Jimmy Aubrey Vitagraph
2 reels
Trouble Doctor, The...Neely Edwards ..Arrow Film
Trouble Hunter, The... Jimmy Aubrey ...Vitagraph
2 reels...
Two Faces West
Sid Smith
Federated
2 reels. .. Sept. 17
Vacation
Tweedy
Reelcraft
2 reels
Vagrant, The
Lloyd Hamilton. .. Educational
2 reels. .. Oct. 1
Wanted — A Girl
National
Watch Yout Neighbor. . Sennett
Paramount
2 reels
Week Off, A
Chas. Dorety
Universal
2 reels ... Oct. 8
Well Hero
I'll Be
Larry
21 reel.
reels
Zero
GaylordSemon
Lloyd ....Vitagraph
...Pathe
... Oct. 8

Short

Subjects
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Distributed By
Feature
Length Reviewed
Title and Star
Star
Adopting a Bear Cub (Pictograph) Goldwyn
1 reel
Adventures of Tarzan (Serial), Elmo Lincoln. State Rights
As Old as the Hills (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel
At the Wailing Wall (Scenic)
Paramount 1 reel
Babyhood (Novelty)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Bashful Suitor, The (Drama) Mary Brandon. Hodkinson
2 reels. . ..Dec. 24
Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo, W. Dr.) .. Universal
2 reels
Battle of Jutland, The (Novelty)
Educational
2 reels Dec. 10
Bear Hunting in California (Adventure) Kineto Review 1 reel
Beauty Spots of America (Scenic) Kineto Review 1 reel
Beggar Maid, The (Drama), Mary Astor Triart Film
1 reel Oct. 8
Beyond the Trail (Wes. Drama), Tom Sanchi. Pathe
2 reels
Bible, The (Serial), Special Cast
State Rights 12 Episodes
Biology
and Its(Novelty)
Use (Educ.) . Kineto
National
. . .Sept. 17
Birds of— the
CragsMicroscope
and Marshes
Review 11 reel.
reel
Bonnie Scotland (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Breaking Through (Serial), Carmel Myers. ... Vitagraph
Capturing Lions by Aeroplane (Novelty) ... .Pathe
1 reel Nov. 11
Circulation of the Blood and Botany
Field Flowers (Educational)
National
% reel ea.Aug. 20
City, The (Scenic)
Wid Gunning 1 reel Dec. 10
Code of the West, The (West. Drama) Texas Guinan 2 reels Nov. 5
Collectors of Craniums (Educational) Educational
1 reel
Combatting the Elements (Novelty) Kineto Review 1 reel Nov. 12
Could Columbus Discover America? (World
Wanderings)
Educational
1 reel .... Sept. 24
Cow Puncher's
(W. Dr.), Art Acc. Universal
.. Sept, 24
Creation
(SacredComeback
Films)
42 reels.
reels
Crowning King Blizzard (Scenic) Educational
1 reel
Cupid, Registered Guide (Drama) Edgar Jones.Pathe
2 reels
Dangerous Dollars (Drama)
Pathe
2 reels
Death Trap, The (West. Dr.), Tom Sanchi. . Pathe
2 reels
Down in Dixie (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Dreams Come True (Educational) Educational
1 reel
Emerald Isle, The (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Fairy Foreland, A (Scenic)
Paramount
1 reel
Great American Authors (Kineto Series)
Nov. It
Heart of Doreon, The (Drama) Tom Santschi. Pathe
2 reels
Heritage
of
Hate,
The
(Eddie
Polo,
W.
Dr.)
.
Universal
2
reels
Hiking the Alps, with the Swiss Boy
Scouts
Revir.v)
National Review
Ex
.... Sept 24
Holy
City.(Kine'.o
The (Scenic)
Kineto
11 reel
reel
Honor of Rameriz (West. Dr.), Tom Santschi. Pathe
t reels Nov. 5
Hope Diam'd
Mystery
Grace DarmondState
episodes
Hunting
the Sea
Wolf (SerT),
(Educational)
Kineto Rights
Review 1IS reel
Hurricane The
Hutch(West.
(Serial),
Chas.TomHutchison.
Pathe
epi'des.Aug. 13
Imposter.
Drama),
Sanchi. .. Pathe
2IS reels
In Old Granada (Scenic)
Paramount 1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier Country (Scenic) Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug. f
Japan (Scenic) . . . :
Educational
1 reel .... July 2
Japanese Jodo (Educational)
Educational
1 reel
(Continued on page 330)
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MINISTER"
LITTLE
(Vitagraph)

Excellent Production Made From Barrie's Classic
M. BARRIE'S celebrated story (not the play) has been
JAMES
made into a feature production by Vitagraph, and it behooves
every exhibitor to book it because of its excellent qualities.
Some of those who have been showmen over a score of years
will doubtless remember the three-reeler which Vitagraph made
the same story. With the advance in technical equipment —
from
with an advance in the art of translating a story for the screen, the
producers have done extremely well by this charming document
which is entitled to classical honors. The lovable figure of Lady
Babbie, the quaint character of Gavin Dishart, the little minister, and
— these are all given life and color
the
here.picturesque natives of Thrums
Not even the stickler for truths will be able to find any flaw in this
production. From a technical viewpoint, the offering is richly decorated. The thatched cottages, the simple interiors, the charming
backgrounds — these are all caught. You become an actual participant in this fragrant story of old-world sentiment and romance. You
follow the adventure of Gavin with the deepest interest, even though
you have been made familiar with the plot through the story or play.
It carries the deepest sort of heart interest. There is sympathy for
nearly every character. And when the soldiers surround the little
village in order to compel the simple weavers to obey the laws of
the country, you are stimulated with desire to be with them and help
them in some way. The minister tells the natives to find a way to
peace. But they rebel because of the insistent demands of the
"gypsy girl," Babbie, who eventually proves to be the ward of a
neighborly baron.
There is rich incident offered when Gavin upbraids the wicked
Rob Dow during church services. And you almost catch the spiritual inspiration as the young preacher finds a champion in his tormentor. The story revolves around this little circular town of
Thrums. The walls are penetrated and you see a simple folk, deeply
religious and eager to live their lives in their own way. It is a
charming moment when Lady Babbie runs to the home of Nannie to
discover whether her beloved is dead. She is betrothed to her
guardian, but she willingly elopes with the minister, and they are
married according to gypsy rituals — there being a gypsy camp
nearby. The subsequent scene flashes the only dramatic note, as Gavin
jumps into a turbulent stream to rescue the disappointed baron.
They are hopelessly doomed, but the dominant figure of Rob Gow
. rescues them, though he sacrifices his life. The rainstorm is eloquently portrayed.
In all it is a picture which conquers with its simplicity and charm
and romance. The acting of Alice Calhoun is fragrant with naivete
and sentiment. It is her finest role in her finest picture. James
Morrison is splendid as the minister, and the others are conspicuous
with well-rounded character sketches. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence
Reid.
THE CAST
Lady Babbie
Alice Calhoun
Gavin Dishart
James Morrison
Lord Rintoul
Henry Hebert
Margaret Dishart
Alberta Lee
Rob Dow
William McCall
Nanny Webster
Dorothea Wolbert
Jean
Maude Emery
Dr. McQueen
George Stanley
Mlcah Dow
Richard Daniels
Capt. Halliwell
Charles Wheelock
By James M. Barrie.
Scenario by C. Graham Baker.
Directed-w
by David Smith.
Photographed *by Steven Smith.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
James
M.
Barrie's
celebrated
" The toLittle
Minister,"
whichhashasbecome
been
popular for many years and whichstory,
is entitled
be called
a classic,
a motion picture. Vitagraph has adapted the story for the screen and with the
charming Alice Calhoun as Lady Babbie, the picture takes on an appeal which
is irresistible.
Th* Little
Minister," will
which
unfolds
the gentle and charming
life
of
the village of" Thrums
in Scotland,
appear
at the
theatre next
.
It
is
a
story
which
carries
a
tremendous
heart
interest,
as
well
as quaint characterization and romance and sentiment.
The win
LittlehimMinister
does not respond
the "upgypsy
girl " butfashion
her beauty
and
charm
over eventually.
The playtotakes
in appealing
the fancies
and dreams of the heroine, Lady Babbie, who falls in love with the minister of the
Auld Lict Kirk and gives up her wedding preparations in order to be near him.
Miss Calhoun gives the picture a fragrant appeal and her support includes the
dependable James Morrison as well as a host of others. The backgrounds are
quaint and picturesque.
PROGRAM READER
Everyone
has
read
or
seen
classic. This vital story which" The
has Little
never Minister,"
grown old —James
which M.stillBarrie's
carriescelebrated
a power
of persuasion through its tremendous heart interest and its simple romance and
sentiment of Scottish life takes on a form here which will attract old and young
alike. It is a picture which offers the spectator a dramatic treat and acquaints
him with the simple attributes of life in Scotland. The picture is an adaptation of
Barrie's celebrated Alice
story. It will in
be presented at character
the
theatre next
James Morrison with
as the littleCalhoun
minister ofthethe lovable
Auld Lict Kirk. of Lady Rabbie and
CATCH LINES
The most charming story of a decade ago and one of the most appealing stories
ever written. theatre
That next
is " The Little Minister."
a picture
it appears
at the
with AliceAs Calhoun
as the
star.

"EDEN
AND
RETURN"
(Hunt Stromberg-R-C Pictures)
Frail Little Comedy Has Some Amusing Moments
girl of wealthy
is all aboutto andefyirrepressible
politewhocomedy
THIS
her father in matters of
is determined
parents
romance and have her own way in selecting a proper mate for
a husband. This is an old established pattern and has been
used in serious pieces, farce-comedies and even those of the slapstick brand. It is so frail that extending it through feature length
shows up its limitations of plot and incident. However, the idea
carries enough substance or else it would not have been employed so
extensively the past few years. It is the direction which shows up
the shortcomings, for repetitious detail and incidents which cannot
be called funny have been exploited time and again.
The heroine is charming and gay and vivacious. Into her life enters three suitors — three of the orthodox brand, who must be dressed
and who must act in simple fashion. They always appear together
and when the winsome coquette challenges them with a saucy look or
word, they immediately assume moon calf expressions and scamper
about.. The picture is prettily staged and the atmosphere of refinement is splendidly caught. Furthermore the quality of farce is easily
put over through an adequate array of subtitles. When the real hero
intrudes the picture takes on more spark. However, the manner of
his introduction is not humorous even though it is unique.
A flash
is givenbeing
of him
driving
hearseThis
up form
New York's
Fifthseems
avenue, the object
to bury
the acity.
of ridicule
rather farfetched. He has spent his snug fortune, but when the girl
spies him she realizes that he is the man for her despite his lack of
money. Her father does not encourage the two lovers. He would
have the youth show some signs of regaining his wealth before he
will grant his consent. The young man takes the tips which are
written on the cuffs of the father's shirts and plays the market for
big gains. The young sweethearts have eloped and are presiding
over a modest apartment. The hero operates from the kitchen in
accumulating his wealth. In the end the father is ready to admit
that his son-in-law knows how to provide for a wife. So he forgives
and adds his blessing. The title has its meaning in the honeymoon
resort. It is mostly an " interior " picture which is likely to get over
in certain quarters — probably where there is a younger set dominant.
There is very little originality and very little humor, but it manages
to charm on several occasions principally through the delightful performance of Doris May. It is well lighted and the players are costumed with a suggestion of refinement and wealth. In our opinion
it is not up to " The Foolish Age." — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Betty Baylock
Doris May
Robert Baylock
Emmett King
Connie Demarest
Margaret Livingston
Jack Grey
Earle Metcalfe
Aunt Sarah
Margaret Campbell
Hamilton Poates
Buddy Post
Sam Padgett
Gerald Pring
Dempsey Chubbs
Frank Kingsley
By Ralph byE. Beatrice
Renaud. Van.
Scenario
Directed by William A. Seiter.
Photographed by Bert Cann.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
DorissheMay,
who madea modern
such a girl
favorable
impression
in " Thein her
Foolish
which
represented
of ideas,
comes forward
latestAge,"
releasein
entitled
"Eden
and
Return,"
which
appears
at
the
theatre
next
The role assumed by the fragrant star is that of a young society girl who is deter- .
mined to have her own way in matters of romance. She has a bevy of suitors, but
the ideal lover does not come into her life until she happens to read of a very
jaded young man who has buried New York.
In an escape from his creditors he enters her life. And the love spark is caught
immediately.
The heyouth
financially
her father
not encourage him until
provesis that
he can embarrassed
make a snugandfortune
within will
a stipulated
time. This he does by taking the tips which the father wrote upon his shirt cuffs
and playing the market for big gains. The picture is a pleasant little satire filled
with romance
and sentiment and humor and it is also capably interpreted by a well
balanced
cast.
PROGRAM READER
Poor Bettyi She could not have her own way. " I've picked three men for you.
Take
your choice,
marrymetonetheyouREAL
must,"
her father.
this exciting
momentbutBetty
MANthundered
of her life.
He was But
the just
wildestat
man
ever
turned
loose
in
New
York.
He
hadn't
a
cent,
but
they
married
and
ran
away to Eden. Then papa became provoked. He told his charming, but determined
daughter that he would not countenance such a desperate act upon her part. Her
husband must show the way to wealth. How he did it fills one of the happy moments in " Eden and Return," which comes to the
theatre next
.
A sparkling, delicious comedy. See " Eden and Return " with Doris May.
SUGGESTIONS
This picture suggests a snappy line of comedy exploitation. Fill your program
readers, throwaways, and newspaper paragraphs with humorous copy — tinctured with
booked " The
If you Tell
everything
jazz.yourMake
touch ofAge,"
aFooolish
crowdit snappy
will be above
responsive
toward else.
Miss May.
them that
Ask a series
Return."
and
Eden
"
in
picture
humorous
and
sparkling
a
has
she
set.
feminine
younger
the
particularly
—
of yourof patrons
questions comedy
of pertinent
an independent girl who defied her father and
delicious
Bill it asthea man
married
of her choice. Mention that Earle Metcalfe is in the cast as
leading man. Use snappy catch lines.
CATCH LINES
the cuffs of your
Men! Beware! Do not write tips from the stock market on else
rich at your
and may make someone
downfall
your
to
lead
may
It
shirt.
expense. See " Eden and Return."
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COMING

PRODUCTIONS

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Ten Nights in a Bar Room
A Yankee Go- Getter (Neva Gerber)
5
Devil-Dog Dawson (Jack Hoxie)
5
The Star Reporter (Billie Rhodes)
5
A Motion to Adjourn (Daw-Stewart)
5
SPEED COMEDIES
(One Released Every Week)
MURIEL OSTRICHE COMEDIES
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
ARROW-GERBER PRODUCTIONS
NORTHWOOD DRAMAS
SERIALS
The Blue Poz (Ann Little)
15 episodes
Nan of the North (Ann Little)
IS episodes
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
A Sailor Made Man
4
Never Weaken
3
FEATURES
Jan. 1 — The Unfoldment (Playgoers) 5
Handle With Care (Grace Darmond)
5
Dec. 11 — Marry the Poor Girl (Playgoers) 5
Dec. A— The Ruse of the Rattler (Playgoers) 5
j ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Soul of a Woman (Jane Novak)
' Ghost
CrossingCityTrails
(PeteHolmes)
Morrison)
(Helen
AYWON FILM CORPORATION
The Master of Beasts

55

C. B. C. FILM SALE CORP.
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES
(Two ReeU Twice a Month)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(One Reel Twice a Month)
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
(One Two-Reeler Every Two Week*)
COMMONWEALTH
FILM CORP.
Vendetta (Pola Negri)
GEO. H. DAVIS
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart)
EAST COAST PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Feb. — The Greater Duty
Jan. — Any Night
Dec. — Ashes
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP.
SHORT SUBJECTS
A Barnyard Cavalier (Christie comedy)
2
Distress (Mermaid comedy)
2
Dec. 25 — No Parking (Christie comedy)
2
Dec. 25 — Assorted Heroes (Campbell comedy) 2
Dec. 18 — Torchy Takes a Chance (Torchy comedy).. 2
Dec. 18 — As Old as the Hills (Bruce scenic) 1
Dec. 11 — Kiss and Make Up (Christie comedy) 2
Dec. 11 — Free and Easy (Mermaid comedy) 2
Dec. A— The Skipper's Last Resort (Toonerville) . . .2
Dec. 4— What's the Limit (Sketchografs) 1
Dec.
4— Let's Go— To the South Seas (World 1
Wanderings)
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
MERMAID COMEDIES
PUNCH COMEDIES
TORCHY COMEDIES
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
CHESTER COMEDIES
VANITY COMEDIES
GAYETY COMEDIES
SKETCHOGRAFS
BRUCE SCENICS
CHESTER OUTINGS
CHESTER SCREENICS
CINAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
SINOGRAMS
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
What No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Young) ,
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
(Releasing Arranoement* to be Announced Later)
Mister Antonio (Otis Skinner)
Grumpy

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO.,
INC.
The Jungle Goddess — Selig serial 15 episodes
Starring Elinor Field and Truman Van Dyke

LISTED

flODKLNSON CORP., W. W.
The Rise of Roscoe Paine (Irene Castle)
The Luxury Tax (Mabel Ballin)
Feb. 12, 1922 — Hope (Tnart Pictures Corp.)
Feb. 5,Prod.)
1922 — The Grey Dawn (Benj. B. Hampton
Jan. 22,
1922 — Heart's Haven (Benj. B. Hampton
Prod.)
Jan. 15, 1922— The Young Painter (Triart Picture
Corp.)
Jan. 8, 1922— French Heels (Hol-tre Pictures, Inc.)...
Dec. 25 — Cameron of the Royal Mounted (Winnipeg
Productions)
Dec. 11 — The Bashful Suitor (Triart Pictnres Corp.)..
Dec. 11— Fifty Candles (Irvin V. Willatt Prod.)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
PARAMOUNT
(January Releases)
Just Around the Corner
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
The Romance Booster (Will Rogers, Lila Lee)
Fool's Paradise (Cecil De Mille)
The Lane That Had No Turning (Agnes Ayres)
Love's Boomerang (Ann Forrest)
The Law and the Woman
(Betty Compson)
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.)
(December Releases)
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. de Mille)
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
White Oak (William S. Hart)
The Last Payment (Pola Negri)
Don't theTellVamp
Everything
(Special Cast)
Exit
(Ethel Clayton)
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan)

KIPLING ENTERPRISES
The Lone Hand
The Midnight Riders
Outlawed
KREMER FILM FEATURES, VICT.
(Released on States Right Basis)
The Stampede (Texas Guinan)
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan)

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.
FEATURES
12 WITWER COMEDIES (CHAS. DELANEY)
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
The Woman He Married (Anita Stewart)
My Boy (Jackie Coogan)
Stardust (Hope Hampton)
The Cave Girl (Special Cast)
White Faith (Hope Hampton)
R. S. V. P. (Charles Ray)
The
(Katherine MacDonald)
PenrodBeautiful
(WesleyLiar
Bar
ry)
The Lotus Eater
Slippery McGee
The Half Breed
All For a Woman (Special Cast)
The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart)
Wife Against Wife (Whitman Bennett Prod.)
Tol"ble David (Richard Barthelmess)
Alf's Button (Special Cast)
The Infidel (Catherine MacDonald)
The Sea Lion (Hobart Bosworth)
Hail the Woman (Ince)
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Pale Face
1
The Boat
2
The Blacksmith
2

GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
SEASON 1921-1922
SECOND GROUP OF GOLDWYN PICTURES
What Ho! The Cook! (Special Cast)
Sent Far Out (Colleen Moore)
The Blind Bargain (bon Chaney)
Remembrance (Special Cast)
Hungry Hearts (Bryant Washburn)
The City Feller (Cullen Landis)
Grand Larceny (Elliot Dexter)
The Wall Flower (Special Cast)

News

The Glorious Fool (Helene Chadwick)
His Back Against the Wall (Raymond Hatton)
Doubling for Romeo (Will Rogers)
The Sin Flood
Oct. — The Grim Comedian (Lloyd)
Oct. — The Man from Lost River (Lloyd)

Jan., 1922— His Nibs (Charles (Chic) Sale)
Jan., 1922 — Jungle Adventures (Martin Johnson)

FOX FILM EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Footfalls
Shame (Special Cast)
Thunderclap (Special Cast)
Over the Hill (Special Cast)
A Connecticut Yankee (Special Cast)
The Last Trail (Special Cast)
Queen of Sheba (Special Cast)
FEATURES
Sky High (Tom Mix)
The Roof Tree (William Russell)
Trailin' (Tom Mix)
The Devil Within (Dustin Farnmm)
The Rough Diamond (Tom Mix)
Desert Blossoms (William Russell)
Jackie (Shirley Mason)
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
The Last Trail
COMEDIES
Fool Days (Al St. John)
The Happy Pest (Sunshine)
The Chauffeur (Clyde Cook)
The Toreador (Clyde Cook)
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
FOX NEWS
(Twice a week)

Picture

BERT LUBLN-WESTERN P. CORP.
Lady Luck (Allene Ray)
Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray)
METRO PICTURES CORP.
The Phantom Bride (Bert Lytell)
Mar. 20 — Stay Home (Gareth Hughes)
Mar. 13 — The Prisoner of Zenda (Special Cast)
Mar. 6 — Glass Houses (Viola Dana)
Feb. 20— The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell)
Feb. 6— The Golden Gift (Alice Lake)
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)
Jan., 1922— Little Eva Ascends (S.-L. — Gareth Hackee)
Jan. 8, 1922 — The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana)....
Dec. 12— The Hole in the Wall (Alice Lake)
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Special Cast)
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
The Lotus Blossom
KINETO REVIEW
(One Reel Issued Weekly)
SERIALS
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
Double Stakes (Gladys BrockweU)
1
The Able Minded Lady (Henry B. Walthall)
1
The Call From the Wild (Frankie Lee)
%
The Fatal 30 (Special Cast)
1
The Impossible Boy (Special Cast)
I
eaeh)
FOLLY COMEDIES
(Starring Geo. Ovey and Temsm Dent — One ret*

2

PATHE EXCHANGES
FEATURES
Dec 18 — The Power Within
•
SERIALS
White Eagle
(Fifteen
— Starring Ruth Roland)
The
YellowEpisodes
Arm
(Fifteen
— StarringCourtot)
Warner Olemd, Juamtta
Hansen Episodes
and Marguerite
The Sky Ranger
Caprice)Episodes — Starring Geo. B. Beits and Jmms
(Fifteen
son)
Hurricane Hatch
(Fifteen Episode Serial — Starring Charles Bute histSHORT SUBJECTS
Jan. 158 —— The
The Canadian
Dog and Lynx
the Flea
Jan.
(Bill(Aesop's
and BobFables)....
series)...
Jan. 8— The Dog and the Mosquito (Aesop's Fable*)..
Jan. 1 — The Cat and the Mice (Aesop's Fables)
Dec.
25— TheDollars
Wayward
Dog (Aesop's
Fables)
Dangerous
(Holman
Day Prod.)
Dec. 18— The Wolf
and
th-s
Kid
(Aesop's
(Continued on page 330) Fables)

December
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"STAR
DUST"
(First National)

Splendid Comedy-Drama — Excellently Constructed
and flowRISING, like the Wapsipinicon River, headed due east
Dust
Star
"
State,
e
"
Hawkey
"
the
of
village
a
ing through
ces to shine in a small town the author has named
commen
"Paradise." Its successful terminal is Broadway.
From Paradise to New York travels an unhappy bride. The course
of happenings closely connected with her life, beginning with her
early childhood and ending with the zenith of her ambitions achieved,
go to make up the delightful photoplay, designed especially to bring
the versatile abilities of a comparatively new star, to the foreground.
In viewing " Star Dust," it is interesting to note that it is but the
fourth picture in which Hope Hampton has appeared in the leading
feminine role. In " Star Dust " she has been given an opportunity to
command recognition and to score in a difficult undertaking. Her
improvement over anything she has ever done is most emphatic.
Obviously, in the construction of " Star Dust," no expense has been
spared. It required costly sets, an unusual number of interiors necessitating accurate detail, the consideration of which register noticeably.
The cast are to be congratulated upon excellent interpretations of
their several roles. Indeed, the " types " are artistic characterizations,
which could not be improved upon. Superiority of the photography
earns commendation. A completely satisfactory production is " Star
Dust." them.
Anthony Paul Kelly can write the kind of scenarios that
makes
Rural comedy-drama describes it. The story of the daughter of an
unfeeling mother and adoring father. All her young life, the girl is
restrained from doing the things she likes most. And her tastes are
elevated. Her great passion is music. It is known that she can sing.
When very young, a despicable young fellow who has always
wanted
Lily Becker,
playsof athis
winning
card. aLily's
owes The
his
father money.
Account
Lily makes
silent father
sacrifice.
wedding takes places.
Patiently enduring mental torture, Lily is obliged to live in the
home with her husband's fiendishly jealous mother. The parting of
ways finally
occasions
Paradise."
A long
struggle
intervenes,
the Lily's
most departure
shattering from
blow, " when
she loses
her
baby. Following an attempt at suicide, she enjoys the acquaintance
of a young and
man thewhocoincidental
was once ameeting
" down with
and outer."
His encouraging
assistance
a great Italian
master of
vocal cultivation, lays the foundation for Lily's ultimate success.
Among the highlights — the scene of the wedding, close-ups of Miss
Hampton being exceedingly beautiful, and the train wreck which eliminates the masculine obstacle so that there may come a happy ending.
— Length, 6 reels. — Lillian R. Gale.
THE CAST
Lily Becker
[( g?Pe
Hampton
,
Edna Ross
Henry Becker
Thomas Maguire
Mrs. Becker
Mrs. Mary Foy
iethro Penny
Charles Musset
Irs. Penny
Vivia Ogden
Albert Penny
Ashley Buck and Noel Tearle
Antonio Marvelli
George Humbert
Daisy Cameron
Gladys Wilson
Bruce Visigoth
Charles Wellsley
Thomas Clemons
James Rennie
Suggested
by Fanny
Hurst'sPaul
novel.Kelly.
Screen
version
by Anthony
Directed by Hobart Henley.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
In
"
Star
Dust,"
latest
for beautiful
Hampton,
important
parts aside from the leadingstarring
role, arevehicle
artistically
portrayedHope
by some
standard
screen
favorites. For instance, James Rennie, recently distinguished by appearing in
consecutive successes, aside from having become the husband of Dorothy Gish ;
Vivia Ogden, who characterized the "gossip" in "Way Down East;" Noel Tearle',
the
of theCharles
grown Mussett,
sons in "Over
Hill;"
Edna Humbert,
Ross, Thomas
Mrs.meanest
Mary Foy,
Ashley the
Buck,
George
Gladys Maguire,
Wilson
and
Charles
Wellsley.
"
Star
Dust,"
a
First
National
attraction,
will
be featured
at the
on
. Comedy-drama de luxe!
PROGRAM READER
Hope Hampton, rapidly advancing as a favorite film star, will be seen next in
" Star Dust," which will be the featured photoplay on ■
. Aside from
having surrounded herself with an adequate cast, Miss Hampton is said by New
York critics to have marvellously improved in her work since her screen debut, only
asheshort
Dustshe isintended
her fourth
starring
and the production
admitstimeis ago.
nearing" Star
the goal
to reach
when vehicle,
she determined
to become
aphotoplay
screen actress.
While
suggested
by
Fanny
Hurst's
novel
of
the
name, and
the
was written by Anthony Paul Kelly, acknowledged same
playwright
scenarist
of
ability.
It
was
Mr.
Kelly
who
wrote
"
Three
Faces
East,"
the
most
popular play on Broadway during the war, and who wrote the screen version of
" Way Down
East." You can theatre
readily on
see why " Star .Dust " is scheduled for the
attraction
at the
CATCH LINES
Lily Becker lived in " Paradise " — Iowa. She went from Paradise to New York.
Her tell.
idea of " Paradise " was " Broadway." Did she find it so? " Star Dust "
will

"FIFTY
CANDLES"
(Willat-Hodkinson)
Mystery Melodrama

Teeming With Suspense

on, "Fifty
Irvin V. Willat
A,
MELODRAM
" in
be t " old
notproducti
beyond
proves the
Candles,"
intensity
and timey
excitemen
thrills,need
the samea doubt,
order to contain
which marked the cheaper class of spoken drama twenty
years ago. Especially when incorporated in a thoroughly modern
a,
ed photoplay. " ed,
melodram
" issome
Candleswith
construct
artistic
extremely unadultrejuvenat Fiftyveneered
erated, but equally
touches, making as good photoplay of the kind as is usually seen. It
embodies the same sort of mystery plot development as was identified
with such old popular plays as " Across the Pacific," when melodrama
finish.
bordered upon tragedy, but came out smiling with a " kick " at the
Do not get an idea from the title that " Fifty Candles " is a story
of what happened on mother's fiftieth birthday, or that it refers to
a golden wedding, expecting sweet, rural atmosphere, else your
patrons will be disappointed. But, if they like substantial melobeing mystified,
" Fifty toCandles
" light yourcomment.
theatre
entrancedrama,inenjoyincandescents;
it isletbound
ignite favorable
The direction is adequate; the cast of exceptional merit. There
are some novel effects in the way of photography, after the picture
proper gets a good start. It is hampered in the beginning with some
attempted effects that are not worthy of the balance.
The story
adapted from ItEarl
Derr upon
Bigger's
Evening
Postis circulation.
hinges
the novel
life ofofa Saturday
Chinese
philosopher, evidently of noble birth, who is about to be deported,
having failed in an attempt to prove himself of American birth. The
fault lies with his attorney, who is not in good standing with Honolulu politicians. An American millionaire, with interests in the tropics, offers to substitute the Chinaman for one who died in his service,
en voyage. The unfortunate Oriental agrees, in reciprocation, to act
as a servant for twenty years. At the end of the alloted time, he
extracts payment in full from his master for having interfered in the
loyal
servant'sThere
romance,
and for love
the humiliation
has who
been demand
obliged
to
undergo.
is sufficient
interest for hethose
it, yet the intensity of the melodramatic incidents and Oriental intrigue are more responsible for the Hodkinson success. — Length,
six reels. — Lillian R. Gale.
THE CAST
Mary-Will TelUair
Marjorie Daw
Hung Chin Chung
Bertram Grassby
Mah Li
Dorothy Sibley
Ralph Coolidge
Edward Burns
Dr. Parker
George Webb
Henry Drew, the father
William Carroll
Mark Drew, the son
Wade Boteler
Carlotta Drew
Ruth King
Directed by Irvin V. Willat.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
" Fifty Candles " is the thrilling, intense melodramatic offering, the screen version
of Earl
Derr Bigger'son
popular novel .of ItSaturday
Eveninga mystery
Post fame,story,
whichin comes
to
the
is essentially
which
suspense
plays
an
interesting
part.
The
surprise
finish
is
a
"
knock
out." It
concerns a Chinese philosopher, upon whose head is a price should he be obliged
to
return to China from Honolulu. The law decides against him, he is scheduled for
deportation, and saved by becoming a slave for twenty years to a rich, though
unscrupulous American millionaire. When he is fifty, the rich man gives a birthday
party in honor of the slave. Then the loyal Chinese, liberated from his obligation
extracts revenge. Bertram Grassby, well known actor with a mustache, appears
as
the "claim
Chink,"
shaven.of his
You career.
have never seen him in this sort of role.
Critics
it is smoothly
the best work
PROGRAM READER
Suppose you were American born, of foreign parents, yet unable to prove your
place of birth, and ordered deported to a country where a price hung over your
head, would you rather humiliate yourself to become a rich man's servant for
twenty yearsof and
or face
deathChinese
at yourparents,
destination?
Fifty his
Candles,"
philosopher
noblelive,birth,
though
is unableInto" prove
right toa
remain in American territory. Sentenced to be deported, he faces the choice
described. The story of what happens when his time is up, is what makes " Fifty
Candles " one of the most interesting photoplays ever booked in the
.
It will be the featured attraction on
. Don't miss the screen version
of Earl Derr Bigger's most sensational success, which ran in the Saturday Evening
Post, entitled " Fifty Candles."
SUGGESTIONS
You may safely exploit a superb cast, and appeal largely to lovers of melodrama.
Do not represent
Candles akin
" asto being
anything
else, scenic
but it value,
is mystifying,
thrilling
and intense" Fifty
melodrama,
tragedy.
It incldes
the first
of the story being of Honolulu locale, the latter the residential district of San
Francisco. A Chinaman is the hero. He faces difficult problems with characteristic
Chinese determination and loyalty, but when his obligations are finished, he acts
also according to his determinations, which are based upon revenge, and most disastrous for his enemies.
CATCH LINES
Could you PROVE that YOU were born in America, if you had enemies intent
upon your deportation to a foreign country?
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COMING
RELEASES
(Continued from page 328)
COMEDIES
Jan. IS — Loose Change (Parrott)
Jan. IS — The Bashful Lover (Ernest Truex)
Jan. 8 — Lose No Time (Snub Pollard)
Jan. 1 — Beauty Contest (Harris-Dixon)
Jan. 1— Try-Try Again (Parrott)
Dec.
The Corner
(Snub Pollard)
Stick 25—
Around
(Ernest Pocket
Truex)
Dtc. II —Lloyd
ShakeReissues
'Em Up (Snub Pollard)
Harold
NEWS REELS
Sundays — Topics of the Day
Wednesdays — Pathe News
•asaraaya— Pathe Newt
PHOTOPLAY SERIALS CORP.
TheBen Mysterious
episode serial starring
Wilson and Pearl
Neva— 15
Gerber
PIONEER FILM CORP.
The Crimson Cross (Van Dyke Brooks)
Beyond the Crossroads (Ora Carew)
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
A Millionaire for a Day (Guy Empey)
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
When Dawn Came
The Right Way
The Soul of Man
Squire Phinn
Welcome to Our City
Mr. Biagle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Irving Cannings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald Series
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador
Rigoletto
REALART PICTURES CORP.
South of Suva (Mary Miles Minter)
Nancy from Nowhere (Bebe Daniels)
Homespun Vamp, A (May McAvoy)
First Love (Constance Binney)
The Love Charm (Wanda Hawley)
Morals (May McAvoy)
Dec. — A Virginia Courtship (May McAvoy)
R-C PICTURES CORP.
Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne)
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
Dec. 25 — Eden and Return (Doris May)
Dec. 11 — At the Stage Door (Cabanne)

Picture

News

An Idle Roomer (Century)
2
RUSSELL PRODUCTIONS
The
Straphanger
(Century) .' , 21
Penny
Ante
(Star)
FRANK BRAIDWOOD SERIES
Almost a Rancher (Star)
\
The Monkey Schoolmaster (Jewel)
2
AL JENNINGS SERIES
HELEN GIBSON SERIES
UNIVERSAL WESTERNS
FRITZI RIDGWAY SERIES
CAPITOL FILM COMPANY
Captain
Finish
(Wright-Byron)
22
The NightKidd's
Attack
(Eileen
Sedgwick)
NEAL HART SERIES
The Deputy's Double-Cross (La Plante-Shumway) . . . .2
1 LESTER CUNEO SERIES
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
1
2
Tuesdays — International News
1
1 SELZNICK (LEWIS J.) ENT.
Fridays — International News
1
12 The
Referee (Conway Tearle)
Fridays — New Screen Magazine (Universal) 1
Channing
of
the
Northwest
(Eugene
O'Brien)
A Wide Open Town (Conway Tearle)
,
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
Love's Masquerade (Conway Tearle)
Jan.Hamm
30 — Why Announce
Yourein)
Marriage? (Elaine
FEATURES
erst
Ian. 10 — The Shadows of the Sea (Conway Tearle).. The Little Minister
Received Payment (Corinne Griffith)
REVIVALS
A Guilty Conscience (Antonio Moreno)
SELECT PRODUCTIONS
The Prodigal Judge (Jean Paige)
Flower of the North (Henry B. Walthall)
SHORT SUBJECTS
No Defense (William Duncan)
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES
Lucky Carson (Earle Williams)
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
COMEDIES
SELZNICK NEWS
The Sawmill (Larry Semon)
KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
The Messenger (Jimmy Aubrey)
REPUBLIC FEATURES
SERIALS
SERIALS
Breaking Through
(Starring Oormel Mytrt and Wallace MaeDenald)
UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
Fightine Fate
(Fifteen
Epitodet — Starring WUUam Duncan an*
f A Doll's House (Nazimova)
Edith Jehnion)
S
7
5 UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
WARNER BROS.
5 SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
5
Her Daughter-in-Law (Vera Gordon)
Ashamed of Parents (Special Cast)
6 Wild Honey (Priscilla Dean)
School
Days (Wesley Barry
2 Man to Man (Harry Carey)
2
SERIALS
Jan. 16 — Cupid Incog (Marie Prevost)
5
Jan. 9 — Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
5 Miracles of the Jungle
15 episodes
Jan. 2 — Shattered Dreams (Miss du Pont)
5
Dec. 26 — The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
5
MONTY
BANKS
COMEDIES
Dec. 19— Playing with Fire (Gladys Walton) 5
(One releated ovary month)
SERIALS
The Secret Four
WID gunning, inc.
(EighteenTr
Episodesai
— Starring
Terror
lEddie Polo)
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
Do
or Di
Nov.— What Do Men Want
(Eighteen
EpUedet—e
featuring Eileen SedgvAck)"
Nov. — Our Mutual Friend
(EighteenofEpisode*
— Stirring EMU
Winners
the Wes
tP»l»)
POST NATURE SERIES
{Eighteen BpUedet — Starring Art Aoeerd)
(One Every Ttc» VTeekt)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Jan. 1, 1922 — Foolish Wives (Stroheim)
WESTERN FEATURE PROD., INC.
A Western Demon (Wm. Fairbanks)
COMEDIES
Border (Wm. Fairbanks)
Shipwrecked Among the Animals (Century) 2 Hell's
Fighting Hearts (Wm. Fairbanks)

SHORT
SUBJECTS
(Continued from page 326)
Foatare
Star
Distributed By
Reviewed
1Length
reel
Jaggernaats ef the Jungle (Educational) . . . Educational
Universal
18 episodes
King of the Circus (Serial), Eddie Polo
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .Aug. 20
Land of Chu Chin Chow (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. .. .Sept. 3
Last Hops, The (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel Dec. 10
Let's
Go — To oftheFrogs
SouthandSeas
(Scenic)
Life History
Toads
(Educ.) . . . Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. . . .June 11
Kineto Review 1 reel
Liquid Gold (Educational)
Pathe
2 reels
Lochinvar of the Line (Drama), Edgar Jones. Fox
1 reel
Long Live the King (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon).
Lorraine of the Timberlands (West. Dr.), Pathe
2 reels. .. Oct. 8
Tom Sanchi
Educational
1 reel
Lost a Yodel (Educational)
1 reel
Major Jack Allen Wild Animal Pict. (Adven.) Pathe
11reel
Mountain Lion (Bill and Bob Series) Pathe
National Ex
reel.. . .Aug. 20
Movie Chats
Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug. 20
Music in the Air (Scenic)
Pathe
2 reels. . .Sept. 10
My Lady of the Pines (W. Dr.), Mary Astor. Educational
2 reels ... Oct. 8
Ne'er
Return
Road (Wild
(Dr.), Animal)
Wallace Berrey. Pathe
1 reel Sept.....24
Nettingto the
Leopard
Educational
New Wine in Old Bottles (Educational) Paramount
1 reel. ... Oct. 1
Nice and Cannes (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel
No More Gasoline (Scenic)
Educational
2 reels
Northern Trail, The (Drama)
Vz reel. . .Aug. 27
Not Wedded But a Wife (Cartoon) Fox
Educational 1 reel Dec. 10
Old and New England (Scenic)
Universal
2
reels. . ..Dec. 3
Old Dynamite (Special)
Educational 1 reel
Ola Moose Trails (Scenic)
Official Gov. Pict. 2 reels. . .July 16
Our Navy in Action (U. S. Navy)
Fox
1 reel. . . .Aug. 20
Painters' (Scenic)
Frolic, The (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Kineto
Review 1 reel
Panama
Pathe Review No. 120
Pathe
1 reel. . . . Sept. 10
Educational
1 reel
Pigs and Kava (Educational)
Educational
1 reel .... Aug. 13
Play Ball (Sketchographs)

Teatare
star
DUtrihatoa By
Loatrta Be viewed
Policeman and the Baby, The (Drama) Educational 2 reele
Polo (Educational)
Educational
1 reel
Purple Riders, The (Serial), Joe Ryan
Vitagraph
15 eoisodes.May 7
Pyrenees and Wooden Legs (Educational) ... Educational
1 reel
Quaint Holland (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel. .. .Aug. 29
Ride on a Runaway Train (Novelty) Educational
1 reel. .. .June IS
Roaring Waters (West. Drama). Geo. Larkin. Universal
2 reels ... Sept. 27
Ropin'
A (Will
Rogers,
Dr.)
21 reels.
. ..Nov. 26
Roping Fool,
the Black
Panther
(WildW. Animal)
.... Pathe
reel
Rural Java (Scenic)
Paramount
1 real
Santa Fe — The City Different (Scenic) Paramount
1 real
Science at Home (Kineto Review)
National Ex
1 reel. ... Sept. If
Secret
of
Butte
Ridge,
The
(W.
Dr.),
T.
Sanchi.
Pathe
"
2
Seeing San Marino (Scenic)
Paramount
1 reels
reel
Seven League Booters (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time (Scenic)
Paramount
J real
Spirit Wrestlers (Scenic)
Kineto Review .... 1 reel. ... Aug. i
Strolling Minstrels (Scenic)
Educational 1 reel Oct. 2*
Swat the Fly (Educational)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .June 11
Sweet Heart (Western Drama), Billy West.. Joan Film
2 reels
Terror Trail (Serial), Eileen Sedgwick Universal
18 episodes
Texas of the Mounted (Drama)
Texas Guinan 2 reels ... .Nov. 12
Thrills (Sport Topic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Too Much Overhead (Educational) Educational
1 reel
Tooth Carpenter
(Cartoon)..T. Sarg Almanac. 22 reels.
reels. .. .Aug.
.July 227
Tricked
(West. Drama),
Irving Cummings
Trip of U. S. S. Idaho (Scenic)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Turkish Bath (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) Fox
1 reel
Vegetarians (Educational)
Kineto Review 1 reel
Venice (Scenic)
Kineto Review. ... 1 reel. .. .June 25
Village Life in Switzerland (Scenic) Kineto Review 1 reel
Wanderlust (Scenic)
Educational
1 reel
Wanted, an Elevator
Educational
1 reel
Was Darwin Rieht? (Educational).. Kineto Review 1 reel
Watching the Wayands (Scenic)
Paramount
1 reel
W-ter Babies (Educational) Kineto Review 1 reel
WTiite Mouse, The (Drama) Lewis Stone. ... Educational 2 reels. . ..Nor. 5
Wild Men of Borneo (Adventure) State Rights
Wings of the Border (Western Drama) Pathe
2 reels
Winners of the West (Serial), Art Accord ... Universal
18 episodes Oct. 1
Woolly Bits and Monkey Hits (Educational) . Educational
1 reel. .. June IS
Yellow Ana, The (Serial), Juanita Hansen.. Pathe
June 2

December
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"MISS
(William

LULU
BETT"
de Mille-Paramount)

Splendid Picture Made From Prize Play
Gale, considered one of the most human
THIS story byof Zona
the past decade, and which won the prize as
documents
being the most meritorious play of the past season in New
York, has reached the screen with wonderful fidelity — thanks
to William De Mille. The champions of this book and play (and
they are legion) cannot carp over this treatment of their favorite
story. The director has demonstrated further that he is almost in
a class by himself when it comes to visualizing the simple, human
document. He has humanized the figures of the book so that they
stand out like cameos. It is one of the finest adaptations in the history of the photoplay.
It is more faithful than the play, and the director has adhered
strictly to the written word. He has emphasized the tragedy of the
love-starved girl who has allowed herself to become a drudge through
an inferiority complex that prevented her from demonstrating any
personality. She is a meek spirit, yet she rebels eventually. The
spectator sympathizes with her. He wishes that she would find her
true sphere; he wishes that she would teach her arrogant brother-inlaw his place. All of this De Mille has caught accurately, charmingly,
humanly and eloquently. The kitchen drudge does not know how to
dress. She is a woman without any semblance of charm — not even
when she elopes with a traveling man and goes to the city. A honeymoon does not change her for she is not blessed with observation.
Miss Gale's book is saturated with life like attitudes. It is a slice
of American family life. The story and characters and incident will
be appreciated by everyone. For there is no spectator who does not
know a similarly placed woman up the street or around the corner
or perhaps in his own home. The little intimate details are finely
imagined and executed. Mr. De Mille will have Clara Beranger to
thank for a scenario that is in every way faithful and real. It is
compact in every scene and incident. Here is screen drama finely
suggested. The mere pull of a window shade, the gesture of an uplifted hand, the stubborn attitude of Grandma Bett, the shame of
being married to a bigamist on the part of Lulu Bett — these are all
intact. It is an old-fashioned home depicted here and it is peopled
with old-fashioned figures. Lois Wilson is the wisest selection possible for the title role. She enables you to catch the pathos — the deep,
dumb pathos of her life with an expression that is well nigh perfect.
Milton Sills plays the young school teacher, who brings a ray of
happiness into Lulu's life — and plays the role in his customary
presuasive style. Theodore Roberts enacts the arrogant brother-inlaw with considerable gusto. He provides the humorous touches.
The picture is deserving of special booking and exploitation. Perhaps
it is too real — too human to succeed as a great box office magnet. —
Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
Lulu Bett..
Lois wilson
Neil Cornis.
h
Milton sil]s
D wight Deacon
Theodore Roberts
Diana Deacon
He]en
Ferguson
Manona Deacon
Mav
Niman Deacon
Clarence
Burton
Grandma Bett
Ethel Wales
Bobby Larkin
Taylor
Graves
Station Ag
en
t
Charles Ogle
By Zona
Gale.
Scenario by Clara Beranger.
Directed by William de Mille.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A motion picture adaptation has been made from the prize play of 1920-21
Miss Lulu Bett," and it will be the feature attraction at the
next
■ This production, the work of William de Mille, may betheatre
said
to be a faithful adaptation,
in that it records the identical characters, incidents
and action of the book and play.
It is a simple exposition of small town life with
the central character a maiden relative who allows herself to become a drudge
merely
she does not think herself sufficiently attractive to lift herself from
environment..
such an because
Romance comes to her very suddenly
she elopes with a traveling salesman,
with whom she lives for a short time. and
discovers him to be a bigamist and
returns home to take up her duties as She
a
drudge.
But the spirit, so subdued,
nnaily rebels and she finds happiness. Lulu Bett saves
her sister-in-law from
anxiety and also another girl from a hasty elopement. She is ever ready to assume
the blame through her charity and love. The picture is finely staged and acted
with authority by Lois Wilson, Theodore Roberts, Milton Sills and others.
PROGRAM READER
Zonation on Gale's
great
novel
and
play,iswhich
prize as being
the best
attrac-of
Broadway the past season
now awon
filmthesensation.
It presents
a slice
American family life
which is genuine— which
is rich in human character
and
incident.
Lulu Bett," the fine production, is coming to the
theatre next Miss
—— —
with a cast that includes Lois Wilson, Mabel Van
tSuren, Milton Sills. Theodore Roberts and others. It is a William de Mille production. It tells the story of a woman who thirsted
and whose nature
had
always been starved. Come and see what she didforto love
win happiness. Come
and see
the most human play of a decade. Remember the date.
SUGGESTIONS
Here you have the facts to exploit. State that the picture as a play won the
sure
Picture
as astory
that the
year-it Tel1
Past that
thing of theDetail
th-e finerstevervorleJ^1™- lu uat g,*?tlon
woman
of ita is
presents
!S,
wno rlivedj 6the
life of aof,drudge,
merely because she was oppressed by family duties.
for love a"d that her nature had always been
thirsted
3t -She that
«t?™.Ameru
starved.
thenn mention
she found
happiness in her own way. The cast is a
is familiar
be exploited.
should
comPa"y
,C„;tv,eM°u
e eTname,s„?,f
with
Milton Sills.
Lois Wilsonthe and
Theodore
Roberts.
Feature Everyone
their names.
Link
E»if^fof New
MyOUvYorkb?ok-deaIeJr
fof a about.
sale on the book. Describe it as the play that
half
saw and talked
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"WHAT
(Harry

NO
MAN
KNOWS"
Garson-Equity-State Rights)

Clara Kimball Young
Displays
Interest
StoryHer Talent in Heart

his patrons
is presenting
featurestory
THE withexhibitor
in which the central
interest
heart this
rate plays
a first who
character is a newspaper woman whose mission is to act the
Lady Bountiful in order that starving children may have food
and happiness. While this is the theme — the general outline of the
picture — it is balanced with one or two counterplots having to do
with the eternal triangle — the rescuing of figures in distress and the
power of deep, abiding love. Miss Young has occasion to display her
emotional talent for the role calls upon her to show a wide expression toward radiating happiness and bringing order out of chaos.
X The forepart of the story features a wife of a successful lawyer —
the woman being a kleptomaniac who is arrested and convicted of
theft despite the influence of her husband. She is painted in selfish
colors as a creature of little moral fibre. Her constant demands
of happiness.
to despair
husband'sthatpurse-strings
upon
love into
the first
who hadhimbrought
the woman causes
It is ashera derelict
his life rescues him and places him back on his feet. The drama is
filled with dramatic moments which features incident pertaining to
the night life of the city represented. It also has its humorous moments which are exploited in the " busy-body " attitude of a couple
of spinsters who are constantly finding wickedness in every word and
act of their neighbors. The heroine is residing in the same apartment house and when they notice her in company with the lawyer
they start their vicious crusade which culminates in orphange officials
taking the adopted child away from the Lady Bountiful.
The drama also presents the inner family life of the lawyer. His
wife returns from prison with no transformation of character. She
turns the house into a jazz parlor and cultivates vicious friends. The
husband feels helpless to secure a divorce until the woman, unable
to stop her thefts, is caught again. Thus he gains the whip-hand
and is able to have his freedom so that he may marry the girl of his
ideals. ^The picture is always easy to follow in spite of the varied
threads and entanglements of the plot. It offers heart interest, juvenile appeal, considerable pathos and a wealth of romance. It is
sharply
— thereYoubeing
and light but
" contrasted
to
shadows emphasized
and sorrows.
may" goodness
call it theatrical,
it is at all
times interesting in spite of some overdrawn conventions. The director has been painstaking in his attention to the smallest detail. The
interiors are well arranged, the lighting is satisfactory. The acting
of Lowell Sherman is quite on a par with that of the star. It is a
well-shaded performance. — Length, 6 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE PLAYERS
Clara Kimball Young
Lowell Sherman.
William P. Carleton
Dulcie Cooper
Jean Lawrence
By Sada by
Cowan.
Directed
Harry Garson.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
Clara Kimball Young will appear at the
theatre next
and
in her the
latestauthoress
starring who
vehicle
" What
Man Knows,"
written by Sada Cowan,
has entitled
contributed
manyNo offerings
to the
screen, and directed by Harry Garson. The emotional actress has a role which
enables her to display her expressive personality as well as depth of talent. She
assumes
the ofparttheofpoor.
a newspaper woman whose mission is to provide happiness for
the children
She is the friend of the downtrodden. Disillusioned over romance she gives up
thought of love or marriage until she meets the youth of her ideals — the youth
having become a victim of circumstances. This man, unhappy over a selfish wife,
has reached the depths of despair but through the kindly ministrations of the
newspaper woman he is lifted to his rightful plane. The story treats dramatically
of the power of love and offers interesting entertainment. Miss Young is assisted
by a well known cast that includes William P. Carleton, Lowell Sherman, Dulcie
Cooper and others.
PROGRAM READER
He was a powerful lawyer yet with all his influence he could not prevent his
wife from being tried for theft. She was a shoplifter and selfish to a degree.
Chagrined over his misfortune, the lawyer became a product of poverty. He had
reached the depths of despair. When he could descend no further, the girl of
his dreams entered his life again and lifted him to the plane of self-respect. He
still wasregenerated
confrontedin bycharacter.
his selfishHow
wife was
— whohe had
spentouta oftermhis indilemma?
prison without
being
to get
Come
to the
theatre next
and see Clara Kimball Young in
" What No Man
picture of life. It is rich dramatic
entertainment
and Knows,"
well acteda vital
by a and
well genuine
known cast.
SUGGESTIONS
Clarafollowing
Kimball that
Young's
pictures are
always
in demand.
She has
established
large
is in constant
demand
to see
her whenever
she appears
upona
the screen. You can tell that her present vehicle is up to her high standard —
that the picture permits the talented star to express her gifted emotional powers
at their highest degree. You can mention that the story is one which builds a
deal of sympathy for the central figures — that it offers a fine romance, plenty of
heart interest and sentiment — and real lifelike touches of everyday existence. Mention
that Lowell Sherman and William P. Carleton are also in the cast. A prologue
can be put on that would express the theme in a symbolic way.
CATCH LINES
What is it that no man knows? Come and see the gifted actress, Clara Kimball
Young, and discover the answer.
See America's emotional screen actress, Clara Kimball Young in " What No
Man Knows."
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" SKY

HIGH"
(Fox)

This Mix Picture Is There With the Scenery and Action
THERE is probably no doubt that every exhibitor and patron—
thought that Tom Mix had reached the peak of his pictures
that having conquered the West from many variations the
star was up against it for novel ideas. But Mix has shown in
his latest release that he is a figure to be reckoned with— one reason
" is
High here,
" Skyclouds
adventur
for novel
search star
is ever
that he The
being named.
up e.in the
is certainly
Fox incowboy
well
Canyon.
Grand
the
against
caught
for the backgrounds have been
Mix has taken the entire company to the wonder spot of America
and placed them on locations that are not only appealing to the eye,
but magnificent places in which to enact a truly vivid Western.
If Fox has linked up any news reels with this feature they have
done it in such a skillful manner that the scenes co-ordinate perfectly
with the vital action. The star plays a government agent whose duty
coolies and prevent the Oriis to capture the smugglers of Chinese
entals from crossing the border. Word reaches him that they are
quartered in the Grand Canyon. And before you know it you are
in for a pictorial treat which is positively amazing in its scenic scope.
There is Mix cutting up some new stunts. You've never seen him
scaling the cliffs of the canyon before. He has placed his horse out
in pasture at times and trusts to his own steady feet here. The
collection of close-ups showing the immarvelous long shots— the
mense rock formations or the deep cliffs and the other beautiful
vistas — these are all in the picture. It is the most satisfying pictorial
treat that has been offered in a photoplay in many moons.
It doesn't matter if the plot is rather conventional— that it is a
variation on an old theme. Your eyes are feasting on other things.
You see Mix capture the ringleaders and effect rescues of the girl
whose father is the real culprit. You see him scale these cliffs in
dexterous fashion. You see the heroine perched in a rocky cove far
up the perpendicular wall. The Colorado River is far beneath and
to yourself — " that's
you admit
the landscape
the eye Adrinks
views which present the
aeroplane
some and
finale inintroduces
fine!"
bird's-eye shots. This machine figures in the story to some extent.
"is
rescueto formula.
captureareandgoing
mainly
But thetoplot
of their
edge crowd
sit on the Your
one.a They
like isthis
going
thrill
big
one
carries
it
For
chairs.
the
of
seats and grip the arms
from beginning to end. Eva Novak as the heroine shows plenty of
courage which enhances her vivid personality. Sid Jordan is a dependable bad man. Hats off to Lynn Reynolds and Ben Kline, the
director and cameraman. — Length, 5 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
■ • • • • • • • Tom Mix
ury
Newb
Grant
J- Farrell McDonald
Jim Halloway
Eya Novak
hter
Estelle, his daug
Sid Jordan
jjates
Warner
Adele Buckley
Victor Castle'
W^l"?
guerite
Mar
Patterson
-W^T" .Mace
Chnsman
Pa*
le
qua
Pas
By Lynn F. Reynolds.
Scenario by Lynn F. Reynolds.
Directed by Lynn F. Reynolds.
Photographed by Ben Kline.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
the most marvelous
An adventurous melodrama of the West, photographed amid
backgrounds of the United States, namely The Grand Canyon of Arizona, and
starring next
the popular Tom Mix,
the ^agent^
and is "Sky High.'J^Mr.which
Mix comes
plays to
a government
theatre
the United States. The
whose duty is to prevent smuggling of Chinese labor intodiscovers
information that
and Newbury,_the agent,
the border
operations
takes him toarethenearGrand
Canyon.
„
of the
to Estelle Halloway, the daughterwith
The young man has been attracted
his
tendencies to interfere
principal smuggler, but he allows no romantic
from Bates, a henchman, and thereby
work He has occasion to rescue the girl
culprits
the
before
moments
several tense
earns her gratitude. The drama unfolds
are brought to justice. The scenes give the star ample opportunity to flash his skill
in the saddle as well as to perform the hazardous feats which he accomplishes so well.
PROGRAM READER
exploits. You have followed
by Tom Mix in his daring have
You have all been thrilledundivided
experienced the deepest
attention. You
his western features with
will not hold a candle to
before
experienced
have
kind of suspense. But what you
feel safe in
we disappointed
High, which
after witnessing
feel picture.
the impressions
will feel
no spectator
Certainly"Sky
star'swillfinest
to be the you
saving
Canyon^
Grand
the
in
caught
been
haye
which
backgrounds
marvelous
the
over
will see Torn
beautiful and stimulating You You
You will find this scenery extremely
vote
will
thrill.
a
you
give
to
another
after
feat
hazardous
one
Mix employing
.
" Sky High " a picture of rich entertainment. Remember next
SUGGESTIONS
the first place the
about booking this feature. In usual
You needn't have any worriesdraws.
Then
So play him up in your Place style.
star is a good bet and alwayshis most picturesque
upon
here
Western
turn to the idea that he has which has ever been caught in a Western isstress
presented
the fact that the finest scenery
scenes
,n
eyes
your
before
revealed
is
the Grand Canyon
mention thataway.
here Make the
Place emphasis that it is a vital and vivid Western
breath
which carrv
of courage and that it always holds the attenMixexploits
usual
the
carries
which tion.
Mention that Eva Novak is the leading woman.
CATCH LINES
See Tom Mix in " Sky High," a vivid picture of the Grand Canyon.
picture. Who? Why Tom Mix. Come and see
in thispicture.
was surely
greatest
star inskyhishigh
theHepopular

Picture

News

"THE
NEW
DISCIPLE"
(Federated Producers Service)
Capital Versus Labor Story Is W ell Acted

" The New
argument
somethe convincing
THERE
Disciple"is on
familiar capital
versusoffered
labor in
formula.
The
picture is a dramatization of Arthur Nelson's book, which has
been founded upon an interpretation of Woodrow Wilson's
" The New Freedom." It is a picture which contains a deal of
agitation for a new form of democracy — wherein an American plan
of social equality will enable the wage earner to share in the earnings
of
sort ofsatisfied
vindicates
Henry in
Ford's
co-operative
plantheof capitalist.
making the Itworker
by sharing
the profits.
Mr.
Wilson's plea is used as a foundation and excerpts from his book are
employed in subtitles.
The picture carries several incidents which convince because the
ideas are exploited in such logical fashion. Those who are looking for
picturey
may feel
disappointed.
" Theform
Newof Disciple
does not entertainment
pretend to acquaint
the spectator
with any
orthodox"
drama. You can look upon it as subtle propaganda for a new relationship between capital and labor. And to make the argument effective the author has used for a background one of the mushroom
towns
which sprang
over has
nightnotduring
the war.
" pay-triot
who presides
over theup plant
reckoned
with The
the high
cost of"
living. He would do away with unions and force his employees to
accept starvation wages. This figure has become immensely wealthy
and his success has turned his head. In the plant is a young dreamer
with Utopian ideas concerning the welfare of the workers. He exhorts and agitates, but also finds time to express romance for the
capitalist's daughter.
These is a flash of romantic conflict engendered from the fight to
win her love — the rival being a wealthy buyer for competitive interests. The action surges back and forth from the factory to the home
of the profiteer with scenes interspersed detailing a meeting of the
strikers and incidents touching upon the family life of the figures.
Some will say that the picture is too talky — that it could be compressed into five reels. Perhaps they will be right, for the picture is
not so much entertainment as it is illustrated argument. The director has staged the offering with realistic backgrounds — the factory
life, the little details giving it a touch of reality. A capable cast that
includes Pell Trenton as the young agitator, Walt Whitman as a
foreman and Alfred Allen as the profiteer contributes sincere performances. Norris Johnson, who looks strangely like Margalo Gillmore, flashes real screen personality and talent as the heroine.
Exhibitors in manufacturing towns will find it a good bet. — Length,
7 reels. — Laurence Reid.
THE CAST
John McPherson
......Pell Trenton
Peter Fanning
Alfred Allen
Mary Fanning
Norris Johnson
Marion Fanning
Margaret Mann
Sandy McPherson
Walt Whitman
Mother McPherson
Alice Smith
Frederick Wharton
Arthur Stuart Hull
Daddy Whipple
Walter Perkins
Jennings
Charles Prindley
By J. Arthur
Nelson. Pigott.
Scenario
by William
Directed by Ollie Sellers.
PRESS NOTICE— STORY
A dramatization of Arthur Nelson's " The New Disciple," which has been founded
upon
Wilson'swillbook,
New Freedom,"at the
has been made for the
screen Woodrow
and the picture
be the" The
feature
next
. This production
featuresattraction
the familiar conflict between theatre
capital
and labor. It takes up the indictment by society of the profiteer. It presents
logically and dramatically the new America which is finding itself since the war.
It shows what was occurring during the profiteering days of the war. It shows
men becoming millionaires over night and depicts a mushroom town emerging into
a rich and busy manufacturing town. It also shows the great army of underpaid
workmen — who in defiance of strike, but who are locked out and compelled to
become socialists. It points out the benefits to be derived from the co-operative
plan
of employment
— thefurnishes
profit-sharing
scheme.
The staged
New Disciple
" is well
constructed
drama which
a message.
It is" well
and acted.
PROGRAM READERS
What is wrong with Capital? What is wrong with Labor? Is there anything
wrong with these forces — which furnish the conflict throughout the world? What
is the best manner in dealing with the forces of Labor? Are they underpaid?
Should the capitalists take them into the co-operative scheme on a profit-sharing
basis? Is it right to strike? Is anything gained by it? These questions are
dramatically
answered in the theatre
vital picture
of the hour, ". The
which
comes
to the
next
The New
storyDisciple."
is written
by
Arthur
Nelson
with
an
interpretation
of
Woodrow
Wilson's
"
The
New
Freedom."
It
is
finely
acted
by
a
competent
cast
that
includes
Walt
Whitman,
Pell
Trenton
and Norris Johnson.
SUGGESTIONS
This is a capital versus labor story which is timely — which takes up the cause
of labor and treats it logically and yet dramatically. You can mention that the
MenNew Freedom."
" Thetalented
vital book,
Wilson's
inspired by
authortion was
the competent
cast,Woodrow
telling that
it contains
several
and well known
players such as Pell Trenton and Walt Whitman. If it is possible to get stills
do so and display the beauty of Norris Johnson, who plays the heroine. For a
prologue
can havethrough
several apertures.
good readers
behindcanportieres
stage —
their headsyouemerging
Theserecite
readings
take uoonthethesubstance
of Life, Justice, Man, etc. Bill it as an absorbing drama which will command the
strictest attention. Feature its vital theme.
CATCH LINES
See " The New Disciple." Become acquainted with the problems of the working
man. See America finding the new democracy.
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING COMPANY , KBW TOBK
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K«M AM* QUAJUMm* rr
ThePreqsion Machine (o.Tnc
317-321 East 34 th St- NewYork

Rochacker-Aller Laboratories, Inc.
Hollywood, Calilomia

H. O. Davis presents
"The Silent Call" which
Is heralded as a "reel"
Sensation — A big picture —
An extraordinary production.
A Saturday Evening Post
Story cleverly adapted
For the screen by Miss
Jane Murfin — Excellent
Direction by Laurence Trimble.
Photography by Charles Dreyer
And Glen Gano has unusual
Pictorial appeal and beauty.
"The Silent Call" has strong
Entertainment value.
Art prints made under
The personal supervision
Of Joe Aller at Hollywood.
First National Exploitation.

H. O. Davis

Watterson K. Rothacker
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